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THIS week

EVERY Film Row
IS buzzing with the

BIG news!

M-G-M has the comedy
THAT is to be

THE sensation

OF all time

“TIN Hats” is grand!

ONE of the biggest

BOX-office bets

M-G-M ever released!

TAKE the tip . . .

TALK it up now
AND hold your booking-time

WIDE open . . .

AND watch

“BARDELYS the Magnificent.”

M-G-M’S Road-Show Size

SENSATION . . .

IT'S starting now
TO make history . . .

“FOUR Horsemen" contracts

ESTABLISH record . . .

“THE Temptress” piles up

A fortune at Capitol, (N. Y.)

LUCKY M-G-M showmen!

THE WEEK’S NEWS!

^CjoldwLjn

flayer
STICK TO M-G-M AND BE HAPPY!
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That’s what FOX NEWS is doing regu-

larly. Successful showmen the world
over are taking advantage of it. Here’s
a newsreel that flashes big events FIRST
—a short feature as fresh as tomorrow
morning’s newspaper.

Mightiest of All
A Few Recent Outstanding Features—

Queen Marie’s Trip to America

Navy’s Smoke Screen at Sea

The World’s Series Day by Day

Cobham’s Australian Flight

The Miami-Florida Disaster

The Fonck Airplane Disaster

The Hurricane in Havana

Germany’s Great War Maneuvers

The Dempsey-Tunney Fight

Gloucester’s Schooner Races

The Leviathan’s War Games

All the Big Football Contests

Every One of Them a “Draiv” at the Box-office

!

Member of Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc., Will H. Hays. President
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'One of the
20 GEMS

TIFFANY
Exclww.5 Everywhere.

TIFFANY PRODUCTIONS,/^.
M.H.HOFFMAN, Vice.Vres.

1540 BROADWAY- NEW YORK.M.Y

YOI)( 'C

^ TIPPAM Y° ^
PRODUCTION/

presents

PAULINE

JOSSELYNS
/UGGE/TED BY THE MOVEL
OFTHE/AME NAME BY

KATHLEEN NOR&Lf
yUPPOttTED BY

HOLME/ HERBERT
ARMAN DKALIZ
CARMELITA GERAGHTY

L JO/EPHINE HILL (i

DtFLECTED BY /gfi
RICHARD THORPE H)j
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With BELLE BENNETT, Mary
Carr, Henry Victor, June
Marlowe, and other box-office

favorites . . . . An EMORY
JOHNSON Production pre-
sented by Carl Laemmle from
the story by Emilie Johnson.
Directed by Emory Johnson.

A UNIVERSAL SUPER
PRODUCTION
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TheTalk of the Industry!
HE LONE WOLF RETURNS” started us off like* a house afire. Scattered broken box-office

records from Coast to Coast. Then came “The Belle of
Broadway” and now “Sweet Rosie O’Gradv.” All

knockouts. Box-office receipts prove it.

Everybody—exhibitors—critics and the public have
been shouting their heads off in praise of Columbia
Pictures for the 1926 27 season.

Featuring

SHIRLEY
MASON

with

CULLEN LANDIS
LESTER BERNARD
E. ALYN WARREN

Directed by

Frank R. Strayer

Sign Up Today for the Entire 24

POLUMBIAm PICTURE

C

V-/ A NATIONAL INSTITUTION
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The Greatest Jewish*
Irish StoryEverFilmed
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WE ALL LIKE TO
HEAR BIG FIGURES
Maybe the WORLD’S Claim of 6,492 Net Paid Exhibitor

Circulation Sounds Modest Against Some Verbal Barrage

You Have Been Exposed To.

We Don’t Doubt It. However—Read This

—

The Only Verified Circulation Figures Show:—

MOVING PICTURE WORLD

FIRST With 6,492 Net Paid Exhibitor Circulation

SECOND
MOTION PICTURE NEWS

With Less Net Paid Exhibitor Circulation

THIRD
EXHIBITORS HERALD

With Less Net Paid Exhibitor Circulation

Moving" Picture

WORLD
A Chalmers Publication
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AMERICA’S MOST DISTINGUISHED ACTOR

LIONEL
BARRYMORE

IN

JAMES YOUNQ’S PRODUCTION

OF THE

ERCKMANN-CHATRIAN

MASTERPIECE

THE BELLS”
America’s most distinguished

star records his outstanding his-

trionic achievement in the great-

est stage role of the immortal
Sir Henry Irving.

With A Distinctive Cast

INCLUDING

Edward Phillips

Lola Todd

Gustav Von Seyfertitz

Otto Lederer

Lorimer Johnston

Boris Karloff

Fred Warren

“The Bells” is a classic of the

theatre. Its forty-three years of

successful stage presentations in-

sure its unusual magnitude as a

box office photoplay. Millions,

who know “The Bells,” are

awaiting this screen version now.

A tense, stirring drama, in

colorfully spectacular settings, it

has been produced on a lavish

scale that is in keeping with this

great play and its distinguished

star. “The Bells,” a production

of true road show quality, is

proving to be one of the real

showmanship achievements of

the year.

A CHADWICK diwsion PICTURE



CJhe Wonder Picture
The Moft Novel, Beautiful
Pidture ofthe Great Outdoor
been another li\e it. Then

With, AR1

SEE
The Breaking Up of the Ice in the Yukon River; a majestic

spectacle, with huge ice floes ramming each other in
inconceivable fashion.

T he Barth of Icebergs; ranks with the finest photography of
the screen. 1 he grandeur of this sequence cannot be
expressed in words, says the M. P. World.

Art ) oung Bringing Dozen America's Most Dangerous
If ild Animals with the Bow and Arrow; the Kodiak
grizzly bear and the mighty moose, to say nothing of
caribou, big horn sheep, mountain goats, etc.

^ Fox Terrier Capturing Big Salmon; the dog goes after
them in their native element.

If rongstart, the Dog Comedian; the funniest little mutt
ever screened.

1 he Midnight Sum; wonderful shots of one of Nature’s
greatest phenomena.

The f alley of fen Thousand Smokes; the weirdest, most
awe-inspiring manifestation of Nature on the North
American continent.

Once it starts it’s a clean-up.
’*

—Arthur James in Motion Pictures Today

“It can be made of vital importance to the
Exhibitor,”—Epes Sargent in the M. P UWM



of Sport
ExcitingandRed~Blooded~
fiverFilmed! Therehas never
oan neverbe another—

ADVENTUR
rOUNG

How To Sell It To Your Patrons
( Epes Sargent in M . P. IVorld)

“You have three big angles in the

schools, the newspapers and the libra-

ries. You have additional aids in the

windows, The Better Films Committee,
if you have one, and the various clubs.

Don’t sell the schools on the educa-
tional value alone. Sell rather that you
visualize Alaska.

Work through the school boards and
the principals. See that each teacher

receives a free ticket. Offer small prizes

for the best essays or compositions on
Alaska, but do it before you show the

picture. Don’t offer prizes on the best

essays on the picture. That will come
too late. Work this stunt a week or ten

days in advance, starting the offer two
or three weeks ahead. You might hook
the newspapers to the composition,

through letting the paper ostensibly

offer the prizes.

Stories of Art Young will be of real

interest. The campaign book has them.
. . . See the managing editor and try and
sell him rather than the photoplay editor.

The libraries will welcome you. . . If

you can help move the novels of Alas-

kan life, the travel and educational vol-

umes, the library will be glad to use book
markers, still displays and posters.

Make plentiful displays in the store

windows. . . Try and obtain from the

game warden the names and addresses

of those who have taken out hunting and
fishing licenses. Every one of these is

better than just a prospect.

Sell the Boy Scouts. They are inter-

ested in the outdoors. . . If possible get

a preview for educators and others who
may be interested.

A Real Novelty, worth the Sales

Effort.’’

Pafhepicture
\T)
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)SEPH P.
iNNEDY
xsents

S
TILL another masterstroke of

showmanship from Greater F. B. O.!

A brilliant young personality with a

mighty public following ...Winning stardom

through absolute money performances in

the Great Witwer Featurettes....

Telephone Girl.. ..Maizie.... Fighting Hearts....

Go-Getters and Pacemakers....Gracing the

screens of the nation's finest theatres.

ADORABLE
DECEIVER



w liile the
other fellow
is wondering
how it’s done

liiftt national
is delivering^ jj

*

and like all First
National Pictures
“Hismates” is “box*
office.” Mother-love,
SriPPine drama, lav*

ish scenes, a bid box-
office cast, a great
director and one of
the greatest selling

titles in a decade.



Last Minute News From Everywhere
SHOOT!

While Marion Davies MOVING PICTURE A MORAL?
Queen Fontana, cham-

makes “Tilly the Toil-
er,” Harry Reiciienbaeh
will re-issne “Tilly’s
Punctured Romance,”
Marie Dressler’s im-
mortal film. This opens

the “Tilly” season. WORLD
pion producer, with a
record of 1,173 eggs
laid in five years. Is

dead from overwork.
Is there a moral in

this?

Vol. 83 New York, November 6, 1926 No. 1
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Richards Asks

Only That He’s

The Last to Die

Saenger Manager Is

a Sad Pessimist

E. V. Richards, Jr., of the

Saenger circuit, New Orleans, is

in New York, having- attended
the First National conference
last week at French Lick
Springs, Ind. Though one of the

real authorities on motion pic-

ture subjects, getting an inter-

view out of him would be an
achievement paralleled only by
the conquest of Mount Everest.
Mr. Richards was corailed at

the First National home office.

He cheerfully remarked that he
hadn’t given out an interview in

years. Then he declared himself

a disciple of optimism and “a

bear on film prices and a bull on
the South.” Bunk in the film

business he humorously decried.

Mr. Richards sees a future of

intense theatrical competition
in the South. Many will fall by
the wayside and many will be

the 'heartaches, he said, but that

is economically unavoidable in

any business. "I’m just trying

to be one of the last to die,” he
claimed. According to the latest

odds posted, he will be.

Prizes Distributed
The personnel of the twenty-

six First National exchanges
which succeeded in passing their

quota in the recently closed
summer drive, are now in re-

ceipt of their prize awards, to-

taling in all cases an extra
week’s salary. A maximum of

552 First National employees are
benefitted by the awards.

r

f

More Product
Greater than the prod-

uct released during any
one period in its history
will he the group of Para-
mount attractions playing
the theatres this coming-
spring and summer, Jesse
L. Lasky, first vice-presi-
dent in charge of produc-
tion, told representatives
of the Department of Dis-
tribution in convention at
French Lick, Tud., October
25 to 28. Mr. Lasky de-
clared that of the 39 at-
tractions scheduled for re-
lease during the new sea-
son, 15 or more would he
of long-run calibre. This
group of specials does not
include the company’s
roadshow pictures, he said.

Quebec Bans British Picture;

Canadian Industry Astonished

“Nell Gwyn” Rejected on Ground That Nudity

Is Displayed—Boycott Threatened

By Sumner Smith

Old sores have been reopened in Canada because the Quebec Board
of Moving Picture Censors have decided to condemn “Nell Gwyn,’’

an important recent British production. This action was taken in

spite of the announced policy a few months ago on the part of the

Quebec Government representatives to favor British and European
film productions as a result of a threatened boycott of Quebec by
United States producers.

Late Chicago

News Notes
Fred Jacobs plans si

2,000-seat movie theatre
of Egyptian design in Edi-
son Park on the West Side.
It will cost $750,000. Work
will start in thirty dsiys.

Fitzpatrick & MeKlroy
took over the property at
Michigan avenue mid 119th
street place from William
MeNitt for a large theatre
and commercial project.

W. W. Anderson Surveys
The Florida Territory
W. W. Anderson, manager cf

the Atlanta branch of Pathe Ex-
change, Inc., accompanied by
Salesman H. R. Kistler, last
week completed a motor tour of
the storm-stricken area of Flor-
ida. He found West Palm Beach
practically uninjured. Pompano
caught it badly. In Dania the
only theatre was a mass of
ruins. Fort Lauderdale also was
hard hit. Hollywood is in terrible
shape. A Biscayne Park thea-
tre that was all but completed is

in ruins. At Little River both
theatres escaped. Miami Beach
is very dilapidated. The Palm
Airdrome at Hialeah was only
slightly damaged, but the
Hodges Theatre was badly
wrecked. At Coral Gables the
Dream Airdrome suffered only
minor injuries, as did the Coral
Gables Theatre. All Buena Vista
was badly torn up.

Miss Borden 111

Olive Borden is ill in San
Francisco, it is reported. She
was making personal appear-
ances, and, it is said, was rushed
to a hospital.

Fighting New Tax
The German film trade is in

the throes of waging war
against the imposition of taxes.

The central government has is-

sued certain regulations by
which municipalities shall col-

lect entertainment tax.

Recent indications are that

serious trouble over t'he arbitra-

tion question impends in many
places. It will be discussed at

the Ohio convention on October
9 and also at the Texas Conven-
tion, October 16.

A letter signed by exhibitor
heads in Ohio, Minnesota, North
and South Dakota, Indiana, Illi-

nois, Wisconsin, Texas and
Michigan, itself an outgrowth of

the Michigan convention, has
been sent Will Hays. It al-

“Nell Gwyn” has been rejected
on the ground that nudity is dis-

played. Incidentally, this is the
third time that a British release
has been banned by the Quebec
censors, the other two being
“Chin Chin Chow” and “Re-
veille.” The former also was

London Cable
By W. E. ALLISON-BOOTH

Moving Picture World
Bureau, London,

October 26.

Mystery attaches to London
life film. This picture was never

shown to the trade before it left

England. English papers state

that the producer did not give a

correct impression of English

life at the Imperial Conference.

It has been proposed that the

government shall give financial

aid to British films. “So This Is

Paris” went over very big at the

Capitol. Gaumont is handling a

talking picture concern here.

leges ignorance of duties on the
part of arbitration boards and
interference by the Hays office

in making decisions.
Two of the paragraphs follow:
“The purpose of this confer-

ence was to consider the fact
that arbitration in each of these
states, individually, as well as
in the other film centers, has not
been working in a satisfactory
manner, due to the fact that the
distributor members of the vari-

(Continued on page 2)

rejected on the ground of nud-
ity, while “Reveille” was turned
down because an illegitimate
child figured in the plot. “Ro-
mola” was also banned by the
Quebec censors, but was passed
some weeks later after it had
been reconstructed throughout.
The decision regarding “Nell

Gwyn” is surprising in view of
the statements' of Quebec offi-

cials. Premier Taschereau of
Quebec announced that the time
had come when Quebec should
get good British films. He also
said: “We will certainly be
pleased to get our films from the
British firms and, in addition, I

think that the French producers
will also easily be interested in
•supplying us with good artisti-
cally-prepared films.”

Dr. L. J. Lemieux, Quebec
agent at London, England, also
cabled: “In view of the proposed
boycott of distribution of Ameri-
can films in Quebec Province,
picture producers of London are
ready to furnish to the cinemas
of Quebec Province large quan-
tities of very good modern mov-
ing picture films.”
During the past fiscal year,

the Quebec Board condemned 204
releases and modified 492 others,
the number of pictures accepted
as submitted being 1,528.

New Propaganda
According to reports

from Italy, tlie Italian
World War Veterans have
adopted a new form of
educational p r o p a ganda.
Tills legion has installed a
motion picture machine on
a vehicle and will project
throughout Italy agricul-
tural and patriotic pic-
tures, principally for the
edification of ex-soldiers.
This itinerant motion pic-
ture show has just com-
menced in Southern Tyrol.

New Arbitration Battle Impends;

Ignorance, Interference Alleged
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New Battle Impending
(.Continued from page 1)

largely brought about, especial-

ly during the past eix months,
by various communications ema-
nating from your office ad-
dressed to the Film Board of

Trade members or the Film
Board of Trade secretaries prac-
tically instructing distributor

members on Arbitration Boards
as to how they shouli act, how
they should decide and what
they could and could not do in

the consideration of cases that
came before them.' 1

Anne Nichols Backs

New Film Projector
Anne Nichols and William

Lignemare, of ‘‘Abie’s Irish

Hose” fame, arc sponsoring two
recent French inventions which,
combined, make a motion picture
projector for which great things
are claimed. It is said that Miss
Nichols will erect a factory and
turn out these projectors In large
quantities.
The new French arc lamp has

a rotary arc and one carbon. It

works automatically, Is wuter-
cooled and has great brilliancy.

The new film container obviates
the necessity of several reels,

caring for all the film up to.

perhaps, 8,000 feet. Danger of

fire is averted and the life of the
film, greatly lengthened, It is

said.
F. H. Richardson, projection

expert of Moving Picture World,
will later report his findings on
this subject

Name Personnel
The Small-Strausberg Circuit,

operating a chain of theatres
throughout Brooklyn and Long
Island, announces the personnel
of newly created divisions and
subdivisions. Lew Preston has
been appointed general manager
with the Brooklyn division under
his jurisdiction, while Harry
Furst will serve in a like ca-
pacity for the Long Island thea-
tres. Messrs. Sigmund S. Solo-
mon, Jack Neumark, M. Berman,
D. Friedson and A. G. Crowi
have been appointed district
managers. Sidney Larschan will
look after the publicity and
exploitation.

Fredman at Complimentary Dinner

Warns that Reciprocity is Needed

Makes Strong Appeal for British Film at

A* M. P. A. Biltmore Function

Representatives of all branches
of the industry attended the
dinner given in honor of Ernest
W. Fredman, visiting editor of
The Film Renter, London, Eng-
land, which was given under the
auspices of the A. M. P. A. at the
Biltmore on Tuesday evening.
At the speakers’ table were

Mr. Fredman, Dr. Giannlni,
president of the East River
Bank, who acted as toastmaster;
Nathan Burltan, Marcus Loew,
Robert Lieber and Walter Eber-
hardt, president of A. M. P. A.
Nathan Burkan outlined the

seriousness of the situation,
which is fast coming to a head
in Great Britain in relation to
American films. He warned that
American producers and dis-
tributors had already let the
agitation go so far that govern-
mental intervention was now al-
most inevitable and predicted
that the results would be far
reaching.
Marcus Loew, who followed

him, declared that he would be
glad to run British pictures, as

Laemmle Now in West
Carl Laemmle left New "'’ork

last Sunday and reached Univer-
sal City late this week. He will
remain in California for several
months. Accompanying him
were Julius Stern, president of
the Stern Film Corporation;
Carl Laemmle, Jr., Miss Rosa-
belle Laemmle, James Geller, a
special writer, and Jack Itoss,

Laemmle’s secretary.

Ready to Distribute
Nat Levine has returned from

Hollywood to New York where
his ten-episode serial, "The
Golden Stallion,” featuring the
appearance of a wild horse, is

in the last stages of production.
Distribution plans are being de-
cided upon and the selling cam-
paign will be under way in two
weeks.

Franklin Signs
Sidney Franklin, motion pic-

ture director, who has been
under contract to Joseph M.
Schenck for over five years, has
signed a new contract with Mr.
Schenck which makes him one
of the highest paid figures in

the motion picture. Industry.
Thus he becomes a United Art-
ists director.

New Girl Player
Paramount has signed Blanche

Le Claire under a long-term
contract, according to William
LeBaron. She is the daughter of
Frank Le Claire, who sixteen
years ago was leading man for
a French motion picture unit
producing in America.

Raives Selected
Sol Raives, vice-president of

the Theatre Owners Chamber of
Commerce, New York, has been
designated by President Charles
L O’Reilly as chairman of the
Exhibitors Committee of the Mo-
tion Pictures Committee of the
American Arbitration Associa-
tion.

he had stated to the British film
trade last summer, if he could
get attractions which would
bring the people into his thea-
tres.

Robert Lieber, president of
First National, thought being
that just as Britain has now
control of the rubber industry,
while America dominates the
film markets of the world, both
would continue to remain In

their relative positions, until su-
perior brains and resourceful-
ness overcame the advantages
held by the other.

Mr. Fredman then made his
address which constituted a
strong appeal for consideration
for British pictures, many of
which he maintained are at
least as good as our average
program features. He pointed
out that it would only be good
business to do so, because of the
very real possibility of serious
burdens being placed upon what
is now the best market for mo-
tion pictures outside of »the
United States itself.

Taylor Goes West
Matt Taylor, who wrote the

story for Johnny Hines’ latest
First National picture, ‘‘Step-
ping Along” and is also respon-
sible for the comedian’s forth-
coming screen story, as yet un,-

titled, leaves for California this
week to enter the scenario field.

While Mr. Taylor's initial sce-
nario work has been along com-
edy lines, he expects to train his
typewriter into dramatic work
upon arrival.

Mention Whiteman
Broadway claims that Paul

Whiteman, corpulent orchestra
leader, will be featured in a pic-
ture to be made in the East.
William Morris, Jr., who has just
left Los Angeles on his way
east, is mentioned in connection
with the reported deal.

Forms Havana Co.
Nat Liebeskind, formerly man-

ager of the Universal exchange
in Cuba, has formed the Havana
Theatre Company, Inc., to oper-
ate picture theatres In Havana.
On or about November l the first

theatre will be opened. This will
be known as the Cine Esmeralde.

M.-G.-M. Signs Five
The following have signed M.-

G.-M. contracts; Dimitri Bucho-
wetzki, director; Frank Currier,
character itetor; Clement Andre-
Ani, costume expert; Marc Mc-
Dermott, character actor, Cecil
Howard, character actor and
make-up artist.

Pleases Fire Chiefs
A great demonstration of en-

thusiasm greeted Metro-Gold-
wyn -Mayer’s “The Fire Brigade,”
which was shown at the State
Theatre, New Orleans, to more
than 3 000 persons. A print bad
been sent via a special Fire
Chiefs’ car to the annual con-
vention in New Orleans of the
International Association of Fire
Engineers.

COMING and GOING

Paramount executives and
home office and eastern sales
representatives, headed by
Adolph Zukor, Jesse L. Lasky,
Sidney R. Kent and George W.
Weeks, has left New York for
French Lick, Ind., where the an-
nual fall sales convention is

being held. In the party were
Mr. and Mrs. Emil Jannings,
Erich Pommer and Maurltz Stil-
ler. Others on the special train
were: John D. Clark, Phil Reis-
man, Eugene J. Zukor, Mel
Shauer, George M. Spidell, G. B.
J. Frawley, Charles E. McCarthy,
M. H. Lewis, Russell Holman,
Oscar Kantner, Leon Bamberger,
Dr. Emanuel Stern, A. O. Dillen-
beck, Paul Allison, Eddie Cor-
coran, B. Campe, Jack Roper,
Walter Wanger, Watterson R.
Rothacker, Monta Bell, Monte
Katterjohn, Henry Salsbury.
William LeBaron, Edwin Gelsey,
Ralph Bloch, E. Wynne, E. E.
Shauer, Joseph Seidelman, Dick
Blumenthal, A. Ferraro, O. R.
Geyer, Don Velde, George Welt-
ner, G. K. Haddow, E. J. Denni-
son, J. A Clark, W. W. Caldwell,
Lou Edelman, Frank Blakely,
Jerry Sussman, A. H. Cole, Ralph
Kohn, Sam Katz, H. B. Franklin
and H. Goldberg.

* * •

Edgar B. Hatrick, vice-presi-
dent and general manager of In-
ternational Newsreel and Cos-
mopolitan Productions, has re-
turned to New York from Los
Angeles. He was accompanied
east by C. J. Hubbell, Pacific

Coast manager of International
! Newsreel.

• •

Budd Rogers, vice-president of

|

Lumas Film Corporation, re-

turned last w-eek from a trans-
continental tour of exchanges.

* * •

Stanley Hand, home office

representative of Warner Bros.,
has departed on a tour which
will take him to twenty-four of
the exchanges of the company
His first stop was at Boston.

• • *

Andre Glattll, European corre-
spondent of the Pathe News, last

week returned to his post in

Paris after spending a month's
visit with Editor Emanuel Cohen
and the Pathe News staff in

New York City.
• * *

Les Weir, Pacific Coast dis-

trict manager for P. D. C., who
has been in New York for con-
ferences with General Sales
Manager W. J. Morgan, has re-

turned to his office in Los An-
geles.

• * *

Ralph A. Morrow of the P. D.

C. sales department, who has
been in New York on special

work for several months, has re-

turned to Dallas as manager for

that division.
• • •

William M. Vogel, general
manager of Producers Interna-
tional Corporation, foreign dis-

tributors for Producers Dis-
tributing Corp., sailed for Eu-
rope Saturday aboard the Levi-

athan. Accompanying Mr. Vogel
is J. J. Rein, secretary of Pro-
ducers International.

* • •

Hai ry M. Warner, president of

Warner Bros., and Sam E. Mor-
ris, general manager of distribu-

tion, have returned from a hur-
ried trip to Chicago, where they
arranged for the showing of

Vitaphone and the road show at-

traction, Syd Chaplin in The
Better ’Ole," at the Woods Thea-
tre.
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Will Kill Tax
Premier Howard Ferga-

8011 of Ontario, formally
announced during? the
course of his opening elec-
tion speech at Kemptvllle
that the amusement tax on
tickets of 25 cents or less

would be abolished, the
reduction to become effec-

tive after the Provincial
elections on December 1 if

the Ferguson government
is re-elected.
The tax affected runs:

One cent on tickets up to

15 cents, nnd 2 cents on
tickets from 15 to 25 cents
inclusive. The tax on
higher-priced tickets is

not affected.

Deny Any Deal
Reports have bean current

that Warner Bros, are negotiat-
ing for the purchase of Sid
Grauman’s Egyptian Theatre in

Hollywood where ‘'Don Juan,”
the Warner road show, is in tor

a long run. Albert Warner has
made an emphatic denial of the
story when approached. He
states that with ; he installation
of the Vitaphpne in the Egyp-
tian the interest of Warners and
Grauman would be brought
closer together, but there had
been no talk of purchasing by
Warners or selling bty Grau-
man.

W.C.T.U. for Censors
The Women's Christian Tem-

perance Union of New York
State has injected itself into the
moving picture censorship sit-

uation to the end that the or-
ganization, which has .'iti.ntni

members in this state, will file a
protest with Governor Smith
against the proposed abolition
of the Motion Picture Censorship
Commission.

Lasky Made Chairman
Jesse E. Lasky of Famous

Players heads as volunteer Red
Cross Roll Call Chairman a spe-
cial motion picture group to en-
list the maximum response
throughout the motion picture
industry of New York for funds
to maintain the organization’s
relief work and public health
program.

Spearing with F. P.
James O. Spearing, formerly

dramatic editor of tne New York
Times, and more recently author
of a number of morion picture
stories, has been appointed as-
sistant to Julian Johnson at the
Paramount Long Island studio
In the editing and titling of pic-
tures, according to Associate
Producer William LeBaron.

Paul Joins Sam
P. M. Sarazen, of United Art-

ists Corporation has become
Samuel Goldwyn’s New Y'ork
press representative. He will
handle the publicity of Mr. Gold-
wyn personally. Director Henry
King, Ronald Colman and Vilma
Banky.

,

Jazzbo Club Prizes
The annual meeting of the

Jazzbo Club, the social organ-
ization of P. D. C., was held at
Keen’s Chop House, New York
City, on October 28. Dinner was
served and there was a theatre
party at the Winter Garden.

Eschmann Heads New Feature

Department Formed by Pathe

Action Necessitated by Taking Over of

Associated Product—New Salesmen

Pathe has created a new Feature Sales Department with E. A.

Eschmann, widely known as a sales executive, at the head, accord-

ing to Vice-President and General Manager Elmer Pearson. It is

necessitated by the large number of feature productions now to be

dis'ributed through the organization.

New Responsibilities
j

E. A. Eschmann

Two New Executives
Thomas Allen Moore, trust

officer of the Guaranty Trust
Company, has resigned to be-
come vice-president, treasurer
and financial executive of the
Swanson Producing Corporation,
Gloria Swanson, film star and
producer, announced yesterday.
Another banker, Pierre Eedard,
formerly in charge of the new
foreign business department of
the Bankers’ Trust Company,
also will be associated as assist-
ant treasurer.

Sheehan Supervising
Howard J. Sheehan, who has

manager the Fox San Francisco
branch for several years, will
now supervise the Coast district
for Fox, including Los Angeles,
San Francisco, Seattle, Port-
land and Salt Lake City. Fred
W. Voight is now in charge of
the Frisco office.

Berger With Fox
Dr. Ludwig Berger, the

German director, wlio pro-
duced the iinely-reeeived
“Waltz Dream” for II. F.
A., which ran two weeks
at the Capitol theatre.
New York, has been signed
to produce in this country
for Fox. He is expected to
arrive in March at Holly-
wood to begin his first

American picture.

Negotiation ' have been com-
pleted whereby Pathe is taking
over the sale and all the physi-
cal handling of all the Asso-
r.iated’s product. Pathe. itself,

has a number of feature series,

together with 21 Associated pic-
tures which were acquired on
June 10.

It was to handle this large
program of feature attractions
that the Feature Sales De-
partment was organized with
Mr. Eschmann to directly super-
vise the selling of all Pathe and
Associated features. The only
exception in feature selling will
be that feature versions of se-
rials will be handled by the
regular Pathe salesmen.
Under the new arrangement

Pathe branch managers are re-
lieved of the responsibility of
feature sales, to be thereby per-
mitted to concentrate their sales
efforts on the selling of two-reel
comedies, short subjects and se-
rials.

At each branch office a feature
sales manager will be appointed
who will work directly under
Mr. Eschmann and be responsi-
ble for the selling of the fea-
ture product in his respective
territory. It is also likely that
additional feature salesmen will
be taken on to handle the in-

creased business.

Riesenfeld in West
Dr. Hugo Riesenfeld has ar-

rived on the West Coast to pre-
pare the musical score for Pola
Negri’s latest Paramount vehi-
cle, ‘‘Hotel Imperial.” He will
remain at the studios for some
time to arrange the musical
scores of several other impor-
tant productions.

Named Title Editor
Edwin Justus Mayer, author

and plaiywright, has been made
title editor of all Paramount
West Coast productions under a
contract announced by B. P.
Schulberg,

Opens in Boston
Warner Bros.' production of

Syd Chaplin in “Don Juan,” with
Vitaphone accompaniment and
prelude, opened October 29 in the
Colonial Theatre, an Erlanger
house, in Boston.

Smeltzer in New York
Robert Smeltzer, manager of

First National’s Washington ex-
change, visited the home office

this week. He reported excel-
lent business in the capital.

Miller Proud Papa
Walter Miller, Patheserial

star, is a proud papa. Richard
Scofield Miller is the newcomer.
He weighs eight pounds. Mrs.
Miller, known to the stage and
vaudeville world as Eileen Sco-
field, is doing nicely.

VOIt
lnr the

Preferred
Pictures

iPresentedby
J.G.BAC HMANN

Soli 'Ionian ‘Dutnbu.Lovs

INTER.*OCEAN FILM COM*.
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Advances Amity

A great step toward the es-
tablishment of greater Franeo-
Ameriean amity through the me-
dium of the motion picture was
taken in Paris at a banquet in

honor of Arthur LocWi head of
the foreign department of
Metro- Goldwyn-Mayer, who is

shown above, when plans were
discussed for the co-operation of

M.-G.-M. in the general release
throughout the United States of
the dramatic film, “Napoleon.”
This picture is now being pro-
duced by the Societe Generale
de Films, one of the most inllu-
ential photoplay organisations
in France. It is being directed
by Abel Gance.

Order Money Returned
Sustaining the contentions

made by representatives of the
M. P. T. O. A. and the M. P. T
O. of Connecticut that where
the story and other vital ele-

ments were changed, the ex-
hibitor was not bound by
the contract, the Connecti-
cut Joint Board of Arbitra-
tion has reversed its previous
findings on the case of Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer against M. Tom-
asino, a New Haven theatre
owner, and declared that 75 pre-
viously collected should be re-

turned to him.

M.-G.-M. Signs Davies
Marion Davies has signed a

long-term contract with Metrc-
Goldwyn-Mayer for a series.

New Loew V.-P.

Colonel Edward A.
Schiller, general repre-
sentative for Loew's, lnc„
and for years actively par-
ticipating in the operation
and growth of the Loew
Circuit and Metro-Gold-
wyn-Mayer Pictures Cor-
poration, has been elected
vice-president to succeed
the late Joseph L. Rhin-
oek. With the addition of
Colonel Schiller, vice-
presidents are Nicholas M,
Schenck, David and Ar-
thur Loew. The directo-
rate board includes David
Bernstein, William Hamlin
Childs, William C. Durant.
Marcus Loew, Arthur M.
Loew, David L. Loew, Dan-
iel E. Pomeroy, Nicholas
M. Schenck, Charles M.
Schwab, Lee Shubert and
David Warfield.

Columbia Combining Interests;

Merge Production, Distribution

Coast to Coast Exchange System Now
Well Under Way—Macgowan on Tour

Columbia Pictures Corporation is about to consummate an impor-

tant merger of its producing and distributing centers. With the

Columbia-owned and controlled Pittsburgh and Detroit distribution

branches as the nucleus, a coast-to-coast exchange system is well

under way. The latest move has been taking over Independent
Films, Inc., of Canada, former distributors of Columbia and other

independent production in the Dominion. The Columbia Corporation

of Canada now handles this distribution.

The Canadian deal was super-
vised by Claude Macgowan of
the Columbia home office, and
with Macgowan now on an ex-
tended tour of some of the other
exchange centers in the United
States, it is believed that this

plan of union will be followed
in connection with various other
franchise holders throughout
the country. Joe Brandt, presi-

dent of Columbia, would not
admit, however, that this is

Macgo wan’s- sole purpose on his

trip.

Upon the return of Jack Cohn,
treasurer, from a long stay on
the West Coast, he made an-
nouncements that also give defi-

nite shape and confirmation to

Columbia’s expansion plans for

production.
Julius Bernheim, former gen-

eral manager of Universal City

and recently head of the Uni-

versal Theatre Enterprises, has

been installed as studio business

manager. Harry Caulfield, an-

other veteran, has been ap-

pointed a unit manager. Miss

Lillian Greenberg was appointed

casting director. The technical

and mechanical forces and
equipment were enlarged and
the scenario staff, under Dor-
othy Howell, added to.

Incorporations
Without any apparent reason,

the number of companies incor-

porating in the motion picture

business in New York Slate last

week, dropped to three and es-

tablished a new low record for

the year. The following shows
the companies and the incorpo-

rators, the capitalization of one

company being specified, while

the remaining two companies in-

corporated with stock at no par
value. Movietone Corporation of

America, Inc., Percy Heiliger,

Ridgewood, N. J. ;
George Blake,

Brooklyn; W. B. F. Rogers, Ja-
maica; Resnicke and Fleige,

Inc., $10,000, Harry Resnicke,
Max Fleigle, Herman Hoffman,
Brooklyn; L. H. Pictures, Inc.,

Melvin Robbins, Charles A.

Springstead. Austine E. Kil-
kenny, New York City.

Weiss in Paris
Max Weiss, president of Art-

class Pictures Corporation, is on
the last leg of a transcontinen-
tal trip in behalf of the short
subject program released by his
organization. Following a tour
of the Continent, he is now in

Paris and has cabled Louis
Weiss of the New York office

that he will sail for New York
next week, following a meeting
with Sir William Jury, of
Jury-Metro-Goldwyn, Ltd., who
is distributing four series of
Artclass comedies in the United
Kingdom.

Unique Testimonial

Is Paid to Laemmle
As a tribute to their chief,

Carl Laemmle, and as an expres-
sion of their joy over his recov-
ery and safe return to America,
the Universal sales force is now
putting over a novel “welcome
home’’ party. It is a Laemmle
Surprise Celebration, taking the
form of a concentrated sales and
date drive. It is being carried
through entirely by the sales-
men, sales executives and other
workers in the various Univer-
sal exchanges in the United
States and Canada. It was not
tipped off to Laemmle, to Lou
B. Metzger, general sales man-
ager, or to the Universal home
office until this week, when it

came as a complete surprise. H.

M. Herbel, Pittsburgh manager,
started the ball rolling.

Ask Dismissal
Application was made in the

New York Supreme Court by
Nathan Burkan, on behalf of the

B. P. Schulberg Productions, Inc.,

for an order dismissing an action

brought against the Schulberg
concern by the Export & Import
Film Co., Inc., for an injunction
to prevent Schulberg from as-
signing any rights to certain
pictures acquired by them under
an alleged agreement with Ex-
port & Import, pending trial of

the suit in which Export & Im-
port seeks to recover from
Schulberg $100,000 damages for

an alleged breach of contract

Exodus Starts Soon
Following the completion of

shooting on "Not Herbert,’’ Ray
Rockett’s current production for

First National, the eastern stu-

dio will lock its door and a gen-
eral exodus of First National
players will start for the Coast.
Burbank, where First National
has just completed its $2,000,000
studios, will be the home of

First
,
National producing units

for the future.

F. P. Signs Adams
Samuel Hopkins Adams, one

of the most noted American au-
thors of contemporary litera-

ture, has arrived in Hollywood
under contract with Paramount
to write original screen stories.

Smith in New Haven
William G. Smith has been ap-

pointed manager of the Tiffany
exchange at New' Haven, suc-
ceeding Jerry Lewis. Mr. Smith
assumed charge on October 25.

Our Stock Market

By Ervin L. Hall

The quotation used in this

summary are compiled daily

by Nevcburger, Henderson &
Loeb, 100 Broadway, New
York City, exclusively for The
World.

The film stocks followed the
general market during the past
week with the majority showing
little activity, a few gains being
reported, and no losses to men-
tion. The market, as a whole,
is a decidedly professional af-
fair. Trading has fallen off.

good news has had little or no
effect, and the market is in the
stage of waiting to see which
way to go. The political situa-
tion is undoubtedly exercising a
considerable influence.
Eastman Kodak showed some

signs of activity, although the
amount traded in during the
week was small, touching 120%.
It closed the week slightly off
from the high point, but a little

above last week’s closing.
As expected, the directors of

Loew, Inc., declared an extra
dividend at their meeting this
week of $1.00 a share, in addi-
tion to the regular quarterly
dividend of 50c. Trading in the
stock during the week was quite
active, with a turnover of 39,900
shares. This stock has been
maintaining its price on the ex-
change for the past several
weeks, evidently in anticipation
of the extra disbursement.

Stanley Company of America
picked up some of its losses of
last week, coming back to a
price of between 83 and 84.
Warner Brothers, as usual, was

the center of activity, but show-
ed no particular spurt, either up
or down, as has been the case
during the past two weeks.
Closing prices were only slightly
above last week.

It is rumored that a dividend
will be declared on the St. Louis
Amusement Co. ”B’’ stock before
the end of the year. The "B’’
stock of this company is held by
Skouras Brothers.

Last Minute Flashes

It is reported that Eli

Whitney Collins, president

of the M. P. T. O. A., has
transferred his theatre hold-
ings in Jonesboro, Ark., to

Universal, creating an inter-

esting problem for the ex-
hibitor organization if con-
firmed.

• • •

Officials of Famous Players -

Lasky and Educational are re-

puted to be holding “conversa-
tions” regarding an amalgama-
tion that will give Paramount
its needed short subjects.

• * *

Pathe and P. D. C. have not
yet ended negotiations.

A. S. C. Looks East
The American Society of Cine-

matographers is looking to-
ward the formation and estab-
lishment of an active division in
the East.
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Charity Begins at Home

ABOUT the largest single contribution to the Florida Relief Fund was made by
Publix Theatres as the result of a series of midnight matinees, the proceeds of
which were given in their entirety to the work of the Red Cross.

This is by no means the first or only example of the willingness of the motion picture
interests to participate in any movement for the common weal. The incident has been
repeated on a smaller scale by hundreds of individual theatres or groups, promoting some
localized movement. When help is needed the amusement industries are first appealed to,
and both stage and screen respond generously

And now, at a recent meeting of the A. M. P. A., a movement was set on foot to establish
:
such a fund, as suggested the previous week in Merritt Crawford’s editorial in Moving
Picture World. A committee has been formed for the promotion of a permanent relief

j

fun<d from which distress within the profession may be alleviated with speed and with that
measure of privacy that will not hold up the beneficiary to the public eye as a recipient of
charity.

Such a fund, wisely administered, is a real need in the picture business and it is earnestly
to be hoped that the seed planted at the last A. M. PL A. luncheon will germinate, like the
many trunked banyan tree—into a growth that shall cover the entire industry.

j

would be unfair to expect the press agents to establish such a fund for the relief of all
branches of the pictures, but committees from all organizations, working in harmony, can

1 bring to active life a fund commensurate withthe needs and place the pictures on a plane
j

with the dramatic profession, where the Actors’ Fund ministers quietly and unostenta-
tiously to its membership.

j

Almost every branch of the silent drama- has its own organization from the Society of

j

vfnematographers to the Associated Motion Picture Producers and Distributors.

j

Why not a grand drive, under able generalship, to unite all efforts into one fund? The
j

seems to rT e
l
the initial steps have been taken. Let’s sweep it along to a speedy
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“In the Pictures They Do It”

And Here ’s What

They Do

Dorothy Gish and Margaret
Yarde in “London,” a British

National Paramount.

L1*S

Samuel Goldwyn, whose genius
reached its zenith with “The
Winning of Barbara Worth.”

:s,w.

Count Ilya Tolstoy wrestles with
Puddubnv, between shots on “In-
spiration,” from United Artists.

Beth O’Shea,
Fox publicity
writer, has returned
from a hunting trip in northern Canada, where
she became the only woman ever to have “shot”

the Tobique River rapids.

Lya de
Putti, in

First National’s “The Prince of Tempters,” on left;

Matt Moore, now with Hal Roach, on her right.

A1 Raboch, Columbia director of
“Obey the Law,” with Edna Mur-
phy and Eugenia Gilbert in a

real close-up.

Ivan Moskin in “Michael Strogoff,” a Universal Film de
France, lower left—and E. A. Schiller, just elected vice-

president of Loews, Inc., on right.

Gene Tunney and Elmer Pear-
son, of Pathe, discuss future
plans for the world’s champion.

Gloria Swanson and Thomas Al-
len Moore, her financial execu-
tive. a former banker, now with

United Artists.

f

1

WORLD NEWS IN PICTURES AND PARAGRAPHS
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R ECENTLY we had occa-

theto the importance of

short feature, not as a mere
“filler” for the theatre’s

program, but in its possibil-

ities as a bona fide box office

asset to the showman, who
learns how to capitalize up-

on it.

•

W E pointed out the fre-

quently reiterated fact

that most of the “shorts” of-

fered by the leading comr
panies are of exceptionally

fine quality, requiring only

a little intelligent advertis-

ing and inexpensive ex-

ploitation to make them real

business builders.

by the way
Properly Exploited And Advertised

The Big Little Feature Becomes

A Real Box Office Magnet

Giant Merger Now Completed

According To Latest Reports

Of Pathe—P.D.C. —K.A. Combine

T HE merger of Pathe
and Producers Distrib-

uting Corporation, now re-

ported to be practically com-
pleted, and its alliance with
the powerful Keith-Albee
theatre interests, makes a

combination, which for sheer

strength and completeness,

in its externals at least, out-

ranks any yet consummated
in this field.

A

M

Prohibition Largely Responsible

For U. S. Film Industry’s Growth

Opinion of Leon Gaumont

'ANY exhibitors in one way or another are coming

to realize this and are experimenting with the short

feature, usually with distinct success, in its relation to

their weekly gross, but these are still the exception and

until a far greater number give the matter serious con-

sideration for their own profit than at present is the case,

the development of the short feature’s box office attrac-

tion possibilities will be retarded.

•

A S we see it some definite campaign should be inaugur-

ated by all the companies producing or distributing

short subjects, to bring home to the exhibitor what it

will mean to him if he offers them a place in the sun on

his program, co-operating with him to the fullest extent

in showing him how to exploit and advertise them for the

benefit of his theatre patronage.

SSOCIATED' EXHIB-
ITORS, now the feat-

ure department of Pathe,

has just acquired the serv-

ices of E. A. Eschmann, one
of the ablest sales managers
ever in this industry and we

are told that Elmer Pearson will shortly announce still

further important additions to the great organization in

which Pathe presumably is to have such a dominant part.

•

THE new combination will have no need to look else-

where for any type of film, for it will have them all,

the finest productions of the matchless Cecil B. DeMille,
and the Metropolitan Studios, the popular Pathe comedies
scenics, novelties and serials, the great Pathe news reel

and the excellent, but inexpensive program features, now
listed under the Associated Exhibitors brand.

A FULL program, down to the. smallest detail, for any
class of theatre from the biggest “first run” houses

down to the smallest of tank town shows, and at an equally
wide range in price.

•
GAINST this, it will be said, most exhibitors insist on
paying a “filler” rental for a little picture, just because

it is only one or two reels in length, when it often may possess

far more attraction qualities and exploitation possibilities than

the house’s main feature for which a big price has been paid.

•

T HIS is surely an illogical, if not an absolutely un-eco-

nomical condition of affairs, for if the short features

quality is to be improved, and competitive conditions demand
that it should be, its production cost must be increased also, an

increase which will not be made possible until the average show-
man is prepared also to pay an advance in price for his book-

ings, which to date he seems unwilling to do.

W HAT the future holds for this newest giant in the

industry, affords room for plenty of speculation, but
its coming surely will not be unwelcome to many.

•

L EON GAUMONT, noted French producer, attributes

the marvelous growth of the picture industry in this

country, partly to Prohibition and partly to a lack of other
forms of amusement.

•
OSSIBLY. M. Gaumont is more than half right, but
how does he account for the equally remarkable

growth in popularity of the American movie in his own
La Belle France, England, Germany and the other con-
tinental countries since the war?

LAST January the Short Features Advertising Associa-

tion, of which P. A. Parsons of Pathe, is president and
Gordon White, of Educational, vice president, demonstrated

to many showmen the possibilities which the short feature pos-

sessed for them, in concentrating more of their exploitation

and advertising on their little pictures during “Laugh Month.”

•

T
-

' HE experiment was sufficiently successful to indicate what
might be done if it was carried out more comprehensively

and over a longer period of time.

•

T HE Big, Little Feature must be brought to the theatre

owner’s attention and consideration more emphatically

and more systematically, as befits its growing importance to

him, if it is to progress beyond the point at which its

present money now limit it.

•

A FTER all it is merely a matter of education and intensive'

demonstration and there is still time to make 1927 a

record year.

E SPECIALLY, in view of the fact that Americans, as

individuals at least, if not in the mass, have become
increasingly out of favor in the same locales?

•

T HESE countries do not have Prohibition, and possibly

they do have lots of inexpensive amusements, which
we do not have here, though we do not recall any at the

moment.

BUT American movies are almost as popular in all these

countries as they are this side of Sandy Hook—and
getting more so all the time.
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Johnny Hines, F ! rst National comedian,

'eaves for Hollywood with Loretta, to

start work.

Sal’y O’Neill in Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer’s
“The Mysterious Island,” picks a splinter.

LOOKING

DOWN
FROM

THE

TOP

OF

THE

WORLD

Steve Roberts, Educational director, pets

the cat that clawed him, but he’s watch-
ful as he does it, and the animal looks

none too good-natured, either. Roberts

recently left the hospital.

Edna Gregory, Universal blonde,

gets her “stilt legs” by practice

and diligence.

Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Warner re-

ceive a clock from Warner Bros,

studio force on their golden wed-
ding anniversary.

Reginald Denny and Hoot Gibson, Uni-

versal stars, meet the cycle cops on
friendly basis.

In Columbia’s “When the Wife’s Away,”
Dorothy Revere has the lead and looks.

Vladimir Dantchenko is welcomed at

Hollywood, where he will aid United

Artists as supervising chief in charge of

all productions. The great Russian

founded the Moscow Art Theatre.
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AN interesting angle of the

Ernest W. Fredman dinner

at the Biltmore, Tuesday, was
the evident divergence of opin-

ion between the speakers con-

cerning the present agitation in

Great Britain and the proposed

legislation against American
films. Dr. Giannini, the toast-

master, had a real job on his

hands.

Nathan Burkan seemed to re-

gard the situation as most seri-

ous, both from the American as

well as the British point of view,

while Marcus Loew and Robert

Lieber apparently reckoned it

more as an economic problem
which would eventually work
out its own solution.

Judging from the remarks
made by the guest of honor, Mr.
Fredman, it seems at all events

that the time for conversation is

past and the American film in-

dustry must do more than

merely make a friendly gesture,

if it is to regain the confidence

and friendship of its British

brethren. Government interven-

tion now seems practically cer-

tain and with it will come a host

of troubles for American and
British film men alike.

Among the notables, besides

the speakers, present from all

branches of the industry, which
made the gathering singularly

representative and bespoke the

general interest in the occasion,

the writer noted Nicholas M.
Schenck, M-G-M.; Saul Rogers,

vice-president of Fox; J. D. Wil-
liams, British National; Joseph
Plunkett, Strand theatre; Joe
Brandt and Jack Cohn, Columbia
Pictures ; Colvin W. Brown,
vice-president F. B.O.

;
Mr. Rus-

sell, head of Ideal Films, Ltd.,

of London
;
Raymond Pawley,

treasurer, P. D. C. ;
Arthur W.

Kelly, United Artists; Joe Seider

and Pete Woodhull, of the M. P.

T. O. A., and a host of others.

The Jazzbo Club, Pro-Dis-Co’s

social organization, which has

100 per cent membership among
executives and employees, had a

big time Thursday night. The
clan, led by Joe Berger, George
Harvey, and others, invaded
Keen’s for dinner, where Paul
Henkel did the honors for the

party, after which they inspected
the quality of the entertainment
furnished by Messrs. Shubert at

the Winter Garden. As Shakes-
peare might have said : “A good
time was had by all.”

*

Fred McConnell, editor of Ex-
hibitors Daily Review, and Eu-
gene Zukor celebrated their re-

spective birthdays on the same
day (Monday, Oct. 25), last week.

Both were the recipients of

many felicitations from their

numerous friends in the industry,

and both were decidedly sur-

prised to find that anyone knew
about their day of days. Historic

dates, however, have a fashion
of leaking out and so it should

not have been altogether unex-
pected to them when this one did.

It will be noted that no effort

is made by this department to

record the number of the par-
ticular milestone, which each of
these two popular members of

the motion picture family passed
on the date above mentioned.
One reason is that the writer

does not believe that anything
but the NOW counts in the so-

called passage of time, especially

in the film business. The other
reason is, that we don’t know.
Either should be fully satisfac-

tory.

Our best wishes to Mr. Mc-
Connell and Mr. Zukor. Long
may they flourish

!

*

George Harvey, whose middle
initials are P. D. C. from 9 a.

m. daily, except Sundays, until

goodness knows when at night,

is just getting his voice back.

For several days all orders issued

to Pro-Dis-Co’s advertising de-

partment were transmitted in

written form or in sign language,

for George’s pipes just wouldn’t
work normally.

Laryngitis? Well, yes, in a

manner of speaking.

George used to be a top kick

in the 304th Field Artillery, 77th

Division, back in 1918 and he had
a reunion with his old bunkies
one night last week. Some one
raised the question as to which
of the non-commissioned person-

nel there present could give

“ACTION FRONT!” loudest

and befitting the occasion. ’Tis

said George won hands down.
But he has been out of practice

for some years and his voice ac-

cordingly suffered. He says that

in future he will wigwag his

commands and spare his epi-

glottis.

P. A. (Pat) Powers was seen

at the Biltmore, after the Fred-
man dinner on Tuesday, jingling

some large silver coins in his

hand. Asked what they were
he said they were “pieces of
eight,” and referred inquirers
to Harry Reicbenbach, stand-
ing nearby. Harry informtd the
curious that the coins, the latest

date on any of which was 1801,

were dredged up from a sunken
vessel in Florida. He inferred
that they were evidently pirate

loot lost long before Palm Beach
became famous as a winter re-
sort. Now the crowd are won-
dering what the name of Pat’s
next picture will be.

*

Eddie (E. J.) Solomon, long
a valued member of the Artclass
sales organization, has resigned
to attend to some of his outside

interests. No announcement has
been made, but it is said that

Eddie plans to go into business
for himself.

*

“Krazy Kat,” Charles B. Mintz’

favorite feline, will soon be as

well known on the screens of

Europe, as it is here. By ar-

rangement with F. B. 0., Ideal

Films, Ltd. of London will handle
this popular cartoon series for

the continent as well as for the

United Kingdom.
*

Hy Daab, who makes dreams
come true for F. B. O. and picks

box office winners because he
believes what he says himself
and so makes others believe it,

is motoring with Mrs. Daab
around Lake George and Lake
Champlain this week. Recent
strenuous months in F. B. O’s

advertising and publicity depart-
ment have made Hy long for a

breath of fresh air and some

surcease from the carking cares

of his executive activities. Mrs.
Daab felt the same way about
it. So the two are off on a sort

of second honeymoon, having
safely parked their young daugh-
ter at school for the time being.

O to Japan, if you want to

find the last word in movie
fans. Montfort S. Steele, for-

eign manager for United Artists,

just returned from the Orient,

tells some interesting facts about
Nippon’s screen public.

In the “Street of a Thousand
Lights” in To.Go, where the film

theatres are located, it is nothing
unusual to find an audience of

2,500 to 3,000 people in a house
whose seating capacity is 1,200

or 1,500. If the picture is popu-
lar, they will fill the aisles, sit

nonchalantly on the floor and
stand or sit anywhere.
The Japanese like comedy, ap-

preciate pictorial beauty and en-

joy a good cry in their pictures,

according to Mr. Montfort. They
frequently bring their lunch and
in the best houses check their

shoes at the door. They like

their film entertainment in large

doses, twenty to twenty-five reels

often being shown. They also

pay top prices, “The Thief of

Bagdad” drawing $3.50 top for

five weeks. “Stella Dallas” also

made a big hit, drawing quite as

many tears from the Tokio fans

as it did here.

Doug Fairbanks in “The Black
Pirate” was shown by Mr. Steele

at the Imperial Palace by royal

command to Prince Asaka, the

crown prince, and a coterie of

the elite of Nipponese nobility.

President Coolidge saw stars
for a short time early this week,
when Bob Kane gave six of the
cast of “The Song of the
Dragon,” his next First National
offering, an afternoon off so
that they could visit the White
House. Lothar Mendes, who is

directing the picture, is “shoot-
ing” his exteriors in Washing-
ton, D. C., and the opportunity
to make “personal appearances”
before the Chief Executive was
too good to be resisted.

So Dorothy Mackaill, Gail
Kane, Buster Collier, Lawrence
Gray, Eddie Gribbon and Jack
Ackrcyd made up a party to pay
the President a personal call.

A1 Feinman, pinch hitting for

Harry Reichenbach, wires : “The
President evidenced much pleas-
ure at meeting these stars and
expressed the hope that they
would enjoy their stay in the

Capital City.”
*

Miss Eugenia Harrison, Pete’s

eldest sister, is in the Norwe-
gian Hospital, Brooklyn, recov-

ering from an attack of appen-
dicitis, for which she was oper-

ated upon a week ago. Pete
Harrison’s legion of friends will

be glad to know that his sister,

J to whom he is devoted, is now
._ said to be entirely out of danger.
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Hal Roach Describes

Short Subject Theatre

Announces Unique Policy to Make Entertainment

Practical and Economical—Sees Great

Stars Playing in Two Reels

P
RIMARILY, Hal Roach’s short subject theatre in downtown Los

Angeles will be for show-window purposes. He wants a place

where he can present a program made up exclusively of first-run

material of a maximum footage of two reels. The running time will

not exceed one and a half hours. The top admission will be

twenty-five cents. Children will not be assessed over fifteen cents.

The idea is to have a “drop-in” policy where the program will be

an accommodation during the day to shoppers or professional men
and who have not the time to sit through a long feature.

At night Roach sees wheresees

early arrivals at the long pro-

gram theatres can also find in

his house the solving of the

problem which arises between
supper and the curtain.

Roach Confident

Roach is positive of the suc-

cess of this theatre. He sees

the establishing of others in all

large communitjr centers. Wheth-
er he wall form a corporation to

establish a circuit of such houses

throughout the country Roach is

not now in a position to state.

Moving Picture World, however,

is given to understand that there

is such a possibility so' far as

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer is con-

cerned. It is doubtful that such

a chain would be started by that

particular company for some
time yet. Substantiation of the

report that Roach product will

be released through Metro-Gold-

wyn-Mayer after September 1,

1927, and that after that time

Roach’s big dealings with Pathe

will cease, would seem to

strengthen such a possibility.

With definite word out here

that Pathe is in the hands of

Blair and Company and set for

jurisdiction under Producers

Distributing Corporation, the es-

tablishing of a circuit of “drop-

in” theatres by Roach at this

time would more than likely

come to a halt after the opening

of the first theatre until things

in general have settled dowm on

the horizon.

Whether his theatre develops

into the embyro for a chain in a

few months or a few years

Roach is certain that short sub-

ject theatres are positively as-

sured for the amusement world.

(Continued on page 23)

“Shoot” 400 Feet of

Film Without

Retake

One lot attracting con-

siderable attention these

days is in the Pickford-

Fairbanks area where John
Barrymore and Conrad
Veidt are enacting dra-

matic roles in “The Be-
loved Rogue,” under the

direction of Alan Crosland.
Barrymore and Veidt made
such a wonderful pair be-

fore the camera the other
day, that hard boiled extras
actually applauded, not
only for the acting but be-

cause Cameraman Joe Au-
gust shot 400 feet of film

without a single stop.

Indeed It's Rich
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Irene Rich, with mammoth birthday cake, featured at fourth

anniversary celebration of Grauman’s Egyptian, Hollywood.

Wampas
Hear Talk

On Publicity

F
ILLING space in the news-

papers should be done with a

care to avoid extremes, Hobart

Eosworth, elderly character

actor, told members of the

Wampas at their last meeting.

The West Coast’s most promi-

nent publicist listened for nearly

an hour to this talk on what
might be titled “The Science of

Publicity.” Less time to quan-

tity and more to quality would
establish publicity on a basis

necessitating fewer waste paper

baskets, at the same time bring-

ing more prestige of the right

sort to employers, and a better

understanding between publicity

forces and the newspaper city

desks, Bosworth observes.

Bosworth explained that times

have changed in the matter of

publicity since he forsook the

stage for the cinema. He com-
mented upon the high calibre of

men belonging to the Wampas,
and made it clear that they, as a

body constituted the nearest ap-

proach to his idea of the right

kind of publicist.

Wampas Dominate

The Wampas without a ques-

tion is the strongest organization

of film publicity men in the en-

tire country. The mutuality

with the newspapers is such as

has been never witnessed in any
part of the United States by this

writer. Wampas men actually

stick together and help one an-

other regardless of their job. It

is a tough proposition for a pub-

licity man coming to this town
for the first time to land a job

if a Wampas member should be

out of work at the time. The
Wampas has entrenched itself

so strongly with the local news-
papers that a city editor out here

does not have to question the

veracity of a story coming from
such a publicity man. The re-

sult is that the industry as a

whole benefits by this West
Coast publicists’ organization

since “quick” methods do not

have to be resorted to.

Now We Learn About Roach ,
Bosworth and Carl Laemmle
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What the Film CityDoes EveryDay
Universal City Ready

To Greet Carl Laemmle
Producer Plans to Take Active Part in Shaping

What Promises to Be Most

Elaborate Program

C ARL LAEMMLE will be given a big surprise party by the popu-
lation in Universal City when he arrives out here early next

month He will be accompanied by his son, Carl, Jr., who, the World
learned at big U’s production center, has decided to forget about
college for the time being and go into production. Young Laemmle
will first finish his work on the “Collegians.’’

Mr. Laemmle's plans to visit

here was said to be based mainly
on his desire to take an active

part physically in the shaping of

what is described as Universal’s

most elaborate program. Laem-
mle is said to have fully recupe-
rated from his illness in Europe
last summer.
The new Universal program,

plans for the production of

which call for an alleged expen-
diture of $8,000,000, is scheduled

to include three super-Jewels,

fifty-two Jewels, fifty-two one-

reel comedies six serials, thirty-

six Westerns of two reels each.

Universal’s production budget
last year totaled $6,000,000.

Guests Applaud As

Langdon Makes
“Long Pants”

Harry Langdon is hard

at work on “Long Pants,”

the title of his next fea-

ture picture. Unlike many
comedians, Langdon is not

satisfied with just a piano

player and violinist. He
has a seven-piece orches-

tra accompany all of his

movements before the

camera. In between shots

the orchestra plays. It is

at such a time that em-

Notables Are
Soon Due at

1st National
By December First National

lots will be swarming with prac-

tically all of the leading direc-

tors, actors and actresses who
are to be bannered in this com-

pany's new program. No at-

tempt will be made by Moving
Picture World at the present

time to present the complete list,

but at random we find that Co-

rmne Uritnth's contract with

Metropolitan will have expired

by that time and she will be

moving her wardrobe to First

National dressing rooms.

Richard Barthelmess, after a

hurried trip to Paris, will hurry

back to the First National area.

Johnny Hines is already en route

from New York and will be

here by the time this story goes

to press. Director George Fitz-

maurice picxs up a First Na-

tional megaphone for two years

during this period.

Milton Sills is coming back

from his honeymoon. Mary
Astor joins First National city

as soon as she finishes her con-

tract with Famous. Lloyd

Hughes is coming over from

Metro - Goldwyn - Mayer. First

National will then commence to

grind out features at the rate of

four and five a month. Janu-

ary, it is said, will be the busiest

month, when seven productions

will be the maximum. The work
is expected to ease down toward

the end of April.

Seven Fox Casts

Working at Same

Time During Rush
This is the Fox Studio’s busiest

season. Recently as many as

seven companies have been
working on the lots here. While
walking around the studios one
is impressed by the enthusiasm
of cameramen, directors, actors

and even electricians over the

expectancy of another visit by
Winfield Sheehan. The name of

Sheehan here is the password for

everything that is considerate,

good, productive and energet’c.

In this connection it is expected
that Sheehan will return to

Hollywood within two months
when, those within the studio

gate say, Sheehan will make
California his headquarters.

Fortune’s Favorite

Unknown a year ago, Janet
Gaynor now is selected by
William Fox to lead in

“Seventh Heaven.”

Maynard’s
Third Western,

‘Overland Stage’
I-Cen Maynard’s third Western

for First National, tentatively

titled “The Flame of the Bor-

der,” has been definitely changed
to “The Overland Stage.”

Charles R. Rogers completed
shooting on this picture about a

week ago and it is listed for re-

lease after the first of the year.

“The Unknown Cavalier,”

Maynard’s current production,

has been previewed in the East

and will be released early in

November.

(Continued from page 22)

Because of their quality and odd
medium Roach is also just as

certain that they will never con-

stitute any serious menace as a

competitive factor to the regular

long program houses. The busi-

ness they will realize for the

most part, this producer believes,

will be rather that which
through demand for brevity has

been lost and always will ’be be-

yond the reach of regular pic-

ture theatres.

Reports about short subject

theatres being planned a few
years back were nothing more
than what Roach terms “Apple-

Guests Applaud As

Langdon Makes
“Long Pants”

Harry Langdon is hard

at work on “Long Pants,”

the title of his next fea-

ture picture. Unlike many
comedians, Langdon is not

satisfied with just a piano

player and violinist. He
has a seven-piece orches-

tra accompany all of his

movements before the

camera. In between shots

the orchestra plays. It is

at such a time that em-
ployes or visitors to the

First National Studios can

enjoy an old-fashioned

vaudeville show.
Langdon, although he

quit the stage to go into

picture work, has never

quite forgotten the feel of

the old boards.

sauce.” Roach now makes
known that he is negotiating for

a downtown house which is es-

tablished here. If he is unable

to secure it under a long term
lease, he will begin constructing

a theatre of his own.
Why a short subject house, if

started a few years ago would
have been a “flop,” is one of

Roach’s pet subjects for discus-

sion. He terminates it by a

concise review of the situation,

bringing it up to date with the

big stars and feature casts which
he is assembling for presenta-

tion in his product.

(Continued on page 24)

To Cost $1,500,000

According to the local office,

work on “Uncle Tom’s Cabin”
will be completed in February,
when the budget for that one
super-Jewel alone will have
reached one million and a half

dollars. The cast in this pic-

ture will have covered additional

locales in Louisiana, Tennessee
and Plattsburg before the spe-

cial will be ready- for preview.

The arrival of Mr. Laemmle
and his son will be shortly be-

fore Universal’s busiest season
out here commences. The pres-

ent working schedule calls for

the best part of the program
going into production during De-
cember, January and February.

Observe Anniversary
The Egyptian Theatre just

celebrated its fourth anniversary.

A huge birthday cake, bearing

likeness of Sid Grauman and
John Barrymore was on display

in the lobby. The lettering on
the cake described Grauman as

“The World’s Greatest Show-
man,” also paying similar tribute

to Barrymore as an actor.

Hal Roach Describes

Short Subject Theatre

Stars—Directors—Cameramen—-Extras
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Short Stories Fresh From the Studios

Studio Row
D IMITRI BUCHOWITSKI has been placed under contract by

Louis B. Mayer to direct for Metro-Goidwyn. The contract

provides that Buchowitski shall make several features for this

company.
* * *

I
N- his work on the “King of Kings,” Cecil B. De Mille has just

caused to be constructed what could nearly as possible be con-

sidered a replica of the Temple of Herod. This set is one of the

most gigantic which has ever been seen in any Hollywood studio.
* * *

DAVID W. GOBEERT, who was chief cameraman on the last

three pictures made by Richard Barthelmess, is now working in

the Ralph Colinger Productions at the Tec-Art Studios.
* * *

ROBERT Z. LEONARD will direct Norma Shearer in her next
vehicle for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. This will be an original

story by F. Hugh Herbert and Florence Ryerson, according to an
announcement from the studio.

* * *

R WM. NEILL, Fox director, is supervising the cutting of “The
• City,” which he just completed.

* * *

L ON CHANEY will be given the leading role in “Mr. Wu,” the

screen rights of which have been secured by Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer, according to Harry Rapf of that company.

* * *

CASTING Director Paul Kohner, of Universal, had the task of se-

lecting from several hundred little girls a “Little Eva” for “Uncle
Tom’s Cabin.” None other than Virginia, the nine-year-old daugh-
ter of Mrs. Florence Gray, manager of Universal’s film library,

captured the role.

* * *

BUCK JONES, Fox Western star, has just completed his first

scenario, tentatively titled the “War Horse.”
* * *

DOROTHY DWAN, who was leading lady for Tom Mix in two
of his recent features, expects to make an announcement of a

big connection shortly. Miss Dwan is a favorite out here and it

would not be surprising to see her name on the same line with
one of Hollywood’s big male stars.

* * *

K ENNETH McDonald, hailed by the Chadwick studios as a

“find,” has been signed to play the featured male role opposite

Barbara Bedford in Chadwick’s “Pride of Sunshine’s Alley.”
* * *

A LEC B. FRANCIS has been selected for the featured role in

the “Music Master” production, on which production has just

been started at the William Fox studios.
* * *

E
'DDIE KLINE has been signed by Wm. Fox as a director for
J Tom Mix.

* * *

T) RISCILLA DEAN will make four pictures for Columbia Pictures
A Corporation under a contract which she has just signed with
Harry Cohn of that organization.

* * *

THE Paramount Studios are now working under full blast. As
many as ten production units are scheduled to be on the lots

here during the next week.
* * *

C LIVE BROOK is back in Hollywood to play opposite Pola Negri

in her newest starring vehicle for Paramount, which is “Barbed
Wire,” an adaptation from the Hall Cain story.

Roach Tells

Of Plan For

New Theatre

(Continued from page 23)

“You will witness the time

when I will have Douglas Fair-

banks over here,” he stated.

Roach has a sales talk and a

bevy of facts which should con-

vince the most exalted star that

a place in a two-reel comedy is

nothing to be sniffed at.

“Why,” continued Roach,

“there was a time when stars

figured working in short com-
edies would hurt their reputa-

tions to such an extent that they

would not be able to get any

more roles in big features. They
are realizing that their popular-

ity depends upon the frequency

of their appearance on the

screen. One or two features a

year is not enough for this kind

of publicity. Between big pic-

tures they have ample time to

work in three or four short sub-

jects and thus keep themselves

continuously before the box of-

fice.”

Draws Child Fans

Another point for short sub-

ject theatre permanency and ex-

pansion was scored by Roach on

his child fan angle.

“Pictures that appeal to

adults very seldom mean a lot

to the average child,” Roach ob-

served. Augmenting this obser-

vation, he said

:

“The sophisticated touch in a

long screen drama is lost to the

youngster. He wants to see the

big stars he reads about and at

the same time wants to see them
in something which he can grasp.

Again his parents have to get

him off to bed in time to be rosy

for school the next morning. All

of these things I have taken into

consideration in connection with

my theatre. It will be a place

where the child can come, laugh,

have a good time and get home
early enough to have a restful

sleep. It will be a place where
the child’s mother can come in

the afternoon for an hour of

amusement before she returns

home for the evening meal. It

will be a place where the child’s

father can drop in between busi-

ness engagements or profession-

al visits.”

Roach does not talk through

some one else. His ideas are

his own. He brings them out

for the record without being

prodded by questions.

A self-made man who started

life wielding a sledge in a black-

smith’s forge in an upstate New
York town. Roach's studio prop-

erties are in his own name. They
were recently appraised by the

Brown Hopes

To Film Story

Of Washington
An effort to secure the screen

rights to Rupert Hughes’ book,
“George Washington,” was made
this week by Clarence Brown,
film director. According to re-

ports, Hughes was unable to give
any answer stating that he was
headed for an extensive trip of
several months in South Amer-
ica. Verifying the reports that

he had made such negotiations,

Brown stated

:

“I have always wanted to

screen Washington, the man,
and Major Hughes presents the

opportunity. And I think the

book should reach the screen
with its truth about Washing-
ton, the human being, whether
I do it or not.

“The manner in which Ma-
jor Hughes has written his life

of Washington has the founda-
tion of a great picture with-

out change from the original.”

“Prop” Men Worried
. Property men on the Para-
mount lot, where a part of

“You’re in the Navy Now7,” wdth
Wallace Beery and Raymond
Hatton was just completed, are

having a tough time restoring

conditions to normalcy. The
place has the appearance of a

wrecked navy yard with prop
guns and compasses all over the

place. George Blaisdel, business

manager of one of the produc-

tion units, said that he had never

seen anything like it on the Par-

amount set.

McCoy Will Star

Tim McCoy will be starred in

Peter B. Kyne’s original story,

entitled “California.” for Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer. W. S. Van
Dyck will direct.

city at a valuation of nearly

$2,000,000. The breadth of all

his experience show's itself best

in the admiration and respect

everyone associated wdth Hal

Roach or on the Hal Roach lot

has for Hal Roach.

Hal Roach making a predic-

tion is sufficient for those who
know Roach. From that per-

spective, then, the theatre is not

only a reality but an assured

success and, doubtless—more are

to follow.

Facts and Fancies About Films and Famous Folks
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M-G-M Has
Seven Releases

For November
The Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer re-

lease scheduled of seven pictures

for November embraces the fol-

lowing :

Nov. 7—“The Four Horsemen,”

Rex Ingram’s epic, in which Ru-

dolph Valentino and Alice Terry

earned world fame, and “Up-

stage,” starring Norma Shearer,

directed by Monta Bell.

Nov. 14—“Exit Smiling,” Bea-

trice Lillie’s first appearance un-

der her M-G-M contract, direct-

ed by Sam Taylor from Marc
Connelly’s original screen story,

with Jack Pickford in the male

lead, and “The Desert’s Toll,”

directed by Cliff Smith, featuring

Francis McDonald.
Nov. 21

—“Bardelys the Mag-
nificent,” with John Gilbert

starred, in a film version by Dor-

othy Farnum of Sabatini’s novel

of seventeenth - century France,

directed by King Vidor with a

cast including Eleanor Board-

man, Roy D’Arcy and Karl Dane
“The Flaming Forest,” Cosmopol-

itan production, directed by Reg-
inald Barker from the Curwood
novel, with Antonio Moreno and
Renee Adoree featured.

Nov. 28-^“Tin Hats,” written

and directed by Ed Sedgwick,
with a cast featuring Conrad
Nagel, Claire Windsor, George
Cooper, Bert Roach and Tom
O’Brien.

IK . .

Greta Nissen Cast in

‘‘Blonde or Brunette,”

With Menjou Starred

After a week devoted to shop-
ping for costumes to be worn in

her next picture for Paramount,
Greta Nissen left this week for

Hollywood to play opposite

Adolphe Menjou in “Blonde or

Brunette.”

Miss Nissen recently com-

|

pleted one of the principal roles

in Florence Vidor’s second star-

ring picture, “The Popular Sin,”

which Malcolm St. Clair di-

rected, from an original screen
.story by Monta Bell.

Clyde Cook Cast

With Pola Negri

Clyde Cook, with Ziegfeld’s
Follies of. 1923, and starred in

two-reel comedies, will play
Hans, the- acrobatic German; war
prisoner in “Barbed Wire,”
Pola Negri’s newest starring
medium for Paramount;. Claude
Gillingwater and Elinar Han-
son also have been .cast in

this adaptation of Hall Caine’s
“The Woman of. Knockaloe.”

Vitaphone Now Available to

All Showmen and Producers

Directors Decide to Place Innovation at

Disposal of the Public—Headquarters
Are Established and Studios

Shaping Up

VITAPHONE has formulated plans for world-wide dis-

tribution and becojnes available to all producers of

high-quality pictures. Such pictures can be synchronized
with symphony orchestras and with the highest type pro-

logues. Theatre owners throughout the world are now
able to arrange for the installation of the Vitaphone.
This statement resulted from a meeting of the executives

and the Board of Directors of the Vitaphone Corporation,

when plans were laid for the drawing up of a uniform con-

tract, covering synchronization of pictures and the installa-

tion of instruments. This offer is only vailable to producers
and exhibitors of standing.

Close-up

Vio'a Dana and Mi ton Sills

in a scene from “The Silent

Lover,” a First National
Picture of soldiers, South
Seas and tropical romance

galore.

“The Winning of Barbara
Worth” had its premiere at the

Forum Theatre, Los Angeles, and
despite the boost in price of

seats to $3.30 and $5.50, played
to unprecedented large crowds.
“The Winning of the West”

Conference called to Los Ange-
les the Governors, Senators and
Representatives of ten Western
States. The call proposed dis-

cussion in open forum of the va-
rious matters of mutual interest

of the Western States, and was

Norma Talmadge

Will Have Roland

For Her “Armand”

Gilbert Roland has been cho-

sen to play “Armand” to Norma
Talmadge’s “Camille.” Mr. Ro-

land was engaged immediately

after Joseph M. Schenck and

Miss Talmadge had. seen his

screen test.

Roland is a Spaniard twenty-

three years old, and will be re-

membered for his fine work in

“The Blond Saint.” His contract

with Schenck is for five years.

based upon a message issued by
Secretary Hoover asking for “the

conservation, reclamation and
use of natural resources now go-
ing to waste.”

The Conference was fostered
and directed by the Los Angeles
Chamber of Commerce. The an-
nouncement and invitation was
signed by Arthur S. Bent, Presi-
dent of the Los Angeles Cham-
ber of Commerce as well as

Chairman of the Winning of the
West Conference.

The Vitaphone Corporation

has leased quarters in the Gen-
eral Motors Bnilding, 57th

street and Broadway, New York
City, where executive offices are

being equipped. A tract of land

adjacent to New York is being
sought to erect studios for pro-
ducing Vitaphone prologues and
for the synchronization of pic-

tures.

This tract of land will be of

sufficient size to take care of

expansion for a great many
years. Many other buildings

will be erected in this unit to

provide for testing rooms,
schools fo train engineers and
operators. Theatres will be
erected with the proper acoustics

to enable large orchestras to

properly synchronize pictures.

Plan Distribution

Centralized distribution will

be developed for distributors,

out of three points : New York,
to take care -of the Eastern
Division; Chicago, to take care
of the Middle West , Division,

and Los Angeles, for the Far
West Division.

The Vitaphone facilities for

synchronization or for installa-

tion in theatres will not be ex-
clusive with any specific party
or parties. The Vitaphone is,

and will be, available for all. It

is the purpose of the Western
Electric Company, the Bell Tele-
phone Laboratories and the
Vitaphone Corporation to make
it possible for every city, village

and hamlet throughout the
world to see and hear the Vita-
phone.
Warner Bros. Pictures, Inc.,

owners of a majority of- the stock
in the Vitaphone Corporation,
have already entered into a
contract for the synchroniza-
tion of its outstanding produc-
tions.

“Winning of the West”

Conference in Tie-Up

Samuel Goldwyn’s “Winning of Barbara Worth”
Linked to Conclave Called on Message

of Hoover, Urging Conservation

'THE linking of the Winning of the West Conference in
A Los Angeles last week with the premiere of “The Win-
ning of Barbara Worth,” the Henry King Production made
for Samuel Goldwyn and distributed by United Artists

Corporation, is an instance of unusually effective and high
type exploitation.
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Half Through Filming

Cecil B. De Mille Epic

C ECIL B. De MILLE is half-way through the actual

filming on “The King of Kings,” the Biblical spectacle

which he is directing personally. Production started on
August 24th, and Mr. De Mille expects to complete the

picture the latter part of December.
The task has been stupendous.

During the past week, Mr. De
Mille finished fourteen days of

work on an enormous set repre-

senting the Temple of Herod.

Some idea of the magnitude of

this set may be had from the

statements that it contains 295

massive pillars, and that, at

times, 3,000 extra people were
working in it.

And this set, Mr. De Mille

promises, will be dwarfed by
that representing the Judgment
Hall of Pontius Pilate. This

great hall will, beyond doubt, be

the most striking set ever built

by motion picture producers.

Showing Miracle

Mr. De Mille is now engaged
in making the scenes showing
the raising of Lazarus from the

dead, and following this will

come the scenes of The Last

Supper and the betrayal in the

Garden of Gethsemane.

Construction of the sets for

all these scenes has been in the

hands of Art Director Paul
Iribe, assisted by Pridgeon

Smith.

Notables in Cast

Francis Ford
With Sterling

Sterling Productions,

Inc., has signed Francis

Ford to direct its new
photoplay, “Wolves of the

Air,” a melodrama of

-^mystery a n d; romance,
much of the action of which
takes place up in the air.

The continuity has been
completed and photog-
raphy is scheduled to start

on Monday, Nov. 1, in

Hollywood, according to a

telegram received by Henry
Ginsberg, president of Ster-

ling Pictures Distributing

Corporation, from George
E. Kann, vice-president,

who has been in Los An-
geles for two weeks con-
ferring on the new product.

Mr. Ford has directed

pictures for Pathe, Fox and
many other producing con-

cerns.

Jimmy Alden Cast in

“The Yankee Clipper”

Barbara Kent, the ingenue
in John Gilbert’s vehicle,

“Flesh and the Devil,” for

Metro-Goldwyn- Mayer.

Raymond Griffith in

F. P.-L. Eastern Studios

Raymond Griffith may come
east to make his next Para-
mount picture at the Long Is-

land studio. Associate -Producer
William LeBaron has suggested

the plan and it awaits approval.
If Griffith comes east he will

appear in an original story by
Alfred Savoir directed by Frank
Tuttle, who recently finished

“Love ’Em and Leave ’Em.” Pro-
duction will be started about
January 1.

Sally Rand in “Man Bait”

The cast includes H. B. War-
ner, Jacqueline Logan, Dorothy
Cumming, Ernest Torrence, Jo-

seph and Rudolph Schildkraut,

Kenneth Thomson, Victor Var-

coni Joseph Striker, Robert
Edeson, James Neill, Sidney

D’Albrook, Robert Ellsworth,

David Imboden, Charles Belcher.

Charles Requa, John Prince,

Clayton Packard, Mickey Moore,

Theodore Kosloff, Edward
Brady, Casson Ferguson, Sam
de Grasse, Majel Coleman, Julia

Faye and Josephine Norman,
while in less conspicuous roles

are Mabel Van Buren, Monte
Collins, Robert Ober. Otto Led-

erer, Ruth Renick, Jack Rich-

ardson, Charles Crockett, Spot-

tiswoode Aitken, Fred Huntley,

Fontaine La Rue, Charles West,
Baldy Belmont Lillian Bret

Harte, Henry Herbert, Evelyn
Francisco, Hector Sarno and
scores more.

“Gigolo” Clicks

With less than three weeks’
bookings reported, “Gigolo,” the
De Mille studio production
starring Rod La Rocque, for P.

D. C., has had successful pre-

mieres in 27 major cities.

Jimmy Alden, the boy who
played opposite Clara Bow in

“Down to the Sea in Ships,” has

been picked by Cecil De Mille

for an important role in “The
Yankee Clipper.”

Sally Rand, one of the prettiest

girts in pictures, has been added
to the cast of “Man Bait,” the

Marie Prevost starring picture

which Donald Crisp is producing
for Metropolitan.

Necromancers of the Films

Alice Terry and Paul Waeener in Rex Ingram’s remarkable
picture, “The Magician.”

Thirteen

Fox Films On
New Schedule
With thirteen photoplays al-

ready released, Fox Films has

others completed for dates run-

ning until near Christmas. A
number of these films were fin-

ished, insofar as photography
entered, from a month to two
months in advance of the day
they were booked to go to ex-

hibitors, and the stages cleared

for other productions of the fifty

to be made for the 1926-27

season.

The second of the Buck Jones’

starring Westerns, “30 Below
Zero,” is the next release, being

set for Oct. 31.

“The Return of Peter Grimm,”
screen version of the Belasco-

Warfield success, will be re-

leased on Nov. 7.

“The City” Ready

The last and greatest play of

the late Clyde Fitch, “The City,”

picturized under the direction of

R. William Neill, will go to ex-

hibitors on Nov. 14.

On Nov. 21, “Going Crooked,”

a George Melford production

from the adaptation of the John
Golden presentation, will be re-

leased.

Five vreeks ago, the company
sent to Mt. Rainier National

Park, the locale for “Wings of

the Storm,” had finished their

parts, and a fortnight later the

photoplay was in the cutting

room. It will be released Nov.

28

“The Canyon of Light,” an-

other Tox Mix thriller, made in

part in Yellowstone Park, will

go to the theatres on Dec. 5.

The screen interpretation of

“Mother Machree,” famed in

song and story, will go to the

public on Dec. 12.

It is probable that “Desert

Valley,” a Buck Jones starring

vehicle, now being fashioned in

the Mojave Desert, will be the

Dec. 19 release.

“Jim the Conqueror”

The cast of “Jim the Con-

querer,” which George Seitz will

direct for Metropolitan, has been

completed by the addition of

Walter Long and Marcelle Cor-

day. William Boyd and Elinor

Fair are featured in this Peter

B. Kyne story of the war of the

cattlemen and sheepmen.

Connelly in Cast

Erwin Connelly has been add-

ed to the cast of “Rubber Tires.”

which Alan Hale is producing
for the De Mille studio, with
Bessie Love and Harrison Ford
featured.
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Lavish Exploitation For
Fox’s “Summer Bachelors”

Estimates of $10,000,000 Valuation Placed On
Value of Campaign—Newspaper Chain

But One Item Among Many

‘CUMMER BACHELORS,” the initial Allan Dwan
^ production for Fox Films, may be classed as the big-

gest exploited picture of the present year. Enthused at

the reports of pre-views, which in all instances have pro-

nounced it a great box office bet, the company is backing
the picturized Warner Fabian novel in a decidedly am-
bitious way.
The picture will be given wide publicity through the

publication of the novel in installments in 200 newspapers
in the United States and Canada, including 15 of the Hearst
chain. It is now running in the New York Journal and
Chicago Evening American, two of the biggest Hearst
publications, with others scheduled to follow in short

order.

Standing

I ’Em Up After

Nineteen Weeks
“The Volga Boatman,” the

Cecil De Mille P. D. C. picture,

after playing 19 weeks at the

,

Carthey Circle, Los Angeles,

during which time it grossed

more than $200,000, was booked
into the Broadway-Palace, in the

same city, formerly the Los An-
geles home of vaudeville. The
house has been remodeled and
its policy is now extended runs

of high-class pictures.

The manager of the Broadway-
Palace, speaking of the opening

day of “The Volga Boatman,”
said:

“From the box office I could

see the lobby jammed and a line,

four abreast, as far down the

street as I could discern. And
that line then had been standing

j
an hour, with very litle move-
ment.”

Richard Dix Has
Betty Bronson, in

“Paradise For Two”
Richard Dix is to have a

strong cast with him in his next
Paramount picture, “Paradise
for Two.” Betty Bronson is to
be his leading lady, and Andre
Berenger, who recently com-
pleted a role with Mai St. Clair
in “The Popular Sin,” is to have
an important part. Announce-
ment to this effect has just been
made by Associate Producer
William LeParon.
“Paradise for Two” is an

original by Howard Emmet
Rogers. Production is sched-
uled to begin early in November.

Corinne Completes
One; Ready for Next
Camera work on Corinne Grif-

fith’s newest starring vehicle for
First National, “The Lady in

Ermine,” has been completed at

the Metropolitan Studios, Hol-
lywood, under the direction of
James Flood. It is slated for
release in January.

E. M. Asher, producer of the
Corinne Griffith features, is now
assembling the cast of players
to support the star in “Purple
and Fine Linen,” the star’s next
picture.

Fairbanks Watchful
Mary Pickford and Douglas

Fairbanks are talking over stories
for future production. From
present indications, it would
seem they will remain here dur-
ing the winter.

They’re Starring

Phillip De Lacy, just 10, and
Belle Bennett, over 21, in

John Ford’s “Mother Ma-
chree,” for Fox.

Cast Completed for

Leatrice Joy’s Next
The cast has been completed

for Leatrice Joy’s next starring

vehicle for De Mille, “Nobody’s
Widow,” to be produced at the
Metropolitan studios by Donald
Crisp. “Nobody’s Widow” is an
adaptation by Douglas Doty of
the famous Avery Hopwood
stage farce of some years ago.

Meighan

To Star In

“Silver Shield”
Thomas Meighan’s next pic-

ture for Paramount will be an
original story of domestic diffi-

culties by Owen Davis. It has

been tentatively titled “The Sil-

ver Shield,” according to an-

nouncement by Associate Pro-
ducer William LeBaron. It will

go into production about No-
vember 29, 1926, it is announced.

The novel was first serialized

in McClure’s, a Hearst magazine,
and the book is now said to be
selling in a manner indicative

that it will surpass the big total

run up by “Flaming Youth,” an-

other noted novel of Fabian’s.

The Hearst papers publishing

the story have a combined circu-

lation of 2,672,260, while many
millions more are embraced by
the other publications which have
contracted for it. This total

will eclipse the figures for

“Sandy,” which Fox filmed last

year, and which was similarly

serialized.

Broadsides “Fired”

Fox Films’ broadsides, to be
mailed to every theatre in the
country and Canada, will be sent

out within two weeks, and
trade, “fan” magazine and other
advertising will be in full swing
within a fortnight.

The newspaper serialization of

“Summer Bachelors” will run a

minimum of nine weeks and an
average of twelve, and will be at -

its height when the picture is

released within two months.
Fox officials regard the cam-

paign as representative of $10,-

000,000 worth of exploitation and
publicity.

Madge Bellamy has the chief

role. Allan Forrest, Matt
Moore, Leila Hyams, Walter
Catlett, Charles Winninger, Hale
Hamilton, Cosmo Bellew, Olive

Tell and Clifford Holland are in

the cast.

Off to French Lick
A number of officials of the

Paramount company left this

week for French Lick Springs,
Indiana, to attend the semi-an-
nual convention of their organi-
zation. B. P. Schulberg, head
of Western Productions for Par-
amount, led the delegation.

A Hot One This Year

Mayor Rolph delivers an ad-
dress on the picture. In the circle. May McAvoy, Louis
B. Mayer and Hunt Stromberer are sruests of the New

Orleans firemen.
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Theatres on West Coast

Exploit M-G-M Films

Exhibitors Everywhere May Use Basic Stunts

Heralding “Bardelys, the Magnificent,”

“Blarney” and “The Temptress”

R ECENT advertising campaigns used by theatres on
the West Coast to exploit their openings of Metro-

Goldwyn-Mayer features, blaze the trail for exhibitors who
will book, exhibit and exploit these pictures.

On the opening night of “Bar-

delys the Magnificent,” a King

Vidor production, starring John

Gilbert, at the Carthay Circle

Theatre, Los Angeles, the drive-

way to the theatre was lined

with vari-colored studio lights,

and the largest studio light in

the world, borrowed from M-G-
M, was placed directly in front

of the theatre, to light a captive

balloon four miles away, from

which was hung a large cloth

banner announcing the opening.

Newspaper space was generously

used to acquaint the public with
the opening. Many window dis-

plays were also secured to pub-
licize this important event.

Renee Adoree Herself

For the opening of “Blarney,”

a screen version of Don Byrne’s

epic of the prize ring, “In Praise

of James Carabine,” directed by
Marcel de Sano, and featuring

Renee Adoree and Ralph Graves,

a personal appearance was ar-

ranged with Miss Adoree. Some
very novel heralds were dis-

tributed at various prize fights

in Los Angeles and in boxing
clubs. Bishop’s “Dreams of Hol-

lywood” chocolates were dis-

played in many drug stores, the

tie-up being arranged with Miss
Adoree. A “

‘Blarney’ Sunday”
was also devised and exploited

in soda fountains and refresh-

ment bars.

A new theatre in Lankershim
opened with “Blarney” as the

first night attraction. Lionel

Belmore and Paulette Duval, who
have important roles in the fight

picture, appeared on the stage

before the film was screened.

“The Temptress,” featuring

Antonio Moreno and Greta

Garbo, and directed by Fred
Niblo, was well exploited when
it opened at the new Million

Dollar Theatre. Mel Riddle of

the theatre’s staff used a great

deal of newspaper advertising

and free publicity to exploit his

picture. Personal appearances of

persons prominent in the mak-
ing of the picture were also

arranged. A trailer was run for

two weeks in advance of the play
date.

In Pensive Mood

In “The Monkey Talks,” the

Fox adaptation, Olive Bor-

den has a touching role.

Neilan Will Direct

Constance Talmadge
In Kraly’s “Collette”

Marshall Neilan has signed

with Joseph M. Schenck to di-

rect Constance Talmadge in

“Collette,” her next picture for

First National. This will be the

first time Mr. Neilan has direct-

ed Constance Talmadge.
In this new picture she will

have the role of a modern Ital-

ian girl. It is a comedy by Hans
Kraly, and will be filmed at the

Marshall Neilan studio.

M H. HOFFMAN, vice-pres-

• ident of Tiffany Produc-

tions, Inc., left Los Angeles for

New York, where he has been
for three months, and is expected

to arrive at the Home Office the

latter part of next week.

On his way East, Mr. Hoffman
will stop at Chicago, where he
will hold a conference with the

Mid West managers of the Tif-

fany Exchanges. On his arrival

in New York it is expected that

Mr. Hoffman will have several

Stein’s Second
For Warners

The success of “My
Official Wife,” which is

Paul L. Stein’s first direc-

torial effort for Warner
Bros., has been such that
the Warners have decided
to intrust the foreign di-

rector with another of their

biggest efforts among the
twenty-six winners;

Stein’s next picture will

be “Don’t Tell the Wife,”
from “Cyprienne,” the in-

ternationally s u cc e s sful

play by Victorian Sardou,
distinguished French dram-
atist. The production is

scheduled to start early in

November and the cast is

now being selected.

Experts

Aid Nelson

On New Film
John Nelson, director of sev-

eral Douglas MacLean comedies,
has four technical assistants at

the Chadwick studios, where he
is now producing “Sunshine of

Paradise Alley,” under the per-
sonal supervision of Jesse J.

Goldburg.

Earl Sibley, associated in the
production of several Chadwick
First Division Pictures, is in

charge of the technical staff.

Max Davidson, wrho plays a

prominent part in the produc-
tion, is supervising the produc-
tion of all Jewish atmosphere
scenes, which constitute the

background of much of the pro-

duction’s comedy.

Kenneth McDonald, who has

recently completed starring roles

in sixteen action pictures, is di-

viding his time between playing

the role of Jerry O’Connor and
directing the Irish sequences.

Angelo Spellone is providing

similar asistance to Director Nel-

son in the Italian scenes.

important announcements to

make regarding the future plans

of Tiffany.

During Mr. Hoffman’s stay on

the coast, the Tiffany studios

have produced such box office

winners as “That Model From
Paris,” “Lost at Sea,” “Fools of

Fashion.” “College Days," “Jos-

selyn’s Wife,” “The First Night."

“One Hour of Love.” "Redheads

Preferred” and “E nch anted
Island.”

Hoffman, On Way East, In

Chicago Conference
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Carl Laemmle

Rights to

U NIVERSAL Pictures Cor-

poration announces the

purchase of Edna Ferber’s

novel, “Show Boat.” New York
newspaper book review sections

list it as one of the most popular

books of the year.

There has been spirited bid-

ding for the screen rights. The
price paid by Universal has not

been made public, but it is

stated that all previous Univer-

sal story or play purchase prices

were shattered by this deal.

The story deals with the ro-

mantic days of the Mississippi

River in the period when show

boats, great floating theatres,

peopled with men and women as

picturesque as the river itself,

steamed up and down the great

waterway, bringing amusement
to those who lived along the

banks.

Judged by the accepted con-

ventions of picture making,

i

• “Show Boat” will not be easv to

film. It is for this reason that

Carl Laemmle, president of

Universal, will surround the

translation of the story into mo-
tion pictures with the best di-

rectorial, histrionic and techni-

cal talent obtainable.

Author
Advanced
To Director

Another scenarist and gag man
is added to the directorial ranks.

B. P. Schulberg, associate Para-

mount producer, announces that

Monte Brice will direct the first

Hector Turnbull production,

“Casey at the Bat,” featuring

Wallace Beery and Raymond
Haton. Ford Sterling and ZaSu
Pitts also have featured roles.

It is Brice’s first directorial

assignment. He, with Reginald

Morris, wrote the story for the

screen from the immortal “Casey”
poem which has caused millions

to laugh.

Production will be started as

soon as Beery and Hatton have
completed work on their new
comedy triumph, “We’re in the
Navy Now,” the laugh-partner
of “Behind the Front.”

Arnold Assigned

John Arnold, chief camera
man for “The Big Parade,”
“Bright Lights,” “The Wife of
the Centaur” and other notable
productions, is working with Tod
Browning on the photography
of “The Day of Souls,” John Gil-
bert’s new Metro-Goldwyn-May-
er vehicle.

i

Acquires

“Show Boat”

Fair Press Agent

M rs. Leila Stewart is pub-
licity manager for Warner

Bros, in England.

Reginald Denny
Writes a Story

For the Films

Reginald Denny, the

Universal star, has turned

author. He has written an

original story which will

probably serve as his next

film vehicle.

Mel Brown, Universal

director, and Ray Cannon,
scenarist, are preparing the

.continuity, and according

to present plans, the pic-

ture will be placed in pro-

duction before November
first.

“On my recent trans-

continental personal ap-

pearance tour I was greeted

on every hand with re-

quests that I do an action

story of automobile na-

ture,” Denny said. “As no
one else seemed to be able

to provide the sort of story

I wanted, I decided to

write it myself.”

Belle Bennett to Play

“Mother;” F. B. O. Special
DMITTEDLY the greatest

delineator of “mother parts”

on the screen—not the aged,

white-haired, sobby mother, but

the modern middle-aged, still

youthful-looking matron — Belle

Bennett seems destined for a

succession of such roles. She
has just been cast for the fourth
in a row. She is to have the

title part in “Mother,” the Gold
Bond special which Film Book-
ing Offices is preparing.

When Joseph P. Kennedy, F.

B. O. president, reached the

West Coast the other day and
talked over forthcoming produc-

tions with Edwin C. King, vice-

president in charge at Holly-

wood, he found that casting was
under way for “Mother.”
When Miss Bennett, fresh

from three triumphs, talked with

Mr. Kennedy and Mr. King, and
read the story of “Mother,” she

instantly signed for the part.
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Ready

To Start

“Music Master”
News comes from Fox Films

that Allan Dwan will launch pro-

duction of the screen version of

David Belasco’s stage play, “The
Music Master,” on Monday
morning, November 1, with Alec

B. Francis in the title role and
Lois Moran in the leading femi-

nine role.

The scenario was prepared by
Philip Klein, son of Charles

Klein, author of the play. The
screen version will follow the

stage play closely. Most of the

action of the picture will take

place in the period about 1900.

The New York of that period,

with its quaint charm, will fur-

nish the background.
Fox Films has announced that

“The Music Master” will be one

of the five giant specials of the

season, taking rank with “What
Price Glory.”

Cleveland

Captured By

“Black Pirate”
And now “The Black Pirate”

has captured Cleveland, O., add-

ing to the treasure chests of

more exhibitors. Douglas Fair-

bank’s newest United Artists’

Picture opened at the Stillman

Theatre, Cleveland, to record-

breaking receipts. It did even

better than Dougjs “Robin

Hood,” which is “going some”

for Cleveland.

The manager of the Stillman

wired Hiram Abrams, president

of United Artists, he expects 4

record-breaking run.

‘Murphy’

Held Over

Second Week
The success predicted for

George Jessel when it was first

made known that that actor in-

tended to take up motion pic-

tures, saw its fulfillment in Chi-

cago last week when “Private

Izzy Murphy,” his first produc-

tion for Warner Bros., had its

midwestern premiere at the Or-

pheum.

The Warner picture chalked up

a house record despite the State

street celebration and the man-

agement reported its Wednes-
day receipts heavier than its

Saturday opening.

The picture, originally booked

for a week, was held over for a

second week.
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Little Pictures With a Great Punch

*Brevity is the Soul of Wit”
Edited by Charles Edward Hastings

News of the Short Subjects

Tunney

Attracts

Customers
Quick to grasp the accrued

world-wide publicity on Gene
Tunney, newly crowned heavy-

weight champion of the world,

exhibitors are getting behind the

Patheserial, “The Fighting Ma-
rine,” starring the pride of the

“Devil Dogs,’’ with one of the

biggest advertising and exploita-

tion campaigns in the history of

serials.

Is Screen Scoop

The Patheserial is being ad-

vertised as a “screen scoop,” the

“most timely production of the

year,” with the “man or the

hour” in the stellar role. Quar-

ter-page, half-page and even

page advertisements are being

used in the newspapers, while

theatre fronts are banked with

accessories and numerous tie-ups

are being made with the U. S.

Marines and the American Le-

gion.

People who have never seen a

serial before, and even those

who seldom attend the movies,

are being drawn into the thea-

tres by the world champion of

the squared circle.

Rags and Riches

Anna Styers, in Educational
Pictures, wears poor clothes,

but her beauty is a fortune

Ben Turpin, in “A Harem
Knight,” for Pathe, poses as

a harem queen.

“Big Boy” Comedy
“Big Boy,” two-year-old lead-

ing man of Juvenile Comedies,

scores again in “Open Spaces,”

his second comedy for Educa-

tional on the new program, which

has been completed for Novem-
ber showing. “Open Spaces” is

filled with more gags and possibly

more funny scenes than “My
Kid”

A1 St. John’s Next
A1 St. John takes a trip' into

the land of senoritas for a rest in

“Flaming Romance,” the Educa-

tional-Mermaid Comedy in which

he is featured.

Stern Bros. Announce
“Snookums Merry Xmas”

Newlyweds Baby in Timely Comedy, Scheduled

To Reach Theatres December 22; Is An
Addition to Schedule of 13

Boosts “Shorts”

In His Program

Considerable space was

used effectively and in a

novel manner in his thea-

tre program by A. W. Bow-
ker, manager of the Opera

House, Onawa, Iowa, to

exploit the short subjects

being shown at his theatre.

He devoted an entire

page of the program to

boosting the short features

of his theatre, heading the

page with a novelty car-

toon that readily attracted

the eye.

Beauties Are Back in

Educational Picture

Bathing beauties come into

their own again in “His Off

Day,” Educational-Cameo Com-

edy, which has been completed

for November release. Phil Dun-

ham and “Toy” Gallagher take

the principal roles in this comedy

of the seashore. A new group of

beauties from the Educational

Studios appear to excellent ad-

vantage in the bathing scenes.

A special Christmas Holiday

comedy will be put out by the

Stern Brothers, featuring the

“Newlyweds and Their Baby,” is

announced from the home office

of the Stern Film Corp., in No.
730 Fifth Avenue. It will be
called “Snookums’ Merry Christ-

mas,” and wdll be an extra re-

lease, in addition to the thirteen

“Newlyweds and Their Baby”
comedies scheduled for the com-
ing year. It will reach the screen

December 22nd.

The demand for special Christ-

mas pictures and the difficulty on
the part of exhibitors to find

such offerings, coupled with the

unusual suitability of the re-

markable baby Snookums and
the Newlyweds comedy charac-

ter for such a picture, prompted
the Sterns to make this picture.

The Newlyweds company is

now at work on the special, un-
der the direction of Gus Meins.

Sid Saylor plays the role of Mr.
Newlywed, the fond father, and
pretty Ethane Clair that of

Mrs. Newdywed.

Martin

Will Title

Pathe Program Preleases,

Week of November 7
Mabel Normand returns to the

screen as the star of “Raggedy

Rose,” a Hal Roach comedy in

three reels, on the Pathe short

feature program for the week of

November 7.

Other attractions listed are

:

“A Harem Knight,” a Mack
Sennett tw-o-reel comedy star-

ring Ben Turpin; the ninth

chapter of the Patheserial, “The

Fighting Marine” ;
“Through

Thick and Thin,” one of Aesop’s

Film Fables; Topics of the Day

Number 45; Pathe Review Num-
ber 45 and issues Number 92 and

93 of Pathe News.
Mabel Normand blossoms

forth as a fair flower of the

rag pile in “Raggedy Rose,”

with Carl Miller, Max Davidson,

Jimmie Finlayson, Anita Garvin

and Laura LaVarnie in support.

This picture was produced under

the direction of Richard Wal-

lace, in collaboration with Stan

Laurel, under the supervision of

F. Richard Jones.

The Pathe Review contains;

“Millinery Matters”: What’s

what in chic chapeaux; “The

Workshop of Nature”: A new

series of studies in color by Ar-

thur C. Pillsbury
—“Leaves from

Life” in Pathecolor; “Around

the World in Twenty-eight

Days”: with Edward S. Evans

and Linton Wells—photographed

by Mr. Wells and animated by

Rert Green.

“Newlyweds”
A1 Martin,

well known in

the moving
picture world
as a comedy-

title writer, has

been engaged
by the Stern

Brothers to do
the titles for

"The Newly-
iv e d s and
Their E' a b y”

comedies.

Martin has started on the next

two-reeler of the series, now in

production, entitled “Snookums
Disappears.”

Sid Saylor is Mr. Newlywed.
Ethlyne Clair, pictured here, is

Mrs. Newlywed, and baby Sunny
McKeen is Snookums. Gus
Mains is the director.
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New Gotham Productions
To Ease Off on “Thrills”

Budd Rogers, Vice-President of Producing and
Distributing Group, Says Public Wants

Heart Interest Played Up

A DECIDED change in the production policy of Gotham
Productions was made during the past few weeks,

which will result in a scenario angle that will not stress'
the melodramatic points of the story as heavily as here-
tofore.

Hal Roach

Adds to His

List of Stars
Hal Roach, Pathe comedy

producer, has signed Mae Busch
to appear under his star span-
gled banner.

Miss Busch is one of the most
prominent stars now before the
public. Her screen experience
includes such successes as “The
Devil’s Passkey,” “Brothers
Under the Skin,” “The Chris-
tian,” “Souls for Sables,” “Nel-
lie, the Beautiful Cloak Model,”
“Name the Man,” “Camille of the
Barbary Coast” and “The Shoot-
ing of Dan McGrew.”
Among the celebrities Mr.

Roach has recently presented in

comedy are Mabel Normand,
Lionel Barrymore, Theda Bara,
Charley Chase, Helen Chadwick,
Lillian Rich, Matt Moore, Anna
May Wong, Priscilla Dean,
Madeline Hurlock and Claude
Gillingwater.

Alice Day Loaned
By Mack Sennett

Alice Day, brilliant little star,

appearing in her own series of
two-reel comedies for Mack Sen-
nett, under the Pathe banner,
has been loaned by the producer
to several feature producing or-
ganizations for a prominent ap-
pearance in forthcoming attrac-
tions.

Alice made her feature debut
in “His New York Wife” for
Preferred Pictures and is now
working on the Lasky lot oppo-
site Raymond Griffith in a forth-
coming Paramount feature, and
it is understood that she will

also be seen in one or more
Universal features.

Three Weeks’ Booking
On Artclass Comedy

“Strictly Kosher,” an “Izzie

and Lizzie” two-reel comedy,
released through Artclass Pic-

tures Corporation, has been
book for three weeks by the
Fabian Circuit for the Rialto,

Newark, N. J.

German Novelties
Arrangements have been made

by Walter Futter with the Lo-
thar Stark Films of Berlin,

whereby the pick of their films

will be included in the Curiosities

series which is released by Edu-
cational Film Exchanges, Inc.

The Lothar Stark Company pro-

duce animal, bird and fish pic-

tures.

Cameo Comedies
Phil Dunham and “Toy” Galla-

gher form an excellent comedy
team which is being featured in

the initial Cameo Comedies on
Educational’s 1926-27 program.

“Keep Em Up!”

Jack Hod^e has a business-
like expression in Universal’s

“Red Hot Leather”

Neal Burns Comedy
Production work has been com-

pleted on “Dodging Trouble,”

Educational-Christie Come dy,

featuring Neal Burns. Neal is

supported by Edna Marion and
Eddie Baker.

Carl Laemmle Jr., whose au-

thorship of “The Collegians,” the

new two-reel series of college

life, marked his first active step

in the motion picture producing
business, took another forward
step last week when he staged

his first pre-view showing.
He projected four of the new

series in the Universal projection

room before the critical eyes of

his Fraternity brothers, in order

to get their reaction on the col-

Heavy Comedians in

“Vulgar Yachtsman”
“The Vulgar Yachtsmen,”

current release of Standard Cin-

ema Corporation, is the third

offering in the new series of 12

Fat Men comedies distribute 1 by
F. B. O. The picture was pro-

duced by Joe Rock.

lege life features of the new
comedies. After the showing, he

was heartily congratulated by
;hose present, who hailed the new
series as among the best college

pictures ever shown on the

screen.

Universal is releasing “The
Collegians” as a Universal Junior-

Jewel series. George Lewis is

the star. Harry Edwards direct-

ed the first three and Wesley
Ruggles is handling the others.

This decision was reached fol-
owing the analysis of exhibitor
reports, and further confirmed
by Budd Rogers, Vice-President
of Gotham and Lumas Film Cor-
porations, who returned to the
New \ork home office last week
after a visit to practically every
exchange center in the’ United
States, during which he secured
first hand reports from repre-
sentative exhibitors and distrib-
utors.

The public demand, according
to Mr. Rogers, is for pictures
with greater stress laid on the
human and heart interest angles
and with less importance laid on
the melodramatic, spectacular or
thrill part of the story. Audi-
ences are also more critical as
to the logic of the stories them-
selves and will no longer quietly
accept illogical scenes used mere-
ly to put over a pictorial bit of
business, Mr. Rogers asserts.

The original schedule of pro-
ductions announced by Gotham
will be maintained in every de-
tail as to story, titles, etc., but a
variation of production style
will be made effective at once.

Cullen Landis in

New Pathe Serial

Cullen Landis, one of the best

known of the younger school of

players, has Deen signed for the

leading role in the Patheserial

just placed in production under
the working title of “On Guard.”
This new episode play is being

produced for the House of Se-
rials by Schuyler Grey Produc-
tions, Inc., and Arch Heath is

in charge of the direction.

Landis is supported by Muriel
Kingston as leading lady and the

following: Louise Du Pre, Wal-
ter P. Lewis, Torn Blake, Ed-
ward Burns and Hal Forde.

Dry Land Boat—What?
Many of the scenes for the

forthcoming Educational-Christie

Comedy, "Dodging Trouble,”

which features Neal Burns, were
taken on board the studio dry

land boat. Edna Marion, who
played opposite Burns in his first

comedy of the new screen, again

is seen as his leading lady.

A Pachyderm Charleston

An amusing scene from the Fox Animal Comedy,
“Napoleon, Jr.”

Preview of "Collegians,”

Carl Laemmle, Jr., Host
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Timely Reviews of Short Subject Productions

“Masked Mammas”
(Pathe—Two Reels)

About evenly

pro portioned is

the comedy work
of the three lead-

ing players, Ver-
non Dent, Billy

Bevan and Thel-

ma Parr who is

pictured here, in this Mack Sen-

nett offering. Bevan is cast as

a beauty specialist who meets

Vernon, an old pal, and arranges

for a party. He invites his pa-

tient, Vernon’s wife, and they

go to a masquerade. Of course,

wifie finally discloses her iden-

tity and then Vernon starts out

to beat up the man who brought
her to the party, but Thelma
chastises both good and plenty.

An amusing and cleverly con-

structed farce - slapstick two
reeler that should please.

—

C. S.

Sewell.

“Jane’s Engagement
Party”

(Universal—Two Reels)

In the newest
issue of Stern
Brothers’ “What
Happened to
Jane” series, star-

ring Wanda Wi-
ley, Toney Hayes
in the role of her

sweetheart really has the major-

ity of the opportunities. There

is a wild ride in a motorcycle

side-car unexpectedly enjoyed

by Wanda’s mother and a se-

quence where Toney gets rid of

a large and tough rival by charg-

ing him with being a bigamist

and masquerading as his wife.

This two-reeler is of average

amusement value, but lacks the

pep of some of the earlier issues.

—C. S. Sewell.

“Barely Reasonable”
(Universal'—Two Reels)

Dorothy Kitchen,

pictured here, the

winner of a
beauty contest ap-

pears as the girl

for whose love

all of the male
members squabble

in this Mustang Comedy, fea-

turing Ben Corbett and Pee Wee
Holmes. To aid Pee Wee, Ben
disguises as a noted bandit and
there is a mix-up with the real

bandit, who is accidentally cap-

tured by a sissified youth, who
wins the girl. A novelty is the

showing of the entire cast as

they were when kiddies. There
are several laughs in this num-
ber.

—

C. S. Sewell.

“The Lone Prarie”
(Universal—Two Reels)

George Magrill,

a new star in

Universal West-
erns, makes his

debut here and
proves to be an
excellent horse-

man and fighter

and a likeable chap. The action

concerns his sweetheart’s jeal-

ousy of another girl who has

been his lifelong pal, played by
Regina Doyle, pictured here.

The climax comes when this

girl’s father is waylaid by an

escaped bandit and George goes

to the rescue and they fight all

over the hillside ending in the

bandits death by a fall. An
average number of the series

with the action situations of a

familiar type.

—

C. S. Sewell.

“Pound Foolish”
(Educational—One Reel)

With Lucille
Hutton, pictured

here, George Da-
vis and William
Bailey, in the

leading roles, this

Cameo Comedy is

built around the

idea of a man who gets tired of

paying insurance and lets his

policies lapse. Soon after, he

has an auto accident and then

his house catches on fire. The
only ray of sunshine is the fact

that supposedly worthless oil

stock turns out good. Fast-niov-

ing slapstick with George Davis

doing excellent comedy work,

this offering should prove a

laugh-getter.

—

C. S. Sewell.

“Business Worries”
(Universal—One Reel)

A flirt atious
boss who gets his

office boy to help

him by taking his

secretary to
lunch when his

wife suddenly ap-

pears on the
scene, and the inevitable blow-

up which follows the boss’ at-

tempt to sidetrack the wife and
return to the girlies, furnishes

the ingredients of this comedy
featuring Arthur Lake as the

office boy, with William Franey,

an old-timer, in the role of the

boss. There is also a mix-up
over the payment of the check,

when both boss and boy find

they are broke. The situations

are of a familiar type and mod-
erately amusing. Elsie Tarron,
pictured here, is the secretary.

—C. S. Sewell.

“Dodging Trouble”
(Educational—Two Reels)

Efforts of a

f process server to

flKL serve a subpoena
on a chap who is

^EL about to sail for

Europe on his

honeymoon and
succeeds in doing

so only after the vessel has
passed the three-mile limit, fur-
nishes the motive for this Chris-
tie Comedy starring Neal Burns,
with Edna Marian playing op-

posite. There is considerable

rough and tumble and a lot of
running around in the efforts of

Neal to dodge Eddie Baker, pic-

tured here, cast as the subpoena
server, and the little dog Buddy
adds his share to the excitement.
It is a fast-moving two-reeler
that should appeal to the slap-

stick fans.

—

C. S. Sewell.

“The Fighting Fool”
(Bray—Two Reels)

This is one of

the new “Fistical

Culture” series,
centering around
the prize fight

game and featur-

ing Lewis Sar-

gent. He is seen

here as a chap who promises his

mother to give up pugilism. An
insult in the presence of his

sweetheart who thinks he is a

coward when he does not resent

it, causes Lew’s mother to re-

lease him from his promise and
he licks his opponent to a frazzle

in the ring. The fight scene is

a good one and this comedy
should appeal to all who like

pictures of this type.

—

C. S.

Sewell.

“Plumb Goofy”
(Educational—One Reel)

A fast - moving
slapstick comedy
with some novel

touches and abun-
dance of familiar

type of knock-
about action is

this Cameo with

Phil Dunham, pictured here, in

the leading role and Toy Galla-

gher playing opposite. An
elopement furnishes the idea,

with father and mother trying to

prevent it and little brother also

doing his share. A series of amus-
ing sequences show the kid pull-

ing a boat attached to a flivver,

and doing considerable damage
to the pedestrians as it skids

along overland depositing the

elopers right in front of a

church. Well supplied with ac-

tion and laughs for the slapstick

fan.

—

C. S. Sewell.

“Please Excuse Me”
(Universal—Two Reels)

In this issue of

Stern Brothers

‘‘The Excuse
Maker” series fea-

t u ri n g Charles

King, Charlie is

cast as a chap
who running out

of excuses for being late to work
fakes one about rescuing the

bosses daughter. She queers it

and then helps him to get back

a diamond ring from a tough

guy who has defaulted on his

payments. She vamps him and
finally Charlie stages a fake kid-

napping to cause the tough to

follow them to the office. Natur-

ally, he gets both the ring and

the girl. Some amusing situa-

tions and a lot of rough and
tumble and slapstick that should

be good for several laughs in the

average theatre. Constance

Darling, pictured here, appears

as the girl.

—

C. S. Sewell.

“King of the

Kitchen”
(Fox—Two Reels)

Lige Conley
has the leading

role in this Fox
Corned .y, with
Della Patterson,

pictured here, in

the opposite role.

The idea con-
cerns a hungry chap who after

rescuing a girl is shanghaied as

a cook aboard ship and finds the

girl as a stowaway. There are a

number of amusing gags in the

kitchen and a lot of slapstick

stuff aboard ship, including a

series of situations by which

Lige manages to bump all of the

crew off the boat when the girl

is discovered. A laughable bit

shows the girl, although mas-

querading in sailor’s togs, mov-
ing about with a very feminine

gait and the rough crew trying

to imitate her. Plenty of action

and amusing slapstick

—

C. S.

Sewell.

Pathe Review 44
(Pathe—One Reel)

THIS ISSUE of the Review
contains another install-

ment of the “With Roosevelt in

Turkestan series,” an attractive

color section showing ruined cas-

tles along the River Rhone,

“Mud Baths” in Massachusetts

and a beautiful set of country

scenes entitled “Memory Road.”

One of the best of the recent

reviews.

—

C. S. Sewell.
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Live News from Coast to Coast
NOTES ABOUT WIDE-AWAKE EXHIBITORS AND EXCHANGE MEN FROM ALL OVER

New York

Moving Picture World Bureau,
Albany, N. Y., October 28.

W HILE last Saturday night was one of

the best in many a week for Julius

Eyck, the deaf mute, who runs the Rudolf

Theatre in Tannersville, it was likewise one

of the worst. Mr. Byck took in about $100

at his evening show. Later on, Mr. Burglar

took in $100 from Mr. Byck’s theatre. He
left no clues as to his identity. Mr. Byck
is now considering the advisability of spend-

ing the winter in the South where he will

conduct an open-air theatre. Mr. Byck was
in Albany during the week.

Salesmen employed in the Albany First
National exchange are more conversant with
their pictures than heretofore. John Bul-
winkle has inaugurated screenings each Mon-
day morning for the salesmen before they
start out. On Wednesday afternoon, pic-

tures are screened for the employees of the
office.

John Garry, manager of Clinton Square
Theatre in Albany, is planning to re-seat the
house, and likewise redecorate the interior.

Charles Smakwitz, who has been connected
with the Strand in Syracuse, has come to

Albany, as assistant to Uly S. Hill, manag-
ing director of all Strand houses in Albany
and Troy. It is understood that he will have
charge of publicity and exploitation.

Troy

In Troy, N. Y., Jake Rosenthal, owner of

the Rose, gave twenty-one reels of pictures
and three acts of vaudeville last week, for

fifteen cents. Business is slack at the big
collar factories in Troy, and the motion pic-

ture theatres are endeavoring to give the
utmost possible in the way of entertainment
for the dime or the higher prices of admis-
sion.

Junior movies were launched for the win-
ter in Troy, last Friday, when the schools
were closed on account of a teachers’ con-
vention in Albany. The movies were held at
the Troy Theatre, with a ten cent admission
prevailing.

Fort Plain

Smalley’s Theatre, in Fort Plain, was the
scene of a novel entertainment one night
this week. The regular picture program
was given for but one show. This was fol-

lowed by an old-fashioned husking bee, and
later old-fashioned dances, with every-
one invited to participate, were held on the
stage. Doughnuts and cider were served.

Stamford

Stamford is to have a new motion picture
theatre in the near future. It will be a 000-

seat house. William Smalley bought the
site of the theatre last week and plans to

start work immediately on the foundation.

Middleville
Several small places will afford motion

picture entertainment during the winter,
through the recent opening of theatres.
Houses have been opened in Dexter and
Madrid, while Mr. Olds, who formerly ran
the Star at Newport, has opened a house at
Middleville.

Corning
The State and Princess Theatres in Cor-

ning have a new manager in the person of
Mr. Vandermark, who formerly handled Kee-
ney’s Theatres in Elmira.

Organist “Railroaded”

First Night He Played

Special from Everett Wash., Oct. 29.

—Taking an unusual means to see that

all of his patrons were aware that he

was giving them a new organist

Manager R. E. Charles, of the new
Everett Theatre tied up with the G. N.

Railroad for a “rear platform” of a

train. At the appointed time, after the

organist had been announced, a spot-

light wandered all over the front of

the house seeking him. The curtain

was then raised, revealing him, satchel

in hand, alighting from the train on
stage. From there he descended into

the pit to the organ console and gave

his opening number.

Washington and

Northwest

Moving Picture World Bureau,
Seattle, Wash., October 26.

THE magnificent new 5th Avenue theatre

continues to draw very large audiences

daily. It is the finest thing of its type in the

entire United States, being a faithful repro-

duction of Chinese temples, and is operated

under the jurisdiction of Harry C. Arthur,

Jr., that prince of showmen, with Harold
Horne as general manager.

Mr. and Mrs. Jay Gage are the proud
parents of a daughter, Jacqueline. Gage is

Educational manager in Seattle.

O. W. Hartman has purchased the Family
theatre, Seattle, from T. E. Nelson.

Frank Bligh, one of the oldest showmen
in Oregon, in point of service, has just
opened his beautiful new- Capitol. Frank
carried out the Capitol idea by reproduction
of the dome of the state capitol in miniature
on his marquee.

Portland

Western Poster Co. has placed a perma-
nent representative in Portland, in the per-
son of Sidney Schubach.

Lewistown Mont.
Bella Duncan, former partner of Ger.e

O'Keefe, in Billings, Mont., has taken over
the Judith in Lewistown, Mont., and is- re-
modelling extensively.

Tacoma
\V. D. Steele, former owner of the Queen

Anne theatre, Seattle’s first suburban theatre,
has purchased the Proctor Street Blue Mouse
Tacoma, from Mrs. Grace Sanstron.

Spokane
The American theatre, Spokane, Wash., has

been acquired by Spokane Theatres. Inc., the
Ray Grombacher interests, and will be oper-
ated as a road show and home talent house.
No change of policy is contemplated in the
company’s other houses, the Liberty, Egyp-
tian and Casino theatres, all motion picture
bouses.

Montana

Moving Picture IVorld Bureau,
Butte, Mont., October 28.

|

T HE local Pathe officials are receiving

hearty congratulation from friends this

week as the announcement comes from
Pathe Home office that the Butte office won
first honors in the recent Great Scott Bill-

ings Roundup in their range. The boys of

Pathe take their hats off to the leader, W.
M. Hughart, whose inspiring presence in

the drive and his splendidly directed cam-
paign made victory possible. The substan-

tial rewards were $500 to Manager W. M.
Hughart (local Pathe manager), Claude
Hall, booker, $200; T. J. Walsh and G. R.

Warren, salesmen, $250 each, and Anna Mc-
Gonigle, cashier, $200.

Merle Davis, lessee of the Ansonia Amuse-
ment Company chain of theatres, did a land
office business at the Ansonia last week,
when he screened “Are You Fit to Marry.’’ ,

He gave the programs to the women the first

three days and the men the last three: even
then he had to hold over the picture for
another day to satisfy the men. The weather
was stormy, but long lines of men waited
until they could enter the playhouse.

Last Wednesday, October 6, the opening
gun was fired at the American Theatre by
North American Theatres’ new manager, who
arrived in Butte from Seattle, accompanied
by Albert Finklestein, representing General
Manager Harry Arthur, Jr., of the North
American Theatres, ready to begin his work
at the American theatre. After several days
of close application to plans for the two
theatres, Rialto and American, and the poli-
cies of the company, Mr. Finkelstein re-
turned to headquarters at Seattle.

Niles City

At Niles 'City, Knutson and Hyde are ar-
ranging to build a new theatre in place of
the old Strand. Plans are drawn and all

indications are that Niles City is to have a
very classy modern theatre that will reflect
credit on the City as well as the theatre
men.

Havre
Sid Hirshberg, of Havre, has gone to Seat-

tle for a short vacation. Mr. Hirshberg is

connected with theatre interests in Havre.

Indiana

Moiing Picture li’orld Bureau ,

Indianapolis, Ind., October 25.

N- EARLY 2,500 newsboys were the guests

this week of Ace Berry, manager of the

Circle Theatre, at a special showing of “The
Strong Man.” Mr. Berry also entertained

with a party for newspaper critics and thea-

tre men in honor of the new orchestra di-

rector and his wife, Mr. and Mrs. Mikhail

Stolarevsky, this week at the Athenaeum.

The Strand Theatre, Oriental and Wash-
ington streets, is open again after under-
going extensive repairs and redecoration.

The Zaring Egyptian Theatre is making
plans for its first anniversary to be observed
throughout the week of October S3.
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Canada

Moving Picture World Bureau

,

Ottawa, Canada, October 29.

A TIMELY stunt staged by Manager Ray
Tubman, of the Regent theatre, Ottawa,

Ontario, was the holding of a “Football

Night” with special program on Thursday

and Friday nights, when various members of

the orchestra gave burlesque characteriza-

tions of well-known players of the Ottawa

Football Club, which holds the Canadian

championship. Crowded houses enjoyed the

skits immensely.

Manager J. T. Moxley, of the Imperial
theatre, Ottawa, Ontario, has purchased a

Brambac'h grand piano with special finish for

the use of the orchestra.

Renfrew

M, J. O’Brien, of Renfrew, Ontario, one of

the wealthiest moving pictures theatre own-
ers in Canada, is lying seriously ill at his

hon e and fears are entertained for his re-

coV( ry. Mr. O’Brien built the O’Brien thea-

tre at Renfrew in 1909 and, since that time,

has acquired or built theatres.

Montreal

One of the worst theatre robberies ever
to take place in Canada was executed at

Loew’s theatre, Montreal, at midnight, on Oc-
tober 18, when a debonair and unmasked ban-
dit, aided by two masked confederates, held

up James C. Adams, manager of the theatre,

j

Mrs. Adams, his wife, and Joseph Buck, the
night watchman, in spectacular fashion and
secured $7,207.70 which belonged to the com-
pany, took $70 from Mrs. Adams and also
obtained a few trinkets belonging to Miss
Freyvogel, the treasurer, who was not
present.

For admitting juveniles to the theatres
without adults, Gedeas Viau, proprietor of

the Crystal Palace theatre, Montreal, was
f fined $50 and costs in Recorder Semple’s
Court at Montreal on October 21.

Kansas City

B
Moving Picture World Bureau,
Kansas City, Mo., October 27.

AMONG the out-of-town exhibitors in

the Kansas City market last week were

:

G. L. Rugg, Troy, Kans.
;
Mr. and Mrs. A. S.

Raboun, Lyric, Almena, Kan.
; Robert Shel-

ton, Warrensburg, Mo.; C. A. Spainhour,
Twilight theatre, Greensburg, Kan.; Jack
Shortly, Strand, Independence, Mo.; John
Yous, Mound City, Mo.; O. P. Harvey, Mar-
tin theatre, Oregon, Mo.; H. Hartman, Cozy,
Burr Oak, Kan.

;
Marty Williams, Marza,

Pittsburg, Kan.
;

H. Gabriel, Garden City,

Kan.; Walter Wallace, Orpheum, Leaven-
worth, Kan. —

A. H. Cole, new Paramount branch mana-
ger at Kansas City, who succeeded Ben
Blotcky, who was promoted to district man-
ager, assumed his new duties this week. At
the Metro- Goldwiyn branch the force has
designated November as “Gregory Month’’
in honor of E. C. Gregory, branch manager.
R. S. Ballentyne, district Pathe manager,
was in Kansas City long enough, to assert
that business never was better. Leo Brooks,
southern division sales manager for Pathe,
also was a business visitor.

Morris G. Epstein, owner, and Herman S.

Gould, manager of the Lincoln theatre, Kan-
sas City, were held up and robbed of $425,
the night’s receipts of the theatre, Saturday
night. A resident, living in a 'house in front
of which the hold-up occurred, rushed to the
front porch and was shot, probably fatally.
The theatre has been robbed three times.

On Humor Bent

A CROSS-ARM PUZZLE with the

Buster Brown Comedy Kids and Tige,

learning from Mildred Bragdon and
Blanche Fisher, two Universal beauty

prize winners.

San Francisco

Moving Picture World Bureau,
San Francisco , Cal., October 25.

E VERY attendance record of the Califor

nia theatre, San Francisco, was broken
during the first three days of the engage-

ment of Paul Whiteman and his orchestra

and the screen feature, “Sweet Rosie

O’Grady.” The breaking of the house record

has added new thrills to the life of Manager
Richard Spier, who has been in charge but

a few months and who only recently re-

turned from his honeymoon.

Aaron Goldberg, who conducts a chain of
small downtown theatres, San Francisco, has
moved his general offices and headquarters
from the Loew Theatre Building to the
Phelan Building.

Burlingame
The formal opening of the Peninsula

theatre at Burlingame, a charming suburb
of San Francisco, recently attracted wide
attention in California amusement circles.

The theatre is owned by the Peninsula Thea-
tres Corporation, of which Ellis J. Arkush is

president and general manager. It is the
sixth house in the chain and replaces the
old Garden theatre. The new house seats
2,000 and is managed by Ray R. Kelsall.

Louis R. Greenfield, owner of the Louis R.
Greenfield theatres, of San Francisco and
Santa Cruz, with interests also at Honolulu,
has ceased planning moving picture houses
long enough to plan a fine residence for
himself. The new home will be at Wash-
ington and Octavia streets.

Sacramento
Louis Marks, of t'he Rialto theatrg, Sacra-

mento, is enjoying an eastern trip accom-
panied by his family.

M. B. Hustler, the live-wire manager of
the Capitol theatre, Sacramento, Cal., re-
cently put over a harmonica contest that
attracted crowds, had a week designated as
Harmonica Week, secured the co-operation
of the school department, made a tie-up with
a leading newspaper in putting on the con-
test and put on a big parade.

Newcastle

The Community theatre was opened at
Newcastle, Cal., the middle of October, by
T. H. Whitmore.

Fortuna
George Munn has rewired and completely

refurnished his theatre at Fortuna, Cal.

Hanford
The old T. & E>. theatre, at Hanford, Cal.,

is being remodelled by the Golden State
Theatre & Realty Corp.

Illinois

Moving Picture World Bureau,
Chicago, III., October 26.

T HE Gumbiner circuit won out in the ar-

bitration between the exhibitors’ asso-

ciation and the musicians’ union over the

employment of an orchestra in the Bryn
Mawr Theatre of that circuit. Dr. Karl A.
Meyer, chairman of the arbitration commit-
tee, decided that from the books showing
the receipts of the house, the Gumbiner cir-

cuit was entitled to relief from the expense
of an orchestra after giving the musicians

the usual two weeks’ notice.

Sam Trinz has resigned as manager of
the Madison Square Theatre of the Lubliner
and Trinz circuit and has been succeeded
by M. Shapiro. Mr. Trinz will take a long
rest, he says.

Coufitersville

Henry L. Barnes, Paul A. Burnette and
Benjamin H. Degen have organized the Coul-
terville Theatre Corporation at Coulterviile,
111., with a capital of $36,000 to own and oper-
ate moving picture theatres in that terri-
torty.

James Gregory, Lee W. Carrier and S. J.

Gregory have organized the Parthenon Cor-

,

poration with offices at 1406 Conway Build-
ing and a capital of $400,000, to operate
theatres. Gregory was formerly the head of
the old Gregory circuit around Gary and
Hammond.

Max Balaban and Dave Dubin 'have re-
turned from a Wisconsin fishing trip near
Minocqua and have a good stock of fish
stories for the boys.

Harry iFetterer has resigned as manager
of the Riveria Theatre of the Orpheum cir-
cuit and has been succeeded by William Mc-
Govern from the Lincoln Hippodrome Thea-
tre on the northwest side. Frank Smith has
been appointed manager of the Lincoln
Theatre, succeeding McGovern.

H. S. Brown and associates have organ-
ized the H. S. Brown Co., with offices at 806
South Wabash avenue to buy, sell and lease
motion pictures and theatres for presenting
same.

Elmwood
Frank L. Hitchcock has taken over the

management of the Palace Theatre at Elm-
wood, 111., and will remodel the house and
bring it up to date.

Champaign
Gene Russell, formerly with the Luna

Amusement Company, has taken over the
management of the New Rialto Theatre at
Champaign, 111., and the house will show
moving pictures exclusively.

Nauvoo
Maurice Richard has taken over the Nau-

Voo Theatre at Nauvoo, 111., and will make
some improvements in the theatre.

Jerseyville
The Colonial Theatre at Jerseyville, 111.,

has been sold by Ross Denny to C. W.
Mourning and the new management will
make some improvements in the house.

Win Sunday Movies
Moving Picture World Bureau,
B oonville, N. V. . October 28.

Boonville is to have Sunday movies
through the vote of its residents. The elec-
tion was one of the most hotly contested
in several years and brought out a bigger
vote than that cast for Calvin Coolidge two
years ago. The Sunday movie proposition
won out by a majority of about fifty. The
Village board put the whole thing squarely
up to the voters, rather than make any deci-
sion itself This procedure was adopted b5y
the village board after the churches had in-
jected themselves into the scene and stirred
up a veritable hornets’ nest.

ll
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Noiv Is The Time to Start Selling To

Your Patrons the Christmas Book Tickets

U
NLESS you have already done so,

now is the time to get busy on your

Christmas Ticket Book Campaign.

If you ever have tried out the scheme, you

will already be on the job, but there are

still a lot of exhibitors who are annually

losing a chance to clean up a lot of money
and make a lot of new friends.

Live houses use the ticket book idea the

year around, selling on all sorts of scales

from full price to about a 25 per cent, dis-

count. Those who sell at the regular rate

base this sales argument on the convenience

of not having to stand in line before the

ticket window. Those who make discounts

do so because they feel their patrons require

some additional incentive. Generally they

do, though a 10 per cent, discount is ample

and more than that, is in the nature of a

gift.

Many Advantages

There are advantages to both seller and

purchaser in the ticket books. The manager
makes a bulk sale, to begin with. He lessens

the delay at the ticket window. From an-

other angle, he has the use of the money
these sales represent in advance of the ac-

tual use 'of the ticket. He not only gets

patrons more frequently; since a ticket al-

ready paid for does not seem like money,

but if a patron is divided between the at-

tractions at two theatres, he is pretty certain

to use a ticket book instead of buying into

the other show.
Perhaps the best angle is the fact that peo-

ple will attend more often on books than

when they have to pay for each ticket. The
increase in attendance will generally be in

excess of 10 per cent.

The patron advantage lies not only in the

avoidance of the box office line, but it is

handier to tear out a ticket than to make

change. Moreover there is a certain dis-

tinction in having a ticket book.

Things to Observe

In preparing your tickets it is well to re-

member that it is good for one admission to

your house. Unless you qualify this, it is

good for any performance.
If you operate on a sliding scale, with ad-

vanced admission for the big features, print

your ticket with some such clause as : “Good
for admission to any performance at which
the regular rate is charged. Good with the

cash difference, for any special perform-
ance.” Then if your regular admission is 25

cents, the ticket and 15 cents in cash will

admit to a 40 cent show.
It is also desirable to stipulate that the

ticket is a license and not a lease. The dif-

ference is that a license may be revoked on
the return of the fee. In other words, an
undesirable patron cannot demand admis-
sion.

It is also well to put a liberal time limit

on the ticket. Three months is about right.

Getting Them Up
Some managers merely sell the regular

strip tickets, enclosing them in fancy en-

velope. It may be desirable to use strip

tickets of a special color to differentiate

them from the regular night sale. In this

circumstance the envelope carries some such

message as “Ten trips to Happyland” with

the “To” and “From” lines and some Christ-

mas greeting.

In other forms special tickets are printed

up, with a card front. These may be ordi-

nary Christmas cards with the “To” and
“From” lines. Get the cards in bulk. Print

the tickets the same size as the cards and
have them stapled together.

It’s Even Better

In its former magazine form The
Movie Fan, the bi-weekly house organ

of the Penn-State Amusement Co., of

Uniontown, Pa., was one of the most
readable sheets that come to this desk,

but in its new form it is a vast im-

provement over its former self.

The paper is now brought out as a

sixteen page tabloid size issue. It car-

ries as many circulation schemes as

the New York tabs and offers more
original matter than any other house

organ we know of. In addition to its

advertising and press stuff the present

Movie Fan can hold its own with the

average fan magazine, and it is better

ed5ted than some.
Our compliments and congratula-

tions to Editor K. V. Woodward.

Cost But $2.50
As a local shoe store contributed most of

the prizes for a walking contest on Tramp,

Tramp, Tramp, it cost Hugh J. Smart, of

the Noble theatre, Annistin, Ala., only $2.50

to put over a stunt in which more than 100

boys and girls took part, each carrying a

back banner with the title of the play.

In addition to the shoes, the store donated

a window display and 60 inches of advertis-

ing.

With Bells
Using the familiar mounted rider for The

Man in the Saddle, Frank J. Miller put on

a kicker by adding a string of sleighbells to

the horse’s trappings, and helped that much
more to bring them to the Rialto theatre,

Augusta, Ga.

PUTTING OVER THE MIDNIGHT SUN AT THE CLEMMER THEATRE, SPOKANE, WASHINGTON
The rayed sun was the idea both for the marquise and the lobby centerpiece. The girls standing beside the latter

are the ushers, who were dressed for the run. The doorman can be seen in the other picture. The ballet figure

comes from the three sheet and the marquee sign is made from sections of the 24 -sheet.
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Two Contests Worked Well on Three Bad Men

Production Hints from Edward L. Hyman
Managing Director, Mark Strand Theatre, Brooklyn

Two Contests Worked
With Three Bad Men
At the Regent theatre, Rochester, N. Y.,

the two newspapers each carried a contest

for Three Bad Men at the Regent theatre.

Both of the contests were taken .from the

press book.

The Times-Union took the “Scrambled”

contest, which was merely the sectional cut

of George O’Brien. The fifteen pieces were
carried over a four-day run, and the sec-

tions had to be pasted together, neatness

and originality being the deciding factors in

awarding the 25 prizes.

The Democrat-Chronicle took the hundred
word essays on the history of horses, tying

to the horses used in the Fox picture. Stories

from which the facts could be obtained were
run for three days. Here there were 25

more prizes.

A good co-operation was obtained from

the stores handling Over the Border, the

6tory on which the picture is based, and the

cold firearms display was also used to ad-

vantage.

Men of Steel Came
When he had Men of Steel at the Rex

theatre, Spartanburg, S. C., James H. Mc-
Key told the shop repairmen of the railroad

that he would be glad to see the men at a

certain performance.
They marched in a body, 223 strong, to

the theatre, getting more attention than the

usual newsboys’ parade. It proved to be a

fine investment in passes.

Frances White was billed as the principal

stage attraction on the show which had
Milton Sills in “Paradise” as the feature

picture. Owing to sud-

den illness of the star,

however, a switch was
made at the last minute

and two other presenta-

tions were inserted in

place of Miss White.
One of these was the

Mitchell Brothers, sing-

ing banjoists, and the

other was a violin solo

by the concert master.
The complete performance ran 1 hour and
53 minutes, of which time the Milton Sills

production took up 1 hour and 14 minutes.
The only other film subject was the Topi-
cal Review, which was given its accustomed
8 minutes. The musical presentations, of

which there were four, required 31 minutes.
The overture by the Famed Mark Strand

Orchestra, with Willy Stahl directing, was
Kelerbela’s “Hungarian Lustepiel, which
took up 8 minutes. This was ligjited as fol-

lows: bridge lights of purple covered the

fabric cyclorama, which was closed across

the small production stage, from one side

of the proscenium arch to the other; X-ray
foot lights of blue; 4 steel blue floods on the

cove ceiling, light scarlet Mestrum flood on
the orchestra from the dome, and blue stars

in the sky of the sounding board above the

orchestra.

Following the overture came the Mitchell

Brothers, singing banjoists, who did a very

nice line of selections with interpolated in-

strumental numbers especially arranged.

They took up 10 minutes to good ad-

vantage.

Following the Topical Review came the

violin solo by Sascha Kindler, concert

master. The selection was from the opera

“Aida” and required 5 minutes. The solist

stood in front of the orchestra under an

amber spot from the dome. Subdued green

floods on the musicians and drapes consti-

tuted the balance of the lighting effects.

The final presentation preceding the mo-
tion picture was “Orientale,” featuring

Vlasta Maslova, the ballerina and her

partner, assisted by the Mark Strand Ballet

Corps. The set was full stage of an Indian

motif. It included a legdrop of arches with

a balcony running across, this drop being

placed about 4 feet in front of a neutral

backdrop. Flood lamps of green shooting

from the floor upward lighted the backdrop,

while bridge lamps of rose-pink were thrown

on the legdrop and augmented by floods of

a similar color from the dome. The number
opened with a dance by the ballet, after

which Vlasta Maslova and her partner came
up for their specialty. The finish was by
the entire company. This presentation re-

quired 8 minutes.

Kress Sold Rudy with

a Variety of Appeals
Milton H. Kress, of the Strand theatre,

Memphis, Tenn., was not permitted to do
advance advertisng for Valentino in “The
Son of the Sheik” since the Palace was run-

ning it the week before he did. He had to

do some blind advertising with reference to

“Our Surprise Program” and urging all

readers to watch for the Sunday advertising.

He had boys out all Saturday night dis-

tributing 15,000 heralds to the houses, and
the crowd that went out to the flying field

on Sunday were confronted with a huge
banner offering tickets to the first 25 per-

sons to make a flight. As an air circus

drew a crowd of about 5,000, it was remark-
ably cheap publicity.

He used the linoleum mat for the front

of the house, lettering a strip 9 by 15 feet.

As his competitor, only three doors away,

was using the same star in The Conquering

Power, he felt that the stunt was well worth

while.

Keeping a man and boy in Arab dress on

the streets further helped him to clean up

with the advertising the Palace already had

done.

Kress is a Publix School graduate and

knows both his apples and his onions.

TWO OF KRESS’ STUNTS FOR THE SON OF THE SHEIK—NOTE THE LINOLEUM MAT
This oilcloth, 9 by IS feet, was lettered for the play and all patrons of his own and an opposition house had to
cross the mat. The banner in the other picture announces that the first 25 persons to take an airplane trip with a

professional flyer would eet tickets to the Strand. The tickets paid for a banner for the entire week.
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Earl Hall Payne Worked Hard on The Lone Wolf

A NOVEL FLOAT FROM MILWAUKEE FOR MARE NOSTRUM
The men standing beside the boat will give some idea of the size of this

ballyhoo made by Ascher’s Merrill Theatre for dry land cruising. The very
size of the model will have a beneficial sales effect.

Lone Wolf Campaign
Was Real Sensation

Every little while Earl Hall Payne, of the

Kentucky theatre, Lexington, Ky., gets hold

of something that he thinks can be cleaned

up with a real campaign. He knocks the

bottom out of the barrel and goes to it.

His latest adventure in exploitation was in

behalf of The Lone Wolf returns, and he

shook up the town very thoroughly.

As a rule the newspapers do not give the

support to stunts that is extended in other

towns, but eleven days before the picture

was due to open, Payne got a front page

story on a “lone” burglar operating in Lex-

ington. There was nothing to show that

this was in any way connected with an ex-

ploitation stunt.

The following day he had a flat cast made

of a portion of the front page mat and sawed

out the upper part as the foundation for a

reward ad. This was followed by other news

stories until his regular campaign opened,

but the reward ads were continued in the

newspaper instead of more general stuff.

He put out 1,000 pieces of cheap jewelry,

an assortment obtained from a “slum” shop

very cheaply; the sort of stuff intended for

prize packages. Each piece was boxed and

sent out with the card of “Michael Lanyard”
over-printed in red : “I am returning your

property. From now on I am going straight.”

Only 1,000 were sent out, but the circulation

was much larger since the recipients passed

them around.

Two thousand cheap black masks were
tagged and passed around, and later hooked

by a huge mask used as a lobby banner.

At midnight before the opening 500 warn-

ing cards were placed inside yards (to face

the house), or under doorways.

It was a fine campaign and immensely
profitable.

Prizes for Unbobbed
“Don Q” was put over at the Crystal Pal-

ace, Sydney, Australia, by an advance con-

test for the most beautiful women with un-

bobbed hair. It was explained that the sug-

gestion for the stunt came from Douglas
Fairbanks’ preference for long hair.

The stunt worked so wrell in Australia

that United Artists is incorporating the sug-

geston in its press books for Stella Dallas

and The Winning of Barbara Worth, both of

which show unbobbed stars.

Tacked to Tees
Barry Burke, of the Palace theatre, Dallas,

has a brand new one. He tacked cards on
all the tee boxes at the municipal golf

course advertising Tin Gods.

He also made a big hook-up with a chain

store grocery, which used 25,000 paper bags
specially printed.

Many Qood Ideas for

The Flaming Frontier
Andy Sharick, Universalist, sat in with the

Eckel theatre, Syracuse, N. Y., and handed
out a whole hatful of ideas.

One of the best bets was the drawing con-

test from the press book. This was landed
on the Herald, and a store gave an entire

window to a display of home-drawn Indian

heads.

This paved the way for an editorial prais-

ing Universal for dipping into history for a

theme instead of using all fiction. This sold

the parents on sending the children to see

the show.
Get 10,000 Kids

Ten thousand children were reached
through supplying the program for an ath-

letic meet sponsored by the playground as-

sociation. All the house took was the first

and third pages of a feur-pager.

The theatre also gave ticket prizes to help

along a children’s safety week idea the Her-
ald was sponsoring.

Five automobiles, each driven by a man
dressed as an Indian, paraded the streets

the opening day and one driver was retained

for the run, spending most of his time close

to the theatre.

A book shop stressed western and Indian
stories, a dry goods store gave a wrhole win-
dow to Indian paintings and the libraries

gave three displays and issued 15,000 book
marks to sell western stories and history to

its readers.

Two Helps
Booking the American Legion to The Un-

known Soldier was one of the w'ays E. R.

Rogers got a lot of extra business. This
included guest tickets to the gold star

mothers, and they were given such cour-
teous attention that one of the newspapers
w'as moved to make appreciative editorial

comment unasked.
The other shot wras the use of the A

boards of the Army recruiting service,

which gave highly desirable locations.

Mr. Rogers spread himself on the pro-
logue, which was both artistic and colorful.

COPYING THE NEW YORK FRONT FOR MERRILL, MILWAUKEE
This is a reproduction of the mechanical display on the Criterion marquee
for Mare Nostrum. At Ascher’s Merrill Theatre, Milwaukee, it was used in the

lobby, with the goddess and wave effects eight inches in front of the drop.
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Tells Story of Feature in a Variety of Cuts

A Series of Cuts

To Tell Rex's Story
Pathe spread itself on the press book for

The Devil Horse, and supplied exhibitors

with a wealth of material. This plate sup-

plies practically the entire advertisement for

the Colonial Theatre, Winston-Salem.

v~C

(jpEBlfill'^•^THURS.. FRI.. AND SAT.

Not Just a Big: West-
'll Picture But the
lost Remarkable
Film of its Kind

THURS., FRI., AND SAT. Ever Made

^4i Horse
^ Pafhepicture

- ALBERTA VAUGHN IN “TOOTING HEARTS’’"”

TALKING WITH CUTS
This tells the groundwork of the story

very graphically, and when a cut can tell a

story, cut is to be desired above type. There
is plenty of room in the reading columns for

the type talk, and in a display a set of pic-

tures which mean something are very much
better than the most eloquent lines.

This plate might easily have been spoiled

—as so many others have been—by too

much shade and involved detail, but that

trap has been avoided.

Generally an artist works small drawings
on a larger scale, finding it easier to work
with more surface. He may produce a fine

result in a four-times enlargement, but un-
less he can vision how the actual cut will

come through, he is tempted to put in too
much shading, with the result that the re-

duction will clog up and become a terrible

mess.

This is a matter that some exploitation de-
partments do not watch with the care that
should be exercised. If the drawing looks
all right, they argue that the reproduction
must be as good, so they make no allowance
for the reduction and the consequent draw-
ing together or the lines.

And the tough part of it is that they never
seem to learn through experience.
Pathe gives good results because this :

s

watched.

A Simple Space for

a Prolonged Date
The Victory Theatre, Denver, put over a

continuation of The Black Pirate with a
minimum of space and yet got a strong ef-

fect. This is only a threei and a half across

three, but keeping down most of the type

gives it a strong play-up.

Putting the announcement in eight point

would have pulled down the star and title

until another inch would have been required

to get the same effect. As it is, Fairbanks

and his play gets practically half the space

though the actual type takes up very little

room.
This is our idea of doing it neatly, effec-

tively and cheaply; all three of which are

to be desired.

Several Qood Points

in Marion Displays
Because the Grand Theatre, Marion, Ohio,

was playing The Flaming Frontier the same
time as it was showing at Keith’s Cleveland,

a special mention of the fact is carried in a

small panel just below the “Parents” in the

display reproduced. It gives the reader the

suggestion that the house tracks with the

big towns.

fPa penis* s your ^uty 10 ta^e c *1'^rcn to sce“ <*r *5 *1 *® 0
this great epic drama of the west. It is

I

—

so* I,, iwirr Hh.«i n* j

historically correct and will live in their

I

'* clf,,l,"<l
-

|
memory forever.

It’s the Picture You’ve Been Waiting For.

Cutler'* Lait Stand a* Shown in the G-eat Epical Photo-drama of the Plains.

“The Flaming Frontier ^

”

MON.-TUES.-WED. jB-dwyi A
june 28-29-30

FRAMING A SMALLER CUT
Probably you can read the appeal to par-

ents in the reproduction. If it does not come
through it might be said that it tells them
it is their duty to bring the youngsters to see

this historically correct drama. It is only

one of a number of good points in a set of

display sent in, but it is one of the best.

Another thing to note in the reproduction

is the framing of a two column cut for a

three column space. This will not always

work, but with this particular cut the rule

work gives a finish that would be lacking in

a raw edged cut. It suggests an old wood-
cut. Good advertising cuts should not suggest

woodcuts, but these lines on the Frontier are

far too full of detail.

Another space, slightly larger than this,

was run on the anniversary of the Custer
fight and the panels are framed in six point

rule to suggest a mourning border. Th^
seller here is a reference to the anniversary
with a well written bank on the famous last

stand. Four strong spaces on a three day
run is doing very nicely.

Burns’ Puppets Ad
Is Brief and Qood

Frank H. Burns sends in an advertisement
for Puppets at the Beacham Theatre, Or-

SIMPLE AND GOOD
lando, Fla., that is little more than a two
column cut in a three column frame.

He figures that Sills should sell himself.

He probably decided that the title was more

T HEAT RE

Due to the extreme popularity of this mighty
production and the overwhelming crowds, many
thousand Denverites were unable to see it last
week and we are obliged to extend the engagement
for seven days.

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS
in

“THE BLACK PIRATE”
with elaborate atmospheric prologue on the stage,

produced by Boris Petroff and featuring
Dorothy Berke.
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Washington Uses Double Space for Mare Nostrum

interesting than the details, so he added a

couple of lines and let it go through.

Burns not only knows when he should use

selling talk, but he knows when it is not

necessary. The result is a big smash in a

three sevens. You could add a couple of

nnlin ds of type and not do more selling.

Cut Ad and Reader

In a Single Space
In this advertisement for Men of Steel at

the Stillman Theatre, Cleveland, M. A. Ma-
laney has achieved virtually two ads in one.

LIKE THE MIGHTY
SKYSCRAPER. THIS
PICTURE TOWERS
ABOVE ORDINARY
MOTION PICTURES!

"Men of St*el”

li t b'4 picture;

Vg la theme;

big la execu-

tion; big la the

opportunity It

gleet the play-

er*, and e»po*

dally the *tat.

MUton SUli.

—filmed amid the cas-

cading cauldron* of

molten metal in the

mill* of U. S. Steel

Corporation — cast of

2000—a year in the
making.

This great throbbing love tale of

devotion, courage and dramatic
happenings that holds one vir

tuallv on the edge of his theater

chair' This tale of a flaming,

roaring inferno where, half

blinded half-choked,

with cauldrons of
whito-hot liquid metal
cascading into a sea

of death, a man fights

for life—not his, but
a woman’s—with vic-

tory in the end!

here IS a picture!

MILTON
SILLS
MENof

STEEL
DORIS KENYON

A TWO-IN-ONE

In one respect it is merely the announce-

ment of star and title, plus the house signa-

ture. A great many sales could be effected

from this were there no additional text. The
text is so small that from one point of view
it might as well not be there.

But from another angle this is one of the

best selling talks that Malaney has put over

in a long time. He hands out three big

punches, each distinct and yet related. You
can read any one of the three and sell your-

self.

If you have to read a lot before you de-

cide to see a picture, you have the material

here. If you can be sold on sight, the cut

will sell you without reference to the text.

This is a lot of six point to put in a sin-

gle display, and yet that is just the point. A
few ten and twelve point lines would have
killed the entire double effect, as Malaney
knew. One large display line either above
or below the cut would have flopped the en-

tire layout. It is precisely because all of the

lines are kept small that this packs a dou-
ble punch.

You can’t come anywhere near that page

without knowing that Milton Sills in Men of

Steel is at the Stillman. That sells on sight.

If it does not sell, it probably interests you
sufficiently to get you to read the small type

and that will sell you. It’s a lot to do with

a two eights.

Cut Helps Display

In Rochester Ads
This 105 by 3 from the Victoria Theatre,

Rochester, gives a good display to Black

Paradise and the scene cut, while no more
than an attractor, makes for interest. You
figure that where there is so much smoke
from the volcano there must be some fire to

the story.

HAMILTON
in his latest two-reel comedy

“THE JOLLY TAR”
Alma Duvall & Co.

|
.Kinzo

America’s Fantastic Dancers

Thurs.

to

Sat.

Novelty Juggler

Camille of the Barbarv Coast”
starring OWEvN MOORE

MAE BUSCH
Next SUN. In WED, TOM M!X in “HARD BOILED”

SUN. thru to WED.
WILLIAM FOX. fraents

BUCK
PARADISE
MADGE BELIAMY- EDMUND LOWE

LESLIE FENTON - DORIS LLOYD
Slot, b i o HCtY

~Woba of•Society Tapped by lore and

R. WILLIAM. NEILL Production

CUT IS A HELP
The single selling line is not so good. This

is a hand lettered italic below the stars and
reads : “Wolves of Society Trapped by Love
and Regeneration.” This doesn’t seem to

mean much of anything, so much of the

selling must be accomplished by the title

and the players. The title is good and the

players help even more.
The cut is full column width so that the

panel rules must be cut in above and below.
In this instance it seems to work very well,

but a cut that does not completely fill its

width is much more useful to exhibitors. A
four column cut should not be full four
inches. Three and a half is much more use-
ful

Feeling that gaudy billboard display might
be in poor taste, Jay A. Hass specialized on
windows for The Son of the Sheik. He got

63, which is plenty for a town the size of
Little Rock, and he packed the Capitol.

Has Double Space

on Mare Nostrum
Generally the Loew theatres in Washing-

ton, D. C., stick pretty closely to a space
approximating a three fives, but they are

not hidebound, and nearly eight inches were
used for the opening of Mare Nostrum.

NEARLY EIGHT DOWN
This uses the sea-goddess which promises

to become a trade-mark for the picture and

carries a portrait of the lovely Alice Terry

in addition. Most of the kick is the “Direct

from New York” line, but the story and its

fine production are intelligently sold. This

is mostly done with press book lines, but it

would be difficult to better this material, and

Washington readers neither know nor care

whether it is new or original.

This is where some managers fall down.

They seem to be ashamed to use press book
lines, although these may have been done by
men who are artists in just that work.

That is the real value of a good press

book. It gives you the services of a staff of

specialists no single theatre could afford to

hire. It is foolish not to use it, unless you
can better the material for your own special

clientele.

On Wheels
Capitalizing the number of children with

scooters, cycles and the like, K. N. Dunn,
of the Paragon Picture House, Glasgow,
Scotland, devised a stiffened pennant for

The Scarlet Streak and advertised for 100

children with wheeled vehicles. These were
paid a ticket apiece for doing a parade
through the neghboring streets, and every-

one talked about the parade and the Streak.

Qood Response
Checking up on a mail campaign for Man-

trap, Ralph Noble found that he pulled on
65 per cent of his letters. He sent out to a

selected list and, knowing his patrons, was
able to make an accurate check-up.
A Avedding ring, described as the original

mantrap, was handed out in an envelope
lettered “What Every Woman Craves.” It

assured careful reading of the remainder of

the text
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‘‘The Quarterback”
Dix Wins an Individual Triumph as Footballer
in the Newest Addition to College Catalogue

Reviewed by Epes W. SargentAdolph Zukor and Jesse L. Lasky Present
Richard Dix in

“The Quarterback’’
B 3' William S. McNutt and William O.

McGeehan
Directed by Fred Newfnayer

A Paramount Picture
CAST:

Jack Stone Richard Dix
Louise Mason Esther Ralston
Elmer Stone Harry Beresford
“Lumpy” Goings David Butler
Denny Walters Robert W. Craig
Nellie Webster Mona Palmer

Length—7,114 Feet
Disqualified from the big college football

game because he raced at a fair for a prize,
Jack’s sweetheart straightens the matter out
and, although knocked out, spurred on by
the girl, he wins the game. Romantic com-
edy with thrilling football game.

XT OW IT IS RICHARD DIX who comes
^ ^ to the fore in a College play, and in

“The Quarterback” he follows a path al-

ready well-beaten and yet which he manages
to make interesting.

In this story Jack Stone, the star per-

former on the eleven, is disqualified on the

eve of the big game of the season because

he has competed in a footrace with a pro-
fessional. He has been induced to run by
Louise Mason, who attends the rival college,

and circumstances make it appear that she
has tricked him deliberately to remove a
dangerous rival.

Of course she is innocent and with his

faith regained, he gets into the game and
wins a victory for the first time since St.

Louis held a pennant winner.
To get all this into the story, the prob-

abilities are thrown into the discard. If

something promises to be a good situation,

it is worked in' and while the script is

mechanical, it is a nice exhibition of mech-
anics and with the aid of Dix’s personality

it seems very real at the moment. Not a

little of the credit should go to the fine

direction of the
.
football match. This is

splendidly built up to arouse and hold the

interest, and even in the face of other

similar productions, “The Quarterback” will

hold its end well.

Esther Ralston is a charming co-ed

though a bit too arch in some of her scenes;

apparently a fault of the direction, since she
has not shown such a tendency to overact
before. David Butler, as Jack’s pal, is much
in the picture, and most of the work is

carried by these three, though there is a

large sub-cast of college boys and girls.

Presently these eleventh hour salvations

of Alma Mater will grow a bit tiresome, but
between the football game and the fine work
of the star, this play should get over to the

satisfaction of the patron as well as the ex-

hibitor.

Mention should be made of a horse which
contributes much of the comedy in the mid-
dle scenes. Jack Stone has taken to the

milk instead of the ice wagon and having

trained the horse to follow him, the faith-

ful beast essays to follow him when he

elopes to help out the charity-athletic meet.

The horse gets quite as many laughs as the

humans.

“The Magician”
Paul Wegener Featured with Alice Terry in

Rex Ingram’s Exciting, Wierd, Uncanny Film
Reviewed by C. S. Sewell

REX INGRAM’S NEWEST Metro-Gold-

wyn production, “The Magician,” is an

interesting experiment that will cause wide-

spread discussion in film circles.

In the first place, the story has a decidedly

European flavor. Built around the idea of a

half-demented magician-hypnotist -physician,

who, in seeking to artificially produce human
life, comes very near sacrificing the beauti-

ful heroine in order to obtain her heart’s

blood, it is weird and uncanny, at times grue-

some, but at the same time fascinating and

thrilling.

Set in an European locale, the foreign

flavor is heightened by the fact that the pic-

ture was filmed in authentic surroundings, in

Paris, Monte Carlo and a French village,

and by the fact that with the exception of

Alice Terry, who portrays the heroine, all of

the principal players were recruited from the

other side.

Using a story by Somerset Maugham,
known generally as a playwright of the

modern drama, but who, in this instance, has

delved deeply into the realms of fantasy, Mr.
Ingram has brought forth a picture marked
by excellence of production details, and ad-

mirably acted, that is undeniably fascinating

and thrilling, and with well sustained dra-

matic tension and suspense.

Mr. Ingram has certainly succeeded in ac-

complishing what he set out to do. Having
selected this story with its weird uncanny
theme, he adopted no halfway measures, but
played for the maximum emotional effect

along these lines. For the title role he se-

lected Paul Wegener, who seems to be very
living embodiment of the sinister modern
sorcerer. He gives a truly remarkable per-
formance. A man of powerful stature, with
a strong face and wonderfully expressive
eyes, he is thoroughly convincing in the role.

Although you loath him, he fascinates you.

Alice Terry provides just the striking con-
trast desired, as the beautiful blonde maiden,
who is helpless in his hands, while Ivan
Petrovich is a handsome and pleasing hero.
The entire handling of the story backs up

the nature of the theme except for occasional
bits of comedy relief. There is the injury of

the heroine right at the beginning when a
statue falls on her and paralyzes her. This
is followed by the scene in a hospital, where
she is operated upon surrounded by noted
members of the medical world. There is a

fantastic hypnotic vision, resembling a bac-
chanalian feast in which a hideous faun em-
braces the heroine, reference to strange mys-
tic volumes and much playing uo of the an-

cient alchemists’ formula for producing life,

displays of knifes and instruments and,

finally, the fantastic castle laboratory of the

magician, set on the pinnacle of a mountain,
and filled with stills, retorts and strange

chemical paraphernalia,’ reached by a wind-
ing stairway and past cobwebby furniture,

and tended by a misshapen dwarf.

The happy ending is gripping, punch melo-
drama with the heroine tied to an operating

table while the hero struggles with the de-

mented magician, ending by the fall of the

magician into a furnace.

All who are fascinated by weird, uncanny,
fantastic stories, will find in “The Magician”
exciting if rather gruesome entertainment,

excellently handled from every standpoint

Metro-Goldwyn Presents
Rex Ingram's Production of

“The Magician”
With Alice Terror and Paul Wegener

CAST:
Margaret Dauncy Alice Terry
Oliver Haddo

. Paul Wegener
Dr. Burdon Ivan Petrovich
Dr. Porhoet Firmin Gemier
Susie Boyd .Gladys Hamer

Length—6,960 Feet
On eve of her marriage to Dr. Burdon,

Margaret is hypnotized by a half-mad magi-
cian hynotist, who takes her to a tower in
order to get her heart’s blood to perform an
experiment to produce human life. Burdon
rescues her just in time. Weird and force-
ful dramatic fantasy.
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“The Unknown Cavalier”
Ken Maynard Assisted by Cast of Well-Known
Players in Fast-Moving and Exciting Western

42

F IRST NATIONAL’S second Western
picture starring Ken Maynard is one that

in the intensity of the action, the contrast

between villiany and heroism and especially

in the introduction of a mysterious masked
bandit who poses by day as a respected citi-

zen, has much in common with the familiar

serial development.

The story starts off with a bang and a

rapid pace is maintained throughout, there

is something afoot every moment. Maynard
exhibits wonderful horsemanship, including

stunt riding that would class him as a rodeo
champion and maintains the agreeable im-
pression he made in his previous picture. His

Warner Brothers Present
“My Official Wife”

With Irene Rich and Conway Tearle
Based on Archibald Clavering’s Gunter’s
story and Charles E. Blaney’s play

Directed by Paul L. Stern
CAST:

Helene Irene Rich
Alexander Conway Tearle
Demi-Mondaine Jane Winton
Grand Duke Gustav von SeiTertitz
Ivan : . Stuart Holmes
Nicholas John Miljan
Count Orloff Emile Chautard
Calet Sidney Braeey
Commandant N. Vavitch

Length—7,846 Feet
Countess masquerading as peasant is as-

saulted in inn by member of Imperial Rus-
sian Guard. Vowing vengeance she escapes
to Austria, falls in love with Alexander, who
discloses he is the man. After the great
war she forgives and marries him. Stirring
drama.

/VS THE SECOND of a series of six pic-
^ ^ tures, starring George Walsh, Excellent

Pictures Corp. is offering “A Man of Qual-

ity,” a melodrama of the secret service in ap-

prehending a gang of silk smugglers, which

offers good punch entertainment that should

register with the average fan.

The story shows Walsh as a secret serv-

ice man posing both as a motorcycle cop

and as a member of the smuggler’s gang.

This ought to be enough to keep any man
busy, but in addition, a pretty little romance

Reviewed by C. S. Sewell

magnificent horse, Tarzan, also comes in for

a generous share of the interest and glory.

There are a number of good “western” sit-

uations including an especially forceful one
where he goes into the desert with the vil-

lian, is unarmed through a ruse and left to

perish and finally rescued by his horse. The
dramatic tension is well maintained and
western fans should find this picture above
the program average. It has good snap and
effective comedy that overbalances its obvi-

ous improbabilities.

The supporting cast is an excellent one,

including pretty Kathleen Collins to supply

the romantic element, David Torrence, Otis

Harland, Josef Swickard, Pat Harmon, Frank
Lackteen and Bruce Gordon, as well as T.

Roy Barnes, an excellent comedian, who has

been given few opportunities.

Reviewed by C. S. Sewell

Archibald clavering gunter’s
romance of the Czar, brought up to the

date so as to include the World War with

its devastating effect on Russian royalty, has

again reached the screen. This time it serves

as a vehicle in which Irene Rich and Con-
way Tearle are featured and is offered as a

Warner Brothers production.

The idea behind the story is the wronging
of a woman of the nobility, her vow to

avenge her honor and the subsequent ro-

mance between this pair who do not recog-

nize each other. While, of course, possible,

the theme is decidedly theatric and even the

most skillful manipulation of the strings

would hardly make it convincing or create

sympathy for the man responsible for so

Reviewed by C. S. Sewell

is developed permitting an extra punch for

the climax where, after corraling the gang

he rushes to the rescue of the girl who has

been imprisoned in a Chinese den.

There is no dearth of action and the story

keeps moving at a fast clip with the tension

well maintained. There is a crackerjack

fight, good suspense and several effective

punches. Altogether it ranks well as an ex-

citing action-thrill melodrama.

George Walsh gives an excellent account

of himself and Ruth Dwyer makes a like-

able and attractive heroine. The other roles

are capably handled. H. Van Loan provided

a story with no dearth of punch and action

and Director Wesley Ruggles has kept

things moving at a high pitch.

Charles R. Rogers Presents
Ken Maynard in

“The Unknown Cavalier”
Froip story “Ride Him, Cowboy,’’ by

Kenneth Perkins
Directed by Albert Rogell
A First National Picture

CAST:
Tom Drury Ken Maynard
Ruth Gaunt Kathleen Collins
Peter Gaunt David Torrence
Clout T. Roy Barnes
Suggs James Mason
Judge Otis Harlan
Tarzan Himsell

Length—6,595 Feet
Attracted . to Kathleen, whose outlaw

horse, Tarzan, has been condemned to death,
Ken saves the animal by riding him and
is put on the trail of a noted outlaw whom
he captures and wins the girl. Exciting ac-
tionful western with wonderful horseman-
ship.

ruthless and brutal a betrayal of any
woman’s honor, and the fact that neither

one recognizes the other detracts further

from the plausibility.

The director has finely reproduced the

Russian and Viennese atmosphere of the

story, and aided by an excellent cast has

done much to offset the unpleasant nature

of the story. With obviously a strong sex

theme, there are several situations that are

dramatic and effective.

Miss Rich gives a fine performance and

Conway Tearle goes a long way toward

overcoming an unsympathetic start.

Samuel Zierler Presents
George W alsh in

“A Man of Quality”
Directed by Wesley Ruggles

Distributed bp- Excellent Pictures Corp.

CAST:
Jack Banning George Walsh
Marian Marry Ruth Dwyer
Richard Courtenay Brian Dunlevy
Spanish Joe I,noinn Prlval

Dorina Laura Di Cardi

Length—5,640 feet

In running down gang of sijk smugglers,
a secret service man joins gang and also
poses as a traffic cop and falls in love with
banker’s daughter. He captures gang and
rescues the girl who was lured to their den.

Exciting action and melodrama.

“My Official Wife”
Irene Rich and Conway Tearle Are Featured
In Russian Drama Adapted from a Stage Play

“A Man of Quality”
Sam Zierler’s Second Production Starring

George Walsh Is Exciting Punch Melodrama
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“The Outlaw Express”
Mysterious Stage Coach Robberies Furnish
Material for Exciting’ Leo Maloney Western

L AID in the old West in the days when
stage coaches were the only means of

transportation, “The Outlaw Express,” Leo

Leo Maloney in

“Tlie Outlaw Express”
Directed by Leo Maloney

A Pathe Picture

CAST:
Miles Wayburn . .Leo Slaloney
Ann Townsend Joan Renee
Sheriff Melbourne MacDowell
Larson Albert Hart
John Mills Henry Otto
Secretary Paul Hurst
Blackie Bud Osborne

Length—5,479 Feet
Wayburn, sent to western hamlet to in-

vestigate express robberies, finds sheriff

under suspicion and falls in love with his

daughter, but eventually proves that the
express agent is guilty and wins the girl.

Ail exciting punch western.

DASED ON A STORY by that rernark-

able woman, Nellie Revell, who con-
fined to her bed for a number of years,

continued to radiate optimism a-nd good
cheer, Universal is offering “Spangles,” an
excellent romantic melodrama of circus life.

The entire story takes place in and around
a traveling circus and the atmosphere of the
sawdust arena is exceptionally well-handled.
The plot concerns the human side of these
people and introduces a pretty little ro-
mance, excellent human interest, the fas-

cination of the circus with a number of

peeps behind the scenes into the lives, loves
and jealousies of the performers, and angles

“T^OLLEGE DAYS,” the Tiffany produc-
tion, directed by Richard Thorpe, is a

very human picture that should appeal tre-

mendously to audiences during these autumn

Tiffany Presents
“College Days”

Directed b'y Richard Thcwpe
CAST:

Mary Ward Marceline Day
Jim Gordon Charles Delaney
Larry Powell James Harrison
Phyllis Duane Thompson
Louise Kathleen Key

Length-—7,300 Feet
Popular chap at co-educatiOnal college

falls in love with girl and, despite rivalry
and frame-up of vamp, he finality wins the
girl after helping to win football game. Ro-
mantic drama with exciting game.

Reviewed by C. S. Sewell

Maloney’s newest Pathepicture presents him
in the role of an investigator sent to unravel

the mystery of frequent robberies of gold

bullion.

In addition to being the star, Mr. Maloney
is again the director of one of his own pro-

ductions and in this instance has laid more
stress on building up the plot with the
shifting of suspicion from the sheriff to the

express agent and back. There is less action

and stunts than in some of his previous pic-

tures, but, on the other hand, the interest is

more closely knit and the suspense is

greater and coupled with a good punch cli-

max in which Maloney rides and overtakes

a stage coach and brings in evidence just in

the nick of time to prevent the lynching of

the sheriff who is innocent, this picture

affords good virile entertainment for the

western fans.

Reviewed by C. S. Sewell

of their every day life. The story holds the

interest with well sustained melodramatic
tension, cross-currents of plotting and
amusing corned}'' bits and works smoothly
up to an excellent punch climax in which
the hero is saved from lynching by the ar-

rival of a trained elephant that scatters the

crowd.

Marian Nixon in the title role is excel-

lent, adding further to her growing reputa-
tion as a fine and very attractive little act-

ress and Pat O’Malley gives a sterling per-

formance as the hero. Hobart Bosworth, al-

ways a dependable, makes the minor role of

the circus owner stand out and Gladys
Brockwell handles well the role of his dis-

carded sweetheart.

In addition to the climax, there is a thrill-

ing chariot race scene and some excellent
animal stuff, in fact, we do not remember

Reviewed by Sumner Smith

days when colleges and schools have re-
opened and football is all the rage. It tells

a simple, natural story of mischievous stu-
dent, who stars on the football team, the fair

co-ed he loves and the troubles attending
his propensity for mischief. Marceline Day
and Charles Delaney do especially good work
in a cast, no member of which can be criti-

cised. The story closes with splendid scenes
of a football game, and it attains a fine emo-
tional crisis when the boy makes good on
the team and in his college after expulsion.

Jim Gordon just can’t keep out of trouble,
though he loves Mary Ward and does his

best, too, for her sake. She catches him
embracing the college widow and turns the

As the star, Maloney gives a thoroughly

likeable performance and as the director he

has capably handled the megaphone. The

night scenes and storm stuff are unusually

convincing and there are several good

punches. In addition there is a pleasing

romantic angle to round out the story.

The supporting cast is thoroughly satis-

factory, with Melbourne McDowell giving

an especially good performance as the sheriff.

Joan Renee appears in the role of the hero-

ine, with Albert Hart as the real culprit.

Nelson McDowell in a character role of a

stage driver, contributes comedy relief and

Bud Osborne is a picturesque bandit.

having seen more convincing scenes and at-

mosphere and with its pleasing romance and
strong human interest, offers splendid en-

tertainment.

Carl Laemmle Presents
“Spangles”

With 3Iarion Nixon and Pat O'Malley
Based on novel by Nelly Revell

Directed by Frank O’Connor
A Universal-Jewel Production

CAST:
Spangles Marian Nixon
Dick _ Pat O’Malley
Bowman Hobart Bosworth
Mile. Dazie Gladys Brockwell
Vincent Jay Emmett

Length—5,633 Feet
Spangles, circus queen, befriends Dick and

falls in love with him, breaking engagement
to Bowman, the owner, who is killed by an
elephant. Dick is accused and saved by
story of half-wit keeper. Fine circus story
with punch climax and good heart interest.

cold shoulder. He tries to argue his case

with her in classes and is finally taken into

the prof’s room for a lecture. The prof, not
a literary, spectacled sort of chap at all,

starts to beat up Gordon for his own good.
The college president enters, and Gordon is

expelled. Later the prof gets Gordon rein-

stated. He promises to mend his ways. But
the night before the big game he goes to a
road house to protect Mary Ward, and tli

day of the game finds him in disgrace
again, but he wins in the end.

“Spangles”
Circus Story Featuring Pat O’Malley and
Marian Nixon Is Genuinely Entertaining

“College Days”
Timely and Appealing Entertainment Offered
In Thoroughly Human College-Football Story
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M. W. Larmour Writes
This could be entitled, “How I make the Moving

Picture World Worth Many Times the Subscription
Price.”

When the World arrives I glance through it for

the news and for the items of especial interest. This
keeps me abreast of the times. Then it goes to my
cashier for a day. She enjoys reading it and by doing
so can talk pictures intelligently to the patrons.

Later, when I have plenty of leisure, I go through
it carefully, making sure I find everything of interest

to me or everything that can be used to help in the

management of my theatre. All colored, striking or

unusually good picture inserts or advertisements are

cut out and filed under the name of the producer
responsible. These are useful for lobby cards, win-
dow cards, in planning advertising campaigns, and
in various other ways. In this file I also put the

announcements of the various producers and any
other stuff on their pictures that I happen to get.

After the picture is finally bought and dated, this stuff

is taken out and filed with the press sheets which are

kept in the order in which the pictures are to be

played.

Unusually good photos of the players are also

clipped and placed in an alphabetical file. They are

kept separate from the advertisements and announce-
ments but are used for the same purposes when
required.

Then I turn to Sargent’s pages and read them care-

fully. Any unusual or striking stunt or ad is clipped

and pasted in one of my classified scrap books under
the proper classification. These scrap books are

referred to frequently for inspiration, but the act of

studying, clipping, classifying and pasting seems to

impress the ideas on one’s mind so strongly that in

most cases they will pop out when needed without
the help of the scrap book.

Articles on theatre construction, presentations,

equipment, etc., are also clipped if thought worthy
and pasted in their scrap books. Colby Harriman’s
new Tips, Kinks and Wrinkles are proving a gold

mine of information for the Presentation book.

Articles on pictures under contract are also clippei

and placed with the press sheets to be considers
when we start advertising the picture.

Van’s section of reports and Through the Bo:

Office Window are next studied so as to keep poste'

on the values of the current pictures. From thes

reports the value of the picture to me and the adver
tising effort to be put behind each picture is deter

mined. By allowing myself to be guided by thes

reports, aided by my knowledge of picture values ii

Graham, I have often been able to take a fair!

cheaply priced picture that I knew was sure to please

and with the proper advertising effort make a bij

money making special out of it. And these sam
reports have in lots of cases warned me to slid

through without too much noise an expensive specia

that had failed to make the grade. These section

are also a great help in the proper selection of pla

dates for pictures.

By this time every page in the book has been gon
over carefully at least once. The projectionist no\

gets the book for a week to read Richardson’s pages

I have already read them and sometimes we discus

some of his articles.

Then the World is filed for a year. During tha

time it is often referred to for reports, reviews an

other information on the pictures.

At the end of the year, before throwing it away,
always read it through again and seldom fail to fin

several useful suggestions or ideas that have bee

overlooked in the first reading. Where space pei

mits I believe it is a good idea to keep back issue

for a longer time, but in my case I haven't the storag

space.

This sounds like it requires a great deal of worl

It really takes about an hour and a half a week and i

proving the greatest of help in the proper manage
ment of my theatre.

M. W. LARMOUR.
National Theatre,

Graham. Texas.

AND^Larmour Makes Money
llllHI l‘HI 1 1 IllTli iii 1 1 1 1 iTTT7 iiiiiiinniunminrrrT
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F. B. O.

ALL AROUND FRYING PAN. (5,329 feet).

|

Star, Fred Thomson. After playing- to empty
seats on a Fairbanks, it was good to see

1 them flock in to see a Thomson. Giving peo-
ple what they want is the secret of success,
and evidently “All Around Frying Pan’’ ful-
filled this requirement. Tone O. K. Appeal
general. Sunday and special no. Draw rural
class, town 300. Admission 15-30, specials 15-

40. Chas. W. Lewis, I. O. O. F. Hall (250
seats), Grand Gorge, New York.

BANDIT’S BABY. (5 reels). Star, Fred
Thomson. Real good, and pleased all; an

j

“Our Gang” comedy filled the bill to give
I us a perfect show. Tone good, appeal fine.

|
Sunday or special no. Draw farming class,

town 412. Admission 10-25. Leveck & Garner,
Benoit Auditorium (100 seats), Benoit, Mis-

1
sissippi.

BETTER MAN. Star, Richard Talmadge.
This fellow draws a great crowd here. This
picture starts slow but gathers speed and
finishes with lots of action. Pleased all. Ap-
peal good. Special no. Mitchell Conery, Con-
oat Projection Service, Menands, New York.

BETTER MAN. (5 reels). Star, Richard
Talmadge. Another good Talmadge picture
and I think went over in good shape. Used
this for a Saturday night show and made a
little money. Threatening weather kept
about half my usual Saturday nig’ht crowd
away. Tone, good; appeal, 90 per cent. Sun-
day, yes; special, no. Draw general class;

I town 600. Admission, 10-15, 15-35. W. C.
• Snyder, Cozy Theatre (265 seats), Lamont,
Oklahoma.

BLUE STREAK. Star. Richard Talmadge.
One of the best pictures that 1 have played

j yet. Had a. record crowd on this one. Pic-
ture will make anybody some money,- if they
will advertise it. It is one of Richard’s best,
to my notion. Pleased my audience; they
were well satisfied with it; still talking

t

.about it. Boys, it will make you some
monely. Palace Theatre, Porter, Oklahoma.

BORN TO BATTLE. (5 reels). Star, Tom
Tyler. Tyler puts plenty of action in a pic-
ture and say, this picture has plenty of
:action, too. Frankie Darro pleases the kids.
It seemed to please a western crowd. Fair
tone; appeal, 90 per cent. Sunday or special,
no. Draw mixed class ; town 150. Admis-
sion, 15-30. Robert W. Hines, Hines Theatre
(200 seats), Loyalton, South Dakota.

BROADWAY GALLANT. (6 reels). Star,
Richard Talmadge. As good as the rest of
his shows. Story verly weak as usual. His
stuff pleases the kids very much. Had a
terrible shower, spioiling receipts. Tone,
good; appeal, fair. No special here. Draw
better class; town 4,500. Admission, 10-20.
C. A. Anglemire, “Y” Theatre (400 seats),
Nazareth, Pennsylvania,

I

DOUBLING WITH DANGER. Star, Rich-
ard Talmadge. Starts off slow, but the finish
makes them rise in their seats and yell. In-
teresting, with a good plot and the whirl-
wind, death-defying stunts of handsome

I

Dick make 'em leave with happiness in their
chests. Tone, O. K. Appeal, good. Sunday,
yes; special, no. Draw all sorts; town about
1,000. Admission, 10-25 to 15-35; specials.
H. H. Hedberg, Amuse-U Theatre, Melville,
.Louisiana.

FLAMING WATERS. (6,951 feet). Star,
Pauline Garon. This is a good picture, but we

|

didn’t, get enough out to see it to make ex-
penses, only enough to paly film rental,

l Think it pleased the few who saw it. Not a
very good title and sure didn’t bring ’em
out. Tone, fine; appeal, 75 per cent. Sunday,
yes; special, no. Draw general class; town

i 600. Admission, 10-25, 15-35. W. C. Snyder,
Cozy Theatre (265 seats), Lamont, Oklahoma.

FLAMING WATERS. (6,951 feet). Star
cast. A pretty fair picture, but we must

H. H. Hedberg, one of us,

named us Our Gang to typify the

fraternal, good-will, stick-to-

gether spirit that governs our
sending of dependable reports on
pictures we have played.

Playing fair by picture and
producer, aiming to help each
other and you, we will be very
glad to have your tips as an earn-

est of your wish to help us and
be one of us.

OUR GANG

have westerns on a Friday and Saturday to
get them in. Tone O. K. Fair appeal. Spe-
cial no. Draw town and rural class, town
896. Mrs. S. J. Brown & Son, Phoenix The-’
atre (200 seats), Neola, Iowa.

FLAME OF THE ARGENTINE. (5,000
feet). Star, Evelyn Brent. This picture re-
minded me of Lady Robinhood. It is a good
picture, but title killed the business for me.
Tone, good; appeal, poor. Sundaly or special,
no. R. A. Preuss, Arvada Theatre, Arvada,
Colorado.

GLENISTER OF THE MOUNTED. (5,480
feet). Star, Lefty Flynn. A good mounted
police story ; about the best I have ever seen,
with Flynn in. Tone and appeal, good. Sun-
day, yes; special, no. Draw working class;
city 14,000. Admission, 10-15. G. M. Bert-
ling. Favorite Theatre (168 seats), Piqua,
Ohio.

HANDS ACROSS THE BORDER. (6 reels).
Star, Fred Thomson. And Silver King! An-
other good program picture from Fred.
Many like Silver better than Fred, and until
he is given real stories, this continue to be
so. Tone, good; appeal, 80 per cent. Sun-
daly, yes; special, no. Draw town and coun-
try class; town 500. Admission, 10-25. H.
Ritter, McDonald Theatre (350 seats), Mc-
Donald, Kansas.

HANDS ACROSS THE BORDER. (6 reels).
Star, Fred Thomson. Fred looked fine
dressed up for a change. Some No. 1 acting
in this one. Silver King is great. Good tone,
great appeal. Yes for Sunday. Draw town
and farm class, town 571. Admission 10-25,
15-30. J. W. Ryder, Jewel Theatre, Vern-
dale, Minnesota.

ISLE OF RETRIBUTION. (6,200 feet).
Star, Lillian Rich. A fine picture that pleased
the majority, but for some reason it did
not draw very well and didn’t make ex-
penses. A good story and good derecting and
should go over well most anywhere. Good
tone. Sunday yes, almost special. Draw
general class, town 600. Admission 10-25,
15-35. W. C. Synder, Cozy Theatre (265
seats), Lamont, Oklahoma.

ISLE OF RETRIBUTION. Stars, Robert
Frazier, Lillian Rich. Pleased everyone.
Good story, fine scenery and well directed.
Should preferably be run during hot weather
because of the snow scenes. Tone, good; ap-
peal, 98 per cent. Sunday, yes; special, no.
Draw mixed class; town 150. Admission, 15-
30. Robert W. Hines, Hines Theatre (200
seats), Loyalton, South Dakota.

SIR LUMBERJACK. Star, Lefty Flynn.
Always goes over good for me. Why F. B. O.
let him go I don’t know. This picture was
good; Flynn’s style liked here. Appeal good.
Special no. Mitchell Conery, Conoat Projec-
tion Service, Menands, New York.

TOUGH GUY. (5,645 feet). Star, Fred
Thomson. Very good. In fact all the Thom-
sons are business-getters; and I hope that
there will be no let-down in story material

—

rather, it would be better to build up the

stories a little. Fred, continue giving us
action, comedy and novelty, and we’re with
you. Chas. W. Lewis, I. O. O. F. Hall, Grand
Gorge, New York.

TWO GUN MAN. Star, Fred Thomson. Very
good western with lots of good comedy; also
a good story with plenty of action. This boy
is ahead of them all. Tone and appeal good.
Sunday yes, special no. Draw rural, miners,
town 3,000. Admission 10-35. Giles Master,
Strand Theatre (700 seats), Gallup, New
Mexico.

WYOMING WILDCAT. (5 reels). Star,
Tom Tyler. Added another notch in this
star’s fast growing popularity. If this fellow
keeps on he’s going to be a great bet here.
Appeal good. Special no. Mitchell Conery,
Conoat Projection Service, Menands, New
York.

First National

BEAUTIFUL CITY. (6,466 feet). Star,
Richard Barthelmess. Not the picture for
this star. Very few liked it and the business
was very poor. Tone good, appeal poor. Sun-
day yes, special no. Draw mixed class, town
3,500. Admission 10-30-35. J. J. Wood, Red-
ding Theatre, Redding, California.

BLUEBEARD’S SEVEN WIVES. (7,274
feet. Star, Ben Lyon. A great comedy
drama. Lots of comedy. Lyon is great. A
story of the movies. Will please anyone.
Great appeal. Sunday no. Mitchell Conery,
Conoat Projection Service, Menands, New
York.

BROWN DERBY. (6,500 feet). Star, Johnny
Hines. Ran this picture in Paramount Week
in order to get the benefit of Johnny Hines’
“driverless” car and did the biggest day in
Paramount Week. One of the best of the
Hines’ comedies which are mostly good. Tone
and appeal good. Sunday yes, special no.
Draw mixed class, town 3,500. Admission 10-
30-35. J. J. Wood, Redding Theatre, Redding,
California.

SAVAGE. Star, Ben Lyon. The picture
was well received here. It is out of the
ordinary. We need more pictures that are
different from the general run, for the same
old thing, over and over again, is getting
tiresome. The accessories and the advertis-
ing possibilities of this picture are great.
The heralds are especially attractive. It is

a jungle-society comedy, and has one of the
“Lost World” animals in it. Tone O. K.
Appeal good. O. K. for Sunday and special.
Draw all classes, town 3,000. Admission 10-

30. M. W. Larmour, National Theatre (430
seats), Graham, Texas.

Fox

EARLY TO WED. (5,950 feet). Star, Matt
Moore. In a class with Fox’s “Honesty the
Best Policy” here. Nothing to it. A weak
cast. Had several walkouts, and had to wake
up several kids after the show was over. It

was a fine sleep producer. If you have any
patrons suffering from insomnia, invite them
over to see this production. Tone O. K. Ap-
peal none here. Sunday yes, special no. Draw
all sorts, town about a thousand. Admission
10-25 to 15-35. H. H. Hedberg, Amuse-U
Theatre, Melville, Louisiana.

FAMILY UPSTAIRS. (5,971 feet.) Star
cast. A great show for the family. We
didn’t do the business we should have but
it wasn’t the picture’s fault. You can pro-
mise them a good show that will get you
fair business. Tone fine, appeal great. Sun-
day yes, special no. Draw mixed class, city
35,000. Admission 15-25-35. C. D. Buss,
Strand Theatre (750 seats), Easton, Penn-
sylvania.

FIGHTING BUCKAROO. (5 reels.) Star,
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Buck Jones, a pretty fair picture but by no
means a Jones picture. About one more of
these and we will have to get another west-
ern star. They want Jones in western pic-

tures only. Tone O. K. Fair appeal. No for
Sunday or special. Draw town and rural
class, town 896. Admission 10-25. Mrs. S.

J. Brown & Son, Phoenix Theatre (200 seats),
Neola, Iowa.

FIGHTING HEART. Star, George O’Brien.
Very poor entertainment. Just one more of
these so-called specials. Tone O. K. Appeal
40 per cent. Sunday or special no. Draw
rural and town class, town 896. Admission
10-25. Mrs. S. J. Brown & Son, Phoenix
Theatre (200 seats), Neola, Iowa,

HARD BOILED. Star, Tom Mix. This
star is dropping- off, but can he help it with
the similarity of titles?—“Soft Boiled,” two
seasons ago, now “Hard Boiled”—also, ‘‘Just
Tony” and “Tony Huns Wild.” The Mix gang
remembers titles': A few more blunders like
this and he will be an also-ran. Fair tone,
appeal good. Sunday yes, special no. Draw
mixed class, city 35,000. Admission 15-25-
35. C. D. Buss, Strand Theatre (750 seats),
Easton, Pennsylvania.

.
THREE BAD MEN. (8,000 feet). Star

cast. Here’s a theme that has not been done
to death. Your crowd will get a real kick,
out of that long line of folks, just everyday
folks like you and me, waiting with every
nerve taut for the shot that will open up the
Indian reservation and then the sweep and
swirl and wild, dusty uproar of the mad rush
for claims. David J. Adams, Auditorium
Theatre, Concord, New Hampshire.

THINDER M ()UVTA IN. (7.300 feet). Star,
Madge 3ellamy. Couldn’t see much to this,
but it seemed to go over fair. Tone, good;
appeal, fair. Sunday or special, no. H. L.
Beudon, Grand Theatre, Port Allegany,
Pennsylvania.

Metro * Qoldwyn

AUCTION BLOCK. (6,230 feet). Star,
Charles Ray. One of the best pictures I
have played for a long time. Tone, good;
appeal, 95 per cent. Sunday, yes; special,
no. Admission, 15-25. Ira Stonebraker, Allen
Theatre (350 seats), Allen, Kansas.

BEVERLY OF GRAUSTARK. (6,710 feet).
Star, Marion Davies. This is a splendid pic-
ture ; story taken from the famous novel
that has been read by everyone. This should
be a very good box office attraction for your
theatre. Business exceptionally good. Tone,
good. Sunday and special, good. James D.
Kennedy, Apollo Theatre, Indianapolis, In-
diana,

DANCE MADNESS. (6,225 feet). Stars,
Claire Windsor, Conrad Nagel. ‘Very good
show. Pleased about 85 per cent. It may
not do

(
for Sunday in some towns. Tone, not

so good; appeal, good here. Sunday as
above, maybe. No as special. Draw town
and rural; town 896. Admission, 10-25. Mrs.
S. J. Brown and Son, Phoenix Theatre (200
seats), Neola, Iowa.

DEVIL’S CIRCUS. (6,750 feet). Star,
Norma Shearer. This picture was filmed on
a fairly big scale. The circus scenes were
unusually fine. This picture should go over
anywhere; it’s a dandy. Tone, O. K. Good
appeal. Sunday, yes; special, no. Draw
town and country class; town 1,200. Admis-
sion, 10-25. C. R. Seff, New Radio Theatre
(250 seats), Correctionville, Iowa.

His SECRETARY. (6,423 feet). Star,
Norma Shearer. Sure is great. Here is one
that can be absolutely guaranteed to please.
Ranks as one of the most entertaining pic-
tures of the year. Appeal great. Special
no. Mitchell Conery Conoat Projection Ser-
vice, Menands, New York.

LOVEY MARY. (6,167 feet). Star, Bessie
Love. Lovey Mary is just a simple, delicious
story of real people. Most everyone has read
the book. Here is some mighty good enter-
tainment and everyone -will enjoy it. King
Baggot is the director and he has turned
out a wonderful production. Lovey Mary as
a photoplay is going to put at least a ray of
sunshine in the hearts of those who see it.

Book it and boost it. James D. Kennedy,
Apollo Theatre, Indianapolis, Indiana.

MOVING PICTURE WORLD

A tip in the mail is worth two
in the drawer. Send in your
blanks every week, whether you
report one picture or six. There
are exhibitors who find your re-

ports in agreement with their ex-

perience in pictures you’ve both
played. They are following you.

Keep the tips coming!

Paramount

DIPLOMACY. (6,950 feet). Star, Blanche
Sweet. While this young lady may be—is

—

a fine actress, she doesn’t mean a thing at
the box office here. Diplomacy was one
grand flop. Appeal, terrible. R. A. Preuss,
Arvada Theatre, Arvada, Colorado.

FOR HEAVEN’S SAKE. (5,356 feet). Star,
Harold Lloyd. Good, but not a fifty-cent
picture; when the small man is forced to
ask that for it, he will have to stop having
Lloyds. Draw town and farming class, town
600. Admission on this, 15-50. H. W. Batch-
elder, Galt Theatre (175 seats), Galt, Cali-
fornia.

FASCINATING YOUTH. (6,582 feet). Jun-
ior stars. This one went over good; plenty
of so-called fast-moving pep. The new faces
looked good and a picture like this should go
good in a college town. Tone, O. K. Appeal,
good. Sunday, yes; special, no. Draw town
and country class; town 1,200. Admission,
10-25. C. R. Seff, New Radio Theatre (250
seats), Correctionville, Iowa.

HOLD THAT LION. (6 reels). Star,
Douglas MacLean. Doug’s first out of the
Birthday Group, and must say it got the
business here. Played it on a Saturday night
to a full house. Good paper and cuts. Ap-
peal, good. Sunday, yes; special, no. R. A.
Preuss, Arvada Theatre, Arvada, Colorado.

LIGHT OF WESTERN STARS. (6,650 feet).
Star, Jack Holt. Had very good “pull” but,
personally, I can’t give this an unusually
higli rating. While it was good, it seemed
to lack pep and enthusiasm, although it

went over fairly well. Tone O. K. Appeal
general. Sunday or special no. Draw rural
class, town 300. Admission 15-30, specials
15-40. Chas. W. Lewis, I. O. O. F. Hall (250
seats), Grand Gorge, New York.

LUCKY DEVIL. (5,945 feet). Star, Rich-
ard Dix. The best comedy feature we have
played this summer. The deputy sheriff was
a scream during the auto race and there
were thrills a-plenty. This was what I call
“entertainment, plus.” Tone O. K. Appeal
general. Sunday no, special yes. Draw
rural class, town 300. Admission 15-30, spe-
cials 15-40. Chas. W. Lewis, I. O. O. F. Hall
(250 seats). Grand Gorge, New York

MANTRAP. (6,077 feet). Stars, Clara
Bow, Ernest Torrence, Percy Marmont. A
good picture. Pleased all and drew a good
crowd. Clara Bow prettier and better than
ever. She is a real attraction. Tone good,
appeal 100 per cent. Sunday yes, special no.
R. X. Williams, Lyric Theatre, Oxford, Mis-
sissippi.

MAN WHO FOUND HIMSELF. (7,298 feet).
Star, Thomas Meighan. This nothing much.
Will do if they like to see the star. No act-
ing in it and nothing much to make of it a
real picture. Tone, good; appeal, fair. Sun-
day, yes; special, no. Draw working class;
city 14,000. Admission, 10-15. G. M. Bert-
ling. Favorite Theatre (168 seats), Piqua.
Ohio.

NELL GWYN. Star, Dorothy Gish. There
was some disappointment registered on
“Nell Gwyn,” especially as to the ending.
Aside from this it’s a nice picture. A pic-

ture that should bring out the women folks.

L. V. Hepinger, Orpheum Theatre, Clarion,
Pennsylvania.

NEW KLONDIKE. (7,445 feet). Star,

Thomas Meighan. Better than some of his

other shows before this; but he does not
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draw enough to make expenses. Tom is

slipping badly here. Tone and appeal good.
Not special here. Draw better class, town
4,500. Admission 10-20. C. A. Anglemire,
“Y” Theatre (400 seats), Nazareth, Pennsyl-
vania.

NOT SO LONG AGO. (6,943 feet). Star,
Betty Bronson, -with Richard Cortez. Betty
is fast losing out here and this one was a
flop. About ten people attended on second
night and Richard Cortez was the one who
got them. Admission 15-25. E. L. Parnell,
New Theatre (150 seats), Troup, Texas.
OLD HOME WEEK. (6,780 feet). Star,

Thomas Meighan. Well liked by the women
and accepted by the men with just as much
enthusiasm as they display when drinking
near-beer. The press sheet said this pic-
ture gushed with action. If it did, I must
have been asleep when that happened. Why
don’t they let Meighan punch someone in
the nose once in a while, and liven up the
situation. Tone O. K. Fair appeal. Yes for
Sunday, special no. Draw rural class, town
300. Admission 10-20. Chas. W Lewis, L O.
O. F. Hall (250 seats), Grand Gorge, New
York.

PADLOCKED. (6,700 feet). Star, Lois
Moran. A fine Rex Beach story put into a
dandy picture by a really all-star cast from
Paramount. It is particularly good for Sun-
day, I think. Has a real lesson in it and a
good ending and proved satisfactory in
every way. Tone O. K. Yes as special. Chas.
Lee Hyde, Grand Theatre, Pierre, South Da-
kota.

RUNAWAY (6,215 feet). Star. Clara Bow.
A good litle program show. Clara is great!
(My address, for your picture, is 44 S. Main
Street. Let’s have one!) Tone and appeal
good. Not special here. Draw better class,
town 4,500. Admission 10-20. C. A. Angle-
mire, “Y” Theatre (400 seats), Nazareth,
Pennsylvania.

RUNAWAY. Star, Clara Bow. This moun-
tain drama was sold to me at a program
price but it proved to be a little better than
program quality here. In fact I was sur-
prised at the people who liked it. Did very
ordinary business but it played the first two
days of school and that kills everything.
Clara Bow was well liked. Tone O. K. Fair
appeal. Sunday O. K. No special. Draw all

classes, town 3,000. Admission 10-30. M. W.
Larmour, National Theatre (430 seats), Gra-
ham, Texas.

SAY IT AGAIN. (5,577 feet). Star, Rich-
ard Dix. This is a good comedy, light but
pleasing, and it has some pretty sets in it.

Deals with a mythical central European
kingdom and the Yankees, and the old plot
is good. Tone O. K. Sunday yes, special no.

Chas. Lee Hyde, Grand Theatre, Pierre,
South Dakota.
SHOCK PUNCH. (6,157 feet). Star, Rich-

ard Dix. Didn’t see this one but from a
lack of comments I presume it only gave
lukewarm satisfaction. Draw rural class,

town 300. Admission 15-30, specials 15-40.

Chas. W. Lewis, I. O. O F. Hall (250 seats).

Grand Gorge, New York.

SHOW-OFF. (7 reels). Stars, Ford Ster-

ling, Clive Brooke, Lois Wilson. Good farce

comedy, but did not draw well, and quite a
number did not like it. Personally I got a

great kick out of it. Tone and appeal good.
Sunday or any day, but not special. Draw
mixed class, town 3,500. Admission 10-30-

35. J. J. Wood, Redding Theatre. Redding.
California.

Pathe

HIGH HAND. Star, Leo Maloney. Very
good and made me some monev. Something
different from the ordinary western. Some-
thing original. Tone and appeal good. Sun-
day or special, no. H. L. Beudon, Grand
Theatre. Port Allegany, Pennsylvania.

SEVENTH BANDIT. Star, HaiTy Carey.

Darn good western. Harry Carey takes
good here. Ran it with The Green Archer
and had a good crowd. Whenever I need a

little change I run a western. Tone good,

appeal 90 per cent. Sunday or special, no.

Draw all classes, town 2.250. Admission
15-30. H. L. Beudon, Grand Theatre (250»

seats), Port Allegany, Pennsylvania.
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BRAVEHEART. (7,336 feet). Star, Rod
LaRocque. A really wonderful production.

It is in that class of picture that causes peo-

ple to go out and talk and recommend it to

their friends. We had quite a controversy
here over the ending-. One faction thought
it ended right ; the other thought the Indian
should have turned out to be a white man
in the last reel so he could marry the girl.

This argument started itself but I helped it

along as much as possible and business im-
proved. The advertising accessories are

good. It is a verly impressive picture. It

has a football story in it also. Tone, Sun-
day and special, O. K. Good appeal. Draw
all classes, town 3,000. Admission 10-30. M.
W. Larmour, National Theatre (430 seats),

Graham, Texas.

CHORUS LADY. (6 reels). We got more
than we expected. Good program picture,

full of fire and fun. Tone O. K. Appeal, fine.

Sunday or special, no. J. C. Deveek, Benoit
Auditorium, Benoit, Mississippi

VOLGA BOATMAN. (10,600 feet). Star
cast. One of the finest pictures I have
played this season. Hard to get the audi-
ence in; but pleased, and drew double busi-

ness second night. M. L. Abrams, New Thea-
tre, Lake City, South Carolina.

United Artists

BLACK PIRATE. (8,388 feet). Star, Doug-
las Fairbanks. Gang—meet Doug the old

and Doug the new. He, the Doug of old, is

in again. This one clicks from all angles.

I sent in a personal report on this after see-

ing it at a private screening two months
ago and predicted it would bring Doug
back—and now I can say that my judgment
was right. Joe Hewitt, Strand Theatre, Rob-
inson, Illinois.

THE EAGLE. (5,756 feet). Star, Rudolph
Valentino. Some patrons said best picture

we ever ran, a few liked it better than Son
of The Sheik; anyway, it was pretty good
and think most everyone liked it. But Val-
entino name failed to draw; maybe he goes
over big in a large town but for us failure

as drawing card. Extensive ads and gave
photos. H. W. Ritter. McDonald Theatre
(250 seats), McDonald, Kansas.

ONLY WAY. Gave this a private showing
to our school faculty; they were unanimous
in their opinion that it was not fit for the
children to see. My opinion, however, was
different. It follows Dickens’ Tale of Two
Cities very closely, and I think it O. K.
for anyone to see. Tone good, appeal ques-
tioned. Sunday yes, special maybe. Draw
town and country class, town 500. Admis-
sion 10-25. H. Ritter, McDonald Theatre
(350 seats), McDonald, Kansas.

SON OF THE SHEIK. Star, Rudolph Val-
lentino. If you can get an early date on this

picture I would advise showing and boosting

Glad to welcome Floyd G.

Ward, Ward Theatre, Stark, Kan-
sas and A. E. Shaw, Globe The-
atre, Savannah, Missouri, as de-

pendable tip senders who qualify

in every way to be among the

generous exhibitors who stand by
this department and each other.

it. The present appeal for Valentino’s pic-

tures is great. I ran into hard luck for this

feature, as it rained hard each night. Tone
good. Sunday and special yes. Draw mill

and farming class, town 1,000. Admission
25. L. E. Parsons, Parsons’ Hall (325 seats),

Marcellus, New York.

SPARROWS. (6,000 feet). Star, Mary
Pickford. A year ago Mar'y’s publicity de-
partment saw fit to use my report on Annie
Rooney in their trade paper advertising;
however, there will be nothing in this re-

port to twenty-four sheet to exhibitors—for

it did not please. Story too sordid and not
up to Mary’s average by a long shot. An-
other one like this and we’ll have to send
in a pinch-hitter for the “Babe Ruth of the
Screen’’ and send Mary to the showers. Bad
opening due to weather—good draw second
night, but not one patron to praise the pic-

ture. Joe Hewitt, The Strand Theatre, Rob-
inson, Illinois.

SPARROWS. (8 reels). Star, Mar!y Pick-
ford. This picture drew lots of children
and not so many grownups. Miss Pickford
does not look a day over twelve years and
her acting is excellent. The story is not the
kind that will please all; but the acting of

the kiddies and the rest of the cast could not
be beat. The weather was great when I

played it and even then couldn’t mop up.

Fair appeal. Sunday yes. R. A. Preuss, Ar-
vada Theatre, Arvada, Colorado.

Universal

LITTLE GIANT. Star cast. Just as ordi-

nary picture that will not please and did
not do an^y business for me. A Jewel that
must have come from Woolworth’s. Appeal,
65 per cent. Sunday, no. Draw from town
6,000. Admission 10-30. L. O. Davis, Vir-
ginia Theatre, Hazard, Kentucky.

RUNAWAY EXPRESS. (5,865 feet). Star,

Jack Daugherty. This picture drew good
the first day, but fell down the second.
Would not class it as the best railroad pic-

ture but it’s good entertainment at that;
only didn’t work at the box office the second
day. R. A. Preuss, Arvada Theatre, Arvada,
Colorado.

SPORTING LIFE. Star, Bert Lytell. Not
bad; takes you right from fencing to prize-
fighting. With some other star this would
have done better as Bert has lost out in nty
town. Tone, O. K. Appeal, 75 per cent.

Sunday and special, no. Draw all classes,
town 2,250. Admission 15-30. H. L. Beudon,

Grand Theatre (125 seats), Port Allegany,
Pennsylvania.

TRIPLE ACTION. Star, Pete Morrison. A
dandy western of program type; plenty of
action and comedy. Tone, O. K. Good ap-
peal. Special, no. Draw town and country
class, town 500. Admission 10-25-35. H.- V.
Ritter, McDonald Theatre (250 seats), Mc-
Donald, Kansas.

UNIVERSAL PICTURES. Have had only
two weak Universal pictures so far. H. V.
Ritter, McDonald Theatre, McDonald, Kan-
sas.

UNIVERSAL PICTURES. Universal, as a
whole this year, have great features, com-
edies and serials. Regular money-makers.
R. A. Preuss, Arvada Theatre, Arvada, Col-
orado.

WHERE WAS I? (6,650 feet). Star, Regi-
nald Denny. Good picture. All of Denny’s
are good ; the only trouble is with me, that
Universal works them overtime; they don’t
take them out when they deserve a pension.
Tone and appeal, good. Sunday and special,
yes. Draw town and farming classes, town
600. Admission 10-20 and 15-20. H. W.
Batchelder, Galt Theatre (175 seats), Galt,
California.

Warner Bros .

LOVER’S LANE. (7 reels). Simply fine,

as all of the Warner Classics have been.
Haven’t had a bad one. Draw oil field class,

town 400. Admission 10-15. W. H. Clower,
Liberty Theatre (500 seats), Wirt, Okla-
homa.

Miscellaneous

BROODING EYES. Star, Lionel Barry-
more. A very good program picture. Barry-
more’s acting in this picture is great. Mys-
tery story that is sure to please. Print good.
Tone and appeal good. Sunday yes, special
no. Draw big city clases. Stephen G. Bren-
ner, Eagle Theatre, Baltimore, Maryland.

THE CHAMPION. Star, William Fair-
banks. A fairly good and interesting sub-
ject, but failed to draw business. Tone
good, appeal 85 per cent. Sunday or special
no. Draw middle and working class, city

23,000. Admission 10-25. Ed C. Curdts,
Bijou Theatre (300 seats), Greenvile, South
Carolina.

GOING THE LIMIT. Star, Richard Holt.
Just a fair program picture. It is better to
lay this type of picture on the shelf and pay
for it. Print good. Poor appeal. Sunday
or special no. Draw big city class. Stephen
G. Brenner, Eagle Theatre, Baltimore, Mary-
land.

WIZARD OF OZ. Star, Larry Semon. Not
much to it—just a fairy story. For chil-

dren only it will be all right when no other
pictures of type have been played. No ap-
peal here. Draw oil field class, town 300.

Admission 10-25. W. H. Clower, Liberty
Theatre (500 seats), Wirt, Oklahoma.

Straight From the Shoulder, Jr.

Reports on Short Subjects from Exhibitors

Use Them and Send Them

i • '«.f - -
- .Min's’

THE BUSYBODY. (P & D &
C-comedy). Star, Charlie Mur-
ray. Here’s another of those
all-star two-reel comedies that
is good. These comedies are old.

They are also very good. Cash in
on the popularity of Murray as a
comedian and play these. They
will mean something at your
box office. Tone O. K. Good ap-
Ipeal. Mitchell Conery, Conoat
Projection Service, Menands,
,New York.

DOG SHY. (Pathe-comedy).
Star, Charles Chase. One of the
best Chase comedies to date.
That’s saying something, too.

Get this by all means. More
[laughs in this than in many
iother comedies. Mitchell Conery,
Conoat Projection Service, Me-
jnands, New York.

ISN’T LIFE TERRIBLE?
(Pathe-comedy). Star, Charles
C-hase. A very poor one from
Chase—very silly. Chase com-
edies, up to this one, have been
very good. Print good. Stephen
G. Brenner, Eagle Theatre, Bal-
timore, Maryland.

LET LOOSE.. (Universal-
western comedy). Stars, Holmes,
Corbett. This is a well made
western comedy. Pee Wee
Holmes keeps them in good hu-

mor throughout the entire foot-
age of the film. Print new.
Stephen G. Brenner, Eagle The-
ater, Baltimore, Maryland.

LICKETY SPLIT. (Educational
comedy). Star, Lige Conley. A
very good slapstick effort,

with a lot of expensive tricks
pulled off with an auto polo
match. Good tone and appeal.
Draw better class. C. A. An-
glemire, “Y” Theatre, Nazareth,
Pennsylvania.

LIGHT HOUSEKEEPING. (Ed-
ucational-Conley). This was a
splendid slapstick comedy with
plenty of big laughs in it. Draw
better class, town 4,500. C. A.
Anglemire, “Y” Theatre, Naza-
reth, Pennsylvania.

MAMA, BEHAVE. (Pathe-
comedy). Star, Chas. Chase. Good
comedy that made the older
folks have a number of laughs.
Tone and appeal O. K. H. H.
Hedberg, Amuse-U Theatre, Mel-
ville, Louisiana.

MARIONETTES. (Educational-
novelty). One and a half reels,

produced in Technicolor; it’s

good, but you can’t compare it

with “The Voice of the Nightin-
gale.” Nice for Sunday showing.
R. A. Preuss, Arvada Theatre,
Arvada, Colorado.
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Sets For Contrasting Color Treatments
A Moving Picture World Presentation Devised by Colby Harriman

S
OME of the most effective stage settings

which we have seen are those which are

strictly in a contrasted treatment and vio-

late what we term the rules for a realistic

scenic and color treatment.

Photographic lighting is playing such a

vital part in our various stage productions

today that a producer is considered a back

number if he persists in following in the old

line and does not have the courage to a-

tempt vivid lighting schemes and contrasting

color combinations.

We are submitting two examples of the

contrasted setting which depends not so

much on its artistic detail as it does on the

outline of the various units so the proper

base may be available for suitable lighting

treatments.

Example Shown Here

In plate one of the accompanying sketches

we have an example which is dominated by

three colors, the primaries, red, green and

blue.

All of the units may be masks and not

painted in detail. If they are given a neutral

color this will suffice. The unit marked 1,

should be toned a rich magenta with the

thickness piece marked 2, a deep blue. The
pyramids 3, should be a deeper blue green

with a black on 4. The tree in the fore-

ground 5, should be toned a green. The tree

row back of this marked 6, a green blue.

The sky marked 7, should be a deep blue

and the shadows marked 8, should be in

black. This is a photographic treatment.

For a matter of contrasts. Make the tree

red; the arch blue and the sky a green; and
you will be elated with the beauty of this

setting.

Another Color Idea

The second plate shows a scene that is

more or less realistic, but one which will

lend itself to a blending of several color

changes. It consists of a few cut-out trees

and some mountain and rock rows. The trees

marked 1, should be a green black; the dis-

tant mountain marked 2, a snow white. The
mountain 3, in front of it, should be a red
and orange.
The row marked 4, should be green blue

;

the strip of water marked 5, toned a yellow
or straw and the foreground marked 6, toned
a light blue. The sky at 7 should be given
a vivid sunset color with an amber and rose
sun box.

If the colors change in harmony from the
high noon to the sunset and then to dark-
ness with the various blue and green blue
silhouettes, the scene will appear to change
in its form and general contour.
Contrast in lighting is really the secret to

effective stage settings in the present scheme
of things.
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Production Tips, Kinks andWrinkles
Compiled by Colby Harriman for Your Scrap Book Cut Out and Paste

LIGHTING CHART AND KEY
With the addition of metallic cur-

tains to the better type of theatres

the interest in securing attractive light-

ing effects is on the increase. We are

submitting a chart which may assist

in selecting the proper combinations

for the varous motifs.

There are many combinations in color

which are similar in their application but
each color has an emotional value and no
matter how subtle may be the lighting motif

a proper blending of the colors will result

in a proper synchronization and a suitable

interpretation of the musical theme.
We are listing here some of the important

tones, and what they may reflect:

Red-orange—Reminiscence.
Deep Blue—Depression.
Deep Mauve—Depression.
Orange—Exhilaration.
Tango-Red—Exhilaration.
Yellow—Same as above.
Grass Green—Soothing.
Pale Blue—Lonely.
Scarlet—Irritable.

Pale Amber—Imagination.
Pale Pink—Fanciful.
Purple—Doleful.
Pale Mauve—Sense of distance.

Pale Green Blue—Sense of space.

The basic discs in securing lighting ef-

fects are red, green and blue. These are

the primary colors in light. When w'e speak
of pure red we mean a red color that does
not have any trace of orange in it. When
a green is referred to it means a green that
does not show any traces of yellow or blue.

A pure blue is the color of blue that does
not show any traces of the other colors and
is an ultramarine with violet in it.

When you are using glass mediums or

what is known as pure or true color me-
diums you can test them out in a very sim-
ple manner by following the chart given
here:
Red plus green plus blue will equal a

white. This means that when you take
each of the primary colors and project them
on a common background or base, all at the
same time, you will get a white. If this

does not result, then you have faulty colors.

Red plus green equals yellow.
Green plus blue equals peacock blue.
Blue plus red equals magenta.
Red plus peacock blue equals white.
Green plus magenta equals white.
Blue plus yellow equals white.
As we have said that the primaries in

light are red, green and blue, the compli-
mentaries are peacock blue, magenta and
yellow. Each complimentary when combined
with a primary will give you a white.
Peacock blue is a minus red, meaning red

from white. Magenta a minus green. Yel-
low a minus blue.
The matter of superimposition of colors

is a very interesting study in forming- vari-
ous lighting combinations.
A Strong RED on a weak GREEN gives

an ORANGE.
A GREEN on BLUE gives PEACOCK

BLUE.
RED on BLUE gives MAGENTA.
RED on stronger BLUE gives PURPLE.
RED, GREEN, BLUE on one another gives

WHITE.
If WHITE is dimmed we get a GRAY.
If ORANGE is dimmed we get a BROWN.
When WHITE is superimposed on any

color it makes the color dominating the base
of a paler tone.

A TIP FOR ORGANISTS
A tip was recently mailed to us from

an organist in a theatre who experi-

enced much difficulty in seeing the
screen during the showing of the pic-

ture, owing to several reasons.
It has been found that several organists

have suffered considerable eye-strain owing
to their proximity to the screen and this in
addition to the necessity of glancing up at

ULTIMATELY

—

So start now.
Begin to keen a SCRAP BOOK. Tlie

material you will find published here
each week will he of almost priceless
value.

If you are producing, then surely
save it. If you are not interested now
the probabilities are you eventually
will require some presentation or pro-
duction material on your program.

So, start a scrap book now.—C. H.

the picture continually while playing, even
when the music is scored and timed. This
trouble can be overcome in part by a sim-
ple method of adjusting two mirrors on
portable stands. One of the mirrors should
be set at such an angle as to catch the pic-

ture on the screen and reflect it into the
second mirror which should be placed close
to the music rack in front of the organist.

GOLD COLOR FOR BRASS
Rich gold color can be given brass articles

by boiling them in a solution consisting of

two parts saltpetre, one part common salt,

one part aluminum, twenty-four parts water
and one part hydro-chloric acid. These
parts may be arrived at by weight and pro-
portioned accordingly.

PAPIER MACHE FORMULA
A few weeks ago we made a re-

quest for a simple and effective for-

mula for making papier mache. This

is really one of the lost arts of the

old theatre, but it is a valuable bit of

information in the craft which should

be preserved.
A good mash of paper may be made by

taking one part dry paper, three parts water,
eigTit parts plaster of paris, and enough hot
glue to give it a consistency.
When the paper pulp is being prepared

melt the best Irish glue in a pot about the
same thickness and general consistency as
that used by a cabinetmaker.
Then measure the different ingredients

until experience or results teach you the
proper “feel” of the mash is like.

Take the pulp out of water, squeeze it

gently, but do not squeeze it dry. Put it in
a container and pour about three-quarters
of the hot glue over it. Stir the mass up
into a soft sticky paste. Add the plaster of
Paris and mix the entire amount thorough-
ly. The plaster of paris should be added
gradually when half of it is in the mache
and after it becomes rather dry and thick
and almost too hard to work add the balance
of the glue and work it up until the entire
lot becomes sticky once more. After this
add the balance of the plaster. Then squeeze
the balance of the plaster and the mache
vigorously through the fingers so that it is

all thoroughly mixed and work it free of
all lumps. After this is accomplished it is

ready to place in the molds or over the pat-
tern to be impressed.

TWO VALUABLE TIPS
We received two valuable tips rela-

tive to scratches on enamelled sur-

faces and in caring for parabolic re-

flectors.

It has become a sort of a bugaboo back
stage to have enamelled furniture scratched
in the handling and this usually occurs when
the piece is rented or borrowed. If it is

necessary to obliterate these scratches this
may be accomplished by applying several
very' light coats of thin shellac or varnish,
covering as nearly as possible only the area
of the scratch each time, allowing each coat
to dry thoroughly before applying the next.
When the last coat is dried the surface
should be rubbed with crocus powder and
olive oil on a cloth. After the surface has
been levelled out in this way a good coat
of body polish should be applied.

In caring for the highly burnished sur-
faces of the electric border and footlight
reflectors on the parabolic type it may be
said that extreme care should be given when
cleaning them. Patent metal polishes should
not be used as these mixtures usually are
gritty and will not only scratch the surface
but will dull it. A special cloth should be
used for cleaning it. The cloth should be in

a moist condition, never dry, but saturated
with cleaning liquid free from grit and de-
structive acids. A silk or velvet cloth should
be used for finishing.

WALL BOARD—TYPES AND USES
A few weeks ago we received a let-

ter from an exhibitor who was experi-

menting with wall board and requested

us to give him data as to the best

type to use in his work about the

stage and theatre.

We believe that it will be of general in-
terest to give a few points relative to vari-
ous types of wall board on the market.
There are so many composition materials
available that one is often confused with
the various names. Some think that all

wall board is the same and in ordering
often put themselves at the mercy of the
dealer, who is more or less incompetent to
judge the material for theatrical needs un-
less he is in the business of supplying thea-
tres with such materials.
Wall board is the general term for all

sorts of artificial woods. It consists basical-
ly of wood fibre compressed into sheets vary-
ing from three-sixteenths to one-quarter of
an inch or more in thickness. The stand-
ard is about three-sixteenths. It differs

from wood in its various properties. It has
toughness rather than hardness, it is free
from grain, does not split, is less resinous,
being practically free from resin, lends it-

self easily and readily to paint, distemper
or varnish, and is a better non-conductor
than wood, being somewhat more fire and
sound-resisting. In its normal dry state it

is a good electrical insulator.
Its weight varies according to the thick-

ness, for example a three-sixteenth-inch wall
board weighs about eight or nine ounces to

a square foot. One advantage is that in
sizes of sheets as large as sixteen by four
feet. It may be cut either with a saw, knife
or chisel and its edges glass papered. -It is

easily handled, being very light. After
painting of wall board it becomes wonder-
fully hard and rigid, and when enamel is

applied to its surface it becomes water-
proofed.
The following gives some of the impor-

tant points relative to the leading brands on
the market today.
UTILITY WALL BOARD is composed of

five layers of high grade fibre wood which
lessens the tendency to contraction and ex-
pansion. The layers are connected together
with pure asphalt under intense heat and
roller pressure, making the board moisture-
proof within. This five ply board is sur-
faced on both sides with a moistureproof
coating, which is also applied under in-
tense heat, until it is thoroughly impreg-
nated onto the surface of the board render-
ing it moistureproof. It is made in sheets
of varying lengths and widths.
BEAVER BOARD is a wood fibre wall

board which seasons and toughens with age.
Paint, decoration and binding substances
tend to render it more durable, just as paint
and preservatives render wood and forest
products. This brand has the advantage due
to its method of manufacturing over the
forest products. There is no cracking, as it

is made from tough spruce fibers, crossed
and recrossed and then bonded with a pre-
servative.
COMPO BOARD differs from the others as

it is a composition board. It has three prin-
cipal parts. Its surface is of heavy papers,
the wooded core is made up of a series of
slats placed indiscriminately as to grain, so
as to prevent warping, and the cement which
holds it together is of a special type. It is

fire resisting, will not chip and is durable.
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One of the Departments That Make Moving Picture World the Leader

ARTCLASS PICTURES CORP.
Kind of Picture Reriew Feet

1925

Tearin’ Loose (Wally Wales) Stunt western Tune 13.. 5.000

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS

The Skyrocket (Peggy H. Joyce) ...

Counsel for the Defense (Compson) ...

Pinch Hitter (Glenn Hunter)
Lovers' Island (Hampton -Kirkwood) ,

Hearts and Fists (John Bowers)
North Star (Strongheart)
Shadow of the Law (Bow)
White Mice (Jacqueline Logan)
Broadway Boob (G. Hunter)
Nut-Cracker (Horton- Busch)
Two Can Play (Clara Bow)
The Highbinders (W. T. Tilden)
The Big Show (Lowell)
Galloping Cowboy (B. Cody)
Earth Woman (Mary Alden)
Rawhide (Buffalo Bill, Jr.)
Dangerous Dub (Buddy Roosevelt)..
Twisted Triggers (Wally Wales)
Carnival Girl (Marion Mack)
Bonanza Buckaroo (Buffalo Bill, Jr.)
Hidden Way (Mary Carr)
Code of the Northwest (Sandow)
Flying Mail (A1 Wilson)

1926

Drama 23 .. 7,350

Human Int. melo ...Feb. 13 .. 6,622

College baseball dr ...Feb. 20 .. 6,250

Romantic melodrama . .

.

...Feb. 27 .. 4,624

Logging camp melo 6 .. 5,438

Dog melodrama 6 .. 4,715

Crook melo 20 .. 4,526

Romantic melo 27 .. 5,412

Comedy drama 3 .. 5,683

Farce Comedy 17 .. 5,786

Drama 24 .. 5,465

Melodrama 8 .. 5,486

,
Circus drama 15 .. 5,385

,
Western 22 .. 4,639

.Drama 29 .. 5,830

Mystery-western 5 .. 4.460

.Western ...July 31 .. 4,472

.Action western 7 .. 4,470

• Melodrama 14 .. 4,962

• Western comedy - melo..

.

21 .. 4,460

. Crook melodrama 28 .. 5,919

Dog-melodrama 11 .. 3,965

. Crook melodrama 25 .. 4,500

BANNER PRODUCTIONS

Wreckage (May Allison) Drama

BRAY PRODUCTIONS
Housing Problem
Table Manners
Oh Monkey Be Good ..

Pete’s’s Haunted House
Punches and Perfumes
On the Farm
For the Love O’ Pete ..

Getting Hitched
Velocity

.Novelty magazine ...

.Nature special

.
Sunkist comedy
“Hot Dog” cartoon...
Fistical culture com.
McDougall Alley . . .

.

Lantz cartoon
McDougal Alley
Novelty

CHADWICK PICTURES CORP
Paint and Powder (E. Hammerstein) Stage life drama
Some Pun’kins (Chas. Ray) Rural comedy -drama

Perfect Down (Larry Semon) Feature comedy
Prince of Broadway (G. Walsh) Prize ring drama ...

Count of Luxembourg (G. Walsh) Romantic drama
Transcontinental Limited (all star) Railroad melodrama .

Devil’s Island (Frederick) Mother-love drama
The Bells (L. Barrymore) Drama

COLUMBIA PICTURES CORP.
Lone Wolf Returns (Lytell-Dove) Crook melodrama

1925
Sep. 5. . 5,953

..Oct. 16.. 1,000

..Oct. 16.. 1,000

..Oct. 16.. 2,000

..Oct. 16.. 1,000

.Oct. 16.. 2,000

Oct. 23.. 2 rls

..Oct. 23.. lrl
.Oct. 30.. 2 rls

.Oct. 30.. 1 rl

.Oct. 17.. 7,000

.Dec. 26.. 6,500

1926

.Jan. 2.. 5,700

.Jan. 9.. 5,800

.Feb. 27.. 6,400

.Mar. 6.. 6.400

Aug. 28.. 6,900

.July 31.. 5,750

A Major Differs From a Sergeant

A MAJOR in the army is a lot bigger than a sergeant

—in power. So, in this Picture Chart, a major error

is one that has power to hinder exhibitors in get-

ting accurate information when they want it. *

As a part of Moving Picture World’s service to readers

—

the service that wins leadership and holds it—we send out

a dollar to each reader who writes a letter to us pointing

out major errors—footage changes we were not told about,

incorrect review date, etc.

But not the little “sergeant” stuff, please. One chap
wrote that there was a line shifted out of alignment a quar-
ter inch at the bottom of a page. Think he was kidding,

but you get what the difference is. We’re glad to pay the

dollars when you show us major errors—incorrect titles,

wrong footages, calling a comedy a drama—those are
major errors.

Kind of Picture Review Feet

Belle of Broadway (Compson-Rawlinson). Romantic Drama 5,675

Sweet Rosie O’Grady (S. Mason) Comedy drama Oct. 2.. 6,108

Fight to the Finish (W. Fairbanks) Fight Melodrama Aug. 21.. 4,603

Screen Snapshot* Three issues Aug. 28.. 1.000

False Alarm (Lewis-Carr-Revier) 5,235

When the Wife’s Away (Arthur)
Obey the Law (Lytell)

Waldorf

Enemy of Men (Revier) Drama 5,5®

Price of Success (Lake-Gla»a) Drama S,5ff

Sealed Lips (Revier) Drama 5,6U

When Husbands Flirt (Revier) Comedy drama 5,505

Fate of a Flirt (Revier) Comedy drama 5793

Perfection

Fighting Youth (W. Fairbanks) Melodrama
Speed Mad (W. Fairbanks) Racing melodrama
New Champion (W. Fairbanks) Boxing melodrama
Great Sensation (W. Fairbanks) Melodrama
Handsome Brute (W. Fairbanks) Police drama

47»
4,441

4,491

4,471

4.779

CRANFIELD & CLARKE, INC.

Molly May Series (Violet Mersereau)
International Twelve
Novelty Twelve
Famous Paintings De Luxe dramas
Real Charleston Lesson novelty April 24..

The Angelus Drama de luxe May 15..

Wooden Shoes “International” May 8..

2,0»

1.0W
2 .00#

2,008

2.00C

EDUCATIONAL FILM CORP.
1926

For Sadie’s Sake (Adams)
Be Careful, Dearie (Joe Moore)
Felix the Cat Spots the Spook,
Careful, Please
Run Tin Can (Burns-Steadman)....
Sea Scamps
Page Me (Vernon)
Keep Trying (Bowes)
Hold Your Hat (St. John)
Light Housekeeping (Conley)
Wireless Lizzie (Heirs)
Home Cured (Johnny Arthur)
Don’t Stop (Bowes)
Whoa Emma (Adams)
Felix Fans the Flames
Felix Laughs It Off
Quick Service (Bowes)
Fool’s Luck (Lupino Lane)
Dancing Daddy (Jack Duffy)
Congress of Celebrities....
Felix Weathers the Weather
Nobody’s Business (Hamilton)
Tonight’s the Night (Bowes)
Lest We Forget
Felix the Cat Uses His Head
Broken China (Vernon)
Felix Misses the Cue
The Vision
Mr. Cinderella (Arthur)
Shore Shy (Dooley)
Somebody’s Wrong (Bowes)
Gimme Strength (Adams)
Neptune’s Domain
Going Crazy (Conley)
Felix Braves the Briny
His Private Life
Tin Ghost (Conley)
Hodge-Podge
Who’s Boss? (G. Davis)
Papa’s Pest (Steadman-Burns) .....

Bear Cats
Till We Eat Again (Vernon)
Fresh Faces (Hiers)
Nothing Matters (Hamilton)
Creeps
Felix in Tale of Two Kitties
Hold 'Er, Sheriff (Bowea)
Hitchin’ Up (Hiers)
Felix Scoots Through Scotland
Meet My Dog (Bowes-Virg. Vance)
Hodge Podge
Chase Yourself (Adams)
Who’s My Wife
Felix Rings the Ringer
School Daze
Honest Injun (Arthur)
Who Hit Me? (St. John)

.Comedy Feb. 6..

. Cameo comedy Feb. 6..

.Sullivan cartoon Jan. 30..

.Hamilton comedy Feb. 13..

.Christie comedy Feb. 20..

• Juvenile comedy Feb. 20..
. Comedy Feb. 27.

.

.Cameo comedy Mar. 6..

• J. White prod. Mar. 13..

• J. White prod. Mar. 20..
.Christie comedy Mar. 20..

Comedy Mar. 27..

.Cameo comedy Mar. 27..

• Christie comedy Mar. 27..
.Sullivan cartoon Mar. 27..

. Sullivan cartoon Mar. 27.

.

.Cameo comedy Mar. 27..
• Comedy Apr. 3..

• Christie comedy Apr. N..
.Hodge-Podge Apr. 10
• Sullivan cartoon Apr. 10..
• Comedy Apr. 24..
Cameo comedy Apr. 24..

• Free to exhibitor* Apr. 24..
• Sullivan cartoon May 1..
• Christie comedy May 8..
• Sullivan cartoon May 8..
.Technicolor drama May 15..
..Tuxedo comedy May 22..
.Christie comedy May 22..
..Cameo comedy May 22..
.Christie comedy May 29..
• Hodge-Podge June 5..
• Mermaid comedy Jane 5..
• Sullivan cartoon June 12..
.Lupino Lane comedy June 12..
• Mermaid comedy June 12..
• Lyman Howe subject June 19..
Cameo comedy June 19..

• Christie comedy June 19..

.Juvenile comedv Tmv2S..

.Christie comedy Jnne 26..
• Hiers’ comedy June 26..
• Comedy June 26..
.Mermaid comedy June 26..
• Sullivan cartoon June 26..
•Cameo comedy July 3..
.Hiers comedy July 3
.Sullivan cartoon July J..
.Cameo comedy July 3..
.Lyman Howe mag Tuly 10..
.Comedy July 10..
.Jack White prod July 10..
.Sullivan cartoon ...

cartoon
July 17..

• July 24... Sullivan
Comedy July 24..
Comedy July 24..

2.000

1.000

1,000

2,000

2,000

2.000

2.000

1.000

2,000

2.000

2.009

2.000

1.000

2,000

1,000

1.000

1.000

2,000

2.000

..900

1.009

2,000

1,000

1 .00C
1,000

2.000

1,000

2.000

2,000

2.000

1.000

2,000

1,080

2,000

1,000

2.300

2.000

1.000

1.000

2.000

2300
2000
2.000

2.030

2000
1.030

1 .030

2.000

1,000

1.000

1.900

2039
2 030

1.030

1.000

2000
20X1
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Star, Story Type, Review and Footage Here

Kind of Picture Review

Mister Wife (Burns) Christie comedy July 31..

Excess Baggage (Big Boy) Juvenile comedy July 31..

Solid Gold Jack White comedy Aug. 7..

Sauirrel Food (Bowes) Comedy • Aug. 7..

Move Along Lloyd Hamilton Com Aug. 7..

i uriosities Sideshow folk Aug. 14..

Daffy Dill (Burns) Christie comedy Aug. 14..

Chips of the Old Block Hodge-Podge Aug. 14..

Felix Misses His Swiss Sullivan cartoon Aug. 28..

Dummy Love (Vernon) Christie comedy ^ug. 28-

Kiss Papa (Conley) Mermaid comedy ....... ..Aug. 28.

.

Here Comes Charlie Lloyd Hamilton comedy . .Aug. 28.

.

Uppercuts (Duffy) Christie comedy Sept. 4..

My Kid (Big Boy) Juvenile comedy Sept. 4..

The Blue Boy Romance prod bept. 4..

Open House (Johnny Arthur) Tuxedo comedy §ept. 11..

Tolly Tars (Lloyd Hamilton) Hamilton comedy Sept. 11..

Sons of the Surf Bruce scenic Sept. II..

The Radio Bug (Phil Dunham) £°medy Sep. 25..

Flaming Ice „Llfe .

Cartoon Sep. 25..

A Dippy Tar (Billy Dooley) Corncdy Oct. 2.

Two Lip Time lix the cat.. ®ct - 2 -

Pink Elepnants (A1 St. John) Mermaid comedy

Wife Shy (Vernon) Comedy Oct.

Kiss Me Kate (Phil Dunham) Comedy Oct.

n
h
dv?

U
p
m
odlT

r (J°hnny ArthUr>
Trve1

y
sVener\\\V\\\\\\V.\Oct 16

Yellow Pirate "I"””!:" Life cartoon com Oct. 16.

whatnots
Yeggs !^cuSs-:::::::::8cl \t

:::::::L^^t^
edy

.::::::::::::8cL »:

Shell Socked (Adams) World War comedy Oct. 30

IRiver Road

.Oct. 2..

9.

9.

9.

.Bruce scenic Oct. 30.

Feet

2,000

2,000

2,000

1,000

2,000

1,000

2,000

1,000

1,000

2,000

2,000

2,000

2,000

2,000

2,000

2,000

2,000

1,000

1,000

1,000

2,000

1,000

2,000

1,000

2,000

2,000
1,000

2,000
1,000

1,000

1,000

1,000

2,000

1 rl

2 rls

1 rl

FIRST NATIONAL

EXCELLENT PICTURES CORP.

The Kick -Off (Geo. Walsh) Drama

HLM BOOKING OFFICES OF AMERICA
Short Subjects

Pike’s Pique (Vaughn) Adventure of Maxie ...

;Tea for Tooney (Vaughn) Adventures of Mazie....

Leopard’s Spots Bray unnatural history

Features

Cowboy Musketeer (Tom Tyler) Western
Flaming Waters (MacGregor-Garon) Thrill melodrama

1925

Vhen Love Grows Cold (Natacha Ram-
bova)

5ir Lumberjack (Lefty Flynn)
Fighting Boob (Bob Custer) ...

;Wild To Go (Tom Tyler)

Broadway Gallant (R. Talmadge)
: Hands Across the Border (Thomson)
Valley of Bravery (Custer)

Jade Cup (Brent) Crook melodrama
Dead Line (Bob Custer) Western
Masquerade Bandit (Tom Tyler) Western
Bigger Than Baraum's (star cast) Melodrama
Two-Gun Man (Fred Thomson) Western
Her Honor, the Governor (Frederick) Melodrama
Better Man (R. Talmadge) Stunt comedy ...

Cowboy Cop (Tom Tyler) Action western ..

Flame of the Argentine (Brent) Melodrama

Short Subjects

In the Air Fat men

• Dec. 26.. 2,000

2,000

.Dec. 26.. 1,000

1926

4,500

..Feb. 6.. 6,591

.Feb. 13.. 5,129

6,500

5,193

5,486

. Apr. 24.. 5,146

4,549

4,570

5,457

6,200
5,5175

5,367

5,021

5.48C

..July 3.. 3,656

..July 10.. 5,000

..July 10.. 4,010

. 5,391

. 5,139

. 6,713

. 4,703

. 4,383

. 5,004

5,340

. 7,430

. 6,931

...Oct. 2. . 6.105

...Oct. 30.,. 5,408

. 2,000

...Feb. 20. . 2,000

...Feb. 27. . 2,000

Roll Your Own (Vaughn) Fighting Hearts series

llt’s a Buoy (Vaughn) Fighting Hearts series

.Apr. 10..

..Apr. 10..

Plane Jane (Vaughn) Fighting Hearts series ....Apr. 10..

Sock Me to Sleep (Vaughn) Fighting Hearts series Apr. 10..

Ostrich’s Plumes Bray cartoon May 15..

Wild West Bray cartoon May 22.

Pelican’s Bill Bray cartoon May 29..

Smouldering Tires Fighting Hearts June 5.

Dinky Doodle’s Bedtime Story Bray cartoon June 12.,

Dinky Doodle in Egypt Bray Cartoon June 19..

Lightning Slider Fighting Hearts June 26..

Three of a Kind Standard comedy June 26..

(Cat’s Whiskers Bray cartoon June 26..

Big Charade Fighting Hearts June 26..
Dinky Doodle & Little Orphan Bray cartoon July 10..

Black and Blue Eyes Comedy
Up and Wooing Fighting Hearts July 17.

When Sally’s Irish Rose Fighting Hearts July 24.

Magician Bray Dinky-Doodle July 31.

Mule’s Disposition Bray Unnatural Hist July 31.

Wedding Daze (Alexander) Comedy Aug. 7.

Vamping Babies (L. Sargent) Comedy Aug. 7.

All’s Swell That Ends Swell Fighting Hearts Aug. 14.

Back Fire (Fat trio) Comedy Aug. 21.

Lady of Lyons, N. Y Bill Grimm’s Progress Aug. 28.

The Army Bray cartoon Sept. 11.

Kind of Picture Review
1925

.Drama June 6..

.Comedy drama June 13..

.Society drama June 13..

.Police romance July 4..

.Algerian drama July 18..

.Drama July 25..

reet

6,265

6.837

6,121

7,571

7,111

7,672

Just a Woman (Windsor-Tearle) ...

Desert Flcwer (C. Moore)
White Monkey (La Marr)
Making of O’Malley (Sills)

Lady Who Lied (Stone -Valli-Naldi)

Marriage Whirl (Corinne-Griffith) - ,
Half-Way Girl (Doris Kenyon) Melodrama Aug. 8.. 7, 570-

Fine Clothes (Stone- Marmont-Griffith) ....Comedy drama Aug. 15.. 6,971

Winds of Chance (A. Q. Nilsson) Klondike drama Aug. 29.. 9,554

Her Sister From Paris (C. Talmadge) Sprightly comedy Sep. 5.. 7,255

Live Wire (Johnny Hines) Comedy feature Sep. 12.. 7,000

Dark Angel (Vilma Banky) Drama Sep. 19.. 7,311

Graustark (Norma Talmadge) Romance Sep. 26.. 5,900

Shore Leave (Barthelmess) Sailor drama (Jet. 3.. 6,856

What Fools Men (Lewis Stone)
Knockout (Milton Sills)

Pace That Thrills (Lvon-Astor)
Why Women Love (Blanche Sweet)
New Commandment (Sweet- Lyon) .,

Beautiful City (Barthelmess)
Classified (C. Griffith)

Scarlet Saint (Astor-Hughes)
Unguarded Hour (Sills-Kenyon) ....

We Moderns (Colleen Moore)
Clothes Make the Pirate (Errol!)—
Splendid Road (A. Q. Nilsson)
Joanna (Dorothy Mackaill)

Infatuation (C. Griffith)
Tust Suppose (Barthelmess)
foo Much Money (Stone-Nilsson)

Irene (Colleen Moore) Romantic comedy
Girl from Montmartre (LaMarr-Stone) ...Drama

Kiki (Norma Talmadge) Comedy Drama
Old Loves and New (Stone- Bedford) Drama
Mile. Modiste (C. Griffith) Victor Herbert opera.
Greater Glory (Tearle- Nilsson) Epic drama
Wilderness Woman (Pringle) Comedy *

T? Q n arm * • h'/vl1w ( H D i ' j _

Wise Guy (Kirkwood -Astor-Compson) ....Human
Ella Cinders (Colleen Moore) Comedy
Puppets (Sills) Drama

Paradise (Milton Sills) South "Seas melo.,

10.. 7.34S

10.. 7,450

24.. 6,911

31.. 6,570

7. . 6980
14.. 6.468

.Nov. 14.. 6.927
21.. 6,886

5.. 6,613

12.. 6.609

12.. 8,000

19.. 7,646

..Dec. 26.. 7,900

1926
2. 7,774

16.. 5,794

30... 6,270

30.. 7,000

..Feb. 6.,. 6,825

..Feb. 13.. 7,336

6.,, 6,068'

13 8.400

20.. 6,200

27.. 6,229

.April 17.. 8.279

1.,. 7.423

8.. 6,230
15... 9,710

22... 7,533

29 .. 7.322

5. . 6,500

12. . 5.83f

26. . 7,77b

26. . 6,540

..luly 3. . 7,468

..Inly 10. . 6,402
24. . 9,) 43

21. . 6,940

28. . 5,885
4. . 6,447

. 11. . 7,790

. 25. . 6.727

25. . 7,090

16. . 6,848

23.. 6,330'

30. . 7,780

FOX FILM CORP.
Features

Thank You (George O’Brien) Comedy drama Oct.
Thunder Mountain (Bellamy) Mountain drama Oct.
Winding Stair (Rubens-Lowej Romantic melo Oct.
Durand of the Bad Lands (Jones) Action western Oct.
Everlasting Whisper (Mix) Action-outdoor Oct.
Lazybones (Buck Jones) Human interest drama ....Oct.
East Lynne (Rubens-Lowe) Famous play Nov.
When the Door Opened (star cast) Curwood Canadian Nov.
Wages tor Wives (Jacqueiine Logan) Golden stage hit Dec.
Best Bad Man (Tom Mix) Action western Dec
Desert’s Price (Buck Jones) Action western Dec.

1925
3..

10 ..

17..

24..

31..

31..

)..

28..

5..
12 ..

19..

6.9M
7.50C

6,057

5,84-

5,6J
‘

7,

H‘

8,

y7.

6,51.

6,600
4,89.

5,701

2,000

2,000

2,000

2,000

1,000

1,000

1.000

2,000

1,000

1,000

2,000

2,000

1,000

2,000

1,000

2,000

2.000

1,000

1,000

2,000

2,000

2,000

2.000

2.000

1,000

Short Subjects

On the Go (Sid Smith) Comedy Sep. 12.. 2,000
With Pencil, Brush and Chisel Varieties Sep. 19.. 1,000
Cuba Steps Out Varieties Sep. 26.. 1,000
Love and Lions ..Imperial comedy Sep. 26.. 2,000
On the Go (Std Smith) Imperial comedy Oct. 3.. 2,000
Cloudy Romance Comedy Oct. 10.. 2,000
The Sky Tribe Magazine Oct. 10.. 1,000
Toiling for Rest Varieties Oct. 10.. 796
Heart Braker (Sid Smith) Imperial comedy Oct. 17.. 2,000
Transients in Arcadia O. Henry story Oct. 31. 2,000
All Aboard Helen & Warren Oct. 31.. 2,000
Peacemakers Helen & Warren Nov. 7.. 2,000
Control Yourself (Sid Smith) Imperial comedy Nov. 28.. 2,000
River Nile Varieties Nov. 28.. 1.00C
His Own Lawyer Helen & Warren Dec. 26.. 2,000
Flying Fool (Sid Smith) Slapstick comedy Dec. 26.. 2,000
Cupid a la Carte O. Henry Series Dec. 26.. 2,000
Parisian Knight Van Bibber series Dec. 26.. 2,000
Iron Trail Around the World Variety Dec. 26.. 1,000

Features 1926
Gilded Butterfly (Rubens-Lytell) Drama Jan. 16.. 6,200
Palace of Pleasure (Lowe-Compson) Romantic drama Tan. 23.. 5 467
First Year (K. Perry-M. Moore) Matrimonial comedy Feb. 6.. 6,038
Yankee Senor (Tom Mix-Tony) Spanish-western Feb. 13.. 4,902
Cowboy & The Countess (Jones) Action melodrama Feb. 13.. 5,345
Road to Glory (McAvoy- Fenton) Drama Feb. 20.. 5,600
Tohnstown Flood fall-star) Spectacular melo Mar. 13.. 6,258
Dixie Merchant (Bellamy) Drama Mar. 20.. 5,126
My Own Pal (Tom Mix, dog and child). . Western Mar. 27.. 6,038-
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Short Subjects Separated From Features

Kind of Picture

Sandy (Madge Bellamy) Drama

Midnight Kiss Comedy drama

Short Subjects

Old Virginia Variety
A Flaming Affair Imperial
A Bankrupt Honeymoon Comedy

Egypt Today Variety

Moving Day Helen and Warren
Drops from Heaven Varieties
Woman of Letters Helen and Warren.
From the Cabby’s Seat O. Henry comedy

A Polar Baron Imperial comedy ..

Too Many Relations Helen and Warren.
Canary Island Varieties
Wild America Varieties
A Social Triangle O. Henry series ..

Belgium Today Varieties

Poland—A Nation Reborn.

Jerry the Giant Kid and animals

Complete Life O. Henry comedy
A-I. Society Comedy
Family Picnic Comedy
Lickpenny Lover O. Henry series .

Putting on Dog Varieties
Lumber Jacks Varieties

Non-Stop Bride (Gene Cameron) Comedy
King Bozo Van Bibber comedy.

Review Feet

April. 10. . 5,994

17. . 7.850

1. . 5,095

8.. 4,835
, . Mav 22.. 5.685

29.. 5,912
5. . 4,744

12. . 4,962

26... 5,594

3. . 4,825

..July 10 .,.6,027

• July 17. . 6,498

July 31. . 5,971

7. . 5,025
14. . 5,745

• Aug. 28... 8,000
4.

.

. 7,168

11.. 4,971

25.,. 6,200

2... 6,240

9.,. 6,268
16.. 4,800

• Oct. 23.. 5,363

30.. 5,906

.Jan. 16.. 2,000

23.

.

1,000

.Jan. 30.. 2,000

.Feb. 6.. 2.000

• Feb. 13.. 2,000

Feb. 20.. 707

• Feb. 27.. 2,000

6.. 2,000
6.. 1,000

.Mar. 13.. 2,000

April 10.. 2.000

.April 17.. 2,000

.April 24.. 2,000

15.. 1,565

22.. 927

29.. 960
5... 2,000

12.. 2,000

19.. 735
26.. 2,000

26.. 895
26.

.

92*

..July 3.. 2,000

3.

.

2,000

• fulv 3.. 2,000

July 3.. 2,000

July 10.. 2,000

July 10.. 2,000
July 24.. 2,000

• July 31.. 743
• Aug. 7.. 2,000

7.. 749
• Aug. 14.. 750
Sept. 11.. 2,000

• Sep. 25.. 2.000
2.. 2,000

9.. 800
9.. 845

16.. 2,000

..Oct. 23.. 2 rls

• Oct. 30.. 2 rlsMarry Month of May O. Henry comedy

GOTHAM PRODUCTIONS
His Master’s Voice (Thunder, dog) Melodrama 5,975

Part Time Wife (Alice Calhoun) Domestic drama 5,950

Shadow on the Wall (Hale- Percy) Drama 6,010

One of the Bravest (Ralph Lewis) Fire Dept, drama 5.750

Phantom of the Forest (Thunder-dog) Drama 5,500

Speed limit (McKee-Shannon) Romantic com 5.860

Racing Blood Racing Drama 6,000

Hearts and Spangles Circus Romance 5,900

Sign of the Claw (Thunder, dog) Dog picture 6.000

Golden Web (Rich-G«rdon) Melodrama Sept. 11. . 6,000
Block Signal (Ralph Lewis) Railroad melodrama Oct. 9.. 5.900

Winning Wallop (W. Fairbanks) Action comedy-dr Oct. 30.. 5,000

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
1925

Slav

Great Divide (all star).

Beauty Prize (Dana).

.Romantic com 25. . 5,770

•Domestic dr ...May 16.. 6.487

•Human interest 16. . 6.844
• Romantic drama 23. . 5,958

• Snow-R. R. drama .. July 18. . 6.464
• Human int. dr ...July 25... 5.828
.Drama 1.. 5.906

.South Sea com . . .Aug. 8.. 8.143

.Drama 15. . 6,948

.Mountain tragedy . . . Aug. 29.. 5.819

.Romantic drama . ...Sep. 12. .10.627

.Fake spiritualism 12.. 6.147

.Drawing room comedy . 3... 5.511

.Drama 21... 7.811

.Comedy-dr 14.,. 5.908

.Comedy -dr 11. .. 5,750

.Drama of pathos 10. . 6.849

.Married life com 17.,. 6.300

.Nava' com. -drama 31. . 7.498

.Burlesque western 7. . 6.256

.Old N. Y. drama 14. . 6.437

.Typical feature 21. . 5.915

.Type corn-drama 28. . 6.260

. Glyn love drama 5. . 5.824

. Paris underworld ...Dec 12. . 5.690

.Musical comedy hit ...Dec. 19 . 5.564

. TTniqtie drama 26 A 7S7

Light comedy 2. . 6,433
.Lew Wallace story 16...12,000

Kind of Picture Review Feet
1926

Scarlet Letter (Lillian Gish) Drama from novel.

16.. 6,073

..Jan. 23. 6,755

..Feb. 6.. 6,395

..Feb. 13 . 6.688

..Feb 27

13.. 8,530

..Feb. 27.. 6,239

20.. 6.769

3.. 6,488

10.. 6,750

1 .. 6,718

15.. 7.941

22.. 5,139

12... 5.580

••July 3.. 6.167

10 . 6,551

7.. 7,322
• Aug. 21.. 9,000
.Sept. 4.. 6,970

..Oct. 2.. 6.025

.Oct. 23.. 8,221

PARAMOUNT

Marry Me (Vidor) Small town idyl .

Coast of Folly (Swanson) Society drama

n Regular Fellow (R. Griffith) Typical comedy

Lovers in Quarantine (Daniels) Farce-comedy
Best People (Star cast) Society comedy

Nev

Irish Luck (Meighan) Melodrama
Cobra (Valentino) Drama

Enchanted Hill (Holt). W<

Mannequin (Joyce-Costello) Crook-c

Song and Dance Man (all-star) Comedy-drama
Rehind th. n-rot, t (Beers- Hatton 1 ..War farce-corn
Grand Duchess and the Waiter (Menjou) .. Romantic comedy

^uth s« study

Nell Gwyn (Dorothy Gish) [Farce-comedy
Miss Brewster’s Millions CDanirlO CY.

ess (Holt -Torrence) Mystery Drama

1925

25.. 6.908

...July 25.. 5,526

1 .. 6,366

8.. 6,943

8.. 6,015

15.. 6 489

22.. 5,774

22.. 7.164

5.. 8.173

5.. 7.298

12.. 7.001

12.. 5,904

19.. 6.546

26.. 9.929

....Oct. 10.. 6.925

17.. 5.027

...Oct. 24.. 10,063

31.. 6.374

....Oct. 31.. 6.578

7.. 5.700

7.. 6.224

14.. 6,048

14.. 5,443

21.. 6,034
.. .Nov. 28.. 6.702

28.. 6.691

5.. 7,008

19.. 6.895

26.. 6,351

Jan.
1926
2.. 6.069

9.. 9.621
0 .

.

6.326

16.. 6.765
. .

. J an. 23.. 10453
30.. 6.981

30.. 5.883

...Feb. 6.. 7.931

13.. 6.997

. . . Feb 20 5.55$

27.. 6.314

...Feb. 27.. 6.133
• • Mar. 6.. 6.565

13.. 7.169

20.. 6.800

6.. 9.000

27.. 6,467

3.. 7.445

3.. 6.132
10.. 5.030

10.. 6.850

17.. 5.356

17.. 7.363

24.. 6.805

1 .. 6.025

8.. 6.31*

The Runaway (Clara Bow) Melodrama
Fascinating Youth (Juniors) ‘Drama VavA lorna of the South Seas (Gilda Gray) Drama '."'mII » ‘ MSUef Paint (Raymond Griffith) Farce-comedy Tune 5

'

Rainmaker (Collier. Jr.) Drama W 12Say It Apain (Dix) Travesty -farce June 19' jam
Volcano (Daniels) Thrill melodrama ....... [[ [une 12 siSHood and Naughty (Pola Negri) Society comedy tune 26 5 503Palm Beach Girl (Bebe Daniels) Farce-comedy ' ru iv >

'

/q, sVarietvfF.mil -i,—.! ' • -July j.. 6,918Variety (Emil Jannings) [[.’.'.’."[Drama, short version T'ulv 10 " 52M?°™to West (Jack Holt) Western t
“ * m i’iSj

It s the end Army Game (W. C. Fields) .. Farce comedy fulv 17" 6 WMantran (Torrence- Bow) Drama ju ]'v ->4 ‘ 6 '(I77You Never Know Women (Vidor) Drama Xue 7 6 vaPadlocked (Lois Moran) Melodrama Auc 28** * •vfiBeau Geste (Ronald Caiman) Drama Sent ~4 10 61X1The Show-Off (Ford Sterling) Character comedy ’....Sent 11 CL196Diplomacy (Sweet-Hamilton) Modernized Sardou play. ..Sen, 25. . 6 950Campus Flirt (Bebe Daniels) College comedy ....Oct 2 6 702Tin Gods (Thomas Meighan) Drama " [Oct 2 « 5<S
v nu d Be Surprised (R. Griffith) Satirical comedy ...Oct 9 5 cotKid Boots (Eddie Cantor) Comedy q,. *3 5 650Sorrows of Satan (D. W. Griffith prod). .Drama Oct. 33 11 ris.Don t Give Up the Ship One Reel special Oct 23 fAce of Cads (Menjou)... Drama Oct. 30.’. 7.786

PATHE
Pjs*1 ,••••. Terry cartoon Tan. o* 100*

TTiree Blind Mice Terry cartoon tan. 9.. i CKKSt^, Look and Listen L. Semon comedv "jan. 23 ' XBWhat s the World Coming To? C. Cook comedv Tan 16
VCW

f°r (Dir) Comedy f. [[[[[[[."C \t IS
v

eht<
\f SaVA

’-
r XerrT cartoon Tan. 16.. 1 WNew Melody Series Song senes (13) Tan. n i M

Qiarley, My Boy (Chase) Comedy [[.Tan. S[[ 2[(W
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Jsers Heip Make This Chart More Useful
Kind of Picture Review Feet

turday Afternoon (Langdon)
hispering Whiskers (Bevan)

ttle Brown Jug

Comedy Jan. 30.. 3,000

Comedy Jan. 30.. 2,000

Terry cartoon Jan. 30.. 1,000

mg' Pants (Tryon) Comedy Jan. 30.. 2,000

June Bride Terry cartoon Jan. 30.. 1,000

le Uprising Generation Sportlight Jan. 30. . 1,000

oft Pedal (Parrott) Comedy Jan. 30.. 1,000

mnymooners (Graves) Comedy Feb. 6.. 2,000

renuous Life Sportlight Feb. 6.. 1,000

rindjammers Terry cartoon Feb. 6.. 1,000

our Husband’s Past Comedy Feb. 6.. 2,000

isev of the Coast Guard Action serial Feb. 13.. lOep.

uried Treasure Our Gang Comedy Feb. 20.. 2,000

ricked City Terry Cartoon Feb. 20.. 1,000

riftin’ Thru (H. Carey) Human interest westn Feb. 27.. 4,320

rimmed in Gold (Bevan) Sennett comedy Feb. 27.. 2,000

ay the Cashier (Parrott) Comedy Feb. 27.. 1,000

ooseland (Alice Day) Sennett comedy Mar. 6.. 2,000

[ail Coach Terry cartoon Mar. 6.. 1,000

/andering Papas (C. Cook) Hal Roach Comedy Mar. 13.. 2,000

ug Bug (Tryon) Hal Roach comedy Mar. 13.. 2,000

Danish Love Terry cartoon Mar. 13.. 1,000

lama Behave (Chase) Hal Roach comedy Mar. 13.. 2,000

ircus Today (Bevan) Mack Sennett comedy Mar. 13.. 2,000

caps and Bounds Sportlight Mar. 20.. 1,000

mly Son (Parrott) Hal Roach com Mar. 20.. 1,000

ar-C Mystery (all star) Feature version Mar. 27.. 4,750

panking Breezes (Alice Day) Sennett comedy Mar. 27.. 2,000

lonkey Business Our Gang comedy Mar. 27.. 2,000

p in the Air Terry cartoon Mar. 27.. 1,000

ire Fighter Terry cartoon Mar. 27.. 1,000

izzy Daddies (Findlayson) ... Hal Roach comedy Mar. 27.. 2,00C

>ixie Doodle Sportlight Mar. 27.. 1,000

eventh Bandit (Carey) Western Apr. 3.. 5,353

rife Tamer (Lionel Barrymore) Hal Roach comedy Apr. 3.. 2,000

ly Time Terry cartoon Apr. 3.. 1,000

Pandering Willies (Beran-Oyde) Sennett comedy Apr. 3.. 2,000

og Shy (Chase & all-star) Hal Roach ..~edy Apr. 10.. 2,000

lappy Hunting Grounds Sportlight Apr. 10.. 1,000

terry Blacksmith Terry cartoon Apr. 10.. 1,000

o Your Duty (Pollard) Hal Roach comedy Apr. 10.. 1,000

looked at the Altar (Graves) Mack Sennett comedy Apr. 10.. 2,000

ar-C Mystery (Dorothy Philips) Western Serial April 17..

carts and Showers Terry cartoon Apr. 24.. 1,000

he Inside Dope - Sportlight Apr. 24.. 1,000

[adame Mystery (Theda Bara) Hal Roach, “star” Apr. 24.. 2,000

Big-Hearted Fish Terry cartoon Apr. 24.. 1,00*

kelele Sheiks (Tryon) Hal Roach comedy May 7.. 2,000

aby Clothes Our Gang May 1.. 2,000

arm Hands Terry cartoon May 1.. 1,000

ough and Ready Romeo Terry cartoon May 1.. 1,000

cared Stiff (Cook) : Hal Roach comedy May 1.. 2,000

ight Night (star cast) Sennett comedy May 8.. 2,000

(urn’s the Word (Chase) Hal Roach comedy May 8.. 2,000
host of Folly (Alice Day) Sennett comedy May 8.. 2,000
ervous Moments Sportlight May 15.. 1,000

[ayfoot Strawfoot (Bevan) Sennett comedy May 15.. 2,000

ton Key (star cast) Hal Roach comedy May 22.. 2,000
in Alpine Flapper Terry cartoon May 22.. 1,000

ay It With Babies (Tryon) Hal Roach comedy May 22.. 2,000
.iquid Dynamite Terry cartoon May 22.. 1,000
Jncle Tom’s Uncle Our Gang comedy May 29.. 2,000
lumper Crop .Terry cartoon May 29.. 1,000
Wanting Season Sportlight May 29.. 1,000
\ Yankee Doodle Duke (Graves) Mack Sennett com June 5.. 2,000
Muscle Bound Music (Bevan) Mack Sennett com June 5.. 2,000
Puppy Lovetime (Alice Day) Maok Sennett com June 12.. 2,000
3olf Bug (Parrott) Comedy June 12.. 1,000

He Forgot to Remember (Cook) Hal Roach comedy June 12.. 2,000

Songs oj Central Europe Song series June 12.. 1,000

El. P. M Sportlight June 12.. 1,000

Long Fliv the King (Chase) Hal Roach comedy June 19.. 2,000

Swat the Crook (H. Lloyd-Daniels) Reissue single reel June 19. . 1,000

Snowed In (Allene Ray-W. Miller) Serial (mystery) June 26..

'lever too Old (Gillingwater) Hal Roach comedy June 26,. 2,000

Jig Retreat Terry Cartoon June 26.. 1,000

'acks-of-One-Trade Sportlight June 26.. 1,000

Cow’s Kimono (Tryon) Hal Roach comedy June 26.. 2,000

Thundering Fleas Our Gang July 3.. 2,000

jlory or Dollars Sportlight July 3.. 1,000

Bongs of Spain (Peggy Shaw) Melody series July 3.. 1,000
Land Boom Terry cartoon July 3.. 1,000
A Sea Dog’s Tale (Bevan) Mack Sennett comedy ....July 10.. 2,000
A Plumber’s Life Terry cartoon July 10.. 1,000
Keeping in Trim Sportlight July 10.. 1,000
Mighty Like a Moose (Chase) Comedy July 17.. 2,000
Pirates Bold Terry cartoon ...'. July 17.. 1,000
Jungle Sports Terry cartoon July 17.. 1,000
Chop Suey and Noodles Terry cartoon July 24.. 1,000
Her Ben Terry cartoon July 24.. 1,000
Smith's Baby Sennett comedy July 24.. 2,000
Songs of Italy Song series July 24.. 1,000
Along Came Auntie (Tryon) Hal Roach comedy July 31.. 2,000
Merry Widower (E. Clayton) Hal Roach comedy July 31.. 2,000
Venus of Venice Terry cartoon Aug. 7.. 1,000
Alice Be Good (Day) Comedy Aug. 7.. 2,000
When a Man’s a Prince (Turpin) Comedy * Aug. 14.. 2,000
Last Ha-Ha Terry cartoon Aug. 14.. 1.000
jHubby’s Quiet Little Game Sennett comedy Aug. 14.. 2,000
Ball and Bat Sportlight Aug. 14.. 1,000
Crazy Like a Fox (Chase) Comedy Aug. 21.. 2,000
Shivering Spooks Our Gang Comedy Aug. 21.. 2,000
Dough Boys Terry cartoon Aug. 21.. 1,000
A Knight Out Terry cartoon Aug. 28.. 1,000
Her Actor Friend (Alice Day) Sennett comedy Aug. 28.. 2,000
Scrambled Eggs Terry cartoon Sept. 4.. 1,000
Fighting Marine (Gene Tunney) Serial Sept. 4
jA Buggy Ride Terry cartoon Sept. 11.. 1,000
Fourth Alarm Our Gang comedy Sept. 11.. 2.000
Abraham the Patriarch Pilgrimage series Sept. 11.. 1,000

Watered Stock Terry cartoon Sep. 25.. 1.000

Bull’s Eye Sportlight Sep. 25.. 1.000

Charleston Queen Terry cartoon Sep. 25.. 1,000

Bromo and Juliet (Chase) Comedy Sept. 25.. 2,000

Kind of Picture Review Feet

Smith’s Landlord (McKee-Hiatt) Jimmy Smith series Sep. 25.. 2,000

Perils of Peterboro (Quillan) Sennett comedy Oct. 2.. 2,000

Love’s Last Laugh (McKee-Hiatt) Sennett comedy Oct. 2.. 2,000

Why Argue? Terry cartoon Oct. 2.. 1,000

Road House Terry cartoon Oct. 9.. 1,000

Wise Guys Prefer Brunettes Hal Roach comedy ,..Oct. 9.. 2,000

Prodigal Bridegroom (Turpin) Sennett comedy Oct. 9.. 2,000

Smith’s Visitor Jimmy Smith series Oct. 16.. 2,000

Tell ’Em Nothing (Chase) Hal Roach comedy Oct. 16.. 2,000

Restless Race Sportlight Oct. 16.. 1,000

Should Husbands Marry (Alice Day) Sennett comedy Oct. 23.. 3rls

Gun Shy Terry cartoon Oct. 23.. 1 rl

Mount Sinai ...“Pilgrimage” series Oct. 23.. 1 rl

Home, Sweet Home .Terry cartoon Oct. 30.. 1 rl

Get ’Em Young (Harry Myers) .Hal Roach comedy Oct. 30.. 2 rls

Phoney Express Terry cartoon Oct. 30.. 1 rl

Durable Souls Sportlight Oct. 30.. 1 rl

Journey of the Israelites • . . . “Pilgrimage” Oct. 30.. 1 rl

Pup’s Tale - Mayer “Sketchbook” Oct. 30.. 1 rl

More Ways Than One Sportlight Oct. 30.. 1 rl

Nuremburg Mayer “Sketchbook” Oct. 30.. 1 rl

Features

The High Hand (Leo Maloney) Western Sept. 11.. 5,679

Atta Boy (Monty Banks) Gag comedy Oct. 9.. 5,775

PREFERRED PICTURES
Go Straight (Star cast) Drama May 9.. 6,107

Faint Perfume (Seena Owen) Romance drama June 27.
. ,622*

My Lady’s Lips (Clara Bow) Crook drama July 25. . 6,009

Parisian Love (Clara Bow) Apache drama Aug. 15. . 6,324

Girl Who Wouldn’t Work (De La Motte) Modern drama Aug. 22.. 5,979

Plastic Age (Bow-Keith) College story Oct. 10. . 6,48*

The Other Woman’s Story (Calhoun). ... Mystery drama Oct. 31 .. 6.080

Lew Tyler’s Wives (Frank Mayo) Drama July 10.. 6.757

Romance of a Million Dollars Melodrama Aug. 7.. 5,300

Dancing Days (Star Cast) Domestic Sept. 25.. 5.900

Shameful Behavior? (Edith Roberts).... Romantic com.-dr Oct. 30.. 5,218

PRODUCERS DISTRIBUTING CORP.
1925

Friendly Enemies (Weber & Fields) Comedy drama May 16..

Crimson Runner (Priscilla Dean) Stromberg melo June 13..

Silent Sanderson (Carey) Cattle—gold fields June 20.

.

Stop Flirting (all star) ...Light comedy June27.
Beauty and the Bad Man (Mabel Beilin) Drama .....July 4..

Awful Truth (Agnes Ayres) Light comedy July. 11.

Texas Trail (Carey) Typical western July 18..

Private Affairs (Hulette) Character drama Aug. 1..

Hell’s Highroad (Leatrice Joy) Love drama Sept. 12.,

Seven Days (Lillian Rich) Comedy feature Sept. 12..
Coming of Amos (Rod LaRoque) Comedy-drama Sept. 19..
Off the Highway (W. V. Mong) Drama Oct. 3..
Simon the Jester (O’Brien- Rich) Comedy-drama Nor. 28..
Road to Yesterday (J. Schildkraut) Tense drama Dec. 12..

1926
Wedding Song (Leatrice Joy) Comedy-heart int.-dr.
Steel, Preferred (star cast) Steel industry dr

6,28*

4,775

4,841

5,161

5,794

5,917

4,720

6,1*2

6,084

6,974

5,077

7,641

6,168

9,960

Rocking Moon (Tashman-Bowers) Alaskan drama
Danger Girl (Priscilla Dean) Comedy-drama
Million Dollar Handicap (all star) Horse race meli

Fifth Avenue (De La Motte) Human int.

Made for Love (Leatrice Joy) Drama

Forbidden Waters (Priscilla Dean) Comedy drama ....

Whispering Smith (H. B. Warner) ...Melodrama western

Prince of Pilsen (Geo. Sidney) Comedy drama .

Bachelor Brides (La Rocque) Mystery drama

Silence (H. B. Warner) Self-sacrifice
Unknown Soldier (Chas. Mack, etc.) ... War drama
Dice Woman (Priscilla Dean) Farce-melodr;

dr.

Shipwrecked (S. Owen-J. Schildkraut)...

Speeding Venus Priscilla Dean) Melodrama

For Alimony Only (Leatrice Joy) Divorce com-drama.

Nervous Wreck (Ford-Haver)

RAYART

Moran of the Mounted (Howes) Northwest M. P. m

RED SEAL
Has Anybody Seen Kelly? Song Cartune Mar. 20.. 1,000
Marvels of Motion Magazine
Song Cartune Fleischer novelty

Hair Cartoon Marcus cartoon

Sweet Adeline Song Car-tune

. .Jan. 2.. 7,373

9.. 6,717

23.. 7,238

30.. 6,013

...Feb. 6.. 5,660

13.. 6,095

...Feb. 20.. 7,419

...Feb. 20.. 5,503

10.. 6.900

1.. 7,257

8.. 6,155

24.. 10,660
15.. 6,995

8.. 6,600
22.. 6,612
29.. 6,750

5.. 7,518

•June 12.. 7,979
19.. 5,614

26.. 5,800
26.. 6,345

3.. 5,865

3.. 5,908

10.. 6,763
17.. 5,994

24.. 5,560
31.. 6.400

, Sept. 11.. 6,858

9.. 6.400
16.. 7,295

• Oct. 23.. 6,730

1925

22.. 4.974

26.. 4,928

..Dec. 27 5.255

1926
• Aug. 21... 5,803

• Sept. 4.. 5,303

1926
20.. 1,000
3.. 650
3.. 550
10.. 850
10.. 55i

1.. 550
1 .. 750

>”.May 8. . 550
5.. 550
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We Try Always to Make it Better for Users

Hair Cartoon (Issue 8)

When Do We Eat?
Old Black Joe
Hair Cartoon
Toot! Toot! (Ko-Ko)
Hair Cartoons
eelview (Issue E)

Searchlight (Issue H)
Song Car-tune
Marvels of Motion
Morning Judge
Ko-Ko in the Fadeaway
Film Reparter . .

.

Churchyards of Old America,
Film Reporter (Issue B) . . .

.

Berth Mark
Hair Cartoons
Searchlight

Kind of Picture

..Marcus novelty .....

..Novelty
...Song Car-tune
...Marcus cartoon
..Fleischer cartoon ..

...Marcus cartoon
..Pictorial
. . Pictorial

, . . Song series
..Issue L
..Carrie of the Chorus
..Fleischer cartoon ....

. . Series
..Humor
..Sport subjects
..Carrie of Chorus....
..Number 17

...Issue J

Review. Feet

. . 850

10.. 1,000

..July 17.. 500

..July 17.. 1,000

..July 17.. 1,000

...July 31.. 1,000

...July 31.. 1,000

7.. 1,000

7.. 1,000

4.. 800
4.. 2,000
11.. 1,000

11.. 1,000

25.. 1.000

9.. 1,000

9.. 2,000
16.. 458
16.. 1,000

SAVA FILMS, INC
Chuckles Twelve novelties 1,000

Travelogues 1,000

Tantasies 1,000

STERLING PICTURES CORP.
1926

^ore Gamble (Lillian Rich) Melodrama July 24.. 5,723

Before Midnight (Wm. Russell) Crook melodrama July 11.. 4,891

Big Pal (Wm. Russell) Prize fight drama Oct. 24.. 5,80?

_en of the Night (Rawlinson) Melodrama July 24.. 5,723

TIFFANY PRODUCTIONS, INC.
Release
Date

• nat Mwdel Fr»m Paris Society comedy drama Aug. 15

Lost At Sea Romantic cemedy drama Sept. 1

College Days College comedy drama Oct. 1

.Farce comedy Oct. 15The First Night .

Josselyns Wife Society drama Nov. 1

Redheads Preferred Whimsical comedy drama Nov. 15

Sin Cargo Drama «f the High Seas Dec. 1

One Hour »f Love Emotional drama Dec. 15

The Enchanted Island Romantic drama Jan. 1

Flaming limber Woodland drama Jan. 15

Squads Right War farce comedy Feb. 1

The Steeplechasee Racing society drama Feb. 15

The Tiger Modern drama Mar. 1

The Song of Steel Society-business drama Mar. 15

Husband Hunters Domestic comedy drama Apr. 1

Snowbound Comedy drama of the North ...Apr. 15

Wild Geese (Special) Human drama May 1

The Squared Ring Society comedy drama May 15

The Broken Gate Emotional drama Jun. 1

Fools of Fashion (Mae Busch) Social life drama Oct. 9.. 6,484

UNITED ARTISTS

1925

Little Annie Rooney (Pickford)...

Eagle (Rudolph Valentino)

Stella Dallas (star cast)

Tumbleweeds (W. S. Hart)
Partners Again (Sidney-Alex Carr)
Black Pirate (Douglas Fairbanks).
The Bat (all-star)

Son of the Sheik (Valentino) ....

•Sparrows (Mary Pickford)

Typical “Mary” ..

Romantic drama ..

Mother-love drama

Land rush drama...
Potash - Perlmutter
Technicolor feature
Mvsterv drama ...

."Sheik” sequel ...

. . Comedy drama .

31... 8.500

. . N'ov. 28.. 6,754

21.. 10,157

1926

2.. 7,254

..Feb. 27... 5,600

20.. 8.388

27.. 8.219

Aug. 7.. 6.685

9.. 6,000

UNIVERSAL
Features 1926

Flaming Frontier (Gibson) Epic, drama
The Escape (Morrison) Western-action
My Old Dutch (McAvoy-O’Malley) Drama
Midnight Sun (LaPlante-Dowling) Russian melodrama..
Looking for Trouble (Hoxie) Western
Outside the Law (ChaneylDean) Crook melodrama ...

Rolling Home (Denny). Farce comedy
Phantom Bullet (Hoot Gibson) Western
Rustler’s Ranch (Acord) Western
Love Thief (Norman Kerry) Romantic drama ..

Chasing Trouble (Morrison) Action western ....
Bucking the Truth (Morrison) Action western
Marriage Clause (Ians Weber) Drama
Under Western Skies (Norman Kerry)....Western
The Terror (Art Acord) Western
Man in the Saddle (Gibson) Western
Poker Faces (Horton- La Plante) Farce comedy
Whole Town’s Talking (E. E. Horton).... Farce comedy
Wild Horse Stampede (Hoxie) Western
Runaway Express (Daugherty-Mehaffy. . .R. R. thriller
Her Big Night (Laura LaPlante) Farce comedy
Old Soak (Jean Hersholt) Comedy drama
Texas Streak (Hoot Gibson) Thrill western
Ice Flood (Harlan-Dana) Lumber camp melo.
Yellow Back (Fred Humes) Western
Take It from Me (Reginald Denny) Comedy drama
"Michael Strogoff Russian Melodrama

Short Subjects

Gun Shy (Fred Hume) Short western
A Swell Affair (A. Lake) Comedy
Help Wanted (Puffy) Comedy
Desperate Dan Mustang comedy ...
Buster’s Mix-up Buster Brown comedy

17.. 8,828

24.., 4,500

1.. 7,750

2.. 8,767

8.. s.362

15.. 8,000
22.. 6.831

28.. 5,820

5.. 5.230

12.. 6,822

19.. 4,304

26.. 4,305

3.. 7,680

...July 10.. 6,352

-•July 10.. 4,862

17... 5,492
24... 7.808
14.. 6,662
31.. 4.776

28.. 5,865

4.. 7,603
11.. 7,445

25.. 6.250

2.. 5,747

9.. 4.766
16.. 6.649

30.. 9,315

2.000
i.ono

1.000

2.000

2.000

In Quarantine (Snookums)
Snookums’ Buggy Ride
Twin Sisters (Wanda Wiley) ....

Movie Madness (Edna Marian) ..

A Haunted Heiress (Marian)
Let George Do lit

Why, George!
George’s in Love
George the Winner
Buster’s Narrow Escape
Wise or Unwise (Puffy)
Separated Sweethearts (Lake)
Let Loose
Hearts for Rent (Lake)
Tin Bronc (Cobb)
Four-Square Steve (Cobb)
Buster Watch Tige
Frame Up (Hume)
Love Deputy (E. Cobb)
Trapped (Fred Humes)
There She Goes (Wanda Wiley) ..

Buster’s Girl Friend
Papa’s Mama (Arthur Lake)
Buster’s Heartbeats
Daredevil Daisy (Edna Marian) .

Love’s Labor Lost (Edwards)....
Do or Bust (Edwards)
Motor Trouble (Chas. King)
Mixed Doubles (Puffy)
Fire Barrier
Village Cut-Up (Lake)
Under Desert Skies
Thirteenth Man (Puffy)
Op’ry House Tonight (Lake)
Who’s Next? (Edwards)
Thrilling Romance (Wiley)
Little Warrior (Sedgwick)
Wide Open Faces (Puffy)
His Girl Friend (Edna Marian)...
Mixed Brides (Wiley)
When East Meets West
Pep of the Lazy J (Cobb)
Buster’s Orphan Party
Don’t Be a Dummy (Lake)
It’s All Over Now (Edwards)
Shoot ’Em Up Kid (F. Gilman)...
Wait a Bit (Earl Mack)
Don’t Shoot (Mower)
Tiddly Winks (Lake)
Jane’s Predicament (Wiley)
Rustler by Proxy (Hume)
And George Did (Saylor)
Jim Hearn’s Ghost (Sedgewick) .

Buster Helps Dad
Two Dollars, Please (Edwards) .

The Newlyweds’ Neighbors
Wives and Wsmen (Chas. Puffy)
Jane’s Inheritance (Wiley)
Olga’s Boatman (Edwards)
Which is Which? (Chas. King) .

Jane’s Troubles (Wiley)
Wanted a Bride (Arthur Lake)...
The Collegians
Fighting With Buffalo Bill
A Man’s Size Pet
Never Again
For Cryin’ Out Loud
Lots of Grief
Pinnacle Rider (Mower
Pioneer Blood (F. Gilman)
Show Cow Puncher (Cobb)
Too Much Sleep (A. Lake)
When Bonita Rode
Wild Bill (Chas. Puffy)

Kind of Picture Review. Feet

Newlyweds June 5.. 2,000

Newlyweds June 5.. 2,000

Comedy June 12.. 2,000

Comedy June 12.. 2,000

Comedy June 12.. 2,000

A series June 19.. i

Let George Do It June 19.. 2,000

Let George Do It June 19.. 2,000

Let George Do It June 19.. 2,000

Buster Brown series June 26.. 21)00

Comedy June 26.. 1,000

Bluebird comedy June 26.. 1,000

Mustang comedy June 26.. 2,000

Bluebird comedy June 26.. 1,000

Western June 26.. 2,000
Western June 26.. 2,000

Buster Brown June 26.. 2.000

Western June 26.. 2,000

Short western July 3.. 2,000

.Short western July 3.. 2,000

Comedy July 10.. 2,000

.Buster Brown series July 10.. 2,000

.Comedy July 10.. 1,000

.Buster Brown July 17.. 2,000

.Comedy July 17.. 2.00C

.Comedy July 17.. 1,000
•Comedy July 17.. 1,000

.Comedy July 17.. 2,0®
• Comedy July 17.. 1,000

• Short western July 24.. 2,000

Comedy July 24.. 1,000

.Short western July 24.. 2,000

.Comedy July 24.. 1,000

Comedy July 31.. 1,000

• Comedy July 31.. 1,000

• Comedy July 31.. 2,000

• Short western July 31.. 2,000

• Comedy Aug. 7.. 1,000

• Comedy Aug. 7.. 2,000

• Comedy Aug. 14.. 2,000

• Mustang comedy Aug. 14.. 2,000

• Short western Aug. 14.. 2,000

• Buster Brown series Aug. 14.. 2,000

• Comedy Aug. 21.. 1,000

•Comedy Aug. 21.. 1,000

Com. -dr. western Aug. 21.. 2,000

• Comedy Aug. 21.. 2,000

• Short western Aug. 21.. 2,000

. Comedy Aug. 28.. 1,00
• Comedy Aug. 28.. 2,00
• Short western Aug. 28.. 2,00
• Comedy Sept. 4.. 2,00
.Short western Sept. 4.. 2,00
• Buster Brown series Sept. 4.. 2,00
• Bluebird comedy Sept. 4.. 1,00
.Newlyweds series Sept. 11.. 2,000

.Comedy Sept. 11.. 1,00

.What Happened to Jane.... Sept. 11.. 2,000

.Blue Bird comedy Sep. 25.. 1,00

.Excuse Maker Sep. 25.. 2.00

.Stern Bros, comedy Oct. 2.. 2,00

.Comedy Oct. 2.. 1,00

.Series of 10 Oct. 9.. 4.00

. Pioneering serial Oct. 16

.Western comedy Oct. 16.. 2,O0C

.The Gumps Oct. 16.. 2,00C

.Bluebird comedy Oct. 16.. 1,00

.Gump comedy Oct. 16.. 2.00C

.Mustang western Oct. 16.. 2.00

.Mustang western Oct. 23.. 2 rls

.Mustang western Oct. 23.. 2 rh
Comedy Oct. 23.. 1 r!

Mustang western Oct. 30.. 2 rls

• Fat man comedy Oct. 30.. 1 rl
|

VITAGRAPH

Love Hour (H. Gordon Fazenda) Melodrama

WARNER BROS.

1925

Sept. 12.. 7,006

1925

Kiss Me Again (Lubitsch prod.) Light comedy Aug. 15.. 6.722

Limited MaU (Monte Blue)... Railroad melodrama Sep. 12.. 7,144

Wife Who Wasn’t Wanted (Rich) Romantic drama Sep. 19.. 6.85!

His Majesty, Bunker Bean (M. Moore).. Farce comedy Sep. 26.. 7.291

Below the Line (Rin-Tin-Tin) Dog melodrama Oct. 3.. 6.053

Man on the Box (Syd Chaplin) Farce-comedy Oct. 10.. 7,481

Compromise (I. Rich, C. & Brook) Domestic drama Nor. 7.. 6.78S

Red Hot Tires (Monte Blue) Farce comedy Nov. 7.. 6.5®

Bobbed Hair (Prevost-Harlan) Comedy-melodrama Nov. 14.. 7.817

Rose of the World (P. R. Miller) Human interest drama Nov. 21.. 7,5®
Clash of the Wolves (Rin-Tin-Tin) Curwood dog drama Nov. 28.. 6.478

Hogan’s Alley (Blue-Miller) Farce-comedy Dec. 5.. 6310

Lady Windermere's Fan (I. Rich) Stage classic Dec. 12.. 7,06
Seven Sinners (Prevost- Brook) Crook-action drama Dec. 19.. 6SX
Golden Cocoon (H. Chadwick -H. Gordon) Human interest melo. Dec. 36.. 7JW

Sea Beast (John Barrymore) Whaling epic

Oh, What a Nurse (Syd Chaplin) Farce-comedy
Cave Man (M. Moore- Prevost) Farce-comedy ....

Bride of the Storm (D. Costello) Melodrama
Night Cry (Rin-Tin-Tin) Dog melodrama .

Other Women’s Husbands (Blue) ....Comedy drama ...

Hell Bent Fer Heaven (Miller) Mystery drama ...

Little Irish Girl (D. Costello) Crook drama
Why Girls Go Back Home (Miller) Comedy drama .

Silken Shackles (Irene Rich) Drama
Social Highwayman (Devore-Love) Farce-comedy ..

Footloose Widows (Fazenda-Logan) Farce-comedy
Don Tuan (John Barrymore) Romantic drama
Across the Pacific (Monte Blue) Melodrama ....

My Official Wife (Rich-Tearle)...., Drama
Private Tzzv Murphy (Jesse!) Comedy
The Better ’Ole (Svd Chaplin) Supercomedy ...

• Jan. 30.. 9.975

..Mar. 6.. 6987
Mar. 13.. 674!

.April 10.. 6.8®
April 24.. 6.3®

• May 8 . 6721

May IS.. 6.S78

.Mar 2:.. 6667
• May 29.. 5.2K
• June 5.. 6061
• June 36.. 61(T

..July 3.. 7.16
Aug. 21.. 10.018

Oct. 16.. 6.«M5

7M
..Oct. 30.. 7.88-

Oct. 23.. S,64c
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Let Your Patrons Stumble Into $750?

T ONIGHT a patron may slip off that poorly lighted

step, trip on that frayed aisle runner or even stumble

over somebody’s foot in a dark aisle—and with court

precedent in his favor, nail you for damages to the tune of

! $750 or more.
Recently a patron who slipped from a low step, ill lighted,

i and sustained a broken arm, was awarded that amount of

damages, and appeal to the higher courts only strengthened

• the case against the erring theatre.

In an earlier instance it was held that a boy who had

merely accompanied another into the lobby while his friend

exchanged a pair of seats was entitled to damages when
hurt.

The contention that the person was not in the theatre by

invitation, express or otherwise, -was no defence. As such

it was rejected in the first case: in that of the boy in the
: lobby, it was held that he was there for a legitimate pur-

<
pose—and the theatre paid!

A Lawsuit Dodged
Is Money Saved

Accidents can happen when least expected. Why con-

tribute to the chance for their occurrence by leaving aisles

and seats in darkness, by neglected replacement of worn
floor coverings, by good intentions unfulfilled in the matter
of removing lumpy spots from old carpeting

In the event of a damage suit where such conditions can
be showm to exist, you are licked before you start your
alibis.

And think what a crack in the jaiv it -would hand your
local prestige and that of your theatre, to Have a suit arise

against you in such a case! It would be the one instance

where good projection, fine music and courtesy would be
worth as much to you as a motorcycle is to a fish.

Put Money in

Pocket Without Holes

It may save a fewr dollars just now to let that aisle light

matter lay over, to leave the old carpet down, to neglect

lighting up the dark step-off places. But people aren’t

watching their feet when they come to your theatre—if you
put on the right kind of show. They trust you to safe-

guard them. Take every possible precaution.

Saving on little guardians of good will, well-being and
comfort may cost you a lot of money—tonight

!

j

1 '

Transverter Qets More

Fall Sales Than

Ever Before

I
T is reported by Mr. John H. Hertner of

the Hertner Electric Company that he is

receiving the largest number of fall orders

for the Hertner Transverter in the history'

of the company.
In the last two weeks orders have been

received from twenty-two states and Can-

ada, showing that the construction of mo-
tion picture houses is very active.

A number of the more important theatres

ordering Transverters are: Madison Thea-
tre, Rochester, N. Y.

;
Peoples Theatre, Ever-

ett, Washington; New' Westside Theatre,

Scranton, Pa. ; State Theatre, Reading Pa.

;

Rosenthal's Rivoli Theatre, Newark, New
Jersey; New Capitol Theatre. Worcester,

Mass.; Strand Theatre, Springfield, Mass.;

Princess Theatre, Shelby, N. C. ;
Strand

Theatre, Montgomery, Ala.; Eagle Theatre,

Asheville, N. C. ; New Palace Theatre, Stam-
ford Conn.; Yoma Farms, Napanoch, N. Y.

;

B. F. Keith’s Georgia Theatre, Atlanta,

Georgia: New Mission Theatre, Amarillo,

Organize Supply Company
Pear Bros., former owmers of the Avon,

Garfield and 16th Street Theatres, in Brook-
lyn, have associated themselves with I. H.
Moskowitz and have organized the Amuse-
ment Supply' Co., Inc., dealing in theatre

equipment with quarters in 729 Seventh Ave.,

Suite 605-606.

Qood Equipment
Prospects Here

CHICAGO. ILL.—J. J. Redding- & Company,
10 North Clark street, has contract for two-
story brick and terra-cotta trim theatre, bank
and store building, 150 by 131 feet, to be

erected at northeast corner Addison and
Southport avenues, for Addison Building

Corporation. Estimated cost, §750,000.

PONTIAC, MICH. —- Pryale Construction
Company has contract and is wrecking
building for erection of new Eagle Theatre
for Kleist Amusement Company, frontage

60 feet and depth 140 feet.

HATTIESBURG, MISS.—A'. H. Bailey and
T. F. Alston are erecting stucco moving pic-

ture theatre on Mobile street for colored

people.
KANSAS CITY, MO.—George Hucke & Son,

1704 Baltimore street, has general contract

for two-story brick theatre, store and apart-

ment building. 128 by 135 feet, to be erected

at northwest corner 12th and Washington
streets, for Corner Realty Company. Esti-

mated cost, $125,000.

Contracts Awarded

WOODBRIDGE, N. J.—Oschwald Construc-

tion Company, S45 Clinton avenue, Newark,
N. J., has general contract for two-story

brick theatre, 77 by 176 feet, to be erected

at Main street and Eleanor place, for Heller

Construction Company, 972 Broad street.

BUFFALO, N. Y.—Dwight P. Robinson &
Company, Inc., 125 East 46th street, New
York, has contract for four-story brick the-

atre to be erected on Delaware avenue, for

E. M. Statler, Pennsylvania Hotel, Seventh
avenue. New York. Estimated cost, §1,-

000
,
000 .

DAYTON, O.—A. Pziegler Company, Cooper
Building, has contract for one and two-story
brick, stone and tile theatre and store build-

ing to be erected on Xenia avenue, for Fede-
ration Realty Company, Callahan Book
Building. Estimated cost, $225,000.

BESSEMER, ALA.—Imperial Theatre will

be remodeled. Estimated cost, $25,000.

EVANSVILLE, IND.—Columbia Theatre is

being improved.
SHENANDOAH, IA.—New 20 -foot addition

is being built to Senith Theatre, new stage
constructed, new settings intsalled. Im-
provements will give 100 extra seats.
COLUMBIA, MO.—T. C. Hall and AV. K.

Karsteter contemplate remodeling and erect-
ing brick theatre addition.
CONCORD, N. C.—Star Theatre will be en-

larged and seating capacity increased.
DEVILS LAKE, N. D.—Interior Grand The-

atre will be redecorated.

Renovating

LIMA, O.—Green & Sawyer have general
contract for remodeling Orpheum Theatre
on Market street for George Settos. Re-
constructed playhouse will be designed in

Egyptian architecture. Stage will be moved
back fifty feet, greatly increasing seating
capacity. About $2,500 will be spent for
latest draperies and devices. Improvements
cost approximately $125,000.
ANTLERS, OKLA.—Extension is being

built to Erie Theatre, providing for about
100 additional seats.
FREDERICK, OKLA.—A-Mus-U Theatre is

being redecorated.
DONORA, PA.—Grand Theatre will be re-

modeled. Estimated cost, $10,000.
KANE, PA-—Extensive improvements are

being made to New Temple Theatre, includ-
ing new stage and scenic equipment.
OIL CITY, PA.—Extensive improvements

to Park Theatre, include redecorating in-
terior, and installing new seats and elec-

trical equipment.
DRESDEN, TENN.—‘Strand Theatre will be

remodeled.
RIPLEY, TENN.—Dixie Theatre will be re-

modeled, seating capacity increased about
150, new organ and heating system installed,
new balcony constructed, etc.

SPOKANE, "WASH. — Columbia Theatre,
originally ‘ erected to house Orpheum vaude-
ville, now operated by Will Starkey The-
atres, Inc., will be remodeled, new front con-
structed, redecorated, recarpeted, etc. House
has seating capacity cf 1,200. Change name
to New Hippodrome.
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In the Market
for Equipment

Attention to Little Things

Makes S- &- S. Theatres Grow
T N RENOVATING the recently acquired
A Normandy Theatre, the Small-Strousberg
interests, owning a circuit of thirty-five

Brooklyn, N. Y., theatres, displayed an at-

tention to the little things which make good
projection better that reveals the secret of

their- steady growth.
As soon as they secured the Normandy,

Messrs. Small and Strousberg got hold of a
man in sympathy with their ideas and in Mr.
A. G. Crowe the house achieved a manager
who believes strongly in the policy of keep-
ing the projection apparatus and projection
room in top notch condition.

So, while tinsmiths, roofers, plumbers, car-

penters. decorators and the like were tin-

ning, carping, roofing, plumbing, and so on,

the projectionist and his assistant were given
attention in the matter of projection room
needs.

Policy “Perfect Projection”

The policy of the Small-Strousberg execu-
tives being “Perfect projection as well as

comfort and courtesy for patrons,” Mr.
Crowe immediately had projection room im-
provements made.
The room was painted freshly. New Sim-

plex 2,000 foot magazines replaced old, worn-
out equipment, and a set of higher-capacity

rheostats was installed. Snaplite lenses of

the latest type were procured and fitted to

the projectors.

All the worn parts on the projectors have
been replaced by genuine new parts.

Projectionist Enthused
“With all these improvements, taken in

connection with the improvement made by
fixing up the screen, and new prints which
we are receiving on account of the Nor-
mandy being first run in this neighborhood,”

said Richard Kuester, chief projectionist, “I

am put on my mettle and with my side-kick,

Billy Budge, here, who feels the same way, I

am bound to do everything humanly possi-

ble to get the audience what my employers

wish them to have—and that is a perfect

picture on the screen.

“If every manager took as much interest

in the projection room as Air. Crowe does,”

said Mr. Kuester, “Projector replacement

FINE FILM STUDIO, BRICK BUILT ON
LATEST AMERICAN LINES, 3 STAGES
150' x 70 ' each—concreted exterior stage 200' x
100'. Finest situation in England—any location

within 60 miles. Equipped with lighting, flats,

theatre, offices, complete darkrooms. Price,

$100,000. Apply Box 4, Osborne-Peacock Co.,

Ltd., 11, Piccadilly, Manchester.

PATENTS and TRADE MARKS
Protect Your Most Valuable Assets

I offer expert professional service and invite cor-
respondence front anyone contemplating the regis-

tration of a trade mark or the patenting of an
invention.

LESTER L. SARGENT
Registered Patent Attorney

524 Tenth Street Washington, D. C.

and rejuvenation would not be a continual
battle, and every projectionist would take
the same pride in his work that Budge and
I do with our newly decorated theatre and
our finer projection room equipment.”

Stumblers Safeguarded

Other lilliputian items that might make
big troubles were taken care of with the
removal of all worn out floor coverings and
the renewal of these important things.

Air. Crowe feels that he can offer Brook-
lyn patrons not only good pictures projected

without delays on dependable projectors, but,

as well, that his theatre won’t run into dan-
ger of damage suits through neglect of lit-

tle things that safeguard patrons.

Lincoln Strand Reopens
The Grand Theatre, Lincoln, 111., of which

Alatthew Reinhardt is the owner and Will-

iam J. Gabel, manager, opened the sea-

son on September 28. The Gabel Amuse-
ment Co. will conduct the theatre, which will

play road attractions, vaudeville and pic-

tures. The theatre has been recently re-

decorated and painted inside and out.

Dyker Theatre to Be Cool

Pulch & Huebner are installing Arctic-

Nu-Air Cooling and Ventilating Systems in

their new, beautiful 2,500-seat Dyker Thea-
tre, Brooklyn, N. Y., which will open within

a short time.

Equipping Theatres

GLOBE, ARIZ.—Walls of Martin Theatre
are being- remodeled and ceiling redecorated.

ALEDO, ILL. — Two projection machines
will be installed in Jewell Theatre and new
curtain hung.

BROWNWOOD, TEXAS.—American Thea-
tre is being remodeled. L. D. Brown, owner
Queen Theatre, has leased house and will
reopen it as New Dixie Theatre.

HENRTETTA, OKLA. — Extensive im-
provements will be made to Morgan Thea-
tre.

SHAWNEE, OKLA.—Lobby of Savoy Thea-
tre will be rebuilt.

HEBRONVILLE, TEXAS.—Reported that
Casino Theatre will be enlarged.

Improve Film Exchange
PHILADELPHIA. PA.—Alexander Davies,

Jarvis Builfling, 12th and Vine streets, has
general contract for alterations and brick
and stone-trim addition, 58 by 90 feet, to
film exchange building at northwest corner
12th and Vine streets, for Claude J. Jarvis,
1211 Vine street.

FOR SALE
Four DeVry portable projecting machines. Cost

$250.00 each; but slightly used; in good condi-

tion; attractive price. Box 396, Moving Picture

World, 516 Fifth Ave., New York City.

ST. JOSEPH, MO.—Plans for new moving
picture theatre being erected on St. Joseph
avenue, between Jefferson and Fillmore
streets, have been changed. Structure will
be longer than originally intended, increas-
ing seating capacity from 500 to 700.

GREENSBORO, N. C.—W. E. Garrett, 331
South Elm street, and associates, are con-
verting store building into three-story the-
atre, 25 by 135 feet. Theatre cost estimated
at $10,000. Equipment and furnishings esti-
mated at $6,000.

RALEIGH. N. C.—John E. Beaman, State
Theatre Building has started construction
work on moving picture theatre on West
Martin street for Aronson & Brown. Will
renovate present Y. W. C. A. building on front
lot as entrance to lobby. Estimated cost
$60,000.

CHATTANOOGA, TENN.—George H. Klemm
1511 Union avenue, and J. A. Pickle have
awarded contract to Martin & Warlick Com-
pany, James Building, for moving picture
theatre in 4900 block on Rossville Boulevard.
Estimated cost $40,000.

DALLAS, TEXAS.—M. S. White. 1805%
Commerce street, will erect moving picture
theatre at 1900-02 Second avenue. Estimated
cost $16,486.

WACO. TEXAS—W. C. Abell, 3400 Wash-
ington avenue, has awarded contract to Peck
Phillips for erecting one-story brick and
stone-trim theatre and store building at
18th and Concord streets. Theatre will have
seating capacity of 900. Estimated cost $40,-
000 .

SPRINGFIELD, ILL.—Reisch Investment
Company. Reisch Building, has plans by Carl
Myers, Myers, building, for brick addition to
Empress Theatre at 1106 E. S. Grand avenue.
Estimated cost $20,000.

KENOSHA, WIS.—United Studios Company,
28 West Lake street, Chicago. 111., has con:

tract for three-story brick and cut-stone trim
theatre, store and apartment building, 85 by
239 feet, to be erected for Universal Chain
Theatrical Enterprises, Inc., New York. Es-
timated cost $600,000.

RACINE. WIS.—Gottschalk & Company, 111
West Washington street, Chicago, 111., has
contract for brick, reinforced concrete and
terra-cotta trim theatre, 120 by 145 feet, to

be erected at Fifth and Lake streets, for
Rialto Amusement Company, 505 Main street
Estimated cost $350,000.

HOUSTON, TEXAS.—Hewitt Construction
Company, 532 Bankers Building, has contract
for ten-story brick, reinforced concrete and
stone-trim theatre and office building, 75 by
100 feet, to be erected jn Fannin street,

between Walter and McKinney streets, for

J. H. Jones. Bankers Mortgage Building. Es-
timated cost $650,000.

SITUATIONS WANTED
ORGANIST—Positively first-class picture player, fea-

ture soloist. Conservatory graduate. Accomplished
musician. Box olfice attraction. Union. Splendid
library. Organ and salary must be good. Write or

wire. Organist, 117 So. 11th Street, Cambridge, Ohio.
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Better Projection Pays

School of

Projection

F
ROM a union, which I think it will per-

haps be best not to name, comes a

letter, a portion of which follows

:

“Some while ago I wrote you asking advice

concerning the organizing of a School of

Projection in this city. I asked that the

matter be' kept confidential, because I

feared the other members of this local might
not understand and possibly think I had
taken too much upon myself.

“I did not hear from you, probably be-

cause the letter went astray, so recently I

brought the matter before the local, where
it met with approval. It was then very late,

or early, as you will, and we were unable to

give the matter much discussion then as to

future plans.

“We have arranged for a meeting, how-
ever, to discuss the matter, and much de-

pends upon it, because I fear that unless we
can prove to the membership that such a

move is needed and will result in the bene-

fit of all concerned, then it v/ill all fail.

“I therefore am asking you to help me, or

us, if you will. I would like to know, as

nearly as possible, how many other I. A.

locals have schools of projection
;
also how

they are conducted. Now that the ball has

been set rolling I don’t quite know what
move to make next, and since I brought the

matter up the rest of the men look to me
to take the lead.”

Lose Momentum
I remember receiving no other letter. I

hardly know what to say with regard to this

matter. There certainly is a woeful need

i

for such work, but the difficulty is, and al-

ways has been, to get the members to take
sufficient interest in it to keep it going.

Such moves have, in the past, almost with-

out exception started off with a bang, only

to gradually die.

This is, I believe, largely due to two
things. First, to enter upon such a course
of study involves real work—that is to say,

if it is to really amount to anything, and it

is work which can be side-stepped and
avoided by those who lack true ambition,

interest in their work, and a little of what
we call vision. Secondly, there is no imme-
diate apparent gain. One does not begin to

study today and get a college degree next
week. It isn’t done! Real benefit from study
comes only after continued, sustained appli-

cation.

I cannot say how many I. A. locals now
have schools, but many have tried them,
and few have really made much progress,

because, I think, of the fact -that there are
few who have the ambition, interest and
vision to enter upon a course of study and

' stick to it for an extended time, when it

means some sacrifice both in effort and time,

which they can side-step and avoid merely

j

by the process of staying away as soon as

they become weary.

Bluebook School
Question No. 538—What would be the

voltage drop of a copper circuit of No.
6 wire working at capacity or less, if

its one-way length be eighty- five feet?

Question No. 539—Suppose you are

asked what size wire you wish installed

for the projection room circuit in a new
theatre in which you are to have charge.

Its length of projection is 80 feet. There
will be three M. P. projectors, each using

70 amperes, one spot using 60 amperes,

and one Brinkert effects projector using

a total of 160 amperes. Current is 8 cents

per KW hour. In a general way tell us

what size wires you would recommend
and on what you would base your rec-

ommendation. Here is one to tax the

knowledge of the best. Let’s see how
far you can get with it.

As to methods, I believe you will prob-

ably have more real success by adopting

some scheme of inducing your members to

all answer the Bluebook School Questions.
I will—and it means considerable added bur-

den—undertake to check over the answers
each week and to return to the local, for

reading at its regular meetings, the one or

two best answers each week, provided any
correct answers there be.

If this does not suit you, then all you
have to do is adopt some definite course of

study, such as, for example, the Bluebook
questions, or whatever you wish to, and hold

meetings each week or semi-weekly; for the

purpose of study.

As I have said though usually the men get

tired of attending such meetings and the

thing just plain dies. I believe the Blue-

book School is your best bet. I am very
willing to help you in any possible way.

SPECIAL
ROLL and

MACHINE
TICKETS
Your own special Ticket,

any colors, accurately
numbered ; every roll

guaranteed.
Coupon Tickets for Prize

Drawing: 5,000 for $7.00.

Prompt shipments. Cash with

the order. Get the samples.

Send diagram for Reserved
Seat Coupon Tickets, serial or dated.

ROLL AND MACHINE TICKETS
In Five Thousand Lots and Upward

Ten Thousand ...$6.00

Fifteen Thousand 7.00

Twenty-five Thousand 9*00

Fifty Thousand 12.50

One Hundred Thousand 18.00

National Ticket Co. Shamokin, Pa.

Picture Size

And Shapes

CHARLES H. TRAVIS, projectionist,

Bareli Theatre, Schenectady, N. Y.,

says : “What would be the effect on
theatre patrons, managers and owners of

theatres were the screen image dimensions
changed? By this I mean that the width
be reduced by one foot, with height as at

present. No change in film width is in-

volved. The narrowing of the screen image
would be accomplished by narrowing the

projector aperture, possibly by means of a

mask which could be removed during the

projection of a picture on the other pro-

jector in order to permit of the present pic-

ture dimensions being used.

“I have been asked that question and am
passing it along to secure a general opinion.

My own answer was that when the public

had become accustomed to the nearly square

picture there would be no complaint. One
opinion was that in many theatres the house
decorations would have to be altered, hence
the cost of such alteration would be an ob-
jection.”

What Is Wrong?

This is a question which it is not easy to

deal with without knowledge of why it is

asked. In other words, in order to answer
intelligently one would of necessity have to

know what the reason for the proposed
change is. What is wrong with present pic-

ture dimensions ? They were adopted for

good reasons. The width was made greater

than the height because of the fact that

whereas height above that which present
dimensions supplies would seldom be of ad-
vantage. On the other hand, it is, of course,

desirable that as much width as is practica-

ble be included, since there then is more
room for action. Possibly that is not very
well stated, but I think you get the idea.

Two chief objections to what you pro-

pose occur to me at the moment. One is

that by masking down the projector aper-

ture you cut off and obliterate a portion of

essential to the story. Second, it is not un-

common to find a screen image which is,

due to distortion by reason of an impossible

projection angle, nearly square. If under
these conditions you mask off a portion of

the width (a considerable portion usually

has already been masked off in making the

sides of the distorted screen image perpen-
dicular) you will have a picture with con-

siderably greater height than width, which
I think you would yourself declare “not so

good.”

I am not certain, but believe such a con-

dition would tend to make more noticeable

the distortion of the objects in the picture

itself.

My own view is that present picture di-

mensions are pretty nearly as satisfactory as

any which could be adopted, and that they

should not be changed.
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Bluebook School Answers Nos. 526 and 52 7

Note :—This “School” is designed to arouse interest in the study of those many problems
which constantly arise in motion picture projection, AND to cause men to really study
the Bluebook and assimilate the vast amount of knowledge contained within its covers.

Question No. 526—Name the various things

which cause the resistance of a copper cir-

cuit to increase or decrease.

W. C. Budge, Springfield Gardens
; C. H.

Hanover, Burlington, la.
;
Charles C. Curie,

Chattanooga, Tenn. ; S. F. Cooley, Man-
chester, N. H. ; W. C. Doe, “Bill” Doe and

John Doe, Chicago, 111.; E. Fergodo, Liver-

more, Cal.; A1 Lehman Glenside (no state

given, I think it is New York)
;

Frank

Dudiak, Fairmont, W. Va. ;
Allan Gengen-

bcck, New Orleans, La.
;
T. H. Bankerton,

Wentsville, Mo. ; G R. Hahn, Memphis,
Tenn.; Gilbert Atkindon Cleveland, Ohio,

and T. R. Guimond, Mobile, Ala., all made
good on this one.

On the whole, I think Brother Curie has

put it best. He replies thus

:

“Resistance increases as (a) length of cir-

cuit is increased, or (b) length of circuit is

decreased: (c) as temperature is increased
above normal: (d) as composition of wires
is changed to an alloy having lower con-
ductivity.

“Resistance decreases as any one or more
of before named factors are reversed, except
that this only holds good as to (c) if tem-
perature be above normal. _

“Note.—The difference in conductivity of

various metals makes the analogy of water
to current the more complete, since it cor-
responds to roughness or smoothness of pipe
walls. Much might be said in explanation
of the foregoing, but it would all have the
same meaning. I think Brother Richardson
has done a very good job in the Bluebook
and can see no room for improvement.’’

Question No. 527—Taking the resistance

of copper as one (1), what is the relative

resistance of aluminum, of Fero Nickel

(rheostat wire), of Climax resistance wire,

of nichrome, of Advance resistance wire, of

silver and of steel ?

All the before named, except Bankerton,

made good on this, which only required an

examination of page 65 of the Bluebook.

These questions are asked merely for the

sake of completeness of the “course,” and to

draw your attention to all data contained in

the Bluebook. All the replies to this one

are, of course, essentially the same.

Brother Budge says:
“Taking the resistance of copper as one

(1), the resistance of aluminum is 1.5, that
on Ferro Nickel 17, that of Climax resistance
wire 50, that of Nichrome 66, that of Ad-
vance resistance wire 28, that of silver 1

(the same as copper) and that of soft
steel 8.”

Don’t get discouraged by the compara-
tively uninteresting lot of questions we have
just now. We will get through them and
into more interesting stuff before long.

By the way, I notice at the end of Brother
Curie’s answer to 527 this note

:

“While not attempting- to improve upon
our Editor’s work, there is a point or two I

wish to bring out. If we are to be abso-
lutely correct we must remember that it is

annealed copper that has its resistance rep-
resented by one (1). The relative resistance
of hard drawn copper is 1.022; also the re-
sistance of pure annealed silver is 0.925.

This is only to emphasize the point that
there is a difference in metals, and we must
know precisely what the metal is before
being too certain about their relative resist-
ance.”

Correct, Brother Curie, but in our busi-

ness we deal only with commercial copper.

With silver we deal not at all. It is, of

course, understood that even commercial
copper, which is presumed to be always the

same as to its composition, really varies

slightly, hence its resistance will also vary
slightly, or may do so. You were quite

right to raise the point. It shows that you
really understand the matter. However,
such differences have no especial interest

for the projectionist, though the student

may pursue them as far as he will.

What’s that? The projectionist should be

a student?

Correct, Brother Curie, but just now there

are so many things he so sadly needs to

study that I’m not stressing these finer

points.

Organizations

Act Splendidly

THE terrible storm which swept over

Florida wrecked and put temporarily

out of business every theatre in

Miami. This left all members of the Miami
local without means of earning a living

;

also many of them suffered the loss of their

homes and all their possessions.

This is the Mechau Projector, recently

described in Moving Picture World. A
is the lamphouse. B the hood containing

the reflector by which the light beam is

projected forward to the screen. C the

projection lens, D the curved surface

which forms the aperture over which the

film passes on its way from upper maga-

zine J to lower magazine K. E is the

lens foscusing screw, beside which is the

flaming arrangement which operates by

rotating the sprockets. F is the driving

motor. G the driving wheel. H the

crank. I the weight which drives the

carbon feeding mechaism. The thing

immediately over the lamphouse is the

stereopticon attachment mirror which

projects the slide image forward into the

projection lens in front of it, just back

of hood B.

Immediately upon learning the conditions,

the I. A. T. S. E. & M. P. M. O., by order
of President Canavan, sent a check for $1,000

to the local
; it also recommended to all its

affiliated locals that such contribution as

each local felt able to make should be sent

immediately to Local 545 at Miami.
This is a splendid action. It is real

brotherhood. It cannot be too highly com-
j

mended. We hope the- results will prove
sufficient to tide the Miami men over the
crisis, and that in due time the awful disas-

ter will be only a memory. The sympathy of

all projectionists is with you of Miami, and
I am more than- pleased to know that the

sympathy is- taking tangible, practical form
. „ c

Projectionist

Turns Tipster

H H. HEDSTROM, projectionist, Or-
pheum Theatre, Twin Falls, Idaho,

• says : “Friend Richardson :—I feel

that I may call you that after eight years of

very practical use of your (leave the “y” off

that last word-—Ed.) department, even

though you have never heard from me.
“Here is a little tip which may to some

extent repay the man)’- I have had from the

department. Regarding Brother John Grif-

fith’s framing stunt, it is all right, only a

bit too complicated. I’ve been threading my
Simplex projectors in frame without a slip

for eight years in this way : Be certain the

intermittent is on the ‘lock.’ Hold the film

so that your thumb-nail is on a frame line

and engage the film with the sprocket teeth

so that you can still see two sprocket holes

between your thumb and the sprocket. In

this it is assumed the projectionist faces the

screen, looking at the emulsion side of the

film, and not, as I have seen some, doing a

swan’s neck, in order to see the front side

of the sprockets

“This will work every time, on old or new
Simplex projectors, single or double bearing

intermittent, providing the movement be on

the ‘lock’ while threading.

“And while I’m at it, I want to thank
yourself and the brother contributors to the

department, and to add one more to the list

of boosters for your very excellent Hand-
book. which I, of course, have.”

Friend Hedstrom adds an explanation of

not having written before, but acknowledges
it is not a very good one. In that I agree

with him. However, better late than never.

I fired an engine out of Shoshone in 1SS3.

We were then building the Oregon Short

Line on which line my dad was the first pas-

senger engineer. Many thanks for your tip.

Am not sure I quite understand you, but

believe you mean that as you look at the

sprocket there will be two holes between
your thumb and the top of the sprocket.

S’pose some of you chaps try this out and

report your findings. Come again. The
latch-string is on the outside of the door

always.



Noticeably Superior

There is a definite difference on the

screen with pictures printed from Eastman

Panchromatic Negative— the results are

noticeably superior.

Eastman Panchromatic Negative is com-

pletely color sensitive— renders all tones

of blue, red, yellow and green in their

correct relationship in black and white.

Where regular film is ordinarily satisfac-

tory, "Pan” is extraordinarily successful.

And Eastman Positive Film carries all

the quality of the negative through to the

screen.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.



nui rvua^ii presents

Mabel Norman
in Raggedy Rose

Drawing power

How many stars pull like the one and only Mabel?

Her first picture in a long time,—and the public is

hungry to see her.

How to get the money

Let your public know you’r

show the first Normand in i

and the rest is easy. A wiseex

give this picture at least ec

with his feature. Better stil

but a big proven business-g

ture, give the Normand the

break. It’s worth it.

F. RICHARD JONES, Supervisi

Quality

The best feature pro-

duction. Laughs mixed

with pathos. Sure-fire

entertainment.

trade mark



“Hands off on Arbitration”—Hays
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THESE PRIZES ARE
DRAWING THOUSANDS OF
OLLARS TO BOX-OFFICES!

Metro'Qoldwyri'Mayer’s

national fan advertising is

sensational showmanship

READ ABOUT IT
INSIDE THIS COVER



THOUSANDS ARE
ENTERING M-G-M’s
FAN MAGAZINE
CONTESTS!

—the most sensational

national advertising of years

is bringing real money to box-offices

!

METRO-Goldwyn-Mayer again

IS first with the big, new idea!

NATIONAL advertising

THAT actually—not theoretically—
BRINGS money to your box-office.

THE M-G-M Question Contest,

APPEARING monthly in the magazines,

DRAWS hundreds of thousands

OF replies from all over the world.

THE contestants, in order to reply,

HAVE to go to the theatre

SHOWING M-G-M attractions.

THE prizes are personal gifts

FROM big M-G-M stars.

EXHIBITORS tell us

THERE never has been anything like it

IN direct box-office results.

SHOWMANSHIP!
THAT’S M-G-M . .

.

METRO-
COldwvn-
MAVCR
WEEK

SEPT. 12™

A typical

M-Q-M fan ad
showing Question
Column.

Note the Question Column in the

‘Bardelys”ad reproduced to the right.

In order to answer the M'Q-
questionnaire the reader must be

familiarwith M-Q-M productions.

Replies have reached such num-
bers that a special department
was created to handle them.Metrp-

^Cjoldwun-
Msycr
The Talk of the Public
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Whatother
company
could

7

possibly
release 4
RECORD
SMASHERS
like these
within Q
Successive
weeks /
And they're
typical of

Ziegfeld’s

kid boots
*

FDDIE CANTOR aM“m
$33,500 record opening week

at the RIALTO, NEW YORK.

Re
leased

?A,fMARDWXTheQ
PALActZ

e
y reCOrd atj^ACE, Dallas, Texas!

f
Re-1

leased
Oct.lLJ

n
[flDOlPHlWENJOU

l-Ihe Ace of Cddj

ffaramount tyictumsIwri S

I)
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•Ready for immediate bookings /

“LONDON” is the second picture from the star-director-pro-

ducer combination that made the successful “Nell Gwyn.”
A fast-moving, strictly modern love-melodrama. With Paul
Whiteman and his band, and the famous Kit Kat girls. The
N. Y. Times calls it “emphatically interesting with its start-

ling contrasts drawn from the life in a roaring metropolis.”

BRITISH NATIONAL PICTURES, LTD. PRESENT THEIR "OVERSEAS SPECIAL"
STARRING

DOROTHYGISH
‘DirectedbyHerbert WUcoX
An original story for the screen by Thomas Burke,

Clffaramoiwt{picture
Member of Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc.—Will H. Hays, President
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A PUBLISHER
in making circulation claims is limited only by his

imagination—his viewpoint is naturally biased.

The Audit Bureau of Circulations is limited to FACTS
established and verified from a disinterested standpoint.

There’s a difference.

The Only Verified Circulation Figures Show :

—

FIRST
MOVING PICTURE WORLD

With 6,492 Net Paid Exhibitor Circulation

MOTION PICTURE NEWS *

SECOND With Less Net Paid Exhibitor Circulation

THIRD
EXHIBITORS HERALD *

With Less Net Paid Exhibitor Circulation

*Publicity Rules of the Audit Bureau of Circulations
prevent quoting exact audit figures of competitor papers.

Moving' Picture

WORLD
A Chalmers Publication

1
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FIG LEAVES
The FAMILY UPSTAIRS
“MARRIAGE LICENSE?”

The BLUE EAGLE
WOMANPOWER
3 BAD MEN
The LILY
The MIDNIGHT KISS

The COUNTRY BEYOND
WHISPERING WIRES

the greatest money
S°

w *'
picture of the year

SUMMER
BACHELORS
{.WARNER FABIAN FLAMING YOUTH

' with

MADGE BELLAMY
ALLAN FORREST - MATT MOORE
HALE HAMILTON-CHARLES W1NN1NGER
WALTER CATLETT - OLIVE TELL

Scenario by JAMES HAMILTON

ALLAN DWAN 'production



THE RETURN OF

PETER GRIMM
A dramatic answer to Life’s greatest question. Based on
David Belasco’s stage triumph with: JANET GAYNOR,
Alec B. Francis, Richard Walling, Florence Gilbert, John
Roche, Lionel Belmore, and John St. Polis. Scenario by
Bradley King.

VICTOR SCHERTZINGER PRODUCTION

THE CITY
I

I

A sensational drama of frenzied love and politics. Based on
the play by CLYDE FITCH. With: May Allison, Walter
McGrail, Richard Walling, Nancy Nash and Robert Frazer.
Scenario by Gertrude Orr.

R. WILLIAM NEILL PRODUCTION

GOING CROOKED
A straight steer to good entertainment. Based on John
Golden’s comedy hit, by Winchell Smith, William Collier and
Aaron Hoffman. With: BESSIE LOVE, Leslie Fenton,

Oscar Shaw, Lydia Knott and Gustave Von Seyffertitz. Sce-

nario by Keene Thompson.
GEORGE MELFORD PRODUCTION

WINGS oftheSTORM
A touching, human story ot a girl, a man and a dog. With:
Thunder the Dog sensation of the screen, and William Rus-
sell, Virginia Brown Faire, Reed Howes. Story by Lawrence
W. Pedrose. Scenario by Dorothy Yost and L. G. Rigby.

J. G. BLYSTONE PRODUCTION
Member of Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc.—Will H. Hays, President



INDUSTRY
CLAMORS'

Pictures. MORE PICTURES » From SHOW-
PIEM ov^Mhe*CRY GOES UP First National, .

ONLY FIRST NATIONAL, IS PROD-
UCT.- steady UNBEATABLE FLOW •»

3irat
Rational
Pictures

,

HIT after HIT.WEEK afterWEEK Bringing

WEEK-AFTER -WEEK PROFITS
thousands'!^ Box-Offices OUT OF THE "RED!'~
Thats CONSISTENCY to SHOWwhat

GENEa-mMia FIRST NATIONAL
iS&filSia PERFORMConsistency. Consecutive

ANCEZ NEVER haUSr ANYTHING
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Last Minute News From Everywhere
“REEL EXCHANGE” MOVING PICTURE OLD ADAGE

is not where you swap your

‘"junk” film, nor Is it a

"bicycling” combine. It’s

the title of the Hays organ-

ization's Fire Prevention

Picture. WORLD
“Actions speak louder than

words,” doesn’t hold true

any .more, Sam Warner,
speaking Vitaphonically,

might tell the world, if he
would.
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F. P. Canadian

Theatres Gross

Shows Increase

Report $800,581 for

Last Fiscal Year
(Special to Moving Picture World)

Ottawa, Nov. 3.

According to the seventh an-
nual financial statement of Fa-
mous Players Canadian Corpora-
tion, Ltd., Toronto, issued by J.

P. Bickell, vice-president, the
theatres owned, operated or af-

filiated with the corporation
now number 101, all being in

Canada.
The report, which is for the

fiscal twelve months ended Au-
gust 28 last, showed that the
profits for the year were $800,581
jefore depreciation, interest and
leferred charges were accounted
hr. This compared with $730,007
’or the previous fiscal year. It

s interesting to note that the
orporation made an allowance
>f $265,408 for the year’s de-
ireciation, as coqipared with the
irevious corresponding allow-
tnce of $180,000. This large in-

rease was due to the fact that
he company brought the depre-
dation charge in line with the
imount allowed by the Canadian
neome Tax Department.
After deducting bond and

nortgage interest and other de-
erred charges, the net profits
or the past fiscal year were
399,639. The surplus brought
orward was $281,005, as com-
iared with $215,401 at the end
f the preceding fiscal year,
'herefore, the balance carried
orward in surplus increased by
36,680 for the last year.
Mr. Bickell reported that the
rst quarter of the 1925-1926
ear was most unfavorable from
he standpoint of theatre opera-
ion, but practically every thea-
re operated by the corporation
ad shown substantial improve-
lent in net earnings for the
velve months.
Capital assets in the form of
leatre properties were shown

(Continued on page 2)

Clarke Admits Plan

I

Col. W. F. Clarke of
Cranfield & Clarke this
week admitted that he is

interested in n new pro-
duction - distribution
scheme. He is not yet
rendy to announce details.
It is rumored that the
name of Triangle may be

|

brought back to the
screen. Harry Aiken, for-
mer president of Triangle,
may be interested in the

1 plan.

Short Subjects Suddenly in Great Demand;

F. P. Closes Deal, M-G-M Is Negotiating

Late Chicago

News Notes
A seller’s new Sheridan

Square Theatre of 3.000
seats will open on Thanks-
giving Day with an elabo-
rate program. Fifth An-
niversary Week brought
out an attendance of 75,-
000. Oscar Doob has been
made publicity manager
for Balaban-Katz-Kunsky
in Detroit. He is suc-
ceeded here by William
Pine.

D. W. Griffith Reported

To Have British Offer
D. W. Griffith is reported to

have received an offer from an
English producer to make two,
or possibly three pictures in Eng-
land. The offer is said to have
come “from a titled Englishman.’
It is known that Lord Beaver-
brook, who recently visited Can-
ada, is interested in English pic-
tures, but it is not known
whether he was in touch with
Mr. Griffith at that time.
At the offices of D. W. Griffith,

Inc., in New York City, it was
stated that nothing is known of
an offer from England. Mr. Grif-
fith has two more pictures to
make for Paramount.

Rejoins First Love
George IT. Stevenson is back

in the film game as manager cf
publicity for Columbia. Joe
Brandt and Jack Cohn, president
and treasurer of Columbia,
taught him the busin --s in the
early days at Univeru_.

Paramount Buys Two Winkler Series of Five Each

—Schenck Now Making Plans

By Sumner Smith

The short subject, once the orphan of the motion picture family,
lias become the favorite son, surrounded by herds of fatted calves.
In their efforts to offer exhibitors complete programs, big distrib-
utors are putting out the welcome mat and offering the' glad hand
to the formerly unpopular short subject. And doesn’t he love it

!

Here’s the dope to date:

Famous Players-Lasky has
closed with Winkler Pictures for
two series of short subjects for
release beginning in September,
1927. Five subjects will consti-
tute each series.

London Cable
By W. E. ALLISON-BOOTH

Moving Picture World
Bureau London,
November 2.

The Big Parade” is being
withdrawn next week after a
record run for any picture in
England. “So This Is Paris" is
held over owing to its huge
success. “Beau Geste” was pre-
sented at the Plaza this week
and is a sure winner. This pic-
ture has been criticized in
France and complaint has been
made of wearing the uniforms
of the Foreign Legion without
nermission. Ernie Romer is the
latest English film find. He
weighs 480 pounds and can do
any athletic stunt.

Pictures’ Greatest Development

Now at Hand, Says “Joe” Kennedy
Joseph P. Kennedy, president

of F. B. O., in New York this
week had a few words to say
in defense of the modern film
producer. Having just looked
over Hollywood, he spoke with
authority.

“The modern film producer,”
he said, “is fully alive to his re-
sponsibility in maintaining his
present prestige and in keeping
abreast with the times. Ar. no
time in the history of the indus-

try has there been greater op-
portunity for every man and
woman engaged in it, because the
keen competition for ideas will
mean advancement. Undreamed-
of possibilities lie only a few
years ahead. The field is so
broad that nobody can foresee
what may be commonplace ten
years from now.”

After a chat with trade paper
men he took them into the pro-

(Continued on page 2)

Famous has been talking with
Mack Sennett, now in New York,
but any deal that might have
been planned seems to have fall-
en through. Conferences are
also said to be on with Educa-
tional and with the Christies.
George Weeks has been ap-

pointed to conduct a new short
subjects department for Famous.
Hal Roach, it is rumored, will

produce a series of comedies for
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
Nicholas M. Schenck. vice-

president of M-G-M back at
his desk in New York after a
visit to Culver City, in a chat
with Moving Picture World set
at rest vague reports of the com-
pany’s position in the short sub-
ject field.

“We will have a definite an-
nouncement to make about the
first of the new year,’’ he said,
“and about September 1, 1927,
with the opening of the 1927-28
season, we will release our first

short subjects.”
Concerning the origin of the

product Mr. Schenck said:
“We will acquire existing pro-

duction units of outstanding
merit and create new ones, under
plans now being worked out.”

It is reported that P. D. C. is

seeking an amalgamation with
Pathe Exchanges, Inc., but that
J. J. Murdock of Keith-Albee,
which has an interest in P. D. C.,

is 'holding the deal up, it is said.
Nat Mintz, vice-president of

Winkler Pictures, who has signed
with Paramount, has left for
Hollywood to aid George Wink-
ler in supervising the new prod-
uct. He recently completed a
tour covering the key cities,
making everything ready for the
two Paramount series.

Kill Time Change
Syracuse, N. Y., swamped

daylight saving this week
hy a vote of 17,195 for to
31,353 against Michael J.
Toole of the M. P. T. O. A.
reports.
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Incorporations
The slump in the number of

motion picture companies incor-
porating continued during the
past week when only three com-
panies were formed to enter the
business in New York State.
The largest capitalization was
that of the Amateur Motion Pic-
ture Equipment Corporation,
capitalized at $300,000 and hav-
ing as its directors L. L. Cook.
C. R. Schreiner and C. W. Gould,
of New York City. The other
two companies included the
Miracle Enterprise Corporation,
$20,000, with Louis Berman,
William L. Price and Morris
Wolf, of New York; the A. L, A.
vilm Trading Corporation, capi-
talization not specified, with A.
Leonard, JM. Gerst and A. Breg-
stein, of New York.

Films Developing
(Continued from page 1.)

jection room of the home office

and, in backing up his statement,
showed them a new comedy made
by Charlie Bowers’ mystery pro-
cess. Its technical highlight was
the "growing” of cats on a tree

—

real, live cats—and it was an as-
tounding bit of trick photogra-
phy.
The F. B O. president also

talked mergers and theatre build-
ing. The former he saw inevit-
able in order that the tremen-
dous overhead of producing and
distibuting companies be met and
a profit showed. Of the latter he
said that F. B. O. would not build
theatres unless it proved to be
good business.
•Simon Rowson of Ideal Films,

Ltd., London, looked over the F.

B. O. product in the making with
Mr. Kennedy and was much
pleased with it, finding nothing
in any of the pictures to offend

the tastes of British audiences.
F. B. O. is about half througn
with the production of its forty-

two pictures. “Bigger Than Bar-
num,” Mr. Kennedy said, is go-
ing splendidly under Ideal distri-

bution in England.
Asked if he expected Fred

Thomson to sign a new' contract,

Mr. Kennedy said that it was too

early to reply He had a great
boost for Sam Wood, new F. B.

O. associate producer, consider-

ing him the best man posible for

the job.

F. P. Sales Expansion Promotes

Schaefer, Lightens Weeks’ Work
COMING and GOING

The continuous expansion in
the sales activities of Famous
Players-Lasky and important de-
velopment planned for the future
have brought about an increase
in the home office executive per-
sonnel of Paramount's distribu-
tion department and in Para-
mount’s territorial division of
the country for sales purposes,
according to S. R. Kent, general
manager.

In the future, Paramount’s for-
ty-two exchanges in the United
States will be grouped into three
main divisions instead of two.
John D. Clark will continue as
sales manager of the Western
Division as heretofore. Phi!
Reisman, until recently executive

Jazzbo Club Elects
The annual election of the

Jazzbo Club, P. D. C.’s social or-
ganization, was held last week.
The new officers are: Joseph K.
Burger, president (re-elected);
George Harvey, vice-president,
succeeding Hayden O. Duke; A.
A. Schubert, treasurer, succeed-
ing J. J. Glynn; Mrs. Josephine
French, secretary (re-elected),
and Maude Sankey, correspond-
ing secretary.
Announcement of the new offi-

cers was made following the
dinner and theatre party given
by the Jazzbo Club Thursday,
October 28.

A Little Film Theatre
The Little Theatre movement,

confined heretofore exclusively to

the drama, has been extended to

screen presentations, with the
opening by Michael Al indiin.

stage producer, last Friday night,

of the Fifth Avenue Playhouse
at No. 66 Fifth Avenue. This
house has 264 seats and will be

devoted to presentations of pic-

tures that stand out because of

their artistic value. The initial

offering was a reissue of tn,

German production, "The Cabinet
of Dr. Caligari.” Joe Fleisler,

UFA publicity representative, is

directing' publicity for Mr. Mind-
lin’s charming departure.

Win State Offices
Arthur James, Plymouth. Pa.,

theatre owner, has just been
elected lieutenant-governor of

Pennsylvania. lie is believed to

be the first theatre owner to gain

an office of such magnitude. He
formerly was district attorney
of Luzerne County. Frank Har-

ris, Pittsburgh theatre owner,
was elected to the Senate of the

state. In New Jersey. Walter
H. Olden, Princeton theatre

owner, was elected assemblyman
from Mercer County.

New Illinois Studio •

The Chicago Standard Cinemas
Corporation, soon to be incorp-
orated. has bought fifteen acres

on Holbridge and Lewis Avenues
in Waukegan, 111 , as the site for

a $4,000,000 motion picture studio.

It will cost $3,500,000. Few de-

tails are available, except that

two educational pictures to cost

$1,500,000 will be made first. The
buyer of the site has not been an-

nounced.

Miss Shannon with Pathe
Betty Shannon, the well-

known writer. lias joined

l’athe's educational department.

sales head of the Eastern Divis-
ion, will act in a similar capa-
city as sales chief of the newly
created Central Division. In ex-
ecutive charge as rivisional sales
manager of the Eastern Division
will be George J. Schaefer, who
has been promoted from his for-
mer position as district manager
of Paramount’s New England
district.
The adition of Mr. Schaefer to

the home office's sales executive
forces will enable George W.
Weeks to devote more of h's time
to the distribution and sales
problems of the producers out-
side of the company s own pro-
duction department which are
releasing though Paramount.

Metro Ball Glittered
As Farmer C'orntossel would

say, “A grand time was had by
all." The Loew-Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer annual ball closed in a
blaze of glory' last Sunday morn
ing with a breakfast show at the
Hotel Astor. Thousands of no-
tables of all walks of life had
attended during the evening—or
should we say night?-—and many
of them remained to enjoy a sec-
ond meal at something a.m.
Julius Tannen of the "Vanities”
was announcer for a large num-
ber of Broadway' acts, yvhich,

like Julius, kept the huge crowd
in constant merriment. Vincent
Lopez conducted the dance or-

chestra.

Ohio Convenes
Members of the M. F. T. O. of

Ohio will hold their annual con-
vention at the Hotel Deshler,
Columbus, Ohio, November 8.

The secretaries of the Film
Boards in the surrounding ter-

ritory. from Pittsburgh, Pa., to

Memphis, Tenn., have been in-

vited to be present. C. C. Petti-

jolin, general counsel of the
Film Boards of Trade also will

attend the meeting.

Policy Now Unknown
Suggestions from a man short-

ly to lie appointed by the New
York State Board of Regents,
to head the Motion Picture Com-
mission on and after January 1,

will largely determine the pol-
ii ies of the commission in its

single headed form. The selec-

tion is now pending' and an an-
nouncement will be forthcoming
within a few weeks. It is ex-
pected that a man yvill be named
who is not connected with the
present commission or the in-

dustry in any way.

Cameraman Is Hurt
Bert Mason of Montreal, a

well-known news cameraman In

Eastern Canada, was danger-
ously injured on the night of

October 2S when the automobile
in which he was driving from
Valois, Quebec, overturned, the
machine being a total wreck.
He suffered severe head injuries
and a compound fracture 'of the
right arm.

McCarthy in West
Charlie McCarthy of Famous

Players is at the West Coast to
get the publicity angle on new
productions. He went west im-
mediately after the French Lick
convention. He’s due back in

New York in about two weeks.

COMING and GOING

Ray Rockett,. First National
producer, and Mrs. Rockett have
left for the West Coast where
Rockett will do his future pro-

-ducing. A delegation of First
National officials saw them off.

« • »

Herbert Brenon, Paramount
director, is leaving for a month's
vacation in Bermuda.

* * *

Ned E. Depinet and A. W.
Smith, Jr., First National sales
managers, have returned to the
New York offices with reports of
brisk business. Ned Marin
western sales manager, is ex
pected back in a month or so.

Joe Brandt, president of Co-
lumbia Pictures Corp., is on the
high seas bound for Europe.
During an eight weeks’ tour he
will study' conditions in Great
Britain and on the Continent.
He took several negatives with
him.

• • •

Paula Gold. Warner Bros, pub-
licity' writer, is back in New
York from Hollywood.

* » *

Mary Miles Minter, as Juliet
K. Reilly, sailed last week for
Europe. She would not talk
with ships’ news reporters. Miss
Dorothy Manners, a friend, was
with her.

» • •

Joseph MoConville of Boston
has been conferring in New York
with Columbia executives.

• • •

N. L Manheim, Universal ex-
port manager, is in New York
after a six weeks’ tour of Euro-
pean exchanges. He expressed
wonder at the improvement in
German films.

• • •

Alice Terry is in New York
for a three weeks’ vacation be-
fore sailing to star in a picture
for her husband, Rex Ingram, in
France.

* • *

Paul Gulick. Universal direc-
tor of publicity, has left on his
first trip to California. Co-
workers gave him a leather
shower, including a traveling
bag complete even to bay rum
containers. Mrs. Gulick accom-
panied him. They will be gone
over a month.

* * *

Howard Dietz will return from
Europe next week. Arthur
Loevv is due back early in No-
vember.

* * *

J. J. Madan, a managing di-
rector of Madan Theatres, Ltd.,
Calcutta, is in New York after
a visit to Hollywood. He is

both a producer and exhibitor.
He has been studying production
and buying equipment.

Big F. P. Gross
( Continued from page 1)

as $5,OJS,503. while franchises,
leaseholds and contracts were
carried at $S. 606,039. Invest-
ments in affiliated companies to-
talled $748,255. Advances to af-
filiated companies secured by
mortgages amounted to $162,050;
accounts receivable were $206,-
555; cash on hand. $381,177; in-
surance, prepaid taxes, etc..

$1 Is. 321. Current liabilities
were listed at $267,270. The capi-
tal stoc 4: of the corporation is

$12,700,900 and the first mort-
gage sinking fund bonds were
$1,140,000. Total assets were
$15,535,060.
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Theatre Shortage Forces

“Scarlet Letter” Removal

A report that Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer will withdraw “The Scar-
let Tetter’’ from the Central
Theatre, New York City, about
Thanksgiving" time, was verified

by Nicholas M. Schenck, vice-
president of M.-G.-M., this week,
when he said:
“We deeply regret the neces-

sity of withdrawing' ‘Scarlet Let-
ter' for we are firmly convinced
that Miss Gish’s powerful por-

trayal of 'Hester Prynne' might
continue with the greatest suc-

cess for many months to come,
but it is absolutely necessary that

we have a house for 'The Fire

Brigade,’ which, in my judgment,
cannot wait more than another
week or two before it is given

its New York premiere.
“’The Big Parade’ and 'Ben

Hur’ must go on, and in the mat-
ter of sacrificing one of out

splendid Broadway runs the de-

cision was to withdraw ''Scarlet

Letter.’
'"The Fire Brigade' calls for a

Broadway run, and this will be

given in the Central, very short-

ly.”

A. M. P. A. Luncheon
Walter Eberhardt, with Harry

Hirs'hfield, Cheese Club president,

as official announcer, put on a

pantomime at the regular week-
ly A. M. P. A. luncheon at the

Hofbrau, Thursday. The act was
a flop. The guests of honor
were the motion picture critics

of the New York newspapers
and Harry painfully and labor-

iously tried to make ’em say
something. The best he could

do was to show the assembled
A M PA'S the probable reason why
the guests had qualified as cri-

tics of the dumb drama. Half
of them were beautiful. (50 per

cent of the N. Y. film critics,

Harry pointed out, belonged to

tile fair sex). All were dumb.

Hornstein Responds
Fire last week damaged the

projection booth of the Rialto,

Passaic, N. J., but three hours
later Joe Hornstein of the Na-
tional Theatre Supply Co. had in-

stalled new equipment in re-

sponse to a call for help from
Manager Harry Hecht.

Loew Books Tunney
Marcus Loew has signed Gene

Tunney for a tour of his circuit

at a reputed salary of $7,000 a

week. The champ will start at

Loews' State on November 2!).

Buckley Names Fox
Charles Donald Fox has been

named eastern editorial repre-
sentative of Mary Pickford and
Douglas Fairbanks, reports

Harry D. Buckley, their general
personal representative and
business manager.

Signs the Duncans
Joseph 31. Schenck lias

signed the Duncan Sisters

for a series of special pic-

tures to he made under the
supervision of John \V.

Considine, Jr., for United
Artists release. “Topsy and
Eva,” the stage success,
trill he their first co-star-
ring vehicle. Work will be
started at the Pickford-
Fairbanks studio in Holly-
wood.

Lewis Is Ad Chief
Barra it Lewis is tli« new

advertising and publicity
manager of Warner Bros.,
succeeding- Watt L. Park-
er, who resigned to spend
several months on the Psi-
eifie Coast. Lewis has
been in charge of the eom-
l.anyVs newspapers serial-
ization. He came to War-
ner Bros, when the com-
pany took over Vitagrapli.
His initial motion picture
work was with “Pop**
liiihin at the famous old
Xorth Philadelphia studio.

Danish Co. Migrates
One of the Danish film compa-

nies, Dansk Film Industri, pop-
ularly known as “Palladiem” has
recently removed its entire or-
ganization to Paris, France. The
reason is stated to be the fact
that several new films will be
taken in the Southern parts of
Europe.

A Hit in Europe
P. D. C. reports that Cecil B.

DeMille’s “The Volga Boatman’’
is doing record business wher-
ever shown in Europe. It has
broken a flock of box-office rec-
ords in Germany and Sweden.
Prague lias it for an extended
run. Vienna will see it in twelve
theatres simultaneously.

Rembusch May Sell
Frank J. Rembusch, who owns

a string of fourteen theatres in
Indiana, is reported to be nego-
tiating the sale of his houses
to Publix Theatres, Inc. Rem-
busch has been president of the
M. P. T. 0. of' Indiana for two
years.

UFA Retrenching?
Rumors in New York tell of

an alleged retrenchment by UFA
in Germany. The enormous
UFA building in Potzdamer
Platz, Berlin, will be converted
into a restaurant to make it

more remunerative. It is now
used for headquarters. The cost
of “Metropolis,” adds rumor, is

partly responsible.

Herbel Promoted
Universal has named H. M.

Herbel western sales director
and will move his headquarters
to the home office, reports Lou
B. Metzger, general sales man-
ager. L. J. Schlaifer. Herbel's
predecessor, now is with Univer-
sal Chain Theatrical Enterprises.

Just Like Papa
For a birthday present from

his wife, on October 21, Lloyd
Hughes, First National player,
got a son. Mrs. Hughes former-
ly was Gloria Hope.

Neilan with “Connie”
Marshall Neilan will direct

Constance Taimadge in her next
First National vehicle, “Carlot-
ta." He lias signed the contract
with Joseph M. Schenck.

Brand with Keaton
Harry Brand. Joseph M.

Schenck’s publicity director for
seven years, has beetti made
manager of Buster Keaton Pro-
ductions in Hollywood.

Boost Australia
Australia is preparing a 9,000-

foot propaganda film embodying
the country's history and pres-
ent attractiveness.

Plans a Canadian Studio

To Defeat the British Quota

Production Activities May Be Extended
to England—Canada Receptive

( Special to Moving Picture World, Ottawa, Nov. 3.)

The incorporation took place at Victoria, B. C., on October 28 of

the Famous Players-Canadian Corporation of Toronto and Vancouver,
B. C, as a separate provincial company organization with a capital-

ization of $15,000,000 to carry on
ish Columbia.
With this step came the news

at Victoria that Famous Play-
ers-Lasky had entered British
Columbia for the establishment
of a production studio of large
proportions wherein features
would be made for distribution
throughout the British Empire
and in foreign countries. An-
nouncement was made that the
company is now branching out
into an international producing

Dreams Come True
Once in a while it happens.

Gilbert Roland, a Spaniard, 23
years old, and almost unknown
as a screen actor, has been
chosen as leading man for
Norma Taimadge in her First
National picture, "Camille.” Jo-
seph M. Schenck has given him
a five-year contract on the
strength of his work in “The
Blonde Saint.’’

Billy Bitzer Back
Billy Bitzer, the famous cam-

eraman, is back on Broadway
after a long absence. His name
will appear at the premiere at
the Cameo on November 7 of
“Natural Vision" pictures. For
three years he has been perfect-
ing the process and he claims
that it will revolutionize the
business.

To Fight a Trust
The convention call issued by

Joe Seider for the New Jersey
theatre owners' convention on
November 18 and 19 is: "Prevent
complete trustification.” The
call promises that "your attend-
ance in spite of any obstacle is

warranted to bring about re-
lease from the shackles of busi-
ness monopoly.”

Assets $50,000
The total asfeets of the Mich-

igan M. P. T. O. are revealed to
be more than $50,000 in a state-
ment enamating from the organ-
ization's offices since the Battle
Creek convention.

Bombing Rife
Theatre bombing has again

broken out in Detroit, Michigan,
where the front section of the
Van Dyke Theatre was demol-
ished one evening last week by
an exploding bomb. The dam-
age was about $1,000.

A Record New Year?
The new year will see a rec-

ord Hollywood production, says
B. P. Scihulberg of Famous Play-
ers. Within thirty days he will
start work on ten new pictures.
Seven are under way now. That
is only the beginning, he says.

Now Free-Lancing
Percy Marmont has severed

relations with Famous Players
and has become a free lance.

business in the Province of Brit-

organization and, besides the
plant in Canada, production ac-
tivities and facilities would be
extended to England.
The establishment of a large

studio in Canada had been ru-
mored for some time past be-
cause of the discussion, in Great
Britain regarding a film quota
system and because of the adop-
tion or kontingent plans in for-
eign countries. Some weeks ago
there was a definite rumor that
a large United States producing
company proposed to establish a
studio either at Ottawa, the
Canadian capital, or in British
Columbia on the Pacific Coast.

Incidentally, the incorporation
of the $15,000,000 company in
British Columbia has come while
the Imperial Conference is in
session in London, England. One
of the questions provided for the
conference by the Canadian De-
partment of Trade and Com-
merce is: "What is a British pic-
ture?" The purpose of this
question, from the Canadian
point of view, is to obtain a
ruling that a British Empire-
made picture would qualify
under the quota plan in Great
Britain and in the British Do-
minions, as well, possibly, as
under the kontingent plan or
foreign countries. The Canadian
Government is anxious to en-
courage the establishment of
large studios in Canada by
United States or Canadian pro-
ducers to meet the quota pro-
posals.

3,878 in Germany
There are 3,878 picture thea-

tres in Germany, according to
figures recently issued by a lead-
ing trade paper in that country.
The total seating capacity of
these theatres is said to be
1,402,462. Nearly one-half of the
theatres have been opened since
Lite war. )

Publix-Saenger

Deal Closed
Houses in twelve south-

ern states will be acquired
through the formation of
Puliliv - Saenger Theatres,
Inc. They will he bought
in North Carolina, South
Carolina, Alabama, Jlissis-
siitpi, Georgia, Texas, Flor-
ida, Louisiana, Arkansas,
Tennessee New 3Iexieo
and Oklahoma. E. V.
Richards, Jr., and Julian
Saenger, who closed the
deal with -Sam Katz, have
left New' York for the
South. There xvill he no
conflict, it is said, xxith the
management of either the
Publix or Saenger cir-
cuits.
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Warners Change

Company’s Name

In British Isles

Starr, Schlesinger Sail

For Home

Warner Bros, have changed the
name of the company in England
through which the Warner pic-

tures are distributed. Known In

the past as Vitagraph, Ltd., with
headquarters in London, tne new
name is Warner Bros. Pictures,

Ltd., and it is under that corpor-
ate name that all product of the
company in future will be re-

leased in England.
The change of nama was an-

nounced just previously to the
sailing home of Herman Starr,

chief executive of Warners’ home
office in New York, and Gus
Schlesinger, general manager of

foreign distribution for the com-
pany.

Starr and Schlesinger have
been busy for the past several

months in Europe completing
plans for a wider distribution of

the Warner product. In addition

to establishing new offices In

several cities they have made
many other valuable contacts

that assure the showing of all

Warner pictures in every impor-

tant European city.

The Public Is Boss
Cecil B. De Mille told the So-

ciety of Arts and Sciences at its

New York dinner last week, that

"it is the public that influences

the movies, and not vice-versa.’

He added that “the American
public is too indolent to think

for itself and too lazy to chape-

rone its own children.”

Last Minute Flashes

A $1 ,7000,000 suit will be filed

by the Thomas H. Ince Corpora-
tion against First National Pic-

tures, alleging that amount is

due for thirty pictures, delivered

to First National under several

contracts made with Thomas H.

Ince between August, 1921, and
his death in November, 1924, ac-

cording to the Los Angeles Ex-
aminer. The complaint alleges

that First National substituted

its own films in more than $300,-

000 worth of contracts with the-

atre owners, and later cancelled

the Ince films in favor of First

National productions.

* * *

Several hundred exchange
managers and employees attend-

ed the premiere of the “Reel

Exchange,” the Hays organiza-

tion fire prevention picture, at

the LoeW State Theatre, Bos-

ton, Mass., on Nov. 5.

The production is to be shown
in all distributing centers in the

United States and Canada in

connection with the fire protec-

tion and fire prevention cam-

paign of the Hays organization.

Herman Starr (left) chief executive at Warner Bros, home
office, and Gus Schlesinger (right) foreign representatives,
are returning to New York after organizing forces abroad.

View TechnicolorsShow Its Reception
At the Metro projection rooms

a special showing was made of a
reel depicting the run of t'he

fire car carrying a print of "The
Fire Brigade” from Los Angeles
to New Orleans, where the con-
vention of fire chiefs, represent-
ing upward of 2,000 depart-
ments, was given a preview. At
all important points the speed-
ing car was welcomed by the
local department and given
much advance advertising, while
in New Orleans the arrival of
the car, augmented by a number
of Metro officials and players,
was circused to the limit with
a spectacular run to the conven-
tion hall and the removal of the
film in an armored car to a safe-
ty deposit vault.

Tiffany Picks Withers
Jack Withers is the new Tif-

fany manager in Pittsburgh, re-
ports Vice-President M. H. Hoff-
man. Saul Frank will be With-
ers’ assistant.

Balsdon Visits Clarke
George Balsdon of Montreal,

Quebec, is in New York confer-
ring with Col. W. F. Clarke of
Cranfield & Clarke on exchange
matters.

A Columbia House
Lou Berman and Harry Wein-

er, who handle the Columbia
product in Philadelphia, plan
to construct a new theatre in
Washington, D. C., to play Co-
lumbia productions exclusively.

“Don Quixote” Filmed
The Danish Company “Palla-

diem,” which has headquarters
in Paris as well -as Copenhagen,
has finished filming "Don Quix-
ote” which was commenced in
Spain last February.

Insure Comedians
Bobby Vernon and Lupino Lane

have been insured in the amount
of $500,000, with Educational the
beneficiary.

Pathe Pays $2
Pathe has declared the regular

quarterly dividend of $2, payable
December 1 to stockholders of

record November 10.

Members of the Visual In-
struction Association and New
York high school instructors
highly enjoyed a special show-
ing of three Technicolor-Educa-
tional pictures last week. They
were "Mona Lisa,” "The Blue
Boy” and "Speak! Speak!” The
place was the American Museum
of Natural History, and Ernest
L. Crandall was chairman of the
evening. Dr. Herbert T. Kalmus
told how Technicolor pictures
are made. Robert E. Sherwood
also spoke. Much word of mouth
advertising is expected. New
York teachers are sending pu-
pils to see these pictures at local
theatres.

New British Unit
The new British films produc-

ing company, known as the
‘‘British General Film Enter-
prises, Ltd.,” is about to start
on its first picture entitled,
"Creeping Tide.” This is a story
of the Devon coast, in which
John Stuart and Marie Odette
will be featured. The picture
will be directed by Harcaurt
Templeman, previously employed
by Stoll.

Buys “Purple Mask”
Joseph M. Schenck has bought

"The Purple Mask” for a special
Roland West Production. As a
play it enjoyed great success,
both in New York and Paris.
Leo Ditrichstein played in it

here.

Photographs Ready
Major Edward Bowes, father

of the popular Capitol Theatre
(New York) Family, announces
to the great circle of its radio
listeners that the souvenir pho-
tographs of the group are now
ready for distribution.

Director Stein Weds
Paul Stein, German director,

and Ollie Kuntze, opera singer,
were quietly married in Holly-
wood on October 26. The bride
recently arrived from Germany.

Miss Kenyon Better
Doris Kenyon (Mrs. Milton

Sills) is recovering steadily from
her attack of influenza.

Our Stock Market

By Ervin L. Hall

The quotations used in this

summary are compiled daily

by Newburger Henderson L

r

Loeb, 100 Broadway, New
York City, exclusively for The
World.

The market closed the week
in a more healthy condition than
has been evidenced for some
little time. Forced liquidation
appears to have run its course.
The immediate outlook appears
to be for higher rather than
lower prices. Of course, it is

always difficult to tell just when
the market reaches any partic-
ular point, but the indications
are that the continuous decline
of the last few weeks hail
stopped.
Election returns were evident-

ly discounted in advance, as the
market showed no signs of be-
ing discouraged. In fact, when
the returns are analyzed one
can find no particular reason wrhy
the market should be disturbed.

Financial reports on the lead-
ing business houses of the coun-
try continue to show satisfac-
tory profits. Money rates con-
tinue easy, call money ruling
around 4% per cent during the
past week. The future should
be watched carefully, but there
is no reason why a bearish at-
titude should be adopted at the
present time.

Film Stocks

Fox Film ‘‘A” was fairly ac-
tive this week with sales aggre-
gating around 27,000 shares. The
stock fluctuated between 7114
and 75.

Loew, Inc., after declaring an
extra dividend of $1.00 a share
maintained its recent price of
between 44 and 45.
Pathe "A” again touched its

low point for the year of 41, but
quickly recovered. Trading in
this stock was not heavy, but at
one time the price was forced
up to $47.00 a share.
Warner Bros. “A” and Com-

mon continued to supply spirit
and activity to the list. Nothing
startling occurred. however,
outside of the usual fluctuations
of between 4 and 5 points. War-
ner "A” varied between 40% and
46% and the Common between
33% and 37%.

Dividends

The following dividends were
declared this week: Famous
Players Canadian Corp. first

preferred (quarterly) 2 per cent,
payable Dec. 1, holders of rec-
ord Oct. 30. First National Pic-
tures preferred (.quarterly) 2
per cent, payable Jan. 1. holders
of record Dec. 15. Pathe Ex-
change preferred (quarterly) 2
per cent, payable Dec. 1, holders
of record Nov'. 10. Skouras
Bros. Class “A’’ (quarterly) 75c.
payable Nov. 1. books closed be-
tween Oct. 29 and Nov. 2; also
on Class "B” (quarterly) 30c.
payable Nov. 1. books closed for
the same period.

Robbins Off to Coast
Herman Robbins, vice-presi-

dent and general manager of Na-
tional Screen Service, will leave
for the West Coast Nov. 12. He
expects to be gone about six
weeks.
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Better Stay Here

Next Season Will Be Short Subject Yean

P
REDICTING what will happen in the motion picture industry is about as certain

as forecasting- the weather, but at this distance it looks as though 1927-28 will go
down in history as Short Subject Year. All of the releasing organizations are turning

their thoughts to the project of rounding out their programs so that an entire bill may
be booked in its entirety through one exchange. Primarily this is merely a strategic

move, but it will have the far-reaching effect of bringing the shorts into proper perspective.

Millions of dollars have been lost to exhibitors in the past few seasons through a failure

to realize that these shorter lengths have a definite cash value at the box office.

Most managers have seemed to feel that nothing under 5,000 feet could possess any
actual sales value. Shorts were regarded merely as program stuffers; film wedges to

plug around a feature length, not with the idea of giving* diversity but merely to bring
the program up to a required leng'th.

Last Winter, National Laugh Month, originated by this publication but dedicated to

the industry, did much to make managers realize that comedies had some sales value,

but the lesson was not fully learned even in the face of the remarkable results achieved
by co-operating exhibitors.

There are still many who still purchase shorts by the foot instead of considering the
attraction value of the star and subject.

But if the large releasing companies prove that they realize the sales value of shorts, it

is only a matter of time when the exhibitor will realize that the minor features of his pro-
gram still are features.

More than one program feature has been saved by the addition of a smart comedy.
People went out pleased because they went out laughing, but even the comedy did not
get the full credit to which it was entitled.

The coming season will definitely be a Short Subject Year, and the company offering
the best short releases will stand the best chance of booking its features to the full quota.

This being the case, it is reasonable to anticipate that quality as well as quantity will
be increased.

And we would suggest that a company desiring a real novelty will find it in a story in
which the comedian does not run around in his underwear. This may be a sure fire idea,
but it has grown tiresome through repetition.
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CUMMING up the British-
^ film situation, on the eve

of his return to England,

J. D. Williams, managing
director of British National

Pictures, who is now on the

ocean, gave the writer a few
pertinent thoughts concern-

ing it, which we pass on
here.

REAT BRITAIN, as

everyone knows, is the

best market which we have

outside of our own theatres

for American films, repre-

senting at least fifteen per

cent of the gross figure,

which a producer can rea-

sonably expect to obtain on a given picture, aiid this fifteen

per cent, is probably more than the profit most producers

get on their attractions under present conditions.

A NY condition, therefore, which tends in any way to

limit or jeopardize this market, ought to be a matter

of the utmost concern to all for the problems of the British

film industry, thus become ours, and no longer remain

merely a subject for academic, if not altogether sympa-

thetic, discussion, because they happen to exist some three

thousand miles away.

pARSEEING men like

Adolph Zukor and Sid-

ney Kent of Famous Play-

ers-Lasky and Joseph P.

Kennedy, president of Film
Booking Offices of America,
have shown that they recog-
nize the underlying dangers
of the present agitation and
are doing their utmost to

bring about conditions which
will be mutually satisfactory

to all concerned, the former
by distributing British-made
pictures, which have been
contracted for “unsight-un-

seen” and which may or may
not be box office attractions

and the latter in the com-
prehensive plans worked out with Ideal Films, Ltd., of

London, under which a very considerable amount of British

product next year will be handled here by his company.
•

/'ATHERS of the big companies should speedily follow

their example, even if at first it might be necessary to

handle some British pictures at a loss, for if the British

government ultimately takes action, it is reasonably cer-

tain that similar restrictive legislation will be initiated in

other countries, and if foreign markets are to be kept open
to American films, reciprocal advantages must be afforded
film producers of these countries in our market here.

by the way
Britain, America s Best Foreign Market,

Says J. D. Williams, Sailing,

Reciprocity Essential To Hold It

Drastic Government Restrictions Sure

Unless American Attitude Changes

Toward British-Made Pictures

Will H. Hays ’ ,(Hands Off” Policy

Ends Anti-Arbitration Agitation

Among Exhibitors In Northwest

S UCH a condition now seems to be imminent in the

threatened 12^ per cent cjuota, which, it is said, the

British Government is almost certain to impose when

Parliament next convenes, that will compel British ex-

hibitors to show at least one British-made picture in ever}

eight screened.
•

T N the view of those most competent to judge, this will

-[ be only the beginning of further and even more drastic

restrictions against American productions, some going so

far as to assert that once the British Government actually

commits itself to a policy of official supervision of the

film industry, a “cultural censorship,” as well as an in-

creased quota law, will be inevitable.

A ND a “cultural censorship,” so-called, means nothing

** less, than that any film may be arbitrarily barred from

the United Kingdom and all the British dominions, with

no possibility of appeal and for no assigned reason, other

than that the official censors deem it “undesirable for

British audiences.
•

T F this is the case, it certainly seems to be high time

that the American film industry should be made aware

of it and at least make an eleventh hour effort to forestall

governmental interference, alike injurious to British and

American interests, by making definite arrangements to

absorb and distribute here a substantial proportion of the

features made by British producers, the agitation in whose

behalf, whatever its underlying motive, has resulted in the

present serious situation.

IT is one thing to tell the British film industry: “Make good

-[ enough attraction pictures and we will be glad to buy or

distribute them for you in America, but otherwise we can t

do business.”
•

T T is quite another to tell the same thing to the British

* Government, with its vast powers and resources, and the

control at least of its own markets.

A S J. D. Williams, in his conversation with the writer,
x

tersely put it : “Great Britain is America’s best mar-
ket for motion pictures outside its own theatres. Without
it few productions would show much or any profit as the

business is at present aligned. Reciprocity in buying or
distributing British-made pictures here is therefore not
entirely a question of charity and a sympathetic gesture to

the British film industry, as many in America appear to

believe, but simply good business.”

•
/~\LTR own view of the matter is that with each national

distributing company including some British-made
pictures in its annual list of releases, the box office quality

of these pictures would speedily improve.

\\f HATEVER is done, however, must be done without
’ * further delay, and the subject surely is one of suffi-

cient importance to call for a round-table conference of

some sort among the leaders of the industry.

\\T ILL H. HAYS has spoken and arbitration is no longer
y an issue in the Northwest.

A RBITRATION is too vitally important to this industry

to be trifled with and the decisions of the Film Boards

evervwhere have been in the main so fair and conscientious

as to make the exceptions negligible.

ENERAL HAYS has done well in thus swiftly and effec-

tually putting an end to the efforts made to discredit

:e principle and practice of arbitration, so essential to the

ontinued well-being of all branches of this industry.

T ET everyone keep to a “hands

to our arbitration boards.

off” policy, in respect
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Houdini—The Great Mystifier,

Most Picturesque Figure

Of The Show World
By Epes Winthrop Sargent

ITH the death of Harry
Houclini there passes from

the stage a master showman

:

one whose exploits are recorded m
the minds of people the world over.

To most persons Houdini will ever

remain “The Handcuff King,” but

years ago he passed beyond the con-

fines of that narrow kingdom. It was

Houdini, the showman, and not Hou-

dini the Handcuff King or Houdini the

tscape artist who will linger longest

in memory.
But it was the handcuff work which devel-

oped him into an advertiser more brilliant

than Barnum ;
more adroit than Alexander

Herrmann. Houdini was in a class by him-

self. He had no compeers in the show

world.

Thirty odd years ago Houdini was still

playing the then current dime museums and

the cheapest variety houses, doing the trunk

escape styled by him “Metamorphosis.” His

one ambition, born on the show lots, was to

be the head of his own “medicine show”

and to this end he was sending through med-

ical school one of his brothers
;

for the

majority of states require that a medicine

show shall be operated by a licensed practi-

tioner.

Had Great Dream

It was his dream that his brother, Leo-

pold, should secure the coveted diploma and

join him in the large venture in manage-
ment.

But meantime he had come into possession

of the handcuff escape. According to his

own story this was the outgrowth and devel-

opment of an early apprenticeship to a lock-

smith, but there is another and more prob-

able story to the effect that the stunt was
worked out by a manufacturing magician in

Boston.

According to this tale, the magician pre-

pared a set of keys that would unlock any

cuff. It is certain that the Bostonian had

such a set, and that he was planning to sell

the act to three magicians, in separate sec-

tions for $300 the set. One man who sought

to buy one of the sets was told that all

three had been sold to a single man. It

was about a year after that Houdini brought

his new act for its final test at Keith’s Union

Square Theatre, New York City, then the

last word in vaudeville accomplishment.

The act made a good finish, but as this

writer pointed out in The Morning Tele-

graph, there was nothing whatever to show

that the performance was not accomplished

by means of tricked handcuffs.

None of the big time was offered after the

New York showing, and it was then that

Houdini, the showman, was born. He went

back into the Middle West and there he

perfected the first of the public stunts which

were destined. to make him far more famous

than a century of stage performances alone.

He came back to New York with a scrap

book well filled with stories of sensational

escapes from cells in police stations, and be-

fore he opened he gave a demonstration in

the jail connected with the Yorkville Police

Court in East Fifty-seventh street.

He completely disrobed, permitted his nude

body to be searched for artificial aids and

then, clad only in a pair of bathing trunks,

permitted himself to be locked into one of

the cells.

Roused Newspapers

In an incredibly short time he was free

and in the corridor, and every newspaper
in New York carried stories of the feat.

This time his stage act, in no wise differ-

ent from the original showing, was accepted

at its face value. Contracts showered in,

and Houdini was “over.”

Later he built up on the station house

escape with a number of even more spectac-

ular stunts, being cast into lakes and rivers

manacled and bound, and even encased in

packing cases.

Often he was thrown into ice-filled rivers,

and to inure himself to this treatment it

was his custom to take a preliminary train-

ing in tubs of iced water.

In the performance of these and other

stunts, he was materially aided by his

brother, now a medical graduate and an ex-

pert in the handling of the X-ray. It was
he who taught him the dislocations neces-

sary to the performance of the straight

jacket escape.

This probably marks the high point of his

physical feats, for during the war, to attract

crowds to the Liberty Loan rallies he per-

formed the stunt while hanging head down-
ward from a crane or tall building.

Going to Europe he astounded Scotland

The late Harry Houdini

Yard by escaping from their best hand-

cuffs, and in Berlin he created even more

of a furore. In Russia it was one of the

famous Siberian convict vans from which

he made his escape, but this was by no

means his only appeal. In St. Petersburg he

was approached by a Russian noble who
brought with him an antique casket of superb

workmanship, supposed to contain a fortune

in jewels. The case could not be opened

without forcing and the nobleman was

averse to ruining the case.

Worried the Germans

Houdini readily consented to try his skill

and asked that everyone leave the room.

Suspicious, the owner demurred, and it was

not until after considerable discussion that it

was finally agreed that he could work unob-

served. Scarcely had the door closed than

he called them to open, and returning to the

room they found the case on the table

—

open. All of the time he had been talking,

Houdini had been examining the case, and

it was the work of but a few seconds when
he was able to bring his picklocks into

play.

He was the despair of German railway

men because of his trick of changing the

compartment indicator, and wherever he

traveled the story went abroad of this prank.

He never lost an opportunty to play these

little tricks, and they did as much to ad-

vertise him as his more spectacular set

stunts. Lie was familiar with the mechanism

of every lock and padlock as well as hand-

cuffs, and in his library he had a complete

file of the patent papers of the locks of Eng-
land, France and Germany, as well as the

United States.

With the turn toward spiritualism, follow-

ing the World War, Houdini turned his at-

tention to the exposure of the fake medi-

ums, a matter to which Harry Kellar and

(Continued on page 105)

HARRY HOUDINI , magician and escape artist, died in Detroit October 31 of
peritonitis following the rupture of his vermiform appendix. The body was brought to

New York for interment in the family plot.

He was born in Appleton, Wis., April 6, 1874, his father being a Jewish rabbi. He
was originally Eric Weiss, but early in his career he made Robert Houdin his boyish hero
and being told that the addition of a letter would render the world ‘‘like Houdini,” he

adopted Harry Houdini as his stage name and later had the choice legally confirmed.

At the age of 9 he ran azvay with a circus and made the Davenport Brothers rope tie

one of his acts, but it zms not until many years later that he developed the handcuff escape

which brought him into the limelight and eventually placed him in a class wholly by himself.

For two years he has been touring with his own company, combining his magical
entertainment with an expose of faked spiritualism.
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‘Michael Strogoff”
—1881 -1 926

By Epes Winthrop Sargent

THE TARTAR ENCAMPMENT IN “MICHAEL STROGOFF” EMPLOYING 6.000 PERSONS
This is the most stupendous scene in the

F
ORTY-FIVE years ago this writer, a

yellow-haired youngster of nine, sat in the

old Booth’s Theatre, at the southeast corner

of Sixth avenue and Twenty-third street

and thrilled at the sight of his first stage

spectacle. The other afternoon—minus most

of the hair—he sat in a comfortable arm

chair in the Universal projection room and

got the same kick from the same story, with

forty-five years of continuous theatregoing

in between.
Perhaps five thousand stage performances

and upward of a thousand motion pictures

lie in between, but “Michael Strogoff,” well

told, stands the test of time, and a hard-

boiled who has spent the better part of

thirty-five of those years as a critic, could

still find a punch in this story by the famous

Frenchman whose fabulous scientific fairy

stories of the eighties are the realities of

today.

Shows Vast Progress

But the chief interest of this writer lay

not so much in the story as in the vast

progress that has been made in the half

century. Nothing gives greater emphasis to

the wonderful possibilities of the motion pic-

ture than the contrast between what was

then a stupendous stage production and the

presentation of the same story on the screen.

No one who sat in Booth’s that evening

dreamed of motion pictures. Five years be-

fore our father had installed the first tele-

phone line in the Bahamas—a short line

from Government House to the executive of-

fices, less than a mile away. Not long after

he watched the demonstration of the first

phonograph with its huge barrel and tinfoil

records, but even Jules Verne had not dared

imagine pictured motion.

The Booth presentation was that staged

by John Stetson, the eccentric manager who

Universal’s Filim de France made in Latvia wi
in locale duplicating the Siberani original.

o
Universal Super Feature

Marks Advance in

Presentation

objected because the trombone player in his

Boston theatre did not play the “rests” and
yet who objected with equal bitterness be-

cause Salmi Morse would not let him have
more than twelve Apostles in their projected

presentation of the Passion Play.

Moskin as Strogoff

Moskin rings all the hirsute changes
from a Chaplin moustache to full

beard.

the cooperation of the Latvian Army

Stetson was willing to spend money when
he could get a return, and he made a sump-
tuous presentation of “Michael Strogoff,” the

more willing to spend since he had to pay
no royalties for his pirated version.

For those days it was a huge spectacle,

employing perhaps sixty persons, counting
in the cast and the ballet, and either four or

six black horses. Naturally the play was a

sensation.

Being the first big play the writer ever had
seen, it made a far deeper impression than
many of the plays which came later, and
many of the scenes are almost as clear in

his memory today as when he stumbled out

of the gas-lighted theatre into the dimly-

lighted street.

Great Scenic Effect

The big scenic effect in the play was the

raft voyage past the burning city. This was
done with half a dozen “breakaway” settings,

particularly a tower to the left of the stage.

This was pivoted halfway down its height

and when the catch was tripped the tower
toppled into space and swung pendulum-wise
until it lost the momentum of the fall. Other
pieces were tricked to fall backward.

Impressive, too, were the two fetes ;
one

early in the play, where Strogoff got his

commission. This was shown as a garden
fete, with a balustrade at the back decorated
with fifteen or twenty colored gas globes.

Mounted guards stood at the foot of the

stairway leading to the upper level, and
while horses on the stage were no novelty,

a single horse was supposed to provide ample
equine decoration.

The other scenic fete was, if memory does
not fail, a revel in the Tartar camp. Any-

(Continued on page 1051
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H erbert h. van loan,
whose play, “The Noose,”

at the Hudson, is going like a

house afire, is learning what the

Broadway theatrical crowd will

do to cop the credit from a too

trustful author, if they can get

away with it.

First, Willard Mack, who
staged Van Loan’s story, on the

opening night calmly walked out

behind the footlights after the

second act, while the audience

was applauding wildly, and with

nary a reference to the creator

of the plot, and with an insolence

that was all but sublime, jauntily

—and a bit jerkily—placed the

“author’s” laurels on his own
brazen brow.

Last week a well known—not

to say notorious—reviewer on a

prominent theatrical weekly,

who was friendly enough with

Mack to get a protege of his

a job in the cast, lauded “The

Noose” to the skies, as he prop-

erly should, and named everyone

in the cast and out, who had
anything—even remotely—to do

with the play’s success, except

Van Loan. He took a lefthand-

ed slap at Van Loan, without

naming him, by saying that the

original story “probably” was
very thin and had had to be
“built up,” another way of hand-
ing the full credit to his play-

mate, Mack.
There is plenty of credit for

both, but just as a matter of

record we happen to have read

Van Loan’s story nearly a year

ago and it is only fair to state

that the play, as we saw it the

first night didn’t have a single

twist or situation in it, that

wasn’t in the original manuscript,
which we can now recall.

As for story value, we are will-

ing to bet even money right now
that “The Noose” will pull down
close to $100,000 for the screen

rights and may even top. that

figure.

This is written in ..airness to

Herbert Van Loan and as a

warning to other unsuspecting
photoplaywrights of what they
may expect, if they venture—un-
beknownst—into the wilds of the

so-called “legitimate” drama.
Herb Van Loan can thank his

stars that he has Mrs. Henry B.

Harris, a splendid and generous,
foursquare woman, as his pro-
ducer. Otherwise he might need
an axe to chop his way into the

box office for his royalties.

*

Handing it to Russell Holman
and Vincent Trotta for the latest

Paramount publication, which is

a concise, compact, but most
complete compendium of in-

formation about Paramount and

Paramount productions past,

present and to come, of the ut-

most value to the exhibitor.

Elsewhere in this issue, the

book is described in detail. We
cannot refrain from comment,
however, on its convenient size

and the unusually effective ad-

vertising display obtained with

the limited page space available.

Russell Holman, who planned

it, and Vincent Trotta, Art Man-
ager of the Paramount Adver-
tising Department, who designed

the ad layouts, have shown the

industry something in the way
of securing real circus effects

with small space. This is a book
that the showman will keep on

his desk throughout the year.

*

J. D. (JayDee) Williams, man-
aging director of British Na-
tional, sailed on the Berengaria,

Wednesday, in order to super-

vise the final editing and titling

of his next feature, “Tiptoes,”

studio work on which was being

completed when he left England

several weeks ago. He will also

begin arrangements for the pro-

duction of “Madame Pompa-
dour,” which Herbert Wilco:
will direct for British Nationa

*

However one may regard Pe
Harrison and “Harrison’s Rf

ports,” few will deny that tl

man’s honesty and sincerity

character have won him what
probably the largest individu

following among exhibitors i

the United States. Pete doub'

less has his prejudices, and 1

has frequently made mistakt

in our opinion, but attempts 1

belittle him or assail his pos

tion in exhibitors esteem by ii

nuendo or otherwise may prov
a boomerang for the one indulg

ing in the pastime.

Little, glass-house editor;

ought to think of this and re-

member that anything they say
along this line is pretty apt to

be the best kind of an advertise-

ment for Pete.

Jack Cohn heard 40,000 fans

cheering for Columbia (Pictures)

last Saturday. Joe Schnitzer,

Charlie Rosenzweig, Sid Katz
and Louis Baum of F. B. O.

razzed him plenty during the

first half of the game between
Cornell and the Morningside

Heights University when the

score stood 9—0 in favor of the

Ithacans. But they all had to

hand it to Jack and Columbia
at the finish. As Joe Schnitzer

might have put it : “Columbia
got better all the time, just like

Jack Cohn’s pictures.” The final

score was Columbia 17, Cornell

9.

St

Word just reaches us that

Helen Hancock Mason has been
chosen by Viola Foster to repre-

sent her in Hollywood. Miss

Foster is one of our best known
authors’ representatives, wi f '

store of the finest scr'

rial always av? : ’

new associ

coast ”

stor

ou
c

Barran Lewis, who now heads

the advertising and publicity de-

partment of Warner Bros, is a

veteran newspaperman, who
knows his job thoroughly. He
came into the picture business

by way of old “Pop” Lubin, when
Philadelphia was a film center

and Hollywood was just starting.

Later he joined Vitagraph and

had been with that company five

years, when Warner Brothers

took it over a year ago last

Spring. He has had a wide

newspaper experience, having

held down editorial jobs in

Kansas City, Philadelphia and
New York, and enjoys a national

acquaintance among newspaper

editors all over the country.

*

Tammany Young is reported

to be the only man, who suc-

ceeded in “crashing” the gate

at the M.-G.-M. ball at the As-

tor last week. It is said, he got

by the watchful guards at the

entrance in the uniform cf a

Loew Theatre call .boy, making
a quick change into his dress

clothes in the wash room. Other

reports have it that he got in via

the service elevator in a box

marked “case goods.” Be that

as' it ma}q Tammany was there,

anyway.
*

Joe Rock is planning a “Heavy
Hoboes” Thanksgiving din

according to a wireless fv

Jacques Kopfstein f r

enth avenu~ ^

“s^ 1
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JUNE MATHIS is cornered by her husband, Balboni, First National
J Director, in Hollywood's newest game, "Puff Billiards," apparently
showing which way the wind blows when husband and wife compete.

DICHARD BARTHELMESS waves a

not too-high hat from the S.S.
France, as he sails for p -•turn

i, i . ui> >7 a;

nib gniviga/JnerTf dob
ri aasb-ri u r oj gnifnoaafi

•>) uiaJa?qo>I .’^i/parl
*

'' ‘nna'/B rljria
r

matized by Tom Mix, Fox
and his father, James J.

the studios of Hollywood.

f-OUNT ILYA TOLSTOY confers
with Peter. the Hermit of Holly-

wood, between shots on "Resurrection,"
which Edwin Carewe will produce for

the screen.

CARL LAEMMLE, Jr., author of

"The Collegians," grins merrily as
the film "goes over" with a big

wallop.

ORN in a trunk, as the stage saying goes ,
Marian Nison, of Universal,

gets along on the trunk of Sultana, her elephant.
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Presenting Sam Morris
of Warner Brothers

By MERRITT CRAWFORD

Y OU don’t hear much of Sam E.

Morris. His name seldom ap-

pears in print, even in this fast-

moving business, success in which, it

has been said, is half publicity and
half in outguessing the other fellow.

Sam Morris doesn’t care a cent for pub-

licity—for himself. When it comes to Warner
Brothers, however, where Sam sits in the

general manager’s office, when he isn’t out

on the road telling some of his “boys” how
to sell Warner Brothers product, that’s an-

other matter.

He wants all the Warner publicity that's

coming and can tell you more interesting

facts in half a dozen minutes about Warner
Brothers fine features like “Don Juan,” “The
Better ’Ole,” and all the other noteworthy

attractions which have put Warner Brothers

so far out in front this season, than can be

extracted from the Warner publicity depart-

ment in half a day, and that’s saying a lot.

As to outguessing the other fellow, which,

as referred to above, has been said to be the

other half of success in this business, it isn’t

the Morris way to do any worrying. He lets

the other fellow do the guessing and the

worrying too.

This, perhaps, is one of the reasons why
Warner Brothers, in a manner of speaking,

is sitting on top of the world right now, for

the Warners, all five of ’em, from H. M.
down the list, have much the same habit of

mind as their general manager.
However, as this article is concerned

chiefly with Sam E. Morris, personally, and
with the great organization of which he is

the general manager only incidentally (we
couldn’t get away with this, if Sam were
reading over our shoulder) we will confine

ourselves from now on to the subject in

hand.

One thought we want to get over. Sam
Morris is a big man. He rates with the big-

gest and measures up to full size, any way
you take him. So far he has kept himself

well back out of the lime light, because he

has been busy doing big things.

He Avoids Limelight

Let us illustrate. Eighteen months or so

ago Warner Brothers took over the old

Vitagraph Company, lock, stock and barrel,

fur, feathers, fins and hide. Warner Brothers

had to have a system of exchanges to dis-

tribute its pictures, which up to that time

had been released on a franchise basis, so it

just went 1 out and bought one, and Vita-

graph, somewhat dried out and stiffening

.
in the joints, being the only one available,

Warner Brothers annexed it.

Now when a merger of this kind occurs,

there is bound to be a lot of lost motion.

Friction is sure to occur. Old habits and
old systems and methods of doing business

are difficult to eliminate or reform.

It was right here that Sam E. Morris came
in. He took over the job of bringing order

out of chaos and he took it to like a duck

to water.

Today Warner Brothers in its office and
field force is like one big family. Even'
one is happy. Everyone is working at top

pressure to make the Warner Brothers or-

ganization and Warner Brothers pictures the

greatest ever.

No finer esprit de corps exists in any or-

ganization in the industry today. Every man
and woman in it, from top to bottom swears
by the Warner brothers, individually and
collectively—and Sam Morris.

It is the policy of Warner Brothers and
Sam Morris to give every individual mem-
ber of their big organization full responsibility

for all that comes within the confines of his

job. Suggestions or ideas are welcomed and
the executive’s office doors are never shut

to any employee. There is no buck-passing.

Each individual stands on his own two feet

and recognizes that it is up to him to make
his own opportunities.

I

Warner Bros. “Block” System

Warner Brothers’ field force of salesmen
and exchange executives is organized on
the “block” system, a method originated and
devised by General Manager Morris. Under
this plan the entire country is divided into

“blocks” and each salesman is responsible

for the sales and collections in his particular

“block.”

The plan works well, for each man thus

knows that he, and he alone will get the

credit for results in his assigned territory or

the contrary criticism if he “falls down.”

Another policy for which Sam Morris is

chiefly responsible, is that when a good idea

is suggested, Warner Brothers permits the

man making it to carry it out nationally,

with the full co-operation of the home of-

fice. This serves to give the Warner district

or exchange managers a national viewpoint

and a wider perspective, that is of the utmost

benefit to them and to the company in the

operation of their respective territories.

As an illustration, last summer Joseph S.

Hebrew, Warner Brothers’ district manager
in the Philadelphia and Washington terri-

tory, suggested that the month of October

be selected as an “Opportunity Period” dur-

ing which the sales force would make a

special drive for “booking days” and pledges

from exibitors to use Warner product dur-

ing the coming season.

The idea appealed to General Manager
Morris and he authorized Mr. Hebrew to go
ahead with it, with the full co-operation of

the home office. The result was that the

sales force turned in between 12,000 and
15,000 “booking days,” which Warner
Brothers now have on their books, a large

proportion of which in all probability might

have gone to other companies had it not been
for the receptiveness and ready co-operation

of the Warner executives.

Sam Morris was born in Oil City, Pa., but

spent most his boyhood in Cleveland, Ohio.

When he finished his schooling he went with

the American Tobacco Co. and as foreign

manager for that big organization travelled

all over the world.

SAM E. MORRIS, General Manager
of Warner Brothers, a man of ideas.

Later he settled in Pittsburgh, having pur-
chased the first slot machine franchise ever
issued for that territory. He found the slot

machine business profitable, but not suf-

ficiently satisfying to a man of his tempera-
ment and activities. So he sold out and
joined forces with his brother-in-law, L. H.
Wilk of Cleveland, and together they owned
and managed the Home Theatre, a suburban
house, and two or three other theatres in

that city.

Originated Arbitration Idea

It was during this time that Sam Morris
was elected Chairman of the Film Commit-
tee of the Cleveland Chamber of Commerce,
where he originated the idea, which has since

taken form in the Film Arbitration Boards,
now in operation so successfully all over the
country.

During this time also Sam Morris was
in charge of the Selznick Cleveland Ex-
change. L. J. Selznick, always on the look
out for brains and initiative, soon took no-
tice of the fact that his Cleveland office was
topping all his other exchanges by a big
margin. He looked for the reason and find-

ing that it was Sam Morris, brought him
on to New York and made him his vice-

president and general manager.
Later Sam Morris went abroad in the in-

terests of the Selznick organization and on
his return associated himself with Warner
Brothers.

Warner Brothers have prospered and
grown great since then and are destined, it

appears, to grow even greater. And in every
advance they have made Sam Morris has
had an important part.
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Seven Successes

Within One Year
t< F) OB” KANE has clicked seven successes on the First

,
JD National program within one year.

On November 1, 1925, his premiere First National pro-
duction, “The New Commandment,” was released on Broad-
way, with Blanche Sweet and Ben Lyon featured. Then
followed “Bluebeard’s Seven Wives,” with Lois Wilson,
Miss Sweet and Mr. Lyon

; “The Reckless Lady,” with
Mr. Lyon, B^elle Bennett and Lois Moran

;
“The Dancer

of Paris,” with Dorothy Mackaill and Conway Tearle; “The
Wilderness Woman,” with Aileen Pringle, Lowell Sher-
man and Chester Conklin

;
“The Great Deception,” with

Miss Pringle and Mr. Lyon, and on October 17, last, “The
Prince of Tempters,” with Mr.
Lyon, Miss Moran and Lya DePut-
ti, opened a two weeks’ engagement
in the New York Mark Strand.
Lothar Mendes, the distinguished

German director, who made “The
Prince of Tempters,” continues with
Mr. Kane, and is now producing
“The Song of the Dragon.” More
big stuff!

KANE

\1LEEN
PRINGLE

BELLE BENNETT

LYA DEPUTTI

CONWAY TEARLE

CHESTER
CONKLIN

LOIS
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Martinelli

Surprises

Himself
Giovanni Martinelli, oi the

Metropolitan Opera Company,
saw and heard himself on the

screen and in Vitaphone for the

first time last Tuesday night at

the Warner Theatre, and when
he left the house it was with the

music of an ovation ringing in

his ears.

It was early last summer that

Martinelli was screened singing

the “Vesti la Giubba” from “II

Pagliacci.” His work com-
pleted, the tenor sailed imme-
diately for Europe and the Con-
tinent to fill operatic engage-

ments. His Vitaphone experi-

ence in the rush of his engage-
ment became merely a memory,
and remained so until his return

to this country last week, when
friends began recounting to him
how fine he was on Vitaphone.

This made him anxious to see

and hear for himself.

Martinelli seemed very much
affected by his reception. Asked
if his Vitaphone appearance
pleased him, he dramatically

raised his hands and exclaimed

:

“I am a surprise to myself 1”

Son Plays Sire In

Screen Prologue

of “Resurrection”

Count Ilya Tolstoy, second son

of the Russian novelist, Leo Tol-

stoy, who now bears a striking

resemblance to his father, will

portray his sire in a prologue to

“Resurrection“ in its screen

form.

Edwin Carewe and Inspiration

Pictures are producing the Tol-
stoy classic for United Artists

release. Dolores Del Rio is

cast as Katusha Maslova.

Carmelita Geraghty

Has Role of “Vamp”
Carmelita Geraghty, daughter

of Tom Geraghty, well-known
scenario editor, who has attained

considerable success on the
screen, plays a prominent role in

the support of Raymond McKee
and Ruth Hiatt in “Smith’s

Uncle,” a new Pathe comedy of

Mack Sennett’s, “The Jimmy
Smith’s” series, which will be
released on November 14th.

In the new Pathecomedy
Miss Geraghty plays a so-called

“vamp” role very effectively and
is assisted in the funmaking by
little Mary Ann Jackson, and
Andy Clyde.

Goldwyn Pays
Debt to West

“Fifteen years ago I

came to the West. The
West took me to her heart

and was kind to me. Since

then I have always wished
for an opportunity to re-

pay. I found that oppor-

tunity in ‘The Winning of

Barbara W orth,’ ” declares

Samuel Goldwyn in a fore-

word in the de luxe pro-

gram of his newest film’s

Los Angeles showing at

the Forum.
“Behind the spectacle

and thrilling episodes of

Henry King’s beautiful

production I think the

people of America will find

a debt paid. .‘Barbara

Worth’ is close to the

hearts of the West and if

I have contributed to

greater appreciation of

America’s West, which has

been so kind to me, then

my gratitude has found
concrete expression.”

Showmanship Puts Over

“The Prince of Tempters”
Lothar Mendez’ Production for Robert Kane

Scores Heavily at New York Strand

—

Plunkett Demonstrates Prowess

Colman-Banky in

Drama Tangle of

“The Night of Love”

Ronald Colman as Rodrigo,

bold Spanish bandit, with “side-

burns,” tousled hair and swarthy
skin; Vilma Banky as Isabelle,

beautiful convent girls forced to

marry the bad Duke de la Gar-
da, is the casting of “The Night
of Love,” George Fitzmaurice’s

new production for Samuel Gold-
wyn.

Montagu Love will play the

Duke, who singles out Rodrigo’s
bride, steals her, and finally has
a taste of his medicine when
Colman steals Vilma Banky, the

Duchess, from the Duke.

Laska Winter as Colman’s
bride in the beginning, Natalie
Kingston as Beatrice, the Duke’s
mistress, Bynunsky Hyman as

Colman’s secret aide.

F. B. O. will distribute “The
Gorilla Hunt,” a five-reel narra-

tive made in the wilds of north-
west Africa by Ben Burbridge,

the big game hunter, who not
only photographed these rare

creatures, but killed the biggest

on record when the beast was
charging within fifty feet of him.

He finally captured several young
gorillas with his bare hands. One
of them he still has at his home
in Florida.

T
N “THE PRINCE OF TEMPTERS,” Robert T. Kane’s
latest special released by First National, which has just

had its premiere at the Strand Theatre, Joseph T. Plunkett,

managing director, has again proven himself to be a master
showman, by demonstrating the box office possibilities

which a combination of picture value and super-showman-
ship can produce in the face of unusually severe attraction

competition and adverse weather conditions.
He showed it by his keen

judgment in holding this fine

feature over for a second week,
after a first week’s intake at the

box office that was little if any
higher than average, with the
result that second week’s re-

ceipts on the picture came close

to breaking some of the Strand’s

records.

The picture is the initial Amer-
i c a n production of Lothar
Mendes, noted UFA director,

whom Mr. Kane brought from
Germany especially to handle
the megaphone on some of the
big specials which he plans to

release through First National.

Had Eager Welcome

The critical reception of “The
Prince of Tempters” was most
enthusiastic and in the nature
of a personal artistic triumph
for Mendes, while many who had
followed this capable director’s

work while he was with UFA,
declared that he had surpassed
his best previous efforts in his

first Kane production.

Harry Reichenbach, past mas-
ter in press agentry, conducted
an elaborate publicity and ex-

ploitation campaign with many
novel stunts and big space in the

dailies prior to the presentation

and during the first week’s
showing of the picture at the

Strand and it was in order to

capitalize upon this and the evi-

dent popular appeal of the pic-

ture itself, that Managing Di-

rector Plunkett determined to

hold over “The Prince of Tempt-
ers,” for another week, with the

results above mentioned.

Robert T. Kane and First Na-
tional have given exhibitors an-

other box office winner in “The
Prince of Tempters” and Joseph
Plunkett has once more proven
his right to the title “Prince of

Showmen” by the uncanny way
he has of picking and “putting

over” attractions of super-qual-

ity.

In this case, however, it is only

fair to state that Mr. Plunkett

had been following the work of

Director Mendes at the Robert
T. Kane studios closely, just as

he keeps advised of the progress

of other productions.

J
OSEPH PLUNKETT, Man-
aging Director of the Mark

Strand Theatre, New York.

“His Last Affair”
Metro - Goldwyn - Mayer an-

nounces that the final title of

the forthcoming picture previ-
ously known as “After All,” will

be “His Last Affair.” This is to

be an all-star production di-

rected by Robert Z. Leonard.
The story is an original by F.

Hugh Herbert and Florence
Ryerson of the M.-G.-M. sce-
nario department.

“Gorilla Hunt” Is Slated For
Broadway House

Exhibitors who have played

hunting pictures, and who have
seen this one, declare it to be

the most thrilling exhibition of

awesome beasts and brave men
ever recorded on film. Negotia-

tions are now under way for a

Broadway pre-release showing
of “The Gorilla Hunt.”

Automatic exploitation of im-

mense value is already back of

the picture.
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Scenes From the JFirld

at Large and On the

Lot Among the

Leaders

TjLSIE JANIS of stage and war fame, as she appeared in

the prehide for Warner’s "The Better ’Ole,’’ for
Vitaphone at the remarkable premiere showing in New York

City.

TJ/ R. SHEEHAN, of Fox Films, picks Sally Phipj „
'' • as a striking type who may become a star in

almost no time at all under his critical tutelage at

Hollywood.

POOR OLD "UNCLE TOM” could scarcely recognize his "little Eva" in this galaxy of applicants who applied for the role at the Universal studios

when that company prepared to make " Uncle Tom's Cabin." More than 500 children applied for the role—some with natural kinks and others anxious

to curl their locks a la the black beauty.

^RTHUR CLAVERING, who is serv-
ing Warner Brothers as managing

director in England, with offices in

London.

TJACK from the Orient, Montford S.
^ Steele, foreign sales manager for
United Artists, greets New York and

its grandeur.

CUN and fights combined when Joe Kaufman, trainer, and Harry Cohn,
•* vice-president and general manager of Columbia Pictures, met with
Ruby Goldstein, the battler, Bert Lytell, Columbia star, and Jack Cohn,

treasurer of the company, at Hollywood.

yrAYOR GODDARD anl E. C.

Hart, associate justice of the

California Supreme Court, welcome
Vilma Banky, of Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer’s "The Winning of Barbara

Worth."

nlCHARD ROWLAND, Colleen

Moore and John McCormick, ail

of First National, in an expectant
pose.

r-HESTER FRANKLIN, director

for Joseph M. Schenck, married
Mildred Nadell one hour after her

arrival in Hollywood

J~\OUG FAIRBANKS and Charlie^ Chaplin flank Otto Kahn, the
New York financier, on his visit to

United Artists.
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Special

Invitations

For “Blue Boy”
Earl Hall Payne, manager of

the Kentucky theatre, Lexington,

Ky., mailed out 1,000 invitations

inviting a special list of patrons

to attend the showing of “The

“Blue Boy,’’ Educational’s sec-

ond Romance Production in

Technicolor, when it was shown

at this theatre, October 10 to 13

inclusive.

Some idea of the appreciation

with which this short feature

was received is obtained when it

is realized that applause marked

the first two showings.

Mr. Payne printed in gold

type on 4 by 5-inch white cards,

the following as an invitation :

“The management of the Ken-

tucky Theatre announces the

exhibition of the second Educa-

tional-Romance production pho-

tographed entirely in natural

colors, “The Blue Boy,” suggest-

ed by Sir Thomas Gainsborough’s

famous painting. Four days,

starting Sunday, October tenth,

1926.”

William V. Filbert, Con-

troller of the b. S. Steel

Corp., grips the hand of

Fred Niblo, director of “Ben

Hur” and “The Temptress,”

for Metro-Goldwyn- Mayer.

First National Sales Heads

Off on Extensive Tour

Smith, Marin and Depinet Visit Divisions

Following French Lick Convention;

Quality Films Aid Drive

F
OLLOWING the close of First National’s semi-annual

convention of franchise holders at French Lick

bprines, Inch, Ned E. Depinet, salesmanager for the South-

ern territory, started out on a two weeks’ tour of his divi-

sion Ned Marin, Western sales manager, started out si-

multaneously on a visit to all the exchanges in his district,

the trip to extend over a month and to carry him to the

West Coast.
. ... rl

A W Smith, Eastern district salesmanager, will like-

wise visit the First National exchanges in the East. Mr.

Smith leaves from New York.
. - .

On Mr. Depinet’s itinerary are the exchanges in the fol-

lowing cities

:

Great Theatre Circuits

Book P. D. C. Pictures

No “Interiors” Made

For “Rubber Tires”

At last—a motion picture

without a single studio-made

scene !

“Rubber Tires,” epic of the

auto camps which Alan Hale

will next picture for Cecil B. De

Mille, is to be just such a film

novelty. Hale is taking his

company to Santa Cruz, Califor-

nia, for the initial scenes of this

picture, and from there the en-

tire troupe will travel from auto

camu to auto camp, filming

T HE proof of tile value of motion pictures is 'U the

- bookings. The sale force of the Producers Distribut-

ing Corporation recently started a new slogan. It b o

inis, not boasts, that count,” and with this in mind the

salesmen went out to make the things that counted. The

result is shown in the list of great circuits all over the

country that have booked the P. D. C. product for 1926-27

Practically every circuit of importance is on that list as

well as many independent theatres in different localities.

Here is the list of circuits:

Stanley Company, Philadelphia ;
Harris Amusement Co., P,m

Stanley- Crandall Circuit Wash-

ington; Stanley-Fabian Circuit,

New Jersey; B. F. Keith Cir-

cuit, nationally ;
Publix Theatres,

nationally ;
Orpheum Circuit,

nationally ;
Poli Circuit, national-

ly; Balaban & Katz, Chicago;

West Coast Theatres, Los An-

geles; Universal Theatres, na-

tionally; Marks Brothers, Chi-

cago ;
Skouras Brothers, St.

Louis ;
Moe Mark Circuit, Al-

bany ;
Butterfield Circuit, De-

burgh; N. Hecht, New Jersey;

Hawkins & Hudson, Atlanta

;

Heights Theatre, Inc., New
York; Kutinsky Circuit, New
Jersey.

Kleist Amusement Co., De-<

troit; Koppin Amusement Co.,

Detroit
;

I. Lipson Circuit, Cin-

cinnati
;

Jake Lourie, Boston;

George M. Mann Circuit, San

Francisco; Mayer & Schneider,

New York; M. & S. Circuit,

New York; Multnomah Circuit,

Indianapolis, St. Louis, Louis-

ville, Cleveland, Cincinnati and

Pittsburgh. Mr. Smth’s tour

will take him to Albany, Buffalo,

Boston, Washington, Philadel-

phia and New Haven.

To Hold Meetings

The three salesmanagers, con-

stituting, with Secretary-Treas-

urer Samuel Spring, First Na-

tional’s sales cabinet, will devote

themselves to details of distribu-

tion of First National product,

both current and forthcoming.

To this end, each will hold sales

meetings at the various First Na-

tional exchanges visited, consult

important exhibitors and do

considerable selling on their

own.
The consistent product re-

leased by First National during

the 1926-1927 season is said to

have made it possible for the

sales cabinet to exceed last

year’s selling by a wide margin.

At present First National is re-

ported to be far in advance of

last year in sales.

troff

y
;

:

Consohdated Circuit,’ New Portland, Oregon ;
North Amer-

York; Comerford Amusement ican Theatres, Seatle Pa t

Co., Scranton; Hunt’s Theatres, Amusement Co„ Charlotte ,
Pied-

Inc Philadelphia ;
Active Amuse- mont Circuit, Charlotte ,

Peer

ment Co New York; William less Booking Corp., New York;

Bernstein Theatres, Albany; L. Rachmiei & Rensler, Brooklyn;

M. Boas Circuit, Boston.

Brandt Circuit, Brooklyn ;
Film

Service, New York; Baker Cir-

cuit, Long Island ;
Coston Cir-

cuit (Karsas), Chicago; Dipson

& Zimmerman, Buffalo; Dent-

Richards & Nace, Arizona ;
Ros-

enweig & Katz, Brooklyn ;
Robb

& Rowley, Dallas ;
Joseph Stern,

New Jersey; Smalley’s Circuit,

Albany; E. J. Sparks Enterpris-

es, Atlanta
;

Suehman Circuit,

MussXaT Dallas ;
Far West New York ;

World Realty Co

A cowgirl from the narrow

shut-in spaces — June Mar-

lowe of Universal

Theatres, Los Angeles; Fitzger

aid & McElroy, Detroit ;
F. R. A.

Circuit, New \ork; Frank
Amusement Co., Des Moines

,

Golden States Theater,^ San

San Francisco; Grobe & Knobel,

New York; Gray Circuit, Bos-

Omaha
;
William Yoost Circuit,

New York.

“The Days of Souls”

Dorothy Sebastian, of Metro-

New rone; uray Goldwyn-Mayer has been given

ton; Griffith Brothers, Oklaho- the part. of a Salvation Army
toil *. Drimill DIUIIICIO, w 1

f r O 1

ma
;
Goldstein Brothers, Boston ;

girl m The Day of Sou s.

Dorothy Dwan again leading

with Tom Mix in Fox pro-

ductions.
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Schenck Is Enthusiastic,

Following Studio Visit

Vice-President of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, Back

From Culver City, Discusses Six of

Company’s Coming Pictures

By CHARLES EDWARD HASTINGS

M aintaining Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer’s position as “the
talk of the industry,” in the judgment of Nich-

olas M. Schenck, vice-president of M.-G.-M., are six pic-

tures, two of which, “Bardelys the Magnificent” and “The
Fire Brigade” have been shown, with four, “The Flaming
Forest,” “The Flesh and the Devil,” “Tell It to the Ma-
rines” and “Tin Hats,” ready for the screen.
Mr. Schenck, accompanied by

J. Robert Rubin, returned from
the Culver City studios of his

company lust week, enthused by
what he had seen at the new
M.-G.-M. product.

“ ‘The Fire Brigade’ is a big

money picture for exhibitors, to

my mind, one of the best we
have ever offered. I was quite

thrilled by it, as, I am sure,

everyone was who saw it. The
fact is, I cannot remember when
I was so deeply impressed with
the possibilities of a picture.

“My first judgment of ‘Bar-

delys’ has been sustained by the

public and the critics. Mr. Gil-

bert and Miss Boardman are

splendid.
“ ‘The Flaming Forest’ is set

for release November 21. This

is Reginald Barker’s production

of James Oliver Curwood’s
novel, with Renee Adoree and
Antonio Moreno featured, and it

takes high place in our schedule.

Greta Garbo Scores

Jackie Coogan Now
Full-fledged Star

Jackie Coogan has join-

ed the Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer family of screen
stars, and will have the

entire facilities of the Cul-

ver City studio at his dis-

posal for his forthcoming
pictures, according to con-

tracts signed this week
with Louis B. Mayer, vice-

president in charge of pro-

duction.

For the last four years

the photoplays starring

the youthful favorite have
been produced by his own
organization and released

through Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer. Under his new
contract Jackie’s pictures

will be produced along the

lines of the most impor-
tant screen undertakings
at the Culver City studio.

“Greta Garbo is wonderful in

‘The Flesh and the Devil.’ Some
idea of the strength of this pro-

duction may be obtained when I

tell you that for nearly five reels

Miss Garbo, Jack Gilbert and
Lars Hansen holds one in al-

most breathless suspense. It is

something for showmen to look

forward to.
“
‘Tell It to the Marines’ af-

fords Lon Chaney another op-
portunity to demonstrate his

artistry, and furnish exhibitors

with a fine vehicle from the box-
office angle. ‘Tin Hats’ is a

comedy in a war setting, and a

patron in any theatre who fails

to respond to this delightful

humor should be examined by
his doctor. Frankly, I laughed

—

well, I laugh often, now, when I

think of those boys, Conrad
Nagel, Bert Roach and George
Cooper and their antics. Mr.
Nagel and Claire Windsor have
the leads of course.”

Mr. Schenck said he saw
“rushes” of other pictures, lying

just ahead in the M.-G.-M.
schedule, a number of wh’.ch

measure up to classic propor-

tions.

Jackie Coogan Now
Full-fledged Star

Jackie Coogan has join-

ed the Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer family of screen
stars, and will have the

entire facilities of the Cul-

ver City studio at his dis-

posal for his forthcoming
pictures, according to con-

tracts signed this week
with Louis B. Mayer, vice-

president in charge of pro-

duction.

For the last four years

the photoplays starring

the youthful favorite have
been produced by his own
organization and released

through Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer. Under his new
contract Jackie’s pictures

will be produced along the

lines of the most impor-
tant screen undertakings
at the Culver City studio.

Several stories are now
under consideration for

the juvenile star.

The Mirror Hat

Mary Brian, of F. B. O., sees

herself as others see her.

Fields to Star

In ‘The Potters’

For Paramount
The next starring vehicle for

W. C. Fields, Paramount com-
edian and former Follies lumi-

nary, will be “The Potters,” J.

P. McEvoy’s stage comedy of

middle class American family

life, which has enjoyed long and
profitable runs in New York,

Chicago and other theatrical

centers.

Fields will play “Pa Potter,”

the plodding office worker who
tries to conceal his natural

meekness beneath a cloak of as-

surance which is pierced too

often by the reproaches of his

nagging wife and the demands
of his headstrong offspring.

Fred Newmeyer will direct

Fields in this one.

Eucharistic

Congress for

Road Showing

T HE official motion picture

record of the XXVIII In-

ternational Eucharistic Congress,

held in Chicago last summer, has

been cut, edited and titled, and
is ready for release.

With Paul Mooney as general

manager, the picture will be

given its premiere at the Jolson

Theatre, New York, Monday,
November 8th.

The staging has been placed in

the hands of that master show-
man, S. L. (“Roxy”) Rothafel,

who will arrange the prologue

and direct and supervise the

scoring of the picture.

Profits to Charity

As the entire profits from this

picture will be turned over to

deserving charities, “Roxy” is

giving his time to the cause of

the picture without charge.

Following the New York
Cardinal Mundelein, of Chicago,

to roadshow this dramatic mo-
tion picture spectacle in all the

showing it is the intention of

big cities of the country, follow-

ing which it will be released to

exhibitors generally.

New Features

For Cranfield

And Clark, Inc*

C RANFIELD AND CLARKE,
Inc., announce the acquisi-

tion from Craig Hutchinson of

a series of twelve one-reel pic-

tures, called “Romances in

Color.”

This series is made entirely in

Technicolor, dealing with such
subjects as “The Sleeping

Beauty,” “Cinderella,” etc.,

treated in a modern way.
This series is now being

booked, two of the series being
ready for deliver}-, and the re-

mainder are up to schedule in

the studio.

Cranfield and Clarke’s releases

include “The Making of a King.”

a special two-reel feature detail-

ing the life and activities of the

Prince of Wales
; two-reel re-

vival of Famous Paintings, fea-

turing Mary Astor and Reginald
Denny; Song Reels, featuring

“Songs of Yesteryear” and
“Mother O’ Mine,” among oth-

ers ; Ned Wayburn’s Ballroom
Charleston, four single reel pic-

tures. Twelve International tra-

vel and scenic pictures : a series

of 12 two-reel dramatic featur-

ettes produced by F. Herrick
Herrick; “Hunting Big Game in

Central Africa”; four single

reel pictures edited by D. W.
Griffith and “The Literary Di-

gest.”

Famous for her ability in the saddle, she has signed with M-G-M
and is awaiting her first assignment.
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Kennedy Discovers Six

F. B. O. Units at Work

“Bambino”

Slams Homer,

Haines Pitching

After following the fortunes

of the World Series for five

games, during which William

Haines, in baseball uniform, ap-

peared with the players, pitched

a ball that Babe Ruth knocked

into a home run, and underwent

other strenuous diamond adven-

tures. Edward Sedwick and his

“Slide, Kelly, Slide,” company
returned last week to the Metro-

Goldwyn-Mayer studios in the

West, where the interior scenes

and other details of the new
baseball picture will be filmed.

The World Series was used as

the background for a sequence

in which Haines was filmed a

ball players.

The new story, which Sedwick

will direct, is a romance of big

league baseball, from his own
original. Mike Donlin, captain

of the New York Giants some

years ago, will play a role in the

new picture.

Loew Circuit Books

“Dangerous Friends’'

“Dangerous Friends,” latest

Banner picture for release

through Sterling Pictures Dis-

tributing Corporation, a farce

comedy written by Charles A.
Logue and directed by Finis Fox,
has been sold by Jack Bellman
of Hollywood Pictures Corpora-
tion to the Loew Circuit for im-

mediate showing over its thea-

tres in Greater New York City.

“Men of the Night” and
“Christine of the Big Tops” are
previous new season Sterling

releases booked over the Loew
Circuit in Greater New York.
Featured players in “Danger-

ous Friends” are T. Roy Barnes,
Arthur Hoyt, Marjorie Gay,
Gertrude Short, Burr McIntosh
and Mathilde Brundage.

Skouras’ Bookings
Artclass reports that the

Skouras Circuit, in St. Louis,
has booked “Winnie Winkle,”
“Izzie and Lizzie,” “Hairbreadth
Harry” and “Snub Pollard Com-
edies” for the new Grand Cen-
tral.

Artclass House Organ
Artclass Pictures Corporation

is issuing a house organ called
the Artclass Weekly News, con-
taining general news of Art-
class releasing activities, to-
gether with information con-
cerning circuit bookings of their
films, casts and data on forth-
coming releases and hints on ex-
ploitation.

Dem Rollin 'Eyes

Mona Ray, the “Topsy” of

Universal’s “Uncle T o m’s
Cabin,” can curl her hair.

To Play Juvenile Lead
Richard Arlen has been se-

lected to play the juvenile lead in

“We’re in the Navy Now,” Para-
mount's forthcoming screen story

of the funny side of the navv.

Mattison Features

“White Star” Horse
“King of the Herd,” sec-

ond release in the series of

six Thrilling speedramas
featuring “White Star,” the

horse, made and distri-

buted by the Frank Mat-
tison Productions, has just

been completed in Holly-

wood.
The exteriors were made

at Kernville, Cal., and at

the Ventura Polo Club.

The cast is headed by
Raymond McKee and Nola
Luxford, with Billy Fra-

ney, Hugh Saxon, Eddie

Harris, Evelyn Francisco,

Arthur Hotaling, Laura
Miskin and Fred Shanley.

President Agreeably

Surprised to Find

Big Plant Busy

Two Gold Bond Specials are

now in production,, with a third

scheduled to start almost any

day. “Her Father Said No,”

under the direction of Jack Mc-
Keown, is in its third week of

shooting, with lovely Mary Brian

in the stellar role and a support-

ing cast of comics, including A1

Cooke and Kit Guard, which

should make mirth history of

this H. C. Witwer story.

J. Leo Meehan celebrated Mr.

Kennedy’s arrival by starting

“The Magic Garden,” second of

the Gene Stratton-Porter pic-

tures for the year.

Fred Thomson opened fire the

middle of the week with “Don
Mike,” which will replace “The

Desert Legion” in the Thomson
schedule. Directed by Lloyd

Ingraham, it is a tale of early

California.

Action Everywhere

The third of the Ranger series,

tentatively ttled “Thunder Moun-
tain,” went into production at

the same time, withe J. P- Mc-
Gowan directing the dog star.

Bob DeLacy swung into action

with the loud speaker trained on

Tom, Tyler and little Frankie

Darro. “Lighting Lariats” is the

title of the picture which will

feature this popular Western

star and his pals.

Plan Early Start

Several units are scheduled for

an early start, including “Hello,

Bill,” the Elks’ Special, directed

by Ralph Ince ;
“Salvation Jane,”

second of the Viola Dana star-

ring series, and “Jack O’ Dia-

monds,” with George O’Hara in

the stellar role.

Alberta Vaughn will get under

way shortly with “Uneasy Pay-

ments,” which unit David Kirk-

land will direct.

Bob Custer, who has just fin-

ished “The Border Whirlwind,”

is about the only F. B. O. star

not scheduled to strut his stuff

for the F. B. O. chief.

Buys Coburn Stories

Film rights to two stories by
Walter J. Coburn, which recent-

ly appeared in “Action Stories

Magazine,” have been acquired

by Lester F. Scott, Jr., producer

of Westerns for Associated Ex-
hibitors. Mr. Scott is now at

Coburn’s Ojai ranch negotiating

for others of his stories.

Good Soldiers Take a Chance

Julia Faye and Kenneth Thomson in a realistic scene from
“Cornoral Kate.” a De Mille P. D. C.

dhe CapitolTheatre /Detroit
booked

Tiffany Everywhere
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It Seems to be Pleasant

The Fox publicity department prepared no caption to explain
this scene between Madee Bellamy and Allan Dwan, her

director in “Summer Bachelors.”

Paramount Gives Beery
“Louie the Fourteenth”

“Sunshine of

Paradise Alley”

Is In Production
Production was started this

week on “Sunshine of Paradise

Alley,” fourth of Chadwick’s
First Division Pictures of the

current season.

Jack Nelson is directing the

Denman Thompson play, adapt-

ed for the screen by Josephine
Quirk.

Players Well Known

Barbara Bedford, as “Sun-
shine” O’Day, heads the cast.

Lucille Lee, a star in her own
right, has been cast for a promi-

nent part.

Nigel Barrie, recently returned

to the United States after a pro-

longed starring engagement with

UFA, in Germany; Max David-

son, noted character comedian

;

Kenneth McDonald and Tui

Lorraine, Hollywood’s only An-
zac player, will be seen in other

parts.

Langdon’s Long Pants

For First National

Harry Langdon, originator of

sparkling screen fun features, is

in the sixth week of production

of “Long Pants,” his forthcoming

First National offering.

The story is an original by
Langdon, Frank Capra and Ar-

thur Ripley. Capra is Langdon’s

director ;
Ripley his scenario

chief. Robert Eddy and Clar-

ence Hernecke are collaborating

on story development.

“Long Pants” deals with the

adventures of a bashful boy who
attains his first pair of long

pants.

“Attention!”

George Jessel in Warner
Bros.’ “Private Izzy Murphy.”

T AMES CRUZ’S next direc-

torial assignment is to be
“Louie the Fourteenth,” with
Wallace Beery as the star. B. P.

Schulberg, Paramount’s West
Coast executive, made this an-
nouncement this week upon his

return from the convention at

French Lick, Ind.

Cruze will begin work imme-
diately on the preparation of the

story for the screen and expects

to be read}' to begin production

in about eight weeks.
“Louie the Fourteenth,” one of

the recent successes of Broad-
way, was a Ziegfeld production
which opened at the Cosmopoli-
tan theatre in New York with
Leon Errol in the role which
Beery will interpret. Paramount
is planning to make the picture

one of the great comedy produc-
tions of the coming year. It

will present Wallace Beery as a

star in his own right and the

lineup of productions being pre-

pared for him has given rise to

predictions by Paramount execu-
tives that he will be one of the

great screen sensations of the

coming year.

Beery begins work at once on
“Casey at the Bat,” in which he
will play the immortal Casey,
with Raymond Hatton as his

team mate. As soon as this

baseball comedy is completed he
will start work on “Louie the

Fourteenth.” This is to be fol-

lowed by “The Greatest Show on
Earth,” an epic of American
amusement with Beery’s out-

standing personality in the role

of P. T. Barnum, about whose
life the story will revolve. Monta
Bell will direct this production
as one of the most important
film roadshows of the coming
year.

Buchowetzki

Now to Direct

‘Anna Karenina’
“Anna Karenina,” Tolstoy’s

novel, will be the subject of an
ambitious picture to be directed

by Dimitri Buchowetzki for

Metro - Goldwyn - Mayer, Irving

Thalberg, studio executive, an-

nounced this week.
This will be the first assign-

ment of the noted Russian di-

rector under the new contract,

awarded him following the suc-

cess of the completed reels of

“Valencia,” in which Mae Mur-
ray is being starred.

“Anna Karenina,” one of the

greatest novels of the nineteenth

century, is considered an .deal

directorial vehicle for Bucho-
wetzki in view of the Russian
background of the novel, the ac-

tion of which occurs in Moscow.
He is thoroughly familiar with
the locale.

Trained Newspaper

Man Directed Banks

Monty Banks, in his new'

Pathe feature comedy, “Atta

Boy,” W'as fortunate in having

for a director a former news-
paper man, for much of this

story is laid in the local, or

“news,” room of a big daily,

w'ith Monty playing the part of

a cub reporter.

Edward H. Griffith, director of

the comedy, was a newspaper

man. He served his apprentice-

ship in many cities of the East,

and in many departments of

newspapers before turning to

films.

Griffith ordered one scene re-

taken four times before he w'as

satisfied that the atmosphere of

a real newspaper wras carried

Harry Depp, in Columbia s

“When the Wife’s Away."
impersonates the absentee.
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Notables Attend Coast

Premiere of Vitaphone

Sid Grauman Assembles Complete Roster of

Stars and Executives in His Egyptian Theatre

For Remarkable Occasion

F
OR the West Coast premiere of the Vitaphone, Sid
Grauman assembled in his Egyptian Theatre, what

will probably remain on record as the most complete roll

call of stars and film executives ever centered in one place.

Mark
Original

Coast Studio
Right next to the door leading

into the administrative offices of

the Christie Studios, is a bronze

plaque which now heralds the

fact: “Hollywood’s First Motion

Picture Studio.”

The day before the plaque ap-

peared, A1 Christie shook hands

with Pat Dowling, the Christie

energetic production manager,

who is back in Hollywood, after

a trip to Europe and an eventful

homeward dash across the conti-

nent during which time he ex-

ploited Christie products at four

hundred houses.

The placement of the plaque

was quite a ceremonious affair,

meriting the presence of Los

Angeles’ Mayor, and Fred Beet-

son, Secretary-Treasurer of the

A. M. P. P. D. A.

Stars Participate

Every star on the Christie lot,

including Bobbie Vernon, Jack

Duffy, and Neal Burns, as head-

liners, caressed the plaque for

the benefit of the cameras grind-

ing this news item which will

play an important part in the

observation by theatres through-

out the country of Christie’s fif-

teenth anniversary wet_k, which

starts on November 14th.

It was just fifteen years ago,

however, on October 27, that A1

Christie became manager of the

Nestor Film Company, which is

now the well known Christie

establishment.

Incidentally, as testimony to

the fact that Pat Dowling is

back, there stands, in front of

the Christie door, every day, a

nifty car of French design.

Dowling purchased this car in

Paris, and liked it so much that

he had it shipped to New York.

De Mille Rushing
“King of Kings”

It is now the ambition
of Cecil B. DeMille to

complete his super-special

“The King of Kings,” early

in December. This word
reached MOVING PIC-
TURE WORLD from one
of the members of the cast

at the Studio the other day.

The picture, it was fin-

ally announced, was one
half completed on October
30. DeMille is pushing his

huge staff on this Biblical

subject, to the utmost. So
far, according to Mason
Littson, business manager
for the production, $1,500,-

000 has already been ex-

pended. It is expected by
those who have reputa-

tions for figuring con-

servatively, that the pic-

ture, upon its completion,

will represent an invest-

ment in the neighborhood
of $2,000,000.

Fully twenty-five sun spots

were placed upon the Egyptian

Court Yard during the arrival of

Filmdom’s elite. Between times,

these lights were flashed above

the theatre so that, for a radius

of fifty miles, the Hollywood sky

presented all the indications of

an aurora.

Those who could not get into

the Egyptian the first night,

lined Hollywood Boulevard. A
loud speaker connected with

Warner Brothers’ Radio Station,

broadcast the arrival of all

prominent film folk, who, as they

stepped from their autos, were
also filmed for local news value.

The writer, who was present at

the world’s premier of the Vita-

phone in the Warner Theatre,

New York City, can state that so

far as glamour for an occasion of

this kind, Sid Grauman wins the

highest honors.

Aroused Conjecture

The Vitaphone premiere here,

meant also the second premiere

for Warner Brothers’ feature,

Don Juan. This picture opened
here at least two months ago,

and, during that period, had
been accompanied by Grauman’s
Orchestra. There was much
conjecture as to whether the

Vitaphone would be sufficiently

great to attract audiences to

view the picture a second time.

There were many in the first

night audience who had seen

Don Juan, but it was noted that

at the conclusion of the special

Vitaphone program, very few
persons left the theatre.

In the case of the premiere of

Vitaphone and Don Juan, simul-

taneously, in New York City, the

show was a sell out . on its second

night, and the box office lines,

for all we know, are still a block

and a half long a half hour be-

(Continued on page 84)

Marking Hollywood’s First Studio

Mayor George E. Cryer, of Los Angeles, fastens the first bolt in
placque marking site of Hollywood’s first studio.

Vitaphone Coogan Mathis Christie Sennett
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What the Film CityDoes EveryDay

Studio Row

THIS week a gang of workmen pulled hundreds of square feet

ot canvas over considerable space on the Metropolitan lot,

giving the place the appearance of a gigantic circus tent. This, we
are told, was done for the purpose of preventing any natural light

getting into the set where the first scenes of Corinne Griffith’s

"Purple and Fine Linen” will be shot.
* * *

J
UST after completing "The Wrong Mr. Wright,” at Universal,

Director Scott Sidney traveled to the Metropolitan Studios, where
he is megaphoning “No Control.” The leading players are Harrison

Ford and Phylis Haver.
* * *

B ERTRAM GRASSBY has completed another role in a John
Barrymore picture, the current engagement in “The Beloved

Rogue” having followed his role in “Mannon Lescaut.”
* * *

DIMITRI BUCHOWETZKY will translate, for the screen, Count
Tolstoy’s “Anna Karenina,” for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.

* * *

ADELA ROGERS ST. JOHN will prepare the screen adaptation
for “Children of Divorce,” for Paramount. This will be a Frank

Lloyd production.
* * *

M ARCELLA DALY has recovered from an illness which started

before she had completed work in Tom Mix’s “The Arizona
Wild Cat.”

* * *

P RISCILLA DEAN is completing work in her first comedy for

Hal Roach. She will shortly make four pictures for Columbia
Pictures Corporation.

* * *

P ARAMOUNT'S “Blonde or Brunette,” is under way with Adolphe
Menjou, Greta Nissen and Arlette Marchal prominently placed

in the cast.
* * *

M ADGE BELLAMY is hard at work on the Fox lot as Bertha,

in “Bertha, the Sewing Machine Girl.”
* * *

P ERCY MARMONT announces that he has completed his contract
with Famous-Players-Lasky, and is now on the open list.

* * *

J
OHNNY HINES, Charlie Burr and family, arrived here this

week and are all set to pitch into studio activities.
* * *

H UNTLEY GORDON has been selected to play opposite Irene
Rich, Warner Brothers, in “Don’t Tell the Wife.”

* * *

M AY McAVOY returned to Hollywood this week from New
Orleans. •

* * *

V IVIAN OAKLAND, who was loaned to Universal for a part in

“Uncle Tom’s Cabin,” has just finished and now another com-
pany is trying to borrow her.

Sennett

To Resume
December 1

A REPORT gained headway
in Hollywood this week, that

Mack Sennett Studios, which

have been inactive for the past

six weeks, would remain perma-

nently closed. MOVING PIC-

TURE WORLD, however, was

assured by Assistant Production

Manager Hugumin, that the stu-

dios would open December 1.

Getting away ahead of their

production schedule so that they

now have fourteen pictures in

the cutting rooms, with insuffi-

cient equipment to rush these

pictures through, was given as

the reason for the shut-down.

“In fact, we are so far ahead,”

declared Hugumin, “that pictures

which we have already made
would not be released until April,

were we to have continued work
on the lot during this intermis-

sion.

Hugumin made known that

Sennett’s present stay in New
York is mainly to arrange for

1927-28 distribution. In further

substantiation of his statement

that the Sennett Studios would
open December 1, Hugumin said

that the change in Pathe’s

ownership might result in Mack
Sennett finding it necessary to

increase his production units,

and even double his production

schedule.
* * *

Notables Attend

Vitaphone Premiere
(Continued from page 83)

Naturally, there is no compari-

son between Broadway and

Hollywood Boulevard. The
Egyptian’s patronage includes a

number of non-residents from
adjacent towns within a radius

of from forty to fifty miles from
Grauman’s box office. Grauman,
in his advertising, is now featur-

ing the Vitaphone.

Continued success for the

Vitaphone in a theatre of the

calibre of Grauman’s, should

mean permanent establishment

for this musical device of War-
ner Brothers, throughout the en-

tire country.

The premiere of Don Juan and

its run, subsequent to the west

coast debut of Vitaphone, had

been introduced by a gorgeous

prologue with 100 artists.

Talmadge Sisters

Prepare for Work
Norma and Constance Tal-

madge, who arrived in Holly-

wood last week, will start work
shortly on two new pictures for

First National.

Norma Talmadge’s next pic-

ture will be a modern version of

“Camille,” by Madame de Gros-

sac, and Constance Talmadge
will do “Carlotta,” an original

story by Hans Kraly.

Crure Directing

Raymond Griffith

James Cruze has started film-

ing “The Waiter from the Ritz,”

Starring Raymond Griffith, Trixie

Friganza, George Fawcett and
Alice Day are among those in

support of the actor. The sce-

nario was adapted by Julien Jo-
sephson and Alice Leal Pollock,

from W. Somerset Maugham’s
stage play, “Jack Straw,” which
had great success.

Gay White

Way Flashes

On Hollywood

Hollywood boulevard
has all the potentialities of

becoming a second “White Way”
so far as first run theatres on an
elaborate scale, are concerned.
For years this boulevard, with-

in actual boundaries of Holly-

wood boasted one house of this

kind
;

that was the Egyptian.

Now, Sid Grauman is erecting a

Chinese Theatre in the same
neighborhood. Warner Brothers
are starting actual construction,

within two weeks from this

writing, on a two million dollar

theatre building, less than six

blocks from the Egyptian, Mov-
ing Picture World learned at

the Warner establishment.

The building will be six stories

high, with spaces for stores and
offices, in addition to accommo-
dating three thousand seats

which will command first views

upon all Warner product. A
Vitaphone will be permanently
installed in the theatre, it was
said, at the Warner Studio. Jack
Warner’s presence in Hollywood
at this time is said to be due
chiefly, to the fact that no delay

in the construction of the build-

ing will take place.

Reports, current several weeks
ago that Warners were angling

for the Egyptian, also mentioned
at the time Famous-Players-
Lasky.
That the Warner Theatre is

actually under way after the site

upon which the building is to be
erected had been allowed to idle

following its purchase by the

Warners more than a year ago,

changes the entire complexion of

things out here.

Jackie Coogan Again

Under Metro Banner

Jackie Coogan is once again

under the banner of Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer. Although no
official announcement was made
at this time, the report was con-

firmed at the M-G-M Studios.

From reports emanating from
other sources, the early part of

the contract evidently provides

for Jackie to make about two
pictures each year.

TheyWe Making Hollywood Boulevard Into Broadway
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Latest News From the Big Lots
June Mathis

Now In Field

Of Free Lance
June Mathis, producer-writer,

has entered the field of free

lancers. Anouncement of her

severance from the First Na-
tional Production Staff was
made here this week.
Immediately upon the accept-

ance of her resignation, an offer

was extended her by First Na-
tional executives to write the

continuity for a big special to

be produced this winter.

Miss Mathis, MOVING PIC-

TURE WORLD was informed,

accepted.

The reason for her withdrawal

from staff duties, according to

First National executives, was
that she felt that “the details in-

volved in production manage-
ment and writing scenarios to

meet a definite release schedule,

restricted her writing to a great

extent.”

MOVING PICTURE WORLD
was assured that there was no-

thing in the nature of a “break”

between the writer and the com-
pany, which declared :

“Miss Mathis is leaving First

National with the good wishes of

the entire organization, and as

evidence of its respect for her

views and great ability, First Na-
tional has engaged her to write

the continuity for a big special

to be produced this winter.”

First reports had it that the

writer had broken with First Na-
tional due to “differences over

production policies.” What the

“differences” comprised, was
not incorporated in the original

report.

Prior to the announcement of

the fact that Miss Mathis had
resigned, it was learned that at

the First National Studios Miss
Mathis had been scheduled to

work on a certain story ten-

tatively titled “Here You Are
Brother,” but that this story

had been so changed from its

original form that it would not

be suited to the style and type

characteristic of Miss Mathis’
past successes.

It was during this explanation
that Miss Mathis was in con-
ference with John McCormick,
General Manager of West Coast
Productions and M. C. Levee,
General Executive Manager.
Following the completion of

this conference, the official an-
nouncement was made.

Here we have Honny Noss, from Decla, who came to Hollywood
from Germany unheralded by press agents.

Signs Alma Bennett
Harry Langdon has signed

Alma Bennett, for the leading

feminine role in “Long Pants,”

which is now producing at the

First National Studio. Langdon
has just passed his sixth week
of production on this feature.

He counts upon a couple of

months more before its comple-
tion for the general public.

Miss Davies Ready
Marion Davies’ next picture

for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, titled

“Tillie the Toiler,” will soon get

under way with Hobart Henley,

directing. Then ten days from

this writing six companies will

occupy the Metro-Goldwyn-

Mayer lot to rush production.

Four Fox
Films Go Into

Work Out West
Four Fox Films feature pic-

tures have gone into production

at the company’s West Coast

Studios.

“The Monkey Talks” is under
the direction of Raoul Walsh.
Tom Mix has started “The

Last Trail.” Lew Seiler is be-
hind the megaphone.
Victor Schertzinger is pro-

ducing “Stage Madness.”
“Love of Woman,” starring

Blanche Sweet, is being directed

by John Griffith Wray.

Explains Purpose of

Cinematograph Unit
Eliminating duplication of ef-

fort by the cinematographer,

was the reason for the establish-

ment of a research laboratory

by the American Society of

Cinematographers in Hollywood,
according to Daniel Clark, Pres-

ident of the organization. Such
concentration in the making of

authentic tests on cinemato-
graphic subjects will save consid-

erable time and money to motion

picture producers. The tests, it

is further made known, will be

filed at the Society Headquarters

in Hollywood, and will be acces-

sible to A. S. C. members and

those with whom they are affil-

iated.

Kennedy Has Big

Program for F. B. O.

Sixty features, twenty-four

two reelers and a number of

single reelers is the ambitious

program which Joseph R. Ken-

nedy is personally pushing on

the F. B‘. O. lot. That Mr. Ken-
nedy intends to remain here for

an indefinite period went on

record this week when his Rolls

Royce arrived from New York.

During the next two weeks four

or five productions will get under

way with such names as Viola

Dana, George O’Hara, Albert

Vaughn and Tom Tyler.

Gets Important Role
Gertrude Short, comedienne,

has been given an important part

in “Cock o’ the Walk,” M-G-M
production, starring John Gil-

bert, the popular star.

June Mathis Noiv a Free Lance—German Star Here
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CRANFIELD & CLARKE
Incorporated

Announce
The release of a new series of single real featurettes

A ROMANCE IN COLOUR
The First Two Are Ready

“IF DREAMS CAME TRUE” and

“CINDERELLA”

These pictures are in TECHNI-COLOR and are voted the most

beautiful short subjects ever shown. Featuring NITA
CAVALIER and RONALD RONDELL.

ALSO'
Two two-reel specials

—

“THE MAKING OF A KING”
A delightful story dealing with the life of the Prince of Wales.

and

AN ALPINE “S O S”

A thrilling story of adventure and love. This featurette was

actually made in the Swiss Alps and is truly magnificent.

Boston—44 Church Street

Philadelphia—1314 Vine Street

New Haven—134 Meadow Street

AMERICAN BRANCHES:

Seattle—2014 Third Ave.
Denver—2020 Stout Street

Buffalo—257 Franklin Street

Los Angeles—4056 Sunset Boulevard
Milwaukee—713 Wells Street

CANADIAN BRANCHES: CRANFIELD & CLARKE OF CANADA, LTD.

St. John, N.B.—27 Prince William Street

Montreal, Que.—12 Mayor Street

Toronto, Ont.—21 Dundas Street

Winnipeg, Man.—402 Film Building

FOREIGN BRANCHES:

CRANFIELD & CLARKE, LTD.

38 Bis av de la Republique
Paris

35 Piccadilly Mansions
Shaftesbury Ave.
London, England
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Announce Sennett-Roach

Comedies for Nov. 14

T WO-REEL COMEDY highlights on the Pathe short
feature program for the week of November 14th are,

“Smith’s Uncle,” produced by Mack Sennett and “Be Your
Age,” made by Hal Roach. Other releases of the week
include the final chapter of the Patheserial, “The Fighting
Marine,” starring the world’s heavyweight champion, Gene
Tunney, “Hooks and Holidays,” one of Grantland Rice’s
Sportlights

;
“In Vaudeville,” on of Aesop’s Film Fables;

Pathe Review No. 46; Topics of the Day No. 46 and two
issues of Pathe News, No. 94 and 95.

Alf Goulding

With Roach Now
Hal Roach has signed Alf

Goulding, who directed Harold

Lloyd’s first successes, and who
later brought out Snub Pollard,

to be an “idea specialist.”

His activities will be chiefly

collaborative, starting with the

Mabel Normand picture. He
will contribute story ideas, direc-

torial gags and in every way
further the ambition of Roach

to reach the very top notch of

humor in every comedy.

Goulding has been with Sen-

nett, M-G-M and in other stu-

dios.

Got Any Freaks?

Walter Futter, president of

Futter Productions, Inc., pro-

ducers of the Curiosities series

for Educational, has offered a

prize of $5 for every feasible

idea or subject that can be used

in his novelty reel. Any par-

ticular unusual or freakish ob-

ject in the way of individuals,

animals, machinery, etc., found

in any part of the world, may be

called to the attention of Mr.

Futter, and he will pass on the

possibilities of using the subject.

Ready For Work

“Snookums,” the Newlyweds’
baby, seeks work at Stern

Bros, studio

Roach Signs To
Star Agnes Ayres
Hal Roach, in further-

ance of his policy to pre-

sent the screen’s greatest

names and personalities in

Pathe short length come-
dies, announces that Agnes
Ayres will appear under
his trademark.
Agnes Ayres has had a

distinguished career as a
feature star, her greatest

fame having been attained

in “The Sheik” and “The
Son of the Sheik,” in

which the late Rudolph
Valentino was starred.

She also appeared in

“Cappy Ricks” with
Thomas Meighan, “The
Love Special,” and “Too
Much Speed,” with the

late Wallace Reid, and was
starred in a number of

productions.

She appeared in the

William De Mille pictures,

“The Marriage Maker”
and “Don’t Call It Love,”
and the Cecil B. de Mille

production, “The Ten
Commandments.”

“Dodging Trouble”
Buddy, a trick bulldog, has a

somewhat important and unique
role in “Dodging Trouble,” the

Educational - Christie Comedy
featuring Neal Burns, which is

released for November. The
comedy was directed by Har-
old Beaudine.

The November release an-

nouncement of the Stern Film
Corporation indicates that the

Stern Brothers are putting out

a carefully selected group of

strong comedies this month.
Their release schedule includes

five two-reelers, one representa-

tive of each of the Stern

Brothers series of the current

season.

The releases include a new
Buster Brown Comedy, one of

the new “Newlyweds and Their
Baby” comedies, an “Excuse
Maker” comedy, a new “Let
George Do It” comedy and the

latest “What Happened to Jane”
comedy. All are Stern Brothers
Comedies in the regular Stern
Brothers line-up except the
Buster Brown comedy, which is

being released by Universal as a

Junior Jewel.
The Buster Brown two-reelers

is “Buster’s Narrow Escape,”
and is cited as a further advance
in entertainment value.

“Be Your Age,” produced by
Hal Roach and directed by Leo
McCarey, under the supervision

of F. Richard Jones, has Gladys
Hulette, Lillian Leighton, Oliver

Hardy and Frank Brownlee in

the cast.

“Fighting Marine” Ends

The current release of the

“Jimmy Smith” series is “Smith’s

Uncle” with Raymond McKee,
Ruth Hiatt, Mary Ann Jackson,

Andy Clyde, Carmelita Geraghty,

Bud Jamison and Andre Tellaire,

produced by Mack Sennett

under the direction of Gil Pratt.

“The Fighting Marine,” star-

ring Gene Tunney, world’s

heavyweight champion, ends
with chapter ten.

“Hooks and Holidays” is the

Grantland Rice Sportlight re-

lease for the week, showing an

analytical resume of sporting ac-

tivities that reaches into many
fields.

The new “Newlyweds” comedy
is “Snookums’ Buggy Ride,” re-

leased Nov. 3. It is the third of

this sensational baby series in

which the role of Snookums, the

delightful youngster created by
George McManus in his cele-

brated Newlyweds cartoon strip

from which the series is adapted,

is played by Sunny McKeen, a

baby “find” discovered and in-

troduced to the screen by Julius

Stern.

The next Stern Brothers re-

lease is “Please Excuse me,” one
of the “Excuse Baker” comedies,
starring Charles King, which
reaches the screen November
10th.

On November 17th, the Stern
Brothers will release “Jane’s En-
gagement Party,” of the "What
Happened to Jane” series.

The last Stern Brothers re-

lease in November will be
“George’s in Love,” a new two-
reeler of the “Let George Do It”

series.

Pathe Review No. 46 contains

:

“The Rope Ranch”: Large scale

culture of sisal in Mexico;
American Colleges : A Pathecolor

series on the foremost institu-

tions of higher learning, “Syra-

cuse.” The Lost Empire of

Africa : A camera chronicle of

the American excavations at an-
cient Carthage led by the Count
de Prorok.

“In Vaudeville” is the latest of
the Paul Terry creations of the
Aesop’s Film Fables Series.
Topics of the Day No. 46 offers
the latest wit and humor culled
from the press of the world;
and Pathe News issues Nos. 94
and 95 cover latest news events
from the four corners of the
earth.

Up in the Clouds

Donald Crisp, directing “Man
Bait,” for Metropolitan P. D.

C., finds the perfect “extra

girl”—a wax model.

Stern Bros. List Five

Comedies for November
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Surefire Comedies
for P-R-O-F-I-T-S

Book These
STERN BROTHERS

12

13

13

“BUSTER BROWN” Comedies
Based on R. F. Outcault’s famous car-

toons. Universal Junior Jewels. Pro-
duced by Stern Brothers. 2 reels each.

GEORGE McMANUS’
“The Newlyweds and Their Baby”

Based on the famous cartoons of the

same name. Stern Brothers Produc-
tions. 2 reels each.

“WHAT HAPPENED TO JANE” Comedies
With Wanda Wiley. Stem Brothers
Productions. 2 reels each.

GEORGE McMANUS’
“Let George Do It” Comedies

Based on the famous cartoons. Featur-

ing “George.” Stern Brothers Produc-

tions. 2 reels each.

Sir:

“THE EXCUSE MAKERS” Comedies
With Charlie King and an all star cast.

Stern Brothers Productions. 2 reels

each.
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HILARIOUS
UNIVERSAL
COMEDIES!

New “The Gumps”
From Sidney Smith’s

famous cartoons in 300

daily newspapers. Sam-
uel Van Ronkel Produc-

tions. 2 reels each.

BLUEBIRD Comedies
Including such stars as Ar-

thur Lake, Charles Puffy and

Neely Edwards. Directed by

Dick Smith and Slim Sum-
merville. One reel each.

MUSTANG COMEDY WESTERNS
From W. C. Tuttle's famous stories

in Adventure Magazine. With Ben
Corbett and Pee Wee Holmes. 2

reels each.

UniverC%ay
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NotJust Here and There

PUBLIX THEATRES

The list of

circuits showing

Educational

/ Pictures

is virtually a

directory ofx
the circuits of

the country,

from the great

Publix group

to the smaller,

:hains.

Balaban & Katz-Publix

Balaban & Katz Midwest-Publi

Lynch-B. & K.-Midwest

Lubliner & Trinz-B. & K.-Mid
W. P. Gray-Publix

Gordon’s Olympia-Publix

Kunsky-B. & K. -Publix .

Southern Enterprises-Publix

Southern Enterprises-Publix

Southern Enterprises-Publix

Southern Enterprises-Publix

Southern Enterprises-Publix

Skouras Brothers-Publix

Publix ....
Shea’s-Publix .

A. H. Blank-Publix

Publix ....
Publix ....
Publix ....
Paramount-Nathanson

x .

M
west

Chicago

Chicago

Chicago

Chicago

Boston

Boston

Detroit

Atlanta

Charlotte

Memphis
.• Dallas

Oklahoma City

. m . St. Louis

Kansas City

. Buffalo

. Des Moines

Denver

San Francisco

Los Angeles

Canada

THE SPICE OF

Booked To
Big Circuit

Stanley Theatres

Saxe ...
West Coast

West Coast

Pacific Northwest
Finkelstein and Ruben

Loew’s Greater New Yor

Stanley-Fabian-Stern

Allwon Amusement Corp

Mayer and Schneider

Steiner and Blinderman

Consolidated .

sberg .

H. Schv^artz

scher B
E. Coston

heatr

k & McElroy
rdlinger

Vincent

ohnson

tzpatrij

on-

mer
I. Libson

Rowland & Clark

Bijou (Butterfield)

George F.Koppin

Woodward Theatres

Hostettler-Universal

k

oration

Philadelphia

Milwaukee

San Francisco

Los Angeles

Seattle

Minneapolis

New York
. Newark
New York

New York

New York

New York

Brooklyn

Brooklyn

. Chicago

Chicago

. Chicago
“ Chicago

Philadelphia

Philadelphia

Cincinnati

Pittsburgh

Detroit

Detroit

Detroit

Des Moines

M.E. Comerford •

Graphic Circuit

Nathan Yamins .

Kahn & Greenfield

Golden State Theatres

National Theatres

E. J. Sparks-Universal

Kincey Theatres .

Robb & Rowley .

L. L. Dent

Griffith Brothers .

Multnomah Theatre Corporatio

Hoffman Brothers

St. Louis Amusement Co.

Capitol Enterprises-Universal

Dickinson-Universal .

(hitehurst Theatres

Loews
Loew s

Mark Strand Theatres Buffalo a

RegorsonvCorporation

Brody-Schwartz .

Olsen Theatfips

F. J. Rembusch
M. J. Switow .

Saenger Amusement Co

. Scranton

Boston

Fall River

San Francisco

San Francisco

San Francisco

. Atlanta

Chaflotte

Dallas

Dallas

Oklahoma City

i . Seattle

. New Haven
St. Loq^s

Kansas City

Kansas City

Baltimore

. Washington

Buffalo

nd Upstate N.Y.

Rochester

Cleveland

Indianapolis

Indianapolis

Indianapolis

New Orleans

rl

Totaling 1300 Houses — part of 13,000
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EDUCATIONAL
FILM EXCHANGES, Inc.

Practi

inthe United States
. . .

£ • •« • .

EDUCATIONAL PICTURES set another record* With the

0 1926-1927 season just getting well under way, prac-

tically every big circuit in the United States and Canada
is playing or has contracted to play Educational Pictures *

No other Short Subjects have ever approached the circuit

. showing made by Educational, with its leader group of

Short Features*

Educational Pictures are showing, not just here and
there—but everywhere*

Member
Motion Picture Producers & Distributors

Of America, Inc.

Will H. Hays, President

heatres playing Educational Pictures
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*

i

H. C. Witwer
Bill Grimm'

Progress
Twelve Delicious Chapi:

t 'VZ* Published i

Collier's

;

H. C. Witwer’,
Wisecrackerj

Twelve Chapters of

inimitable humor

Published in Cosmopolite

Greater F.B.O. Short Product Keeps Pace with
Greater F. B. O.’s Splendid New Feature Attrac-

tions. Stars! Show Ideas! Noted Authors l

Backed by National Exploitation that literally

drives thousands into your theatres.

When you book them all you assuredly get

profits RIGHT INTO YOUR LAP !
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26
Alice

Comedies
By Walt Disney

Combination Cartoon
and Live Characters

Produced by Winkler

7
Whirlwind

‘ Comedies
starring the comedy

sensation

Charley Boivers

Startling Novelties

26 Krazy Kat
Comics

Suggested by Herriman’s
famous character

By Bill Nolan

r\
Vt I

ft

12
Standard
Comedies
With the three

Bounding Fat Boys

Produced by

Joe Rock

m

in

V &

J

Exclusive Foreign Distributors.
R-C Export Corporation

1560 BROADWAY
new York

United Kingdom. Distributors
,oea l Films Ltd.. London,

agents
F B o. Pictures. G m. b. Hi

236 Friedrichstrasse. Berlin.
60CIETE ANONVME DES FILMS F B.O.
69 FauBourg St. honors. Paris

Distributed by

greater

FILM BOOKING OFFICES
OF AMERICA, INC
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Pathe Cameramen Back With

Polar and African Pictures

Greenland and East African Expeditions

Productive of Thrilling Scenes for

the Public, Via Pathe Review

“The GalleySlave”

Lloyd Hamilton of Educa-
tional, peels his own pota-

toes.

its big thrills, too. The Mor-
rissey, the schooner which took
the party into the polar region,

struck a submerged rock and
for a time hope was all but aban-
doned. On another occasion

they fought a herd of enraged
walrus, but the party came off

victorious. Carl Dunrud of

Sweetgrass, Mont., provided

camera thrills by roping two
large polar bears.

Made Elaborate Plans

Lengthy negotiations and
ceaseless preparations brought
to the Pathe Review the exclu-
sive film rights of the Smith-
sonian Chrysler Expedition, the
greatest ever undertaken to cap-
ture alive specie of wild ani-
mals. Cameraman Charles Charl-
ton was a member of the illus-

trous party.

Cameraman Maurice Keller-
man accompanied the Green-

With a meaterinder for a crank, this vehicle travels like a

self-starter in the Fox animal comedy, “Napoleon, Jr.”

C
'"' OMING home from icy Greenland and the jungles of

> East Africa, veteran Pathe Review staff cameramen
have brought a pictorial record of thrilling experiences of

two expeditions that will write new chapters in screen

history.

When the Smithsonian-Chrys-
ler Expedition arrived in Bos-
ton, Dr. William Mann, superin-

tendent of the National Zoo at

Washington, who was in charge,
was greeted by Emanuel Cohen.
On board the City of Calcutta

were two thousand animals and
birds, including species never be-
fore brought to this country.

Most important in the collection

is a pair of young giraffes. There
were half a dozen purple-faced
monkeys picked up in Ceylon
and believed to be the first of

their kind to reach this country,

the baby kudu, one of the rar-

est of antelope, several rare

species of parrots, strange Af-
rican frogs, leopards, hyenas, 70
large birds, 300 small birds, 70

monkeys and baboons 15 ante-
lope, gnu, duiker, jackals and
rodents and reptiles of many
species.

Gone Six Months
The expedition had been away

just over six months, leaving

New York on March 30 and ar-
riving in Tanganyika Territory,
formerly German East Africa,
by way of Zanzibar. Four
months were spent in the field

trapping animals and birds.

From the base camp, the party
worked into the jungles on
foot, where the specimens were
trapped. Sets of 100 natives,

under their Sultan, were in the
hunting group.

Emanuel Cohen, Editor of
Pathe News and The Pathe Re-
view, sent these cameramen “to
the ends of the earth” that the
Pathe Review would have the
type of material that has made
it renowned as the magazine of
the screen.

Chase Now Making
A Christmas Film
Charley Chase has start-

ed work at the Hal Roach
studios on a new Pathe-

comedy, built around a

Christmas theme.
James Parrott is direct-

ing, and its story comes
from the pens of the di-

rector and star in collab-

oration. The supporting

cast includes Eugenia Gil-

bert, Noah Young, Kay
Deslys and Mickie Ben-
nett.

Chase has just completed
“Many Scrappy Returns,”

under the direction of

Parrott.

land expedition, under George
Palmer Putnam, the publisher,

which went in search of speci-

mens for the American Museum
of Natural History, New York,
with the film rights resting solely

with Pathe.

The Putnam Expedition had

Here's a Dog With Pull

Educational

Has Novelty

Films Listed

\rARIETY in comedy and
novelty in subjects marks

the array of fine product com-
pleted by Educational for No-
vember release. Five two-reel

comedies, four animated cartoon

comedies, two one-reel comedies,

three novelty subjects, and eight

Kinograms make up the pro-

gram for the month.
A new Educational-Juvenile

Comedy, “Open Spaces,” has

“Big Boy” in the leading role.

Charles Lamont again directs

this clever youngster.

Neal Burns is featured in

“Dodging Trouble,” a Christie

Comedy. Eddie Baker and Ed-
na Marion add to the merri-

ment. Harold Beaudine direct-

ed.

Bobby Vernon’s third comedy
for Educational’s new program
is entitled “Hoot Mon.” He is

abetted by Frances Lee, Jack
Duffy and Eddie Baker.

“Flaming Romance” is a Mer-
maid Comedy featuring A1 St.

John. Aileen Lopez, Otto Fries,

Clem Beauchamp and Jack
Lloyd appear in the large sup-

porting cast. Stephen Roberts
directed.

Lupino Lane’s first comedy of

the 1926-27 season is “Movie-
land.” Kathryn McGuire, a new
blond beauty, is in this.

Two Cameras Ready

Two Cameo Comedies will be
released during the month. The
first, titled “His Off Day,” fea-

tures that sprightly comedy team
of Phil Dunham and Miss “Toy”
Gallagher. George Davis is fea-

tured in “Bad Breaks.”

“Then and Now,” the new Cu-
riosities subject, contrasts dif-

ferent people and events at

present as they were in the past.

A unique Bruce Scenic Nov-
elty is offered in the new pic-

ture which includes both “Hula
Hula” and “Honolulu Nights.”

The first shows the dance motif,

while the latter is more of a

strictly scenic subject. Lyman
H. Howe’s new Hodge-Podge is

titled “A Key-Hole Cruise” and
is fully up to standard in excel-

lence of photography and novel

ideas.

“Flaming Romance”
A1 St. John, noted for his ac-

robatic feats in short length com-
edies, outdoes himself in “Flam-
ing Romance.” This agile

clown and athlete does a pole

vault to a high balcony in es-

caping from some revolutionists

that would make many track

stars blush with envy. Ailtcn

Lopez, a Spanish type of beauty,

plays opposite the comedian.
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Timely Reviews of Short Subject Productions

“Raggedy Rose”
(Pathe—Three Reels)

Marking Mabel
Normand’s return

to the screen, Hal

Roach deviates

from his usual

policy of making
two reelers and
presents this tal-

ented comedienne in a three-reel

offering. She is seen as an em-
ployee in a junk shop who sorts

rags by day and at night aids

her employer by imitating the

meowing of an alley cat caus-

ing all sorts of junk to be hurled

at her. One article strikes her

and thus she meets her “Prince

Charming.” Tiring of her job

she seeks an easy road to wealth

by being hit by an auto. The
scheme works, and, although she

is not hurt, she feigns an injury

and is taken into the home of

her ideal and wins out against a

snobbish debutante who has set

her cap for him. There is good
fun in this comedy and it should
prove popular. The scene with
the “meows” and mechanical
cats is amusing and there is a

novel and laughable twist to the

“accident” episode. Miss Nor-
mand demonstrates that she has
lost none of her comedy talent

and can easily hold her own
against recent rivals. She has
been surrounded by a fine cast
including Carl Miller as the
hero, Max Davidson as the junk
man and Jimmie Finlayson as a
“dumb” valet.—C. S. Sewell.

“The Honeymoon
Hospital”

(Fox—Two Reels)

Fans can’t com-
plain of a lack of

action or slap-

stick in this Fox
Imperial Comedy.
A chap gets mar-
ried and his rela-

tives tear him
away from his bride, put him to

bed and call in four doctors, two
chiropractors and an osteopath,

then there is a mix-up when the

colored maid disguises as the

bride. We do not believe that

we have ever seen as much slap-

bang rough and tumble stuff as

in these two reels. There is

something doing every moment
and an exceedingly fast pace is

maintained, with plenty of amus-
ing situations. Should go over
well with the average audience.

Ernie Shields, pictured here, is

the groom and Barbara Luddy
the bride.—C. S. Sewell.

“Felix Shatters

the Sheik”
(Educational—One Reel)

N EVER HAS Cartoonist Pat

Sullivan used a more fan-

tastic or cleverly imaginative

idea than in this “Felix” issue

which shows the cat getting a

bright idea to aid an umbrella

vendor dispose of his wares in

the desert. Felix sends up a

balloon filled with birdseed and
when thousands of birds arrive

he sends up onions in the same
way. The result is a deluge of

tears on the convention of

sheiks. A decidedly amusing
cartoon and one of the best of

the series.—C. S. Sewell.

“The Big Surprise”
(Universal-Two Reels)

In this issue of

the Gump com-
edy series, Andy,
impersonated by
Joe Murphy is

employed in a de-

partment store.

In the course of

the action he has a run-in with

a chap who comes to buy a suit

and turns out to be the man he
bowled over while riding a bi-

cycle. To escape him he dis-

guises as a dummy, hides in the

show window in abbreviated

garments and is discovered by
Min who roughs him up unmer-
cifully. The gags while amusing
are of a familiar type and while

there are a number of laughs,

this issue is not as spontaneous
as some of the earlier ones.—C.

S. Sewell.

“A Harem Knight”
(Pathe-Two Reels)

Ben Turpin
again appears in

the amusing role

of Rodney St.

Clair, a lady-kill-

ing he-vamp in

this Mack Sen-
nett comedy and

during the course of the action

appears dressed in full regalia as

a lady of the harem, having been

forced to change clothes with the

escaping princess who is elop-

ing with an aviator. An ugly

Turkish woman trails Ben and
there is a mix-up in his apart-

ment involving this woman, the

princess and her sweetie. The
cast includes Danny O’Shea, Ma-
deline Hurlock and Louise Car-

ver. The picture has been pro-

duced on an elaborate scale and
there are a number of amusing
situations, and it should generally

please.—C. S. Sewell.

“Figures of Fancy”
(Educational-One Reel)

C ARRYING out the policy

of presenting views from
various parts of the world in a

novel manner, this issue of Ly-
man Howe’s Hodge Podge uses

cartoons to show various ani-

mals gazing into a mirror and
then fading into what each im-

agines itself to be. The tall

giraffe likens himself to Yose-
mite Falls, an alligator imagines

he is pulling Neptune’s barge and
there is a picture of one of these

animals actually harnessed to a

boat. The hippopotamus with its

enormous mouth is likened to

the Grand Canyon of Arizona
and so on.—C. S. Sewell.

“Snookum’sOuting”
(Universal-Two Reels)

As usual, little

Sunny McKean,
the clever baby
who appears in

the role of

“Snook u’m s”

“walks away with
the picture” in

this number of Stern Brother’s

“The Newlyweds and Their Ba-
by” series. In having his picture

taken in an auto Sunny takes

such a liking to the machine that

his fond parents buy one and go
on a camping tour, manage to

tear down a row of tents, get

into trouble along several lines

and practically put the camp on
the bum, Sunny being the inno-

cent cause of much of the mis-

chief and figuring in all of the

complications. A number of the

situations are amusing slapstick

and although most of the ma-
terial is familiar, this comedy
should be generally popular.

—

C. S. Sewell.

“His Off-Day”
(Educational-One Reel)

A beach party

at which not only

does the bosses

wife catch him
flirting with his

stenographer but

also by framing

a drowning stunt

catches him red-handed gloating

over the prospect of being rid

of her, furnishes the basis of

this Cameo Comedy. The sit-

uations are all of a familiar type

but are moderately amusing. Phil

Dunham, Toy Gallagher, Jack
Lloyd pictured here, and Elfie

Fay are the principal players.

There is considerable slapstick

and some amusing gags in the

office scenes receding the beach
party.—C. S. Sewell.

“Napoleon. Jr.”
(Fox—Two Reels)

Here is another

bright, clever and
thoroughly amus-
ing Fox Animal
Comedy with lit-

tle Jerry Madden,
billed as “Jerry,

the Giant,” as

the center of interest. The
story concerns a little boy who,
meeting a little girl, takes her in

his home-made auto pulled by
his dog, to the zoo, where they

crawl into an empty cage and
are sent with a collection of ani-

mals aboard a ship. The girl’s

divorced parents are frantic and
this loss brings them together

again. Jerry, of course, proves

a hero. There is a lot of good
comedy and human interest and

it should please grownups and
delight the children. The ani-

mals include a dog, an elephant,

a pony, lions, bears, etc.—C. S.

Sewell.

“What Price
Pleasure”

(Universal—One Reel)

A camping tour

in which the hero

more or less hap-

pily married to a

jealous wife finds

that the next tent

is occupied by his

former sweet-
heart who is in a similar predic-

ament, furnishes the plot of this

Blue Bird comedy starring Neely

Edwards. Of course there are

farce - comedy complications

which are eventually satisfac-

torily explained, and embellished

with considerable slapstick, this

proves an amusing comedy.—C.

S. Sewell.

“Pathe Review 45”
(Pathe-One Reel)

WOMEN ESPECIALLY will

like the millinery section

of this review showing not only

the newest in hats but how they

have been adapted from the

headgear of various historical

periods. Pillsbury contributes

another installment of nature’s

secrets, this time using his time-

lapse camera on various leaves.

The recent record-breaking trip

around the world by Evans and
Wells in twenty-eight days, is

the final subject and has been

jazzed up by Bert Green’s ani-

mated drawings as the globe

girdlers were too busy to take

photos in detail. An exception-

ally interesting number.—C. S.

Sewell.
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Live News from Coast to Coast
NOTES ABOUT WIDE-AWAKE EXHIBITORS AND EXCHANGE MEN FROM ALL POINTS

Kansas City , Mo.

Moving Picture World Bureau,
Kansas City, Mo., Nov. 4.

T HE resignation of C. E. Cook, business

manager of the M. P. T. O. Kansas-

Missouri, formally was accepted by the board

of directors of that organization this week.

Mr. Cook had been with the M. P. T. O.

K-M since September 1, 1921 and virtually

grew with the organization. Temporarily,

until a successor can be found, President

R. R. Biechele is serving in place of Mr.

Cook at the organization’s headquarters at

128 West Eighteenth street, Kansas City.

Mr. Cook is considering several offers of

position, all of which will not take him

away from the “movie row” he has grown

to love.

R. S. Ballentyne, who temporarily is man-
aging- the Kansas City Pathe exchange, is

overlooking no bets. This week a fully

equipped office was opened in the exchange
for the exclusive use of exhibitors in which
to transact their business.

No sooner had Sig Cohen been appointed
manager of the Isis Theatre, Universal
owned suburban house of Kansas City, than
improvement on the theatre was announced.
New lig-hting effects, a newly painted can-
opy, interior improvements and tentative
plans for a season of vaudeville and first

run pictures were announced.

J. E. Flynn, district manager for Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer, and Harry Sachs, home of-

fice representative for Pathe, were among
the Kansas City visitors this week. Ed Low-
er*.,-, former First National salesman, has
joined the Pathe forces in Kansas City. Joe
Failer, former United Artists representa-
tive in Omaha, is covering Southern Kansas
for Warner Bros. Tom Byerle, First Na-
tional branch manager, kept his word Sat-
urday and each employee of the exchange
received double salary, which they had been
promised if the office went over its quota
in the summer play date drive.

Donaly Chambers has enrolled at the Fox
exchange as a “student,” learning the busi-
ness from stem to stern. Lou Hess, special
home office representative for Universal, and
Tom Curran, sales representative for Ray-
art Pictures, were also visitors on movie
row, as was Joe Brandt, president of Colum-
bia Pictures Corp. O. M. Gettler is the new
Educational representative in the Southern
Missouri territory. Fred S. Meyer, district

manager for Universal chain theatres, was
confined to his bed this week because of a
nervous breakdown. Max J. Meyer, formerly
with F. B. O., has joined the Fox ranks. C.

A. Schultz, P. D. C. branch manager, was a
hustler in the territory this week.

The Beaufort Theatre, Fifty-ninth street
and Prospect avenue, Kansas City, has been
sold b*y E. E. Jameson to D. L. Johnson.

.

Among the out-of-town exhibitors in the
Kansas City market last week were: J. J.

Newcomb, Burlington, Kas. ; J. W. Baily,
Waverly, Kas.; Ray MacGuire, Darlington,
Mo.; R. V. Turner, Burlingame, Kas.; W. W.
Wallace, Orpheum, Leavenworth, Kas.; J.

H. Thomas, Novelty, Winfield, Kas.

Lewistown, Mont.
Rolla Duncan, who recently was made

Postmaster of Billings, has resigned the
position to re-enter the theatre business.
He has taken a ten-year lease on the Judith
Theatre at Lewistown.

Booking Record Held

In Albany by a Woman
Special from Albany, N. Y., Nov. 5.

Mrs. Harry Heilman, wife of the

owner of the Royal Theatre in Al-

bany, holds the record of having

booked for the theatre for seven

straight years without making a single

mistake. The theatre plays double

features each day and Mrs. Heilman

is the only woman in this part of the

state who handles the entire booking

of the house without assistance.

Cleveland, Ohio

Moving Picture World Bureau,
Cleveland, Ohio, Nov. 6.

C UT-RATE tickets, distributed by local

merchants, are being employed by
Reade’s Hippodrome, Cleveland, and are

proving a business builder.

Keith's Palace Theatre this week is offer-
ing a personal appearance of Theodore Rob-
erts, presenting a dramatic sketch, “The
Man Higher Up.”

Henry Orr has succeeded James Maschoni
as assistant to Manager Henry Dykeman
at Keith’s 105th street.

Max Laronge, Purchasing Agent for Loew’s
Ohio Theatres, has returned to his desk after
an operation ai d protracted illness.

The Main Theatre, on Scovil avenue, is

soon to change hands, although its present
owner would make no announcement as to
the prospective owner.

M. A. Malaney, of Loew’s Ohio Theatres,
has had fine luck recently with two news-
paper contests, one on “Men of Steel” and
another on the new W. C. Fields picture,
“So’s Your Old Man.”

Jules and Abe Schwartz, formerly of the
Broadway Circuit, Cleveland, are organizing
a circuit of their own, to be called the In-
tercity Amusement Company. All the lat-
ter’s holdings are to be outside of Cleve-
land. The first acquisition is the Utopia,
Painesville, purchased from Jacob Stein.

Akron
The Victor Theatre, Akron, has passed

from the hands of John Muck to those of
John Hogan.

Toledo
George B. Zeller’s Elk Theatre, Toledo,

has re-opened after a long period of dark-
ness.

Martin Smith and B. A. Beidler, owners
of the East Auditorium, Eastwood, Royal,
National and Pastime Theatres, Toledo, have
recently acquired the Hart Theatre, pur-
chased .from Adam Hart.

Racine, Wis.
Burglars dug through the bottom of a

safe in Saxe’s new State theatre in Racine,
Wis., last week, and got $1,000.

Burt, la.

Excavation for the new theatre being built
by H. I. Mornes at Burt, la., has been com-
pleted.

New York

Moving Picture World Bureau,
Albany, N. Y., Nov. 5.

T HE third annual ball of the Albany
Film Board of Trade, which was orig-

inally scheduled to be held on the night

of November 19, at the Knickerbocker Inn
on the Schenectady road, is now to be held

at the Hotel Kenmore in Albany. Harry
Seed will act as chairman of the ball, ac-

cording to present arrangements. Tickets

already sold assure an attendance of over
200 persons.

Last week’s meeting of the Albany Arbi-
tration Board, certainly brought the exhib-
itors to town to thresh out their difficulties.

Among them was Isaiah Perkins, of Spec-
ulator, who announced that he had sold his
theatre. Others were W. A. Seaman, of
Highland; Frank Ferrara of Glasgow, and
J. H. Gerner, of Lowville.

Changes continue to come along Film
Row. Sam Burns, local manager for Tif-
fany, resigned last week, and his successor
has not yet been appointed. Jack Krause,
who recently resigned as local representa-
tive for Associated Exhibitors, is said to be
slated for Albany manager of Chase Pic-
tures. Vincent Fisher resigned on Saturday
as booker in the Fox exchange, and has
been succeeded by Louis Freiberg, a sales-
man.

Uly S. Hill, who looks after the Mark
Strand interests in Albany and Troy, has
taken on additional duties, having just been
named as chairman of the publicity com-
mittee of the Community Chest drive.

There were any number of district man-
agers in Albany during the week. A. W.
Smith, district manager for First National,
accompanied by Mrs. Smith, spent the fore
part of the week here. Others in town
were Arthur Abeles, district manager for
Warner Brothers; Max Stahl, of Educational;
Max Roth, district manager for Fox; Ben
Swartz, of New York, from Tiffany Pictures,
and Sidney Sampson, of Buffalo, head of
the Bond Photoplay Company.

Berlin

Larry Tefft, owner of a motion picture
theatre in Berlin, a village a short distance
from Albany, will this year dish up a pro-
gram of picture entertainment in the way
of a benefit for the American Legion. Mr.
Tefft was one time a cook in the Army.
Last year, he blew the whole town to a feed
of “slum,” the real thing in the way of
Army food.

Buffalo

State Senator Leonard R. Lipowicz, of
Buffalo, owner of a motion picture theatre
in that city, was badly injured last week
when his automobile collided with a bus
operated by the city. Senator Lipowicz was
taken to a Buffalo hospital and it was said
that the muscles on one side of his jaw had
been completely severed by flying glass. He
suffered much from loss of blood but his
recovery is expected.

Hudson
Sam Hochstim, of Hudson was along Film

Row during the past week and was accom-
panied by his wife and baby. While Sam
shopped for pictures, the wife and the
baby, particularly the latter, were enter-
tained by various exchanges. The baby, ac-
cording to the girls in the exchanges, is

better looking than Sam.
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,

Chicago, III., Nov. 5.

O NE hundred and twenty-five Chicago

movie theatres entertained thousands

of children at special matinees last Satur-

day, using the neighborhood theatres for a

sane Hallowe’en. It is estimated that the

theatre and film interests contributed in ex-

cess of $200,000, which covers the loss of

income from the films.

William Karzas of the Karzas circuit, gave
the employees and executives of the Univer-
sal Chicago offices a fine dance program at

the new Aragon ballroom of the Karzas cir-

cuit last Saturday.

Harry Turrell, manager of the Jeffrey
Theatre for the Cooney circuit, will also
take over the management of the new Ava-
lon Theatre of that circuit, which is rapidly
being rushed to completion.

The Chicago Theatre of the Balaban and
Katz circuit will have an elaborate stage
show this week in honor of the fifth anni-
versary of this big house.

Lubliner and Trinz circuit sold the north-
east corner of Austin avenue and Superior
street to Antonio Blondi for $70,000, which es-
tablishes a record for ground values in that
district.

Prank B. Smith has been named as man-
ager of the Lincoln Hippodrome Theatre of
the Orpheum circuit, Henry Mandel has been
named as stage director of the new Palace
Theatre, recently opened on Randolph street.

Jack Oehler and Charles Thaunhausen have
been added to the treasurer’s office of the
new theatre.

K. H. Hulquist, E. P. Hulquist and N. M.
Hulquist have organized the Hulquist Bros.
Co. to operate theatres and other places of
amusement. The headquarters of the new
company are at 614 South State street, Chi-
-cago.

Glen Ellyn

The Glen Theatre at Glen Ellyn has been
sold to the Western Co., who will use the
house for other lines as soon as a new thea-
tre now under constructions is ready.

Divernon

Henry Black has taken over the manage-
ment of the Divernon Theatre at Divernon,
and will operate the house under an exclu-
sive picture theatre policy in the future.

Waukegan
Julius Lamm and Ludwig Sussman, thea-

tre managers and operators along the North
Shore, paid $85,000 to the Goodman and Har-
rison circuit for the Elite Theatre at Wau-
kegan, 111. They also have the Orpheum
Theatre at Waukegan and have recently sold
a half interest in the Waukegan theatres to
the Great States Theatre Circuit, for whom
they will act as managers for the Great
States.

Richmond
Fitzpatrick and McElroy circuit will open

the new Tivoli Theatre at Richmond early
next month.

Prominent Exhibitor Dead

Newport News, Va., Nov. 4.—William Gor-
don, owner of the Palace Theatre in New-
port News, Va., died Saturday night at 11.15

o’clock. Mr. Gordon had been ill for several

months suffering with a complication of

heart and kidney trouble. Mr. Gordon had
been active in exhibitor circles for some
years, but the last few months has taken a

very active part in business on account of

ill health. Mr. Gordon is survived by a wife

and five children.

MOVING PICTURE WORLD

Kansas Film Pirate

To Walk the Plank
Kansas City, Nov. 5.—The career of

a genuine film “pirate” was brought

to a quick termination in Baxter

Springs, Kas., last week. “Bob” Rob-
erts, who appeared in and in conjunct-

tion with the film, had been given the

rights to appear with the picture in

California and Arizona, -according to

telegraphic confirmation from Denver
Dixon, producer of the Art Mix pro-

duction, “Battling Danger.” Com-
plaints began coming in from Kan-
sas exhibitors to B. C. Cook of the

Economy Film Service, Kansas City,

that the film was being shown in Kan-
sas ahead of exhibitors who con-

tracted for it. Cook made a hurried

trip to Baxter Springs, confiscated

the film and will bring federal suit

against Roberts.

San Francisco

Moving Picture World Bureau,
San Francisco, Cal., Nov. 4.WORLD premieres are getting to be a

regular thing at the Imperial Thea-
tre, San Francisco, and Manager Charles

Kurtzman is kept busy thinking up new ex-

ploitation ideas. This house recently showed
“The Prince of Tempters” for the first time

on any screen, and is now offering “We’re
in the Navy Now.”

Louis Reichert, well known to exhibitors
in the San Francisco field through his for-
mer association with Metro, and who re-
turned recently after a stay of several years
in the East, becoming manager of the local
exchange of Associated Exhibitors, has re-
signed this position to take charge of the
exchange being opened at 295 Turk street
by Tiffany Productions. He has been suc-
ceeded as manager of the Associated Ex-
hibitors exchange by F. E. Lane, formerly
with Pathe.

Howard J. Sheehan, for years in charge of
the Fox exchange at San Francisco, has been
made Pacific Coast division manager for the
William Fox interests and Fred W. Voight
has been placed in charge of the local ex-
change. Mr. Voight is well known in this
territory, having been manager here for the
Metro interests prior to the consolidation
with Goldwyn-Mayer.

Palo Alto

The Palo Alto Theatre Company has ar-
ranged to erect a moving picture theatre
at Palo Alto, Cal., at an estimated cost of
$300,000. Plans have been prepared by Reid
Bros., San Francisco. When the new house
is ready the old Varsity Theatre will be
closed.

Arbuckle

J. Kaintoch has fitted up a moving pic-
ture house at Arbuckle, Cal., the equipment
being furnished by Walter Preddey, of San
Francisco.

Kalispell, Mont.
W. A. Simons, theatre owner of the Rialto

at Missoula, seems to have designs on Kali-
spell just now. At any rate, all signs point
toward Manager Simons entering the theatre
arena at Kalispell in the near future, His
manager, E. K. Taylor, of the Rialto at Mis-
soula, was in Seattle recently and called on
the various film industries in that mart of
the Pacific coast.
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Nebraska

Moving Picture World Bureau,
Omaha, Neb., November 4.

O MAHA has a new supply house, C. E.

Jones, formerly with the Western Thea-
tre Supply Company, here, has opened the

new place. F. A. Haven Husen, formerly
president of the Western Theatre Supply
Co., went to Detroit recently on a business
trip.

James Ambrose, Omaha branch manager
for United Artists, can keep a secret all
right, his friends admit. They have just
discovered that he was secretly married last
June.

Harry Melcher has bought the Franklin
Theatre from' H. H. Cone at Omaha.

The Idle Hour Theatre at Seneca, Neb.,
has been bought by M. P. McElroy. J. J.
Inman was the former owner.

Oklahoma

Moving Picture World Bureau,
Oklahoma City, Okla., Nov. S.

M ANY changes are taking place in thea-

tre management and film exchanges.
New Home State Theatre has appointed C.

L. James as booker; Curtis Logas has been
appointed assistant manager for Famous-
Players-Lasky exchange ; John Figley has

been transferred by Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
from Oklahoma City to Dallas, Texas; En-
terprise Film Company has appointed A.

Blooh a traveler.

Grainola

The Gem Theatre, Grainola, has been pur-
chased by H. C. Arnold.

Clinton

C. C. Stanfield, manager of the Clinton
Hamly Theatre, took unto himself a bride,
marrying Miss Alice Hamly recently.

Seminole

A new theatre will be erected in Seminole
by J. O. Templeton and W. Wozenjraft.

“Doc” Arlington Busy
(.Special from Cadillac, Mich.)

Harvey “Doc” Arlington, relief manager
and exploiting publicity man, for Fitzpat-
rick-McElroy Company, out of Chicago,
spent three weeks in Michigan City, In-
diana, recently and from there jumped back
into Michigan, landing in Cadillac where
he will be for the next four weeks at the
Lyric Theatre in the place of Frank Ander-
son, resident manager, who is now resting
up after a serious sickness.

De Haven with Regional
(Special to Moving Picture World)

Boston, Mass., Nov. 6.—A. Milo De
Haven, formerly managing director for Pub-

lix Theatres, Inc., New England territory

(Wm. F. Gray circuit of theatres) for the

past two years, and recently resigned ; nan-

aging director for the above named circuit

at the Gordon’s Central Square Theatre,

Boston, Mass., is now connected with the

Rigional Chain of Theatres and Theatres

Operating Company, Boston, Mass., as gen-

eral business, building, exploitation and field

director for this organization, wth headquar-

ters in Boston, Mass.
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Don’t Overlook Your Potato Matinee

As Part of the Thanksgiving Stunts
OTATO MATINEES have come t

before Thanksgiving
;
generally the

if you have passed this over in prev
find it a splendid factor in making good-

Originally the Potato Matinee was just

that. Children were admitted , on presenta-

tion of potatoes to be given to the poor,

but with the growth of the idea it has be-

come a much more important stunt, and
from a single potato the donations have
grown to anything that will help the needy
to give thanks. Last year one manager of-

fered a small cash prize for the largest po-

tato presented. It not only increased the

donations, but it made for a rivalry that

helped to work up considerable juvenile ex-

citement.

However, the best plan is to offer a spe-

cial show with any donation of food ac-

cepted. In a small town, where there exists

no organized charity, it is common to make
the local orphan asylum or old folks home
the beneficiary. In larger places organized

charity, the police or the Salvation Army
takes care of the distribution.

o be fixed events in many houses just

Saturday morning before the holiday, but

ious years, try it out this time. You will

will.

The chances are that your exchange man-
ager will make you a special price and pos-

sibly throw in a couple of good comedies A
chat, not more than five minutes long, on
the spirit of the season, will be a decided

help.

Hook the Newspaper
If you act quickly the probabilities are

that you can get your newspaper interested

to the point of co-operation. In any event

it should be good for special press notices.

Make a short, strong campaign and you’ll

put it over with a whoop.
Don’t be in a hurry to clean out the lobby.

Tidy up after the morning performance,
but leave the donations for the inspection of

the later patrons. You should have piles of

stuff, and this will give you a lobby display

that will excite favorable comment.

Careful Distribution

Parents Appreciate

The big idea is that the stunt serves to

give emphasis to the spirit of the season. It

wins the approval of the class of persons

whose good opinion is of most value to

you, and it does a practical good, while

serving as an advertisement for your house.

The best plan is to book back some
old release that made a real hit with the

children when it was first shown
;
something

they will wish to see again. This will give

you a strong attraction at small cost and

leave your regular bill to catch the after-

noon admissions.

Have it announced in advance just what
disposition will be made of the donations,

and if there are more than one institution,

share around. Don’t favor one at the ex-

pense of the others But if you can get the

Salvation Army or organized charity to take

this off your hands, you will be relieved of

much of the task and avoid any possible

criticism.

Some theatres have made the potato

matinee a regular event in the past dozen
years. They find that it pays them for the

slight expense and extra trouble. If you’ve

never tried this, get into line this year and
you’ll be one of the regulars, too.

Interested Front Page
For His Tramp Qirl

Steve Farrar got five front page stories

for his Tramp, Tramp, Tramp stunt and
also hooked nine stores and a political can-
didate on a co-op page. More than that,

he had a sort of perpetual parade, and if you
saw someone with a worried look taking
careful steps along the business district, you
were careful not to interrupt. You might
spoil the count.

We like Steve’s idea the best of all of the

stunts sprung on the Harry Langdon com-
edy because it had a basis of interest that

was longer reaching than the usual tramp-
ing contest. It lasted five days.

He announced that on the day before the

comedy opened the Tramp, Tramp, Tramp
Girl would go on a shopping trip to the

stores of the advertisers on his co-op page.

She would wear a pedometer to register her

step and all you had to do was to cover the

route she would take and figure out the
mileage, making due allowance for her trips

into the stores. That was what made it in-

teresting. Anyone could cover the route

and get the approximate mileage, but Steve

told just what she would do in each store.

To come closer to her mileage you had to do
the things she did; go to the counters she

was to patronize and add that to the gen-

eral mileage.

Figuring Footage
Estimate blanks were printed on the page

and could be had at all the stores. All you
had to do was to get the correct mileage,

reduce it to steps of 27 inches and. collect the

prize.

While this is particularly good for a walk-

ing title, it can be worked for any mystery
girl to gain added interest in the co-opera-

tive page. As usual Steve comes through
with a real one when he takes his pen in

hand.

SAT IMRU BlWff,

IT TOOK THE FIRE DEPARTMENT TO PLACE THIS SIGN IN BIRMINGHAM, ALA.
Raymond Willie, of the Lvric, with the aid of a Fox exploitation man, obtained the services of the fire department
to place this 75-foot banner, which improved the exploitation values. The other cut shows the advance for Three
Bad Men in the Lyric lobby. A prairie schooner was used for a perambulator and doorknobs warned to keep all

doors locked as Three Bad Men were comine to town.
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Pants and Skirt Helped Sell The Waning Sex

Production Hints from Edward L. Hyman
Managing Director, Mark Strand Theatre, Brooklyn

A Waning Sex Qirl

Nearly Half a Man
Playing on the theme of The Waning

Sex, G. R. Stewart, of the Sterling theatre,

Greeley, Col., used a novel perambulator for

his street work. It was very inexpensive,

and yet decidedly attractive and attention

compelling.

THE WANING SEX

The girl had a boyish bob and wore a boy’s

short and tie, which is now common to both

sexes. One leg of a pair of balloon trou-

sers was rolled well above the knee to re-

veal a pretty silk stockinged leg and trim

slipper. The addition of half a short skirt,

which was the only special work required,

completed the costume.

On her back she wore a sign reading:

“Is he a girl or is she a boy?” with details

as to house and title.

Harold (Red) Grange’s first motion pic-

ture, “One Minute to Play,” was preceded

by a prologue, and in addition there were
three other musical in-

cidents. These four num-
bers took up 33 minutes,

while Grange’s picture

required 1 hour and 22

minutes, and the Topical

Review ran 8 minutes,

thus bringing the com-
plete show up to 2 hours

and 3 minutes.

Each of the 4 de luxe

performances of the day

was opened by Fabiano,

mandolinist, assisted by

the Mark Strand Eallet Corps and Eldora

Stanford, soprano. At opening Fabiano ap-

peared in front of draw curtains on the

small stage and played one selection. The

curtains then opened, disclosing a forest set,

the back-woodland drop being transparent

and lighted by open box lamps from behind.

Eldora Stanford, soprano, sang Tosselli’s

“Serenade,” with “business” by the 8 girls

of the ballet. Fabiano played the mandolin

as accompaniment from left stage. The cur-

tains closed on this presentation and Fabi-

ano resumed his place center stage “in

one” for his final selections which was a

medley. Lights for this number were as

follows : light blue foots and blue borders

:

2 amber spots on Fabiano from bridge ;
2

deep blue floods on orchestra from dome.

This presentation required 7 minutes.

Next came the overture, “II Guarany” by

Gomez. The lights for this were as follows

:

Fresh Typewriting
Charles R. Hammerslough, of the Broad-

way theatre, Newburgh, N. Y., put a girl

into the lobby dressing her to suggest

Norma Shearer in The Waning Sex. The

girl typed a message about the play in the

light blue foots on production stage; deep
violet floods on draw curtains and sides from
bridge No. 1 ; deep green floods from bridge

No. 2; Mestrum floods of amber from the

dome on the orchestra. The overture re-

quires 8 minutes.

Third incident was Saint-Saens’ “The
Swan,” danced by Vlasta Maslova, interna-

tional ballerina. This number required 3

minutes. The dances appeared in front of a

black cyclorama without any lighting except
2 pure white spots from the bridge which
dissolved at finish.

Following the Topical Review came the

prologue to the feature, “Campus Frolic.”

For this a painted backdrop was used rep-

resenting a field bowl with the goal posts

prominent in the center. In front of this a

platform was placed 2 feet off stage and
upon this was seated Harry Spindler and
his orchestra, dressed in conventional col-

lege attire. The number opened with a se-

lection by Spindler and his musicians, after

which an eccentric dancer came on dressed

as a football player and danced to the tune
of “I Can’t Get Over a Girl Like You.” Fol-

lowing this all lights were dimmed down and
Eldora Stanford, soprano, as a Co-Ed, came
center stage and sang Victor Herbert’s “Kiss

Me Again.” Then came a novelty number by
male dancer and members of the ballet who
were costumed' as runners. There was some
special “business” worked up with a football

which caught on very well. Next came a

novelty selection by Spindler’s orchestra and
the incident closed with the entire com-
pany. This presentation required 15 min-
utes.

blank space in the heralds and an usher

passed them to the incoming patrons. When
the heralds gave out, blank sheets seemed to

serve almost as well since it was the direct

message and not the herald that sold.

In case you want to use it, the message
ran : “Marriage or business. Which career

should a woman follow? See what Norma
<\ Shearer did in The Waning Sex at the

Broadway theatre,” with the dates.

Novelty Cards
Marsline K. Moore, of the Palace theatre,

Fort Worth, Texas, has made a clean-up

on Battling Butler with a novelty card that

is good on any light title.

The cards have a peanut thrust into one
corner and they read : “I may be a nut^ but

I know a good comedy when I see one.” It

goes on to tell of the Bolster Keaton play.

The Plumber Paid
Using the special heralds gotten out by

I

Publix for Nell Gwynne, a plumbing concern

in Chattanooga took the theatre space to

suggest that Nell could have bathed in

greater comfort in the sort of tubs they in-

stall. As the herald deals almost entirely

with bath tubs, the connection was obvious.

W. S. Peruts, of the Rialto, used the regu-

lar heralds for his own campaign.

AN ATTRACTIVE HOME FOR A SEATTLE SAVAGE
To achieve a jungle effect the Liberty Theatre banked the lobby with flowers

and foliage. Small stuffed monkeys are distributed through the leaves and
there are cutouts of Lyons instead of lions.
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Used Ninety Indians to Help Flaming Frontier

Indians in Bunches

On Flaming Frontier

Most managers would figure that they

were going strong if they could raise half a

dozen Indians for ballyhoo, but the America
theatre, Denver, used three bunches in put-

ting over The Flaming Frontier.

And “a bunch” does not mean four or five,

either.

There were fifty in the first squad, ap-

pearing on the Saturday and Sunday before

the Monday opening. They had appeared
in the picture and were glad to work their

passage for a chance to see themselves.

They came down from the Cheyenne Fron-
tier Days celebration.

There were only six in the second lot.

These participated in the prologue to the

picture. The stage showed a night scene

similar to the opening scene in the picture.

At the rise of the curtain one of the Indans
gave a series of imitations of night sounds
in the open. From this they went into a

series of posings. Distant shots were heard
and a wTar dance was begun that was faded
into the opening scenes of the picture. When'
they were not on the stage they hung about
the lobby to ballyhoo.

Forty Braves Helped

There were forty in the third lot. Charles
Lounsbury, of Universal, learned they were
coming to town and invited them to see the
picture. They slipped in quietly in their

fulf regalia and only a couple of twelve foot

banners.

And on top of all this Lounsbury horned
in on the Semi-Centennial Parade, from
which all advertising was barred. The
America sponsored the Miss Denver contest,

and Miss Denver rode with a banner on
either side.

Outside of this and three four-column cuts
in the newspapers Lounsbury laid down on
the job.

ness.

Made A Bridge
Charles R. Hammerslough helped Tin

Gods over at the Broadway theatre, New-
burgh, by getting a sporting goods store,

which handled the line, to put into the

window a toy bridge made of parts of a

structural toy, similar to that used in the

picture. Stills showing the play were added
to the display and the result was a very
attractive showing.

This is a stunt that can be worked almost
anywhere.

SOME OF THE FORTY INDIANS WHO GAVE A FREE BALLY
They were visiting Denver and Charles Lounsbury invited them to see The
Flaming Frontier at the America. He added “Formal dress requested,” so they

came in their war bonnets. There was an earlier group of fifty.

THE RIDING BALLYHOO ON THREE BAD MEN IN CLEVELAND
Keith’s Theatre used three horsemen dressed as the characters in the play to

close a teaser campaign on the Fox picture. This supplemented a fine dis-

play by the Cleveland Public Library and newspaper work.

Teasers to Open a

Bad Men Campaign
Putting over Three Bad Men in Cleve-

land, John Royal, of Keith’s theatre, began

with teasers warning the public that three

bad men were headed toward the lake city

and urging the reader to call Superior 2280,

the theatre number. A large number of the

curious did call up, and were given an ear-

ful about the Fox production.

Three B'ad Men is not a book production,

but the Cleveland Public Library collaborated

with a bookmark campaign and the usual

displays in the main library and its many
branches. The markers carried sixteen sug-

gested titles on .the west divided into frontier

stories, tales of the old west and “some old

timers.” As recently explained by Mrs.

Roberts, the library idea is not to advertise

a single book, but to move the general vol-

umes, and a book title for the play is not

essential.

Good use was made of the Colt Company’s

cased display on the evolution of the revol-

ver, which we believe is to be obtained from

any Fox exchange through a general tie-up.

The Revolver Display

For a street ballyhoo three riders dressed

to suggest the three bad men patroled the

streets for several days. Cutouts also rvere

used, and the net result was a large busi-

Qave Qinger Ale

Harry Van De Mark, of the Capitol the-

atre, Houston, Texas, was able to tie up the

newspapers and the Hollywood Ginger Ale

company to Paris.

The soft drink company took large news-

paper space to announce that bottles of the

product would be served in the lobby of the

Capitol. In return the newspapers took

space to explain that pictures of Metro-

Goldwyn stars were on the bottles. Anyone
who presented at the newspaper office a label

bearing the picture of either June Crawford
or Charles Ray, stars of the picture, would
be presented with a pass to the show.

All Van De Mark had to do was mop up
the lobby when they spilled the ginger ale,

and carry the money over to the bank.
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Question Mark Was Used to Sell Three Spaces

Question Mark is

The Chief Seller
Putting over The Mystery Club with a

liberal use of scatters was profitable to the

Superba Theatre, San Diego, Calif., the ques-

tion mark enclosing the eye being the chief

attractor.

This was largely used in single column
form as an advance as shown here.

use of the name prevents that classification.

For the opening the same question mark
was used, with very little copy. The selling

had been done in advance, and it was neces-

sary only to capitalize on the curiosity al-

ready aroused.
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Arthur Somers Roche’s

“THE
MYSTERY CLUB”

Outbats “The Bat” for Thrills

—Added Attractions
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THE OPENING SHOT
Thrills

‘The Mystery Club’

THE QUESTION SCATTER

This is another case of “as good as” which
seldom is to be commended, but the question

mark is one of the best attention getters

there is. There is something arresting about
the interrogation point that never seems to

fail, and the all-seeing eye makes this dou-
bly interesting. The cut was duplicated and
used with a variety of copy.

DETECTIVES!
and

POLICE Officers

We Defy You To
solve the mysteries of

“THE MYSTERY
CLUB”

where every member
must commit a crime

THE TYPE FORM
Another form of scatter was a straight

type ad, similar advertisements being di-

rected at the Chief of Police and other offi-

cials. These are almost teasers, though the

This was only a two sixes, but with the
open layout it looks larger than actual size.

Set full it would not have given more than
half the flash, and this might be credited
to the advance work. This opening space
would not have had the same value without
the cut. It was the cut that tied into what
had gone before.

The Superba seems to realize the value of
repetition and we have shown other ex-
amples in which the cuts tie to each other.
When this can be done it certainly height-
ens the value of both displays, but chiefly
aids the second or later uses.

In planning your displays it is a simple
matter to select mats that can be re-used in
whole or part, but it is too late if you get
the idea after you get the mats.

Lets Lon Chaney
Open the Organ

Lon Chaney has played many roles, but
we don’t recall that he ever played the
organ. However, the Pantages theatre, Van-
couver, B. C., selected him in Outside the
Law to launch the new organ, and in one
display played the organ above the star in
this 60x2.

But that was only one of the displays, and
they send in a four fifteens in which the
organ comes out a poor second with only
about an inch across the space.
And the house uses a good placement on

this larger space. Usually an advertisement
of this size is shoved over to the edge of

the page. The Pantages gets the third to
sixth columns on an eight column page and
there is straight reading for two and a half

inches above and an advertisement of simi-

lar depth below. The result is that it gets

a full page display value but pays for only
60 inches out of 160. It’s nice where you can

BIG GALA WEEK
•NTRODUCING PANTAGES NEW

$50,000
©KGAW

ACCOMPANYING THE WORLD'S GREATEST CROOK
MELODRAMA

tm chaney
Support'd by PRISCILLA DEAN In a Do Luxe Edition bf

“Outside Tiie Law”
AND

6—MASSIVE ACTS—

6

Note—Organ Recital will be broadcast :

Tonight from 8 to 9.

CHANEY AND THE ORGAN
persuade the paper to do it, but that’s where
the trick comes. Pantages got three two
column ads that took up two of the col-

umns. These were from a restaurant, a
lighting company and a fireproof door con-

cern. Since they had to run next the Pan-
tages space, they automatically shoved the

theatre’s four fifteens to the centre.

A Qood Outline

for a Season Ad
Around September most houses break out

with an announcement to cover the fall

opening. Most of these follow the usual

lines and few will give much suggestion, but

we are reproducing this full page from Mau-
rice A. Fox, of the American Theatre, Terre
Haute, Ind., because we like the model.

The text is as good as the layout, but
you’ll have youi own text. The big idea is

that this gives you one of the best ways of

itemizing your big underlines at the same
time you take most of the space to sell the

current show.
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Making a Nice Long Display from a Short Cut

Selling The Duchess

With Too Mitch Ink
There is too much ink in this space from

the Rivoli Theatre, Baltimore, on The Duchess

of Buffalo; not too much talk, but too much
ink.

ADAM CARROLL:

!
|

PAUL R 1CKENBACK
j

Something New in

Love!

Romance!
Adventure!

A Laugh-

Cocktail with

a Big Joy

Hang-Over

!

CLOUDING CONNIE OVER
The Duchess is a delightfully frothy little

play. It fairly bubbles, and the advertise-

ment should strive to copy this lightness.

This could have been accomplished with

light lines instead of the six point boldface

that tells the story in unleaded lines.

It would have been better selling to have

eliminated the lines : ‘The Darling of Mos-
cow, the Toast of Russia” to let the matter

just below run in eight point Roman, leaded.

It is good selling talk, but it is lost in this

morgue of black ink.

Love, romance and adventure are to be

found in many pictures, but you get Connie’s

particular type of comedy only in her own
productions, and this is far more worthy of

being played up. Raising the selling talk

to the top of the space might not have sold

more tickets, but it assurerly would not have

hurt the sale.

That half tone is a bit risky, but it came
through well enough in the Baltimore paper.

They are better printed than the average.

Tells Everything

in One Large Ad
Taking nearly three tens, the New Thea-

tre, Baltimore, tries to tell all it knows about

Fig Leaves in one space. As a result it

probably rather oversold. It seems almost

certain that the patrons were brought into

the house expecting more nudity than the

picture gives, and very probably some of

them went out discontented with a picture

that would have pleased decidedly with less

strenuous selling.

The top lines use more adjectives than

you can find on a circus poster and some
of them do not quite fit. They promise
more than can be delivered. It would have
been better selling to have trusted to the

title and the cuts to have aroused curiosity,

with a few of the good lines from the press

book, but not all of them.

As a rule there is more selling punch to

one good line, well displayed, than to a lot

all set in six and eight point type.

WHAT? Nothing To Wear!

Q|| gQY |
W hat a Picture For

|

This Weather!!

Gorgeous! Stupendous! Alluring! Stunning!
Staggering! Shocking! Romantic!

Thrilling! Fascinating!

William Foi's

MASTER DE LUXE
TECHNICOLOR
CREATION

NEXT TO NOTHING
.i-cm didn't know ich/ii he ices darling uAm Ac pet«

a rib to Uorn the yuai «l old sport
CALLED HllUICI

WITH-

GEORGE O’BRIEN
OLIVE BORDEN

and a cast of

FAMOUS STABS
a=d

FAMOUS BEAUTIES

viu'Ioool YOCR
Hubud!

Vnd Don't Mt»
TM» Pkiutt'

f—HonTHCSTACEI
-J

THE FAMOUS-

Burke Sisters
Btf Tim* VooderiUo

•QUEENS OF SONG"

[
CDCf I A I During Oia FrramUt,an of “Fig <W On, MdUan DoDor, *
JrtvIrtL o/ th. World's Craatss I Dtslsntr’, Fashions in Coamt end Fart. Worn »•

LJATIf P -- Famous Btoutlss. W!U Bs Shovn in Natural Color*.

TOO MUCH TALK
Some houses have made excellent teasers

with the “With some women clothes are next

to Godliness and with some next to noth-

ing.” That would have been enough for this

space, but the book had plenty of lines, and
they tried to get them all in instead of mere-

ly picking the best.

Sometimes too much enthusiasm is as bad

as not enough.

Type Woidd Qive

a Better Display
This two and a half by two from the

Regent Theatre, Rochester, seems to be

made from a single column press book cut

REGENT
ENTIRE WEEK

( Weekday Matinees. 12 to 1—15c)

.4 Flashing Drama of tl:c Early Army

You saw him ia the blue of navy ia “Shore Leave.” You mw him

a the khaki ol the army ia "Claawnate* " Now aee him in the blue tunic

and Stetson or «.* old American Army—leather booled, heavy armed—

a

cavalry officer of tht early west, in a thrilling role

COVAN and LEONARD
In

"The Poetry of Motionn

“Love's Labor Lost," Comedy—Other Feature*

A POOR TITLE
and a title cropped from another mat. If

we are correct in this surmise, we think

that the advertising man made a mistake in

using the title mat. Straight type would
have given a beter display.

In that space there was room and more
for a strong star name and title set in a

bold face. You can get them if you insist.

If you don’t insist, you’ll probably get a ma-
chine slug, but even a slug would be better

than too small a title.

This probably was picked from a mat with
a scene cut, where the name and title had
to be kept small. It may have fitted there,

but it looks a bit lonesome in the space given

it here.

It is perfectly possible to use a straight

type line and still do a good business at the

box office, and this was an instance where
a type line would have been much better

than a cast from a mat.

The rest of the space is very well done,

but the title falls short.

Makes a Long Ad
From a Short Cut

This Pathe cut on The Devil Horse seems

to have been planned to be notched with the

text inserted between the title and the house

name. But the National Theatre used that

NATIONAL
35c. Xisfct. 50e;Childr«. 35«— Showi !1 12 45 2 30-4 154-7 45-9 30

An epic of a nsing emp-re, set upon nature's

rugged stage, enactet, by human beings

and wild horses in drama that flashes

across the screen like achapter from history

when the crimson trails ran from fort to

Hai Roach

REX

;

E#H°RS{

Rex. king of wild horses, taunting civilization, raging at his Red-
skin enemies, staining the wilds with human blood; an unbridled,

unsaddled equine sheik that blazed his name in the history of the

frontier.

EXTRA' BOBEST EARLE F*moa* Ctucxfe SUdic Jtantor* S-aja* My F»t

"Trqly I Do" — And 0\>.rr S.mj Sccccsm*

AIkj MACK 8EWNETT S HLYTOOT STRAWFOOT" Lad Vrm Put* Vrw*

A DIFFERENT HANDLING
for white space and put the text above and

below, getting a longer space.

The space shown is a three nines. The
cut seems to have been planned for about a

three six, including the signature, but 't

looks just as well as a nine.

Probably it would not have looked as well

had the type been run clear across the top,

the same as has been done at the bottom.

Then it would have been a sandwich of type

and cut. With the top lines held short, it

looks like a layout. That two inches of

clear space at the right of the top is all that

keeps this from being a remarkably poor dis-

play. But with the space, it makes an effec-

tive appeal and is precisely as good as a

specially drawn design. Whoever utilized

this cut has a nice eye for appearance and
can look ahead.
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“London”
Dorothy Gish Starred in British National
Production of an Original Burke Scenario

British National Pictures
Present

Dorothy Gish in
“London”

Directed by Herbert Wilcox
From story by Thomas Burke

A Paramount Picture
CAST:

Mavis Hogan Dorothy Gish
Artist John Manners
Paul Belnord ". Adelqui Millar
Kate .Elissa Landi
King of Chinatown Gibb McLaughlin

Length—Six Reels
To escape being delivered into clutches of

a Chinaman by her supposed aunt, Mavis
runs away from Lime'house district, is be-

friended by a woman and falls in love with
her nephew Paul. Discovering he is not se-

rious, she returns to Limehouse, but Paul
follows and wins her hand. Melodrama of

London slums and society.

A lthough “London,” the second

presentation from British National Pic-

tures, offers the same star and director as

“Nell Gwyn,” the picture does not measure

up to the latter in entertainment value.

What starts off with a promise of being a

corking good melodrama of London’s China-

Reviewed by Epes W. Sargent

town, switches to the fashionable West End
just as it gets interesting and develops into

a mild sort of modern jazz story that differs

from a score of similar plays on this side of
the Atlantic only in that the locales are un-
questionably English.

The story is credited to Thomas Burke,
author of Limehouse Nights, from which
was derived “Broken Blossoms,” but if his

script was adhered to, it is evident he should
never venture west of Temple Bar. Those
first few scenes make us wish that he never
had, for the story gets off to a most auspi-
cious start with the King of Chinatown buy-
ing Miss Gish from her putative aunt for the
sum of three pounds.

The sale is not made because the girl,

Mavis, escapes through the window, leaving
a taunting note, wanders away and is found,
starving, by a noblewoman who adopts her
because she resembles a dead daughter. But
Mavis, disillusioned by the duplicity of the

old lady’s nephew, goes back to Limehouse,
to be rescued by a former fiance of the girl

she resembled. There is no sustained sus-

pense, few big dramatic moments and while

Miss Gish plays with finesse and appeal, she

makes it apparent that rollicking soubrette

roles are her forte. She is miscast as this

rather forlorn waif of the streets.

There are some excellent settings and
many of the scenes show interesting bits,

the Henley regatta, Rotten Row, the

Thames Embankment and similar spots.

The photography in the exteriors is excel-

lent, but the close-ups are not always art-

fully lighted.

John Manners and Adelqui Miller are

good as the two suitors for Mavis’ affections,

and Gibb McLaughlin does a fine character

bit as the Chinaman, while Elissa Landi is

capital as Mavis’ rival. Paul Whiteman is

shown at one point for no particular reason

other than to add color.

J
OHN GILBERT in another dashing ro-

mantic role, making love in a way to

thrill the feminine hearts and performing
regular Fairbanks stunts—a colorful and
elaborate production directed with an eye

to the box-office by King Vidor—a story by
Sabatini, an author whose novels seem as

if they were written for the screen—such is

the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer picture “Barde-
lys the Magnificent.”

Here is a swift-moving swashbuckling
story of romance and adventure set in the

gorgeous surroundings of the court of Louis
XIII of France with a hero who was the

great lover of his day, a regular Don Juan
who easily captivated all feminine hearts.

There is sword play galore, and the

hero fighting with pike staff, cane or

broken sword easily overcomes almost
any number of adversaries. Everything
he does is on a superlative scale, whether
he is fighting, love-making or doing stunts.

John Gilbert is perfectly cast in this role

and wins new laurels, while in the villainous

role of his rival, Roy D’Arcy scores again
with a scintillating characterization and
Eleanor Boardman is excellent as the de-

mure Roxalanne. George K. Arthur shines

“Bardelys the Magnificent”
Gilbert as Dashing Lover and Stunt Athlete

Wins New Laurels in Colorful Bomantic Story

Reviewed by C. S. Sewell

in another effeminate role and is the butt

of considerable light comedy.
A feature of this production which differ-

entiates it from the usual story of this type
is the fact that it gets away from the
straight romantic drama of the usual costume
picture. Right at the start you get into

the mood of the production with the role of

the great-lover hero amusingly outlined.

While fighting he converses wittily and we
know him as a philanderer when he sec-

retly gives each of his amours a wisp from
a wig which is supposed to be one of his

own raven locks.

Then follows sequences divided between
spirited adventure and ardent love-making,
with a touch of the melodramatic in his

betrayal by the girl and unalloyed black-
hearted villainy where the rival sitting as

judge condemns the hero to death, seeks to

speed the execution, and tricks the girl into

marrying him.

And such a climax! With the hero on the
gallows, you know he will be saved, but
the delicious satire of this scene, with the

king dilly-dallying on the way and suspense
at a high mark, the condemned man delay-

ing the fatal moment by artful preparatory
remarks to the priest, and finally the exciting

escape by cutting the cords on a spear,

leaping into the crowd, scrambling up
through the gallow-trap, sliding down a pair

of pikes, clamboring up a wall by using a

battle axe as a scaling ladder, swinging

across the castle front on draperies and
finally the crowning bit of extravagant stunt

stuff, descending to the carriage roof by
using a canopy as a parachute.
“Bardelys the Magnificent” is not intended

to be taken seriously but it should provide
genuine pleasure for all who go to the
movies looking solely for entertainment.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Present
John Gilbert in

“Bardelys the Magnificent”
From the novel by Rafael Sabatini

A King Vidor Production

CAST:
Bardelys John Gilbert
Roxalanne Eleanor Boardman
Chatellerault Roy D’Arcy
St. Eustache George Iv . Arthur
King Louis XIII Arthur Lubin
Rodenard Karl Dane
DeLavedan . ....Lionel Belmore
Vicomtesse Emily Fitzroy
Lesperon Theodore Von Eltz
La Fosse John T. Murray

Length—8,536 Feet

Bardelys, the great lover, a courtier of
King Louis of France wagers with Chat-
tellerault that he can win Roxalanne. Dis-
guising as Lesperon, a revolutionist, he ac-
complishes his purpose, but is arrested for
treason and sentenced by Chatellerault. The
arrival of the king saves him from execu-
tion and Roxalanne forgives his deception.
Magnificently mounted dashing romantic
costume drama.
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“Midnight Lovers”
Go-Featured With Anna Q. Nilsson, Lewis Stone
Scores in Light Comedy Role in Amusing Film

TN THE FIRST NATIONAL production
A “Midnight Lovers” in which he is co-

featured with Anna Q. Nilsson, Lewis Stone

First National Presents
“Midnight Lovers”

With Lewis Stone and Anna Q. Nilsson
From pla^y “'Collusion,” by J. E. H. Terry

Directed by John Francis Dillon
. CAST:

Major Ridgweil Lewis Stone
Diana Anna Q. Nilsson
Owen _ John Roche
Moriarty Chester Conklin
Heatley Dale Fuller
Wibley Purnell Pratt
Archer . . . Harvey Clark

Length—0,100 Feet
Deciding to divorce her soldier husband,

Diana arranges for him to desert her, but
he gets intoxicated and goes to her apart-
ment. She finds he is O. K. and throws over
the other fellow. Peppy and amusing ro-
mantic comedy.

Reviewed by C. S. Sewell

for the second time appears in a comedy
role. In this picture, his role, however is

light high-class comedy in contrast to his

near slapstick portrayal of a janitor and
delicatessen clerk in “Too Much Money.”
The story is a light farce comedy in which

a war bride decides she has made a mistake
and wants to get rid of her aviator hus-
band. He agrees but a farcial twist caus-
ing him to misunderstand a framed-up let-

ter and return to his wife after drowning
his sorrows in drink, upsets the whole
scheme and brings about a reconciliation.

Stone is fine in this scene and thoroughly
convincing. His touch is sure, he does not
overact, and as an intoxicated gentleman,
liis work is sure to cause smiles and laugh-
ter. The climax is rather broad from a

sex standpoint but it has been discreetly

handled. Another humorous mix-up results

from the missing husbands thinking a cable
about a little bill for decorations refers to

the arrival of a real Little Bill to grace
his home.
Aided by other comedy twists and an

amusing set of titles it offers merry enter-
tainment especially for the more sophisti-

cated patronage though hardly suitable for

juveniles. Anna Q. Nilsson is excellent as

the wife and the supporting cast high class,

with Chester Conklin a scream in one com-
edy scene and John Roche registering

strongly in the thankless role of the effem-
inate third party.

\X7 ITH PLENTY OF TYPICAL outdoor
» » action to appeal to the western fan

and well-handled prize-fight atmosphere in-

cluding a corking fight in the ring which
should satisfy the fight fans, Tom Tyler’s

newest picture for F. B. O., “Red Hot
Hoofs” should prove a popular attraction in

the average theatre.

There is of course a romantic angle, the

tough prize fighter being a rival of the hero
for the girl’s love. Frankie Darro again
contributes a delightful kiddie element, and
there is good human interest and effective

melodramatic situations in the breaking of

“Red Hot Hoofs”
Entertaining Combination of Pugilistic and
Western Punch in Tom Tyler’s Newest Picture
Reviewed by C. S. Sewell

his promise to the girl in order to win the

fight money to aid her brother who has

stolen from the bank, and in the sure-fire

familiar rescue of the girl from an aban-
doned shack, which has been given an added
punch by the complete knocking out of the

fight champion by the hero.

Tom Tyler is a likable chap and a fine

horseman, and several of the other players

contribute stunts that make the opening
seem like a rehearsal for a rodeo. Dorothy
Dunbar makes an exceptionally attractive

heroine and the support is entirely satisfac-

tory, A1 Kaufman being especially convinc-

ing as the tough prize fighter. Amusing
comedy relief also adds to the entertain-

ment value, much of it being contributed

by little Frankie who, certainly gives the

star a ride for the honors in this series

of Westerns.

Joseph P. Kennedy Presents
Tom Tyler in

“Red Hot Hoofs”
With Frankie Darro and Dorothy Dunbar

Directed by Robert DeLacy
An F. B. O. Picture

CAST:
Tom Buckley Tom Tyler
Frankie Frankie Darro
Frances _ Dorothy Dunbar
Gerald _ Stanley Taylor
Battling- Riley A1 Kaufman
A l Skelly Barney I'llrey

Length—i,681 Feet
Battling Riley comes to Morris ranch to

train and becomes rival of Tom, who prom-
ises Frances not to fight Riley. He breaks
promise to get money to aid her brother and
licks Riley when he attempts to force Fran-
ces to marry him. A good action western.

“The Bells”
Lionel Barrymore is Splendid in Dramatic
Role of Murderer With Avenging Conscience

Reviewed by C. S. SewellU NDOUBTEDLY THE best portrayal he

has ever given to the screen is Lionel

Barrymore’s contribution to Chadwick’s

I. E. Chadwick Presents
Lionel Barrymore in

“The BeUs”
From play by Erckmann-Chatrain

Directed by James Young
CAST:

Mathias Lionel Barrymore
Koweski • • • Fred Warren
Mesmerist Boris Karloff
Frantz _ Gustav von Seffertitz
Annette Lola Todd
Christian Eddie Phillips

Length—6,300 Feet
Unable to pay his debts, an inkeeper kills

his guest and takes his money. Lashed by
conscience, he hears the bells that rang
when his victim was dying and sees his
ghost and finally dies, his secret untold.
Stirring drama of an avenging conscience.

screen version of the Erckmann-Chatrain
classic of the stage, “The Bells.” It will

thrill his fans and add new laurels to his

reputation as an actor.

This well-known play which has served

as a vehicle for Sir Henry Irving and other

famous actors, which tells the story of an
avenging conscience when an Alsatian inn-

keeper murders a traveler for his gold and
escapes even suspicion is essentially morbid
though extremely powerful drama. As a

role for a star it is superb and Barrymore’s
portrayal is splendid, but it makes rather

heavy and gruesome screen fare for the

average patron.

An excellent cast, including Gustav Von
Seffertitz, Lola Todd, Edward Phillips and
Boris Karloff appear in support, but this is

essentially a one-man story. Director James
Young has given this picture a sumptuous
production, finely reproducing the atmos-
phere of the Alsatian village and has used
some extremely effective phantom and trick

effects, noticeably in the vision of the court
room and the appearance and disappearance
of blood on the hands of the murderer.
Screen patrons are not accustomed to a

murderer in the leading role and except for

the star's fans and high class audiences it

is doubtful if even superb acting and in-

tense drama will overcome this.
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Michael Strogoff of 1881

—1926 Analyzed
(Continued form page 72)

way, it came close to the end of the play,

and it was pretty much like the first, with

the same horses and the same corps de bal-

let. Evidently they had been captured by

the Tartars, though nothing was said about

it in the play.

For the purpose of condensation to stage

length, the action had been changed about.

The raft incident led up to Strogoff’s cap-

ture and blinding and a priest with yak hair

whiskers selected the verse which condemned
One addition was the supplying of a com-

edy relief in the shape of a correspondent

the hero to blindness. This scene was

played with not more than a score of Tar-

tars (and the horses), and was one of the

really big moments in the stage version,

for the London Times. He did not do a

:song and dance, as was customary in those

days, but he permeated the play with the

1881 equivalent of the wise crack, and in the

telegraph office scene (put in largely to per-

mit a full stage set to be made in back of

the first groove), he took most of the time

required in a dialogue with a native tele-

graph operator, whose only English was
“Ten kopecks a word.” By the time the

message was ready, the wires had been cut

and Strogoff, his mother and Nadia filled in

a brief moment before the explosion. This

did not run true to the book, but the players

were handy and helped fill the stage.

Fight Is Marvelous

But it was in the fight that the film ver-

sion stands out. With eight fights a week,
including the matinees, it was obviously im-

possible to put on a fight that would send

the players to the hospital, and the combat
in the play was a polite slap on the wrist as

compared to the terrific struggle in the film;

a struggle that puts Milton Sills’ champion-
ship belt in question.

To say that the motion picture releases

the story from the limitations of the stage

settings is to repeat only what has been
bragged from the early days of the feature

picture. That is patent fact, but comparison
of this production and with the stage version

of nearly half a century ago gives greater

emphasis to the vast improvement made.
Take, for example, the burning river be-

fore Irkutsk. The use of a well-made minia-

ture gives absolute realism to this scene.

There are no battlements idly swinging from
their pivots

;
no houses that are palpably

hinged and have to be pulled down by occa-
sionally visible cords ; no scattered pans of

red fire, carefully set apart from the in-

flammable scenery, and with cutbacks to

actual sets, the miniature is given life

—

reality.

The entire story can be told, and told on a

scale too stupendous to ever be realized

upon the stage. The wide sweeps of the

steppes, the fine mountain shots can never
Be copied with painted scenery and carefully

adjusted runaways and parallels.

In place of the “huge cast of sixty per-

sons on the stage,” the scenes in the Tartar
encampment do not belie the boast that

fyOOO persons have been employed.
And in the case of “Michael Strogoff,” the

usual lot streets have been replaced by
scenes in Latvia that differ from Siberia
only in that they are closer to the home
studio. It is all convincing because it is

•actually real. Even with the present-day

Petting Parties

Louise Lorrain in Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer pictures fattens her Thanksgiv-
ing bird (above). Below, Dorothy Se-

bastian of M-G-M trains “Buddy,” her

dog friend.

progress in stagecraft no such illusion is pos-

sible In the theatre.

But, best of all, “Michael Strogoff” shows,
better than any other production, that it is

possible to preserve the intimate story in the

midst of spectacle.

The plot is an old one, but it still retains

its strength and appeal. You shudder when
Strogoff is blinded, and you get the impres-

sion of blindness in a close-up as no actor

ever could portray it on the stage.

In the same fashion the close-up enables

the picking up of some intimate action from
the mass of spectacle. In the drama the

stage would require to be cleared of the

supers to gain the same emphasis for the

principals. Here they are blotted out with

a snip of the shears and a shift in the

camera.

All of which is no news, in particular, but,

remembering back to those early days, gives

additional stress to the thought that here is

the most perfect medium for the realization

of an author’s thoughts.

Strogon has lived long in the minds of an
older generation. It can live anew in the

thoughts of those who have come since that

time. And perhaps—fifty years from now

—

someone else will be moved to contrast this

Universal release with the 1976 presentation

of the same story. And then, perhaps, this

now wonderful produced version will seem
as crude as does the Stetson version appear
to be today. Pictures, even yet, are in their

infancy. Who can foresee what will come
of them?

Houdini, The Master

Showman, Passes On
(Continued from page 71)

Robinson had previously given much time.

Doubtless he was not unaware of the ex-

ploitation value of this crusade, but primar-

ily he was actuated by a desire to serve,

just as in an earlier day he planned to

bring out a volume that should do greater

justice to his boyhood hero than “The Life

of Robert-Houdin.”
When his researches brought to light the

fact that the putative life was merely a

glorified fairy tale, he reversed his original

plan and the publication title was “Robert
Houdin Unmasked.” A confessed trickster,

he detected fraud.

And Houdini was a trickster beyond com-
pare. He was a wonderful showman, and
knew how to stage his acts. On one occa-

sion he had an after theatre engagement on
one of his challenge nights, when he
was to escape from a box made by the em-
ployees of a local concern.

“I’ll cut it as short as I can,” he promised,

“but it does not look good if I come out

too quickly.” While his wife stood with
watch in hand and an assistant was ready
with an axe to cut him loose, while an au-

dience looked on in extreme tension, he was
often sitting on top of the box waiting for

the time to come when it would be seemly
to open the curtains.

Was Not All Trickery

And yet it was not all trickery. Only a

person with his marvelously trained body
could accomplish what he did. He could

hold his breath for several minutes. He
could throw his shoulders and hips in and
out of joint, he could bend double and with a

gigantic heave strain and slacken the bind-

ing ropes. His hands were of steel, his wrists

of iron hardness, and not a muscle in his

body but was developed to the utmost of

use. It is probable that his escapes were
responsible for the displacement of his in-

testines which caused his appendix to be

found on the left side instead of his right.

Many of his tricks were hazardous in the

extreme and were made possible only by his

giant strength and nimble wit. He was
afraid of nothing but trickery, and he feared

this with cause, for more than once it took
lightning thinking to get out of a tight

place.

Houdini was in a class wholly by him-
self. It will be long before an equal is

found, for there is none in training. His in-

tense activity found outlet in many channels.

He was for years the President of the So-
city of American Magicians, the author of

many books, editor of the magic section in

a Sunday Supplement syndicate, and had
dabbled in pictures. One, a serial in which
he performed many of his best known
known stunts, without stoppage of the cam-
era, was fairly successful, but “The Grim
Game,” a Paramount production, was not

much of a hit, and a later five reel ven-
ture was even less of a success. Not even
the title is recalled.

In spite of many disastrous speculations,

he was probably a wealthy man, but his

money meant far less to him than the fact

that he had worked himself up from the

circus lot to the very pinacle of his profes-

sion. That meant far more than money to

him, for beneath the skin of Houdini the

showman and mystic was Houdini the idealist.



F. B. O.

KOSHER KITTIE KELLY. (6,105 feet).
Star cast. Disappointed because “K. K. K.”
did not get business. This picture is good,
but The Cohens and the Kellys must have
been better because for that we couldn't
seat them all. The cast in this picture not
so good as it might be. R. A. Preuss, Arvada
Theatre, Arvada, Colorado.

LADDIE. (6,951 feet). Star cast. Laddie
is one of Gene Stratton Porter’s most noted
novels. It is the kind of picture nearly
everyone enjoys. It is mainly the simple
story of the unpretending lives of ordinary
people and as such it is powerfully appeal-
ing. The cast is exceptionally good. Busi-
ness ver“y good. A box office attraction.
James D. Kennedy, Apollo Theatre, Indian-
apolis, Indiana.

LET’S GO GALLAGHER. (5,182 feet).
Star, Tom Tyler. A good program picture
and everyone well pleased. Will go good
any place where this type of picture is

liked. Had a bad print on this one and the
first one from P. B. O. during eighteen
months of service. Tone good, appeal 95 per
cent. Sunday yes, special no. Draw general
class, town 600. Admission 10-25, 15-35. W.
C. Snyder, Cozy Theatre (265 seats), Lamont,
Oklahoma.

LONE HAND SAUNDERS. (6 reels). Star,
Fred Thomson. And Silver King! Good.
Boys, you’re going to like this one. Step
on it! Paper is good, print excellent. Tone
and appeal, good. Sunday, yes; special, no.
R. A. Preuss, Arvada Theatre, Arvada, Colo-
rado.

NON-STOP FLIGHT. (6 reels). Very good
picture. Will please any audience. Good
tone, appeal 95 per cent. Sunday yes, spe-
cial no. Draw mixed class, town 150. Ad-
mission 15-30. Robert W. Hines, Hines
Theatre (250 seats), Loyalton, Illinois.

O. U. WEST. (6,020 feet). Star, Lefty
Flynn. Not so good. Just passable. Tone,
fair ; appeal, poor. Sunday or special, no.

J. C. Leveck, Benoit Auditorium, Benoit,
Mississippi.

SIR LUMBERJACK. (5,156 feet). Star,

Lefty Flynn. Fine program picture with
lots of action and a fine sprinkling of

laughs. Photography somewhat poor, but
the picture pleased a Saturday night audi-
ence. Tone O. K. Good appeal. Sunday yes,

special no. Draw all sorts, town about
1,000. Admission 10-25 to 15-35. H. H. Hed-
berg, Amuse-U Theatre, Melville, Louisiana.

WILD TO GO. (4,570 feet). Star, Tom
Tyler. A very good western. All of Tom’s
have been fine. Tone and appeal good. Sun-
day no. Draw town and farm class, town
571. Admission 10-25, 15-30. J. W. Ryder,
Jewel Theatre, Verndale, Minnesota.

WYOMING WILDCAT. (5 reels). Star, Tom
Tyler. Just as good as any western stars

of short westerns. He is making friends

among the kiddies. Tone O. K. Appeal 60

per cent. Sunday or special no. Draw farm,

miner, small town class. Admission 10-25.

Arch Catalano, Victory Theatre (150 seats),

Rossiter, Pennsylvania.

First National

ABRAHAM LINCOLN. This is not a pic-

ture—it is a production! Veiiy unusual. I

would call it a masterpiece. But—in spite

of the fact that I tied up with the schools,

teachers, and so forth, and went out after

the business with all kinds of extra adver-

H. H. Hedberg, one of us,

named us Our Gang to typify the

fraternal, good-will, stick-to-

gether spirit that governs our
sending of dependable reports on
pictures we have played.

Playing fair by picture and
producer, aiming to help each
other and you, we will be very
glad to have your tips as an earn-

est of your wish to help us and
be one of us.

OUR GANG

tising, it flopped hard. My crowd just won’t
fall for historical or costume stuff. Tone,
Sunday and special, O. K. Draw all classes;
town 3,000. Admission, 10-30. M. W. Lar-
mour, National Theatre (430 seats), Graham,
Texas.

CLOTHES MAKE THE PIRATE. 8,000
feet). Stars, Leon Errol, Dorothy Gish. A
very good picture of the kind and believe it

pleased the majority. Didn’t get very many
out, but at that made a little money. Be-
lieve small town exhibitors will do all right
for a one-da^ showing. Tone, fair; appeal,
75 per cent. Sunday or special, no. Draw
general class; town 600. Admission, 10-25,

15-35. W. C. Snyder, Cozy Theatre (265
seats), Lamont, Oklahoma.

ELLA CINDERS. (6,540 feet). Star, Col-
leen Moore. Although not as good as Sally,
this picture, nevertheless, is good entertain-
ment and we heard no adverse comments.
Colleen’s acting excellent, and she brought
several good laughs from the audience. Kids
ate this up and yelled for more; we’re giving
them more next week when we play Irene.

Tone, O. K. Appeal, strong. Sunday, yes;
special, almost. Draw all sorts; town about
1,000. Admission, 10-15, 15-35. H. H. Hed-
berg, Amuse-U Theatre, Melville, Louisiana.

FAR CRY. (6,878 feet). Stars, Blanche
Sweet, Jack Mulhall. This picture was pro-
duced in a vefly lavish manner. The story
is good ; cast excellent. The Technicolor
sequences are really beautiful. It pleased
the better class of my patrons, but the ordi-

nary crowd just won’t fall for stuff—Paris
divorce courts and Venetian water scenes.

They seem to want home-brew here. Tone,
O. K. Fair appeal. Sunday, O. K. No
special. Draw all classes; town 3,000. Ad-
mission, 10-30. M. W. Larmour, National
Theatre (430 seats), Graham, Texas.

FAR CRY. (6,878 feet). Star, Blanche
Sweet. Here, it was a case of ‘‘another
lemon from the First National orchard.”
These pictures may have gone over big in

the large cities, but the average country
patron does not enjoy eight reels of a cigar-
ette smoking heroine, who makes unchaper-
oned visits to the hero’s studio. A poor
specimen of this brand. Tone, bum; appeal,
none here. Sundafy or special, no. Draw all

sorts; town about 1,000. Admission, 10-25,

15-35. H. H. Hedberg, Amuse-U Theatre,
Melville, Louisiana.

THE LADY’. (8 reels). Star, Norma Tal-
madge. This is a fine picture and should
appeal to all classes of patrons. We made
a little more than expenses; but it seems
that we, here, can’t get the people out any
more to see these special features. Tone,
fine; appeal, 90 per cent. Sunday and spe-

cial, yes. Draw general class; town 600.

Admission, 10-15; 15-35. W. C. Snyder, Cozy
Theatre (265 seats), Lamont, Oklahoma.

MAN OF ACTION. (6 reels). Star. Doug-
las MacLean. A fair entertainment, but not

as much of a story as one could expect from

its title. Mystery and suspense in this one.
Tone good, appeal 90 per cent. Sunday yes,
special no. Draw town and rural class, town
1,028. W. C. Geer, Princess Theatre (175
seats), Vermont. Illinois.

MISS NOBODY*. (7 reels). Star, Anna Q.
Nilsson. This is a fine program picture and
went over in great shape. Used this as a
Saturday night show and had a very nice
crowd. This picture should stand up for a
two days’ showing most anywhere. Don’t
be afraid of this one; wish we could have
more like it. Tone, fine; appeal, 100 per
cent. Sunday, yes ; special, no. Draw gen-
eral class; town 600. Admission, 10-25, 15-
35. W. C. Snyder, Cozy Theatre (265 seats),
Lamont, Oklahoma.

MISS NOBODY*. (6,859 feet). Star, Anna
Q. Nilsson. Here’s a number that is a gem
for entertainment and Miss Nilsson carried
the honors all the way. Absolutely enter-
taining from reel one to the final fadeout
and the supporting cast could not have been
better selected. More genuine humor in Miss
Nobody than in half a dozen of the late two
reel comedies now flooding the market. No
other actress could have done as well as
Miss Nilsson in this storty. Tone, fair; ap-
peal, strong. Sunday, yes; special, almost.
Draw all sorts; town about 1,000. Admission,
10-25 to 15-35 specials. H. H. Hedberg,
Amuse-U Theatre, Melville, Louisiana.

RAINBOW RILEY. Star, Johnny Hines.
Just a fair comedy that failed to go over in
my houses. It merely gets by as a program
picture. Don’t feature this big and it will
get by. Appeal 75 per cent. Special no.
Draw from town 6,000. Admission 10-30. L.
O. Davis, Virginia Theatre, Hazard, Ken-
tucky.

SALLY. (8,635 feet). Star, Colleen Moore.
A fine production with a great little star.

Good tone and appeal. Sunday yes. Special,
almost. Draw town and rural class, town
1,028. Admission 10-25, 15-30. W. C. Geer,
Princess Theatre (175 seats), Vermont,
Illinois.

SHORE LEAVE. (6,836 feet). Star, Rich-
ard Barthelmess. A fine program picture
and went over very good. It should take
well anywhere. This is our second picture
of his and they both have been good. Didn't
have a very good attendance, but made just

a little above expenses. Fine tone. Appeal 90
per cent. Sunday yes, special no. Draw gen-
eral class, town 600. Admission 10-25, 15-35.

W. C. Snyder, Cozy Theatre (265 seats), La-
mont, Oklahoma.

SHORE LEAVE. (6.836 feet). Star, Rich-
ard Barthelmess. Pretty good, but lost me
money. A bit draggy in spots, but some
comedy relief in between helps out. Tone,
good; appeal, 50 per cent. Sunday or spe-
cial, no. Draw all classes; town 2,250. Ad-
mission, 15-30. H. L. Beudon, Grand Theatre
(125 seats). Port Allegany, Pennsylvania.

SPLENDID ROAD. (7,646 feet). Star, Anna
Q. Nilsson. This is a fine picture and do not
hesitate to recommend it to any exhibitor
who wants to please his patrons. Used this

for a Saturday night and it went over fine.

Had a very nice house and made a little

money. Fine tone. Appeal 90 per cent. Sun-
day yes, special no. Draw general class,

town 600. Admission 10-25, 15-35. W. C.

Snyder, Cozy Theatre (265 seats), Lamont.
Oklahoma.

SWEET DADDIES. (7 reels). Star, Char-
ley Murray. A very good program picture
and, I think, pleased the majority. Pretty
fair picture for a one-night show, but don’t

believe it would hold up for two days in a
small town. Used it on a Saturday night
and had a very good crowd. Don’t promise
too much. Fair tone. Appeal 75 per cent.

Sunday or special no. Draw general class,

town 600. Admission 10-25, 15-35. W. C.

Snyder, Cozy Theatre (265 seats), Lamont
Oklahoma
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Fox

BEST BAD MAN. (4,802 feet). Star, Tom
Mix. A fair Mix. Nothing- to get excited
about, but will go over on. account of being
Tom Mix. Tone and appeal, good. Sunday,
yes; special, no. Draw working class; city

14,000. Admission, 10-15. G. M. Bertling,

Favorite Theatre (168 seats), Piqua, Ohio.

FAMILY UPSTAIRS. (5,971 feet). Here’s

a picture everyone is going to enjoy, whether
they live on Mortgage Hill or ride in a Ford
truck. A real, honest-to-goodness family
that lives just around the corner from all

of us; and oh, boy! how that bird, J. Farrell

McDonald can shoot pool. David J. Adams,
Auditorium Theatre, Concord, New Hamp-
shire.

THE FOOL. Star cast. Here is one real

picture, but did not go over for me. Has
everything in it and real acting and a fair

cast. If you like this kind of a picture, why
—go to it. Tone and appeal, good. Sunday
and special, yes. Draw working class; city

14,000. Admission, 10-15. G. M. Bertling,

Favorite Theatre (168 seats), Piqua, Ohio.

GOLDEN STRAIN. Star cast. This is a
very good action picture, made from a story

by Peter B. Kyne and one that will please

most any average audience. An excellent

Saturday night picture, brim full of action.

Tone, O. K. Appeal, 85- per cent. Sunday,
O. K. Special, no. Draw from town 6,000.

Admission, 10-30. I* O. Davis, Virginia
Theatre, Hazard, Kentucky.

HAVOC. (9,282 feet.) Star, George O’-

Brien. Here is one of the best pictures we
have ever run; a little long, but a real pic-

ture. Ex-service men say the battle scenes
were excellent. We think this picture will

make money. Boost it to the sky and you
won’t go Wrong. Tone good, appeal 100 per
cent. Sunday and special yes. Draw farm-
ing class, town 412. Admission 10-25. Lev-
eck & Garner, Benoit Auditorium (100 seats),

Benoit, Mississippi.

HELL’S FOUR HUNDRED. (5,582 feet).

Star, Margaret Livingston. A fairly enter-
taining program picture with some nice pho-
tographic effects and some very beautiful
Technicolor work. Margaret Livingston’s
work is very good. Fair tone and appeal.
Maybe Sunday, no as special. Draw all

sorts; town about 1,000. Admission, 10-25
to 15-35. H. H. Hedberg, Amuse-U Theatre,
Melville, Louisiana.

HONESTY THE BEST POLICY. Stars,

Johnny Walker, Pauline Starke. This is one
of Fox’s worst efforts. As usual with all

stories having a story within a story, this
photoplay fell flat. The story as told by the
weak-kneed hero would have made a good
photoplay but the turn back to the real made
it awful. First night not much, second
night $2.45—judge for yourself! Tone O. K.
Appeal none. Sunday yes, special no. Draw
all classes, town about 1,000. Admission 10-
25 to 15-35. H. H. Hedberg, Amuse-U Thea-
tre, Melville, Louisiana,

HURRICANE HAL. A fair picture for Sat-
urday afternoon and night. Pleased 80 per
cent of people. Admission 15-25. E. L. Par-
nell, New Theatre (150 seats), Troup, Texas.

JOHNSTOWN FLOOD. (6,295 feet). Star
oast includes George O’Brien. Here is one
real picture and will get .you the money.
You can’t go wrong on this one. Every-
thing in it is good, and don’t be afraid to
get behind it. Tone and appeal, good. Sun-
day and special, yes. Draw working class;
city 14,000. Admission, 10-15. G. M. Bert-
ling, Favorite Theatre (168 seats), Piqua,
Ohio.

JOHNSTOWN FLOOD. (6,295 feet). Star
cast, with George O’Brien. This makes a
fine Saturday picture. The flood scenes are
remarkable and the flood will put the picture
over in great shape and send them out com-
menting. Tone, O. K. Good appeal. Sun-
day, yes; special, no. Draw town and coun-
try class ; town 1,200. Admission, 10-25. C.
R. Seff, New Radio Theatre (250 seats). Cor-
rectionville, Iowa.
JOHNSTOWN FLOOD. (6,295 feet). Star

cast includes George O’Brien. A very inter-
esting production with some wonderful flood
scenes. Some of the best trick photography
ever shown and patrons are still wondering

Run Vaudeville

?

METROPOLITAN PLAYERS—
Here’s a clean-cut, high class

troupe of five players who put on
forty minutes of real comedy with
good jokes, excellent singing and
dancing and a rapid-fire closing

act. The entire company, under
management of Mr. Bob Long, are

nice people and we are glad to rec-

ommend them to any small town
brother who wants to give his

patrons a REAL treat.—H. H.
Hedberg, Amuse-U Theatre, Mel-
ville, La.

how it was done as the logs in the raging
torrent apparently knock people down be-
fore one’s eyes. Paper misleading as some
shows young girl in modern riding breeches,
whereas the play shows her in old-time long
skirts. Tone, O. K. Strong appeal. Sunday
and special, yes. Draw all sorts; town about
I,000. Admission, 10-25 to 15-35 specials. H.
H. Hedberg, Amuse-U Theatre, Melville,
Louisiana,

LIGHTNIN’. (8,050 feet). Star cast. Just
a fair program picture. Don’t believe many
people like to see so much drinking, even to

make comedly. Tone, O. K. Fair appeal.
Sunday or special, no. Draw town and rural
class; town 896. Admission, 10-25. Mrs. S.

J. Brown & Son, Phoenix Theatre (200 seats),

Neola, Iowa.

MY OWN PAL. (6,008 feet.) Star, Tom
Mix with Tony (horse). Bill Fox tries Mix
out in a cop’s suit this time. It is to be
hoped that Tom soon will have given all

sorts of costumes a tryout so he can get
back into the clothes which once fitted him
so well—Western Chaps. This, however, was
a good program picture but we can name
several other actors who would have fitted

the leading role equally as well as Mix.
Tone O. K. Good appeal. Sunday yes, spe-
cial no. Draw all sorts, town about a thou-
sand. Admission 10-25 to 15-35. H. H. Hed-
berg, Amuse-U Theatre, Melville, Louisiana.

NO MAN’S GOLD. (5,745 feet). Star, Tom
Mix. Tom sure knows how to “mix” a cork-
ing good western. Don’t let them tell you
he’s slipping. He slipped me a big Friday’s
business—usually the lightest day of the
week, and a whale of a good Saturday. Does
that tell you anything? Me for Tom, strong!
D. J. Adams, Auditorium Theatre, Concord,
New Hampshire.

OVER THE HILL. Star cast. An old one
that I thought would bring some real busi-
ness, but was disappointed. Picture is good;
compares favorably with some of the best
new ones. It is 2,000 feet too long, though.
Tone, good; appeal, 90 per cent. Sunday
and special, yes. Draw town and country
class; town 500. Admission, 10-25. H. Rit-
ter, McDonald Theatre (350 seats), McDon-
ald, Kansas.

SIBERIA. (6,950 feet). Star, Alma Ru-
bens. This is an excellent drama of the
Russian Revolution and Alma Rubens does
some excellent work in this fine picture. It

is a picture that will please; however, does
not pull as it should, for some reason. You
need not be afraid of this excellent picture
as it will back your advertising up to the
limit. Tone, O. EL Appeal, 95 per cent.
Special, yes. Draw from town 6,000. Ad-
mission, 10-30. L. O. Davis, Virginia Theatre,
Hazard, Kentucky.

Metro - Qoldwyn

MARE NOSTRUM (Our Sea). Stars, Alice
Terry, Antonio Moreno. Quite a few people
have spoken to me saying this was an extra
good feature. One was so enthusiastic as to
think that it might rank as among the ten
best for the year. Draw mill and farming

class; town 1,000. Admission, 25. L. E, Par-
sons, Parsons Hall (325 seats), Marcellus,
New York.

MASKED BRIDE. (5,600 feet). Star, . Mae
Murray. This picture sort of surprised me;
it surely was there and our Mae Murray
does some great acting and holds the inter-
est. Will please 90 per cent. Tone, O. K.
Sunday, yes; special, no. Draw town and
country class; town 1,200. Admission 10-25.

C. R. Seff, New Radio (Theatre (250 seats),
Correctionville, Iowa.

MIDSHIPMAN. (7,498 feet). Star, Ramon
Novarro. An excellent picture that shows
the making of naval officers at Annapolis.
Good for any house. Tone O. K. Appeal
general. Sunday and special yes. Draw
rural class, town 300. Admission 15-30, spe-
cials 15-40. Chas. W. Lewis, I. O. O. F. Hall
(250 seats), Grand Gorge, New York.

MIKE. (6,735 feet). Star, Sally O’Neil.
Bought as a special, here it was a big joke,
a failure. Walkouts and plenty of kicks on
it. Ran it two days and on the second did
not have enough to count. Some disappoint-
ment. Small town patronage. A. Mitchell,
Dixie Theatre, Russellville, Kentucky.
MONEY TALKS. (5,139 feet). Star, Claire

Windsor. Went over fair. Played this on
double feature day. It seems that this is

the place for it. It is not bad, but it is not
big. Fair appeal. Special no. Mitchell Con-
ery, Conoat Projection Service, Menands,
New York.
MONTE CARLO. (7 reels). Star, Lew

Cody. A good comedy drama and pleased
those who saw it; but the name has little

appeal to general public. Monte Carlo means
nothing to the average fan or the general
public. Picture much better than name in-
dicates. Tone O. K. Appeal 60 per cent.
Sunday yes, special no. Draw rural class,
town 3,600. Admission 10-20. W. A. Clark,
Sr., Castle Theatre (400 seats), Havana, Illi-

nois.

MYSTIC. (5,147 feet). Star cast. Another
draggy one. The only thing they did well
on this was to pile excess footage in this
film can. If they gave me this feature, I’d
have lost. Tone and appeal, none here.
Sunday or special, no. Draw all classes;
town 2,250. Admission, 15-30. H. L. Beudon,
Grand Theatre (125 seats), Port Allegany,
Pennsylvania.

ONLY THING. Stars, Eleanor Boardman,
Conrad Nagel. Report very good; good print,
good everything. Play it and boost it.

Tone, high; appeal, 90 per cent. Sunday, no;
special, yes. Admission, 15-25. Dennis Jor-
dan, Palace Theatre (400 seats), Winnesboro,
South Carolina.
ROAD TO MANDALAY. (6,583 feet). Star,

Lon Chaney. A great picture with a splen-
did cast. Lon Chane'y is the screen’s great-
est character actor. You can’t go wrong on
this one. Business very good. James D.
Kennedy, Apollo Theatre, Indianapolis, In-
diana.

ROMOLA. (11 reels). Lillian and Dorothy
Gish. Good enough picture, but lost me
money like all the rest of their super-
specials. I’d say little town men might lay
off these specials. Tone, good; appeal, fifty-
fifty. H. L. Beudon, Port Allegany, Penn-
sylvania.

TOWER OF LIES. Star, Lon Chaney. An-
other flop for me; if I didn’t get a west-
ern picture once in a while, I’d have
to quit. Lost more money on this type of
special than on any others. Appeal, here
none. H. L. Beudon, Grand Theatre, Port
Allegany, Pennsylvania.
UNHOLY THREE. (7,000 feet). Star, Lon

Chaney. One of Chaney’s best, but the
people were saving their money to see Son
of the Sheik, which followed, and so the at-
tendance was not good. Draw mill and
farm classes; town 1,000. Admission, 25. L.
E. Parsons, Parsons Hall (325 seats), Mar-
cellus, New York.

WALTZ DREAM. Very rotten for us; none
of our patrons cared for it. Tone no, same
for Sunday and special. Draw merchant,
farming classes, town 3,300. Admission 15-
30. P. L. Vann, Opera House (600 seats),
Greenville, Alabama.
WANING SEX. Star, Norma Shearer. Gave

us a smile to hear the good comments from
our patrons after we played this one. Tone
and Sunday O. K. Special no. Draw mer-
chant farming classes, town 3,300. Admis-
sion 15-30. P. L. Vann, Opera House (600
seats), Greenville, Alabama.
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Paramount

BEHIND THE FRONT. (5,525 feet). Stars,
Beery-Hatton. A dandy comedy, but is not
a special. Drew only fairly well, but pleased.
Beery has done as good or better work be-
fore. A dandy picture if you buy it right.
Tone, good; appeal, 90 per cent. Sunday,
yes; special, no. Draw town and country
class ; town 500. Admission, 10-25. H. Rit-
ter. McDonald Theatre (350 seats), McDon-
ald. Kansas.

BLIND GODDESS.. (7,363 feet). Star cast.
A great picture. It has an abundance of
thrills, comedy and tense acting. Cast—well,
look them over! You know what Ernest
Torrence means to the box office and Esther
Ralston is a sure star. She is one of the
most attractive blonde beauties of the
screen. Jack Holt and Louise Dresser are
also exceptionally good. Don’t be afraid of
this one. James D. Kennedy, Apollo Thea-
tre, Indianapolis, Indiana.

SHOW OFF.. (7 reels). Star, Ford Ster-
ling. If there ever was a picture that you
could call a high brow comedy, I believe
that this is it. I believe that most of my
crowd liked it, but the more intelligent en-
joyed it a lot. Sterling does some real char-
acter work in this one. The entire cast
makes you feel at home and it struck me
as being a real high class comedy. Humor
and real acting, and a fine lesson under it

all. Charles Lee Hyde, Grand Theatre,
Pierre, South Dakota,

TINT GODS. (8,568 feet). Star, Thomas
Meighan. The best Thomas Meighan picture
released for some time. Renee Adoree does
some mighty fine work in this picture. Tone,
good; yes for Sunday. James D. Kennedy,
Apollo Theatre, Indianapolis, Indiana.

UNTAMED LADY. (6,132 feet). Star,
Gloria Swanson. Just a fair entertainment.
Gloria did not do her best work in this pic-
ture. Tone, good; appeal, 70 per cent. Sun-
day, yes; special, no. Admission, 15-25. Ira
Stonebraker, Allen Theatre (350 seats), Al-
len, Kansas.

VARIETY. (5,283 feet—short version).
Star, Emil Jannings. This picture was made
in Germany. Everyone will want to see it

as it is the talk of New York. Emil Jan-
nings gives a masterly performance; also,
Lya de Putti does some mighty fine work.
A great picture. James D. Kennedy, Apollo
Theatre, Indianapolis, Indiana.

VARIETY. (5,283 feet). Star, Emil Jan-
nings. Used some strong personal recom-
mendations in ads to bring them in for the
opening and the picture pleased greatly (ex-
cept a few of the younger set) and the sec-
ond night held up well. American directors
and cameramen should be FORCED to see
this picture for their own education; they
will learn something. Joe Hewitt, The
Strand Theatre, Robinson, Illinois.

VOLCANO. (5,452 feet). Star, Bebe Dan-
iels. Would class this as a fair program of-
fering; the volcano scenes save it at the
last. Small town patronage. A. Mitchell,
Dixie Theatre, Russellville, Kentucky.

VOLCANO. (5,452 feet). Star, Bebe Dan-
iels. Good picture, but some way did not
pull the second night. The volcano eruption
scenes were fine. Tone, good; fair appeal.
Sunday, yes; special, no. Draw town and
farming class; town 600. Admission, 10-20
and 15-50. H. W. Batchelder, Galt Theatre
(175 seats), Galt, California.

YOU NEVER KNOW WOMEN. (6 reels).
Star, Florence Vidor. Good picture, but not
a feature; rental too high for here. Tone
good, appeal fair; Sunday yes, special no.
Draw merchant, farming class, town 1,650,
widely scattered. Mrs. J. B. Travelle, Elite
Theatre, Placerville, California.

Producers Dist. Corp

,

BRAVEHEART, (7,336 feet). Star, Rod
LaRocque. Good picture, good story and
acting; should please any audience. Tone
and appeal, good. Yes for Sunday, and just
above program schedule. Draw farmers and

MOVING PICTURE WORLD

A tip in the mail is worth two in

the drawer. Send in your blanks every

week, whether you report one picture

or six. There are exhibitors who find

your reports in agreement with their

experience in pictures you’ve both
played. They are following you. Keep
the tips coming!

merchants, town 1,650, widely scattered. Mrs.
J. B. Travelle, Elite Theatre, Placerville,
California.

BACHELOR brides. (6,612 feet). Star,
Rod LaRocque. This is a good picture but
title is wrong, and the advertising is very
bad, carrying nothing to create a desire in
the public. Tone good, appeal 65 per cent.
Sunday and special, no. Draw most all
classes, town 2,900. Admission 10-25 to 15-
30. A. E Andrews, Opera House (486 seats),
Emporium, Pennsylvania.

FIGHTING EDGE. A good picture for
Saturday. Played to a full house and
pleased ninety- per cent. P. E. Goodwin,
Palace Theatre, Grand Lodge, Michigan.

PARIS AT MIDNIGHT. (6,985 feet). Good
program picture; fair box office attraction.
Ken, E. Finley, Finley’s Opera House, Golds-
boro, North Carolina.

Universal

BEAUTIFUL CHEAT. (6,583 feet). Star,
Laura LaPlante. Good entertainment. Laura
LaPlante brings them in here. The best part
of it is the first three reels, as it is less in-
teresting as it nears the end. Tone O. K.
Appeal 90 per cent. Sunday yes, special no.
Draw merchant and farm class, small town.
Admission 15-35. C. Van Leuven, Molson
Theatre (200 seats), Molson, Washington.

CALGARY STAMPEDE. (5,924 feet). Star,
Hoot Gibson. A dandy western; in fact it

struck our patrons as the best Hoot has ever
done. Tone good. Appeal 100 per cent. Sun-
day and special no. Draw town and rural
class, town 1,0,28. Admission 10-25, 15-30. W.
C. Geer, Princess Theatre (175 seats), Ver-
mont, Illinois.

HIT AND RUN. (5,508 feet). Star, Hoot
Gibson. A different kind of a story for
Hoot and he handled it pretty good as a
bush leaguer. A good program show. Good
tone. Appeal 95 per cent. Sunday or spe-
cial, no. Draw town and rural class, town
1,028. Admission 10-25. NV. C. Geer, Princess
Theatre, Vermont, Illinois.

SPOOK RANCH. Star supposed to be Hoot
Gibson, but the Negro comedian takes all

the honors. Hoot doesn’t do a thing. The
Negro causes a lot of comedy with the
ghosts. Would say a poor Gibson picture.
Tone O. K. Only fair appeal. Sunday yes,
special no. Draw town and country class,

town 400. Admission 10-25-35. H. V. Ritter,
McDonald Theatre (350 seats), McDonald,
Kansas.
STILL ALARM. (7,000 feet). Star cast.

This is a good melodrama that pleased my
audience. Just a bit drawn out, as it is in

eight reels, but nevertheless a good picture
that should please the average movie fans.

Appeal SO per cent. Sunday no. Town 7,000.

Admission 10-30. L. O. Davis. Virginia The-
atre, Hazard, Kentucky.
TEXAS STREAK. (6,250 feet). Star,

Hoot Gibson. The first Hoot of the new
product. It’s good, but he has turned out
better ones than this. Expected lots of

laughs from audience, but got fooled. Slim
Summerville supplies some but not enough.
Make some more Chip of the Flying U and
Phantom Bullet kind, Hoot. You certainly
satisfy with that kind. R. A. Preuss, Ar-
vada Theatre, Arvada, Colorado.

TWO-FISTED JONES. Star, Jack Hoxie.
Here is one western that Universal fell down
on. No action, no comedy. Hoxie does noth-
ing worthy of notice, and finally—a very
weak story. Tone O. K. Appeal 50 per cent.

November 13, 1926

Special no. Draw town and country class,
town 400. Admission 10-25-35. H. V. Ritter,
McDonald Theatre (350 seats), McDonald,
Kansas.

UNDER WESTERN SKIES. (6,552 feet).
Star, Norman Kerry. A good program west-
ern that did extra well at box office. Tone
good. Appeal very good. Sunday or special
no. Draw rural and town class, town 1,028.

Admission 10-25. W. C. Geer, Princess The-
atre, Vermont, Illinois.

UNIVERSAL JEWELS. These are all good
so far. C. Van Leuven, Molson Theatre (200

seats). Molson, Washington.

Warner Bros .

LONE WOLF. Star, Rin-Tin-Tin and June
Marlowe. All Rin-Tin-Tin pictures go good
here. This one was a very good one. Ap-
peal good. Sunday and special, yes. Draw
mixed class, town 800. Admission 15-25.

Jerfiy Wertin, Winter Theatre (240 seats),

Albany, Minnesota.

RED HOT TIRES. (5,452 feet). Star,
Monte Blue. Good action, picture of pro-
gram type. Worth seeing. Tone good, ap-
peal fair. Sunday yes, special no. Draw
merchant, farming class, town 1,650 widely
scattered. Mrs. J. B. Travelle, Elite Thea-
tre, Placerville, California.

Miscellaneous

BLUE BLOOD. Fine as I Want. A hun-
dred per center. Needs a man, is all. Draw
oil field class, town 400. Admission 10-15.
W. H. Clower. Liberty Theatre (500 seats),
Wirt, Oklahoma.
CHECKERED FLAG. (Banner). Star,

Elaine Hammerstein. Fair program picture
that seemed to go over O. K. with a fair
sized Sunday crowd. Tone, O. K. Appeal,
fair. Sunday yes, special no. Draw all

sorts, town about 1,000. Admission 10-25 to
15-35 specials. H. H. Hedberg, Amuse-U
Theatre, Melville, Louisiana.

DOl'BLE FISTED. Star, Jack Perrin.
Good western. Run this class of picture on
Saturday nights, so I am not able to judge
the merits of it by the crowds. Tone, good.
Sundaly or special, no. Draw all classes,
town 2,250. Admission 15-30. H. L Beudon,
Grand Theatre (250 seats), Port Allegany,
Pennsylvania.

PELL STREET MYSTERY. Star, George
Larkin. A fine picture, enjoyed by all. If

you want a melodrama, play this one. Draw
oil field class, town 400. Admission 10-15.
W. H. Clower, Liberty Theatre (500 seats),
Wirt, Oklahoma.

Ql ICKER'N LIGHTNIN’. Star. Buffalo Bill,

Jr. A good picture. Draw oil field class,
town 400. Admission 10-15. W. H. Clower,

Liberty Theatre (500 seats), Wirt, Oklahoma.
WESTERN TRAILS. Star, Bill Patton.

This is about the worst western that I have
ever run and I have run some. There is

nothing in this picture. If they would pay
to run it, why then, I’d now still refuse to

use it. Tone none, appeal fair. Sunday yes,

special no. Draw working class, city 14.000.

Admission 10-15. G. M. Bertling, Favorite
Theatre (168 seats), Piqua, Ohio.

Short Subjects

ASK GRANDMA. (Pathe-Our Gang).
Can’t make 'em any better. W. H. Clower,
Liberty Theatre, Wirt, Oklahoma.
BIG PARADE. (F. B. O.-Fighting Hearts

S). A pleasing two-reeler. Tone good, ap-
peal 95 per cent. Robert W. Hines. Hines
Theatre (200 seats), Loyalton, South Da-
kota.

BUSTER'S NIGHT. (Unirersal-Bnster
Brown). These Buster Brown comedies are
only just fair here; the boy is too sissy-

looking and acts the same way. The dog is

fine. H. V. Ritter, McDonald Theatre, Mc-
Donald, Kansas.
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ARTCLASS PICTURES CORP.
Kind of Picture

Tearin’ Loose (Wally Wales) Stunt western

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS

Counsel for the Defense (Compson) Human Int. melo
Pinch Hitter (Glenn Hunter) College baseball dr. ..

Lovers’ Island (Hampton-Kirkwood) Romantic melodrama
Hearts and Fists (John Bowers) Logging camp melo. ...

North Star (Strongheart) Dog melodrama
Shadow of the Law (Bow) Crook melo
White Mice (Jacqueline Logan) Romantic melo
Broadway Boob (G. Hunter) Comedy drama
Nut-Cracker (Horton- Busch) Farce Comedy
Two Can Play (Clara Bow) Drama
The Highbinders (W. T. Tilden) Melodrama
The Big Show (Lowell) Circus drama
Galloping Cowboy (B. Cody) Western
Earth Woman (Mary Alden) Drama
Rawhide (Buffalo Bill, Jr.) Mystery-western
Dangerous Dub (Buddy Roosevelt) Western
Twisted Triggers (Wally Wales) Action western
Carnival Girl (Marion Mack) Melodrama
Bonanza Buckaroo (Buffalo Bill, Jr.) Western comedy-melo.
Hidden Way (Mary Carr) Crook melodrama ...

Code of the Northwest (Sandow) Dog-melodrama
Flying Mail (A1 Wilson) Crook melodrama ....

Review Feet
1925

Tune 13. . 5.000

1926

• Feb. 13.. 6,622
..Feb. 20.. 6,250

..Feb. 27.. 4,624

.Mar. 6.. 5,438

.Mar. 6.. 4,715

.Mar. 20.. 4,526

.Mar. 27.. 5,412

• Apr. 3.. 5,683

.April 17.. 5,786

.Apr. 24.. 5,465

• May 8.. 5,486
• May 15.. 5,385
.May 22.. 4,639
• May 29.. 5,830

•June 5. . 4.460

July 31.. 4,472

• Aug. 7.. 4,470

•Aug. 14.. 4,962

.Aug. 21.. 4,460

Aug. 28.. 5,919

.Sept. 11.. 3,965

.Sep. 25.. 4,500

Kind of Picture Review Feet

Belle of Broadway (Compson-Rawlinson). Romantic Drama 5,675

Sweet Rosie O’Grady (S. Mason) Comedy drama Oct. 2.. 6,1(B

Fight to the Finish (W. Fairbanks) Fight Melodrama ..Aug. 21.. 4,603

Screen Snapshots Three issues Aug. 28.. 1,000

False Alarm (Lewis- Carr-Revier).... 5,235

When the Wife’s Away (Arthur)
Obey the Law (Lytell)

Waldorf

Enemy of Men (Revier) Drama 5,507

Price of Success (Lake-Glass) Drama 5,5w

Sealed Lips (Revier) Drama 5,613

When Husbands Flirt (Revier) Comedy drama 5,505

Fate of a Flirt (Revier) Comedy drama 5,793

Perfection

Fighting Youth (W. Fairbanks) Melodrama
Speed Mad (W. Fairbanks) Racing melodrama
New Champion (W. Fairbanks) Boxing melodrama
Great Sensation (W. Fairbanks) Melodrama
Handsome Brute (W. Fairbanks) Police drama

4,781

4,441

4,498

4,471

4,779

CRANFIELD & CLARKE, INC.

BANNER PRODUCTIONS
1925

Wreckage (May Allison) Drama Sep. 5.. 5,992

BRAY PRODUCTIONS
Housing Problem Novelty magazine Oct. 16.. 1,000

Table Manners Nature special Oct. 16.. 1,000

Oh Monkey Be Good Sunkist comedy Oct. 16.. 2,000

Pete’s's Haunted House “Hot Dog” cartoon Oct. 16.. 1,000

Punches and Perfumes Fistical culture com Oct. 16.. 2,000

On the Farm McDougall Alley Oct. 23.. 2 rls

For the Love O’ Pete Lantz cartoon Oct. 23.. 1 rl

Getting Hitched McDougal Alley Oct. 30.. 2 rls

Velocity Novelty Oct. 30.. 1 rl

Fighting Fool (L.' Sargent) Fistical Culture Nov. 6.. 2 rls

CHADWICK PICTURES CORP.
Paint and Powder (E. Hammerstein) Stage life drama Oct. 17.. 7,000

Some Pun’kins (Chas. Ray) Rural comedy-drama Dec. 26.. 6,500

1926

Perfect Clown (Larry Semon) Feature comedy Jan. 2.. 5,700

Prince of Broadway (G. Walsh) Prize ring drama Jan. 9.. 5,800

Count of Luxembourg (G. Walsh) Romantic drama Feb. 27.. 6,400

Transcontinental Limited (all star) Railroad melodrama Mar. 6.. 6.400

Devil’s Island (Frederick) Mother-love drama Aug. 28.. 6,900

The Bells (L. Barrymore) Drama

COLUMBIA PICTURES CORP.
Lone Wolf Returns (Lytell-Dove) Crook melodrama July 31.. 5,750

Another $15 Rewards Chart Users

F
IFTEEN good friends who swear by this Chart sent

us tips on major errors—such as Nell Gwyn footage
which was away out from that given us at time of

review. We try to show our appreciation of their good
will by sending each one a dollar for the trouble taken in

verifying and writing in about the errors.
Here are the usqys who helped: L. W. Richmond, General Man-

ager, Winchester Amusement Co., Springfield, Mass. ; David
Griffiths, Rialto Theatre, Massena, N. Y. ; W. Nichol, Gem Theatre,
Etowah, Tenn.; Paul E. Danzel, Wuerth Theatre, Ann Arbor, Mich.;
H. H. Bailey, Columbia Amusement Co., Paducah, Ky.; J. P. Sehack,
Whiting, Indiana; Kenneth Mills, People’s Theatre, Dayton, O.; R. J.

Romweber, State Theatre, Akron, O. ; J. V. B. Malden, Bogdan Film
Co., Merida, Yucatan, Mexico; E. A. Lake, Hippodrome Theatre, Bal-
timore, Md.; A. P. Hatfield, Crystal Theatre, Gonzales, Texas; Walter
Price, New Rialto Theatre, Harrisburg, Pa.; Ernest Stalling, Winter
Park, Fla.; Arthur Johnson, Broadway Theatre, Minneapolis, Minn.,
and Bertram Freed, Plaza Theatre, Rochester, N. Y.
We’re glad to send out these bucks for accuracy letters and we will

keep right on shooting them around on major error tips until the pro-
ducers get the habit of sending us notice when they cut down a pic-

ture or change the title.

Molly May Series (Violet Mersereau)
International Twelve
Novelty Twelve •••••

Famous Paintings De Luxe dramas
Real Charleston Lesson novelty April 24..

The Angelus Drama de luxe May 15..

Wooden Shoes “International” May 8..

2.00

l.OW
2,000

2,00f

2,0W

EDUCATIONAL FILM CORP.

Careful, Please
Run Tin Can (Burns-Steadman)
Sea Scamps
Page Me (Vernon)
Keep Trying (Bowes)
Hold Your Hat (St. John)
Light Housekeeping (Conley)
Wireless Lizzie (Heirs)
Home Cured (Johnny Arthur)
Don’t Stop (Bowes)
Whoa Emma (Adams)
Felix Fans the Flames
Felix Laughs It Off
Quick Service (Bowes)
Fool’s Luck (Lupino Lane)
Dancing Daddy (Jack Duffy)
Congress of Celebrities....
Felix Weathers the Weather
Nobody’a Buainess (Hamilton)
Tonight’a the Night (Bowea)
Lest We Forget
Felix the Cat Uaea Hia Head
Broken China (Vernon)
Felix Misses the Cue
The Vision
Mr. Cinderella (Arthur)
Shore Shy (Dooley)
Somebody’s Wrong (Bowes)
Gimme Strength (Adams)
Neptune’s Domain
Going Crazy (Conley)
Felix Braves the Briny
His Private Life

Tin Ghost (Conley)
Hodge-Podge
Who’s Boss? (G. Davis)
Papa’s Pest (Steadman- Burns)
Bear Cats
Till We Eat Again (Vernon)
Fresh Faces (Hiers)
Nothing Matters (Hamilton) ........

Creeps
Felix in Tale of Two Kitties

Hold ’Er, Sheriff (Bowes)
Hitchin’ Up (Hiers)
Felix Scoots Through Scotland
Meet My Dog (Bcrwes-Virg. Vance)
Hodge Podge
Chase Yourself (Adams)
Who’s My Wife
Felix Rings the Ringer
School Daze
Honest Injun (Arthur)
Who Hit Me? fSt. John)
Mister Wife (Bums)
Excess Baggage (Big Boy)
Solid Gold

1926

.Hamilton comedy Feb. 13..

.Christie comedy Feb. 20..

.Juvenile comedy Feb. 20..

.Comedy Feb. 27..

.Cameo comedy Mar. 6..

. J. White prod Mar. 13..

.J. White prod Mar. 20..

.Christie comedy Mar. 20..

.Comedy Mar. 27..

.Cameo comedy Mar. 27..

.Christie comedy Mar. 27..

.Sullivan cartoon Mar. 27..

.Sullivan cartoon Mar. 27..

.Cameo comedy Mar. 27..

.Comedy Apr. 3..

.Christie comedy Apr. IQ..

. Hodge-Podge Apr. 10 .

.Sullivan cartoon Apr. 10..

• Comedy Apr. 24..

• Cameo comedy Apr. 24..

• Free to exhibitors Apr. 24..
.Sullivan cartoon May 1..

.Christie comedy May 8..

.Sullivan cartoon ..May 8..

.Technicolor drama May 15..

.Tuxedo comedy May 22..

.Christie comedy May 22.

.

.Cameo comedy May 22..

.Christie comedy May 29..

• Hodge-Podge June 5..

• Mermaid comedy jnne 5..

• Sullivan cartoon June 12..

.Lupino Lane comedy June 12..

.Mermaid comedy June 12..

.Lyman Howe subject June 19..

Cameo comedy June 19..

• Christie comedy June 19..

.Juvenile covnedv Tmv 26.

.

.Christie comedy June 26..

.Hiers’ comedy ...June 26..

• Comedy June 26..

.Mermaid cotnedy June 26..

. Sullivan cartoon Jnne 26..

.Cameo comedy July 3..

..Hiers comedy July 3

..Sullivan cartoon ...July 3..

..Cameo comedy July 3..

.Lyman Howe mag July 10..

.Comedy July 10..

.Jack White prod July 10..

.Sullivan cartoon July 17..

.Sullivan cartoon July 34..

Comedy July 24..
.Comedy July 34..
.Christie comedy July 31..

.Juvenile comedy July 31..

.Jack White comedy Aug. 7..

2,000

2,000

2,000

2,000

1,000

2,000

2,000

2,00*

2,008

1,000

2,000

1,000

1,000

1,000

2,000

2.000

,,006

1,000

2,000

1,006

1.00C

1,008

2,000

1,000

2,000

2,000

2,000

1,000

2,000

1,006

2,000

1,000

2,000

2,000
1,000

1,000

2,000

2.000

2,000

2,000

2,000

2,000

1,000

1,000

2,000

1,000

1.000

1.00*

2,008

2,008

1,000

1.000

2.000

2.000

2,000
2.000

2,000
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Star, Story Type, Review and Footage Here

Kind of Picture Review
Squirrel Food (Bowes) Comedy Aug. 7..

Move Along Lloyd Hamilton Com Aug. 7..

curiosities Sideshow folk Aug. 14..

Daffy Dill (Burns') Christie comedy Aug. 14..

Chips of the Old Block Hodge-Podge Aug. 14..

Felix Misses His Swiss -..Sullivan cartoon Aug. 28..

Dummy Love (Vernon) Christie comedy Aug. 28..

Kiss Papa (Conley) Mermaid comedy Aug. 28..

Here Comes Charlie Lloyd Hamilton comedy..Aug. 28..

Uppercuts (Duffy) Christie comedy Sept. 4..

My Kid (Big Boy) Juvenile comedy Sept. 4..
The Blue Boy Romance prod Sept. 4..

Open House (Johnny Arthur) Tuxedo comedy Sept. 11..

Jolly Tars (Lloyd Hamilton) Hamilton comedy Sept. 11..

Sons of the Surf Bruce scenic Sept. 11..

The Radio Bug (Phil Dunham) Comedy Sep. 25..

Missing Links "Life” Cartoon Sep. 2S..

Jelly Fish (Frank Pangborn) Comedy Sep. 25..

Flaming Ice ‘‘Life” Cartoon Sep. 25..

A Dippy Tar (Billy Dooley) Comedy Oct- 2..

Two Lip Time Felix the cat Oct. 2..

Pink Elepnants (A1 St. John) Mermaid comedy Oct. 2..

Wife Shy (Vernon) Comedy Oct. 9..

Kiss Me Kate (Phil Dunham) Comedy Oct. 9..

The Humdinger (Johnny Arthur) Comedy Oct. 9..

Hodge Podge Travel scenes Oct. 16..

Yellow Pirate •.
Life cartoon com Oct. 16..

Scrambled Yeggs Felix cat cartoon Oct. 16..

Whatnots Futter’s Curiosities Oct. 16..

Hold Still (Tack Duffy) Christie comedy Oct. 16..

Cut Price Glory Life cartoon Oct. 23..

Shell Socked (Adams) World War comedy Oct. 30..

River Road Bruce scenic Oct. 30..

Pound Foolish Comedy comedy Nov. 6..

Dodging Trouble (Neal Burns) Christie comedy Nov. 6.,

Plumb Goofy (Phil Dunham) Cameo comedy Nov. 6..

EXCELLENT PICTURES CORP.

Feet

1,000

2,000

1,000

2,000

1,000

1,000

2,000

2,000

2,000
2,000

2,000

2,000

2,000

2,000
1,000

1,000

1.000

2,000

1.000

2.000

1,000

2,000

2,000
1,000

2.000
1,000

1,000

1,000

1,000

2,000

1 rl

2 rls

1 rl

1 rl

2 rls

1 rl

FIRST NATIONAL
Kind of Picture Rem

Desert Flower (C Moore) Comedy drama June
White Monkey (La Marr) Society drama June
Making of O’Malley (Sills) Police romance July
Lady Who Lied (Stone- Valli-Naldi) Algerian drama July
Marriage Whirl (Corinne-Griffith) Drama July
Half-Way Girl (Doris Kenyon) Melodrama Aug.
Fine Clothes (Stone-Marmont-Griffith) ....Comedy drama Aug.
Winds of Chance (A. Q. Nilsson) Klondike drama Aug.
Her Sister From Paris (C. Talmadge) Sprightly comedy Sep.
Live Wire (Johnny Hines) Comedy feature Sep.
Dark Angel (Vilma Banky) Drama Sep.
Graustark (Norma Talmadge) Romance Sep.
Shore Leave (Barthelraess) Sailor drama Oct.
What Fools Men (Lewis Stone) Domestic drama Oct.
Knockout (Milton Sills) Prizefight drama Oct.
Pace That Thrills (Lvcn-Astor) Drama Oct.
Why Women Love (Blanche Sweet) Sea melodrama Oct.
New Commandment (Sweet-Lyon) Romantic drama Nov
Beautiful City (Barthelmess) Melodrama Nov.
Classified (C. Griffith) Newspaper comedy drama. Nov.
Scarlet Saint (Astor- Hughes) Drama Nov.
Unguarded Hour (Sills- Kenyon) Emotional romance Dec.
We Moderns (Colleen Moore) Typical of star Dec
Clothes Make the Pirate (Erroll) Pirate travesty Dec.
Splendid Road (A. Q. Nilsson) Gold rush drama Dec.
Joanna (Dorothy Mackaill) Newspaper drama Dec.

The Kick-Off (Geo. Walsh) Drama
A Man of Quality (G. Walsh) Punch melodrama Nov. 6.. 5,640

FILM BOOKING OFFICES OF AMERICA
Short Subjects 1925

Tea for Tooney (Vaughn) Adventures of Mazie Dec. 26.. 2,000
Leopard’s Spots Bray unnatural history ....Dec. 26.. 1,000

Features 1926

Cowboy Musketeer (Tom Tyler) Western Jan. 2.. 4,500
Flaming Waters (MacGregor-Garon) Thrill melodrama Feb. 6.. 6,591
Queen of Diamonds (Brent) Crook melodrama Feb. 13.. 5,129
When Love Grows Cold (Natacha Ram-
bova) Domestic drama Feb. 20.. 6,500

Traffic Cop (Flynn) Policeman romance Feb. 27.. 5,193
Secret Orders (Evelyn Brent) Spy Melodrama Apr. 17.. 5,486
Sir Lumberjack (Lefty Flynn) Action Western Apr. 24.. 5,146
Fighting Boob (Bob Custer) Western May 1.. 4,549
Wild To Go (Tom Tyler) Western May 8.. 4,570
The Imposter (Brent) Crook melodrama May 15.. 5,457
Isle of Retribution (L. Rich-Frazer) Melodrama May 29.. 6,200
Broadway Gallant (R. Talmadge) Melodrama June 5.. 5,510
Hands Across the Border (Thomson) ....Action western June 12.. 5,367
Valley of Bravery (Custer) War-western June 19.. 5,021
Glenister of the Mounted (Flynn) Mtd. Police melo June 26.. 5,48C
jade Cup (Brent) Crook melodrama July 3.. 3,65b
Dead Line (Bob Custer) Western July 10.. 5,000
Masquerade Bandit (Tom Tyler) Western July 10.. 4,010
BiggeT Than Bamum’s (star cast) Melodrama July 17.. 5,391
Two-Gun Man (Fred Thomson) Western July 24 . 5,139
Her Honor, the Governor (Frederick) Melodrama July 31.. 6,712
Better Man (R. Talmadge) Stunt comedy Aug. 7.. 4,708
Cowboy Cop (Tom Tyler) Action western Aug. 7.. 4,383
Flame of the Argentine (Brent) Melodrama Aug. 14.. 5,004
College Boob (Lefty Flynn) Comedy drama Aug. 21.. 5,340
One Minute To Play Red Grange special Aug. 28.. 7,430
Laddie (John Bowers) Romantic drama Sept. 4.. 6,931
Kosher Kitty Kelly fViola Dana) Hebrew-Irish comedy Oct. 2.. 6,105
Breed of the Sea >Ralpn Ince) Sea-Island drama Oct. 30.. 5,408

Short Subjects

Mazie’s Married (Vaughn) Adventures of Mazie Feb. 13.. 2,080
In the Air Fat men comedy Feb. 20.. 2,000Mummy Love (Neely Edwards) Comedy Feb. 27.. 2 000
Roll Your Own (Vaughn) Fighting Hearts series ....Apr. 10.. 2,000
ft’s a Buoy (Vaughn) Fighting Hearts series ....Apr. 10.. 2,000
Plane Jane (Vaughn) Fighting Hearts series ....Apr. 10.. 2.000
Sock Me to Sleep (Vaughn) Fighting Hearts series ....Apr. 10.. 2,000

p,umes Bray cartoon May 15.. 1,000
Wild West Bray cartoon May 22.. 1.000
Pelicans Bui Bray cartoon May 29.. 1 000
Smouldering Tires Fighting Hearts June 5.. 2,000
Dinky Doodle’s Bedtime Story Bray cartoon Tune 12 1000
Dinky Doodle in Egypt Bray Cartoon June 19.. 1,000
Lightning Slider Fighting Hearts June 26.. 2,000
Three erf a Kind Standard comedy June 26.. 2,000
La* S Whiskers Bray cartoon June 26.. 1,000
Big Charade Fighting Hearts June 26.. 2,000
Dinky Doodle & Little Orphan Bray cartoon July 10.. 1000
Black and Blue Eyes Ctomedy ’

Up and Wooing Fighting Hearts July 17.. 2,000
When Sally’s Irish Rose Fighting Hearts July 24.. 2.000
Magician Bray Dinky-Doodle July 31.. 1,000
Mules Disposition Bray Unnatural Hist July 31.. 1,006
Wedding Daze (Alexander) Comedy Aug. 7.. 2,000
Vamping Babies (L. Sargent) Comedy Aug. 7.. 2,000
All’s Swell That Ends Swell Fighting Hearts Aug. 14.. 2,000
Back Fire (Fat trio) Comedy Aug. 21.. 2.000
Lady of Lyons, N. Y Bill Grimm’s Progress. ...Aug. 28.. 2,000
The Army Bray cartoon Sept. 11.. 1,000

1925
13..

13..

4..

18..

25..

8..

15..

29.

.

5..

12..

19..

26..

3..

10..

10..

24..

31..

7.

14..

14..
21..

5..

12..
12..

19..

26..

1926
Bluebeard’s Seven Wives (star cast) Comedy-satire Jan. 2.

Infatuation (C Griffith) Drama Jan. 16..
[ust Suppose (Barthelmess) Romance Jan. 30..
foo Much Money (Stone- Nilsson) Comedy Jan. 30..
rfemory Lane (Nagel-Boardman) Romance- sentiment Feb. 6..
Reckless Lady ( Bennett -Mcrran) Drama Feb. 13..
Far Cry (Blanche Sweet) Society drama Mar. 6..
*T?ne (Colleen Moore) Romantic comedy Mar. 13
Girl from Montmartre (LaMarr- Stone) ...Drama Mar. 20.."ncer Par

j? (Tearle- Mackaill) Romantic Drama Mar. 27..
1

T
(
il
0rma

,

Ta 'mad «r'> Comedy Drama April 17..
O'? Loves and1 New (Stone- Bedford) Drama May 1..

rr^Ver'rw'
(
,T

Gr
/

ffi ‘ > • • • • - Victor Herbert opera May 8..Glory (Tearle- N.lsson) Epic drama May 15..W ilderness Woman (Pringle) Comedy May 22..Ranson s Folly (Barthelmess) Romantic drama May 29 .Brown Derby (Johnny Hines) Corned v June 5..ramp Tramp Tramp (Langdon) Farce-comedy June 12..

FlkfVwi
7

,-

stor-Compson) ....Human Interest dr June 26..
Ella Cinders (Colleen Moore) Comedy June 26..Puppets (Sills) Drama TnW t
Senor Daredevil (Ken Maynard) Western t.”i» in

°f !r; <si>is) Mei&a-:v.:::::”::":::/nV/
Duchess of Buffalo (C. Talmadge) Comedy drama Aug. 21..Great Deception (Lyons-Pnngle) ...... ..War melodrama Aug. 28..IGngdom (C. Griffith) Romantic drama Sept. 4..Amateur Gentleman (Barthelmess). Romantic drama Sept. 11..Subway Sadie (Dorothy Mackaill) Comedy drama Sept. 25..

n
a
xr
d ’ S

.
e
n
(M

T
lIton

/S1™0
iV South Seas “elo Sept. 25..

It Must Be Love (Colleen Moore) Typical comedy Oct. 16..
horever After (Astor-Hughes) Romantic drama Oct. 23..
Prince of tempters (Moran-Lvon) Romantic drama Oct. 30.

.

Unknown Cavalier (Ken Maynard) Action western Nov. 6..

reel

6.837

6.1Z1

7,571

7,111

7,672

7.57C

6,971

9,554

7,255

7,000

7,311

5,900

6,856

7-349

7,450

6,911

6,570

6980

6.468

6.927

6,886

6,613

6.609

8,008

7,646

7SO)

7.774

5,794

6,270

7,000

6,825

7,336

6,068
8.400

6,200

6-229

8,279

7.423

6,230

9,710

7,533
7.322

6,500

5,83*

7.775

6,540

7,4f*

6,402
9,143

6,910

5,885

6,447

7,790
6.727

7,090

6,848

6,330

7,780

6,305

FOX FILM CORP.
Features

Thank You (George O’Brien) Comedy
Thunder Mountain (Bellamy) Mountaii

1925

Lazybones (Buck Jones) Human interest drama
East Lynne (Rubens-Lowe) Famous play
When the Door Opened (star cast) Curwood Canadian
Wages tor Wives (Jacqueiine Logan) Golden stage hit

Short Subjects

Cuba Steps Out Varieties
Love and Lions ..... Imperial comedy
On the Go (Sid Smith) Imperial comedy
Cloudy Romance Comedy
The Sky Tribe Magazine
Toiling for Rest Varieties
Heart Braker (Sid Smith) Imperial comedy
Transients in Arcadia O. Henry story
All Aboard Helen & Warren
Peacemakers Helen & Wairen

River N51e Varieties
His Own Lawyer Helen & Warren
Flying Fool (Sid Smith) Slapstick comedy
Cupid a la Carte O. Henrv Series
Parisian Knight Van Bibber series

Features

Palace of Pleasure (Lowe-Compson) Romantic drama
First Year (K. Perry -M. Moore) Matrimonial come
Yankee Senor (Tom Mix-Tony) Spanish-western

My Own Pal (Tom Mix, dog and child).

3.. 6.9WJ

..Oct. 10.. 7.50C

...Oct. 17.. 6.0b*

24.. 5.84*

31.. 5,61

:

...Oct. 31.. 7-43-

1.. 8,97.

..Nov. 28.. 6,51.

5.. 6.601
...Dec. 12.. 4.89.

19.. STffl

12.. 2,008

19.. 1.0CC

26.. 1.006

26.. 2.000

3.. 2.000

10.

.

2.000

10.. 1.000

...Oct. 10.. 796

...Oct. 17.. 2.000

...Oct. 31. 2.009

31.. 2000
7.. 2.000

..Nov. 28.. 2.000

. .Nov. 28.. 1.00C

..Dec. 26.. 2000
36.. 2000

...Dec. 26.. 2000
26.. 2000

..Dec. 26.. 1.000

1936

..Jan. 16.. 6.300

23.. 5 4N
..Feb. 6.. 6.03?

..Feb. 13.. 4 ace

..Feb 13.. 5.345

ao.. 5.600

Mar. 13.. 6.23?

..Mar. 30.. 5,126

27.. 6,03?
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Short Subjects Separated From Features

111

..Jan. 23..

.Jan. 30..

Kind of Picture Review

Yellow Fingers (Olive Borden) Oriental melodrama April. 10..

Sandy (Madge Bellamy) Drama April 17..

Fighting Buckaroo (Buck Jones) Comedy melodrama May 1..

Rustling for Cupid (O’Brien) Romantic western May 8..

Shamrock Handicap (J. F. McDonald) Romantic racing drama. ...May 22..

Early to Wed (M. Moore-K, Perry) Domestic drama May 29..

A Man Four-Square (Buck Jones) Western June 5..

Black Paradise (Bellamy) Thrill melodrama June 12.

A Trip to Chinatown (Foxe) Farce-comedy June 26..

Gentle Cyclone (Buck Jone9) Action-comedy July 3.

More Pay—Less Work (Mary Brian) Comedy-drama July 10 .

Fig Leaves (O’Brien-Borden) Comedy drama July 17.

Family Upstairs (Valli-MacDonald) Comedy drama July 31.

Midnight Kiss Comedy drama Aug. 7.

No Man’s Gold (Tom Mix) Western Aug. 14.

Three Bad Men (Star cast) Spectacular thrill melo. .Aug. 28..

Marriage License? (Alma Rubens) Mother-love drama Sept. 4.

Flying Horseman (Buck Jones) Action western Sept. 11..

Blue Eagle (George O’Brien) Drama Sep. 25.

Womanpower (Graves-Perry) Comedy drama Oct. 2.

The Lily (Belle Bennett) Emotional drama Oct. 9.

Great K. & A. Train Robbery (Mix) Fast melodrama Oct. 16..

Country Beyond (Olive Borden) Curwood drama Oct. 23..

Whispering Wires (Anita Stewart) Mystery melodrama Oct. 30.

Short Subjects

Old Virginia Variety
A Flaming Affair Imperial comedy ...

A Bankrupt Honeymoon Comedy Feb. 6..

Officer of the Day Imperial Comedy Feb. 13..

Egypt Today Variety Feb. 20..

Pawnshop Politics Imperial comedy Feb. 27..

Moving Day Helen and Warren Mar. 6..

Drops from Heaven Varieties Mar. 6..

Woman of Letters Helen and Warren Mar. 13..

From the Cabby’s Seat O. Henry comedy April 10..

Two Lips in Holland (Marian) Comedy April 17..

A Polar Baron Imperial comedy April 24..

Too Many Relations Helen and Warren May 15..

Canary Island Varieties May 22..

Wild America Varieties May 29..

A Social Triangle O. Henry series June 5..

Eight Cylinder Bull Comedy June 12..

Belgium Today Varieties June 19..

Rah! Rah! Heidelberg Van Bibber comedy June 26..

Mountains of the Law Varieties June 26..

Poland—A Nation Reborn Varieties June 26..

Swimming Instructor Van Bibber July 3..

Jerry the Giant Kid and animals July 3..

It’s a Pipe (Georgie Harris) Imperial comedy July 3..

Complete Life O. Henry comedy July 3..

A-I. Society Comedy July 10..

Family Picnic Comedy .. July 10..

Lickpenny Lover O. Henry series July 24..

Dancing Around the World Varieties July 31..

Hello Lafayette (Shields) Imperial comedy Aug. 7..

Putting on Dog Varieties Aug. 7..

Lumber Jacks Varieties Aug. 14..

Steeplechaser (Conley) ....Farce comedy Sept. 11..

Non-Stop Bride (Gene Cameron) Comedy Sep. 25..

King Bozo Van Bibber comedy Oct. 2..

Rocky Mountain Gold Varieties Oct. 9.

Cliff Dwellers of America Varieties Oct. 9.

Dizzy Dancers (Gene Cameron) Imperial comedy Oct. 16..

Lyin’ Tamer (Ernie Shields) Imperial comedy Oct.23..
Marry Month of May O. Henry comedy Oct. 30..

King of the Kitchen (Conley) Comedy Nov. 6.

GOTHAM PRODUCTIONS
His Master’s Voice (Thunder, dog) Melodrama
Part Time Wife (Alice Calhoun) Domestic drama
Shadow on the Wall (Hale-Percy) Drama
One of the Bravest (Ralph Lewis) Fire Dept, drama
Phantom of the Forest (Thunder-dog) Drama
Speed limit (McKee-Shannon) Romantic com
Racing Blood Racing Drama
Hearts and Spangles Circus Romance
Sign of the Claw (Thunder, dog) Dog picture

Golden Web (Rich-Gsrdon) Melodrama Sept. 11..

Block Signal (Ralph Lewis) Railroad melodrama Oct. 9..

Winning Wallop (W. Fairbanks) Action comedy-dr Oct. 30..

Feet

5,994

7,850

5,095

4,835

5,685

5,912

4.744

4,962

5,594

4,825

.6,027

6,498

5.971

5,025

5.745

8,000

7,168

4.971

6,200

6,240

6,268
4,800

5,363

5,906

1,000

2,000

2,000

2,000

707

2,000

2,000

1,000

2,000

2,000

2,000

2,000

1,965

927

960
2,000

2,000

735

2,000

895
92#

2,000

2,000

2,000

2,000

2,000

2,000

2,000

743

2,000

749
750

2,000
2,000

2,000

800
845

2,000

2 rls

2 rls

2 rls

5,975

5.950

6,010

5,750

5,500

5.860

6,000

5.900
6.000

6,000

5.900

5,000

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
1925

Great Divide (all star)

Rag Man (Coogan)
Beauty Prize (Dana) Comedy-dr,
Tower of Lies (Chaney-Shearer)
Exchange of Wives (Boardman).....
Midshipman (Ramon Novarro)

.Domestic dr 16. . 6,487

.Human interest 16. . 6,844

• Romantic drama . . .May 23. . 5,958

.Snow-R. R. drama - July 18. . 6,464

.Human int. dr 25. . 5,828

. Drama 1. . 5,906

• South Sea com 8. . 8,143

Drama 15. . 6,948

.Mountain tragedy 29. . 5,819

.Romantic drama 12. .10,627

.Fake spiritualism 12. . 6,147

.Drawing room comedy 3. . 5,511

.Drama ...Feb. 21. . 7,811

.Comedy-dr 14. . 5,908

.Comedy-dr 11. . 5,750

.Drama of pathos 10. . 6,849

. Married life com 17. . 6,300

.Naval com.-drama 31. . 7,498

.Burlesque western 7. . 6,256

.Old N. Y. drama 14. . 6,437

.Typical feature 21. . 5,915

.Type com-drama 28. . 6,260

.Glyn love drama 5. . 5.824

.Paris underworld 12. . 5,690

.Musical comedy hit 19. . 5,564

.Unique drama 26. . 4.757

.Light comedy 2. . 6,433

.Lew Wallace story 16.. 12,000

Kind of Picture Review
1926

Mike (Sally O’Neill) Human interest comedy..,. Jan. 23..
Dance Madness (Nagel- Windsor) Comedy drama Feb. 6..
The Blackbird (Lon Chaney) Crook Drama Feb. 13..
Mare Nostrum (Rex Ingram prod.) Ibanez Novel Feb 27
La Boheme (Gilbert-Gish) Famous opera Mar. 13.,
Auction Block (C. Ray-Boardman) Comedy-drama Feb! 27.!
Ibanez’ “Torrent” (Cortez) Drama Mar. 20..
The Barrier (Norman Kerry) Alaskan melodrama Apr. 3.'.

Devil’s Circus (Norma Shearer) Drama Apr. 10..
Beverly of Graustark (Marion Davies).... Romantic Comedy ".May l"
Brown of Harvard (Pickford-Brian) College comedy-drama. ... . .May is”
Money Talks (Moore- Windsor) Farce comedy May 22.'.’

Paris (Chas. Ray) Parisian drama June 12
Lovey Mary (Bessie Love) Drama ju ]y 3”
Road to Mandalay (Chaney) Melodrama "july 10 !

Waltz Dream Romantic comedy Aug 7
Scarlet Letter (Lillian Gish) Drama from novel Aug’ 21
Battling Butler (Keaton) Farce comedy Sept’. 4'.’.

^Waning Sex (Norma Shearer) Light comedy romance Oct. 2.The Temptress (Garbo-Moreno-D’Arcy).. . Ibanez’ novel Oct 23
Magician (Wegener-Terry) Rex Ingram prod .’.’.’.Nov. 6..

Feet

6,755

6,395

6,688

8,530

6,239

6,769

6,480

6,750

6,710

7,941

5,139

5,580

6,167

.6,551

7,322

9,000

6,970
6,025

8,221
6,960

PARAMOUNT
1925

Night Life of New York (All-star) Comedy-drama July 25.. 6,908
Marry Me (Vidor) Small town idyl July 25.. 5,526
Street of Forgotten Men (all star) Bowery drama Aug. 1.. 6 366
Not So Long Ago (Betty Bronson) Drama Aug. 8.. 6943
Rugged Water (Lois Wilson) Drama .Aug. 8.. 6015
Trouble With Wives (Vidor) Farce comedy Aug 15 6 489
Wild, Wild Susan (Bebe Daniels) Farce comedv . .. A„</ 99" e'rra
Wild Horse Mesa (Jack Holt) Zane Grey dr. U^!!: Auf' 22 7 164The Wanderer (all star) Prodigal son epic Sen 5" 8

’174Man Who Found Himself (Meighan) Crook drama I!! .
!m 5 7 298

Coast of Folly (Swanson).. Society drama Sep 12 7 001
In the Name of Love (Cortez-Nissen) Comedy drama .... Set) 12” 5’904
Golden Princess (Betty Bronson) Bret Harte western ....'.’.'.'.Sep! 19’’6'546
Pony Express (Cruze production) Epic of west Sen 26 9990A Son of His Father (Bessie Love) Western drama Oct. 10.! 6 925n regular Fellow (R. Griffith).. Typical comedy Oct. 17.! 5,027Vanishing

_
American (Dix- Wilson) Indian spectacular Oct. 24. .10 063Flower of the Night (Negri) Drama Oct 31 6 474Lovers in Quarantine (Daniels) Farce-comedy

'.'.'...'.’..'.Oct 31 6 570Best People (Star cast) Society comedy Nov 7 5700King on Main Street (Menjou) Comedy Nov 7 6*2Seven Keys to Baldpate (McLean) G. M. Cohan play. ."""'.'.Nov 14" 6 048New Brooms (Bessie Love)... W. DeMille prod . Nov' 14 5 443Ancient Highway (Holt-Dove) Lumber camp dr . Nov 21 6034Lord Jim (Marmont) Malav InralJ xt ’ Xi**
Stage Struck (Swan,OTt) Corned, feature

1"
6«1

A Woman of the World (Negri) c<^edy-dram'a’’'.'.'.’.'.’.'.’.’.!;'.'.D^c! 26.! 6,353

The Splendid Crime (W DeMille prod.).... Daniels comedy ... Tan
1?® 6 069A Kiss for Cinderella (Bronson) Barrie whim«,Voi r

n
' X" 6,069

Enchanted Hill (Holt).. .Western
1 Jan - 9" 9 ’621

Womanhandled (Richard Dix) Western Sati™ ’I
3"' 6,326

That Royle Girl (Dempster) d W Griffith* V Jan - 16- 6<?65
Mannequin (Joyce- Costello) Cmok^o^HvVP °d

I
an ‘ 23-10.253

Hands Up (R. Griffith) ..! .!..!.!.!Bu^es^ ™ J
T
an ’ 30” 6,981

American Venus (Ralston-Lanphier) “Beauties” rnm~i
Jan. 30. . 5,883

Song and Dance Man (all-star)\ Comedy dramT
7 7,931

Grand Duche,, and the Waiter (Me.) £; fjg
Sea Horses (Hoit - Vidor)

'
'.

'.

!

'. ! !
’.

! !

!
'.

*. Drama ^Ptron’ic.T J'*’
27” 6133

Dancing Mothers (Joyce-Tearle-Bow) Comedv-drama ™ar
’ ,2’ ’ 2

,S65

Let’s Get Married (Dix- Wilson) Farce-com?d^
^ar. 13” 7,169

Nell Gwyn (Dorothy Gish) .....:.!!! .. Fa^ce-c^edv
^ar. 22” 6,800

Miss Brewster’s__Millions (Daniels) Comedy-drama 'Zt
b'

Jj" ?’?22New Klondike (Thos. Meighan) Comedv drama 2J— £’1®?
Untamed Lady (Gloria Swanson! ... .Society drama 3” ^’^5

as r«

t 88
Aloma of the South Seas (Gilda Gray).... Drama 2" 2

>88

2

Wet Paint (Raymond Griffith) ...... Farce-comedv
May 29.. 8,514

Rainmaker (Collier, Jr.) Drama
7 June 5 -- 5.109

Say It Again (Dix) Travesty !farce
June 12. . 6.055

Volcano (Daniels) Thrdl mel^dramV June 19. . 7,443
Good and Naughty (Pola Negri) Society corned^

June 12.. 5,462
Palm Beach Girl (Bebe Daniels) Farce-comedv

7 June 26.. 5,503
Variety (Emil Jannings) Drama short version T^V y,e” 6

’91®

?°rn
,

,

to th' West (Jack Holt) """"Wester^ !° fely 12” 3'^3

LmtatT Army £am' (W’ C’ Fields)- ??rce comedy
'.'.'.'.'.July

17"Mantrap (Torrence- Bow) Drama U y E” 6,889

p°!!i
N

i

ev
f
r
,F

n
-

ow Women (Vidor) Drama Vu
'y 2i” 6,0^

Beau Geste (Ronald Colman) Drama Sen?'The Show-Off (Ford Sterling) Character comedy s-nV 11Diplomacy (Sweet-Hamilton) Modernized Sardou piay" Sen" 6oln(Bebe Daniels) College comedy.“..^"oct' I" 67MTin Gods (Thomas Meighan) Drama ’0 S'??—aa?
’ 904

Sorrows of Satan (D. “w. '
Griffith prod)'.'. Drama' o?t‘

‘
* n

5 ’6
,

50

Quarterback (Richard Dix) Football ' comedy 1 dr! ' W'.'.W.Noy. 6.'. 7™
PATHE

i,ignter t han Air T^v^arEoii ?
a”’

J
6" 2,000

New Melody Series ! . . W ser£wi 4! ^
aD

I
6” 1000

Charley. Mv Boy (Chase) !..fV>medv
(W ?aa’2”l’252

Saturday Aftermoon (Langdon) Comedy ...!!'.!;;
|

3" S - ’

Whispering Whiskers (Bevan) Comedv r 22
’ 3

'22?
Utttu Brown J„„ ! »•; fg

Hot Cakes for Two (Day)
Lighter Than Air
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Users Help Make This Chart More Useful
Kind of Picture Review Feet

Long Pants (Tryon) Comedy Jan. 30..

A June Bride Jerry cartoon Jan. 30..

The Uprising Generation Sportlight Jan. 30..

Soft Pedal (Parrott) Comedy .... £»“•*>••

Funnymooners (Graves) Comedy heb. 6..

Strenuous Life Sportlight Feb. 6..

Windjammers Terry cartoon Feb. 6..

Your Husband’s Past Comedy .Feb. 6..

Casey of the Coast Guard Action sen^> •••• L'b- U..

Buried Treasure Our Gang Comedy Feb. 20..

Wicked City v
Terry Cartoon Feb. 20..

Driftin' Thru (H. Carey) Human interest westn Feb. 27..

Trimmed in Gold (Bevan) Sennett comedy Feb. 27..

Pay the Cashier (Parrott) Comedy .Feb. 27..

Gooseland (Alice Day) Sennett comedy Mar. 6..

Mail Coach cartoon Mar. 6..

Wandering Papas (C. Cook) Hal Roach Comedy ..Mar. 13..

Hug Bug (Tryon) Hal Roach comedy Mar. 13..

Soamsh Love Terry cartoon Mar. 13..

Mama Behave (Chase) Hal Roach comedy Mar. 13..

Circus Today (Bevan) Mack Sennett comedy Mar. 13..

Leaps and Bounds SportUght Mar. 20..

Only Son (Parrott) Hal Roach com Mar. 20..

Bar-C Mystery (all star) Feature version Mar. 27..

Spanking Breezes (Alice Day) Sennett comedy Mar. 27..

Monkey Business Our Gang comedy Mar. 27..

Up in the Air Terry cartoon Mar. 27..

Fire Fighter Terry cartoon Mar. 27..

Dizzy Daddies (Findlayson) Hal Roach comedy Mar. 27..

Dixie Doodle SportUght Mar. 27..

Seventh Bandit (Carey) - Western Apr. 3..

Wife Tamer (Lionel Barrymore) Hal Roach comedy Apr. 3..

Fly Time Terry cartoon Apr. 3..

Wandering Willies (Bevan-Oyde) Sennett corned- Apr. 3..

Dog Shy (Chase & all-star) Hal Roach —edy Apr. 10..

Happy Hunting Grounds Sportlight .....Apr. 10..

Merry Blacksmith Terry cartoon Apr. 10..

Do Your Duty (Pollard) Hal Roach comedy Apr. 10..

Hooked at the Altar (Graves) Mack- Sennett comedy Apr. 10..

Bar-C Mystery (Dorothy Philips) Western Serial April 17..

Hearts and Showers Terry cartoon Apr. 24..

The Inside Dope SportUght Apr. 24..

Madame Mystery (Theda Bara) Hal Roach, ‘star’ Apr. 24..

A Big-Hearted Fish Terry cartoon Apr. 24..

Ukelele Sheiks (Tryon) Hal Roach comedy May 7.-

Baby Clothes Gang May 1..

Farm Hands Terry cartoon May 1..

Rough and Ready Romeo Terry cartoon May 1..

Scared Stiff (Cook) Hal Roach comedy May 1..

Fight Night (star cast) Sennett comedy May 8..

Mum’s the Word (Chase) Hal Roach comedy May 8..

Ghost of Folly (Alice Day) Sennett comedy May 8..

Servous Moments SportUght May 15..

Hayfoot Strawfoot (Bevan) Se^eM comedy May 15..

Don Key (star cast) Hal Roach comedy May 22..

An Alpine Flapper Terry cartoon May 22..

^ay It With Babies (Tryon) Hal Roach comedy May 22..

Liquid Dynamite Terry cartoon May 22..

Uncle Tom’s Uncle Our Gang comedy May 29..

Bumper Crop Terry cartoon May 29..

Planting Season SportUght May 29..

A Yankee Doodle Duke (Graves) Mack Sennett com June 5..

Muscle Bound Music (Bevan) Mack Sennett com. June 5..

Puppy Lovetime (Alice Day) Maok Sennett com Juno 12..

Golf Bug (Parrott)
i

’ June 12"
He Forgot to Remember (Cook) Hal Roach comedy June 12..

Songs of Central Europe Song series June 12..

r p Sportlight June 12..

Long Fliv the King (Chase) Hal Roach comedy June 19..

Swat the Crook (H. Lloyd- Daniels) Reissue single reel June 19..

Snowed In (Allene Ray-W. Miller) Senal (mystery) ..June 26

Never too Old (Gillingwater) Hal Roach comedy June 26 ..

Big Retreat Terry Cartoon June 26-

Jacks-of-One-Trade SportUght June 26..

Cow’s Kimono (Tryon) Hal Roach comedy June 26..

Thundering Flea. °u

r

Gan.g July 3..

Glory or Dollars ?,
po

,

rt
!

lght
: J

u 7 J"
Songs of Spain (Peggy Shaw) Melody senes July 3..

Land Boom Terry cartoon .... July 3..

A Sea Dog’s Tale (Bevan) Mack Sennett comedy July 10..

A Plumber’s Life Terry cartoon July 10..

Keeping in Trim SportUght July K>..

Mighty Like a Moose (Chase) Comedy July 17..

Pirates Bold Terry cartoon July 17..

Jungle Sports Terry cartoon July 17..

Chop Suey and Noodles Terry cartoon Jnly 24..

Her Ben Terry cartoon July 24..

Smith’s Baby Sennett comedy July 24..

Songs of Italy Song senes July 24..

Along Came Auntie (Tryon) Hal Roach comedy Jnly 31..

Merry Widower (E. Clayton) Hal Roach comedy July 31..

Venus of Venice Terry cartoon Aug. 7..

Alice Be Good (Day) Comedy Aug. 7..

When a Man’s a Prince (Turpin) Comedy Aug. 14..

Last Ha-Ha Terry cartoon Aug. 14..

Hubby’s Quiet Little Game Sennett comedy Aug. 14..

Ball and Bat Sportlight Aug. 14..

Crazy Like a Fox (Chase) Comedy Aug. 21..

Shivering Spooks Our Gang Comedy Aug. 21..

Dough Boys Terry cartoon Aug. 21..

A Knight Out Terry cartoon Aug. 28..

Her Actor Friend (Alice Day) Sennett comedy Aug. 28..

Scrambled Eggs Teiry cartoon Sept. 4..

Fighting Marine (Gene Tunney) Serial Sept. 4..

A Buggv Ride Terry cartoon Sept. 11..

Fourth Alarm Our Gang comedy Sept. 11..

Abraham the Patriarch Pilgrimage series Sept. 11..

Charleston Queen Terry cartoon Sep. 25..

Bromo and Tuliet (Chase) Comedy " -

Smith’s Landlord (McKee-Hiatt) Timmy Smith senes Sep. 25.

.

Perils of Peterboro (QuillanT Sennett comedy Oct. 2..

Love’s Last Laugh (McKee-Hiatt) Sennett comedy Oct. 2..

2,000

1,000

1,000

1,000

2,000

1,000

1,000

4000
lOep.
4000
1,000
4,320

2.000

1,000

2,000

1,000

4000
2.UOO

1,000

2,000

2,000

1,000

1.000

4,750

2,000

2,000

1,000

1,000

2.00C

1,000

5,353

2,000

1,000

2,000

2,000

1,000

1,000

1,000

4000

1,000

1,000

2,000

1,00*

4000
2,000

1,000

1,000

2,000

2,000

2,000

2,000

1,000

2,000

2,000

1,000

2,000

1,000

2,000

1,000

1,000

2,000
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1,000

2,000

1,000

1,000

2,000

1,000

2,000

1,000

1.000
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2,000

1,000

1,000

1,000

2,000

1,000
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2,000
1,000

1,000
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1,000

2,000

1.000

2,000

2,000

1.000

2,000
2.000

1.000

2,000
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2.000

2.000
1.000

1.000

2.000

1,000

1.000

2.000

1.000

1.000
1.000

1.000

2.000

7..onn

2.000

2.000

Kind of Picture Review
Why Argue? Terry cartoon Oct. 2..
Road House .....Terry cartoon .....Oct. 9..
Wise Guys Prefer Brunettes Hal Roach comedy Oct. 9..
Prodigal Bridegroom (Turpin) Sennett comedy Oct. 9..
Smith’s Visitor Jimmy Smith series Oct. 16..
Tell ’Em Nothing (Chase) Hal Roach comedy Oct. 16..
Restless Race Sportlight Oct. 16..
Should Husbands Marry (Alice Day) Sennett comedy Oct. 23..
Gun Shy Terry cartoon Oct. 23..
Mount Sinai “Pilgrimage” series Oct. 23..
Home, Sweet Home Terry cartoon Oct. 30..
Get ’Em Young (Harry Myers) Hal Roach comedy Oct. 30..
Phoney Express ..Terry cartoon Oct. 30..
Durable Souls Sportlight Oct. 30..
Journey of the Israelites ...“Pilgrimage” Oct. 30..
Pup’s Tale Mayer “Sketchbook” Oct. 30..
More Ways Than One Sportlight Oct. 30.

.

Nuremburg Mayer “Sketchbook” Oct. 30..
Masked Mammas (Dent-Bevan-Parr) Sennett comedy Nov. 6.

Features

The High Hand (Leo Maloney) Western Sept. 11..

Atta Boy (Monty Banks) Gag comedy Oct. 9..

Outlaw Express (Leo Maloney)... Action western Nov. 6..

Feet

1,000

1,000

2,000

2,000
2,000

2,000

1,000

2 rls

lrl
1 rl

1 rl

2 rls

1 rl

1 rl

1 rl

1 rl

1 rl

1 rl

2 rls

5,679
5,775

5,479

PREFERRED PICTURES
Go Straight (Star cast) Drama ...May 9.. 6,107

Faint Perfume (Seena Owen) Romance drama June 27.
.
,6228

My Lady’s Lips (Qara Bow) Crook drama July 25. . 6,00?

Parisian Love (Clara Bow) Apache drama Aug. 15.-6,324
Girl Who Wouldn’t Work (De La Motte) Modern drama Aug. 22.. 5,979

Plastic Age (Bow-Keith) College story Oct. 10. . 6,481

The Other Woman’s Story (Calhoun).... Mystery drama Oct. 31 .. 6.080

Lew Tyler’s Wives (Frank Mayo) Drama July 10.. 6.757
Romance of a Million Dollars Melodrama Aug. 7.. 5,300
Dancing Days (Star Cast) Domestic Sept. 25.. 5.9410

Shameful Behavior? (Edith Roberts).... Romantic com.-dr. Oct. 30.. 5,218

PRODUCERS DISTRIBUTING CORP.
1925

Friendly Enemies (Weber & Fields) Comedy drama May 16.. 6,28*

Crimson Runner (Priscilla Dean) Stromberg melo June 13.. 4,775

Silent Sanderson (Carey) Cattle—gold fields June 20. . 4,841

Stop Flirting (all star) ...Light comedy June 27.. 5,161

Beauty and the Bad Man (Mabel Beilin) Drama ...July 4.. 5^94
Awful Truth (Agnes Ayres) Light comedy July. 11. . 5,917

Texas Trail (Carey) Typical western July 18. . 4,720

Private Affairs (Hulette) Character drama Aug. 1.. 6,1*2
Hell’s Highroad (Leatrice Joy) Love drama Sept. 12. . 6,064
Seven Days (Lillian Rich) Comedy feature Sept. 12. . 6,974
Coming of Amos (Rod LaRoque) Comedy-drama Sept. 19. . 5,<P7
Off the Highway (W. V. Mong) Drama Oct. 3.. 7,641
Simon the Jester (O’Brien-Rich) Comedy-drama Nov. 28.. 6,161
Road to Yesterday (J. Schildkraut) Tense drama Dec. 12.. 9,989

1926
Wedding Song (Leatrice Joy) Comedy-heart int.-dr Jan. 2.. 7,373
Steel, Preferred (star cast) Steel industry dr Jan. 9.. 6.717
Braveheart (LaRocque) Indian drama Jan. 23.. 7,23*
Rocking Moon (Tashman- Bowers) Alaskan drama Jan. 30. . 6,013
Danger Girl (Priscilla Dean) Comedy-drama Feb. 6.. 5,660
Million Dollar Handicap (all star) Horse race melo Feb. 13 .. 6^095
Three Faces East (Jetta Goudal) Suspense-spy-melo Feb. 20 .. 7,419
Fifth Avenue (De La Motte) Human int. drama Feb. 20. . 5,503
Wild Oats Lane (Viola Dana) Melodrama Apr. 10.. 6,900
Made for Love (Leatrice Joy) Drama
Red Dice (Rod LaRocque) Underworld melodrama May 1.. 7.257
Forbidden Waters (Priscilla Dean) Comedy drama
Whispering Smith (H. B. Warner) Melodrama western May *.. 6.155
Volga Boatman (W. Boyd-E. Fair) Melodrama Apr. 24. .10.660
Paris at Midnight (Jetta Goudal) Melodrama May 15.. 6,995
Prince of Pilsen (Geo. Sidney) Comedy drama May 8.. 6,600
Bachelor Brides (La Rocque) Mystery drama May 22.. 6.612
Eve’s Leaves (Leatrice Joy) Romantic Comedy May 29.. 6.756
Silence (H. B. Warner) Self-sacrifice dr June 5.. 7,51*
Unknown Soldier (Chas. Mack, etc.) ... War drama Juie 12.. 7,979
Dice Woman (Priscilla Dean) Farce-melodrama June 19. . 5,614
Flame of the Yukon (Seena Owen) Melodrama of Yukon June 26.. 5,800
Up in Mabel’s Room (Marie Prevoat) Farce-comedy June 26.. 6.345
Shipwrecked (S. Owen-J. Schildkraut). ... Melodrama July 3.. 5,8fi
Meet the Prince (Jos. Schildkraut) Comedy-Drama July 3.. 5,901
Sea Wolf (Ralph Ince) Jack London story .July 10.. 6,763
Sunny Side Up (Vera Reynolds) Comedy drama July 17.. 5,994
Speeding Venus Priscilla Dean) Melodrama July 24.. 5,560
Dinging Vine (Leatrice Joy) Comedy Tulv 31.. 6.400
Young April (Bessie Love) Romantic com-dr Sept. 11.. 6.85*
For Alimony Only (Leatrice Joy) Divorce com-drama Oct. 9.. 6,400
Gigolo (Rod La Rocque) Drama Oct. 16.. 7,293
Nervous Wreck (Ford-Haver) Farce-comedy Oct. 23.. 6,730

RAYART
1925

Snob Buster (Reed Howes) Action melodr Aug. 22.. 4.974

Cyclone Cavalier (Reed Howes) Acton-romance Sep. 26.. 4.921

Midnight Limited (star cast) Railroad melodrama Dec. 27 5.255

1926
Call of the Klondike (Glass-Dwan) Melodrama Aug. 21.. 5.903
Moran of the Mounted (Howes) Northwest M. P. melo.. . .Sept. 4.. 5.303

RED SEAL
Has Anybody Seen Kelly? Song Cartune Mar.
Marvels of Motion Magazine Apr.
Song Cartune Fleischer novelty Apr.
Reelview (Scenes in Turkey) Magazine Apr.
Hair Cartoon Marcus cartoon A»r.
Hair Cartoon Marcus cartoon May
It’s the Cat’s (Ko-Ko) Fleischer cartoon Mu
5ong Car-tune “Tramp, Boys are March'g". Mat
Sweet Adeline Song Car-tune June

1936
20.. 1.008

3..

3..

10 ..

10 ..

1 ..

1

650
SSP

850

55

558
748

*.. S5C
5.. 550
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We Try Always to Make it Better for Users
Kind of Picture Review,

Hair Cartoon (Issue 8) Marcus novelty ..June 12

When Do We Eat? Novelty .July 10..

Old Black Joe Song Car-tune Ju y 17..

Hair Cartoon Marcus cartoon Ju y 17..

Tootl Toot 1 (Ko-Ko) Fleischer cartoon Ju y 17..

Hair Cartoons Marcus cartoon July 31..

eelview (Issue E) Pictorial
a ^ *

*

Searchlight (Issue H) Pictorial

Song Car-tune Song senes Aug. 7..

Marvels of Motion Issue L. ......^. gcP*- l"
Morning Judge Carrie the Choru*

f?**;
Ko-Ko in the Fadeaway Fleischer cartoon Sept. 11..

Film Reperter Senes S
c
ept- U"

Churchyards of Old America Humor hep. 25..

Film Reporter (Issue B) Sport subjects Oct. 9..

Berth Mark Came of Chorus Oct. 9..

Hair Cartoons Number 17 .Oct. 16..

Searchlight Issue J Oct. 16..

Feet

. . 850

1,000

500
1,000

1,000

1,000

1,000

1,000

1,000

800
2,000
1,000

1,000
1,000

1,000

2.000
458

1,000

SAVA FILMS, INC.

Chuckles .

.

Travelogues
Fantasies

.Twelve noveltis* 1,000

1,000

1,000

STERLING PICTURES CORP.
1926

-ve Gamble (Lillian Rich) Melodrama July 24.. 5,72

Before Midnight (Wm. Russell) Crook melodrama July 11.. 4,8*

Big Pal (Wm. Russell) Pnze fight drama Oct. 24.. 5.8IX

_ien of the Night (Rawlinson) Melodrama July 24.. 5,723

TIFFANY PRODUCTIONS, INC.
R1^
Date

.-at Hwdel Frsm Paris Society comedy drama Aug. 15

fr>Kt At Sea Romantic csmedy drama Sept. 1

The* First Night . . Farce comedy .Oct. 15

Tnwlvn* Wife Society drama INov. J

Redheads Preferred Whimsical comedy drama Nov. 15

Sin Cargo Drama *f tbe High Seas Dec. 1

One Hour af* Love Emotional drama Dec. 15

The Enchanted Island Romantic drama Jan. 1

Flaming Timber Woodland drama Jan. 15

Squads Right War farce comedy Feb. 1

The Steeplechase* ?,
ac

!
ng stf,ety drama m -

,

The Tiger Modem drama Mar.
-

The Song of Steel Society -business drama Mar. Id

Husband Hunters Domestic comedy drama. ....... .Apr. 1

Snowbound Comedy drama of the North ..-Apt 15

Wild Geese (Special) Human drama May 1

The Squared Ring Society comedy drama May 15

Prnken Gate Emotional drama jun. 1

Fools of Fashion (Mae Busch) Social life drama Oct. 9 6.484

College Days (Marceline Day) College comedy-dr Nov. 6..7.3UU

UNITED ARTISTS

Little Annie Rooney (Pickford) Typical “Mary”
Eagle (Rudolph Valentino) Romantic drama

Stella Dallas (star cast) Mother-love dra

Tumbleweeds (W. S. Hart) Land rush dram

1925

The Bat (all-star) Mvsterv drama .

Son of the Sheik (Valentino) “Sheik” sequel .

Sparrows (Mary Pickford) Comedy drama

SI.., 8.500

28.. 6,754

21.. 10,157

1926

2.. 7,254

..Feb. 27.., 5,600

20.. 8.388

27.. 8.219

.Aug. 7.. 6.685

9.. 6,000

UNIVERSAL
Features 1926

Flaming Frontier (Gibson) Epic, drama Apr. 17.. 8.828

The Escape (Morrison) Western-action Apr. 24.. 4,500

My Old Dutch (McAvoy-O’Malley) Drama May 1.. 7,750

Midnight Sun (LaPlante -Dowling) Russian melodrama May 2.. 8,767

Looking for Trouble (Hoxie) Western May 8.. s.,162

Outside the Law (ChaneylDean) Crook melodrama May 15.. 8,000

Rolling Home (Denny). Farce comedy May 22.. 6.831

Phantom Bullet (Hoot Gibson) Western May 28.. 5,820

Rustler’s Ranch (Acord) Western June 5.. 5.230

Love Thief (Norman Kerry) Romantic drama June 12. . 6,822

Chasing Trouble (Morrison) Action western June 19.. 4,304

Bucking the Truth (Morrison) -.Action western June 26.. 4,305

Marriage Clause (Lois Weber) Drama July 3.. 7,680

Under Western Skies (Norman Kerry).... Western July 10.. 6,352

The Terror (Art Acord) Western July 10.. 4,862

Man in the Saddle (Gibson) Western July 17.. 5,492

Poker Faces (Horton-LaPlante) Farce comedy July 24.. 7,808

Whole Town’s Talking (E. E. Horton).... Farce comedy Aug. 14.. 6,662

Wild Horse Stampede (Hoxie) Western — ..July 31.. 4,776

Runaway Express (Daugherty-Mehaffy...R. R. thriller Aug. 28.. 5,865

Her Big Night (Laura LaPlante) Farce comedy Sept. 4.. 7,603

Old Soak (Jean Hersholt) Comedy drama Sept. 11.. 7,445

Texas Streak (Hoot Gibson) Thrill western Sep. 25.. 6,2511

Ice Flood (Harlan-Dana) Lumber camp melo Oct. 2.. 5,747

Yellow Back (Fred Humes) Western Oct. 9.. 4,766
Take It from Me (Reginald Denny) Comedy drama Oct. 16.. 6,649

Michael Strogoff Russian Melodrama Oct. 30. . 9,315

Spangles (O’Malley-Nixon) Circus comedy-dr Nov. 6.. 5,633

Short Subjects

Gun Shy (Fred Hume) Short western Apr. 17.. 2,000

A Swell Affair (A. Lake) Comedy — .Apr. 17.. 1.000

Help Wanted (Puffy) Comedy Apr. 24.. 1,008

Desperate Dan Mustang comedy Apr. 24.. 2,000

Buster’s Mix-un Buster Brown comrdv ...Apr 24.. 2.000

Kind of Picture

In Quarantine (Snookums) Newlyweds
Snookums’ Buggy Ride Newlyweds
Twin Sisters (Wanda Wiley) Comedy

Review. Feei

A Haunted Heiress (Marian) Comedy
Let George Do lit A series

Why, George ! Let George Do It

George’s in Love Let George Do It

George the Winner Let George Do It

Wise or Unwise (Puffy) Comedy

Let Loose Mustang comedy
Hearts for Rent (Lake) Bluebird comedy
Tin Bronc (Cobb) Western

Buster Watch Tige .Buster Brown
Frame Up (Hume) Western
Love Deputy (E. Cobb) Short western
Trapped (Fred Humes) Short western
There She Goes (Wanda Wiley) Comedy
Buster’s Girl Friend Buster Brown series
Papa’s Mama (Arthur Lake) Comedy
Buster’s Heartbeats Buster Brown
Daredevil Daisy (Edna Marian) Comedy
Love’s Labor Lost (Edwards) Comedy
Do or Bust (Edwards)..... Comedy
Motor Trouble (Chas. King) Comedy
Mixed Doubles (Puffy) Comedy
Fire Barrier Short western
Village Cut-Up (Lake) Comedy

j

=3

Thirteenth Man (Puffy) Comedy

Who’s Next? (Edwards) Comedy
Thrilling Romance (Wiley) Comedy
Little Warrior (Sedgwick) Short western
Wide Open Faces (Puffy) Comedy

Mixed Brides (Wiley) Comedy
When East Meets West Mustang
Pep of the Lazy J (Cobb) Short w

Shoot ’Em Up Kid (F. Gilman) Com. -dr.
Wait a Bit (Earl Mack) Comedy
Don’t Shoot (Mower) Short wi
Tiddly Winks (Lake) Comedy

Rustler by Proxy (Hume) Short w
And George Did (Saylor) Comedy

Buster Helps Dad Buster Brown

Jane’s Inheritance (Wiley) What Happened to Jane.

Which is Which? (Chas. King) Excuse Maker
Jane’s Troubles (Wiley) Stern Bros, comedy

The Collegians Series of 10
Fighting With Buffalo Bill Pioneering serial

A Man’s Size Pet Western comedy
Never Again The Gumps
For Cryin’ Out Loud Bluebird comedy
Lots of Grief Gump comedy ..

Pioneer Blood (F. Gilman) Mustang western
Show Cow Puncher (Cobb) Mustang western
Too Much Sleep (A. Lake) Comedy
When Bonita Rode Mustang western

Jane’s Engagement Party. What I
Barely Reasonable (D. Kitchin) Mustang
Lone Prairie (G. Magrill) Universa
Business Worries (Arthur Lake) Comedy
Please Excuse Me Excuse

WARNER BROS.

5.. 2,000

5.., 2,000

12.. 2,000

12.. 2,000

12.. 2,000

19..

19... 2,000

19.. 2,000

19.. 2,000

26.. 2,000

26.. 1,000-

26.. 1,000

26.. 2,000

26.. 1,000

26.. 2,000

26.. 2,000

26.. 2,000

26.. 2,000

3.. 2,000-

..Tuly
3..

10..

2,000

2,000

..July 10.. 2,000

.July 10.. 1,000

.July 17.,. 2,000

.July 17.,. 2,000

•July 17.,. 1,000

July 17.,. 1,000

•July 17.,. 2,000

•July 17... 1,000

July 24.,, 2,000-

24. . 1,000

24. . 2,000

• July 24. . 1,000

31... 1,000

July 31.,. 1,000

-July 31.,, 2,000

.July 31.. 2,000

7.. 1,000

7.., 2,000

14.., 2,000

14.. 2,000

14.., 2,000

14.. 2,000

21.. 1,000

• Aug. 21.. 1,000

.Aug. 21.. 2,000

Aug. 21.. 2,000
21.. 2,000

• Aug. 28.. 1,000

28.. 2,000
28.. 2,000

Sept. 4.. 2,000

Sept. 4.. 2,000

.Sept. 4.. 2,000

.Sept. 4.. 1,000

11.. 2,000

11.. 1,000

Sept. 11.. 2,000

25.. 1,000

25.. 2,000

2.. 2,000

2.. 1,000

9.. 4,000
16..

16.. 2,000

16.. 2,000
16.. 1,000

16.. 2,000

16.. 2,000

.Oct. 23.. 2 rls

.Oct. 23.. 2 rls

. Oct. 23.. 1 rl

30.. 2 rls

30.., 1 rl

. .Nov. 6. . 2 rls

6. . 2 rls

6. . 2 rls

6. . 1 rl

6.., 2 rls

1925

Kiss Me Again (Lubitsch prod.) Light comedy Aug. 15. . 6,722

Limited Mail (Monte Blue) Railroad melodrama Sep. 12.. 7,144-

Wife Who Wasn’t Wanted (Rich) Romantic drama Sep. 19.. 6,858

His Majesty, Bunker Bean (M. Moore) . .Farce comedy Sep. 26.. 7,291

Below the Line (Rin-Tin-Tin) Dog melodrama Oct. 3.. 6,053

Man on the Box (Syd Chaplin) Farce-comedy Oct. 10.. 7,481

Compromise (I. Rich, C. & Brook) Domestic drama Nov. 7.. 6,789

Red Hot Tires (Monte Blue) Farce comedy Nov. 7.. 6,500

Bobbed Hair (Prevost- Harlan) Comedy-melodrama Nov. 14.. 7,817

Rose of the World (P. R. Miller) Human interest drama Nov. 21.. 7,500

Clash of the Wolves (Rin-Tin-Tin) Cnrwood dog drama Nov. 28.. 6,478

Hogan’s Alley (Blue-Miller) Farce-comedy Dec. 5.. 6,310

Lady Windermere’s Fan (I. Rich) Stage classic Dec. 12.. 7,816

Seven Sinners (Prevost -Brook) Crook-action drama Dec. 19.. 6,927

Golden Cocoon (H. Chadwick-H. Gordon) Human interest melo. Dec. 26.. 7,200

1926

Sea Beast (John Barrymore) Whaling epic Jan. 30.. 9,975

Oh, What a Nurse (Syd Chaplin) Farce-comedy .Mar. 6.. 6,987

Cave Man (M. Moore- Prevost) Farce-comedy Mar. 13.. 6,741

Bride of the Storm (D. Costello) Melodrama April 10.. 6,800

Night Cry (Rin-Tin-Tin) Dog melodrama April 24. . 6,300

Other Women’s Husbands (Blue) Comedy drama May 8.. 6,721

Hell Bent Fer Heaven (Miller) Mystery drama May IS.. 6,57*

Little Irish Girl (D. Costello) Crook drama May 22.. 6,667

Why Girls Go Back Home (Miller) Comedy drama May 29.. 5,262

Silken Shackles (Irene Rich) Drama June 5. .6.061

Social Highwayman (Devore-Love) Farce-comedy June 26.. 6,107

Footloose Widows (Fazenda-Logan) Farce-comedy July 3.. 7,163

Don Juan (John Barrymore) Romantic drama Aug. 21.. 10.018

Across the Pacific (Monte Blue) Melodrama Oot. 16.. 6,945

My Official Wife (Rich-Tearle) Drama INov. 6.. 7.846-

Private Izzy Murphy (Jesse!) Comedy Oct. 30.. 7,889

The Better ’Ole (Syd Chaplin) Supercomedy Oct. 23.. 8,649
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Don't Treat Supply

E XHIBITORS who believe in the brotherhood of man
and who try to treat every man “like a brother” will

do well to lav off this particular relationship when
dealing with the local supply man.
You know how brothers act! The one who, by virtue

of age, weight or ingenuity, holds the upper hand, “bor-

rows,” “takes” or “swipes” the other’s ties, socks—girl,

maybe—even money! And that isn’t all he takes. He
takes his time returning them.

All the under dog can do is bide his chance—and then

retalliate.

That is why it is given as a warning, “Don’t treat your
local supply dealer like a brother.”

It’s bad practice for you. It’s bad business for him.

If you have the upper hand, by virtue of buying power,
and take his equipment items and then take your time re-

turning their equivalent in cash—he has no other recourse

than that usually falling to the lot of the under-brother.

Retaliation when the chance comes.

Case Where Friendship
Beats Brotherly Love

Being a brother to your supply man isn’t half as good
a relationship to adopt as that of a good friend,

by with sympathy and help in adversity.

Man Like a Brother
That’s the attitude to take toward the supply dealei.

A friend will play fair, give and accept counsel, stand
Ask him for friendly counsel when you are planning to

put in new equipment. It is his will and desire to advise
you to your own advantage, so he can hold your friendship.

It is on that and on your good will that he thrives.

Discharge your obligations when they are due, instead of

letting your “brotherly” supply dealer wait till you’re good
and ready to settle. He can thus hold up his head, dis-

charge his own obligations, give you better service.

Cain Stunt
Out of Date

One brother of historical record went further than mere-
ly taking his brother’s goods. His name was Cain.
When you raise Cain with a supply dealer by sticking

him till you’re ready to pay up, you are killing his means
of livelihood, and he may have more spunk, or be more on
his guard than Abel.

Friendship is much finer business practice than brotherly
love of the usual brand, when it comes to you and your
supply dealer.

Let him be your friend, and treat him as such, at least

six working days each week—and save the “brother” stuff

for Sundays.

Places Seating Next to Fine

Projection as Patron Holder

I
T IS EVIDENT that Mr. L. O. Davis opened a subject of vital interest to

exhibitors when he stated in these pages that After Projection be consid-

ered Music most essential to the gaining of patron good will. Mr. Chas.

Lee Hyde contributed as his idea the importance of ventilation, and now Mr.
H. H. Hedberg—and they are all live-wire exhibitors, you will note—cham-
pions as second to projection the Seating, which Mr. Davis placed third in

importance.

By H. H. HEDBURG
Amuse-U Theatre, Melville, La.

As to that question about the item of

equipment, next to good projections, that

tends to build good will for a theatre, my
guess is good seats.

Even though one of the Gang names ven-

tilation and another music, the first named
should be a condition found fair in any

house called a motion picture theatre and
the second is of much less importance than

a good,comfortable seat. The music may be

PATENTS and TRADE MARKS
Protect Your Most Valuable Assets

I offer expert professional service and invite cor-
respondence from anyone contemplating the regis-

tration of a trade mark or the patenting of an
invention.

LESTER L. SARGENT
Registered Patent Attorney

524 Tenth Street Washington, D. C.

poor, but if the picture is excellent and the

patron is viewing it in comfort he will leave,

after it is over, in a rested, satisfied condition

and will tell frends that such and such a

show certainly has the most comfortable

ROLL—Machine—Coupon

TICKETS
QUALITY—Second to none!
SERVICE Unexcelled—our
LOWEST PRICES will be mailed to

you on request.

State your requirements by mail

—

Today 1

TRIMOUNT PRESS
LARGEST AMUSEMENT TICKET PRINTERS

IN NEW ENGLAND FOR 17 YEARS

119 ALBANY ST., BOSTON, MASS.

seats in town even if one note on the organ
was a little out of pitch.

If you don’t believe seats (nice ones) of
much importance, try giving them fine music,
wonderful pictures, and benches with one
board for the seat and one for the back, and
you’ll hear about the “bum” picture, “bum”
music, “bum” seats, “bum” show, and every-
thing else bum.
When we open a new show, let’s give good

seats a major consideration as the second
best item of equipment.

CHICAGO, ILL.—J. McHugh & Sons, 840
West 70th street, have contract for brick,
terra-cotta and reinforced concrete theatre,
store and apartment building, 125 by 175
feet, to be erected at 4923-37 Chicago avenue,
for Symphony Theatre Corporation. 822 West
70th street. Estimated cost 51,600,000.

OMAHA, NEB.— Thompson - Starrett Con-
struction Company, 140 South Michigan ave-
nue, Chicago, has contract for six-story brick
and concrete theatre to be erected at 15th
and Harney streets, for Orpheum Circuit,
190 North State street, Chicago. Estimated
cost $1,000,000.

PINEVILLE MO.—Work has started on
new Bone Theatre, located on east side of
Main street.

For Sale
MOVING PICTURE THEATER—Rochester,
N. Y. Seats 552. Attractive appearance. Splen-
did equipment. Profits in Season $150 week.
Owner out of City, wall sacrifice at $4,000.
Terms. Wire Hunt, Brisbane Bldg., Buffalo,
N. Y.
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Seattle Winter Qarden

Reopens With New
Equipment

T HRONGS packed the Winter Garden,

Seattle, when it reopened following a

brief closing for completely redecorating

and refurnishing the house, and altering the

face of the building to make a much larger

lobby.

Walls and foyer have been done in traver-

tine, the architectural scheme being Spanish

throughout. An unusual feature of the foyer

is a sky-blue ceiling, lighted with gold. The

newly enlarged lobby is built entirely of ma-

hogany trimmed with ornamental wrought

iron.

The stage has been enlarged to permit

special presentations, which will form a part

of the new policy. A new orchestra, under

the well known leadership of Andy Ward,

has been engaged.

New Equipment Installed

Latest type Simplex projectors, and Hey-
wood-Wakefield opera chairs were installed.

The complete contract for redecoration of the

house was executed by B. F. Shearer, Inc.,

under the direction of Edward Weissenborn.

To Frank Edwards and George Herpick,

proprietors of the Winter Garden, is due

much credit, not only for the present ac-

complishment in virtually rebuilding the the-

atre, but in the original vision which through
hard work and good showmanship put over

Seattle’s first downtown family theatre at

a ten cent admission.

ST. JOSEPH MO.—W. J. Assenmacher, 625
North 17th street Lincoln Neb. has contract
for two-story brick and terra-cotta front
balcony Missouri (moving- picture) Theatre,
75 by 140 feet, to be erected on Edmond, be-
tween Seventh and Eighth streets, for J. C.
Cooper, Biltmore Hotel, New York. Esti-
mated cost $500,000.

SAN FRANCISCO. CALIF.—P. Pincus, Col-
umbia Theatre, plans to erect Class A theatre
on Geary street. Estimated cost $1,500,000.

SPECIAL
ROLL and

MACHINE
TICKETS
Your own special Ticket,

any colors, accurately
numbered; every roll

guaranteed.
Coupon Tickets for Prize

Drawing: 5,000 for $7.00.

Prompt shipments. Cash with

the order. Get the samples.

Send diagram for Reserved
Seat Coupon Tickets, serial or dated.

ROLL AND MACHINE TICKETS
In Five Thousand Lots and Upward

Ten Thousand $8.00

Fifteen Thousand 7.00

Twenty-five Thousand 9.00

Fifty Thousand 12.50

One Hundred Thousand 18.00

National Ticket Co. Shamokin, Pa.

These FolksAre Buying
The Best To Be Had

In Equipment
MIAMI, FLA.—Shenandoah Theatre Com-

napy, Walter L. Smith, president, 31 West
Flagler street, has leased property at S. W.
Eighth street and Seventeenth avenue, as
sit for proposed new theatre. Estimated cost
$250,000.

BALTIMORE, MD.-G. I. Marks, 2003 West
Pratt street, taking bids for two-story brick
moving picture theatre and store building,
55 by 150 feet, to be located at 1909 Pratt
street. Estimated cost $50,000.

BEAUMONT, TEXAS.—Jefferson Amuse-
ment Company, Perlstein Building, has plans
by E. Weili, 3607 St. Charles street. New
Orleans, La., for six-story brick and rein-
forced concrete theatre, 80 by 160 feet, to be
located on Fanin street, between Pearl and
Orleans streets. Estimated cost $500,000.

ROANOKE, VA.—Sun Investment Corpora-
tion has plans by Smithey & Tardy, 112 Kirk
avenue, W., for 21-story theatre and office
building, 100 by 170 feet, to be located at
Kirk avenue and Jefferson street. Estimated
cost $1,000,000.

BURLINGTON, WIS.—W. L. Uglow, 951
Chestnut street, has revised plans by E.
Tough, Washington Building, Madison, Wis.,
for two-story brick and reinforced concrete
theatre, 60 by 150 feet.

FAIRFIELD, ALA.—Hill Ferguson, 4243
Altamount road, Birmingham, Ala., is erect-
ing two-story brick theatre, 50 by 110 feet.
NEW HAVEN, CONN.—G. Ratner, 42

Church street, will erect two-story brick
theatre, 70 by 100 feet, to be located at
Broad and Washington streets. Estimated
cost $150,000.

JOPLIN, MO.—United Studios Company, 28
West Lake street, Chicago, has contract for
three-story brick and cut-stone theatre, store
and office building, 106 by 194 feet, to be
erected at 20th and Main streets, for J. W.
Freeman. Estimated cost $250,000.

More Theatres Planned

GLEN COVE, N. Y.—J. M. Madsen & Son,
959 Broadway, Brooklyn, has contract for
three-story brick theatre, store and office

building, 87 by 177 feet, to be erected on
School street, for Calderon Theatrical Cor-
poration, 314 Fulton street, Hempstead, N.
Y. Estimated cost $350,000.

LITTLE FALLS, N. Y.—Ransome Construc-
tion Company, 10 East 43rd street, New York,
has general contract for two-story brick
moving picture theatre, store and office

building, 77 by 152 feet, to be erected on
Stevens avenue, for Little Falls Theatre, Inc.,

care F. E. Ransome, Mountain View, N. J.

Estimated cost $150,000.

PERRYTON, TEXAS.—T. Thompson has
plans by E. F. Rittenberry, 303 Blackburn
Building, Amarillo, Texas, for one-story
brick and tile theatre building, 25 by 130
feet. Estimated cost $10,000.

BUNKER HILL, IND.—Merl Zehring has
leased space in Sovine Building and will
equip it for moving picture theatre.

ELWOOD, IND.—R. D. Smith, Greentown,
Ind., has general contract for two-story brick
and concrete theatre and store building, 66
by 131 feet, to be erected on Main street, to
replace one destroyed by fire, for William
Dickson.

FORT WAYNE, IND.—Work started on
new theatre and hotel building for Rex Re-
alty Company. Structure will be seven
stories high and located at Jefferson arid
Harrison streets. Theatre will have seating
capacity of 3,000.

Lots of Building

KANSAS CITY, MO.—Dr. T. A. Kyner, 214
Wirthman Building, has awarded contract
for Spanish type brick, stone and tile-trim
theatre, 86 by 125 feet, to be erected at 15th
street and Prospect avenue. Estimated cost
$65,000.

MIDDLEBURG, PA.—C. Bearley & Son,
South Main street, Lewistown, Pa., have gen-
eral contract for erection of brick moving
picture theatre.

TAMPA, FLA.—Leon S. Cazin, 237% Main
street, has leased Royal Theatre at Main and
Howard streets, and plans to expend $10,000
for improvements.

LEWISTOWN, PA.—Harols D. Cohen has
plans by Hodgens & Hill, 130 South 15th
street, Philadelphia, for interior alterations
and new front for National Theatre. Esti-
mated cost $35,000.

MARYVILLE, TENN.—Crescent Amuse-
ment Company (of Nashville), 215 Fifth qve-
nue, N., has purchased Palace and Princess
Theatres. Plans to renovate, redecorate and
equip with new fixtures and install organ.

ORANGE, TEXAS.—Jefferson Amusement
Company has awarded contract for improv-
ing Strand Theatre, including new marque,
new1 lighting arrangements, double storm
doors, redecorating interior of foyer, etc.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
Help and Situations Wanted Only

3c per word per insertion
Minimum charge 60c

Terms, Strictly Cash with Order

Copy must reach us by Tuesday noon to Insure
publication In that week's Issue.

SITUATION WANTED
ORGANIST—Box office attraction. First-class man.

Conservatory graduate. Highly accomplished musician.
Expert feature soloist. Union. Splendid library.

Organ and salary must be good. Wire or write.
Organist, 117 South 11th Street, Cambridge, Ohio.

LOCAL MOVIES
FILL THEATRES

Perfect Pictures Guaranteed with the

DeWj
Standard — Automatic

Movie Camera
A Professional Camera at $150

Corporation, 1115 Center Street, Chicago
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Better Projection Pays

Motor Heats—
Some Reasons

F
ROM John T. Gregory, East St. Louis,

111., comes the following : “I have a

show shop in a small city near here.

Have a General Electric motor pulling a

70-volt D. C. generator, the output of which

supplies the arcs of the projectors. We use

sixty amperes and the generator is rated at

100 amperes. It is only overloaded at

change-over, which we try to make as short

as possible. The generator has lately begun

to heat up pretty badly. Can you tell me
the reason?”
Your data is not very ample, Friend Greg-

ory. The overload at change-over is only

5 per cent., and a G. E. motor should carry

that without dangerous heating, almost in-

definitely. We may therefore eliminate over-

load as the cause.

' Locate Source of Heat

You have given me so little information

that I can only tell you the chief reasons for

heating. First, you should make a careful

test of the parts of the machine to see which

heats most, since heat from the faulty part

will be rapidly distributed by radiation

throughout the motor. To do this, bed a

thermometer bulb in putty and affix the

putty to each part to be tested, permitting

it to remain in close contact at least ten

minutes. You cannot do this with the rotat-

ing parts, of course, but heating in that part

is isolated anyhow.

How to Find Trouble

The heat may be in (a) bearing, (b) The
armature, (c) Brushes or commutator, (d)

Field magnet, (e) A faulty connection.

You may be able to detect the location

by sense of touch, of course, or even by

smell. I set forth the thermometer test

merely for your information, if it seems im-

possible to locate the seat of heating by

other means. Heating of commutator,

brushes or armature may be due to too high

amperage (not in your case if you are cor-

rect in your statement), a “short” between
commutator bars or in armature coils. A
broken armature coil. Heat communicated
from a hot bearing. Dampness in arma-

ture, or electrical disturbances called eddy

currents. The latter seems unlikely in your

case, however, as the machine has been

working, as I understand you, satisfactorily

until recently.

Exactly What to Do

Important : First be sure the machine

is really heating too much. Measure the

heat in the room with a thermometer, then

apply same to machine, as before directed,

and if it, the machine, is not more than 80

degrees Fahr. hotter than the surrounding

air it is all right.

If the heat is in a bearing, the thing to do

Bluebook School
Question No. 540—Just why is resist-

ance, or its equivalent, necessary in a

projection arc circuit ?

Question No. 541—If you have an arc

burning normally at 60 amperes and you

freeze the carbons, what will happen,

and why will it happen ?

Many Thanks From

The Old Man

I
WANT to most sincerely thank all those

hundreds who have sent me cards and
tokens on my sixtieth birthday. There

was very many—too many of them—to even

attempt a personal answer.

There is one I just must show you, how-
ever. It is from our old friend, John Grif-

fith, and it’s pretty nearly a classic. That
old feller is chasing me all right, but he’s not

got me yet, and Nancy Hanks, the Go-Devil,

is working fine.

Many thanks to you all for your thought-

fulness and kindly remembrance. Somehow,
sixty seems a sort of turning point, and I’m

really a wee bit tired and will be quite will-

ing to lay down my work and rest when that

old chap who is after me finally catches up
—but, mind you, he has not got within reach-

ing distance yet, not even for that wicked
looking curved cheese knife he carries.

is obvious. Put the bearing in good order

and use an oil suitable to the work. If the

brushes heat too much and their contact with

holders and armature is good, then use bet-

ter brushes. Moisture in the armature acts

to partially short-circuit it, thus causing it

to heat. Operation at less than normal

speed or at over voltage will also heat the

armature.

If you cannot locate the trouble from what
I have said, you had better call in a good
motor man. It would require pages to cover

this matter fully.

Concerning an

Aperture Blower

J
OHN WORTHY, Projectionist, Music

Hall Theatre, Pawtucket, R. I., says

.

“Dear Mr. Richardson: Have been us-

ing the Bluebook school since its inception;

also have the third and fourth edition of the

handbook.

“I am now using two Powers Six B pro-

jectors, with two American reflector arc

lamps in series. Am in a second-run house

where most of the film reaches me in very

dirty condition. You have mentioned an

aperture blower in the department. Please

give particulars.

“Am working in a non-union house. Maae
application to the union and passed examin-

ation and investigation. Both committees re-

ported favorably, but I was rejected on final

ballot and business agent would not talk to

me about it at all. Since I was informed that

the books are closed, but they have admitted

new members since.”

I know nothing at all about the reasons

for your rejection by the local. But since

the privilege of honorably earning your live-

lihood for yourself and possibly a family at

your chosen calling is involved, certainly you
were and are entitled to an explanation of the

reason for your rejection. That I will pub-
licly say to the local, regardless of whether
it pleases them or not, and I have warm
friends in the local too.

Answer Is Due

Doubtless the reasons for your rejection

seemed good and sufficient to the local, but

the local OWES it to you, no matter what
those reasons may have been, to answer your
questions as to the why and wherefore.

Such arbitrary actions make enemies, and
sometimes bitter enemies too, and often with-

out reason. The foregoing is intended in a

kindly spirit to all concerned.

As to the blower, you can make one by se-

curing a rubber bulb such as is used on a

bicycle horn to a length of small copper pipe

—pipe with an outside diameter as small as

you can get it, one end of which is closed in

with a hammer to form a “nozzle.” The other

end you may attach to the bulb by soldering

it to a larger tube, or in any convenient way.

The idea is to make an air syringe and it

requires slight ingenuity to work out the

method.

However, Brother Dobson, Toronto, sug-

gests a dentist’s “chip” blower as most ex-

cellent for the purpose. My advice is to get

a dentist to order one for you. I’ve never

seen one of the dag-nabbed things, but if

Dobson says they're all right that goes with

me.
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Bluebook School Answers Nos . 528 and 529

Note :—This “School” is designed to arouse interest in the study of those many problems
which constantly arise in motion picture projection, AND to cause men to really study
the Bluebook and assimilate the vast amount of knowledge contained within its covers.

Question No. 528—What effect has a rise

in temperature on the resistance of metals

and upon the resistance of carbon?

W. C. Budge, Springfield Gardens, N. Y.

;

C. H. Hanover, Burlington, la. ; Charles E.

Curie, Chattanooga, Tenn.
; G. L. Doe, Chi-

cago, 111., and Allan Gengenbeck, New Or-

leans, La., each gave a remarkably good an-

swer to this question while “Bill” Doe, Chi-

cago, 111.; E. Fergodo, Livermore, Cal.;

Frank Dudiak, Fairmont, W. Va.; Chas. C.

Colby, Santa Fe, N. M.; T. R. Guimond,
Mobile, Ala.; F. D. Orenbacher, Truesdale,

Mo.; Andrew T. Boylson, Halifax, Nova
Scotia, and John Doe, Chicago, 111., all made
correct replies.

I believe Brother Curie’s answer is per-

haps the best for publication purposes. He
says

:

“The resistance of all pure metals in-
creases as the temperature of the metals is

increased. The resistance of certain alloys,
however, does not increase with increase in
temperature, The increase in resistance
for each degree increase in tempera-
ture, as measured in ohms, is what
is known as the ‘temperature coefficient of
resistance.’ A coefficient is a multiplier.
Such coefficients are determined experimen-
tally for different metals. For all pure
metals the coefficient is practically the same.
It is .004 of an ohm per degree Centigrade,
or .0023 of an ohm per degree Fahrenheit.
The temperature coefficient of an alloy is

usually less than the coefficients of the con-
stituent parts of t'he alloy.

“In a few words, in pure metals the In-
crease and decrease in resistance is direct-
ly proportional to increase or decrease in
temperature. Carbon, on the other hand,
acts exactly opposite to metals in this re-
spect. Its resistance decreases as temper-
ature is increased, and vice versa.”

Some Alloys Useless

An excellent answer but it should be sup-
plemented by the statement that no alloys

which have stationary resistance regardless

of temperature fluctuations, are used in elec-

trical work. In fact, I personally know of

no such alloys, and would like to have cita-

tion of the authority from which Brother
Curie obtained his data concerning them.

Question No. 529—Is resistance in metals
directly proportional to the increase in tem-
perature over normal ?

The correct answers to this one were es-

sentially the same as those for Question 528,

but Brother Curie has provided a complete
one, taking as his authority the “Electrical

Engineer’s Handbook.” Had I noticed
Curie’s very complete reply to this question
in time, I would have used one of the an-
swers of the men named as having supplied
excellent replies to the previous question,
thus distributing the “honors.”

Curie says

:

“The increase or decrease of resistance of
all pure metals to electric current is direct-
ly proportional to increase or decrease of
temperature. The following is only an ap-
proximate method of finding the resistance
of a conductor at any ordinary temperature,
but it is sufficiently accurate for all ordi-
nary work. The formulas are:

WHY PAY MORE?

Roll Tickets
Your Own Special Wording

1 00,000for$1 5.50
10,000 for $4.50, 20,000 for $7.50

50,000 for $10.00

Standard Rolls of 2,000

KEYSTONE TICKET CO.
Dept. W„ SHAMOK1N, PA.

The Union Label if you want it

Have been printing Roll Tickets for

10 years and no better can be bad at any price.

Rn = Rc + [a x Rc (Th— Tc) ] (ohms)
or,

Tn — Tc = Rb— Rc (deg. C. or F.)

a x Rc
“Wherein Rn = resistance, in ohms, hot,

Rc = resistance, in ohms, cold. Tn— tem-
perature of conductor, hot, in degrees either

C. or F., depending on which coefficient is

selected. Tc— temperature of the conduc-
tor, cold, in degrees, a— the average tem-
perature coefficient of the conductor ma-
terial.
“Example.—’The resistance of a circular

mil-foot of anealed copper is 9.59 ohms at

32 deg. F. What will be the resistance at

75 deg. F. ?.

‘^Solution.—From the following- table the
coefficient is 0.0002,23. Substitute in the first

formula: Rn = Rc + a X Rc (Tn— Tc) = 9.59 +
[0.002,23 x 9.59 (75 — 32)] =9.59 +0.002,23 +
9.59x43 = 9.59 + 0.92— 10.51 ohms at 75 de-
grees F.
“The formulas given here assume that the

temperature coefficient of resistance is con-
stant for all temperatures. This assumption
is not strictly true because the temperature
coefficient for a metal decreases as the tem-
perature increases. The reason for this is

that the resistance of any conductor is

greater at, for example, 35 deg. C. than it is

at O deg. C. Hence, the proportional in-

crease in resistance for each ohm, for each
degree rise in temperature, will be less at
35 deg. C. than for each ohm at O deg. C.

The values given of “a” referred to in the
formulas and in the following table are aver-
age values;

APPROXIMATE TEMPERATURE

Conductors

Commutator
Sparking

F
ROM a western town comes this re-

quest for information : “Please do not
publish my name. This is a small town.

The theatre only opened a short while since
and I am trying hard to learn, studying the
Bluebook and the Bluebook school. My
trouble just now is that there is sparking
on the commutator, at the ends of the
brushes, and I cannot stop it. Will you
please tell me what I ought to do?”

You have told me very little—not even
what sort of machine it is. There are two
general types of the kind of commutator
sparking you tell of. One of them is caused
by a dirty commutator and the other by
wrong adjustment of the brushes.

If the sparks have a brilliant blue appear-
ance and the commutator is clean and ap-
parently in good order, then the trouble is

probably due to wrong adjustment of the
brushes and you will have to loosen the
yoke carrying the brush holders (I can’t tell

you in detail how to do this, not knowing
what sort of machine it is) and rotate the
yoke slightly until the sparking ceases.

If the commutator seems to be rough and
dirty, and the sparks not a brilliant blue, but
more of a subdued, reddish color, then the

trouble may be remedied by cleaning the

commutator, using 00 sandpaper folded and
held lightly against its surface, while the
machine is running, but preferably when no
current is being used. When you have
cleaned the commutator thoroughly, stop the

machine and wipe off all dust, rubbing the

bars lengthwise. Then apply a little vase-
line to a square of canvas, in its center. Fold
it over so that the vaseline is inside. Apply
heat until the vaseline has impregnated the

canvas. Use more judgment—more judg-
ment than vaseline. You only want to get

the thinest imaginable coating of vaseline on
the commutator. Remember that.

When the canvas is ready, start the ma-
chine and hold the canvas against the com-
mutator, a moment, very slightly—just so

as to lubricate the face of the bars very
slightly. I would recommend that you fol-

low instructions on pages 451 to 460.

COEFFICIENTS OF CONDUCTORS

Average temperature Average temperature
coefficient per deg. coefficient per deg.

C. between O deg. and F. between 32 deg. and
100 deg. C. 212 deg. F.

Silver, pure annealed
Copper, annealed
Copper, hard drawn
Aluminum, 97 per cent, pure
Zinc, very pure
Iron wire
Nickel
Steel (wire)

Phosphor-bronze
German silver
Platinoid
Manganin

0.004,000 0.002,220
0.004,020 0.002,230
0.004,020 0.002,230
0.004,350 0.002,420
0.004,060 0.002,260
0.004,630 0.002,570
0.006,220 0.003,460
0.004,630 0.002.570

0.000,640 0.000,356
0.000,400 0.000.220
0.000,310 0.000,172
0.000,000 0.000.000
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Noticeably Superior

There is a definite difference on the

screen with pictures printed from Eastman

Panchromatic Negative— the results are

noticeably superior.

Eastman Panchromatic Negative is com-

pletely color sensitive— renders all tones

of blue, red, yellow and green in their

correct relationship in black and white.

Where regular film is ordinarily satisfac-

tory, "Pan” is extraordinarily successful.

And Eastman Positive Film carries all

the quality of the negative through to the

screen.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.



POWER’S PROJECTOR
WITH

POWERLITE REFLECTOR LAMP
A SPLENDID EQUIPMENT
WITH A HOST OF FRIENDS
THRUOUT THE UNITED STATES

POWER’S DIVISION
INTERNATIONAL PROJECTOR CORPORATION

90 Cold Street New York, N. Y.

Powerlite
Reflector Lamp
is giving excellent results in hundreds

of theatres.

Every exhibitor and projectionist

should send for a copy of

OUR NEW PUBLICATION

Powerlite
Reflector Arc

Lamp
giving full informtaion regarding low

intensity REFLECTOR ARC LAMPS.

U



An Uproar of
Laughs/

A Feast of
Thrills/

MONTY
BANKS

in

Attaftoy
DIRECTED BY

EDWARD H. GRIFFITH

PRODUCED BY
MONTY BANKS
ENTERPRISES

Laughs are the biggest thing you
can sell.

Thrills are the next biggest.

Here you have both in the fastest,

funniest comedy of many moons.
No one can see it without roaring.

Banks has always made money for

you. Here is positively his very

very best.

“A corking good comedy. . . Never

lags. . . Especially well staged, well

lighted. . . Had everybody going at

the preview in the Melrose Theatre,

Hollywood, where the writer saw it.

. . Has a large and well known cast

of players, and titles were fresh and

well written.”

Exhibitor’s Herald

Pafhepicture
TRADE / A TTlARA



The Trouble with the Movies—the Audience
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BIG ONES
/»'BIG RUNS!

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
GIVES THE INDUSTRY THE

OUTSTANDING LONG RUN HITS!

Never such a record of extended runs. The public

wants to see the Big Pictures from Metro*Qoldwyn*Mayer

coming;
JOHN GILBERT

FLESH AND
THE DEVIL
A Clarcnce Brown ProJuctinn with Greta Garbo
iirx'l Lars Hanson. Screen Play by Benjamin F
Qlazer. From the novel —The Undying Past by
Hermann Sudermann. Directed by Clarence
Brown.

COMINQ!

TIN HATS
Eduard Sedgwick's Production with Conrad
Nagel, Claire Windsor, Ge°rge Cooper, Bert

Roach. Tom O'Brien. Adapted by Lew Tipton

and Donald Lee. From the story by Edward
Sedgwick. Continuity by Albert Leu -in Directed

by Edward Sedgwick.

COMING!

MAE MURRAY

VALENCIA
A Dimitri Buchowcizki Production with Lloyd

Hughes. Story by Dimitri Buchowetzki and A'icc

D. G. Miller. Adapted for the screen by Alice

D. G. Miller. Directed by Dimitri Buchowctzki

THE PARADE OF HITS HIT!



U VIX
with ESTHER RALSTON *** Directed by FRED NEWM EYE R.
Story by W.0.

G

eehan and William Slavens M<Nutt *** Adaptation by Ray Harris*

WILLIAM Le BARON Associate Producer

ihe Quarterback
H paramount Qictures
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*H P. KENNEDY
presents

MONSTER Showmen’s Tie-up With the Mightiest Organ-
ization of Boys the World has Ever Known!

.

2,000,000 Scouts Primed to Plunge into the Campaign!
Endorsed and Acclaimed by Vested Heads of the National Scout
Organization!

and

1

THE HORSE WITH
A PERSOMALITY

SILVER
KING

is
W/h

mi

A Stupendous Box-Office Proposition for Boy Scout

Week, to be observed throughout the world, Feb. 14

to 21. Dozens of merchants’ tie-ups already arranged!

Advertised nationally in official Scout publications.

And THE GREATEST FRED THOMPSON
PRODUCTION EVER FILMED in the

bargain

!

WATCH FOR FURTHER
SENSATIONAL

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Distributed by

GREATER

FILM BOOKING OFFICES
OF AMERICA* INC.

vvl
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Hal Roach presents

Roach made a ten-strike when he

signed Mabel Normand for short

comedies.

Her record, as a feature star, has

been great.

She pulls the crowds. She makes

money for exhibitors. She spells

D-O-U-G-H!
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A Short Feature Comedy

Pafh^comedy
®r

Here is her first picture in a long time.

The public is wildly eager to see her.

When you show “Raggedy Rose” it’s

just plain good sense and good business

to play hername clear across the boards.

The crowds will do the rest.

TRADE MARK
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QetM

each.

Oh Joy!
Look at these Stern Bros.

Joy Makers
“BUSTER BROWN” Comedies.
Outcault’s famous cartoons.

Jewels. Produced by Stern Brothers.

Based on R. F.

Universal Junior
2 reels each.

•% GEORGE McMANUS’~ “The Newlyweds and Their Baby.” Based on the

famous cartoons of the same name. Stern Brothers Pro-
ductions. 2 reels each.

“WHAT HAPPENED TO JANE” Comedies. With
Wanda Wiley. Stern Brothers Comedies. 2 reels

« ^ “THE EXCUSE MAKER” Comedies. With Charlie

King and an All-Star cast. Stern Brothers Produc-
tions. 2 reels each.

1 \ GEORGE McMANUS’
“Let George Do It” Comedies. Based on the famous

cartoons. Stern Brothers Productions. 2 reels each.

BUSTER AND TIGE SNOOKUMS in

The Newlyweds and

Their Baby
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—and more and
more—grab these

for Joy Week!

12 New “THE GUMPS.” From
Sidney Smith’s famous cartoons

in 300 daily newspapers. Samuel Van
Ronkel Productions. 2 reels each.

a £ BLUEBIRD Comedies. Includ-

ing such stars as Arthur Lake,

Charles Puffy and Neely Edwards. Di-

rected by Dick Smith and Slim Sum-

merville. One reel each.

j MUSTANG COMEDY WEST-
ERNS. From W. C. Tuttle’s fa-

mous stories in Adventure Magazine.

With Ben Corbett and Pee Wee
Holmes. 2 reels each.

Mm//

PEE WEE HOLMES
Tuttle Comedy

Westerns
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THE TWO BEST BOOKS
on

MOTION PICTURE PHOTOGRAPHY
Motion Picture Photography

By Carl L. Qregory, F.R.P.S.

This book is recognized everywhere as the stand-

ard work on motion picture photography for either

professionals or amateurs.

Carl L. Gregory was formerly Chief Instructor in

Cinematography, Signal Corps School of Photog-
raphy, Columbia University, New York.

Special Chapters were contributed by Charles W.
Hoffman and by Research Specialists of the

Research Laboratories, Eastman Kodak Company.

Price $6.00 (postpaid)

Motion Picture Photography
For the Amateur
By Herbert C. McCay

Thousands of small motion picture cameras for

use in the home are being sold today. This book
has been written to help those who are so fortunate

as to own one of these amateur cameras. Tells all

about getting correct exposures, staging simple
scenes, working in titles, trick photography, en-

larging from single frames—in fact, everything for

the amateur motion picture photographer is care-

fully covered in this volume.

Price $2.50 (postpaid)

CHALMERS PUBLISHING COMPANY
516 Fifth Avenue
NEW YORK



TOO BAD 2 PEOPLE
CANT OCCUPY 1 SEAT
AT THE SAME TIME

—something should he done about it!

IN front of the Capitol Theatre, N.Y.

A pretty girl looked at the long line

WAITING to get in to see Norma Shearer’s

NEWEST hit, “The Waning Sex,”

SAID she:

“TOO bad 2 people can’t occupy 1 seat

the same time,” ******
CROWDS always storm theatres playing M-G-M attractions.

THEY draw!

DON’T be satisfied with a modest business



WHEN you can taste the sweet profits of

PACKED houses . . .

CUSTOMERS waiting on line to see

THE big, popular M-G'M stars who appear in

THE gay, up-to-the-minute hits produced by the live showmen ofM-G-M .

"HE widely heralded Road-Show Successes

FRESH from legitimate theatre engagements . . .

YOUR public reads about the great things

M-G-M is doing . . .

THEY want to see the talked-about entertainments.

* * * * * *

METRO-Goldwyn-Mayer naturally enjoys a wonderful reputation.

TWO years of brilliant successes have built up some rep

!

CASH in on it . . .

M-G-M has walked away with the cheers, the praises, the hurrahs.

LET that noise work for you.

M-G-M today is doing the exciting, new things in production

THAT papers write about and folks talk about.

SHOWMANSHIP brings ’em in.

THAT’S M-G-M all over!

THE FOUR HORSEMEN

BARDELYS THE MAGNIFICENT

MARE NOSTRUM

THE WANING SEX

THE TEMPTRESS

TIN HATS

LA BOHEME

BATTLING BUTLER
and many others

OH BOY!
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Without Benefit Of

BUNKUM *

*Bunkum:—Idle or showy speech, es-

pecially if intended to secure votes or
satisfy one’s constituents.

—Webster Dictionary.

The Only Verified Circulation Figures Show:

FIRST
MOVING PICTURE WORLD

With 6,492 Net Paid Exhibitor Circulation

MOTION PICTURE NEWS *

SECOND With Less Net Paid Exhibitor Circulation

EXHIBITORS HERALD *

THIRD With Less Net Paid Exhibitor Circulation

*Publicity Rules of the Audit Bureau of Circulations
prevent quoting exact audit figures of competitor papers.

Moving' Picture

WORLD
A Chalmers Publication



LLOYD HUGHES
Directed by F. Harmon Weight

Adapted from Owen Davis' Stage Success Production Management B. P. Fineman to

FIRST NATIONAL FIRST!

with
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WHITE HOME, PAUL
Paul Gulick, chief golf
course inspector for
Universal, lias sent no
word east sinee leaving
for Hollywood. Please
notify all 19tli hole

keepers.

hall-mills vote
Mordaunt Hall of the
A. V. Times didn't vote
for Hon. Ogden Mills at
the recent election.
Yothing personal in
this, for Freddie didn’t

vote.

Several Hundred

Studio Employes

“Fired” in West

Producers Open
War on Union

Labor

( From Moving Picture World’s Coast
Office )

Hollywood , 10 A. M., Nov 11.

Reports of the release during
the past few days of studio em-
ployes numbering several hun-
dred are interpreted in various
quarters out here as the first

move by some producers to fight

the strike set in the ultimatum
delivered to Will H. Hays for

December 1. Hat reports uncon-
firmed by studio heads describe

the exodus as being a precau-
tionary move to nip in the bud
any inside propaganda by dis-

ciples of unionism. The demands
of the union have just been sub-
mitted locally.

Approximately $14,500,000 will

lie spent on pictures at Univer-
sal City for the 1027 program,
according to the announcement
made locally by Carl Laeinmle.

Prior to this knowledge and
since he arrived here a week ago,

the "tJniversal chieftain has been
busily conferring with execu-
tives and reviewing company
statistics.

Tom Forman, director, shot
and killed himself at his home
here, according to police records.
Forman had been inactive for

several months. The shooting
occurred aftre his first day's

work on “The Wreck " for Col-
umbia Pictures Corporation, it

is stated.
Marcus Loew is in Hollywood.

Hs states that he is here prin-
cipally to recuperate from a re-

cent attack of pneumonia.
The English film industry and

America’s attitude came to bat
at a luncheon tendered Ernest
Fredman, British trade paper
editor, by I. E. Chadwick at the
Ambassador

Hollywood Facts
FOR the benefit of mov-
h ing picture people
who fire unable to com-
mute to Hollywood. Tom
Waller’s column is con-
ducted weekly in MOV-
ING PICTURE WORLD to
bring Hollywood to them.
Watch for this complete

weekly record of people
and events in the world of

motion pictures.

Star-Making Competitor to

Sheehan Appears, Fades Out

Armando Volpe Loses Ingloriously in Fox Versus

Fox Argument—Grassini Tries His Luck

By Sumner Smith

Winfield R. Sheehan is recognized as the man who makes the

Fox Film stars. Imagine the surprise, therefore, when a competi-

tor, Armando Volpe, whose name, translated, means Fox, bobbed
up recently. It became more or less a question of Fox versus Fox
and William Fox, ably represented by Mr. Sheehan, won a victory

Originals Sought
The original story writ-

ten directly for the screen
is gaining In popularity,
Florence Strauss, scenario
editor. has reported to
First National Pictures.
Of thirteen stories bought
by F. N. during- flic last
six months, four were
originals, three were plays,
four were novels, one was
a magazine short story and
one a remake. The read-
ing- department has been
going over an average of
090 stories a month.

Minneapolis Joins War

Against Film Bicycling
(Special to Moving Picture World.)

Minneapolis. Nor. 9.

The Minneapolis Film Board
of Trade lias joined the nation-
wide war against bicycling with
adoption of the three steps rec-
ommended for halting the prac-
tice. These steps include:
Warning members not to make

ag'reements with guilty exliibi-
\

tors until after cases have been
submitted to the board or io the I

arbitration body.
Request of home offices to

local exchanges to grant con-
tracts only covering- one town,
making separate contracts for
separate towns.

Closer checking of pictures ex-
hibited.

Kent Recovering
The condition of Sidney R.

Kent of Famous Players, op-
erated on Tuesday afternoon for
appendicities, was described
Thursday afternoon as “qiiftte

satisfactory" by a physician at
the Harbor Sanitarium, New
York. Mr. Kent has steadily im-
proved since the operation and
should bq back at his desk in

about two weeks.

Several weeks ago, Saul E.

Rogers, general counsel for Fox
Film Corp., heard that a certain
Armando Volpe was conducting
a motion picture actors’ school
at 275 Sixth avenue, New York,
under the name of the Tdeal Fox
Film Company and advertising
in Italian language newspapers
for would-be-screen stars. A

London Cable
Moving Picture World

Bureau, London,
November 8.

“Beau Geste” broke the record
tor the Plaza last Tuesday after

the French ban and the French
embassador’s protest. Hundreds
of people were lined up booking
for the following week. “Ben
Hur” was presented at the Tiv
oli yesterday. This is a marvel-
ous production and may Well

challenge the run of “The Big
Parade.” Most of the phonofilrns

shown here are of American art-

ists. Gaumonts have started pro-

ducing sound films under the

title of Acoustic Films.

horde of Italian waiters and
waitresses, laborers and domes-
tics, were paying tuition for the
recipe to fame and fortune.

Mr. Rogers was little inter-
ested in the school as such, but
he was interested to hear its. firm
name and to hear from investi-
gators that Volpe was advertis-
ing that his pupils would “re-
ceive positions” with Fox Film
Corporation.

A member of the Fox legal
department got in touch with
Yolpe. The instructor of bud-
ding stars refused to discontinue
use of the firm name on the ar-
gument that it was only a trans-
lation of his own name.- Volpe
filed a certificate of incorpora-
tion.

Fox Film men then outlined
the matter to Italian language
newspapers and Volpe found
difficulty in advertising. Mr.
Rogers applied to the New York
supreme Court for an injunction.
Volpe couldn’t be located, so the
subpoena server took a chance
and served one Frassini whom
lie found in the office. This of-
fice was elegantly decorated
with posters of Mary Pickford,
Douglas Fairbanks and Rudolph
\ alentino. Also a motion picture
L-amei-o

Cabanne Now World Champion at

The New Game of “Audible Golf”

“Let’s go out to the Palos Ver-
des links and hear Christy Ca-
banne play golf!”
This is one of the suggestions

for an entertaining Sunday
heard these days about the Met-
ro-Goldwyn-Mayer western stu-
dios, since Christy Cabanne,
noted director, has taken up the
noble game of the Scots.
Bystanders say Cabanne plays

the finest game of “audible
golf” ever heard at Palos Ver-
des. Every time he tops a ball
his sentiments become far-reach-
ing—and when he swing's for a

g'iant drive and misses the pill

his vocabulary becomes trium-
phant.

In a game with Harry Rapf,
studio executive, and Joe Farn-
ham, associate executive and
title writer at the studio, the
director said so many words that
Farnham, famous for his knowl-
edge of language, says Cabanne
heats him by two and a half
dictionaries.
Rapf shot two holes in par

and Cabanne did the same in
twelve—but still beat Rapf by
20,065,429 words!

(Continued on page 2)

“Glory” to Open
William Fox will pre-

sent “Wliat Price Glory’’
at the Sam H. Harris
Theatre, New York City,
on Holiday evening, No-
vember 22. ’Tiie featured
players are Edmund Lowe,
Victor McLaglen and Do-
lores Del Rio, Raoul
Walsh directed. The film
was seven months in the
making and employs a
cast ol' thousands. It will
have its world premiere at
the C'arthay, Los Angeles,
on November 19.
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Philly Forms Club
Upon the suggestion of “Big

Boy" Bill Heenan, manager of

the Philadelphia First National
Exchange and president of the

Film Board of Trade, a club ti-

tled "Scream Club” has been
formed. The following officers

were elected for one year: Grand
jester, Jay Emanuel, post jester,

Sam Steifel; Kid Shackles, Ben
Amsterdam : pen pusher, Harry
E. Weiner. The first dinner and
dance will be held at the Ritz-

Carlton on November 10.

New Contract for Hill
George W. Hill has a Metro-

Goldwyn-Mayer directorial long
term contract. He is now work-
ing on an original sea story.

Volpe Fades Out
(.Continued from page 1)

Frassini told Justice Delehanty
that he had just bought the

school from Volpe and promised
to use the firm name of Ideal

Film Company. Then he moved
headquarters. After a long
search these were discovered at

103 West Fourteenth street.

Frassini and an Italian girl

were busy decorating.
The welcome mat had not ar-

rived and so the reception was
frigid. To questions Frassini re-

pled, "No capiccio.” Any Latin
scholar would know that he
meant, ‘‘You’re q.uite incompre-
hensible.” His knowledge of

English became even poorer as
other questions were put. Fras-
sini glared at the girl when she
marveled that he could not un-
derstand her interpreting.
The posters of Mary Piekford

and Douglas Fairbanks are gone.
In the new studio a neat photo-
graph of Valentino occupies an
inspirational place on t lie stage.
When the students have paid
their money and become duly en-
rolled, their glances will turn
toward it many times a day,
while Frassini tells them that
they, like their compatriot Val-
entino, may soon have the world
at their feet.

Winfield R. Sheehan, there-
fore, is still making stars for
Fox.

The “Star” and the “Producer”

By Laveccha
His Eminence. .John Cardinal ltunzanu. Papal Legate, whose trip from
Rome to Chicago to the Eucharistic ConftTess is featured in the Fox
film (left) and (right) His Eminence, George Cardinal Mundelein,
Archbishop of Chicago, who turned producer and presents the film

Eucharistic Congress Film Stirs

New York Audience to Enthusiasm
That the motion picture cam-

era is unrivalled as a reporter
of any event of wide importance^
was clearly demonstrated on
Monday night, November 8, when
a notable first-night audience
gathered at A1 Jolson's Theatre,
New York City, to see pictured
the gathering of the Eucharistic
Congress in Chicago. Not only
was the audience stirred to en-
thusiasm. but newspaper reports
the following day were highly
com mendatory.
The showing was preceded by

speeches by Mgr. C. J. Quille,
general secretary of the Con-
gress ; Secretary of Labor J. J.

Davis and Will II. Hays. Mgr.
Quille gave credit to William
Fox and Winfield R. Sheehan,
who put the Fox News and Fox
Varieties staffs at the disposal of
the Congress. He also praised
Ray Hall, managing director of
Fox Varieties.
Secretary Davis brought a

message from President Cool-

idge. For himself he said he be-
lieved that religion is the deep-
est thing in the soul of man.
Mr. Hays declared that religion

is the one essential industry in

the world.
S. L Rothafel put on a strik-

ing prologue. Otto A. Singen-
berger, musical director of the
St. Mary-on-the-Lake Seminary,
Mundelein, 111., co-operated with
Erno Rapee on the musical
score.
The film will be road-showed

in big cities and then generally
released. It opens in Bosten at
the Boston Opera House on No-
vember 21. A special committee,
headed by Mgr. Quille, has been
set up in New York. Members
acting at the request of Mr.
Hays are J. J. McCarthy, Pat
Casey and Mr. Sheehan. Paul C.
Mooney is managing director of
the film. The New York en-
gagement will terminate on No-
vember 21.

Griffith with “U”?
The latest rumor in the future

plans of D. W. Griffith involves
Universal. It is said that he
might direct Edna Ferber’s
“Show Boat” for ‘TJ’’ and that
several conferences on the sub-
ject have been held at ”U’s“
home office.

R. & K. Growing
Rosenzweig & Katz plan two

more Brooklyn theatres. This
will make their total seventeen.
Each will cost $1,000,000 and
seat between 3,000 and 3,000.

New York Leads
With the wind-up of First Na-

tional’s Lieber Drive in sight,

the following exchanges now
stand at the head of their re-

spective territorial divisions:
New York (East). Toronto (Can-
ada). Louisville (South) and
Seattle (West).

Noted Doorman Honored
Earl Allvine, doorman the past

year at A. M. P. A. luncheons,
has received a valuable gift
from fellow members in the form
of a bottle for charging water.

COMING and GOING

Harry Dutton, president of the
National Theatre Supply Co..
and Joe Hornstein, eastern dis-
trict manager, has left to visit
Philadelphia and Washington.

• * •

J. D. Williams sailed for Eng-
land last Wednesday after a con-
ference with Sidney R. Kent of
Famous Players.

• • •

Roy D’Arcy, Carmel Myers and
Pauline Starke, all M.-G.-M.
players, are en route for the
West Coast.

• • •

Alec B. Francis has arrived in
New York to play the lead in
Fox's “The Music Master.”

* • •

Director Burton King has re-
turned to New York from the
West.

* • •

Peter L. Shamray, president
and general manager of Popular
Pictures, is in New York from
Hollywood.

• * *

Glendon Allvine has returned
from Boston after staging the
opening of ‘‘Beau Geste” at the
Tremont.

• • •

George E. Kann, vice-presi-
dent of Sterling Pictures Dis-
tributing Corp., has returned
after a month in Hollywool. En
route he visited many ex-
changes, and also closed with
the Goodwill Exchange in Los
Angeles to handle the Sterling
product.

* • •

Victor Seastrom, his wife and
two children returned last week
from a vacation of four months
in Europe.

• * •

Florence Vidor has arrived
from California to star in a
Paramount picture.

* » >

H. M. Herbel, “IT’ sales direc-
tor, and Ralph B. Williams, sales
director for the Southern Divi-
sion, have left New York for a
six weeks’ sales trip in their re-
spective territories.

# • •

Motley H. Flint, Los Angeles
banker, is in New Y'ork to see
Warner Bros.

* * •

Richard A. Rowland returned
last Wednesday from Europe.
He signed the Russian player,
Natalo Barrache.

* * *

Janies R. Grainger, Fox gen-
eral sales manager, is back from
the West Coast.

* * •

Sam Sax of Gotham is touring
key cities. He will later visit

Los Angeles.
• * •

Abe Carlos has returned from
Hollywood.

* • •

David J. Mountan of Rich-
mount Pictures returned this
week from Europe.

• • »

James Ashmore Creelman.
Paramount scenarist, left this
week for the West Coast.

• » •

Paul Wing, assistant to Direc-
tor Karl Brown, has left for
California.
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Eschmann Names Branch

Feature Sales Managers
E. A. Eschmann, recently ap-

pointed manager of the Feature
Sales Department of Pathe Ex-
change, Inc., has made appoint-
ments in all but one exchange
throughout the country for the

position of branch feature sales

managers. At Philadelphia no
one, as yet, has been named.
Feature Sales Manager Esch-
mann has designated the fol-

lowing persons for the new po-

sitions:
Dallas, F. B. Rogers; Denver,

E. Gerbase; Los Angdles, L. G.

Thompson; San Francisco, F. E.

Lane; Seattle, George Ekre;
Butte, Joe Solomon; Portland,

Wm. Drummond; Salt Lake City,

Able Davis; St. Louis Roy Dick-

son; Des Moines, H. Frankie;
Kansas City, A. H. Levy; Mem-
phis, M. Mitchell; Milwaukee, F.

M. De Lorenzo; Minneapolis, Eph
Rosen; New Orleans, Ed. Ken-
nedy; Oklahoma City, Jack
Bralnard; Omaha, L. G. Sturgess;

Atlanta, L. G. Minder ;
Charlotte,

J. Hicks; Cincinnati, H. Danto;
Cleveland, T. G. Colby; Detroit,

J. W. MacFarland; Indianapolis,

Edw. J. Maclvor; Albany, A. J.

Pincus; Boston, Ben Rogers;
Buffalo, J. M. Sitterly; New
Haven, I. Hanover; Chicago,

Paul Bush; New York, Phil E.

Meyer; New Jersey, E. T. Car-

roll; Pittsburgh, Jack Withers;
Washington, Ed. Heiber.

Aid Chest Drive
The Community Chest Drive,

one of the most worthy in Los
Angeles, is being boomed by M.

C. Levee, Joseph M. Schenck,
Louis B. Mayer and Jesse Lasky.
One hundred cents of every dol-

lar contributed goes to charity.

The response of studio folk is

said to be generoois.

Chain Numbers 121
Northwest Theatres has bought

he Miner Theatre in St. Cloud,

Vlinn. This brings the com-
rany's holdings to 121. It is

soon to open another in Minot,

<1. D.

Extend Activities
Kunsky-Balaban & Katz is

xtending activities. It will buy
i. Detroit East Side house and
mild another at Birmingham.

Bachmann Signs Two
J. G. Bachmann of Preferred

has signed Eve Unsell, scenar-

ist, and Frank O’Connor, direc-

torial man, for ‘The Aristocrat.’

GraingerReturns
James R. Grainger, gen-

eral manager of Fox
Films, is baeb from a

months' trip to the West
Coast and in possession of

contracts from some of (he

foremost first-run circuits

in the West and northern
Midwest. He will remain
in New York two weeks to

confer with William Fox
and YV. R. Sheehan, then
begin a sales trip to

Washington, Charlotte, At-
lanta, Memphis, New Or-
leans, Oklahoma City and
Dallas. It will be his third

in seven months.

Opinions Differ
The inquiring reporter

of a Chicago newspaper
has been asking opinions
on the outstanding motion
picture of 1926. .A mechan-
ical worker on presses
said, “It *is the Vitaphone,
not any one picture.” An
adding machine operator,
sex feminine, fell for Glor-
ia Swanson in “Fine Man-
ners.” A matron said she
liked them all, couldn’t re-
call the title of the first

best but liked Thomas
Meig-lian in “Irish Luck”
second best. (The name
was Ryan). A peppy stu-
dent voted for “Variety.”
And a traveling salesman
picked “Don Juan” because
it is romantic.

Simultaneous Meetings
A meeting of the M. P. T. O.

A. Administrative Committee
will be held at the Ambassador
Hotel, Atlantic City, N. J., on
November 18 and 19, at which
matters of vital concern to thea-
tre owners will be discussed.
The Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of New Jersey will hold
their annual convention at the
Ambassador Hotel at the same
dates.

Add Foreign Designer
Direct from an exclusive mod-

iste’s shop of London comes Mile.
Elise Jeanne Colineau to tako
charge of the designing depart-
ment of the Metropolitan Stu-
dios. She will be in charge of

all costuming.

Immigrants on Leviathan Witness

First Americanization Pictures
Thanks to motion pictures, immigrants will have some knowledge

of the ideals of the United States even before they set foot on
American soil. The United States Lines, co-operating with the
Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America this week-
inaugurated an Americanization program of films for aliens on the
Leviathan. Other lines will follow suit.

Many prominent men wit-
nessed the inauguration of the
plan. Among those who met the
Leviathan at Quarantine were
Secretary of Labor James J.

Davis, Brigadier- General A. C.

Dalton, president of the Emer-
gency Fleet Corp. ; David A.
Burke, general manager of the
United States Lines, and Will H.
Hays.

Later a luncheon was given at
the Waldorf-Astoria io Secre-
tary Davis. Dr. John H. Finley,
chairman of the Council on
Adult Education for the For-
eign-Born, was chairman. About
100 representatives of educa-
tional bodies attended and heard
Secretary Davis, Dr. Finley and
Mr. Hays speak.

Between 400,000 and 500,000
immigrants will come to Amer-
ica this year, Mr. Hays pointed

New Headquarters
Branch Manager Henry Zapp

of P. D. C. and his Detroit staff

will move into new quarters
within a few weeks. One-haif
of the second floor of the new
Detroit Film Exchange building
has been engaged.

Synthetic Films
Amerienn pictures being

difficult to obtain, Russian
audiences now are ap-
plauding Russian imita-
tions of Harold Lloyd,
Doug Fairbanks, Charlie
Chaplin and Buster Kea-
ton. The States Kino
Trust is responsible for
these imitations and uses
practically unknown ac-
tors. Some of the pictures
are especially odd in that
they combine supposed
American characters witli

Russian locales.

Down Where the Wurzburger Flows

A. C. Berman, general manager. United Artists Film-Verleih, Berlin
(left): Arthur YV. Kelly. vice-i»resident and treasurer. United Artists,
and Herman Rosenfeld, general sales manager, same company
(right), get together in Berlin. Mir. Kelly lias just returned to the

United States

out, and after next July 150,000
will come annually, therefore, the
value of this Americanization
work by motion pictures cannot
be measured. Secretary Davis
pleaded for less red tape in
helping the alient to get citizen-
ship papers.

Patheites Frolic
Harriet Spiegel won the first

costume prize at the Pathe
Club's masquerade Hallowe’en
party last week. Gussie Jackel
won second prize and Andre
Bustanoby, third. President
Lou Diamond handled presenta-
tions. The entertainers were
Irwin Simon, L. E. Franconi,
Jack Gillespie, Florence Fletch-
er, Frank Burk, Helen Pongo,
Edith Presser and Joe Rivkin.

Declare Dividend
The Board of Directors of Fa-

mous Players-Lasky Corpora-
tion has declared the regular
quarterly dividend of $2.00 per
share on the common stock,
payable January 3, 1927, to
stockholders of record at the
close of business on December
15, 1926. Books will not close.

Hancock Operated On
H. E. Hancock, news editor of

Kinograms, the news reel re-
leased by Educational, is con-
fined to the Parkwest Hospital.
New Y'ork, after an operation
for appendicitis.

Loew Earnings Leap
The Wall Street News says

that net earnings of Loew’s,
Inc., are expected to equal $6.25
a share on the 1,060,780 capital
stock outstanding. The year
1925 paid $4.41 a share and 1924
paid $2.76.

Secretaries to Meet
The secretaries of Film Boards

of Trade will meet at Los An-
geles in May, 1927.

Plan Campaign
Metre - Goldwyn - Mayer

district managers will
convene at the Hotel
Drake, Chicago, on No-
vember 14, 15 and 16 to
discuss forthcoming pic-
tures. Felix Feist, gen-
eral manager of sales and
distributions, will preside.
Among those -who will at-
tend are E. M. Saunders,
YV. F. Rodgers, T. J. Con-
nors, P. F. Burger, A. F.
Cummings, S. Eckman,
Jr., G. A. Hickey, C. E.
Kessnich, S. A. Shirley, S.

D. Perkins, J. E. Flynn
and David Bershon.
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British Cry Out

Against Another

U. S. Production

Still Think America
Nabs War Credit

Again British societies are c-ry-

for a ban on an American pic-

ture that seems to them to rep-

resent America as winning- the

war all by her lonesome.
This time it is “The Unknown

Soldier," a P. D. C. film. Eleven
patriotic societies want to pre-

vent its release, at least during
Armistice Week. They appealed

to the Home Secretary, Sir Will-,

iam Joj‘nson-Hicks. He said he
couldn’t act. i

‘‘The Big Paradt?,” complained
against some months ago, had
the longest run on record in Lon-
don.
John C. Plinn, vice-president

and general manager of P. D. C.,

said:
“While we deplore such a pro-

test. we cannot feel that there

is anything in the picture which
justifies it. As a matter of fact,

‘The Unknown Soldier’ is now
playing in Belgium, Roumania,
Greece, Czecho-iSlovakia, Jugo-
slavia and heard no word of pro-
test from any of these countries.

In Czecho-Slovakia it opened on
‘Czecho Unkown Soldier Day,’

and not only were there no pro-

tests, but on the contrary the
picture was highly praised.”

Loew in Providence
Plans have been completed by

Marcus Loew for a 4.000-seat
theatre in Providence, R. I., to

be added to his de luxe chain of

theatres offering pictures and
stage presentations. The plans
call for an expenditure of more
than $1,500,000 and construction
will start by January 1.

A Single Incorporation
Only one motion picture com-

pany incorporated last week in

New York State, Chanis Produc-
tions, Inc., capitalized at $10,000,
with Lillian Passman, Helen
Schacker and Evelyn D. Masloff,
of New York City, as the incor-
porators.

Last Minute
News Flashes

Eli Whitney Collins, president
of the M. P. T. O. A., warned
against a combine of producers
at the Columbus, Ohio, conven-
tion.

* * *

Louis B. Mayer has signed for
five more years with M-G-M.
He will produce 52 films yearly.

* * *

H. W . Bruen has been elected
president of the Washington
State exhibitor body.

* * *

Hiram Abrams, United Artists

president, will soon take a six

months’ vacation because of ill

health, it is reported.

!
%

harduer James and Marion Constance Klaekton, daughter of J.

Stuart Klaekton. >vho will he married in Hollywood on Christmas

Day. Marlon was helping1 her dad when G. J. lirst applied for

work on the screen. He tfot the job.

Secure More Artists
The Vitaphone Corporation has

entered into an arrangement
with the Brunswick, Balke, Col-
lender Company whereby it se-

cures license to enter into exclu-
sive contracts with all the art-

ists controlled by the Bruns-
wick, Balke, Collender Company.
Among them are the New York
Philharmonic Orchestra, A1 Jol-

son and the Vincent Lopez Or-
chestra. The right to negotiate
with other Brunswick artists is

now being exercised by Vita-
phone.

Denver Aladdin Delights
Denver’s magnificent motion

picture palace, the Aladdin, of-

ficially opened on October 28

with the premiere of Warner
Bros. “Across the Pacific.” It

brought many exclamations of
delight. The Aladdin Theatre
Corporation is controlled by
Harry E. Huffman, president and
treasurer; Mrs. Harry E. Huff-
man, vice-president, and Frazer
Arnold, secretary.

“Pan” Invades East
An invasion of the East by

Pantages is expected now that
the company has sold a fran-
chise to Greater Southern En-
terprises in Alabama. This is a
twenty-year franchise for “Pan”
vaudeville in all southern cities

and towns except Atlanta and
Memphis. A combination house
will be built in Birmingham and
five other southern cities.

Schable “Returns’”
Robert Schable, character ac-

tor, has been lured by Gloria
Swanson back into work that has
been his forte for years. He is

to play the role of Picquard,
manager of the famous Opera
Comique, Paris, in “Sunya,”
Miss Swnson’s first United Art-
ists picture.

25 More for Publix
Publix Theatres now is con-

structing or planning to con-
struct twenty-five houses with a
total seating capacity of 54,250.
Since January 1, Publix has
opened six theatres with a total
number of 11,30s seats.

Bacb Goes Overseas
The remarkable showing made

by First National’s Canadian
exchanges during the past year
has resulted in the appointment
this week by E. Bruce Johnson,
manager of the foreign depirt-
ment, of W. A. Bach to the po-
sition of sales manager for the
company in Great Britain under
the general supervision of J.

Franklin Brockliss, . managing
director. He will sail from New
York on November 24. Recently
the Canadian territory turned in

203 per cent, over their quota
in sales, the greatest volume cf
business done in First National’s
Dominion history.

“Parade” a Year Old
"The Big Parade" will cele-

brate its first full year on
Broadway with the 730th con-
secutive performance on Thurs-
day evening, November is. M.-
G.-M. expects it to continue for
a long time. Ten road com-
panies are touring North Amer-
ica, the picture is entering its

thirtieth week in London and it

will shortly be seen in Paris and
Berlin.

Miss Matbis Resigns
June Mathis, scenarist, has

resigned from First National
Pictures, with the understanding
that she is to write a super-
special scenario within a year.

’Twas Our Error

Moving Picture World
erroneously announced in

the issue dated November
G that Syd Chaplin in

•‘Don Juan” opened Octo-
ber 1*}) in Boston. It

should have read, “John
Barrymore in ‘Don Juan.* ”

This error brought twen-
ty-seven letters from ex-
hibitor readers. We re-

gret the mistake*, hut ue
welcome this confirmation
of what we knew— that
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Our Stock Market

By Ervin L. Hall

The quotations used in this

summary are compiled daily

by Xewburger Henderson &
Loeb, 100 Broadway, New
York City, exclusively for
The World.

The general market this week
has been rather steady With a

slight upward tendency. As we
go to press, trading has slack-

ened off considerably, with prices

fluctuating within a narrow
range. It appears that the mar-
ket is waiting for the General
Motors meeting which is sched-
uled to take place after the close
of trading.

The speculation is whether
this company will declare an
extra dividend of $4.00 or $5.00
a share. Should the latter
amount be paid, the market will

undoubtedly move into slightly
higher ground. This would apply
to film stock as well as others.
There seems to be no reason

at the present moment for any
extended bull movement. Call
money, which Is always a factor
in speculation, remains easy,
ruling around 4*4%.
Film stocks this week fol-

lowed the trend of the general
market outlined above. The one
weak spot was Pathe Exchange
“A” which went to a new low
for 1926 on Nov. 10, on a con-
siderable turnover. touching
34*4. It quickly rallied, how-
ever, to 36*4. Pathe, however,
was not alone in its decline on
Nov. 10. as most of the film

stocks dropped off. with the ex-
ception of Warner Bros. Both
the Common and Class “A"
stock of Warner Bros, made ad-
vances of nearly two points.

Fox Film “A" during the week
took a drop to 08 V4. with a turn-
over of around 26,000 shares for
the week.

Famous Players declared the
regular quarterly dividend of
$2.00 per share on the common
stock, payable Jan. 3, 1927. to
stockholders of record at the
close of business Dec. 15. 1926.

The consolidated income ac-
count of Pathe Exchange, Inc.,

and subsidiary companies for
the 28 weeks ended July 10. just
issued, showed gross sales of
$9,40S,S2S. Net income after in-

terest and discount charges, de-
preciation and federal taxes is

reported at $476,096. After divi-
dends on the preferred stock
the balance equals $2.22 a share
011 19s. 048 shares of Class "A "

and Class "B” Common stock
outstanding on July 10.

The regular quarterly divi-

dend of 75c per share was paid
on Skouras “A” stock, payable
Nov. 1 to stockholders of record
Oct. 28.

Eastman Kodak declared the
regular quarterly dividend of

1.25 a share on the common
stock, and also an extra dividend
of 75c on the same stock. The
regular quarterly dividend of

$1.50 was declared on the pre-

ferred. All dividends are pay-
able Jan. 3 to stockholders of

record Nov. 3o.



A Lesson In Liberty
(News Note—Will Hays
provides Americaniza-
tion pictures aboard
ship for immigrants
entering U. S.)

The Matter With the Movies
VERY little while some volunteer Columbus discovers anew what is the matter

with the movies. No two discoverers seem to be -in agreement, but they all are

confident that they have solved the problem.

Take it by and large, it would seem that the real trouble with the movies is the audi-

ence. That’s at least a new point of view. Most of the blame generally goes to the

producer—the sordid, grasping, pandering producer. Most writers seem to feel that the

producers deliberately hold production to a ow level, that they purposely, for some not

very lucid reason, insist upon cramming down the visual throats of a defenseless public a

succession of cheap and tawdry plays, ignoring the clamor for better things.

Loud critical outcry is made against “cheap westerns”, jazz plays, and the eternal

triangle. “Artistic” presentations are lauded to the skies, and pointed to as an ideal to

be aimed at.

And most commentators do not realize that the profits on what they decry is what
makes possible the occasional revolutionary picture. The pictures Broadway critics

acclaim as great seldom make net profits. They may gross considerable sums in the

cities, but the small town manager is afraid o'f them. He knows that whatever his patrons
may say they want, what they really desire is precisely the much decried same old thing.

They are used to these familiar plots. They know them by heart. They know just

when to laugh, to cry, to thrill. They can watch them without the slightest mental effort

and obtain relaxation, much as they know when to respond to the familiar jokes of the

vaudeville comedian.

They will turn out in droves for what they know will be a repetition, and they will

remain away in equal numbers from the really worth while production.

As a matter of fact the producers are raising the standard of production, but they
must do it so gradually that the public does not realize that it is being educated.

The producer would prefer to make all high class productions, but they must supply
the popular demand to cover the losses on the unusual play.

The producer knows, because his books tell him, that while the public says it wants
something different, it will not support such efforts in profitable numbers.

The matter with the movies is mostly the audience.
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W ILLIAM FOX and
Winfield R. Sheehan,
the outstanding fig-

ures of Fox Film Corpora-
tion during all its note-

worthy history in the devel-

opment of motion pictures,

never did a more gracious

or more far-sighted thing
than when they conceived
and carried out the filming

of the Eucharistic Congress
in Chicago last June, so that

for years to come, in all

parts of the world, Catholic
and non-Catholic alike may
view this significant and
majestic spectacle, translat-

ed into terms of celluloid,

and glean thereby an under-
standing and a spiritual ap-
preciation of its importance
as an international event.

•
npo all who see this remarkable picture, who view this

marvelous pageant with its throngs hurrying to par-

ticipate in the sacramental devotions, where more than a

million men, women and young children partook of com-

munion, of whatever faith they may be, the effect cannot

but be most impressive.

•

T O the Catholic this picture cannot fail to recreate some-

thing of the spiritual significance of this great gathering

of the clergy and laity, who had come from all the world

to pay their devout allegiance and devotion to the Power

that rules us all.

T O the non-Catholic, if nothing more, it will be a won-

derful moving panorama of humanity, all of whom were

actuated by a single motive, the betterment of the race,

that will inevitably be elevating and inspiring.

W. GRIFFITH is said to

regard the process as the
most revolutionary and pro-
gressive improvement made in

motion pictures in years and
predicts that the method will

result in “a complete change of
picture technique,” and though
in this last we do not entirely

agree with the great master of

screencraft, while deferring to

his superior judgment, it is

certain that the new progress

will find an important place

for itself in motion picture

photography.
' •

A S we saw the “Natural
vision” pictures at the

Cameo last Sunday they cer-

tainly opened up a new vista

of screen possibilities for

screen development, in the full

size of their scenes, their lack

of distortion, and to some extent their stereoscopic values.

•

t)UT for “close-ups,” or for scenes in which the action

is centered in a comparatively small space, with a com-
paratively small number of actors, as is the case in most
scenes in most motion pictures in the present technique of

the photodramatic art, it does not seem to us that the

Widescope process, in most cases, would add much of en-

tertainment value.

•
/"A NE thing which especially impressed us about the Wide-^ scope method, is that it will be possible to reproduce
a complete stage production in terms of the motion pic-

ture, without essential modification of the original and
with the marvelous entertainment possibilities opened up
by the Vitaphone and other sound transmitting devices, this

is a feature which may well be worth further investigation.

by the way
Picture of Eucharistic Congress

A Massive and Impressive Spectacle

Great Achievement of William Fox

And Winfield R. Sheehan

Real Contribution to Civilization

D. W. Griffith Predicts That

New “Natural Vision” Pictures

Will Revolutionize Screen Technique

Col. W. F. Clarke Completing Plans

For All-British Producing Unit

F OR this splendid and realistic document of the Euchar-

istic Congress, which was shown for the first time at

the Jolson Theatre last Monday night, prepared by the

Fox Film Corporation and presented with the compli-

ments of William Fox, its president, and Winfield R.

Sheehan, its vice-president and general manager, to his

Eminence George Cardinal Mundelein, sponsor of the Con-

gress, the thanks and appreciation of Catholic and non-

Catholic alike are due.

•

T T is a historic record of the utmost value, and as such

will bring a message to millions, who by no other means

could have been made aware of it, and in its essentials is

a very real contribution to civilization and the progress

of that understanding among men of diverse beliefs, which

will make this old world better for us all.

/"''OLONEL F. W. CLARKE, head of Cranfield & Clarke,
^ is completing plans long under consideration, for an
All-British producing unit, with its headquarters in Can-
ada, whose personnel will consist of American trained

British players and directors.

•
PRODUCTION activities of the new unit and its sub-
1

sidiaries will be chiefly in Canada, England and India,

and the pictures produced will be designed primarily for

the British Empire market, but we view Colonel Clarke’s

expanding activities with distinct hopes that this will prove

to be another important factor in opening up the American
market to the international picture.

•
'T'OM WALLER’S “Hollywood” section in this issue of
A Moving Picture World is recommended to the atten-

tion of our readers.

\\7 ILLIAM FOX and Winfield R. Sheehan, if they never

do another thing of importance in their lives, may

rest content in the knowledge of this achievement, which

in many ways has not had its counterpart in the history of

this industry.

P OR exclusive news of West Coast happenings, intimate,
-* inside facts of the studios and announcements of new
pictures, his recently established department in this pub-

lication is easily the leader in the field.

NEWEST of all innovations upon the silver sheet are the

“Natural Vision” pictures made by the Widescope process

which were shown at the Cameo Theatre this week.
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New Paramount Recalls Romance
Magnificent Building at Times

Square Is Realization of

Great Dream

v v

By EPES W. SARGENT

Thirty Years Ago Blase News-

paper Men Marveled at

First “Flickers”

HIRTY years ago a quartet of news-

paper men had their feet on the brass

rail of the Morton House bar, discus-

sing the Lumiere Cinematograph which had

just been shown the press in the Union

Square Theatre, which was a part of the

hotel. Three of them were the vaudeville

editors of the Dramatic News, Mirror and

Clipper. The fourth was Burton, of the

Morning Sun, one of the few daily news-

paper men who knew vaudeville intimately.

Burton was the most optimistic of the

four. He thought the pictures would last

“at least a year.”

Five or six years later Percy G. Williams,

William Hammerstein, Sydney Wilmer, of

Wilmer and Vincent; William Morris, the

vaudeville agent, and this writer, were lunch-

ing at Luchow’s, in East Fourteenth Street.

Someone spoke of a new amusement idea

just opened in the same block, showing

moving pictures at a five-cent admission.

After lunch we all visited the place.

This was not the first “store show.” Al-

ready there were two on Sixth Avenue, but

this was almost underfoot, so it got our at-

tention. It was the first any of us had seen.

It was fairly typical of those early days and
presently had its duplicate all over the city.

It was a vacant store, converted to its new
use by throwing a partition of unpainted

boards across the width of the room, near

the front, giving a lobby of about five feet

depth.

Directly back of this was a platform for

the projector. There was no projection

room; just the plank platform. At the far

end of the room was a screen of cotton cloth,

none too tautly held by lashings at the four

corners.

Strong Arms and Weak Technique

At one side was a piano and between the
machine and the screen were perhaps a hun-
dred wooden slat folding chairs. The place

was lighted by one four-lamp chandelier,

and along the walls the scars of the dis-

mantled shelving still showed. There was no
attempt at decoration.

The piano was presided over by a young
man with powerful arms and a weak tech-
niqu.e. This was before the automatic
piano ; first ballyhoo device, was used, and
the player literally pounded the piano in an
effort to get his music out to the street to
supplement the persuasions of the proprietor
and otherator, both of whom were trying
to coax a crowd. A woman ticket seller
completed the personnel.
In a few minutes the crowd of about thirty

was deemed sufficiently large. The operator
came in and struck his arc while the pro-
prietor made a brief lecture on the pictures.
The four lights went out and the first pic-
ture, a fifty foot comedy, bickered onto the
screen.

A short scenic followed and the third num-

ber was a song illustrated by lantern slides

and sung by the pianist. There was another

comedy and then the star feature
;
a night

scene showing a display of fireworks. This

was the eel’s tail in those days, for it was in

blue and yellow instead of straight black and
white.

That was all there was to the show lasting

perhaps ten to twelve minutes and as the

audience, representing about $1.50, passed
out through one gap in the partition, three

persons, nucleus of the next performance
came in through the other.

History repeated itself. Only Willie Ham-
merstein could see any possible chance for

the crude device. Even Wilmer, who now
controls scores of picture-vaudeville thea-

Here is the realization of the Paramount
dream—the building that dominates Broad-

way.

tres, was unimpressed. At that time the
single Wilmer and Vincent holding was a
tiny upstairs auditorium in Utica, N. Y.
But these store “fit-ups” multiplied with

amazing rapidity. They made the jump from
Fourteenth Street to 125th Street almost
overnight, some of the shows were length-
ened slightly, and they all seemed to make
money.

Some Houses Grew “Fancy”

It was not long before they began to as-
sume a semi-permanent aspect. Some effort
was made at decoration, plaster walls gave
a smoother screen, and many of the houses
even sought to achieve some suggestion of
an ornamental front.

All of them carried fewer than 300 seats
to escape that section of the New York
building code which required that houses
with a capacity of more than 299 must have
a clear space on at least three sides. Most
of these places were scarcely larger than
the fire alleys required of the larger houses.

By 1905 or 1906 it was possible to obtain
imposing false fronts of galvanized metal
or staff composition, seats now were veneer
opera chairs, screwed to the floor, and the
machines were housed in what then lived
up to the name of “booth.” They were just
large enough for one machine and the oper-
ator, for space was valuable.

J. Austin Fynes, who resigned the general
management of the F. F. Proctor houses
about this time, turned his attention to the
speculative side of the business and made a
nice clean-up opening and selling houses.We recall one house he opened on 125th
Street an old church—which cost nearly
$1,500 to fix over, and he declared that he got
the outlay back the first three days, which
included a Saturday and Sunday.
Keith and Proctor

. meanwhile formed a
combination and they went in heavily for
picture houses. It was to Keith that we
owed the “Bijou Dream,” which was so gen-
erally used for a title in those days. His
original Boston theatre was known as the
Bijou and it became the godparent of hun-
dreds of Bijou Dreams.
Another heavy investor was Sigmund Lu-

bin, then manufacturing pictures in Phila-
delphia. Previously the Vitagraph had con-
ducted a few scattered Sunday night con-
certs and took a roadshow flyer now and
then, but Lubin was the first producer of
pictures to go in for a theatre building pro-
gram. In addition to the Palace and Vic-
toria, two “regular” theatres on Markett
Street, Philadelphia, he had a score or more
store shows in Philadelphia, and several out-
of-town houses.

Lubin Was Not Hopeful

And it is interesting to remember, in these
days of producer owned chains, that Lubin
sold his holdings about 1909 because he be-
lieved that the picture theatre was on the
wane. He believed in the future of the pic-
tures as. a vaudeville proposition, but he had
little faith in the picture theatre as such,
and he sold his holdings to Felix Isman, a
Philadelphia real estate operator, just be-
fore the boom.

He put the money into what was then the
largest studio in the country, and Isman
made a fortune.

Isman’s example inspired the very junior
member of another real estate firm, and be-
fore his death Stanley Mastbaum was the
Mastbaum and the real estate business be-
came an annex to the theatre proposition.

(Continued on Page )
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Film Facts and

Fancies In

the News

p ENERAL SMEDLEY BUTLER
visits M-G-M with "Jiggs," the

mascot, to see “ Tell It to the

Marines" in work

r HIS high hatting camel turned a cold and stony eye on Jacqueline Logan,
Cecil De Mille's " The Kings of Kings,” but he bore a heavy load of

package freight which may account for his superiority complex here.

C LEEPYHEAD SALLY O’NEIL
•O in "The Mysterious Island, for

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer is pretty even

when she yawns.

Jl/JAURICE KELLERMAN shot
1 Y1 scenes of the Greenland Ex-
pedition for Pathe in this rigout.

Good

rT HE Oriental beauty of Myrna
* t nv is *hmvn in Warner Bros/
“Finger Prints ” now in production.

1/ ERA STEADMAN, Christie
* comedienne, wears a purse with

a punch in honor of Gene Tunney.

Intentions

p HARLIE WELLMAN and Sid
Grauman at the "Don Juan”

program at the latter’s Egyptian
theatre in Hollywood.

A RTHUR STONE, First National
** comedian, must be planning to

step out New Year’s Eve, for he
shows the shoe.

A NNA Q. NTLSSON, also of
S* First National, keeps her resolu-

tions to herself—in writing and
under cover.

1/ ICTOR SCHERTZINGER, who
' directed the Fox production,
"The Return of Peter Grimm,”

with Alec B. Francis.
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R ichard a. Rowland,
First National’s Big Chief,

came in on the Olympic Wednes-
day, and was given a royal wel-

come. He brought back with him

a Russian beauty, Natalie Bar-

rache, who will later appear in

First National Pictures and Ma-
ria Corda, noted German actress

and her husband, Alexander Kor-

da, famous UFA director.

The announcement some weeks

ago that Colleen Moore would

make four international pictures

abroad next year for First Na-

tional which was made just after

Mr. Rowland left New York for

the other side, is sufficient index

of the important plans which the

First National executive had

under way and on which he con-

centrated his activities while in

England and the continent.

One thing which the trade has

come to look for, whenever R.

A, returns from one of these

annual trips of his abroad, is

that something big is due to

break shortly thereafter, and it

is usually something that no one

suspected or guessed in advance.

Generally, also, it is something

quite different from the official

interviews which First National’s

big-top showman gives out, when
he gets off the boat, although

these are interesting enough.

In other words, now that R. A.

is back, it is our idea that the

trade may expect an announce-

ment any day now from official

sources, which will give First

National exhibitors much cause

for felicitation. Wait and see, if

our guess is right.
*

Of very practical value to the

whole industry, as well as to

arbitrators in other trades, will

be the handbook on arbitration

to be published by the American
Arbitration Association, through

the cooperation of Charles L.

O’Reilly and Sol Raives of the

Theatre Owners’ Chamber of

Commerce and C. C. Pettijohn,

general counsel of the Film

Boards of Trade.

The book will be non-technical,

non-legal, and will provide for

forms of procedure, which any
layman can readily apply. It

will be placed at the disposal of

arbitrators in all trades and will

be a standard of conduct and

guidance in all commercial arbi-

tration.

Charley O’Reilly and Sol

Raives, as president and vice-

president, respectively, of the

T. O. C. C., have done many
good things for their brother ex-

hibitors in times past, but noth-

ing that will be of more far-

reaching service and usefulness

that they have to their credit

than in making this handbook
possible and available to all

when it is published. Credit

also is due to C. C. Pettijohn for

his valuable cooperation, which
will vastly facilitate the smooth
running of arbitration activities

of Film Boards of Trade through-

out the country.
*

Jack Coogan, Sr., and Sam
Zimbalist, who edited it, are here

with a print of “Johnny Get
Your Hair Cut,’’ Jackie Coogan’s

latest for M-G-M. Ralph Spence
will do the titling of the picture,

which Archie Mayo and Reeves
Eason directed.

• *

Those who have seen “Reel
Exchange,” the fire prevention

picture, sponsored by the Hays
organization, which had its prem-
iere at the Loew State Theatre
in Boston last week before a

gathering of notables and offi-

cials of the Boston Fire Depart-
ment, are handing many compli-

ments to J. S. MacLeod, manager
of exchange maintenance for

M-G-M., who directed it.

The picture visualizes the re-

sults accomplished by the Fire

Prevention Committee of the

Hays organization, showing how
fire hazards have been reduced
to a minimum during the past

few years, while the efficiency

of exchange operation has been
greatly increased.

• Jack MacLeod, who wrote the

scenario as well as supervising

the production of the picture,

with the co-operation of all the

national distributing companies

and the Eastman Kodak Co., has

done an exceptionally workman-
like job, which will be almost as

entertaining as it will be educa-

tional to the exchange employees

of the various distributing cen-'

ters where it will be shown. If

Louis Mayer runs short of direc-

torial material at any time, he

ought to keep the M-G-M’s ex-

change maintenance manager’s
name on file. No charge for the

ad Mac.

Joe Fliesler’s newly opened lit-

tle 5th Ave. Theatre has scored

a decided hit and though only

seating 264 persons, with top

prices at $1.10, begins to look like

a little gold mine. Five times

a day Joe has been packing ’em

in with the assistance of “Dr.

Caligari,” Charley Chaplin’s

classic, “A Dog’s Life,” a French

film novelty, that must be seen

to be appreciated, and the Pathe

News. And it looks as if he is

going to continue to do so for

another week at least (this is the

end of the third week of this

program). Maybe there is a

thought in this for some other

showman.

One week after Armistice Day,
to be explicit, Nov. 18, “The Big
Parade,” M-G-M’s mighty melo-
dramatic masterpiece, will cele-

brate the end of its first year at

the Astor Theatre. Joe Shea,

who has been handling the busi-

ness end of this great produc-

tion and its counterpart, “Ben
Hur” in the New England terri-

tory for Marcus Loew’s big

organization, has come back to

New York to make special pre-

parations for the event.

#

Herb Cruikshank and Joe

O’Neill, of F. B. O., announce
that if any young gorilla gets

loose in Times Square or any-

where else at the World’s Cross-

roads for that matter, they are

prepared to catch it barehanded.

They have seen Ben Burbridge

do it so many times in “The
Gorilla Hunt,” his noteworthy

adventure picture taken in North
Africa, which F. B. O. will shortly

release, that they are beginning

to think it is easy.

We don’t want to discourage

these young men’s ambitions, but

our suggestion would be try it on

the traffic cop at 43d Street and
Broadway

—

first.
.

They’d get

plenty of excitement and the

West Forty-seventh street hoose-

gow beats the African jungle.

* RTHUR W. KELLY, of

£A United Artists, may not

know a lot about American foot-

ball, but he has a great faith in

the Army and knows how to

keep himself supplied with sea-

sonable headgear.

If you don’t believe it ask Vic
Shapiro or Harry Buckley.

Mr. and Mrs. Kelly, Mr. and
Mrs. Buckley, Vic and Warren
Nolan went to the Yale-Army
game together. Vic and Harry
felt that they needed new hats

for the holiday season and
.thought it would be nice, if they

could arrange to have some one
else buy them.

So taking a wicked advantage
of Arthur Kelly’s ignorance of

American football form, they of-

fered to bet him a $10.00 hat

against an $8.00 hat that Yale

would win. It looked like easy

money.
Arthur, being a good sports-

man, took ’em both on. Shortly

before the game started, how-
ever, both Harry and Vic had

some qualms of conscience and

wanted to let their “victim” out

of his bet.

But no Kelly was ever known
to back track, no matter what
the odds against him may be and
this one didn’t. Consequently,

he enjoyed seeing the Army drag

the Yale bulldog around by the

tail to the final tally of 33-0 with

distinct satisfaction. No one

knows just what Vic and Harry
thought. But they undoubtedly

were surprised, both at the re-

sult and at Mr. Kelly’s ability to

pick winners right out of the

air.

*

Motley Flint, big West Coast

financier, is in town, and at once

we have a brand new set of

rumors about mergers, new
combines and big deals of one

kind and another. It would be

interesting to a lot of folks, just

the same, to know exactly what
brings Mr. Flint here at this par-

ticular time. Maybe we will be

able to tell you next week.

*

Harry Heppe, president of

Elco Gelatone Co., left for the

Coast on Saturday to be gone
until Christmas. He goes to

visit his mother, who has made
her home in the Golden State

for many years. Incidentally, he

may combine business with

pleasure as he expects to ex-

amine the merits of a new color

process, which, it is said, pos-

sesses possibilities for producing

lobby displays of most unique

and striking effect at decidedly

low cost.
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Back in Flanders Fields

With “Tin Flats” and Action

£ 0 picture since the World War
has carried such startling realism

as “Tin Hats," Edward Sedg-
wick’s production for Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer.

In the remarkable cast are Conrad
Nagel, Claire Windsor, George Cooper,

Bert Roach and Tom O’Brien.

The picture was adapted by Lew Lip-

ton and Donald Lee from the story by

Edward Sedgwick. The story tells of

three rollicking rookies in the A. E. F.
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Christie’s

Crowded
Fifteen

Years

Celebr a ted

From Coast

To Coast

By Charles E. Hastings

IFTEEN crowded years of comedy production in

tmj} Hollywood will be celebrated the week of November
14th in theatres from New York to San Francisco and from
Seattle to Miami, marking the development and growth
of split-reel entertainment into a standard series of two-
reel comedies, topped off with feature length comedies that

have set a standard in their field.

November 14th will inaugurate

Christie Anniversary Week. It

will be celebrated not only in

theatres which play the two reel

Christie comedies distributed by
Educational, but also by houses

playing Christie features sold by
P. D. C. Many theatres in ad-

dition to those regularly served

by these distributors join in the

anniversary either by playing a

two-reel Christie comedy or a

feature length Christie P. D. C.

production.

Plan Big Feature

The latest, and what is said

to be by far the biggest feature

produced by Christie will be pre-

viewed in P. D. C. exchanges

for the first time just prior to

Christie Week, when “The Ner-

vous Wreck” will be shown in

each exchange city to a repre-

sentative audience. It is being

sent out from the house labora-

tories under sealed orders, and
will not be removed from the

cans until the operator puts it

on the spools just a few minutes

before the preview. Many ex-

hibitors will celebrate by run-

ning “Up in Mabel’s Room,” and
one exhibitor has written that

he will participate by running

“Charley’s Aunt” for the fourth

time.

The current season has been
notable for the quality of the

two-reel product, such comedies

as “Dummy Love,” “Wife Shy”
and “Uppercuts” setting records

for the number of laughs crowd-
ed into the sixteen hundred feet

of film in each one. A policy

of mounting each two-reel pic-

ture in a manner befitting a fea-

ture production has been ad-

hered to for some time, and the

new Educational series, the

seventh that Christie has made
for this outlet, is even more no-
ticeable in this respect.

Exhibitors playing this sev-
enth Educational series have

their choice of either a Bobby
Vernon, a Billy Dooley, a Jimmie
Adams or a Christie Comedy for

Anniversary Week, there being
eight of the Vernons, six each
of the Dooleys and Adamses and
ten of the Christies, which fea-

ture such popular comedians as

the chin-whiskered Jack Duffy,

little Anne Cornwall, Neal Burns
and William Irving. Through-
out the series romp such beau-
tiful girls as Frances Lee, Na-
talie Joyce, Caryl Lincoln, Gale

Lloyd, Edna Marion, Thelma
Daniels, Violet Bird, Adelaide

McIntyre, Rose Lane, Evelyn
Egan, Gladys Harvey and Col-

lette Mazzoletti.

Hiers Is Added

Exhibitors playing the fifth or

sixth Christie-Educational series

can add the name of the rotund

Walter Hiers to the list from
which they may choose one or

more comedies for Anniversary
Week.

Arrangements for Christie

Week were carried out by Pat

Dowling, sales and publicity di-

rector, who parked his diminu-

tive Christie Comedy car in the

shade of practically every mar-
quise from New York to San
Francisco on the Lincoln High-
way. Hundreds of exhibitors

signed the scroll, were told of

the plans for the week of No-
vember 14th, and were confirmed
as ardent Christie boosters.

This scroll, now in the hands
of A1 Christie, is undoubtedly
the longest single collection of

exhibitor autographs in the coun-
try, and is the most representa-

tive, not only geographically but

also numerically, some names
representing chains of theatres

with thousands of seats, and
others representing single houses
with only a few hundred.

The solid chain of laughter
from coast to coast that will ring

A1 Christie and his brother, Charles (in circle), who have fixed

new standards for motion picture comedy.

out as a tribute to the entertain-

ment genius of the Christies

during Christie Anniversay Week
will be echoed from Canada to

the Gulf of Mexico also, as all

of the exchanges have been co-

operating and working enthusi-

astically to make the week of

November 14th a memorable one
in the annals of entertainment.

Officials Participate

Preceding Christie week in the

theatres, a unique stunt was held

at the Christie studios when
Mayor Geo. E. Cryer, of Los
Angeles, and various heads of

civic organizations and clubs

placed a bronze placque on the

corner of the Christie studios,

marking the spot where the first

movies in Hollywood were taken

fifteen years ago. The news
photos of this event are now
being published broadcast around
the United States and abroad,

adding considerable publicity to

the already widely known ac-

tivities of the Christie organiza-

tion.

Enter, Wallace
The first Educational-Cameo

Comedy to feature Wallace Lu-
pino has been completed for De-
cember release. It is titled

“Sweet Baby.”

Busy at Roach’s
Charles Chase, Mabel Nor-

mand, Creighton Hale, Eugene
Paulette and Lorraine Eason
were especially busy this week
at Hal Roach’s.

F. B. O. Seeking
Boy and Girl Leads
F. B. O. is looking for a

young man and young
woman, typical of Young
America of today, to have
the romantic leads in its

new series of H. C. Wit-
wer coijiedies, called Wise-
crackers.

A1 Cooke and Kit

Guard will have the com-
edy leads, which insures

the success of the series,

but a hero and heroine are

wanted.

In the last Witwer se-

ries, “Bill Grimm’s Prog-
ress,” Jack Luden and
Margaret Morris had those

roles, but these players,

with a lot of valuable ex-

perience and popularity to

their credit, have been re-

turned to Famous Players-

Lasky, whence they were
borrowed.
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Page of Pictures

CLIM SOMERVILLE, Mack
O Swain and Alan Crosland confer

in “The Beloved Rogue" for United
Artists.

n AINTY DOROTHY REVIER
A-' in "The Better Way," for
iColumbia, in a particularly graceful

pose.

People and Events

11/ HAT a Merry Christmas for somebody. loan Crawford of Metro-G-M s

Vy "The Understanding Heart" is going down the chimney with a bag of

gifts and a look of expectancy in her eyes that Santa himself might envy.

A LBERT LEWIS and Waldemar
xl Young, the smallest and largest

members of M-G-M’s scenario de-
partment.

a NNA Q. NILSSON, of First
Yi National, selects her Thanksgiv-
ing bird and he doesn’t seem to

object at all.

J
OHNNY HINES, First National star, on train steps as he

reached Hollywood to make pictures at the Burbank studios

is greeted by friends at the station and poses for camera man.

C ONRAD VEIDT. left, noted German star, visits Universal

City to see Paul Lcni—who was his first screen director—
and they pose together in most congenial fashion.



Reincarnate Limehouse for “Twinkletoes
First National Employs

200 Laborers for Task

>>

Marvelous Spectacle Starring Colleen Moore,

Now in Making* Reveals London Slums

As Thomas Burke Knew Them

OR seventeen days 200 laborers, carpenters, plaster-
*** ers, electricians, gasfitters, bricklayers, riveters, and
road builders dug, laid and erected. They worked on an
area of the First National lot large enough to accommodate
the home owners of any village in the immediate environs
of Hollywood.
On tne eighteenth day a tour

of inspection brought one from
the macademized roads and cul-

tivated gardens surrounding the

administrative buildings into
narrow, winding streets of rough
cobblestone, separating the
fronts of one and two story

buildings, delapidated, morose
and cobwebbed. Smeared win-
dows of grog shops, quaint signs

and atmosphere, which, despite

the California sunshine was dank
and foul, made the job unmis-
takably a replica of London’s
old Bowery—the Limehouse Dis-
trict.

Build Realistic Dock
Even on this network of filthy

thoroughfares, large enough to

accommodate an automobile one
way, was a wharf with barnacled
piles standing high, and a the-

atre.

When the men were paid off,

General Manager of West Coast
Productions John McCormick’s
books showed that there was yet

to be expended $42,000 for the

material represented in the five

streets and building fronts and
another sum of $7,500 for the

theatre itself.

During the eight weeks which
have followed the completion of

this reincarnation of what once
was the capital of England’s
gamins, this set has been
thronged with visitors. There
are to be a few “shots” made and
then the throngs will disperse,

other workingmen will return

and eventually all physical signs

of the Limehouse sector in Bur-
bank will have vanished. After

that, however, is only the begin-
ning for the public.

Set Arouses Emotion

If the cold set can imbue the

warmth of realism in an unemo-
tional and travel-worn visitor,

what should it do to the audi-

ences which will view it on the

screen?

The camera’s eye caught First

National’s Limehouse neighbor-
hood when it was aflame with

gutter brawls
; when the “pubs”

were wreaking with stale tobac-

co smoke and the tables were
flecked with the overflow from
steins

; when the street lamps
were dimmed by eery fog and
the shadows of crooks loomed
large on dripping walls.

This set of a thousand uncan-
ny nooks, gaping sewers, pauper-
istic hovels, constitutes the sole

field of action in “Twinkletoes,”

and “Twinkletoes,” judging from
personal observations of her

work and judging from “rushes”

the writer has seen, should

bring to the screen a new Col-

leen Moore. In the latter re-

spect, the writer makes no pre-

diction. The John McCormick
production at this time is un-

finished. Miss Moore’s work up
to date, however, evinces a

steadier seriousness and sincer-

ity of purpose than in any of

her pictures which we have
viewed.

Miss Moore Excels

In a melodrama of the depth
of “Twinkletoes,” from the pen
of that famous English author,

Thomas Burke, Miss Moore na-

turally finds herself cast in a

role disassociated with her by
the average fan. Her character-

istic pertness and daintiness

should immediately identify her,

though, since she is retaining

both of those traits to a pro-

nounced degree. Her interpre-

tation of “Twinkletoes”—the little

Limehouse dancer, pretty, but

rough and ready; naturally

happy, but continuously encoun-
tering misfortune — calls into

play a display of all emotions,

particularly the serious side which
should realize for this star even
more friends.

This picture is also recording

a change of character for Ken-
neth Harlan. His followers have
been more or less accustomed to

witnessing him arrayed in smart
clothes whether the attire be for

the drawing room or out of

doors. His garb in “Twinkle-

toes” consists of ill fitting clothes,

topped off by a brown derby.

Tully Marshall is at home in

the part of “Dad Minasi,”

“Twinkletoe’s” Father. But
even Marshall has to shelve con-

siderable of his usual comedy in

order to essay the difficult role

of a loving parent, whose de-

sire to promote the stage ambi-
tions of his daughter causes him
to violate the law. Marshall

had a difficult time balancing

himself on a ladder in one
scene. There were several hun-
dred extras below, hurdling to-

gether in a street fight, when
their enthusiasm reached the

point where Director Charles

Brabin had to call a halt until

Marshall had time to catch hold

of a second story coping. It

was during this scene that Miss

Moore was also badly shaken
up when, in an attempt to stop

the fight, she took a flying leap,

landing on the heads of part of

the mob.

Littlefield Is Good

As “Hank,” a habitue of the

barrooms, Lucien Littlefield is

doing some great character work.
His make-up, even before the

camera recorded him for “Twin-
kletoes,” was such as to make
one stop and think most stren-

uously of pre-prohibition days.

Character acting prevails

throughout the entire production

and every bit of it, based on this

early slant, is excellent. Gladys
Brockwell, who portrays “Cissy,”

Chuck’s mischief-making wife,

should score big on the screen.

Warner Oland as “Roseleaf,” the

roue director of the Limehouse
Theatre, is also prominently
cast.

John McCormick informs us

that few scripts in the First Na-
tional studio have been given
the attention and time devoted
to “Twinkletoes.”

“It took seven months to work
this Burke story into an adap-

(Continued on page 145)

First National's “Twinkletoes” Radiates First Rate Art
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“Twinkletoes” As Colleen Moore Plays It

! ITwinkletoes”—For the first time, the

little dancer and her fighter-sweetheart

meet on friendly terms (Kenneth Harlan

and Colleen Moore).

“Twinkletoes” dancing arouses the

admiration of Hank. Colleen Moore

and Lucian Littlefield.

Kenneth Harlan as Chuck, the

middleweight champion of the

London Limehouse.

Miss Moore wears her

coster costume having 3,951

buttons.

Colleen Moore, star in First Na-

tional Pictures produced by John

McCormick, climbs high to make

scenes for “Twinkletoes.”

“Twinkletoes”—Roseleaf, the thea-

tre manager, tries to part the fight-

ers—(Colleen Moore, Warner Ol-

and, and Julanne Johnston, (below)

Twinkletoes does a bit of plead-

ing on the stairway going down.

Scenes of Action, Humor and Pathos
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Who’s Who On The West Coast Set
Interviewing Hollywood

Star Director Cameraman Extra

Colleen Moore Charles Brabin James C. Van Trees Ralph Tate

( r THINK it is the finest

A thing I have ever done. I

like it even better than ‘So Big,’

and that was my favorite, up to

‘Twinkletoes’.”

That is the opinion Colleen

Moore personally gave Moving
Picture World’s coast repre-

sentative.

Why she likes the role of

“Twinkletoes” brought from Miss

Moore ^n interesting explanation.

“I like it because I have never

<done anything like it. I like it

because of its difference, because

it has given me the opportunity

to portray a type of girl that few
people know.”

Miss Moore devoted fourteen

weeks prior to the commence-
ment of the production of

“Twinkletoes” to the study and

practice of toe-dancing. As a

result, Miss Moore interprets

several very difficult classical

dances on the stage in the Lime-

house Theatre. It will be in-

teresting to note how many of

Colleen’s fan followers will be

able to detect the difference in

her coiffure. Maybe it is letting

out a secret, and we will say for

Miss Moore that when we saw
her, she was having her own
dark bob arranged, but—the

wardrobe statement shows that

six wigs were held in readiness

for Colleen, during the making
of “Twinkletoes.”

In preparation for her role,

Miss Moore studied the writings

of Thomas Burke for many
weeks. She also visited London
and made an exhaustive research

into the mannerisms of Lime-

house and its people.

T homas burke was not

aware of the fact at the

time of his writing the famous
story of the Limehouse District,

titled “Twinkletoes,” that this

same story was nothing short of

being tailor-made for Director

Charles Brabin.

Mr. Brabin, in the motion pic-

ture industry, has a reputation

similar to that possessed by
Burke, in the literary world. It

is such a story as Brabin can
best translate to the screen, as

his many past successes prove.

We met this noted director

while he was hurrying to the

office of General Manager of

West Coast Productions, John
MacCormack. Brabin was al-

most as enthusiastic over
“Twinkletoes” as Miss Moore,
who has placed herself on record
in this respect in another column.
Despite the reputation he has

for conservatism, Brabin could

not suppress an expression of his

enthusiasm, that “Twinkletoes”
is a positive box office success.

We could not begin to tell

what Mr. Brabin knows about
old Limehouse conditions in Lon-
don. Suffice it for us to say that

he has utilized this knowledge
even to the extent of going per-

sonally, into the hold of a British

merchant ship, docked recently

in American waters, and pur-

chase from an old “Limy” his

suit of shore-going clothes. This
simple detail shows how exacting
Brabin can be and what may be
expected for the screen depiction

of Thomas Burke’s story,

“Twinkletoes.”

( (T WILL tell you frankly that
A the filming of ‘Twinkletoes’

was one of the toughest jobs I

have encountered in all my
twelve years as a cameraman.”

This is James C. Van Trees

talking to the West Coast Repre-
sentative of Moving Picture

World.

“Why was the filming of

‘Twinkletoes’ such a job?” would
be the natural question to be

asked by anyone who had seen

Van Trees work when the sun

was shining and the California

sparrows were making consider-

able noise. But, we did not ask

the question because Van Trees,

who was in a hurry to get back
to his set, gave us the story:

The Limehouse set is where
the entire action of “Twinkle-
toes” takes place. There are

manholes, sewers, tiny hallways

and alleys. All of these are small

and dark and most of the time

filled with fog.

Van Tree’s big job, and he has

made a wonderful success of it

from what we have observed, was
to record on the film all of the

atmosphere and yet, secure

against it, in striking relief, the

members of the cast.

Because of the rough cobble-

stones on the set, it was imposs-
ible to photograph “chasing

scenes” from the top of an auto-
mobile. So as not to disturb the

camera, since the variance of a

fraction of an inch would ruin

his perspective in the picture,

caused John MacCormick to

have laid out on the Limehouse
streets, tiny tracks. A platform,

O NE of the Limehouse citizens

in “Twinkletoes” is Ralph
Tate. A good many oldtimers all

over the country know Tate,
since for twenty years after 1887,

he appeared on the legitimate

boards with some of the coun-
try’s best known stock com-
panies.

Five or six years ago, he
migrated to Arizona—liked the
country, but found the climate
too hot, iand headed for Los
Angeles with the sole desire of
basking in California sunshine.

For several years Tate “herded
the gate,” at Famous Players-
Lasky. His general manner and
position of authority wbn him
the title of “Dad.”

He is now playing character
bits and is much in demand. In
fact, with the completion of
“Twinkletoes,” he will go over
to the Barrymore set at the
Pickford-Fairbanks Studio, for
another engagement.

Bagot to Direct

King Baggot will direct Sam
E. Rork’s next production for

First National.

Baggot, assisted by Bob Ross,
will go into production about
December 1 on a script adapted
from Patrick Hastings’ play
“The River.”

with wheels fitted to these tracks
was the perch for Van Trees and
his cameras, during the greater
part of his work on “Twinkle-
toes.”

“Twinkletoes
9 My Best" Colleen Moote
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News and Views From the Coast

Predict Labor Move to

Cripple Motion Pictures

Efforts to Establish Union Rule Are Said to

Have Aroused National Leaders Who
Threaten Trouble in Month

U NDERCURRENTS, reaching meager union forces, out
here, from the center of union dictatorship in the east,

would indicate that the refusal of producers to comply with
the Union’s ultimatum calling for the organizing of Holly-
wood Studios, may result in a movement to cripple the in-

dustry, nationally.

As Moving Picture World re-

lated several weeks ago, there

are about 3,000 studio employees

in the labor class functioning out

here.

•This fact was not denied by
this union informant, who said

that of the total number of such

employees but exactly 750, most-
ly electricians, are faithful to the

union. He further admitted that

the calling of a strike on Decem-
ber 1, although it would prob-

ably result in the walk-out of

those 750 men, would have little

chance by that situation in itself

to stop production. Seven hun-
dred and fifty non-union elec-

tricians could be procured to

substitute without even much
notable delay in the headway of

production schedules, this man
stated. However, he was quick

to allude to the situation of thea-

tres, right in Los Angeles, where
an electrician or practically any
other employee, in such a class,

has to present his union card be-

fore he steps over the threshold

of the theatre.

Becomes Emphatic

The emphasis which this man
placed on the theatre situation,

followed almost immediately by
his expression that “Hollywood
is going to be unionized this

time,” carries the greatest of

significance to anyone familiar

with the political affairs of the

film industry.

Fred Beetson, secretary of the

A. M. P. P. D. A., when inter-

viewed by Moving Picture World,

said that “everyone was happy

—

that some carpenters were mak-
ing as much as $107 per week and
that producers little feared the

possibility of a strike closing

studios here.”

The union informant, however,

Marion Davies Does

Make-up In Luxury
One steps on the Metro-

Goldwyn-Mayer lot to be
confronted by a lovely

nine-room residence, se-

cluded by a barrier of palm
trees, shading a delightful

garden. Around all this is

a wall. One’s first impres-

sion is that this must be
the studio dwelling of

Marcus Loew or Irving

Thalberg or Harry Rapf.

It happens, however, to be

the “dressing room” of

Marion Davies. While
Mae Murray, Ramon No-
varro and the numerous
other Metro - Goldwyn-
Mayer film celebrities,

hasten to a comparatively

modest dormitory to work
on the grease paint, Miss

Davies opens the gate to

her establishment, walks

through the garden, goes

up to the second floor,

surrounded by a half

dozen maids or morte,

delves into a paint pot

similar to that she used in

“Little Old New York.”

conceded that some men received

salaries greater than that pre-

scribed by the union scale, but

he claimed, that a man working

during the day at regular pay,

could not work at night
;

that

when studios required night men,
they paid “time and a half.”

On the subject of the possibil-

ity of the unions forcing Holly-

wood Studios to unionize by
calling a sympathy strike. Mr.

Beetson would make no state-

ment.

TheBiggestOrange

Laura La Plante, of Universal,

raised this fruit and from it she
drew five pints of- juice—for

orangeade

Johnny Hines

Arrives In

Hollywood
Johnny Hines, First National

star, has arrived in Hollywood,
ready for work at the Burbank
studios. He was accompanied
by C. C. Burr, producer of his

pictures. Mrs. Burr and their

four children were in the party.

Charles Hines, brother of the

actor, and his director, came
West at the same time.

Mary Pickford to

Start New Picture
In about a month’s time, Mary

Pickford will start work on her

next production. It will doubt-

less be a comedy, according to

reports, since Sam Taylor, who
for three years megaphoned
Harold Lloyd through some of

his greatest successes, is signed

up as Miss Pickford’s director.

This week Taylor commences
work on the preliminaries for

this production. At present, a

story opening with Miss Pick-

ford as a little girl, and culmin-

ating in romance with her ma-
turity, will probably be the gen-

eral theme of Miss Pickford’s

next picture. Taylor’s deft

comedy touches are known at

thousands of box offices. A con-

glomeration of “For Heaven’s

Sake,” “Hot Water,” “Girl Shy,”

and “The Freshman,” in the

Pickford picture, should certain-

ly prove a “wow,” Hollywood
agrees.

De Mille in

Unique Deal

With Players
A precedent in contractual re-

lations between the producer
and players is established if

credence may be placed in re-

ports we have gathered from the

DeMille Studios.

According to reliable sources,

in the employ of Cecil B. De
Mille, prominent members in the

cast of “The King of Kings,” the

two million dollar super-special

set for completion in December,
have stipulated in their contracts

with this producer-director, a

clause which prohibits them from
accepting nondescript parts in

pictures for other companies for

a period of ten years after “The
King of Kings” makes its bow.

Will Govern Future

This clause, as explained to us,

does not mean that players now
in “The King of Kings” cast will

remain in DeMille’s employ for

the next decade. It is interpreted

as meaning that such players en-

acting important parts in this

Biblical story are restrained from
immediately contracting them-
selves to assume roles of ques-

tionable characters.

It is thus expected that the run

of “The King of Kings” will not

have completely exhausted itself

until ten years after it has been

finished. It was explained to us

that the psychological reaction of

an audience viewing an actor in

the role of an apostle in “The
King of Kings” one night and
then seeing him several weeks
later in a new release as a crook,

would not be consistent.

In a talk Moving Picture

World had with a New York
advance man. who arrived in

Hollywood this week, it was
gleaned that “The King of

Kings” will, in all likelihood, be

road-showed for the first two
years, following its completion.

Marcus Loew Arrives
Marcus Loew arrived in Los

Angeles last Tuesday. With him
were Mrs. Loew and a number of

distinguished British cinema
pioneers, including Robert Hyde,
secretary of the Industrial Wel-
fare League of Great Britain.

Ernest W. Fredman, editor of

the Film Renter, and R. H. Gil-

lespie, managing director of the

Moss Empire Theatres of Lon-
don.

Opinions Differ On Danger of Film Labor Trouble
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Stories Fresh From The Studios
Reincarnate

Old “Limehouse”

In “Twinkletoes”
(Continued from page 141)

tation for the screen,” McCor-
mick said.

The last three months of that

period brought the script under
the personal observation of Di-

rector Brabin, who is an author-

ity on conditions which were ac-

tually existent in the Limehouse
district, having made a personal

study of that territory for sev-

eral years.

One thing observed by Moving
Picture World, in connection with
Brabin, is that his directing of

“Twinkletoes” has dealt with the

cast the same as he is accredited

with having worked on the script.

At no time in the course of the

making of this picture did Brabin
allow any of the principals to

dominate the camera while on
street scenes.

Did Rapid Work
The completion of its eighth

week in production witnesses the

final touches being added to

“Twinkletoes.” A story of such
character magnitude and depth
would probably have taken, un-
der ordinary conditions, from
twelve to fifteen weeks before

it would have reached its pres-

ent stage, McCormick tells us.

Interesting statistics in con-
nection with the making of this

feature are also disclosed by Mc-
Cormick’s statement that total

disbursements to “bit” players

in “Twinkletoes” will reach
about $31,794.42. McCormick al-

so revealed that of these bit

players there were many who
received thirty-five and fifty

dollars a day for their work.
“Twinkletoes” also holds a

record for night production.

Fully fifty per cent of the picture

was “shot” after sunset, we are

informed. This, it is explained,

was due to the fact that the

set was far too large to be cov-
ered by canvas. Another reason

for not “shooting” was to be able

to secure the right time for fog-

gy atmosphere. Barrels of a

fine, sooty material had to be
blown over the set by aeroplane

propellors before Director Brab-
in would pass word to the cam-
eramen to start “grinding.”

There is some likelihood now
that the theatre where “Twinkle-

toes” made her dancing debut

will be kept by First National

P. D. C. Duck Hunt

Has An Ulterior

Motive
How they go duck hunt-

ing out here, is an inter-

esting story when narrated

by Billy Leyser, of the P.

D. C. Publicity force, on
guard at Metropolitan

Studios.

Billy told us a lot of

stories, but the most inter-

esting one was about F.

McGrew Lewis, production

supervisor, scenario writer,

being lured away over the

week end by Directors E.

Mason Hopper and Scott

Sidney. The ducks were
the “bait.”

The meat of the story

is that McGrew wrote
and will supervise these

directors’ next pictures.

“Getting Gertie’s Garter”

and ”No Control,” respec-

tively. Naturally, there

were no ducks obtain'ed,

but Hopper and Sidney

got the low down as to

how and why Lewis ex-

pects these stories to ap-

pear on the screen.

for permanent use. It has a

stage which was large enough

to accommodate 120 Belcher

dancers who appeared in the

picture. Not only, that, but it is

solidly constructed and has a

capacity of 400 seats.

“Twinkletoes” is about ready

to undergo its cutting period.

LeRoy Stone, who will have this

important task, is especially en-

thusiastic about the manner in

which Brabin directed it, saying

:

“The waste footage on this

picture is phenomenally low.

This is accounted for by the

unusually fine construction of

the script and the particularly

fine manner in which Mr. Brabin

directed it.”

General Manager of West
Coast Productions, John Mc-
Cormick, expects that First Na-
tional will be able to to release

“Twinkletoes” on November 28.

He believes that its minimum
footage will include nine reels.

As one of the exploitation

angles, a special photoplay edi-

tion of the story “Twinkletoes”

will be on sale at newsstands
throughout the country early in

December.

A Beach wrap worn by
Thelma Hill, of the Mack
Sennett players, to keep her

neck warm.

Two Stars Here
In one of the studio sequences

from “Movieland,” Lupino Lane’s

first comedy for Educational on
the new program, Lloyd Hamil-
ton is shown in one of his typical

laugh-making gags. The inner

workings of a comedy movie
studio are revealed during the

rapidly-moving action of this

laugh vehicle.

Sign Dorothy Dawn
Dorothy Dawn has been signed

for one of the leading roles in

“McFadden’s Flats,” being pro-

duced by Ascher, Small and
Rogers, and to be released as a

special by First National, ac-

cording to Ned Marin, Western
Division Sales Chief of that

company.

Next Denny

Release To Be

‘Cheerful Fraud*
The second Reginald Denny

production for the current sea-

son has been completed at Uni-
versal City. It is “The Cheerful
Fraud,” adapted from the novel
by K. R. C. Browne. It is her-

alded as a “laugh riot,” far in

advance of the star’s past hits.

“The Cheerful Fraud” was di-

rected by William A. Seiter, who.
selected an A-l cast. In the
leading feminine role is Gertrude
Olmstead, former Universal prize
beauty, who was seen with Den-
ny in “California Straight
Ahead.”

Other in the cast are Otis Har-
lan, Emily Fitzroy, Charles
Gerrard and Gertrude Astor.

Laemmle Is Busy
Publicity Director Tom Reed

kept the wire to New York busy,
as soon as Carl Laemmle arrived
in Hollywood several days before
this writing. Since we are mail-
ing our copy, we will let you
read Reed’s story, just adding ta
it that Mr. Laemmle is now very
active around the studio, and is

said to have been heard contem-
plating the erection of an elabor-

ate residence out here.

Kennedy Goes Away
Joseph P. Kennedy, the Big

Chief of F. B. O. left the studio

for New York unexpectedly, even
to employees. The fact that

Kennedy’s Rolls Royce has ar-

rived indicates that the trip to

New York is probably only to

transact some business, and that

he should be back here in a
month.

Fight Forest Fire
The first day’s work of Tol-

stoy’s “Resurrection” being pro-

duced by Inspiration Pictures

and Edwin Carewe, called for a

locale in the vicinity of a near-

by lake.

Harry Wilson, publicity direc-

tor for Inspiration, tells us that a

forest fire occurred near the

locale and that the cameramen,
instead of grinding, turned to

brooms and other extinguishing

appliances in aiding the fire

rangers.

A New Colleen Moore—A Limehouse Special Production
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What the Film CityDoes EveryDay
Fox Ready

For Premiere

of War Picture

William Fox’s much hailed

super special “What Price

Glory,” will have its world’s

premiere at the Carthay Circle

Theatre on November 19. Three
days later it will make its East

Coast debut at the Harris Thea-
tre, New York City.

Despite the fact that the pro-

duction schedule in the Fox
studios is nearing its peak of

activity, one hears nothing but

the big war picture on all of the

sets, regardless of whether the

theme being ground for projec-

tion pertains to romance, thrills

or western atmosphere.

Plan Big Prologue

The Carthay management
promises to stage a prologue

which should surpass any of its

previous successes. This is say-'

ing a lot, since Carthay’s is one

of the Capital Theatres of the

West.

Again the picture fans in this

section will get a chance to view

all of their favorites, since Wil-

liam Fox officials are now busily

perfecting a list which should

realize a roll call representative

of as near 100% stardom as could

be possible.

* * *

Buck Jones Stars

In “War Horse,”

a Fox Film
“The War Horse,” a photo-

play probably of greater appeal

to him than any of the great

many he has made, has just

been begun by Buck Jones, cow-
boy star of Fox Films. Always

a lover of horses, Jone has col-

laborated with Lambert Hillyer,

also the director and scenarist,

on a story of the equine heroes

of the Great War. The inspira-

tion came to Jones while he was
touring the French battlefields

some months ago with his wife.

In the cast, besides Jones and
his favorite mount, Silver Buck,
are Lola Todd, Lloyd Whitlock,

Stanley Taynor and Yola Dav-
ril.

Studio Row
REGINALD DENNY has just started “Slow Down” for Uni-

versal, the first scenes for which are being shot on location in

San Francisco.
* * *

CHARLIE McCARTHY, New York Publicity Chief of Famous
Players Lasky, has just returned after spending a week at

the Paramount Studios, in Hollywood.
* * *

\ L CHRISTIE entertained at luncheon recently a graduate from
it his Christie Comedy ranks. She is Mary Lewis, now a well

known opera star.
# * *

MONTY BANKS ENTERPRISES spend quite a few of these

days on location in their making of “Horse Shoes,” for Pathe.

This is the second of a series of twelve pictures for Pathe. Asso-

ciated with Banks is A. McArthur.
* * *

S
AM WOOD has been appointed Associate Producer in charge of

production at F. B. O. Studios, according to announcement

S
AM RORK’S next production for first National, titled “The
River,” will be directed by King Baggott.

* * *

UNIVERSAL’S “Baggage,” with Norman Kerry and Claire Wind-
sor, will be finished in about a month.

* * *

M ATT TAYLOR has arrived in Hollywood, with his typewriter.

He is going in for heavy “gag work.”
* * *

E
'DMUND LOWE’S next picture for Fox will be based on Wal-
j lace Smith’s story, “The Snake’s Wife,” which will be tentatively

titled for the screen, “The Public Idol.”

* * *

OUGLAS McLean has purchased a sixty-five foot motor cruiser

to weather the gales in his next production now known as “Let

It Rain.”
* * *

J
ACK DEMPSEY and Estelle Taylor were among late arrivals

in Hollywood at press time. The couple were given a warm
reception at the station.

* * *

. LLENE RAY and Walter Miller head the cast in a ten episode

serial titled “Melting Millions,” which Jos. A. Roach will com-

mence at the Fine Arts Studios in about a week’s time, for Pathe

release. Spencer Bennett will direct with the assistance of William

Renick and Thomas Storey.

* * +

GEORGE MARION, JR., is responsible for the titling of “The

Beloved Rogue,” John Barrymore’s first starring picture for

United artists, which is on its last lap toward completion.

* * *

BEN HUR completes its run at the Biltmore Theatre, Los An-

geles, November 20. Reports from the box office say that 270,000

localites paid admissions duting the first thirteen weeks of the

run here.
* * *

P
AULA HOWARD, school girl whom we told about in the “extra

column” of this section last week, is now a French dancer in

the Raoul Walsh production “The Monkey Talks,” now under way
a Fox Studios. * * *

AT Hal Roach’s Studio the other day, Charlie Chase wras con-

ducting a Church Bazaar, Mabel Normand was doing the social

stuff and the Marion Morgan dancers were working with Priscilla

Dean and Herbert Rawlinson.

Milton Sills

Announced In

‘PrinceofClowns’
The purchase of an original

story for early production is an-
nounced by John McCormick,
general manager of West Coast
production for First National
Pictures, the title being “The
Prince of Clowns.” It will serve
as a vehicle for Milton Sills.

The author of “The Prince of
Clowns” is Arthur Edmund
Carew, who has appeared in
many First National pictures, the
latest being with Sills in “The
Silent Lover,” formerly “Men of

the Dawn.” Carew also recently
adapted Tolstoy’s “Resurrec-
tion.”

Paramount
Creates a

New Star
Gary Cooper, young, tall and

handsome, who stepped before
the camera for the first time less

than six months ago, is a full

fledged star.

Cooper first interested the film

world and himself -when he was
signed by Paramount as a fea-

tured player after his first con-

spicuous performance on the

screen in “The Winning of Bar-

bara Worth.”

“Close Shaves”
Production work has been

completed on “Close Shaves,”

the latest Educational-Tuxedo

corned}' featuring Johnny Arthur.

The cast includes George Davis,

Helen Foster, Anita Garvin, Es-

telle Bradley, Wallace Lupino

and Robert Graves.

Keeping Anne Cool
The second Educational-

Christie Comedy featuring Anne
Cornwall, the petite comedienne,

has been titled “Cool Off.”

Lotta Mystery
The second Educational-Mer-

maid Comedy in which George
Davis is featured has been titled

“Much Mystery,” production

work on the subject having been

completed recently. Estelle

Bradley appears in the leading

feminine role.

“What Price Glory" Ready For The Screen
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“Flaming Forest”

Premiere Set

For Capitol
The Cosmopolitan production,

“The Flaming Forest,” will have

its premiere in New York City

Sunday, November 21st, at the

Capitol Theatre.

The film, one of the most

elaborate ever screened at the

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer studios,

has been adapted by Waldemar
Young from the famous novel

of the same name by James
Oliver Curwood. Reginald Bar-

ker directed.

Have Striking Cast

One of the largest and most

important casts of the year,

headed by Antonio Moreno and

Renee Adoree, appears in the

picture. Important parts are

played by Gardner James, Tom
O’Brien, Bert Roach, Oscar Be-

regi, William Austin, Emil

Chautard, Florence Geldert,

Charles S. Ogle, Roy Coulson,

D’Arcy McCoy, and Mary Jane
Irving.

Laura La Plante

Heads Cast in

Leni Film
Laura La Plante, popular

blonde star, will head the cast

for “The Cat and the Canary,”

Universal’s forthcoming adapta-

tion of John Willard’s mystery
play. The addition of Miss La
Plante makes the line-up of

players for “The Cat and the

Canary” the strongest seen on
the Universal lot in many
months.

In addition to Miss La Plante,

the players include Arthur Ed-
mund Carewe, Creighton Hale,

Gertrude Astor, Tully Marshall,

Forrest Stanley, Martha Mat-
tox Flora Finch, and Dick
Sutherland.

Paul Leni, the noted UFA di-

rector engaged by Carl Laemmle
to make pictures at Universal

City, will direct the new La
Plante picture, in cooperation

with Robert F. Hill.

|

I

Read Tom Waller

O NE of tlie most unique
departments ever es-

tablished by a trade paper
magazine appears in this
number of MOVING PIC-

. TUBE WORLD.
This department, known

as “Hollywod,” is conduct-
ed by Tom Waller, who is

familiar around the West
Coast lots as a first mate
aboard a ship.
Watch for Wallerfs

pointed stories straight
from the lot.

Wood Is Appointed Assistant

Producer at F. B. O. Studios

To Adapt Tricks
Charley Bowers '

1 “eam-
era-miraele” comedies are
creating such a sensation,

reports F. B. O., that his

trick photography stunts

may be adapted for use in

F. B. O. features. Presi-
dent Joseph P. Kennedy
hopes thus to save thou-
sands of dollars in “sets”

and also give the public

some astonishing effects.

Bowers’ tricks have puz-
zled experts.

Sam Wood, the picture maker,
Production chief, who will

Sax Buys Books, Plays

and Original Narratives

Director of Many Screen Successes and
Creator of “Red” Grange's Picture,

to Be Aide to Edwin C. King

I
N line with his announced policy of “expansion in every
direction,” and particularly the engagement of the best

directors and players available, Joseph P. Kennedy, pres-

ident of Film Booking Offices, has just signed Sam Wood,
who made the Red Grange special, “One Minute To Play,”-

and many other box-office successes, to be associate pro-

ducer, “with Edwin C. King, at the company’s West Coast
studios. The plan becomes effective in a few weeks.

So many big pictures are in

work on the F. B. O. lot, and
the company has been stepping

forward so rapidy, that Ed King
has been working sixteen and
eighteen hours a day, and it

has become necessary for some
one to take part of the load off

his shoulders.

After looking over the field

of production experts, Mr. Ken-
nedy chose Wood, with whom
he had been in contact during
the making of the Grange pic-

ture.

It was pointed out to the

F. B. O. president that “no one
has ever chosen a director for

just such a job,” to which he re-

plied, “and no one ever chose
a steel man for the financing

operations of a motion picture

company, but we did, and he’s

the best in the business now.”
He referred to E. B. Derr,

treasurer of F. B. O., whom he
got from the Bethlehem Steel

Company.

and Edwin C. King, F. B. O.

work together hereafter.

P
RIOR to leaving for Califor-

nia to supervise the resump-

tion of production activities to

complete the present season’s

program, Sam Sax closed for

the motion picture rights to sev-

eral well known and popular

books and plays which will form

the foundation for the coming

season’s program.

“I would not purchase, for the

most nominal sum, the best

work of the world’s greatest

author,” Mr. Sax stated, “if the

story itself is not suited for

screen purposes.
- “There has been too much

free adaptation in the past which

has not reflected credit either

on the author or the producer.

Therefore, if I cannot secure the

desired material from published

books or produced plays I much
prefer to purchase original

stories written directly for the

screen.”

Mr. Sax stated that announce-

ment of new titles will be made
shortly.

Additions to Cast

of Fox Production
Huntly Gordon will bs An-

drew Paris and Josef Swick? rd

will have the role of Old Gand
in “Onje Increasing Purpose,

1”

the Fox picturization of the A.

S. M. Hutchinson novel. These
are outstanding character parts.

Edmund Lowe, as Sim Paris,

and Lila Lee as Elizabeth, have

the leads. Interiors of the pic-

ture are now being made at the

Fox West Coast Studios. Ex-
teriors were made in London
and surrounding country. Harry
Beaumont is the director.

Barbara Worth Cast

Comedian a “Heavy”
Ernie Adams, who won laur-

els as a comedian made out-

standing successes as a villain

in “Pals in Paradise” and “Jew-
els of Desire,” two Metropoli-

tan pictures.

Seiter-LaPlante
Laura LaPlante will finish

“The Love Thrill” for Universal,

just in time to marry Director

William Seiter, on November 14,

according to announcement here.

Barbara Worth will play the

feminine lead oposite Reginala

Denny in “Slow Down,” accord-

ing to an announcement from
Universal. Miss Worth played

in Norman Kerry’s recent pic-

ture, “The Love Thief.”
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“Mother Macliree” Song in

Big Tie-up by Fox

THE most effective song tie-up on record for the ex-

ploitation of a motion picture has just been consum-
mated by Fox Films with M. Witmark and Sons, publishers

of sheet music, for the screen presentation of “Mother
Machree.”
Every dealer handling sheet

sheet, every store selling phono-

graph records and every player

piano agent throughout the

United States automatically be-

comes an exploitation agent for

the motion picture as a result of

the co-operative campaign which

has just been arranged.

A cover most eloquent of the

song, posed by Belle Bennett

and Philippe DeLacy, who play

mother and son in the photo-

play, has been executed for the

Witmark music sheet.

One of the biggest publicity

mediums for the picture will

come through the Kresge chain

stores in all parts of the coun-

try. There will be special win-

dow displays for the Cameo
Records which this company will

handle.

He Started Something

\ LL that “Pete” Smith,

" Chief of Studio Publi-

city for Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer, did was to map out

the intensive exploitation

Are Making Records

Records of the song are now
being made by the following

companies to take advantage of

the publicity that the picture will

bring: Victor, Columbia, Bruns-

wick, Edison, Pathe, Okeh,
Regal, Oriole, Federal, Grey
Gull, Compo and Star.

Eight music roll companies are

manufacturing rolls on “Mother
Machree” for the expected big

volume of business from player

piano owners.

A radio tie-up—but one of

many planned—has been effec-

tive with WEAF and fourteen

other stations which pick up

and broadcast from this station.

And of much moment, too, is

the fact that John McCormack,
famous Irish tenor, is now on a

national concert tour. “Mother
Machree” is always featured in

his programmes.

He's On the Fence

campaign on “The Fire Bri-

gade,” and then sit back and
watch hundreds of fellows

put the drive over. All very

nice ! “Pete” was ably as-

sisted, down in New Orleans,

by W. R. Ferguson, exploita-

tion manager for M.-G.-M.

Gil Pratt Signed
Joe Rock has signed Gil Pratt,

comedy director, to augment his

Standard Comedy directorial

staff. Pratt has wielded the

megaphone for Lloyd Hamilton,

Harry Langdon, Harold Lloyd

and many others.

Cleve Goes to Work
Colleen Moore’s brother, Cleve

is playing a supporting role in

the First National star's current

production, “Orchids and Er-

mine,” which John McCormick
is producing. Cleve returned re-

cently from Europe. Jack Mul-

hall plays the lead opposite

Miss Moore.

Trendle Praises

“My Official Wife”
Sam E. Morris, general

manager of distribution for

Warner Bros., is daily re-

ceiving words of the high-

est praise from exhibitors

large and small in all parts

of the United States on
the early releases of the

Twenty-six Warner Win-
ners.

Among the letters re-

ceived by Mr. Morris was
one from George W. Tren-

dle, secretary of the Kun-
sky Theatres Corporation,

one of the most powerful

chains in the country. The
letter follows:

“We are pleased to ad-

vise you that the produc-

tion, ‘My Official Wife,’

has been considered by our

patrons to be a very ex-

cellent picture. We re-

ceived many favorable

comments, and we believe

the attraction has pleased

at least 90 per cent, of the

patrons. It is very well

done, and you are to be

complimented upon it.”

“Alias the Deacon”
Ralph Graves and June Mar-

lowe have been added to the

cast of “Alias the Deacon,” an-

other Broadway stage success

which Universal is planning for

its 1927 program. Jean Hers-

holt plays the title role, under

the direction of Edward Sloman.

Byers in Cast
Charles Byers has been given

an important role in Florence

Vidor’s newest Paramount star-

ring vehicle, “Afraid to Love.”

Frank Tuttle will direct.

Phone Film
Dave Fleischer, of the Inkwell

Studios, is directing an elaborate

motion picture for the American

Telephone & Telegraph Com-
pany. Dave prepared the script

which features the telephone m
an unusual and interesting man-
ner. Charles Schettler is super-

vising the photography.

George Walsh, in the Excellent

Picture, “A Man of Quality.”

Loew Books
New Pathe

Serial
•

Pathe’s newest mystery serial,

“The House Without a Key,”

is now proving in the number
of advanced circuit bookings al-

ready consummated, to be one
of the greatest Patheserial box-

office attractions released to

date.

In 22 Houses

When shown before special

previewers representing the Loew
Circuit, it was immediately con-

tracted to run in twenty-two the-

atres.

In addition to this contract,

“The House Without a Key” has

been booked for such important

New York circuits as the Small-

Straussberg circuit, the Rosen-

swiecz and Katz, Meyer and
Schneider, and the William Yost
and Chrisedge Circuits.

“The Golden Stallion”

“The Golden Stallion,” ten

episode serial which Nat Levine

is grooming for the State Right

market, is in ts last stages of

producton. Maurice (“Lefty”)

Flynn, Joe Bonomo, Molly Ma-
lone, Joseph Swickard and Burr
McIntosh play leading roles.

Miss Windsor Chosen
Claire Windsor has been en-

gaged by Universal to play the

lead opposite Norman Kerry in

“The Claw,” the C3'nthia Stock-

ley story which King Baggot is

producing. Forrest Stanley has

one of the important roles in

this production.

Hollywood News
A

LL the news of Holly-
wood will l>e found in

Tom Waller’s Department
in MOVING PICTURE
WORLD.

In this issue the Depart-
ment is expanded and from
now on you will find in its

columns the very latest

and most authentic flashes

from the West Coast lot.

in “The Music Master,” now
being made for Fox by Allan

Dwan.
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London Has

Big Welcome
For ‘Strogoff*

The most elaborate presenta-

tion ever given to a motion pic-

ture featured the recent showing
of “Michael Strogoff,” the big

Universal Film de France, in

London. The picture was pro-

jected in Albert Flail, the larg-

est auditorium in London, before

6.000 people, including ambassa-
dors from fifteen different coun-

tries as well as other high digni-

taries of city and national im-

portance, and was presented

with the costliest and most color-

ful prologue ever seen.

The premiere of this picture

in the Empire, Paris, where
5.000 persons crowded the Ave-
nue Wagram, and the brilliant

premiere of the picture in the

UFA Palast, Berlin, where it

broke German attendance rec-

ords, were overshadowed by the

British premiere.

The London press comments
on the new big Universal special

were unanimous in their praise.

Gov. Ferguson Greets

Clara Bow in Texas
Clara Bow, Paramount star, on

location in Texas playing in

“Wings,” was honored by the

members of the Senate and
Lower House of the Lone Star
State.

By special invitation Miss Bow
addressed the members, relating

interesting details concerning
the filming of “Wings,” the avi-
ation spectacle of America in

the World War, and also “The
Rough Riders,” both of which
are being made largely on loca-
tion near San Antonio.

Miss Bow later was enter-
tained by Governor “Ma” Fergu-
son.

Jack Warner Checks
Hollywood Premiere

Jack Warner wired the
home office in New York,
after the Hollywood prem-
iere of “Don Juan” with
VHtaphone accompaniment
at Sid Grauman’s Holly-
wood Egyptian, on Mon-
day Hast, as follows:

“No use trying to tell

you how it went over.
Multiply your wildest im-
agination by one thousand.
That’s it. Everyone in

motion pictures from the
doorman to executives of
all studios who had to be
shown are all figuring how
to become part of the Vi-
taphone.”

Corinne Griffith and Rockliffe Fellows in “Syncopating Eve,” a
First National Picture.

Paramount’s Handbook
Of “Birthday” Releases

P ARAMOUNT has just issued a compact, concise, and
artistically most attractive handbook, approximately

6 x 9" in size, announcing its releases from February to
August, 1927, which complete its 15th Birthday Group.
It also contains a record of current product, information
concerning former groups released by Paramount, together
with an index by playess and types of pictures of all Para-
mount releases during the past four years.

In addition to all this useful
data, invaluable to the exhibitor
playing Paramount pictures, the
book also contains a date book
for the convenience of the
theatre owner or manager,
which will insure its being kept
on his desk for a full year, a
constant and attractive advertise-

ment for Paramount product
during the entire period.

Perhaps the most striking fea-

ture of this compendium of in-

formation is the effective fash-

ion in which it is presented with-

in the limited page space. Real
circus effects are obtained and
colorful smashes register on the

eye as each new page is turned,

making one wonder why the

industry has hitherto generally

felt the necessity of using many

times the space to secure the
same effects, sometimes with
much less success.

Russell Holman, Paramount
Advertising Manager, and Vin-
ham Baker and Edward Clark.

Included in the cast besides Miss
Fazenda and George Sidney are

Vera Gordon, Natt Carr, Helene
Costello, Jane Winton, Arthur
Lubin, Otto floffman and Will-
iam Strauss.

“While London Sleeps” is an-
other of the popular Rin-Tir.-

Tin starring vehicles. It is

scheduled for release November
27. The story, by Walter Mo-
rosco, who also directed, is de-

scribed as an intensely dramatic
one, which has for its locale the

Limehouse district of London.

Here’s One You Can Cash In Quick

PAYABLE AT THE BANK OF LNTERTAINhENT

MONTY
TO BURN

POOTODfcAfWIZED riiOfj THE NOGEL, BY REGINALD VlClGHT !$UfTflAN

OiU) imoinAOTOR S’ DOROTHY DEVORE

t? ONE MOOR OF ROMANCE AND ADVENTURE /

IT’S A GREATER GOTHAM PRODUCTION

“Temptress” Is

Breaking Old
Film Records

“The Temptress,” Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer’s adaptation of
Ibanez’ novel, featuring Greta
Garbo and Antonio Moreno and
directed by Fred Niblo, set up
new house records both in the
East and on the West Coasts in

its recently first-runs at the
Capitol Theatre, New York, and
the Million Dollar Theatre, Los
Angeles.

After breaking the record for

receipts for a first week’s run at
the Capitol with a mark of

$74,342.45, “The Temptress” hur-
dled a second record of long
standing by reaching a new high
mark of $126,547.25 for the two
weeks. The Capitol is the larg-

est film house in the world, with
a seating capacity of 5,400.

Major Edward Bowes, manag-
ing director of the theatre, said
that the closest approach to the
demand of the public to see this

picture came in the recent show-
ing of “The Four Horsemen,”
when police reserves were called
out.

At the new Million Dollar
Theatre, Los Angeles, “The
Temptress” also ran -up a new
box-office record for the week.

Huntly Gordon Plays

Opposite Irene Rich
Iiuntly Gordon has been en-

gaged to play the leading sup-
porting role to Irene Rich in her
newest starring vehicle, “Don’t
Tell the Wife,” scheduled to go
into production in ten days.
Gordon last appeared opposite

Miss Rich in “Silken Shackles.”
'Don t Tell the Wife” promises
to make an unusually interest-
ing picture. It was adapted
from the Sardau play, “Cy-
prienne,” a stage hit. Paul L.
Stem, European director, will
handle the megaphone.

Finishes on Two
Pictures in Week

Eulalie Jensen, whose
recent activities have kept
her between studios in au-
tomobiles, completed her
work in two pictures the
same week. Upon comple-
tion of her role in “Fight-
ing Love,” director Chris

-

ander’s initial picture in

America, in which Miss
Jensen played the colorful

part of ‘Zillah,’ she hurried
back to the Fox lot for
final scenes in “Mother
Machree,” directed b y
John Ford, in which the
busy actress played Miss
Van Studdiford, an import-
ant character in the story.
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Mornau Now
Rushing Work
On “Sunrise”

Reports from Hollywood indi-

cate F. W. Murnau, celebrated

German director of “The Last

Laugh,” is making excellent

progress on “Sunrise,” his first

American production for Fox
Films.

After a month on location at

Lake Arrowhead, California, in

the San Bernardino Mountains,

he has take his company back

to Hollywood to begin work on
interiors and outdoor sets con-

structed at Fox Hills.

He Has Technique

Murnau is making effective

use of his original technique

with American facilities in creat-

ing a vivid love story, wrought

from Dr. Carl Mayer’s adaptation

of an idea from Hermann Suder-

niann’s “Trip to Tilsit.”

By effective makeup and di-

rection, Murnau has converted

George O’Brien into elemental

man, the virile hero of the story.

Janet Gaynor, as his wife, is all

heart, and Margaret Livingston

is a new type of vampire.

Veidt Will Star in

“TheMan Who Laughs”
Conrad Veidt, one of Europe’s

greatest screen stars, who re-

cently came to this country at

the persuasion of John Barry-

more to play in a forthcoming

Barrymore picture, has been

signed by Carl Laemmle, presi-

dent of the Universal Pictures

Corporation, under a three-year

contract.

It is expected that Veidt’s

first big Universal production

will be “The Man Who Laughs."

Here For Fame

Natalie Barrache, new Russian

star with First National.

Oh, To Be Sure
—

“It Floats ”

Dorothy Revier, in the Columbia picture, “When the Wife’s Away,”
enjoys herself and she doesn’t seem to care who knows it.

Roivland ReturnsWith

Noted European Stars

Syd Chaplin Is

Now Working
“Missing Link”

Having completed hilarious se-

quences a palatial ocean liner,

Syd Chaplin and the company
supporting him in “The Missing

Link,” his next road show at-

traction for Warner Bros., have

for the past ten days been at

work in the African jungles,

which sequences will form an

equally ludicrous part of this pic-

ture.

Laud Ruth Hiatt

The Warner forces are par-

ticularly pleased with the work
of Ruth Hiatt in this attraction.

Miss Hiatt in the past has con-

fined her screen appearances to

two-reel comedies.

An exceptionally good cast is

supporting the comedian. It in-

cludes Tom McGuire, Theodore
Lorch, Crauford Kent, Sam Bak-

er, Kewpie Morgan, Otto Fries,

William Steele, George Lyardel-

li, Nick Cogley, Louise Carver

and Fay Holderness.

Charles F. (“Chuck”) Reisner,

who directed Chaplin in “The
• Better ’Ole” and his other big-

gest hits, is again directing in

First National s General Manager Signs

Natalie Barrache, Russian Beauty, and
German Director and Wife

R ICHARD A. ROWLAND, vice-president and general
manager of First National Pictures, returned from

Europe aboard the Olympic this week bringing with him
what may prove to be three of the most notable and dis-

tinguished additions to the American screen yet brought to

these shores by American initiative and persuasion.
Natalie Barrache, caled Rus-

sia’s “most beautiful woman,”
headed the incoming triumverate

of foreign talent. This dark,

exotic and highly emotional act-

ress is the darling of the steppes.

This is literally so, as last De-
cember she was voted the most

beautiful Russian by a commit-

tee of celebrated Sla\ ic artists,

authors and producers interested

in the Russian stage and screen.

Mario Corda, famed German
stage and screen star, and her

husband, Alexander Korda, one

of the foremost Ufa directors,

complete the distinguished con-

tingent brought over by Mr.

Rowland.
After a brief stay in New

York, Natalie Earrache will gc

to California to start work on a

picture

Mr. Rowland met the Russian

actress in Paris, where she had

gone to consider a contract for

leading roles. Impressed by her

extraordinary7 beauty and obvi-

her a contract to come to Amer-

ica, which was accepted. In
Berlin he found Korda and like-
wise signed him.

Mile. Barrache, a flashing
black-eyed, dark-haired Russian,
will, it is predicted, prove a sen-
sation in America.
Her family was of the aristoc-

racy and it was in an atmos-
phere of wealth and breeding
that Mile. Barrache was reared.
After the revolution, she took up
dancing as a means of a liveli-

hood, winning the hearts of the

Russians immediately. Her
triumphs were even greater
when she embarked upon an act-

ing career before the motnn
picture camera and on the stage

of Moscow, Petrograd and
Paris.

Alexander Korda is the win-
ner of the International Fill#

Exposition prize of 1920. This
was awarded the Ufa director foi

two brilliant pictures, “The
Sunken World” and “Rulers of

the Sea.”

“Polish Blood” to Be

Universal Picture

Edna Hibbard has been se-

lected by Carl Laemmle to make
the adaptation of “Polish Blood,”

Europe’s most successful oper-

etta, which Universal will screen.

The Vienna success was pur-

chased by Carl Laemmle while

he was in Europe last summer.
Announcement of Miss Hib-

bard’s selection was made by
Edward Montaggue, scenario

writer, this week.

There’s Money in It For You!

A Greater Gotham Prcxluction
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Song Cycle is

Now Ready for

Christmas Use
A timely motion picture sub-

ject scheduled for release during

the Christmas and Yuletide sea-

son is Pathe.’s “Songs of Cen-

tral Europe,” a James A. Fitz-

patrick “Famous Melody Series”

production.

The songs scored for this of-

fering are “Holy Night,” “O du

lieber Augustin,” “Where, O
. Where Has My Little Dog
Gone,” “O Tannenbaum,” “In

the Time of Roses” and “How
Can I Leave Thee.”

Peggy Shaw, starred in a ma-

jority of the Pathe series of

single-re'en “Famous Melody
pictures, is also starred in “Songs

of Central Europe.”

Josephine Dunn In
Paramount Drama

Josephine Dunn is the third

of the Paramount Junior Stars

to reach a featured leading role

since her graduation early this

year.

Associate producer William

LeBaron has chosen her for the

feminine lead in “Love’s Great-

est Mistake,” the Liberty Mag-
azine story, to be directed by

Edward Sutherland. Production

is scheduled to begin November
10 at the Long Island studio.

Other featured members of the

cast will be William Powell,

Evelyn Brent, James Hall and

Frank Morgan.

New Morgan Story
Byron Morgan, whose story,

“One Minute to Play,” made
“Red” Grange a screen stai

overnight, has just finished an-

other tale of youth, speed anc

romance for F. B. O. It is “Cali-

fornia—Or Bust!” written for

George O’Hara.

Surgeons Will

Utilize Pictures
The American College oC

Surgeons, meeting in
Montreal;, - has' named a
committee to develop as
broadly as may be possi-
ble the use of motion pic-
tures in connection with
medicine and surgery and
so add “another great in-
strument to the doctor’s
medicine kit.” Dr. J.

Bentley Squier of New
York heads the group.
Will Hays has been in-
vited to be honorary
chairman. Mr. Hays, pres-
ent at the meeting, said,
“The motion picture indus-
try stands at attention to
assist.” Vitaphone or
Phonofilm may also be
utilized in the lecture
room.

Goldwyn’s “BarbaraWorth”
Now Available to Buyers

S
AMUEL GOLDWYN’S presentation of the Henry King
Production of “The Winning- of Barbara Worth” doing

capacity business in its fourth week after enthusiastic

greeting by press and public at its world premiere at the
Forum Theatre, Los Angeles, is available to exhibitors.
Hiram Abrams, president of United Artists Corporation,
announced that selling will begin immediately.

Aside from its particular ap-

Janet Gaynor and Richard

Walling, in “The Return of

Peter Grimm,” for Fox, don’t

care which way the wind
blows despite the old mill

nearby.

“Izzy Murphy” in

The Hippodrome
Warner Bros.’ produc-

tion, “Private Izzy Mur-
phy,’ with George Jessel in

the starring role, opened
an engagement in the New
York Hippodrome on
Monday, November 8.

Tho Hippodrome, the

largest theatre in the

United States, is con-

trolled by Keith-Albee and
only this season was con-

verted to a combination
policy of the best feature

pictures and vaudeville.

“Private Izzy Murphy”
was selected for the Hip-

podrome because of the

unanimous approval it has

been meeting at the hands

of both public and critics.

It is George Jessei’s first

starring vehicle for War-
ner Bros, and he “hits.”

REGINALD WRIGHT KAUFFMAN’S GREAT NOVEL
NOW A GREATER GOTHAM PRODUCTION

RE6INMDVRKHTKWRMH
Superb Stellar Cast headed by

MALCOLM McGREGOR and DOROTHY DEVORE
BOOK IT NOW AND HAVE MONEY TO BURN!

Gotham Exchanges in Every Key City

peal to the West and its general
appeal through the drama and
spectacle which Henry King in-

jected into the film, “The Win-
ning of Barbara Worth” pos-
sesses screendom’s most famous
pair, Ronald Colman and Vilma
Banky, reunited by Goldwyn
after a year’s separation in other
films.

Both Win Laurels

In that time Colman has been
the name player in a special film

and Vilma Banky has added new
laurels to her list of conquests
as Rudolph Valentino’s leading
lady in “The Son of the Sheik.”
Thus, in “The Winning of Bar-
bara Worth,” the cumulative ef-

fect of the ^increased box office

value of Goldwyn’s players is

capitalized.

Vogel Month Drive

Has Mexico Astir
George Pezet, general manager

of the Producers Distributing

Corporation of Mexico, has

started a special sales drive and
is calling it Vogel Month, in

honor of William M. Vogel, gen-
eral manager of Producers In-

ternational Corporation. Mr.
Pezet says that, from the re-

ports he has received already,

Vogel Month is going over 100

percent.

“We have taken the clocks out

of the office,” he says, “and out-

working hours are all the time

until we accomplish the results

we desire.”

Five Exhibitors

Re-wed Recently
Phil Glcichman, former

manager of the Broadway
Strand Theatre and once a
high official In Detroit ex-
hibitor circles, was married
in Cleveland a few days
ago. He has just returned
from a 2,000-mile trip
through the Adirondack,
White and Berkshire
mountains. Mr. Gleichtnan
married his deceased wife’s
youngest sister. Four
Michigan exhibitors — all

formerly married — have
recently taken unto them-
selves wives. They are W.
S. McLaren, Jackson 5

Claude Cady, Lansing) Her-
bert S. Weil, Port Huron,
and Phil Gleichman, now
of Cleveland.
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Exploitation Tie-ups Aid

"Sweet Rosie O’Grady”

COLUMBIA PICTURES CORPORATION, following
its policy of “100% Exhibitor Cooperation,” has made *

some attractive tie-ups for “Sweet Rosie O’Grady,” which
will materially assist the exhibitor in putting it over to

the public.

Maude Nugent’s lilting melody
and soul-appealing words, which
inspired the theme of the photo-

play, have been popular Amer-
ican classics for twenty years.

Obviously, a fitting tie-up was
that effected between Columbia
and Jack Mills, Inc., New York,

publishers of the sheet music of

“Sweet Rosie O’Grady.”

As the photoplay is booked
by the exchanges, the Columbia
Pictures Corporation provides

the music-publishers with a list

of the houses and dates booked,

throughout the country. These

are followed up by an intensive

campaigin on the part of Jack
Mills, Inc., which includes stock-

ing their dealers in the commun-
ities with sheet music, the intro-

duction of the song into local

orchestra programs, hook-ups
with the local radio circuits, and

the usual “song-plugging” pro-

gram which brings the melody
before clubs, lodges, and neigh-

borhood entertainments.

Another stunt employed is

the engagement of an attractive

young woman, garbed in the

character of Rosie, as played by
Shirley Mason, who promenades
the streets in the vicinity of

the theatre and sings the song

when opportunity offers.

The result has brought re-

markable crowds to showings
wherever the film was booked.

Twelve Cooks Can
Not Be “Too Many”
The proverb, “T o o

many cooks spoil the

broth,” was cast to the

winds when it was decided

at the Paramount West
Coast Studio that twelve

chefs and a squadron of

assistants will be engaged
for Raymond Griffith’s

newest starring vehicle,

“The Waiter From the

Ritz.”

The story, directed by
James Cruze, is a melodra-
matic comedy with much
of the action centered

around the New York
hotel.

Supporting Griffith are

Alice Day, Arlette Mar-
chal, Trixie Friganza and
George Fawcett.

He Got Paid, Too
Victor Varconi has just com-

pleted the softest job he has had
since he went into pictures. In

“Fighting Love,” which Nils

Olaf Chrisander is directing for

De Mille, with Jetta Goudal
starred, Varconi is supposed to

be recovering from a severe

wound. And all he had to do
for a week was to lie on a couch
and pretend to be sleeping.

Eleanor Boardman, bride of

King Vidor, inspects the

largest studio light in the

world, owned by M-G-M.

Sterling Has

London

Show
The third release of Sterling

Pictures Distributing Corporation

for the new season to have a

London trade show was “A
Woman’s Heart,” directed by
Phil Rosen from Ruth D’Agos-
tino’s widely serialized novel.

“The Revelations of a Woman’s
Heart.”

Argosy Film Co., Ltd., hand-
ling all of the 1926-27 product

of Sterling throughout Great

Britain, cabled Henry Ginsberg,

president of Sterling, that the

picture received excellent reviews

in the British film trade journals.

Big Houses

Return to

Serials

An imposing list of first-run

houses have shown “The Fight-

ing Marine,” Pathe serial, star-

ring Gene Tunney* The Family
Theatre, Cincinnati, played this

production, the first serial to

play one of Ike Libson’s first-

run houses in Cincinnati in ten
years.

The Eckel, Syracuse, New
York, played, “The Fighting.
Marine” and it was the first

serial to have played this down-
town first-run house.

Play First Serial

The Alcazar, Chicago, which
played the Tunney production,

was the first house in the Chi-

cago Loop to play a serial in

eight years. One hundred and
twenty-five other Chicago houses
including the big circuits, have
also booked "The Fighting
Marine.”

“The Fighting Marine” has

been sold to the Saenger Amuse-
ment Company for the New Or-
leans territory.

The Tower Theatre, St. Paul,

Minn., has played “The Fight-

ing Marine,” the first serial

booked in this house for five

years.

Book “Forever After”

Louis L. Dent, of the L. L.

Dent Circuit, and Harold Robb,
of the Robb and Rowley Circuit,

have booked First Nationals

“Forever After,” for Thanksgiv-
ing and Armistice Day play-

dates.

THE WAY OF A MAN with a

a maid as revealed by Antonio Mo-
reno and Greta Garbo in Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer’s Cosmopolitan pic-

ture, “The Temptress” (left); Clive

Brook and Lillyan Tashman in De
Mille’s “For Alimony Only” (be-

low), and Allan Forrest and Madge
Bellamy in the Fox version of

“Summer Bachelors” (right).
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Little Pictures With a Great Punch

‘Brevity is the Soul of Wit”
Edited by Charles Edward Hastings

News of the Short Subjects

Newest Pathe Serial On
November 21 Program

T HE new mystery Patheserial, “The House Without a

Key,” Earl Derr Biggers’ famous story, heads the

Pathe short feature program for the week of November 21.

Also on this schedule are “War Feathers,” an “Our Gang”
comedy made by Hal Roach

;
“Hesitating Horses,” a

comedy rvith Alice Day, produced by Mack Sennett
;
Pathe

Review No. 47 ;
“Radio Controlled,” one of Aesop’s Film

Fables
;
Topics of the Day No. 47 and issues Nos. 96 and

97 of Pathe News.

The Melody Girl

The first chapter of “The
House Without a Key,” is en-

titled, “The Spite Fence.” Pathe
secured a story popularized in

the Saturday Evening Post and
assigned Frank Leon Smith,

famous serial scenario editor, to

adapt it to the screen.

Allene Ray and Walter Miller,

who have attained international

The Romance of a Fortune

That Went Up in Smoke

fame were given the leading

roles and the supporting cast in-

cludes such famous serial names
as William Norton Bailey, John
Webb Dillion, Betty Caldwell,

E. H. Calvert, Jack Pratt, Frank
Lackteen and Charles West.
Spencer Bennet, director of

“Snowed In,” “The Green
Archer” and other Patheserial

successes, guided the players in

“The House Without a Key.”

“War Feathers” was directed

by Anthony Mack under the

supervision of McGowan with

the well-known “Our Gang” cast.

Pathe Review No. 47 contains

:

“The Game’s the Thing”; an un-

changing aspect of sport for

sport’s sake ; “The Cleft of the

Cere”; a volcanic valley in the

French hill country in Pathe-

color
;

“Yes, Sir, That’s My
Baby !”, a novelty produced with

the new process-camera invented

by Alvin V. Knechtel of the

Pathe Review Camera Staff.

Topics of the Day No. 47 of-

fers the latest wit and humor
and there are an Aesop Fable

and two issues of Pathe News.

Peggy Shaw, in “Songs of

France,” a one-reel Pathe.

Germany Likes

Ziehm Picture
Arthur Ziehm’s special produc-

tion, “Women’s Crusade,” given

simultaneous premieres in two
first run theatres in Berlin, late

in October, was acclaimed by the

daily, and trade press, as “the

most artistic and outstanding

picture of 1926.”

Mr. Ziehm has started produc-
tion on “The Trial Behind Closed

Doors,” with Maly Delschaft,

Vivian Gibson, Ida Wuest, Grete

Schmidt, Werner Krauss, Henry
Stuart, Hans Junkermann, Wil-
helm Dieterle and Herman
Picha.

presents

MALCOLM
mcgregor

and

DOROTHY
DEVORE

Five Fox Short Subjects

In November Releases

MONEY
F

RED C. QUIMBY, Short Subject Sales Manager of

Fox Films, has scheduled five comedies for release

between now and the end of November. They will include

two Imperials, and one each of the Animal, O. Henry and
Van Bibber series. None is booked for the “Married Life

of Helen and Warren” array.
The Imperials are “Light turized gem of wit. It will go

duiut
Tram the popularnovel by

REGINALD WRIGHT KAUFFAAN
Now Booking at All

GOTHAM EXCHANGES

are

Wines and Bearded Ladles,”

featuring Byrnece Boutler and
Gene Cameron, to be released on
Nov. 14; “Madame Dynamite,”
featuring Della Peterson and
Eddie Clayton, set for Nov. 28

release.

“Babes in the Jungle,” with

Hallam Cooley and Joan Renee
in the leads, is the O. Henry pic-

to exhibitors Nov. 28. On Nov.

14, “Napoleon, Jr.,” an Animal
Comedy featuring Jerry, the Gi-

ant, and Pal, the wonder dog,

will go to the screens.

The other picture is "The
Tennis Wizard,” a Van Bibber,

which features as Earle Foxe
and Florence Gilbert, as usual.

It will be released on Nov. 21.

War ‘Shots’

Revived for

Peace Week
In commemoration of Ar-

mistice Week, International.

Newsreel, in its current issue,

number 90, is showing scenes

from the official archives, recall-

ing the vivid days of eight years

ago which wrote finis to the

greatest of all war tragedies.

The pictures show in all their

horror the battle scenes in

France. There are also scenes

of the celebrations in London
and Paris following the signing

of the Armistice and of the

merrymaking in New York.

Estelle Bradley, an Educa-
tional-Mermaid Comedy star,

was Miss Atlanta in the 1924

b-auty payeant.
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Didja Hear This One?

Francis Corbin the director, has

one for A] Nathan, producer in

the Sunkist Comedy, “Don’t Kid
Me, Monkey.”

Lane’s Nemesis
There’s a man who towers high

above Lupino Lane in his latest

Educational-Lupino Lane Com-
edy, “Movieland.” He is Tom
O’Grady, who is six and a half

feet in height. Tom plays the

role of a typical hard-boiled

gateman. In the story of this

comedy, he is used to keep Mr.

Lane out of a motion picture

studio and throw him out if he

ever gets inside.

Bobby Vernon Comedy
Production work has been

completed on “Hoot, Mon,’’

Bobby Vernon’s latest starring

vehicle for Educational. Bobby
will be seen in the land of the

close-fisted Scots assisted by

Frances Lee, Jack Duffy and

Bill Irving. The coined} - was
directed by Harold Beaudine.

Seven Standards
For New Season

Satire will dominate the

1927 production program
to be launched by Joe

Rock, producer of screen

comedies, according to a

recent announcement from
his office. Included in the

schedule are the titles of

seven new Standard fun
films in which Lois Boyd,

and Rock’s trio of rotund

comedians* “Fatty” Alex-

ander, “Kewpie” Ross and

“Fat” Karr will be fea-

tured. The seven are:

“The Unsocial Three,”

“Old Tin Sides,” “You’re

Next,” “Heavy Hikers,”

“What Price Dough,”
“How High is Up*” and
“The Campus Romeo.”
These productions will be

released for Rock by the

Standard Cinema Corp. of

New York, through Great-

er F. B. O.

Educational Publishes

"Blue Boy” Press Book
Educational film ex-

changes, INC., published

an 8-page press sheet, in tabloid

newspaper size, for “The Mona
Lisa,” third Romance Production

in Technicolor, as was done for

“The Blue Boy,” previous two-
reel dramatic feature in this se-

ries. In addition to the pages
devoted to accessories and pub-
licity advance stories and re-

views, a full page of feature

newspaper ads, available in mat
and electro form, a pen and ink

reproduction of “Mona Lisa,”

Leonardo da Vinci’s immortal
painting, on which the short

feature was based, available to

exhibitors
; a page of presenta-

tion suggestions with scenic

sketches depicting the principal

stage attractions, and a complete
page of exploitation ideas, were
contained in the press sheet.

To illustrate the success of

window display tie-ups with art

and book stores, a photograph of

the art display arranged by the

home office in the window of

Goldberg’s Art Store on Fifth

Avenue, New York City, was
used. One of the recommended
exploitation ideas was that of

coloring contents for students,

with prizes offered by the Prang
Company of New York, distrib-

utors of crayons, water colors,

art books and other art mate-
rials. An outline drawing of

“Mona Lisa,” available to exhib-

itors, was used to ilustrate this

phase of the contest-

In addition, star cuts and
scenes from the photoplay were
used to brighten the publicity

pages.

A thematic music cue sheet is

furnished by Educational free c

cost to exhibitors showing “The

Mona Lisa.”

The Christie “Doodle Bug”
Arrives in San Francisco

'“p HE CHRISTIE COMEDY
-* car, “Doodle Bug,” which

started from New York City the

last of August, arrived in San

Francisco, goal of a trans-conti-

nental road jaunt, on October 23,

ahead of schedule. Pat Dowling,
the special Christie representa-

tive, who drove the car across

the continent visited some 235

cities and towns, calling at 378

theatres. This, of course, only

includes those communities jn

the main highway from New
York to San Francisco.

The little French Citroen made
the trip in ship-shape, finishing

with the same tires which were
on the car at the start. The
road tour was n the nature cf

an advance exploitation cam-
paign to prepare for Christie

anniversary week, which st rts

November 14.

Educational Christie Comedies
were found to be playing in all

of the cities visited.

Mildred Bragden, the Chicago beauty, calls at Stern Bros.’

studio to visit the Buster Brown Comedy kids.

Texan Scores

In Harmonica

Contest Plan

A REMARKABLE Education-
Ti. al-Juvenile harmonica play-

ing contest has been completed
~

by the Liberty Theatre, Fort

Worth, Texas, with nearly 500

contestants entered. J. P. Mur-
rin, of the Liberty Theatre, ar-

ranged a splendid tie-up with

the Fort Worth Record and Star-

Telegram in conection with the

contest, whereby he obtained

three stories a week in these

papers. Unusually complete

wdndow displays and tie-ups

with merchants marked the con-

test.

In commenting on the contest,

after it had been completed, Mr.
Murrin admitted that he entered

it almost half-heartedly only to

find that the co-operation ex-

tended by the Hohner Company
and Educational Film Ex-
changes, Inc., made the cam-
paign highly successful, especial-

ly in a monetary way.
In addition to these ways of

gaining publicity, Mr . Murrin
also obtained space in the pho-
togravure section of the papers
playing up the harmonica con-

test and photographs of the

winner and other contestants in

the news sections of the papers.

This Will Keep Your

Box-Office Warm

DOROTHY
DEVORE

andL

v7MALCOLM
‘McGREGOR
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MONEY
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DURli
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popularnovel

Yes! It’s a Greater

GOTHAM PRODUCTION
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Timely Reviews of Short Subject Productions

“Bad Breaks”
(Educational—One Reel)

A general mix-

up involving the

theft of valuable

liquid platinum by
a professi onal

thief with the

maid’s sweetheart

suspected, is the

motivation of this Cameo Com-
edy. There is plenty of slap-

stick and typical comedy confu-

sion and mistakes, and a wild

ride down a mountain-side with

a runaway truck adding to the

excitement of the chase, and a

thrill where a taxi goes over a

cliff. William Bailey, a feature

player, pictured here, is cast as

the thief with Toy Gallagher as

the maid, George Davis playing

the comedy lead as the suspect

and Jack Lloyd as the man who
has been robbed. Well up to

the slapstick standard of the se-

ries.

—

C. S. Sewell.

“Better Luck”
(Universal—Two Reels)

Andy Gump,
Sidney Smith’s

famous cartoon

char acter, por-

t r a y e d by Joe

Murphy, gets

dragooned into a

mountain climb-

ing contest in this issue and in

endeavoring to get away from a

competitor with whom he has a

row, he finds himself at the top

and wins the prize. A sapling

that catapults him a great dis-

tance and a log that he falls on,

which starts sliding down the

hill, aids him. There are also

other laughable gags, including

jumping pancakes into which

Chester, portrayed by Jackie

Morgan, pictured here, has put

popcorn.—C. S. Sewell.

“Maryland, My
Maryland”
(Fox—750 Feet)

t N ADDITION TO presenting

1 a number of typical and at-

tractive views of various sec-

tions of Maryland, including its

various industries, this Fox Va-
riety brings out the historical

importance of this state, one of

the original thirteen. This in-

cludes scenes of Frederick and
Barbara Fritchie’s home, and
notable places in Baltimore, in-

cluding the fort which served as

the inspiration for “The Star

Spangled Banner.” An interest-

ing reel.

—

C. S. Sewell.

“Felix Hunts
the Hunter”

(Educational—One Reel)

T his felix cartoon
gets a little way from the

usual as for several sequences

Felix does not appear, a number
of jungle animals holding the

stage. Felix helps a big game
hunter who gets lost. The ani-

mals trap the hunter, take his

ammunition and clothes and
have a great time generally.

Felix finally finds him, and in the

meantime the whole landscape is

covered with animals that have

been shot. There are several

amusing moments.

—

C. S. Sewell.

“The Fighting
Strain”

(Universal-Two Reels)

Curie)' Witzel's

newest starring

vehicle shows him

'jjyj
two-fisted fighter

... from the East,

rather than get

mixed up in a senseless feud poses

as a studious bespectacled “sis.”

In the meantime he surreptiti-

ously resumes his real identity

and becomes known as the “fight-

ing deputy” but is not recog-

nized. Eventually he discloses

his identity, rescues the girl from

the crooked foreman and wins

her hand, ending the feud. Wit-
zel is good in both roles and
adds additional interest to the

rather familiar line of typical

western material.

—

C. S. Sewell.

“Martin of

the Mounted”
(Universal—Two Reels)

“Thens and Nows”
(Educational—One Reel)

AMONG THE unique “Nows”
in this issue of Walter Fut-

ter’s Curiosities is a balloon tire

suit for duck hunting, an odd
Asiatic animal the caraboa, a

trained house fly, a chicken fight

in a regular ring and trick pho-

tographs of New York. The
“thens,” showing the army draft

of 1917 which decided the des-

tiny of millions of boys, and the

manner in which the armistice

was received in the world Capi-

tols.

—

C. S. Sewell.

“Not toBe Trusted”
(Fox—Two Reels)

Allan Forrest,

pictured here,
prominent leading

man in feature

product ions,

makes his en-

trance into two
reel comedies and

is cast as Warren in this issue

of the “Married Life of Helen

and Warren” series. Helen de-

sires to adopt a child and War-
ren as judge of a baby contest

picks out a midget masquerading

as a kiddie. The midget is a

crook and with his pal they seek

to rob the house but are caught.

Helen, however, is cured of her

adoption idea. Forrest is excel-

lent in the role, and Sonny Day
is clever as the midget. Arthur

Housman, Grace Goodall and lit-

tle Mickey McBan as the

sponging “in-laws” add to the

merriment in their usual man-
ner. Should prove a popular at-

traction.—C. S. Sewell.

“Hook or Crook”
(Universal—One Reel)

This Blue Bird

Comedy starring

Charles Puffy is

a peppy little

farce with enough
of a plot to serve

for much greater

f o o t a ge, conse-

quently it is a fast-moving and
decidedly merry little offering,

and one of the very best of the

series. Puffy, clubman, loses an

election bet and has to masque-
rade as a woman. His friends

doll him up to resemble an es-

caped crook, the police get after

him, he seeks refuge by taking a

job as a cook and finds he is in

the winner’s home. A recount

of votes makes him winner and
he has the laugh on his triend.

The gags and slapstick are all

good. Dorothy Gulliver, pic-

tured here, appears as Puffy’s

sweetheart.

—

C. S. Sewell.

“Smith’s Uncle”
(Pathe—Two Reels)

C a r m e 1 i t a

Geraghty, a prom-
inent feature
player, who is

pictured here,
makes her debut
in short subjects

in this Mack Sen-
nett Comedy, an issue of the

Jimmy Smith series. As a vamp
her specialty is kidding along
old men and throwing them over
after she has worked them for

expensive presents. She sets her
cap for Smith’s uncle who falls

in this class and comes very near
succeeding, but a little matter of

a diamond bracelet that her
brother pockets, shows her up
in her true light and everything
turns out O. K. Miss Geraghty
is excellent and alluring in this

role and dominates the picture

easily. Andy Clyde is cast as

the uncle and Raymond McKee,
Ruth Hiatt and little Mary Ann
Jackson, as usual, constitute the
Smith family, which also in-

includes their enormous dog,

that adds to the merriment. A
good comedy that should please

generally.—C. S. Sewell.

“Hooks and
Holidays”

(Pathe—One Reel)

HE LURE OF FISHING,
which so many men con-

sider to be the ideal way to
spend a holiday, furnishes the

idea for this Grantland Rice
Sportlight, which is devoted en-
tirely to this fascinating sport.

The scenes include the catching
of trout, tarpon and various
other species of fish with illus-

trations of the difference in

technique required. Altogether
it is an interesting number.

—

C.
S. Sewell.

“In Vaudeville”
(Pathe—One Reel)

A VAUDEVILLE show with
the performers and audi-

ence composed entirely of car-

toon animals is the newest of

Paul Terry’s modernized Aesop's
Fables. There is a romance be-
tween the star performer and
one of the other characters, but
the chief angle of interest and
amusement is in the clever and
laughable stunts of the vaude-
ville players themselves and the

utterly impossible things they
are made to do. Well up to the
standard of the series.—C. S.

Sewell.

Universal’s new
star, Fred Gil-

man, who has

p r e v i o u sly ap-

peared in West-
ern roles, is new
cast as a member
of the Canad'an

Mounted Police engaged in

rounding up a gang of fur

thieves. The story follows one
of the familiar formulas of this

type, including an attempt by the

villain to kidnap the heroine, but

is made more interesting by a

ruse of the star, who appears to

fall for the gang’s plan to side-

step him, but returns in time to

catch them red-handed. There
is plenty of action and Fred is a

chap who strikes out straight

from the shoulder, making his

fights very realistic. Marie Tor-
pie appears as the heroine.—C»

S. Sewell.
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Live News from Coast to Coast
NOTES ABOUT WIDE-AWAKE EXHIBITORS AND EXCHANGE MEN FROM ALL POINTS

St. Louis, Mo.

Moving Picture World. Bureau,
St. Louis, Mo., Nov. 10.

'T'' HE St. Louis Amusement Company, con-
-l trolled by Skouras Brothers and Harry

'Koplar, has added the Mikado Theatre, 5955

Easton avenue, to its chain that now in-

cludes twenty-nine houses with a total of

about 36,500 seats. Under the new arrange-

ment Maurice Stahl and R. Laventhal retain

stock in the Mikado Amusement Company.

Stahl is manager of the house. It has 1600

seats.

Nat E. Steinberg of the Premier Pictures

Corporation. 3314 Lindell boulevard, has been

very busy and has landed some nice con-

tracts.

Jack Weil, independent distributor, has

gone to New York City on business con-

nected with his exchange.

Hope, Ark.
It is reported the Saenger Theatre Com-

pany will erect a modern theatre on the site

of the old Alice Theatre, Hope, Ark. The
new house will cost about $150,000. The
architects are Witt, Seibert & Halsey, 807

Texarkana National Bank Building, Texar-
kana, Ark.

Jacksonville, 111.

The Majestic Theatre, Jacksonville, 111.,

has been remodeled and decorated at a cost

of several thousand dollars.

E. St. Louis, 111.

A new theatre is being erected at 1501

State street. East St. Louis, 111., by Fienstein
& Koplitz. The house will be one story, 47

by 122 feet and of brick and cinder block
construction. It will cost $25,000.

Springfield, 111.

The theatre and apartment-store building
to be erected at Sixth and Washington ave-
nue, Springfield, 111., by the Kerasotas Bros.,

will be three story and basement, 47 by 80

feet and cost $75,000. Bids have been taken
from contractors.

Canada

Moving Picture World Bureau,
Ottawa, Can., Nov. 10

O TTAWA. Ontario, exhibitors were
blessed with two holidays within eight

days and business showed a resultant boost.

The first fell on Monday, November 1, which

was All Saints Day, this being observed as

a Government holiday. The second was
Monday, November 8, the Canadian Thanks-

giving Day.

The orchestra of the Capitol Theatre, Ot-

tawa, Ontario, has been making a number of

special appearances at luncheons of the ser-

vice clubs of the city and the theatre, Which
was re-opened some weeks ago with James
T. Moxley as manager, has been securing
much prominence.

J. M. Franklin, manager of B. F. Keith’s

Theatre, Ottawa, Ontario, has been appointed
chairman of the local Rotary Club commit-
tee to make arrangements for the trip of

Rotarians to the International convention
at Ostend, Belgium, next June. Mr. Franklin
himself is already preparing for the trip.

Gang Guns Add Pep to

Shooting in Film Sales
Kansas City, Mo., Nov. 11.—Bang!

Bang. Deadly battle, with armored,
high-power automobiles, machine guns,

quick firing rifles and sixty gangsters

of the Berger and Shelton gangs in

deadly conflict, raging through south-

ern Illinois. Makes it nice for the

film salesmen in that territory ! Film

has to be sold, so the boys are trying

to figure whether to tunnel from the

exchanges to their various theatre

prospects or to travel in Dodge cars.

Ohio

Moving Picture World Bureau,
Cincinnati, Ohio, Nov. 10.

A SATISFACTORY adjustment between

managerial heads of theatres and unions

has been reached at Columbus, Ohio, which

has resulted in projectionists and others re-

turning to their posts at the scales of wages

now in effect. The men in these houses

have been on a strike since September 27.

All attendance records for Cincinnati have
been broken during the four weeks showing
of “Ben Hur” at the Grand Opera House,
Manager Milford Unger, announcing that the
picture grossed better than $75,000 for the
run. The Grand, which is devoted to Er-
langer legitimate attractions, resumed its

regular policy after the picture closed, but
a return showing has been booked for week
of November 21, and possibly longer.

Hamilton

John A. Schwalm, president of the Jewel
Photoplay Co., and manager of the Rialto
Theatre, Hamilton, Ohio, returned last week
from an extended trip to New York during
Which he contracted for a very elaborate
new organ for the Rialto. Schwalm, who
is on the executive board of the M. P. T. O.,

Ohio, is taking an active part at the con-
vention in Columbus this week.

Mansfield

M. W. Korach, who has been manager of

the Majestic Theatre, as also the Opera
House, Mansfield, Ohio, since these houses
were taken over by the Silverman Ohio The-
atres Co., has been made general manager
of the Silverman organization, and will have
the Strand, Akron, Alhambra, Canton, and
the two Mansfield houses- under his juris-

diction. Harry Brown, Jr., of Pittsburgh,

Pa., has been made Korach’s successor.

Dayton

Lee A. McCally, formerly associated with
the Grand Theatre Amusement Co., Dayton,
Ohio, has quit the picture game, and gone
into the life insurance business.

Paul Witte Celebrates

Decatur, 111., Nov. 8.—Twenty years man-
ager for A. Sigfriend, owner of the Bijou

Theatre, Mr. Paul Witte celebrated the an-

niversary recently by giving a party to the

employees of the Bijou, which he now man-
ages, and to friends. The theatre arranged
a special bill in honor of Mr. Witte and his

long connection with or.e enterprise.

Minnesota

Moving Picture World Bureau

,

Minneapolis, Minn. Nov. 9.

THEATRE owners in Minneapolis today
await either a rush of business or a fall-

ing off following the denunciation of motion
pictures and the stage by Dr. Earle V.
Pierce, Minneapolis pastor. Dr. Pierce said

that “stage and screen poured forth intoxi-

cating and deadly ideals, depraving life and
causing degeneracy of ideals on which the

home could not rest soundly.”

Princeton
Mr. and Mrs. Max Kruschke are rushing

to completion their new theatre at Prince-
ton, Minn., which is expected to open before
heavy winter weather begins. They are the
veteran owners of the Strand.

Two Harbors
The State Theatre at Two Harbors, Minn.,

will add vaudeville to the week-end picture
program, Harold Youngren, manager, an-
nounces.

North Dakota
Joe Maitland of Mandan N. D., has left

the theatre business and has taken over the
Lewis and Clarke Hotel in Mandan. He
was tho veteran manager of the Palace
Theatre.

Nebraska

Moving Picture World Bureau,
Omaha, Neb., Nov. 11.

I
T IS learned that Harry Watts, manager
of the Rialto Theatre at Omaha, is now

improving at the local hospital after being
confined there for some time with a nervous
breakdown.

The new Orpheum at Omaha is now going
forward. Excavation has been completed,
and pouring of concrete abutments and
foundations is in progress.

The Strand and Rialto Theatres in Omaha
were the first to come to a settlement with
the striking musicians who were out recent-
ly with some new demands. Other theatres
settled shortly thereafter.

Dresel to Manage
Louisville, Ky., Nov. 5.—Announcement

has been made of the appointment of Will-

iam Dresel, prominent in fraternal and re-

tail business circles, as manager of the new
Towers Theatre, at Fourth and Oak streets,

now nearing completion. The new theatre

is under control of the interests which op-

erate the Broadway, Fourth avenue, Walnut
and Strand Amusement interests, control-

ling a chain of about twenty local theatres.

Fred Dolle, Charles Koch. Henry Reiss, D.

H. Long, Joseph and Louis Steuerle are in-

terested. Equipment was supplied by

Charles Koch, of the Rex Theatre, and

American Motion Pictures Co., who is also

associated with the same interests. Afford-

ing good parking for autos, fed by four car

lines, the theatre will seat 1.200.
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San Francisco

Moving Picture WorId, Bureau,
Berkeley, Cal., Nov. 10.

R EPRESENTING Thomas Lamb, of New
York, A. B. Seville is in San Francisco

making a final revision of the plans for the

William Fox Theatre, to be erected at Mar-

ket and Hayes streets. Plans will be in a

completed form by the middle of December.

The theatre will be the largest in the West,

with a seating capacity of about 5,000, and

will cost in the neighborhood of $2,000,000.

Joseph M. Schenck, head of United Artists,

was here the first of November and an-

nounced plans for the erection of a 2,000-

seat moving picture house at Market and

Tenth streets, almost directly across the

street from the new William Fox Theatre.

Contracts have been awarded by Acker-
man & Harris, Phelan Building, for the erec-

tion of a moving picture house on San Bruno
avenue, near Burrows street, San Francisco.
The theatre will be known as “The Boule-
vard,’’ seating capacity 1,,'iOO.

Ed Smith, manager of the Granada Thea-
tre, San Francisco, recently doubled up on a
couple of events, presenting- “Taxi! Taxi!”
for the first time and Ben Black as the new
conductor of the Granada Theatre Orches-
tra. The engagement of the musical direc-

tor is a limited one.

Frank Steffes, manager of the Coliseum
Theatre at Seattle, Wash., for the past nine
years, was a recent visitor at San Francisco
and after seeing how the boys put on shows
here, left for Hollywood to see how pictures
are made.

The new exchange of Tiffany Productions,
Inc., Louis Reichert, manager, San Fran-
cisco, has opened with a bang, two bookings
having been made into the California Thea-
tre.

George N. Montgomery, president of the
Supreme Film Company of California, paid

the San Francisco branch a. visit recently
from his Los Angeles headquarters in the
interests of National Screen Service. Sid-

ney J. Goldman has been made manager of

this exchange, succeeding W. J. Lee, who
has been transferred to the Los Angeles
office. Mary Clark, for years cashier for

United Artists, has succeeded Miss Bern-
heim in this capacity for Supreme.

A western divisional meeting of branch
managers of the Producers Distributing
Corporation, was held at San Francisco the
first of November under the direction of Dis-
trict Manager I. W. Weir. Those in attend-
ance included G. A. Edwards, Denver; A1
O’Keefe, Salt Lake iCity; J. S. Stout, Los An-
geles; Harry Percy, Portland; Dave. Frasier,
Seattle, and M. E. Cory, San Francisco.

Kenneth Hodkinson with United Artists,

has returned to San Francisco, following a
stay of a month at Los Angeles.

Dixon

I. W. Ware is erecting a moving picture
house at Dixon, Oal., and expects to open
this early in the year.

Oakland

Sam Perlin has purchased an interest in

the Parkway Theatre, Oakland, Cal.

Alameda
Vandals recently visited the Rialto Thea-

tre, Alameda, Cal., and wrecked the interior,

tearing down decorations and spraying the
walls from the emergency fire hose. The
house had been closed for a time.

If your news isn’t in this department, why don’t

you, tip our nearest Correspondent?-

MOVING PICTURE WORLD

Friends of Pictures “In”

Through Exhibitors ’ Aid
Kansas City, Mo., Nov. 10.—Stepping

into the role of politicians the exhibi-

tors of Kansas and Missouri played a

large part in the defeat of candidates

whose policies were not friendly to

motion pictures. The defeat of the

Wyandotte County Attorney, who had

meddled with an effort to bring in

Sunday closing in Kansas City, came
largely through exhibitor work while

the re-election of the Kansas gover-

nor known to be fair and impartial in

dealing with screen regulation, came
about by the same exhibitor effort to

a great extent. In Missouri virtually

all candidates supported by exhibitors

carried by a large majority.

Kansas City, Mo.

Moving Picture World Bureau,
Kansas City, Mo., Nov 11.

A MONG the out-of-town exhibitors in the

Kansas City market this week were

;

George Shilkett, Joplin, Mo.; John Yous,

Mound City, Mo.; Mr. and Mrs. Charles

Barron, Kansas Theatre, Wichita, Kas.
; C.

E. Liggett, Rosedale, Kas.; Roy Fuhrer,

Yates Center, Kas.; S. E. Wilhoit, Spring-

field, Mo.; Walter Wallace, Orpheum, Lea-
venworth, Kas.

Exchanges along Kansas City’s movie row
still continue to report business good. “Red”
Jones of Educational hurried out into the
territory this week to gather in a few con-
tracts, while Julius Stern, president of the
Stern Film Corp., was a business visitor.

Col. “Bill’’ Yoder, former Pathe district man-
ager, has accepted a position as sales man-
ager in Kansas City for the Advance Trail-
er Service Corp. Jack Harris, assistant
bookkeeper at the M-G-M branch, has been
transferred to St. Louis, while Mark Gilbert,
short subject booker for Universal, has re-
signed and will be succeeded by I. Beiser.

No sooner had Carl Laemmle learned of
the resignation of Samuel Carver as man-
ager of the Liberty Theatre, first run Uni-
versal leased house of Kansas City, than
word received to use all influence to induce
Mr. Carver to return to his post, which he
did, succeeding A. S. Rittenberg.

W. E. Truog, Universal district manager,
made a hurried trip to Chicago to meet Carl
Laemmle, incidentally telling- him of the
work of remodeling and enlarging the Uni-
versal branch in Kansas City. A. H. Cole,
Paramount branch manager, and R. C. Li-
Beau, district manager, covered up their
desks and departed for French Lick,- Ind.,

to attend the Paramount convention. The
Artic-Nu-Air branch managed by J. E. Po-
land, has moved to larger quarters on the
second floor of 111 Wes.t Eighteenth street.
Many exhibitors attended a special screen-
ing of the Pathe picture, “Alaskan Adven-
tures,” Friday night.

Many new and remodeled first run houses
in Kansas City territory threw open their
doors for the winter this week. At Law-
rence, Kas., the remodeled Varsity theatre
opened after installing a pipe organ, a new
mezzanine balcony and a new terra cotta
front. Glenn W. Dickinson operates the
house.

Live News About That Live Spot

—

Hollywood!—in Tom Waller’s Bigger,

Breezier Department—Hop Quick to

H-O-L-L-Y-W-O-O-D
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Illinois

Moving Picture World Bureau,
Chicago, III., Nov. 11.

THE Orpheum Circuit have sent out an
announcement that owing to the de-

mand for seats for the new Palace Theatre
of the circuit opened last month, they have
established twenty branch ticket offices in

various parts of the city.

The Ascher circuit are making elaborate
preparations for the Opening of their larg-
est de luxe theatre, the new Sheridan at
Sheridan road and Irving Park boulevard,
which has been set for Thansgiving Day.

Sam Gertz has been appointed manager
of the Vic Theatre at Belmont avenue and
Sheffield, and is changing the policy of the
house from vaudeville and pictures to a
straight picture policy. Henry Stickelmaier
has resigned as manager of the Tower Thea-
tre, at Milwaukee, and returned to Peoria,
111., as executive of the Theatres Operating
Co.

Lubliner and Trinz circuit have trans-
ferred Manager Hatfield to the Covent Gar-
den Theatre on North Clark street from the
Windsor Theatre and M. Gallagher has suc-
ceeded him at the Windsor Theatre.

Nathan Wolf, Salo Auerbach, Morris Rein-
gold and Maurice A. Choyinski have bought
600 feet of ground at 6400 Irving Pa'-k
boulevard, on the West Side, and plans are
being made for a de luxe motion picture
theatre for that location.

Waukegan
Arthur P. Feigen is the head of a syndi-

cate that is promoting a new picture stu-
dio at Waukegan, 111.

the promoters paid 567,500 for a site at Hol-
ridge and Lewis avenue, in that city.

Lebanon
The Crescent Amusement circuit have

opened their new Princess Theatre at Leba-
non, 111., and John Hatcher, for the past two
years in charge of the Howard Theatre in
that little city, will be manager.

Murphysboro
The Marlow Theatre at Murphysboro, 111.,

will be remodeled and about thirty thou-
sand dollars will be expended.

Colorado Lively
\/f R. W. A. RODERICK of the Paris
1V1 Theatre Company, Saute Fe, N. M.,
came to Colorado for the recent deer sea-
son. Mr. Roderick shot a 350-pound buck
near Meeker, Colo. C. A. Mulock, former
manager of the Irish Theatre of Thermo-
polis, Wyo!, has returned to the fold after
several weeks absence. He was recently ap-
pointed by H. E. Huffman of Denver as
house manager of the Bluebird and Bida-
wee theatres, Denver suburban houses. The
Kincaid Collins Amusement Company of
Wisconsin has purchased the beautiful Rial-

to Theatre of Florence, Colo. A. F. Allen
former owner announced the sale early this

week. Frank Culp, owner and manager of

the Granada and Rex Theatres of Denver
purchased the Alcott Theatre from Mrs.
George Hefferman. H. O. Collumm has
started a new theatre in Springfield, Colo.

He has named it the Joy Theatre. Wm.
Delahoyde owner of the Whiting Theatre
will continue to operate, the only change
being in the ownership of the property. N.
D. Curtis has also appointed B. W. Ritchie

as the manager and buyer for the Iris The-
atre.
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Pittsburgh Theatre Houses Subway Station

New York

Moving Picture World Bureau,
Albany, N. Y., Nov. 11.

L AST week was an active one along Film
Row in Albany. A meeting of Metro-

Goldwyn officials, including Felix Feist, gen-
eral manager of sales distribution

;
William

F. Rogers, eastern sales manager, and Sam
Eckman, district manager, was held with a

luncheon preceding at the Hotel Ten Eyck.

Charles Walder, now connected with the

Metro-Goldwyn office in Buffalo, and former

local manager for Fox, was in town for the

occasion. Fenton Lawlor is now associated

with the First National exchange here, suc-

ceeding M. M. Silver. Hal Smith, and Lio-

nel Edel, have been added to the Fox sales

force. A. J. Pincus has been appointed
feature salesman for Pathe here.

Tony Veiller, manager of the Mark Ritz
in Albany, learns- from his wife, who has
been visiting relatives for some time past
in Norfolk, Va., that she will travel by air-
plane on her return from Norfolk to Phila-
delphia. Mrs. Veiller has made several short
trips by plane in the past.

Elmira

Mr. and Mrs. Harry Berinstein, of Elmira,
were guests of Julius Berinstein, owner of
the Colonial and Hudson Theatres in Al-
bany, last week. Mr. Berinstein is well
known in Albany, and according to reports,
he is now looking for one or two sites on
which he will erect motion picture theatres.

Kingston

Harry Lazarus, of Kingston, operating the
Auditorium in that city, is back from a
hunting trip, but failed to mention whether
or not it was a successful one. Mr. Lazarus
is building a new theatre and indications
point to its being ready for opening in the
early spring.

Johnstown

It now looks as though Clarence Dopp,
who has been operating the Electric Theatre
in Johnstown, is to form a chain of houses
in that part of the state. Mr. Dopp has
just added the Kun-Ja-Muck Theatre of

Broadalbin, and is said to be looking about
for one or two more houses located in small
villages.

The Hudson Theatre in Albany, narrowly
escape possible destruction last week in a
fire that broke out in a paint store in the
same block. The fire was confined to the
store, however. About a year ago, another
store in the same block was badly damaged
by fire.

Rome
Considerable activity is being displayed

these days by the Kallet Brothers, who con-
trol the situation in Rome, Canastota and
Oneida. In two of these places they are
erecting new theatres and now they are
negotiating for the purchase of the Pontiac
in Saranac Lake. This house has been op-
erated by Dave Seymour, a veteran show-
man who has been forced to make Saranac
Lake his home, on account of ill health.

Schuylerville

Up in Schuylerville, A. E. Milligan, running
the Broadway Theatre, is also picking ap-
ples. These apples probably rank as the

largest in size, of any orchard in all New
York state. The other day Mr. Milligan
gave one of the apples to Howard Morgan,
local manager for Educational, and it was
so large, according to Mr. Morgan, that he
was barely able to get it into his Ford
car.

Troy Robber Nips Candy
While Cash Sits Tight

Albany, N. Y., Nov. 11.—Jacob Ro-
senthal is wondering whether Troy
burglars have a “sweet tooth” or

whether, as his friends all tell him, it

is Jacob’s cleverness that account for

the fact that when his Rose Theatre
was entered one night last week, the

robber took twenty boxes of candy

—

but missed over $300 which was neatly

filed in a plain letter file instead of

lying in the safe. Arrests have been
made. It is not stated if the candy
has been recovered intact. Mr. Ro-
senthal’s theatre was burglarized be-

fore, nearly a year ago. Candy had
not been provided on that occasion.

Michigan

Moving Picture World Bureau,
Detroit, Mich., Nov. 11.

M OTION picture exchanges in the - De-

troit territory are making preparations

for a general removal about December 1 to

the new million dollar Film Building, which

is being completed for their use at Colum-
bia street and Cass avenue. The building

is rapidly nearing completion and the first

exchanges to move doubtless will do so with-

in the next few weeks.

Saginaw
Charles Carlisle, well known Saginaw ex-

hibitor, has relinquished his theatrical hold-
ings in the Thumb City. Mr. Carlisle was
one of the oldest and best known exhibitors
in the State.

Gerald Meyers, city salesman for the Edu-
cational Film Exchange, received word last
week of the death of his mother in Boston
and left immediately to attend the funeral
there.

The new Senate Theatre, on Michigan
avenue, only two weeks old, was entered by
yeggmen who blew open the safe with nitro-
glycerine, obtaining about $2,000. Arthur
D. Baehr, the manager, told the police he
believed the robbery took place about day-
break.

Muskegon
C. Howard Crane, Detroit architect, is

drawing plans for a theatre costing $500,000

to be. erected in Muskegon for the W. S.

Butterfield circuit. The theatre will be sit-

uated on Western avenue.

George F. Koppin announces the sale of
his Catherine Theatre to James M. Leasia.

Leasia was a prominent exhibitor in De-
troit about seven years ago, but retired

after building the Tuxedo, a large neighbor-
hood house.

Ann Arbor
Gerald Hoag, manager of the Majestic

Theatre at Ann Arbor, is nursing a frac-

tured wrist as a result of a rush made on

his theatre “pep’’ night by University of

Michigan students.

Herbert Traver, Detroit manager of

United Artists, is seriously ill at his home
with heart trouble. The office is being

looked after by Morris Safiet, division man-
ager.

Tell Our Correspondent Your News

Moving Picture World Bureau,
Pittsburgh, Pa., Nov. 11.

THE first building in Pittsbugh to provide
for a station for the anticipated subway

is Loew’s Penn Theatre, under construc-
tion. According to R. A. Williams, in

charge of construction for C. W. and George
L. Rapp, New York architects, the sub-base-
ment will be equipped with the mosc mod-
ern equipment for cooling, heating and ven-
tilating the theatre. The Penn will be under
the supervision of Louis K. Sidney, to whom
goes most of the credit for the success of
Loew’s Aldine here.

H. M. Herbel, for the past year manager
of the local Universal exchange, has left
for New York to take up his new duties as
western sales manager for Universal. He is
succeeded in Pittsburgh by A. L. Sugarman,
who for the past eight years has been con-
nected with the Universal sales force in the
Cincinnati branch.

Manager James H. Alexander, of the Co-
lumbia Film Service, Inc., announces that he
has just acquired for release in the local
territory the four new Rayart serials, name-
ly: “Scotty of the Scouts,” "Trooper 77,"
“Fighting for Fame,” and a fourth as yet
unnamed.

Fred J. Herrington, secretary of the Mo-
tion Picture Theatre Owners of Western
Pennsylvania, will hereafter handle advance
trailer service on all feature releases. Many
of the leading exhibitors in the territory are
already using this service and state that
they are well pleased with the results ob-
tained.

Stanley B. Waite, central division sales
manager for Pathe, was a recent Pittsburgh
visitor.

Recent exhibitors included: Mr. and Mrs.
Tom Kinney, Franklin; Charles Freeman,
John Newman and Julius Markowitz, New
Castle; James Retter, California; Carl Beck-
er, Butler; B. E. Cupler, Washington; Harry
Petz, Youngwood, and James Velas, Wheel-
ing.

The Western Pennsylvania Amusement
Co., Inc., opened their sixth picture theatre
Thursday, November 4. The new house is

the Avenue, located at 809 Liberty avenue,
Pittsburgh, a house seating 314 persons.

Brookline
M. Braverman, whose lease at the Brook-

line Theatre, Brookline, expires the end of
November, is building a beautiful new 500-

seat theatre in the town which he expects
to open by the first of the year. Plans for
the new house include two storerooms on
the ground floor, and bowling alleys in the
basement.

North Braddock
A. Schleisinger, owner of the Olympic

Theatre, Beechview, has taken over the
Copeland Theatre, North Braddock. He re-
opened the house on November S, and had
souvenirs for all his patrons.

A. H. Schnitzer. F. B. O. manager, is back
at his desk, after attending a sales meeting
in the New York home office.

Ogdensburg Open Sunday
Albany, Nov. S.—A proposition calling for

Sunday motion picture shows in Ogdens-
burg, N. Y., was carried on election day by
a majority of 213. with more persons voting
than on any proposition ever before the
electorate in that city. First reports were
to the effect that the proposition had been
lost, but later a rechecking showed that it

had been carried. Interest in the outcome
was on a par with that for Governor of

the state.
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Cold Weather Stunts to Help Business

When the Thermometer Takes Big Drops
Now that Winter really is here and the fans have been put in mothballs for

a time, it’s a good plan to check over some of the ideas that have proven useful

in the past. Most of these are familiar to you, perhaps, but it helps now and
then to refresh your memory.
One of the standbys is something to get

them in during especially inclement seasons.

One of these is purely a city stunt ; an ar-

rangement with a local taxicab company
to bring patrons to the theatre during per-

iods of extremely bad weather. Most com-
panies will make a sufficient concession in

price to make it fairly well worth while.

You figure that people will not come unless

there is some inducement. If the taxi com-
pany will haul your patrons within a mile

radius for ten cents a head, you pay that

much to sell a seat costing from 25 to 40

cents. You are paying ten cents to sell

tickets, but there is a profit in that if you
cannot get the people to come otherwise.

Getting the Taxis

The argument to use with the taxi com-
pany is that it will encourage the taxi habit

at other times, when such an offer does
not hold good. The best way to work it

is to supply the drivers with a certain num-
ber of tickets. They account for these
tickets in at ten cents less than face value.

In the suburbs and small towns, where
there are few taxicabs, it has been found
profitable to run a bus line, often nothing
more than the familiar “bob” with plenty
of straw in the wagon box. This makes an
advertised route. Often a school bus may
be hired, or a regular bus company may be
willing to make a concession after rush hour.

One manager regularly cooperates with
the local plumber in the distribution of cards
reading: “If your furnace gets out of order,

etc.”

During a blizzard one western exhibitor

offered hot coffee to all patrons. With so

many soda bars, you scarcely would sup-

pose that a cup of coffee could sell theatre

tickets, but it helped business materially. A
large grocer supplied the coffee, urn and
cups and the house furnished the heat. “Free
coffee when it snows” can be made a reg-

ular ticket seller, possibly because patr < is

figure that the hot drink will offset the

effects of the walk to the theatre.

In small towns a boy has been hired to

brush the snow from the entering patrons’

wraps. A small matter, but it created good-
will—and it saved the upholstery.

More than one exhibitor has sold tickets

on the argument that if you bring the family

to the theatre you can bank the fire early

in the evening and save money on both
coal and either gas or electricity. There
will be no real saving, but the argument
seems to win.

Watch the Heaters

On the same line of a warm house a num-
ber of managers have arrangements with
local steamfitters to supply the names of

clients. A telephone message from the the-

atre expresses regret at the accident and
suggests that the theatre will supply a warm
haven. It’s another angle of the card re-

ferred to above, but is more direct.

One theatre with an open fire in the rather

spacious foyer uses a winter slogan of “Meet
me at the fireplace,” adapting the “Meet
me at the fountain” used by a large depart-
ment store.

Much may be done by replacing the white
globes on the marquise with warmer tints.

This does not mean all red lights. Some
yellow in the red will be far more cheery
and inviting.

One thing that should be done is to guard
against cold draughts entering the house
each time the door is opened. The best

safeguard is the glass screen at the back
of the last row of seats, but where this is

too costly, much can- be done with screens,

if you can place them so the fire, depart-

ment will not object. Don’t raise the fire

hazard with heavy hangings and flimsy

screens. Find some other way.
If you have an open lobby, heat the box

office and give the doorman a cork mat to

stand on. Let him under dress well, but

do not bundle him up so that he suggests

that he is suffering from the cold. It may
be .warm inside, but you lose some of the

effect if the doorman’s teeth chatter as he
takes the tickets.

And don’t forget that an extra ten or

so of coal may be a better investment than
a super film during a cold snap.

Boy Boxers Helped
on Battling Butler

For his advance work on Battling Butler,

Charles H. Amos, of the Carolina theatre,

Greenville, S. C., used a pair of clever

youngsters for a perambulator.
First he showed them the film, to let

them get ideas for the comedy stunts, and
then he put them on a truck on which a ring
had been built. This truck perambulated
the streets, stopping every little while to
pull off a fast and funny round.

The same boys were used for a novel
prologue. Their gloves, faces, hats and
shoes were treated with luminous paint and
after they had been introduced the house
was darkened and only the painted objects
could be seen. A two-minute round ended
in a knockout just as the main title came
on the screen.

mi»i.«nfii<n i»wiiniiBiiiiii ii i » ' mi
EITHER END OF THE CIRCLE THEATRE DURING ITS TENTH ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATION
THe^ Circle is the Indianapolis First National house and used Men of Steel for its anniversary offering. These two
sections show either end of the lobby with the designs planned by Ben F. Caldwell, art director, under the general
direction of Manager Ace Berry. One end sells the coining attraction and the other the institution.
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Railroad Supplied Ballyhoo on The Iron Horse

Paramount Dream Is

Realized In Building
Production Hints from Edward L. Hyman

Managing Director, Mark Strand Theatre, Brooklyn

(Continued from page 135)

Meanwhile in Moving Picture World, Louis

Reeves Harrison was dreaming a dream that

hugely diverted our readers. Harrison

visioned a showplace where the pictures could

be seen from comfortable seats and where

lights, music, ventilation and elegance would

delight the patron.

That was all very well to write about, but

exhibitors shrewdly pointed out that if the

chairs were bearably comfortable, the patron

would remain too long, and become unprofit-

able. A mechanical piano or at best a Mara-

thon pianist and a long distance violinist

could make all the necessary music and it

would be foolish to spend money for ven-

tilation when you could buy perfumed dis-

infectant for a couple of dollars a gallon.

In those days the hiss of the atomizer as

an attendant patroled the aisles, spraying

the dense atmosphere was as much a part

of the show as the projection machine itself.

It was almost universally agreed that it

could not be done for ten cents, and every-

one knew that the entire prosperity of the

picture was based on the ten-cent admission.

It had been a hard enough fight to come up

from the old nickel tickets, but a quarter

was insanely absurd.

But the quarter show did come, and it

was a shock to theatrical Broadway presently

to find a picture theatre right on Longacre

Square itself. It was not much of a thea-

tre, but it was very much like -a negro

Catholic intruding on a konklave of the

K. K. K.

That house long since gave place to office

buildings, but meanwhile the Strand had

been built, the Victoria was razed to give

place to the Rialto and the last word was
reached with the erection of the Capitol.

As these lines are written an army of

workmen are putting the finishing touches

to the new Paramount theatre, housed in a

building that is already one of the land-

marks of the city; a theatre with a seating

Radio features having proved good attrac-

tions for this theatre, the Davis Saxophone
Octette, under the direction of Clyde Doerr,

which has become well

known through Station

WEAF, was brought

back for a return en-

gagement with the

photoplay, “The Prince

of Tempters.” This

show had, in addition

to these two attrac-

tions, two other stage

presentations and two
other film subjects.

The musical incidents required thirty-three

minutes in their presentation, while the film

porton of the bill ran one hour and thirty-

three minutes. Of this time the First Na-

tional picture ran one hour and twenty-

one minutes, with the Topical Review tak-

ing eight minutes and the one-reeler, “Sua-

wanee River,” taking four minutes.

Edna Burhans, soprano, opened each de-

luxe show in an aria from “Ernani,” appear-

ing on the apron of the orchestra stage.

For an encore she sang “Cherie, I Love

You.” Singer was spotted from the dome
by a rose-pink Mestrum, while the gold

cloth draw curtains which formed a cyclo-

rama backing for the musicians were flood-

ed from the bridge and dome by soft am-
ber. Miss Burhans took seven minutes.

New York City twenty years ago.

capacity in excess of the entire sittings in

It is a theatre such as even Louis Reeves
Harrison did not dare visualize

;
a dream of

sumptuous elegance—and yet who shall say

that the end has been reached? Who may
predict with certainty that the Paramount
theatre, palatial as it seems today is no more
than another stepping stone toward even

greater achievement?

The film, “Suawanee River,” running four

minutes, was used as an introduction for

the Dixie Jubilee Singers and Dancers. It

was specially scored, the theme being the
song of that name in special arrangement,
and this melody was used for the opening
of the Dixie presentation, in full stage.

The setting for the Jubilee Singers in-

cluded a back drop in black and white of a
levee with a show boat, magnolia trees be-
ing in the foreground. Dixie Jubilee Sing-
ers were grouped to the left, opening with
a Southland melody. Then came a picanin-
ny dance by six girls, then more singing
by the Jubileers. Leonard Workman had
an eccentric dance, and the incident closed
with a cake walk. Presentation was twelve
minutes long, the vocal arrangements being
by Eva Jessye, dance arrangements by
Sonia Serova and settings by Roy Requa.
After the Topical Review came the Davis

Saxophone Octette, holding the full stage
just before the picture W'as put on. The
set included a silver tree center stage backed
up by a black curtain ten feet wide, and on
either side of the curtain were silver cloth
drapes upon which various lighting effects

were used. The Octette played “Davisax
March,” a solo by the leader, Clyde Doerr,
called “Ma Favourite;” “Oogle Oogle OO,”
“My Wild Irish Rose” and medley of pop-
ular hits. This presentation required four-
teen minutes.

This Ship Sailed
Playing Mare Nostrum at the Palace the-

atre, Fort Worth, Tex., M. K. Moore used a
ship model for his lobby. On either side of
this display were full-sized life preservers,
lettered with the title of the play—lettered
where the name of the ship would appear.
Cards similar to the spare tire cards %vere
inserted in the openings carrying selling
talk.

When the picture opened these were
taken to a downtown store window for fur-
ther display and a tie-up also was effected
with a luggage shop.

Had Them Quessing
Fred Y. Greene, Jr., now with the Schine

Enterprises, got out a herald for Glovers-
ville, N. Y., that has had them guessing.
Fred took Paul Gulick’s idea of putting

his front page on the back page, too, with
some institutional talk on the inside pages
of the four-page folder. People can’t figure

out whether it was done on purpose or the
printer made a mistake in make-up. The
result is that they are intrigued, as the nov-
elists say.

Sent to Sills
\\ hen Men of Steel played Dennison.

Texas, the engagement of Milton Sills to

Doris Kenyon was capitalized. The Star
theatre prepared a telegram of congratula-
tion which was signed by several thousand
patrons.

A BORROWED BALLY ON THE IRON HORSE IN COLORADO
The I. H. is not exactly first run, but Harry J. Helmer, of the Rourke Thea-
tre, La Junta, held back for the fiftieth anniversary of the Santa Fe. The

train was imported for the local celebration and loaned him afterward.
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Four Examples of U. A. Advertising from the South

Flashy Envelope

Qot All Readers
H. G. Olson, of the Jeffris theatre, Janes-

ville, Wis., sends in a stunt that will work
on any picture not too dignified to be han-

dled in a snappy style.

It is a small prescription envelope printed

up in red with a skull and bones and the

legend, “Your turn is coming.” Below, in

much smaller type is “Instructions inside.”

The enclosure is a small slip reading to the

effect that “Your turn is coming” to see the

picture advertised; in this instance The
Palm Beach Girl.

Mr. Olsen writes that he had tried this

stunt before, using cheaper manila stock,

and he finds that the display value of red

on white is so much more vivid that the

slightly more expensive stock more than

repays the additional cost.

He adds that he used the local baby iden-

tification contest on That’s My Baby and

got 23 identifications on 37 pictures. These
pictures were displayed in the lobby in a

nice frame, and he writes that he seemed
to give him as much as he could have got-

ten out of the more expensive plan book
stunt of photographing the babies.

A good way to handle this is to give a

ticket for each identification and label each

photograph as it is identified, to prevent

repetition. Since you know the names of

the children, you can have the labels pre-

pared in advance. The press book stunt is

better for the cities, but in a small town the

identification works just as well and is less

expensive.

Chipped In
Using wood veneer, such as they make

peach baskets of Rodney Bush, of the

Galax theatre, Birmingham, put out three

thousand four-inch strips to announce The
Son of the Sheik as “a chip off the old

block.” It was a clever idea, and down in

the peach district the wood was readily

available.

Held the Lion
Using one man in a lion masquerade dress

and another in tattered clothes and red-

smeared face, C. T. Perrin, of the Rialto

theatre, Pueblo, got much attention for Hold
That Lion.

The two men paraded the streets, with the

lion in front and the other holding on to

his tail and yelling, "Hold That Lion !” He
also carried a sign upon his back.

Used Treasure Hunt
for the Love Qame

For a week before the playing of So This

Is Paris at the Howard theatre, Atlanta, the

Georgian carried stories about the love cane

of a gay Parisian, which was supposed to

be in Atlanta.

Each day the same newspaper carried a

classified advertisement telling that one of

the clues would be obtained at a certain

store. The cards handed out were non-com-
mittal until the fifth day, when the direc-

tion was to go to the Howard.

There a card was handed out telling that

the cane was to be found “in the midst of a

woodland green in an outlying section of

Atlanta.”

Acting on this hint, the cane was found

on the bank of a park lake and was carried

to the newspaper, where the promised re-

ward was given.

As the treasure hunt was new to Atlanta,

there was more than the usual interest, and
while hundreds made the search, thousands

read of the stunt with interest and watched
its progress.

In the regular campaign 20,000 programs
and 10,000 heralds were distributed.

FOUR EXAMPLES OF BALLYHOOING FROM UNITED ARTISTS FROM SOUTH AMERICA
The automobile parade advertised The Thief of Bagdad in Nitcheroy, near Rio de Janeiro. The Chaplin ex-

ploitation was done bv the Gloria Theatre, Rio, and the execution float was on Orphans of the Storm at the Royal
Theatre, Sao Paulo. This latter display, which was on a Ford chasis, seems to have been remade from the Gloria

display.
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Making a Two Column Space From One Column Cut

Eastman Holds to

a Standard Form
Practically ever since its opening, the East-

man Theatre, Rochester, has held to substan-

tially the same layout. Sometimes it is

deeper than at others, but the signature has

never varied and the general layout holds

the same.

EASTMAN
- - Direction Eric Clarke

ALL WEEK
Sail the Seas of Adventure With
the Bold Buccaneer of the Screen

For the Young Fdr Thrill Hunters
For the Old For Romance Seekers

Pirates! Buried Treasure! Romance! A colorful tale
of conquest and love and through it striding the gallant
figure of the king of swashbucklers.

Photographed in color lo give In New York they paid $2 00.
added glamor lo it* stirring In Rochester the regular East-
scene*. man prices.

“Songs the Pirates Sing" “William Tell

"

DOUBLE MALE QUARTET
EASTMAN THEATRE

ORCHESTRA

Anniversary Week, Sept S.-Niioria Swanson lie “Fine Manners’

THE EASTMAN STANDARD
Generally the space is a little longer, often

it is very much longer. It all depends upon
what has to be advertised. Sometimes there

is a switch for an evening and then the

space runs well down.
This display for The Black Pirate is a lit-

tle better than usual, though in the same
general form.

Some managers would figure that they
could not sell the Ringling show in type that

size, yet it put Fairbanks over very nicely.

It can sell any title with such a display, yet

it is only a two sixes.

Just look at this a little while and you’ll

realize how good it is—and why.

Reverse Backing
Is Proper Here

Loew’s Aldine, Pittsburgh, runs rather too

much to black grounds for its spaces, but

this is properly employed here where the

faces showing through the reverse carry out

the suggestion of the sinister aspects of the

play.

Better still, the black helps to throw into

relief the white around Chaney’s name.
The white panel for the added attractions

pull some of the effect by diluting the black,

but a jazz orchestra for the stage seems to

be regarded as absolutely essential in many
places, and probably the insert sold in ex-
cess of its apparent importance.
But it is pleasant to find so much type in

any Pittsburgh space. Two years ago it

would have been regarded as absolutely

necessary to letter the entire space. Today
they handle type well and get much more
legible displays. This is an unusually good
Pittsburgh space and gave this better than
usual picture a chance to get over with ad-

vance selling.

PITTSBURG'S GREATEST ENTERTAINMENT

CONTINUOUS- II AM TO 11 PM
DeUIXF SHOWS

I 30..3 30
o: 0

his greatest starring triumph f A thnllmg,

thetbbmg romance of Singapore, the Myste-

rious. W.th LOIS MORAN. OWEN MOORE
and HENRY B WALTHALL

—ON THE STAGE—

Irving Aaronson’s Crusaders

JOHN MAXWELL

PHIUP SPITALN V BAHD

LADDIE

WHERE BLACK HELPS
And it might be noted that the better

your picture, the more you need advance

selling, for the larger your opening houses

the greater the volume of verbal advertising

early in the week.

One Column Cut in

Two Column Space
Finding the two column press book cut on

Puppets too large for the contemplated

space, the Capitol Theatre, Nashville, turned

out a good looking space with a single col-

umn cut.

Now!
Bargain
Mat I nr*

Every Day
11 to 1 .

nil

MILTON

His Latest

Gigantic, Smashing Drama

“PUPPETS”
IT LIVES WITH THE DRAMA OF A BID HE-MAN.

GREAT IN COURAGE GREATER IN LOVE!

WORKS AS WELL
It is possible that the two column cut

might have been cropped to make a fit, but

the single column works well enough as an
attractor and involves less work. The only

trouble with the one columns is that they
are apt to be clinches, because the clinch is

about the only thing that will work well in

a two inch space.

The idea here seems to have been to use
the cut merely to get away from the store

style of advertisement, and to this end the
cut works very well.

Maynard Cut is on
Old Familiar Lines

The cut supplied on Ken Maynard in Senor
Daredevil is along the lines of the design

originally used for The Bad Man and later

copied by Fairbanks and others. It is use-

ful in that it will work in almost any space
into which it can be put and will look as

well in a four column as it does in this two
sevens for the Loew houses in Cleveland.

PARK CONCERT ORCHESTRA
Overture “Home Again” <

Angelo Vitale, Conducting

Jazz Unit: “Any Ice Today Lady" “Valencia

Angelo and HU Gang on tbe Stage

LOOKS FAMILIAR

Considering the wealth of material in this

story, the text is a bit lukewarm, for the

picture is a whizzer, but it sells well and is

nicely displayed.

A cut like this is like a circular signature.

It does not have to be carefully placed to

prevent its looking out of proportion. You
can put it in anywhere and it will look right.

A scene cut has to be considered in rela-

tion to the other components of the space,,

but you can’t go very far wrong with this,

no matter where you put it.

Qood Selling Helps

Poorly Drawn Cuts
If art work alone sold tickets, the Cameo

Theatre, Pittsburgh, would have been in poor

shape the week it played Her Big Night.
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Open Layouts Give the Most Presentable Space

That cut of Laura La Plante makes her look

like her own grandmother—which she isn’t.

Even the legs are a libel.

POOR CUT; COULD TALK
The circular star and title are good, but

the whole thing hinges on the “take our tip”

copy in the lower left hand corner. This does
not sound like presswork. It reads as though
the copy writer had seen the picture and then
sat down to write about it in everyday Eng-
lish. It is convincing, and in a style designed
to appeal particularly to the man who might
be most easily be attracted by the farce.

All the rest of the space is merely the frame
for this small panel, but it helps to display
the panel and that does the rest.

This Open Layout

Helps the Pirate
Taking a six eights gives the Paris The-

atre, Paris, 111., a nice display for Fairbanks
in The Black Pirate. Much of the effective-

ness of this layout lies in the matching of

the display to the cut. The cut suggests
the old woodcut style, and a lot of display
faces would have wrecked the effect, but in

the large space only the signature, star and
title are given big display and the type is

in harmony with the cut.

Something fairly new is that half-border;
the three-point rule running across the top
of the space and down on the right, cut to
let through the display and the panel. This
gives a surprisingly good effect. Probably
it would not work as well in a smaller space,
but here the result is excellent.

There is plenty of good sales talk, and yet
not too much and it is all set so that it can
be read with the least effort.

Most houses, on a big attraction, urge
patrons to come to the early shows and

PARIS THEATRE
WEDNESDAY - THURSDAY - FRIDAY - SATURDAY

Today! Now! Is Your Opportunity For High Romance!
Grasp This Chance to Live—Laugh and Love

With
i

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS
in

“THE BLACK PIRATE”
Love in the Days of Bold Buccaneers!

Come to the

Last Show Nights,

You can see a full

show'after 9:15

The bang! of the fjintloek—the swish of the

ixyord—the roar of the cannon—the rollicking,

.fighting story of a brave sea rover.

You can’t •miss THE BLACK PIRATE, if you
like the throb of romance and the tingling pulse

of lif£, itself.

Douglas Fairbanks never crowded so muclv
thrilling, colorful joy into a film before.

Satisfy the ambition of a lifetime by being, a pirate bold or a
pirate s sweetheart—just for an evening.

P- -
SHOWS

M :00-Z:y-9

.APJIISSION PRICES

ADVANCE IN

P- -P

A VERY SIGHTLY SIX-EIGHTHS ON FAIRBANKS

avoid the rush, but evidently Paris is one

of those nine-o’clock-towns, for a special

panel calls attention to the fact that a com-
plete performance can be seen after 9:15.

There is nothing sensational in this dis-

play, but it is thoroughly good; much bet-

ter than it probably would have been with

more display type used.

Mostly Picture is

Better Than Talk
In this approximately three nines from the

New Theatre, Baltimore, more than half the

space is taken by the cut, but the cut will do

more selling than type in this instance.

The contrast of Leatrice Joy with the

various types of women gets over a sugges-

tion of the picture that arouses interest. It

does it more quickly and more interestingly

than type argument.

The best type line in the space is at the

top, but it is pulled down considerably by
being in hand lettering. There was plenty

of room for real type and the appeal would
have been much stronger.

Still it makes an attractive space and prob-

ably helped to sell tickets, which is all vou
can ask of an advertisement.

This Trick Border

Qives Big Display
Some houses have shot Valentino clear

across the page since his tragic death, but

the Imperial Theatre, San Francisco, gets all

the necessary display in a two sixes through

the use of a trick border instead of large

type.

A GOOD DISPLAY BORDER

That border holds it away from every-

thing else, and gives quarter page value to

a display only two and a half inches wide.
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“International Eucharistic Congress”
Great Gathering of Catholic Clergy and Laity
At Chicago Is Impressively Recorded bv Camera

D IE TO THE IMMENSE amount of

space in the newspapers and news reel

pictures, doubtless everyone is aware
of the Eucharistic Congress held in Chicago
in June and the fact that it was one of the

periodical gatherings of Roman Catholics

from all parts of the earth in glorification

of the Eucharist or Holy Communion. It was
the first one to be held in the United States.

Under the auspices of Cardinal Mundelein
its sponsor, a complete pictorial record

filmed by the Fox Film Corporation, is now
being presented. Beginning with the desig-

nation of Cardinal Bonzano as the Pope’s le-

gate or personal representative, the trip from
Rome to Chicago and the principal events

of the Congress are shown, demonstrating

anew the inestimable value of the camera in

chronicling current events for posterity.

No one of any religious faith nor ecen an
unbeliever can hardly fail to be impressed

Reviewed by C. S. Sewell

by this enormous gathering for the purpose
of worship, while, from its purely spectacu-

lar side, it commands the attention with
twelve cardinals in their elaborate robes,

their entourages, their thrones, scores' of

archbishops and hundreds of priests and
lesser church dignitaries. But rivalling all

this, to the lay mind, are the gigantic crowds
of the devout everywhere in evidence, cul-

minating in an outpouring at the final serv-

ice of what is announced to be the greatest

number of persons ever assembled, one mil-

lion Other highlights were a chorus of

62,000 children and the presence of 10,000

nuns, and a parade of thirty thousand in

the rain, from all parts of the world, includ-

ing Chinese, Indians and Eskimos and
various other races.

In terms of the motion picture, the num-

ber of persons dwarfs into insignificance the

screen’s greatest man-made spectacle ; there

is the star, Cardinal Bonzano, and a stellar

cast of Cardinals including Cardinals Hayes
of New York; O’Connell of Boston; Faul-

haber of Germany; Cherost of Rennes,

France Dubois of Paris, France ; Reig y
Casanova of SSpain, O’Donnell of Ireland;

Piffl of Vienna, Austria, Mundelein of

Chicago and Czernoch of Hungary. A num-
ber of archbishops who delievered the ser-

mons and various other members of the

clergy who were prominent in the organ-

ization of the Congress are also identified.

While the appeal of this picture will be

largely to those of the Catholic faith as a

showmanship proposition we believe that

generous cutting with the elimination of

some of the naturally rather repetitious

scenes featuring the cardinals would make
for more sustained interest.

“The Return of Peter Grimm”
Intense Drama and Convincing Spirit Effects

in Fox’s Excellent Version of Belasco Play

DAVID BELASCO’S masterful play, ‘‘The

Return of Peter Grimm,” in which that

wonderful actor, David Warfield, scored
probably his greatest triumph as the old

florist who sought to communicate with his

family after his death, is now being pre-

sented on the screen by the Fox Film Cor-
poration.

With Victor Shertzinger directing and Alec
Francis in the title role, the result is a pro-

foundly moving impressive and dramatic of-

fering that holds the attention from start

to finish and offers pleasing and decidedly

out of the ordinary entertainment.

Through the use of trick photography the

apparition of the old man’s return is made
more effective and convincing than it would
seem possible on the stage where there is

a strong call on the imagination in the pres-

ence of a living actor in the midst of the

other players who are supposedly unaware
of his presence. On the screen, only the

shadowy spectre of Old Peter is projected,

immensely heightening the illusion and mak-
ing the effect doubly impressive. In fact,

the screen is the ideal medium for such a

story.

Alec B. Francis gives an excellent por-

trayal of the role of this kindly old man who
managed to muddle up the romance of his

beloved ward, and there is tremendous drama
in his efforts to communicate with the other

characters in his spirit form until finally a
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little boy on the verge of death realizes his

presence. How this little inkling in the form
of having him find a torn portrait of his

mother is built up until finally the whole

story of the nephew’s perfidy comes out is

excellent and absorbing dramatic construc-

tion that hold the interest in a vice-like grip.

Janet Gaynor gives a Convincing perform-

ance as the girl registering with telling ef-

fect in the emotional scenes. The whole

supporting cast is high-class and especially

good is Richard Walling as the girl’s sweet-

heart and little Mickey McBan a« the sick

kid. Bodil Rosing scores as the mother and

John St. Polis as the doctor, while John
Roche handles nicely the thankless role of

the scapegrace nephew.

Throughout most of the footage, the story

calls for Francis’ appearance only in his

spirit form and these scenes have been

handled with exceptional skill. There is

never a false move or an instant when the

“spirit” form is out of alignment with the

stage settings, and as an example of its kind

the effect is perfect. The spectator seeks

the wraith of Old Peter moving about among
the furniture as it did in life, mounting the

stairs, sitting down, bending over a desk,

trying to remove a thread from a lad’s coat,

patting the girl’s hand, etc., with the back-

grounds always visible through the shadowy

form.

The employment of the spirit effect makes

the unsuccessful attempt of the old man to

make himself known thoroughly convincing

and there is tremendous drama in the futility

of his attempts.

Running through the story is a pleasing

boy and girl romance and it is the persistence

of Old Peter in breaking this up and making
the girl promise to marry his scapegrace

nephew that motivates his desire to come
back and set matters right.

From the standpoint of the photographic

effects alone this picture should score, but

besides this there is an excellent story strong

in human interest and exceptionally rich in

drama.

Fox Film Corporation is fo be congratu-

lated on the manner in which this great play

has been transferred to the screen. It is a

truly fine production decidedly different from
the usual run of films and should profoundly

impress the great mass of picture patrons,

and thoroughly entertain them.

William Fox Presents
••The Return of Peter Grimm"’

Based on play by David Belasco
A Victor Schertzinger Production

CAST:
Peter Grlmni Alec B] Francis
Frederik .._ John Roche
Katie Janet Gaynor
Jimmie Richard Walling
MaePherson , John St. Polis
Marta Bodil Rosing
William Mickey McRan

Length—6,960 Feet
Old Peter Grimm makes his ward Katie

promise to marry his nephew Frederik and
then dies. Frederik proves to be a scape-
grace and Peter’s spirit returns to right
matters and finally succeeds in doing so by
communicating with Jimmie who is in a de-
lirium. Unusual and striking drama.
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“Syncopating Sue”
Lormne Griffith Again Starred in a Story
of Broadway That Is Decidedly Entertaining

Reviewed by C. S. Sewell
I
N “Syncopating Sue” her newest for First

National, Corinne Griffith again has a

story of the same general type as her

Asher, Rogers and Small Present
Corinne Griflith in
“Syncopating- Sue”

Based on play by Reginald Goode
Directed by Richard Wallace
A First National Picture

OAST:
Susan Adams ...Corinne Griffith

Kddic Murphy Tom Moore
Arthur Bennett Rockliffe Fellowes
Joe Horn Lee Moran
Marjorie Ramheau Herself

Length—0,770 Feet
Girl employed in music store gets stage-

struck and attracts big producer who gets
fresh and then seeks to ensnare her sister.

In saving her. the girl acts so well she lands
job, but decided to marry drummer in jazz
orchestra. Amusing comedy of Broadway’s
life.

“Classified,” dealing with a working girl’s ex-
perience on New York’s Broadway.
This time, Miss Griffith is cast as a piano

player in a music store and the plot con-
cerns her efforts to go on the stage, a ro-
mance with a drummer in a night club or-

chestra and a situation in which she proves
to be such a good actress in saving her
younger sister from a big producer that she
finally lands the coveted job.

“Syncopating Sue” is a pleasing and de-
cidedly entertaining story that should prove
popular with Miss Griffith’s host of admirers.
She has a thoroughly congenial role and
handles it well and there is a lot of human
interest and realistic Broadway touches,

pleasing characterization and good comedy.

The story for the most part follows along

plausible lines although an exaggerated com-
edy finish shows both hero and heroine div-

ing into the Hudson Kiver and swimming to

each other with a close-up showing them
supported in the water by a big bass drum.

Tom Moore as the hero, an orchestral
drummer out of work is particularly good
and the manner in which he meets Corinne
who has him pinched because she thinks he
is following her and discovers he lives in the

same house is decidedly bright and amusing
comedy. Lee Moran contributes consider-

able comedy and Rockliffe Fellowes is excel-

lent as the play producer.

C. FIELDS, in his third starring ve-

•hide, shows a ripening picture tech-

nique. Still clinging to some of his stage

“sure fires,” he is evidently finding that the

purely picture gags get over better, and he

is changing his style slightly to meet the

changed condition. In “So’s Your Old Man”
he is seen in a coherent, if rather sketchy,

story of the inventor of an unbreakable
windshield glass who unfortunately makes
his public test on the wrong cars, proving

that it is a wise fliverist who knows his own
Ford.

His disappointment is somewhat assuaged

“So’s Your Old Man”
W. C. Fields Displays a Ripening Technique
in His Third Feature Comedy for Paramount

Reviewed by Epes W. Sargent

by the efforts of the Princess Lescaboura to

reinstate him in the confidence of his fellow

townsmen, and she makes him the local

hero. One or two ideas are held too long,

but there is plenty of movement and many
laughs. Fields would be wise to discard the

tramp juggler idea for the cleaner make-up
he uses in the latter scenes. He can be
funny with a clean face.

Alice Joyce displays real comedy finesse

as the Princess and “Kittens” Reichert and
Charles Murchison make a pleasant pair of

sweethearts. Marcia Harris, as the wife and
Julia Ralph, as the fashionable leader, con-

tribute excellent character bits, adding mate-
rially to the story interest.

“So’s Your Old Man” should prove ac-

ceptable entertainment.

Adolph Zukor and Jesse L. Lasky Present
W. O. Fields in

“So’s Your Old Man”
Based on. Julian Street’s story, ‘‘Mr. Bisbee’s

Princess”
Directed by Gregory LaC'ava

CAST:
Samuel Bisfiee . . . W. 0. Fields
Princess Lescaboura Alice Joyee
Kenneth Charles Rogers
Alice Bisbee Kittens Reichert
Mrs. Bisbee .Marcia Harris
Kenneth’s Mother Julia Ralph
Jeff Frank Montgomery
A1 , .Jerry Sinclair

Length—6,347 Feet
S’m.all town Inventor gets into all sorts of

complications trying to market his un-
breakable windshield, including a flirtation
with a visiting Princess, but is taken up by
society, his daughter marries a rich chap
and he sells his invention. Rapid-fire farce
comedy.

“Millionaires”
Sidney, Fazenda and Vera Gordon Featured
in Amusing, Heart-Interest Hebrew Comedy

Warner Brothers Present

“Millionaires”
With George Sidney, Louise Fazenda and

Vera Gordon
Suggested by E. Phillips Oppenheim’s novel

“The Inevitable Millionaire”

Directed by Herman Raymalcer

CAST:
Meyer Rubens George Sidney
Relia Louise Fazenda
Esther Rubens .Vera Gordon
Maurice IVatt Carr
Ida Helene Costello
Lew .Arthur Lubin
Vamp Mynia Loy

Length—6,903 Feet

Poor Hebrew tailor suddenly becomes rich,

but his bad bulls disgust wife, who seeks
to enter society. She is persuaded by vil-

lain to leave him, but finally they are re-

conciled. A merry comedy intermingled with
good heart interest.
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S
UGGESTED by E. Phillips Oppenheims
story “The Inevitable Millionaires,” the

Warner Brothers production “Millionaires”

is an entertaining heart-interest comedy of

a poor Hebrew family that suddenly becomes
very wealthy and seeks to enter society.

Due to excellent work on the part of

George Sidney as the father, Vera Gordon
as the mother and Louise Fazenda as a sis-

ter-in-law, the familiar idea of playing up
the social errors of the new-rich has been

made thoroughly amusing, while the usual

heart-interest appeal of Jewish family life

has been effectively handled.

Vera Gordon as always gives a fine per-

formance of a role of this kind, while George
Sidney is excellent carrying a large percent-

age of the comedy by continually making

“hulls.” His golf game and his “etiquette”

at a swell dinner party is good for a num-
ber of laughs and should lease.

Louise Fazenda shines particularly in an
unusually clever scene ingeniously switches

from a rather sexy situation to delightful

comedy. Both she and Sidney imbibe too
freely and the result is a scream.

Herman Raymaker has made the most
out of the material at his command playing

up the comedy possibilities with amusing
though rather obvious gags which George
Sidney puts over nicely. It is an entertain-

ing program comedy that should please.
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“Exit Smiling”
Clever Stage Comedienne, Miss Beatrice Lillie,

Makes Her Screen Debut in Amusing Comedy

o ERVING PRINCIPALLY as a vehicle for

^ the introduction to the screens of this

country of the English comedienne, Beatrice

Lillie, who scored such a hit on the stage in

Chariot’s Revue, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer is

offering “Exit Smiling” in which she is co-

featured with Jack Pickford.

So far as the plot is concerned, it comes
very near being negligible, there is simply
enough of a story to hold the different sit-

uations together. Most of the footage is

dominated by the situations in which Miss

Reviewed by C. S. Sewell

Lillie is given ample opportunities for the

kind of comedy in which she is adept, and

at such times the theme itself goes glimmer-

ing.

This picture amply fulfills its purpose and
shows Miss Lillie as an exceptionally clever

and genuinely funny comedienne. Her
work in this production is an amusing com-
bination of clowning, burlesque and eccen-

tric characterization and she has been pro-

vided with a lot of good and new gags. Her
technique at times closely resembles her

compatriot, Charlie Chaplin.

With its abundance of laughable situations

and Miss Lillie’s fine work, it should prove

amusing to the average spectator.

A Sam Taylor Production
“Exit Smiling”

With Beatrice I.iilie and Jack Pickford
A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture

CAST:
Violet Beatrice Lillie
Jimmy Jack Pickford
Olga ........ Doris Lloyd
VVainwright DeVVitt Jennings
Watson Harry Myers
Phyllis Louise Lorraine

Length—6,461 Feet

Violet, utility woman with a traveling-
show, helps Jimmie, who is accused of a
bank shortage, and he makes good on the
stage. In the home town she plays his part
and clears him of the charge, but he goes
to his old sweetheart. Good comedy with
hilarious clowning and pathos.

“The Buckaroo Kid”
Hoot Gibson Film Is Genuinely Entertaining
Mixture of Western, Comedy Drama and Farce

Carl Laemmle Presents
Hoot Gibson in

“The Buckaroo Kid”
Based on Peter B. Kyne’s story “Oh,

Promise Me”
Directed by Lynn Reynolds
A Universal-Jewel Production

CAST:
Ed Harley. Hoot Gibson
Lyra Radigan Ethel Shannon
Henry Radigan Burr McIntosh
Tom Darby Harry Todd
Mulford James Gordon

Length—6,167 Feet
Ed, ranch foreman sent by his boss to

manage the Radigan ranch, incurs the en-

mity of Radigan by falling in love with his

daughter Lyra and is fired, but goes ahead
and makes good anyway, finally winning
the girl. Breezy western drama and com-
edy.

Reviewed by C. S. Sewell

THOROUGHLY ENTERTAINING com-
bination of “western,” go-getter com-

edy drama and straight farce that should

please the fans in general and the star’s

myriad of admirers in particular, is offered

in the newest Hoot Gibson Universal-Jewel

“The Buckaroo Kid.”

The dyed-in-the-wool western fan may
find this picture a little light on the familiar

stunts of this type for there is not much
horsemanship. Hoot does have opportuni-

ties to make use of his fists, but the story

more than makes up along other lines. We
don’t believe this star has ever had a more
congenial or pleasing role than that of the

clean-living, dynamic chap who makes good

as a ranch manager despite the open opposi-

tion of his grouchy banker boss because he
refuses to kow-tow to him and even has the

temerity to openly make love to his charm-
ing daughter. Ethel Shannon is excellent in

the latter role.

The opposition of the old banker is used

both for dramatic and comedy effect, the

latter predominating.

“The Buckaroo Kid” is a fast-moving,

“breezy” picture that should please generally.

OEQUELS SELDOM equal the stories they

^ are supposed to follow, but “We’re In

the Navy Now,” certainly contains more
laughs than “Behind the Front” and carries

rather less story to hamper the free move-
ment of the gags.

Knockout Hansen takes the count until

eight o’clock the next morning, by which

time his trainer, Stinky Smith, has decamped
with his share of the loser’s end of the

purse.

Comes the war, instead of the dawn, and

in pursuit of Stinky both men get mixed up

with a batch of recruits, finally landing

aboard a transport bound for France. After

“We’re in the Navy Now”
Wallace Beery and Raymond Hatton One Long Laugh
in Well-Planned Successor to “Behind the Front”

Reviewed by Epes W. Sargent

that the story is forgotten in the develop-

ment of a series of screamingly funny situ-

ations punctuated by really clever sub-titles

not many of which suggest prior use. The

titles got almost as many laughs as the

action.

And the prize fighter Beery gives a splen-

did characterization of a thick headed

Swede. His make-up goes deeper than the

grease paint. Hatton is an invaluable foil

as the trainer, and most of the action lies

wholly with them. Chester Conklin plays

almost a straight part and Tom Kennedy

gets little more chance. It is purely a two-

man play, but they are amply able to carry

the footage and more.

The settings are thoroughly convincing,

many of them authentic, and the production

shows every evidence of careful direction.

It should prove one of the dominant comedy
hits of the season.

Adolph Zukor ar.d Jesse L. Lasky Present
Wallace Beery and Raymond Ilattnn in

“We’re in the Xavy Notv*’

Directed by Edward Sutherland
A Paramount Picture

CAST:
Knockout Hansen Wallace Beery
Stinky Smith Raymond Hatton
Captain Smithers... Chester Conklin
Pereivnl Scruggs .Tom Kennedy
Radio Officer Donald Keith
U. S. Admiral J. W. Girard

Length—5,519 Feet

Beery is a mixed ale pugilist, whose man-
ager runs away with his funds. He spies

him during a recruiting parade and both un-
intentionally get into the draft and land in

the navy. The rest is just laughs. A farce

comedy scream. A regular “wow.”
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BIGGER THAN BARNUM’S.. (5,391 feet).
Stars, George O’Hara, Viola Dana, Ralph
Lewis. A wonderful picture; different from
any other picture I ever had. Any exhibi-
tor should make money on this picture.
Admission 10-30. Robert W. Hines, Hines
Theatre (300 seats), Loyalton, South Dakota,
special, yes. Draw mixed class, town 130.
Tone good; appeal 100 per cent. Sunday and

BIGGER THAN BARNUM’S. (G reels).
Star, Viola Dana. This is a real good pic-
ture and, I think, went over in good shape
to a Saturday night crowd. Bought this
one right and made some money on it. Don’t
think you can make a mistake in buying
this, as it should go good most anywhere.
Tone good, appeal 00 per cent. Sunday and
special, yes. Draw general class, town 300.
Admission 10-25 and 13-33. W. C. Snyder,
Cozy Theatre (265 seats), Lamont, Okla-
homa.

BIGGER THAN BARNUM’S. (5,310 feet).
Star, Ralph Lewis. Pleased some and some
found fault. This, I believe, will appeal to
the masses more than the highbrows. Tone
good, appeal fair. Sunday yes, special no.
R. A. Preuss, Arvada Theatre, Arvada, Col-
orado.

BORN TO BATTUE. (5 reels). Star, Tom
Tyler. He is making a few friends; he al-
ways pleases the kiddies. Tone good, ap-
peal 60 per cent. Sunday or special, no.
Draw farming, miner classes, town 1,500.
Admission 10-25. A. Catalano, Victory Thea-
tre, Rossiter, Pennsylvania.

COLLEGE BOOB. (5,340 feet). Star,
Lefty Flynn. Lefty is “the hick from the
sticks’’ and he sure takes his part well; the
best he’s made to date and just the story
for now—football, fights, romance, etc., with
Lefty first as “the boob’’ and then as the
“hero.’’ Tone and appeal, good. Sunday
yes, special no. R. A. Preuss, Arvada Thea-
tre, Arvada, Colorado.

DEVIL?S GULCH. Star, Bob Custer. Bob
Custer’s best—and that’s saying a great deal.
A good plot, a fast introduction and a whirl-
wind finish made this number go over big
with our audience. Can say that Bob pleased
the Saturday night bunch a hundred per
cent. Comedy aplenty, too. When the lanky
sheriff booted the villains the crowd almost
went wild. Our advice, Gang, is to get this
one for Saturday and boost it to the limit;
it’ll take. Tone O. K. Sunday yes, and al-
most special. Draw all sorts, town about
1,000. Admission 10-25 to 15-35 specials. H.
H. Hedberg, Amuse-U Theatre, Melville,
Louisiana.

F. B. O. PICTURES. F. B. O. has the pic-
tures this year Robert W. Hines, Hines
Theatre, Loyalton, South Dakota,

HAIR TRIGGER BAXTER. (5 reels).
Star, Bob Custer. My first Custer this year
and must say I am not sorry I played him.
Here’s a dandy little western with a nice
little story. Good print and paper. R. A.
Preuss, Arvada Theatre, Arvada, Colorado.

LONE HAND SAUNDERS. Star, Fred
Thomson. Good outdoor picture; highly
pleased the patrons. Tone and appeal good,
suited for Sunday, but not special—program
picture. Draw farmers, merchants, widely
scattered town 1,650. Mrs. J. B. Travelle,
Elite Theatre, Placerville, California.

OUT OF THE WEST. (5 reels). Star, Tom
Tyler. This picture drew the boys and men,
but the ladies stayed away. A story of
baseball playing cowboys. Good print. Tone
good, appeal not so good here. Sunday yes,
special no. R. A. Preuss, Arvada Theatre,
Arvada, Colorado.

RIDIN’ STREAK. (5 reels). Star, Bob
Custer. A dandy little western and went

H. H. Hedberg, one of us,

named us Our Gang to typify the

fraternal, good-will, stick-to-

gether spirit that governs our
sending of dependable reports on
pictures we have played.

Playing fair by picture and
producer, aiming to help each
other and you, we will be very
glad to have your tips as an earn-

est of your wish to help us and
be one of us.

OUR GANG

over in very good shape. Custer’s pictures
draw very good here. Nearly all of his pic-
tures have been good. Made just a little

money with this one. Tone, good; appeal,
90 per cent. Sunday, yes; special, no. Draw
general class; town 600. Admission, 10-15,

15-35. W. C. Snyder, Cozy Theatre (265
seats), Lamont, Oklahoma.

First National

BROWN DERBY. (6.500 feet). Star,

Johnny Hines. Once upon a time Hines was
my best bet; but of late, not so good.. This
picture is a good one for laughs and should
do a good business. Appeal fair. Sunday,
yes. R. A. Preuss, Arvada Theatre, Arvada,
Colorado.

HIS SUPREME MOMENT. (8 reels). A
very good picture. Tone and appeal good,
just above program schedule and suited for
Sunday. Draw merchant, farming classes,
town 1,650, widely scattered. Mrs. J. B. Tra-
velle. Elite Theatre, Placerville, California.

IRENE. (8,400 feet). Star, Colleen Moore.
After reading so many good reports on Irene
w<e thought we’d mop up, but the B. O. re-
sults were very disappointing. The plctuie
evidently did not make a hit, as the second
night flopped after a poor first night’s at-
tendance. Too long drawn out in nine reels
and patrons are too used to Technicolor’ to
rave about the fashion show in colors in
this one. Not nearly as good here as Ella
Cinders. Tone O. K. Weak appeal. Sunday
yes, special not here. Draw all sorts, town
about 1.000. Admission 10-25 to 3 5-55 spe-
cials. H. H. Hedberg, Amuse-U Theatre,
Melville, Louisiana.

MAKING OK O’MALLEY. (7,571 feet).

Star, Milton Sills. Very good picture. Tone
and appeal, good. Sunday yes, as special
just above program schedule. Draw mer-
chant, farming classes, town 1,650, widely
scattered. Mrs. J. B. Travelle, Elite Thea-
tre, Placerville, California.

MEMORY LANE. (6,825 feet). Stahl pro-
duction. Good program picture. This pic-
ture built for the moral point rather than
otherwise, though interesting for all that.
Tone very good, appeal 60 per cent. Sun-
day, yes and no. Not a special. Draw rural
class, town 200. Admission 20-40. L. L.
Like, Dreamland Theatre (150 tea.ts), Drum-
mond, Montana.

MY SON. (7 reels). Star, Alla Nazimova.
This is a fine program picture and think it

pleased most every one who saw it. Didn’t
get very many out, but made a little money,
anyway. Don't hesitate about buying thi, as
it should go over most an'ywhere. Tone fine,
appeal 90 per cent. Sunday yes, special no.
Draw general class, town 600. Admission
10-25 and 15-35. W. C. Snyder, Cozy Thea-
tre (265 seats), Lamont, Oklahoma.

RAINBOW RILEY. Star, Johnny Hines.
Good action comedy. Good print—good
crowd. Tone good, appeal 80 per cent. Draw
general class, town 2,200. Admission 10-25.
A. F. Jenkins, Community Theatre, David
City, Nebraska.

SAVAGE. (5 reels). Star, Ben Lyon. One
of First National’s Winners that was a loser.
Patrons called this very silly. Seriously
made, without the would-be funny subti-
tles, this might have proved interesting.
Second night, off. Tone O. IC. Very weak
appeal. Sunday yes, special no. Draw all

sorts, town about a thousand. Admission
10-25 to 15-35. H. H. Hedberg, Amuse-U
Theatre, Melville, Louisiana.

SHORE LEAVE. (6,836 feet). Star, Rich-
ard Barthelmess. Good print, good story,
good stars and photography. Better play
and boost it; you won’t lose anything. Tone,
high; appeal, 100 per cent. Sunday and
special, yes. Admission, 15-25. Dannis Jor-
dan, Palace Theatre (400 seats), Winnesboro,
South Carolina.

TOO MUCH MONEY. (7,000 feet). Stars,
Lewis Stone, Anna Q. Nilsson. This seems
to be real enjoyable entertainment. Stone
was very good. The picture has plenty of
good comedy. Makes a real good program
picture. Tone, O. K. Good appeal. Sunday,
yes ; special, no. Draw town and country
class town 1,200. Admission, 10-25. C. R,
Seff, New Radio Theatre (250 seats), Cor-
rectionville, Iowa.

TRAMP, TRAMP, TRAMP. (5,830 feet).

Star, Harry Langdon. Cannot see this star
in any feature to date. Pleased the major-
ity, but is drawn out too much. Tone good,
appeal fair. Sunday or special, no. Draw
mixed class, town 1,800. Admission 25.

Fred S. Widenor, Opera House (492 seats),
Belvidere, New Jersey.

Fox

DURAND OF BAD LANDS. (5,814 feet).

Star, C'has. (Buck) Jones. As good as any
short western. Draw farming, mining
classes, town 1,500. Admission 10-25. A.
Catalano, Victory Theatre, Rossiter, Penn-
sylvania.

EARLY TO WED. (5,912 feet). Star, Matt
Moore. One day to 36 people. Paid a spe-
cial price for it, too. Title or paper didn’t
attract at all. Biggest flop in great weather.
Tone good, appeal none. Yes for Sunday.
R. A. Preuss, Arvada Theatre, Arvada, Col-
orado.

FIG LEAVES. (6,498 feet). Stars, Olive
Borden, George O’Brien. Another feather in

Fox’s hat. Sure audience picture. The
Adam and Eve part a novelty. Story the
family kind. Comedy situations very good
and the style revue best ever so far. Mr.
“McCohmak Kollian Moore” should see this
style revue and then forget Irene. Good for
the whole family and a special. Johnny
Jones, Washington and Orpheum Theatres,
Quincy, Illinois.

IRON HORSE. (11 reels). Star, George
O’Brien. Here is a one hundred per cent,
picture, which is all the praise any one can
give. Showed this two nights and had good
houses. Made more money on this or.e than
I have made on any one picture for a long
time. Buy this and get behind it and you
will surely get “the long green.” Tone fine.
Sunday and special, yes. Draw general class,
town 600. Admission 15-35. W. C. Snyder,
(Cozy Theatre (265 seats), Lamont, Okla-
homa.

OVER THE HILL. Star, Mary Carr. This
being the third time we showed this good
picture it went over a hundred per cent,
again. Appeal good. Sunday and speiial,
yes. Draw mixed class, town 800. Admis-
sion 15-25. Jerry Wertin, Winter Theatre
(240 seats). Albany, Minnesota.
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Metro - Qoldwyn

AUCTION BLOCK. (6,230 feet). Star,

Charles Ra'y. This was good, out the name
was misleading'; however, everybody liked

it. (We made $6.00 on it—sure did!) Tone
fair, appeal 50 per cent. Sunday or special
no. Draw general class, town 2,200. Ad-
mission 10-25. A. F. Jenkins, Community
Theatre, David City, Nebraska.

BLACKBIRD. (6,686 feet). Star, Don
Chaney. One of Chaney’s best. Fair Lone.

Draw general class, town 400. Admission
15-25. Floyd G. Ward, Ward Theatre, Stark,
Kansas.

THE BOV FRIEND. Stars, John Harron,
Marceline Daly. One of Metro’s Big Parades
that got behind—almost too small to walk.
Just a nice little filler for a good vaudeville
show. Hope they don’t offer much of this kind
of cheap stuff so nobody could feel stung on
1926-27. Instead of forging ahead this one
is back-tracking. (If you expect to hold
lead, watch your step, Metro). Tone O. K.
Appeal, 30 per cent. Sunday yes, but no
special. Draw general class, town 3,000.

Admission 1.0-20. W. A. Clark, Sr., Castle
Theatre (400 seats), Havana, Illinois.

BOY FRIEND. Just a fair programme
picture ; put it in on the day you don't do
business, so as not to disappoint your audi-
ence. Tone good, appeal fair. Sunday yes,
special no. Draw from masses, city 40,o00.

Admission 10-50. Johnny Jones, Orpheum
and Washington Theatres, Quincy, Illinois.

BROWN OF HARVARD. (7,941 feet).
This is one of the best we have had trom
Metro-Goldwyn this season. Bought it at
program prices, but better than some of
their specials. Go after this one otrong.
Morris L. Abrams, New Theatre, Lake City,
South Carolina. <*»-

BROWN OF HARVARD. (7,941 feet).
Star cast. Boy, it is a picture that is equal
to, if not better than, The Freshman, and
regret to say that I nearly lost money on
it. Book and boost. It will please a hun-
dred per cent. Sunday yes as special—de-
pends. Draw farming, miner classes, town
1,500. Admission 10-25. A. Catalano, Vic-
tory Theatre, Rossiter, Pennsylvania.

DEVIUS CIRCUS. (6,750 feet). Star,
Norma Shearer. This is a dandy picture; if

you have not played it book it and step on
it, as it is one of Shearer’s best. Draw gen-
eral class, town 400. Admission 15-25. Floyd
G. Ward, Ward’s Theatre, Stark, Kansas.

LOVEY MARY. (6,750 feet). This is just
a fair picture, no special. Draw general
class, town 400. Admission 15-25. Floyd G.
Ward, Ward's Theatre, Stark, Kansas.

MIKE. (6,735 feet). Star, Sally O'Neil.
Very amusing picture; a little heart interest
pleased. Sally is a comer or I miss my
guess. Tone good, appeal 75 per cent. Sun-
da'y or special, no. Draw general class, town
2,200. Admission 10-25. A. F. Jenkins, Com-
munity Theatre, David City, Nebraska.

NEVER THE TWAIN SHALL MEET. (8
reels). Star cast. Very good picture. Dots
of people have read the story, but I had a
small crowd; however, it rained, so cannot
say what I might have done had I had good
weather. Tone and appeal, fair. Sunday
and special, yes. Draw town and rural
classes, town 600. Admission IQ-30. H. D.
Batchelder, Galt Theatre (175 seats), Galt,
California.

TOWER OF LIES. (6,849 feet). Star, Lon
Chaney. Ver*y good production, bat some-
what gruesome. Splendid acting. Tone and
appeal, good. Sunday yes, special no. Draw
farming, merchant classes, town 1,650 widely
scattered. Mrs. J. B. Travelle, Elite Theatre,
Placerville, California.

Paramount

BEHIND THE FRONT. (5,525 feet). Stars,
Beery-Hatton. Was vehy good—if we could
have kept it on the machine! I believe it

was the worst print we ever had. Terrible!
My projectionist has nervous prostration

MOVING PICTURE WORLD

To Producers
Producers are addressed direct

in this item from one of the exhib-

itors whose earnest efforts have
gone far to make the department
so dependable.
“This is the kind of picture the

public Ijkes.

“Producers, watch these good
attractions and guage the public

taste.

“Straight From the Shoulder
Reports will direct you.” William
A. Clark, Sr., Castle Theatre,
Havana, Illinois.

when we mention Paramount prints. Tone
good, appeal 60 per cent. Sunday and spe-
cial, no. Draw general class, town 2,200.

Admission 10-25. A. F. Jenkins, Community
Theatre, David City, Nebraska.

CAMPUS FLIRT. (6,702 feet). Star, Bebe
Daniels. Good picture but not a feature
here. Tone good, appeal fair. Sunday yes,

special no. Draw farming, merchant classes,
town 1,650 widely scattered. Mrs. J. B. Tra-
velle, Elite Theatre, Placerville, California.

CAMPUS FLIRT. (6,702 feet). Star, Bebe
Daniels. Rah! Rah! Hah! Hah! Bebe is

a “wow.” The young people should plan to

see this one for sure; it will tickle them
pink. R. A. Preuss, Arvada Theatre* Ar-
vada, Colorado.

CAMPUS FLIRT. (6,702 feet). Star, Bebe
Daniels. A knockout comed'y. Best thing
Daniels has put out so far. Bill it strong;
picture will meet all boosting you can give
it. Tone good, appeal great. Sunday' and
special, yes. Draw from masses, city 40,000.

Admission 10 to 50. Johnny Jones, Orpneum
and Washington Theatres, Quincy', Illinois.

DESERT GOLD. (6,850 feet). Star cast.

A very good picture with a lot of wonderful
scenery. Oue patrons always enjoy Zane
Grey’s stories. Tone, good; Sunday, y'es.

James D. Kennedy, Apollo Theatre, Indian-
apolis, Indiana.

DESERT GOLD. (6,850 feet). Star cast.
A good Zane Grey picture; some dandy shots
of the desert in this. Acting good, and
plenty of action in it for the western fans.
Good tone and appeal. Not a special. Draw
better class; town 4,500. Admission, 10-20.

C. A. Anglemire, “Y” Theatre (400 seats).
Nazareth, Pennsylvania.

DIPLOMACY. (6,950 feet). Star, Adolphe
Menjou. Another picture sold for two-day
run, and one day enough in small town; no
profit for reason thus explained—one-day'

,
picture in small town. Tone good, appeal
fair. Sunday yes, special no. Draw farmer,
merchant class, widely scattered 1,650. Mrs.
J. B. Travelle, Elite Theatre. Placerville,
California.

FASCINATING YOUTH. (6,582 feet).

Stars, Juniors. Pleased the majority. A
good, up-to-the-minute story. Fair tone,
good appeal. Sunday' and special no. Draw
mixed class, town 1,800. Admission 25. Fred
S. Widenor, Opera House (492 seats!, Belvi-
dere, New Jersey.

FASCINATING YOUTH. (6,582 feet). Stars,
young students of Paramount school. This
is light entertainment, but serves its pur-
pose of introducing to the world the gradu-
ates of filmland. It seems to me that Para-
mount is doing a very wise thing to educate
and train these people for the moy'ies of to-
morrow; new faces, well-trained men and
women, are needed on the screen today.
These y'oungsters perform enthusiastically'
and joyously. There were some back-stage
glimpses of movie life, acompanied by hilari-
ous comedy, mostly contributed by the in-
imitable Chester Conklin. I believe that
everyone will enjoy this picture. Our pa-
trons spoke very highly of it. James D.
Kennedy, Apollo Theatre, Indianapolis, In-
diana.

FINE MANNERS. (7 reels). Star, Gloria
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Swanson. I classify this as one of her good
pictures. There is plenty of comedy in this
and enough of a story to hold the crowd,
and not too much of Gloria. Charles Lee
Hyde, Grand Theatre, Pierre, South Dakota.

FORLORN RIVER. Star, Jack Holt.
Splendid Zane Grey picture; should please
any audience, any'where. Tone and appeal,
good, Sunday yes. Draw farming, merchant
classes, town 1,650 widely scattered. Mrs.
J. B. Travelle, Elite Theatre, Placerville,
California.

GOLDEN PRINCESS. (8,364 feet). An
honest to goodness program picture. Para-
mount certainly treated me fine on this one.
Closing scene very pathetic. No kicks. Book
it. Great. Tone good, appeal 95 per cent.

Sunday y'es, special no. Admission 20-35. R.
P. Mollahan, Grantsville Theatre, Grantsville,
West Virginia

HE’S A PRINCE. Star,- Ray Griffith. Com-
edy that pleased, nothing big. Lost money'
because it is old, I believe. Tone O. K. Ap-
peal, 50-50. Sunday yes, special no. Draw
mining and farm classes, town 1,500. Ad-
mission 10-25. A. Catalano, Victory Thea-
tre, Rossiter, Pennsylvania.

HOLD THAT LION. (5,811 feet). Star,

Douglas MacLean. Just a good comedy. Net
in it with Hottentot. First part draggy; has
good finish that let’s picture out. Tone and
appeal, good. Sunday yes, special no. Draw
from masses, city 40,000. Admission 10 to
50. Johnny Jones, Orpheum and Washing-
ton Theatres, Quincy, Illinois.

IRISH LUCK.. (7,008 feet). Star, Thomas
Meighan. Fair picture ; did not please like
others of Tom’s pictures. Tone, good; ap-
peal, 80 per cent. Sunday, yes; special, no.
Admission, 15-25. Ira Stonebraker, Allen
Theatre (350 seats), Allen, Kansas.

IT’S THE OLD ARMY GAME. (6,889 feet).
Star, W. C. Fields. It’s the Old Army Game,
that is what it really is w'hen you have to
collect money at the window for such mis-
takes as this proved to be here—it was rot-
ten. Small town patronage. A. Mitchell,
Dixie Theatre, Russellville, Kentucky.

LADA' OF THE HAREM. Stars, Torrence.
Collier. This had a better story than the
name would lead you to expect and has some
spectacular shots. The cast is good. Don’t
run it too soon after The Wanderer and
don’t invite comparisons and recognitions by
mentioning the previous picture m your ad-
vertising. Appeal, 75 per cent. Sunday, yes.
Charles Lee Hyde, Grand Theatre, I’ierre,

South Dakota.

LADY OF THE HAREM. Good picture but
no profit, reason, two days run too much for
the small town. One day enough for any
small town. Tone good, appeal fair. Sun-
day yes, special no. Draw farmers, mer-
chants, 1,650 widely scattered. Mrs. J. B.
Travelle, Elite Theatre, Placerville, Califor-
nia.

LUCKY DEVIL. (5,945 feat). Star, Rich-
ard Dix. A whirlwind! Oh, boy! what a
whizzer. Fun and thrills plastered on as
fast as you can take ’em. Esther Ralston is

fine support for Dix in this picture; the best
cross-country auto race in it I have seen for
a long time. It sure pleased the crowd. A.
E. Shaw, Globe Theatre, Savannah, Missouri.

MANTRAP. (6,077 feet). Star, Clara Bow.
Good modern story with a star who can
take the part of a present day girl. Will
please all but the old-timers. Tone and ap-
peal good, special or Sunday no. Draw
mixed class, town 1.S00. Admission 25. Fred
S. Widenor, Opera House (492 seats), Belvi-
dere, New Jersey.

MANTRAP. (6.077 feet). Star, Clara Bow.
Two-day run no good here. One day enough;
small house first night, second night nearly
empty. No profit. Good picture for one day
in small town. Tone good, appeal fair.

Sunday yes. special no. Draw merchants
and farmers, town 1.650 widely scattered.
Mrs. J. B. Travelle, Elite Theatre, Placer-
ville. California.

M A N T R A P. (5,077 feet). Stars. Clara
Bow', Ernest Torrence. This one drew good
business and. above all, gave real satisfac-
tion. This is what I call real entertain-
ment. Clara Bow is sure a comer. Ernest
Torrence very good. Tone, O. K. Very good
appeal. A’es for Sunday and special. Draw-
town and country class; town 1,200. Admis-
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sion, 10-25. C. R. Seff, New Radio Theatre
(250 seats), Correctionville, Iowa.

MAN WHO FOUND HIMSELF (7,298 feet).

Star, Thomas Meighan. I read a great deal
of panning on this picture, but would say
I thought it very good. Pleased everyone
who saw it, but had a small crowd due to

a bad night. Tone, good; appeal, 75 per
cent. Sunday and special, no. Draw all

classes; town 2,250. Admission, 15-30 H. L.

Beudon, Grand Theatre (250 seats), Port
Allegany, Pennsylvania.

MISS BREWSTER'S MILLIONS. (G.200

feet). Star, Bebe Daniels. Here terrible,

just about as bum as Paramount could make
one; Bebe is one of Paramount’s best
bets if they would give her a chance.
Small town draw. A. Mitchell, Dixie Thea-
tre, Russellville, Kentucky.

MOANA. (0,133 feet). This picture shows
the life and love of the natives of the
South Sea islands and the cast is made up of
these natives. For this kind of a picture,
and from an educational standpoint, this is

a wonderful production. It is very interest-
ing; but I don’t believe that the average
audience will care for this kind of a picture.
Our busines took a flop. James D. Kennedy,
Apollo Theatre, Indianapolis, Indiana.

NELL GWYNN. (9 reels). Star, Dorothy
Gish. The picture did a good business; pleased
some and others had fault to find with
the bad ending. Tone good, appeal 75 per
cent. Sunday yes, special no. R. A. Preuss,
Arvada Theatre, Arvada, Colorado.

NELL GWYNN. (9 reels). Star, Dorothy
Gish. This is a fine picture; it is English
and has some new faces, but ninety per cent
of the work is done, and very well done,
by Dorothy. The story is historical and for
that reason appeals particularly to the intel-
ligent audience. I would recommend it to
the college towns though I believe it is a
little over the heads of most audinees. It

could be trimmed a little and make a pic-
ture more to my liking. I don’t think it

is necessary to have your hero bite your
heroine before the camera, but “Ours is not
to reason why—ours is but to weep and
buy! On with the blunderers.” Sunday, per-
haps. Charles Lee Hyde, Grand Theatre,
Pierre, South Dakota.

NEW KLONDIKE. (7,445 feet). Star,
Thomas Meighan. A good one ; best that
Meighan has given us for some time. Small
town patronage. A. Mitchell, Dixie Theatre,
Russellville, Kentucky.

SECRET SPRING. All star cast. Another
foreign "lemon.” Not at all the type of pic-
ture suited to American audiences. Acting
posed and stilted. Sets and scenery good,
that’s all. Tone good, appeal poor. Not a
special. Draw better class, town 4,500. Ad-
mission 10-20. C. A. Anglemire, “Y” Theatre
(400 seats), Nazareth, Pennsylvania.

Pathe

DEVIL HORSE. (6 reels). Star Rex. Oh,
boys! How the western fans will flock in
to see this. Rex, the horse, is sure there
and over. Lots of Indians and always fight-
ing, but it got the biz. Just a good box of-
ffice attraction that will bring home the
bacon in the small towns. Good print. R.
A. Preuss, Arvada Theatre, Arvada, Colorado.

DRIFTIN’ THROUGH. (5 reels). Star,
Harry Carey. Carey and Harriet Hammond
did very good work in this western, but they
had very little opportunity as the story is

awfully weak. A. E. Shaw, Globe Theatre,
Savannah, Missouri.

PERCY. (G reels). Star, Charles Ray. A
dandy little comedy drama that seemed to
please all. Good audience appeal. Charlie
Murray almost stole the picture from Ray.
Good throughout. A. E. Shaw, Globe Thea-
tre, Savannah, Missouri.

Producers Dist. Corp

ROAD TO YESTERDAY. (9,580 feet).
Stars, Schildkraut, Goudal. Ten reels of as
good as picture as they make. The name

MOVING PICTURE WORLD

A tip in the mail is worth two in

the drawer. Send in your blanks every

week, whether you report one picture

or six. There are exhibitors who find

your reports in agreement with their

experience in pictures you’ve both

played. They are following you. Keep
the tips coming!

De Mille accounts for that. The train wreck
scene is extra good (but impossible for the
head-on collision, as there are too many cars
between the engine and the compartment
cars in a train; but the public doesn’t al-
ways check up on a picture that close).
Play it. Good picture for any house. Tone
fair, appeal 90 per cent. Sunday yes, special
absolutely. Draw rural class, town 200. Ad-
mission 20-40. L. L Like, Dreamland Thea-
tre (150 seats), Drummond, Montana.

SIMON THE JESTER, Ordinary program
feature sold as a special. Ken E. Finley,
Finley’s Opera House, Goldsboro, North Car-
olina.

Universal

BLACK PIRATE. (8,388 feet). Star, Douglas
Fairbanks. A truly wonderful feature, beau-
tifully colored and should please any audi-
ence anywhere. Tone good, appeal excel-
lent. Sunday and special yes. Draw mer-
chant, farming classes, town 1,650 widely
scattered. Mrs. J. B. Travelle, Elite Thea-
tre, Placerville, California.

NO MORE WOMEN. (6,186 feet). I can’t
see why they don’t give a picture like this a
name that is appropriate. It’s as fine as
silk. Played to the same people two nights;
they came back to see it the second night.
Draw oil field class, town 300. Admission
10-25. W. H. Glower, Liberty Theatre (400
seats), Wirt, Oklahoma.

NO MORE WOMEN. A dandy good com-
edy drama. It’s high quality

; good acting,
film in good shape. I saw this picture three
times and could enjoy it again. Tone good,
appeal 90 per cent. Sunday yes, special no.
W. H. Clower, Liberty Theatre (450 seats),
Wirt, Oklahoma.

SON OF THE SHEIK. (6,685 feet). Star,
Rudolph Valentino. I believe this one of the
best that Rudy ever made. It is what I

would call a one hundred per cent, picture.
The desert scenes are wonderful and the
horse Valentino rode is a wonderfully fine
looking steed. We did a veO/ good business
on this picture considering the weather. A.
E. Shaw, Globe Theatre, Savannah, Missouri.

THREE MUSKETEERS. Star, Douglas
Fairbanks. It is a wonderful picture; as
special, however, it did not draw as it should,
too old. I am through if I do not get them
to come around with our product at a rea-
sonable schedule. Tone good, appeal 85 per
cent. here. Sunday maybe, special no. Draw
farming, mining classes, town 1,500. Admis-
sion 15-25. A. Catalano, Victory Theatre,
Rossiter, Pennsylvania.

United Artists

FLAMING FRONTIER. (8,828 feet). Star,
Hoot Gibson. A splendid feature. Should
please any audience, anywhere. Rental too
high for this small town. Tone and appeal
good, Sunday and special yes. Draw mer-
chant, farming classes, town 1,650 widely
scattered. Mrs. J. B. Travelle, Elite Thea-
tre, Placerville, California.

LITTLE GIANT. Star, Glenn Hunter.
Good program picture. Worth seeing. Tone
good, appeal fair. Sunday yes, special no.
Draw merchant, farming classes, town 1,650
widely scattered. Mrs. J. B. Travelle, Elite
Theatre, Placerville, California.

PHANTOM BULLET. (5,820 feet). Star,
Hoot Gibson. Good program picture. Plen-
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ty of action. Tone and appeal, good. Sun-
day yes, special no. Draw merchant, farm-
ing class, town 1,650 widely scattered. Mrs.
J. B. Travelle, Elite Theatre, Placerville,
California.

PHANTOM OF THE OPERA. (10 reels).
Star cast including Lon Chaney. This pic-
ture is just as wonderful as they claim it

to be. Wonderful scenes, mystery, thrills;

and rather creepy; but that is what the peo-
ple seem to want. This is in a class with
The Hunchback. A. E. Shaw, Globe Thea-
tre, Savannah, Missouri.

RUSTLER’S RANCH. Star, Art Acord..
This was well liked by my Saturday night
crowd and this star is coming in popularity.
Nothing outstanding in the story or the pic-
ture to cause special comment. It is “am
western” and a little better than the aver-
age. Charles Lee Hyde, Grand Theatre,
Pierre, South Dakota.

SPOOK RANCH. Star, Hoot Gibson. Folks-
went out well pleased. Good western, a
good story, all around good picture. W. H..

Clower, Liberty Theatre (450 seats), Wirt,
Oklahoma.

Miscellaneous

LIGHTS OF LONDON. A fine picture in;

every respect. Tone good, appeal 100 per
cent. Sunday, yes. W. H. Clower, Liberty
Theatre (450 seats), Wirt, Oklahoma.

RIDER OF MYSTERY RANCH. A good
western. Art Mix played the Tenderfoot to-

perfection. Art Mix is coming boys; pretty
soon Fox’s boys won’t be hollering “if you*
ain’t got Tom Mix, get Tom Mix and make
some money.” W. H. Clower, Liberty Thea-
tre (450 seats), Wirt, Oklahoma.

WIN, LOSE OR DRAW. Leo Maloney is-

getting popular here. This was a fine pic-
ture, five-reel western. As good as any. W.
H. Clower, Liberty Theatre (400 seats), Wirt,.
Oklahoma.

Short Subjects

BATTLING BREWSTER. (Rayart-serial),.
On fourth chapter holding up fine and get-
ting bigger. It sure is a crowd getter. Am
running two serials a week. Eagle’s Talon
is running with it and it is hard to teL
Which pleases the folks the best. Battling
Brewster is in the lead when it comes to

the crowds, but it had the best advertise-
ment on the start. I had to start Eagle’s
Talon on one day’s notice so long before the
contract was approved and then it was four
days before they sent the advertising after
it was ordered. W. H. Clower, Liberty
Theatre (450 seats), Wirt, Oklahoma.

i

CHICKEN CHASER. (F. B. 0.-Krn*y
Kat). Bought these in place of Dinky, and
they seem to please as a fill-in. R. A.
Preuss, Arvada Theatre, Arvada, Colorado.

COLD TURKEY. (Pathe-Maek Sennett
Comedy). A multitude of laughs in this
number. Was glad to see that it took as
several Mack Sennett comedies that we
played lately were poor. One little child be-
fore the show asked us, “When are you
going to get some good comedies—those
Mack Sennett comedies are not good.” We
asked her after the show how she liked it

and she said, “Fine.” Tone, O. K. Very good,
appeal. H. H. Hedberg, Amuse-U Theatre,
Melville, Louisiana.

DANCING DADDY. ( Educational-Vera
Stedman). A good comedy, good for a lot

of laughs during its showing. (Vera might
send a photo to me, I won’t get mad about
it). Tone and appeal, good. C. A. Angle-
mire, “Y” Theatre, Nazareth, Pennsylvania..

DOG SHY’. . (Pathe-Charles Chase). Only
a fair comedy. Tone, O. K. Appeal, fair,

Sunday ,yes. H. H. Hedberg, Amuse-U Thea-
tre, Melville, Louisiana.

NOON WHISTLE. (Pathe-Stan-Laurel).
A Pathe one-reel comedy and not much of
one at that. Don’t believe my patrons en-
joyed it very much, as there were very few
laughs. Tone none, appeal 50 per cent. W.
C. Snyder, Cozy Theatre (265 seats). Lament,
Oklahoma.
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One of the Departments That Make Moving Picture World the Leader

ARTCLASS PICTURES CORP.
Kind of Picture Review Feet

1925

Tearin’ Loose (Wally Wales) Stunt western Tune 13.. 5.000

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
1926

Hearts and Fists (John Bowers) Logging camp melo Mar. 6.. 5.438

North Star (Strongheart) Dog melodrama Mar. 6.. 4,715

Shadow of the Law (Bow) Crook melo Mar. 20.. 4,526

White Mice (Jacqueline Logan) Romantic melo Mar. 27.. 5,412

Broadway Boob (G. Hunter) Comedy drama Apr. 3.. 5,683

Nut-Cracker (Horton- Busch) Farce Comedy April 17.. 5,786

Two Can Play (Clara Bow) Drama Apr. 24.. 5,465

The Highbinders (W. T. Tilden) Melodrama May 8.. 5,486

The Big Show (Lowell) Circus drama May 15.. 5,385
Galloping Cowboy (B. Cody) Western May 22.. 4,639

Earth Woman (Mary Alden) Drama May 29.. 5.830

Rawhide (Buffalo Bill. Jr.) Mystery-western June 5. .4.460

Dangerous Dub (Buddy Roosevelt) Western July 31.. 4,472

Twisted Triggers (Wally Wales) Action western Aug. 7.. 4.470

Carnival Girl (Marion Mack) Melodrama Aug. 14.. 4,962

Bonanza Buckaroo (Buffalo Bill, Jr.) Western comedy-melo. Aug. 21.. 4,460

Hidden Way (Mary Carr) Crook melodrama Aug. 28.. 5.919

Code of the Northwest (Sandow) Dog-melodrama Sept. 11.. 3,965

Flying Mail (A1 Wilson) Crook melodrama Sep. 25.. 4,500

BANNER PRODUCTIONS

Wreckage (May Allison) Drama

BRAY PRODUCTIONS
Housing Problem
Table Manners
Oh Monkey Be Good
Pete’s’s Haunted House
Punches and Perfumes
On the Farm
For the Love O’ Pete
Getting Hitched .

Velocity
Fighting Fool (L. Sargent)

Novelty magazine ...

Nature special
Sunkist comedy
“Hot Dog” cartoon...
Fistical culture com.
McDougall Alley ....

Lantz cartoon
McDougal Alley ....

Novelty
Fistical Culture

1925

Sep. 5.. 5.9C7

.Oct. 16.. 1,000

.Oct. 16.. 1,000

• Oct. 16.. 2,000

.Oct. 16.. 1,000

, .Oct. 16.. 2,000
Oct. 23.. 2 rls

..Oct. 23.. lrl

..Oct. 30.. 2 rls

.Oct. 30.. 1 rl

..Nov. 6.. 2 rls

CHADWICK PICTURES CORP.
Paint and Powder (E. Hammerstein)
Some Pun'kina (Chat. Ray)

Perfect Gown (Larry Semon) ...

Prince of Broadway (G. Walsh) ...

Count of Luxembourg (G. Walsh)
Transcontinental Limited (all star)
Devil's Island (Frederick)
The Bells (L. Barrymore)

Stage life drama Oct. 17.. 7,000

Rural comedy-drama Dec. 26.. 6,500

1926

Feature comedy Jan. 2.. 5,700

Prize ring drama Jan. 9.. 5,800

Romantic drama Feb. 27.. 6,400

Railroad melodrama Mar. 6.. 6.400

Mother-love drama Aug. 28.. 6.9on

Drama Nov. 13.. 6.300

COLUMBIA PICTURES CORP.
Lone Wolf Returns (Lytell-Dove) Crook melodrama July 31.. 5,750

Dollars That Help 6,492 Exhibitors

DEPENDABILITY assures leadership — that’s

why Moving Picture World is glad to send an
exhibitor a dollar for writing a letter telling of a

major error in this Chart. With 6,492 exhibitors

as subscribers, we owe this service to our leadership

in the circulation field.

Producers give us footages and other pertinent

information when we review pictures. Sometimes
after that they change the length of the films and
don’t tell us of the changes. That is how some errors

creep in here
;
though not our mistake, we gladly

pay for correction.

We appreciate the interest our exhibitor friends

take in telling us about these errors and to save
other exhibitors we gladly give out our dollars for

the trouble our friends take in writing. It’s worth
it to have that sort of friends helping us to retain

the dependability leadership.

Kind of Picture Review Feel

Belle of Broadway (Compson-Rawlinson). Romantic Drama 5,675

Sweet Rosie O’Grady (S. Mason) Comedy drama Oct. 2.. 6.108

Fight to the Finish (W. Fairbanks) Fight Melodrama Aug. 21.. 4.603

Screen Snapshot* Three issues Aug. 28.. 1.000

False Alarm (Lewis-Carr-Revier) 5.235

When the Wife’s Away (Arthur)
Obey the Law (Lytell)

Waldorf

Enemy of Men (Revier) Drama 5,507

Price of Success (Lake-Glass) Drama 5,567

Sealed Lips (Revier) . Drama 5,613

When Husbands Flirt (Revier) Comedy drama 5.505

Fate of a Flirt (Revier) Comedy drama 5793

Perfection

Fighting Youth (W. Fairbanks) Melodrama
Speed Mad (W. Fairbanks) Racing melodrama
New Champion (W. Fairbanks) Boxing melodrama
Great Sensation (W. Fairbanks) Melodrama
Handsome Brute (W. Fairbanks) Police drama

4.781

4,441

4,498

4,471

4.779

CRANFIELD & CLARKE, INC.

Molly May Series (Violet Mersereau) •

International Twelve
Novelty Twelve
Famous Paintings De Luxe dramas
Real Charleston Lesson novelty

The Angelus Drama de luxe

Wooden Shoes “International”

2,008

l.OOt

2 000
April 24.. 2,00)

.May 15.. 2,001

..Mav 8

EDUCATIONAL FILM COKP

Page Me (Vernon)
Keep Trying (Bowes)
Hold Your Hat (St. John)
Light Housekeeping (Conley)
Wireless Lizzie (Heirs)
Home Cured (Johnny Arthur)
Don’t Stop (Bowes)
Whoa Emma (Adams)
Felix Fans the Flames
Felix Laughs It Off
Quick Service (Bowes)
Fool's Luck (Lupino Lane)
Dancing Daddy (Jack Duffy)
Congress of Celebrities....
helix Weathers the Weather
Nobody’s Business (Hamilton)
Tonight’s the Night (Bowes)
Lest We Forget
Felix the Cat Uses His Head
Broken China (Vernon)
Felix Misses the Cue
The Vision
Mr. Cinderella (Arthur)
Shore Shy (Dooley)
Somebody’s Wrong (Bowes)
Gimme Strength (Adams)
Neptune’s Domain
Going Crazy (Conley)
Felix Braves the Briny
His Private Life
Tin Ghost (Conley)
Hodge-Podge
Who’s Boss? (G. Davis)
Papa’s Pest (Steadman- Burns) ....

Bear Cats
Till We Elat Again (Vernon)
Fresh Faces (Hiers)
Nothing Matters (Hamilton)
Creeps
Felix in Tale of Two Kitties
Hold 'Er, Sheriff (Bowea)
Hitchin’ Up (Hiers)
Felix Scoots Through Scotland
Meet My Dog (Bowes-Virg. Vance)
Hodge Podge
Chase Yourself (Adams)
Who’s My Wife
Felix Rings the Ringer
School Daze
Honest Injun (Arthur)
Who Hit Me? (St. John)
Mister Wife (Bums)
Excess Baggage (Big Boy)
Solid Gold
Squirrel Food (Bowes)
Move Along
Curiosities

1926

Comedy Feb. 27.. 2.000

Cameo comedy Mar. 6.. 1,000

J. White prod Mar. 13.. 2,000

J. White prod Mar. 20.. 2,000

Christie comedy Mar. 20.. 2,000

Comedy Mar. 27.. 2.000

Cameo comedy Mar. 27.. 1,000

Christie comedy Mar. 27.. 2,000

Sullivan cartoon Mar. 27.. 1,000

Sullivan cartoon Mar. 27.. 1,000

Cameo comedy Mar. 27.. 1,000

Comedy Apr. 3.. 2.000

Christie comedy Apr. 10.. 2.000

Hodge-Podge Apr. 10 . i,000

Sullivan cartoon Apr. 10.. 1,000

Comedy Apr. 24.. 2,000

Cameo comedy .rr. Apr. 24.. 1,00*

Free to exhibitors Apr. 24.. 1.00C

Sullivan cartoon May 1.. 1,00
Christie comedy.. May 8.. 2.000

Sullivan cartoon May 8.. 1,000

Technicolor drama May 15.. 2,000

.Tuxedo comedy May 22.. 2,000

. Christie comedy May 22.. 2,000

.Cameo comedy May 22.. 1.000

.Christie comedy May 29.. 2,000

. Hodge-Podge June 5.. 1,000

. Mermaid comedy June 5.. 2.000

.Sullivan cartoon June 12.. 1,000

.Lupino Lane comedy June 12.. 2.000

.Mermaid comedy June 12.. 2.000

Lyman Howe subject June 19.. 1,000

.Cameo comedy June 19.. 1.000

.Christie comedy June 19.. 2.000

.Juvenile comedy Tune 26.. 2.000

• Christie comedy June 26.. 2.000

.Hiers' comedy June 26.. 2,000

.Comedy June 26.. 2.000

.Mermaid comedy June 26.. 2,000

.Sullivan cartoon June 26.. 1.000

.Cameo comedy July 3.. 1.000

.Hiers comedy July 3 2.000

.Sullivan cartoon July 3.. 1.000

.Cameo comedy July 3.. 1.00C

.Lyman Howe mag July 10.. l.OOt

.Comedy July 10.. 2,001

.Jack White prod July 10.. 2,00t

.Sullivan cartoon July 17.. 1.000

.Sullivan cartoon July 24.. 1.000

Comedy July 24.. 2.000
.Comedy July 34.. 2.01X1

.Christie comedy July 31.. 2.000

.Juvenile comedy July 31.. ZOOO

.Tack White comedy Aug. 7.. 2.01X1

.Comedy Aug. 7.. 1.000

.Lloyd Hamilton Cam Aug. 7.. ZOOO

.Sideshow folk Aug. 14.. 1.000
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Star, Story Type, Review and Footage Here

I>affy Dill (Burns!
Chips of the Old Block
Felix Misses His Swiss
Dummy Love (Vernon)
Kiss Papa (Conley)
Here Comes Charlie
Uppercuts (Duffy)
My Kid (Big Boy)
The Blue Boy
Open House (Johnny Arthur)....
Jolly Tars (Lloyd Hamilton)....
Sons of the Surf
The Radio Bug (Phil Dunham)...
Missing Links
Jelly Fish (Frank Pangborn)
Flaming Ice
A Dippy Tar (Billy Dooley)
Two Lip Time
Pink Elepnants (A1 St. John)
Wife Shy (Vernon)
Kiss Me Kate (Phil Dunham)
The Humdinger (Johnny Arthur)
Hodge Podge
Yellow Pirate
Scrambled Yeggs
Whatnots
Hold Still (Jack Duffy)
Cut Price Glory
Shell Socked (Adams)
River Road •

Pound Foolish

Dodging Trouble (Neal Burns)...,

Plumb Gnnfv (Phil Dunham)
Felix Shatters the Sheik

His Off-Day (Dunham)
Figures of Fancy

Kind of Picture

. Christie comedy

Sullivan
• Christie t

, Mermaid

.“Life” Cartoon

.Comedy Oct.

.Felix the cat

.Mermaid comedy ...

.
Felix cat cartoon

.Comedy comedy

Review Feet

.Aug. 14.. 2,000

.Aug. 14.. 1,000

• Aug. 28.. 1,000

.Aug. 28.

.

2,000

.Aug. 28.

.

2,000

.Aug. 28.. 2,000

.Sept. 4.. 2,000

.Sept. 4.. 2,000

.Sept. 4.. 2,000

.Sept. 11.. 2,000

.Sept. 11.. 2,000

.Sept. 11.. 1,000

1,000

1,000

..Sep. 25.. 2,000

..Sep. 25.. 1,000

..Oct. 2.. 2,000

..Oct. 2.. 1,000

..Oct. 2.. 2,000

2.000

, 1,000

, 2.000

..Oct. 16.. 1,000

1,000

..Oct. 16.. 1,000

1,000

..Oct. 16.. 2,000

..Oct. 23.. 1 rl

2 rls

..Oct. 30.. 1 rl

. 1 rl

. 2 rls

. 1 rl

. .Ncv. 13. . 1 rl.

. 1 rl.

..Nov. 13. . 1 rl.

EXCELLENT PICTURES CORP.
The Kick-Off (Geo. Walsh) Drama •

A Man of Quality (G. Walsh) Punch melodrama Nov. 6.. 5,640

FILM BOOKING OFFICES OF AMERICA
Short Subjects

Leopard’s Spots ...

1923

Bray unnatural history Dec. 26.. 1,000

Features

Cowboy Musketeer (Tom Tyler)
Flaming Waters (MacGregor-Garon).

When Love Grows Cold (Natacha Ram-
bova)

Sir Lumberjack (Lefty Flynn)
Fighting Boob (Bob Custer) ...

Wild To Go (Tom Tyler)

1926

Western 2.. 4,500

Thrill melodrama Feb. 6.. 6,591

Crook melodrama Feb. 13.. 5,129

Domestic drama Feb. 20.. 6,500

Policeman romance ... Feb. 27.. 5,193

Spy Melodrama 17.. 5,486

Action Western 24.. 5,146

Western 1 .. 4,549

Western 8.. 4,570

Crook melodrama 15.. 5,457

Melodrama 29.. 6,200

.Melodrama 5.. 5,51°

. Action western 12.. 5,367

. War-western 19.. 5,021

. Mtd. Police melo. ... 26.. 5,48C

.Crook melodrama 3.. 3,656

.Western 10.. 5,000

.Western 10.. 4,010

Melodrama 17.,. 5,391

.Western July 24 . 5,139

Dead Line (Bob Custer)
Masquerade Bandit (Tom Tyler) ....

Bigger Than Bamum’s (star cast).

Two-Gun Man (Fred Thomson)
Her Honor, the Governor (Frederick) Melodrama July 31.. 6,713

Better Man (R. Talmadge) Stunt comedy Aug. 7.. 4,703

Cowboy Cop (Tom Tyler) Action western Aug. 7.. 4,383

Flame of the Argentine (Brent) Melodrama Aug. 14.. 5,004

College Boob (Lefty Flynn) Comedy drama Aug. 21.. 5,340

One Minute To Play Red Grange special Aug. 28.. 7,430

Laddie (John Bowers) Romantic drama Sept. 4.. 6,931

Kosher Kitty Kelly fViola Dana) Hebrew-Irish comedy Oct. 2.. 6,105

Breed of the Sea 'Ralph Tnce) Sea-Island drama Oct. 30.. 5,408

Red Hot Hoofs (Tom Tyler) Pugilistic western Nov. 13.. 4,681

Short Subjects

Mazie’s Married (Vaughn)
In the Air
Mummy Love (Neely Edwards)
Roll Your Own (Vaughn)
It’s a Buoy (Vaughn)
Plane Jane (Vaughn)
Sock Me to Sleep (Vaughn)
Ostrich’s Plumes
Wild West
Pelican’s Bill

Smouldering Tires
Dinky Doodle’s Bedtime Story
Dinky Doodle in Egypt
Lightning Slider
Three of a Kind
Cat’s Whiskers
Big Charade
Dinky Doodle & Little Orphan
Black and Blue Eyes
Up and Wooing
When Sally’s Irish Rose
Magician
Mule’s Disposition
Wedding Daze (Alexander)....
Vamping Babies (L. Sargent).
All’s Swell That Ends Swell....
Back Fire (Fat trio)

Lady of Lyons, N. Y
The Army

Adventures of Mazie Feb. 13.. 2,080

Fat men comedy Feb. 20.. 2,000

Comedy Feb. 27.. 2,000

Fighting Hearts series ....Apr. 10.. 2,000
Fighting Hearts series ....Apr. 10.. 2,000

Fighting Hearts series Apr. 10.. 2,000

Fighting Hearts series ....Apr. 10.. 2,000

•
Bray cartoon May 15.. 1,000

.
Bray cartoon May 22. 1,000

.Bray cartoon May 29.. 1.0(0

.Fighting Hearts June 5.. 2,000

• Bray cartoon June 12.. 1,000

Bray Cartoon June 19-.. 1,000

Fighting Hearts June 26.. 2,000

Standard comedy June 26.. 2,000

Bray cartoon June 26.. 1,000

Fighting Hearts June 26.. 2,000

,Bray cartoon July 10.. 1,000

. Comedy
Fighting Hearts July 17.. 2,000

. Fighting Hearts July 24.. 2.000

.Bray Dinky-Doodle July 31.. 1.000

Bray Unnatural Hist July 31.. 1,006

.Comedy Aug. 7.. 2,000

.Comedy Aug. 7.. 2,000

.Fighting Hearts Aug. 14.. 2,000

.Comedy Aug. 21.. 2.000

• Bill Grimm’s Progress Aug. 28.. 2,000

Bray cartoon Sept. 11.. 1,000

FIRST NATIONAL

White Monkey (La Marr)
Making of O’Malley' (Sills)

Lady Who Lied (Stone- Valli-Naldi) .

Marriage Whirl (Corinne-Griffith) ...

Half-Way Girl (Doris Kenyon)
Fine Clothes (Stone- Marmont-Griffith)
Winds of Chance (A. Q. Nilsson)
Her Sister From Paris (C. Talmadge).
Live Wire (Johnny Hines)
Dark Angel (Vilma Banky)
Graustark (Norma Talmadge)
Shore Leave (Barthelmess)
What Fools Men (Lewis Stone) .......

Knockout (Milton Sills)

Pace That Thrills (Lvon-Astor)
Why Women Love (Blanche Sweet) .

New Commandment (Sweet-Lyon) ...

Beautiful City (Barthelmess)
Classified (C. Griffith)

Scarlet Saint (Astor-Hughes)
Unguarded Hour (Sills- Ken yon)
We Moderns (Colleen Moore)
Clothes Make the Pirate (Erroll)
Splendid Road (A. Q. Nilsson)
Joanna (Dorothy Mackaill)

Bluebeard’s Seven Wives (star cast) .

Infatuation (C. Griffith)
[ust Suppose (Barthelmess)
foo Much Money (Stone-Nilsson) ....
demory Lane (Nagel-Boardman)
Reckless Lady (Bennett-Moran)
Far Cry (Blanche Sweet)
Irene (Colleen Moore)
Girl from Montmartre (LaMarr-Stone)
Dancer of Paris (Tearle-Mackaill) ....
Xiki (Norma Talmadge)
Old Loves and New (Stone-Bedford).
Mile. Modiste (C. Griffith;
Greater Glory (Tearle- Nilsson)
Wilderness Woman (Pringle)
Ranson’s Folly (Barthelmess)
Brown Derby (Johnny Hines)
Tramp, Tramp, Tramp (Langdon) ...
Wise Guy (Kirkwood - Astor-Compson)
Ella Cinders (Colleen Moore)
Puppets (Sills)

Senor Daredevil (Ken Maynard)
Men of Steel (Sills)
Duchess of Buffalo (C. Talmadge)...
Great Deception (Lyons-Pringle) ....
Into Her Kingdom (C. Griffith)
Amateur Gentleman (Barthelmess)...,
Subway Sadie (Dorothy Mackaill) ..

Paradise (Milton Sills)

It Must Be Love (Colleen Moore)
Forever After (Astor-Hughes)
Prince of Tempters (Moran- Lyon)
Unknown Cavalier CKen Maynard)...
Midnight Lovers (Nilsson-Stone) ....

Kind of Picture Review reet

1925

....Society drama June 13.. 6.121

....Police romance July 4.. 7,571

....Algerian drama July 18.. 7,111

....Drama July 25.. 7,672

....Melodrama Aug. 8.. 7.57G

....Comedy drama Aug. 15.. 6,971

....Klondike drama Aug. 29.. 9,554

....Sprightly comedy Sep. 5.. 7,255

....Comedy feature Sep. 12.. 7,000

....Drama Sep. 19.. 7,311

....Romance Sep. 26.. 5,900

....Sailor drama Oct. 3.. 6,856

....Domestic drama Oct. 10.. 7,349

....Prizefight drama Oct. 10.. 7,450

....Drama Oct. 24.. 6,911

....Sea melodrama Oct. 31.. 6,570

....Romantic drama Nov. 7.. 6980

....Melodrama Nov. 14.. 6.468

Newspaper comedy drama. Nov. 14.. 6.927
....Drama N'ov. 21.. 6,886

....Emotional romance Dec. 5.. 6,613

....Typical of star Dec 12.. 6.609

....Pirate travesty Dec. 12.. 8.000

Gold rush drama Dec. 19.. 7,646

....Newspaper drama Dec. 26.. 7,900

1926
Comedy-satire Jan. 2. 7,774
Drama Jan. 16.. 5,794

Romance Jan. 30.. 6,278
Comedy ...Jan. 30.. 7,000
Romance-sentiment Feb. 6.. 6,825
Drama Feb. 13.. 7.336

Society drama Mar. 6.. 6.068
Romantic comedy Mar. 13 8.400

...Drama Mar. 20.. 6,200
Romantic Drama Mar. 27-- 6.229
Comedy Drama April 17.. 8.279
Drama May 1.. 7.423

Victor Herbert opera May 8.. 6,230
Epic drama May 15.. 9,710
Comedy May 22.. 7,533
Romantic drama May 29 . 7.322
Comedy June 5.. 6,500

.... Farce-comedy June 12.. 5,830
Human Interest dr June 26.. 7,775
Comedy June 26.. 6,540
Drama July 3-. 7,468
Western July 10.. 6,402

....Melodrama July 24..9.J43
Comedy drama Aug. 21.. 6,9m

• War melodrama Aug. 28. . 5,885
Romantic drama Sept. 4.. 6,447

....Romantic drama Sept. 11.. 7,790
Comedy drama Sept. 25.. 6.727
South Seas melo Sept. 25.. 7,090
Typical comedy Oct. 16.. 6.848
Romantic drama Oct. 23.. 6,330
Romantic drama Oct. 30.. 7,780
Action western Nov. 6.. 6.395
Light comedy Nov. 13.. 6,100

FOX FILM CORP.
Features

Winding Stair (Rubens-Lowe) Romantic melo
Durand of the Bad Lands (Jones) Action western ....
Everlasting Whisper (Mix) Action-outdoor
Lazybones (Buck Jones) Human interest drama
East Lynne CRubens-Lowe) Famous play
When the Door Opened (star cast) Curwood Canadian ....
Wages tor Wives (Jacqueline Logan) Golden stage hit
Best Bad Man (Tom Mix) Action western
Desert’s Price (Buck Jones) Action western

Short Subjects

On the Go (Sid Smith)
With Pencil, Brush and Chisel
Cuba Steps Out
Love and Lions
On the Go (Sid Smith)
Cloudy Romance
The Sky Tribe
Toiling for Rest
Heart B raker (Sid Smith) .....

Transients in Arcadia
All Aboard
Peacemakers ".

Control Yourself (Sid Smith) .

River Mle
His Own Lawyer
Flying Fool (Sid Smith)
Cupid a la Carte
Parisian Knight
Iron Trail Around the World..

•Comedy
.Varieties
• Varieties
Imperial comedy
Imperial comedy .

. Comedy

.Magazine

.Varieties

.Imperial comedy .

O. Henry story .

. Helen & Warren
• Helen & Warren .

• Imperial comedy
.Varieties
Helen & Warren

. Slapstick comedy
• O. Henry Series
.Van Bibber series
• Variety

Features
Gilded Butterfly (Rubens-Lytell) Drama
Palace of Pleasure (Lowe-Compson) Romantic drama ..
First Year (K. Perry -M. Mootc) Matrimonial comedy
Yankee Senor (Tom Mix-Tony) Spanish -western ....
Cowboy & The Countess (Jones) Action melodrama ..

Road to Glory (McAvoy- Fenton) Drama
Johnstown Flood (all-star) Spectacular melo. ...
Dixie Merchant (Bellamy) Drama
My Own Pal (Tom Mix. dog and child).. Western
Yellow Fingers (Olive Borden) Oriental melodrama
Sandy (Madge Bellamy) Drama

1925
17.. 6.054

24.. 5,844

31.. 5,61'

....Oct. 31.. 7,^R
L. s,y7.

28.. 6,51.

5.. 6,60t
12.. 4,89.

19.. 5,7(M

Sep. 12.. 2,000

19.. 1.000

26.. 1,006

26.. 2,000

3.. 2,000

10.. 2,000

10.. 1.000

10.. 796
17.. 2,000’

31. 2.000
31.. 2,000:

....Nov. 7.. 2.000’

28.. 2,000
28.. 1.00C

....Dec. 26.. 2.000

26.. 2,008

26.. 2,000
....Dec. 26.. 2,000'

26.. 1,000

1926

16.. 6,200’

23.. 5 467

6.. 6,038
....Feb. 13.. 4.902

....Feb. 13.. 5,345

20.. 5.600

....Mar. 13.. 6.258
20.. 5,126
27.. 6.038
10.. 5.994

17.. 7.850
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Short Subjects Separated From Features

Kind of Picture Review Feet

Fighting Buckaroo (Buck Jones) Comedy melodrama May 1.. 5,095
Rustling for Cupid (O’Brien) Romantic western May 8.. 4,835

Shamrock Handicap (J. F. McDonald) Romantic racing drama May 22.. 5,685

Early to Wed (M. Moore-K. Perry) Domestic drama May 29.. 5,912
A Man Four-Square (Buck Jones) Western June 5.. 4,744

Black Paradise (Bellamy) Thrill melodrama June 12. . 4,962

A Trip to Chinatown (Foxe) Farce-comedy June 26.. 5,594

Gentle Cyclone (Buck Jones) Action -comedy July 3.. 4,825

More Pay—Less Work (Mary Brian) Comedy-drama July 10 ..6,027

Fig Leaves (O’Brien- Borden) Comedy drama July 17.. 6,498

Family Upstairs (Valli-MacDonald) Comedy drama July 31.. 5,971

Midnight Kiss Comedy drama Aug. 7.. 5,025

No Man’s Gold (Tom Mix) Western Aug. 14.. 5,745

Three Bad Men (Star cast) Spectacular thrill melo. .Aug. 28.. 8,000
Marriage License? (Alma Rubens) Mother-love drama Sept. 4.. 7,168

Flying Horseman (Buck Jones) Action western Sept. 11.. 4,971

Blue Eagle (George O’Brien) Drama Sep. 25.. 6,200

Womanpower (Graves-Perry) Comedy drama Oct. 2.. 6,240

The Lily (Belle Bennett) Emotional drama Oct. 9.. 6.268

Great K. & A. Train Robbery (Mix) Fast melodrama Oct. 16.. 4,800

Country Beyond (Olive Borden) Curwood drama Oct. 23.. 5,363

Whispering Wires (Anita Stewart) Mystery melodrama Oct. 30.. 5,906

Short Subjects

Old Virginia Variety Jan. 23.. 1,000

A Flaming Affair Imperial comedy Jan. 30.. 2,000

A Bankrupt Honeymoon Comedy Feb. 6.. 2,000

Officer of the Day Imperial Comedy Feb. 13.. 2,000

Egypt Today Variety Feb. 20.. 707

Pawnshop Politics Imperial comedy Feb. 27.. 2,000

Moving Day Helen and Warren Mar. 6.. 2,000

Drops from Heaven Varieties Mar. 6.. 1,000

Woman of Letters Helen and Warren Mar. 13.. 2,000

From the Cabby's Seat O. Henry comedy April 10.. 2,000

Two Lips in Holland (Marian) Comedy April 17.. 2,000

A Polar Baron Imperial comedy April 24.. 2,000

Too Many Relations Helen and Warren May 15.. 1,965

Canary Island Varieties May 22.. 927

Wild America Varieties May 29.. 960

A Social Triangle O. Henry series June 5. .2,000

Eight Cylinder Bull Comedy June 12.. 2,000

Belgium Today Varieties June 19.. 735

Rah! Rah! Heidelberg Van Bibber comedy June 26.. 2,000

Mountains of the Law Varieties June 26.. 895

Poland—A Nation Reborn Varieties June 26.. 92#

Swimming Instructor Van Bibber July 3.. 2,000

Jerry the Giant Kid and animals July 3.. 2,000

It’s a Pipe (Georgie Harris) Imperial comedy July 3.. 2,000

Complete Life O. Henry comedy July 3.. 2,000

A-I. Society Comedy July 10.. 2,000

Family Picnic Comedy . July 10.. 2,000
Lickpenny Lover O. Henry series July 24.. 2,000

Dancing Around the World Varieties July 31.. 743

Hello Lafayette (Shields) Imperial comedy Aug. 7.. 2,000

Putting on Dog Varieties Aug. 7.. 749

Lumber Jacks Varieties Aug. 14.. 750
Steeplechaser (Conley) Farce comedy Sept. 11.. 2,000

Non-Stop Bride (Gene Cameron) Comedy Sep. 25.. 2,000

King Bozo Van Bibber comedy Oct. 2.. 2,000

Rocky Mountain Gold Varieties Oct. 9.. 800
Cliff Dwellers of America Varieties Oct. 9.. 845
Dizzy Dancers (Gene Cameron) Imperial comedy Oct. 16.. 2.000

Lyin’ Tamer (Ernie Shields) Imperial comedy Oct.23.. 2 rls

Marry Month of May O. Henry comedy Oct. 30.. 2 rls

King of the Kitchen (Conley) Comedy Nov. 6. .2 rls

Honeymoon Hospital Imperial comedy Nov. 13.. 2 rls.

Napoleon, Jr Animal comedy Nov. 13.. 2 rls.

GOTHAM PRODUCTIONS
His Master’s Voice (Thunder, dog) Melodrama 5,975

Part Time Wife (Alice Calhoun) Domestic drama 5,950

Shadow on the Wall (Hale-Percy) Drama 6,010

One of the Bravest (Ralph Lewis) Fire Dept, drama 5.750

Phantom of the Forest (Thunder-dog) Drama 5,500

Speed limit (McKee-Shannon) Romantic com 5.860

Racing Blood Racing Drama 6.000

Hearts and Spangles Circus Romance 5,900

Sign of the Claw (Thunder, dog) Dog picture 6.000

Golden Web (Rich-Gsrdon) Melodrama Sept. 11.. 6,000

Block Signal (Ralph Lewis) Railroad melodrama Oct. 9.. 5.900

Winning Wallop (W. Fairbanks) Action comedy-dr Oct. 30.. 5,000

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
1925

Zander the Great (Marion Davies) Human interest May 16.. 6.844

Sporting Venus (Sweet) Romantic drama May 23.. 5,958

White Desert (Windsor-CMalley) Snow-R. R. drama July 18.. 6.464

Pretty Ladies (Pitts-Moore-Pennington)... Human int. dr July 25.. 5,828

Slave of Fashion (Norma Shearer) Drama Aug. 1.. 5.906

Never the Twain Shall Meet (Stewart) South Sea com Aug. 8.. 8.143

Unholy Three (Lon Chaney) Drama Aug. 15.. 6.948

Sun-Up (Starke-Nagel) Mountain tragedy Aug. 29.. 5.819

Merry Widow (Murray -Gilbert) Romantic drama Sep. 12.. 10,627

Mystic (Pringle-Tearle) Fake spiritualism Sept. 12.. 6.147

The Circle (E. Boardman) Drawing room comedy Oct. 3.. 5.511

‘Great Divide (all star) Drama Feb. 21.. 7,811

Rag Man (Coogan) Comedy-dr Mar. 14.. 5.908

Beauty Prize (Dana) .Comedy-dr Oct. 11.. 5.750

Tower of Lies (Chaney-Shearer) Drama of pathos Oct. 10.. 6.849

Exchange of Wives (Boardman) Married life com Oct. 17.. 6.300

Midshipman (Ramon Novarro) Naval com. -drama Oct. 31.. 7,498

Go West (Buster Keaton) Burlesque western Nov. 7.. 6.256

Lights of Old Broadway (Davies) Old N. Y. drama Nov. 14.. 6.437

Old Clothes (Coogan) Typical feature Nov. 21.. 5.915

Bright Lights (Chas. Ray) Type com-drama Nov. 28.. 6.260

Only Thing (Boardman-Nagel) Glyn love drama Dec. 5.. 5.824

Masked Bride (Mae Murray) Paris underworld Dec. 12.. 5.690

Sally, Irene and Mary (Star cast) Musical comedy hit Dec. 19.. 5.564

Time, the Comedian CBusch-Cody) Unique drama Dec. 26 .
4 747

His Secretary (Shearer) Light comedy Jan. 2.. 6.433
Ben-Hnr (Ramon Novarro) Lew Wallace story Jan 16. .12.000

'Soul Mates (Lowe- Pringle) Glyn story Jan. 16.. 6.073

~Mike (Sally O’Neill) Human interest comedy Jan. 23.. 6.755

Kind of Picture Review Feet
1926

Dance Madness (Nagel- Windsor) Comedy drama Feb. 6.. 6,395
The Blackbird (Lon Chaney) Crook Drama Feb. 13 . 6,688
Mare Nostrum (Rex Ingram prod.) Ibanez Novel Feb 27
La Boheme (Gilbert-Gish) Famous opera Mar. 13.. 8,530
Auction Block (C. Ray-Boardman) Comedy-drama Feb. 27. .6 239
Ibanez’ “Torrent” (Cortez) Drama Mar. 20.. 6,769
The Barrier (Norman Kerry) Alaskan melodrama Apr. 3.. 6,48#
Devil’s Circus (Norma Shearer) Drama Apr. 10.. 6 750
Beverly of Graustark (Marion Davies) .... Romantic Comedy ".May 1.. 671®Brown of Harvard (Pickford-Brian) College comedy-drama May 15.. 7,941
Money Talks (Moore-Windsor) Farce comedy May 22.. 5139
Paris (Chas. Ray) ....Parisian drama June 12.. 5580
Lovey Mary (Bessie Love) Drama July 3 .. 6,167
Road to Mandalay (Chaney) Melodrama July 10 .. 6^551
Waltz Dream Romantic comedy Aug. 7.. 7 322
Scarlet Letter (Lillian Gish) Drama from novel Aug 21 9000
Battling Butler (Keaton) Farce comedy Sept. 4.. 6 970
Waning Sex (Norma Shearer) Light comedy romance Oct. 2.. 6.025
The Temptress (Garbo-Moreno-D’Arcy)... Ibanez’ novel Oct 23 . 8,221
Magician (Wegener-Terry) Rex Ingram prod Nov. 6.. 6,960
Bardleys the Magnificent (Gilbert) Dashing romance Nov. 13.. 8,536

PARAMOUNT
1925

Trouble With Wives (Vidor) Farce comedy
Wild, Wild Susan (Bebe Daniels) Farce comedy
Wild Horse Mesa (Jack Holt) Zane Grey dr.

Pony Express (Cruze production) Epic of west
A Son of His Father (Bessie Love) Western drama .

n Regular Fellow (R. Griffith) Typical comedy

Lovers in Quarantine (Daniels) Farce-comedy
Best People (Star cast) Society comedy
King on Main Street (Menjou) Comedy
Seven Keys to Baldpate (McLean) G. M. Cohan play
New Brooms (Bessie Love) W. DeMille prod
Ancient Highway (Holt-Dove) Lumber camp dr
Lord Jim (Marmont) Malay locale dr

Cobra (Valentino) Drama

The Splendid Crime (W. DeMille prod.).... Daniels comedy
1
^j
6

x,A Kiss for Cinderella fRrnnsnn^ Por-*.;- • _»
Jan. t . . 6,1

Song and Dance Man (all-star) Comedy-drama

...July 25.. 5,526

1 .. 6,366

8.. 6,943

8.. 6,015

15.. 6.489

22.. 5,774

22.. 7,164

5.. 8.173

5.. 7,298

12.. 7,001

12.. 5,904

...Sep. 19.. 6,546

26.. 9,929

10.. 6,925

17.. 5,027

...Oct. 24.. 10,063

31.. 6,374

31.. 6,57#
7.. 5,700

7.. 6,224
. ..Nov. 14.. 6,048

14.. 5,443

21.. 6,034

28.. 6,702
28.. 6.691

5.. 7,00!
19.. 6,895
26.. 6,353

. . . .Jan.
1926
2.. 6,069

9.. 9,621

9.. 6,326

16... 6,765
...Jan. 23.. 10.253

30.. 6,981

30.. 5.883

...Feb. 6.. 7,931

13.. 6.99T

20.. 5.555

27.. 6.314

27.. 6,133
Moana ...* South Sea study
Sea Horses (Holt-Vidor) Drama of tropics ... Mar 6 x =xc
Dancing Mothers (Joyce-Tearle-Bow) Comedy-drama .... mL' i»" ,
Let s Get Married (Dix-Wilson) Farce-comedy .. "•.•."•’Mir
Nell Gwyn (Dorothy Gish) Farce-comedy Feb 6 OS?
Miss Brewster’s Millions (Daniels) Comedy-drama ""'w..'New Klondike (Thos. Meighan) Comedy drama Apr' 3Untamed Lady (Gloria Swanson) Society drama ... Anr" 3

" x’iw
Crown of Lies (Pola Negri) Romantic drama .U.U'.'.'.Apr' 10 5 0®Desert Gold (Hamilton-Mason) Zane Grey weslera i„r in x asn
For Heaven’s Sake (Harold Lloyd) Typical comedy April 17

" 4’fS
Blind Goddess (Holt -Torrence) Mystery Drama At>ril 17 7 3X3
That’s My Baby (Douglas MacLean) Farce comedy Apr 24 6 sntA Social Celebrity (Menjou) Comedy drama Mav V x'rwThe Runaway (Clara Bow) Melodrama ” Mav s” xaro
Fascinating Youth (Juniors) Drama G '.

Aloma of the South Seas (Gilda Gray) Drama Mav 70" eefj
Wet Paint (Raymond Griffith) Farce-comedy .."..""'Tune 4” 4ino
Rainmaker (Collier, Jr.) Drama Tune 17 ’

x’nc^
T» Arro.'n 3TV-\ T / iUneSay It Again (Dix) Travesty-farce Tune 10

" » 4A4
\ olcano (Daniels) Thrill melodrama Tune 12

" 44A7
Good and Naughty (Pola Negri) Society comedy

. . Tune X 4 ' cm
Palm Beach Girl (Bebe Daniels) Farce-comedy " Julv 3 6918Variety (Emil Jannings) Drama, short version.....' ... tulv 10 4 283
Born to the West (Jack Holt) Western July in

"

It’s the Old Army Game (W. C. Fields).. Farce comedy Tu ]y 17
” x oso

Mantrap (Torrence- Bow) Drama .Tulv 24 x 077
You Never Know Women (Vidor) Drama ’au » *7 6 om
Padlocked (Lois Moran) Melodrama Aug. 2s" 6 7D0Beau Geste (Ronald Colman) Drama Sept! 4.! 10 600
The Show-Off (Ford Sterling) Character comedy Sept. 11 !. 6H96
Diplomacy (Sweet-Hamilton) Modernized Sardou play. . .Sep." 25.! 6.950
Campus Flirt (Bebe Daniels) College comedy Oct. 2 !! 6,702
Tin Gods (Thomas Meighan) Drama Oct. 2.! s!.568
You’d Be Surprised (R. Griffith) Satirical comedy Oct. 9. 5 904
Kid Boots (Eddie Cantor) Comedy .Oct. 23.

."
5 650

Sorrows of Satan (D. W. Griffith prod). .Drama Oct. 23.."." 11 'rls.
Don't Give Up the Ship One Reel special Oct. 23.
Ace of Cads (Menjou).... Drama Oct. 30.. 7 "86
Quarterback (Richard Dix) Football comedy-dr. .....Nov. 6.'. 7 114
London (Dorothy Gish) Drama Nov. 13. . 6 "rls.

PATHE
1926

Charley, Mr Boy (Chase) Comedy Tan. 33 2(W
>aturday Afternoon (Langdoo) Comedy Tan. j) 3 .flop

Whispering Whiskers (Bevan) Comedy jan jo 2.CO6
T.ittle Brown Tug Jerry eartoon Tan. 30.. LOOP
Long Pants (Tryon) Comedy Jan.’30.. 2.000
K Tune Bride .

Terrv cartoon Tan. 30.. 1.000
The Uprising Generation Sportlight Jan. 30.. 1.000
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Users Help Make This Chart More Useful

Soft Pedal (Parrott)
Funnymooners (Graves)
Strenuous Life
Windjammers
Your Husband’s Past
Casey of the Coast Guard
Buried Treasure
Wicked City
Driftin’ Thru (H. Carey)
Trimmed in Gold (Bevan)
Pay the Cashier (Parrott)
Gooseland (Alice Day)
Mail Coach
Wandering Papas (C. Cook)
Hug Bug (Tryon)
Spanish Love
Mama Behave (Chase)
Circus Today (Bevan)
Leaps and Bounds
Only Son (Parrott)
Bar-C Mystery (all star)
Spanking Breezes (Alice Day)
Monkey Business
Up in the Air
Fire Fighter
Dizzy Daddies (Findlayson)
Dixie Doodle
Seventh Bandit (Carey)
Wife Tamer (Lionel Barrymore) ...

Fly Time
Wandering Willies (Bevan-Oyde) .

Dog Shy (Chase & all-star)

Happy Hunting Grounds
Merry Blacksmith
Do Your Duty (Pollard)
Hooked at the Altar (Graves)
Bar-C Mystery (Dorothy Philips) .

Hearts and Showers
The Inside Dope
Madame Mystery (Theda Bara) ....

A Big-Hearted Fish
Ukelele Sheiks (Tryon)
Baby Clothes
Farm Hands
Rough and Ready Romeo
Scared Stiff (Cook)
Fight Night (star cast)
Mum’s the Word (Chase)
Ghost of Folly (Alice Day)
Nervous Moments
Hayfoot Strawfoot (Bevan)
Don Key (star cast)
An Alpine Flapper
Say It With Babies (Tryon)
Liquid Dynamite
Uncle Tom’s Uncle
Bumper Crop
Planting Season
A Yankee Doodle Duke (Graves) ..

Muscle Bound Music (Bevan)
Puppy Lovetime (Alice Day)
Golf Bug (Parrott)
He Forgot to Remember (Cook) ...

Songs of Central Europe
R. P. M
Long Fliv the King (Chase)
Swat the Crook (H. Lloyd-Daniels)
Snowed In (Allene Ray-W. Miller) .

Never too Old (Gillingwater)
Big Retreat
Jncks-of-One-Trade
Cow’s Kimono (Tryon)
Thundering Fleas
Glory or Dollars
Songs of Spain (Peggy Shaw)
Land Boom
A Sea Dog’s Tale (Bevan)
A Plumber’s Life
Bleeping in Trim
Blighty Like a Moose (Chase)
Pirates Bold
Jungle Sports
Chop Suey and Noodles'
Her Ben
Smith’s Baby
Songs of Italy
Along Came Auntie (Tryon)
Merry Widower (E. Clayton)
Venus of Venice
Alice Be Good (Day)
When a Man’s a Prince (Turpin)...
Last Ha-Ha
Hubby’s Quiet Little Game
Ball and Bat
Crazy Like a Fox (Chase)
Shivering Spooks
Dough Boys
A Knight Out
Her Actor Friend (Alice Day)
Scrambled Eggs
Fighting Marine (Gene Tunney) ...

A Buggy Ride
Fourth Alarm
Abraham the Patriarch
Watered Stock
Bull’s Eye
Charleston Queen
Bromo and Tuliet (Chase)
Smith’s Landlord (McKee-Hiatt) . .

.

Perils of Peterboro (Quillan). . ; . . .

.

Love’s Last Laugh (McKee-Hiatt)..
Whv Argue?
Road House
Wise Guys Prefer Brunettes

Kind of Picture Review Feet

. Comedy Jan. 30.

. Comedy Feb. 6.

. Sportlight Feb. 6.

• Terry cartoon Feb. 6.

.Comedy Feb. 6.

. Action serial Feb. 13..

.Our Gang Comedy Feb. 20.

. Terry Cartoon Feb. 20.

.Human interest westn ..Feb. 27..

. Sennett comedy Feb. 27..

• Comedy Feb. 27..

.Sennett comedy Mar. 6..

• Terry cartoon Mar. 6..

• Hal Roach Comedy Mar. 13..

• Hal Roach comedy Mar. 13..

.Terry cartoon Mar. 13..

.Hal Roach comedy Mar. 13..

.Mack Sennett comedy Mar. 13..

• Sportlight ....'. Mar. 20..

.Hal Roach com Mar. 20..

• Feature version Mar. 27..

.Sennett comedy Mar. 27..

•Our Gang comedy Mar. 27..

• Terry cartoon Mar. 27..

.Terry cartoon Mar. 27..

Hal Roach comedy Mar. 27..

.Sportlight Mar. 27..

.Western Apr. 3..

.Hal Roach comedy Apr. 3..

-Terry cartoon Apr. 3..

.Sennett comedv Apr. 3..

• Hal Roach comedy Apr. 10..

.Sportlight Apr. 10..

.Terry cartoon Apr. 10..

• Hal Roach comedy Apr. 10..
.Mack Sennett comedy Apr. 10..

.Western Serial April 17..

• Terry cartoon Apr. 24..
.Sportlight Apr. 24..
.Hal Roach, “star" Apr. 24..
.Terry cartoon Apr. 24..
.Hal Roach comedy May 7..

•Our Gang May 1..
Terry cartoon May 1..

•
Terry cartoon May 1..
Hal Roach comedy May 1..
..Sennett comedy May 8..
..Hal Roach comedy May 8..
..Sennett comedy May 8..
..Sportlight May 15..
..Sennett comedy May 15..
..Hal Roach comedy May 22..
..Terry cartoon May 22..
..Hal Roach comedy May 22..
..Terry cartoon May 22..
..Our Gang comedy May 29..
..Terry cartoon May 29..
..Sportlight May 29..
..Mack Sennett com June 5..
..Mack Sennett com June 5..

..Mack Sennett com June 12..

..Comedy June 12..

, ..Hal Roach comedy June 12..
...Song series June 12..
...Sportlight June 12..

..Hal Roach comedy June 19..
...Reissue single reel June 19..
..Serial (mystery) June 26.

..Hal Roach comedy June 26,.
...Terry Cartoon June 26..
...Sportlight June 26..
...Hal Roach comedy June 26..
...Our Gang July 3..
...Sportlight July 3..
...Melody series July 3..
...Terry cartoon July 3..
...Mack Sennett comedy ....July 10..
...Terry cartoon July 10..
...Sportlight July 10..
...Comedy July 17..
...Terry cartoon July 17..
...Terry cartoon July 17..
...Terry cartoon July 24..
...Terry cartoon July 24..
...Sennett comedy July 24..
...Song series July 24..

...Hal Roach comedy July 31..

...Hal Roach comedy July 31..

...Terry cartoon Aug. 7..

...Comedy Aug. 7..

...Comedy Aug. 14..

...Terry cartoon Aug. 14..

...Sennett comedy Aug. 14..

...Sportlight Aug. 14..

...Comedy Aug. 21..

...Our Gang Comedy Aug. 21..

...Terry cartoon Aug. 21..

...Terry cartoon Aug. 28..

...Sennett comedy Aug. 28..

...Terry cartoon Sept. 4..

...Serial Sept. 4..

..Terry cartoon Sept. 11..

..Our Gang comedy Sept. 11..

..Pilgrimage series Sept. 11..

...Terry cartoon Sep. 25..

...Sportlight Sep. 25..

...Terry cartoon Sep. 25..

...Comedy Sept. 25..

...Timmy Smith series Sep. 25..

...Sennett comedy Oct. 2..

...Sennett comedy Oct. 2..

.Terry cartoon Oct. 2.,

.Terry cartoon .....Oct. 9.,

Hal Roach comedy ....Oct. 9..

1,000

2,000

1,000

1,000

. 2,000

lOep.
. 2,000

. 1,000

. 4,320

. 2,000

. 1,000

. 2,000

. 1,000

2,000

2,000

1,000

2,000

2,000

1,000

1,000

4,750

2,000

2,000

1,000

1,000

2.00C

1,000

5,353

2,000

1,000

2,000

2,000

1,000

1,000

1,000

2,000

1,000

1,000

2,000

1,000

2,000

2,000

1,000

1,000

2,000

2,000

2,000

2,000

1,000

2,000

2,000

1,000

2,000

1,000

2,000

1,000

1,000

2,000

2,000

2,000
1,000

2,000

1,000

1,000

2,000
1,000

2,000

1,000

1,000

2,000

2,000

1,000

1,000

1,000

2,000

1,000

1,000

2,000

1,090

1,000

1,000

1,000

2,000

1,000

2,000

2,000

1,000

2,000
2,000

1,000

2,000

1,000

2,000

2,000

1,000

1.000

2,000

1,000

i’ooo

2.000

1,000

1,000

1.000

1,000

2.000

2.000

2,000
2.000

1,000

1.000

2,000

Prodigal Bridegroom (Turpin)
Smith’s Visitor
Tell ’Em Nothing (Chase)
Restless Race
Should Husbands Marry (Alice Day)
Gun Shy
Mount Sinai
Home, Sweet Home
Get ’Em Young (Harry Myers)
Phoney Express
Durable Souls
Journey of the Israelites

Pup’s Tale •

More Ways Than One
Nuremburg
Masked Mammas (Dent-Bevan-Parr)
Raggedy Rose (Mabel Normand)
A Harem Knight (Turpin)

Features

The High Hand (Leo Maloney)
Atta Boy (Monty Banks)
Outlaw Express (Leo Maloney)

Kind of Picture

.Sennett comedy ....

.Jimmy Smith series .

Hal Roach comedy . .

.

.Sportlight
Sennett comedy
Terry cartoon
“Pilgrimage” series

.Terry cartoon
Hal Roach comedy

. Terry cartoon
Sportlight
“Pilgrimage”
Mayer “Sketchbook”
Sportlight
Mayer “Sketchbook”
Sennett comedy
Hal Roach comedy ..

Sennett comedy

Western
.Gag comedy ...

. Action western

Review Feet

..Oct. 9.. 2,000
..Oct. 16.. 2,000
..Oct. 16.. 2,000

..Oct. 16.. 1,000

..Oct. 23.. 2 rls

..Oct. 23.. Irl

..Oct. 23.. 1 rl

..Oct. 30.. 1 rl

..Oct. 30.. 2 rls

..Oct. 30.. 1 rl

..Oct. 30.. 1 rl

. .Oct. 30. . 1 rl

. .Oct. 30. . 1 rl

..Oct. 30.. 1 rl

. .Oct. 30. . 1 rl

. .Nov. 6. . 2 rls

.Nov. 13.. 2 rls.

Nov. 13.. 2 rls.

Sept. 11.. 5,679

..Oct. 9.. 5,775

.Nov. 6.. 5,479

PREFERRED PICTURES
Go Straight (Star cast) Drama May 9.. 6,107

Faint Perfume (Seena Owen) Romance drama June 27.
. ,6228

My Lady’s Lips (Clara Bow) Crook drama July 25. . 6,005

Parisian Love (Clara Bow) Apache drama Aug. 15. . 6,324

Girl Who Wouldn’t Work (De La Motte) Modern drama Aug. 22.. 5,979

Plastic Age (Bow-Keith) College story OCt. 10. . 6,488

The Other Woman’s Story (Calhoun).... Mystery drama Oct. 31 .. 6.080

Lew Tyler’s Wives (Frank Mayo) Drama July 10.. 6.757

Romance of a Million Dollars Melodrama Aug. 7.. 5,300

Dancing Days (Star Cast) Domestic Sept. 25.. 5.900

Shameful Behavior? (Edith Roberts)....Romantic com.-dr. Oct. 30.. 5,218

PRODUCERS DISTRIBUTING CORP.

Friendly Enemies (Weber & Fields)
Crimson Runner (Priscilla Dean)
Silent Sanderson (Carey)
Stop Flirting (all star)

Beauty and the Bad Man (Mabel Beilin)

Awful Truth (Agnes Ayres)
Texas Trail (Carey)
Private Affairs (Hulette)
Hell’s Highroad (Leatrice Joy) ....

Seven Days (Lillian Rich)
Coming of Amos (Rod LaRoque) ..

Off the Highway (W. V. Mong) ..

Simon the Jester (Q’Brien-Rich) ....

Road to Yesterday (J. Schildkraut)

Comedy drama May
Stromberg melo June
Cattle—gold fields June
Light comedy June
Drama July
Light comedy July.
Typical western July
Character drama Aug.
Love drama Sept.
Comedy feature Sept.
Comedy-drama Sept.
Drama Oct.
Comedy-drama Nov.
Tense drama Dec.

1925

16..

13..

20 ..

27..

4..

. 11 .

.

18..

1 ..

12 ..

12 ..

19..

3..

28..

12 ..

6.288

4,775

4,841

5,161

5,79«

5,917

4,720

6,132

6,064

6,974

5.077

7,641

6,168

9,980

Wedding Song (Leatrice Joy) Comedy-heart
Steel, Preferred (star cast) Steel industry

Rocking Moon (Tashman-Boi
Danger Girl (Priscilla Dean)..
Million Dollar Handicap (all star).

Fifth Avenue (De La Motte) Human
Wild Oats Lane (Viola Dana) Melodra
Made for Love (Leatrice Joy) Drama

mt.

Forbidden Waters (Priscilla Dean) Comedy drama ....

Whispering Smith (H. B. Warner) Melodrama western

Prince of Pilsen (Geo. Sidney) Comedy drama

Silence (H. B. Warner) Self-sacrifice
Unknown Soldier (Chas. Mack, etc.) ... War drama
Dice Woman (Priscilla Dean) Farce-melodr;

dr.

Shipwrecked (S.

Sunny Side Up (Vera Reynolds) Comedy drama
Speeding Venus Priscilla Dean) Melodrama ....

Young April (Bessie Love) Romantic com-dr.

Gigolo (Rod La Rocque) Drama
Nervous Wreck (Ford-Haver) Farce-cc

1926

...Jan. 2.., 7,373

9... 6,717

23... 7,238

30.,. 6,013

6. . 5,660

13... 6,09S

....Feb. 20. . 7,419

....Feb. 20. . 5,503

10.. 6,900

1. . 7,257

8.. 6,155

24.. 10,660
15.. 6,995

8.. 6,600
22.. 6,612
29.. 6,750
e

, 7,518

. . .June 12.. 7,979

19., . 5.614

26.. 5,800
26.. 6.345

3.. 5,865

3.. 5,908

...July 10.. 6,763
17... 5,994

24... 5,560
31.. 6.400

. Sept. 11.. 6.858

9.. 6,400
16.. 7,295

6,730

RAYART
1925

Snob Buster (Reed Howes) Action melodr Aug. 22.. 4,974

Cyclone Cavalier (Reed Howes) Acton-romance Sep. 26.. 4,921

Midnight Limited (star cast) Railroad melodrama Dec. 27 5,255
1926

Call of the Klondike (Glass-Dwan) Melodrama Aug. 21... 5,803

Moran of the Mounted (Howes) Northwest M. P. melo.... Sept. 4.. 5,303

Has Anybody Seen Kelly?
Marvels of Motion
Song Cartune ....,

Reelview (Scenes in Turkey)
Hair Cartoon
Hair Cartoon
It’s the Cat’s (K#-Ko)
Song Car-tune
Sweet Adeline

RED SEAL
1926

Song Cartune ..... 20.. 1,080
Magazine 3.. 650
Fleischer novelty .

,

3.. 550
Magazine 10.. 850
Marcus cartoon . 10.. 55
.Marcus cartoon ... 1 .. 550
.Fleischer cartoon . 1 .. 750
.“Tramp, Boys are March’g’’.May 8. . 559

5.. 550
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Hair Cartoon (Issue 8)

When Do We Eat?
Old Black Joe
Hair Cartoon
Toot I Toot I (Ko-Ko)
Hair Cartoons
eelview (Issue E)

Searchlight (Issue H)
Song Car-tune
Marvels of Motion
Morning Judge
Ko-Ko in the Fadeaway
Film Reporter . .

.

Churchyards of Old America
Film Reporter (Issue B)
Berth Mark
Hair Cartoons
Searchlight

Kind of Picture

..Marcus novelty ....

..Novelty

..Song Car-tune

..Marcus cartoon

..Fleischer cartoon ..

..Marcus cartoon

..Pictorial

. . Pictorial

. . Song series

..Issue L

..Carrie of the Chorus
..Fleischer cartoon ....

. . Series
..Humor
..Sport subjects
..Carrie of Chorus....
..Number 17

..Issue J

Review. Feet

.. 850

10.. 1,000

..July 17.. 500

..July 17.. 1,000

17.. 1.000

...July 31.. 1,000

...July 31.. 1,000

7.. 1,000

7.. 1,000

4.. 800
4.. 2,000

11.. 1,000

11.. 1,000

25.. 1,000

9.. 1.000

9.. 2,000
16.. 458

16.. 1,000

SAVA FILMS, INC.

Chuckles Twelve novelties

Travelogues
Fantasies

1,000

1,000

1,000

TIFFANY PRODUCTIONS, INC.
Release
Date

t u,tx M*del Frsm Paris
Lost At Sea
The First Night
Josselyns Wife
Redheads Preferred
Sin Cargo
One Hour ef Love
The Enchanted Island
Flaming limber
Squads Right
The Steeplechasee
The Tiger ,

.

The Song of Steel

Husband Hunters
Snowbound
Wild Geese (Special)
The Squared Ring
The Broken Gate
Fools of Fashion (Mae Busch)
College Days (Marceline Day).

Society comedy dratna Aug. 15

Romantic comedy drama Sept. 1

Farce comedy Oct. 15

Society drama Nov. 1

Whimsical comedy drama Nov. 15

Drama of the High Seas Dec. 1

Emotional drama Dec. 15

Romantic drama Jan. 1

Woodland dtama Jan. 15

War farce comedy Feb. 1

Racing society drama Feb. 15

Modern drama Mar. 1

Society-business drama Mar. 15

Domestic comedy drama Apr. 1

.Comedy drama of the North ...Apr. 15

Human drama May 1

Society con edy drama May 15

Emotional drama Jun. 1

Social life drama Oct. 9.. 6.484

.College comedy-dr Nov. 6. .7,300

UNITED ARTISTS

Little Annie Rooney (Pickford) Typical Mary
Eagle (Rudolph Valentino) Romantic drama ..

Stella Dallas (star cast) Mother-love drama

Tumbleweeds (W. S. Hart) Land rush drama...
Partners Again (Sidney-Alex Carr) Potash- Perlmutter
Black Pirate (Douglas Fairbanks) Technicolor feature

The Bat (all-«tar) Mvsterv drama ...

Son of the Sheik (Valentino) “Sheik” sequel ...

Sparrows (Mary Pickford) Comedy drama .

1925

..Oct. SI.. 8.500

.N'ov. 28.. 6,754

.Nov. 21.. 10,157

1926

.Jan. 2.. 7,254

.Feb. 27.. 5,600

.Mar. 20.. 8.388

.Mar. 27.. 8.219

Aug. 7.. 6.685

• Oct. 9.. 6,000

UNIVERSAL
Features

Flaming Frontier (Gibson) Epic, drama
The Escape (Morrison) Western -action
My Old Dutch (McAvoy-0*MalIey) Drama
Midnight Sun (LaPlante-Dowling) Russian melodrama...
Looking for Trouble (Hoxie) Western
Outside the Law (ChaneylDean) Crook melodrama ...

Rolling Home (Denny). Farce comedy
Phantom Bullet (Hoot Gibson) Western
Rustler’s Ranch (Acord) Western
Love Thief (Norman Kerry) Romantic drama ..

Chasing Trouble (Morrison) Action western ....
Bucking the Truth (Morrison) Action western
Marriage Clause (Lois Weber) Drama
Under Western Skies (Norman Kerry). ...Western
The Terror (Art Acord) ' Western
Man in the Saddle (Gibson) Western
Poker Faces (Horton- La Plante) Farce comedy
Whole Town’s Talking (E. E. Horton).... Farce comedy
Wild Horse Stampede (Hoxie) Western
Runaway Express (Daugherty-Mehaffy. . . R. R. thriller
Her Big Night (Laura LaPlante) Farce comedy
Old Soak (Jean Hersholt) Comedy drama
Texas Streak (Hoot Gibson) Thrill western
Ice Flood (Harlan-Dana) Lumber camp melo.
Yellow Back (Fred Humes) Western
Take Tt from Me (Reginald Denny) Comedy drama
Michael Strogoff Russian Melodrama
Spangles (O’Malley-Nixon) Circus comedy-dr. .

Short Subjects

Gun Shy (Fred Hume)
A Swell Affair (A. Lake)
Help Wanted (Puffy)
Desperate Dan
Buster’s Mix-un
In Quarantine (Snookums) ...

Snookums’ Buggy Ride
Twin Sisters (Wanda Wiley)
Movie Madness (Edna Marian)
A Haunted Heiress (Marian) .

Let George Do lit

Short western
Comedy
Comedy
Mustang comedy ...
Puctrr Rrown comedy
Newlyweds
Newlyweds
Comedy
Comedy
Comedy
A series

1926

Apr. 17.. 8.828

24.. 4.500

1.. 7,750

. May 2.. 8,767

.May 8.

.

s.362

.May 15.. 8,000

.May ?2.

.

6.8.11

.May 28.. 5,820

. 1 une 5.. 5.230

June 12.. 6,822

19.. 4.304

• June 26.. 4,305

• July 3.. 7.680

10.. 6,352

July 10.. 4,862

July 17.. 5,492

July 24.. 7,808

Aug. 14.. 6,662

July 31.. 4,776

Aug. 28.. 5.865

Sept. 4.. 7,603

• Sept. 11.. 7,445

25.. 6.254

2.. 5.747

9.. 4.766

16.. 6.649

..Oct. 30.. 9,315

6.. 5,633

17.. 2.nnr

17.. l.noo

24.. 1.000

24.. 2.000
Apr 2 nm

•June 5.. 2.000

5.. 2.000

12.. 2.000

12.. 2.000

12.. 2,000

19..

Why, George 1

George’s in Love
George the Winner
Buster’s Narrow Escape
Wise or Unwise (Puffy)
Separated Sweethearts (Lake)
Let Loose
Hearts for Rent (Lake)
Tin Bronc (Cobb)
Four-Square Steve (Cobb)
Buster Watch Tige
Frame Up (Hume)
Love Deputy (E. Cobb)
Trapped (Fred Humes)
There She Goes (Wanda Wiley) ..

Buster’s Girl Friend
Papa’s Mama (Arthur Lake)
Buster’s Heartbeats
Daredevil Daisy (Edna Marian) .

Love’s Labor Lost ( Edwants). ...

Do or Bust (Edwards)
Motor Trouble (Chas. King)
Mixed Doubles (Puffy)
Fire Barrier
Village Cut-Up (Lake)
Under Desert Skies
Thirteenth Man (Puffy)
Op’ry House Tonight (Lake)
Who’s Next? (Edwards)
Thrilling Romance (Wiley)
Little Warrior (Sedgwick)
Wide Open Faces (Puffy)
His Girl Friend (Edna Marian)...
Mixed Brides (Wiley)
When East Meets West
Pep of the Lazy J (Cobb)
Buster’s Orphan Party
Don’t Be a Dummy (Lake)
It’s All Over Now (Edwards)
Shoot ’Em Up Kid (F. Gilman). ..

Wait a Bit (Earl Mack)
Don’t Shoot (Mower)
Tiddly Winks (Lake)
Jane’s Predicament (Wiley)
Rustler by Proxy (Hume)
And George Did (Saylor)
Jim Hearn’s Ghost (Sedgewick) .

Buster Helps Dad
Two Dollars, Please (Edwards) .

The Newlyweds’ Neighbors
Wives and Wemen (Chas. Puffy)
Jane’s Inheritance (Wiley)
Olga’s Boatman (Edwards)
Which is Which? (Chas. King) .

Jane’s Troubles (Wiley)
Wanted a Bride (Arthur Lake)..
The Collegians
Fighting With Buffalo Bill
A Man’s Size Pet
Never Again
For Cryin’ Out Loud
Lots of Grief
Pinnacle Rider (Mower
Pioneer Blood (F. Gilman)
Show Cow Puncher (Cobb)
Too Much Sleep (A. Lake)
When Bonita Rode
Wild Bill (Chas. Puffy)
Jane’s Engagement Party
Barely Reasonable (D. Kitchin)...
Lone Prairie (G. Magrill)
Business Worries (Arthur Lake)
Please Excuse Me
The Big Surprise
Snookums’ Outing
What Price Pleasure? (Edwards)

Kind of Picture Review. Feet

. Let George Do It 19. . 2,000-

. Let George Do It 19.. 2,000
. Let George Do It 19.. 2,000
• Buster Brown series .. 26.. 2,000

• Comedy 26.. 1,000
. Bluebird comedy 26.. 1,000

.Mustang comedy 26.. 2,000

. Bluebird comedy 26.. 1,000

. Western 26.. 2,000

.Western 26.. 2,000
• Buster Brown 26.. 2,000
• Western 26.. 2,000
• Short western July 3.. 2,000
• Short western 3.. 2,000
• Comedy 10.. 2,000
.Buster Brown aeries ... July 10.. 2,000
.Comedy July 10.. 1,000
.Buster Brown 17. . 2,000
•Comedy 17. . 2,000
•Comedy ....July 17. . 1,000
•Comedy ....July 17. . 1.00C'

•Comedy ....July 17. . 2,000
•Comedy 17. . 1,000

• Short western ...July 24. . 2,000
. Comedy 24. . 1.00C

• Short western 24. . 2,000

•Comedy .... 24. . 1,000

• Comedy July 31.. 1,000

• Comedy July 31.. 1,000

-Comedy July 31.. 2,000

• Short western July 31.. 2,000

• Comedy Aug. 7.. 1.000

• Comedy Aug. 7.. 2,000
• Comedy Aug. 14.. 2,000

• Mustang comedy Aug. 14.. 2,000

Short western Aug. 14.. 2,000

Buster Brown series Aug. 14.. 2,000

•Comedy Aug. 21.. 1,000

• Comedy Aug. 21.. 1,000

•Com. -dr. western Aug. 21.. 2,000

-Comedy Aug. 21.. 2,000
• Short western Aug. 21.. 2,000

. .Comedy Aug. 28.. 1,000

..Comedy Aug. 28.. 2,000

..Short western Aug. 28.. 2,000

..Comedy Sept. 4.. 2,000

..Short western Sept. 4.. 2,000

..Buster Brown series Sept. 4.. 2,000
• Bluebird comedy Sept. 4.. 1,000
• Newlyweds series Sept. 11.. 2,000
• Comedy Sept. 11.. 1,000

What Happened to Jane Sept. 11.. 2,000
..Blue Bird comedy Sep. 25.. 1.000
..Excuse Maker Sep. 25.. 2.000
..Stern Bros, comedy Oct. 2.. 2.000
..Comedy Oct. 2.. 1.000

..Series of 10 Oct. 9.. 4,000

..Pioneering serial Oct. 16

..Western comedy Oct. 16.. 2,000

..The Gumps Oct. 16.. 2,000
..Bluebird comedy Oct. 16.. 1,000

..Gump comedy Oct. 16.. 2,000

..Mustang western Oct. 16.. 2.000
.Mustang western Oct. 23.. 2 rls

.Mustang western Oct. 23.. 2 rls

.Comedy Oct. 23.. 1 rl

..Mustang western Oct. 30.. 2 rls

..Fat man comedy Oct. 30.. 1 rl

..What Happened to Jane. .Nov. 6. .2 rls

.Mustang comedy Nov. 6.. 2 rls

..Universal western Nov. 6.. 2 rls

..Comedy Nov. 6.. 1 rl

..Fvciise Maker com Nov. 6. . 2 rls

.Gump comedy Nov. 13.. 2 rls.

..Newlyweds comedy Nov. 13.. 2 rise

..Bluebird comedy Nov. 13.. 1 rl.

WARNER BROS.
1925

Kiss Me Again (Lubitscb prod.) Light comedy Aug. 15.. 6,722

Limited Mail (Monte Blue) Railroad melodrama Sep. 12.. 7,144

Wife Who Wasn’t Wanted (Rich) Romantic drama Sep. 19.. 6.858

His Majesty, Bunker Bean (M. Moore) .. Farce comedy Sep. 26.. 7.291

Below the Line (Rin-Tin-Tin) Dog melodrama Oct. 3.. 6.053

Man on the Box (Syd Chaplin) Farce-comedy Oct. 10.. 7,481

Compromise (I. Rich. C. &• Brook) Domestic drama Nov. 7.. 6.789

Red Hot Tires (Monte Blue) Farce comedy Nov. 7.. 6.500

Bobbed Hair (Prevost -Harlan) Comedy -melodrama Nov. 14.. 7.817

Rose of the World (P. R Miller) Human interest drama .Nov. 21.. 7,500

Clash of the Wolves (Rin-Tin-Tin) Curwood dog drama Nov. 28.. 6.478
Hogan’s Alley (Blue-Miller) Farce-comedy Dec. 5.. 6,310

Lady Windermere's Fan (I. Rich) Stage classic Dec. 12.. 7,816

Seven Sinners (Prevost- Brook) Crook-action drama Dec. 19..

Golden Cocoon (H. Chadwick-H. Gordon)Human interest melo. Dec. 26.. 7,200

1926
Sea Beast (John Barrymore) Whaling epic ....

Oh, What a Nurse (Syd Chaplin) Farce-comedy
Cave Man (M. Moore- Prevost) Farce comedy ....

Bride of the Storm (D. Costello) Melodrama
Night Cry (Rin-Tin-Tin) Doe melodrama
Other Women’s Husbands (Blue) Comedy drama ...

Hell Bent Fer Heaven (Miller) Mystery drama ...

Little Irish Girl (D. Costello) Crook drama
Why Girls Go Back Home (Miller) Comedy drama .

Silken Shackles (Irene Rich) Drama
Social Highwayman (Devore-Love) Farce-comedy ..

Footloose Widows (Fazenda-Logan) Farce-comedy ..

Don Juan (Tohn Barrvmorel Romantic drama
Across the Pacific (Monte Blue) Melodrama ....

My Official Wife (Rich-Tearle) Drama
Private Tzzy Murphy (Jessel) Comedy
The Better ’Ole (Syd Chaplin) Supei comedy ...

Millionaires (Sidney- Fazenda)
While London Sleeps (Rin-Tin-Tin) Deg drama ...

..Jan. 30.. 9.975

...Mar. 6.. 6,987
..Mar. 13.. 6.741

..April 10.. 6.800

..April 24.. 6.300
..Mar 8.. 6.721

May IS.. 6.57*
..May 22.. 6,667

...May 29.. 5.262

...June 5.. 6.061

...June 26.. 6.1CF

...July 3.. 7.163

..Aug. 21. .10.018

• Oct. 16.. 6,**45

Nov. 6.. 7.846
...Oct. 30.. 7.889
..Oct. 23.. 8.649

6,903



our Equipment
Servicefor you '—Jheatre Owner~3uUder'Studio-
Caboratorq ~ Sxchanqe executive ~-Jrom. VourJnqle

SditecL btj cA. Van Quren PocuelL

Buy Equipment That

A COAL SHOVEL showed up in a Torrington, Conn.,

store window with a card announcing that its work
was done: and thus John J. Scanlon let the whole

town know that Manager Jos. Quittner would end the

burning of around eighty tons of coal in their Alhambra
Theatre, had installed a new oil burner and thus ended

all dirt, ashes and soot.

“It is just one of the ways,” says Mr. Scanlon, “that new
equipment can be made to advertise itself and throw in

a couple of laughs at the same time.”

When you can make equipment sell itself you are help-

ing to popularize your theatre. If you can get a legitimate

chuckle at the same time you have put in the cement that

makes the good will more permanent.
As soon as you contract for new equipment—-even before

you pay for it !—start right in selling it to your patrons.

A new oil burner—no more ashes and soot—a contribu-

tion toward a healthier community.

You Can’t Sell

Gold! Bricks

Even in the small towns the folks are not hicks when
it comes to entrtainment and the things that surround it.

So, before you can sell equipment to them you have to

make certain that you are getting in something that will

stand back of your ballyhoo.

You Can Sell Easily
Nothing short of the best procurable equipment will

make you dead sure that you can dodge the title of Ananias
when you brag.

Maybe there is some other stuff that sings a sweeter
tune to your check-book—just on the catalogue picture

and price : but will it stand up ? If it lays down you will do
the same.
Mr. Quittner installed a good make of oil Burner. Then

Mr. Scanlon pulled a good brand of novelty ballyhoo

—

and the two, together, backing each other up, will make
people feel that their Alhambra is doing things for their

benefit.

That’s starting future cast heading for your box office.

Buy Jewelry That Won’t
Turn Green in the the Spring

Every equipment item that adds to the charm, comfort
or homeyness of your theatre is an investment you’re
making.
Be sure that the security is sound. A cheap floor cover-

ing may look rich at the start, but a few more dollars

would get you one that would look rich and be good for

a much longer period.

Whether you buy because you can’t get away with the
old stuff any longer or because you want to enhance the
value of your theatre in good will, be sure you buy what
will stand back of a campaign that sells it to your audience.

New One for Dubuque
Mr. Jacob (Jake to his many friends) Ro-

senthal, who now operates the Majestic The-
atre, Dubuque, Iowa, plans the erection of

a new theatre on the west side of Iowa
street, and the issuing of a permit by the

city council, which only awaits decision on

permisson to build a lobby entrance over

an alley, which can easily be accomplished

if enough height is attained to provide easy

traffic flow beneath, will enable Mr. Rosen-
thal to begin construction at once.

BASTROP, LA.—C. J. Goodwin is erecting
brick, reinforced concrete and stone-trim
Princess Theatre.

SAGINAW, MICH.—Permit 'has been issued
for construction of Shrine Theatre and club
building. Cost estimated at $416,000, but
does not include plumbing and lighting.

PATENTS and TRADE MARKS
Protect Your Most Valuable Assets

I offer expert professional service and invite cor-

respondence frora anyone contemplating the regis-

tration of a trade mark or the patenting of an
invention.

LESTER L. SARGENT
Registered Patent Attorney

524 Tenth Street Washington, D. C.

Eleven for Franklin

The Franklin Theatre Co. has bought its

eleventh, the Rex, East Reading, Pa.

SPECIAL
ROLL and

MACHINE
TICKETS
Your own special Ticket,

any colors, accurately

numbered; every roll

guaranteed.
Coupon Tickets for Prize

Drawing: 5,000 for $7.00.

Prompt shipments. Cash with

the order. Get the samples.

Send diagram for Reserved
Seat Coupon Tickets, serial or dated.

ROLL AND MACHINE TICKETS
In Five Thousand Lots and Upward

Ten Thousand $6.00

Fifteen Thousand 7.00

Twenty-five Thousand ®*®0

Fifty Thousand 12.50

One Hundred Thousand 18.00

National Ticket Co. Shamokin, Pa.

Improve Sales Offices

The Robert Morton Organ Company has
transferred its auditing department from the

San Francisco office to the factory at Van
Nuys, Cal., in the interests of Efficiency and
has transformed the offices at San Fran-
cisco into a sales and demonstration room.
The sales department will remain as before

and there General Manager J. A. G. Schiller

will also make his headquarters there.

DANVILLE. IND.—Hadley. Nichols & Mc-
Coun have contract to erect moving picture
theatre on east side of square for Tom Bar-
nett, of Royal Theatre. New building will
be of old English architecture. Present
buildings on site are being razed. When
new theatre is completed, the present Royal
Theatre will be converted into a business
building.

Moving Picture Theater, Buffalo, N. T. Busy Kast
Side, comer location, fireproof building, 1 store,

2 flats. Theater seats 600. Can increase to 1.000.
Finest equipment including organ, Simplex machines,
transverter, etc. Total weekly expense $350. Re-
ceipts $600-800 guaranteed. Present owner 16 years
retiring because of ill health. Price complete $95,000.
reasonable terms. Wire if interested as this oppor-
tunity will not last long.

HUNT—BRISBANE BLDG., Buffalo, N. Y.
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These FolksAre Buying
The Best To Be Had

In Equipment
JOPLIN, MO.—M. E. Gillioz, Monette, Mo.,

has general contract for three-story brick,
terra-cotta and cut-ston-e theatre, 150 by
120 feet, to be erected at Fifth and Vir-
ginia streets, for Universal Chain Theatrical
Enterprises, Inc. Estimated cost, $350,000.

IMPROVING* THEATRE
LAKE CITY, FLA.—Grand Theatre will be

remodeled, stage enlarged, seating capacity
increased, and $5,000 pipe organ installed.

PLANT CITY, FLA.—Extensive improve-
ments will be made to Capitol Theatre and
new equipment costing $15,000, will be in-
stalled.

DECATUR, ILL.—About $15,000 will be ex-
pended for interior alterations and redeco-
rating Lincoln Square Theatre.

LA HARPE, ILL.—Powell and Gittings.
proprietors of Park Theatre, have leased
Locke Opera House, and will remodel and
occupy it as moving picture theatre. House
has seating capacity of about 200.

ROCHELLE, ILL.—Proposed plans for re-
modeling and rebuilding Majestic Theatre,
include complete tearing out of interior,
lowering floor to street level from entrance
end, replacing center pillars with L-beams,
new stage, dressing rooms, toilets, entire
new lobby, canopy over entire entrance, con-
cealed operators’ booth, ladies’ and gentle-
men's retiring rooms in basement, new cush-
ion seats, new lighting system, entire new
decorative effects in keeping with modern-
ized improvements. Seating capacity will
be 600.

UNIVERSALLY
APPROVED

M. P. £ D. Changes
Name,WithAllMem-

bers Now Equal
A T THE meeting of Motion Picture

* * Equipment Dealers in Chicago recently,
the name of the Association was changed
to the Theatre Equipment Association, Inc.

Also the by-laws were changed so that
all members are now active, except only
those who are Branch Managers of a cor-
poration.

Dues for active members are now $60 per
year

;
associate members paying $20.

Nine directors are to control the renamed
Association, five of whom are to be from
the Manufacturer group, four from the
dealers.

Officers for the present year are: John
H. Hertner, president; Sid Louis, vice presi-

dent; S. S. Behrends, treasurer; Sam Lears,
secretary and office manager.
The nine directors are John H. Hertner,

C. D. Struble, J. E. McAuley, J. D. Brown,
Walter Green, S. S. Behrend, I. L. Nixon,
Sid Louis Irving Samuel.

Increase Seating
The Home Theatre Company operating

the Terrace, Fischer and Palace in Danville,
Illinois, plans to enlarge seating capacity
of the Terrace from 1,500 to 2,500. New
ventilating and cooling systems will also be
installed, the amount to be spent approach-
ing $100,000.

for New Theatre Installation

for Mirror Arc Projection

for Improving Projection at lower

Operating Costs wherever used,

“If you show Pictures you needthe Transverter,f

Manufactured in both Series

and Multiple Types in all

required sizes.

The Hertner Electric Company.

Cleveland, Ohio.

Gentlemen:

—

Send us your new bulletin on the Transverter.

Name

Address

Theatre

1910 W. 114th St. Cleveland, Ohio

Kolograph in New Quarters
INDIANAPOLIS. IND.—Kolograph Com-

pany, 216 East Maryland street, manufac-
turers of moving picture projection ma-
chines, has leased entire third floor of San-
born Electric Company building at 300 North
Illinois street. Increase in sales made It

necessary to secure larger quarters.

CHICAGO, ILL—Lubliner & Trinz Thea-
tres, Inc., 307 North Michigan avenue, have
plans by John Eberson, 212 East Ontario
street, for theatre, store and hotel building
to be located at 47th street and Michigan
avenue. Theatre will seat about 3,800. Esti-
matd cost $3,000,000.

KANSAS CITY, KANS.—Herman Gould, of
Lincoln Theatre Company, announces that
new theatre -will be erected. Will install
$25,000 pipe organ. Estimated cost $150,000.

HASTINGS, NEB.—J. H. Parsons, 232 Uni-
versity avenue, has plans by R. A. Bradley
for three-story brick and terra-cotta mov-
ing picture and vaudeville theatre to be
located on west side of Hastings avenue,
between Third and Fourth streets. Esti-
mated cost $60,000.

GIBSONBURG, O.—D. B. Follett has plans
by Stophlet & Stophlet, Nasby Building. Tol-
edo, O., for converting store building into
two-story brick moving picture theatre and
office building, 25 by 80 feet. Estimated
cost $30,000.

PONCA CITY. OKT/A.—Montgomery and
Houston will erect theatre with seating cap-
acity of S00.
MONTGOMERY, ALA. — S. Sulzbacher

manager of Pekin Theatre at 38 North
Lawrence street, has purchased site at North
Lawrence and Monroe streets for erection
of theatre for negros.

LOS ANGELES, CALIF.—H. I* Gumbiner.
402 Heilman Bank Building, has plans by
S. C. Lee, 530 Petroleum Security Building,
for four-story, with six-storv tower, terra-
cotta and reinforced concrete theatre, 50 by
150 feet, to be located at Eighth street and
Broadway. Estimated cost, $500,000.

LAKELAND, FLA.—Famous Plavers-Laskv
Corporation, 4S5 Fifth avenue. New York,
has leased M. G. Waring Building on East
Main street, and will convert into three-
stoiiy theatre building, 47 by 122 feet. Esti-
mated cost, $100,000 for alterations. Refrig-
eration plant, seats and other fixtures to
cost an additional $125,000.



FKetter Projection
yiiis Department Wasfounded in 1910 by its Present 6ditor

~

Richardson

Better Projection Pays

A New Editor

Waxes Emotional

A S you all know, this department has very

often recommended American Projec-

tionist, a small monthly publication de-

voted to projection. I have, in fact, expended
considerable postage and energy in forward-
ing the address of the Projectionist to pros-

pective subscribers who have inquired for

it. This department has been glad to aid

the paper, because, under the very able edi-

torial management of George Edwards, it

has heretfore evidenced a desire to work
hand in hand with this department and other

agencies devoted to motion picture projec-

tion, each doing what it could do to for-

ward what it conceived to be the best in-

terests of all concerned, and in so doing to

forward the profession of motion picture

projection and those connected with it.

Edwards Had a Problem

As you doubtless know, the editor of the

American Projectionist literally works for

“glory." Fie receives no pay at all for the

really great amount of labor performed. Ed-
wards, therefore, was obliged to work as a

projectionist to make a living for himself
and his family. When that was done he was
compelled to work probably an equal num-
ber of hours gratis, doing the vast amount
of work necessary to carry the burden of

getting out the Projectionist. For even a

small monthly publication requires an amaz-
ing amount of work, which is a heavy bur-
den when one man must do by far the
greater share of it.

Edwards was finally forced to choose be-
tween giving up projection; which was
bread and butter with occasionally a bit of

jam; giving up the editorship of the Projec-
tionist or—breaking down. There was but
one thing to do, so he did it. He resigned
as editor.

Frank E. Nealy was appointed editor in

his stead. I have just once-overed the latest

issue of the Projectionist under his editor-
ship, and am sure the paper from now on
will be a humdinger. It really may soon
rival “Judge,” and thus become a national
paper. Who can tell

!

Code Expert Needed

Mr. Nealy starts his editorial duties with
a two-page attack upon or criticism of this

department and its poor fish of an editor. I

have not yet had sufficient spare time to

entirely de-code the article, but with the aid
of a Webster unabridged dictionary I hope
soon to accomplish that feat. Here are a

few of the more simple terms and words
this past master of writing seems to handle
somewhat freely. Of course I may be in

error, but if those words really mean what I

think they do, I intend to have the law on
Brother Nealy for calling me perfectly

awful names in disguise. “Neanderthal,”
“Emote,” “Parodist,” “Kibitzers,” “Pachy-
derm,” “Hypodermically,” “Paroxysm,”

Bluebook School
Question No. 542—What is the resist-

ance of a 60-ampere, 58-volt arc and
what would be the difference in amper-
age if the arc be burning normally at 58

volts and when it is frozen, assuming the

supply (line) voltage to be 110?

Question No. 543—What do you un-

derstand by “fixed” and variable resist-

ance in a rheostat and in just what way
is the resistance of a variable rheostat

varied? Just what happens when you
move the adjustment handle?

“Phantasmagoria.” That is a fair sample.

There are others.

Well, anyhow, that’s that, but on the well-

known theory that it is permissible for the

cat to look at the king, I will close this com-
ment by offering to Editor Nealy a bit of

well-meant, humbly proffered advice, to wit

:

Friend Nealy, in promulgating your esoteric

cogitations and in indicating superficial sen-

timentalities, philosophical or psychological

observations, would it not be well to avoid

platitudinous ponderosity?

Alight it not perhaps be well that you
permit your statements to possess a clari-

fied conciseness, a compacted comprehen-
siveness, a coalescent consistency and a con-

centrated cogency? M?.}' I also remark that

you will do well to eschew all conglomera-
tions of flatulent garrulity, and that you
jejune babblement and asinine affectations?

A Fair Question

Friend Nealy, don’t you think it would
really be better were you to allow your ex-

temporaneous decantings and your premedi-
tated or unpremeditated expatiations to have
intelligibility and veracious vivacity, with-

out rhodomontate or -thrasonical bombast?
Don’t you really?

Personally, I think (pardon the seeming
criticism) you would do better to sedulously

avoid polysyllabic profundity, psittaceous

vacuity, ventriloqwal verbosity and vandilo-

quent vapidity; to shun double entendres,

prurient pococity and perstiferous attempts
at high hat, obscurent or apparent.

Pardon the foregoing friendly advice, Edi-
tor Nealy, remembering that it is offered in

all humbleness of spirit. I sincerely trust

you will succeed in your new position and
ikeep the Projectionist up to the high mark
of efficiency set by my good friend and
brother, George Edwards.

Notice
The 4th Edition Handbook of Pro-

jection is entirely sold out. Announce-
ment will be made in the near future

of the publication of the new Fifth

Edition.

Inefficient

Foolishness

R
ecently an order came from a
southern company for a lens chart.

Now the charts are returned with this

comment

:

“We received from you this morning, by
parcel post, three lens charts supplied us on a

recent order. We regret very much that

these are not what we expected. They are

of no use whatever to us. We presumed
that you would supply us with something
that would be much more simple than this,

which would enable us at a glance to deter-

mine the correct focal length lerts to be
used at given distances for certain sized

pictures. We admit this chart fully covers

all that, but it is more or less complicated,

and requires some study.

“Since ordering these we received from
the —

• three of a specially prepared lens

chart which answers our requirements fully.

We regret that we are obliged to return

these and ask that you kindly allow us

credit.”

Could you imagine a more perfect bit of

nonsense that that?

What this company in effect says, is: “We
don’t care to do the work necessary (study

the charts) to secure high-grade results and
efficiency. We would prefer something
which can be applied without a bit of

trouble, regardless of effects.” And the piti-

ful part is that they don’t and probably won’t

know that the effects are expensive and in

every way harmful.

The lens charts, probably applied, supply

an efficient lens system throughout. They
match the condenser to the light source dia-

meter and the projection lens working dis-

tance and diameter, all of which are highly

important equations.

The lens tables this company can apply

without the least trouble supply ONLY the

focal length projection lens necessary to pro-

ject a picture of APPROXIMATELY given

distance. I say “approximately,” because in

the very nature of things it can^be nothing

more. Projection lens focal lengths are NOT
precise. There is a tolerance allowed by the

manufacturer, and if precise focal lengths are

required they must be specially selected from

stock, either by the dealer or the manufactur-
er. Usually it will have to be done by the

latter.

And when this company has received the

focal length lenses as per its table, it cannot

possibly know what the condition will be,

because the tables do NOT disclose the diam-

eter necessary for the work in hand, nor does

it tell them what the condenser focal length

or distance Y must be for efficient results,

and to secure evenness of screen illumina-

tion.

It really is a shame to send out those “lens

tables.” Their effect is very harmful. I am
sorry for the projectionist or theatre manager
foolish enough to use them.
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Bluebook School Answers 530 and 531

Note :—This “School” is designed to arouse interest in the study of those many problems
which constantly arise in motion picture projection, AND to cause men to really study
the Bluebook and assimilate the vast amount of knowledge contained within its covers.

Question No. 530—A practical question

submitted by John Griffith, Ansonia, Conn.

Suppose you have two 60-watt, 110-volt in-

candescent lamps burning in series on 220

volts and one of them burns out. You find

you have not another, but instead have a 40-

watt, 110-volt lamp, which would supply suf-

ficient illumination. Could you use it in se-

ries with the 60-watt lamp temporarily, while

a lamp of the proper wattage is secured?

Evidently this one was a goatgetter par

excellence. John Griffith, Ansonia, Conn.

;

C. H. Hanover, Burlington, la.; C. E. Curie.

Chattanooga, Tenn. and George Einzinger,

New York City, are the only ones whose re-

plies I could consider as really correct and

Curie and Griffith disagree in their answer

as a whole, because Griffith says it would
not work because of the overload of the

smaller lamp, whereas Curie says it would
work, but would greatly decrease the life of

the smaller lamp. The latter is correct. Grif-

fith proposed this problem to me verbally,

and I made the mistake of not selecting

lamps further apart in capacity. Curie is

correct. Griffith is correct in what he really

had in mind when he proposed the question.

Hanover puts the matter in this way. He
says

:

“This question may be answered with a
‘yes,’ but such an answer would not. .1 think,
convey the real meat of the ‘nut.’ It would
probably not be correct if we view the mat-
ter in accordance with what I believe Brother
Griffith really had in mind.
“The wattage consumed by an incandes-

cent lamp is equal to the E. M. F. multi-
plied by the amperage used (E x C), hence
60 -T- 110 = 0.54545 amperes, which is the
normal current consumption of a 60 watt,
110 volt lamp. If we then divide the volt-
age of the lamp (110) by its normal amper-
age, we find it to have 201.6666 plus ohms
resistance.

“Proceeding similarly we find that the re-

sistance of a 40 watt, 110 volt lamp is 302.-

2250 plus ohms and its normal amperage
0.3636 plus amperes.
“The combined resistance of one 40 watt

and one 60 watt, 110 volt lamp would there
be 201.6666 + 302.2250, or 503.8916 plus ohms,
which would allow (220 4- 503.8916 plus)
0.4366 plus amperes to flow under a pressure
of 220 volts.
“We therefore would have a current flow

of that amount with the 60 and 40 watt
lamp in series, and that, while not sufficient

to bring the 60 watt lamp up to candle
power, would overload the smaller lamp,
and wffiile probably not sufficiently so to

necessarily cause it to burn out immediate-
ly, it would shorten its life greatly, while
at the same time the 60 watter would be
working very inefficiently.

"What I believe Brother Griffith had in

view was a difference so great that the
smaller lamp would burn out at once.”

In that latter presumption you are, as I

have already said, correct. The combined

resistance of the filament of the low wat-

tage lamp and of the higher wattage lamp

does just as Hanover says, as Griffith says

and as Curie says. If the difference were

greater, the smaller lamp would probably

burn out at once; 110 volt lamps of different

wattage must not be used in series on 220,

and they cannot be so used if the difference

is very great.

Apology to W. R. Gwynn, Longmont, Col.

:

I just discovered that a page containing cor-

rect reply to this question had adhered to

the back of a letter from Brother Gwynn.
He shows by diagram that the 60 watt lamp
would consume 88 volts and the 40 watter
132 volts of the total pressure. I shall print

his answer, which is in excellent form. He
says

:

“Contrary to the wording- of the question,
the 40 watt lamp would supply sufficient
illumination, assuming the 60 watt lamp
to be in good condition, until it burned but.
Its life would, however, be very short, due
to excess voltage it would receive, as shown
below.

88 Dolts

232 tbllS y
{'

GOiiaJtl

40 ti&ll

1

220 D.

605 ^-Amperes

40 W 4
=— Amperes, (Current consumed at

110 v 11
110 v. pressure.

60 w 6
=— Amperes, Current consumed at

110 v 11
110 v. pressure.

Resistance of 40w lamp E llOv

C 4

11 '

ohms or 605 ohms.

2

Resistance of 60w lamp E

C

ohms or 605 ohms.

llOv
= 201%

6

11

3

Resistances in series = sum of individual
resistances.

Total Resistance in circuit 605 605 or

2 3

3025
ohms.

6

E 220v 264
C = — or = Amperes.

R 3025 605

6

E = CR, or E at 40w lamp

605 ohms
= 132 volts,

o

264a

605

264a
E = -CR, or E at 60w lamp = x

605
605 ohms

= 88 volts.

3

Overload at 40w lamp = 132v. — llOv. =
22 volts.

Underload 60w lamp = llOv. — SS v. =
22 volts.

Underload, therefore equals overload.

Total voltage accounted for: 132v. + S8v. =
220v.

Friend Einzinger replies correctly as to

voltage, amperage and results to the smaller

lamp. He then adds :

‘‘Considering the varying resistances of

the lamp filaments, after a more complicated
calculation, we get the following exact val-
uation in illumination powers etc.: For the
60 watt lamp, 72.5 volts; 31.1 w.

; 0.430 am-
peres and 10.5 candle power. For the 40
watt lamp we have 147.5 volts; 63.5 W.

;

0.430 amperes and 92 candle power, so that
our first calculation is proved not to be far
from the facts, except in the matter of il-

lumination delivered. The 60 watt lamp
burns with one-fifth of its normal bright-
ness, while the other is nearly three times
as bright as normal. This latter should
burn out in about two hours, the tungsten
being destroyed by its high temperature.
“By the way, a few words about candle

(also called candlepower) and lumens of a
light source.

“We can define one lumen as the amount
of light which falls upon a spherical surface
of one square foot, held at a distance of
one foot from the center of the light source,
which sends out one international candle
uniformly in all directions. As there is

space in the total surface of a sphere of one
foot radius a number of 4 pi =4x3, 14159
= 12.57 square foot, a light of the amount
of one international candle signifies 12,57
lumens.

“The international candle is used in U. S.

A., Great Britain and France; Germany uses
the one-tenth smaller hefner candle.
“Incandescent Mazda lamps give, at nor-

mal wattage, 10.4 lumens, or 0.83 candles
per watt, that means a 60 watt lamp gives
normal 60 x 0,83 = 50 candles or 628 lumens.
A 40 watt lamp gives normal 40 x 0.83 =
33 candles or 416 lumens.”

Question No. 531.—What is meant by
“normal temperature’’ as applied to electric

conductors? What is normal temperature?

C. H. Hanover, Burlington, la.; Frank
Dudiak, Fairmont Theatre, Fairmont, W.
Va. ; C. E. Curie, Chattanooga Tenn.; W.
C. Eudge Springfield Gardens, N. Y. ; A. L.

Hutchinson, Paducah, Kv. ; “Bill” Doe, John
Doe and G. L. Doe, Chicago, 111.; T. R. Gui-

mond, Mobile, Ala.
;
Allan Gengenbeck, New

Orleans, La.
;
D. G. Henderson, Quincy, 111.

;

Albert Hancock, Dallas. Texas; G. L. Albert-

son, St. John, New Brunswick; Andrew Paul-

don, St. Louis, Mo.
;
and T. R. Dickenson,

San Francisco, Cal., all answered this one
correctly. Many, somewhat to my surprise,

answered that normal temperature was a

temperature equal to the surrounding air,

without further remark. That is both cor-

rect and incorrect. Temperature of the air

is “normal” temperature all right, but a

standard has been set up. known as “normal
temperature,” because air temperature var-

ies widely.

I think Brother Curie covers the matter

fully, thus :

“Strictly speaking. normal temperature
would be the temperature of the conductor
when heated only by the surrounding air

under ordinary conditions—the "open” air.

It would, however, be impossible to use this

in practice, due to wide variations, season-
able and climatic, hence authorities have
adopted 75 degrees Falir. or 24 degrees Cent.,

as the standard normal temperature.”

Which is eminently correct in its entire-

ty, hence Brother Curie may, having first

removed his headgear, wiped his nose and

dusted off his ears, waddle up to the head

of the class, remaining there until some en-

terprising genius bumps him back again.



Noticeably Superior

There is a definite difference on the

screen with pictures printed from Eastman

Panchromatic Negative— the results are

noticeably superior.

Eastman Panchromatic Negative is com-

pletely color sensitive— renders all tones

of blue, red, yellow and green in their

correct relationship in black and white.

Where regular film is ordinarily satisfac-

tory, "Pan” is extraordinarily successful.

And Eastman Positive Film carries all

the quality of the negative through to the

screen. i

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.



Maloney plugs the line

for another touchdown /

LEO MALONEY
me Outlaw Express

A Western Feature

Pafhepicture
"" " thapi f A mawk.

~

Maloney showed in “The High Hand,” his first Western

feature, that he was going to be one of the high scorers

of the season.

Now he puts the ball across the line for another score.

Think of everything you want to see in a Western. You
get it in “The Outlaw Express.”

WHAT THEY SAID OF
“THE HIGH HAND”
“Better than average grade. Smooth plot plus abundant

melodramatic action scaled against a capital undercurrent

of genuine Western humor.”— Variety.

“Exceptionally snappy. Interest at high pitch. Fast

moving and exciting.”—M. P. World.

“I like this. Should be an excellent draw in almost
any kind of a house.”—M. P. News.
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4th MONTH ON BROADWAY
at $2 admission

CENTRAL THEATRE, N. Y.

VICTOR SEASTROM’S
production uith Lars Hanson.
Adaptation and scenario by

Frances Marion. From the novel

by Nathaniel Hawthorne.

METRO-GOLDWYN-M

(continued from cover)

LILLIAN
CISH

COMING soon

TO your theatre

TO thrill your public

IN a masterpiece

YOU will be proud

TO show . . .

METRO'GoldwyivMayer’s

SCARLE I

LETTER



( SMASHED ALL
RECORDS AT
RIALTO, N. Y.!

$49,000 first week
of long run!

DOUBLED
NORMAL GROSS
AT IMPERIAL,

FRISCO!

“Biggest laugh hit since ‘Tillie’s

Punctured Romance’. Better box
office bet than ‘Behind the Front’.”

—Variety.

“Even bigger hitthan ‘Behind the Front’.

Good for any theatre.”
— Harrison’s Reports.

“A riot of fun. Should be used as an
example for producers with comedies

in their system.” —N. Y. American

.

“One great big laugh fest. Opened at

Imperial to audiences which fairly

stormed the doors.”

—San Francisco Daily News.

“Greater than ‘Behind the Front’.”

—San Francisco Chronicle.

EDWARD SUTHERLAND
PRODUCTION

|h CHESTER CONKLIN
ORIGINAL STORY BY MONTY
BRICE * SCREEN PLAY BY
JOHN MCDERMOTT « * -

“A pronounced hit. Will be just as

popular as ‘Behind the Front’.”

—N. Y. Sun.

(paramount
(pictures

BROKE RECORD AT
MILLION DOLLAR
THEATRE, LOS
ANGELES, BY $1,000!

I
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LEADING THE PARADE OF LAUGHS

Member, Motion Picture Producers and Distributors

ot America, Inc. Will H. Hays, President

Not only on this highway, but theatres large

and small all over the world, are playing the

great comedies PRODUCED BY CHRISTIE.

chename Christieon Comedy
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. CHRISTIE COMEDIES .

BOBBY VERNON COMEDIES

BILLY DOOLEY COMEDIES
JIMMIE ADAMS COMEDIES
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8

6

6

Released Through

(J^ctAUAJL^

‘THE SPICE OF THE PROGRAM”
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No Applesauce!

This Bird is proving a Golden Feast to Exhibitors!

He’s blazing a new trail in Westerns! All the zip,

action, wild riding that Western fans love, with a

brand of comedy that is pulling ’em in in droves!

First “Hair Trigger Baxter”, then “The Dude Cow-
boy” and now “The Border Whirlwind”! Three

bullseyes in a row and five more to come!

JOSEPH P. KENNEDY Don’t just watch this boy’s smoke ! String along
presents with him and get set for a real Thanksgiving!

BORDER WMRLWR
T-» 1 1 I O L 1. D ] I
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Distributed by

GREATER

FILM BOOKING OFFICES
OF AMERICA, INC.

>f Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of

America, Inc.—Will H. Hays, President
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IF IT WASN’T—
for the Audit Bureau of Circulations

no advertiser in this or any other pub-

lishing field would know what to

believe.

The Only Verified Circulation Figures Show :

—

FIRST
MOVING PICTURE WORLD
With 6,492 Net Paid Exhibitor Circulation

SECOND
MOTION PICTURE NEWS *

With Less Net Paid Exhibitor Circulation

THIRD
EXHIBITORS HERALD *

With Less Net Paid Exhibitor Circulation

*Publicity Rules of the Audit Bureau of Circulations

prevent quoting exact audit figures of competitor papers.

MOVING PICTURE

WORLD
A Chalmers Publication
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FAMOUS
MELODY
SERIES

OneReefEach

Special—For the Christmas Season

“Songs of Central Europe”
was made to order for the
Christmas holidays.

Famous Christmas songs,
loved for generations, pic-

turized in the places that
gave them birth.

With the magnificent musi-
cal score, loaned to you with-

out charge, you have an
attraction that appeals to

the eye, the ear, the heart.

This picture is a sample of

the out-of-the-ordinary en-

tertainment presented by
this series.

Produced by

James A. Fitzpatrick

Pafheeicture
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Ohboy! the live ones a
Theyie making the welkin ring with the biggest a

Thefte getting

^TACOMA L£VGeA
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re steppingonthe gas

!

ivertising ever done on a short subject and—

-

l of Winnipeg is knocking «
The Strand ui -™-ru ... nr

dead %ith quarter pages gMta Bey

w,nnipeg,can
.^ullztin

_

Starting

^TTor-AW » MjUNSrsi
M onday

At Tremendous Expense
*** ^ Programme

tr RcetJar Programme

S.wcb.1 Added Attraction to Reg

'

thrill hrfta-*"
action •h*' sen° oW

A Spectacular
Knockout

IssySfJ
NaiF

Heavyweight Champion of the

World in his onlyMotion Picture

Production

I fUCBUgCOLO- CHIEFTAIN
9/ZSI16

rso

M AJESTl C,
XHE WOR1 .D'SCHAMPION

gene
tomney

m

Gene

Tunney

FIGHTING MARINE”

BOB CUSTER

The Figging
Martne DEVIL'S GULCH”

We Said “We Lead, Others Follow, And We Mean It’V

SCOOP
OF ALL
GREAT
SCOOPS#

TOMORROW
MONDAY

Chapter One
>y & Monday for len great week*.

GENE
HEAVY WEIGHT CHAMPION OF THE WORLD in

“THE FIGHTING MARINE”

10
GIGANTIC EPISODES

rvery Sunday and Monday for te

•ki—20,000 feet of the 10

STRAND

I AGAIN THE STRAND DOES
SIT WITHOUT
I ADVANCING

SPRICES
SFOLKS
• Eddie
c Rivers

The Strand of Waldo. Walla, Wash is knocking 'em dead with fallpages. Good
work. Eddie Rivers. You're going to mop u.p.

Fighting
Marine

Ike Libson's giving ita
blag in Cincinnati.

THE PALACE OF PLEASURE”

Ej Fxtfw j

IWlMSaLD"

SALEM, OHIO.- MELVS
9/2S/26

emm

ey

‘THE EMPTY SADDLE”

A/£M/ HAVEW,
CONM

COU& ,£K'

HOOPEESTOtVrt,/U. -T/MES-
9/23/26

Lorraine

iE, new" CHAMPION

FRHl^ E
F
iiEl-

FREEt

A Mm OP bolle
I

?Sto^““e LUCKY cim.

DON’SL

T
TO

H« CHANCEFRIDAY AND SATURDAY ^

* THRILLS -stunts
darjkg deeds galore/

tQ»oc Satan‘The

-»'T“5?.ey sis
FIGHTING w*

MARINE EE.

tal

capTtorffiWSDNDAY ^r^ L”^A T

/ene

sundaynight
TL »,

C0M£ AND SEE

Hie New World's ct,ampion

gene tunney
PLUB A^^ OAST Dr THE jNtj

^
1/ “ EPISODE OP

i^ FIGHTING
MARINE”

jA

R
^&h*TMiller
«=« Marjorie Cay

10

[AR - SENSATIONAL

lighting Marini'; Legion-

Sfeserial

|

DAMBUR Y, COMM, - NEWS-
9/25/

2

6

b'TORLORN RIVER"
JACK HOLT and RAYMONDHATTON

Comedy—'TAsiEMEN.Af^NL^i

“Hogan’s Alley”
a. W,TH
Nionte BIue p_. _
Louis pa ’ .

f
_
sy Ruth

Directed by Spencer Bennet

Written by Frank Leon Smith

L°“,s

wm“,aLj"fs
r’

Pafheserial
T5T5
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THE TWO BEST BOOKS
on

MOTION PICTURE PHOTOGRAPHY
Motion Picture Photography

By Carl L. Qregory, F.R.P.S.

CHALMERS PUBLISHING COMPANY
516 Fifth Avenue
NEW YORK

By Herbert C. McCay

Thousands of small motion picture cameras for

use in the home are being sold today. This book
has been written to help those who are so fortunate
as to own one of these amateur cameras. Tells all

about getting correct exposures, staging simple
scenes, working in titles, trick photography, en-

larging from single frames—in fact, everything for

the amateur motion picture photographer is care-

fully covered in this volume.

Price $2.50 (postpaid)

This book is recognized everywhere as the stand-

ard work on motion picture photography for either

professionals or amateurs.

Carl L. Gregory was formerly Chief Instructor in

Cinematography, Signal Corps School of Photog-
raphy, Columbia University, New York.

Special Chapters were contributed by Charles W.
Hoffman and by Research Specialists of the

Research Laboratories, Eastman Kodak Company.

Price $6.00 (postpaid)

Motion Picture Photography
For the Amateur
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Samuel Goldw^n
presents

the HENRY KING production

Jtdapiedbyframces ^moH-from the now! HAROLD BELLWRIGHT

Ronald Colman&Vilma Banky
RELEASED BY UNITED ARTISTS CORP.

CLnotH&i Sensational

Pidtwte/
~ —

Get This Forceful 24 Sheet—Post It—Then Watch the Wright Fans Pack Your Theatre.

FIVE BIG RECORD WEEKS
at the FORUM THEATRE

BOSTON—
now playing to

big business

NEW YORK—
Opens Nov. 27th

KANSAS CITY
Opens Nov. 20th

8 , 000,000
read the book

NOW
WATCH!

LOS ANGELES

CHICAGO—
Opens Nov. 27th

ST. LOUIS—
Opens Nov. 28th

DETROIT—
Opens Nov. 28th

MILLIONS MORE
will see the picture

VARIETY: tJOricjhts following will flock to it and bring double their number with them!

UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION



N.Y.StrandPremiere
sell-outNb\r.l^

.

proved Silencers i

Delivered on that same amazing, never*
failing Week 'After 'Week, Hit -After- Hit

Schedule that gave you—

MART ASTOR

Give* ’em a different Connne Griffith. Lovelier and livelier

than ever. They go wild when Connne goe* into her dance'

“ Presented by Robert T. Kane with 7-Star Cast

Secret Special that thrilled Broadway. Tremendous produc-

tion by Europe’s genius — Lothar Mendes. Now filling the

finest theatres in the land!

Right on die dot with
TWIS WfeEKS

First NationalWbnderfi

Gosh ain’t itwonderful how First National comes through/

^FIRIT NATIONAL!
NEWIDEA i»SHOWMANSHIP/ . ,



Last Minute News From Everywhere
MORE SHORT FILMS

co theatre programs will

make

MORE LONG LINES
at their box offices, verdict

of “Laugh Month” Lunch-
eoneers.

MOVING PICTURE

WORLD
“LAUGH—

—AND GROW FIT,” slogan
suggested by Simon Row-
son, of Ideal Films, Ltd.,
London, for ‘‘Laugh Month,”
might be grabbed by Ber-

narr MacFadden.
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Lichtman Given Presidency

Week Before Abrams' Death

Was to Wield Gavel For Six Months While Late

Head Took Rest Cure, Studio Admits

By Tom Waller
(From Moving Picture World’s Hollywood Bureau. Filed 4 P.M., Nov. 17.)

That A1 Lichtman had occupied the presidency of United Artists

Corporation for an entire week before the death of Hiram Abrams

was gleaned today by Moving Picture World from an official source

at the Pickford-Fairbanks studio. Mr. Abrams, according to re-

liable information, had been ordered by medical specialists to take

an immediate rest for a minimum period of six months. This order

has been given several times during Mr. Abrams’ illness, which

had been apparent for approximately three years, it was stated.

The late president of United Artists decided recently to conform

with the demands of his physicians. It was then that Lichtman
was entrusted withe the gavel for a period of six months, or during

the time period for Mr. Abrams' rest cure.

Sol Weakening

Over in Paris;

Plans New Coup

Lesser Just Cannot

Forget Movies

(Special to Moving Picture World.)
Paris, November 18.

Sol
v Lesser is weakening'.

After prowling over Europe for

three months, freed of all ties

with Hollywood for the first

time in twenty years, he con-

fesses that he can’t keep his

mind off motion pictures.

“I came over to stay six

months,’’ remarked Sol as he
strolled up the Boulevard des

Italiens. He paused in front of

the display for “Incognito” at

the Electric Palace. “But for-

getting about the movies is

easier said than done,” he said

with a sigh.
Sol strolled on to the Saile

Marivaux, where Doug is ka-
leidoscoping in “Le Pirate Noir.”

He glanced across the boulevard
to where the Cameo billed “Le
Charleston et Marion Davies,”
and commented, “Exhibition in

Europe has progressed far less
than production. I wonder how
soon I’ll surrender to this urge
to return.”
Then Sol Lesser, who went

abroad for six months to forget
all about pictures, hot-footed it

to see the display on “La Chate-
laine du Liban’’ at the Aubert
Palace and the hoie-in-the-wall
Corso Opera’s display for “Mon-
sieur Beaucaire.”
Half an hour later, at the Ritz

bar, Sol was utterly disconso-
late.

“I've got to go home soon,” he
(Continued on paye 2)

Stanley Buys Davis
Control of the picture

and vaudeville theatres of
the Harry Davis En-
terprises passes to the
Stanley Cb. of America on
December 1, which paid in
excess of $3,000,000 and
thus increased the number
of its theatres to 233, lo-
cated chiefly in Pennsylva-
nia, New York, New Jer-
sey, Delaware, Maryland
and the District of Colum-
bia. The deal included the
recent taking over of the
24 houses in Pittsburgh
and Western Pennsylvania
of the Rowland & Clark
interests, including the
splendid Nixon Theatre.

Late Chicago
News Notes

Great States Circuit has
taken over the Theatres
Operating Co. houses at
Peoria, 111., including the
Madison, Palace, Orpheum,
Majestic, Hippodrome,
Duchess, Apollo, Lyceum.
The company has been re-
organised with, Herbert
Stern, of Balaban & Katz,
president; George Mitchell,
first vice-president; Jules
Rubens, vice-president and
general manager, and Mor-
ris Leonard, secretary.
Rubens Ls supervising the
transfer.
Great States has added

the Lyric, Kankakee, 111.,

and will start work on the
new Decatur house soon
and add another theatre in
Quincy. It has organized
a new company at Rock-
ford to run the Orpheum
there and build a new the-
atre.

International to Move
After twelve years at 226 Will-

iam stret, the Motion Picture
Department of International
Newsreel will on November 27

move to new quarters at 251
West 19th street, New York City.

Not only will the executive, edi-
torial, accounting; and other mo-
tion picture departments be
moved, but the laboratory at
Long Island City, together with
the vaults will he housed under
the one roof at 251 West 19th
street.

Schleiff Rejoins Bachmann
Joe Schleiff has rejoined J. G.

Bachmann’s studio force in

Hollywood as production man-
ager of Preferred Pictures.

N. C. Meets December 13
The annual meeting of the M.

P. T. O. of North Carolina will
be held on December 13 at Char-
lotte, N. C.

Two men were killed and
seven wounded in Chicago be-
cause the purchase of a neigh-
borhood motion picture theatre
did not prove a profitable invest-
ment.
Albert Schmidt, who bought

the Grayland Theatre at 39-10

North Cicero avenue from Sam-
uel Wertheimer, became dissat-
isfied because business did not
pan out as expected. He sent
for Wertheimer on the pretext
that the ventilating system was
out of order, and while Wert-

Inquiries by this paper all yes-
terday at the Pickford-Fairbanks
studios regarding Mr. Abrams’
successor met with little satis-
faction. Formal statements re-
garding- Mr. Abrams’ death were
secured earlier in the day, but
repeated efforts to see Joseph

London Cable
Moving Picture World

Bureau, London,
November 16.

At the Capitol “Gigolo” and
“Young April” registered im-
mediate success. “Beau Geste”
continues at the Plaza. A num-
ber of English companies are
paying particular attention to

the production of the short in-

terest film. An all-British news
weekly is established here show-
ing only items happening with-

in the Empire.

heimer was inspecting it ’n the
basement of the theatre, Schmidt,
police say, fired two shots at
him and wounded him.
The noise of the shooting

caused a panic among the 200 pa-
trons of the theatre. Schmidt
then turned the gun on himself
and committed suicide.

A police car responding to an
alarm turned in at the theatre
collided with another automo-
bile. Walter Riley, a policeman,
was killed and six people were
injured in the accident.

M. Schenclt, chairman of the
Board of Directors of the cor-
poration, were unavailing. In

It is generally gathered at the
studio that Mr. Abrams’ death
will cause no change to be made
in the corporation’s policy. Work
is well under way there on im-
provements estimated to cost
$1,000,000, which were effected
during- the Abrams regime.
Arthur W. Kelly, described

here as a vice-president of
United Artists, has been assigned
to look after foreign distribu-
tion from now on, it was said
here. Mr. Lichtman’s activities
include the United States and
Canada.

Messages were also sent to the
press last night by Mary Pick-
ford and Douglas Fairbanks.
Miss Pickford stated:
“The news of Mr. Abrams'

death was a great shock to me.
(Continued on paye 2)

Aids in Conciliation

Richard A. Rowland u£
First National, hack from
Europe, believer that the
international stock com-
pany plan may be devel-
oped as a logical solution
of the problems of Ameri-
can distribution abroad
and of European distribu-
tion here. He finds a more
conciliatory spirit abroad
now than a year ago. He
engaged Alexander Kordu
UFA directory Maria Cor-
da, German star, and Na-
talie Barruohe, Russia act-
ress, and brought them
back with him, it will be
remernbere d.

Two Killed, Seven Injured, When

Exhibitor Resents Theatre Deal
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Lichtman, President
(Continued from page 1)

His courage, his untiring efforts

and his loyalty to United Artists

have been the main factor in

keeping us together and in mak-
ing the organization the suc-

cess which it is today. He de-

voted his energies unceasingly,

even during the days of his ill-

ness which was to take him.

The names of United Artists and

Hiram Abrams have been syno-

nymous, and I believe it is the

general opinion that Mr. Abrams
was the outstanding figure in

his line of endeavor. His pass-

ing is not alone a loss to United
Artists but to the whole indus-

try.
“As a member of the organ-

ization I am personally grateful

for all he has done for us. It

is a source of consulation to

know that he realized before his

death the affection and sincere
regard in which we all held
him.’*

Sol Weakening
(Continued from page 1)

said. “It just isn’t in me to keep
out of pictures.’’

And when Sol returns, the big
news of the week will be that
he has bought out Paramount or
Universal, or all the big theatre
chains. He’s carrying pencil ar.d

paper with him nowadays—and
wlien Sol starts figuring, it

means something.

M-G-M Promotes Bern
Paul Bern, writer and direc-

tor, has been signed to a long-
term Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer con-
tract whereby he will assist
Irving Thalberg-, associate stu-
dio executive. Bern, while serv-
ing as general assistant to Thal-
berg, will also be directly in
charge of the selection of new
story material.

Woods Joins De Mille
“Walter Woods, continuity writer,
has signed a contract with Cecil
B. De Mille. He will supervise pro-

ductions, in addition to writing
and adapting stories for the
screen.

Complete Fire Prevention Film

For Education of Exchange Men
On Wednesday afternoon in the projection room of the

Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc.,

there was shown a two-reel picture that never will reach the
public screens, and yet which is

This film is designed to be
shown in the 700 exchanges
throughout the country and is

designed to stress fire hazards
to be avoided from strewing the
film clippings on the floor to
making imperfect patches that
will jam in the projector and
possibly cause an incipient blaze.
The scenes showing the “wrong
way” were studio produced,
while the correcting methods of
housing and handling were
made along the film row of Al-
bany, N. Y., which now boasts
entirely modern construction.
There are something like 700

film exchanges in the United
States, now making about 25,000
shipments daily of about the
same number of miles of film.

Under the Hays building pro-
gram the past three years, about
one-third of these have been

of very real importance.

housed in modern structures
with layout and equipment sug-
gested by the National Board of
Fire Underwriters, and the film

is largely to educate employees
in the proper use of this modern
equipment.

As the amount of positive
stock used anually has been in-

creased in the last three yturs

from GOO,000.000 feet to 1,300,000,-

000 feet, the need for the use of

every precaution is apparent,
and this picture aims not only

to show the proper handling, but

to assure the employee that

when so treated there is not the

slightest danger.

The film is just one of the

many activities of the Hays or-

ganization, which are quietly

conducted outside the limelight

of publicity.

Arthur Loew Returns wi h

Print of Film “Aa^oleon”
Arthur Loew, executive of the

foreign department of Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer, the youngest
film export executive in the
world, returned November 10
from a six weeks’ inspection
tour of the European offices of
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
A little black bag which Mr.

Loew carried contained fourteen
reels of the film “Napoleon,’’
which has supplied headlines to
the theatrical pages of French
papers for six months.
Mr. Loew was accompanied by

Morton Spring of the M.-G.-M.
foreign department and Howard
Dietz, director of advertising
and publicity, who returned with
him on the S. S. Paris.

Subsidy Due in England
“Government subsidy of Brit-

ish motion picture producers is

almost a certainty,” declared
Simon Kowson, head of Ideal
Films, Ltd., one of the foremost
distributors of motion pictures
in Europe, who has been in Los
Angeles for a few days. He
spent several hours with Will-
iam R. Fraser, general manager
of Harold Lloyd Corporation,
discussing the foreign film situ-
ation, and also visited Lloyd.

Patheites Dance
The Pathe Club had a party in

the El Papio room of the Hotel
McAlpin, Thursday evening, No-
vember 11. Besides a specially
arranged entertainment pro-
gram, a group of Pathe stars
were present and proved highly
popular with a group of invited
guests. Dancing was a feature.

Illness Delays Film
The illness of Florence Vidor,

due to a fall from a horse in
the West, has delayed the be-
ginning of production on "Afraid
to Love,” at the Paramount As-
toria studio. Frank Tuttle will
direct.

Call “Big Parade” Best

The readers of Photoplay
Magazine* have selected Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer’s “The Big Pa-
rade” as the best motion picture

of 1925 and Photoplay's gold

medal is awarded. Credit for

the achievement is distributed

between Marcus Loew, Director

King Vidor and Irving Thal-
berg. The magazine’s honor roll

for 1926 lists John Gilbert, Ru-
dolph Valentino, Clara Bow,
John Barrymore, Adolphe Men-
jou, Lois Moran, May Allison,

Gloria Swanson, Emil Jannings,

Ramon Novarro, Belle Bennett
and H. B. Warner.

Italy Moves to Restrict

It has been reported in the

Italian press that a commission-
er of experts, financiers and
prominent political men in Italy

has been appointed by the Ital-

ian Ministry of National Econ-

omy for the purpose of increas-

ing the domestic production of

motion pictures and with a view
to restricting the importation of

films from abroad.

Mail Early, Please

The Post Office Department
requests all branches of the mo-
tion picture industry to co-

operate with it in facilitating

the sending and delivery of mail

during the Christmas holiday

season. Exhibitors are asked to

educate the public in their com-
munities.

Friedgen Directs Series

J. Ray Friedgen will direct a
series of two-reelers for the
Volga Film Co., an independent.
Production will begin at the Tec
Art Studios in New York next
week. Friedgen recently an-
nounced that his directorial

name will be John Raymond.

Pcstpone “Glory” One Day
William Fox’s premiere of

“What Price Glory” has been
postponed from November 22 to
November 23. The musical
score and stage setting caused
the one-day delay.

COMING AND GOING

Charles E. McCarthy of Fa-
mous Players has returned from
an inspection of the West Coast
studios.

• * •

Lem Stewart and Sam Palmer
of Publix Theatres went to At-
lanta to supervise the opening
of the Georgia Theatre this

week.
* * *

W. A. V. Mack, Pathe’s mid-
west division sales manager, left

New York this week to tour his

district. Detroit was the first

stop.
• • •

Vic Shapiro of United Artists
and Paul Sarazen, representing
Samuel Goldwyn, have gone to
Chicago to arrange for the t>re-

miere of “The Winning of Bar-
bara Worth” at the Orpheum on
November 27.

• « »

Charles Reed Jones of Chadwick
Pictures spent last week-end in

Philadelphia talking distribution
with Louis Berman of Indepen-
dent Film Corp.

* * *

Edward A. Golden, president
of Golden Distributing Corp. of

Boston and New Haven, has re-

turned to Boston after a week
in New York City.

* • *

Arthur M. Fournier, composer
of operettas, has returned to Los
Angeles.

• * »

William Sistrom. general man-
ager of the De Mille and Metro-
politan Studios, is in New York
to talk new product with P. D.
C. home office executives. Mrs.
Adams, head of the western story
department, also is here.

* * •

W. J. Morgan, P. D. C. sales
manager, is back from a tour of

the South and Middle West. He
sold Saenger the “Success Se-
ries.”

* • *

Clara Kimball Young returned
this week from Europe.

• • •

Eddie Cantor has left New
York for Hollywood to prepare
for work on "Special Delivery”
for Paramount.

Saunders Opens Offices
Claude Saunders has opened

offices at 171 Madison avenue.
New York, to handle all phases
of advertising and exploitation.
He formerly was exploitation
supervisor for Famous Players.

Rap Quota Plan
Canada is against a

strict quota plan and fa-
vors a co-operative scheme
among the Dominions of
the British Empire, it is

reported in Ottawa gov-
ernment circles. She would
leave the quota idea to
the decision of the respec-
tive members of the Em-
pire. She especially urges
that a picture made in any
part of the Empire -with a
certain percentage of Brit-
ish or local capital and a
percentage of British sub-
jects in the east, shall he
deemed a Britisn picture
and shall qualify t-nder
any quota regulation.
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Ralph R. Ruffner Dies

Suddenly in Vancouver

Ralph R. Ruffner, manager of
the Capitol Theatre, Vancouver,
B. C., died at his home in that
city November 12 after a few
hours’ illness that was regard-
ed as only a slight indisposition.
He leaves a wife and a son; the
latter just 2 years old, for his
death followed a birthday party
given in the young man’s honor.
"Ruff” was about 45 years of
age. He was born in Denver
but engaged in railroading in
the Northwest and became in-
terested in pictures in Vancouv-
er, Wash., about 15 years ago.
His brilliant exploits soon at-

tracted the attention of Jensen
& Von Herberg and he managed
houses for that firm in Portland
and Seattle. He also managed
houses in Butte and Ban Fran-
cisco. Five or six years ago he
came east to the exploitation de-
partment of First National, but
soon resigned to resume theatre
management. He missed th
excitement and personal con
tacts to which 'he was accus
tomed. He made connection witl
the Canadian Paramount Com

an
? under his managemen

the Capitol, Vancouver, becami
one of the best paying house;on the circuit. Ruffner was £natural born showman and foi
years his oddities in phraseologj
attracted widespread attention.

Publicity Heads Organize
Pete Smith, president of the

W. M. P. A., has appointed a
studio publicity directors’ com-
mittee. Barrett C. Kiesling, P.
D. C. publicity director, who au-
thored the idea, is chairman.
The others are Pete Smith for
M.-G.-M., Arch Reeve for Para-
mount, Hal Wallis for Warners,
Tom Reed for Universal, Robert
Yost for Fox, Arthur Hagerman

[

for Hal Roach, Harry Brand for !

Joseph Schenck, Mark Larkin !

and George Thomas for Pick-
ford-Fairbanks, Pat Dowling for
Christie, and George Landy for
First National. The plan is to

;fuither co-operation between »

the various departments of ex-
isting studios.

Get Western Distribution
Treasurer Jack Cohn of Co-

lumbia and Louis Weiss of Art-
class have signed contracts
whereby Columbia will distribute
four series of Artclass western
features in Michigan, Iowa and
Nebaska. Twenty-eight pictures
are involved.

Cruikshank with Telegraph
Herb Cruikshank is the new

film editor cf the Morning Tele-
graph, New York City, and Re-
gina Crewe has been made asso-
ciate editor.

Wanted: A. Buyer?
Frank J. Rembusch may

sell his string- of fourteen
Indiana theatres, MOVING
PICTURE WORLD an-
nounced last week. This
brought the following- note
from F. J. R.: “Dear
Friends, Where do you get
this dope? No one ever
even made a pass. I would
sell for enough. Who would
not? Rut a buyer is the
tirst necessary thing.”

New Eastman Classroom Films

Big Step in Educational Work

Fifty Separate Pictures Designed for Schools in

Twelve Cities—Two-Year Experiment

E-y far the longest single stride toward the really educational mo-
tion picture is now being taken in the Eastman laboratories in
Rochester, N. Y., where scientists, educators and the technical staffs
of the Eastman Research Laboratories are engaged in actual: work
on a series of fifty motion picture films especially designed for use
in the classrooms of schools in Rochester, Springfield and Newton,
Mass.; New York City, Atlanta; Winston-Salem, N. C.

; Kansas
City, Detroit, Chicago, Denver, Los Angeles and San Diego.

Ohio to Fight

A combination of indi-
vidual theatre owners to
prevent the spread of
large chain theatre groups
in Ohio may be effected
during the coming year,
following the convention
of the 31, P. T. O. of Ohio.
During the convention
various speakers, includ-
ing Business 3Ianager P.
J. Wood, urged a pooling
of theatre men’s interests
for protection,
William 31. James of

Columbus was re-elected
president; J. J. Harwood,
Cleveland, vice-president-
at-large; J. A. Ackerman,
Cincinnati, first vice-presi-
dent; H. T. Palmer, Fair-
port Harbor, second vice-
president; Harry Bieber-
son, Jr., Delaware, third
viee-president; George 31.

Fenlnirg, Newark, secre-
tary, and Sam B. Lind,
Zanesville, treasurer.

De Mille Denies Opposing

Pathe-P.D.C. Merger Plan
Neil S. McCarthy, attorney for

iCec.il B. De Mille, now in New
York representing Mr. De Mille

in the negotiations involving P.

D. C. and Pathe, issued a ilat de-
nial of the report that Mr. De
Mille is opposed to the consoli-
dation.

Mr. De Mille sent the follow-
ing telegrams to every P. D. C.

branch manager:
‘‘In view of the many pub-

lished rumors concerning nego-
tiations now under consideration
by P. D. C., I wish to assure you
that you may have no misgiv-
ings concerning the future. I

am fully acquainted with the
matter and you may be certain
that, when ararngements are
completed, our organization will

be greater and stronger. There
will be a big part in it for
everyone who carries on now.
Kind personal regards.”

Plan New Chicago Houses
Chicago reports that the Edi-

son Park Theatre, Inc., has been
organized by Joseph Hopp of the
American Theatre Corp., O. G.

Waskow, L. Bennett, F. Bagin-
iski, S. J. Christy, Charles Stark,
J. E. Waggoner, ,C. D. White, O.

P. Hoffman and H. B. Zerrien.
The capital is $500,000. A new
theatre will be built. The Bai-
ley Construction Co., with a
capital of $160,000, is financing
a new theatre, site to be an-
nounced later. The principals
are Fred L. Bailey, Frank B.
Keough and E. M. Wells.

Kane Full-Fledged Manager
Arthur S. Kane, Jr., is now

managing two houses in Cha-
nute, Kas. They belong to the
Universal chain and are watched
over by Fred S. Meyer of Ham-
ilton, Ohio, fame, who is now
Kansas-Missouri - Nebraska dis-
trict manager for Universal.
Kane has had wide experience
in distribution and production,
and now he’s learning' the thea-
tre end.

Star Turns Scenarist
Leah Baird, star of the screen,

has turned scenario writer. She
has completed “Stolen Pleas-
ures" for Columbia.

While fifty film subjects are
in process of production, work is

being concentrated on a series

|

of twenty titles which it is hoped
will be fully completed by the
end of the year. Ten of these
are geographical films, five treat
of general science and five deal
with physical culture and health
preservation.
These are designed for use in

the fourth and higher grades in

the selected schools, and the en-
tire fifty will be shown within
the two-year period assigned for

the experiment. If expectations
are realized, it is probable that

Marriages

May Allison, motion picture

actress, and James Robert
Quirk, publisher of Photoplay
Magazine, were married on No-
vember 15 at the El Mirasol

Hotel in Santa Barbara, Cal.
» » *

Miss Dorothy Mackaill, First

National actress, and Lothar
Mendes, German director for Ar-
thur S. Kane, were married this

week in Hollywood.

A Boon to Humanity
Herb Crooker, C. C. Burr’s ir-

repressible press agent, and
Johnny Hines, the comedian,
claim to be working on an in-

vention that would mechanically
arrange a theatre screen so

that every picture would begin
as each patron entered. It is

understood that when this is per-

fected, they will undertake to

discover life on Mars.

Frank Cambrian Dined
Frank Cambrian, seven years

production manager for Balaban
& Katz, in Chicago, is now head
of the Publix Theatres produc-
tion department in New York.
Fellow workers in Balaban &
Katz gave him an expensive
wrist watch at a farewell din-
ner at the Hotel Sherman last

week.

H. G. Wells Story Sold
H. G. Wells, famous English

author, will soon come to the
United States to confer with
production executives on a story,
"The Peace of the World,” which
he hag' written especially for the
screen, says, Edward Godal, who
is at the Hotel Astor. The com-
pany which boug'ht the Wells
story is not named.

the films will be generally adopt-
ed for class room work In all
progressive schools and the
original fifty films will be am-
plified into complete courses.
Unlike all previous experiments

along these lines, the films will
not be assemblings of negative
from various sources such as
scenics and the news reels, but
will be laid out with the definite
idea of following prescribed
teachings.
One of the geographical films,

for example, will show the va-
rious maps of the world as
known to the ancients as con-
trasted with the more exact
knowledge of today. Others in
this series will deal with the
territorial possessions of the
United States, one on Alaska be-
ing devoted to the mineral and
other natural resources of a
country for which we paid about
2 cents an acre.

Expert Supervision
In the general science classi-

fication there are films on iron
and steel, each showing the in-
fluence of these metals in the
development anad advancement
of civilization.
Each picture is being assem-

bled by scientists and peda-
gogues with especial reference
to classroom work and yet with
a full realization that to be in-
structive the picture must also
be interesting.
The only other definite exper-

iment along these lines was an-
nounced by Universal some
years ago, that company work-
ing in collaboration with a well
known firm of publishers of
school texts. Nothing definite
seems to have ever come of that
idea, but in the present experi-
ment there are assured at least
50 pictures which, if successful,
will eventually become the basis
of a huge collection of titles.

Vitaphone Moves
Vitaphone has moved its

offices to' the Fisk Build-
ins', Broadway and Fifty-
seventh street. New York
City. Albert L. Warner
and Sam Warner will take
charge at that office and
supervise Vitaphone as an
organization entirely dis-
tinct from Warner Bros.
“We are making instal-

lations all over the coun-
try in a quiet, peaceful
way, without any hulla-
balloo,” A. L. Warner told
visitors.
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New Passenger Steamer to Have

Projection Room in Smoke-Stack
“When is a smoke-stack more

than a smoke-stack?” is an-

swered by the anouncement that

the after stack of the S. S. Ma-
lolo, the largest and fastest

high-powered passenger steamer
ever built in the United States*

will contain a completely equip-

ped built-in motion picture pro-

jection room. The stack will

also contain, for the storage of

reels, a steel vault with a ca-

pacity of 100,000 feet of film.

This unique arrangement will

provide the vessel’s passengers
with an open air picture theatre

on the navigating bridge deck
to be enjoyed during the balmy
tropic nights on the San Fran-
cisco-Honolulu run. The screen
upon which the pictures will be
thrown will be erected upon the
mainmast, over 90 feet from the
stack.

In addition to the open-air
theatre, there will be another
indoors which can be used in

any weather. The full equipment
for both theatres will be supplied
by the Philadelphia Theatre
Equipment Co. of Philadelphia.
Each booth will have a projec-
tor of the latest model with an
incandescent lamp of 900
watts, operating on 230 volts
and 30 amperes. The screen will
be aluminum surfaced for sensi-
tive reproduction.

Bid Mrs. Waller Farewell

Friends and neighbors of Mrs.
Robert Waller, the mother of
Tom Waller, West Coast repre-
sentative for Moving Picture
World, gave her a surprise party
at her home in Bronxville, N. Y.,

on November 18 and presented
her with a handsome wardrobe
trunk. With her daughter, Ca-
rola, Mrs. Waller leaves for the
Coast on Thanksgiving eve.
Among the guests were: Mr. and
Mrs. Max F. C. Goosman, Mr. and
Mrs. George Miller, Mr. and Mrs.
Ralph Logan, Mr. and Mrs.
Elmer E. Schreiner and Ed Mc-
Dowell.

Cook Made Pathe Salesman
C. E. Cook, well known as

business manager of the Kan-
sas-Missouri theatre owners, a
post he recently resigned, is now
a member of Pathe’s sales staff.

Last Minute
News Flashes

Sidney R. Kent continues to
improve his operation for ap-
pendicitis. He will be able to
eat Thanksgiving dinner at
home.

* * *

National Theatre Supply Co.,
which through the International
Projector Corp., controls the
Powers and Simplex projectors,
also will distribute the Motio-
graph nationally when certain
contracts have expired, it is

said.
* * *

Macklyn Arbuckle, screen and
stage star, is seriously ill at the
home of his parents in Wad-
dington, N. Y.

WantedMoneyBack

A new difliculty in the
selection of good motion
picture titles bins arisen.

A Pittsburgh theatre that

charges 25 cents recently

played Richard I>i.v in “The
Quarterback.” A lobby
sign read: “Sure to Please
Quarter Rack.” One pa-

tron with a calculating
gleam in his eyes asked to

have his money refunded.

“You advertised quarter
back,” he argued. No, he

didn't win out.

M-G-M Salesmen Meet
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer opened

in Chicago its annual mid-season

District Managers’ Convention

on November 14. The managers
attending included Sam Eckman,
New York; George A. Hickey,

Washington; Sam Shirley, Chi-

cago; C. E. Kessnick, Atlanta;

J. E. Flynn, St. Louis; Seth D.

Perkins, Denver, and Dave Ber-

shon, Los Angeles.
The New York executive body

included Felix F. Feis, general
manager of sales and distribu-

tion ; Paul Burger, assistant to

Mr. Feist in the field; W. F.

Rodgers, eastern sales manager:
E. M. Saunders, western sales

manager; T. J. Connors, south-
ern sales manager; and Alan F.

Cummings, manager of the
Statistical Department.

No Studio Sale Planned
Reports of the sale of the

Cosmopolitan Studios, New York,
by W. R. Hearst were declared
to be without foundation this

week by Edgar B. Hatrick, gen-
eral manager of the Hearst pic-

ure interests. Gloria Swanson
is now producing her first United
Artists picture there, and Rob-
ert S. Kane, who has used it for
several months for his First Na-
tional productions, also is work-
ing there on “Son of the Dra-
gon.”

Cole Stages World Premiere
The world premiere of Johnny

Hines in “Stepping Along,” Matt
Taylor’s story, was held on No-
vember 12 at the Bronxville
Theatre, New York, with a large
attendance of writers and critics.

C. Perry Cole, managing direc-
tor of the theatre, did the honors
neatly. The picture is reviewed
in this issue.

Making New Army Serial
Schuyler Gray is producing an

army serial for Pathe on Long
Island. He is using two direc-
tors and working two units si-
multaneously. Archie Heath is
assisting Gray In directing. The
company recently was working
in Maryland.

Richards Off to S. A.
E. V. Richards of the Saenger

Amusement Co. and Mrs. Rich-
ards left New Orleans on Novem-
ber IS for an extended trip
through South America. They
expect to be gone several
months.

Robert Hopkins, well known
title writer, has been signed to
a new long-term contract by

Warner Bros.

Four N. Y. Incorporations

Four companies incorporated
last week in New York State.

These were: Kallet Theatres,
Inc., of Oneida, $150,000, Myron
J. Kallet, Charles M. Stone, Onei-
da; Alexander L. Saul, Syracuse;
Rose and Curtis, Inc., $5,000,
Jack Curtis, Forest Hills; Maur-
ice H. Rose, Bertha Safier, New
York City; ‘Combined Hotel Co.,

Inc., $10,000, Lillian Passman,
Helen Schacker, Evelyn Masloff,
New York City; Keystone Come-
dies Corporation, capitalization
not specified, Harry C. Hand,
Samuel C. Wood, Raymond J.

Gorman, New York City.

Bretherton Directing

Warner Bros, has promoted
Howard Bretherton, for three
years film editor, to director, and
also has signed Harry Hoyt to
a long-term directorial contract.
Bretherton will first direct a
Rin-Tin-Tin picture. Robert
Hopkins has been given a long-
term contract as title writer.

Managers’ School Opens
The third class of the Publix

Theatres Managers’ Training
School has opened with thirty
men enrolled. Applications num-
bered 400. Elmer Levine has
been made assistant to John F.
Barry. He is a graduate of the
first class.

New Rivoli Policy

New York's Rivoli will
change its policy and be-
come a reserved-seat house
on the evening of Decem-
ber li when James Cruze's
Paramount picture, “Old
Ironsides,” has its world
premiere. The picture will
be presented twice daily.
This policy will be con-
tinued until the night of
November 27, after which
the theatre will be dark
while its interior is made
over. The seating ar-
rangement will be chang-
ed, new seats installed and
a box office added in the
lobby.

Our Stock Market

By Ervin L. Hall

'The quotations used in this

summary are compiled daily

by Newburger Henderson &
Loeb, 100 Broadway, A ew
York City, exclusively for

tjic Moving Picture World.

This week has been a very

quiet one on the exchanges.

Trading has been listless to say

the least, and most fluctuations

were within a narrow range.

After General Motors declared

an extra dividend of $4.00 a

share in the early part of the

week, a few stocks showed some
signs of moving higher. The
advance did not last long, and
as we go to press the entire

market is slipping off. Film
stocks followed the general trend

of the market, and even Warner
Bros. “A,” which for several

months has been leading in the

trading, dropped off consider-

ably.
To cite a few of the film stocks

will give a good picture of the

action of the entire list during
the week.
Warner Bros. Common fluctua-

ted between 35 and 41, with a

turnover of a little over 20,000

shares for the week. The "A”
stock of the same company
showed even less activity, with
prices varying from 47 to 51%.
The trading in both the above
issues during the last week has
been in marked contrast with
previous actions of the stocks.

Pathe “A” has ceased to lose

ground, but the trading was very
narrow, with sales of about 7,-

000 shares on a low of 36% and
a high of 38%.
Fox Film on Nov. 18 made

an effort to rise, touching 71%,
but soon dropped back to 69%.
Loews, Inc., appears to be con-

tent to hold the price of the last

few weeks of between 44 and
45.

Would Compel Arbitration

Application has been made to

Justice Wasservogel of the New
York Supreme Court for an order
to compel Thomas Dasantis,
owner of the Capitol Theatre,
Niagara Falls, N. Y., to submit
to arbitration certain differ-

ences between him and the
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Distribut-
ing Corporation. The latter cor-
poration has brought suit against
Dasantis to recover $1,660 for an
alleged breach of contract.

Coolidge Sees “Bardleys”
President Coolidge witnessed a

special showing of Metro-Gold-
wyn-Mayer’s "Bardleys the Mag-
nificent” aboard his westward
bound private train when a
snowstorm delayed progress for
a few hours. The film was
shown in the observation car of
the train, which was turned into
a miniature theatre, with two
machines and two projectionists
eliminating any delay between
the reels.

French Offer Free Films
The Central Motion Picture

Stores of the French Ministry of
Agriculture has just reopened
for the purpose of lending free
of charge their so-called propa-
ganda films.
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U
Qive a Thought to Broadway >>

i'jy/JEi

You Cannot Corner the Market
HYT O regional convention these days is considered complete without a warning against

rY the growth of the chain theatre, which is a process somewhat akin to locking the^ ^ stable door after the constabulary has examined the cross marking the spot where
the horse used to be.

The auspicious time to object to> combination is before the combination is effected.

Five years ago refusal to do business with producer-managers, and the support of non-
theatrical producers might have been effective. Today the producer-owned theatres are

too firmly established to be combatted by any such procedure.
In every line of industry there is the tendency to profit by the savings possible only on

gross buying, and this applies to amusement enterprises as well as commercial proposi-

tions, though in a lesser degree. The chain theatre originally was the result of such
combination on the part of non-producing managers. The producer absorption of many
of these chains is merely an after result. The booking strength of such combinations made
them formidable. Producers absorbed most of the combinations by the simple process
of admitting- these chain managers into the inner ciccle.

But the dire prophecies that all houses will presently be absorbed are incorrect, unless,

at last, History has stopped repeating itself. If we learn the future through the study of

the past, too close a monopoly will defeat its own ends.

It is within the last ten or fifteen years that the vaudeville kings sought to> gain a
monopoly of that business through the purchase of the Percy G. Williams interests. With
Williams out of the way, it was felt that they would have a clear field. Today the net
result has been to lift Pantages to greater heights than he ever dreamed of and to give the
Loew houses a superior brand of vaudeville. Both are the direct products of the monopoly.
The United offices could utilize only a certain number of specialties. The others had
to find an outlet. They did.

A quarter century ago Klaw and Erlanger ruled the dramatic roost, save for the
“tanks. ” From their own power they made the Shuberts possible. Today, were there
room for more dramatic houses, the Shuberts, now largely in control, would be making
great their competition.

Whenever picture theatre monopoly reaches a point where it throws into the market
too many stars, producers and would-be investors it will write its own obituary.

There is no monopoly possible that cannot absorb the entire product. It may be hard
for the independent manager for a year or two, but these matters have a habit of
adjusting themselves. Read history and vou can approximate the future.
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SeekingBeauty in FarPlaces
Edwin C. Hill of Fox Is Combing

Italy and Spain For Film Talent

By Sumner Smith

THE search for new screen faces has become world-wide. The Fox Film
Corporation has boldly challenged two great Latin nations— Spain and
Italy—to enter their handsomest men and most charming women in con-

tests to select screen talent. Similar contests are in the making for other na-
tions, including several in South America.

He Faces Fame

This youngster hails from the

Adriatic Coast of Italy, noted

for its classic male types—the

region that gave Rudolph
Valentino to the motion pic-

tures. He’ll be over here soon.

Rome and Madrid have been in a furore of excitement.

Two hundred thousand boys and girls have besieged photo-

graphers and forwarded huge numbers of photos to the

Fox company.

The two candidates for motion picture honors seen on

this page have won a year’s trial, with a generous salary

and all expenses paid from their homes to Hollywood and

back. When girls meet all the requirements, the company

also pays the expenses of a duenna.

A board of judges is working over-time in Rome, pass-

ing on applications. Its work requires considerable gray

matter. Not only must it select outstanding acting poss-

ibilities, but it must exercise diplomacy in soothing the re-

jected and appeasing the national vanity.

Edwin C. Hill, supervising director of the Hollywood Fox

studios, is in charge of the campaign. Clayton P. Sheehan,

head of the Fox Foreign Department, also is abroad and

keeping a watchful eye on it.

Hill Deluged with Applications

In Italy alone Mr. Hill has received between 70,000 and

80,000 applications. He has had Mrs. Hill and a cameraman

help him go through this enormous mass of photographs.

Usually each application contains three different photos.

Mr. Hill has found the contest idea to be highly success-

ful. He hopes to bring thirty or forty pictures to America

for the inspection of William Fox and Winfield R. Sheehan.

The Latin races, he says, have a grace and vitality all of

their own, and screen exceedingly well. They also have a

natural histrionic ability.

But the women, while beautiful, have one fault. Most of

the feminine selections were of girls under 22 years of

age because of this fault. It is that Italian beauties who
have passed that age show a tendency toward plumpness,

nay, even fullness.

Men Average Better Than Women

The young men, Mr. Hill found, average better than the

women in point of screen adaptibility. Many of the most

impressive types come from the province of Apulia, which

gave Valentino to the world. The central Adriatic coast

is reputed a district in which may be found male types

reminiscent of the classic sculptor’s models. Greeks settled

on these shores long before the Punic war, and the mixture

of Greek blood years ago seems to influence the classic

beauty of the Adriatic Italians to this day. The same is

true of Sicily.

Of course there have been thousands upon thousands

of disappointments. Some of the losers took their fate

pretty hard. Many tears were shed. Mr. Hill had to exer-

cise the utmost of tact and courtesy.

The One They Chose

One of the Italian girls selected out of

over 70,000 applicants. Shapely and beautiful,

with a definite personality, she is counted

on to register a hit on the screen after an

extensive period of training at Hollywood.

The Italians, both men and women, seem

passionately fond of the motion picture

screen. They long to distinguish themselves

on it. But, Mr. Hill found, first of all they

are eager to visit, if not live permanently

in America. The reputation of Hollywood

especially has reached all corners of the

world. It is synonymous with Fairyland.

Even the brigands and the smugglers in the

mountain fastnesses know about it, and they,

too, would become motion picture players.

William Fox and Winfield R. Sheehan

see a double advantage in combing the far

places of the world. They gain their pick

of beauty and talent, and by bringing the

chosen of other peoples to this country, they

aid in the promotion of international under-

standing and amity.



ij I R A M A B R A MS,
president of United

Artists Corporation, who
passed from among us this

week, will be missed.

•
LAIS was a rare combina-
^ tion of qualities, a keen

vision, boundless initiative,

and a winsome, sturdiness

of character which endeared

him to all with whom he

came in contact.

\\T ITH executive and or-
* ^ ganizing ability of the

highest order and an en-

thusiasm and an idealism

which carried all before

them, he was one of the

really great ones which this industry has produced, a true

pioneer.

by the way
Hiram Abrams Will Be Missed

Two Notable New Records Made
On Broadway During Past Week

N. Y. State Motion Picture Director

Who Takes Office Jan. 1, 1927

Should Know Industry’s Problems

Will H. Hays, Guiding Genius,

Of Presbyterian Church ’s Drive

For $15,000,000 Pension Fund

JUJ
EREAFTER Times

1 Square will doubtless

be known as “The World’s

Crossroads,” among the

knowing ones, with the

wonderful new home of

Paramount pictures at its

exact center furnishing the

dominant architectural note.

•

T F there is goin to be any
A controversy over the

suggestion, we shall be glad

to hear from the hick dis-

tricts before taking the

matter up with Mayor
“Jimmy” Walker and the

City Fathers.

atHE has gone from us, at a time, “where manhood’s

morning almost touches noon, and while the shadows

still were falling toward the West,” just as he saw a

greater success, perhaps, than even he had dreamed of,

about to crown his efforts.

•
T N his conception and ideals, as to what was best for
1

the progress and development of the film industry,

Hiram /Abrams was generally a step ahead of most, and

like all who strive to bring new ideas or novel methods

into common usage, he must have had many a trial and

many a heartache.
•

JLTIS final achievement, the great group of stellar and

producing talent now gathered under the standard

of United Artists Corporation, is sufficient to secure his

fame for all time in motion picture history.

•
J3UT for all his record of accomplishment, it is for his

L* gentle and never-failing tact and kindliness, the spirit

of loyalty and sincerity that animated his being and formed

the well-spring of his character and impressed itself upon

the lives of all around him, by which those who knew him,

will remember him best.

•
JUJIRAM ABRAMS will be missed—by his company as

magnetic and efficient executive and by the industry

at large as a useful, forward-looking and constructive per-

sonality—but most of all he will be missed—as a friend.

•
UpHE week just past saw two notable new records made

on Broadway, one, when “The Big Parade,” some-

what in advance of its year’s run at the Astor, which,

by the way, was completed Nov. 18, passed the million

dollar mark at the box office, the first time that any

screen production anywhere has reached this amazing

figure on a consecutive run.

GpHE other record to be broken was at the Rialto, where
^ the first week’s intake of Harold Lloyd’s “For

Heaven’s Sake,” which previously held the record at this

house, was topped by “We’re In The Navy Now,” Para-

mount’s outstanding success so far this season, by several

hundred dollars.

DOTH records are a fitting* ontribution to the “Give A
Thought To Broadway” movement, celebrated Nov.

18, 19 and 20, with the opening of the great Paramount

Theatre on Nov 19, as the apex of the ceremonies glorify-

ing: the Main Stem.

'T'HE possibility that John H. Walrath, former Mayor
of Syracuse, and present Chairman of the State Mo-

tion Picture Commission, which is to be abolished Jan.

1, 1927, may be appointed the new motion picture director

for New York State, is distinctly gratifying to those, who
have had occasion to observe the efficient and intelligent

functioning of the censorship board under Mr. Walrath’s
able direction.

•
VV7HILE we do not believe in censorship of any kind,
v

either in principle or practice, as long as it is the

law of the State it must be observed, and it is well to have
the law administered by a man as intelligent and liberal

in his views, as Mr. Walrath has shown himself to be since

his connection with the present board.

•
A FTER Jan. 1, 1927, the official censorship of motion

pictures will be carried on by a bureau in the Der
partment of Education, as provided under the reorganiza-

tion law passed last year, so it is of the utmost importance
to all in the industry that a man, at least friendly to motion
pictures and sufficiently familiar with film problems to

administer his position wisely, be appointed to the new
post, the more so as his responsibilities and powers will be
coniderably greater than those now possessed by the pres-

ent Motion Picture Commission.

CUCH a man we believe Mr. Walrath to be, and his

appointment should be a welcome one to all well wish-
wishers of the motion picture.

•
\AT ILL H. HAYS, according to newspaper announce-
v *

m'ents, is Chairman of the Laymen’s Committee of

the Presbyterian Church is organizing a campaign for a

$15,000,000 fund to provide service pensions and compen-
sation for the Presbytery’s aged and disabled ministers.

•
A WORTHY and eminently desirable object, and one

which we make no doubt will be fully successful

under General Hays’ able direction.

•
COHERE may be a thought in this for some of us in this

industry, when the time comes for us to get together

a fund of our own for the sick and needy of the motion
picture business.

•
A T least we will know exactly where to find the man,
who can put the campaign over when the time comes

with sure success.
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Managers Who Ride Hobbies To a Fall

“Music Hath Charm to Soothe the Savage
Breast,” but Elaborate Organ Pro-
grams Don’t Always Harmonize
With the Cash Register Bells

By Epes W. Sargent

T WO film salesmen were spending the night at the

same hotel in a mid-west town and after they had

seen the local managers were talking shop, as salesmen

will. Each was guarded in his comments, but casual men-
tion of “Blank, of Blankville” evoked a flow of unprint-

able language, to the amazement of his fellow, who knew
that the objector had been
seasons.

When the sulphurous fumes
were dissipated, the salesman
told his story.

It seems that he had just

visited Blank with the intention

of selling him the “Fateful Fifty”

and the “Screaming Score.”

Blank made the usual complaint

of bad business, but when the

salesman sought to laugh this

( ff as the traditional “poor

nouth” that leads to price con-

cessions, Blank showed a home
made chart. Business had been

falling steadily at an average of

§20 a week, and Blank blamed it

on the pictures.

The salesman, well intentioned,

diplomatically suggested that

perhaps it was a lack of adver-

tising, and particularly an un-

kempt lobby. The glass fronts

of the frames were smeared by

greasy hands, there were enough

thumb prints on the painted wood
surfaces to supply a thousand

murder clues and the walls were

about eight months overdue for

a coat of paint.

“Didn t Need Lobby”

“And he told me that with his

music he didn’t need a lobby,”

wound up the loser.” I found out

later that he is crazy about his

organ and his musical selections.”

The rest is better left unprinted

as being strictly unmailable.

The next afternoon the other

salesman dropped into Blank-

ville and breezed up to the

theatre.

“I dont want to talk films,”

he said briskly in response to

the familiar scowl with which

he was greeted. “I just want to

sit through the show. I’ve

heard so much about your music

that I want to see what it’s like.”

The scowl faded and Blank

passed him through the door.

The lobby was all his brother

‘salesman had said. Inside the

house was badly neglected, but

a spotlight brought into relief

the console organ of about §5,000

too big for the house. It was

ar. undeniably fine instrument,

but the handful of patrons sat

listlessly through a heavy Bach

selling to- Blank for several

fugue, nor did it cheer visibly

when a scenic went on to the
accompaniment of equally pon-
derous melody.”
The salesman sat through the

show, praised the music—and
sold about everything he had.
He figured Blank was still doing
business enough to assure film

rentals for another six months.
After that he didn’t care.

In th'c chat that followed,

Blank told his story. He always
had been a lover of music.
When ’increasing prosperity en-

abled him to build a new theatre,

he put in a really fine organ.
Naturally some patrons compli-
mented the music. The more
compliments he received, the

more ambitious his programs be-

came. until fully ninety percent

of his patrons endured the music
for the sake of the feature, learn-

ing to come late and escape the

musical numbers.
Blank had no ears for the kick-

ers. He believed only the small

minority wrho assured him his

music was wonderful. Presently

his hobby is going to canter him
out of the house and into the

bankruptcy courts, but he’ll die

happy.

He’s Not Alone

If Blank were merely an iso-

lated example, the incident would
be uninteresting, but there is

hundreds of hobby-riding mana-
gers who are wasting their op-

portunities. They are not all

musical enthusiasts; many of

them think music is a nuisance,

but they all have some hobby
and ride it to death.

One man makes wonderful

posters. He spends about half

of his time making posters and

gives what he can spare to the

conduct of the house. The seats

may badly need repairing, the

lamp globes may be as dirty as

the floor and the music decided-

ly inferior, but so long as he

can produce two or three pairs

of really artistic lobby posters

each week, he thinks he is man-
aging the house.

Director Donald Crisp introduces the Princess Natalie Go-
litzen to Marie Prevost, star of the Metropolitan picture,

“Man Bait,” in which the titled Russian girl has a minor role.

There is another man whose
forte lies in the machine shops.

He is a mechanical genius, but

he spends far too much time
animating lobby displays. Peo-
ple come and look at his lobby
and pass along to a house better

run. His entire show is in the

lobby.

Salesmen know his hobby and
they sell him their programs in

the 24-sheets, pointing out how
this or that can be tricked to

give motion. To him a feature

is a picture with a horse race

or an auto speed contest. That
.gives him a chance to display

his elaborate race track.

Another manager, and this

time is a 3,500-seater, gives all

of his time to his presentations,

He scamps his film programs

to hire players and gives all his

time to their rehearsals. Nine

times out of ten when a sales-

man calls he is asked to wait

until after rehearsal is over, and

if he is wise, he will slip in and

see the show, to have something

to talk about when he finally

does get audience.

Salesman Gets Air

One salesman was flatly told

not to call again because he

pointed out that those sitting on

the sides of the house were dis-

turbed during the early part of

the feature by the light coming
from the unscreened sides. He
was told that lights were neces-

sary that the stage setting might

be changed.
Another manager thinks that

his billboards sell all the tickets.

Twice a week he makes the

rounds with the bill poster to

see that the paper is properly

pasted and that there are no

conflicting masses of color. It

takes two days out of the man-
agerial week, and the house
suffers, but most film salesmen
know better than to argue with
him. One salesman booked in

120 days because he gave a new
formula for paste. It may sound
absurd, but the fact remains.

And it is not always in the

small towns that you encounter

the enthusiasts. From Broad-

way to the sticks you’ll find the

men who stress one feature of

management to the detriment

of all the others; who figure that

good music, or fine presenta-

tions, or mechanical cutouts,

ballyhoo stunts or newspaper
display is everything. The man
who spend half his time in the

newspaper’s composing room is

little more a manager than the

compositor who shares his labor.

You Need Them All

Amusement is a combination

of good pictures, good music,

good presentations, (if you use

them), good advertising, com-
fortable surroundings and per-

sonal service. Anything less

than that is below par, and no

special feature can in any

marked degree compensate for

the loss of the others.

Have you a little hobby in

your house? Figure it out. The

film salesman probably has.

That’s why he sells you film.

“The Fighting Failure
r

“The Fighting Failure,” pro-

duced by E. G. Boyle, and hav-

ing in its cast Cullen Landis,

Peggy Montgomery, Lucy Beau-

mont, Sidney Franklin and

Ernest Hilliard, will be sold on

the State Right market by Nat

Levine.
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Trying to put a foot rule

and a tape measure on the

dimensions of David Wark Grif-

fith, in his relationship to the

progress of the motion picture,

has long been a favorite pastime,

not to say folly, of many a film

critic. The latest to attempt it

is John S. Cohen, Jr., of the N.

Y. Sun, and he does it very well.

Mr. Cohen writes interesting-

ly and understanding^ about

the motion picture. He is gen-
erally sympathetic also, which is

a good quality in a film critic

these days.

But when he starts out to

analyze D. W., and says that “he
belongs to another age . ,

. the

dark, Mauve Age” and describes

“his culture, if any,” (you ought
to apologize for that one, Cohen)
as being “a mixture of sex as

sin, flowery ‘stage’ lines as lit-

erature, virginity as the one
great merit of womankind, re-

ligion as superstition, and D. W.
Griffith as a close approach to

God,” why then we regret to

opine, Mr. Cohen is merely wise-

cracking.

Mr. Griffith belongs to all

ages, as all great artists must.
He is the creator of the cinema,
as we know it today, and his is

the creative genius which has
made possible the marvelous
photoplays we see in increas-
ing number each year.

One thing most of us seem
to forget, when we see a poor
or inferior production from Mr.
Griffith’s hand. It is this : Other
artists from Phidias to Rodin,
from Michael Angelo to Whistler
could discard their work or dis-

claim it, if it fell below the stand-
ards set by their artistic taste

or judgment.

Mr. Griffith cannot. He has

to stand by all he does—or fall,

as the case may be. His, alas,

is still too commercial an art,

an art which, as an art, has yet

no wealthy patrons who support
it for its own sake.

One thing Mr. Cohen said

about Mr. Griffith, in which we
entirely agree : “Here’s hoping
that he never stops making pic-

tures !”

No fear of that, Brother
Cohen. He couldn’t

!

*

Alexander Ermeloff, who used
to be an exhibitor, has opened a
vocal studio in West Seventy-
second Street, where he will pre-
pare dramatic and lyric singers
for the motion picture circuits.

His most promising pupil, Miss
Rose Roxo, ’tis said, is shortly

due for a debut at the Rialto.

the new Paramount Theatre at

the World’s Crossroads, Friday,

November 19, and a fitting home
has been provided for the pro-

ductions of Famous Players-

Lasky for Broadway presenta-

tion, that marks another mile-

stone in motion picture history.

The great structure is valued at

$17,000,000, but “God Gave Me
Twenty Cents,” Herbert Bre-

non’s latest production from the

F. P.-L. studios, was deemed
sufficient and entirely adequate
to open the great entertainment
center, which Paramount’s new
home will surely be.

Harold B. Franklin, vice-presi-

dent of Publix Theatres Cor-
poration, who has supervised the
work on the building from the
time it was commenced a year
ago, enjoyed with Mr. Zukor
and Mr. Lasky the felicitations

of the first night audience and
only the presence of Sidney R.
Kent, convalescing from a recent
operation for appendicitis, whose

around picture of 1925, as deter

mined by the opinion of its read-

ers, goes to “The Big Parade.”

Marcus Loew, King Vidor and
Irving Thalberg are given the

credit for this big photoplay,

with the comment that “there is

glory enough for all three,”

while John Gilbert, the star, is

rated in the same publication as

the first of the twelve players

selected by Photoplay’s review-
ers for outstanding performan-
ces during the season of 1926.

Jimmy Quirk’s annual selec-

tion of the year’s finest picture
by popular acclaim of his mag-
azine’s readers, is a distinction

absence was felt by the other
Paramount officials, was needed
to make the occasion complete.
The Paramount Theatre is be-

yond question Mr. Zukor’s
greatest achievement. From its

tall tower he will be able to look
back upon those days of stress
and struggle down near Union
Square with a lot of real com-
fort and satisfaction. And he
is surely entitled to it.

*

Percy Howard, who, years ago,
used to o. k. our expense ac-
counts on the venerable New
York Press, former President of
the old Press Club and one of
the best newspapermen it has
been our lot to know and we
have known a lot, has just been
put in charge of Fox Film’s Ed-
ucational Department. We are
glad to hear that he is at last

in the film business, even if it is

not on the showman’s end of it

—yet, and predict that he will

have a big success.

which is naturally coveted by
all, and an honor which all im-
portant stars, directors and pro-
duction heads hope will some
time or other come their way.
As such, it is a decidedly help-

ful stimulus to real cinematic
progress, for which both the
screen public and the industry
owe thanks to Photoplay Mag-
azine and its able editor. •

*

Anyone desiring a light, has
only to get in touch with Lon
Young, Sam Sax’s best booster
and press agent de luxe for
Gotham Pictures. It may be
hard to find a match for Gotham
pictures as box office attractions,
but Gotham pictures now have
plenty of matches, thanks to
Lon’s advertising ingenuity, sev-
eral gross of same, bearing
Gotham’s trade mark, being now
in circulation in the Times
Square District and in the ter-

ritories where exhibitors have
Gotham.

*

When C. C. Burr and Johnny
Hines left for the Coast, Charlie
Hines and George Amy started
to do the journey by auto. Lat-
est reports state that they
reached Kansas without a tire

change. But the worst is yet
to come.

D RINGING back the romanceD of the salt seas, when skillful

seamanship counted most in win-
ning against wind and current
and not steam and coal, “The
Yankee Clipper,” latest produc-
tion of the DeMille Studios
ought to be refreshing.

Cecil DeMille secured two of
the real old clipper ships, the
“Bohemia” and the “Indiana,”
probably the only two remaining
in commission, both of which
sailed the China route in the
early seventies. Captain Eyre, in

command of the former, has
been on this vessel, boy and man,
for fifty-five years, sailing with
her from the data of her launch-
ing.

The tales he could tell of ad-
ventures in perilous seas doubt-
less would more than match the
story which Denison Clift and
Garrett Fort have written, and
his help to Rupert Julian, who
directed the picture, must have
been invaluable in enacting an

accurate and historically correct

record of days which are gone
forever, when canny and re-

sourceful old seadogs vied with

one another in besting old Ocean
and each other.

The story of “The Yankee
Clipper” is built around a race

between an American and a

British skipper from China to

Boston Light. William Boyd!

and Elinor Fair are the featured

players.
*

Les Weir, Pacific Coast Dis-

trict Manager for ProDisCo,
clicks off more mileage than

many other film men do in their

lives in covering his territory

during the course of a year. His
district includes everything from
Denver westward, with the ex-

ception of Eastern Texas, which
is handled from the Dallas of-

fice, and extends from the Cana-
dian line to the Mexican border.
From his headquarters in Los.

Angeles, he makes this big slice

of Uncle Sam no less than six
times annually, with three or
four trips East for conferences
in the home office thrown in for
good measure.
Our suggestion to John Flints

would be that an airplane would
be a most valuable adjunct to
ProDisCo’s Los Angeles office

equipment.
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June M ar / o a; <? Regis te r s a K i c k

But Everybody Else

Seems to Be

Satisfied

(JOUNT ILYA TOLSTOY
, son of the great Russian novelist, Leo Tolstoy,

plays the part of his father in “Resurrection" for United Artists. This
shows the remarkable likeness between the illustrious father and his famous son.

Y^ARL LAEMMLE shakes with
Conrad Veidt, after the noted

German star signs with Universal for
a long time contract.

A STAR touches

the sky. June
Marlowe, p e t i t e

Universal player in

“The Fourth Com-
mandment,’’ scores

a kick to the ceil-

ing.

GARDNER JAMES, new Inspiration “find,” meets Beulah Livingstone,

of the United Artists, and J. Boyce Smith, Vice-President
on the west coast lot, where they enjoy a chat about pictures and things.

“ TT MUST BE LOVE’’ is a fact. Malcolm McGregor and Colleen Moore
m the First National picture of that title, give an apt demonstration

in this charming scene during one of the quiet moments of the picture.

JYfARION DAVIES with a flor
tribute presented on resumin

with Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer at tf

New York studios.

rT'HE demure Duncan Sisters have
signed with Joseph M. Schenck,

the first to be their stage success,
"Topsy and Eva.’’

JOSEPH P. KENNEDY, President of F. B. O .. with Tom Tyler, a Western
star, and Director Bob De Lacy in a trinity of friendship at Hollywood,

and of course he’s different by being bare-headed in the presence of headgear.

OALLY PHIPPS, the Fox “dis-w covery,” seems to be happy about
the find with James R. Granger,

general manager of Fox Films.

P'STELLE TAYLOR manicures
her own in the cafe scene in

“New York,’’ Paramount’s epic of
Broadway, and isn’t woried about a

faux pas.
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Thanksgiving and the Things

They're Thankful for

CONSTANCE TALMADGE is at

work on "Carlotta,” her latest

picture for First National, as a
young Italian girl.

AN elfin pose by Marian Nixon,^ Universal star, now working in

the Universal Jewel. “Down the
Stretch.”

nuHANKSGl RING I Pat O'Malley
* and Patricia Avery of Metro

-

GolUwyn-Mayer, are seeking the

elusive hot bird—but what about a

cold bottle?

T?OD LAROCQUE is playing the
'*' role ilf Dmitri in

.

Tolstoy’s
"Resurrection” for Inspiration and

United Artists.

T EATRICE JOY thankfully drives

a spike in her new cottage in

Beverly Hills where 110 him cele-

brities now reside.

gPEAKING OF CHRISTIE WEEK, here are Bobby Vernon, Mary Lewis, Al Christie
and Helen Darling in a happy group thankful for the laughter in the world

which they help, so much to create in the pictures they produce for a waiting throng
of chuckle-hungry people.

GLORIA SWANSON, now in "Sunya” for United Artists, receives Frank Wells, son of the writer, on her
right, and Hugh Brooks, a companion, who are studying American picture methods, and are thankful

lor the lesson they learn from this queen of American pictures at her beautiful home in Hollywood.

7V URING a respite from titling for^ Fox, H. H. Caldwell and Kath-
erine Hilliker indulge in tennis, and

appreciate the rest.
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“Michael Strogoff
”

Has Brilliant

Premiere In

IVashington

JVAN MOSKINE and Nathalie Kovanko
(above), who plays the -leads. The dark

beauty is Mme. De Yzarduy, who plays the

vampire. In the wide circle is Carl Lacmmle,
of distributors.

Notables of Capitol

Greet Master Picture

In Rialto Theatre

By Charles Edward HastingsW ITH a brilliance not exceeded by the premieres in

London, Berlin and Paris of this exceptional film,

“Michael Strogoff,” the Universal Film de France,

made by the French Societe des Cineromans and acquired
by Carl Laemmle, President of Universal Pictures Cor-
poration, for distribution in America, had its American pre-

The

Picture

and the

Man

Who
Backs

mierein the Rialto Theatre,
night, November 12.

This exceptional audience,

numbering more than 2,500, com-
posed of foreign diplomats and
statesmen

;
officials from all gov-

ernmental departments in the

capital, with their wives, ap-

plauded the “big moments” of

the photoplay with all the en-

thusiasm that usually inspires

those attending a New York or

Los Angeles opening.

The Rialto had been redeco-
rated and fitted with a full stage,

and had a reopening with this

premiere. Flood and spotlights

bathed the arriving limousines;

motion picture cameras clicked

in the lobby as the capital’s dig-

nitaries and their guests swept
into the auditorium; flashlight

powder punctuated the surging
of the crowd and society re-

porters craned their necks to

note the arrivals at what was
recognized as the social event of

the week in Washington.
Held under the patronage of

the Count de Sartiges, Charge
d’Affaires of the French Republic
in the absence of Ambassador
Henri Berenger, the “Michael
Strogoff” premiere attracted the

Washington, D. C., Friday si

greatest turnout of foreign plen-

ipotentiaries and U. S. person-

ages that ever attended a mo-
tion picture.

Attending Notables

Among the attending notables,

with their parties, were

:

Mrs. Frank B. Kellogg, wife
of Secretary of State; Frank
White, Treasurer of United
States; Brig. Gen. Lutz Wahl,
Asst, to Adjutant General; Gen-
eral Wm. J. Snow, Chief of Field
Artillery ; Maj. Gen, Malin Craig,

Chief of Cavalry; Gen. Campbell
King, Asst. Chief of Staff; Maj.
Gen. M. M. Patrick, Chief of Air
Service; Major Richard Moore,
Asst. Chief Engineer; Major
Gen. Henzie W. Walker, Chief
of Finance; Maj. Gen. C. McK.
Salzman, Chief Signal Officer;

Maj. Gen. John Lejuene, Com-
mandant of Marines; Gen. James
B. Frechet (Mrs.), Asst. Chief of
Air Service; Maj. Gen. McIntyre,
Chief of Bureau of Insular Af-
fairs; Rear Adm. Claude C.

Bloch, Chief of Bureau of Ord-
nance ; Rear Adm. L. E. Gregory,
Chief of Bureau of Civil Engi-
neers; Rear Adm. W. B. Shoe-
maker, Chief of Bureau of Navi-
gation; Admiral E. W. Ederle,
Chief of Naval Operations.
Capt. E. L. Bennett, Bureau of
Engrs. ; Capt. Ridley McLean,
Communication Division; Rear

Adm. Theo. J. Senn, Assistant

Chief of Naval Operations,

j O Richardson, Asst.,

ot Ordnance ^ J^
MnMer. 'ihania :

»
gar Precknik, Austria, Raoul

lilmont. Charge d'Affaires Bel-

e-ium ‘ Baron van der Elst, be

retary, Belgium; Theo. I. Barra,

Secretary, Bolivia; H - B
Secretary, Bulgaria; C. Garhao,

Military Attache, Chili; S Cohen,

Secretary, Chili; M^uel Co«-

chaga, Minister, Chili, C. K-

Young, Secretary, China; Ping

Doo Pih, Attache, China ;
Yu

Kwei Yung, Attache, China; Al-

fredo Lozano, Attache, Colom-

bia; Enrique Claya, Minister,

Colombia; Guillermo E. Gon-

zales, Secretary, Costa Rica; R-

Alfonso, Military Attache, Cuba;

Gonzal Guell, Secretary, Cuba;

C de Quesada, Secretary, Cuba,

Jose A. Sera, Attache, Cuba;

Capt. E. A. Prieto, Military At-

tache, Cuba; Jose Baron, Secre-

tary, Cuba.

Dr. Fisa, Secretary, Czecho-

slovakia ; Zd. Fierlinger, Minis-

ister, Czecho -Slovakia ;
Zaroslav

Lipa, Counsellor, Czecho-Slo-

valtia; A. Marales, Minister, Do-
minican Republic; Carlos Man-
tilla, Attache, Equador; J. Bar-

beris, Charge d'Affaires, Ecqua-
dor; Ismail Kamil Bey, Charge
d’Affaires, Egypt; Dr. F. M.
Mousa, Secretary, Egypt; Ahmed
El-Eissy Effendi, Secretary,

Egypt; Bruno Kivikoski, Charge
d’Affaires, Finland ; Herr Schlim-
pert, Secretary, Germany; E. V.
Selzam, Secretary, Germany; H.

G. Chilton, Charge d’Affaires,

Great Britain; C. Diamanto-
poulos. Secretary, Greece; Fran-
cisco S. Latour, Minister, Guata-
mala; H. Price, Minister, Haiti;

duras; John Pelenyi, Counsellor,
Hungary; T. Smiddy, Minister,’

Irish Free State; Vincenzo di Gi-
rolamo, Chancellor, Italy; D. B.

Villanova, Chancellor, Italy; Al-

bert Lais, Naval Attache, Italy.

K. Makita, Naval Attache,
Japan; C. Yamanoto, Naval At-
tache, Japan; Charles L. Seya,

Minister, Latvia; H. Rabinavius,
Secretary, Lithuania; Antonio
Castra-Leal, Counsellor, Mexico;
H. Van Aschanwyck, Charge
d’Aifaires, Netherlands; Francis-
co Renasco, Counsellor, Nica-
ragua; A. Lundh, Counsellor,
Norwegian ; R. Alford, Minister,
Panama; Juan V. Ramirez,
Charge d’Affaires, Paraguay;
Abdullah Entezam, Secretary,
Persia; F. Noury, Charge d’Af-
faires, Persia; Santiago Bedova,
Secretary, Peru; Gladys Cie-
chanowski, wife of Minister, Po-
land; Badu T. Djuvera, Charge
d’Affaires, Roumania; Roberto
Melendez, Attache, Salvador;
Dr. Ante T. Pavichich, Minister,
Servians, Croates and Slovenes;
Phya Nides Virajakich, Secre-
tary, Siam ; Mariano Amaedo,
Secretary, Spain.

Major V. Casajus, Military
Attache, Spain; Adolfo de Salas,
Royal Spanish Navy, Spain; W.
Bostrom, Minister, Sweden; Marc
Peter, Minister, Swiss; Carlos F.
Crisanti, Minister, Venezuela; W.
S. Shelby, Metropolitan Police;
Major Paul Sullivan, Metropoli-
tan Police; Baroness von Loew-
enseld (Miss Benter); Dr. W. M.
Mann, Director of Zoological
Park ; Judge C. S. Hatfield, U. S.

Court of Customs Appeals; Gov.
and Mrs. Richard Yates, Illinois.

“Michael Strogoff” is the lat-

est bid for fame on the part of

the Societe des Cineromans, the

big French producing company
headed by Jean Sapene, of the

Paris Matin. It was directed by
V. Tourjansky, now in America.
Louis Nalpas was the art director.

Attending the premiere from
the Universal home office were
Lou B. Mcizger, general sales

manager, and Mrs. Metzger;
Joe Weil, director of exploita-

tion; J. A. Catrier, manager of

theatres
;
Earl Kramer, sales di-

rector; Joe Friedman, general
manager of the Big “U” ex-
change; Sidney Singerman, pro-
gram manager ; Sam Sedran, pur-
chasing agent, and Henry Clay
Bate, assistant publicity director.

Among the Universal men on
the ground were : W. L. Doud-
lah, manager of the Rialto; Cor-
bin Shield, publicity marager of

the theatre, and two members of

Universal’s exploitation field

staff, Bob Wood, of Philadel-

phia. and Charles Lojwenberg,
of Cincinnati.
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Hiram Abrams, President

Of United Artists, Dies At
Pinnacle of Qreat Career

By MERRITT CRAWFORD
•^STLIRAM ABRAMS, president of United Artists Corporation, died at hisin home, 128 West Fifty-ninth Str eet, New York City, on Monday eve-

rung, Nov. 15, following an illness which had kept him at home for sev-
eral weeks. The immediate cause of death was heart disease.

With Mr. Abrams at the time of his death were Mrs. Abrams and Mr. Moxley
Hill of United Artists, who had called to consult his chief, for in spite of the
seriousness of his physical condition Mr. Abrams had insisted on keeping in

closest touch with the affairs of his company throughout his protracted illness.

Simple funeral services, conducted by Rab-
bi Stephen S. Wise and attended by notables

from all branches of the industry, now in

the East, were held at 3.30 P. M. Tuesday,
at the West End Chapel, 200 West Ninety-

first Street, New York. Interment took place

on Wednesday in Portland, Me., Mr. Abrams’
native city, where Rabbi Wise, who accom-
panied the funeral party from New York,
also officiated.

A special car attached to the “State of

Maine Express” transported Mr. Abrams’
remains and his immediate family and ex-

ecutives of United Artists’ staff to Port-

land, Me., where the final ceremonies took

place.

A partial list of those who accompanied
Mr. Abrams’ body to its last resting place,

besides his widow, Mrs. Florence Abrams,
her mother, Mrs. Hamilton, and Rabbi Wise,
were Mr. and Mrs. Moxley Hill, Dennis F.

O’Brien, Harry D. Buckley, Paul N. Lazarus,
Cresson E. Smith and Charles E. Moyer,
all close personal friends of long associa-

tion with the deceased and members of

United Artists’ executive staff.

Notables Pay Tribute

Among the prominent figures in and of

the industry, who were noted at the funeral

services in New York, may be mentioned,
D. W. Griffith, Richard A. Rowland, Arthur
W. Kelly, Al. Lichtman, Dr. Giannini, Oscar
Price, Arthur Friend, Lewis J. Selznick,

Mitchel Mark, Abraham Lehr, Walter Green,
.and many others, Mr. Green, the last named
having been associated with Mr. Abrams,
when he first entered the motion picture

business in Boston over a score of years
ago.

During both the services in New York and
Portland, the offices of United Artists were
closed.

The passing of Hiram Abrams brings to

a close the career of a real film “pioneer,”
a man who made motion picture history,

and one, who gave and received such an
extreme of loyalty and devotion in his asso-
ciations it was, perhaps, his proudest boast,
that never once during all his long career
had he found it necessary to discharge a

member of any organization which he headed.
Hiram Abrams was born in the city of

Portland, Me., forty-eight years ago, on Feb.
22, 1878. As a boy of nine he sold news-
papers in his native city. Later he sold
milk. Still later he sold victrofas and pianos.

And selling or salesmanship constituted the
whole of his business life.

He believed that selling was service,

buyer and seller alike, and always he devised
waysi of popularizing the article he was
selling, that were new and original. He had
built up a “slide” business among the New
England theatres by his selling and organ-
izing ability, that was most prosperous, when
in 1905 he met Walter Green, then handling
an exchange in Boston, which later became
the agency for Famous Players pictures in

that territory.

The two joined forces and from that date
began Mr. Abrams’ identification with motion
pictures.

Had Colorful Career

His rise was rapid. He was one of the

original organizers of the Paramount Pictures

Corporation and its second president, suc-

ceeding W. W. Hodkinson in 1916. He was
perhaps the only one of that pioneer group
of film men, who have made the history

of this industry’s development so colorful,

who served it in practically every capacity,

in turn as salesman, booker, exchange man-
ager, manager, exhibitor and head of a great

distributing organization.

In 1919, with Mary Pickford, Charlie Chap-
lin, Douglas Fairbanks and D. W. Griffith,

Mr. Abrams founded and organized United
Artists and became its first president, the

post which he held until his death.

He instituted a new type of selling, as

compared with the systems of marketing pic-

tures on the “program’ ’or “star series” plan,

that of selling each picture separately and
individually, on its merits.

This principle, which Mr. Abrams inau-

gurated as the basic policy of United Art-

ists at its outset, and from which the com-
pany has never deviated, proved so success-

ful and so popular with independent film pro-

ducers and stars that Joseph M. Schenck,
Norma Talmadge, Gloria Swanson, Constance
Talmadge, Rudolph Valentino, John Barry-
more, Buster Keaton, Samuel Goldwyn and
Morris Gest have become attracted to the

United Artists’ standard within the past two
years.

The affection and loyalty which Hiram
Abrams inspired in all who were associated

with him was one of the outstanding charac-

teristics of the man. His was a personality,

which men loved and trusted. And they did

not do so in vain.

Some years ago in an article in “System”
Magazine, Mr. Abrams stated that in an ex-

perience covering more than twenty years of

employment of help, during which he had
hired between 3,000 and 4,000 people, he had

to never found it necessary to discharge any-

The late Hiram Abrams wearing the familiar

smile which deceived friends as to his health.

one. Than this, no man could have a finer

characterization.

The president of United Artists was one of

the youngest executives in the industry. He
was only thirty-eight when he became pres-

ident of the Paramount Pictures Corporation,
and but forty-one when, as the first presi-

dent of United Artists, he undertook the

responsibility of looking after the distribu-

tion of the pictures of the four biggest fac-

tors in the industry, its founders. The des-

tinies of this great organization he has

guided to its present outstanding position in

the industry.

Was 111 in August

Last August Mr. Abrams took his first va-
cation in fifteen years, visiting at his 96-

acre farm at Poland, Me., sixteen miles from
his birthplace. He was not well when he
went away, but it was not believed that his

indisposition was of more than passing im-
portance.

On his return to the offices of United Art-

ists, however, it was realized that a longer

rest was needed and Mr. Abrams was per-

suaded to lay aside his activities until a real

improvement in his condition could be noted.

For some weeks past his friends had hoped
that he was making progress and that within

a short time his return might be expected.

Then came the sudden ending, almost with-

out warning.

Word of his death flashed from coast to

coast and across the sea. Everywhere, men
in the motion picture business received the

news with bowed heads and words of trib-

ute to a striking character which they said

had left a lasting imprint for posterity. Hi-
ram Abrams is dead, but the work he did

goes on and will go on forever—so said the
men who make pictures in New York and
California.

Mr. Abrams leaves a widow and a daugh-
ter, Miss Grace Abrams.
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Film Leaders Express

Grief Over Abrams’ Death
Pioneer Worker Returns to Films

Alfred Weiss, new presi- Max Fleischer is vice-

dent of Red Seal-Inkwell. president of production.

Red Seal Control Passes to

Alfred Weiss, Once Retired
'T'HE change in control this

A week of Red Seal Pictures

Corporation and Out-of-the-Ink-
well Corporation brings back
actively into the motion picture

field a man, who is identified as

one of the pioneers of the in-

dustry, and who has kept abreast

of its progress. That man is

Alfred Weiss, the new Presi-

dent of Red Seal and Inkwell.
Mr. Weiss paid $218,000 of the

liabilities and furthermore fur-

nished ample working capital to

carry out the forthcoming
schedule of releases in addition

to certain contemplated innova-
tions in the near future. Red
Seal is now operating twenty-
one exchanges and new ones will

be added as quickly as possible.

Back in the days of the Gen-
eral Film Company, he was a

dominant factor, operating his

own exchange under a patented
company license. He was one of

the originators of the Triangle
Film Corporation, in its time a

standard for high-class box of-

fice attractions. He did not stop

there, but went further, and we
see him later as vice-president of

the original Goldwyn Distribut-

ing Corporation, directing its

policies to the extent that almost

over night they stood at the top

of the list.

Weiss coninued for quite a

few years until his many large

outside interests made it neces-

sary for him to dispose of his

large holdings in the original

Goldwyn Company. Two of his

many activities today are the

Agfa Raw Film Corporation, of

which he is president, and the

American Multi-Color Corpor-
ation of which he is also presi-

dent.

The exhibitor at large wel-

comes Alfred Weiss back into

the field actively. His insistance

on quality of product and under-

standing of exhibitor’s prob-

lems means that in the reor-

ganization of Red Seal, the ex-

hibitor will benefit by being able

to obtain a class of real short

subject release, not only of the

highest box office values, but of

a type and originality that will

give the exhibitor booking them
an exclusiveness that will be

a great asset to him.

The new organization already

shows its excellent judgment in

electing Max Fleischer vice-

president of both corporations

putting him in charge of pro-

duction. The name of Max
Fleischer and his Inkwell clown

with his clever antics are known
all over the world. Fleischer is

an artist with originality and in-

genuity that has never been

equalled.

Elinor Glyn’s

“It, With Clara

Bow, Finished
“It,” Elinor Glyn’s first pro-

duction for Paramount in several

years and Clara Bow’s first star-

ring vehicle, has been completed
in the Paramount West Coast
studio.

The story, written for Miss
Bow, is a romantic comedy con-
taining a strong element of

pa>kos and human interest.

Supporting the star are An-
tonio Moreno, William Austin
and Jacqueline Gadston. Clar-

ence Badger directed.

F ROM all parts of the

country, the leading
men of motion picture

production voiced their grief

on the death of Hiram
Abrams. These expressions
came to The Moving Picture

World by letter and by tele-

graph, indicating in what
esteem Mr. Abrams was held

by his colleagues.

Will H. Hays
“Hiram Abrams was one of llie

pioneers in the motion picture in-

dustry—a man with a real genius

for organisation. His part in the

progress of the industry was an
important one indeed, and his un-
timely death is a great loss. I

mourn ninth his countless friends.”

Arthur W . Kelly

“Hiram Abrams was one of the

outstanding personalities in the

film distribution organisations of
the world. His magnetic and dy-

namic personality resulted in the

welding of United Artists into the

powerful concern it is today. There

was no man more sympathetic and

more kind to his employees and

this altitude was reflected in the

loyalty of the 300 persons under

his jurisdiction. Personally, I have

lost a most valued and beloved

friend.”

Al Lichtman

“The industry has lost its great-

est and most forceful personality.”

Adolph Zukor
“The nezvs of Mr. Abrams’

death was a great shock to me.

The industry will mourn the loss

of this man whose career was so

closely interwoven zvith the history

of the motion picture.”

Jesse L. Lasky
“In the death of Mr. Abrams

we have lost one of the builders

of our great industry. It was with

real sorrow that we heard of his

passing. Those who were asso-

ciated zvith him have lost a real

friend."

Louis B. Mayer
News of Hiram Abrams death

comes as a distinct shock to the

folk of the screen. His influence

zms alzvays one for uplift and his

loss is a great one to his chosen

held.

Marcus Loew
The death of Hiram Abrams is

one of the staggering losses of

the screen industry. He has left

behind him an influence that will

long inspire those who carry on

his great work.

Irving G. Thalberg

The passing of Hiram Abrams
is one of the greatest losses the

motion picture business has suffered

in many years. He was one of
the screens potent influences for
good and progress.

Hunt Stromberg
Hiram Abrams was an inspira-

tion to every man and woman in

the motion picture industry and his

passing is a loss to everyone af-
filiated in any way zvith the indus-
try.

Harry Rapf
The loss of Hiram Abrams is a

deep grief to the whole screen in-

dustry as well as a greater one to

those who know him personally and
loved him for his many wonderful
accomplishments.

Joseph M. Schenck
“Am inexpressibly shocked and

grieved at sad news. All of us
have lost not only a valued asso-
ciate but a friend whose place
cannot be filled. My sincerest sym-
pathy goes out to you in your
great loss.”

Charlie Chaplin

“The death of Hiram Abrams is

a very sad blow to our company
as well as a great loss to the en-
tire industry. He was a man
whose integrity and ability gained
him many friends and admirers
and placed him as one of the fore-
most executives in motion pictures.”

Douglas Fairbanks

“Hiram Abrams was a pioneer

of a great industry. Our heritage ,.

his ideas and ideals, shall continue
alzvays to be our guide.”

Morris Gest

“My heart goes out to you in

your sudden bereavement and your
great sorrow. The whole world
shares your loss, for your dear
husband zvas an unique and irre-

placeable power in bringing beauty
in the lives of men and women.”

Samuel Goldzcyn
“1 had the friendship of Hiram

Abrams for sixteen years and the

news of his death has been a
severe shock to me as it has been

to every one of us zvho loi'cd and
respected him. Hiram was a

pioneer and the zt'ork to which he

delated his life zvill live forever.”

Victor M. Shapiro

“Deeply sympathise zvith you

and yours in this hour of your
bercaz'cmrnt. I am heartbroken

and zvith you I mourn. Ezeryonc
zvill miss his greatness and his

humanity. Our heartfelt condol-

ences."
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“The Cheerful Fraud

”

Scores For Denny

Preview Is Attended by

Executives and Guests

T HEY are just finishing the titling of Reginald Den-
ny’s latest accomplishment at Universal City. It

is called “The Cheerful Fraud.” We saw the last part of

the production work and just now witnessed a preview of

the picture. We are assured that at least ninety-five per
cent, of it will be available to exhibitors, early in Decem-
ber when the general release time is set.' exactly as we
saw it the oher day in one of Universal City’s many little

projection rooms.
Recently when the papers said

New York was experiencing its

first twenty-above-zero of the

season we were tramping over

a few of some of the three hun-

dred or more acres which con-

stitute Carl Laemmle’s film

ranch. The thermometer in the

Laemmle shade was nearly sev-

enty points above that credited

to be chronicled on a similar in-

strument outside a window in

the Laemmle Home Office.

Branching off a Universal City

road which was dusty even
though well paved, we sought

refuge from the Golden State

trademark in a studio. A heat

and brilliance even greater than
that afforded by the California

sun and climate smote us. Hast-
ily departing we carried with us

only a memory of several women
in ermine cloaks walking daintly

around on a set blinded by Kleig
lights and sun spots.

Down the road a little further
we neared an exit in another
studio from which an unmistak-
ably cool breeze was blowing.
We jumped at the opportunity
and the opportunity welcomed
us from head to foot. We were
almost as wet but not quite as
muddy as Reginald Denny who
was seated on a doorstep brav-
ing the impact of a terrific storm

inspired by the fury of a caged
aeroplane propellor attacking the

efforts of a properly functioning

garden hose.

Miss Olmstead Soaked

Out of the range of the storm
we stood by Director William A.
Seiter. Cameraman Arthur Todd
was busily grinding away. Sei-

ter shouted something which the
whirring propellor seemed to

drown. Immediately after there
walked right out of a door and
into the deluge delicate little

Gertrude Olmstead. Miss Olm-
stead “got out of rain,” as the

boys in the old swimming hole

used to describe the first duck-
ing, almost before she knew it.

She was saturated by the time

she opened an umbrella. While
onlookers laughed themselves
hoarse, little and very wet Miss
Olmstead sat down in the mud
besides Denny. Holding the um-
brella in her right hand she

placed her left arm around Den-
ny’s neck.

The driving motor stopped and
with it went the rain. Denny
and Miss Olmstead got up and
shook themselves. Seiter turned
to a group off the set and en-
thusiastically exclaimed :

“Well, that completes ‘The
Cheerful Fraud !’ I know, that

Aimee McPherson
Is “Film Flirting”?

A IMEE SEMPLE Mc-
Pherson is having her

day in Hollywood! S|he

has already had many
weeks in court. Just be-

fore going to press, Hol-

lywood was buzzing with

a report that the Angelus

Temple pastor, during re-

cess periods from the wit-

ness stand, would step be-

fore the camera on a lot in

Universal City. Mrs. Mc-
Pherson has just visited

Universal City, it is said.

when it is screened it will place

itself on record as my best.’’

It certainly is Denny’s fun-

niest.

Denny vigorously nodded his

head as he hurried away to his

dressing room for a change of

clothing.

We heard that Universal was

going to stage a preview of the

picture so we hastened off to the

California Theatre in Slauson, a

little town about twelve miles

over the Hollywood boundary.

We got there just in time to see

on the screen what we had wit-

nessed in the studio and to hear

a roar of laughter and applause

in this 1800 seat house which was
filled to capacity. George G.

Kirstein, resident manager of

the California whom we met in

the Ambassador during the M.
P. T. O. A. convention here last

June, was all smiles.

“You can tell The World for

me that this is a wonderful pic-

ture. It’s got the pep and thrills

and the best part of it is it has

laughs all through it. I’ll say
it’s the best performance I have
ever seen Denny give.”

Kirstein left us in the lobby
with this apology

:

“It has been a big night and

I have got to get started m
counting the receipts.”

Having missed the preview we
went the next day to Universal

City’s publicity director, Tom
Reed, who graciously consented
to a special showing of “The
Cheerful Fraud” for Moving
Picture World. Paul Gulick, Big
“U’s” publicity chieftain from
New York, who came out here

recently with President Carl

Laemmle for a visit, joined us

during the World Benefit Per-

formance.

Gulick Is Pleased

We have sat with Gulick dur-

ing trade showings in Manhat-
tan of other Universal pictures.

Never, however, did we find him
so choked up with laughs and
open in his praise' for a feature

as during this projection of “The
Cheerful Fraud.”

At the conclusion we were saU
isfied that Director Seiter’s en-

thusiasm was not partially due

to the halo of happiness which
has surrounded him since the

announcement of nuptial ties as-

sociating him with Laura La
Plante. We also could appreciate

why Kirstein had reason to hur-

ry to his boxoffice. Further-
more, we enjoyed the picture

for the perspective of the thou-
sands of box offices Moving Pic-
ture World necessarily has to

keep always in mind, quite as

much as Mr. Gulick.

Speaking of Time
Practically all of the action in

“The Cheerful Fraud” takes

place indoors. For this purpose
General Production Manager
Martin F. Murphy tells us he
okayed an expenditure of $10,-

000 for the reproduction of the

interior of a complete English

home.
Although the story is based

upon happenings within a period

of twelve hours it took exactly

thirty-seven days to produce
(Continued on page 210)

*‘The Cheerful Fraud 99 Reginald Denny’s Best
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“The Cheerful

Fraud”

/
TT/fN these scenes from
jl “The Cheerful Fraud/"

just completed at Uni-
versal City, the versatile

Reginald Denny is at his remark-
able best.

William A. Seiter was the director
and the picture was based on a story by
K. R. C. Browne. In the supporting cast
are Gertrude Olmstead, Gertrude Asto?,
Charles Gerrard, Otis Harlan and Emily Fitzroy
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Who’s Who In “The Cheerful Fraud”
The Star

Reginald Denny

W E have talked with Regi-
nald. Denny several times

but when we wanted to inter-

view him on his work in “The
Cheerful Fraud” we found that

he was already on location in

Delmonte hard at work on a
story of his own which will be
his next picture.

Knowing Denny, we can say
that he is one of the most ver-

satile stars in Hollywood. In
the role of a comedian he has a

unique advantage in that his

physique, fine carriage and ac-
complishments give him a poise
and appeal which make him more
than a funster. Few of his pic-

tures better illustrate this fact

than “The Cheerful Fraud.”

Denny, in addition to being an
amateur boxer and all-around
athlete, has on his record prior
to his enrollment an filmdom’s
constellation a hitch of service
in the British Flying Corps and
a period of time in musical com-
edy and light opera.

In a message left for Moving
Picture World, Denny lauds “The
Cheerful Fraud” as “the best pic-

ture I ever worked an.” He
says

:

“I like ‘The Cheerful Fraud’
because it is a story about what
could actually happen. My role
is that of a real person and I do
things that a real person would
do under the circumstances.
Thus, the more complicated the
plot gets the more natural the
characters in the story become.

Back m Hollywood
Among arrivals this week was

Miss Beulah Livingston and Dr.
and. Mrs. Hugo Riesenfield. Miss
Livingston, who is editorial su-
pervisor, for the Schenck organ-
ization, is here for several weeks,
during which time she will look
for screen material.

Director

William Seiter

RUNNING into William Seiter

directly after we had pre-

viewed Reginald Denny’s latest

we congratulated him

:

“When you said during the

last ‘shooting’ on ‘The Cheerful

Fraud’ that you were completing

your best picture and Denny fin-

ishing his funniest, you were ab-

solutely right.”

A comedy with a high class

crook angle and myriads of com-
plications has to be closely knit

otherwise it will confuse the film

cutter and may turn out on the

screen as a patchwork of in-

cidents, Seiter pointed out.

It was this point that brought
more questions and the explana-
tion of how continuity may be
obtained in a comedy without an
audience losing any of the

laughs.

“I make it my policy never to

sacrifice story interest for the

best of laughs,” Seiter said. “I

start out with the idea of gradu-
ating my laughs with the story.

In other words I let the laughs
develop the story. In that way,
as you have seen in ‘The Cheer-
ful Fraud..’ a comedy holds a

double meaning for an audience.
When you laugh the laugh holds
some significance. When you
don’t laugh there is no slump in

the action or no hole in the pic-

ture because you have the theme.
Thus you can build up a climax
of laughs. There is no picture

which more practically demon-
strates this belief than ‘The
Cheerful Fraud’ be concluded.”

Honeymoon Ending
Fred Hamlin, publicity direc-

tor for Sam E. Rork Produc-
tions, just dropped into the

World office to tell us that Doris
Kenyon will be back here from
her honeymoon with Milton Sills

early next month.

Cam er am an

Arthur Todd

Arthur todd is one of

Reginald Denny’s favorite

cameramen. He has just finished

work on “The Cheerful Fraud”
and now is readjusting his cam-
era for some of the first shots

on Denny’s next picture ten-

tatively titled “Slow Down.”
In the two years or more Todd

has been cranking away at Uni-
versal City it is confided to us

that he never got more laughs

while earning his pay than dur-

ing the six weeks’ production

work on “The Cheerful Fraud.”

Todd is a great admirer of

Denny. He is frank to say that

this star is one of the most ac-

complished he has ever filmed.

He also has a word for Bill

Seiter, who directed “The Cheer-
ful Fraud,” which carries with it

especially an expression of ad-

miration for that director’s

knowledge of camera technique.

In photographing “The Cheer-
ful Fraud” much time and foot-

age was saved by Seiter’s per-

spective and insistance on film-

ing from as few angles as pos-

sible. Todd reiterates what this

director has already told us that

the fewer the angles the easier

it is for the cutting man and the

better the chances are for a

preservation of continuity after

the picture has come from the

cutting room.
Todd observes that in few

Denny pictures has he had to

transoort his camera so infre-

ouentlv as in the making of “The
Cheerful Fraud” for Denny.

Buv World Rights
John McCormick announces as

general manager of West Coast

Productions for First National

that bis comoanv has purchased

the World film rights to Eger-
ton Castle’s “The Light of

Scharty.”

The Extra

Jack Francis

THE motion picture industry

would be the most modest
and unassuming industry in the

world if everyone in it or asso-

ciated with it were like Jack
Francis.

It took us more time to get

Francis’ photo for this column
than it did to see “The Cheer-
ful Fraud,” talk to everyone else

who helped make it, and write

the copy.

Francis plays a butler role in

this Reginald Denny special. Ac-
cidentally bumping into him at

the Universal City bar where
soft drinks are necessarily dis-

pensed we commenced quite

customarily

:

“Well, what do you think of

the picture and how did you like

your part?”

Francis, who was in the midst

of a frothy root-beer, looked at

us in frank disgust.

“Why,” he commenced, “I’ve

been playing butler roles for

Carl Laemmle for seven years if

it is a day.”

Old “Pop” Lubin of the Penn-
sylvania days in filmdom is

blamed by Francis for luring him
away from the vaudeville stage

where he had already stepped
before the lights for fifteen

years.

“Yes, I’m an old timer,” he

remarked. “If I hadn’t gone
with Lubin as his ‘Foxy Grandpa’
I’d probably still be making the

rounds,” he laughed quietly.

Hollywood “Variety”

The Heinz Company, of bean
and pickle fame, believes in

showing the film industry’s pro-

duction center that it too knows
something about exploitation. On
one of the many mountain side?

around here white numerals “57”

appear almost a mile in length.

D e n n y
9

s Funniest — S e i t e r
9

s Best
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Stories Fresh From The Studios
Hollywood Answers Great

Britain Oil Film Problem

Good Pictures In Demand Everywhere, Regardless

of Where They Are Produced, Leaders

Tell British Investigator

G OOD pictures, regardless of what country they are

made in, are in demand at box offices all over the

world. This in substance was Hollywood’s message to a

film emissary from England, who admitted that relations

between the picture people of the two countries are at the

present time somewhat strained.

Dennv Shows At

His Greatest in

Newest Picture

(Continued from page 207)

“The Cheerful Fraud.” .
This

time, of course, does not include

the six weeks which Director

Seiter spent with three gag men

whipping the story by K. R. C.

Browne into shape before a

single movement in actual pro-

duction work was registered.

The 6,700 feet of this Denny-

Universal Special which we saw

should prove to audiences of all

types and fancies to be a wow
of laughs, appeal and thrills right

from the very start. The story,

from the standpoint of screen

artistry, suspense and climax is

nearly perfect. At no time is

the theme sacrificed for a gag.

Neither is undue footage used

to portray any particular se-

quence.

London On Studio

The opening shot of a London

street scene during a heavy

downpour with people scurrying

from the rain and omnibuses

and other vehicles crawling along

was made in Universal City. Sei-

ter had to get his company up

one morning with the milkman
in order to evade the California

sun. The scene was too large

to be worked on an indoor set

so one of the Laemmle acres

was selected.

Umbrellas in Action

It was during this scene that

Denny as Sir Michael Fairlee

bumps into Gertrude Olmstead

as Ann Kent. Their umbrellas

clash and upon that incident

hinges the entire story. What
follows causes these two and
four other people to go through
more action and experience more
complications than could ever be

expected in a screen story de-

pendent upon a cast of six

people.

A series of misrepresentations
all based upon Fairlee hiding his

identity and jyosing as a secre-

tary, with the result that a fam-
ous crook masquerades in every
house where Fairlee is employed
as Sir Fairlee, should key any
audience up to the highest pitch.

In order to keep his company
attuned to the farce Seiter

She's Shocked

Raymond Hitchcock and

Marjorie Daw in Tiffany’s

"Redheads Preferred.”

worked only when every one on
the set was alive to the funny
side of “The Cheerful Fraud.”
Denny, who played the role of
the happy deceptor, was indis-

posed for several days at one
time during the production. His
illness necessarily delayed the
production since Denny appears
in virtually every foot of this

comedy. Despite these condi-
tions, however, the production
was completed on record time
and provided very little work for
the cutting man.

The cast as a whole should reg-
ister as excellently as the pic-
ture. Otis Harlan esconces the
role of Mr. Bytheway whose big
difficulty is keeping tale-bearing
chorus girls away from his dom-
inating and socially aspiring
wife, played by Emily Fitzroy.
Charles Gerrard appears as
"Steve, the high class crook
and Gertrude Astor as “Rosie,”
Bytheway’s nemesis.

Denny Hits Hay

A lot in Universal City still

retains a huge mound of hay
which Denny and Gerrard drove
through.

The next “shot” showing
Denny being doused in another
storm with straw still sticking

from his ears and water flooding
his shoes makes “The Cheerful
Fraud" not only one of Denny's
funniest but one which necessi-
tated the longest clothesline Carl
Laemmle has ever previewed in

Universal City.

A frank discussion of the in-

ternational film situation was en-

tered into by Louis B. Mayer of

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer and Jo-

seph M. Schenck of United Art-

ists as the chief spokesmen for

a brilliant assemblage of repre-

sentatives of the American film

industry who gathered at the

Ambassador Hotel to impress

their views upon and listen to

the retaliation of Ernest W.
Fredman, editor of a British
trade paper.

Executives of large and small

American producing units sat at

a long table acquired for the oc-

casion by I. E. Chadwick, Presi-

dent of Independent Motion
Picture Association.

Make Better Films

If England would take the firm

stand of the American industry

and constantly apply to itself the

interrogation of “how can we
make better and finer picture

entertainment?” there would be
little necessity to question the

merit of British product. This

statement by Louis B. Mayer
was the first indication mani-

fested at this luncheon of Hol-
lywood’s regard for English pro-

duct. Mr. Mayer observed that

the English film industry is pro-

gressing. He urged that this

continue since its continuance

should mean an advancement c.f

the art which will reflect itself

in the public eye to the better-

ment of filmdom internationally.

“Audiences do not care who
makes the pictures—what they

want is quality” said Mr. Mayer.
If England can take the lead in

picture making. America will

most certainly respect and ad-

mire the conqueror.” Mayer
qualified this, however, by stat-

ing emphatically that whatever
improvement over production

policies and pictures England
realized, America would yet im-
prove upon.

“You cannot corner brains!

Xo country can corner brains.

I urge you to take back the mes-
sage to England that America
is open and ready, as soon as

England produces pictures as

good as American pictures, to

give such product the same pres-

tige and prominence on the

American screens as the Ameri-
can product is receiving there
today.”

Declaring that he believed he
was echoing the sentiment of

American producers in this- re-

spect, Joseph M. Schenck said

that America was so willing to

assist Great Britain that it would
lend American stars to English
producers for English productions
made in England.

Have No Boundary

Once the fact is established
that picture making is an inter-

national art and should know no
nationalism, all pictures possess-
ing any merit should be wel-
comed on this basis all over the
world. Schenck added that he
sympathized with England, al-

though he conceded that its

viewpoint regarding the Ameri-
can picture industry was narrow.

England's first solution to the
problem is to make better pic-

tures, he stated. He also con-
ceded that the American film in-

dustry had gained a tremendous
impetus during the War which
at the same time had retarded
English film efforts.

As to the American viewpoint
regarding foreign product.
Schenck declared "there is not
a producer in this country who
would not welcome into Ameri-

(Continued on page 212)

Hollywood’s Message to Great Britain
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LatestNews from the Western Lots

Report United

Artists Seeking

The Egyptian
When Joseph Schenck arrived

in Hollywood a few weeks ago

he announced that United Art-

ists would secure “the finest the-

atre in the United States.” At

that time Sid Grauman was also

manifesting considerable inter-

est in the United Artists theatre

plans. At the time of this writ-

ing Schenck has confirmed re-

ports, that United Artists is ne-

gotiating for the purchase of

Grauman’s Egyptian Theatre and

that the deal, which includes the

house and the grounds on which

it stands, will be closed within

a few days from now. At this

time it is understood that Sid

Grauman will be retained as

Managing Director of the Egyp-

tian and that there will be no

change in the general policy of

this theatre.

Whether or not the acquiring

of the Egyptian will cause United

Artists to abandon plans for the

erection of a theatre on Broad-

way between 9th and 10th streets,

Los Angeles, was neither con-

firmed nor denied by Schenck at

this time.

Since Grauman commenced
work on his new Chinese Thea-
tre within a short distance from

the Egyptian it has been con-

stantly reported that he would
relinquish his material interest in

the latter theatre.

The Egyptian which was erec-

ted in 1922 is one of the best

known theatres in the United
States being nationally adver-
tised as one of the principal show
places of the film colony. Its

prologues and presentations pro-

duced by Grauman have added
considerably to its fame. The
Egyptian is said to be owned
jointly by. Grauman and West
Coast Theatres, Inc.

Honor Letter Carrier
Another movement of histori-

cal interest promoted by the

Carthay Theatre was the dedi-

cation of the first memorial ever
erected to a letter carrier in the
West. An elaborate pageant
and appropriate services wit-
nessed the dedicating of a huge
boulder and redwood tree to
“Snow Shoe Thompson,” the
first man to cross the Sierras.

Studio Row
u'T'HE DEMI-BRIDE” is one of the latest productions to be

A started at the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer studio. This French
farce stars Norma Shearer with Lew Cody.

* * *

A L ROCKETT is production manager for the picture tentativelyD titled “Here Y’are Brother” which has just been changed to

"Three in Love.” It will be a First National release with Lewis
Stone, Billie Dove, and Lloyd Hughes under the direction of Millard

Webb.
Hi Hi Hi

COLLEEN MOORE will wear boys clothes in “Benny” for First

National which she will start immediately after completing
“Orchids and Ermine” now in production.

* * *

AT THE WARNER STUDIO, Director Roy Del Ruth is in his

fourth week on “Wolf’s Clothing” with Monte Blue and Patsy
Ruth Miller, while Charles (Chuck) Reisner is just putting the

finishing touches on “The Missing Link” with Svd. Chaplin.
Hi Hi Hi

UNDER the tutelage of Tom Mix, Lloyd Alexander Pantages, son

of the big exhibitor, is learning a lot about westerns. Pantages’

present lesson is “The Last Trail.” Lew Seiler is directing the Fox
film version of this Zane Grey novel.

* * *

POLA NEGRI’S next starring vehicle will be “Vanity Fair” from
the Thackery classic according to B. P. Schulberg, Paramount’s

associate producer at the Famous studio.

Hi Hi Hi

J
AMES CRUZE will direct “Louis XIV” for Paramount. Wallace
Beery is the star. Production is expected to commence within

six weeks.
* * *

J
OE KELLY is doing the screen adaptation of Jack . London's
“Yellow Handkerchief” for Atlas Pictures Corp.

* * *

WALDEMAR YOUNG, scenarist, has just been placed under
contract by Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.

* * *

R EPORTS are that Jack Dempsey will return to the picture game
under the Pathe banner.

* * *

P'
IRST NATIONAL has just purchased an original screen story

•T entitled “Hairpins” which will probably feature Lewis Stone.
* * *

A/TR. AND MRS. HERBERT RAWLINSON are receiving the
f-v -l congratulations of Hollywood on the arrival of their second
child, a son.

Hi $ Hi

A YEAR AGO Gary Cooper was an extra ! Now Famous Players
-U*- has just made him a member of the all star cast which will

make Owen Johnson’s “Children of Divorce” under the directorial
supervision of Frank Lloyd.

* * *

TOHNNY HINES is all set for production activities. His next
picture will probably be based upon a story about the experi-

ences of a young man with a lot of old maids. We hear that it is

tentatively titled “All Aboard.”
* * *

JAlRECTOR CHARLES BRABIN has just had his contract with
Universal extended for another year. During that time he is

now scheduled to make four pictures for that company.
* Hi *

"A/TILTON SILLS by the time we go to press will just be starting
J-V -A his next picture for First National “The Runaway Enchantress.”
The commencement of this production also marks the return to the
First National fold of Mary Astor.

Ancient River

Boat Costing

$6,000 Week
Down on the Mississippi river

in Louisiana is an old side wheel-

er which is now puffing up and

down a given area. The boat,

exclusive of fuel, is costing Carl

Laemmle $6,000 a week accord-

ing to Martin F. Murphy, gen-

eral production manager for Uni-

versal Pictures Corporation.

There are 60 people on board

who have to be paid. This item

is but an illustration of how $1,-

500,000 may be expended for the

production of “Uncle Tom’s

Cabin” which will have had lo-

cales in the 1 north, south, east

and west before it is ready for

the cutting room next February.

This picture will be one of the

four super-special productions

made known by Mr. Laemmle
in his announcement that Uni-

versal would spend $1,450,000 on

1927 production.

The other three super-specials

which head Universal’s 1927 pro-

gram are Edna Ferber’s “Show
Boat,” for the screen rights of

which alone Universal paid $65,-

000. Mary Philbin will probably

be starred in this special.

The third is Richard Barry’s

“The Big Gun,” a naval picture,

during the production of which
Universal will enlist the services

of the Government.
The fourth is Victor Hugo’s

“The Man Who Laughs” with

Mary Philbin and Conrad Veidt,

whose services have just been
contracted for by Universal, in

the leading roles.

“MacFadden’s Flats”
“MacFadden’s Flats” have just’

been erected on a lot in Uni-
versal City. The cast which has
been carefully picked by Asher,
Small and Rogers, with Charlie

Murray and Chester Conklin in
;

the leading comedy roles, will

soon be able to get under way.
Richard Wallace is directing.

Breaks House Record
.All previous daily records at

the Million Dollar Theatre were
eclipsed by nearly $1,000 on the
opening day of “We’re in the'
Navy Now” featuring Wallace
Beery and Raymond Hatton.
This announcement is made by
Managing Director Frank L.
Newman.

Schenck—Laemmle—Dempsey and Ot er Notables
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Who’s Who and Why On the Coast
Newman Is

Observer of

Public Needs
Frank L. Newman, managing

director for Puuiix’s two Los

Angeles houses, The Metropoli-

tan and the Million Dollar,

looks like good feature material

for Moving Picture World. A
brief chat with Newman this

week reveals that he made the

big Metropolitan pay for the

first time in his history, and that

this new era commencing in the

hottest months, has developed

into the Metropolitan netting

bigger receipts every week.

Newman knows how to ap-

proach a newspaper and to them

he modestly attributes most of

his success. Despite the fact

that this is the production cen-

ter, Newman figures that the

fans here are the same as in

any other city of this size. He
arranges his programs accord-

ingly and puts himself on the

record as being a showman

guided by a public demand rath-

er than his own instincts. The

Metropolitan has the largest

seating capacity here and is the

Hippodrome of the West Coast

Marcus Loew is

Familiar by Now

S
INCE Marcus Loew
has arrived in Holly-

wood local newspapers

have published his photo-

graph several times. The

first appearance was when

Loew stepped off the train,

a few days before this

writing, and failed to iden-

tify one youthful and espe-

cially enthusiastic member
of the welcoming throng.

Jackie Coogan’s haircut

came in for another show-

er of publicity because it

was said that Loew failed

to recognize him because

of the missing blond locks.

A few days later Loew
is described as having

been barred from one of

his own sets in the Metro-

Goldwyn - Mayer studios

where John Gilbert and

Renee Adoree were work-

ing. Loew is said to have

been about to enter this

set when Gilbert is credited

with having exclaimed for

the benefit of several near-

by onlookers “I can’t work
with visitors on the set.”

Action—Camera!

Michael Curtez, noted Euro-

pean director, making “The
Third Degree” for Warner

Bros., is overshadowed.

Laemmle Promoted
Ernest Laemmle has been ele-

vated at Universal City from a

director of five-reel westerns to

a megaphoner of Jewel features.

Fox To See

20 Pictures

On His Lots
Local Fox studio executives

are already planning a big recep-

tion for William Fox who is

scheduled to arrive out here

early in January. Although
fourteen companies will be work-
ing on Fox lots by next week,
we are informed that Fox pro-

duction will be at its height

when the big chieftain steps off

the train at Los Angeles. At
that time it is said that Mr. Fox
will personally have the oppor-
tunity of witnessing no less than
twenty of his productions in the

making.

Children See Paintings

School children are permitted

to visit the Carthay Circle Thea-

tre and study eleven paintings,

depicting early California his-

tory, which hang on the walls

of the mezzanine floor. The
paintings are the work of two
noted artists, inspired by photo-

graphs and data furnished by the

California library.

Britain
He said that he believed this

condition was necessitated by

some independent producers rea-

lizing most of their revenue

through foreign distribution.

Among those present and rep-

resented were : E. W. Fredman,
Louis B. Alayer, Carl Laemmle,

J. Boyce Smith, Joseph M.
Schenck, P. A. Powers, M. C.

Levee, I. E. Chadwick, John
Lowell Russell, Harry Revier,

Louis T. Rogers, Erich Ponuner,

Arthur Beck, Harry Cohn, Jul-

ius Bernheim, Larry Semon. John
Gorman, Lawrence P. Brown,
Major L. S. Ramsdell, Romaine
Fielding, Fred W. Fox, Welford
Beaton, J. Allen Frankel, Tom
Waller, Irving Thalberg, Harry
Rapf, Maurice Barber, James
Young, Charles Ray, Hunt
Stromberg, George M. Arthur,

Jack Nelson, Sol Wurtzel, Sam-
uel Goldwyn, Harry Burns, Ray
Murray, John E. McCormick.
Tom Miranda, Gardner James,
Ernest Van Pelt, R. H. Gilles-

pie, B. P. Fineman, Benjamin
Goetz. Herbert J. Yates. Jack
Townley, and Mr. DeCarr.

Hollywood Replies To Great
(Continued from page 212)

ca any good picture from any

country.”

Schenck Knows Europe

Schenck said that he had made

an unusual study of the contin-

ental picture situation. He made

known that he had not confined

his observations to large Euro-

pean cities but had studied the

film situation in the provinces,

talked to people of all classes

and obtained the viewpoints of

many newspaper men. From
this investigation, which, he said,

continued for a period of months

Schenck maintained that the

English public as a whole are

lovers of American pictures, and
that English people who “knock”

American films are not full-

fledged picture fans.

“Some of the so-called intel-

ligentsia of Great Britain slam

our bad pictures but they do not

mention our good ones. While
Mr. Fredman is in Hollywood
I want him to see everything so

that he will be able to convey
to the English people the true

situation in America’s producing

center.”

It would be better for relations

between the industry in England

and America if the number of

pictures shown on British screens

today totaled 75 per cent, in-

stead of 95 per cent., Mr. Fred-

man told his audience.

“You cannot blame a country

from wanting to be represented

on its own screens. We have

in England only 3500 screens

that we can book a picture to.”

This condition, Fredman said,

makes it practically impossible

for England to produce a picture

of the production costliness of

“Ben Hur” when the distribution

is so limited. With such a con-

dition, Fredman said, an English

producer making a picture cost-

ing $200,000 could not hope to

get back all of the money in his

investment on British screens.

This point is not considered

when an English picture reaches

distributors in New York, Fred-

man said. “Such a picture is

compared to one of the type of

“Ben Hur” and of course there

is no comparison. Of course we
do not intend there should be

any comparison.” As the result,

Fredman said British producers

are realizing practically no re-

turn on pictures sent to Ameri-

ca.

Must Have Realism

Another point which does not

help the English-American sit-

uation was described by Fred-

man as “American product on
British screens travesting Eng-
lish home life.” Fredman
blamed this condition on Ameri-

can producers begrudging an ap-

propriation of $5,000 or more so

that an American director could

go to England and personally

study English customs before he

commenced work in America on
an English story. That Ameri-
can pictures made by independ-

ent producers are very often far

more accurate in their portrayal

of English life than some of the

features made by some of the

biggest American producers,

was another observation recalled

bv Fredman.

Fox — Loew — Newman —And Facts About Them
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Sporadic

Advertising

Fails to Sell

By Epes W. Sargent

In his speech before the A. M.

P. A. last week Will H. Hays

regretted the practice of making

retrenchment in the exploitation

department first when retrench-

ment seemed to be necessary.

Of course he was speaking to

the men whose personal em-

ployment suffers when such re-

trenchment is made, but General

Hays is far too familiar with the

vital necessity for constant pub-

licity not to realize the extreme

value of such a department and

his remarks were not merely a

sop to his audience.

One great trouble with the

conduct of the motion picture

business is a failure expertly to

connect cause and effect. The
retailing of pictures is in one

sense seasonal. A company is-

sues two series of pictures a sea-

son. These are supposed to be

booked en bloc by the salesmen.

Publicity Neglected

They are put over in a rush

with a wealth of gold paint and

gaudy color announcements,

with a flourish of trumpets that

is supposed to sweep the man-
agers off their feet into the re-

ceptive arms of the film sales-

men. The series is booked,

either to the quota or below it.

In either event the sales depart-

ment begins to regard the ex-

ploitation staff as a needless ex-

pense, advertising as an unnec-

essary luxury and publicity as

unavailing.
• The product has been sold.

Why bother to advertise is fur-

ther ?

The answer is twofold. In the

first place it is necessary to keep

the exhibitor sold, and from the

second angle the apparently

needless advertising is helping to

sell the next batch of pictures

through exploitation of the suc-

cess of the current series.

It is all very well to argue that

the product of one season will

sell the output of the next pe

riod, but successful advertisers

in all lines know that the secret

of selling is constant effort and
not sporadic splurges.

And above all, selling the re-

leases as they come to the first

run screens will help to sell that

product a year from now to the

small time house.

Where do you suppose the na-
tional advertisers would be if

they advertised only twice a

year? Keeping everlastingly at

it is the only way, and a motion
picture is no more seasonal than

tooth paste or laundry soap.

Schenck Designates Lichtman
To Head Sales Division of

United Artists Corporation

A1 Lichtman, new general

manager of distribution in

Canada and the United

States, for United Artists.

Producers in

Conference on
Jannings Film

Emil Jannings, the great Ger-
man actor, now in Hollywood to

make a series of pictures for

Famous Players-Lasky, is con-

ferring with B. P. Schulberg,

West Coast executive, Walter
Wanger, general production

manager, and Erich Pommer
concerning his first starring ve-

hicle.

Pommer, now a Paramount
featured producer, will make the

picture. Both men were for

vears associated with UFA, in

Germany with marked success.

Was Protege of Late Hiram Abrams—Ex-
pansion of Organization Necessitated

Appointment—Sales Are Listed

AL LICHTMAN has been appointed General Man-
ager of Distribution in the United States and Can-

ada For United Artists Corporation.

The announcement was made by Joseph M. Schenck,

Chairman of the Board of Directors of United Artists,

through telegraphic advices to Arthur W. Kelly, Vice-

President and Treasurer of United Artists Corporation, in

New York, on November 12. Mr. Schenck, who is now
on the Pacific Coast, cited the expansion of United Artists

during the past year as the necessity for the creation of

the post of General Manager
Hiram Abrams, the late presi-

dent of United Artists, appoint-

ed Lichtman special field repre-

sentative of United Artists Cor-

poration in May, last, when ad-

ditions of producing units and

volume distribution materially

broadened the releasng com-
pany’s activities.

Mr. Schenck paid the highest

tribute to Mr. Abrams in making
the announcement of Lichtman's

appointment. Mr. Schenck did

not then dream that Mr. Abrams
was fatally ill. The plan was for

Lichtman to take part of the

load from Abrams’ shoulders.

He Started in 1910

A1 Lichtman started in the mo-
tion picture business in Chicago

in 1910, selling posters and ac-

cessories for a national concern.

He has been selling and distrib-

uting pictures ever since. In the

early days he sold everything

from “Homer’s Odyssey’’ to “The
Life of Buffalo Bill.” He was
the first sales manager Famous
Players ever had, when the com-
pany was organized. He was the

first General Manager of Dis-

tribution for Artcraft, selling

pictures of Mary Pickford and
Douglas Fairbanks on their in-

dividual merits.

When the Famous Players-

Lasky Corporation came into be-
ing after mergers of companies,
Mr. Lichtman was General Man-
ager of Distribution for the com-
bined organization. He was later

General Manager of Distribution

for Universal.

Informed of his appointment
at a meeting of United Artists

executives, he said

:

“It is a realization of an ideal,

for it gives me an opportunity
to serve the greatest artists in

the industry as well as the ex-

hibitors of the United States and
Canada. Only three weeks ago
I talked with Mary Pickford,

of Distribution.
Norma Talmadge, Charlie Chap-
lin, Doug Fairbanks and others

of that distinguished group, on
the coast.

“It would amaze exhibitors of

the country to know of their

ambitions.

“The policy established by Hi-

ram Abrams of selling pictures

of these stars individually and on
their merits is the soundest pol-

icy ever evolved in the motion
picture business. It will be con-

tinued, of course, and its mani-
fest fairness to exhibitors, given

their choice of film selection, will

continue to make United Artists

distinctive in distribution.

“I appreciate Mr. Schenck’s
great confidence in me, and I

pledge my faithful service.

Lichtman Is Back
A1 Lichtman, newly appointed

United Artists General Manager
of Distribution, returned to New
York from a seven weeks’ trip

through the west, this week. He
closed deals with West Coast
Theatres, Pacific Northwest The-
atres, Finkelstein & Rubin, the

Butterfield Circuit, and other

groups, totalling more than three

hundred theatres, “Sparrows,”
“The Black Pirate,” “The Cir-

cus,” “Stella Dallas,” “The Gen-
eral,” and “The Winning of

Barbara Worth.”
While in Chicago en route

east, Mr. Lichtman arranged for

the Chicago premiere of Samuel
Goldwyn’s presentation of the

Henty King Production, “The
Winning of Earbara Worth,” at

the Orpheum Theatre, Novem-
ber 27th.

Victor M. Shapiro, Advertising
and Publicity Director of United
Artists and Paul M. Sarazen of

the Samuel Goldwyn organiza-

tion, left for Chicago on Mon-
day, November IS, to cooperate
on the Chicago opening of the

Henry King Production.
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E DMUND LOWE, as Sergeant
Quirt, kisses Dolores Del Rio,
who is Charmaine {below). To

the right is charming Dolores. The
hard-boiled man in the helmet is Victor
McLaglen as Captain Flagg. Edmund
Lowe seems tougher than you’d believe
he could ever be.

Celebrated Stage Play By Lawrence Stallings and
Maxwell Anderson, Opens in New York

as Fox Picture, November 23

THE fun, the thrills and the realism which entertained the millions of

Americans who enjoyed “What Price Glory,” the celebrated drama by
Laurence Stallings and Maxwell Anderson, are all retained in the Fox

picturization of the story, which opens today in the Carthay Circle Theatre,

Los Angeles, and which will have its New York premiere at the Sam H. Har-

ris Theatre, on Tuesday evening, November 23.

In fact, the picture goes the play one bet-

ter on each of these qualities, for with the

excess latitude which the camera has over

the confines of the legitimate stage, Raoul

Walsh, the director, gives a much more com-
prehensive idea of what the authors started

out to do—to show the doughboy at play as

well as at work.
Incidents to which the stage play made

only allusions—such as Flagg’s ten days’

leave, the relations between Charmaine and
Quirt, the barrack room horse-play and the

fighting—have had the utmost made of them
in the picture. Walsh has kept faith with
the authors. The story is without change.
All of the original characters are kept. The
titles, which were written by Malcolm Stuart
Boylan, keep the language of the play intact

—

not only in general character, but with the

detailed realism which made the play a sen-

sation.

Fox executives gave Walsh lavish equip-

ment with which to work. The sets, exterior

as well as interior, are exact duplicates of

French originals. To show life in Bar-le-

Duc a life size village was constructed, per-

fect in every detail from gabled roofs down
to cobble stone streets. With the co-opera-
tion of the Alliance Francaise, French peo-
ple were impressed as extras who portray
civilians. Bales of peasant dress were im-

ported from France with which to clothe

them.

The extras who wear the American uni-

form in the picture are, without exception,

war veterans. Through the various veterans’

bureaus on the coast these boys were re-

enlisted in the name of realism, to live again

“What
Price

Glory”
Comes to the Screen

In a Burst of

Realism

through the heaven of life behind the lines

and the hell of No Man's Land.

The great feature of the picture, accord-

ing to those who have seen the print, is its

naturalness. Flagg, Quirt and Charmaine

work out their differences as real humans.

Nothing theatrical has been permitted to

creep into their relationships. The humor
which is supplied by the doings of Privates

Kiper and Lipinsky is not forced. Every

man who crossed to France during the war
will recognize its naturalness. With a thou-

sand minor incidents Raoul Walsh has

moved life behind the lines back to America.

Fox Film Corporation offers the picture

as unadulterated entertainment. No tie-ups

have been arranged or are contemplated.
Stallings and Anderson, according to their

own statements, had in mind a rollicking,

human and sincere comedy with war merely
its background when they sat down to write
their play, and this is exactly what the film

version of “What Price Glory” proves to be.

Walsh Catches Realism

Raoul Walsh has with uncanny skill caught
the honest portraitures which propelled the
play into instant popularity. He depicts the
hardboiled Captain Flagg, the debonair yet
rough and ready Sergeant Quirt, and the
captivatinglv entrancing Charmaine with
fidelity to life. Lender his directorial hand
“What Price Glory” emerges in screen form
as a sincere, colorful and vivid transcription

not only of the war, but of the burning loves,

fierce hates and hilarious laughs of the

doughboys.

Featured in this illuminating comedy-
drama of emotional conflicts are Victor Mc-
Laglen, who essays Captain Flagg. Edmund
Lowe who brings the breath of life to Ser-

geant Quirt and Dolores Del Rio who plays

the fiery Charmaine. Ted McNamara and
Sammy Cohen are the laugh provoking Priv-

ates Kiper and Lipinsky respectively who
cannot take the war with any degree of seri-

ousness. Others in the case include William
V. Mong, Phyllis Haver. Leslie Fenton,

Barry Norton and Elena Jurado.

“What Price Glory,” having- as it has, a

background of the war to furnish a colorful

action panorama, is yet in the main a sincere

story of life behind the lines. And etched

against this background of realistic action

is a fountain of comedy in a sea of dra-

matic climaxes.
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Big New York
Bookings For

P. D. C. Films
Three P. D. C. pictures will be

released in eighteen Keith-Albee

theatres an Greater New York
during December. The New
Y’ork branch has received book-

ings for these houses for “Pals

in Paradise,” "For Wives Only”

and "The Nervous Wreck.”
The booking of the last-named

picture brings a unique situation.

Eighteen prints of “The Nervous
Wreck” will be needed because,

during the week of December 27

it will play in the eighteen

houses.

“The Nervous Wreck” has had
its first run at the Mark Strand

Theatre, and “Pals in Paradise”

and “For Wives Only” will have

their first runs at the Hippo-

drome before playing the Keith-

Albee houses. “Pals in Para-

dise” goes into the Hippodrome
on November 22, and “For Wives
Only” a couple of weeks later.

The dates for the Keith-Albee

theatres are: “Pals in Paradise”

during the week of December
13; “For Wives Only” during the

week of December 20, and “The
Nervous Wreck” during the

week of December 27.

The list of theatres includes, in

New York, the Eighty-first

Street, Jefferson, Fifth Avenue,

Regent, 125th Street, Hamilton,

Coliseum, Fordham, Franklin,

Royal and the Fifty-eighth

Street. The pictures will play

seven days at the Eighty-first

Street.

In Brooklyn the theatres are

the Flatbush, Prospect, Green-

point, Riviera, Orpheum, Bush-

wick and Tilyou’s Coney Island.

The Flatbush is a seven-day

house, the others playing the

pictures four days each.

Hitchcock Is Cast

Raymond Hitchcock has been

engaged to play one of the

principal roles in the Tiffany

production, “Redheads Pre-
ferred," now in production.

Rapf Describes the

Director of Future

“The ideal director of
the future will he the one
with a talent for story
writing- and vstory devel-
opment,” predicts Harry
Rapf, producing- executive
for M.-G.-M, in a state-
ment issued this week. He
believes that the director
is best equipped “to un-
derstand what can be pic-
tured, and that he can be
far more successful in
transmitting his own ideas
into screen action than
the ideas of others.”

“Is That So?”

r r
Charles Beyer and Alice Joyce
in the Paramount picture “So’s«

T HREE widely read novels

and three successful plays

went into the making of the six

pictures announced by James R.

Grainger, general sales manager,

for the December and January

release schedule of Fox Films.

The novels made into pictures

are Warner Fabian’s “Summer
Bachelors;” A. S. M. Hutchin-

son’s “One Increasing Purpose,”

and Zane Grey’s “The Last

Trail,” a Tom Mix starring ve-

hicle.

“The Auctioneer,” the David

Belasco stage success, “The
Monkey Talks,” a stage hit on

Broadway last season, and “Ber-

tha, the Sewing Machine Girl,”

the A. H. Woods thriller, are

the three stage plays.

Tom Mix in “The Canyon of

Light,” had been announced pre-

viously for December 5. Dor-
othy Dwan, Barry Norton, Ralph
Sipperly and William Walling
support the western star. Ben
Stoloff directed. No picture is

scheduled for December 12.

“Bertha, the Sewing Machine
Girl,” with the vivacious Madge
Bellamy in the title role, has
been set for December 19. Allan
Simpson, Sally Phipps, Paul
Nicholson, J. Farrell MacDonald
and Arthur ITousman are among
the supporting players.

“Summer Bachelors” has been

At the Aldine, Philadelphia,

“Beau Geste” is in its eighth

week with no indications that its

appeal there will not continue in-

definitely.

In San Francisco the picture

is doing excellent business de-

spite the fact that three earth-

quakes have minimized the

vogue of theatre going. The St.

Francis Theatre in San Fran-

cisco changed its policy to re-

served seats and a $2 top.

The Regent, Canada, also

changed its policy and is finding

Canadian audiences most en-

thusiastic.

At the Tremont, “Beau Geste’

announced for December 26 to

play during holiday week. The

story is considered even more

sensational than the same au-

thor’s “Flaming Youth.” Allan

Dwan produced the Fox screen

version with a box-office cas: oi

stage and screen players headed

by Madge Bellamy.

“Summer Bachelors” is being

launched as a special production,

with Roger Ferri in charge of

the advance campaign.

“One Increasing Purpose,”

scheduled for January 2, is con-

fidently expected by Fox officials

to surpass “If Winter Comes,”

also a Hutchinson novel, as a

screen drama. Edmund Lowe
has the leading role with Lila

Lee playing opposite him. The
supporting cast includes Holmes
Herbert, May Allison, Huntly
Gordon, Jane Novak, Emily Fitz-

roy, George Irving, Lawford Da-
vidson, Nicholas Soussanin and
Josef Swickard.

Jacques Lerner, who created
the title role in the Paris, Lon-
don and New York stage pro-
ductions, will make his film de-
but in the Fox screen vers'on
of “The Monkey Talks,” set for

January 9. Olive Borden and
Don Alvarado have the leads and
Malcolm Waite is the villain.

Raymond Hitchcock, Ted Mc-
Namara and Jane Winton have
important character roles.

is in its second week with an

advance sale that indicates that

the picture will remain there for

ten weeks at least.

The Forum, Los Angeles, has

been engaged for “Beau Geste”

to open this month.

“Beau Geste” will be a Christ-

mas present to the rest of these

United States, since eight tour-

ing companies with symphony
orchestras will bring the picture

to the hinterland, beginning De-
cember 26th.

“Strogoff” Release

Set for February 8
In honor of Jules Verne,

whose facile pen traced

many of the world“s fa-

vorite romances, including

“Michael Strogoff,’ “Twen-
ty Thousand Leagues Un-
der the Sea,” “A Trip to

the Moon,” and “Around
the World in Eighty

Days,” Universal Pictures

Corporation has chosen

the anniversary of the au-

thor’s birthday, February

8, as the most appropriate

date for the international

release of the Universal

Film de France screen

drama, Michael Strogoff,”

when leading theatres will

present the picture.

George Sidney plays “The Auc-

tioneer” in the Fox version of

David Belasco’s play, scheduled

for release on January 16. Al-

fred E. Green, directing this as

his first picture under his new
contract, has brought the play

up to date. Marian Nixon, and
Gareth Hughes have the roman-
tic leads, with Doris Lloyd, Ward
Crane, Sammy Cohen and Claire

McDowell in important support-

ing parts.

Zane Grey’s “The Last Trail”

is a story worthy of Tom Mix.
Carmelita Geraghty is his lead-

ing woman, and the supporting
casts includes William Davidson,
Frank S. Hagney, Lee Shum-
way, Robert Brower and Jerry
Giant. Mix does his usual dare-
devil work in the saddle with
Tony, the horse.

Your Old Man.”

Jas. R. Grainger Announces

Forthcoming Fox Films

“Beau Geste” Success in

New York is Duplicated

Enthusiasm in San Francisco at High Pitch;

Philadelphia, Boston and Toronto Add
Throngs of Story Supporters

( ( T) EAU GESTE” continues to play in excess ot ca-

I) pacity at the Criterion, New York, where it is now
in its twelfth week. Its success on Broadway has been

duplicated in four other cities.
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Simultaneous Showings For
Harold Lloyd’s Film Abroad

International Release Is Novel Thought;
Star to Visit London and Paris

—

Jobyna Ralston’s Successor?

W its release in the United States, Harold Lloyd’s
' v next comedy, now nearing completion, will have its

premiere showing in all the principal film centers of the
world simultaneously, if plans now being made by Para-
mount are fulfilled.

Preparations are being made to release the picture early
in the new year, and to make the world wide premiere ar-
rangements possible, Lloyd is working night and day on
his newest comedy, as yet not titled.

Lloyd’s customary vacation

Neilan’s Staff

Selected For

Connie’s Next
Marshall Neilan has signed

the technical crew to work with
him on the Constance Talmadge
production he is to make for Jo-
seph M. Schenck.

David Kessen, and Donald
Keyes are the Cameramen, Wil-
liam Lilihan chief electrician,

and Robert Landers in charge of

properties, Jean McNaughton,
script clerk and Thomas Held
assistant to Neilan. This is

Neilan’s own troupe, most of

them having been associated
with him for many years.

The new Neilan production is

“Carlotta,” an original story by
Hans Kraley written especially

for Miss Talmadge.

June
i

|

Wearing
What All

iviunuivc Women Want

following each picture probably
will be deferred until after the

holidays, for the bespectacled
comedian would not think of

being away from home at the

Christmas time. Unless some-
thing unforeseen happens to

hinder the plans, Mrs. Lloyd
will accompany her husband to

New York, and if the weather
is propitious, they will continue

on to London and Paris on their

long deferred European visit.

Lloyd is assured of a royal

welcome when he visits London,

on the word of Simon Rowson,
head of Ideal Films, Ltd., one of

the foremost film men of Eng-
land, who has just visited Los
Angeles. Rowson extended a

warm invitation to Lloyd from
the exhibitors and distributors

of England to be their guests

while in London.

Lloyd has not selected a new
leading woman to succeed

Jobyna Ralston, whose contract

expires with this production.

“The Volga Boatman”
Still Going “Big”

Reports to Producers Dis-

tributing Corporation from many
sections of the country indicate

that “The Volga Boatman” is

still running just as strongly as it

did when it first opened. Santa

Barbara, California, booked the

picture for five days and then,

as a result of the enormous busi-

ness, held it two extra days.

Phoenix and Tucson, Arizona

exhibitors, reported that their

houses were not large enough to

accommodate the crowds who
tried to see the picture.

Roskam Is Editing

“Stolen Pleasures”
Edward N. Roskam, remem-

bered as the editor of Frank
Lloyd’s “Sea Hawk” and other
film successes, has been selected

by Harry Cohn, general mana-
ger of productions, to edit

“Stolen Pleasures.”

An elaborate ensemble worn by
the Universal player recently

Shirley Mason to

Star in “The Wreck”
Recognizing the box-office

value of Shirley Mason, as evi-

denced by the extreme popularity

of her last picture “Sweet Rosie
O’Grady,” Columbia Pictures

Corporation has signed a con-

tract with the petite star to ap-

pear in the leading role of “The
Wreck,” to be started soon at

Columbia’s West Coast studios

in Hollywood. The story is an

original from the pen of Dorothy
Howe.

Sebastian Now at

De Mille Studio
A. H. Sebastian, producer of

“Welcome Stranger,” “Friendly

Enemies” and “The Prince of

Pilsen,” is now at the De Mille

studio in a supervisory capacity,

his first assignment being “Rub-
ber Tires” which Alan Hale is

directing, with Bessie Love and
Harrison Ford heading the cast.

Six F. B. O. Companies at

Work in Studios
fornia. For three days one se-

quence called for one hundred
extras, forty of whom rode
horses.

Lloyd Ingraham is directing,

from his own script. The sup-

porting cast includes, in addition

to the Silver King, Ruth Clif-

ford, William Courtright, Noah
Young and Albert Prisco.

After two weeks stay in the

Northland making exteriors for

“The Magic Garden,” J. Leo
Meehan headed his company
back to Hollywood where they

are now engaged on interior

scenes at the studio and Venetian

scenes adjacent to Hollywood.
(Continued on page 218)

p RODUCTION at the F. B. O.
* Studios has reached a point

of congestion which has caused
the studio officials to consider
climbing the big board fence

which separates F. B. O. from
the Lasky lot, and parking on
some of the space there.

Six compaViies are working at

F.B.O., space is at a premium,
and directors are rearranging
their schedules to provide for

location trips until the conges-

tion lifts.

The major portion of the studio

space is being used by Fred
Thomson, who has worked into

the big scenes of “Don Mike,”

his picture of old Spanish Cali-
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“Kiss in Taxi”

Bebe Daniels

Next Picture
B. P. Schulberg, West Coast

studio executive, announces that
Bebe Daniels’ next starring pic-
ture for Paramount will be “A
Kiss In the Taxi,” by Clifford
Grey, from the French stage
comedy of Parisian life, “The
Five O’Clock Man,” by Mau-
rice Hennequin and Pierre Ve-
ber. Doris Anderson wrote the
screen play.

Clarence Badger, who started
Miss Daniels off on the new
high wave of popularity as Fa-
mous Plavers-Lasky’s outstand-
ing comedienne with “The Cam-
pus Flirt,” which won her a new
five-year contract with the com-
pany, will again direct her. Miss
Daniels has just completed
“Stranded in Paris.”

Phila. Conference

On Chadwick Output
Charles Reed Jones, Director

of Advertising and Publicity with
Chadwick Pictures Corporation,
spent last week end in Philadel-

phia consulting with Louis Ber-
man, President of Independent
Film Corporation, distributors of

Chadwick First Division Pic-

tures in Eastern Pennsylvania,
Southern New Jersey, Maryland,
District of Columbia, Virginia

and Delaware.

Berman and Jones completed
plans for extensive exploitation

in conjunction with first run
Philadelphia, Washington and
Baltimore showings on “April

Fool,” Chadwick’s November
release and “Sunshine of Para-

dise Alley,” to be released in

December.

Griffith Will Make
Next Film in East

In compliance with the re-

quest of William LeBaron, as-

sociate producer at the Long Is-

land studio, B. P. Schulberg,

Paramount West Coast execu-

tive, is sending Raymond Grif-

fith East to make his next pic-

ture.

This is to be “The Winning
Spirit” by Alfred Savoir, the

French dramatist, author of

“Bluebeard's Eighth Wife,”

“The Grand Dutchess and the

Waiter,” and other successful

stage and screen plays, who was

recently placed under contract

by Famous Players Lasky. Frank

Tuttle will direct.

Production on Griffiths pre-

viously announced picture "The
Waiter From the Ritz" has been

postponed until after the com-
edian returns from the East.
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Xmas Release

Of Fox Film a

Timely Present
By way of a Christmas gift at

the box office, Fox Films on De-

cember 26th will release “Sum-

mer Bachelors,” directed by Al-

lan Dwan from Warner Fabian's

novel.

Before that date there will be

approximately 200 newspapers

throughout the country running

Summer Bachelors” serially

This avenue of publicity, in ad-

dition to the publication of the

story in McClure’s and the wide-

spread sale of the novel, con-

stitutes an advance campaign
sure to bring extra money at

the box office. An estimate of

ten million readers through these

three channels is conserval ive.

More than 300,000 copies of the

book have been sold.

Madge Bellamy in the leading

role proved conclusively in “San-
dy” that she is a distinct help to

exhibitors for the accumulation
of bank deposits.

In order to assure effective co-

operation between the Fox home
office and exhibitors, Janies R.
Grainger, general sales manager,
has appointed Rog-er I’erri to
handle all work in connection
with the release of “Summer
Bachelors.”

Hawks to Direct

“Cradle Snatchers”
Fox Films announces that the

screen version of “Cradle Snatch-
ers,” the Broadway hit, will be
made in Hollywood instead of
in the East, as originally
planned.

Howard Hawks will direct the
production. He is now engaged
in selecting his cast.

Kathleen Collins and Ken
Maynard in “The Un-
known Cavalier,” for First

National.

Fontaine La Rue ties a bow for Charles Cruze in the Pre-
ferred picture, “His New York Wife.”

Cody Has Fine Cast in

His “King of the Saddle”

T N “KING OF THE SADDLE”
1- Bill Cody’s new Associated

Exhibitors’ Western feature pro-

duction now being distributed by
Pathe, the popular star is sup-

ported by a cast which for tal-

ent and teamwork should glad-

den the hearts of every exhibi-

tor. Every player is gifted with
that subtle charm which makes
for screen personality, and every
one has an enviable record of

previous successes, that has ob-
tained for them a strong follow-

ing among Western picture en-
thusiasts.

Joan Meredith, charming lead-
ing lady for Cody in “King of

WARNER BROS, announce
that the title of the new

John Barrymore screen produc-

tion will be “Manon.”
“Manon” is based on L’Abbe

Prevost’s novel of the same
name, which furnished the basis

for the opera by Massenet and
the one by Puccini.

Warner Bros, have striven to

make the new Barrymore picture

one of the most artistic produc-

tions that has come- out of their

Hollywood studios.

L’Abbe Prevost’s hero is an

the Saddle,” has stepped her

smiling way up the ladder of

fame since she was chosen one
of the Wampas Baby Stars in

1925. Miss Meredith has en-

joyed unusual success playing
leads with Universal, F. B. O.,

and a number of independent
producers.

Fontaine La Rue, lovely brun-
ette schemer in the story, hails

from France, where she has
played leads and character heavy
roles in several big French pro-
ductions. Her Hollywood career
has been a prominent one, hav-
ing done some excellent work
with the DeMilles and Metro-
Goldwyn- Mayer.

ideal role for Barrymore. It

will be remembered that the
chief character in the story is

the youth who renounces every-
thing in the world for the wo-
man he loves.

Dolores Costello has the name
role in the production. The role
is almost of stellar importance
and is the biggest and most im-
portant one that ha9 been en-
trusted to the attractive young
actress.

One of the outstanding fea-
tures of “Manon” will be its Vi-
taphone musical accompaniment.

John Barrymore Stars

In “Manon” for Warners

First National

Releases Four

For December
Richard A. Rowland, general

manager of First National Pic-

tures, who has just returned from
a European tour, announces the

release of four productions by
First National during December,
as follows : “The Blonde Saint,”

December 5 ;
“The White Black

Sheep,” December 12; “Just An-
other Blonde,” December 19;

and “Ladies at Play,” December
26.

Sam Rork, the producer, made
“The Blonde Saint” for First

National. Lewis Stone and Doris

Kenyon are featured, with Mr.

Rork’s daughter, Ann, in an im-

portant support role.

“The White Black Sheep” rep-

resents Barthelmess’ last produc-

tion for Inspiration according to

the terms of his recent agree-

ment with First National. This

is the story of a reckless Eng-
lishman who tries to end his life

fighting in the foreign service

and wins life and love.

Alma Rubens Plays

Lead in Wells’ Story

With the return of Alma Ru-

bens to Hollywood after a vaca-

tion of two months in the East,

Fox Films announces that Miss

Rubens has been cast to play

the leading role in the screen

version of H. G. Wells’ cele-

brated novel, “Marriage,” re-

leased under the title “Wedlock.”

Miss Rubens’ splendid per-

formance in her last picture,

“Marriage License?” probably

the finest acting of her career,

identified the Fox star with a

type of role that fitted her per-

fectly and W. R. Sheehan, vice

president of Fox Films, imme-
diately began a search for a

character that would give Miss
Rubens an equal dramatic op-
portunity. William Fox and Mr.
Sheehan decided that “Mar-
riage” was the proper vehicle.

John Gilbert and Eleanor
Boardman in “Bardelys the

Magnificent,” a Metro-Gold-
wyn-Mayer picture.
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Plans Are Shaping Up
For 'First National Month’

Rowland’s Auspicious Return Spurs Sales

Cabinet to Increased Activities

As January, 1927, Approaches

T N addition to creating the
-t season’s biggest screen sensa-

tion by bringing over from
Europe three of the continent’s

most celebrated cinema figures

to make pictures in- America,
Richard A. Rowland, by his ar-

rival, signalized the launching

of First National Pictures’ an-

nual anniversary drive known as

First National Month.
This screen festival, which is

observed by exhibitors all over

the; country, begins on New
Year’s Day and lasts throughout
January. Previous years have
seen the support given this drive

by motion picture showmen in-

crease with the tremendous pub-

lic interest in the event. This

year, with the impetus given the

movement by a nation-wide pub-

licity and exploitation cam-
paign just set afloat by First Na-
tional, it is predicted that the

company’s celebration will prove

more successful than ever be-

fore.

The members of First Na-
tional’s sales cabinet, headed by
Secretary - Treasurer Samuel
Spring, are now out in all terri-

tories making preparations for

the annual occasion, which is ex-

pected to result in new sales

records.

Depinet on Tour

Ned E. Depinet, sales man-
ager for the South, is now on

tour of the exchanges in his

division, grooming the sales

force for the drive.

Ned Marin, sales manager for

the West and Canada, is now
completing a swing over the

Western territory which brought

him to the West Coast and con-

tiguous divisions.

A. W. Smith, Jr., reports the

Eastern division in his charge

working at top-speed to make
First National Month an out-

standing event in the organiza-

tion’s sales history.

C. F. Chandler, director of

Publicity and Advertising, and

his department have already

launched an impressive cam-

paign reaching both exhibitors

and the public. A special two-

color press-sheet containing a

host of valuable suggestions to

showmen anent the successful

staging of First National Month,

as also newspaper stories for the

local publicizing of the film holi-

day, has been put into the hands

of thousands of showmen who
will observe First National

Month. In addition, free acces-

sories, including banners, her-

alds and trailers, are being gen-

Ready for Camera

Budd Rogers, vice-president

of Lumas Films, with Frank
O’Connor (holding the

script) for “Heroes of the

Night,” a Gotham picture.

erally distributed to theatre

managers.
National advertising on a tre-

mendous scale in magazines read
by the public is lining up the

fans for the big First National
celebration, it is stated.

Exploitation experts at First

National’s home office and in the

field are busy at work arranging
newspaper tie-ups, national and
local merchandizing cooperative

stunts, ballyhoos, contests and
other campaign features which
are expected to be productive of

the most promising box-office

results.

Both President Robert Lieber

and General Manager Rowland
are confident that First National

Month of 1927 will be the most
brilliant birthday celebration

that the famous film company
and the numerous exhibitors as-

sociated with it in the observ-

ance of the occasion, have ever

enjoyed.

Marcel De Sano Signed

Marcel De Sano, Roumanian
director who recently finished

“Blarney,” adapted from Donn
Byrne’s novel “In Praise of

James Carabine,” has been placed

under a new contract by the

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer studios,

according ‘to an announcement
from the offices of Louis B.

Mayer.

Mastbaum Praises

“Minute to Play”

Joseph I. Schnitzer, sen-

ior vice-president of F. B.

O., has received the fol-

lowing wire from the head
of the Stanley Company
of Philadelphia:

“Red” Grange in “One
Minute to Play” made a

big hit at Karlton Theatre
here this week. Did phe-

nomenal business. Every
indication business will

keep up for second week
run. Patrons surprised

and delighted with acting

of “Red.” Picture has lots

of punch and should be
good box office attraction

anywhere.
“Jules Mastbaum,
“President, Stanley

Company of America.”

Stage Players

In W. C. Fields’

New Picture

Two young men of the stage

who recently made their screen

debuts, have been assigned im-
portant roles in W. C. Fields’

next starring picture, “The Pot-

ters,” Associate Producer Wil-
liam LeBaron announced yes-

terday.

Richard “Skeets” Gallagher,

former musical comedy star of

Dillingham productions, whose
first film job was in “New
York,” will play the sweetheart

of Marne Potter in the Fields

picture.

(Continued from page 216)

“The Magic Garden” proper

was found on the estate of Mrs.

George Young in Ross Valley,

Marin County.

The cast of the “Magic Gar-

den” includes Margaret Morris,

Raymond Keane, William V.

Mong, Charles Clary, Alfred

Allen, Paulette Duval, Cesare

Gravina and the three child

stars, Phillippe DeLacy, Joyce

Coad and Walter Wilkenson.

The David Kirkland unit is

shooting sequences of “Uneasy
Payments,” starring Albert

Vaughn. Jack Luden is playing

the male lead and the support-

ing company includes Amber
Norman, Gino Corrado and

Eugene Stone.

Sandwiched between the

Thomson and Vaughn units Phil

Rosen, director of “Abraham
Lincoln,” is hard at work with

George O’Hara in “California

—

Or Bust” from an original by

Byron Morgan. Helen Foster,

John Steppling, John Fox, Jr.

Ellbee Ready
With Half of

Its Program
With the completion of “The

Lightning Reporter” under the
direction of Jack Noble, Louis
Baum, President of Ellbee Pic-

tures Corporation, points out
that this completes half of his

company’s productions for the
1926-27 seasons.

The complete program con-
sists of sixteen features of the

melodramatic or comedy drama-
tic variety. The pictures so far

completed are:

“Race Wild,” directed by Os-
car Apfel and featuring Eileen

Percy and David Torrence;
“The Warning Signal,” with

Gladys Hulette, Kenneth Mead,
Lincoln Steadman and Martha
Mattox, directed by Charles

Hunt; “Speeding Thru.” di-

rected by Bertram Bracken,

starring Creighton Hale and

Juda King; “Pursued.” directed

by Del Henderson, with Gaston

Glass, Stuart Holmes and Ger-

trude Astor
;

“The Pay Off,”

with Otis Harlan, Robert Mc-
Kim and Dorothy Drew, di-

rected by Del Henderson ;
“Fren-

zied Flame,” .directed by Stuart

Paton, starring Cullen Landis,

Mary Carr, and Virginia Browne
Faire, and “Forest Havoc,” also

a Stuart Paton picture with For-

rest Stanley and Peggy Mont-
gomery.
“The Lightning Reporter” will

be ready for screening in New
York next week. It has a no-

table cast, including Johnny-
Walker, Sylvia Breamer. Burr
McIntosh, Mavme Kelso. Lou
Archer and Nelson McDowd.

and Irving Bacon are in the

more prominent roles.

After weeks of preparation,

Cary-1 Fleming, recently signed

to a long term contract by Ed-
win King, vice-president of F. B.

O. in charge of production has

started the first of the series,

‘‘The Wisecrackers.” This par-

ticular story is “The Artist’s

Brawl,” and in Betty- Caldwell

and Thelma Hill, Mr. King be-

lieves he has found the counter-

parts of “Hazel” and “Glady-s”

as H. C. Witwer visualized them
in his stories from which “The
Wisecrackers” has been taken.

A1 Cooke and Kit Guard are

furnishing the comedy construc-

tion and titles.

Out on the Mojave Desert,

Tom Tvler is busy on “Light-
ning Lariats.”

Ralph Ince is ready to go with
Viola Dana’s new starring pro-

duction. “Homestruck,” from an
original story by- Peter Milne,

with the adaptation by- Ewart
Adamson.

Six F. B. O. Companies Are Working
Now at West Coast Studios in Big Rush
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“National Laugh Month” to Start 1927

In circle is Will Hays, with Elmer Pearson, vice-president of Pathe
beside him. Earl Hammons, of Educational in lower left, and
Charles Christie in lower right. They all endorse “Laugh Month.”

Hays Gives Approval

to Campaign For

Short Subjects

THE “BIG” FEATURE
GROUP in the motion

picture industry has form-

ally approved the “little

feature proposal to set Jan-

uary, 1927, apart as “Na-

tional Laugh Month” for

the exploitation of short

features.

Will H. Hays, president of

the Motion Picture Pro-

ducers and Distributors of

America, Inc-, addressing

the members of the Short

Subject Advertisers Associ-

ation and their guests at

luncheon in the Hotel Lor-

raine, New York City, on

Wednesday afternoon, Nov-

17, gave the short subject

“drive” his complete ' ap-

oroval, urging the extension

of the general idea of “laugh

month” to “laugh year.”

The luncheon formally in-

augurated what has definitely

come to be an annual affair, the

campaign of short feature pro-

ducers and distributors to further

educate theatre owners to adver-

tise their little feature and to fur-

ther encourage newspaper critics

to “give honor to whom honor is

due,” in the matter of reviewing

a show in a motion picture the-

atre.

Parsons Has Chair

P. A. Parsons, director of ad-

vertising of Pathe Exchanges,

Inc,, and president of the Short

Subject Advertiser Association,

was the toastmaster.

The speakers were Simon
Rowson, president of Ideal Films,

Ltd., of London, England, distri-

butor of American short subjects ;

Gordon White, director of ad-

vertising and publicity of Educa-

tional Film Exchanges, Inc.

;

Charles Christie of Christie Com-
edies ;

R. E. Sherwood, edtior of

“Life”; Fred McConnell, editor

of “Daily Review”
;

Elmer R.

Pearson, vice-president of Pathe

Exchanges, Inc. ; Earl Hammons,
president of Educational Film

Exchanges, Inc., and Mr. Hays.

“I have come here to add my
approval to the major portion of

the campaign you have mapped
out namely to further educate

the exhibitor to the importance

to himself of advertising his short

pictures and to further bring the

newspaper critics to a realization

of the value to the paper and the

public to be derived from men-

tion of the short pictures on the

program. I bring you the ap-

proval of the association I repre-

sent. I am confidant we are as-

sured that you will do nothing to

bring discredit to the big feature

in your campaign for the little

feature.

Shorts Are Essential

“The short subject bears to the

program the importance of the

necktie and collar to the shirt

of the well dressed man. You
represent an essential part of the

program. You will do well to

have in mind Mr. Christie’s sug-

gestion : to have something to

advertise that will be worth ad-

vertising.

“I would like to call your united

attention to the thought of ex-

tending ‘laugh month’ to ’laugh

year’ for naturally we want to

make people happy and you have

it in your province to do this
;
to

laugh all the year round.

“In this movement I see a

work going forward that will

harmonize in detail the mission

of the big pictures with the little

pictures. Indeed this should be

your aim harmonizing all the

forces of our industry and art to

attract the public to the best that

we have to give.

“The association which I repre-

sent fully approves your plans,

and in order to assist you imme-
diately, we wish to place at your
disposal an office, in our offices,

where your committee may feel

free to move about in the conduct
of your campaign, and, further,

to give you full access to the

facilities which we have.”

To Effect Britain

Mr. Rowson said that such a

campaign as “Laugh Month” will

reflect increased business in

Great Britain. He referred to

the recent campaign by Ideal,

in “putting comedies across” in

the British Isles, when a special

poster attracted such wide atten-

tion that a copy was sent by
radio to Moving Picture World,
and reproduced in this paper. Mr.

Rowson said exhibitors are

awakening to the value of the

short feature in his own country.

Mr. White submitted a short

report of last year activities by
the Short Subject Advertisers’

Association, in connection with

“Laugh Month.”

Leaders Attend Formal
Luncheon to Draw
Plans for January

Mr. Christie pointed out that

the House of Christie is inter-

ested in producing two-reel

comedies that an exhibitor will

be justified in advertising in con-

nection with his program. The
speaker referred to the harmon-
ious relations existing between
studios in the West. The Chris-

the Sennet, Roach and Christie

tie studios this month celebra-

ted their fifteenth anniversary.
The speaker went back to the old

days, of 400 and 500-foot lengths
for “shorts,” when two reelers

were rare. He also spoke of stars

in embryo in comedy work, wait-
ing for an opportunity to go
higher. Mr. Christie said that

last year’s “Laugh Month” was
a success from every angle, and
he looks forward to another suc-

cess in January next.

Mr. McConnell, former head of

the short subjects division of

Universal Pictures Corporation,
pointed out the necessity for a

greater financial outlay that was
forthcoming last year, in order

to put this year’s campaign over.

Mr. Pearson said Pathe Ex-
changes, Inc., stands ready to in-

crease its financial obligations

ten-fold, and more if necesasry,

to achieve a successful outcome
for the forthcoming campaign.
He said short features will grow
in importance during the next

three or four years, and added,

that Pathe will keep pace with

this growth in furnishing the-

atre owners with valuable box-
office material. He promised the

Short Subject Advertisers his

full support.

Urges Advertising
Mr. Hammons urged exhibitors

to advertise everything on their

program, rather than just the

feature. He deplored prolonged

“presentations” that have a ten-

dency to squeeze short features

from many programs, advocating

presentations of a reasonable

length.

“I have spent ten years fight-

ing to put short features where
they rightfully belong,” Mr.

Hammons said. “I am prepared

to devote the next ten years to

the same effort.”

The heads of short subject

producing and distributing com-
panies ;

heads of departments in

the same ; trade paper editors

and writers were among the sixty

attending the luncheon. The
companies represented included

Pathe, Educational, Universal,

Red Seal, Fox, F. B. O., Rayart,

Artclass, Bray, Christie and Life

Cartoons Co.
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With You — ”

-.“Laugh And The

World Laughs

JJP yonder in the left corner Bobby
Vernon whispers a kiss to Frances

Lee in “Dummy Love.” On their right,
Billy Dooley in “A Briny Boob” can
resist everything excepting temptation.

In the circle Neal Burns, Edna
Marian and Buddy are “Dodging
Trouble,” and the puffing fireman be-
low is Billy Dooley again in “A Dippy
Tar.” The high-hat gentleman below is

Jimmie Adams in “Beauty A La Mud.”

The kitchen scene below shows Jack
Duffy, William Owing with Evelyn
Francisco on his knee in “Uppercuts

”

and beside th$m Jimmie Adams is a
sort of clown prince with Vera Stead-
man in “Shell Socked.”

The entire collection is a typical ex-
ample of the laugh that Christie Come-
dies pack in every foot of film.

“Christie Brings s Smiles To The lT
r
orld
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Lloyd Reissue

“Captain Kidds' Kids,” one of

Harold Lloyd’s most popular
two-reel comedies, which gained
him his reputation as an ace
comedian of the screen, in which
he is supported by Bebe Daniels
and “Snub” Pollard, will be
brought back to the screen by
Pathe for release in January.

Alice Day has won the race apparently in Mack Sennett’s
comedy, “Hesitating Horses.”

A RTCLASS PICTURES CORPORATION has selected

the first of its new product for the season 1927-1928

through the signing of a contract between Louis Weiss
and the George Matthews Adams Syndicate, whereby
Artclass has acquired the distribution rights to a series of

single reels presenting in screen form the world famous
poems of Edgar Guest, “the people’s poet.”
Thirteen of these poems will

be filmed under the direction of

Charles Glett and photographed
by Walter Scott, responsible for

many of the Lyman Howe nov-
elty productions.

These poems are syndicated by
the George Matthews Adams
Adams Syndicate to more than
600 newspapers in this country
and abroad, with a circulation of

80,000,000 readers.

The first three single reels

films of this series have been
completed, namely, “Ma and The
Auto,” “Bill Goes Fishing” and
‘The Yellow Dog.”

Contracts are pending whereby
Artclass is to acquire the movie
rights to all material handled by
the Adams Syndicate.

Eddie Cline to

Direct MacLean
In “Let It Rain”
Eddie Cline, one of the indus-

try’s best known directors, has

been signed to direct “Let It

Rain,” Douglas MacLean’s next

comedy for Paramount.
Cline, who was formerly with

Mack Sennett, has directed in

recent years some of the big-

gest hits starring Buster Keaton
and Jackie Coogan and is noted
for his remarkable sense of

humor.

Wanda Wiley Playing

In New Bray Release

The Bray Studios announce
the engagement of Wanda
Wiley to co-star with Lewis
Sargent in the series of twelve
Fistical Culture Comedies which
the company is releasing. Miss
Wiley makes her debut in “Look
Out Below.”

Lloyd Finishing
Harold Lloyd’s “The Mountain

Boy,” is nearly completed. The
Lloyd company spends one day
on the Metropolitan lot and two
on a nearby location. Those
who have seen some of the
“rushes” say this should be one
of Lloyd’s best.

“Dodging Trouble”
Eddie Baker again plays the

villain in “Dodging Trouble,”
Educational - Christie Comedy
featuring Neal Burns. The
heavyweight actor is a summons
server seeking to present official

papers to Burns.

Kathryn McGuire in Educa-
tional-Lupino Lane Com-

edies.

“Big Boy” In Love
“Big Boy,” two-year-old Edu-

cational-Juvenile star, wins ad-

ditional laurels with a kid love

scene in “Open Spaces,” his lat-

est comedy. “Big Boy” meets a

pretty little girl who has come to

the camp of some youngsters

with her rich father.

Hula-Hula Dancers
Hula, Hula dancers and typical

scenes of tropical Honolulu ap-
pear in the November release in

the Bruce Scenic Novelty series

which is titled “Hula, Hula-
Honolulu Nights.”

Vernon’s Scotch Comedy
Jack Duffy and Bill Irving,

two favorites with the comedy
fans, appear in support of Bobby
Vernon in his new Educational

“Hoot Mon,” a Scotch farce.

the

Victor—

”

Miss Geraghty’s Plans
Carmelita Geraghty, now be-

ing seen in Mack Sennett’s lat-

est Pathecomedy series of do-
mestic vicissitudes entitled, “The
Jimmy Smiths” and who is re-

membered as one of the Wampas
Baby Stars of 1924, will soon be
seen opposite Tom Mix, famous
Western star, according to lat-

est advices from the Coast.

“The Light That Lies ”Plan Novel Series of Shorts

For Artclass Pictures Corp.

Westerns On
Pathe Release

For November
Three Associated Western-

features will be distributed

through the Feature Sales De-
partment of Pathe Exchange,
Inc., during November, with BilL

Cody, Buddy Roosevelt and
Wally Wales starred.

The release dates are as fol-

lows : “King of the Saddle,”"

starring Bill Cody—November
7th

; “Ramblin’ Galoot, starring

Buddy Roosevelt — November
21st, and “Ace of Action,” star-

ring Wally Wales— November
28th.

“King of the Saddle,” was di-

rected by William J. Craft from,

the story by Carl Krusada.
“Ramblin’ Galoot” was pro-

duced under the direction of Fred
Bain from the story by Barr
Cross.

“Ace of Action” was directed

by William Bertram from the-

script by Betty Burbridge.

New Pathe Serial

“House Without a Key”

Earl Derr Biggers, one of the
most famous writers of mystery'
stories, is the author of “The
House Without a Key,” the new
Pathe-serial, co-starring Allene
Ray and Walter Miller. This
episode film is in the midst of
production at the Pathe Studios-
on the West Coast.

This Saturday Evening Post
story was read by millions and,
published in book form by Bobbs
Merrill is a best seller.

Heavy Bookings on

Lloyd’s “Freshman”

“The Freshman,” the daddy of
foot-ball and college theme pic-

tures, is being widely booked at
this season, according to reports
from Pathe Exchange.
Harold Lloyd’s classic 90-yard

run for dear old Tate College,

spectacles and all, scenes of the

California-Stanford game, with
Lloyd doing screen work before
80,000 spectators, and the tensely

human story, with a touch of the

typical Lloyd sentiment, is play-

ing many houses that did not

play it last season and is also

booked for many second-runs.

“London Bridge”
“Our Gang” is busy at work

under Robert McGowan’s direc-

tion, making the scenes which
will complete “London Bridge,”

the Pathe comedy which Mc-
Gowan partly made in England.
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Timely Reviews of Short Subject Productions

“TheHouseWithout

a Key”
(Pathe—Serial)

Featuring the
very popular

stars of that com-
pany’s former
chapter plays, Al-

lene Ray and

Walter Miller,

Pathe is offering

a new serial, “The House With-

out a Key,” a mystery tale of

modern Hawaii, adapted from a

magazine story by Earl Derr

Bigger s.

Here is a serial that, judging

from the exceptionally good

opening chapters, looks like a

corker that will immensely

please the fans. The story con-

cerns the enmity between two

elderly brothers in Hawaii over

a crime supposedly committed

by the wealthy one some twen-

ty years before. Evidence con-

cerning this is in a treasure chest

that the hero, a nephew, is com-
missioned to destroy, but which

falls into other hands leading up

to a succession of exciting situa-

tions.

The building up of the theme

naturally follows along familiar

serial lines. There is the hero,

the heroine, who is the daugh-

ter of the righteous brother's

partner, several villainous char-

acters and their henchmen and

certain mysterious personages

whose identity in chapter three

have not yet been disclosed,

thus adding to the mystery.

There is no dearth of action

and typical plotting and counter-

plotting and scheming over the

fateful box. There is a c«n .uni-

ons succession of exciting action

and thrills with the usual car-

ried-over suspense. Much of the

earlier action takes place or.

shipboard and involving a ras-

cally steward and the hero aild

it is here that the romance be-

tween hero and heroine appar-

ently on opposite sides, begins.

Eut at the same time things are

not at a standstill in Hawaii, for

the wealthy brother is mysteri-

ousty murdered.

Allene Ray and Walter Miller

are excellent in the leading roles

and live up to their well-deserved

popularity, and included in the

cast in sinister roles are the

well - known serial veterans,

Harry Semels and Frank Lac-

teen, while a large number of

other players aid effectively in

keeping up the mystery and ex-

citement.

In addition to the popularity

of the stars and the established

“The Raging Tide”
(Educational—One Reel)

THE NEWEST LIFE Cartoon

Comedy, which features the

three farhiliar characters, Mike
and Myrtle as lovers, the villain,

High-Hat Harold, gives more
attention to amusing and imag-

inative stunts than in some of

the earlier issues. The villain

diverts a waterfall so that it in-

undates Myrtle’s cottage and, of

course, Mike saves her. In doing

so, the artist has provided a

number of laughable stunts which
should please the majority of pa
trons.

—

C. S. Sewell.

“Midnight Follies”
(Educational Two-Reels)

Jack Wr

h i t e

outdoes even his

high standard for

fast-moving and

amusing slapstick

in this Mermaid
Comedy which
concerns an ex-

citing series of events in a night

club. We don’t remember even

having seen a comedy with so

much slapstick and such thor-

oughly amusing slapstick as in

this one and it is a peach of its

type that should prove hilarious

amusement for the fans. Not
only is- it filled to overflowing

with falls, fights, explosions,

chases, runaways, plate-breaking

and pie-throwing but there is a

real idea that is adhered to, run-

ning all through it. The angel

of the show seeks to elope with

the star, Marcella Daly, pictured

here. A note makes a waiter be-

lieve he is the favored party and

there is a series of farce-comedy

situations ending with the waiter

carrying away a trunk in which

the angel is hidden. George

Davis is a scream as the boob

waiter with Jack Lloyd as the

angel of the show. Grab this

one if 3
rour patrons like slapstick.

—C. S. Sewell

reputation of Pathe as a pro-

ducer of excellent serials, is the

fact that the author is a very

popular writer and the story or.

which this ten-episode play is

based ran serially in “The Sat-

urday Evening Post.” These

are all fine angles of box-office

value and the serial itself is

amply able to hold its own with

the fans.

Here is a serial that lends it-

self exceptionally well to ex-

ploitation. There are a number

of possibilities in the title itself

and in the treasure box and the

way in which the key idea can

be worked wth both.—C. S.

Sewell.

“Buster Prize

Winner”
(Universal—Two Reels)

More than ever,

Pete the dog as

Tige in the Bus-
ter Brown series,

walks -away with
this comedy. In

the * opening se-

quences with a

goldfish bowl and in se.verai

other scenes this dog comedian
appears alone. This time the kid-

dies take Tige to a dog show and
he decides he will win a prize,

so he opens a cage, chases out a
blooded animal and takes its

place. The owner, not discover-

ing the substitution, starts to

take Tige home in an auto, but
the dog escapes and returns to

Buster and Mary Jane. This is

a clever and amusing comedy,
with Tige especially winning new
laurels, the stunt with the gold-
fish and a leaping frog is espe-
cially amusing as is the dog show
Stuff.-—C. S. Sewell.

“The Mighty
Smithy”

(Educational-One Reel)

Although Long-
f e 1 1 ow furnishes

the inspiration for

this Life cartoon,

the usual bur-
lesque melodrama
idea of this series

has not been so heavily stressed,

Mike appears as the village

blacksmith, Myrtle his sweet-

heart and High Hat Harold
again kidnaps her with Mike of

course going to the rescue. Con-
siderable cleverness has been
used m working out this cartoon

especially in the construction

and antics of the villain’s re-

markable steed made from a bar-

rel, folding hat racks and a fake

horse head. Altogether it is an
amusing cartoon and one of the

best of this series.—C. S. Sewell.

“The Great Lakes”
(Fox—900 Feet)

STARTING WITH Lake Su-
^ perior and continuing on to

Lake Ontario, the spectator is

taken along an interesting jour-

ney through the five Great
Lakes in this Fox Variety. He
is shown the beauty spots, the

big cities and the gigantic de-

vices that aid in handling the

immense shipping, such as a tilt-

ing arrangement that picks up a

railroad car and pumps its con-

tents into a ship.

—

C. S. Sewell.

“Transportation”
(Bray—One Reel)

nrHE WIDE VARIETY of

A means of transportation in

different countries and the con-

ditions which bring this about,

furnishes an interesting subject

for this Bray Screen magazine.

Of course there is the railroad

train, horse and auto, in general

use, and a score of others, in-

cluding elephants in India,

llamas in the Andes mountains,

dogs in the Arctic, water-buf-

faloes in the Philippines and
man-power in China where labor

is so cheap, and a variety of
ships.

—

C. S. Sewell-

“A Second-
Hand Excuse”

(Universal—Two Reels)

The title of this

issue of the Ex-
cuse Makers Se-

ries of Stern

Brothers com-
edies starr ing

Charles King, re-

fers to a second-
hand flivver in which he takes

his girl for a ride. The whole
family insists on coming along

arid Charlie has all sorts of trou

ble. Much of the material :
s of

a familiar sort dealing with the

balky flivver and collisions

which flatten the wheels, etc.

There is also a scene where,
minus his pants, he has to get

out and crank the car. There
are some good gags, but as a

whole it does not measure up to

the best of this series. Edna
Marian appears as the girl.

—

C.

S. Sewell.

“Open Spaces”
(Educational-Two Reels)

That delightful

little fellow "Big

Boy” goes camp-
ing w f t h the

others in the gang
in this picture and
has rather a hard

time of it as the

larger boys leave them out of

their games. He surprises them
with his ability to beat them at

fishing by using limburger

cheeses for bait which causes

the fish to leap out of the water.

He spears the fat boy while

cleaning up camp, is scared by
a wild animal that has gotten

loose and has other exciting ex-

periences but finds solace in a

little petting party with a rich

little girl. Elg Boy's woe« prove

thoroughly amusing and will

provide laughter for kiddies and

grown-ups.

—

C. S. SeweH.
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Live News from Coast to Coast
NOTES ABOUT WIDE-AWAKE EXHIBITORS AND EXCHANGE MEN FROM ALL POINTS

New York

Moving Picture World Bureau,
Albany, N . Y Nov. 18.

ALBANY’S film exchanges are giving

complete co-operation to the Hays or-

ganization in the present campaign against

fire. At every exchange last week, large

posters were displayed outlining the rules

and regulations governing fire prevention .n

film exchanges. A framed poster has also

been placed on the wall of the Albany Film

Eoard of Trade.

Exhibitors in northern New York will be

interested in a change made this week, by

which Simon Feld, who has been long asso-

ciated with First National as a salesman,

goes with the Pro-Dis-Co exchange. Boris

Sampson has also resigned as a salesman

for Metro -Goldwyn.

There were plenty of visitors, and like-

wise plenty of out-of-town salesmen who
made Albany their mecca last week. Harry
Dixon, Buffalo manager for F. B. O., was
here for a conference with Harry Weinberg;
Charles Henschel, assistant eastern district

sales manager for Pathe, was up from New
York; Tom Windbiel, who runs a theatre in

Amsterdam, was on a buying expedition; C.

A. Sawin, of Boston, district representative

for Pro-Dis-Co, was here in connection with
the drive, which also brought Charles John-
ston, of Buffalo; Earl Wright, of Boston, and
George Rosenbaum, of New Haven ; A. W.
Smith was up from New York with First
National, while Louis Schine and Pete Dana,
of Gloversville, stopped over on their way
back from New York.

The Pathe exchange in Albany has divided
the territory served into two blocks instead
of three, and has placed Amos Leonard in
charge of all northern and central territory.

Beacon
Barney and Murray Ginsberg have taken

over the theatre in Beacon, formerly oper-
ated by Irving Lesser. Tom Thornton,
owner of the Orpheum in Saugerties, is ne-
gotiating for t'he sale of his house.

Schenectady
Managers of the Farash Theatres in

Schenectady have had a hard time of it dur-
ing the past week. For instance, Frank
Breymaier, after suffering with a toothache
for three or four days, had three teeth
yanked out one afternoon, and took the
evening off. James Roach, general manager
of the circuit, fell and fractured his ankle,
but found some satisfaction in that he can-
celled a dental engagement on the following
day.

Schenectady news notes include the fact
that Vincent Genre has beeh made manager
of the Broadway, and W. Rudolph Wiley, of
AVilmington, has been secured as organist at
the Strand.

Chatham
Two new theatres are scheduled to open

in this section on December 15. Lew Fisch-
er’s house in Chatham has now reached
the stage so that Mr. Fischer is arranging
matters to open on that date. Over in
Schenectady, Morris Silverman’s house
which is a neighborhood one, will throw
open its doors on the same day.

Port Leyden
The Liberty Theatre in Port Leyden has

just been sold by John A. Castle to Arthur
Joslin, of Boonville.

WashingtonM*P*T*O*

Holds Fourth Annual
Convention

THE fourth annual convention of the Mo-
tion Picture Theatre Owners of Wash-

ington was scheduled for November 9-10.

However, the delegates decided it would be

possible by close application to business to

transact all business in one day, leaving the

out-of-town exhibitors the second day to

transact personal business on Film Row
Three trustees were elected for a three-

year term, suceeding the retiring one-year
trustees. The newly elected trustees were:
Walter McNeish, Tacoma; Ray Brombacher,
Spokane; Simon Danz, S'eattle.

Applications for membership were read
and accepted. They were: A. B. Miller, Seat-
tle; A. M. Forman', Malden; Helen I. Rams-
den. Friday Harbor; A. Clendenning, Ta-
coma; Mr. Brennan, Lake Burien ; Earl C.

See, Hoquiam; and John T. Spickett, of Ju-
neau, Alaska,

Twelve members were elected to serve in
details of three for each quarter of the forth-
coming year, on the Arbitration Board.
Eight alternates were chosen to relieve them
in case of their inability to attend. The ar-
bitrators are: Will Starkey, Spokane; George
Herpick, Seattle; E. W. Groesbeck, Enum-
claw and Buckley; Robert McKinnell, Ta-
coma; H. T. Moore, Tacoma; Douglas Kim-
berly, Tacoma; Joseph Bradt, Seattle; Simon
Danz, S'eattle ; E. C. Weskill, Colfax; LeRoy
Johnson, Seattle; A. Pratsch, Tacoma; Will-
iam Hartford, Seattle. The alternates:
Frank Edwards, Seattle; Jack Allender, Spo-
kane; William Code, Seattle; Mr. Berg, Ta-
coma; C. E. Swanson, Everett; W. F. Ar-
mour, Montesano; Ray Grombacher, Spo-
kane; Fred Walton, Bellingham.

Kanas City

,

Mo*

Moving Picture World Bureau,
Kansas City, Mo., Nov. 18..

A FOOTBALL game between exhibitors

and exchange representatives is the

latest proposal about which Kansas City’s

movie row is gossiping. Several prospective

contestants have secretly asserted that there

are several things other than football suprem-
acy they would like to settle on a gridiron,

providing, of course, they were permit-

ted to play opposite the right man.

C. E. "Doc” Cook, former business manr
ager of the M. P. T. O. Kansas-Missouri, has
accepted a position with the Pathe branch
in Kansas City. “Doc’s” new duties have
not yet been definitely outlined, but he prob-
ably has a wider -acquaintance among ex-
hibitors of Kansas and Missouri than any
man in the territory.

The management of the Isis and Madrid
Theatres, suburban houses of Kansas City
controlled by Capitol Enterprises, under the
supervision of Universal, has been changed,
A. S. Rittenberg, former manager of the
Liberty Theatre, first run Universal-leased
house of Kansas City, having been appointed
manager of the theatres, succeeding Jack,
Roth, former manager of the Isis.

The Gayety Theatre, Kansas City, which
for years has been a Columbia burlesque
house, will show pictures this winter, chang-
ing programs daily. The theatre will remain
undei Columbia control, the pictures being
booked through the Independent Film Cor-
poration.

Among the out-of-town exhibitors in the
Kansas City market this week were: Ens-
ley Barbour, Lander’s Orpheum, Springfield,
Mo., S'. E. Wil'hoit, Jefferson Theatre, Spring-
field, Mo.; Walter Wallace, Orpheum, Leaven-
worth, Kas.; C. M. Pattee, Pattee Theatre,
Lawrence, Kas. ; Ben Levy, Hippodrome,
Joplin, Mo.

H. L. Cass, First National salesman of theKansas City branch, was being congratulated
this week over the fact that he was named
as one of the twenty candidates for thek. u. Club, an honorary organization ofhirst National representatives who havemade good sales records. Tom Byerle as-sistant First National branch manager,’ lefttor Lexington, Mo., on a business trip Sat-urday, while Harry Taylor, Universal branchmanager, hurried out into the territory to
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Washington

Moving Picture World Bureau,
Seattle, Wash., Nov 9.

u'T'HE Country Store” appears doomed
A in Seattle and Washington, due to a

decision handed down by the State Supreme
Court at Olympia, last week. This decision

of five to four jurists sustained the Kings

County Court in its decision that Simon
Danz, owner of the Hollywood Theatre,

Seattle, and S. D. Maine, country store oper-

ator, were guilty of operating a lottery in

conducting this event at the Hollywood
Theatre. Danz and Maine will have to pay a

fine of $125 each. This case was used as

a test.

Ray Grombacher, president of Spokane
Theatres, Inc., announced in no uncertain
terms that he has not any intention of sell-
ing- out his interests in Spokane. Mr. Grom-
bacher was in Seattle last week. He. de-
clares the rumor sprang from the fact that
he recently sold his residence.

“Sunny Jim’’ Reilly, for the past year
Seattle manager for Universal in Seattle, has
been promoted to special feature representa-
tive for the entire coast from Denver west.

Aberdeen
R. E. Connell, former theatre owner of

Aberdeen, Wash., has opened the Liberty
Theatre on Wetmore avenue, a 500-seat
house.

Pennsylvania

Moving Picture World bureau,
Pittsburgh, Pa., Nov. 18.

P
ITTSBURGH theatres owned by the

Harry Davis Enterprises Company will

be taken over on December 1 by the Stanley

Company of America. The deal has just

been consummated in Pittsburgh and the

purchase price is in excess of $3,000,000. The
theatre which will change hands include the

Grand, the Davis, the Schenley, Ritz, Olym-
pic and Lyric.

A deal has just been closed in Pittsburgh
whereby the Columbia Film Service, Inc.,

James H. Alexander, manager, has purchased
the Supreme Photoplay Company, Pitts-
burgh’s oldest state right exchange. In-
cluded in the purchase is the franchise of
the Gotham Productions for this territory.

.Tack Withers, former Associated Exhibi-
tors manager here, and more recently man-
ager of the local branch of Tiffany Produc-
tions, Inc., has resigned to assume the posi-
tion of sales manager for the feature de-
partment at the local Pathe branch. No
successor is as yet named at Tiffany.

Recent visitors included: Sam Sax, presi-
dent of Gotham Productions: Earl Kramer,
eastern sales manager for Universal, and N.
Sharin, auditor from the Universal home of-
fice.

East Liberty
Manager F. P. McGovern, of the Alhambra

Theatre, East Liberty, is getting some valu-
able advertising gratis at the present time.A new restaurant is soon to open adjacent
to the tneatre, and the eating house is ad-
vertising with 300 window cards and 10,000
heralds, on each of which is printed “right
next door to the Alhambra Theatre.”

MOVING PICTURE WORLD

BONNIE LILLIAN GISH in the Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer production of “Annie

Laurie.”

San Francisco

T HE formal opening of the new Alham-
bra Theatre at Polk and Green streets,

San Francisco, took place on the evening

of November 5. The theatre is owned by
T. & D. Jr. Enterprises, Inc., which has a

chain of twenty-three houses, with affilia-

tions with three other circuits. Henry Nas-

ser, formerly of the Royal Theatre, and
one of the owners, is manager.

An interesting feature of the program pre-
sented recently at the Imperial Theatre was
the color picture^ “Mona Lisa,” made by
Eugene H. Roth, who for many years man-
aged the California and Portola Theatres
of this city.

Mike Zar, well known film salesman of San
Francisco, and who has also had wide ex-
perience in the management of moving pic-
ture theatres, has purchased an interest in
Progress Features and is now a full-fledged
partner of W. O. Edmunds.

Ned Marin, general sales manager for
First National, was a recent visitor at the
San Francisco branch, where a very suc-
cessful sales conference was held. He was
accompanied by Emil Jensen, personal rep-
resentative of Joseph Schenk. The two later
left for Portland, Ore., accompanied by dis-
trict manager L O. Lukan,

Eureka
B. B. Byard, of Eureka, was a recent visi-

tor and announced plans for the erection of
a 2,000 seat house. This exhibitor lives in
the “sticks” and is proud of it, Eureka be-
ing in the heart of the great redwood dis-
trict.

Exeter
E. V. Cook, of Exeter, was a recent visi-

tor on San Francisco’s film row and an-
nounced that the picking of oranges had
commenced. The crop ripens a couple of
months earlier here than in Southern Cal-
ifornia.

Berkeley
During the month of November at the

Saturday afternoon matinees of the Oaks
Theatre, Berkeley, an experiment in clean
Pictures is being made by the Rev. Laurance
L. Cross, pastor of the Northbrae Community
Church. The advertising of the initial mat-
inee was donated by interested organiza-
tions and about eight hundred children at-
tended.
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Montana

Moving Picture World Bureau

,

Butte, Mont., Nov. 17.

M ANAGER E. C. Shaffer, of the Colum-
bia exchange, is on the road most of

the time, but this week he is at his man-
agerial desk to attend a rush of business.

Dave Farquhar, manager of Warner
Brothers Salt Lake City exchange, is in
Butte for a few days looking after War-
ner interests. There is some talk of opening
an exchange for Warner Brothers in the
Mining City.

C. P. Scates, manager of the American
Theatre, who was recently sent here from
Seattle by the Northwest Theatres Corpora-
tion, has inaugurated a series of musical
programs to be given as a special attraction
every Saturday evening, in conjunction with
the regular movie programs.

C. J. Sevferson, the new local manager of
the Universal exchange since the promotion
of W. J. Heineman to the Salt Lake City ex-
change, has been out on the highline and
on his return made hurried visits to Living-
ston, Great Falls and Billings in the interest
of his “Jewels.” Manager Severson was for-
merly head salesman for Universal under
Mr. Heinaman. He is also an exhibitor,
owning the Liberty Theatre at Wolf Point
where Mrs. Severson has charge during his
absence.

W. J. Sullivan, who for the past several
years has been manager of the Rialto Thea-
tre, has been retained by North American
Theatres as head of the Rialto.

Manager W. M. Hughart of the local Pathe
exchange has been to Salt Lake City re-
cently to meet Sales Manager Frank Harris.
Since his return he has been holding a se-nes of conferences here for his salesmen.

Dave McElhinney, manager for the P. D.
( . exchange, has gone to northern Montana
in the interest of his company with the new
product.

Cleveland

Moving Picture World Bureau,
Cleveland, O ., Nov. 17.

p LEVELAND saw a unique film coinci-

dence this week. L. K. Sidney, manager
of the de luxe houses of the Loew circuit,

arrived in town to find his brother, Jack, on
the stage bill at the Allen. Together, the

two went out to the Park to see brother
George, who was featured on the screen in

“Millionaires.”

The Circle Theatre, an East End house,
operated by Martin Printz, has relinquished
Pantages vaudeville in conjunction with its
pictures, and is playing tabloid musical
comedies instead.

Weekly “Discovery Night” programs at
the State, amateur night with a new name,
have been found to be a big draw in Cleve-
land. and have been instituted in live <.f the
Loew houses, including the Liberty, Doan,
Park and Metropolitan, as well as tile State.
Bob Pank, of the main office of Loow’s Ohio
Theatres handles the bookings in conjunc-
tion with Thomas Carroll, manager of the
State.

The Heights Theatre, Euclid boulevard
and Coventry road, is the newest addition to
the Loew’s Ohio chain. The latter group has
acquired ownership and control of the thea-
tre from Louis Israel and M. Makoff, who
built tile house. Ed E. Ebel continues as
manager of the house, which has a seating
capacity of 1,000.
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Detroit Qets More Rimsky*B.
|

Illinois

Moving Picture World Bureau,
Chicago, 111., Nov. 19 .

I
N one of the largest life insurance deals

in Chicago this year, Balaban & Katz

have completed ararngements for a $750,000

policy on the life of Paul Ash, the Oriental

Theatre headliner.

Sam Katz, president of the Publix Thea-

tres, was in the city last week visiting- the

executive staff of the Balaban and Katz

circuit.

The Great States Theatre Circuit plans to

add a number of houses to their expanding-

chain of theatres in this territory, according

to word from their head offices.

Barney Brotman is adding to his theatre

chain and last week took over the Moline

Theatre from A. F. Shellbarger. This gives

the Brotman circuit six houses; others will

be added from time to time.

Eddie Rosecan has been named as gen-

eral manager of the Johnson circuit, head-
quarters at 845 South Wabash avenue, and
Earl Johnson, the head of the chain, will de-

vote more of his time to his big theatre on

the west side.

A. J. Meininger, known as “Happy,” for-

merly wit'h the Ascher circuit here and late-

ly with the Fisher circuit in Wisconsin, is

now manager of the LaSalle Theatre at La-
Salle, 111., where his many friends in the
trade hope he will be successful in ms usual
way.

Ben Beadell, well known to Film Row, has
been named as manager of the Pearl and Al-
cyon Theatres at Highland Park, 111., noth
houses belonging to the Louis Laemmle cir-
cuit. Lou Weil has returned to the man-
agement of t'he Bryn Mawr Theatre of the
Gumbiner circuit.

All Kansas Wanted to

Get In on the Free Ad
Kansas City, Mo., Nov. 18.—After

several months of “thinking it over,”

the Kansas State Censor Board has

taken the slogan tag “Kansas Grows

the Best Wheat in the World” from

films they have censored for Kansas.

Requests had been pouring in from

other industries besides the wheat

growers, asking for the same fine, free

space on the film for advertising and

boosting their own projects. They
could not all be accomodated, accord-

ing to Miss Emma Viets, state Cen-

sor, and so the wheat was stacked

away and a sunflower was substituted.

The sunflower is the state flower and

as sunflower growing is non-competi-

tive it has been adopted for use in

the future.

Ohio

Moving Picture World Bureau,
Cincinnati, O., Nov. 17 .

,-p-vHE two outstanding events in central

1 Ohio during the past week were the M. P.

T. O. Ohio convention held at Columbus, and

the formal opening of the new Keith-Albee

Theatre, the Palace, in that city, both oc-

curing at the same time. The Palace, which

represents a total expenditure of $3,000,000

and has a seating capacity of 4,000, is said

to be the final word in construction, comfort

and convenience.

Moline
The Sussman and Lamm circuit have ap-

pointed H. L. Whelpley as manager ol their
Moline Theatre.

Denver

Moving Picture World Bureau,
Denver, Col., Nov. 17 .

T HE Alladin, Denver’s newest and most
beautiful first run theatre, opened its

doors to the public last week. Modeled after

the Taj Mahal Temple of Agra, India, it has
decorations and novelties in keeping with
the atmosphere of the Orient. The capacity
is 1,200 seats. The manager of the new
house is Harry E. Huffman, president of the
M. P. T. O. of Colorado.

Buddy Hooten, manager of Universal’s first
run here, the America, is creating unusual
interest among theatre goers in the publica-
tion of what he has named ‘‘The Rocky
Mountain Canary.” The paper is cleverly ar-
ranged, has good, pure reading matter, and
has a real circultion.

Salida

Frank R. Kelly of Salida, Colo., owner and
manager of the Empress Theatre, was re-
elected to the Colorado State Senate by the
voters of 'his district. Mr. Kelly has served
several terms as state senator and is a
recognized leader in this branch of the state
legislature.

Cincinnati film and trade circles are ex-
tending congratulations to J. A. Ackerman,
who was re-elected vice-president of the
M. P. T. O., Ohio, at the Columbus conven-
tion last week. Ackerman is the right man
in the right place, and there’s no maybe
about it.

The Lyric Theatre, Cincinnati, is holding
‘‘Stella Dallas” over for a third week. Gen-
eral Manager Libson reports a phenomenal
business wit'h the picture.

Minnesota

Moving Picture World Bureau,
Minneapolis, Minn., Nov. 18 .

Granite falls, minn., has at last

triumphed over the blue law element and
has passed an amendment permitting motion

pictures to be shown on Sunday, after three

previous attempts to permit Sunday shows
had been defeated at the polls.

Joseph Flaa, manager of the Revillo au-
ditorium at Revillo, S. D., was elected to
the Couth Dakota state legislature.

Baudette
Fire destroyed the Grand Theatre at Bau-

dette, Minn., last week. It was owned by
A I Peterson of International Falls, Minn.
The theatre was a total loss.

Fertile
A. W. Hyland has opened a new theatre

at Fertile, Minn.

& K. Concerts
Moving Picture World Bureau,

Detroit, Mich., Nov. 18 .

T HE Kunsky-Balaban and Katz interests

will inaugurate their sixth season of

symphonic concerts next week, but instead

of giving them at Sunday noon, as in the

past, they will be offered each Tuesday at

5 :30 P. M. Eduard Werner, conductor of

the Michigan Theatre Orchestra, will con-

tinue to direct the concerts, with musicians

picked from the five Kunsky-Balaban and

Katz theatres and numbering about 90. These

concerts have been instrumental in building

business during the Capitol’s weakest box
office hours.

After more than two months in which no
picture remained longer than one week
downtown, the Adams and Madison Thea-
tres hit upon productions which seem to be
“in” for runs. They are “We’re in the Navy
Now” and “The Temptress.”

Pontiac
A. J. Kleist is erecting a theatre to be

known as the Eagle in Pontiac. It will
seat 1,400 and will be ready for an opening
early in the Spring of next year. All seats
will be on one floor, with offices upstairs.
The building is to be ten stories high and
represents an investment of more than half
a million dollars. The Eagle will give Mr.
Kleist five theatres in Pontiac.

Old timers in the Detroit film trade are
planning a .celebration some time during
the winter which will bring together in De-
troit all t'he veterans of the trade who have
held posts in the city. The affair is taking
on an official aspect and just as soon as the
date is determined, entertainment features
will get under way.

Two Michigan theatre owners have already
struck out for California to spend the win-
ter. They are Hunter Robbins, of Robin-
hood Theatre at Grand Haven and P. S.
Schram of Kalamazoo. They will return in
the Spring.

Canada

Moving Picture World Bureau

,

Ottawa, Can., Nov. 18 .

]y
- ANAGER RAY TUBMAN of the Re-

IV I gent Theatre, Ottawa, published an
edition of his famous newspaper, the Re-
gent News, on Saturday, November 13, which
contained reports of the three major foot-

ball games at Ottawa, Toronto and Kingston
during the afternoon. Copies of the thea-

tre’s four-page newspaper were distributed

among patrons of the Regent during the

evening and were also used as inserts in

the daily newspapers sold by newsboys in

the vicinity of the theatre. The edition also

contained Regent announcements regarding
coming attractions. The current attraction

was “The Four Horsemen of the Apoca-
lypse.”

Kingston
Manager E. O. Smithers of the Capitol

Theatre, Kingston, Ontario, took advantage
of the football boom locally to invite the
three teams of Queen’s University, King-
ston, to a performance of “The Quarter-
back.” About 75 players of the college at-
tended in a body and, during an exciting
sequence of the film story, the theatre re-
sounded with the Queen’s University yell
for Richard Dix. Manager Smithers declared
that it was the first time that his theatre
had been turned into a football stadium.
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Posts Entire Staff on Coming Features

To Realize Full Personal Exploitation

Free Telegrams to

Endorse Fig Leaves

R ECENTLY H. M. Addison, of the Binghamton Theatres Company read
in Moving Picture World a reference to the fact that many employees
did not know much about coming attractions. He did a little investi-

gating and was surprised to find how little his staff knew of coming features.

Some of them did not even know what stars would appear.
The company controls several theatres in

Binghamton, N. Y., and Mr. Addison
promptly proceeded to remedy the condi-

tion by issuing a bulletin to all employees.

By all employees he does not merely mean
the Ushers and the cashier. The sheet goes

to the musicians and stage hands, in fact’

everyone connected with any of the theatres,

so that all may know about the attractions

at all the houses, and not merely his own
connection.

Mr. Addison writes that it is already

bringing results. We give a couple of sam-
ples, though his bulletin is issued for an en-

tire month.

Nov. 1-2-3—“SUNNY SIDE UP”
Adapted from the novel “Sunny Ducrow.”

A comedy drama of a girl who wins out

through her
.
sunny disposition. With Vera

Reynolds, Zasu Pitts, and Ethel Clayton.

Nov. 4-5-6—“YOU NEVER KNOW
WOMEN”

A Paramount picture starring Florence

Vidor with Clive Brook and Lowell Sher-

man. A romantic drama revolving around

a Russian actress.

With this bulletin he sent out a second

sheet that might be useful to you. We give

it entire.

A LITTLE COMMON SENSE!
Our theatres are operated for the benefit

and convenience of our patrons. Without
patrons there would be no theatre. These
are sigiple facts easily understood. So then
it behooves every man and woman employed
here to remember this always, and to treat

all patrons with courtesy and careful con-
sideration. Any member of our force who
lacks the intelligence to interpret the feel-

ing of good will that this theatre holds to-

wards its patrons cannot stay here very
long.
New customers are just as valuable to us

as old customers. Remember that: For each
new customer is an old customer in the
making. See that you do your part to make
him want to come back here, with his family
and his friends. Impress upon him the fine

good-fellowship of the place: the “No-trou-
ble-to-help-you” spirit. Never be perky,
pungent or fresh. The patrons pay your sal-

ary as well as mine. He is your immediate
benefactor.
Have everyone feel that for his money wc

want to give him more sincere attention
than he ever received at any theatre.
The employee who helps to follow these

rules is never out of a job, nor does he es-

cape the eye of the boss. Each member of
our force is valuable to us only in proportion
to his ability to serve his patrons.
Snap judgment of men ofttimes are faulty.

A man may wear a red necktie, a green
vest and tan shoes, and still be a gentle-
man. The unpretentious man with the soft

voice may possess the wealth of Croesus.
The stranger in, cowhide boots, broadrim
and rusty black hat, may be president of a

railroad or a senator from over the ridge.

You canot afford to be superior or sullen

with any patron of this theatre. I said so!

It is the business of a good theatre to

cater to the public. It is the avowed busi-
ness of the Binghamton Theatre to please
the public more than any other theatre in
the world.
A theatre has just one thing to sell—that

pne thing is amusement. The theatre that
sells poor amusement is a poor theatre; the
theatre that sells good amusement is a
good theatre. It is the object of the Bing-
hamton Theatre to sell its patrons the very
best of amusement in the world.

BINGHAMTON THEATRE CO., INC.

His South Sea Lobby
Qot Into the Papers

Howard Amos put up such an enticing

South Sea Beach for Alorna at the Rex
theatre, Sumter, S. C., that the newspaper
gave him an elaborate write-up, which
helped business not a little.

A wagon load of sea sand, with a few
rocks made the lobby floor over and a load

of Spanish moss carried the idea up the

walls and over the ceiling. A moon, made
from a tin tub covered with blue tissue was
more effective than it sounds and a dancing

cutout from the 24-sheet gave the final

touch.

A novel shadow box was made by build-

ing the sand up around a shallow box over

which was stretched a one sheet, made
transparent, and lighted from below. A
very effective box for general display could

be made along the same lines. If the back
is several inches higher than the front, it

can be seen more readily.

Harold Cunningham, of the Strand thea-

tre, Lowell, Mass., effected a fine hook-up
with the Western Union on his showing of

Fig Leaves.

A uniformed messenger distributed blanks

to patrons as they entered and the screen
announced that patrons who .enjoyed the

picture so much that they wanted their

friends to see it were at liberty to fill in the

blanks and turn them in at the box office.

Most of these messages were purely local,

involving only delivery, and most of the

remainder were to nearby towns, so the ex-

pense was not great. The W. U. figured to

get a profit through encouraging the use of

the wire for local messages.
A perambulating truck was loaded with

apple boughs and the explanation that these

were not fig leaves, but that there were
plenty of fig leaves at the Strand.

The largest food store made a tremendous
drive on canned fig pudding, these tins be-

ing provided with special wrappers, hooking
in to the show. Two dry goods stores

showed gown displays and a beauty shop
gave free matinee tickets to all patrons who
took an Olive Borden Bob.

Business, very naturally, was well above
the average.

Saw Three Bad Men
Each month the Omaha News gives a

birthday party to all children born during

that month, and there is considerable com-
petition for the privilege of entertaining

these parties because of the exploitation

given the newspaper to the selected attrac-

tion.

R. D. Goldberg captured the September
party with Three Bad Men and showed the

picture to a capacity mofning matinee.

A NEAT TENT EFFECT FOR A POLITE LOBBY
Planned by the Regent Theatre, Harrisburg, for Bigger Than Barnum’s. The
tent lobby and the street parade seem to be standard stunts for this F. B. O.

Circus release, starting with the premiere at the Colony.
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Blacksmith in Lobby Helped Sell Men of Steel

Seventeen Production Hints from Edward L. Hyman
' Managing Director, Mark Strand Theatre, Brooklyn

With characteristic enterprise J. M.
Blanchard, of the Strand Theatre,

Sunbury, Pa., got out a six-page extra

to celebrate the seventeenth anniver-

sary of that theatre.

When the Strand was a two-year-

old and this department was toddling

through its first year, Mr. Blanchard

was one of the most regular and val-

ued contributors to these pages. We
have not heard from him so often of

late, but he is a welcome caller now
and then.

Mr. Blanchard is as much a part of

Sunbury as the Fire Department or

the police force and he has made the

Strand an institution. Some years ago

he sold into the Commerford Circuit,

but he remained resident manager and

the house lost none of its individuality.

Here’s wishing Mr. Blanchard and
the Strand equal good fortune for the

next seventeen years.

Another Net Banner
Recently it was shown how a tennis net

was used as the foundation for a lobby

display.

Now comes the Liberty theatre, Terre

Haute, Ind., with a tennis net for a cross-

street banner, the lettering being cut from

a 24-sheet on Battling Butler.

Municipal permission was necessary to

string the net, but, but this was readily

gained, and the display was very effective.

It backed up displays in two sporting

goods stores, several soda fountains and a

magazine insert.

As ‘incidents of timely interest have been

a feature of this theatre since its inception,

an Armistice Overture was included in the

program which started

Nov. 6, during which

week Armistice oc-

curred. The photoplay

attraction was Corinne

Griffith in “Syncopating

Sue,” a First National

picture, which took up
1 hour and 11 minutes

of the full running time

of the show, which was
1 hour and 54 minutes.

Besides the special overture there were two

other incidents on the stage, the three pre-

sentations requiring 32 minutes altogether.

Rounding out the show was the usual Mark
Strand Topical Review, included in which

were the fire scenes at the Charlie Chaplin

studio. The review took up 11 minutes.

The first presentation of each deluxe per-

formance of the day was the Armistice Ov-

erture, which was especially arranged by

Mayhew L. Lake, this orchestral work is an

allegorical fantasie depicting the departure

of our soldiers abroad, while in the trenches,

and their return to this country. During

the playing of this number explanatory titles

were thrown on the screen and with the

concluding measures the draw curtains

opened disclosing in a circle the picture of

Victory and on each side of which was a

soldier and a sailor. The black curtain in

which was this circle was then raised show-

riow about those Christmas Ticket books'

Started to sell yet

?

ing twenty-five soldiers, marines and sailors

standing at attention before a huge American
flag which served as the background of tjie

setting. The draw-curtains were closed over

the scene with the last note of the overture,

which took 8 minutes in the presentation.

Red, white and blue lights were the key-

note of the lighting effects.

The second incident were Joseph and An-
tiseri, billed as the Royal Guitarists and who
did their work on the apron of the orchestra

stage. This pair in tuxedos played the guitar

for 6 minutes, their routine including both
the popular numbers and the classics.

Following the Topical Review and the

Chaplin fire scenes came a new edition of

the Mark Strand Frolic, running 18 minutes
and offering the following : “The Call of

the Sixties,” introduced Dave Claudius and
Lillian Scarlet in front of a silk drop on
which was thrown verses of well-known
songs of the Sixties as the duo played the

accompaniment on banjos. They also played

for a dance by the Mark Strand Ballet Corps,
closing the first episode; “My Lady of the

Slipper” introducing Fay Adler and Ted
Bradford in acrobatic dances, the young lady
making her entrance from a huge silver slip-

per which was placed center stage, the back-
ing being a black cyclorama ; “Orientale,”

opening with “Song of India” sung by Cic-

colini, tenor, “in one” before the draw cur-

tains of the small production stage and fol-

lowing by a dance “Orientale” featuring
Glenn Ellyn and closing with a whirlwind
dance toy the ballet corps.

Meet the “Rib Tickler.” This is nothing

more than a thin strip of wood about an
inch wide and a foot long, stained some
bright color. You are supposed to run it

over your slats to get a laugh.

It was invened by Theo. P. Davis, of the

Best theatre, Parsons, Kans., and the copy
used by Mr. Davis read : “This is a rib tick-

ler. You won’t need it if you see The
Cohens and Kellys, the screamingest com-
edy made in years. At the Best theatre.”

These were placed in parked cars for two
days before the showing.

Try it on your next big comedy and see

how well its works.

Qood Copy
Interviews with old settlers who can re-

member when the Western bad man was in

his prime are giving certain sections fine

copy on Three Bad Men.
In Sioux City, for example, a Fox ex-

ploitation man worked with Earl Skabdahl,

of the Royal Theatre, to get interviews with
old-timers in the local paper, supplying pen
and ink sketches to go with the stories writ-

ten by a staff man, and he wound up with a

special showing to entertain the members of

the Pioneer Club, to which only men over

75 years of age are eligible.

It ran the business up.

THIS MAN OF STEEL SOLD MILTON SILLS IN CLEVELAND
M. A. Malaney put a blacksmith into the lobby of Loew’s State, Cleveland,
with an anvil and hammer connected to a sparker that did away with the

necessity for a forge. It held the crowd until they bought tickets.

Rib Ticklers
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Gave Accessory Cap to Uniformed Attendants

Offered a Suit for

the Best Ship Model
Several good stunts were worked by Man-

ager Carpenter, of the Madison theatre, De-

troit, on Mare Nostrum, but the most at-

tractive was a contest’ in model ship build-

ing.

Browning, King & Co. devoted a window
to the display and offered a $25 suit for the

best model submitted, with a ticket to each

entrant. As ship models are a juvenile fad

at present, there was no lack of interesting

entries, and parents and friends were inter-

ested in the picture through the contest.

Novelty Caps Used

as A Semi Uniform
Most managers who use novelty caps to

put over a picture merely hand them out

to the small boys and let them do the rest.

Rodney Bush, of the Galax theatre, Bir-

mingham, Ala., made a more thoughtful use

of his supply on The Cat’s Pajamas. He
made them a semi-uniform.

A SHIP MODEL CONTEST HELPED MARE NOSTRUM IN DETROIT
A prominent girl offered $25 for the best model and a free ticket to the Madi-
son Theatre to all entrants. As ship models are a juvenile craze right now,

there were plenty of entries and a wealth of interest. •

A supply of 300 was distributed to boys

selling peanuts and pop in the ball Held,

news carriers, drug store and soda bar at-

tendants and similar lines. The caps were

printed with the title on the front and the

house and date on the rear elevation

This gave a better ordered appeal than

their promiscuous wearing, particularly as

the four leading drug stores were lined up,

their soda clerks and table boys adding the

cap to their white jacket uniforms.

The lobby novelty was a caricature cat

dressed in a suit of pajamas loud en nigh to

abolish sleep. People thought The Cat’s

Pajamas must be funny when they saw the

pajamas.

Scanlon Tells How to

Make the Magic Light
John H. Scanlon, of the Alhambra thea-

tre, Torrington, Ct., writes that they have
had the lobby all dolled up and that here-

after most of the stunt work will be pulled

away from the house In other words, he

will use the store windows for his lobby dis-

plays.

For Men of Steel he used a familiar de-

vice, but he sends in a drawing that gives

a clear description. With this diagram you
can make one yourself.

The effect shows a light burning brightly

at the top of a sheet of plate glass, appar-
ently drawing current from a pair of mag-

A FINE WINDOW STUNT FOR MEN OF STEEL FROM SCANLON
The idea is not new, but Mr. Scanlon’s sketch gives you the work details. The
dotted lines show the course of the fine wire, which is shellacked to the

quarter-inch plate of glass. It makes real interest.

nets suspended just above the bared ends of

insulated wires. The glass is supported at

the bottom by two blocks of wood.
In reality the current is supplied from a

light socket run under the drapery covering

the floor of the window. The right hand
block is drilled and two No. 36 wires come
up through the fabric and into the block.

These wires are shellacked to the glass so

closely that they are invisible, though in

some instances tinfoil has been used to cover

the wire. Mr. Scanlon writes that the bare
wire is just as good. The trick lies in get-

ting the wire to lie flat, and a drop of shel-

lack on the finger tip is the best way to get

the wire around the corners of the glass.

A ticket was offered to everyone who
could tell how it was done, and out of more
than 300 answers only 25 were even reason-
ably correct. Most persons figured that the

current came through the magnets.
It is not to be assumed that only 300 per-

sons were interested. The display had them
lined up all day, but 300 took the trouble to

enter the store and record their ideas. The
rest just “gave it up.”

The glass was lettered for Men of Steel,

but that detail has been omitted in the
sketch.

Original Mantrap
E. R. Rogers, of the Tivoli theatre, Chat-

tanooga, used apple cutouts lettered to
“Adam, from Eve,” on the face and back
printed with text for the play and the an-
nouncement that this was the original Man-
trap.

He also revived the book perambulator,
getting much attention, and capitalized the
outdoor locales with a display of camping
goods in a sporting goods store window.
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Cropping Full Length Figures Saves Half a Page

Misdirected Qlance

Carries Eye Outside
We don’t know whether H. G. Ols/on

placed this cut in the display for the Jeffris

Theatre, Janesville, Wis., or whether it is

plan book, but the face is turned the wrong
way. It is not good practice to have a por-

trait looking away from the type, and when
a cut is placed like this it is apt to carry

the glance over to the next advertisement

instead of directing the attention to the ad-

vertisement it is supposed to be working

for.

LOOKING AWAY
This looks as though it were part of a

plan book cut, but if we had a cut like this,

we would use the caw to get Norma to

look at her own announcement. Apart from
this, the layout is good, and there is a nice

balance between the top lines and the eight

point talk below. This space is not up to the
Olson standard. He does better when he
places less dependence on the supplied cuts.

Ruffner Plays Fight

With a Nice Display
Ralph Ruffner, of the Capitol Theatre,

Vancouver, B. C., writes that he is sending
in his little better than a half page on the
Dempsey-Tunney fight just to make man-
agers in the States envious, for Ruff can play
the picture without interference, though
the actual fight may not be seen here out-
side the State in which the battle was
fought. Ruff writes that at the regular ad-
mission of 55 cents, he played the attrac-
tion to ir.oro money than he ever took in

at any price.

But it took some nice figuring to get this

just right. This looks like a simple and
natural layout, but Ruff had a lot of figur-
ing to do. He knew that the big smash
was the fight. This had to be played to
the limit, and yet he had two other good
sales features, and he did not want to lose
either.

He solved this problem by pulling in his

checkered border to make two ears, which

held his musical attraction and Norma
Shearer well apart from the fighters, and
yet held all three together with the *top

line. Norma Shearer is a good seller for

the Capitol, and he was not going to let

even a heavyweight champion knock her

out. His musical offering also has sales

value to a class of persons who are not

interested in the fighting, and they, too, had
to be sold apart from the scrap.

And to top it all, the cuts supplied gave
him 15-inch figures of Dempsey and Tun-
ney, which seemed to call for a full page
space. And yet a full page would have
sold no more seats than a half, so the cuts

were sawed, to give half length figures that

were just as good from a sales angle.

The net result was that Ruff’s big busi-

ness was materially contributed to by pa-

trons who came from below the Canadian
border, even from Seattle.

The sales copy is characteristic; not as

jazzy as Ruff would have written for the

States, but still interesting and readable.

It’s not often that we get a sample from
Ruff these days, but he is still clicking

seven days a week.

Maximum of Type in

This Boston Display
While most Boston managers seem to

regard all hand lettering as more or less

essential, the Fenway does nicely with a

maximum of type, as shown in this 50x2,

rather a small space in which to display

two attractions, yet reasonably large for

Boston.

The second title, The Great Deception car-

ries a cut of the submarine that clouds the

title without yielding a compensating value

in scene action. At first glance it looks

more like a broom than the coming tower

of a submarine, but Colleen Moore in It

Must Be Love comes through very nicely,

and apparently she was elected to do the

selling.

This seems to have been set in larger

measure and then reduced in cut form, for

the line just below the stars in The Great
Deception is only about three points high,

and they do not make type that small. Ap-

GOOD FOR BOSTON

parently the design was made four column
width and then reduced, and this is both
better and cheaper than using hand letter-

ing, if you use not smaller than eight point.

The printer can supply the type lines to be
pasted on the sheet and a neater job will’

result than where the lettering is all pen
work.

Crowded Drawings

Lack Real Punch
Probably in Nova Scotia the theatres are

glad to get what help they can, but we do
not particularly like this set of triangular

sketches on Sporting Life used by the Cas-
ino theatre, Halifax. The management has

F|>J BflSga i"n 0

GIANT TRIPLE -FEATURE BILL HERE MONDAY
Om it 3:33-7 SO 10:10

CALVIN WINTER

M CAPITOLI AN S ”
UrgMt SUffo Orcheitrs on th# PlcUlc Oout

"CRASHING HOME

"

AN
UNPRECEDENTED

OFFERING!

OFFICIAL
EXCLUSIVE

MOTION PICTURES

NORMA SHEARER
“The Waning Sex” conrSUc^l

WUKLO b HEAVYWEIGHT CHAMPIONSHIP
10 ROUNDS -EVERY BLOW IN DETAIL

—PHOTOGRAPHED RINGSIDE

ADMISSION. 55c

HOW THE LATE RALPH RUFFNER HANDLED THE BIG FIGHT
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Three Bad Men Is a Very Useful Display Title

laid out a fairly good display, but there is

no strong punch to action sketches too small

to get over easily. One good smash cut

would have been better than these three

triangles.

The space is about a two sevens and these

triangles have inch and one half sides, which

is too small for the proper depiction of ac-

tion. The race scene at the bottom is better

done, but this could not be cropped out and

used alone since the peak of the lower tri-

angle cuts into the last horse. Had it been
possible, it would have been better prac-

tice to have routed the triangles, but the

cut is so designed that it must be used in

its entirety or not at all.

TOO UNIMPRESSIVE
Most art departments now realize that

managers may want to reshape a cut and
provide a design that may be taken apart

and used in sections, but this is an excep-

tion to the rule.

The Casino has done well with the ma-
terial at hand, but it did not have much to

start with.

Three Bad Men Is

Very Useful Title
Probably the Fox production staff selected

Three Bad Men as a title because it fitted

the play and sounded attractive, but they

could not have done better had their sole

idea been to gain a good title to advertise.

With six letter and one figure, it’s almost

impossible to sink the title. Here is how
the Regent Theatre, Elmira, N. Y., turned

the trick in a space about five and half by
two.

With- the title so well displayed and evi-

dently getting interest, no great amount of

selling talk seems to be required, so here

it is kept to a minimum. The cast is told

above and below is the simple appeal of

contrast with The Covered Wagon.
This probably worked as well as larger

spaces in a town where large spaces are

not generally used. This is a very good
example of straight type work with no
particular attempt at display. It might be
noted that 'the top lines are practically as

SEE
j

GEORGE O’BRIEN

OLIVE BORDEN
And Supporting Cast of

25,000
Including J. Ferrell MacDonald, Tom Santschl,

Frank Campcnu in the Greatest of All Wes.cm Dramas

AT THE

REGENT
TODAY AND ALL THIS WEEK

YOU'VE SEEN "THE COVERED WAGON" AND
THE IRON HORSE, NOW SEE THE GREAT-

THE USEFUL TITLE
well displayed as thou'gh there -were White

space between the numerals and the title

because the two lines between are so light

as not to detract. They would be even less

in the way were they in Roman instead of

full face.

Toronto Produces

Nice Pirate Space
Using a four-sevens, the Regent Theatre,

Toronto, gets out a nice space for Fair-

banks in The Black Pirate, using 28 inches

in the fourth week of its run.

Toronto
Surrenders /

But It Can’t
Stay Always "Songs

of the
Sea’

Douglas Fairbanks
'

TheBlack Pirate
A TORONTO PIRATE AD

The six point italic below the top line

tells that the picture is still going strong,

but points out that other big pictures are

to be shown and urges the reader to see it

before it is withdrawn.
This is about the best angle for a run.

In the fourth week the selling talk has been

about exhausted, and all that remains is to

“see it” and “see it again.”

The space differs from most displays in

that it cites the London approval rather

than the New York success.

Plenty of Cut Used
to Splash Bad Men

Feeling that it had something worth the

cost, the New Theatre, Baltimore, went be-

yond its usual space for Three E-ad Men
and took 150 lines over four, which is nearly

an eleven inch drop, but it got something
worthwhile for the money.

• • • •••••••

A THREE SHEET VALUE
Like so many Fox cuts, there is far too

much detail in the drawing to give real

strength, but it makes a nice showing here

and the presswork did not smear up the

close lines.

There are two good selling banks, and

in every way the New conveyed the idea of

bigness. It has done better with this title

than any other theatre to date; and there

has been some very good work shown on

this big picture. In layout, typography and

cut work this makes a fine smash.

Shire Made Drive

to Sell Tin Qods
Charles F. Shire, of the Lincoln theatre.

Lincoln, Neb., made a special drive on Tin

Gods and used it to put over the house for

the season, since the picture was the first

big September opening.

He sent out a crew of three men to cover

37 feeded towns, one of the men doing the

posting, while a second did the tacking and

the third put heralds into the houses and

negotiated for a mailing list from the local

postmaster. This campaign was not only

on Tin Gods but for Paramount Week and

institutional advertising for the season.

Eleven county newspapers, published by

the same press, carried a full-page mat on

the Meighan picture, and 500 radiator cards

were distributed to Ford owners, most of

whom kept them on their cars.

As it was the “rush” season at the State

University, Mr. Shire sent letters to the

presidents of all fraternities suggesting the

Lincoln as the best place at which to enter-

tain prospective candidates and offering to

reserve special blocks of seats as might be

required.



“The Eagle of the Sea”
Frank Lloyd Makes a Gorgeous Presentation of
a Story of Pirates, Love and Politics in 1818

Reviewed by Epes W. Sargent
Adolph Zukor and Jesse L. Lasky present

A Frank Lloyd Production,
“The Eagle of the Sea,”

with Florence Vidor and Ricardo Cortez.
Adapted from novel, “Captain Sazarac,” by

Charles Tenney Jackson.
CAST:

Louise Lestrom Florence Vidor
Capt. Sazarac Ricardo Cortez
Col. Lestron Sam DeGrasse
John Jarvis Andre Beranger
Crackley Mitchell Lewis
Beluche Guy Oliver
Gen. Jackson George Irving
Dominique James Marcus
Don Robledo Ervin Renard
Bohan Charles E. Anderson

Length—7,250 Feet

Under a guise of plot to rescue Napoleon
from St. Helena, Spanish diplomats seek to
embroil England and the United States. Jean
LaFitte, the pirate, denounces their disloy-
alty and enlightens Louise Lestron, who has
given her fortune to the cause. When she
is abducted he turns pirate again and res-
cues her. Colorful, spectacular drama.

T EAN LAFITTE, the Robin Hood of pi-
*' racy, comes into his own in the screen
version of Charles Tenney Jackson’s “Captain
Sazerac,” known on the, screen as “The
Eagle of the Sea.”

Lafitte, gentleman buccaneer, has been a
favorite figure in fiction and on the stage.
Now Frank Lloyd has used the Jackson story
in an effort to find a successor to “The Sea
Hawk.” He has spared neither money, time
nor patience in the reincarnation of the New
Orleans of 1818, and he has assembled a

wonderful cast, but he has not quite achieved
his former standard, largely because the
story does not make for centralized inter-

est nor for dramatic suspense. There is ac-
tion aplenty, vivid sea fights and adventure
by land, but the scenario has been devel-

oped to give two minor characters a great-
er share of the interest than is beneficial

to the main figure, and the dramatic tension

is broken.

Visually the picture is splendidly done. The
street and levee scenes bring back a vision

of what New Orleans was in the old Creole
days. The sea battles are staged with all

the force of the fights in the earlier picture,

but the character of Sazerac, which is the

name assumed by Lafitte in his excursions
into society, is not sufficiently strong to

counteract the greater appeal of the husky

villain of Mitchell Lewis, and the story value
falls.

Ricardo Cortez, as Sazerac, is by no means
colorless, but the role is played with too
great restraint. It is a finely drawn charac-
ter but it lacks the swashbuckling dash that

should dominate the leading role. By far

the greater credit goes to Lewis and to

Andre Beranger, as a crack-brained follower

of Lafitte. Here the line is finely drawn be-
tween eccentricity and absurdity; a quantity
contributed by the player rather than the
scenarist. Florence Vidor suffers both from
a thankless role and unbecoming costumes.
She is at her best in modern dress. As Louise
she does not materially advance her reputa-

tion.

It is as a spectacle rather than a story

that “The Eagle of the Sea” will appeal.

The charming sets and spirited scenes at

sea should give visual satisfaction, and the

picture ranks above the program class, though
it does not attain the mark aimed at.

“Upstage”
Monta Bell Film Starring Norma Shearer Is

Unusually Fine Story of Vaudeville Stage

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer picture starring

Norma Shearer, which is being offered as a

Monta Bell production based on an original

story by Walter DeLeon, a popular author

who writes largely of this phase of stage

life.

As is quite generally known in the parlance

of the theatre “upstage” is synonymous with

getting a “swelled head” and this is a story

of a small town girl who looking for a job

as a stenographer by chance is selected by a

dancer as his partner. She makes good on
her swell appearance, gets very much up-

stage, goes with another act, flops and lands

in a chorus. She learns her lesson, and when
a tragedy holds up a knife-throwing act she

goes on in the other woman’s place, proves

that she is a real trouper and decides to stick

for life with her former partner.

In the hands of Miss Shearer, Monta Bell

and a capable supporting cast, Mr. DeLeon’s

simple little story emerges as a picture that

offers unusually satisfying audience enter-

tainment, ranking quite a bit above the usual

program offering.

Although certain permissible liberties have

Reviewed by C. S. Sewell

been taken for dramatic effect, those respon-

sible for this production certainly know their

Broadway and vaudeville and the back-stage

scenes which comprise a large percentage of

the footage, as well as the general atmo-
sphere of “the proffession” is exceptionally

convincing and well done.

There is a lot of real human interest in

this story and especially in the climax which

is entirely an emotional one there is such

intense drama and sincerity that it gets down
under your skin and tugs at the heart. We
don’t recall having seen a more finely

handled, better acted or more effective situ-

ation that where Miss Shearer doubles for

the dead child’s mother, goes on and allows

the stricken father to throw battle axes that

encircle her body. The suspense here is

tremendous and there is a whale of a punch
when instead of the familiar hokum of hav-

ing the act finish OK, Norma falls in a faint

as the last ax is thrown and lands just where
her head would have been, and there will

be a catch at the throat of those of the stage

when the old actor says “My God, what a

trouper.” So finely handled is this scene

that you can just feel Miss Shearer’s game-
ness. It certainly lives up to the idealistic

slogan that regardless of everything “the

show must go on.”

In contrast to the tremendous drama of

the climax is the comedy of the earlier scenes
in the vaudeville office, much of which lies

in the witty slangy titles of the manager
finely protrayed by Tenen Holtz.

Oscar Shaw, a real vaudevillian and musi-
cal comedy performer, gives a good perform-
ance opposite Miss Shearer, while Dorothy
Philips and J. Frank Glendon, both of whom
have been stars in their own right score in

the roles of the knife-throwing team.
Monta Bell has made pictures showing

more sublety and sophistication than “Up-
stage” but we don’t believe that any of them
will prove more popular with the majority
than this simple little story of vaudeville that

presents the human side of these people.

Norma Shearer
in '‘Upstage”

A Monta Bell Production.
A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture

OAST:
Dolly Haven Norma Shearer
Johnny Storm Osear Shaw
Sam Davis Tenen Holtz
Dixie Mason Gwen Lee
Miss AVeaver Dorothy Phillips
Mr. Weston J. Frank Glendon
Wallace King Ward Crane

Length—6,048 Feet
Small town girl accidentally gets job with

chap in vaudeville act, gets conceited and
finally flops badly. Learns her lesson, goes
on and saves another act and is reconciled
and agrees to stick for life with her partner.
Excellent human interest drama and romance
of back-stage.
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“Everybody’s Acting”
Exceptionally Strong Cast Gives Even Values

To the Story of a Pretty Waif of Stageland

Reviewed by Epes W. Sargent

S
TRONGLY REMINISCENT of sections

of a score of other plays, “Everybody's

Acting” is the pleasant little comedy drama

of an orphan adopted by four actors and a

newspaper man when her father shoots her

mother and forfeits his own life.

Grown to young womanhood, she makes

Tier debut with a San Francisco stock com-
pany and attracts the attention of a hand-

some young taxi driver, who proves to be

the son of a wealthy business woman.
To impress the old lady the foster fathers

stage a drawing room comedy with the aid

of properties from the theatre storeroom,

and she is much impressed, but Doris blurts

out the truth. Mrs. Potter sends the boy

to China, but the fathers smuggle Doris

aboard and then persuade Mrs. Potter that

the newspaper editor can do more to ad-

vance her social position than her other ef-

forts.

It is a simple story, but well told and most

excellently acted. Raymond Hitchcock gets

over as the other half of a song and dance

team, of which Ford Sterling is the head.

Sterling plays with restraint, but dominates

his scenes. Betty Bronson makes a charm-

ing lead, playing with sureness of touch, and
Louise Dresser gets a change from sobby
mother roles to shine as the cold and cal-

culating business woman and does remark-
ably well.

Adolph Zukor and Jesse L. Lasky present
“Everybody’s Acting-”
With Betty Bronson

A Marshall Neilan Production
A Paramount Picture

OAST:
Doris Poole Betty Bronson
Michael Poole Ford Sterling

Anastasia Potter Louise Dresser
Ted Potter Lawrence Gray
Thorpe Henry Walthall
Ernest Bice Raymond Hitchcock
Clayton Rudd Stuart Holmes
Peter O’Brien Edward Martindel

Length—6,139 Feet
Doris Poole, orphaned daughter of travel-

ing players is adopted by four actors and
an editor. Grown to maturity she falls in

love with a supposed taxi driver in reality

a wealthy man. The five foster fathers out-

wit his masterful mother. Interesting hu-
man-interest drama.

“Josselyn’s Wife”
Pauline Frederick Scores in Emotional Role
in Story Based on Novel by Kathleen Norris

Reviewed bv C. S. Sewell
Tiffany Presents

Pauline Frederick in
“Josselyn’s Wife”

Suggested by Kathleen Norris’ story
Directed by Richard Thorpe

CAST:
Lillian Josselyn Pauline Frederick
Thomas Josselyn Holmes Herbert
Pierre Marchand Armand Kali*
Ellen Marchand Josephine Hill

Flo Carmelita Geraghty
Length—5,800 Feet

After Lillian Josselyn is happily married
a former lover visits them and starts to re-

open the affair. He is murdered and Lil-

lian and her husband take blame but a
model confesses her guilt. Strong drama
with mystery element.

T IFFANY made an excellent selection

in casting Pauline Frederick in the title

role of “Josselyn’s Wife,” suggested by
Kathleen Norris’ popular novel of the same
title.

The story hinges on the fact that a woman
now happily married is confronted with a

former lover who seeks to reopen the old
illicit relations. This situation, while by no
means new, gives Miss Frederick a thor-
oughly congenial role with effective oppor-
tunities for dramatic work. Most patrons
will probably surmise that a tragedy is im-
minent before the situation is straightened
out, but Director Thorpe has handled the

development in such a manner that the in-

terest is held at high pitch, with strong ten-

sion and suspense and has introduced an

element of mystery.

In the climactic scenes where husband and
wife, both innocent and estranged from each
other, take the blame for the murder, there

is forceful drama and Miss Frederick finely

handles the emotional scenes, establishing

strong sympathy. Holmes Herbert is ex-
actly suited to the role of the trusting, easy-
going husband.

O NE OF THE LATE Clyde Fitch’s great-

est successes “The City,” a melodrama

of the havoc wrought by the city on a small

town family that felt they were cramped m
their former surroundings, has been trans-

ferred to the screen by William Fox with a

cast of featured players.

There is effective drama in the opening
sequences with the death of the father and
after a visit from a blackmailer who threat-

ens to expose the fact that her husband was
a former convict. When the family moves
to the city and the son runs for public office

it becomes obvious that the blackmailer w'll

show up again and that the family will event-
ually return to their village environment.

“The City”
One of Clyde Fitch’s Biggest Stage Hits Is

Made into Interesting Film by William Fox

Reviewed by C. S. Sewell

This weakens the suspense, but the events
leading up to this, with the villain coercing
the daughter into a marriage and the ex-
posure that he is a dope fiend, the mother’s
neglect while pursuing social ambitions and
the hero being wrapped up in politics, and
his eventual awakening to his responsibility

and return of self-respect, make a good
human-interest melodrama along popular
lines.

Although Robert Frazer nominally has
the leading role, it is the villam who domi-
nates the entire action and Walter McGrail
gives an excellent performance in this role

of about as black-hearted a cad and scoun-
drel as you would want to meet. Nancy Nash,
a newcomer, acquits herself well as the flap-

per daughter and George Irving is excellent
as the father.

William Fox presents
“The City”

R. William Neill Production
Based on play by Clyde Fitch

CAST:
Cieely Rand Nancy Nash
George Rand Jr Robert Frazer
George Rand, Sr George Irving
Mrs. Rand

_ Lillian Elliott
Jiin 11annock AValter McGrail
Chad Morris Richard Availing
Elinor V orhees Alay Allison
A’orhees Melbourne AIncDowell
Sarah Bodil Rosing

Length—5,500 Feet

On death of Rand a wealthy reformed
crook, family moves to city and Rand. Jr.,

is candidate for mayor. Hannock a dope
fiend blackmails Rand and dupes Cicely into
a marriage. Rand at last learns lesson of
unselfishness and family return to village.
Stirring melodrama.
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“Stepping Along”
Johnny Hines Has an Amusing Comedy in Story

of a New York Newsboy Who Goes Into Politics

Reviewed by Sumner Smith
C. C. Burr Presents

Johnny Hines in

“Stepping Along”

Based on story “The Knickerbocker Kid’’

by Matt Taylor

A First National Picture

Johnny Hines Johnny Hines
Molly Mary Brian
Moreland William Gaston
Fay Ruth Swyner
Prince ..Edmund Breese
Mike Dan Mason
Boss O’Brien Lee Beggs

Length—7 reels

Johnny, a newsboy studying to be a law-
yer, runs for office against a crook who
steals his birth certificate and claims Johnny
is not a citizen. The plot is uncovered and
Johnny elected and finds happiness with his
girl .whose stage career fails. Fast-moving
comedy.

O NE OF THE SNAPPY, popular Matt
Taylor stories, “The Knickerbocker

Kid,” comes to the screen as “Stepping
Along,” a Johnny Hines starring vehicle

directed by Charles Hines for C. C. Burr
and distributed by First National. That it

will please Hines audiences hugely seems
assured, for its world premiere last week at

the Bronxville Theatre, New York, evoked
a warm greeting both from the audience and
visiting critics. It combines story, gags,

action and good acting. Mary Brian, who
plays opposite Johnnie Hines, is a distinct

asset. Dan Mason contributes some of his

inimitable work.

TJie story concerns a newsboy studying to

be a lawyer. The locale is New York. He
is in love with a girl when a city slicker

enters the scene. Both of them run for

assemblyman. The slicker steals the news-
boy’s birth certificate and proclaims him
not a citizen, but the paper is recovered and
the newsboy is elected. The girl’s stage

career fails, but love recompenses her.

This picture has many features of especial

interest. It is typically New York, show-
ing the Bowery, Fifth Avenue, even Coney
Island. There are splendid scenes of the

latter which feature much comedy wound
around midgets dressed like babies. Broad-
way and the theatrical life is seen through
the medium of scenes of George White’s

famous Scandals girls, who do the “Black

Bottom” dance. A trick dog, Rex, also pro-

vides his bit of entertainment.

“Red Hot Leather”
From Familiar Material A1 Rogell Builds Peppy
Entertaining Western with Jack Hoxie as Star

Reviewed by C. S. Sewell

W HILE JACK HOXIE’S performance
in the Universal Blue Streak Western

“Red Hot Leather” is thoroughly up to his

usual standard and should please his fans,

it is due principally to the skill of Albert

Rogell who wrote the story, scenarized and
then directed it, that picture ranks above the

average of the usual program western.

So far as the plot goes there is not a single

thing that is new, in fact it hinges on such a

familiar situation as the necessity for the

hero to win in a rodeo in order to get the

money by a certain hour in order to save the

ranch, and of course there is the inevitable

romance with the girl who helps him and

plenty of villainy even to the stealing of his

horse to prevent him from competing and the

final disclosure that there is oil on the

property.

Out of these ingredients, with the addition

of a sick father whose recovery depends on
the hero winning, Mr. Rogell has fashioned

a picture that plays on' the basic elements

of “western” appeal and utilizes all of the

angles that make this type of entertainment

perennially popular. He has built up the story

so that action and interest is cumulative

working up to the exceedingly fast climax in

which the hero in jig time subdues an un-

manageable horse, wins a relay race, dashes

to the lawyer’s office with the money and then

wins the girl. Paradoxically speaking, al-

though you are sure as to the outcome, some-
how there is a good deal of suspense in

watching how it works out and satisfaction at

the hero’s triumph.

C'arl Laemmle presents

Jack Hoxie in
“Red Hot Leather.”

Directed by A1 Rogell.

Universal Blue Streak Western.
OAST:

Jack Lane Jack Hoxie
Ellen Rand Ena Gregory
Daniel Lane William Malen
Ross Kane Tom Shirley
Morton Kane W. H. Turner
Dr. Marsh George French

Length—4,555 feet.

Faced with the loss of their ranch, which
would cause the death of his sick father

unless notes are paid, Jack Lane wins races

at the rodeo despite crooked work and also

wins a pretty nurse who aided him. Fast-
moving, peppy, actionful western.

“His New York Wife”
Alice Day, Newest Mack Sennett Star to Go
Into Features, Makes Good in Coined}7 Drama

J. G. Bachman presents

“His New York Wife”
Directed by Albert Kelley

A Preferred Picture

Reviewed by C. S. Sewell

CAST:
Lila Lake

. . . Alice Day
Philip Thorne Theodore Von Eltz
Alicia Duval Ethel Clayton
Julia Hewitt ... Fontaine La Rue
Jimmy Duval Charles Cruze
Lila’s Aunt Edith Yorke

Length—5,294 feet
Lured to New York with false promises

of having her play produced, Lila accepts a
job as social secretary and gets into a mix-
up by posing as a chap’s wife. Her sweet-
heart misunderstands but all is straightened
out. Interesting drama and romance.

H EADING THE CAST of the Preferred
Picture “His New York Wife” is Alice

Day, the newest of Mack Sennett’s come-
diennes to join the ranks of stellar players
in feature productions.

Miss Day’s role, in which she gives a thoro-
ughly enjoyable performance is that of a
small town girl, who, lured to New York by
false promises is forced to take a job where
she has to masquerade as the wife of a young
rich chap who has gone away with his real

wife to avoid reporters.

Between the efforts of the reporters and
several private detectives who seek to get
something on the supposed wife, and com-
plicated by the fact that the lawyer who is

in love with Alice gets mixed up in the affair

and believes that she is really the young

chap’s wife, the story proves moderately in-

teresting and several amusing situations are

developed, and the picture should prove an

average program attraction, for their is quite

a bit of heart interest and pathos and a

pleasing if not altogether probable romance
in addition to the comedy angles.

In addition to being a very attractive

little lady, Alice Day is an excellent actress

and should duplicate in features her success

in comedies.
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WHEN HUSBANDS FLIRT. Here’s a fine

comedy drama that got more hearty laughs
than many of the big comedy specials. Tom
Ricketts was a wow. My house sure liked
it. Dave Adams, Auditorium Theatre, Con-
cord, New Hampshire.

F. B. O.

ARIZONA STREAK. (5 reels). Star, Tom
Tyler. Loks like a dandy bet for a program
daily change house or where they like the
westerns. Tom and his pals put their stuff
over in fine shape and had the big Saturday
crowd with them every minute. Draw gen-
eral class, city 15,000. Adimission 40-50.
Ben L. Morris, Temple Theatre, Bellaire,
Ohio.

BETTER MAN. Star, Richard Talmadge.
I believe this was his best show to date.
More story and action in this one. He draws
fairly well at the box office and is liked also.

Tone and appeal good. Special nope. Draw
better class, town 4,500. Admission 10-20.

C. A. Anglemire, “Y” Theatre (400 seats),
Nazareth, Penn.

HANDS ACROSS THE BORDER. (6 reels).
Rarely is a western given such an elaborate
production. Full of action leading up to a
thrilling climax. Dave Adams, Auditorium
Theatre, Concord, New Hampshire.
HANDS ACROSS THE BORDER. <6 reels).

Star, Fred Thomson. This picture not quite
as good as the others that we have had

;

although it went over very well with the
few who saw it. Had opposition so didn’t
make expenses. Thomson a very good draw-
ing card here and usually brings them in.

Tone good, appeal DO per cent. Sunday yes,
special no. Draw general class, town 600.
Admission 10-25 and 15-35. W. C. Snyder,
Cozy Theatre (265 seats), Lamont, Okla-
homa.
IMPOSTER, .(5.481 £eet). Star, Evelyn

Brent. Very good and pleased all. This
star takes well here. Giles Master, Strand
Theatre, admission 10-35, Gallup, population
3,000, New Mexico.

LONE HAND SAUNDERS. Star, Fred
Thomson. A good western that played to
good business. Thomson is coming fine.

Draw general class, city 35,000. Admission
25-35. C. D. Buss, Strand Theatre (700
seats), Easton, Penn.
MULHALL’S GREAT CATCH. Star, Lefty

Flynn. A fair program picture that was
played here to a disappointed Saturday night
house. Fans expected lots of action but,
instead, witnessed a nice little comedy dra-
ma that would have gone over much better
on, say, a Tuesday night. Tone O. K. Fair
appeal. Sunday yes, special no. Draw all
sorts, town about 1,000. Admission 10-25
to 15-35 specials. H. H. Hedberg, Amuse-
ment Theatre, Melville, Louisiana.
THAT MAN JACK. (5,632 feet). Star,

Bob Custer. Good western. A fine Saturday
night show. Tone good, appeal fine. Sun-
day and special no. Draw farming class,
town 412. Admission 10-25. Leveck & Gar-
ner, Benoit Auditorium (100 seats), Benoit,
Miss.

TWO GUN MAN. Star, Fred Thomson. An
excellent western of high class calibre that
was marred only by some poor photography.
The scenes were well selected but the dark
grey screen results were not in keeping
with the splending acting and direction.
Heard lots of good comments and can rec-
ommend the picture to all. Tone fine, ap-
peal strong. Sunday yes, special no. Draw
all sorts, town about 1,000. Admission 10-
25 to 15-35. H. H. Hedberg, Amuse-U Thea-
tre, Melville, Louisiana.

Boys, we volunteer these re-

ports as unbiased tips on pictures

we have played. You can de-

pend on us, as brother exhibitors,

to play fair; these tips are not

paid for—they are given to you
for better booking your shows.
Because we set the example by

sending tips we have the right to

urge you to do likewise. If we
are helping you, as we try to do,

turn in and help us by sending
your picture tips.

OUR GANG.

TWO GUN MAN. Star, Fred Thomson.
Good, as all his feature are. Never disap-
points. Don’t believe he would let a poor
picture pass. We all have confidence in

Fred—and like him. Tone O. K. Appeal 90
per cent. Sunday yes, special, no. Draw
general class, town 3,600. Admission 10-20.

First National

AMATEUR GENTLEMAN. Star, Richard
Barthelmess. Some one should teli Barthel-
mess to get off his foot. Everybody wants
to see him in pep and action pictures. This
namby-pamby pictures shows him up in role

of needle-worker—sleep stuff. A flop here.
Johnny Jones, Orpheum Theatre, Quincy,
Illinois.

CLOTHES MAKE . THE PIRATE. (8.000

feet). Star, Leon Errol. So good—we didn’t

run it the second day as it was booked.
Closed the house and gave the seats a rest

on the second day. Sunday, special or fine

no. Draw merchant, farming classes, town
3,300. Admission 15-30. P. L. Vann, Opera
House (600 seats), Greenville, Alabama.

DANCER OF PARIS. (6,200 feet). Star,
Dorothy Mackaill. A dressed up masterpie-
ture. It is beautiful. Looks like a million
dollars. The story is good. Here is one
author who has a box office value. And
the paper is something to rave about. The
six sheet and one of the one sheets are
works of art, and seat-selling knockouts.
They are pretty enough for any man’s lob-
by. People talked about the picture before
it came, talked about it during the run and
are still talking about it—and they talked
nice. But I do wish some one would spank
the camera man or the director, and make
him keep his camera in focus. I—and my
patrons—want our pictures sharp and clear.

We like to see the pictures, not guess at
what is going on on the screen. Even if

Dorothy should happen to have a pimple
on her nose when the particular scene is

being shot, we would rather see the pimple
than have her poor little nose “soft-focused”
out of existence. Tone and Sunday ques-
tioned. Special yes, appeal good. Draw all

classes, town 3,000. Admission 10-30. M.
W. Larmour, National Theatre (430 seats),
Graham, Texas.

DARK ANGEL. (7,211 feet). Star, Ronald
Colman. Said by many to be the best pro-
duction shown this summer. Splendid act-
ing on part of Vilma Banky and Colman,
and the direction was perfect. Battle scenes
very realistic and some excellent trick pho-
tography where the Dark Angel appears.
Can be recommended—for any audience that
thinks! Fine tone, appeal 100 per cent. Sun-
day and special yes. Draw all sorts, town
about 1,000. Admission 10-25 to 15-35. H. H.
Hedberg, Amuse-U Theatre, Melville, Louis-
iana.

FAR CRY. Stars, Blanche Sweet, Jack
Mulhall. Just an ordinary picture; nothing
to brag about. Tone O. K. Fair appeal.
Sunday yes, special no. Draw town and
rural class, town 896. Admission 10-25. Mrs.
S. J. Brown & Son, Phoenix Theatre (200
seats), Neola, Iowa.

HALF WAY GIRL. (7,500 feet). Star.
Doris Kenyon. Didn’t draw for me. Didn’t
like it personally. Seems that the only pic-
tures that draw a crowd now are the west-
erns. Appeal 50 per cent. Sunday or special,
no. H. L. Beudon, Grand Theatre, Port Al-
legany, Penn.

HALF WAY GIRL. (7,500 feet). Star,
Llcyd Hughes. Here is a one hundred per
cent picture and buy it if you can and boost
it This is good enough for any exhibitor,
big or little. Had a carnival for opposition
so didn’t make expenses. Had very few
out to see it. Tone fine. Sunday yes, spe-
cial no. Draw general class, town 600. Ad-
mission 10-25 and 15-35. W. C. Snyder, Cozy
Theatre (265 seats), Lamont, Oklahoma.

SINGLE WIVES. (6,345 feet). Stars, Cor-
inne Griffith, Milton Sills. Too old to be
of any use now unless the two popular
stars mean something to you; in that case
book it for one day only. Tone none, ap-
peal 60 per cent. Sunday, special no. Draw
most classes, town 2,900. Admission 10-25,
15-30. A. E. Andrews, Opera House (4S6
seats), Emporium, Penn.

SO BIG. (9 reels). Star, Colleen Moore.
The poorest thing we have seen Colleen in
yet. They like her in something lively,

though her acting in this is fine. H. L.
Beudon, Grand Theatre, Port Allegany, Penn.

WILDERNESS WOMAN. Very entertain-
ing. Good print—good comments. Tone
good, appeal 80 per cent. Sunday no, spe-
cial no. Draw general class, town 2,200.
Admission 10-25. A. F. Jenkins, Community
Theatre, David City, Nebraska.

Fox

MARRIAGE LICENSE? (7.16S feet). A
good picture that drove home a good moral.
Fair business. Draw general class, city 35,-

000. Admission 25-35. C. D. Buss, Strand
Theatre (700 seats), Easton, Penn.

MORE PAY—LESS WORK. Peter B.
Kyne story. This is a dandy show. The
best of the four that Fox has produced
this year of the Kyne stories. Lots of
comedy and a pleasing story. Cappy Ricks
stories always get a crowd here. Tone O. K.
Sunday yes, special, no. Town 3,200. Ad-
mission 10-30. Chas. Lee Hyde, Grand The-
atre, Pierre, So. Dakota.

MY OWN PAL. (6,008 feet). Star, Tom
Mix. I call this a darn good picture that
drew me a capacity crowd. Had everything
in it and pleased everyone. This is the
kind Tom is good in and I believe they will
all have to go some if he is kept in this
kind of pictures. Tone good, appeal fine.

Sunday yes, special no. H. L. Beudon, Grand
Theatre, Port Allegany, Penn.

OUTSIDER. Star, Lou Tellegen. Really a
good program attraction in spite of some
of the knocks seen in this department. The
story holds the attention all the way and
the direction was good. Good mid-week at-
traction. Tone O. K. Appeal good. Sun-
day yes, here, special no. Draw all sorts,
town about 1,000. Admission 10-25 to 15-35,
specials. H. H. Hedberg, Amuse-U Theatre,
Melville, Louisiana.

RUSTLIN’ FOR CUPID. Stars. O Brien,
Stewart. This is a fair Peter B. Kyne west-
ern story and the picture pleases the west-
ern fans. Tone and Sunday O. K. Special
no. Draw from town 3.200. Admission 10-
30. Chas. Lee Hyde, Grand Theatre, Pierre,
So. Dakota.
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YANKEE SENOR. (4,900 feet). Star, Tom
Mix. Mix is falling fast here and such pic-
tures as this one are the reason. Very little

entertainment value in this picture and I got
a very badly cut up print. Giles Master,
Strand Theatre, admission 10-35, Gallup,
population 3,000, New Mexico.

Qotham

PHANTOM OF THE FOREST. Star, Thun-
der, dog. Very good dog picture. Did very
good business for us on Friday and Satur-
day. Tone O. K. Appeal good. Sunday If

you want this kind. Not special. Draw
town and rural class, town 896. Admission
10-25. Mrs. S. J. Brown & Son, Phoenix
Theatre (200 seats), Neola, Iowa.

MetrO'Qoldwyn

BATTLING BUTLER. (6,970 feet). Star,

Buster Keaton, Just a picture; no punch
to it. The Our Gang- comedy. Spooks, on
same bill, licked Keaton to death. That’s
what held up show. Tone fair, appeal zero.
Sunday, special no. Johnny Jones, Orpheum
Theatre, Quincy, 111.

BLARNEY. Star, Ralph Graves. Here,
rotten. Tone, Sunday or special no. Draw
merchants, farming class, town 3,300. Ad-
mission 15-30. P. L. Vann, Opera House
(600 seats), Greenville, Alabama.
BRIGHT LIGHTS. (6,260 feet). My patrons

were greatly pleased with this one. Per-
sonally I think it the best Ray I’ve played.
Grafton Hayne, Alvm Theatre, Lynn Haven,
Florida.

BROWN OF HARVARD. (7,941 feet). Star,
William Haines. This is a good attraction;
well titled, well directed, well acted and a
pleasure to run. This is the kind of pic-
ture the public wants. Tone O. K. Appeal
90 per cent. Sunday, special yes. Draw
general class, town 3,600. Admission 10-
20. William A. Clark, Sr., Castle Theatre
(loo seats), Havana, Illinois.

BROWN OF HARVARD. (7,941 feet). Star,
William Haines. This was a good college
boy picture. Amusing, but failed to draw.
School orchestra came and put on musical
program both nights. Had around a hun-
dred second night. Tone good, appeal 50 per
cent. Sunday, special no. Draw general
class, town 2,200. Admission 10-25. A. F.
Jenkins, Community Theatre, David City.
Nebraska.

HIS SECRETARY. (0,423 feet). Star,
Norma Shearer. Good entertainment. Did
not pull for me but those that saw it liked
it and said so. Had nearly as many the
second night as the first, and that speaks
for itself. Tone and appeal, good. Sunday
yes, special, no. Draw small town and farm
classes, town 600. Admission 10-30. H. W.
Batchelder, Galt Theatre (175 seats), Galt,
California.

LA BOHEME. (8,530 feet). Star, Lillian
Gish. Great big special. Got away to big
start. A real special, drawing big to ad-
vanced prices. Tone good, appeal great.
Sunday yes. Draw mixed class, city 40,000.
Admission advanced. Johnny Jones, Orpheum
Theatre, Quincy, Illinois.

SPORTING VENUS. Star, Blanche Sweet.
Very good picture for the masses. Chuck
full of pep. Go after it. Tone good, appeal
great. Sunday yes, special no. Johnny
Jones, Orpheum Theatre, Quincy, 111.

TEMPTRESS. (S,221 feet). Fred Niblo
prod. This is a marvellous picture and the
little actress, Greta Garbo, is magnificent.
I don’t blame John Gilbert for falling for
this little marvel. She certainly received
many nice compliments here and the picture
was a wonderful vehicle for her talents. Go
after this for it is a BIG PRODUCTION of
the first water. Appeal 100 per cent. Special
yes. Draw from town 6.000. Admission 10-
30. L. O. Davis, Virginia Theatre (750 seats),
Hazard, Kentucky.
TORRENT (Ibanez). (6,769 feet). Star,

Greta Garbo. Very fine picture that didn’t
take in film rental for me. Greta is very
easy to look at and a real little actress.
Ending didnft. please them; but you can’t
have them in each other’s arms at the end
of every film. Tone good, no appeal here.
Sunday yes, special questioned. H. L. Beu-
don, Grand Theatre, Port Allegany, Penn.

MOVING PICTURE WORLD

The reason I keep beefing

about “Send tips every week” is

this : one week recently eight

envelopes containing just fifteen

reports blew in ;
the following

week somewhere around two hun-
dred tips fell on the desk. Me-
chanical restrictions made it im-
practicable to allow the pages to

fluctuate so radically, and so if

you can take five extra minutes
every week instead of twenty or

so at some wider spaced times, it

will keep the dependable tips going

in much closer to playing time and
make them even more valuable as

a booking aid. VAN.

WALTZ DREAM. Star cast. Not a small
town picture but a real good one; would
need a censor for small town use. Tone
poor, appeal fair. Sunday no, special yes,

as above. Draw farm class, town 412. Ad-
mission 10-25. Leveck & Garner, Benoit Au-
ditorium (100 seats), Benoit. Miss.

Paramount

ALOMA OF SOUTH SEAS. (8,544 feet).

Star, Gilda Gray. A decidedly worth while
picture in every respect. Story is interest-

ing, characters well portrayed and adver-
tising excellent. Miss Gray does some won-
derful dancing and acts as well as any of

the big screen stars. Draw general class,

city 15,000. Admission 40-50. Ben L. Mor-
ris, Temple Theatre, Bellaire, Ohio.

BORN TO THE WEST. (6,045 feet). Star,

Jack Holt. As usual this was a dandy west-
ern show that pleased all that saw it. It

was done in the usual fine Paramount style.

Tone and appeal good. Not a special. Draw
better class, town 4,500. Admission 10-20.

Carl A. Anglemire, “Y” Theatre (400 seats),

Nazareth, Penn.

CAMPUS FLIRT. Star, Bebe Daniels. What
a wow! Yes, sir, some picture, and we don’t
mean maybe! A very unusual business,
which goes to show how Bebe is building
up a following. Snap into this one, quick.
It’s a sure bet for anyone. L. V. Hepinger,
Orp'heum Theatre, Clarion, Penn.
NEW LIVES FOR OLD. (6,795 feet). Star,

Betty Compson. Such a title for a war story
and picture! It hardly drew half that it

would had it had the title and advertising
to show what it was about. It pleased near-
ly all who came to see it. Appeal here none.
Sunday maybe, special no. Draw miners,
farming class, town 1,500. Admission 10. A.

Catalano, Victory Theatre Rossiter Pennsyl-
vania.

NOT SO LONG AGO. (6,943 feet). Star,

Ricardo Cortez. Just a long drawn out af-

fair that failed to please my audiences and
will hardly get by as a program attraction.

If you have this under contract, don’t prom-
ise anything big and perhaps it will get by
as a regular program. Failed to draw or

please my people. Tone, O. K. Appeal, 65

per cent. Sunday, O. K. Special, no. Draw
from town 6,000. Admission, 10-30. L. O.

Davis, Virginia Theatre, Hazard, Kentucky.

PATHS TO PARADISE. (6,741 feet). Star,

Raymond Griffith. Good program; but a
very poor print. Tone fair, appeal 60 per
cent. Sunday or special, no. Draw general
class, town 2,200. Admission 10-25. A. F.

Jenkins. Community Theatre, David City,

Nebraska.

RAINMAKER. (6,025 feet). Stars, Wil-
liam Collier, Jr., Georgia Hale. A real

'heart interest story. It was very entertain-
ing, has quite a lot of action and an ending
that made them weep, then smile joyously.

I was very favorably impressed with the pic-

ture myself and so was everyone who saw it,

but in spite of hard work it failed to draw.
I think the title and paper were to blame.
The title didn’t seem to have much box of-

fice value. The original title to the story,

Heaven-bent, was nothing to rave about, as
a box office bet, but I do believe it would
have been better than the title used. I think
that when a producer can’t find a better box
office title, he would do well to use the
known title of the story wherever possible.
The work of Torrence and Collier was won-
derful. The girl was all right, but we
weren’t wild about her looks. Tone, Sunday
and special, O. K. Fair appeal. Draw all
classes; town 3,000. Admission, 10-30. M. W.
Larmour, National Theatre (430 seats),
Graham, Texas.

SACKCLOTH AND SCARLET. (6,732 feet).
Star, Alice Terry. A picture that didn’t
please a single patron. Here is was just a
no-good picture. Sunday or special, no.
Draw mixed class, town 800. Admission 15-
25. Jerry Wertin, Winter Theatre (240
seats), Albany, Minnesota.
WILD, WILD SUSAN. (8,774 feet). Star,

Bebe Daniels. A very nice comedy drama
that will please. The last two reels go big;
a haunted house furnishes plenty of laughs
and thrills. one fair, appeal 90 per cent.
Sunday yes, special no. Draw mixed class,
town 150. Admission 10-30. Robert W.
Hines, Hines Theatre (300 seats), Loyalton,
South Dakota.

Producers Dist. Corp.

UNKNOWN SOLDIER. (6,300 feet). Star
cast. One of the best war dramas yet pro-
duced and pleased 100 per cent. It is a
knockout that can be bought reasonable,
and it sure has the hokum that the average
movie audience will eat up. Go after this
one and it will make youi some real money.
Yes as special. Draw from town 6,000. Ad-
mission 10-30. L. O. Davis, Virginia Thea-
tre (750 seats). Hazard, Kentucky.
UNKNOWN SOLDIER. (6.300 feet). Star

cast. A good One but with a sad ending
and the public don’t care for this type any
more, here. Small town draw. A. Mitchell,
Dixie Theatre, Russellville, Kentucky.
UNKNOWN SOLDIER. (6,300 feet). Star

Chas. E. Mack. You need not be afraid to
get behind this picture ; it surely is “the
goods.’’ The war scenes are very impressive.
Tone good, Sunday yes. Draw mill and
farm class, town 1,000. Admission 25. L.
E. Parsons, Parsons Hall (325 seats), Mar-
cellus, New York.
UP IN MABEL’S ROOM. Star, Marie Pre-

vost. This is a very good show for the
larger theatre; small town showmen had
better be careful—it did not do the usual
amount of business. Tone none, appeal 60
per cent. Sunday, special no. Draw most
classes, town 2,900. Admission 10-25, 15-30.A El Andrews, Opera House (486 seats),
Emporium, Penn.
VOLGA BOATMAN. (10,600). One of the

best pictures we have had the pleasure of
running. More compliments on it. All we
lacked was music to put it over big, but
that was no fault of the picture. Jas. A.
Banks, Lyric Theatre, Saratoga, Wyoming.
VOLGA BOATMAN. (10.600 feet). Star

cast. One of the best pictures of the year;
dealing with foreign stuff hasn’t universal
appeal, thus lacking as 100 per cent box of-
fice attraction. If you can get them in they
will like and will increase with longer run.
Tone O. K. Appeal 80 per cent. Sunday,
special yes. Draw general class, town 3,-
600. William A. Clark, Sr., Castle Theatre
(400 seats), Havana, 111.

United Artists

SPARROWS. Star, Mary Pickford. This
picture had absolutely no entertainment value
as it was all considered filth and slime, many
of my patrons walked out and everyone was
disappointed. See this if you can before you
bu'y it and then maybe you won’t. Admis-
sion 10-35. Giles Master, Strand Theatre,
Gallup (population 3,000), New Mexico.

Universal

DARING DAYS. Blue streak western.
These Blue Streak westerns I have played
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were me poorest on the market I had ana
se^m to get worse; cheaply made and no
story. Giles Master, Strand Theatre, admis-
sion 10-35, Gallup, population 3,000, New
Mexico.

FLAMING FRONTIER. (S.S2S feet). Star.

Hoot Gibson. A week to fair business. Not
a big special. However, a very good west-
ern. Draw g'eneral class, city 35,000. Ad-
mission 23-35. C. D. Buss, Star Theatre (700
seats), Easton, Penna.

FLAMING FRONTIER. (S,S2S feet). Star,

Hoot Gibson. Didn’t care much about this

one; too draggy and long drawn out. We
think the funniest sight is when Hoot tried

to look sad and broken hearted; people
laug’hed—thought he was acting funny. He’s
all right if you keep him in honest-to-gosh
westerns. H. L. Beudon, Grand Theatre,
Port Allegany, Penn.

HIS PEOPLE. Star cast. This is a good
one but did not pull for me. I don’t know
why, as it is good. The only thing—it is

long ; could be cut to advantage. Tone
good, appeal should be also. Sunday, special

yes. Draw town, farm class, town 600. Ad-
mission 10-30, 15-35. H. W. Batchelder, Galt
Theatre. (175 seats), Galt, California.

HIS PEOPLE. This is a very good Jew-
ish drama that will go well where you have
Jewish people and also a few of the Irish
in your audience. Not a big picture, but a
good one. Appeal 85 per cent. Not special.

Draw from town 6,000. Admission 10-30. L.

O. Davis, Virginia Theatre (750 seats), Haz-
ard, Kentucky.
MIDNIGHT SUN. (9 reels). Stars, Laura

LaPlante, Pat O’Malley. A wonderful pro-
duction; elaborate, beautiful. Pat O’Malley
sure plays a good part, unusual for him to
take a part of this type. It will go good
anywhere, boys. Tone good, appeal 100 per
cent. Sunday, special no. Draw general
class, town 2,200. Admission 10-25. A. P.
Jenkins, Community Theatre, David City,
Nebraska.

MIDNIGHT SUN. (9 reels). Stars, Laura
LaPlante, Pat O’Malley. Just fair and not
the wonder that they made out it is. Giles
Master, Strand Theatre, admission 10-35, Gal-
lup, population 3,000, New Mexico.

MY OLD DUTCH. (7,750 feet). Star cast.

A very good picture but nothing extra. Tone
fair, appeal 80 per cent. Sunday yes, special
no. Admission 20-35. R. P. Mollohan,
Grantsville Theatre (250 seats), Grantsville,
West Virginia.

ROLLING HOME. (6,831 feet). Star, Reg-
inald Denny. This is an excellent Denny
subject and will please as all his other
pictures do. He does not draw as well as
many other stars but never fails to please
my patrons. Rolling Home will back you
up in any advertising campaign. Appeal 90
per cent. Special yes. Draw from town
6.000. Admission 10-30. L. O. Davis, Vir-
ginia Theatre (750 seats), Hazard^ Ken-
tucky.

SADDLE HAWK. Star, Hoot Gibson. This
may have been a good picture but the print
that I got was so poor that none knew
what it was all about. Giles Master, Strand
Theatre, admission 10-35, Gallup, population
3.000, New Mexico.

TEASER. (6,300 feet). Stars, Laura La-
Plante, Pat O’Malley. A good picture. No
praise, no kicks. No for Sunday or special.
Draw mill and farm class, town 1,000. Ad-
mission 25. L. E. Parsons, Parsons Hall,
Marcellus, New York.

TEXAS STREAK. Star, Hoot Gibson. An-
other good western from Hoot. He is a
good, dependable western star for us. Tone
and Sunday O. K. Special no. Draw mer-
chant, farmer classes, town 3,300. Admis-
sion 15-30. P. L Vann, Opera House (600
seats), Greenville, Alabama.

Warner Bros .

ACROSS THE PACIFIC. <6,954 feet). Star
cast. Went over big. Good rip-roaring war
drama. Well liked. Tone O. K. Good ap-
peal. Sunday yes, special no. Draw mixed
class, city 40,000. Admission 10-50. Johnny
Jones, Washington & Orpheum Theatres,
Quincy, 111.

BELOW THE LINE. (6.0S2 feet). Star,
Rin-Tin-Tin. Good picture that drew well

MOVING PICTURE WORLD

Transposed
In last week’s Straight From the

Shoulder the headings for United Artists

and Universal were transposed by the

printer. The pictures under the two

heads are so well known to exhibitors

that this is less a correction than an

apology to the producers because the

printer could not be reached in time to

make a change when the departure from

our dummy was discovered.

for me. Lots of action and acting of dog
fine. These are the kind of pictures that
keep the little town fellow in business. Tone
good, appeal 100 per cent. Sunday yes. spe-
cial no. H. L. Beudon, Grand Theatre, Port
Allegany, Penna.
BROADWAY AFTER DARK. Good

enough. In fact all Warners that I’ve played
have been good. W. H. Clower, Liberty
Theatre, Wirt, Oklahoma.
FOOTLOOSE WIDOWS. Star, Louise Fa-

zenda. About as good a comedy drama as
you would want to see. Has everything
that pleases the crowd. Louise Fazenda
is great. It is Florida stuff and calls the
bluff but might not be very popular with
the Florida boomers. Draw general class,
city 15,000. Admission 40-50. Ben L. Mor-
ris, Temple Theatre, Bellaire, Ohio.

SEVEN SINNERS. Not a bad crook com-
edy drama. Plas lots of unexpected turns
and holds interest fairly well. Old Claude
Gillingwater scores in this one. Marie Pre-
vost is good but not at her best. Draw
general class, city 15,000. Admission 40-50.
Ben L. Morris, Temple Theatre, Bellaire,
Ohio.

UNKNOWN LOVER Nothng to rave about,
just an average program picture. Bought
this one some time ago; owing to price
Vitagraph gave me, made a little money,
notwithstanding a bad, rainy night. Tone
fair, appeal 85 per cent. Sunday yes, spe-
cial no. Admission 20-35. R. P. Mollohan,
Grantsville Theatre (250 seats), Grantsville,
West Virginia.

WHY GIRLS GO BACK HOME. The “new
thought” people tell you you can get any-
thing you want if you only want it hard
enough. Patsy Ruth Miller wanted a cer-
tain actor for a husband and she wanted
him so much that nothing could keep her
from getting him and developing into a
stunning beauty while she did it (in the
picture of course) while Clive Brook out-
Barrymored Jack Barrymore as a matinee
idol. Good comedy drama with clever rea-
son for girls going back home. Davfe Adams,
Auditorium Theatre, Concord, New Hamp.

Miscellaneous

BLUE BLOOD. Just a dandy melodrama.
Draw oil field class, town 300. Admission
10-25. W. H. Clower, Liberty Theatre (500
seats), Wirt, Oklahoma.
GIRL WHO WOULDN’T WORK. Drew bet-

ter than The Half Way Girl, and pleased
them all. Appeal 100 per cent. Sunday,
special no. H. L. Beudon, Grand Theatre,
Port Allegany, Penna,
ONE OF THE BRAVEST. Star, Ralph

Lewis. A good fire picture which needs
co-operation from the firemen to put across.
As it was it failed here. Tone good, appeal
70 per cent. Sunday yes, special no. Draw
most classes, town 2,900. Admission 10-25,
15-30. A. E. Andrews Opera House (486
seats). Emporium, Penna.

Short Subjects

BATTLING BREWSTER. (Serial). Get-
ting better all the time. People go wr ild
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aDout it. Draw oil field class, town 300.
Admission 10-25. W. H. Clower, Liberty
Theatre, Wirt, Oklahoma.

BROKEN CHINA. (Educational-Bobby
Vernon). As usual, we must report Bob-
by’s effort as being “all there!” Plenty of
laughs and oodles of action kept the audi-
ence giggling throughout the its entire 2,—

000 feet. No one can ever accuse Bobby of
“posing” as that boy is continually on the
jump. H. H. Hedberg, Amuse-U Theatre,
Melville, Louisiana.

DIZZY DADDIES. (Patlie-Findlayson).
Positively a REAL laugh producer. Jim
Findlayson’s antics in this as Old Dad had
the house in one continual uproar from
the opening shot to the final faaeout. Heard
lots of good comments on this number as
the patrons passed out (of theatre) and sev-
eral people wanted to know when we’d have
another comedy just as good. one O. K.
Great appeal. H. H. Hedberg, Amuse-U The-
atre, Melville, Louisiana.

FOX HUNT. (Pathe-Spats). This was a
good one; in fact the Spats are the best we
have pldyed. If anybody knowrs of anything
better please tell us about them. W. H.
Clower, Liberty Theatre, Wirt, Oklahoma.

GIMME STRENGTH. (Educational-Jinimie
Adams). Not so funny here for us. A weak
sister as a comedy. Well, they can’t make
them all good, that is sure. Tone good, ap-
peal fair. C. A. Anglemire, “Y” Theatre,
Nazareth. Penna.

GOING CRAZY. (Educational-Lige Con-
ley). A foolish comedy that didn’t cause any
broken sides (from unrestrained laughter).
Tone O. K. Appeal weak. H. H. Hedberg,
Amuse-U Theatre, Melville, Louisiana.

HOLD YOUR HAT. (Educational-A1 St.

John). This one was a scream. Everybody
had a good laugh out of it. Tone and ap-
peal good. Carl A. Anglemire, “Y” Theatre*
Nazareth, Penna.

HURRICANE. (F. B. O.-AUcc Ardell)..
This is a good two reel comedy and had a
good many laughs in it, which is the kind
wr e are looking for. Ran it with Bigger
Than Barnum’s and it made a dandy good
program. W. C. Snyder, Cozy Theatre (265
seats), Lamont, Oklahoma.
MAD RACER. Star, Earle Foxe. A Fox

two-reel gem. If Fox’s features were as
good as this comedy they wouldn’t have to

get them to you with Jones or Mix. This
will make any program good, as it has
thrills, laughs and action. Draw’ mixed class,
towm 7,000. A. M. Rosenbloom, Home The-
atre (350 seats), Rochester, Penna.

MAN ABOUT TOWN. (Pathe-comedy ).

This is a right good comedy and got several
laughs. Just a little better than the average
run of comedies. W. C. Snyder, Cozy Thea-
tre, Lamont, Oklahoma.
MY SWEEDIE. (Educational-Neal Burns).

A fair comedy; one or two good laughs and
that was. all. We have had better Christie
comedies. Good tone. C. A. Anglemire, ‘‘Y”

Theatre, Nazareth, Penna.
SHORE SHY. (Educational-Bill?- Dooley)

A good laughmaker, with Billy Dooley tak-
ing the cake. I don't blame him for becom-
ing Shore Shy after this comedy. Tone and
appeal good. C. A. Anglemire, “Y’’ Theatre,
Nazareth, Penna.

SNOWED IN. (Pathe-serial). Star. Allene
Ray. Just played the third chapter last

night and Snow’ed In is staring out fine.

Deep mystery in all three chapters. Think
it wT ill compare favorably with Green Arch-
er. A. E. Shaw, Globe Theatre, Savannah,
Missouri.
SOMEBODY’S WRONG. (Educational-Cliff

Bowes). A fine little one reeler for us. Good
tone and appeal. C. A. Anglemire, “Y”
Theatre, Nazareth, Penna.

TIME FLIES. < Edneational-Lupino Lane).
This is a comedy knockout; a scream and
pleased ’em all. C. A. Anglemire, “Y” The-
atre, Nazareth, Penn.

WHO HIT ME? (Educational- St. John).
Some good laughs in this comedy. A1 twists
himself up into several knots. Tone and
appeal O. K. H. H. Hedberg, Amuse-U The-
atre, Melville, Louisiana.

WINDOW DUMMY. ( Patlie-Ralpli Graves).
Only a comedy. Not many laughs. Ralph
Graves very seldom causes our patrons to

become hysterical. Tone O. K. Weak ap-
peal. H. H, Hedberg, Amuse-U Theatre,
Melville, Louisiana.
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One of the Departments That Make Moving Picture World the Leader

ARTCLASS PICTURES CORP.
Kind of Picture

Tearin’ Loose (Wally Wales) Stunt western

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS

Hearts and Fists (John Bowers) Logging camp melo. ...

North Star (Strongheart) Dog melodrama
Shadow of the Law (Bow) Crook melo
White Mice (Jacqueline Logan) Romantic melo
Broadway Boob (G. Hunter) Comedy drama
Nut-Cracker (Horton- Busch) Farce Comedy
Two Can Play (Clara Bow) Drama
The Highbinders (W. T. Tilden) Melodrama ..1

The Big Show (Lowell) Circus drama
Galloping Cowboy (B. Cody) Western
Earth Woman (Mary Alden) Drama
Rawhide (Buffalo Bill, Jr.) Mystery-western
Dangerous Dub (Buddy Roosevelt) Western
Twisted Triggers (Wally Wales) Action western
Carnival Girl (Marion Mack) Melodrama
Bonanza Buckaroo (Buffalo Bill, Jr.) Western comedy-melo.
Hidden Way (Mary Carr) Crook melodrama ...

Code of the Northwest (Sandow) Dog-melodrama
Flying Mail (A1 Wilson) Crook melodrama

BANNER PRODUCTIONS

Review Feet
1925

Tune 13.. 5.000

1926

.Mar. 6.. 5,438

•Mar. 6.. 4,715

• Mar. 20.. 4,526

• Mar. 27.. 5,412

.Apr. 3.. 5,683

April 17.. 5,786

.Apr. 24.. 5,465

.May 8.. 5,486

.May 15.. 5,385

.May 22. . 4,639

.May 29.. 5,830

.June 5. . 4.460

• July 31.. 4,472

Aug. 7.. 4,470

.Aug. 14.. 4,962

Aug. 21.. 4,460

Aug. 28.. 5,919

.Sept. 11.. 3,965

• Sep. 25.. 4.500

Wreckage (May Allison) Drama

BRAY PRODUCTIONS
Housing Problem
Table Manners
Oh Monkey Be Good
Pete’s’s Haunted House
Punches and Perfumes
On the Farm
For the Love O’ Pete
Getting Hitched
Velocity
Fighting Fool (L. Sargent)

.Novelty magazine ...

Nature special
Sunkist comedy
“Hot Dog” cartoon...
Fistical culture com.
McDougall Alley ....

Lantz cartoon
McDougal Alley ....

Novelty
Fistical Culture

CHADWICK PICTURES CORP
Paint and Powder (E. Hammerstein) Stage life drama
Some Pun’kins (Chas. Kay) Rural comedy -drama .

Perfect Clown (Larry Semon) Feature comedy ....

Prince of Broadway (G. Walsh) Prize ring drama ..

Count of Luxembourg (G. Walsh) Romantic drama ....

Transcontinental Limited (all star) Railroad melodrama
Devil's Island (Frederick) Mother-love drama
The Bells (L. Barrymore) Drama

COLUMBIA PICTURES CORP.
Lone Wolf Return* (LyteD-Dove) Crook melodrama .

1925

Sep. 5.. 5,993

.Oct. 16.. 1,000

.Oct. 16.. 1,000

.Oct. 16.. 2,000

.Oct. 16.. 1,000
, .Oct. 16.. 2,000

,Oct. 23. . 2 rls

..Oct. 23.. lrl
.Oct. 30. . 2 rls

.Oct. 30.. 1 rl

. .Nov. 6. . 2 rls

.Oct. 17.. 7,000

.Dec. 26.. 6,500

1926

.Jan. 2.. 5,700

.Jan. 9.. 5,800

.Feb. 27.. 6.400

.Mar. 6. . 6.400

Aug. 28.. 6.900

Nov. 13.. 6,300

.July 31.. 5,750

Dollars That Help 6,492 Exhibitors

DEPENDABILITY assures leadership — that’s

why Moving Picture World is glad to send an
exhibitor a dollar for writing a letter telling of a

major error in this Chart. With 6,492 exhibitors

as subscribers, we owe this service to our leadership
in the circulation field.

Producers give us footages and other pertinent
information when we review pictures. Sometimes
after that they change the length of the films and
don’t tell us of the changes. That is how some errors
creep in here

;
though not our mistake, we gladly

pay for correction.

We appreciate the interest our exhibitor friends

take in telling us about these errors and to save
other exhibitors we gladly give out our dollars for
the trouble our friends take in writing. It’s worth
it to have that sort of friends helping us to retain
the dependability leadership.

Kind of Picture Review Feet

Belle of Broadway (Compson-Rawlinson). Romantic Drama
Sweet Rosie O’Grady (S. Mason).... Comedy drama
Screen Snapshots . Three issues

False Alarm (Lewis-Carr-Revier) Melodrama
When the Wife’s Away (Arthur) Farce comedy

5,675

Oct. 2.. 6,108

Aug. 28.. 1.000

5,235

Truthful Sex (Busch-H. Gordon) ..

Better Way (Ince-Revier-Strong) . .

.

Melodrama
5,831

5.540

Waldorf

Enemy of Men (Revier)
Price of Success (Lake-Glass)
Sealed Lips (Revier)
When Husbands Flirt (Revier)
Fate of a Flirt (Revier)

5,50V

5,793

Perfection.

Fighting Youth (W. Fairbanks) Melodrama 4,781

Speed Mad (W. Fairbanks) Racing melodrama 4,441

New Champion (W. Fairbanks) Boxing melodrama 4,498

Great Sensation (W. Fairbanks) Melodrama ^42,'

Handsome Brute (W. Fairbanks) Police drama 4,779

CRANFIELD & CLARKE, INC.

Molly May Series (Violet Mersereau).. 2,00*

Famous Paintings
Real Charleston .’

The Angelus
Wooden Shoes

..De Luxe dramas

. . Lesson novelty
. .. Drama de luxe

2,000

April 24.. 2,000

EDUCATIONAL FILM CORP.

Page Me (Vernon)
Keep Trying (Bowes)
Hold Your Hat (St. John)
Light Housekeeping (Conley)
Wireless Lizzie (Heirs)
Home Cured (Johnny Arthur)
Don’t Stop (Bowes)
Whoa Emma (Adams)
Felix Fans the Flames
Felix Laughs It Off
Quick Service (Bowes)
Fool’s Luck (Lupino Lane)
Dancing Daddy (Jack Duffy)
Congress of Celebrities...,
Felix Weathers the Weather
Nobody’s Business (Hamilton)
Tonight’s the Night (Bowes)
Lest We Forget
Felix the Cat Uses His Head
Broken China (Vernon)
Felix Misses the Cue
The Vision
Mr. Cinderella (Arthur)
Shore Shy (Dooley)
Somebody’s Wrong (Bowes)
Gimme Strength (Adams)
Neptune’s Domain
Going Crazy (Conley)
Felix Braves the Briny
His Private Life
Tin Ghost (Conley)
Hodge-Podge
Who’s Boss? (G. Davis)
Papa’s Pest (Steadman-Burns) .....

Bear Cats
Till We Eat Again (Vernon)
Fresh Faces (Hiers)
Nothing Matters (Hamilton)
Creeps
Felix in Tale of Two Kitties
Hold ’Er, Sheriff (Bowes)
Hitchin’ Up (Hiers)
Felix Scoots Through Scotland
Meet My Dog (Bowes-Virg. Vance)
Hodge Podge
Chase Yourself (Adams)
Who’s My Wife
Felix Rings the Ringer
School Daze
Honest Injun (Arthur)
Who Hit Me? (St. John)
Mister Wife (Burns)
Excess Baggage (Big Boy)
Solid Gold
Squirrel Food (Bowes)
Move Along
Curiosities

Comedy
Cameo comedy
J. White prod
J. White prod
Christie comedy
Comedy
Cameo comedy
Christie comedy
Sullivan cartoon
Sullivan cartoon
Cameo comedy
Comedy
Christie comedy
Hodge-Podge
Sullivan cartoon
Comedy
Cameo comedy
Free to exhibitors
Sullivan cartoon
.Christie comedy...
.Sullivan cartoon
Technicolor drama ....

.Tuxedo comedy

. Christie comedy

.Cameo comedy
. Christie comedy
. Hodge-Podge
. Mermaid comedy ...

.Sullivan cartoon

. Lupino Lane comedy
. Mermaid comedy
. Lyman Howe subject
. Cameo comedy
. Christie comedy
• Juvenile comedr
.Christie comedy
. Hiers’ comedy
• Comedy
.Mermaid comedy
. Sullivan cartoon
.Cameo comedy
.Hiers comedy
.Sullivan cartoon
.Cameo comedy
.Lyman Howe mag. ..

.Comedy

.Jack White prod
. Sullivan cartoon
. Sullivan cartoon
Comedy

. Comedy

.Christie comedy

.Juvenile comedy ....

.Jack White comedy .

.Comedy

. Lloyd Hamilton Com.

.Sideshow folk

1926

• Feb. 27.. 2,000

.Mar. 6.. 1,000

Mar. 13.. 2,000

Mar. 20.. 2,000

.Mar. 20-. 2,000

.Mar. 27.. 2,000

• Mar. 27.. 1,000

• Mar. 27.. 2,000

• Mar. 27.. 1,000

.Mar. 27.. 1,000

.Mar. 27.. 1,000

•Apr. 3.. 2,000

• Apr. 10.. 2.000

• Apr. 10 . i.OOO

.Apr. 10.. 1,009

•Apr. 24. . 2,000

.Apr. 24.. 1,000

Apr. 24.. 1.00C
.May 1.. 1,000

•May 8.. 2,000
• May 8.. 1,000

• May 15.. 2,000
.May 22.. 2,000
May 22.. 2,000
.May 22.. 1,000
May 29.. 2,000

..June 5.. 1,000

..June 5.. 2,000

.June 12.. 1,000

•June 12.. 2,000

.June 12.. 2,000

.June 19.. 1,000

• June 19. . 1,000

.June 19.. 2,000
. Trine 26.. 2.000

.June 26.. 2,000

•June 26. . 2,000

•June 26.. 2,000

.June 26. . 2,000

•June 26.. 1,000

..July 3.. 1,000

...July 3 2,000

..July 3.. 1,000

..July 3.. 1,000

..July 10.. 1,009

.July 10.. 2,000

..July 10.. 2,000

• July 17.. 1,000
.July 24., 1,000
July 24.. 2,000
• July 24,. 2.000

.July 31,. 2,000

•July 31.. 2,000
•Aug. 7. . 2.000

.Aug. 7.. 1,000

.Aug. 7.. 2,000

.Aug. 14.. 1,000
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Kind of Picture Review Feet

Daffy Dill (Burns) Christie comedy Aug. 14.. 2,000

Chips of the Old Block Hodge-Podge Aug. 14.. 1,000

Felix Misses His Swiss ...Sullivan cartoon Aug. 28.. 1,000

Dummy Love (Vernon) Christie comedy Aug. 28.. 2,000

Kiss Papa (Conley) Mermaid comedy Aug. 28.. 2,000

Here Comes Charlie Lloyd Hamilton comedy..Aug. 28.. 2,000
Uppercuts (Duffy) Christie comedy Sept. 4.. 2,000

My Kid (Big Boy) Juvenile comedy Sept. 4.. 2,000

The Blue Boy Romance prod Sept. 4.. 2,000

Open House (Johnny Arthur) Tuxedo comedy Sept. 11.. 2,000

Jolly Tars (Lloyd Hamilton) Hamilton comedy Sept. 11.. 2,000

Sons of the Surf Bruce scenic Sept. 11.. 1,000

The Radio Bug (Phil Dunham) Comedy Sep. 25.. 1,000

Missing Links “Life” Cartoon Sep. 25.. 1,000

Jelly Fish (Frank Pangborn) Comedy Sep. 25.. 2,000

Flaming Ice “Life” Cartoon Sep. 25.. 1,000

A Dippy Tar (Billy Dooley) Comedy Oct. 2.. 2,000

Two Lip Time Felix the cat Oct. 2.. 1,000

Pink Elephants (A1 St. John) Mermaid comedy Oct. 2.. 2,000

Wife Shy (Vernon) Comedy Oct. 9.. 2,000

Kiss Me Kate (Phil Dunham) Comedy Oct. 9.. 1,000

The Humdinger (Johnny Arthur) Comedy Oct. 9.. 2,000

Hodge Podge Travel scenes Oct. 16.. 1,000

Yellow Pirate Life cartoon com Oct. 16.. 1,000

Scrambled Yeggs Felix cat cartoon Oct. 16.. 1,000

Whatnots Futter’s Curiosities Oct. 16.. 1,000

Hold Still (Jack Duffy) Christie comedy Oct. 16.. 2,000

Cut Price Glory Life cartoon Oct. 23.. 1 rl

Shell Socked (Adams) World War comedy Oct. 30.. 2 rls

River Road Bruce scenic Oct. 30.. 1 rl

Pound Foolish Comedy comedy Nov. 6.. 1 rl

Dodging Trouble (Neal Burns) Christie comedy Nov. 6.. 2 rls

Plumb Goofy (Phil Dunham) ....Cameo comedy Nov. 6.. 1 rl

Felix Shatters the Sheik Sullivan cartoon Nov. 13.. 1 rl.

His Off- Dav (Dunham) Cameo comedy Nov. 13.. 1 rl.

Figures of Fancy Hodge-Podge Nov. 13.. 1 rl.

Bad Breaks Cameo comedy Nov. 20.. 1 rl

Felix Hunts the Hunter Sullivan cartoon Nov. 20.. 1 rl

Thens and Nows ‘Curiosities” Nov. 20.. 1 rl

EXCELLENT PICTURES CORP.
The Kick-Off (Geo. Walsh) Drama
A Man of Quality (G. Walsh) Punch melodrama Nov. 6..

FILM BOOKING OFFICES OF AMERICA

5,640

Features

Cowboy Musketeer (Tom Tyler) Western
Flaming Waters (MacGregor-Garon) Thrill melodrama .

Queen of Diamonds (Brent) Crook melodrama ..

When Love Grows Cold (Natacha Ram-
bova) Domestic drama ....

Traffic Cop (Flynn) Policeman romance

1926

Fighting Boob (Bob Custer) Western
Wild To Go (Tom Tyler) Western
The Imposter (Brent) Crook melodrama

Valley of Bravery (Custer) War- western

Jade Cup (Brent) Crook melodrama
Dead Line (Bob Custer) Western

Bigger Than Bamum’s (star cast) Melodrama
Two-Gun Man (Fred Thomson) Western ...

Cowboy Cop (Tom Tyler)... Action western

Laddie (John Bowers) Romantic drama

Breed of the Sea 'Ralph Ince) Sea-Island drama .

Red Hot Hoofs (Tom Tyler) Pugilistic western

Short Subjects

In the Air Fat men comedy

Roll Your Own (Vaughn) Fighting Hearts series ..

It’s a Buoy (Vaughn) Fighting Hearts series .

,

Ostrich’s Plumes Bray cartoon ....

Wild West Bray cartoon ....

Pelican’s Bill Bray cartoon ....

Smouldering Tires Fighting Hearts

Dinky Doodle in Egypt Bray Cartoon .,

Lightning Slider Fighting Hearts
Three of a Kind Standard comedy
Cat's Whiskers Bray cartoon ...

Dinky Doodle & Little Orphan Bray cartoon
Black and Blue Eyes Cbmedy .....

Mule’s Disposition Bray Unnatural Hist.
Wedding Daze (Alexander) Comedy
Vamping Babies (L. Sargent) Comedy

Back Fire (Fat trio) Comedy
Lady of Lyons, N. Y Bill Grimm’s Progre
The Army Bray cartoon

2.. 4,500

...Feb. 6.. 6,591

. . . Feb. 13.. 5,129

...Feb. 20.. 6,500

...Feb. 27.. 5,193

17.. 5,486

24.. 5,146

1 .. 4,549

8.. 4,570

15.. 5,457

29.. 6,200

5.. 5,51“

12.. 5,367

19.. 5,021

26.. 5.48C

...July 3.. 3,65b

• July 10.. 5,000

10.. 4,010

17.. 5,391

24 . 5,139

...July 31.. 6,712

7.. 4,703

7.. 4,385

14.. 5,004

21.. 5,340

28.. 7,430

4.. 6,931

2.. 6,105

30.. 5,408

13.. 4,681

..Feb. 20.. 2,000

..Feb. 27.. 2,000

..Apr. 10.. 2,000

. .Apr. 10.. 2,000

..Apr. 10.. 2.000

..Apr. 10.. 2,000

15.. 1,000

22.. l.ooe

29.. 1.000

5.. 2,000

12.. 1,000

19.. 1.000

26.. 2,000

26.. 2,000

26.. 1,000

26.. 2,000

..July 10.. 1,000

.July 17.. 2,000

..July 24.. 2,000

..July 31.. 1,000

-•July 31.. 1,006

7.. 2,000

7.. 2,000

14.. 2,000

21.. 2,oon

..Aug. 28.. 2,000

11.. 1,000

FIRST NATIONAL
Kind of Picture Review re*

t

1925
White Monkey (La Marr) Society drama June 13.. 6,121
Making of O’Malley (Sills) Police romance July 4.. 7,571
Lady Who Lied (Stone- Valli-Naldi) Algerian drama July 18.. 7,111
Marriage Whirl (Corinne-Griffith) Drama July 25.. 7,673
Halt-Way Girl (Doris Kenyon) Melodrama Aug. 8.. 7,57C
Fine Clothes (Stone-Marmont-Griffith) ....Comedy drama Aug. 15.. 6,971
Winds of Chance (A. Q. Nilsson) Klondike drama Aug. 29.. 9,554
Her Sister From Paris (C. Talmadge) Sprightly comedy Sep. 5.. 7,255
Live Wire (Johnny Hines) Comedy feature Sep. 12.. 7,000
Dark Angel (Vilma Banky) Drama Sep. 19.. 7,311
Graustark (Norma Talmadge) Romance Sep. 26.. 5,900
Shore Leave (Barthelraess) Sailor drama Oct. 3.. 6,856
What Fools Men (Lewis Stone) Domestic drama Oct. 10.. 7,349
Knockout (Milton Sills) Prizefight drama Oct. 10.. 7,450
Pace That Thrills (Lvon-Astor) Drama Oct. 24.. 6,911
Why Women Love (Blanche Sweet) Sea melodrama Oct. 31.. 6,570
New Commandment (Sweet- Lyon) Romantic drama Ncrv. 7.. 6980
Beautiful City (Barthelmess) Melodrama Nov. 14.. 6.461
Classified (C. Griffith) Newspaper comedy drama. Nov. 14.. 6.927
Scarlet Saint (Astor- Hughes) Drama Nov. 21.. 6,886
Unguarded Hour (Sills-Kenyon) Emotional romance Dec. 5.. 6 613We Moderns (Colleen Moore) Typical of star Dec 12.. 6.609
Clothes Make the Pirate (Errol!) Pirate travesty Dec. 12.. 8,000
Splendid Road (A, Q. Nilsson) Gold rush drama Dec. 19.. 7,646
Joanna (Dorothy Mackaill) Newspaper drama Dec. 26.. 7,909

1926

fust Suppose (Barthelmess) Romance

Reckless Lady (Bennutt-Moran) ......Drama

7m™T 7r i j X Romantic Prama
DM* Comedy Dram,

Ranson’:
Brown Derby aoh^rHinTs) W".WW: J.rJTeHv
Tramp, Tramp, Tramp fLangdon) Farre-mmV^v'Wise Guy (Kirkwood- A tt r .

^ **V ....June 12..

Puppets (Sills) ..////.nr'

2. 7,774
16.. 5,794

30.. 6,270
30.. 7,000

. . Feb. 6.. 6,825
13.. 7,336

6.. 6,068
13 4.400

20.. 6,300
27.. 6,229

April 17.. 8,279

1 .. 7.423

.May 8.. 6,230
15.. 9,710
22.. 7,533

29 . 7-222

5.. 6.500

12.. 5,83*

26.. 7,77S
26.. 6,540
3.. 7,4/a

..July 10.. 6,402
• July 24.. 9,143

21.. 6,940
28.. 5,886

Sept. 4.. 6,447
11.. 7,79*
25.. 6.727

Sept. 15.. 7,090
16.. 6,848

Oct. 23.. 6,330
30.. 7.780
6.. 6.305

Paradise (Milton Sills) South m^Trt***
Tt Must Be Love (Colleen Moore) Typical corned

v

Forever After (Astor-Hughes) Romantic dramaPrince of Tempters (Moran-Lvon) Romantic drama
”

Unknown Cavalier (Ken Maynard) Action western
Midnight Lovers (Nilsson-Stone) Light comedv M
Syncopating Sue (C. Griffith) S ~

2).. 6^0
FOX FILM CORP.

Features

D^r,
d
n 4

g r
n
R
a
U^nS

;
L
°,T

e; •- Romantic melo.Durand of the Bad Lands (Jones; Action western

6,100

1925

“.Til. f V Human interest drama
wuL ^mou,_ play

Desert’s Price (Buck Jones) Action

Short Subjects

comedyLove and Lions Imnerial
On the Go (Sid Smith) Im^rial comeny .

The.Sky Tri£
*.

! i! ! ! ! !

!

Toiling for Rest Varieties
Heart Braker (Sid Smith) Imperial co^dy'i
Transients ,n Arcadia o. Henry story .
All Aboard Helen & Warren
Peacemakers Helen *

River Nile .i.:" ""'Varieties
’

’AVV 5*1'“
.
& Warren'

'

Parisian Knight ...'.Van Bibber"

Features

Palace of Pleasure (Ixiwe-Compson) Romantic drama

Sandy (Madge Bellamy) .Drama

17.. 6.0M
24.. 5,84-

31.. 5.61-

...Oct. 31.. 7.&
1 .. 8,97.

28.. 6.51.

5.. 6,601
12.. 4.89.

19.. 5706

13.. 2,008

19.. 1.000

26.. l.one

26.. 2.000

3.. 2.000

10.. 2,000

10.. 1,000

10.. 796
17.. 2.000

31. 2,009
31.. 2.00C

7.. 2.000

28.. 2,000
28.. 1,00(

35.. 2,000
36.. 2,000

26.

.

2,000
36.. 2,000

26.

.

1.000

1936
16.. 6.300

23.

.

5 467
6.. dCW

..Feb. 13.. 4.9CO

13.. 5.345

20. . 5.600
13.. 6.25*
20.. 5.126

27.. 6.03*
April. 10.. 5.99/

17.. 7,850
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Short Subjects Separated From Features

Fighting Buckaroo (Buck Jones)
Rustling for Cupid (O’Brien)
Shamrock Handicap (J. F. McDonald).
Early to Wed (M. Moore-K. Perry)..
A Man Four-Square (Buck Jones) ..

Black Paradise (Bellamy)
A Trip to Chinatown (Foxe)
Gentle Cyclone (Buck Jones)
More Pay—Less Work (Mary Brian)
Fig Leaves (O’Brien-Borden)
Family Upstairs (Valli- MacDonald)..
Midnight Kiss
No Man’s Gold (Tom Mix)
Three Bad Men (Star cast)
Marriage License? (Alma Rubens) .

Flying Horseman (Buck Jones)
Blue Eagle (George O’Brien)
Womanpower (Graves-Perry)
The Lily (Belle Bennett)
Great K. & A. Train Robbery (Mix) .

Country Beyond (Olive Borden)
Whispering Wires (Anita Stewart)...
International Eucharistic Congress—
Return of Peter Grimm (star cast)...

Short Subjects

Old Virginia
A Flaming Affair
A Bankrupt Honeymoon
Officer of the Day
Egypt Today
Pawnshop Politics

Moving Day
Drops from Heaven
Woman of Letters
From the Cabby’s Seat
Two Lips in Holland (Marian)
A Polar Baron
Too Many Relations
Canary Island
Wild America
A Social Triangle
Eight Cylinder Bull
Belgium Today
Rah! Rah! Heidelberg
Mountains of the Law
Poland—A Nation Reborn
Swimming Instructor
Jerry fhe Giant
It’s a Pipe (Georgie Harris)
Complete Life
A-I. Society
Family Picnic
Lickpenny Lover
Dancing Around the World
Hello Lafayette (Shields)
Putting on Dog
Lumber Jacks
Steeplechaser (Conley)
Non-Stop Bride (Gene Cameron) .....

King Bozo
Rocky Mountain Gold..

;
Cliff Dwellers of America
Dizzy Dancers (Gene Cameron)
Lyin’ Tamer (Ernie Shields)
Marry Month of May
King of the Kitchen (Conley)
Honeymoon Hospital
Napoleon, Jr
Maryland, My Maryland
Not to Be Trusted (Allan Forrest)...

Kind of Picture Review Feet

Comedy melodrama 1.. 5,095

.Romantic western 8.. 4,835

.Romantic racing drama.. ..May 22.. 5,685

.Domestic drama 29.. 5,912

.Western 5.. 4,744

. Thrill melodrama 12. . 4,962

.Farce-comedy 26.., 5,594

.Action-comedy 3. . 4,825

•Comedy-drama 10 .,.6,027

.Comedy drama ..July 17. . 6,498

. Comedy drama • •July 31. . 5,971

.Comedy drama 7. . 5,025

• Western 14. . 5,745

.Spectacular thrill melo. .Aug. 28... 8,000

.Mother-love drama 4. . 7,168

• Action western 11.., 4,971

• Drama 25. . 6,200

.Comedy drama 2. . 6,240

. Emotional drama 9. . 6.268

. Fast melodrama 16.. 4,800

. Curwood drama ..Oct. 23.. 5,363
. Mvstery melodrama ... 30. . 5,906

.Religious 20 ..

.Drama from play 20. . 6,950

• Variety 23.. 1,000

.Imperial comedy 30... 2,000

Comedy ..Feb. 6... 2,000

.Imperial Comedy 13.., 2,000

.Variety ..Feb. 20.., 707

.Imperial comedy ..Feb. 27.. 2,000

.Helen and Warren 6.., 2,000

.Varieties 6. . 1,000

.Helen and Warren 13.. 2,000

. O. Henry comedy 10.. 2,000

.Comedy 17.., 2,000

• Imperial comedy 24.., 2,000

.Helen and Warren 15.. 1,965

.Varieties 22.. 927

.Varieties 29.. 960

. O. Henry series 5. . 2,000

.Comedy 12.. 2,000

.Varieties 19.,. 735

.Van Bibber comedy 26.. 2,000

.Varieties 26... 895

.Varieties 26... 92#

.Van Bibber 3... 2,000

.Kid and animals ...lulr 3.,. 2,000

.Imperial comedy ...July 3.,. 2,000

.O. Henry comedy 3... 2,000

.Comedy 10.. 2,000

.Comedy 10.. 2,000

.O. Henry series 24... 2,000

.Varieties 31.. 743

.Imperial comedy 7.., 2,000

.Varieties 7... 749
• Varieties 14.. 750
.Farce comedy 11.. 2,000
.Comedy 25.. 2,000

.Van Bibber comedy 2.., 2,000

.Varieties
'

9... 800
.Varieties 9.., 845
.Imperial comedy 16.. 2,000
Imperial comedy ...Oct.23.. 2 rls

O. Henry comedy 30.. 2 rls

Comedv 6. . 2 rls

.Imperial comedy • Nov. 13.. 2 rls.

Animal comedy .Nov. 13. . 2 rls.

Variety 20.. 750
• Helen and Warren 20... 2 rls

GOTHAM PRODUCTIONS
His Master’s Voice (Thunder, dog) Melodrama
Part Time Wife (Alice Calhoun) Domestic drama ...

Shadow on the Wall (Hale-Percy) Drama
One of the Bravest (Ralph Lewis) Fire Dept, drama ..

Phantom of the Forest (Thunder-dog) Drama
Speed limit (McKee-Shannon) Romantic com
Racing Blood Racing Drama
Hearts and Spangles Circus Romance ....

Sign of the Claw (Peter, the Great) Dog picture
Golden Web (Rich-G»rdon) Melodrama
Block Signal (Ralph Lewis) Railroad melodrama
Winning Wallop (W. Fairbanks) .Action comedy-dr. .

5,975

5,950

6,010

5,750

5,500

5,860

6,000

5,900

6.000

Sept. 11.. 6,000

Oct. 9.. 5.900

Oct. 30.. 5,000

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
Zander the Great (Marion Davies) Human interest
Sporting Venus (Sweet) ....Romantic drama
White Desert (Windsor-O’Malley) Sn6w-R. R. drama....
Pretty Ladies (Pitts-Moore-Pennington)...Human int. dr
Slave of Fashion (Norma Shearer) Drama
Never the Twain Shall Meet (Stewart).... South Sea com
Unholy Three (Lon Chaney) Drama
Sun-Up (Starke-Nagel) Mountain tragedy ....

Merry Widow (Murray -Gilbert) Romantic drama
Mystic (Pringle-Tearle) Fake spiritualism
The Circle (E. Boardman) Drawing room comedy
Great Divide (all star) Drama
Rag Man (Coogan) Comedy-dr
Beauty Prize (Dana) Comedy-dr
Tower of Lies (Chaney.-Shearer) Drama of pathos
Exchange of Wives (Boardman) Married life com
Midshipman (Ramon Navarro) Naval com.-drama ...

Go West (Buster Keaton) Burlesque western ....
Lights of Old Broadway (Davies) Old.N. Y. drama ....

Old Clothes (Coogan) Typical feature
Bright Lights (Chas. Ray) Type com-drama
Only Thing. (Boardman-Nagel) Glyn love drama
Masked Bride (Mae Murray) Paris underworld
Sally, Irene and Mary (Star cast) Musical comedy hit ...

1925

•May 16.. 6,844

.May 23.. 5,958

July 18.. 6,464

• July 25.. 5,828

.Aug. 1.. 5,906

,Aug. 8.. 8,143

•Aug. 15.. 6,948

Aug. 29.. 5,819

• Sep. 12.. 10,627

.Sept. 12.. 6,147

..Oct. 3.. 5,511

• Feb. 21.. 7,811

.Mar. 14.. 5,908

-Oct. 11.. 5,750

• Oct. 10.. 6,849

• Oct. 17.. 6,300
• Oct. 31.. 7,498

•Nov. 7.. 6,256

•Nov. 14.. 6,437

.Nov. 21.. 5,915

• Nov. 28.. 6,260

Dec. 5.. 5,824

Dec. 12.. 5.690

• Dec. 19.. 5,564

Kind of Picture Review Feet
1926

Time, the Comedian (Busch-Cody) Unique drama Dec. 26.. 4,757

His Secretary (Shearer) Light comedy Jan. 2.. 6,433
Ben-Hur (Ramon Novarro) Lew Wallace story Jan 16. .12,000

Soul Mates (Lowe- Pringle) Glyn story Jan. 16.. 6,073
Mike (Sally O’Neill) Human interest comedy.. ..Jan. 23. . 6,755

Dance Madness (Nagel- Windsor) Comedy drama Feb. 6.. 6,395

The Blackbird (Lon Chaney) Crook Drama Feb. 13- . 6,688
Mare Nostrum (Rex Ingram prod.) Ibanez Novel Feb 27
La Boheme (Gilbert-Gish) Famous opera Mar. 13.. 8,530
Auction Block (C. Ray -Boardman). Comedy-drama Feb. 27.. 6,239
Ibanez’ “Torrent” (Cortez) Drama Mar. 20.. 6,769
The Barrier (Norman Kerry) Alaskan melodrama Apr. 3.. 6,486
Devil’s Circus (Norma Shearer) Drama Apr. 10.. 6,750
Beverly of Graustark (Marion Davies) .... Romantic Comedy May 1.. 6,718
Brown of Harvard (Pickford-Brian) College comedy-drama May 15.. 7,941
Money Talks (Moore-Windsor)..... Farce comedy May 22.. 5,139
Paris (Chas. Ray) ....Parisian drama June 12.. 5,580
Lovey Mary (Bessie Love) Drama July 3.. 6,167
Road to Mandalay (Chaney) Melodrama July 10 ..6,551
Waltz Dream Romantic comedy Aug. 7.. 7,322
Scarlet Letter (Lillian Gish) Drama from novel Aug. 21.. 9,000
Battling Butler (Keaton) Farce comedy Sept. 4.. 6,970
Waning Sex (Norma Shearer) Light comedy romance Oct. 2.. 6,025
The Temptress (Garbo-Moreno-D’Arcy)... Ibanez’ novel Oct. 23.. 8,221
Magician (Wegener-Terry) Rex Ingram prod Nov. 6.. 6.960
Bardleys the Magnificent (Gilbert) Dashing romance Nov. 13.. 8,536
Exit Smiling (Lillie-J. Pickford) Comedy Nov. 20.. 6,461

PARAMOUNT
1925

Marry Me (Vidor) .....Small town idyl July 25.. 5,526
Street of Forgotten Men (all star) Bowery drama Aug. 1.. 6,366
Not So Long Ago (Betty Bronson) Drama (Aug. 8.. 6,943
Rugged Water (Lois Wilson) Drama Aug. 8.. 6,015
Trouble With Wives (Vidor) Farce comedy Aug. 15.. 6,489
Wild, Wild Susan (Bebe Daniels) Farce comedy Aug. 22.. 5,774
Wild Horse Mesa (Jack Holt) Zane Grey dr Aug. 22.. 7,164
The Wanderer (all star) Prodigal son epic Sep. 5.. 8,173
Man Who Found Himself (Meighan) Crook drama Sep. 5.. 7,298
Coast of Folly (Swanson) Society drama Sep. 12.. 7,001
In the Name of Love (Cortez-Nissen)... .Comedy drama Sep. 12.. 5,904
Golden Princess (Betty Bronson) Bret Harte western Sep. 19.. 6,546
Pony Express (Cruze production) Epic of west Sep. 26.. 9,929
A Son of His Father (Bessie Love) Western drama Oct. 10.. 6,925
« Regular Fellow (R. Griffith) Typical comedy Oct. 17.. 5,027
Vanishing American (Dix-Wilson) Indian spectacular Oct. 24.. 10,063
Flower of the Night (Negri) Drama Oct. 31.. 6,374
Lovers in Quarantine (Daniels) Farce- comedy Oct. 31.. 6,570
Best People (Star cast) Society comedy Nov. 7.. 5,700
King on Main Street (Menjou) Comedy Nov. 1 .. 6,224
Seven Keys to Baldpate (McLean) G. M. Cohan play Nov. 14.. 6 048
New Brooms (Bessie Love) W. DeMille prod Nov 14 . 5 443
Ancient Highway (Holt-Dove) Lumber camp dr Nov. 21 60k
Lord Jim (Marmont) Malay locale dr Nov. 28 . 6 702
Stage Struck (Swanson) Comedy feature Nov. 28.. 6,691
Irish Luck (Meighan) Melodrama Dec 5 7 00*
Cobra (Valentino) Drama Dec' lb" 6 8«A Woman of the World (Negri) Comedy-drama Dec. 26.. 6,353

The Splendid Crime (W. DeMille prod.) .... Daniels comedy Jan 2 6 069A Kiss for Cinderella (Bronson) Barrie whimsical o“ o’xvi
Enchanted Hill (Holt) Western . . . Ta£ 9 6326Womanhandled (Richard Dix) Western Satire . t„„' ix
That Royle Girl (Dempster) D. W. Griffith a.'.'SMannequin (Joyce

;
Costello) Crook-comedy-dr Jan. 30.. 6,981Hands Up (R. Griffith) Burlesque on war Jan. 30.. 5,883American Venus (Ralston-LanphieT) “Beauties” comedy Feb 6 7 931Song and Dance Man (all-star) Comedy-drama Feb It" 6’097

Behind ^ront (Beery-Hattool War farce-com .'.'.'.Feb 20* 5 555Grand Duchess and the Waiter (Menjou).. Romantic comedy ......'.'.'.’.Feb. 27..' 6314

^
oan£ v,-.y • V South Sea study Feb! 27 . ! 6433bea Horses (Holt-Vidor) Drama of tropics Mar 6 6 56^Dancing Mothers (Joyce -Tearle-Bow) Comedy-drama .... Mar n” 71*0

M
e
n
S
r?

et M
z
a
T^
ried

u
(Di?'^Wilson) Farce-comedy "'.'.'."Mar! 20'.‘. 6!800

Nell Gwyn (Dorothy Gish) Farce-comedy Feb. 6.. 9 000Miss Brewster’s Millions (Daniels) Coimedy-drama Msr »New Klondike (Thos. Meighan) Comedy drama ".".".'.'.Apr! 3..’ 7’445
Untamed Lady (Gloria Swanson) Society drama !Apr! 3!! 6132Crown of Lies (Pola Negri) Romantic drama '.Apr! 10.'. s’o20Desert Gold (Hamilton -Mason) Zane Grey weslern Apr. 10. 6 850For Heaven’s Sake (Harold Lloyd) Typical comedy Anrii 17 I’tv;
Blind Goddess (Holt-Torrence) Mystery Drama April 17 7’363
That’s My Baby (Douglas MacLean) Farce comedy Apr. 24!! 6805A Social Celebrity (Menjou) Comedy drama May l!! 6 025The Runaway (Clara Bow) Melodrama May 8 6218Fascinating Youth (Juniors) Drama ".'.May 22 6 882Aloma of the South Seas (Gilda Gray) Drama Mav 29 ft’cu
Wet Paint (Raymond Griffith) Farce-comedy June 5

' 5*109
Rainmaker (Collier, Jr.) Drama '.June 12'.! 6,055Say It Again (Dix) Travesty-farce Tune 19 7 445
Volcano (Daniels) Thrill melodrama June 12.! 5*462
Good and Naughty (Pola Negri) Society comedy June 26." 5 503Palm Beach Girl (Bebe Daniels) Farce-comedy July 3" 6*918
Variety (Emil Jannings) Drama, short version .'.Tulv 10" 5*783
Born to the West (Jack Holt) Western July jo” g’043
It’s the Old Army Game (W. C. Fields)..

^*
arco comedy July 17 6889

Mantrap (Torrence-Bow) Drama ju]y 24" 6*077
You Never Know Women (Vidor) ...Drama ..Aug. 7."

<J,*064
Padlocked (Lois Moran) Melodrama Aug. 2s" 6 700
Beau Geste (Ronald Caiman) Drama Sept. 4. 40600
The Show-Off (Ford Sterling) Character comedy Sept. 11.. 6496
Diplomacy (Sweet-Hamilton) Modernized Sardou play. . .Sep. 25. . 6450
Campus Flirt (Bebe Daniels) College comedy Oct. 3.. 6402
Tin Gods (Thomas Meighan) Drama Oct. 2.. 8,568
You’d Be Surprised (R. Griffith) Satirical comedy Oct, 9,. 5,904
Kid Boots (Eddie Cantor) Comedy Oct. 23.. 5,*650

Sorrows of Satan (D. W. Griffith prod).. Drama Oct. 23... 11 rls.
Don’t Give Up the Ship One Reel special Oct. 23
Ace of Cads (Menjou).... Drama Oct. 30.. 7,786
Quarterback (Richard Dix) Football comedy-dr Nov. 6.. 7,114
London (Dorothy Gish) Drama Nov. 13.. 6 rls.

We’re in the Navy Now (Beery-Hatton) ... Sequel, “Behind Front” .... Nov. 20.. 5,519
So’s Your Old Man (W. C. Fields) Comedy Nov. 20.. 6,347
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Users Help Make This Chart More Useful

PATHE

Your Husband’s Past
Casey of the Coast Guard
Buried Treasure
Wicked City
Driftin’ Thru CH. Carey)
Trimmed in Gold (Bevan)
Pay the Cashier (Parrott)
Gooseland (Alice Day)
Mail Coach
Wandering Papas (C. Cook)
Hug Bug (Tryon)
Spanish Lore
Mama Behave (Chase)
Circus Today (Bevan)
Leaps and Bounds
Only Son (Parrott)
Bar-C Mystery (all star)
Spanking Breezes (Alice Day)
Monkey Business
Up in the Air
Fire Fighter
Dizzy Daddies (Findlayson)
Dixie Doodle
Seventh Bandit (Carey) ,

Wife Tamer (Lionel Barrymore) ...

Fly Time
Wandering Willies (Bevan-Oyde) .

Dog Shy (Chase & all-star)

Happy Hunting Grounds
Merry Blacksmith
Do Your Duty (Pollard)
Hooked at the Altar (Graves)
Bar-C Mystery (Dorothy Philips) .

Hearts and Showers
The Inside Dope
Madame Mystery (Theda Bara) ....

A Big-Hearted Fish
Ukelele Sheiks (Tryon)
Baby Clothes
Farm Hands
Rough and Ready Romeo
Scared Stiff (Cook)
Fight Night (star cast)
Mum’s the Word (Chase)
Ghost of Folly (Alice Day)
Vervous Moments
Hayfoot Strawfoot (Bevan)
Don Key (star cast)
An Alpine Flapper
Say It With Babies (Tryon)
Liquid Dynamite
Uncle Tom’s Uncle
Bumper Crop
Planting Season
A Yankee Doodle Duke (Graves) ..

Muscle Bound Music (Bevan)
Puppy Lovetime (Alice Day)
Golf Bug (Parrott)
He Forgot to Remember (Cook) ...

Songs of Central Europe
R. P. M
Long Fliv the King (Chase)
Swat the Crook (H. Lloyd-Daniels)
Snowed In (Allene Ray-W. Miller) .

Never too Old (Gillingwater)
Big Retreat
Jacks-of -One-Trade
Cow’s Kimono (Tryon)
Thundering Fleas
Glory or Dollars
Songs of Spain (Peggy Shaw)
Land Boom
A Sea Dog’s Tale (Bevan)
A Plumber’s Life
Bleeping in Trim
Blighty Like a Moose (Chase)
Pirates Bold
Jungle Sports
Chop Suey and Noodles
Her Ben
Smith’s Baby
Songs of Italy
Along Came Auntie (Tryon)
Merry Widower (E. Clayton)
Venus of Venice
Alice Be Good (Day)
When a Man’s a Prince (Turpin)..
Last Ha-Ha
Hubby’s Quiet Little Game
Ball and Bat
Crazy Like a Fox (Chase)
Shivering Spooks
Dough Boys
A Knight Out
Her Actor Friend (Alice Day) .....

Scrambled Eggs
Fighting Marine (Gene Tunney) ..

A Buggy Ride
Fourth Alarm
Abraham the Patriarch
Watered Stock
Bull’s Eye
Charleston Queen
Bromo and Tuliet (Chase)
Smith’s Landlord (McKee-Hiatt) .

.

Perils of Peterboro (Quillan)
Love’s Last Laugh (McKee-Hiatt).
Why Argue?
Road House
Wise Guys Prefer Brunettes

Kind of Picture Review Feet
• Comedy Feb. 6.. 2,000

. Action serial Feb. 13.. lOep.

.Our Gang Comedy Feb. 20.. 2,000

• Terry Cartoon Feb. 20.. 1,000

.Human interest westn Feb. 27.. 4,320

. Sennett comedy Feb. 27.. 2,000

• Comedy Feb. 27.. 1,000

• Sennett comedy Mar. 6.. 2,000

• Terry cartoon Mar. 6.. 1,000

• Hal Roach Comedy Mar. 13.. 2,000

.Hal Roach comedy Mar. 13.. 2,000

.Terry cartoon Mar. 13.. 1,000

.Hal Roach comedy Mar. 13.. 2,000

.Mack Sennett comedy Mar. 13.. 2,000

.Sportlight Mar. 20.. 1,000

.Hal Roach com Mar. 20.. 1,000

.Feature version Mar. 27.. 4,750

.Sennett comedy Mar. 27.. 2,000

.Our Gang comedy Mar. 27.. 2,000

.Terry cartoon Mar. 27.. 1,000

.Terry cartoon Mar. 27.. 1,000

• Hal Roach comedy Mar. 27.. 2,000

.Sportlight Mar. 27.. 1,000

.Western Apr. 3.. 5,353

.Hal Roach comedy Apr. 3.. 2,000

.Terry cartoon Apr. 3.. 1,000

.Sennett comedy Apr. 3.. 2,000

.Hal Roach c-i-edy Apr. 10.. 2,000

.Sportlight Apr. 10.. 1,000

.Terry cartoon Apr. 10.. 1,000

.Hal Roach comedy Apr. 10.. 1,000

.Mack Sennett comedy Apr. 10.. 2,000

.Western Serial April 17..

.Terry cartoon Apr. 24.. 1,000

.Sportlight Apr. 24.. 1,000

.Hal Roach, “star” Apr. 24.. 2,000

.Terry cartoon Apr. 24.. 1,009

.Hal Roach comedy May 7.. 2,000

.Our Gang May 1.. 2,000
Terry cartoon May 1.. 1,000
.Terry cartoon May 1.. 1,000
Hal Roach comedy May 1.. 2,000
...Sennett comedy May 8.. 2,000
...Hal Roach comedy May 8.. 2,000
...Sennett comedy May 8.. '2,000
...Sportlight May 15.. 1,000
...Sennett comedy May 15.. 2,000
...Hal Roach comedy May 22.. 2,000
...Terry cartoon May 22.. 1,000
...Hal Roach comedy May 22.. 2,000
...Terry cartoon May 22.. 1,000
...Our Gang comedy May 29.. 2,000
...Terry cartoon May 29.. 1,000
...Sportlight May 29.. 1,000
...Mack Sennett com June 5.. 2,000
...Mack Sennett com June 5.. 2,000
...Maok Sennett com June 12.. 2,000
...Comedy June 12.. 1,000
...Hal Roach comedy June 12.. 2,000
...Song series June 12.. 1,000
...Sportlight June 12.. 1,000

...Hal Roach comedy June 19.. 2,000

...Reissue single reel June 19.. 1,000

...Serial (myatery) June 26..

...Hal Roach comedy June 26,. 2,000

...Terry Cartoon Time 26.. 1,000

...Sportlight June 26.. 1,000

...Hal Roach comedy June 26.. 2,000

...Our Gang July 3.. 2,000

...Sportlight July 3.. 1,000

...Melody series July 3.. 1,000

...Terry cartoon July 3.. 1,000

...Mack Sennett comedy ....July 10.. 2,000

...Terry cartoon July 10.. 1,000

...Sportlight July 10.. 1,000

...Comedy July 17.. 2,000

...Terry cartoon July 17.. 1,000

...Terry cartoon July 17.. 1,000

...Terry cartoon July 24.. 1,000

...Terry cartoon July 24.. 1,000

...Sennett comedy July 24.. 2,000

...Song series July 24.. 1,000

...Hal Roach comedy July 31.. 2,000

...Hal Roach comedy July 31.. 2,000

...Terry cartoon Aug. 7.. 1,000

...Comedy Aug. 7.. 2,000

...Comedy Aug. 14.. 2,000

...Terry cartoon Aug. 14.. 1,000

...Sennett comedy Aug. 14.. 2,000

...Sportlight Aug. 14.. 1.000

....Comedy Aug. 21.. 2,000

...Our Gang Comedy Aug. 21.. 2.000

...Terry cartoon Aug. 21.. 1,000

...Terry cartoon Aug. 28.. 1.000

...Sennett comedy Aug. 28.. 2,000

...Terry cartoon Sept. 4.. 1,000

...Serial Sept. 4

...Terry cartoon Sept. 11.. 1,000

...Our Gang comedy Sept. 11.. 2,000

...Pilgrimage series Sept. 11.. 1,000

Terry cartoon Sep. 25.. 1,000

...Sportlight ..Sep. 25.. 1,000

Terry cartoon Sep. 25.. 1.000

...Comedy Sept. 25.. 2.000

...Timmy Smith series Sep. 25.. 2,000

...Sennett comedy Oct. 2.. 2,000

. ..Sennett comedy Oct. 2.. 2.000

...Terry cartoon Oct. 2.. 1.000

...Terry cartoon Oct. 9.. 1,000

...Hal Roach comedy Oct. 9.. 2,000

Kind of Picture

Smith’s Visitor Jimmy Smith series

Restless Race Sportlight

Gun Shy Terry cartoon ...

Home, Sweet Home Terry cartoon

Phoney Express . . Terry cartoon
Durable Souls Sportlight
Journey of the Israelites “Pilgrimage”
Pup’s Tale Mayer “Sketchbook’
More Ways Than One Sportlight
Nuremburg Mayer “Sketchbook”

In Vaudeville .’ Terry cartoon

Features

PREFERRED PICTURES

Plastic Age

Romance of a

Shameful Behavior? (Edith

PRODUCERS DISTRIBUTING CORP
Friendly Enemies (Weber &

Silent Sanderson (Carey) Cattle

Private Affairs (Hulette) Character
Hell’s Highroad (Leatrice Joy) Love drar
Seven Days (Lillian Rich) Comedy f

drama

Road to Yesterday (J. Schildkraut) Tense drama

Wedding Song (Leatrice Joy) Comedy-heart
Steel, Preferred (star cast) Steel industry
Braveheart (LaRocque) Indian drama
Rocking Moon (Tashman- Bowers) Alaskan drami

Million Dollar Handicap (all star).

Fifth Avenue (De La Matte) Human int.

Made for Love (Leatrice Joy) Drama

Forbidden Waters (Priscilla Dean) Comedy drama

Review Feet

..Oct. 9.. 2,000
..Oct. 16.. 2,000

..Oct. 16.. 2,000

..Oct. 16.. 1,000

..Oct. 23.. 2 rls

..Oct. 23. . 1 rl

..Oct. 23. . 1 rl

..Oct. 30.. 1 rl

..Oct. 30.. 2 rls

..Oct. 30.. 1 rl

..Oct. 30.. 1 rl

1 rl

..Oct. 30.. 1 rl

1 rl

. .Oct. 30.

.

1 rl

, 2 rls

.Nov. 13.. 2 rls.

Nov. 13.. 2 rls.

. 1 rl

1 rl

Nov. 20.. 2 rls

5,679
5.775

5,479

. 6,324

. 5.979

. 6,48*

...Oct. 31. . 6.080

6,757
5,300
5.900

5,218

1925

6.288

. 4,775

. 4,841

. 5.161

..July 4.. 5,794

..July. 11. . 5,917

, 4,720

6.1*2

6.084

6.974

..Sept. 19. . 5.077

..Oct. 3.. 7,641

6,168

..Dec. 12.., 9,988

1926

7,373

6.717

7,238

6,013

5,660

6,095

..Feb. 20... 7,419

5.503

6,900

7,257

•May 8.. 6,155

Paris at Midnight (Jetta Goudal) Melodrama May 15.. 6.995
Prince of Pilsen (Geo. Sidney) Comedy drama May 8.. 6,600
Bachelor Brides (La Rocque) Mystery drama May 22.. 6.612
Eve’s Leaves (Leatrice Joy) Romantic Comedy May 29.. 5.759
Silence (H. B. Warner) Self-sacrifice dr June 5.. 7,518
Unknown Soldier (Chas. Mack, etc.) ...War drama June 12. . 7,979
Dice Woman (Priscilla Dean) .Farce- melodrama June 19.. 5*614

Flame of the Yukon (Seena Owen) Melodrama of Yukon June 26.. 5^800
Up in Mabel's Room (Marie Prevost) Farce-comedy June 26.. 6.345
Shipwrecked (S. Owen-J. Schildkraut) .... Melodrama July 3.. 5,SS
Meet the Prince (Jos. Schildkraut) Comedy-Drama July 3.. 5,901
Sea Wolf (Ralph Ince) Jack London story .July 10.. 6,763
Sunny Side Up (Vera Reynolds) Comedy drama ....July 17.. 5,994
Speeding Venus Priscilla Dean) Melodrama July 24.. 5,560
Clinging Vine (Leatrice Joy) Comedy Tulv 31.. 6.400
Young April (Bessie Love) Romantic com-dr Sept. 11.. 6,858
For Alimony Only (Leatrice Joy) Divorce com-draraa Oct. 9.. 6.400
Gigolo (Rod La Rocque) Drama Oct. 16.. 7.295
Nervous Wreck (Ford-Haver) Farce-comedy Oct. 23.. 6,730

RAYART
1925

Snob Buster (Reed Howes) Action melodr Aug. 22.. 4.974

Cyclone Cavalier (Reed Howes) Acton-romance Sep. 26.. 4.921

Midnight Limited (star cast) Railroad melodrama Dec. 27 5.255

1936
Call of the Klondike (Glass-Dwan) Melodrama Aug. 21.. 5.903
Moran of the Mounted (Howes) Northwest M. P. melo.. . .Sept. 4.. 5,305

Has Anybody Seen Kelly?....
Marvels of Motion
Song Cartune
Reelview (Scenes in Turkey)
Hair Cartoon
Hair Cartoon
It’s the Cat's (Ko-Ko)
Song Car-tune
Sweet Adeline

RED SEAL

Song Cartune
1926

1.008

650
558.Fleischer novelty .,

59
55

558

79

Air 10

.Fleischer cartoon .

.“Tramp, Boys int March’g”.Mav S. . 559
550
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Hair Cartoon (Issue 8)

When Do We Eat?
Old Black Joe
Hair Cartoon
Toot I Toot! (Ko-Ko)
Hair Cartoons
eelview (Issue E)

Searchlight (Issue H)
Song Car-tune
Marvels of Motion
Morning Judge
Ko-Ko in the Fadeaway
Film Reporter . .

.

Churchyards of Old America,
Film Reporter (Issue B)
Berth Mark
Hair Cartoons
Searchlight

Kind of Picture Review. Feet

..Marcus novelty June 12.. 850

..Novelty July 10.. 1,000

..Song Car-tune July 17.. 500

..Marcus cartoon July 17.. 1,000

..Fleischer cartoon July 17.. 1,000

..Marcus cartoon July 31.. 1,000

..Pictorial July 31.. 1,000

..Pictorial Aug. 7.. 1,000

..Song series Aug. 7.. 1,000

..Issue L Sept. 4.. 800

..Carrie of the Chorus Sept. 4.. 2,000

..Fleischer cartoon Sept. 11.. 1,000

..Series Sept. 11.. 1,000

..Humor Sep. 25.. 1,000

..Sport subjects Oct. 9.. 1,000

..Carrie of Chorus Oct. 9.. 2,000

..Number 17 Oct. 16.. 458

..Issue J Oct. 16.. 1,000

SAVA FILMS, INC.

Chuckles Twelve novelties 1,000

Travelogues 1,000

Fantasies 1,000

TIFFANY PRODUCTIONS, INC.
Release
Date

• uat M>»del Frem Paris
Lost At Sea
The First Night
Josselyns Wife
Redheads Preferred
Sin Cargo
One Hour «f Love
The Enchanted Island
Flaming Timber
Squads Right
The Steeplechasee
The Tiger
The Song of Steel

Husband Hunters
Snowbound
Wild Geese (Special)
The Squared Ring
The Broken Gate
Fools of Fashion (Mae Busch)
College Days (Marceline Day).

.Society comedy drama Aug. 15

.Romantic cemedy drama Sept. 1

.Farce comedy Oct. 15

.Society drama Nov. 1

Whimsical comedy drama Nov. 15

Drama «f the High Seas Dec. 1

Emotional drama Dec. 15

Romantic drama Jan. 1

Woodland drama Jan. 15

War farce comedy Feb. 1

Racing society drama Feb. 15

Modern drama Mar. 1

Society-business drama Mar. 15

Domestic comedy drama Apr. 1

Comedy drama of the North ...Apr. 15

Human drama May 1

Society cor. edy drama May 15

Emotional drama Jun. 1

Social life drama Oct. 9.. 6,484

College comedy-dr Nov. 6.. 7,300

UNITED ARTISTS

Little Armie Rooney (Pickford) Typical “Mary
Eagle (Rudolph Valentino) Romantic drama ..

Stella Dallas (star cast) Mother-love drama

Tumbleweeds (W. S. Hart) Land rush drama...
Partners Again (Sidney-Alex Carr) Potash- Perlmutter
Black Pirate (Douglas Fairbanks) Technicolor feature

The Bat (all-star) Mvsterv drama ...

Son of the Sheik (Valentino) “Sheik” sequel ...

Sparrows (Mary Pickford) Comedy drama .

1925

81. . 8,500

28., 6,754

21.. 10,157

1926

2.. 7,254

..Feb. 27.,. 5,600

20... 8.388

27.. 8.219

• Aug. 7.. 6,685

9.. 6,000

UNIVERSAL
Features 1926

Rolling Home (Denny).

The Terror (Art Acord) Western
Man in the Saddle (Gibson) Western

Michael Strogoff Russian Melodrama
Spangles (O’Malley-Nixon) Circus comedy-dr. ..

Buckaroo Kid (Hoot Gibson) Farce-drama-western

Short Subjects

Buster’s Mix-un » Buster Brown comedy
In Quarantine (Snookums) Newlyweds
Snookums’ Buggy Ride Newlyweds

A Haunted Heires* (Marina) Comedy
Let George Do lit A series
Why, George I Let George Do It
George’s in Love Let George Do It
George the Winner Let George Do It

24. . 4,500

1.., 7,750

2.. 8.767

8.. s.362

15.. 6,000

22.. 6.831

28.. 5,820
5... 5.230

12.., 6,822

19... 4,304

26.. 4,305

3... 7,680

10.. 6,352

July 10.. 4,862

July 17. . 5,492

24. . 7,808

14. . 6,662
31.,. 4,776

28.. 5,865
4.. 7,603

11.. 7,445

25... 6.25(1

2.., 5,747

9.,. 4,766

16.. 6,649

Oct. 30... 9,315

6. . 5,633

20... 6,107

24... 2.000

5... 2.000

5... 2,000

12.. 2,000

12.. 2,000

12.. 2,000

19..

19... 2,000

19.. 2,000

19.. 2,000

26.. 2,000

Wise or Unwise (Puffy)
Separated Sweethearts (Lake) ....
Let Loose
Hearts for Rent (Lake)
Tin Bronc (Cobb)
Four-Square Steve (Cobb)
/Buster Watch Tige
Frame Up (Hume)
Love Deputy (E. Cobb)
Trapped (Fred Humes)
There She Goes (Wanda Wiley) .

Buster’s Girl Friend
Papa’s Mama (Arthur Lake) ....
Buster’s Heartbeats
Daredevil Daisy (Edna Marian)
Love’s Labor Lost (Edwards). ..

Do or Bust (Edwards)
Motor Trouble (Chas. King)....
Mixed Doubles (Puffy)
Fire Barrier
Village Cut-Up (Lake)
Under Desert Skies
Thirteenth Man (Puffy)
Op’ry House Tonight (Lake)
Who’s Next? (Edwards)
Thrilling Romance (Wiley)
Little Warrior (Sedgwick)
Wide Open Faces (Puffy)
His Girl Friend (Edna Marian)..
Mixed Brides (Wiley)
When East Meets West
Pep of the Lazy J (Cobb)
Buster’s Orphan Party
Don't Be a Dummy (Lake)
It’s All Over Now (Edwards)
Shoot ’Em Up Kid (F. Gilman)..
Wait a Bit (Earl Mack)
Don’t Shoot (Mower)
Tiddly Winks (Lake)
Jane’s Predicament (Wiley)
Rustler by Proxy (Hume) .......
And George Did (Saylor)
Jim Hearn’s Ghost (Sedgewick) .

Buster Helps Dad
Two Dollars, Please (Eldwards) .

The Newlyweds’ Neighbors
Wives and Wemen (Chas. Puffy)
Jane’s Inheritance (Wiley)
Olga’s Boatman (Edwards)
Which is Which? (Chas. King) .

Jane’s Troubles (Wiley)
Wanted a Bride (Arthur Lake)..
The Collegians
Fighting With Buffalo Bill
A Man’s Size Pet
Never Again
For Cryin’ Out Loud
Lots of Grief
Pinnacle Rider (Mower
Pioneer Blood (F. Gilman)
Show Cow Puncher (Cobb)
Too Much Sleep (A. Lake)
When Bonita Rode
Wild Bill (Chas. Puffy)
Jane’s Engagement Party
Barely Reasonable (D. Kitchin) . .

.

Lone Prairie (G. Magrill)
Business Worries (Arthur Lake)
Please Excuse Me
The Big Surprise
Snookums’ Outing
What Price Pleasure? (EMwards)
Better Luck
Martin of the Mounted (Gilman)..
Fighting Strain (C. Witzel)
Hook or Crook (Puffy)

Kind of Picture Review. Feet
.Comedy June 26.. 1,000
.Bluebird comedy June 26.. 1,000
.Mustang comedy June 26.. 2,000
.Bluebird comedy June 26.. 1,000
.Western June 26.. 2,000
.Western June 26.. 2,000
Buster Brown June 26.. 2,000

• Western June 26.. 2,000
•Short western July 3.. 2,000
.Short western July 3.. 2,000
.Comedy July 10.. 2,000
.Buster Brown series July 10.. 2,000
.Comedy July 10.. 1,000
.Buster Brown July 17.. 2,000
.Comedy July 17.. 2,000
.Comedy July 17.. 1,000
•Comedy July 17.. 1,000
.Comedy July 17.. 2,000
• Comedy July 17.. 1,000
.Short western July 24.. 2,000
Comedy July 24.. 1,000
.Short western July 24.. 2,000
Comedy ,, July 24.. 1,000
Comedy July 31.. 1,000
Comedy July 31.. 1,000
Comedy July 31.. 2,000
Short western July 31.. 2,000
Comedy Aug. 7.. 1,000
Comedy Aug. 7.. 2,000
Comedy Aug. 14.. 2,000

• Mustang comedy Aug. 14.. 2,000
. Short western Aug. 14. . 2,000
Buster Brown series Aug. 14.. 2,000
Comedy Aug. 21.. 1,000
Comedy Aug. 21.. 1,000
Com. dr. western Aug. 21.. 2,000
Comedy Aug. 21.. 2,000

• Short western Aug. 21.. 2,000
• Comedy Aug. 28.. 1,000
Comedy Aug. 28.. 2,000

• Short western Aug. 28.. 2,000
Comedy Sept. 4.. 2,000
.Short western Sept. 4.. 2,000
• Buster Brown series Sept. 4.. 2,000
• Bluebird comedy Sept. 4.. 1,000
Newlyweds series Sept. 11.. 2,000
Comedy Sept. 11.. 1,000
What Happened to Jane.... Sept. 11.. 2,000
.Blue Bird comedy ..Sep. 25.. 1,000
.Excuse Maker Sep. 25.. 2,000
.Stern Bros, comedy Oct. 2.. 2,000
.Comedy Oct. 2.. 1,000
.Series of 10 Oct. 9.. 4,000
Pioneering serial Oct. 16
.Western comedy Oct. 16.. 2,000
.The Gumps Oct. 16.. 2,000
.Bluebird comedy Oct. 16.. 1,000

,
Gump comedy Oct. 16.. 2,000
.Mustang western Oct. 16.. 2,000
Mustang western ,Oct. 23.. 2 rls

Mustang western Oct. 23.. 2 rls

Comedy Oct. 23.. 1 rl

Mustang western Oct. 30.. 2 rls

• Fat man comedy Oct. 30.. 1 rl

What Happened to Jane.. Nov. 6.. 2 rls

.Mustang comedy Nov. 6.. 2 rls

• Universal western Nov. 6.. 2 rls

Comedy Nov. 6.. 1 rl

Excuse Maker com Nov. 6..2rls
Gump comedy Nov. 13.. 2 rls.

Newlyweds comedy Nov. 13.. 2 rls.

Bluebird comedy Nov. 13.. 1 rl.

Gump comedy Nov. 20.. 2 rls
Mounted police Nov. 20.. 2 rls
Western Nov. 20.. 2 rls
Bluebird comedy Nov. 20.. 1 rl

WARNER BROS.
1925

Kiss Me Again (Lubitsch prod.) Light comedy Aug. 15.. 6,722
Limited Mail (Monte Blue)... ....Railroad melodrama ...Sep. 12.. 7,144

Wife Who Wasn’t Wanted (Rich) ...Romantic drama Sep. 19.. 6,858
His Majesty, Bunker Bean (M. Moore). .Farce comedy Sep. 26.. 7,291
Below the Line (Rin-Tin-Tin) Dog melodrama Oct. 3.. 6,053

Man on the Box (Syd Chaplin) Farce-comedy Oct. 10.. 7,481

Compromise (I. Rich, C. & Brook) Domestic drama N'ov. 7.. 6,789
Red Hot Tires (Monte Blue) Farce comedy Nov. 7.. 6,500
Bobbed Hair (Prevost- Harlan) Comedy-melodrama Nov. 14.. 7,817
Rose of the World (P. R. Miller) Human interest drama Nov. 21.. 7,500
Clash of the Wolves (Rin-Tin-Tin) Curwood dog drama Nov. 28.. 6.478
Hogan’s Alley (Blue-Miller) Farce-comedy Dec. 5.. 6,310
Lady Windermere’s Fan (I. Rich) Stage classic Dec. 12.. 7,816
Seven Sinners (Prevost-Brook) Crook-action drama Dec. 19.. 6,927
Golden Cocoon (H. Chadwick-H. Gordon) Human interest melo. Dec. 26. . 7,200

1926
Sea Beast (John Barrymore) Whaling epic Jan. 30.. 9,975
Oh, What a Nurse (Syd Chaplin) Farce-comedy Mar. 6.. 6,987
Cave Man (M. Moore- Prevost) Farce-comedy Mar. 13.. 6,741
Bride of the Storm (D. Costello) Melodrama .April 10.. 6,800
Night Cry (Rin-Tin-Tin) Dog melodrama April 24. . 6,300
Other Women’s Husbands (Blue) Comedy drama May 8.. 6,721
Hell Bent Fer Heaven (Miller) Mystery drama May 15.. 6,57!
Little Irish Girl (D. Costello) Crook drama May 22.. 6,667
Why Girls Go Back Home (Miller) Comedy drama May 29.. 5,268
Silken Shacklea (Irene Rich) Drama June 5.. 6.061
Social Highwa^an (Devore-Love) Farce-comedy ..June 26.. 6,107
Footloose Widows (Fazenda-Logan) Farce-comedy July 3 .. 7,163
Don Juan (John Barrymore) Romantic drama ......... .Aug. 21. .10,018
Across the Pacific (Monte Blue) Melodrama Oct. 16.. 6,945
My Official Wife (Rich-Tearle) Drama (Nov. 6. . 7,846
Private Tzzy Murphy (Jessel) ....Comedy Oct. 30.. 7,889
The Better ’Ole (Syd Chaplin) Supercomedy Oct. 23., 8,649
While London Sleeps (Rin-Tin-Tin) Dog drama
Millionaires (Sidney- Fazenda-Gordon) Heart-int. Hebrew com....Nov. 20.. 6,903
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What Poker Hand Is

E
VERY EXHIBITOR would like his theatre to be

a full house—pat! But in many cases the poker

hand a theatre most resembles is an inside straight

—it’s a long chance that you can fill it on the draw.
You are the dealer. You can stack the cards and get

away with it. If you w'ant to get a look in on the money
it’s your own fault if you give yourself nothing to draw to.

Pictures, Projection, Music, Comfort—these are the four

suits you have to deal out.

If you are anyways clever you will hand yourself an ace
in at least three of them. Then you can afford to take a
little chance on the picture you get in the draw.

Why Deal Yourself a Deuce
When an Ace is as Handy?

You can’t get away with a bluff. You have to have
the goods when the public calls.

If you hold an ace in projection and another in music

—

you have to show the seats that stack up with them. If

your seats and your projection are your pair and your

Your Theatre Like ?
music sounds like the deuce, and a punk picture comes
along—you’ve only got aces and deuces.

In that case, very likely your man-up-the-street has the

full house

!

But if you deal yourself the three aces within your con-

trol you can feel safe that with modern production quality

you’ll get an ace picture nine times out of ten—and no-
body can beat four aces.

Be Sure You Can Show
When the Public Calls

Replace projectors, lamps, condensers, reels—before they
actually need replacing. Don’t wait till you have a break-
down. Keep projection ace-high.

Don’t let either your organist or your organ get out of

harmony with the picture. It’s a strong card.

If seats are uncomfortable, carpetings worn or lumpy

—

get action that will restore them to winning quality.

Then when it comes to a showdown the public doesn’t

begrudge you their money.

Describes Method For Cleaning

Motion Picture Positive Film

T HROUGH the courtesy of the Society of Motion Picture Engineers and
of Mr. J. I. Crabtree, of the Research Laboratories of Eastman Kodak

Company, we are giving general circulation to an article read at a recent meet-
ing of the S. M P. E. by its author—a paper of interest to laboratory folks, to

exhibitors and to the projectionists—as well as to exchange managers.

By Trevor Faulkner

In connection with a department of my
firm w'hich is concerned with the distrib-

ution of positive film, I have been interested

since very early days in the production of

an efficient film cleaning machine. The
machine which I am about to describe to

you has been installed after much experi-

ment and is one which very satisfactorily

cleans and revitalizes dirty film.

That film should become soiled is in the

nature of things. In practically all cases

the projection booth is the most remote

part of the theatre, where it is seldom under
the care of a janitor or porter, and in too

many cases is hardly ever inspected by the

manager. This means the periodical accu-

mulation of dust and dirt till the operator

is forced to have a “house cleaning.” It is

seldom that you will find the floor of a

booth free from grit and oil, which is most
harmful if the film has to be “spilled” to

secure uninterrupted screen presentation

during a minor accident.

Again, on account of being at the highest

point of a theatre, and usually with an ex-

haust fan in it, most of the dust that arises

from the constant stir of patronage is drawn
into the projection room and necessarily

through the port holes in front of the pro-

jection machines. So much for the condi-

tions supplying dirt.

Film and Its Care

When positive film is first released, it is

more sensitive to damage than when older,

and consequently more care must be used

in its handling. Regardless of any prior

waxing the film may have had, to prevent the

probable damage the “operator” often ap-

plies oil to the film. Then, there have been

cases known where the unfortunate film

runs through a continuous bath of lubricating

oil. In one make of a projection machine,

when the projector is tilted to fit the angle

at which the light rays must be thrown to

reach the screen, there is a receptable cre-

ated at the base of the mechanism that is

capable of receiving and holding a suffi-
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cient amount of drainage oil to give a long
lower loop a steady bath.

Sometimes the film gets a constant spray
or sprinkle of oil through a worn intermit-

tent bearing. It is also customary for the

“Operator” to have a pan placed on the
floor under the projector to catch the oil

drip from the mechanism, and often this

pan, with more or less oil in it, will also

catch the ends of the film as the “operator”
is either threading up the machine or is tak-

ing the film out of the lower magazine. You
can rightfully place the blame for oil on
film to one or all of these conditions, for in

no other way does film ever come in con-
tact with oil.

Motion picture film in its rapid passage
through the machine may become charged
by friction with static electricity which will

enable it to attract and attach any dust in

its vicinity. Consequently when the doors
of an enclosed projector are opened or when
the film is “spilled” it becomes plentifully

coated wdth lint and dirt which it annexes
permanently if there is any oil to act as a

cement. Further passages through the pro-

jector rolls the mixture in until a very ob-
jectionable layer of coats both emulsion and
base.

The projectionist is quite aware that a

fine sparkling picture can only be produced
from clean film ; nevertheless, in too many
cases the presentation is marred because he
has no equipment for securing this cleanli-

ness.

Cleaning Machines

In considering cleaning machines, we have
had in mind the* importance of the wash
fluid which is actually to do the work. It

must be non-inflammable, give off no ex-

plosive or poisonous gases, and be free from
any acids or alkalis that might attack the
silver image, and furthermore it must be
cheap. We have been fortunate enough to

(Continued on next page)
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Film Cleaning

(Continued from preceding page)

secure such a solution and are using it daily

in our department with excellent results.

At this stage we were able to enlist the

co-operation of the manufacturer then mak-
ing the best machine on the market. He
agreed over an extended period to exploit

certain of our ideas and make any changes

necessary to carry them out. We are pleased

to say that the expriments have resulted in

a cleaning machine which really does the

required work quickly and inexpensively.

We find that our operators can clean twelve

to fifteen reels an hour. As they come off

the machine, they are handed to the in-

WHY PAY MORE?

Roll Tickets
Your Own Special Wording

1 00,000for$1 5.50
10,000 for $4.50, 20,000 for $7.50

50,000 for $10.00
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Have been printing Roll Tickets for

10 years and no better can be bad at any price.

DupeNegatives
Of the finest quality, on special duping
stock perfected by Eastman Kodak
Co., solely for this purpose. Made by
the firm which thoroughly understands
its handling through experience gained
in three years of continuous use in
making millions of feet of the finest
dupe negatives ever produced. Why
risk printing from original negatives
when Dupe Negatives of equal or better
quality can be made so cheaply? Dupe
negatives, equalizing wide difference of
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Reduction Printing
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OF AMERICA, Inc.

35 West 42nd Street New York

spector, for reel bands are placed in posi-

tion, and the work ready for the vaults. Out-

put is about 100 reels a day per unit.

The actual machine, is made by the Dwor-
sky Film Machine Corporation, 520 West
48th St., New York City. The film is first

passed through a hath of the wash solution,

contained in a trough A, about eight inches

being submerged at a time. Felt brushes

submerged in the liquid brush both sides of

the film. The film then travels up through

a series of four rubber wipers at B sus-

pended on a spring suspension at the same
angle, which wipe the film very much in the

manner that a window cleaning “squeegee”

wipes the water from a freshly washed win-

dow pane. The film then passes between
flannel strips fed from reels R1 and R2 and

slowly driven in an opposite direction to

that in which the film is traveling. The points

of contact with these strips are arranged at

offsetting points, so that the tension of the

film is sufficient to polish it thoroughly on

both sides. The film then passes through two
rubber rollers at C, which simply pull the

film through the machine. The film is then

wound on a reel by an automatic take-up

similar to the take-up on the lower magazine
of a projection machine. The entire opera-

tion requires about 4 l/> minutes to the

thousand foot reel of film.

The solution tank holds approximately

one quart of the cleaning fluid, which is

drained off into a filter after every seventh

or eighth reel. After passing through the

filter, the fluid can be used as often as it is

thoroughly filtered and freed from the dirt

that it carries after it has cleaned the seven

or eight reels. By actual measurements, this

filter from a day’s work of one hundred reels

of film has caught 14 cubic inches of dirt.

I will repeat that the hopes of ultimately

having available a satisfactory plant for clean

ing film has been the goal toward which I

have been striving for years. During these

years of what you might classify as research

there have been many machines considered

and tested, many wash solutions analyzed,

and every system with which we could come
in contact investigated. Many of them have
merit, and almost all of them offer in some
manner a remedy for dirty film. In most
instances, the plants that were investigated

were operated by their owners as cleaning

plants, and their business was confined to

cleaning film and not to selling equipment
for film cleaning. In such cases it meant

the loss of time to transport film to and
from our plant to theirs. This research work
included a very careful study of various

types of machines which were on the market
and recommended for exchange use but which
we found after a very careful analysis did

not accomplish the result we desired.

In analyzing a machine we found

:

First, in developing capacity, you must
bear in mind the greater the speed of opera-

tion, the greater the possibilities of film

damage. We have minimized damage by us-

ing large aluminum rollers with wide flanges

to guide the film and by the elimination of

sprockets. A gravity switch controls the

motor so that, should the film break, the

machine is stopped immediately. There are

no buffs or fast rotating polishers to heat
the film should it become stationary, and
there are no sprocket teeth to injure it, or
idler rollers to crease or mark it.

We may safely claim that film which has
received such treatment is so smoothly pol-

ished on either side that, besides being clean

and transparent, it is able to pass through
the projector with' the least possible friction.
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[fetter Projection
9his Department Wasfounded in. 1910 by its Present Sditor~

Richardson

Better Projection Pays

Fine Installation

In Paramount Theatre

P
RESENTLY I shall devote probably

an entire issue of this department to

a description of the projection room,

or, perhaps, I might better say, projection

suite of the new, magnificent Paramount

Theatre, which rears its truly imposing pile

at the very heart of Broadway, Times

Square. So striking is the building that

even the seasoned, hard-boiled Broadway-

ite stops to stare.

I say projection “suite” because I don t

quite know what else to call it. I examined

it while it still was far from completion, with

none of the projectors even delivered, much
less installed, and was much impressed.

There is a special elevator landing for the

projectionists, a spacious private hallway for

the various rooms, a private office for the

Chief Projectionist, a booth of ample size

entirety finished in polished, high-grade

marble. It is entirety for the use of the pro-

jection staff. And that is but a mere begin-

ning. When it is finished I wT
ill give it a

complete description. It well deserves it.

Rubin Deserves Credit

Supervisor of Projection Harry Rubin de-

serves much credit for the excellence of the

lay-out. May I offer, in advance, my sin-

cere congratulations to Paramount for the

completeness and excellence of the pi ejec-

tion room and its appurtenances. Men who
would not produce high-grade results on
the screen with such a layout would be dis-

graced indeed, but I have no fear but 'hat

the projection will be high grade, for I have
had an advance peek at the names of the

projectionists who will be favored. I have
been favored with an invitation to the open-
ing of the theatre and most certainty will

be there, though as a rule I don’t care for

first nights.

A* P. S to Start

Projection Contest

THE American Projection Society will

launch a contest, and has invited me
to be one of the judges. I have ac-

cepted. I don’t know all the details as yet,
but it is designed, as I understand the mat-
ter, to determine (a) just what constitutes
the most acceptable and best theatre pro-
jection room, and (b) to see what theatres
have them.

This department will give you full par-
ticulars of the contest as soon as they arc
available. You will send your answers to the
American Projection Society direct or
through this department if you prefer to.

There will be some substantial cash prizes
donated by various manufacturers.

Bluebook School
Question No. 544—Practical question

submitted by G. L. Doe, Chicago.

Suppose you are employed as chief

projectionist in a theatre under con-

struction. Your employer asks your

advice as to what type of lamp, or

light source it is advisable to use for

the projectors. Just what various

things would you give consideration,

and what information would you de-

sire to have before offering advice?

“Brother Richardson— I say “Broth-

er” because I believe you are a mem-
ber of the I. A., but whether you are

or not I firmly believe you have been
a ‘big brother’ to projectionists every-

where, including our own Chicago

—

you no doubt have some very able

men, called ‘Broadway men’ in the ‘Big

Town.’ Also I am very firmly con-
vinced, from some of the samples who
have been in Chicago, that not a few
of them have to purchase hats several
times too large, because of the fact

that their heads are—what I shall say
—unduly enlarged.

“I would like to see spme of the
Broadway men (who up to now have
been rather conspicuous by their ab-
sence from the ‘School’— I wonder
why)—take a shot at this question. I

would also like to see Brother Gray’s
answer, if he has the time, and that is

no slap at Gray, who is an able man
whom I admire.”

There, gentlemen, I shall ask no
other question this week, for this real-

ly is a big thing. It may even con-
sume the entire department the week
the reply is published. It ought to,

anyhow. Also I am wondering
whether Broadway will accept the di-

rect challenge of this very able Chi-
cago man. What he says about
“Broadway men” is, in my opinion,
exactly true. There are Broadway
men who can, 1 believe, answer this

question as fully as any one could an-
swer it. But how many of them can

—

well, that is quite another story.

Dentlebach Visits N. Y.

C HARLES DENTLEBACH, Supervis-

or of Projection for Famous Players-

Canadian Corporation, was in New
York recently. “Charlie” looks as spry

as ever. He advises me that Mr. Nathan,
head of the Canadian Corporation, has given

him satisfactory authority over projection

matters, and if that is so there is no reason
why Dentlebeck should not build his posi-

tion into a very real one. He has the ahility.

His Best Bet to

Try Other Work

J
OHN R. ALLBRIGHT, Portland, Maine,

writes briefly thus : “I am 19 years of

age. Have an excellent education, as

Dad, who died not many months ago, was

well off. But we find there is very little left

now that things are all settled, and I must

at once take my place in the work world and
earn money, as mother must not be per-

mitted to bear the burden of four other chi 1 -

dren, none but myself old enough to help

much.

“I have been thus frank because I want to

ask you this question : Would it be possible

for me to qualify as a motion picture ma-
chine operator, later to ‘graduate,’ if hard
work wrould accomplish it, into a real mo-
tion picture projectionist, by going to New
York City and taking a course in one of the
schools Which I understand exist there?”

There is more, but that tells the story.

You have been frank and so will I be. The
schools, or any of them I know anything
about, will give you next to nothing of value.

They simply learn you to thread a projec-
tor, “trim” a lamp, keep some sort of a light

on the screen when your luck is good, and
splice a film. The rest of it consists mere-
ly “stuffing" you with answers to questions
which will probably be asked in examina-
tion.

Years Study Needed

I could not, in justice to the industry, ad-
vise you to do anything except serve a regu-
lar apprenticeship of at least one fall year,
and two would be much better, studying the
Bluebook and such other helpful books as
you can get meanwhile.

The trouble with that is, though, that you
would probably have trouble finding a posi-
tion as apprentice which would enable you
to help your mother much, and your highly
laudable and most honorable desire and de-
termination to help her should not be in
any degree discouraged. It does you high
credit and I wish I might help you.

Lnder the conditions I could only advise
you o seek some form of employment where
youi earning power will begin immediately.
Meanwhile, if you really wish to adopt pro-
jection as your future profession, get a Blue-
book, start studying, and try to arrange v- ith

some one of the local projectionists to per-
mit you to help him two or three evenings
a week in return for the exprience. You
might even go to the Business Agent of
the local, state your exact circumstances and
ask the local to permit you to start in that
way, or any way they may approve. I think
you will find them willing to help you in any
reasonable way.

That is not the advice you wanted, of
course, but it is the best f am able to give
under the conditions.
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Bluebook School Answers 532 and 533

Note:—This “School” is designed to arouse interest in the study of those many problems

which constantly arise in motion picture projection, AND to cause men to really study

the Bluebook and assimilate the vast amount of knowledge contained within its covers.

Question No. 532—At what temperature is

the resistance of wires, as given in tables,

calculated, and what is the effect of a higher

or a lower temperature?

E. Fergodo, Livermore, Calif.; G. L., Bill,

John and (a new one) Charles Doe, Chicago,

HI.
;
W. C. Budge, Springfield Gardens, N.

Y.
;

C. H. Hanover, Burlington, Iowa

;

Thomas Allerton, Topeka, Kansas; S. F.

Cooley, Manchester, N. H.
;

G. V. Rumley,

Des Moines, Iowa
;
Charles F. Curie, Chat-

tanooga, Tenn.; Frank Dudiak, Fairmont, W.
Va.

;
Allan Gengenbeck, New Orleans, La.;

Charles C. Colby, Santa Fe, New Mexico;

John Peters, Allentown, Pa.; Ty R. Don-

aldson, Pottsville, Indiana; Wm. T. Smith,

New York City; T. D. Boyd, Spring-

field, Mass.; T. M. Dodd, Hendersonville,

Ky., and Albert Johnson, Akron, Ohio,

all replied correctly. I think, however,

Brother Hanover puts the thing in the best

form as to words. He says :

“The resistance of wires as given in the

various tables, is calculated on the basis ot

the temperature of the wire itself being at

what is termed ‘normal,’ which means 75 de-

grees Fahr. or 24 degrees Cent.

“The effect of a temperature greater or

less would be, as set forth in the Bluebook,
that as temperature is increased above nor-
mal the resistance of the wire is increased
in proportion, which increase may be ac-
curately calculated by the use of what is

known as the temperature co-efficient—see
page 66 of the Bluebook. The resistance
decreases in the same proportion as the tem-
perature drops below normal, though t'he

possible range there is so small that in

projection practice it amounts to nothing.
It only counts where very great accuracy
is demanded.”

The foregoing was very nearly the same
as Cooley, G. L. Doe, Gengenbeck, Curie

and Dudiak said. In fact, Curie’s reply was,

I think upon second reading, perhaps a bit

better, but not sufficiently so to justify mak-
ing a change now.

Question No. 533.—Describe some of the

properties of some metals used for resist-

ance.

To the .before named list of correct an-

swers must be added the following: B. Mc-
Clung, Spencer, W. Va., and T. R. Boyle,

Richmond, Va. Also some of the ones named
in the first list fell down on this one, but
I’ll not tell tales as to who they were. Let

’em get away with it, says I, due to the ex-

cellence of their answer to the first one.

The question was only asked to direct

attention to the subject, and to get you to

scrutinize what data the Bluebook and such
other works as you might have available

contained. The answer of Curie is correct

and good, but that of Brother Fergodo serves

the purpose of publication very well on such

a subject, and it is brief. He says

:

"Among the metals used for rheostatic
resistance, cast iron and various grades or
alloys of nickle steel are most common and
seem to serve the purpose best.

‘‘Little is known, of the properties of cast
iron with respect to its resistance charac-
teristics, except that where a considerable

difference between the resistance offered at
normal and at higher temperatures is not
important, it forms a cheap and fairly sat-
isfactory resistance element.

“ '(Climax’ resistance wire is a high-grade,
high resistance nickle steel alloy, well suited
for use in rheostats. ‘Advance’ wire is a
copper-nickle alloy containing no zinc. It

is uniform in its composition and its re-
sistance remains practically constant at all
temperatures. The temperature co-efficient
cannot therefore be applied to it. The same
is true of ‘Ideal.’

“
‘Clarl id o’ is a high percentage nickle

chromium alloy containing a small percent-
age of iron. It has an extremely high melt-
ing point. ‘Nichrome’ also has an extremely
high melting point, and is practically non-
corrosive. The same applies to ‘Nickel.’ ”

Powerlight and
Other Things

R
ecently from some mysterious
source a rumor came that “Power-
light,” the reflector type lamp mar-

keted by the International Projector Cor-
poration, was to be taken off the market.

I went immediately to that corporation
and asked if this was true. The “No” which
greeted the query almost blew me out
through three solid doors and down two
flights of stairs. I think after that experi-
ence I may say as positively as anything may
be said that the rumor not only has abso-
lutely no foundation in fact, but also never
did. have any. So that’s that, and “Powtr-
hte” will proceed to supply the excellent
screen illumination as in the past, and bring
smiles of joy to those using them.
While I was at 90 Gold street, the lair of

the International Projector Corporation,
this remark was made by one of the offi-
cials :

You ought to drive home to projection-

SPECIAL
ROLL and

MACHINE
TICKETS
Your own special Ticket,
any colors, accurately
numbered ; every roll

guaranteed.
Coupon Tickets for Prize

Drawing: 5,MO for $7.00.
Prompt shipments. Cash with
the order. Get the samples.
Send diagram for Reserved

Seat Coupon Tickets, serial or dated.
ROLL AND MACHINE TICKETS
In Five Thousand Lots and Upward

Ten Thousand $S.M
Fifteen Thousand 7.00
Twenty-five Thousand 9.00
Fifty Thousand 12.50
One Hundred Thousand 18.00

National Ticket Co. Shamokin, Pa.

ists and exhibitors, who, after all are, in the

last analysis, our customers, even though
they may not deal directly with us, the fact

that they can only place reliance on state-

ments made by responsible manufacturing
and selling organizations. There are a large

number of fly-by-night concerns in the busi-

ness, some of whom think nothing of making
wild statements. The statements of such

irresponsible parties are often trusted to the

ultimate damage of all except the one mak-
ing them. They were made, primarily, for

the advantage of that one, and no one else.

“In this matter of the Powerlite, for ;n-

stance, you have done exactly the right

thing in coming to us direct for informa-

tion. I believe it would be well that you
point out to your readers the advisability

of following the same course. They should

either consult the manufacturer, or some
one directly affected, or write direct to > our-

self for authentic information.”

Best to Write Direct

Correct, but I would amend that by saying

that it is best to write direct, rather than to

me. I am very busy, and while I am always
willing to help, still, the manufacturer knows
the facts, and is the logical one to give them
to you. On the other hand, manufacturers
are often remiss and cause much unneces-
sary trouble for themselves, and misunder-
standing on the part of others, by failure to

advise this department when changes in

equipment, etc., are made.
Through this department they can imme-

diately reach at least nine-tenths of the pro-
jectionists of this country and Canada, and
also a large percentage of the exhibitors and
many of both in other lands. This depart-
ment is very willing to render this service,

but it is not either able or willing to chase
around and get the information in addition
to giving it space free of charge.

Blame Unfairly Placed

a vvuuiu ctlaCl dClU. IU lilt; b Ld Iclllcll c OI TlTC

International Projector official by saying
that the exhibitor or projectionist who pur-
chases a spurious part for a projector—

a

part not made by the manufacturer of the
projector—is being hugely unfair to the man-
ufacturer, to the projector and to himself.
The projector manufacturer is the one who
has a direct, abiding interest in seeing his
projector give perfect service in screen re-
sults. The parts manufacturer is, very nat-
urally, only concerned in the performance of
the single part sold to the exhibitor, and if

it performs badly, nine times in ten it ; s
not the maker of the part who gets blamed,
but the projector itself, because it gives punk
results as a whole by reason of the “cheap”
( '???) punk part. But does the exhibi-
tor, or the average projectionist, blame the
part? Not so! He blames the projector.

Stick to the statements of responsible
manufacturers and their responsible agents,
and to the things made by responsible manu-
facturers, is my advice—and it’s solid gold,
diamond-trimmed advice, too, mark you well.
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Noticeably Superior

There is a definite difference on the

screen with pictures printed from Eastman

Panchromatic Negative— the results are

noticeably superior.

Eastman Panchromatic Negative is com-

pletely color sensitive— renders all tones

of blue, red, yellow and green in their

correct relationship in black and white.

Where regular film is ordinarily satisfac-

tory, "Pan” is extraordinarily successful.

And Eastman Positive Film carries all

the quality of the negative through to the

screen.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.



POWER'S PROJECTORS
WITH

POWER'S INCANDESCENT EQUIPMENT
POWER'S PROJECTORS

1. Stereopticon attachment.

2. Double handled speed control handle operated from
either side.

3. Governor type speed control giving wide range of speed
uniformly controlled regardless of fluctuations in line

voltage at motor.

4. Adjustable legs permitting raising and lowering of pro-

jector to meet various requirements.

5. Powerful motor specially designed for Power’s Pro-
jectors.

6. Double handle arc switch with quick break safety device
operated from either side of projector.

7. Double ended motor switch—operated from either side
of projector.

8. Screw and hand wheel adjustment for tilting projector at
any desired angle up to 28°.

14. 16" magazines with peephole protected by wire glass.

Other Features Not Shown in Illustration

Roller pin intermittent movement (Exclusive Power’s
Patent).

Adjustable Shutter Bracket assembly (permits adjusting of

shutter while projector is working).

Revolving Upper Magazine Spindle.

Improved take-up device and ball bearing spindle in lower
magazine.

Automatic lower loopsetter.

New style front plate with pilot light assembly.

Film footage indicator.

POWER'S INCANDESCENT EQUIPMENT

9.

Regulator for Incandescent lamp. 12. Cinephor condensing system—increasing the efficiency

10. Incandescent lamphouse. of the Incandescent equipment 30%.
11. Ammeter. 13. Stereopticon mount.

Improvements And Refinements
Moulded composition knobs and handles throughout, and a new and superior vertical adjustment on
the lamphouse. The slideover tracks are now cold rolled steel, accurately finished and securely

fastened to the top of the base casting.

Crystallized lacquer finish replaces plain japan finish—all steel parts are dull or polished nickelplated.

Supplied with new mirror and Power’s aspheric condenser mount.

POWER'S division
INTERNATIONAL PROJECTOR CORPORATION
90 Gold Street New York, N. Y.



Adventures
m,
ART

YOUNG

7%e WonderPicture ofSport

THE money spent on out-door

sports is staggering. The in-

terest is intense.

country;” to meet in fair combat

America’s biggest game,—the huge

Kodiak grizzly bear, the Alaskan

moose, the caribou, and the rest,

and win .

Pafhepicture

In your community are very many
who will pay liberally to see a new
kind of sport, in a country new to

them, amid scenes of unbelievable

magnificence, and they’ll thank

you when they see it.

Art Young dared, with one com-

panion, to go through wildest

Alaska with no weapons save a

bow and arrows; to “live off the

Now you can see the indescribable

break-up of ice in the Yukon, the

birth of the icebergs, the Valley

of Ten Thousand Smokes, the

Midnight Sun and a myriad of

other things.

As a drama of man’s fight with

the wilderness it’s great; as a

sport picture it’s marvel-

ous; as a scenic it’s got

them all stopped.

Just tell them about it.

That’s all.
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industry abU^e

0^°us HITS
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Nation-wide Release
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LETTER,
o

4th Qreat Month
on Broadway at $2

By Nathaniel Hawthorne, with Lars Hanson.

A Victor Seaslrom production. Adaptation and
Scenario by Frances Marion. Titles by Frances

Marion. Directed by Victor Scastrom.

With Elcanor^oardmdn,William Haines and
Carmel Myers. A Qeorge Hill production.

Screen play by E. Richard Schayer. Titles by

Joe Farnham. Directed by Qeorge Hill.

The Epic Photoplay

of the Heroes ofPeace

BROADWAY AWAITS
ITS GREAT $2.00 OPENING

Wu/i Ma\ McAvoy and Charles Ray. From

the story by Kate Corbaley. Directed by

William Nigh.

SOMEBODY’S GOING TO GET THESE PRIZES
Act Now! Tomorrow may be too late

!
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39
paramount (pictures
for release Februaij-Au^ustl9'27

THE BIG 7

HAROLD LLOYD The second HAROLD LLOYD Paramount release will be
ready for exhibition in January. From advance reports, it is

his greatest ever. With all the sympathetic appeal of “Grand-
ma’s Boy” and the roaring comedy of “The Freshman”. Directed by Lewis Milestone and Ted Wilde. Produced
by the Harold Lloyd Corporation.

T) r^\W7Q O A nr A XT D - w - Griffith’s $2 road show, with Adolphe
O V_>J XvXvV^/ W w vy Jr wihV X XxJLAj Menjou, Ricardo Cortez and Lya de Putti. From

Marie Corelli’s immortal novel. Now offered to

motion picture theatres. A mighty drama of love, temptation and regeneration. Positively the greatest box office

attraction that will be released by anybody for spring showings.

A C1hV A rF HTT-f'C DAT WALLACE BEERY, star of “Behind the Front”
V^xYOJC/ X XJL X X 1 JLJC D/v X and “We’re in the Navy Now”, in the successor to

those sensational comedy money-getters. Supported
by Ford Sterling, ZaSu Pitts, Buddy Stuart and a huge battery of fun makers. Directed by Monty7 Brice and
supervised by Hector Turnbull, largely responsible for previous Beery-Hatton successes.

T HT' First starring appearance of the greatest female box office find of the age, CLARA BOW. An Elinor

JL JL Glyn-Clarence Badger production. Story by Elinor Glyn. To be serialized in Cosmopolitan Magazine.

With Antonio Moreno, star of “The Temptress”, and a fine supporting cast.

HOTEL IMPERIAL
“Metropolis”. From the stage play by Lajos Biro.

A mighty melodrama starring POLA NEGRI. A Mauritz

Stiller Production. With James Hall and George Siegmann.
Supervised by Erich Pommer, producer of “ Variety” and

One of the outstanding specials of the year.

GLORIFYING THE AMERICAN GIRL
daz z ling

beauty extravaganza and comedy-drama of Broadway. Story by Monta Bell. Directed by Harry D'Arrast. \\ ith

the famous Ziegfeld beauties and an all-star cast. Revealing the gayeties and temptations of Broadway.

A T T’A'C’T T\ 7T7T> AT The famous Follies star and hit of “Kid Boots”, EDDIE
OX Lyy I / \ I v | JP I > I V JC/Xv JL CANTOR, in his second starring picture. Eddie as

the goofy letter-carrier, the funniest characterization

ever seen in pictures. Story by himself. A cast of beautiful girls and high-powered names will support him.



THE RIALTO 11

ROUGH HOUSE ROSIE
Saturday Evening Post story. Directed by Monty Brice.

CLARA BOW’S second starring picture. As
the treat ’em rough girl in Nunnally Johnson’s

pjT J y RICHARD DIX in his big successor to “The Quarterback.”
Dix fights his way to love and glory in the prize ring.

\T-r\y 'V
r

/^\'D With Ricardo Cortez, Lois Wilson, Estelle Taylor, William Powell and Norman
IN 12/W X V^/Xvlv Trevor. Directed by Luther Reed. The inside story of New York.

A T712 A/fTT 'I A T7 \T nn O Herbert Brenon’s production with Lois

LrLJJLJ VjrA V E 1VLE ZU V^EIN JLO Moran, Lya de Putti, Jack Mulhall
and William Collier, Jr. It opened the new Paramount Theatre.

npT TTJ OTT AZ'p'D OTJIT'E’T F) THOMAS MEIGHAN in a great drama written especially

X .LT.E OXE V EIY OITLXEEE' for him by the famous playwright, Owen Davis.
Bigger than “Tin Gods.” Title is tentative.

T PI) T7 A r
I ’ L'CTT A /fTC'T' A Exploitation tie-up with Liberty Mag-

LLX V E O IjrXVEA 1 EO 1 JVLlO 1 AiVE azine
,
backed by $100,000 advertising.

Edw. Sutherland production with Evelyn Brent, Josephine Dunn, Neil Hamilton, James Hall, Phillip Strange.

A TX A T? I
' GILDA GRAY, flashing star of “Aloma,” in another triumph. A roaring story of

A Chicago night life. By the author of “Lulu Belle.” Directed by Robert Vignola.

First screen appearance of the celebrated stage com
star, ED. WYNN. Supported by a marvelous cast.THE PERFECT FOOL First screen appearance of the celebrated stage comedy

Story by himself. Tentative.

NEW MORALS Strong drama produced by Malcolm St. Clair, director of “The Grand
Duchess and the Waiter” and many others. Story by Alfred Savoir.

THE CROSS EYED CAPTAIN
Cents.” The title will be changed.

Malcolm St. Clair production of the story

by the author of “God Gave MeJ 20

rI^TTX'T'P\'p,C DOROTHY GISH in a brilliant screen version of the American musical comedy success.

Presented by British National Pictures, Ltd. Directed by Herbert Wilcox.

THE STAR 21

BEBE DANIELS
column. Story by Samuel Hopkins Adams and Joseph Jackson.

ESTHER RALSTON in
r
a

tale of the modern flapper’s

A TAA /Truin’ TVN T Q BEBE DANIELS as a dashing debutante editing the lovelorn
ZVXy V XV^E IE/ Ev_>J V EXvO column. Story by Samuel Hopkir

TEN MODERN COMMANDMENTS ESTHER RALSTON in ra

love code. Written by Jack Lait and Max Marcin.

Y3 \ pT/ XT A HTT TT> X? RICHARD DIX, in a fast stepping comedy-drama of the type

liJ INA I UXvE that draws the dollars.

FLORENCE VIDOR ar

tion. From the play “Face to Face”.

ADOLPHE MENJOU in

drama that proves it is the man who pays and pays.

AFRAID TO LOVE FLORENCE VIDOR and all-star cast in a Frank Tuttle produc-

LUXURY HUSBANDS ADOLPHE MENJOU in a sophisticated comedy-

All-star supporting cast.



{^T-I A AIT3 A TA^TTh A sparkling love adventure starring LYA DE PUTTI, sensation of “Variety”iWJi i !_ ancj “Sorrows of Satan”. Supervised by Erich Pommer.

AZYAT 7 T A ’T’PTJ The kreezY comedian, DOUGLAS MAC LEAN, in an offering of
^ V-' X X/Xv

Spec ia l rank. Permanent title and other details later.

THE MYSTERIOUS RIDER ?
ai

style. A John Waters Production.

PARAMOUNT SCHOOL PICTURE The 5tars of “Fascinatina

Rogers, in another big exploitation special. Title to come.
Youth”, including Charles

TA'N" TA CA DOROTHY GISH in a big love-melodrama written by Thomas Burke. Directed^ k by Herbert Wilcox. Presented by British National Pictures, Ltd.

'T'l—I T7 T A CT TAT THTT A \\T A new type of Paramount Western special starring the sensation
^ X W \^J X X>xV VV of “Barbara Worth”, Gary Cooper. Watch for further details.

THF WTNNTTVn <sPTPTT The hi§h hat kin §’ Raymond Griffith,
**-****' * * 11^1 V_J OX X XV X X

[n an outstanding comedy atttaction by Alfred
Savoir, author of “Bluebeard’s 8th Wife”.

TA A TAT A ISJTA^S A Zane Grey action- thriller produced on a spectacular scale. Directed by^ ^ k ^ i-AO John Waters. King of action-thrillers.

A T/^ T QQ T A ,T' A AZA BEBE DANIELS in a sprightly screen version of the famous French
^ X -GVWX

farce that rocked Paris and New York with laughter.

FASHIONS FOR WOMEN
TAFT^T^A^ TAP TA^JQTA^T The star of “Peter Pan” and “Everybody’s Acting” in a strong^ ^X^V/1> Ov/l>

special. Title and other details coming soon.

TA TIT TT" Q A TA Q RICHARD DIX in a strong drama of the West. With Noah Beery,^ ^ Helene Chadwick and others. Directed by Jack Conroy.

A P T 7 YA NT A TA YA T T 'M TA A Paramount Western special starring the new outdoor/A IV I Z,W IN
find> Gary Cooper . Packed W ith unusual thrills.

THF WORT TA ATHFT? FFFT A comedy -drama of love, marriageXXXB VV OXVED AX XXUXV X X^ X^ X and near -divorce starring FLOR-
ENCE VIDOR. Title may be changed.

RICH MAN, POOR MAN
in a great Saturday Evening Post story.

Marking the return to the screen of that

adorable personality, MILDRED DAV IS,

BETTY BRONSON’S SECOND rSS
this dainty player. With an extraordinary supporting cast.

(Paramount (Picture#
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A. P. YOUNGER
Responsible for

Screen Adaptations
of

UNCLE TOM’S CABIN

SOULS FOR SABLES

BROWN OF
HARVARD

COLLEGE DAYS ,

by

MARTHA OSTENSO

THE BOOKMANS MONTHLY SCORE
Complied by Frank Parker Slockbridge, Li/e Member of the American Library Association, in.

Cooperation with the Public Libraries 0/ America

Once more contemplation of this mirror of the American public’s reading tastes
(Jives us a sharply limned reflection of the American scene. The picture is of an
entire nation seeking new light on the old truths which in their traditional presenta-
tions fail to satisfy a new generation to whom miracles arc daily commonplaces and
the ancient mysteries no longer mysterious. They are seeking not so much new
truths as sonic mean's of reconciling the facts of life as they know them with the innate
human desire to believe in the unknowable. They are scrutinizing the old generaliza-
tions with keenly critical and skeptical eye and eagerly welcoming every new book
whim holds out the promise of throwing new light on the accepted beliefs of the past,
in the hope offinding therein surer guidance for the future. That at least is the only
conclusion the present reporter can draw from an attempt to psychoanalyze the collec-
tive mind which reads with equal avidity “ The Man Nobody Knows”, " The Fruit of
the Family Tree”, “ Why We Behave Like Human Beings”, and the revealing biog-
raphies which make up the rest of the current general list. — F. P. S.

FICTION

. Wild Geese

. The Perennial Bachelor

. Thunder on the Left

. The Keeper of the Bees
u

. The Private Life of Helen of Troy

. One Increasing Purpose

. An American Tragedy *

. Soundings

. The Vanishing American

. The Professor’s House

. Glorious Apollo

. The Blue Window •

Martha Oslcnso

Anne Parrish

Christopher Morley
Gene Stratlon-Porter

John Ershine
A. S. M. Hutchinson

Theodore Dreiser

A. Hamilton Gibbs

Zane Grey

Willa Cather

E. Barrington

Temple Bailey

One of the 20 Gems from TIFFANY Heads the List/

Miss Martha Ostenso receiving check
of $13,500 from Frank C. Dodd,
President of Dodd, Mead & Co .

—

a prize for “Wild Geese’’, her first
novel.

DODD
Harper

Doubleday
Doubleday

Bobbs
Little

Liveright

Little
Harper
Knopf
Dodd
Penn
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This entirely unprecedented number of theatres

served by one company includes most of the best first-

run houses and practically every circuit in the country*
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Will H. Hays, Preside*
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very year—until

Theatres
Playing

There’s extra profit at the box-office

for the theatres that book and exploit

EDUCATIONAL PICTURES.
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Jogging up from the
tlackest jungles of Africa
omes Dare-devil Ben
lurbridge, American big
ame hunter, with the
iREATEST SHOWMEN’S
OX-OFFICE SCOOP OF
HE YEAR!
eared by fever! Weak
rom hardships! Scarred
y hand-to-hand struggles
rith the death-dealing
rutes you see on the
creen! Yet his cameras
ave brought us a mighty
ageant of JUNGLE
EVELATION

•warfing in their myriad
onders any other hunt
ttraction ever filmed!

Joseph P. Kennedy
presents

e
°'rilr

0

*

e
”>erJ;

•POi]

ton

Member of Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc.—Will H. Hays, President



Directed by

SPENCER BENNET
ScreenAdaptation by >y

FRANK LEON SMITH

From the “Saturday

EARL DERR

Allene
Ray
And a Ste

A BIG FEATI
IN A TRUIA
Pathe is proud of this

serial.

Not only is it a great

mystery story, but it’s

a production that

sparkles with brilli-

ancy.

ITS THE BIQ B/
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WITHOUT A
ening Post"Story by
BIGGERS

Walter
Miller

ar Cast

E STORY
EATURE SERIAL!
rama, suspense, action, mys-

Eying plot—it bites in from

le start.

s a picture it equals 99% of

1 the features current.

IQ OF SERIALS!
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THE TWO BEST BOOKS

on

MOTION PICTURE PHOTOGRAPHY

Motion Picture Photography

By Carl L. Qregory, F.R.P.S.

This book is recognized everywhere as the standard work on
motion picture photography for either professionals or amateurs.

Carl L. Gregory was formerly Chief Instructor in Cinema-
tography, Signal Corps School of Photography, Columbia Uni-
versity, New York.

Special Chapters were contributed by Charles W. Hoffman and
by Research Specialists of the Research Laboratories, Eastman
Kodak Company.

Price $6.00 (postpaid)

Motion Picture Photography

For the Amateur

By Herbert C. McCay

Thousands of small motion picture cameras for use in the home
are being sold today. This book has been written to help those

who are so fortunate as to own one of these amateur cameras.

Tells all about getting correct exposures, staging simple scenes,

working in titles, trick photography, enlarging from single frames
—in fact, everything for the amateur motion picture photographer
is carefully covered in this volume.

Price $2.50 (postpaid)

CHALMERS PUBLISHING COMPANY
516 Fifth Avenue

NEW YORK



THE $2 BROADWAY HIT!

it’s “The Big Parade

”

of Peace Times



EVERY FIREMAN-EVERY PIECE
OF FIRE APPARATUS-

1

2

at your service
WHEN YOU PLAY IT

: such a co-operative force behind a motion picture ! More than
15,000 Fire Houses all over the country are headquarters for promotion
activities in advance and during run of picture.

IVIORE than 12,000 Fire Chiefs are pledged to act as leaders of local cam-
paigns to put the picture across with your public. The official connections
of Fire Headquarters insure you the most extraordinary help you have ever
received. Plus the marvelous tie-up with National Fire Prevention Week and
the New Orleans Convention of Fire Chiefs.

4,

5.

A HALF million firemen who engaged in a National Prize Contest for the title

are pledged to get behind “The Fire Brigade.” No organized body of this

size and importance has been definitely aligned with the promotion of a pic-

ture in the history of the industry. They co-operated in the Cross-country
Ballyhoo, a big, unique promotion stunt.

ALL leading fire journals, civil service publications, and other periodicals

devoted to fire prevention are opening their columns to publicity on “The Fire

Brigade ”
Publicity channels that are ordinarily not available for theatres are

at your disposal when you play the picture.

“THE FIRE BRIGADE” pi us this greatest promotion
ever accorded a single picture is destined to be one of

the biggest box-office successes the industry has known.
It is truly called “The Big Parade of Peace Times ”

because it ranks with the few superlative entertain-

ments of our times

The Fire
Brigade

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER

with

MAY MeAVO

Y

CHARLES RAY
Scenario by Alfred A. Cohn

From the story by
KATE CORBALEY

Directed by WILLIAM NIGH

-
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TO REACH
your maximum market you must

use

MOVING PICTURE WORLD

The Only Verified Circulation Figures Show:

—

MOVING PICTURE WORLD
With 6,492 Net Paid Exhibitor Circulation

MOTION PICTURE NEWS *

With Less Net Paid Exhibitor Circulation

EXHIBITORS HERALD *

With Less Net Paid Exhibitor Circulation

*Publicity Rules of the Audit Bureau of Circulations

prevent quoting exact audit figures of competitor papers.

MOVING PICTURE

WORLD
A Chalmers Publication

FIRST

SECOND

THIRD



FIRST NATIONAL FIRST/
Members of Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America Inc.~~Wlll Hays Pnsidcnt



Last Minute News From Everywhere
THANKSGIVING NOTE
P. A. (Pat) Powers lias

MOVING PICTURE LOOKING FORWARD
It takes a good man to

the heeliee jeebees try-
ing to make Von Stro-
heim finish his “Wedding
March,” which is run-
ning,' to more money
ever)’ fleeting minute. WORLD run a hotel, so Louis B.

Mayer is going to build
one on Hollywood Blvd.
to cost $1,000,000. No
one at the M-G-M stud-
ios ever need go hungry

Vol. 83 New York, November 29, 1927 No. 5

Texas Showmen

Plan to Battle

Big Operators

May Complain to State

of “Unfairness”

(Special to Moving Picture World.)
Dallas, November 24.

Texas came to the fore this
week with an exciting' convention
which, featuring a debate be-
tween Eli Whitney Collins, presi-
dent of the M. P. T. O. A., and
Col. H. A. Cole, head of the state
body, also decided on several im-
portant moves.
Cole was instructed to com-

plain to the state’s attorney gen-
eral against alleged unfair tac-
tics of chain operators, includ-
ing Saenger, Publix, Dent and
Robb & Rowley. Si Charninsky
of Dallas was foremost in de-
manding thisi action, charging
that product has been withheld
from him and that lie had to sell
his theatre.
John Moroney, Charninsky’s

lawyer, outlined the state’s anti-
trust laws for the convention.

E. H. Hulsey, former chiain
operator, declared that he knew
the methods of the chain men and
that his testimony in court could
be very hurtful to them. He sug-
gested the pooling of exhibitor
capital into a business company,
and offered to finance it up to
$250,000.
Cole and Collins tilted over the

matter of membership in the na-
tional organization. The former
rapped the Los Angeles proceed-
ings.

The booking combination plan
was unanimously successful.

The convention decided to
withdraw from arbitration unless
Will H. Hays corrects certain al-
leged practices before January 1.

A banquet concluded the con-
vention.

Emil Jennings and

Beery in a “Super”

Emil Junnings and AVal-
lace Beery will make a
picture together for Para-
mount, B. P. Schulberg has
announced. They will each
complete pictures now
scheduled for them and
then join talents in a
super-special, This is the
outgrowth of the meeting
of Beery and Jnnniugs at
the Paramount convention
at French Lick, Inti.

S.R.Kent GoesHome
Sidney It. Kent of Fa-

mous Pla.yers-L.asky, who
has been convalescing at
the Harbor Sanitarium.
New York, from an opera-
tion for appendicitis, will
leave the hospital on Sat-
urday. Unfortunately, Mr.
Kent’s hopes to have
Thanksgiving dinner at
home just missed realiza-
tion.

“Potemkin” Set Dec. 4
’’Potemkin,’’ the Russian film

which has caused much com-
ment, will be presented to the
public for the first time by the
Amkino on December 5, at 8:30
p. m. at the Biltmore Theatre,
New York. The performances
will be twice daily and three
presentations on Saturday and
Sunday. An appropriate accom-
paniment of a Russian musical
program will be a feature of the
program.

“Ironsides” Opens Dec. 6
“Old Ironsides” will open on

December 0 at the Rivoli Thea-
tre, New York. Many notables
will attend, among them Curtis
D. Wilbur, Secretary of the
Navy. The entire proceeds of
the opening niglit will be do-
nated to the “Save Old Iron-
sides” Fund.

New “Collegians” Series

So successful has been the first

series of “The Collegians,” writ-
ten by Carl Laemmle, Jr., and
directed by Wesley Ruggles.
that the son of the Universal
president is writing another se-
ries of ten to go into produc-
tion soon.

Strike Danger Is Averted;

Agreement Due In Few Days

Only Simple Details Remain to Be Worked Out,

Says William F. Canavan, Labor Leader

By Sumner Smith
The danger of a strike in the motion picture studios has been

averted at the eleventh hour. Announcement to this effect from both
motion picture men and labor leaders are expected next Monday or
Tuesday.
“The dispute should be settled very soon,” said President William

F. Canavan of the stagehands and projectionists union; “in fact, an
agreement has already been reached and only a few simple details

remain to be worked out. We will not meet again until Monday.
Shortly, signed statements of the agreement will be issued by both
parties.”
President Canavan would not

discuss details of the agreement.
He merely said that it would be
acceptable to both sides in the
dispute.

London Cable
Moving Picture World

Bureau, London,
November 23.

Various members of royalty

and a host of society notabili-

ties have attended the perform-
ances of “Ben Hur” and “Beau
Geste.” Pauline Frederick on
her return to the screen is

being hailed as one of the few
actresses in films. British stu-

dios are getting busier each
week. They evidently intend to

place Britain to the fore in the

film trade.

Tiffany Studio Planned in West;

Complete Exchange Chain Follows

A new studio of the finest de-

sign will join the colony on the

West Coast early in 1!>27. M. H.

Hoffman, president and general
manager of Tiffany Productions,
will build his own studio. Plans
already have been drawn and
work will begin Immediately on
Mr. Hoffman’s return to the
West Coast the first of the new
year. The studio will be nearer
to Los Angeles than any other.
The exact site has not been di-

vulged.
Mr. Hoffman's decision to pro-

vide Tiffany with its own stu-
dio is in line with the company’s
development as a national dis-

tributor of outstanding product.
Mr. Hoffman started as a pro-
ducer five years ago with Mae
Murray as his star and Metro
as his releasing agent. This ar-
rangement continued for three
years.
Now Tiffany has its own ex-

change system and is bent on
popularizing its trade name.
The exchange system covers the
entire country except for about
11% per cent. In a few months
it will cover the country 100 per
cent.
The Tiffany production sched-

ule calls for the expenditure of

$2,000,000 on t'he twenty produc-
tions planned for next year.

The studio strike was to have
gone into effect on December 1.

Will H. Hayes announced that
the laws of his organization pro-
hibited him from officially con-
ducting negotiations. Various
picture men declared that a stu-
dio strike would have little ef-
fect upon the industry, since
union labor is not strong in Los
Ang'eles and Hollywood and there
are more than enough open-shop
men.
Now it has been learned that

the danger of a studio strike was
a less important phase of the sit-
uation. Motion picture men feared
union retaliation throug'h the
employes of individual theatres.

The arbitrators of the motion
picture industry have not been
made public, but it is thought
that Jesse Lasky, here to attend
the Paramount Theatre opening,
has been prominent in the nego-
tiations, since he is one of the
biggest employers of labor on the
West Coast. Fred W. Beetson,
secretary of the producers’ asso-
ciation in California, made a hur-
ried trip to New York from the
West.

(Hollywood strike story on page 2)

Soap Boxes? Yes!
Film Cameras? No!

Hyde Park, London,
known the world over as
a gathering- place where
every kind of creed and
politics may he orated to
tolerant Sunday crowds, is

denied the motion picture.
Dorothy Gish, wishing it

for a locale in “London,”
an English-made picture,
was gently hut firmly
ejected this week by a
“bobby” and later heard an
under-secretary in Parlia-
ment put his official stamp
of approval on the act.
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Strike Settlement Is Confidently

Awaited in West, Says Tom Waller
(Wired fiom World Bureau,

Positive belief that there will
be no walkout here on December
1 of studio unionists because the
ultimatum delivered Will Hays
will then have met with an ad-
justment satisfactory to both
producer and union chieftains,
was the declaration to Moving
Picture World tonight from the
Studio Mechanics Alliance, one of
the union's strongest and most
representative arms on the West
Coast.

The headquarters of the Asso-
ciation of Motion Picture Pro-
ducers refused to commit itself
in the absence of Fred Beetson,
secretary, who was reported out
of town.

That some modification will
likely be made in the original
demands of union headquarters
for Hollywood was inferred by
an Alliance representative, who
at the same time stated negotia-
tions in this respect are taking
place solely in New York City.
He declared emphatically, how-
ever, that every studio will have
to abide by the new terms, other-
wise some 1,800 union men of all
trades will quit work in the stu-
dios here, and at the same time
the call in sympathy will be
sounded to approximately 24,000
projectionists and stage hands
and 80,000 musicians throughout
the United States and Canada.
The Alliance headquarters

stated that it is not the object
of the union to enforce a close
shop all through the studio. Thev

Hollywood
, Noi’etuber 24.)

desire that this be observed only
in the cases of carpenters, paint-
ers, decorators, electricians, stage
employes and projectionists.
These men, it was conceded, com-
prise the majority of employes
in studios, although there are a
number of other craft. To give
union men the preference for such
jobs is one of the principal rea-
sons for this stand, the Alliance
observed. Stating that at the
present time about 300 union men
eligible for this work are job-
less here.

In the case of a strike, which
the Alliance tonight repeatedly
termed highly improbable, union-
ists here have been instructed to
be absolutely orderly and refrain
from picketing or violence of
any kind. The final word is ex-
pected to reach them from East-
ern headquarters at a mass meet-
ing scheduled for the night of
December 29.

Two union representatives from
the East have been in town for
two weeks. An Alliance official
described their presence as being
usual at this time of the year. A
studio employee, who is a union
boss, said that they had privately
expressed the confidence several
days ago that if there were a
strike it would not last over
three days.
From a general review of the

situation in the studios at this
time production is perfectly nor
mal and there are no indications
that it will be curtailed to await
the outcome.

Universal Evolves Simultaneous

Test Plan with “Michael Strogoff”
Universal has evolved the plan

of simultaneous tryout showings
of big pictures all over the coun-
try. The test has just been made
with "Michael Strogoff,” the Uni-
versal Film de France, made by
the French Societe des Cinero-
mans, which Carl Laemmle is

launching in the United States.
It proves. Universal asserts, that
the French film is sure-fire for
Picture theatres of all classes
everywhere.
Seven places were selected for

tryouts—Washington. D. C„ Don-
ver. Col.; Racine. Wis.; Phoenix,
Ariz. : St. Augustine, Fla.; Eu-
gene, Ore., and Kearney, Neb., a
widely scattered collection. Uni-
versal will hereafter employ this
same method of pre-judging all
big releases.

Titus Mr. Laemmle feels confi-
dent that "Michael Strogoff" will
enjoy considerable success when
it opens on December -3 at the
George M. Cohan Theatre in New
York.
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Five N. Y. Incorporations

Fiye companies incorporated in
the motion picture business dur-
ing the past week. Charters
were granted to the Marham
Cinema Corporation, capitalized
at $50,000. with John M. Wood,
Ralph G. Failing and Charles F.

Fuller, of New York City, as in-

corporators; the N. P. B. Film
Producers, Inc., $10,000, with Ed-
ward M. Behrman, Gertrude
Stander and Shirley Pirlof, of
Brooklyn; Film Safe Corporation,
$20,000, Jacob J. Forman, Alvin
A. Berg, of Brooklyn, and Je-
rome J. Greilsheimer, of the
Bronx; Travelogue Film Corpora-
tion. 25,000, Edward S. Witkow-
ski. Arthur Gottlieb, Joseph A.

Gorman, New York City; and
Ditmars Theatre Corporation,
capitalization not specified. Law-
rence E. Bobker, Mabel R
O'Shaughnessy and Arthur B.

Cohen, of New York.

Must Blend Brains, Talent

The business of making pic-

tures and the degree of a pro-
ducer's success is measured by
ability to blend brains and tal-

ent, believes Irving G. Thalberg,
associate executive of Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer. A happy bal-
ance must be arrived at in selec-
tion of story and combination of
all engaged in making it. He
finds the M.-G.-M. studio work-
ing harmoniously and sympa-
thetically.

Plan Jewish Pictures
Edwin A. Relkin has organized

a company to produce Yiddish
pictures for the 500 neighborhood
picture theatres in Jewish locali-
ties in the U. S. Associated with
him are Jacob Revenger and Ivan
Abramson. Abramson will pro-
duce. Ludwig Satz will star in
the first picture. “The Wild
Man.”

Production Planned
John L. MeCutcheon, of Inter-

Nation Pictures, is planning to
produce a photodramatization of
the life of Mata Hari, famous
international spy, which will have
its locale in Holland, France,
England and Java. Production
will be in co-operation with the
Dutch and French governments.

Blaisdcll Joins Paramount
George Blaisdell, former editor

of Moving Picture World and late
with Rayart, has been appointed
associate scenario editor to Lloyd
Sheldon by B. P. Schulberg. He
is at Paramount's western studio.

Mr. and Mrs. Quirk Return
James R. Quirk, editor and

publisher of Photoplay, and his
bride. May Allison, have return-
ed to New York and will make
their home at 71 Central Park
West.

COMING and GOING

James R. Grainger, general
sales manager of Fox, has left
on an extensive tour of the
South. Among others he will
visit will be Manager Herndon
Edmond in Washington, D. C.,
George R. Allison in Atlanta, B.
L. Dudenhefer in New Orleans,
and P. K. Johnson in Dallas.
After stopping at Oklahoma
City, Memphis and Charlotte,
Mr. Grainger will return to New
York.

* * *

Max Weiss has returned to
New York after a three months
tour of Europe. He closed many
deals for Artclass abroad.

* » *

Stanley Hand, special sales
representative of Warner Bros.,
has left on a sales trip to visit
Cincinnati, Detroit, Cleveland,
Chicago, the southern states
and the West.

* * *

Claude H. Magowan, Colum-
bia's special representative, is
back from an inspection trip of
exchanges.

» t «

Henri Elman, Columbia fran-
chise holder of Chicago, visited
New York to confer with Treas-
urer Jack Cohn of Columbia.

* * *

Sales Manager W. J. Morgan of
P. D. C. has returned after a fly-
ing trip to Buffalo to inspect
Fred Zimmerman's office.

* *

Alice Terry has sailed to re-
join her husband. Rex Ingram, in
France. They will soon start
making -The Garden of Allah'
for M.-G.-M.

• * *

William Beaudine. director,
has returned to- Hollywood.

* * *

Joseph M. Seider. business
manager of the M. P. T. O. A .

left New York this week on a
trip. National headquarters said
his destination was unknown.

* * *

Earl Kramer, eastern division
sales director for Universal, is

back in New York after an in-
spection tour.

Frank Borzage returned this
week from France. He has been
studying backgrounds for "Sev-
enth Heaven." With him was his
brother, Lou Borzage.

• • •

John Gilbert is in New York
from the West Coast.

• • *

Joe Rock is due to arrive in
New York from the West some
time this week.

* * *

Miss DuPont is in New York
to work in a picture as yet un-
announced.

* * *

Louis Cohn, realty man for
Famous Players-Lasky. came to
New York this week to see his
family for the first time in ten
months. He has been in tlic
Northwest.

* * *

Walter Wanger of Famous
Players has returned from the
West Coast.

* » «

Harold Lloyd expects to take a
five months' vacation in Europe
with his wife. Mildred Davis,
when lie completes the Para-
mount picture he is now making.

And Limburger for Cheesy Films?
In view of the growing- vogue for serving coffee, ten and

cigarettes to cinema patrons, the Filin Arts Guild is negotiat-
ing witli a national system of chain restaurants to regale Its
Cameo audiences with specially entered meals. During D. \V.
Griffith revivals, the audience would be served interminable
courses of an endless table d’hote arrangement. When German
films predominate, the pieces de resistance will l>e frankfur-
ters, Kart offcl and foaming flagons of Munchener. When
Barrymore holds the screen, pistachie, pastry, ices and innum-
erable candy kisses will lie served. During Mack Sennett
revivals, the lucky patrons will receive custard pies in a con-
ventional manner. With a Russian session of screen plays,
the fare would revolve around steaming Samovars, pirejuk and
flippings of vodka. When Gilda Gray holds sway, shredded
wheat will he offered. Vnd with the numerous Jew ish-Irish
cinemas, gefulte liscli and mnlligitaw ney.
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Assigned Megaphone American Arbitration Society

Requests N. J. Theatres to Join

Lichtman Tells

United Artists

Sales Policies

No Prohibitive Prices

For Small Buyer

Over the past week-end, Sun-

day and Monday, United Artists

Corporation held its first Eastern
District Sales Convention at the

home office, called by A1 Liclit-

man, recently appointed General

Manager of Distribution. This

will be followed next week-end
by the second sales convention, in

the Mid-West, to be held on Sun-

day at the Drake Hotel, Chicago.

The conventions are being held

to discuss plans and policies to

be effective on the expansion
campaign.

Mr. Lichtman was introduced

at the New York meeting by
Moxley Hill, general Sales Man-
ager, Eastern Division. After

calling his late chief, Hiram
Abrams, “The super-salesman of

the business’ and pledging him-
self and his sales administration

to the policies of that executive,

Mr. Lichtman traced the history

of United Artists as a noutlet for

independent producer activity

since its organization in 1919. He
said the original policy of selling

films of recognized personalities,

who are known quantities in

picture production, individually

and on each picture’s merits,

would be continued.
Outlining- a new sales quota

system on each and every produc-
tion, Mr. Lichtman said wide lat-

itude would be given individual

sales managers and salesmen. In

placing responsibility and credit

at its base, he referred to the

large number of smaller towns
playing United Artists pictures in

refutation of the belief that

prices for United Artists releases
are prohibitive to small men.
Speaking of the policy of flat

rental per picture, sometimes in-

equitable to producer, and the
policy of straight percentage, of-

ten inequitable to the theatre.

Mr. Lichtman declared the fair-

est plan of selling pictures is on
the basis of guarantee plus per-
centage, an arrangement protect-
ing both producer and exhibitor.

He declared the budget system
for each and every exchange
would be put in operation imme-
diately, coincident with the sales
quota system.
Mr. Lichtman also declared that

orders for accessories will now be
taken by salesmen at the time
the contract is closed.

Italians Merge
Italian film interests

have combined under the
.Societa Anoinia Stefano
Pitta lugmu tlirough an
agreement between that
company and the Banea
Conujsercftale Italian, a.
More than 200 theatres are
involved. T Jr e merger
brings under one head the
Societa Anonima Leoni
Films, the Sindacato Vene-
to and the Anonima Cine-
matog-rafi. The .Societa
Pittalugam is increasing
its capital from 50,000,000
lire to 100,000,000.

Frank O’Connor lias been
signed by J. U. Bachniann to di-

rect his next Preferred picture,

“Exclusive Bights.”

300 Rumanian Theatres
Rumania has about 300 pic-

ture theatres, thirty of which are
located in Bucharest, reports the
Department of Commerce. The
larger of these houses seat about
100. The country has no studios,

but the Foundation Carol, at

Bucharest, occasionally takes
some exteriors. The State-right
system of selling prevails.

France now has 3,000 full-time
picture theatres.

Tunney Scores in Vaudeville

Gene Tunney has made good
as a vaudeville headliner, ac-
cording to advices from Youngs-
town, Ohio, where he made his

first stage appearance last Sun-
day. His New York debut will

be on November 29 at Loew's
State.

F. B. O. Overflows
F. B. O. picture-makers have

overflowed from their own
Hollywood lot to the Lasky lot.

L. Leo Meehan, because of F. B.

O.’s great production activity,

has to produce “The Magic Gar-
den" there. He is using several

hundred extras in the final

scenes.

Paramount Casts Leads
Clara Bow, Esther Ralston and

Gary Cooper have been assigned
leads in the new Frank Lloyd-
Paramount picture, “iChildren of

Divorce," in production in the

West.

To Visit Charlotte Meeting
Joseph M. Selder and M. J.

O'Toole of the M. P. T. O. A. will

attend the convention of the M.

P. T. O. of North Carolina at

Charlotte on December 13.

Monta Bell to Supervise
Famous Players has signed

Monta Bell to supervise produc-
tion of “Glorifying the American
Girl.” Harry D’Arrest will direct

He is now in the East.

Discussion of trusts and arbi-

tration. formed the piece de re-

sistance of the New Jersey ex-

hibitor convention on November
18 and 19 at Atlantic City. Jo-

seph M, Seider, business man-
ager of the M. P. T. O. A., and
Sidney S'amuelson, chairman of

the Board of Directors, presided.

C. M. Penfield of the American
Arbitration Association ad-

dressed the convention on his

work and explained its proc-

esses. He asked that theatres

join the body and operate under
its laws. The sessions devel-

oped no fireworks.
Mr. Seider was elected hon-

orary president and Leon Rosen-
blatt, president. Peter Adams,
J. Bernstein, Louis Rosenthal
and Samuel Stickel are vice-

More Recognition of A.P.

The Associated Press is devot-

ing more space than ever before

to motion picture news because
of great public interest and be-

cause the old-time publicity

methods are fast dying out, said

L. C. Stratton of the A. P. at che

A. M. P. A. luncheon, this week.
A. P. service in film news now
averages about 1,00(1 words a

day. Albert Dean, chief of

Paramount’s Australian publi-

city staff, was a guest.

Honor Sen. Harris’ Memory
In memory of the late Senator

John P. Harris, founder of the
Harris Amusement Company of

Pittsburgh, each theatre in the

big chain is being renamed and
will be known as the Harris
Theatre, except where they may
ue conflictions in a city.

De Vite-Gulliver

Dorothy Gulliver, actress, and
William De Vite, assistant direc-

tor, have been married six

months. The news just leaked
out. They intended to announce
it on Thanksgiving Day in

Hollywood.

Custer to Wed Miss Cudahy
Raymond A. Glenn, known to

movie fans as Bob Custer, west-
ern star, is to marry Anne
Elizabeth Cudahy, granddaugh-
ter of the founder of the Cudahy
packing plant in Chicago, with-
in a few days. The date has not
been definitely set.

1

Gilmore Signs F. P. Contract

Douglas Gilmore has been
signed to a long-term contract
as leading man by Famous Play-
ers. His first assignment prob-
ably will be “A Kiss in a Taxi,”

to start next week.

Denny Turns Author
Reginald Denny is doing the

story for his next picture,

‘Slow Down," an automobile
yarn.

New Contract for Young
Waldemar Young, scenarist,

has signed a new M.-G.-M. con-
tract, according to Irving G
Thalberg.

presidents. E. Thornton Kelly
is secretary and Charles Hildin-
ger, treasurer.
The Board of Directors con-

sists of I. M. Hirshblond, H. P.

Nelson, Louis Gold and Benjamin
Davis, who were newly elected;
Sidney Samuelson, Benjamin
Schindler, Leo Jeskowitz, W. C.

Hunt and I. A. Roth, whose
terms are unexpired, and the
following associate members,
Frank L. Warren, George Bren-
nan, Benjamin Harris and Harry
K. Hecht.

Athletes to Get Trophies
The Movie Ball of the Motion

Picture Athletic Association will
be held Saturday evening, No-
vember 27, at Mecca Temple,
New York City. An elaborate
program has been arranged by
William S. Mcllwaine of Famous
Players, Paul Cohen of M.-G.-M.,
William P. Mullen of First Na-
tional, and Fred Bullock of Fox.
Athletic trophies will be award-
ed. Caruso will play the dance
music.

Miss Brown Joins Trotter
Miss Helen Brown has been

made secretary to C 1

. B. Trotter,
manager of the Indiana M. P. T.

O. Until three weeks ago she
was secretary and manager of

the Indianapolis Film Board of

Trade, having organized the In-
diana board and served for four
years as manager of the Arbi-
tration Board.

Jessel Wins Postponement
Harry Sherman’s move to have

George Jessel held in contempt
of court for non-appearance in a
suit over contracts has been de-

nied by Supreme Court Justice
Wasservogel. Jessel has a post-

ponement until he finishes a

Warner Bros. picture in the

W est.

Cole Now Permanent
Arthur Cole, who has been

acting manager since the promo-
tion of B. Blotcky to manager
of District 11, has been perma-
nently assigned as manager of

the Paramount Kansas City
branch, according to John D.
Clark, in charge of Division 3.

Warners Sign Goulding
Alf Goulding has signed a di-

rectorial contract with Warner
Bros, whereby he will partici-

pate in making the twenty-six
Warner Winners for the current
season.

May Lop Tax Soon
There is a better than

even chance that the thea-
tre tax will soon be en-
tirely removed by Con-
gress. M. P. T. O. A. head-
quarters reports that
after circularizing Con-
gressmen on the subject,

they have been found to

favor such action. A per-
sonal Setter to Secretary
of the Treasury Mellon
urged his support before
Congress.
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Us Americans
‘•What do Americans

know about home life?*''

asks an ardent South
Viuprican picture fan in a
letter to Moving Picture
World. ‘•Evidently all

V mericans:
••Are born in a hospital.
‘•Marry at the Ritz.

••Are buried at Camp-
bell's."

London Likes U.S. Films;

NewWarner Building Open

Despite the reports of patriotic
demonstrations. the Londoner
likes American pictures and pa-
tronizes them, reports Herman
fetarr, Warner Bros, executive,
just returned from a business
trip abroad. He prophesies that

soon the 2,500-seat house will be
as familiar in England as it is

here. The fine five-floor Warner
Bros. exchange building has
opened at 14 Xewman street,

London. It will include" a thea-
tre.

The London personnel has
been changed. Arthur Clavering
is managing director. John
Pearson, general manager of the

t^ld Vitagraph. Ltd., has the same
position with Warner Bros. A.

L. Gray is sales manager. Mrs.

Leila Stewart is publicity direc-

tor, H. H. Bramwell, secretary.

Thomson Deal Hangs Fire
Fred Thomson, the western

star, has not yet reached a de-
cision on forthcoming pictures.

United Artists and Famous
Players are both dickering with
him. His contract with F. B. O.

expires after a few more pic-

tures are delivered. F. B. O. and
Thomson are the best of friends,

but Thomson asks more money
than the releasing company is

willing to pay.

Still Talking Merger
Definite news of the Pathe- P.

D. C. merger plans failed to de-
velop during the week. The con-
ferences are continuing.

Last Minute

News Flashes

Marcus Loew is ill in a Los
Angeles hotel. He has had a

slight relapse following a recent
attack of pneumonia. Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer in New York
said that his condition is not at

all serious.

* * *

The Minneapolis Film Board
of Trade has obtained a confes-
sion or bicycling from E. J. Pe-
terson of Frederick, Wis., they
announce, and have ordered him
to pay Pathe S135.

War Films Wanted
Must be authentic and of the late

war; excellent condition. Can use
five or six ree*s, with or without
advertising. Also Greek and Italian
war films. Box No. 397, Moving
Picture World, 516 Fifth Ave., N. Y.

Charles O’Reilly Re-elected
The Theatre Owners Chamber

of Commerce of Xew York City
has re-elected Charles L. Reil-
ly president for the fifth succes-
sive term. Other officers elected
wer: Sol Raives, vice-president;
James Matthews. secretary;
Samuel Schwartz, treasurer. The
new Board of Directors consists
of Samuel I. Berman, Louis F.

Blumenthal. Hy Gainsboro. J.

\rthur Hirsch and Harry Such-
man.

Taylor Joins F. P.

Matt Taylor, who contributed
the story of “Stepping Along" for

Johnny Hines and also responsi-
ble for the comedian's forthcom-
ing First Xational picture, “All

Aboard," has joined the scenario
staff of Famous Players on the
West Coast. At the present mo-
ment he is working with Tom
Geraghty writing an adaptation
of the successful Ziegfeld musi-
cal comedy, "Louis the Four-
teenth,” for Wallace Beery.

Eugene Conte Decorated
Eugene Conte, one of the musi-

cal staff of the Cameo Music
cal Service Corporation, has
been decorated by the French
Government with the degree of
Academic Palms. Consul M.
Maxine Mongendre officiated, and
after the ceremonies a luncheon
followed on board the S. S.

Paris while at her pier in the
Xorth River.

Lumiere Hails Microcine
Louis Lumiere is authority for

the statement that a Berne
architect has invented apparatus
no bigger than a cigarette case
which can project moving pic-

tures as large and clear as ordi-

nary ones. It is called the mi-
crocine. Patents have been
taken out in twenty-five coun-
tries. Ability to project pictures

in daylight is claimed for the

baby projector.

Wm. Rosenthal Promoted
Cresson E. Smith, United Art-

ists general sales manager for

the Midwest, has appointed Will-

iam Rosenthal, former salesman
in Cleveland, branch sales man-
ager for the Cleveland exchange.
Rosenthal's predecessor, William
Shalit, has been transferred to

the eastern division as sales

manager of the Buffalo branch
under Moxley Hill, general sales

manager for the East.

Salesmen to Dance Saturday

The Motion Picture Salesmen,
Inc., will hold their sixth an-
nual dinner-dance on Saturday
evening, November 27, at the
Commodore Hotel, Xew York.
Many stars will attend, and
many novelties of entertainment
are promised. The organization
was founded six years ago and
has a membership of 125 of the
best known salesmen. It pro-
motes amity and benevolence.

F. P. Buys Barton Story
Famous Players has bought

Bruce Barton's story, "The Man
Who Forgot God.’ for Emil Jan-
nings. Maurice Stiller will di-

rect and Erich Pommer super-
vise.

Gittelson Jcins F. B. 0.
Harry Gittelson, who former-

ly managed Xew York's Colony
Theatre, has joined the F. B. O.

exploitation staff.

Fairbanks Passes On

John Fairbanks, 52, oldest
brother of Douglas Fairbanks,
died at his home in Hollywood.
November 20. after a linsering
illness. He had been vice-presi-
dent and general manager of the
Douglas Fairbanks Pictures
Corp. He is survived by the
widow, Mrs. Margaret Fairbanks,
and two daughters. Mary Mar-
garet and Flobelle Fairbanks
the latter having just made her
film debut in Gloria Swanson’s
picture, ••.Sunya."

Tiffany Switches Managers
Tiffany has transferred W. G.

Smith from the Xew Haven ex-
change to manage the Pitts-
burgh office. replacing Jack
Withers. Isadore Cobe has been
promoted to the managership of
the Xew Haven office, taking Mr. I

Smith's place. —
Five Sold for Brazil

George E. Kamm, president of
Sterling Pictures. has closed
with Jacoco Gluokman whereby
the latter acquires five Sterling
releases for Brazil.

Desmond in Vaudeville
William Desmond has tempo-

|

rarily abandoned picture work
to enter vaudeville. Keith is

said to have booked him.

“Hoct” Signs New Contract
"Hoot" Gibson has been signed

by Universal for another year.
|

Harry Todd has been signed for !

the next Gibson which is called

I

‘Cheyenne Days.”

Hcffman Signs
Milton F- Hoffman ha>

been signed to :« new long-
term contract a* executive
manager of the Paramount
West Coast studio. II. P.
Soliulberg announces. Mr.
Hoffman was associated
with Paramount eleven
years arro as general man-
ager of the Hollywood
studio, then joined the old

Metro company and, later.

De Mille. He returned to

Paramount a year ago as
executive studio manager
and now wins a Ion? con-
tract.

Our Stock Market

By Enin L. Hall

The quotations used in (his
summary are compiled daily
by -\ ewburger Henderson cr
Loeb, 100 Broad-way, New
1 ork City, exclusively for
the Moving Picture U'orld.

This week the market has
show n more pep. Most stocks
have been active, but advances
have been mostly in the special-
ties. Some stocks have been run
up quite rapidly, but the previ-
ous market leaders like Steel
and General Motors have shown
no signs of going higher. This
condition holds true of quite anumber of stocks of well estab-
lished and prosperous busi-
nesses. a few weeks ago we
said that the market as a whole
was showing no signs of a bull
movement. Our best judgment
is that that statement still holds.

7^ arner Bros. "A’’ showed more
activity this week than it has
lately. Price fluctuations were
quite narrow. On Xovember 24
it ran up to 49 s.., but within an
hour was back to 48.

It has been some time since
Famous Players has shown
marked activity among the film
stock. It was not many months
ago when Famous was usually
the leader. This past week it
again began to liven up, and
prices showed an upward tend-
ency. It is quite possible that
this stock may show more activ-
ity in the near future.
Motion Picture Capital, whose

stock has been selling around
$14.00 a share, reported net in-
come for the ten months ended
October 31. 1926. at $388,360.
This compares with a net income
of $198,907 for the same period
in 1925. These earnings are
equivalent to $1.86 a share on
the common stock in 1928
against $1.11 in 1925.

DIVIDEXDS
American Seating declared the

regular quarterly dividend of 75c
a share on the no-par value
Common stock. Payment to be
made January 1 to holders of
record December 20. An extra
dividend of $1.00 a share was
also declared on the Common
stock. The extra dividend will
be paid in four installments of
25c each on January 1, April 1,

July l and October 1 to holders
of record on December 20. March
20, June 20 and September 20.
The declaration of this extra
dividend culminates the recent
rise in American Seating Com-
mon. The regular dividend of
75c a share was also declared on
the Preferred stock. payable
January 1 to holders of record
December 20.

Metro Goldwyn Pictures Corp.
declared the regular quarterly
dividend of on the Pre-
ferred stock, payable December
15 to holders of record Xovem-
ber 27.

Universal Pictures Corp. de-
clared the regular quarterly
dividend of 2 > on the First Pre-
ferred. payable January 1 to

holders of record December 20.

Universal Chain Theatres de-
clared the regular quarterly
dividend of 2" on the First Pre-
ferred, payable December 15 to
holders of record December 4.



Bringing The Battle To Broadway

Presentation vs* Film Comedy
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thTprleh™men might, with equal justification, complain that the shorts

'"Ami^^^ubli^and?!!^ managers would be interested in neither phase of the matter. It

comedjMS
-Idom offer comedy.

If they r they bring it forward at the wrong time, for almost invariably the presenta-

tion is a orelude to the feature. Comedy in advance of a serious subject might-in fact,

Senerany?s m-rirned The proper place for comedy is at the end of the program, fol-
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do” not always hold good. There are some strongly dramatic features

mi 1 1 j i11irt uv ~ comedy ta°* but in a majority of instances it is excellent man-

edians More than one weak drama has been redeemed by a bettei than usual comedy

It is the last impression which counts the most, and this last impression should be a

COS' where the presentation contains comedy, it is manifestly impossible to hire com-

edians of note. even when they are procurable, which is not often. Even a weak film

is apt to be better than a presentation comedian, and the aveiage funma .ei in person

cannot compare with the better class of screen comedians. - . .

It would be far more effective did the proponents of the short subjects confine then

objections to the long presentations on entertainment values rat er an oo -mg op

^ At present they seem to have the right idea, but the wrong argument.

To comply with Post Office regulations this issue ofMovingPicture World is datedNov.29.

The next issue will be dated Dec. 4 and thereafter all numbers will be dated on the

day of publication in order to comply with requirements of the postal department.
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Paramount Opening Marks Advance of

Motion Pictures In Single Qeneration

In the heart of the world, where it dominates the most spectacular of business, pleasure and all human en
terprise, the Paramount Building stands supreme. This view was photographed from an airplane.

*#*IFTEEN years ago Adolph Zukor was coaxing film reviewers and possible renters into a little upstairs office on

jf East Fourteenth street to see Bernhardt in “Queen Elizabeth,” projected on a three by four foot screen in a dark
corner of the office, there being no projection room.

A couple of years later he had prospered to the point wh ere he was able to rent the Garrick Theatre for an afternoon
showing of “The Prisoner of Zenda,” with Janies K. Hackett in his original role.

Friday evening, November 26, he projected cuts of these and other subjects in the new Paramount Theatre at

Broadway between Forty-third and Forty-fourth streets in a Paramount owned theatre representing a net investment
of $16,500,000! A forty-story office building with a theatre in the rear in which the reception and retiring rooms,
foyers and other non-productive apartments cover an acre of floor space.

And for further contrast, the opening of

the Paramount Theatre was made the clim-

ax of a three-day celebration staged by the

Broadway Association, attended by the solid

merchants of the world famous artery of

trade and participated in by the entire city.

The Mayor expressed his welcome and a

former Cabinet minister, now representing

the allied motion picture industry gave wel-

come on behalf of the entire picture body.

Adolph Zukor and Jesse L. Lasky will

undoubtedly go on to other triumphs, but

last Friday night marks the apex of their

achievements, no matter what follows. They

may open other and perhaps larger and

more magnificent houses, but the Paramount

will remain the first monumental structure

dedicated to the picture. What may come

later, no matter how great, will always take

second place to the first.

Enormous Throng Attracted

And it was an opening worthy of the

occasion. By seven o’clock the spacious

Longacre was packed with people attracted

to the scene by a desire to share what they

could of the brilliant opening. By half past

eight the press had become so great that

the pedestrians were blocked from the side-

walk in front of the house and you had to

begin showing your tickets—if you had them

—ten minutes from the entrance doors.

The action was necessary to prevent a

crush that might have swept past the doors.

Even at the familiar first nights it is diffi-

cult to keep he crowds from the lobby. At

the Paramount opening it might easily have

happened that the crowd might have

“crashed the gates” had they been permit-

ted to come sufficiently close.

Within the structure, which seats about

3,600, there were some 5,000 persons, many
of them glad to stand for nearly five hours

to be able to boast that they had partici-

pated in so important an event. In addi-

tion to the important stars, producers, man-
agers and other executives, the space was
shared by the representative business men
of the city. It is safe to say that no other

theatre opening, anywhere in this country

has ever been attended by a gathering half

as brilliant as that which packed the Para-

mount on its opening night.

No other city could have produced a crowd
of half the importance. No other opening

could have excited the same general inter-

est, for the Paramount Theatre represents

something more than the inauguration of

another commercial enterprise. It marks
another milestone in the triumphant prog-

ress of an amusement device that had be-

come an integral part of the very life of

the nation ;
cheap enough to appeal to the

lowly, brilliant enough to attract the intel-

lectuals and important enough vitally to in-

terest Big Business.

“Dedicated to Infant Art”

And this an enterprise which to quote from

the speech of Will H. Hays, “located on the

most important front footage in the world

is a theatre, dedicated not to grand opera,

which has been mellowed by time, not to the

spoken drama, which is thousands of years

old, but to the motion picture, infant among
arts—yet all the arts combined.”

It was nearly nine o’clock when the clear

notes of a trumpet called the throngs from
their tours of inspection to their seats, and
a few minutes later the organ, an instrument

notable even in these days of organ advance-

ment, pealed out its waves of melody, punc-
tuated b}r the bustle of the crowd subsiding

into place.

Then came the singing of the national an-

them and, in a few well-chosen phrases, Lee

J. Eastman, president of the Broadway As-
sociation, welcomed to the thoroughfare the

latest addition to the series of architectural

achievements which make New York the

most notable city in the world.

Mayor Walker Speaks

He was followed by Will H. Hays, speak-

ing on behalf of the industry, who saluted

Thomas A. Edison, seated in the first loge

;

Adolph Zukor, Jesse L. Lasky and Sam Katz.

At the mention of each name he indicated

the person addressed and each was given

an ovation, notably the aged inventor whose
experiments with the kinetoscope directly

led to the widely separated developments

which led to the perfection of the projection

device by nearly a dozen independent

workers.

Mayor James J. Walker followed and

added a final tribute when he made men-
tion of Harold B. Franklin, who was the

person chiefly concerned with the carrying

out of the idea.

This was the only formality. The regular

program followed immediately with the

‘1912” overture by a large orchestra.

(Continued on page 263)
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Great Structure Is Striking

Municipal Decoration
For the Metropolis

God Gave Me Twenty Cents,” with
Lya De Putti and Jack Mulhall, which
opened the new Paramount theatre.

_
Merely

an incidental to the formal opening, this

picture at the same time proved to interest

the brilliant audience, owing to the excel-

lent work of the cast in .a story of much
merit.

Paramount Building Marks Rapid
Progress Of Single Generation

(Continued from page 262)

Helen Yorke, a coloratura soprano, sang
Prosch’s Variations for the Voice brilliantly

and accurately, there was an addition show-
ing the razing of the Putnam Building and
the erection of the new house. Architects

and builders marvel that the change should
have been made within a twelve-month pe-

riod, but the camera did it in less than two
minutes.

Maurice and his dancing partner followed

;

the only special number, and this was fol-

lowed by a Bruce Scenic and in turn by a

formal “opening” of the organ by Jesse L.

Crawford.

Anderson Arranged Event

The presentation was specially arranged
by John Murray Anderson and this was no-

table more for its scenery and costuming
than for the development of a good idea,

though there was an interesting dip into his-

tory with an effort to reproduce the style

of show current when the pictures were
new. This included some old films, all of

which were considerably later than the in-

itial period.

History here was somewhat misleading, for

the Koster and Bial Music Hall was not on
Herald Square, but occupied a site in Thirty-

fourth street, which is now the most west-

erly portion of the Macy store.

Then came the film feature, “God Gave
Me Twenty Cents,” which is reviewed else-

where, and about half past twelve the audi-

ence was treated to a brief length showing
the parade which had marked the afternoon
celebration and a portion of the audience en-

tering the theatre that evening. The cur-

tain fell about twenty minutes to one, but it

was nearly half an hour before the crowd
finally dispersed.

The regular opening occurred Saturday
morning.
The site of the Paramount Theatre was

originally the farm
,

of the Putnam family

and for a long time was part of a series of

grey fronted buildings with stores on the

lower floor. There were two blocks of these,

the other section now being occupied by the

Hotel Astor. These were known as the

“Stonington,” “Coddington,” “Barrington”
and another title with a similar ending.

Back in the Beginning

In 1897 Oscar Hammerstein startled the

theatrical world by announcing that he
would build a theatre on Broadway between
Forty-fourth and Forty-fifth streets, then
known as the Olympia, but now the New
York and Criterion Theatres.

It was freely predicted that he never could

draw the theatre crowd across the deadline

of Forty-second street into the dimly lighted

Longacre.

Somehow he got them across, however,
and in the process of time the shabby shops

and hotels and the livery stable the block

below Olympia were forced to give way to

the march of progress. Their revenues no
longer met carrying costs and so the old

hotels came down.
On the Paramount site there was erected

a six-storv “taxpayer” known as the Put-

nam Building, largely given to theatrical of-

fices and serving as the first home of the

reorganized Vaudeville Booking Offices.

Some years ago, when these offices were

transferred to the Palace Theatre, the build-
ing came into the hands of Paramount. The
plot occupies the entire block on the west
side of Broadway between Forty-third and
Forty-fourth streets, about 200 feet, and has
a depth slightly greater.
The front elevation is given over to a

forty-story office building terminating in a
tower. In compliance with the building code
of New York City the structure rises sheer
to a distance twice the height of the street
tvidth and then is carried up in “steps” or
terraces permitting a line drawn at an angle
of 45 degrees to cut the upper portion of
each step, up to the tower proper, which oc-
cupies slightly less than the permitted 25 per
cent, of the ground area.

Description of Building

Other tall buildings are in project, but
these are largely of colored brick and metal
and lack the majesty of this gleaming white
structure. The Paramount has a dignity and
individuality that is not to be found in the
majority of the new structures. It is more
than a building. It is a municipal decora-
tion. It is about 400 feet to the crystal
globe surmounting the tower.
The rear portion of the plot is given over

to the theatre proper, and here the build-
ing, under the law, cannot rise above the
roof of the theatre. The lobby, however,
runs through the south side of the office
building to Broadway, where an arch, five
stories in height gives an imposing entrance.

This entrance gives upon the grand foyer
which rises to a height of eighty feet, with
balconies on all floors looking down upon
the grand stairway at the far end somewhat
suggestive of the Paris Opera House.
The lower floor is on the street level with

a mezzanine, seating about 400 under the bal-
cony. There is no gallery, but a promenade
above the projection floor gives a view of
the interior with additional galleries on the
sides as the pitched balcony rises to the vari-
ous floor levels.

Soft Tones Are Used
The auditorium has been scaled to cut its

apparent size and to give the suggestion of
intimacy rather than vastness, while the
decorative scheme is notable for its intelli-

gent use of soft, light tones rather than gar-
ish color and gilt. There is nothing oppres-
sive about the interior. It suggests appre-
ciation rather than awe.
The orchestra pit has chairs for about fifty

men and 1

is of the disappearing type with
the improvement that if required the entire

orchestra may be transferred to the stage
and the apron space used for soloists or
presentation. The organ console is at the
right and on its own elevator.

The stage proper is finished in plaster as a
cyclorama, but it also is provided with a full

set of drops. All lighting is controlled from
a singe switchboard and is of the most mod-
ern type.

Below the auditorium are numerous rooms
for the comfort of the patrons

; a general
lounge, smoking rooms for both men and
women, dressing rooms and all other con-
veniences.

The entire plan is elegance without undue
ostentation, richness without oppression.

Perfect taste has controlled the expenditures

and the result is a house that is friendly,

(Continued on page 270)
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TTY MAYER, of Fathe,

experiments with a

Pathex automatic camera.
He’s the man who draws
the animated cat toons
right under the camera.
There is always some-
thing new under the sun
for Mayer, but anything
new under the camera
is the thing that makes
him say he's from

Missouri.

Hy Mayer, thePathe

Artist
, Draws a

Bead IVith His

Camera

ACES, back to back.^ Mary Brian and Danny
O’Shea in F.B.O.’s comedy,
“Her Father Said 'No/ "

from H. C. IVitwer’s
story, “Charlotte’s Ruse.”

7 GROUP of First National celebrities. From left to right: Mrs. Richard^ A. Rowland, Alexander Korda, former UFA director; Nathalie Barrachc.
new Russian star, Richard A. Rowland and Maria Corda.

~DUCK JONES, the Fox western
star, allows that Virginia Brown

Faire ought to be a good shot.

They're making "Desert Valley.”

JACK L. WARNER congratulates
J Dolores Costello for her work in

"The Third Degree” for Warner
of which he is production chiefe,

Bros., of which he is production
chief.

JT/FJO wouldn’t be a leather-
'
' neck ? Here is Carmel
Myers in Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer's "Tell It To The
Marines,” starring Lon Chaney.

pHYLLIS HAVER, the P.D.C.

could prefer, howeter fastidious he
might be in his selection.

pAUL S. STEIN, European
1

director now with Warner
Bros., and his bride who came
from Germany to marry him in

Hollywood.



S
OMEWHAT less than

two years ago, Win-
field R. Sheehan, vice

president and general man-
ager of Fox Film Corpora-

tion, decided to concentrate

his attention exclusively on

the production end of his

great organization’s activi-

ties, and like everything

else he has done in his in-

teresting and exceedingly

successful career, he has

made a very thorough job

of it.

'"p HE climax of his efforts

in this direction to date,

was seen at the Sam H.

Harris Theatre on Tuesday
evening, when “What Price

Glory?” the William Fox
screen edition of the celebrated play by Laurence Stallings

and Maxwell Anderson, had its premiere.

by the way
William Fox’s “What Price Glory?”

An Outstanding Cinematic Achievement

Carl Laemmle’s Newest Innovation

In Publicizing “Michael Strogoff
”

Will Be Welcomed By Exhibitors

M. H. Hoffman ’s Tiffany Pictures

Show Way To Other Independents

Charles L. O’Reilly, Unanimous Choice

Of Theatre Owners Chamber Of Commerce
For Fifth Successive Year As President

entation and run, prelim-

inary to sending it to other

cities, Mr. Laemmle decided

to give the picture a

thorough “tryout” in film

centers ranging from metro-
politan size to towns of but

fifteen to twenty thousand
inhabitants, before offering

it here.

I
N this way, Mr. Laemmle
figured, exhibitors every-

where could get an accurate

line on the true attraction

or box office value of

“Michael Strogoff,” which
would not be possible from
a Broadway presentation

alone.

H ERE is a picture which can only be described m super-

latives, which for technical perfection and sheer enter-

tainment value will have no superior anywhere for many
a long day and which will be rated in motion picture his-

tory as among the outstanding cinematic achievements

of this or any other season.

•

P
ERFECTLY balanced in its. story development, with

its contrasts of humor and pathos, tragedy and

romance, superbly blended and timed, perfect in cast and

direction, and photographically flawless, “What Price

Glory?” is unquestionably the finest production and prob-

ably the greatest box office attraction, which William Fox
has yet contributed to the screen, and this is saying much.

•

I
T places the Fox Film Corporation on a new high level

in the industry and sets a standard of quality which its

ablest competitors will find it hard, indeed, to emulate,

much less surpass. •

•

F OR Raoul A. Walsh, who has made in “What Price

Glory?” the crowning achievement of his distinguished

directorial career, for Victor MacLaglen, Edmund Lowe,
Dolores Del Rio and all the rest of the splendid cast, as,

indeed, for all those others, who may have had a part in

the making of this great picture, there will be unstinted

praise and credit for months and years to come.

•
T) ACK of it all, however, are the vast resources of the

William Fox producing organization, now under the

direct generalship of Winfield R. Sheehan, to whose
tremendous energy and organizing genius, in the final

analysis, must be credited the supreme box office quality

and pictorial perfection of this masterpiece of cinematic

art.

A GREATER era is dawning for Fox pictures, in all

seeming, and “What Price Glory?” is but the van-

guard of the host of great attractions that are to come.
•

/^ARL LAEMMLE, President of Universal, has inaugu-^ rated a policy in some respects quite unique, in pub-
licizing “Michael Strogoff,” the big Cineroman-Universal
production, which will have its New York premiere at the

Cohan Theatre on Sunday, Dec. 5th.

•
tNSTEAD of roadshowing this massive attraction.
*- which marks the American debut of Ivan Moskine, the

great Russian screen star, and giving it a Broadway pres-

T N inaugurating this policy, President Laemmle has once
more performed a signal service for exhibitors, who,

When “Michael Strogoff” is released some time in January,
will now be enabled to book it with the definite assurance
that they are getting a proven box office attraction.

I
F other distributors follow the Universal President’s

lead, exhibitors everywhere will have cause to congrat-
ulate themselves and to thank Mr. Laemmle for a very
helpful innovation, while film salesmen will find their

problem in getting better prices for their product much
simpler.

TV \ H. HOFFMAN, president and general manager of

Tiffany Productions, in the two years since he has

been making and distributing these fine attractions, in-

dependently, has achieved noteworthy success in impress-
ing upon exhibitors everywhere that “Tiffany” as a brand
name for screen entertainment represents the last word
in distinction and class in its box office quality.

•
T T IS progress and record of accomplishment in this short

iod with Tiffany is surely indicative that there will

always be plenty of room for the independent producer
who can make attraction pictures.

•
TV Jt R. HOFFMAN is a master of showmanship and

with his national distributing organization all but com-
pleted, a new studio in Hollywood planned, and a $2,000,000

production budget already appropriated for the twenty
Tiffany pictures, which he expects to make for next sea-

son, we look to see Tiffany riding on top of the wave.
•

'P'
OR the fifth time in succession, and by acclamation,

A the Theatre Owners Chamber of Commerce have chosen
Charles L. O’Reilly to lead them for another year.

•
A REMARKABLE tribute to a remarkable man, who

has made the T. O. C. C. the strongest and most ef-

fective offensive and defensive alliance of independent,

exhibitors in the country.
•

A PITY there are not more exhibitor organizations in

other sections of the country, as efficiently organized
and administered as the T. O. C. C. and more men like

Charlie O’Reilly to head them.
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Jimmie” Grainger—The Dynamic
General Sales Manager of Fox Films Knows No Hours—Hard

Work, First Hand Infomation and Personal Acquaintance,
His Secret of Sales Success

By Merritt Crawford

i ACK of the constantly rising curve, which has marked the progress of Fox

|

Film Corporation during the past two years, alongside of William Fox and
Winfield R. Sheehad, who have guided the company to its great success,

stands another dynamic personality And “dynamic” is exactly the word that

describes James R. Grainger, “Jimmie,” as he is affectionately known the length
and breadth of this broad land, who, next to the two above mentioned, in his

position as general sales manager, occupies the chief executive post in the gift

of that important motion picture organization.

Hard work, first hand information and
personal acquaintance, are the three things*

which are essential for success on the selling

end of this business, in the Grainger scheme
of things, and he ought to know, for he has

put Fox pictures to the fore in a fashion,

which has made many of his competitors

fairly gasp.

By hard work, is meant just that.

When in New York, Mr. Grainger is at

his desk every morning at 9 o’clock sharp.

His hours are from that time on until 9

o’clock the next morning, if necessary, when
he will be all ready to start another day, as

full of pep and vitality as he was the day
before, to the marvel of his associates and
subordinates.

Every minute of the Grainger day is full.

His secretary’s appointment pad is always

packed with names for at least ten days

ahead and about the only individual, who
may be able to break into this serried phal-

anx of appointments, will be some showman
who wants to buy Fox pictures. An ex-

hibitor can always get to “Jimmie.”

One of the tenets of the Grainger belief,

I had almost said religion, is that you can’t

sell pictures from behind a roll top desk, no

matter how fancy or decorative it may be.

He believes in knowing at first hand the

conditions in every territory.

This means that he has to keep on the

road most of the time. The result of this is,

that he generally knows as much about the-

atre conditions in a given district as his

local manager and this is saying a lot. And
he doesn’t depend upon correspondence for

his information either. He gets it himself

—

on the ground—from the exhibitor.

Has Broad Acquaintance

Probably “Jimmie” Grainger enjoys a wider

first name friendship and acquaintance with

more exhibitors, as they certainly do with

him, than any other man in the industry.

Which is another way of saying that he

has got more bookings for Fox pictures than

any other man could have done by several

miles. At least he has smashed all Fox rec-

ords made to date, in a fashion which leaves

all previous ones [and some of ’em were no
slouches either] way back in the shade.

Last year he was on the road thirty-three

of fifty-two weeks. This year he will un-

doubtedly surpass this record. Since April

16, when the Fox convention closed in Los
Angeles, Mr. Grainger has made no less

than three transcontinental trips and has

been home in New York, exactly four weeks
out of thirty. Now he -is off on another trip

on which he will be gone four or five weeks.

“Jimmie” Grainger has the fire of a “go-

getter” in his eye and the determination jaw.

The corollary to all this is that right now
Fox pictures have their place in the sun in

every key city in the United States and Can-
ada.

There are in all 266 key cities, according

to the Fox list, and in each of them Fox is

now sold 100 per cent. Which is by way of

being a record, for any company, when it is

recognized that the largest competitors of

Fox Film Corporation at present sell only

features, while Fox also produces and dis-

tributes short length comedies, Fox News
and a number of noveltjr single reelers (Fox
Varieties) besides the company's numerous
important feature offerings.

Another fact worth noting, which doubtless

may be attributed largely to “Jimmie”
Grainger’s popularity, dynamic personality

and his thorough sales methods, is that

eighty per cent, of the theatres booking Fox
pictures, take the entire Fox line-up. An-

Some Sales Producing Maxims

of “Jimmie” Grainger
<(IlARD work is what gets results

A 1 —not conversation.”
*

“You can’t sell pictures nowadays
from behind a roll-top desk.”

*

“Meet the theatre man on the ground
if you want to help him solve his prob-
lems—and sell your pictures.”

*

Don’t depend on some other man to

tell you about it.”

#

“Never tell a man you’ve got a good
picture—when you haven’t. If you
lose his confidence, you lose his respect

and friendship, and that means his

patronage and you deserve it.”

other record that comes close to being phe-
nomenal.
Mr. Grainger resents hearing anyone call

the motion picture business, a “game” any
longer. The term, as he views it. belongs
to those days now happily past, when pro-

ducer, distributor and exhibitor, each tried

to “outsmart” the other.

Today the motion picture business, mak-
ing, selling or exhibiting, is a highly organ-
ized industry, which must be built upon good
faith and good will among its interlocking

elements, or it will not progress. The era

of the “cheater.” who used to sell every-

thing, except picture quality, has gone never

to return. Soon he will be regarded in much
the same classification as we now place the

dodo and other extinct species. Competition
has crowded him out.

The average exhibitor today has far more
understanding of the producer’s problems,

than he used to have and meets him in a

much better frame of mind. With his brick

and mortar investment, the exhibitor knows
he must have real attraction pictures to keep
his theatres open and the bigger he grows
the more he appreciates the fact that the

producer is honestily trying to make them
for him.

“Out for Good Will”

Such at least is the Grainger estimate of

conditions now existent in the industry and
the evidence would seem to bear him out.

At least as far as the Fox Film Corporation

is concerned, he has demonstrated the cor-

rectness of his knowledge.

“We are out to build up ‘good will,’ ” said

Mr. Grainger in a chat with the writer, just

before he left on his present sales trip.

“Fox Film Corporation has never had a

finer line-up of pictures, than it has for the

coming season and they are going to build

up a prestige for it among exhibitors, which
will be the company’s biggest asset in in-

creasing ratio from now on.

“Personally. I have always enjoyed the

confidence of the theatre owners, whom I

know, because they have found that I al-

ways tell them straight out what I think of

the product I have to sell in its box office

relationship. I never yet sold a poor picture

and said it was a good one.

“This year I am telling them that Fox pic-

tures are the ‘goods' and I wish I could tell

(Continued on page 293)
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Junior

And “Ma " Go

Down To Sea

JUNE MARLOWEj of Universal

,

flings a mean forward pass, but
it’s warmer in California than on

the Polo Grounds.

„ ecil JJe-

r,” he is

by his mother, as we see.

T?OD LA ROCQUE and Mildred
Harris in “ The Cruise of The

Jasper B,” for DeMille P.D.C.
appear in a striking scene.

TtJN-TIN-TIN fully appreciates the

new leopard skin coat worn by
Irene Rich in Warner Bros.’ “Don’t

Tell the Wife.”

IT might be at Luarcniu uowns, but its merely one of the action

scenes in the Universal-Jewel, “Down the Stretch
.”

<( A CERTAIN YOUNG MAN” in

this instance is Ramon No-
varro, the Metro-Goldwyh-Mayer
star, who was directed by Hobart

Henley.

TJ1DDEN away in a corner of
the F.B.O. studios is a Christ-

inas tree decorated by Viola Dana in
anticipation of the big day

,

berries.
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What Makes a Qood P
The Elusive Quality of Merit Makes Production a
Gamble and an Artistic Adventure Rather Than an
Industry and a Business—The Plot’s the Thing

By Epes W. Sargent

ICTURE-MAKING is a gamble \

equally large reward if the gamb
a given plot, with certain player

will yield certain results.

Were this possible, pictures would become
a business and not an artistic adventure, and
the production business would cease to in-

terest many men wdro now give it their best

energy.

But it is possible to foresee certain event-

ualities, and the wonder is that so often the

simplest rules of construction are trans-

gressed.

Perhaps the most common fault is the

construction of a story with a misplaced

interest. It is demonstrable from hundreds
of past performances that unless interest is

centered in a single character and that char-

acter the proper one, the audience interest

cannot be held. It may be held that in plays

similar to “Beau Geste” the interest is

split between the three brothers, but if you
will analyze that production more carefully,

you will find that even here the scenarist has

held interest to Beau himself, though on the

surface it would seem that the three were

of equal importance.

Simple, Direct Story Wins

On the stage it may be possible to put over
a play with plot and counterplot, but on the

screen the simple, direct story is the only

one that will gain the fullest interest and a

complete success. There may be a variety

of incidents, and various persons may plot

against the protagonist, but the involved

play which gains a real and lasting success

will be found to travel in a single direction.

With the multiple plot story one of two
things generally happens. Explanatory sub-

titles must be used until the action is

swamped, or the action must be left unex-
plained, and therefore obscure and uninter-

esting. It is only when all the ramifications

of the plot trend in one general direction

that a divided interest can stand and even
here the interest always must be centered

upon the central character or objective.

This rule is elemental, and yet it is con-

stantly violated to the detriment of many an

otherwise fine production.

A second and perhaps even more fruitful

ith monstrously high stakes and an
er wins. It is impossible to say that

and director and with certain sets

source of failure is the interpolation or char-

acter work that overshadows the nominal
hero. Scores of plays might be recalled in

which the discomfiture of the villain brings

disappointment and therefore the unhappy
ending. The heavy is so much more inter-

esting and picturesque than the hero that

you, consciously or otherwise, wish to see

him win.

But it may not even be the villain. The
interloper may be a very subordinate char-

acter: scarcely more than a bit. Wallace
Beery has stolen many an otherwise fine

play, but sometimes the robber of situations

has been little more than an extra, yet he
has pulled a costly production entirely out

of focus.

To go to a kindred art for an example,
let us suppose a symphony orchestra in which
the kettledrums sustain the tone of the other

instruments in the moments of greatest

stress. Here the tympani perform a neces-

sary and important function. But put a tym-
panist into a string quartet and the effect of

the quartet is lost. The drummer overshad-
ows his four companions. He merely makes
a noise that overwhelms the fine string pas-

sages. He has made his mark, but the artis-

tic value is wholly lost.

Mistakes of Directors

Often a single good “bit” will pull an en-

tire production out of focus, but it more
generally happens that a director, doubtful of

the appeal of the story, will permit or even
encourage a character man to turn loose and
wreck the picture so far as the spectator is

concerned.

Closely akin to this practice is the device

of building up a weak story with scenery
and making it into a “massive production.”

Scenery never has and never will save a

weak plot and too often even a good plot

may be relegated to the background to per-

mit the spectacle to run.

The same thing, in a lesser degree of cost,

is the injection of a fight into a sagging sit-

uation. Dempsey and Tunney in a grudge

icture Qood
fight cannot make a poor plot any bet er.

They may enhance the rental value of a pic-

ture, but they will not better the story.

Another fruitful source of trouble is the

effort to swing a story to a star of the oppa
site sex. You can’t make Hamlet play sec-

ond fiddle to Ophelia any more than you
can feature Little Eva over Uncle Tom.
Conversely Marc Antony must take a back
seat to Cleopatra and Armand never can be

made as interesting as Camille.

All of these facts are known—or should

be—to everyone who has to deal with the

selection of stories for presentation. They
are rules to which there are few, it any ex-

ceptions, and yet, week after week, there

come to the screens stories in which these

rules are flagrantly violated, and the inevi-

table result is a weakening if not the ruina-

tion of the plot. Some of the faults lie with

the supervisor, some with the scenarist and
others with the director, but they are all

known dangers which can be guarded against

through the exercise of proper case.

Hold to Main Theme

An artist painting a picture is careful that

his entire composition shall direct attention

to a single focal point. A good newspaper
advertiser plans his layout to put over his

one big argument. The good studio direc-

tor selects a story in which there is one cen-

tral point of interest, and he sees to it that

nothing is permitted to interfere with this

main angle.

It can be done with every story that is

worth screening, and when it is done prop-

erly the result invariably is a good story,

3'et you seldom find a screen release tree

from some flaws that might easily have been
omitted had the story been properly selecttd

and due care exercised to prevent the in-

trusion of foreign interests.

You can’t build up a story with a train

wreck or a prizefight, or a massive ball room
set or the entire Rocky Mountains. You
can build up a story to the point of accept-

ance only through strengthening the plot

and tightening up the suspense.

Holding the suspense may be difficult when
even the children know7 that it must com;
out for the hero in the long run, but the

developing action does not have to be so

obvious that even the child can see the an-

swer back in the first or second reel.

It’s plot, and plot alone, that makes a gojd
story good. Why not devote more attention

to plot and less to scenery and effects?
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P
ARAMOUNT has added an-

other name to its dis-

tinguished list of comedians, in

Sterling Holloway, the “yaller”

haired lad, who first gained fame
in “Garrick Gaieties,” recently

annexed to the cast of “Casey

At The Bat,” in which Wallace

Beery has the part of “mighty

Casey.”

Holloway will play the part of

a small town barber, according

to wireless reports received by
his friends sojourning at The
World’s Crossroads, a part which
has evidently been written into

the screen production of the im-

mortal Casey’s diamond experi-

ences, for there is no reference

at all, at all to him in the verses.

Perhaps he is one of those who
yells “Kill 'im, kill the umpire,”

from the grandstand at the criti-

cal juncture in the game.
By being put under contract

with Paramount, Holloway joins

a distinguished group of come-
dians, which now includes Ed.

Wynn, Harold Llo3'd, Eddie Can-
tor, Raymond Griffith, Douglas
Maclean, W. C. Fields, Raymond
Hatton and Wallace Beery, with

perhaps one or two others we
may have forgotten.

In the interests of exact and
perfect accuracy, perhaps, Beery
and Hatton should be classified

as featured character leads,

rather than as comedians. Hav-
ing just come from “We’re In

The Navy Now,” however, we
will let it go at that.

*

Hollywod bulletins that

Rosamund Pinchot, daughter of

Governor and Mrs. Gifford Pin-

chot of Pennsylvania, has en-

tered the field as a photographer
of personalities in Los Angeles,

and is making a strong bid for

movie trade.

It’s a far cry from Harrisburg
to Hollywood, but her “Look
pleasant, please” ought to tickle

the spines of a lot of worthy
motion picture folk, when they

think of Papa Pinchot’s playful

penchant for censorship and blue

laws in the Keystone state. It’s

a great world

!

*

Among the signs of (Sam)
Spring, now evident at First

National are the preparations

for First National Month, which
will launch the annual nation-

wide sales drive of that company.
Ever since the arrival of Richard
A. Rowland from Europe, the

First National sales cabinet,

headed by Samuel Spring, have
been busy lining up their forces,

for membership in the K. O.

Club, First National’s honor
sales organization is eagerly

sought.

Ned Marin, in the West, and

A. W. Smith in the Eastern divi-

sion, have both been working at

topspeed and this goes all down
the line and is expected to con-

tinue throughout the month of

January, when the scores will be

totalled and the awards made.

The summer drive, it is said,

netted substantial money and

other prizes to over 600 First

National employees in more than

twenty exchanges. This one is

expected to be even better.

Clifford F. Chandler, First

National’s Director of Advertis-

ing and Publicity, has already

under way an elaborate cam-

paign, reaching both exhibitors

and public, while free accessories,

including banners, heralds and

trailers will be distributed to

theatre managers, who observe

First National Month.

One of the reasons there is

such a general desire to get into

that most exclusive K. O. Club,

where only First National sales

topliners may gather, is that

Vice-President Rowland has

promised to give the lucky ones

a dinner in Hollywood, at which
he will be the host and the only

other guests will be favorite

screen stars of the other sex.

Do you wonder they all want to

get in on it?

When John C. Flinn was doing

theatres for the old N. Y. Her-
ald, one of the editors of that

famous newspaper, who used to

help the young reporter with an

occasional bit of fatherly advice,

was named Charles Kenmore Ul-

ric. The other day that same
Charlie Ulric celebrated his 50th

anniversary as a newspaper man
in the press department of Pro-

ducers Distributing Corporation,

where he is chiefly responsible

for the snappy and seductive

press sheets which have been

issued by that company.
Charlie Ulric has now been in

picture work for several years,

for some time being on the staff

of Famous Players-Lasky, and

is responsible for a number of

original scripts and several legit-

imate stage pieces. Fifty years

ago he broke into newspaper

work in San Francisco and in

1907 was city editor of the Chi-

cago American. A little later he

was an editor on the N. Y. Her-

ald and there met John Flinn,

then a cub reporter.

Now they are back in the same
shop again, but with conditions

reversed. It may be said, how-
ever, that neither of them seems

to mind it.

*

H. David Strauss, former film

editor of the Morning Telegraph,

took over his new desk in the

Keith-Albee exploitation depart-

ment, early this week. Strauss

is a good showman, having spent

most of his life in the amuse-
ment business and the good
wishes of his many friends go
with him in his new association.

, *

Ben H. Grimm will concentrate

his abilities for some time to

come on making “Laugh Month”
a national event. The Short

Features Advertisers Association

have engaged him to put on a

campaign, which will make every
theatre in the country convers-

ant with the attraction possibili-

ties of the big, little feature.

He has a regular job cut out

for him, for the exhibitor in this,

as in many other respects, will

have to be shown the box office

pulling power of good comedies
and short length novelties, if ade-
quately exploited and advertised.

It can be done, Ben, it has been
done, and we can’t think, at the

moment, of a better man to do

it than yourself. P. A. Parsons,

Gordon White and the other able

citizens of the S. F. A. A. showed
they knew what they were doing

when they picked you for the

job.

T HE discussion between Gene
Tunney and George Bernard

Shaw as to the merits of

“Cashel Byron’s Profession” as

a story and as a possible screen

play goes merrily on.

Gene is getting a growing rep-

utation as one of the intelli-

gentsia and as a literary critic,

while George’s stock as a prize

fight expert is steadily dropping.

As it seems to us, however, Mr.
Shaw is not really sparring for

an opening, but with his usual

Shavian sang froid is more likely

stalling to get a bigger cut in the

purse, while Gene is merely stat-

ing the facts as he sees them.

The character of Cashel Byron,
surely is not the kind of a fight-

er that has been known in the

ring for two generations at least,

and if Mr. Lasky’s offer for the

story is accepted by Mr. Shaw,

will require considerable altera-

tion to make satisfactory screen

material for present day audi-

ences. Nonetheless, the predic-

tion is ventured, if Mr. Lasky
gets it, and Tunney and his late

opponent, the once peerless

Dempsey, consent to play in it,

Mr. Shaw’s trite little story will

be one of the big box office hits

of the year.

*

In “Foot Notes on Headliners”

in last Sunday’s N. Y. Times,

I. H. R., apropos of Charlie Pad-

dock’s recognition by the Ama-
teur Athletic Union as the “fast-

est human” by reason of his 100

yd. dash world’s record, 9)4
seconds, cheerily chortles :

“ ‘Fastest human’ Charles is

called,

Not a soul to match him.

Maybe so, but I dunno—

•

Didn’t Bebe catch him ?”

It serves to recall to us that

floating around somewhere is a

film called “Paddock in 9-3/5

Seconds.” It wasn’t at all a bad

picture and we wonder we
haven’t heard more about it, es-

pecially in view of Charlie’s re-

cent performances on the track

and on the screen. Lloyd B.

Carleton, as we remember, di-

rected it.

*

Joe Fine, one of Vivian Mo-
ses best young aides-de-camp in

the Fox publicity office, has just

sent out a most colorful and at-

tractive broadside on Fox’s

“Summer Bachelors.” i It is

bright with pretty bathing girls

and intrigues instantly. Makes
you want to see that picture

right away, which was probably
what Joe meant for it to do.
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What’s Become

of “The Doc”?

By

CHARLES EDWARD HASTINGS

Once “The MedicineMan ”

of Hollywood, He Now

Addresses Industrial

Workers on Behalf of

Motion Pictures

UT in Hollywood, where film folks are too busy to worry about very
Vl*' much more than their own affairs, a director, star or player strolls out

of the lights into a gray space, and turning to the next fellow, asks:

“What’s become of the Doc?”
The answer is a “dud.” Means nothing. Nobody seems to know just

what became of the Doc, or where he went, or why. He came and went
the way of thousands of chaps, thousands of girls, and had it not been for

the overshadowing fact that the Doc had written his name indelibly on the

hearts of hundreds of movie people—had stamped his personality on one

studio after another—the likelihood is that his coming or going would have
gone unnoticed.

The soothing hand of “the medicine man,”

the soft spoken word in a bedlam of sounds,

professional advice quietly given and

promptly acted upon, the fascinating per-

sonality of a man dominant, the military

figure, the man with the imperial beard, had

indubitably left more than mere impressions

in studios where “Son of the Sheik,” “The

Volga Boatman,” “Beverly of Graustark,

“The Love Thief,” “The Better ’Ole,” “The

Gay Deceiver,” “The Temptress,” “Devil’s

Island,” “The Marriage Clause,” “The Duch-

ess of Buffalo,” “The Rainmaker,” “Yellow

Fingers” and “The Fighting Buckaroo

(among others) were made.

What’s become of the Doc?

Let’s see

!

* * * *

He Addresses Workers

The noon whistle turns 5,000 men and

women, boys and girls, out of the colossal

workshops of a great industrial factory in

the cluster of those surrounding Newark,

N. J. ; a big automobile has dirven into the

great yard and the gates are closed behind

it; a man hops out of the driver’s seat and

greets the workers in a cheery voice.

“Hello, everybody! Take your time, and

eat your lunch. I’ll be ready for you, with

a little chat, as soon as you get back.”

Then Dr. L. Lee Krauss clasps the hand

of one of the factory managers, and they

discuss factory conditions until the growing

size of the returning crowd interrupts the

pair, and Dr. Krauss mounts the little plat-

form built over the back of his automobile,

and a ten, or fifteen, minute “chat” is under

way.
“Movies and Morals” was the topic under

discussion when we completed connections

from New York City and our taxi whisked

us up to the gates of the big factory. We
joined the throng of listeners, and thorough-

ly enjoyed the speaker’s interpretation, from

actual experience, of life as it is lived in the

world’s greatest studio city, Hollywood; hu-

man little stories of the big-hearted stars

—

Doug and Mary, and the late “Rudy,” and

Irene Rich, Marion Davies, Greta Garbo,

Norman Kerry, Syd Chaplin, Lon Chaney,

Monte Blue, Rod LaRocque and others

—

the story of these women and men as they

are, not as gossip would represent it

!

Underlying everything Dr. Krauss has un-

dertaken to do in his self-imposed task

(surely a splendid effort when we learn that

he is defraying every penny of expense him-

self), is the insistence with which he drives

home to his hearers the fact that they (boy
or girl) make a great mistake in rushing

pell-mell to Hollywood, seeking a career. Dr.

Krauss relates in detail some of the adven-

tures, many none too pleasant, of girls who
have left their homes to go to the Cinema
capital only to find themselves disillusioned

at the journey’s end.

Protect Stranded Dreamers

Various institutions in Hollywood, Dr.

Krauss pointed out when we heard his lec-

ture, devote time and attention to caring

for “stranded” dreamers. The Y’s and other

associations and clubs have their hands full

returning girls to their homes, where pos-

sible. Some drop out of sight. Tragedy
stalks rampant, in many cases. The supply

of “extras” exceeds the demand a thousand

fold, Dr. Krauss told the boys and girls in

Clark’s Mills (ONT.), the big thread factory.

Dr. Krauss had talked at forty big plants

including the Edison plant in West Orange

;

Durant Motors, in Elizabeth, N. J. ;
Singer

Sewing Machine Company, Elizabeth; West-
inghouse, several lectures

;
Sprague Electri-

cal Works, Bloomfield, N. J. ; the Crocker-
Wheeler Electrical plant, at Ampere, N. J.

;

Dougherty Bros. Silk Mills, Clifton, N. J.;

Celluloid Products Company, a branch of

the du Pont de Nemours Company and the

Western Electric Company, manufacturers
of electrical instruments. The doctor closes

his chat five minutes before the whistle calls

the employees back to work, in order to

permit the employees to get back to their

various departments.

Dr. Krauss was born in Syracuse, N. Y.,

on Washington’s Birthday, 1876, attended
school in Albany, N. Y., and graduated in

New York City. After qualifying as a physi-

cian he studied for the stage, played many
roles, and acted before the camera twenty
years ago for Thanhouser. He toured the

world
;
took an active part in the Spanish-

Dr. L. Lee Krauss, who is doing a big work
for motion pictures.

American War and in the World War
;
has

a record of twenty-one voyages terminating
in Paris each time; has written many books,

including “Humanity,” “Human Nature,”

“Father and Son,” “Mother and Daughter,”
“What Every Father, Mother, Boy and Girl

Should Know” and “Humanity’s Language

—

the Movies.”

In mid-summer, a year ago, Dr. Krauss
was heralded by the Los Angeles newspapers
as among the prominent arrivals on an old

stamping ground, and when Lois Weber was
making “The Marriage Clause” and needed

a doctor, Dr. Krauss chanced to be visiting

with an official in Universal City, and he
was rushed into “Make-Up”—and remained
on the Coast more than a year.

Dr. Krauss is carrying on a work that

might well carry the full sanction of every-

one interested in motion pictures.

What he does is done for “the movies.”

We need more men doing something for the

movies.

Paramount Marks

Progress OfPictures
(Continued from Page 263)

comfortable and from every angle beautifuL

It is an example of refined taste that still

further marks the departure of the picture

from the old nickelodeon days. Larger thea-

tres may be built, but it would seem impos-

sible to achieve greater elegance.

To list the notables present would be im-

possible within the confines of these pages.

A complete list of guests would be an index

of the film industry plus the roster of Broad-
way. It is more simple to say that “every-

body was there.”
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M-G-M Sends Trackless Train Through Europe

yf B O V E
shows the

a r ri v a l in

Holland and
the insert gives an idea of the enormous
crowds which greeted the train in Dresden,

The Lord'
Mayor of

London visits

the trackless
train {above). Insert

shows the train ditched to

avoid striking German farmer.

/ILL Europe is marveling at

M-G-M’s Trackless Train,
piloted by Eddie Carrier. Its

success on the other side of
the water is even greater than
in this country, justifying the
confidence that Marcus Locw
and Major Edward Bowes,
originators of the stunt, had
in it at the beginning.
An unlucky “break” in Ger-

many turned into a lucky
break. The train zvas run off
a road to escape hitting a Ger-
man farmer and his wife. The
papers lauded the self-sacri-
fice. In Dresden ( see inset)
thousands of people packed the
streets to marvel at it. It

stopped traffic in many other
cities as well. As it enters each
new country, the slogans on
the side of the train are re-
painted in the language of that
country.

TEE reception at the Royal Palace
in Brussels zvas attended by Queen

Elisabeth of Belgium and Crown
Prince Leopold, who has just mar-
ried Princess Astrid of Sweden.

THIS view shows the entire train in the shadow of a windmill in

Holland beside the dike. Curious folk assembled all along the
itinerary to see and applaud typical'American expoitation methods.

Exclusive Scenes Of a Novel Exploitation Plan
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“The Ragged Lover” himself, and
incidentally

, this is now reported to
be the final title for the production.

“The Beloved

Rogue
”

INISHING his role with John

jfi Barrymore in “The Beloved Rogue,’’

Conrad Veidt has signed with Carl

Lacrnmle to play the title role in “The
Man Who Laughs,” after Victor Hugo.

In “The Beloved Rogue,” Veidt ap-

peared as King Louis the Eleventh, one

of the most picturesque characters

in the story of Francois Villon,

the romantic rogue of France.

Veidt goes to Germany this

month to return on call,

* or perhaps, to make
“The M a n W h o

Laughs” for Uni-
versal in Paris. In
all probability , Mary
Philbin will play the

feminine lead.
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Christie Comedies Crowded With Chuckles

Christie Sees

No Change In

His Distribution
Following positive substantia-

tion that Hal Roach will release

through Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
after September 1st and the re-

ports and denials in New York
about a Paramount-Educational

tie up, we sounded out A1 Chris-

tie this week about his distrib-

ution medium for 1927.

We also asked Mr. Christie

whether he was considering the

erection of short subject theatres

similar to the plan described by

Hal Roach in detail in a previ-

ous issue of Moving Picture

IVorld.

Mr. Christie answered the first

question by stating that the

Christie Corporation does not

make contracts of this kind until

the first of each year. He prac-

tically assured us that there

would be no change in the pres-

ent method of distribution—that

his brother Charles Christie, gen-

eral manager of the corporation,

takes care of most of those af-

afairs in New York while he

attends to production in Holly-

wood.
Mr. Christie said that he has

no intention of establishing short

subject theatres.

Buy Riley Poem
F. B. O. has purchased the

screen rights to “Little Orphan

Annie” by James Whitcomb Ri-

ley, “Windjammers of Glouces-

ter” by John L. Pell and “Down
Our Way” by Larry Evans. Ed-

win King, F. B. O.’s vice presi-

dent, made known at the studio

here that the Riley poem will

be the basis for one of the cor-

poration’s first 1927-28 gold bond

productions.

Dempsey Apologizes

for Dinner Jacket
Although the associa-

tion of Motion Picture Ad-
vertisers in New York is

the parent organization of
America's film publicists

yet the YVamnas excels fin-

ancially and numerically.
This was Paul Galick’s
message to the West Coast
organization at their lat-

est meeting just before
Universal's publicity direc-

tor returned to New Y'ork.

Jack Dempsey and Es-
telle Taylor were among
the honored guests at this

meeting. Dempsey was
given a great hand. He
joked with the crowd,
apologizing for being the
only man in a tuxedo.

Porter Estimates Cost of

Two-Reeler at $29,500

“Diversification” Is Keynote of Four December

Releases—“Hoot Mon”—“Dodging Trouble”

—“Have Courage” and “Cool Off”

Miss Orr with Fox
Gertrude Orr has_ been as-

signed by Fox to work on the

continuity of H. G. Wells “Mar-

riage.”

ALKING about a diversified program in the theatre

’launches us right into the subject of the kind of

“diversification” the Christie Studios are just locking into

four cans which will be opened by exhibitors sometime in

December. The Scottish Highlands, Paris’ Latin Quarter,

the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans and a small town in a State

like Iowa are the screen locales. Pretty and homely, fat

and slim girls—men of all styles and inclinations, are being

packed away with these locales in the four cans. They
fight, love, cry, laugh, skate on parlor floors, sell flivvers

in Scotland, encourage duels in Paris. That’s Christie

diversification for theatres sometime in December.
It takes three weeks of steady

Carl Laemmle Meets the Sheriff

Sheriff William Treaeer welcomes Carl Laemmle to Los An-

geles. Marion Davies is an interested spectator.

work to make the average Chris-

tie comedy and Fred L. Porter,

vice president and production

manager who has been affiliated

with the Christie brothers for

about eleven years, estimates

that it costs $29,500 to make the

average Christie two-reeler.

“Average” applies to time and

money in the Christie studio but

not to ambitions of Christie stu-

dioites, especially A1 Christie,

himself. This probably best ac-

counts for the success of Chris-

tie Anniversary Week just com-
ing to its close with 8,000 Chris-

tie comedy runs to its credit,

according to Sales Chief Pat

Dowling.

It is that kind of average which

is put into the four December
releases about which we are

writing. They are : Bobby
Vernon’s “Hoot Mon” with

Frances Lee, Jack Duffy and Bill

Irving in the supporting cast.

(Continued on page 277)

Comedy Crashes From Christie For Christmas
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)T stuff in “Cool Off” with An;
Cornwall the inimitable funny g\

of Christie Comedies.

in circle (upper left), surrounded by laugh scenes from
ind in shots from “Cool Off.” In the lower left we hav

lower right is Neal Burns in “Dodeincr T,

Anne Cornwall
in “Have Coura

Scenes From Four Scintillating Comedies
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Who’s Who On The Christie Set

T h S t a r Director Cam er am an The Extra

Bobby Vernon Harold Beaudine Anton Nagy

I
N the hundreds of comedies
in which Bobby Vernon has

been starred, “Hoot Mon,” he

tells us, is the first one in which
he has essayed the role of a

Scotchman.
Bobby Vernon has worked in

the Christie Studio for the past

eight years.

He goes yachting quite fre-

quently with A) Christie, Presi-

dent of the Corporation.

If there is anyone who could

be upstage about the Christie lot

it is Bobby, and yet he is the

very one to observe Moving Pic-

ture World :

“In the Christie Studio we are

all like one big family. There
is no kow-towing and no bow-
ing. Everyone is natural, and
as the result every one is happy.
The next time you see a Christie

picture look at it from this per-

spective and you will notice that

this unusual atmosphere of con-

viviality is reflected in our

work.”
Bobby, as every one knows,

has been a big success in this

game for a long time. When he
was with Mack Sennett eight

years ago he recalls having
Gloria Swanson as his leading

lady and Wallace B^eery as “the

heavy.” Before then, when he

was but sixteen years of age,

he played a “father” role op-
posite Louise Fazenda, in an old

Universal comedy. Bobby also

has on his record of achieve-
ments a career in vaudeville and
musical comedy.

H arold beaudine who
directed “Hoot Mon” and

“Dodging Trouble” entered the

school of filmdom in the Bio-

graph days. In the course of

his experience he played as an
extra. He joined the Christie lot

in 1919.

Beaudine makes an effort to

arrange his laughs so that they

will break about every ten sec-

onds. Figuring that one crank
of the camera handle records six-

teen movements, Beaudine’s

laugh takes place with every one
hundred sixtieth movement.
Beaudine, however, does not al-

low the idea to prevail that he
makes comedies with the sole

purpose of accommodating his

laughs.

The laughs are worked in with

a feasible continuity so that one
laugh inspires another, during

the inspiration of which a story

is told.

Beaudine spends much of his

spare time in theatres.

“I do this chiefly to get the

reaction of the audience while

the comedy is being projected,”

he stated.

The director then made known
that he is guided by this reac-

tion rather than by his own per-

sonal viewpoint in making a pic-

ture.

Beaudine believes that if many
theatre owners and newspaper
critics would follow the same
policy there would be a greater
appreciation of pictures.

L ONG before this writer was
ever introduced to a type-

writer, Anton Nagy was a photo-

grapher.

Today not an inch of film pass-

es out of the Christie Studio

without Nagy’s personal inspec-

tion and O. K.

Nagy is more than a camera-
man—he is supervisor of all

Christie’s cameramen, and expert

on all matters pertaining to

Christie photography.

He is another man who has

been with Christie for a long

time.

He is ending his fourteenth

year with that corporation. Em-
ployees around the Christie lot

seldom talk in anything but

years about their affiliations with

the Christies.

Nagy, nineteen years ago also

operated a theatre in Berlin,

Germany. One half cent was his

top admission.

Nagy interestingly recalls the

days of the Champion Film Com-
pany in Jersey when cameras
worked under a black shroud,

and a few hundred dollars was
a good-sized production budget.

Clear photography is one of

Nagy’s absolute mottoes. By
this he does not mean just being

able to see characters on the

screen but the technical end of

photographing his characters so

that they will be clear cut at all

times.

Nagy observes that the Chris-

ties have used the best material

for their sets.

OUT in Hollywood a number
of very pretty young mem-

bers of this colony’s future Con-
stellation are constantly chaper-
oned about the studios by their

mothers. Of course many of

them do need chaperonage on
this extreme edge of the woolly

West. Not that the bad men
of fiction do not still haunt the

horizon but chiefly because the

main streets have all kinds of

Spanish names which might
easily confuse the average Amer-
ican girl.

Miss Gail Lloyd has been one
of Hollywood’s most attractive

colonists for the past five

months. During that time she

has appeared in six Christie com-
edies. In addition to pulchri-

tudinal assets she understands

Spanish. She also spoke to her

mother over the telephone dur-

ing a slight intermission in this

interview.

Having seen her work in “Cool

Off” and having been afforded

the opportunity of personally

observing her, we can readily

appreciate why more than one
of her friends at the Christie

studio predict a brilliant future

for Miss Lloyd.

Miss Lloyd agreed with us tha‘

there is no place like New York
In fact she said it was while

living on Riverside Drive that

she received her inspiration to

enter filmdom. From her hot^s

there she could look across

Hudson and see Fort Lee where
Jersey studios are located.

Christie Come dies Keep The Whole World Laughing
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Fox War “Shots” Capture West Coast
Picture Sophisticates

Laud “What Price Glory”

Conservatives of Hollywood and Even Hard-

Boiled Marines, Praise Fox Achievement

at Spectacular Hollywood Premiere

By TOM WALLER
West Coast Representative

OLLYWOOD, Nov. 20.—When the last foot of the

twelfth reel of “What Price Glory” faded out and
the house lights commenced to scintillate in the

Carthay Circle Theatre there was a roar of applause such

as has seldom reverberated in any theatre in America over
the world’s premiere of a picture.

Victor McLaglen as the rough and

ready Captain Flagg of the A. E. F.

The applause came from some
of the most conservative hands

in the entire film industry, the

newspaper world, and the still

harder-boiled U.S. Marine Corps.

The applause came from repre-

sentatives of practically every

motion picture plant in Holly-

wood. In other words, the ap-

plause was not that inspired by

any politeness expected from a

first night audience. The picture

itself was the sole inspiration.

“Wonderful” and “great” and
“magnificent” were all that this

writer heard on his way out of

the Carthay. Efforts to overhear

an expression of dissatisfaction,

following a good commingling

with one of the most brilliant

audiences which has ever beer,

assembled under a single roof,

proved futile.

Although the Carthay is, com-
paratively speaking, on a lone

spot on the plains and dependent

upon autoists for most of its ca-

pacity, it certainly made us

think of the Great White Way
as a kerosene-lit cow lane last

night.

Mencken Is Present

Theatres out here disregard

electric current bills for an oc-

casion of this kind, but J. Har-
vey McCarthy and Fred Miller

made even this consideration a

mere bagatelle.

The Fox studios must have

been cleared of all their Kleigs

and sunspots for this event. We
personally counted eighty-eight

spotlights on one quarter of a

mile thoroughfare leading up to

the Carthay terrace. The lights

were pitched so that they formed
a dazzling hood over cars draw-

up to the entrance.

At the entrance, one had to

step out of his car directly into

the ray of a gigantic sunlight.

Then one had to walk under a

canvas covered area for another
quarter of a mile before the box
office was reached. On either

side of his trail were roped off

thousands of native sons, tour-

ists and visitors, who in some
places were eight and nine rows
deep. For their benefit the ar-

rival of the more prominent per-

sonages was broadcast through a

loud speaker. The writer got in

between the announcements of

Lionel Barrymore and H. L.

Mencken, the well-known critic.

His pilgrimage was the cause of

some conjecture because there

were three in stride and only

two announced.
Prologue Appropriate

One trade paper man whose
modesty caused him to seek a

short cut was sharply rebuffed

by a woman of formidable pro-

portions :

“You got the right clothes on.

Go in the right way. We ain't

going to laugh at you.”

The prologue created by Jack
Laughlin was most apropos to

the picture. The interior of a

picturesque French tavern was
the scene of action. American
doughboys and representatives

of the Allied forces constituted a

large male chorus. Spec'alty

dances with lavish costuming ef-

fects were the center of attrac-

tion. Before the curtains came
together a battle scene was wit-

nessed by the audience through
a large window in the set.

Men who watch the making
of pictures right out here in the

studios agree that the depiction

of the French front, No Man’s
Land, the boys in action, the

flare of the big guns and the

whirring in machine gun nests,

shell holes, dug-outs, trenches,

could hardly be more realisti-

cally vivid than in Fox’s “What
Price Glory.”

Seldom has a picture here cre-

ated a greater expectancy -han

“What Price Glory.” Every one

went to the Carthay, therefore,

tensed for something big; some-

thing unusual. Had the picture

been over - ballyhooed, even

though it might have turned out

to be a worthy production, it

would have been a flop with a

first night audience of this kind.

Their enthusiasm exceeded, if

anything, their expectations.

Hollywood therefore sends

“What Price Glory” off to a start

several points over one hundred

per cent.

Lip Reading Required

A lip reader may be able to

get some of the language in the

picture used by Laurence Stal’-

ings’ cast on the legitimate stare.

Malcolm Stuart Boyland shows

excellent discretion for the most

part with his titles.

We will say that

some of this Holly-

wood audience did

gasp at a few of

Boyland’s screen
sayings.

Hollywood felt the
picture from the be-
ginning to the end.
There had been some
conjecture here as

to how the Stall-

ings’ play and its

wisecracks could be
worked into screen
material. The great

cast, directing of R.

A. Walsh, scenario

work of J. T.

O’Donoghue and the

unlimited co - opera-
tion of the entire

Fox o r g a n i z a tion

made it possible for

this war play to find

its way to the screen

with a suspense and
climax superlative in

their forcefulness.

Following the pres-

entation of “What
Price Glory,” Ray-
mond Hitchcock in-

troduced on the Car-
thay stage leading

members of the cast.

Edmund Lowe,
whose name tops the

cast and who essays

the role of the tough
Marine, Sergeant
Quirk, was given a

great ovation. This

is a new type of role

for Lowe and he
handles it particu-

larly well.

McLaglen Scores

Victor McLaglen, as the Ma-
rine Captain who is at constant

loggerheads with Quirk despite

the fact they are buddies, was
given an applause testimonial

significant of his work in “What
Price Glory,” being the finest in

bis career.

Dolores Delrio, who plays the

beautiful Charmaine, or the

French girl over whom the Ser-

geant and Captain indulge in

numerous fisticuffs when they

are not at the front, scored ex-

cellently in her appearance.

Others featured in the cast

who were introduced at the

opening night include Sammy
Cohen and Ted McNamara as

fun-making doughboys, and

Barry Norton, who is decidedly

effective as a “mother’s boy”

with a fighting heart.

The Glory of War — If Any — Revealed In Pictures
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Lieuu the Chinese Giant meets Irving G. Thalberg (left); a
big man of the pictures, at the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer studios.

Burbank Now
Known As First

National City

There is no longer such a

place as Burbank, California. It

is now First National City. The
natives of Burbank and the vil-

lage fathers will still call it B'Ur-

bank City despite the fact that

20 or 30 signs for a mile or so

along the main road from Hol-

lywood shower arrows and ex-

clamation points from red letter

signs glaring “This way to First

National City.”

Out-of-towners who own real

estate in Burbank may be partly

credited for the second christen-

ing of this California town.

When you get over the Bur-

bank boundary now a sign with

orange letters on a black back-

ground shouts “This is Where
the Dollars Grow.”
Hundreds or more other signs

and wise cracks seem to have
gone up almost over night on
property adjacent to First Na-
tional studios. At the present

time outside of these signs there

is little or no habitation about

the studio. Burbank realtors ap-

parently feel that where there

is a big studio there should be

big business.

Should the boom take effect,

the name Burbank will in a few
weeks probably be nothing more
than a memory. Those who are

the least bit skeptical as to the

change of titles need only try

to recall the name of the town
where Universal pictures are

now made before Carl Laemmle
christened it “Universal City.”

(Continued from Page 273)

Harold Beaudine directs this Sig

Hersig story while Gus Peterson

and Frank Sullivan presided at

the cranking machines.

“Dodging Trouble,” Christie

Comedy featuring Neal Burns
with Edna Marian and Eddie
Baker supporting. Harold Beau-
dine also directs. The same
cameramen work. Frank Conk-
lin furnishes the story.

Billy Dooley’s “Have Courage”
finds Natalie Joyce, Eddie Baker
and Vernon Dent supporting.

The story is by Conklin. William
Watson directs. The photo-
graphy is the work of Alex Phil-

lips and Alfred Jacquemin.
“Cool Off” is a Christie Com-

edy featuring Anne Cornwall.

Jack Duffy, Bill Irving and Jim-
mie Harrison are in the support-

ing cast. Watson directs and

Billy—Himself
Billy Dooley, whose “goofy

gob” sailor character is known
to many comedy fans, made a

personal appearance at the open-
ing of the new Alhambra theatre

in San Francisco. Dooley’s ap-
pearance was in the nature of a

brief vaudeville skit similar to

the one he used on the Orpheum
Circuit before this very act at-

tracted the attention of A1 Chris-

tie.

his cameramen are the same two
who made “Have Courage.” The
story is by Hersig.

These are the pictures which
have such varied screen locales.

Of course, they were all made
right in Hollywood. But try and
find anything that looks like Hol-

lywood in any of them

!

Bobby Vernon was ill for

fourteen days during the mak-
ing of “Hoot Mon.” He had his

appendix removed. When he

got back into the harness and
his uniform of the Scotch High-
lander he was seized by a couple

of Christie’s fan-loved big boys
who, after divesting him of a

sword twice his height, dropped
him on the floor of a castle set

where the scene was being shot.

Fortunately the fall did not in-

jure Bobby but as the script did

not call for him getting this

Here’s One to Play
We hear from Larry Wein-

garten that Asher, Small & Rog-
ers are progressing rapidly with

“MacFadden’s Flats” for First

National. Grant Clark, a New
York song writer, has been en-

gaged to write the titles, and
sixteen well-known names appear

with Charlie Murray and Chester

Conklin in the lead.

The picture is to be a combi-
nation of pathos and comedy.

bumping it was consequently

okayed for elimination in the

cutting room. To the surprise

of everyone the fall screened in

such a way that it appealed to

experts as one of the best gags
in the comedy.
“Hoot Mon” finds Bobby a

flivver salesman in Scotland who,
when he fails to sell, advertises

that accessories will be given

away with the purchase of every

machine. A near riot ensues.

Frances Lee is the pretty little

daughter of a Scotch nobleman.
She valiantly and repeatedly dis-

entangles Bobby from his long

sabre.

A ship set which, the produc-
tion budget shows, cost about
$4,000 to make, furnishes the

scene for most of the action in

Neal Burns’ short vehicle “Dodg-
ing Trouble.” This is the story

Script Clerk Wins
an Important Role
Few actors or actresses

have the luck which has
come the way of Alice
White. Out at First Na-
tional Studios she was un-
til just three months ago
a clerk in the script de-
partmenft Her fuck be-
gan when she was success-
ful in obtaining a screen
test.

Her first test, it is said,
was excellent, and her sec-
ond was still better. The
tests were put away and
Miss White was told to
stand by for a part in a
picture.
Recently she was sum-

moned to an office where
the carpet is much thicker
than that to which she had
been accustomed in the
script room.
When she left she could

hardly restrain her en-
thusiasm, joyfully an-
nouncing all over the lot

that at last she was to be-
come a full fledged actress.
When Miss White had
cooled down, others man-
aged to find out for ns
that this little girl's first

job os an actress is none
other than that of the sec-
ond featured role in Mil-
ton Sills “The Run-Awny
Enchantress.” The cast
line-uip will find the name
of Mins White directly un-
der that of Mary Astor.

Keegan Visits Coast
Bill Keegan, wide awake ex-

hibitor of New Jersey, who for

three years was the treasurer of

the state organization, is now
basking in Hollywood’s sunshine.

Bill and his wife motored all the

way out here.

of how a man, his wife and dog
evade a process server. Big Ed-
die Baker does the chasing which
very soon gets from a house to

the ship. This set still stands on
the Christie property in West-
wood, a few miles from the main
Hollywood plant. A photograph
of the “ship” may be seen on
the next page. Edna Marian
trips around the deck as the

wife. Everything and everyone
follows Burns who is called upon
to be additionally agile.

Director Beaudine says that to

see “Buddy” the dog on the

screen in “Dodging Trouble”
might shatter Darwinian theories

that only human beings possess

intelligence

Anne Cornwall, should register

especially well with the fans in

“Cool Off,” for she is particularly

funny n the unusual role.

. • • —- —
I

Four Christie Releases Ready For December

Hollywood Dream Comes True For One Girl
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Current News From The

DOUGLAS McLEAX’S production manager, Bogart Rogers, made
it known upon his return from the East that the star’s next

comedy “Let It Rain” will be ready for the screen early in January.

* * *

I
X between pictures at the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer studio, Christy

Cabane is writing a scenario of his own. Before he became a

director, Cabane was a scenarist.
* * *

DOUGLAS FAIRBAXKS has been quoted several times lately

as contemplating for the theme of his next picture an epitomiza-

tion of the progress of civilization.

* * *

H ARRY HOYT will direct “Bitter Apples,” the Harold McGrath
story as his first production under his long contract with

Warner Brothers. - rr

T17ORK on “The Magic Garden” for F. B- O. gold bond produc-
* » tion is practically finished. Margaret Morris and Raymond

Keane head the cast.
* * *

J
OHN GORMAN will shortly commence production work on “A
Broadway Drifter” with Mahlon Hamilton and Vola Vale as the

headliners. This is the second of a series of pictures Mr. Gorman

has made with these two—the first being “Home Sweet Home.”

Gorman has Hamilton contracted to make six pictures, while Miss

Vale is under a three year contract.

* * *

J
AMES R. QUIRK, publisher of Photoplay Magazine, and May
Allison, film actress, were married recently at Santa Barbara.

* * *

A T the De Mille studio, Vera Reynolds’ next starring vehicle

“The Little Adventuress” from the play “The Dover Road will

start Dec. 1. William De Mille will direct.

* * *

( <pvIAMOXD HAXDCUFFS” which was originally scheduled for

Mae Murray, and later was associated with Greta Garbo,

now finds Pauline Starke in the leading role. Incidentally, the

title, it is said, has been changed to "Women Love Diamonds.’

Edmund Goulding is directing.
* * *

k it ARC MacDERMOTT has been signed for an important role inM Count Tolstoy’s “Resurrection” which Edwin Carewe is pro-

ducing for Inspiration Pictures.
* * *

4 y'-'rASEY AT THE BAT” is Monte Brice’s first directorial job

Vj under the Paramount banner. Brice as a screen writer and

comedy constructor is known from coast to coast.

“Better Ole”

Scores With

Coast “Fans”
“The Better Ole” and the new

Yitaphone program, which had
their West Coast premiere at

the Egyptian Theatre recently,

are drawing good business. The
Syd Chaplin comedy registered

a real hit with the first night

audience composed of many of

filmdom’s most prominent rep-

resentatives. “The Better Ole”

succeeds “Don Juan” at the

Egyptian. The latter picture had

a run of approximately 14 weeks.

It underwent a second premiere

a few weeks ago when the Vita-

phone made its Coast bow. Re-

ports had it that “Don Juan

after its second premiere did not

go so well at the Egyptian. At
the Warner Brothers Studio,

however, it was stated that the

only reason for withdrawing the

Barrymore picture at this time

was because “The Better Ole”

was available for Grauman’s. A1

Jolson’s number is the big hit of

the new Vitaphone program out

here.

Sign Stock Players

Film Booking Offices is devel-

oping a company of stock play-

ers. During the last three weeks

Helen Foster, Thelma Hill, and

Lorraine Eason have all been

signed up for five-3
rear contracts.

The signatures of Ralph Ince

and Caryl Flemming have also

been secured to direct F. B. O.

productions. It is expected that

several more prominent direc-

tors will go under the F. B'. O.

banner during December. Sev-

en production units are now
working on the F. B. O. lot.

Gilbert Keeps Busy
John Gilbert will complete his

work in “The Day of Souls” just

in time to change his make-up
for that of his next starring ve-

hicle “Twelve Miles Out” ac-

cording to Irving G. Thalberg

at the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
studio.

Hill Will Direct

George Hill will direct “The
Callahans and the Murphys.”
The screen rights to the Kath-

leen Norris’ novel have been se-

cured by Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.

Honeymoon Gets Sliced

When Milton Sills and Doris

KenjTon were married in New

York their honeymoon was in-

terrupted by the sudden illness

of Mrs. Sills. Now that Mrs.

Sills has just returned to the

Coast her husband has been

haled to the First National studio

to work “The Run-Away En-

chantress.” By the time he is

again at leisure, his wife xx ill be

before the camera in Sam Rork s

production “Deep River. Thus

the Sills’ honeymoon has been

Carved down to a crescent.

Reed Is “Going Up”
Tom Reed, studio publicity

chieftain at Universal City is go-

ing in for production. It is un-

derstood that his assistant, Mr.

Abramson, who is now on loca-

tion in the South with the

“Uncle Tom’s Cabin” unit, will

be Reed’s successor. Reed is

one of the best known and best

liked publicity men on the Coast.

He came into the international

spotlight of the trade when he
accompanied Carl Laemmle on
his recent trip to Europe. The
movement is an elevation in

“Universaldom.”

Lubitsch — C h a p l i n — Sills — A
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Pacific
Lubitsch Ready

To Proceed on

German Film
The forthcoming production of

“Old Heidelberg” by Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer promises to be

an outstanding event in the pic-

ture industry.

The selection of the richly col-

orful Teutonic background for

treatment by Ernst Lubitsch has

occasioned widespread comment.
Ramon Xoyarro is starred in the

central role.

Ali Huber, designer of the cos-

tumes in “Passion,” “Deception,”

“One Arabian Night,” and other

famous screen productions, ar-

rived last week at the Metro-

Goldwyn-Mayer studios and will

be in charge of the details of

costume and equipment for “Old

Heidelberg,” as his first assign-

ment under a special M-G-M
contract.

Huber, internationally famous

as a painter, was first encour-

aged to begin screen work by
Lubitsch, so his choice as an as-

sistant to the German director

in the new film is a happy one.

Stage Indian Fight

A recent event of note here

was the filming of a battle scene

between Indians and white men
in Tim McCoy’s historical west-

ern drama based on an unnamed
story by Peter B. Kyne which

is being produced by Metro-

Goldwyn-Mayer. Hundreds of

local citizens watched the film

battle which took place in Grif-

fith Park.

MacRae to Direct

The self-relegation of Henry
McRae from the director-gener-

alship of Universal’s production

force to a straight megaphone
wielder, was made known by

Carl Laemmle at the L*niversal

studios. It is strongly rumored

that Paul Kohner, present Uni-

versal casting director, will get

MacRae’s executive post.

“Blue Boy” Ads.
“The Blue Boy.” second Ro-

mance Production released by

Educational, occupied an import-

ant position on the program

which opened the new Capitol

Theatre, Richmond, a.. Novem-
ber 8. During its showing at the

Capitol Theatre, it was given as

much display space in the theatre

program as the feature length

picture.

d Others
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Harry O. Hoyt

Is To Direct

Warner Film
Four additional pictures among

the Twenty-six Warner Win-
ners are scheduled for immedi-
ate production, according to

word just received from the

West Coast studio of the com-
pany. They are, “Hills of Ken-
tucky,” “White Flannels,” “The
Gay Old Bird” and “Bitter Ap-
ples.”

“Hills of Kentucky” is a Rin-
Tin-Tin starring vehicle that wiil

be directed by Howard Bretner-

ton, who last week was pro-

moted to director by Warners.
“White Flannels” will be di-

rected by Lloyd F. Bacon from
the scenario by Graham Baker.

“The Gay Old Bird” will have
Louise Fazenda in the leading

role, with John T. Murray play-

ing opposite her. Herman Ray-
maker will direct.

“Bitter Apples” adapted from
the novel by Harold McGrath
will be used as a starring vehicle

for Monte Blue. Harry O. Hoyt
recently signed to a long term
Warner contract, will direct.

Canada’s Part

In World War
To Be Pictured
One of the first pictures of

Cranfield and Clarke’s new Can-

adian Producing unit to be made
in Canada will be a production

from a dramatic story written by

an eminent authority around the

part played by the Canadians in

the World War.
This picture will, in fact, be

the “Big Parade” of Canada and

the war film used will be authen-

tic, having been taken in the

heat of battle by official photog-

raphers.

This picture will mark the first

serious Canadian effort to pro-

duce pictures and the cast will

be one of the strongest and best

selected from the leading Ameri-

can-trained British stars, direc-

tors and technical men.

Harry T. Morey Cast

In Paramount Film

To Harry T. Morey has been

assigned the title role in Malcolm
St. Clair’s next Paramount pro-

duction, “The Cross-Eyed Cap-
tain,” according to Associate

Producer William LeBaron.
Other players featured in the

principal roles of “The Cross-

Eyed Captain” will be Ricardo

Cortez and Arlette Marchal.

Pierre Codings and Kenneth
Raisbeck have adapted this story

of London, Moscow and the out-

lying Russian districts.

Wm. Boyd Added to Cast of

De Mille’s “The King of Kings
As Simon, the Cyrenean, Will Carry Cross;

Other Units Crowd Metropolitan
Studios; Work Near Peak

T

Thelma Hill plays second
lead in “The Wise Crack-

ers,” for F. B. O.

First National

Will Broadcast

From Burbank
By special arrangement with

KMTR, Los Angeles radio sta-

tion, news and gossip of First

National stars, players and pro-

ductions will be on the air every
Saturday evening at 7 :00.

The broadcasting station,

which is now in its new quarters

at 1025 North Highland Avenue.
Hollywood, has organized a

Movie Club, which will be on
the air every Saturday evening
at 7 :00 for fifteen minutes.

New Hampshire Plants

Stratton-Porter Garden

Another “magic gar-
den” is being planted by

a State in honor of Gene Strat-

ton-Porter, most popular of

American women authors, whose
last novel, finished just before

her death two years ago, bore
that title.

New Hampshire has followed
the example of New York, Rhode
Island, Indiana (her native

State) and other common-
wealths, and is putting into place

a living, lasting testimonial to

the writer of “The Magic Gar-
den,” “Laddie,” “The Keeper of

the Bees” and “The Girl of the

Limberlost,” which have been
made into pictures. J. Leo Mee-
han is just now finishing “The
Magic Garden” for F. B O.
Two months ago, by direction

HE chief subject of conversation in Hollywood today
is the Cecil B. De Mille production, “The King of

Kings,” at the De Mille Studio. In “The King of Kings”
thus far are 530 named roles and 4228 extra people. Of '

:ourse, this number appears only in the mass scenes, but
hardly a day passes that there are not 1,000 or more people
on the set. >ia[

The latest featured player to

be cast in a minor role is Wil-
liam Boyd, who played the lead

in “The Volga Boatman” and
other pictures and who is east

in “The King of Kings” as

;Simon, the Cyrenean, the man
who carries the Cross up Cal-

vary. Boyd has recently com-
pleted featured roles in “The
Yankee Clipper” and “Jim the

Conqueror.”
William K. Howard is about

ready to start on “White Gold,”

a story of the Australian sheep
country, with Jetta Goudal as

the star.

C. Gardner Sullivan and Ru-
pert Julian have practically com-
pleted cutting and editing “The
Yankee Clipper.”,

Paul Sloane has finished “Cor-
poral Kate,” Vera Reynolds’

latest starring picture.

Alan Hale, Harrison Ford,
Bessie Love and the “Rubber
Tires” company are in the Sier-

ras making exteriors.

James W. Horne is busily en-
gaged in the final cutting of Rod
La Rocque’s new picture, “The
Cruise of the Jasper B.”

At the Metropolitan Studio,

Donald Crisp is making “No-
body’s Widow,” with Leajtrice

Joy as star and Charles Ray as

leading man.
George B. Seitz and the “Jim

the Conqueror” company, headed
by William Boyd and Elinor Fair,

are back from Arizona and fim
ishing the last interiors.

Scott Sidney. is. preparing to

start work on “No Control.”

M. C. Levee Praises

Ken Maynard Film
Ken Maynard, First

National’s cowboy star,

has a sure fire hit in “The
Overland Stage,” his cur-

rent western, according to

M. C. Levee, executive

studio manager at First

National’s Burbank lot.

Levee’s statement reads in

part:

“This is positively the

beet picture Maynard has

delivered to date and is

worthy of first runs

throughout the country.

Cards received from public

who saw the picture at

preview claim it is better

than ‘The Covered
Wagon.’ It is really tre-

mendous in its scope and
is a big picture. Every-
body connected with the

making of this picture de-

serves the highest praise.”

Maynard is an actor as

well as a real horseman
and dare-devil of the true

old wild western type.

of Gov. Alfred E. Smith, New
York State planted a “Magic
Garden”

' memorial" forest for
Mrs. Stratton-Porter in the Ad-
irondacks beside Lake George.
This consists of 10,000 white 'pine
trees and covered five acres.

Indiana not only planted a for-
est, but set up as a memorial on
the court-house lawn at Deca-
tur a fifty-ton rock with a tablet
in the writer’s honor. Gov. Ed
Jackson took part in both cere-
monies.

Rhode Island's grove of
maples is along the shore of Nar-
raganset Bay.
None of these forests may be

cut. They are in State reserva-
tions, perpetual memorials to
Mrs. Stratton-Porter, fostered
by the Memorial Association.

DO YOU
LOOK
LIKE
THIS?

Before doing a Brodie

Tff\Y

AL CHRISTIE S
Laugh Tonic

^NERVOUS
WRECK
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Beauty And
The Beautiful

Beast

, * ; „> '
;&

In “War Paint,” a Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Western. Pauline Starke
plays spectacular polo mounted on a marvelous pony.

Chadwick Lithographs

To Set American Pace

Up-State Houses

O. K. Chadwick’s

“Devil's Island”

Sydney Samson, of Bond Pho-

toplays Corporation, of Albany
and Buffalo, reports that “Devil’s

Island,” second of the Chadwick-

First Division Pictures of the

season, is being enthusiastically

received in his territory. He re-

ports to the Chadwick home of-

fice the receipt of a congratula-

tory letter from Louis W. Schine

of Schine Enterprises, Inc.,

operators of several theatres in

upper New York.

More Than Pleased

The letter, in part, follows :

“It may please you to know
that we have been more than

satisfied with the results ob-

tained from the showing of ‘De-

vil’s Island’ in our various thea-

tres. We believe that there will

be very few pictures this year

that will please more than this

subject. We feel that you

should be congratulated on this

production.

“Twelve Miles

Out” To Star

John Gilbert

“Twelve Miles Out,” one of the

stage successes of the past year,

is to be John Gilbert’s next star-

ring vehicle, it was announced

last week by Irving G. Thalberg,

associate executive of the Metro-

Goldwyn-Mayer studio.

Jack Conway is to direct the

adaptation of the William An-
thony McGuire drama. Sada
Cowan, one of the best known
scenarists of the picture indus-

try, will write the screen vehicle

based on the stage play, which
ran on Broadway for more than

six months with Mildred Flor-

ence and Albert Hackett in the

featured roles.

^pHE LITHOGRAPHS being

1 prepared for “Sunshine of

Paradise Alley,” fourth of the

Chadwick First Division Pic-

tures of the new season, will be
a distinct innovation in motion
picture posters.

Charles Reed Jones, director

of advertising and publicity for

Chadwick Pictures Corporation,
under whose supervision the

posters are being made, declares

that it is his intention to make
a decided departure from picture

posters which he describes as be-
ing “merely colored photo-
graphs.”

A1 Hirschfeld, who has re-

cently returned to the United
States after a protracted visit in

France and Morocco, and the

Bakos Studios, are designing the

I
N one of the most comprehen-
sive surveys ever made to test

the actual box office value of

motion picture stars, Colleen

Moore of First National headed
the list in the ballots returned by
exhibitors, according to a recent

announcement from this com-
pany.

Ten other stars, and featured

players under contract to First

National, were included in the

first sixty selected as the best

drawing cards on the screen.

posters, which will be printed by
the Commercial Poster Company
of Cleveland.

The new Chadwick litho-

graphs, following generally the
trend of commercial advertisers
to the German poster treatment,
will be the first of their kind
made by any motion picture pro-
ducer.

It is pointed out by Mr. Jones
that it is expected that the new
style lithographs will result in

savings to exhibitors, particular-

ly the proprietors of larger the-

atres throughout the country. At
present, he explains, every thea-

tre has its display frames in one
and three sheet sizes, in addi-

tion to the usual frames for llx

14 and 22x28 lobby displays.

First National had six stars in

the first twenty-six named.
The purpose was to settle, in-

sofar as possible, the real money
value of the picture favorites of

the day. Every section of the

country was covered in this sur-

vey, including theatres of all

classes from the largest houses
in metropolitan centers to the

theatres in small towns.

In making selections, exhibitors

were called upon to put aside

personal preference.

Grace Cunard in

JeromeWilson’s

Dramatic Story
Grace Cunard has been signed

by J. G. Bachmann for the role

originally given to Betty Fran-
cisco in the Preferred Picture,

“Exclusive Rights,” which Frank
O’Connor is now directing on the

coast. The producer also an-

nounced the acquisition of

Shirley Palmer and James Brad-
bury, Jr., to the cast which will

contain ten featured names.
“Exclusive Rights” is based on

Jerome Wilson’s story, “Invis-

ible Government.” Its theme
permits a dramatic handling of

the death penalty question by
presenting a governor confront-

ed with the temptation of par-

doning the buddy who saved his

life in France.

Those playing important roles

in the unwinding of the plot are

Gayne Whitman, Lillian Rich,

Gloria Gordon, Raymond Mc-
Kee, Gaston Glass, Grace Cun-
ard, Sheldon Lewis and Charles

Mailes.

Pauline Starke

Star of M-G-M
Film of Gems

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer started

production last week on “Wo-
men Love Diamonds,” a dra-

matic story of super-sophisticated

city life by Edmund Goulding.
who is directing the film.

Pauline Starke, who recently

returned to the coast from New
York, has been given the fem-
inine lead in this picture, which
is said to supply her with one
of the most important and sen-

sational roles of her career.

Miss Starke is surrounded by
a notable cast, which includes

Owen Moore, who has just com-
pleted an important part in “The
Taxi Dancer,” Cissy Fitzgerald,

famous English character ac-

tress, Constance Howard, sister-

in-law of Samuel Goldwyn and
a prominent screen player, an

"

Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.

Buster Keaton in “The Gen-
eral,” his first United Art-

ists pictures, the cos tliest

comedy yet made.

Colleen Moore Is Voted

Leading Box Office Name
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McCoy Begins

Second M-G-M
Western Drama
Production on Metro-Gold-

wyn-Mayer’s second historical

Western, starring Tim McCoy,
who made a hit in his first ve-

hicle, “War Paint,” began this

week at the Coast studios.

The new film, which, like Mc-
Coy’s first picture, is based on
an original story by Peter B.

Kyne, is in line with the policy,

recently announced by Louis B.

Mayer, of linking together strik-

ing events in American history

with a background of action and
romance.
The second McCoy film has

for its locale the period of the

French and Indian Wars two de-

cades before the Revolution. The
story is being directed by W. S.

Van Dyke, with a cast that in-

cludes Joan Crawford, oy
D’Arcy, Louise Lorraine, Tom
O’Brien, Lionel Belmore, Frank
Currier, Edward Connelly and
Will Walling.

Adolph Menjou,

Paramount Star,

Back in Studio
Adolphe Menjou, Paramount

star, returned to work at the

West Coast Hollywood studios

this week after a brief respite

enforced by a slight illness aris-

ing from a facial infection, re-

sulting from a razor cut.

Work was suspended on his

current production “Blonde or
Brunette,” while he was absent.

“Paradise for Two”
Stars Richard Dix

“Paradise for Two,” Richard
Dix’s newest Paramount starring

vehicle is under way at the Long
Island studio, under the direc-

tion of Gregory La Cava.
The picture is based on an

original story by Howard Em-
mett Rogers. Tom J. Crizcr and
Ray S. Harris wrote the screen
play.

Betty Bronson has the lead-
ing feminine role. Other prom-
inent members of the cast are
Andre Beranger, Edmund Breese
and Peggy Shaw.

“The Fighting Failure”

Nat Levine, whose -wild horse
serial, “The Golden Stallion,”

with Lefty Flynn starring, is in

the final stages of completion,
plans to distribute a feature with
Cullen Landis, “The Fighting
Failure.”

Vaudeville Is Accessory

To Picture, Writer Holds
By EPES W. SARGENT

O NCE more the adage that a little learning is a danger-
ous thing is verified when the New York Herald-

Tribune picks the day set for the opening of the new Para-
mount Theatre to editorially comment on the fact that

vaudeville is absorbing the picture. The gist of the argu-
ment is contained in this paragraph :

“The philosophers who
watch social changes usual-
ly manage to miss the most
important shifts. While they
are mourning the advent of
the “movie” and deploring
its deleterious influence the
whole scene is changing.
The new audiences that
began by adoring the
“movie” have plainly been
educated beyond it. Wheth-
er the film can go fuither in

dramatic value and artistic

truth than it has yet been
taken becomes a relatively
unimportant fact. Conceiv-
ably it may be left behind
and forgotten. At any rate,

it is fast losing its old sig-
nificance. When a spectator
spends most of his time lis-

tening to a large orchestra
playing classical selections
and jazz by turns, or listen-

ing to admirable soloists or
a chorus with elaborate
stage settings, and yawns
through an indifferent
“movie” at the tail-end of
the evening there is plainly
a new sort of public appetite
and a new form of enter-
tainment in the spotlight.”

It is partially true that in a

very limited number of theatres

there is a tendency to over-em-
phasize the production and the

orchestra, but thirty or forty

houses out of a possible 10,000

or 12,000 do not prove the point.

As a matter of fact the situa-

tion is the reverse of what he
Herald-Tribune suggests. There
was a time when the pictures

were largely a vaudeville acces-

sory. Today the situation is re-

versed. Vaudeville has become
accessory to the picture. It is

employed intelligently merely to

give some variety to the pro-

gram.

And today the picture is

standing on the brink of a new
and greater adventure in which
it will be given a language and
technique of its own. The trick

shots of today will be the “cine-

matics” of tomorrow and pic-

tures'will at last come into their

own. Meanwhile vaudeville

helps, but as a servant and not

the master.

“Upstage” a Hit
“Upstage,” a Metro-Goldwyn-

Mayer starring vehicle for Nor-
ma Shearer, opened at the Cap-
itol Theatre, New York City, last

week, and was hailed by news-
paper reviewers as one of the

soundest and most delightful

program features shown in New
York.

Miss Marchal Cast

Arlette Marchal has been cast

for one of the featured roles in

Malcolm St. Clair’s next Para-

mount picture, “The Cross-Eyed
Captain.” She arrived in the

East November 22 to start pro-

duction. This will be Miss Mar-
chal’s first picture in the East.

One and the Same
Here you see two poses of Dorothy Revier in “The Better Way,”
a Columbia picture with Ralph Ince, in which she’s a poor little

stenographer first, then wins money on the stock market.

Chadwick Next
Starts Work on
Hal Reid’s Play

I. E. Chadwick, president of

Chadwick Pictures Corporation,

who has been in Los Angeles for

several months, will defer his

return to New York until the

completion of “Driven From
Home,” this company’s fifth

First Division Picture of the cur-

rent season, which will go into

production next Monday.
James Young, director of sev-

eral recent Chadwick successes,

including “The Bells,” Lionel

Barrymore’s screen version of

the Sir Henry Irving classic, will

direct the production.

“Driven From Home” is an
adaptation of the play of the

same name by Hal Reid.

Mary McAlister in

Wm. Fox Production
Mary McAllister, heroine of

“One Minute to Play,” with
“Red” Grange, is in danger of

becoming a deadly screen vam-
pire.

The little actress, who has just

been signed by Fox for the in-

genue lead in “Love O’ Women,”
directed by John Griffith Wray,
has, for the second consecutive

time been chosen to play the

part of a seemingly sweet little

innocent girl, who in reality is

nothing but a scheming vamp
and rivel of the heroine.

ofike fun
makers in

latest lau^h

/Spasm
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Blue Again

Directed by

Roy Del Ruth
In the forefront of star-direc-

tor combinations which have re-

cently become so widespread in

moving pictures is Monte Blue,

star, and Roy Del Ruth, direc-

tor of Warner Bros.’ production
of “Wolf’s Clothing.”

“Wolf’s Clothing” is the
fourth production within the past
year which they have produced
together.

The first, and Del Ruth’s sec-

ond on the Warner lot was
“Hogan’s Alley,” a swift-moving
melodrama in which Monte
played an East Side prizefighter.

The second was “The Man Up-
stairs,’’ a comedy mystery melo-
drama similar to “Wolf’s Cloth-
ing.”

The third was the epic his-

torical melodrama, “Across the
Pacific,” a tale of the Philippine
insurrection which followed the
Spanish-American War.

Ince Is Directing
New Milne Picture

'T'HE first picture he made in

months in which Ralph Ince.
F. B. O. director, did not play
a part as well as maneuver the
actions of the other players, is

“Homestruck,” starring Viola
Dana, which has just got under
way at the company’s West
Coast Studios.

In “Bigger Than Barnum’s,”
Ince was a comedy acrobat as
well as director. In “Breed of
the Sea,” another successful
Gold Bond, he not only wielded
the megaphone but played two
parts those of twin brothers.
But in “Homestruck” he will
stick to his old job—and the
outer edge of the set.

Homestruck,” an original by
Peter Milne, is the story of a
girl of the stage, born in a dress-
ing room, cradled in a wardrobe
trunk, and battered about in the
School of Hard Knocks—but
longing, always, for a home.
There are some immense stage
scenes in it, and plenty of pathos
as well as comedy.

Homestruck is the second of
a series of six big features which
Miss Dana is making for F. B. O.

To Screen Riley Poem
“Little Orphan Annie,” that

tender, wistful, yet semi-humor-
ous poem by James Whitcomb
Riley, which ranks as one of the
masterpieces of the famous
Hoosier bard, is to be picturized
by F. B. O. as one of its Gold
Bond specials for next season.

Final Scenes Shot on
Warner Bros. Picture

F INAL SCENES were shot on two Warner Bros pro-
ductions during the week, one of them a road show

attraction and the other one of the big pictures from amon?
the Twenty-six Warner Winners for the 1926-27 season-
Syd. Chaplin spent the past

week in the shooting of the last

of the jungle sequences in “The
Missing Link” under the direc-

tion of Charles F. Reisner. Syd.

was working with lions most of

the time.

Dolores Costello completed her
work in “The Third Degree”
under the direction of Michael
Curtiz, the European director,
making his first American pic-
ture.

“The Missing Link” has been
in production for many weeks
past and it is declared it will ex-
cel, as a box-office attraction,
“The Better Ole,” “Oh, What a
Aurse, “The Man on the Box”
and others. It is an original
story by Charles F. Reisner and
Darryl Francis Zanuck, and, like
the other Chaplin sensations, was
directed by Reisner. Zanuck pre-
pared the scenario.

Dolores Costello is reported to
have completed her greatest pic-
ture in the photoplay version of
the sensational melodramatic
stage success of Charles Klein,
“The Third Degree.”
The story is of a type that

gives the star full sway for the
display of her exceptional talent.
She also has the advantage of
one of the best supporting casts
that will be seen in pictures this
season.

George O’Hara, F. B. O.
star, shouts box office pic-

tures in the studio and lucky
dice in the water.

Leni Picks Carewe
Paul Leni, noted European

artist and director, whose first

production for Universal is to
be “The Cat and the Canary,”
has selected Arthur Edmund Ca-
rewe for the leading role. Mr.
Carewe played the mysterious
Persian in “The Phantom of the
Opera” and is considered ideally

fitted to appear in this.

Renee Adoree and Antonio Moreno in Cosmopolitan’s
“The Flaming Forest.”

Roy Clements
To Do Series

For Sterling
Henry Ginsberg and George

E. Kann of Sterling Pictures
Distributing Corporation have
completed arrangements with
Roy Clements Productions to
make for them a series of pic-
tures during the current season.
The first of the series has al-

ready gone into work under the
personal direction of Mr. Cle-
ments. The deal was closed by
George E. Kann on behalf of
Sterling Pictures during his re-

cent trip to the West Coast.
The first picture which the

Roy Clements Productions will

make for Sterling is “Tongues
of Scandal,” adapted for the

screen by George Sargent from
an original story by Adele De-
Vore. Mr. Clements will direct,

with Howard Mitchell as pro-

duction manager and Leo Sham-
roy at the camera.

Set “Barbara Worth”

New York Premiere

“The Winning of Barbara
Worth,” the Samuel Goldwyn
presentation of the Henry King
Production, with Ronald Colman
and Vilma Banky, will have its

New York premiere Saturday,

November 27, at Mark Strand
Theatre, United Artists Cor-
poration announces.

The Henry King production is

now in its fifth week at the

Forum, Los Angeles, where it

had its world premiere. It has
broken the house record, hither-

to held by “Stella Dallas.”

Langdon’s Picture

Ready January 26
Harry Langdon’s “Long Pants”

will probably be released on
January 26. Production work is

expected to be completed in the
middle of December. Langdon
has surrounded himself with a
bevy of pretty girls. Incidental-
ly, Harry, according to Don
Eddy, his noted publicist, does
not worry about strike talk. In
addition to having an organ in

his dressing room, Harry can
also wield any mechanic’s ham-
mer or turn on any electric light

in the studio.

“The Taxi Dancer’’
Claire MacDowell, one of the

screen’s foremost character act-
resses, has been signed by
Metro-Golawyn-Mayer for an
important part in “The Taxi
Dancer,” Robert Terry Shan-
non's novel, which Harry Mil-
larde is directing.
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Cameramen
Experiment in

Night Shooting
Georges Benoit, who is pho-

tographing “Jewels of Desire,”

Priscilla Dean’s new Metropoli-

tan picture, and Henry Cron-
jaeger, cameraman for “Fight-

ing Love,” Jetta Goudal’s star-

ring vehicle for De Mille, have
been experimenting recently

with night photography, with in-

teresting results.

Has Clever Method

Benoit believed he could get

night shots that were much
more effective than the usual

ones and, as a result of his re-

search, some of the night scenes

in this picture are said to be

finer than anything yet seen on
the screen.

Cronjaeger has been experi-

menting with what he calls

“twilight shots,” shooting with
hardly more than half the usual

light. He is using a new fast

lens and a special cranking de-

vice which enable him to take

pictures indoors with the nat-

ural lighting.

’Frisco Exteriors for

Corinne Griffith

Exterior scenes of Corinne
Griffith’s next First National
starring vehicle, “Purple and
Fine Linen,” are to be filmed in

San Francisco, according to E.

M. Asher, producer of the Co-
rinne Griffith features.

A story of London life, Asher
has chosen San Francisco as the
locale in which to make the pic-

ture on account of the fact that
the California city offers a
metropolitan atmosphere in

many respects similar to Lon-
don.

“Let It Rain” to Be
MacLean’s Next Film

“Let It Rain” will be the title

of Douglas MacLean’s next com-
edy for Paramount.
The decision regarding the

title of the new picture vas
reached shortly after the star’s

recent return from the Pacific

Northwest, where he has been
vacationing since completing his

last comedy, “Hold That Lion.”

Return Engagement of

“Red” Grange Film
Red Grange’s F. B. O. pic-

ture, “One Minute to Play,”
has received such rapid and
widespread distribution and
showing that it is beginning to
play return engagements. One
is under way now at Warner’s
State Theatre, Pittsburgh.

“Barbara Worth” to Have

Three Premieres Abroad

M OVING PICTURE WORLD learns that Abraham
Lehr, general manager for Samuel Goldwyn, sails

for London on November 6 to direct the staging of the
London, Paris and Berlin premieres of “The Winning
of Barbara Worth,” the Henry King Production, which has
already received an unusual amount of favorable press and
editorial comment.

The distinguished Florida natur-
alist and explorer has delivered

the film record of his African
gorilla expedition to F. B. O.,

and an intensely interesting fea-

ture has been made for early re-

lease.

Occasions when an indepen-

dent producer undertook to per-

sonally supervise the foreign

presentations are rare.

“The Winning of Barbara
Worth,” which features Ronald
Colman and Vilma Banky, had
its premiere two weeks ago at

the Forum Theatre, Los An-
geles. The showing was at-

tended by the delegates to the

Winning of the West Confer-

ence, and at the suggestion of

the governors of more than

twelve states, the production

was nominated to be first to be

permanently recorded in the

United States Historical Film
Archives in Washington.
Mr. Lehr will be accompanied

on his trip by Mrs. Lehr, who
will arrive from California only

one day preceding their sailing.

Staging the openings of “Bar-

bara Worth,” and possibly “The
Night of Love,” Mr. Goldwyn’s

forthcoming George Fitzmaurice

production to be released

through United Artists, will

probably keep Mr. and Mrs.

Lehr abroad for two months.

Reviewers Praise First Four
1926-27 Tiffany Pictures

T HE OFFICIALS of Tiffany

Productions, Inc., are high-

ly gratified over the more than

flattering reviews written by the

foremost motion picture re-

viewers on the first tour of the

Tiffany Gems on their schedule

of twenty for 1926-1927.

At the beginning of the sea-

son, M. H. Hoffman, vice-presi-

dent of the company, issued sev-

eral announcements in which he
stated without any qualifications

that every production to be
made by Tiffany for 1926-1927

would be of exceptional quality

and box-office value.

Tiffany exchange managers
report an extraordinary demand
for play-dates on the first four

releases.

Tiffany announces that the

next releases on their program
will be “Josselyn’s Wife,” star-

ring Pauline Frederick; “Sin

Cargo,” with Shirley Mason and
Robert Frazer; “The First

Night,” with Bert Lytell and
Dorothy Devore

; “One Hour of

Love,” with Jacqueline Logan,
and there is now in the course
of filming “Redheads Preferred,”

with Marjorie Daw, Theodore
Von Eltz and Raymond Hitch-
cock.

Wallace Beery shares ice cream with Helen Harris in Para-
mount’s picture, “We’re in the Navy Now.”

' Carol Dempster On
Visit to West Coast

Carol Dempster is on a visit

to California. After a short stay

on the Coast, Miss Dempster
will return to the Paramount
Long Island studio to play the
principal feminine role opposite

Richard Dix in D. W. Griffith’s

next production, “The White
Slave,” based on Bartley Camp-
bell’s melodrama.

John Trevor Now In

Cast of “New York”
John Trevor, having com-

pleted his role in Herbert Bre-
non’s new Paramount picture,

“God Gave Me Twenty Cents,”

has joined the cast of “New
York,” which Luther Reed is di-

recting.

Ricardo Cortez, Lois Wilson
and Estelle Taylor are principals

in the cast.

He's not singing HORSES
This oat-muncher is laughing

in a 'borse'voice at the comedy
situations in

»*'MERVOUS
WRECK
The AL CHRISTIE
mirth Quake special

IT WILL MAKE A HORSE LAUGH '

It will convulse you with mirth/
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National Scout Heads
O.K. Fred Thompson Film

A n endorsement of

tremendous value to exhibi-

tors, one that will create tie-ups

and open exploitation angles in

every community in the coun-

try, has just been given to “A
Regular Scout,” a special fea-

ture made for Film Booking Of-

fices by Fred Thomson, their

Western ace.

Following a private showing
for representatives of the Boy
Scouts of America in the F. B.

O. projection room at the home
offices in New York, at which
they warmly applauded the work
of Fred and 200 real Boy
Scouts who worked with him in

the picture, the national leader

of the organization sent the fol-

lowing letter to Joseph I.

Schnitzer, senior vice-president

of the producing company.

Picture Is Praised

“Dear Mr. Schnitzer : We wish

to congratulate your entire or-

ganization for producing “A
Regular Scout,” which, judging

from the reports of those who
represented us at the first

viewing, seems to be just about

the best scout picture yet. made.
Especially were we pleased with

Fred Thomson, himself a former
Boy Scout Commissioner, who, as

the hero, very admirably caught

and portrayed the spirit of our

organization.

“Everyone who has the inter-

est of the Boy Scout Movement
at heart will experience great

satisfaction in seeing this pic-

ture.

“With best wishes for the suc-

cess of “A Regular Scout,” I am
“Sincerely and cordially yours,

“Boy Scouts of America,

“JAMES E. WEST,
“Chief Scout Executive.”

This endorsement is a most
remarkable action by the Poy
Scouts of America. They have

never before placed their “O. Iv.”

on any picture dealing with

scouts or scouting. They do not

endorse any article of a com-
mercial nature, a picture, a book,

or anything else. They do not

lend their names to any prod-

uct, except a few articles of

equipment for the boys, which
are officially tested and adopted.

Scouts Set Precedent

Yet they went the limit for

the Thomson picture. They
were delighted with the work
of Fred, who has trained

many troops of Boy Scouts
himself, and with the rid-

ing, signalling, field work and
other performances of the Los
Angeles troops who went on lo-

cation with the F. B. O. star to

Mt. Whitney, and who play
highly important parts in the
picture.

F. B. O. planned and made “A
Regular Scout” with the utmost
care, hoping for the approval
and co-operation of the Boy
Scouts of America, and is now-
planning an intensive exploita-
tion drive.

Queen Julia

US
WRECK"

A reproduction of the court ot
Queen Victoria will be one of
the great scenes in “The Yankee
Clipper,” which Rupert Julian is

producing for De Mille, with
William Boyd and Elinor Fair
featured. Julie Fay will play
Queen Victoria.

Gertie’s Garter
Director E. Mason Hopper,

who has just returned from Eu-
rope, is closeted with F. McGrew
V illis on the adaptation of “Get-
ting Gertie’s Garter,” in which
Marie Prevost will star.

King Baggot

Next Sam
King Bagot will direct Sam E.

Rork’s next production for First
National.

Baggot, assisted by Bob Ross,
will go into production about
December 1 on a script adapted
from Patrick Hastings’ play “The
River.”

Lewis Stone and Doris Ken-

> -

—

Greta Garbo, of M-G-M’s
siren staff, holds a pose in

“The Flesh and The Devil”

“His Dog” to Be Next
Rod La Rocque Film

“His Dog,” Albert Payson
Terhune’s widely read novel of

a man’s great love for his dog
and a dog’s great love for his

master, is to find its place in the

films, with Rod La Rocque in

the starring role, according to

word from the De Mille studio.

La Rocque recently completed
the starring role in “The Cruise

of the Jasper B,” a screen ver-

sion of the humorous novel by
Don Marquis.

Jane Novak Signed
Jane Novak has been signed to

portray “Alice Paris” in “One
Increasing Purpose,” the Fox
production which Harry Beau-
mont is directing.

to Direct

E. Rork Film
yon are the stars, and Ann Rork
is featured. The story combines
adventure and melodrama.
Tony Gaudio, known to mil-

lions, the photographer of “The
Temptress” and the last Rork
picture “The Blonde Saint,” has
been signed to a year’s contract
by Mr. Rork.

Girl With the

“PerfectHands”

Gets Big Role
Iris Stuart has been chosen by

B. P. Schulberg, Paramount
West Coast executive, to play
one of the most prominent fem-
inine roles in “Casey at the Bat,”

the baseball comedy in which
Wallace Beery will be featured

as the immortal Casey.
Miss Stuart has been cast as

“Trixie,” a role second only in

importance to that of Zazu Pitts,

who plays opposite Beery. Some
months ago, Miss Stuart, known
as “the girl with the perfect

hands,” was signed by Para-

mount, after she had shown
considerable promise in small

bits and parts before the cam-
era. Since then she has been

selected for increasingly impor-

tant roles. Monte Brice is di-

recting “Casey at the Bat,” a

Hector Turnbull production.

Commendation for

“The Fire Brigade”
Official commendation and en-

dorsement of “The Fire Bri-

gade,” Metro-Goldwyn- Mayer’s
epic of the fire fighters of

America, was voted by the Pa-

cific Coast Association of Fire

Chiefs, in convention at Fresno,

according to a wire received at

the offices of Lous B. Mayer.
The wire reported a unani-

mous adoption of a resolution of

endorsement for the picture, and
an appreciation of Mayer’s ef-

forts in behalf of fire preven-

tion.

“No Control”
Scott Sidney, who recently

completed a picture for Univer-

sal, is back at the Metropolitan

studio and has started prelimi'

nary work for “No Controi.”

which McGrew Willis adapted
from a Saturday Evening Post

story.

Dimitri Buchowetzki, who
has signed to direct for

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, with

his wife.
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Comedy and

Serial from

Pathe, Dec. 5
Mabel Normand’s second Hal

Roach comedy, “The Nickel

Hopper,” heads the Pathe short

feature program for the week of

December 5.

Other entertaining subjects on
this schedule are—the third

chapter of “The House Without
a Key”; Pathe Review No. 49;

“Hitting the Rails,” one of

Aesop’s Film Fables
;
Topics of

the Day No. 43 and issues No.

100 and 101 of Pathe News, and
also Pathe Review No. 49.

Is Second Comedy

“The Nickel Hopper” is the

second Mabel Normand comedy
produced by Hal Roach which
was personally directed by Di-

rector General F. Richard Jones

and numbers, in the supporting

cast, Theodore von Eltz, Mi-
chael S. Visaroff, Jimmie Ander-
son and Margaret Seddon.

The current Patheserial, “The
House Without a Key,” pursues

its intriguing way and this week
reaches the third chapter, “The
Missing Numeral.” This serial

features Allene Ray and Walter
Miller, supported by Frank
Lackteen, Harry Semels, John
Webb Dillion, Natalie Warfield

and William Norton Bailey under

the direction of Spencer Ben-
net.

Barnum on Broadway

“Barnum Was Right,” second

Life Cartoon Comedy to be re-

leased in November by Educa-

tional Film Exchanges, Inc.,

•opened a week’s engagement on

Saturday, November 20, at the

Rivoli Theatre, New York City.

Norma Shearer beneath a
unique headgear in “Up-
stage,” a Metro-Goldwyn-

Mayer picture.

Bill Cody and his comrade
in Associated Exhibitors’

“King of the Saddle.”

Johnny Hines Is

Now Ready to Go!

According to a news dis-

patch from Hollywood,
Johnny Hines will start

camera work in about a
week on his forthcoming
First National Picture,

“All Aboard,” produced by
C. C. Burr.

Johnny Hines has sur-

rounded himself with a
staff of gag men and is

concocting the necessary
hilarious sequences for the

new comedy. Among those

engaged for this work are

Peter Milne, Del Hender-
son, H orace Woodmansee,
George Amy and Charles

Hines. . The latter will

handle the megaphone
when the picture goes into

production, making the

twelfth comedy he has di-

rected for his brother, the

comedian.
The story is a novelty

and because of this it is

being kept a secret.

Artclass Shorts Playing

Now in Boston Zone
G. A. V. Fecke, distributing

the Artclass short subject pro-

gram in New England, reports

two important first run bookings
for “The Doughboy,” one of the

Artclass comedies starring Snub
Pollard.

This two reeler was selected

by the Poli Circuit to open their

latest addition to the chain, The
New Palace in Worcester, Mass-.,

and has also been booked for a

week’s run at Fay’s Theatre,

Providence.

Another Artclass short sub-

ject series, “Popular Song Paro-
dies,” has been placed by Fecke
with the Loew circuit in New
England, the first picture of this

series opening at Boston.

Educational Ready With

Releases For Two Months

Eleven Comedy Subjects and Equal Number of

Short Features Available For Laugh
Month in January

F IRST AND SECOND RUN houses will have an excep-
tional line-up of comedy Short Features from Educa-

tional Film Exchanges, Inc., to back up their part in the

Laugh Month campaign.
Available for both December and January showing, some

eleven comedy subjects have been scheduled for December
release dates. An equally large number of splendid Short

Feature comedies will be completed in time for release dur-

ing National Laugh Month (January).

Included in the list for Janu-

ary release is a Hamilton comedy,

“One Sunday Morning,” starring

Lloyd Hamilton; a Juvenile

Comedy, “Funny Face,” featuring

“Big Boy”; a Lupino Lane
Comedy “Howdy Duke,” starring

Lupino Lane
;
“High Sea Blues,”

a Mermaid Comedy, featuring A1

St. John; a Christie Comedy and
probably a Jimmie Adams
Comedy, besides several one-

reel Cameo Comedies, and five

animated cartoon comedies.

The third Tuxedo of the new
series, “Close Shaves,” for early

December release, again features

Johnny Arthur. An unusually

large cast, including Wallace
Lupino, Helen Foster, Anita

Garvin, Robert Graves, Estelle

Bradley and George Davis, sup-

port Arthur.

Davis Is Featured

The first Mermaid of the

month will be “Much Mystery,”

featuring George Davis. In this

picture, Davis, accompanied by
Phil Dunham and Estelle Brad-
ley, learn just how nerve-crack-

ing a visit to a Chinese mystery

boat can be made if the owner
does not want to sell his junk.

Lloyd Hamilton appears in the

role of an amateur sleuth in

“Goose Flesh,” Hamilton Comedy.
Others in principal roles are

Estelle Bradley, Fred Spencer,

A1 Thompson and Richard Car-

ter. The comedy was directed

by Norman Taurog.

“Have Courage,” the latest

Billy Dooley Comedy, again sees

Billy Dooley in the role of a

dippy sailor. This time he takes

a trip to France. Principals in

the supporting cast include Na-
talie Joyce, Eddie Baker, Yola
D’Avril and Vernon Dent. Wil-
liam Watson directed.

“Cool Off!” the second Chris-

tie Comedy featuring Anne
Cornwall, presents the diminutive

comedienne in one of the best

laugh vehicles in months. Sup-
porting the pretty feminine play-

er are Jack Duffy, Bill Irving

and Jimmie Harrison.

Two Cameos are scheduled for

release during the month. Wal-
lace Lupino takes the lead in

“Sweet Baby,” a comedy of mis-

taken identity, while Phil Dun-
ham and Eileen Lopez have the

principal roles in “Mister

Chump,” a laugh film that takes

Phil through a series of strange

mishaps as a jealous husband.

The new Life Cartoon Come-
dies, “Balloon Tired” and “Why
Women Pay,” promise to add
much to the popularity of this

series, which features High-hat
Harold, Mike and Myrtle.

Also for December release is

the second McCall Colour Fash-

ion News Reel, “Paris Origina-

tions in Colour.” As in the

initial subject of the new issues,

Hope Hampton, whose beauty

and grace are known to hundreds

of theatregoers, will appear as

the central figures, modelling all

of the gowns and coats.

The new Bruce Scenic Novelty
subject is “Sunbeams,” “The
Rainbow,” “Moonlight.” Nic-

Nax,” the Curiosities release for

the month, presents subjects

ranging from a wild west black-

smith shop-beauty parlor in

Montana to a suspension mono-
rail in Germany.

Sally O’Neil as she appears

in “The Mysterious Island”

for Metio-Goldwyn-Mayer.
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How Ross Got His Turkey

Kewpie Ross, of Joe Rook’s standard Comedies, acquired
his Thanksgiving bird by the adroit use of salt.

Lillian Rich Starred on
Pathe Program, Nov. 28

Houdini IsShown
Exposing Tricks

In Pathe Review
Although the world’s greatest

modern magician, the great
Harry Houdini, has passed on,
today’s audiences may see
Houdini in some of his greatest

exhibitions of dexterity in Pathe
Review Number 12, available to
exhibitors.

Last spring the Pathe Review
featured in one of its numbers,
“"V elvet Fingers,” how a master
manipulator makes playing cards
sit up and talk. This is an in-

timate study of Harry Houdini,
who, after 35 years of study, was
enabled to expose the tricks of

card sharps, through which the
public was mulcted out of mil-
lions of dollars. Slow-motion
analyzes the card cuts, showing
how gamblers could deal them-
selves or confederates the win-
ning hands.

Cartoons From
TheNewspapers
For Stern Bros.

‘‘Keeping Up With the

Joneses,” Pop Momand’s popu-
lar cartoon strip, appearing in

hundreds of newspapers through-
out the country, is to be adapt-

ed to the screen by the Stern
Film Corporation, it was an-

nounced early this week.
Screen rights to the strip were

obtained by the Stern Brothers
in a deal which has just been
closed and which involves a fan-

cy figure.

Abe Stern initiated the deal

before his departure for Los
Angeles, where he recently

joined his brother, Julius Stern,

head of the comedy producing
organization to plan for next
year’s product.

The Pop Momand comics will

be made as a series of high

grade two-reelers for the 1927-

1928 market and are pointed out

by the Sterns as an indication of

the unusual quality which they

will offer for the coming year.

Aileen Lopez, a Latin beauty,

in Educational Comedies.

T ILLIAN RICH stars in a

Hal Roach two-reel comedy
entitled, “On the Front Page,”
presented on the Pathe Short
Feature Program for the week
of November 28th. and Mack
Sennett offers his all-star troupe
in “The Divorce Dodger.”
Other releases on this program

include the second chapter of

“The House Without a Key,”
current Pathe-serial

;
“Tripping

the Rhine,” one of the “Hy May-
er Sketchbook” series p Pathe
Review No. 48, “By the Whole-
sale,” one of Grantland Rice’s

Sportlights; Topics of the Day
Number 48 and issues Numbers
98 and 99 of Pathe News.
“On the Front Page” is the

latest of the Hal Roach Star

comedies to be offered exhibitors

In this two-reeler Hal Roach of-

Christie Man Visiting
Carroll S. Trowbridge, general

representative for A1 and Charles
Christie, has taken to the road
in the interests of the latest

Christie feature comedy, “The
Nervous Wreck.”

fers Lillian Rich, well known
feature player, with a superior
cast including Stan Laurel and
Tyler Brook. James Parrott
directed.

“The Divorce Dodger,” is a

“Mack Sennett” brand two-reel

comedy enacted by Billy Bevan,
with Thelma Hill, Thelma Parr,

Vernon Dent and other well-

known players in support. Del
Lord directed.

Pathe Review No. 48 offers:

“Laurka in The Nautch”: The
nautch, dance of India, inter-

preted to the tune of exotic in-

struments ;
“The Coast of

Devonshire;” Pathecolor study

of this colorful fishing village;

“The Inside Story of Steel;”

“Buck Fever” is an Aesop Film

Fable animated cartoon comedy.

Clara Horton Leading
The Sun Pictures Corporation

is releasing a series of ten two
reel Adventure Comedies fea-

turing Kenneth McDonald and
Clara Horton. The series is be-

ing released under the name of

“Fortune Hunters.”

International

Gains Praise

From Hatrick
When President Coolidge de-

livered his address at Kansas
City on Armistice Day, Interna-
tional Newsreel broke all rec-
ords in getting the film on the
screen in Kansas City. Less than
two hours after the President
ceased speaking motion pictures
of the entire dedication exercises
were being shown.
The following telegram was

received by E. B. Hatrick, Gen-
eral Manager of International
Newsreel, from Samuel Carver,
Manager of the Liberty Theatre
in Kansas City:

“Congratulations to Interna-
tionl Newsreel for new speed
record accomplished taking pic-

tures dedication Liberty Memor-
ial, Kansas City, with President
Coolidge. Within two hours
after shooting these scenes.

Liberty Theatre had them on
screen. President Coolidge’s
speech and complete exercises

were finished at twelve-five noon
and shown on screen of our
theatre at two o’clock in the

afternoon. I think this estab-
lishes a world record for news
film service.”

Mabel Normand
Works on New

Roach Short
Mabel Normand has started at

the Hal Roach Studios on her
next Pathecomedy. As yet un-
titled, this is a good story in

which Mabel will have the sup-
port of Creighton Hale and
Eugene Pallette.

Hale, it will be remembered,
also recently played for Roach
opposite Marjorie Daw.
Mabel has been enjoying a

rest of a week or ten days prior

to commencement upon this new
production. Her “An\-thing

Once,” just completed, is now
in the cutting room, and will

soon be released by Pathe.

Lupino Lane, in Educational

Lupino Lane Comedies, in a

serious moment.

Buy Christmas Seals
and

Save Human Lives
Five thousand five hundred deaths this

year from TUBERCULOSIS, in New
York City alone, are 5500 too many.
The fight must be kept up !

We are sure you will help. The effect-

ive way to do so is to BUY CHRISTMAS SEALS.

N. Y. Tuberculosis and Health Assn., Inc. * 244 Madison Ave.
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Timely Reviews of Short Subject Productions

“Babes in the

Jungle”
(Fox—Two Reels)

Another of the

William Fox ser-

ies pres enting

1

%'• jazz versions of
’ 0. Henry stories.

This one is a

fast moving and
amusing farce

plentifully sprinkled with slap-

stick built up around the theft

of a valuable painting. Clever

crooks have several copies

made and tip off the wise

guys with the result that about

a dozen men each believe they

have secured the real one. The
manner in which they steal them

from each other, lose them, etc.,

is quite cleverly worked out and

good for a number of laughs and

this comedy should prove a pop-

ular attraction. Hallam Cooley

pictured here, bears the brunt of

the comedy, and is of course the

one who finally wins out and

gets the art collectors daughter

in the bargain.

—

C. S. Sewell.

“Pathe Review 47”
(Pathe—One Reel)

S
EVERAL kinds of sports,

such as polo, cross-country

racing, walking races and fenc-

ing, which professionalism has

not touched and are indulged in

for the pure love of the game
is treated in one section of this

Review. The color section con-

tains beautiful views of the rug-

ged Cere valley in France. The
concluding number is a camera
novelty using multiple photog-

raphy in depicting the adven-

tures of a baby. Altogether it

is an interesting magazine reel.

—C. S. Sewell.

‘Switching Sleepers’
(Universal—One Reel)

,
Arthur Lake,

the star of this

Bluebird comedy,
has the role of an
office boy who is

persuaded by his

boss to take his

place at home
while he goes to a polka party,

as Arthur is a heavy snorer and
will fool the wife. Unexpected
arrival of relatives upset the plan

and Arthur is discovered and
chased as a burglar. Of course

Hubby gets all that is coming to

him when the plan is exposed.

Elsie Tarron, pictured here, ap-

pears as the wife. There is no
romantic interest in this comedy
as usual with Arthur’s films, but

the farce comedy situations are

good for a large number of

laughs.

—

C. S. Sewell.

“Felix Busts a

Bubble”
(Educational—One Reel)

HOW FELIX THE CAT
saved the day for himself

when his mistress got “movie-

struck” and he saw visions of

not getting anything to eat, is

the idea behind this clever and

amusing cartoon. Felix goes to

Hollywood and when the girl

takes a screen test he reverses th

film and also uses a distorting

lens with the result that the girl

is turned down and Felix is hap-

py. One of the best of this se-

ries.—C. S. Sewell.

“Nize Monkey”
(Bray—Two Reels)

In the newest

of the Sunkist

series of comedies

featuring Buddy
Messenger, pic-

tured here, Eve-

lyn Francisco, Mr.

X the educated

monkey and the Sunkist Bath-

ing Beauties, the action con-

cerns Buddy’s courtship of Eve-

lyn whose father thinks he is

too much of a practical joker to

make a good husband. The

young couple prepare to elope

but the monkey mixes up the

message and also hides a pack-

age of bonds. Buddy is accused

and a whole flock of ministers

appear and marry off the beau-

ties, and when father finds the

bonds he gives his consent for

Buddy to become his son-in-law.

There is considerable slapstick

and several amusing situations

while the monkey is good for a

numbei of laughs.

—

C. S. Sewell.

“Be Your Age”
(Pathe—Two Reels)

S u p p orted by

the well - known
feature players,

Gladys Hulette

and Lillian Leigh-

ton, Charles
Chase in this Hal
Roach comedy, is

cast as a bashful clerk who in

repayment of a big loan from

his boss agrees to marry a mid-

dle-aged wealthy widow. There

are a number of merry moments
in this two reeler, including a

Spanish dance by the star.

Eventually the widow decides

she will marry the boss, leaving

Charlie free to win her charming
secretary, portrayed by Gladys

Hulette, pictured here. Lillian

Leighton has the role of the

rich widow.

—

C. S. Sewell.

“Sweetheart Daze”
(Universal—One Reel)

Consuela Dawn,
pictured here, is

co-featured with

Neely Edwards in

this Universal

Bluebird Comedy.
Neely falls madly
in love with her

at first sight and she accidental-

ly mistakes him for a detective

when he is thrown out of a

police station and gets him to go

home with her. to guard her jew-

els. A real crook poses as the

detective and then the real de-

tective comes along. There is

an amusing succession of farce

comedy situations before all is

straightened out and the jewels

recovered. There is also quite

a little slapstick and it ranks

well up with the best of this

series as a laughgetter. Al-

though the material is familiar

there is plenty of action.

—

C. S.

Sewell.

“FlamingRomance”
(Educational—Two Reels)

E d u c a t ional’s

newest comedy
featuring A1 St.

John is an amus-
ing burlesque on

romantic Central

American melo-

dramas and revo-

lutions. A1 is a rich young
American who visits one of these

countries and falls in love with

the princess and of course gets

in bad with one of the gen-

erals who also loves the girl, and

of course he finally saves her

and all ends happily with a wed-
ding in prospect. There are a

number of amusing gags that

will get the laughs, including one

where A1 masquerades as the

princess and comes very near

being hanged. Even this situ-

ation has been humorously and
rather cleverly handled. Aileen

Lopez makes an attractive prin-

cess and is a good type. Most
audiences should like this one.'—

•

C. S. Sewell.

“Pathe Review 46”
(Pathe—One Reel)

UNDER THE TITLE of “The
Rope Ranch,” this Pathe

Review shows in detail the

growing, harvesting, preparation

and transportation of sisal in

Mexico and its manufacture into

rope. The Pathecolor section

deals with Syracuse University

and there is another interesting

installment of the expedition to

Northern Africa. This is one of

the best of the recent reviews.

—

C. S. Sewell.

“On the FrontPage”
(Pathe—Two Reels)

Lillian Rich, a

popular leading

woman in fea-

ture pictures, is

the star of this

Hal Roach Com-
edy appearing in

the role of an in-

ternational vamp. The owner of

a snappy newspaper is scooped
on the story of her affairs and
sends his boob son to get a story.

The son enlists the aid of his.

butler who is still more of a

boob and the vamp proceeds to

kid them along. The apartment
is raided and the newspaper own-
er, blamed as being present be-

cause his coat, worn by the but-

ler was found. An amusing com-
edy that should please the ma-
jority. Tyler Brook appears as

the son and Stan Laurel as the
butler. Miss Rich appears to ad-

vantage in stunning costumes
and finely handles the role. The
picture is produced in a high-

class scale should prove a good
attraction on any program.

—

C.

S. Sewell.

“Buck Fever”
(Pathe—One Reel)

F ARMER AL and the pup
go hunting in this Aesop’s

Fable cartoon. A1 has bum
luck and stirs up a lion that

knocks him about. The pup gets

mad, chases the lion into a cave

and comes out with five lions in

tow having licked them all.

There is considerable that is

amusing in this cartoon, but it

is hardly up to the usual stand-

ard of the series.

—

C. S. Sewell.

“The Last Lap”
(Universal—Two Reels)

Number Four of

“The Collegians”
’ series c o nt i nues

the rivalry of the

•
“

., hero, Ed Benson,

and Don Trent
1 * J

both in sports

and for the love

of the dean’s pretty daughter,

portrayed by Dorothy Gulliver.

George Lewis, the star, is cast as

Benson and Eddie Phillips as

Don. This time they are pitted

against each other in a cross-

country race and Don pulls

crooked work to keep Benson
out, but Dorothy nips the scheme
in the bud. Don still continues

his dirty tactics, but Benson, of

course, wins the race. This is

well up to the nice average of

the earlier numbers.

—

C. S. Sew-
ell.
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“Movieland”
(Educational—Two Reels)

What happened
to a fellow who
fell in love with

if gtfj a movie queen

.Jk i‘ and persisted in

endeavoring t o

force his way in-

to the studio to

see her, furnishes the basis for

the newest of the series of Lu-

pino Lane comedies. Lane ap-

pears in his usual type of role,

that is as a wealthy boob. There

is considerable amusing clowning

in a scene where he gets all

mixed up trying to get into his

clothes to meet the star. Then

he goes to the studio and is

thrown over the wall several

times, hides in an auto that is

blown up, poses as a dummy,
gets yanked all over the place

and finally discovers the lady is

married. We don’t believe we
have ever seen anyone knocked,

hauled and pulled about and

thrown and twisted as Lupino

Lane is in this one. Patrons

who like rough and tumble stuff

will certainly get their moneys

wTorth in this one.

—

C. S. Sewell.

“Radio Controlled”
(Pathe—One Reel)

/CARTOONIST PAUL TERRY
makes amusing use of radio

in this issue of the Aesop’s Fa-

bles series in connection with

stunts of his familiar animals

and the result is a reel that

should, as usual writh these clever

and imaginative subjects, furnish

good entertainment for the aver-

age patron.

—

C. S. Sewell.

“A Close Call”
(Universal—Two Reels)

Andy Gump, as

usual in this se-

ries, gets in bad
in this issue. By
winning a prize in

a flivver parade

he incurs the en-

mity of a tough

guy and when the Gumps go to

the beach he meets the chap

again, is blamed for throwing a

horseshoe at him and chased all

over the sand. He makes his

getaway by burrowing through

the sand like a mole until his

tent is reached and Min, por-

trayed by Fay Tincher, pictured

here, throws the stranger out.

Andy also manages to get in

dutch and arouses Min’s ieal-

ousy when he gets in the horse-

shoe throwing game when a

bathing beauty tries to ring his

long nose while he is buried in

the sand. Up to the standard of

the series as a laugh getter.

—

C.

S. Sewell.

“At the Beach”
(Bray—Two Reels)

I
N THIS ISSUE OF the Mc-
Dougall Alley series, the kids

are taken to the beach for a hol-

iday by a rich lady. They en-

gage in all sorts of pranks and

make life miserable for the

chauffeur. Some of them get

lost, all of them manage to get

extra portions of ice cream by
running around the stand and

getting in line again, and there

is a sequence where a pickpocket

gives a stolen purse to one of

the kids who tries to get rid of

it. The gags are all of a famil-

iar type. It should especially

amuse the children.—C. S. Sew-

ell.

“Snookums’ Merry
Christmas”

(Universal—Two Reels)

As is obvious

from the title, this

issue of “The
Newlyweds and
Their Baby” se-

ries is a Christ-

mas special. Sid

Saylor, featured in

the “Let George Do It” series,

makes his debut as Mr. Newly-
wed. He goes shopping with the

baby who manages to gather up

a lot of toys. Sid buys a tree

and it is trampled on. He gets

another and after various mis-

haps on a bus reaches home with

it loaded with presents and or-

naments that have stuck to it

in the crowd. Christmas Eve,

a burglar comes and is forced

to dress as Santa. Daddy also

dresses up the same way and
there is a general mixup when
the cops come after the real

burglar. A timely and amusing
comedy that should especially

please the kiddies.

—

C. S. Sewell.

“The Hen Punchers
of Piperock”

(Universal—Two Reels)

This number of

the series of

Mustang West-
ern Comedies of

the doings of the

citizens of Pipe-

__ rock, based on W.
C. Tuttles stories

md featuring Ben Corbett, pic-

ured here and Pee Wee
dolmes, shows the pair in

earch of a meal following the

oss of their money in a crap

;ame. They try to rob a hen

mop but get caught, and have

heir horses stolen by a bandit.

They get invited to dinner but

while flirting with the girl the

other guests eat all the food.

Finally they are chased by a

posse as the bandits but elude

them and manage to capture the

real bandits.

—

C. S. Sewell.

“Light Wines and
Bearded Ladies”

(Fox—Two Reels)

A new and at-

tractive 1 e a d i ng
lady, Sally
Phipps, pictured

here, appears op-

posite Gene Cam-
eron, the princi-

pal comedian in

this Fox Imperial Comedy. Gene
graduates from a barber school
and gets a job as barber on an
aeroplane fitted with a complete
shop. He also incurs the en-
mity of Tony, a tough guy, as

both love Sally. Due to mis-
haps Gene entirely shaves
Tony’s head, but sticks hair back
on with glue. Tony discovers

this and chases him all over the

plane until Gene jumps and Tony
falls, both landing in a load oi

hay. The title refers to a gag
where Gene by mistake uses

some home-made wine on a

woman’s face and she growls a

full beard. Two reels of amus-
ing nonsense and slapstick with
some ingeniously devised gags —
C. S. Sewell.

“Tripping the

Rhine”
(Pathe—One Reel)

|N THE LATEST ISSUE of
A his Sketch Book series, Hy
Mayer takes the spectators on a

trip along the Rhine River in

Germany, making clever and
amusing use of photographs and
cartoon work, providing a thor-

oughly entertaining reel. The
manner in which he changes his

cartoons into photographs is

clever and good for a number of

smiles.

—

C. S. Sewell.

“War Feathers”
(Pathe—Two Reels)

A new girl, lit-

tle Peggy Ahern,

pictured here,
makes her debut

in this Our Gang
Comedy, which
shows the bunch
of youngst ers

having fun on a train with a

bunch of western novelties and

finally landing in a rough min-

ing town and getting mixed up

in a running fight between the

different factions. In scurrying

to cover they get into more
trouble, but eventually aid in

capturing the bandits. These

kiddies, as always, are amusing,

but have not as much of an op-

portunity for clever stunts this

time. All of the bunch is on

hand, including Farina and his

little darkey brother, and there

are a number of laughs scattered

through these two reels.

—

C. S.

Sewell.

‘The Mona Lisa”
(Educational—Two Reel*)

Leonardo d
Vinci’s immortal
painting of a wo-
man with an in-

scrutable smile,
furnishes the in-

spirations for the

newest of the se-

ries based on famous paintings

which Eugene H. Roth is pro-

ducing and which are filmed

entirely in natural color by
the Technicolor process. The
story has been built up
to account for this smile and
concerns the heroine’s romance
with an unworthy lover, but ike

the picture itself the signifi-

cance of the smile is left a rid-

dle. Hedda Hopper is excellent

in 'the title role, especially when
wearing the famous smile and
Crauford Kent plays opposite her

As with the previous issues in

this series, the color effects are

superbly beautiful and artistic,

and this picture should appeal

especially to high class patrons.

—C. S. Sewell.

“The Tail of the
Monk”

(Bray—One Reel)

WHY A MONKEY is able

to use its tail so well is

the subject of this issue of the

Un-natural History cartoon se-

ries produced by Walter Lantz in

which cartoons and photography

is cleverly combined. It shows

the monkeys tail always getting

in the way until a rush job

caused the animal to use its tail

to help out its front feet, in mak-
ing an enormous wedding ring

for a lady hippo. The children

especially should like this one.

—

C. S. Sewell.

“Teacher, Teacher”
(Educational—Two Reels)

In his newest

comedy for Edu-
cational, Lloyd
Hamilton appears

in the role of a

school teacher.

His class consists

of aged men and

women who play tricks and act

like kids, making teacher a pres-

ent of loaded cigars, etc., putting

pins in chairs and the like. The

comedy is of broad burlesque

type and slapstick is used freely.

There are a number of amusing

gags, among which is one where

Lloyd shoots all the leaves off a

tree and finally cuts it down to

get hold of a parrot and does

not succeed. The humor here

lacks the spontaneity of some of

his other pictures, but slapstick

fans and Hamilton’s admirers

will probably find much that is

amusing.

—

C. S. Sewell.
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The Fashions

Presented in

Coldr Films
The 1927 issues of the McCall

Colour Fashion News have been
completed in natural color and
will be distributed by Educational

Film Exchanges, Inc. This series

presents Hope Hampton, the

beautiful screen actress, wearing

the latest Paris creations.

Miss Hampton only recently

returned from abroad, where she

obtained the latest gowns and

hats of such internationally fam-

ous designers as Poiret, Lanvin,

Boue, Jenny, Worth and others.

These will be shown in two one-

reel subjects, the first of which

is ready for release.

Third Year Start

This is a continuation of the

series inaugurated through Edu-

cational and this is the third year

these fashion subjects have been

offered exhibitors. The fascin-

ating frocks from Paris will be

shown in their own eay colors,

the natural coloring being done

by Kodachrome Process.

The first of the two new pic-

tures in the McCall Colour

Fashion News series is titled,

“Parisian Inspirations in Colour.’’

It is scheduled for release the

last of November. The second

subject, for December release, is

entitled, “Paris Originations in

Colour.”

Hedda Hopper Plays

Role of “Mona Lisa”

Hedda Hopper, who plays the

title role of Mona Lisa in “The

Mona Lisa,” second Romance
production for Educational, done

in Technicolor, has been associa-

ted with the stage and screen for

a number of years. She was chos-

en by Arthur Maude, director of

this color creation, for her re-

semblance to Leonardo Da
Vinci’s subject as portrayed in

the famous painting. This flap-

per is said to bear a remarkable
likeness to the original classic on
canvas.

Snub Pollard in New
Artclass Comedies

According to Louis Weiss, of

Artclass Pictures Corporation,

production has been started on

the fifth two-reel comedy star-

ring Snub Pollard for Artclass

release. It is called “The Bum’s

Rush,” and presents Pollard as a

hobo.

The Pollard unit, headed by R.

C. Christiansen, following the

completion of “The Bum’s
Rush,” will immediately put into

production another two reeler,

called “Under Repairs.”

Wallace Beery’s

New Fun Film

Is Fireman Story

Comedies have been

coming fast for Wallace

Beery, the Paramount
star, but his greatest laugh

opportunity was assigned

him last week. B. P.

Schulberg, associate pro-

ducer, who directed John
F. Goodrich to do an orig-

inal story, “Fireman, Save

My Child,” as a Beery

vehicle.

Beery is now working in

“Casey at the Bat ’ under

the direction of Monte
Brice, following which he

will do the title role in

“Looie the Fourteenth,” to

be produced by James

Cruze.

Next will come “The

Greatest Show on Earth,”

a huge roadshow produc-

tion in which he will ap-

pear as P. T. Barnum.

“Fireman, Save My Child”

will come next.

Christie Play*

VJ OVEL use of a series of

^ Christie Comedy player cut-

outs, distributed through Edu-

cational Film Exchanges, Inc.,

has been made by some of the

exhibitors of southern California.

Photographs of some out-

standing stars of Christie Com-
edies are arranged on cardboard

cutouts so that they stand up

about five inches in height.

“Nervous Wreck” Released

On Day After Xmas

T HE FIRST DAY of the last week of the year, in other

words December 26, has been set as the national re-

lease date for the great Christie comedy special, “The

Nervous Wreck.” Producers Distributing Corporation is

selling this picture under a unique and well-defined plan.

When the sales plan for this

picture was made, three hundred
and twenty-five key points were
selected. Each branch received

its list of cities that it was ex-

pected to sell. The early sales

were to be confined exclusively

to those key points.

So far, returns to the home
office indicate that arrangements
in nearly 80 per cent, of these
cities have been dosed. So
flattering has been the reception,
that it is confidently anticipated
that before the opening date, the
three hundred and twenty-five
selected cities will be booked
practically 100 per cent.

The progress made by the sell-

ing organization of P. D. C.,

under this plan, has been so
rapid that the secondary list has
already been sent to the
branches. This consists of one
thousand theatres dotted all over
the United States. These form
the second line to be attacked by
the sales force.

The reactions of the exhibitors

to the efforts of the sales force

have been so favorable in the

cities already closed, that it is

felt that the success of the sell-

ing plan in the second block of

cities will be nearly, if not quite

as great as that in the first

block.

Wally Wales is a new west-

ern star in Pathe’s “Prince

of the Plains.”

ers Cutouts

Appeal to Youngsters
Each set contains ten different

Educational - Christie comedians

and girls.

One of the most popular stunts

to be employed by the California

exhibitors is that of giving a

cutout of one player to every

boy and girl attending the thea-

tre where Educational-Christie

Comedies are being shown at

special children’s matinees on

Saturdays.

<<Ace of Action,”

With Wales Is

Nobody seems to be worried about “Snookums’ Tooth, ’ in

the Stern Bros, comedy of that title, with Ethlyne Clair, Jed
Dooley and “Snookums.”

Ready Today
Wally Wales, the rapidly ris-

ing Western star, offers fast ac-

tion, hard riding and thrills, in

“Ace of Action,” his latest Asso-

ciated Exhibitors feature, sched-

uled for distribution by Pathe

November 28.

“Ace of Action” is a produc-

tion that is far from the beaten

path of Western creations and
carries a full measure of comedy
in addition to a fascinating love

story, such as is seldom seen in

this type of photoplay.

Lester F. Scott, Jr., producer

of “Ace of Action,” has pre-

sented the film with a most lav-

ish hand, as may be judged from

the perusal of the names of the

cast in support of Wally Wales.

Alma Rayford portrays the

leading feminine role opposite

the star.
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Live News from Coast to Coast
NOTES ABOUT WIDE-AWAKE EXHIBITORS AND EXCHANGE MEN FROM ALL POINTS

Kansas City

,

Mo,

Moving Picture World Bureau
Kansas City, Mo., Nov. 24.

M ANAGER Jack Quinlan, of the Main-
street Theatre, Kansas City, announced

this week that the first 2,000 boys at the

box office of the theatre at 10 :45 o’clock

Wednesday morning would be admitted free

to a preview showing of “The Nervous
Wreck.” The number of youngsters on hand
was about triple the “first 2,000” and they
made good resemblances to the title of the

picture by the time they had reached the in-

side of the theatre.

President R. R. Biechele of the M. P. T. O.
Kansas-Missouri announced Thursday that a
meeting- of the board of directors of the or-
ganization would be called in about two
weeks to discuss coming legislative prob-
lems and other important matters pertain-
ing to the work of the association.

Among the out-of-town exhibitors in the
Kansas City market last week were: Roy
Burford, New Burford Theatre, Arkansas
City, Kas. ; J. G. Gach, St. Joseph, Mo.; Wal-
ter Wallace, Orpheum, Leavenworth, Kas.;
G. L. Hooper, Orpheum, Topeka, Kas.

Universal, Fox, Pathe and Educational
had a number of extra camera men in Kan-
sas City the other day to “shoot” the dedi-
cation of the Liberty Memorial at Kansas
City.

Louis Kaye has joined the sales force of
the Warner Brcs. exchange, covering South-
ern Kansas.

Benny Benjamin, F. B. O. special repre-
sentative, went from St. Louis to Kansas
City—289 miles—in five and one-half hours
Monday in his “flying hoopie.”

H. S. Manus, president of the American
Cinema Association, was a Kansas City
visitor.

C. A. Schultz, P. I>. C. branch manager, has
been confined to his home this week because
of illness.

E. L. Alperson, Warner Bros, branch man-
ager, was busy in the territory this week
rounding up contracts.

R. S. Ballentyne, Kansas City Pathe branch
manager, left Monday on a business trip to

Dallas, New Orleans and Memphis.

The Fox and Universal exchanges are
proudly showing exhibitors around their re-

modeled offices this week.

St. Joseph

The contract for the building of the $500,-

000 Missouri Theatre at St. Joseph, Mo., has
been awarded to W. J. Assenbacher Con-
struction Company of Lincoln, Neb. The
theatre, which will be of two stories, will be
75 by 140 feet and will include all modern
improvements to be found in the largest
theatres. The owner of the theatre will be

the C. H. & S. Amusement Company of New
York.

Springfield

Another exhibitor’s “life” was saved in

Springfield, Mo., last Saturday when an im-
promptu airplane trip was responsible for

the Electric Theatre receiving a print in

time to save a “blow-up.” Tommy Thomp-
son, booker for the Midwest Film Distribu-

tors, Inc., and Eddie Spencer, pilot, made
the distance of about 200 miles in one hour
and 35 minutes.

Tacoma Theatre Unit
Assn * Elects Officers

For Next Year

THE Tacoma Theatre Owners’ and Man-
agers’ Association has elected new offi-

cers for the year, as follows

:

H. M. S. Kendrick, local manager, Pantages
Theatre, president; H. R. Burg, vice-presi-

dent; J. Robert McKinnell, secretary; W.
S. McNeish, treasurer.

The Tacoma Association is a hundred per

cent organization representing every theatre

in that city. All houses display a blue and
gold plate in the box-office and the Associa-

tion’s slogan is “Boosting Tacoma Three
Hundred Sixty-five Days a year.” The As-

sociation is possibly the only Association

which has its own cameraman covering local

events exclusively, with the cost defrayed

by the five first-run houses, later supplying

subjects to the neighborhood theatres with-

out charge.

Nebraska

Moving Picture World Bureau,
Omaha, Neb., Nov. 24.

T HE Grand Theatre of Omaha has been

completely remodeled and is now con-

sidered one of the classy houses of the su-

burban group here. J. E. Kirk is proprietor.

Alexander Beck has sold the newly com-
pleted Corby Theatre at Fifteenth and Corby
streets, Omaha, to Sam and Louis Epstein.
The amount of the deal is said to be $123,000.
The World Realty Company has a lease on
the entire building. Mr. Beck took the Shir-
ley Apartments in Omaha in the deal.

Beatrice
The Cook Theatres, Inc., Beatrice, Neb.,

headed by Blaine Cook, has announced that
the company will build a new theatre at
Grand Island, Neb. It will have a seating
capacity of 600.

Plainview
C. J. Hoffman of the Plainview Theatre at

Plainview, Neb., has just completed his an-
niversary celebration, as he has been in the
moving picture business there for five years.
To start off he gave a big free show to all

his patrons.

St Louis, Mo*
Moving Picture World Bureau.

St. Louis, Mo.. Nov. 24.

f
N an address in Columbia, Mo., on No-
vember 20, Governor Baker again stated

that he intends to ask the general assembly
to create a permanent educational fund for

the state, half of which will go to the com-
mon schools. As has been stated the gov-
ernor plans to place a tax of 10 per cent, on
amusements and tobacco and a special tax

on all minerals mined in the state.

The Loew’s State Theatre, Eighth street
and Washington avenue, St. Louis, is fea-
turing a Sunday afternoon concert by a 65-
piece orchestra directed by Don Albert.

Warner Brothers have discontinued their
Vitaphone show at the Capitol Theatre and
henceforth will use it as a straight motion
picture house. “The Sea Beast” was put on
November 21. The local Vitaphone equip-
ment has been moved to Detroit.

When he ran into a blizzard at Spring-
field, 111., on November 18 Tom McKean, man-
ager of the St. Louis F. B. O. office was
forced to abandon the car and depend on
public utilities to complete his trip.

Visitors of the week included C. E. Pen-
rod, district manager for F. B. O., and C. W.
Bunn, manager of Warner Brothers’ road
shows.

Out-of-town exhibitors seen along- Picture

Row were: John Rees, Wellsville. Mo.; Joe
Hewitt, Robinson, 111.; Tom Reed and Ted
Yemm, Duquoin, 111.; Jimmy Clayton, West
Frankfort, 111.; S. E. Pertle, Jerseyville, 111.

and Bob Cluster, Johnston City, 111.

A St. Louis financier is promoting a $1,500,-

000 theatre and office building for East St.

Louis, 111.

Odin, III.

The Grand, Odin, 111., and Star, Alto Pass,
111., have closed.

Leslie B. Mace is the latest addition to
the First National sales staff in the St. Louis
district.

L C. Hehl was elected to the State House
of Representatives and Joseph Mogler to the
State Senate in the elections held on Novem-
ber 2. They are among the most popular ex-
hibitors in St. Louis.

Max Milder, special representative for Fox,
and Russell McLean, district representative
for Producers, were in town this week.

Stanton
C. J. Kremer, owner of the New Rialto

Theatre at Santon, Neb., has remodeled his
theatre since the recent fire, and had a for-
mal opening October 15.

Are your arteries hardening?
You don't laugh enough /
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Roy Dickerson has succeeded Jack Osser-
man as manager for Associated Exhibitors.
Osserman has joined the executive staff of
the Advance Trailer Corporation. His head-
quarters are at 33ISA Olive street

yuL-oi-ionn exnibitors seen along the rowth.s week were: Gerald Wagner, Mounds andMound City 111.: R. E. Atkins. Elkville, 111.;
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A new theatre for El Dorado, ArkPlanned by the Arkansas Amusement Co.
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Two Important New York Chains Add Links

San Francisco

Moving Picture World Bureau,
Berkeley, Cal., Nov. 22.

W HAT is to be the largest district thea-

tre west of Chicago is to be erected

by Ackerman & Harris on Mission street,

between Nineteenth and Twentieth streets,

San Francisco. The plan includes the erec-

tion of a hotel and seven stores in conjunc-

tion with the theatre. The house is being

designed by W. H. Crim, Jr. It will be op-
erated by Ackerman & Harris, in conjunc-
tion with George A. Oppenheimer, and is the
third theatrical venture of these interests in

the Mission District within recent months.

Arthur F. Rousseau, who has several suc-
cessful theatre projects to his credit, is pre-
paring' to start work shortly on a 2,000-seat
house in the Sunset district, San Francisco.
The theatre will follow the modern Gothic
style of architecture.

Nat Holt, who took over the management
of the Wigwam Theatre, San Francisco, a
few months ago, together with a controlling
interest, has assumed direction of the State
Theatre in the suburban city of Oakland.
The policy of the two houses will be identi-
cal, offering screen attractions and musical
comedy.

Recent visitors on San Francisco’s Film
Row have included Harry Poole, of Klamath
Falls, Ore. ; George Roy, of Reno, Nev., and
James Barlow, of the new California Thea-
tre, Mayfield Cal.

W. J. Lee who recently severed connec-
tions with the Supreme Film Company of

California as San Francisco branch manager,
has been made manager of the Goodwill
Exchange, Inc., which has opened at 298
Turk street.

Lakeport

Li. M. Reese, who recently took over the
theatre at Lakeport, long conducted by
Chas. Nofrey, has remodeled this and is con-
ducting it under the name of the Orpheum
Theatre.

Eureka

A fire occurred recently in the projection
room of the State Theatre, Eureka, Cal., con-
ducted by George Mann, damaging the pro-
jection equipment. The house was closed a
couple of days until new machines could be
installed.

Yuba City

Mr. and Mrs. F. E. Smith, formerly of

Marysville, have opened Smith’s Theatre at

Yuba City, a neat house embodying many
modern ideas.

Napa
Sam Gordon has made extensive improve-

ments of late in the equipment of the oper-
ating room of the Hippodrome Theatre, in-

cluding the installation of two new Motio-
graph machines.

New Studio Proposed

WAUKEGAN, ILL.—Chicago Standard
Cinemas Corporation, of Chicago, is under-
stood will erect $4,000,000 moving picture
studio. A 15-acre tract of land has been
purchased at reported cost of $67,000. Site
will be known as “Cinema City.” Additional
property adjacent to site has been secured
on an option. It is said that company in-
tends to produce two educational films as
soon as buildings are completed. These will
be first pictures made in Illinois since pio-
neer days of industry, when Essanay and
Selig were big factors in Chicago.

San Franciscan Can ’t Do
His Own Janiting Nohow

San Francisco, Cal., Nov. 22.—You’d
think that a fellow who owns his own
theatre could grab a broom or a mop
and clean up a little wouldn’t you?
But that’s not the case—at least it

didn’t come out that way with Otto
Roeder, who owns and conducts the

Bay View Theatre. Otto decided a

while back that he would do his own
janitoring for a while

;
but he ran afoul

of union rules and a boycott was
placed on the house, it is said. Sand-
wich men paraded the space in front

of the theatre to shoo the public away.
It is not likely that Mr. Roeder will

even report to the trade papers that

he is “mopping up” with his future pic-

tures.

Michigan

Moving Picture World Bureau
,

Detroit, Mich., Nov. 24 .

M ESSRS. Fitzpatrick and McElroy, the

Chicago firm operating theatres in

Michigan, Indiana and Wisconsin, is mak-
ing rapid progress on new theatres planned
for Michigan cities. Their new theatre in

Ludington has just been completed and
opened, while several others along the

Michigan seaboard are nearing their finish-

ing touches.

The new million dollar Henry S. Koppin
Theatre at Gratiot and the Six-Mile road, is

nearing completion and the opening date has
been tentatively set as January 15.

The first of the series of winter symphony
concerts to be given by Eduard Werner, di-
rector of music for the Kunsky Theatres,
was held last Tuesday at 5.45 p. m.

Glenn Brady, proprietor of the Michigan
iSupply Co., is celebrating the arrival of a
baby boy at his home. Both baby and
mother are doing well.

Moving Picture World Bureau
Albany, N. Y., Nov. 24 .

'
I 'WO deals involving large motion picture

theatres, the most important in several,

months in central and southern New York,,

were negotiated last week. The Pontiac
Theatre in Saranac Lake, managed for sev-

eral years past by Dave Seymour, a veteran
showman, and owned by a number of

wealthy men, was acquired by the Schine-

Brothers, of Gloversville, who already have
a chain of nearly seventy theatres in New
York State. In Massena, they now have-

every theatre, the lease of the Town Hall
having been assigned last week to the-

Schines. The second deal of importance in-

volves Keeney’s Theatre in Elmira, one of
the largest houses along the southern tier,

and which has been acquired by the William
Berinstein Estate, already operating theatres
in Albany, Troy, Elmira, Corning and Dun-
kirk. The Albany announcement of the deal
was made by Julius Berinstein, handling the
two houses in this city and the one in Troy-

Plenty of motion picture theatre matters;
were aired in Supreme Court in Albany, last
week, in connection with a $2,500 action
brought by Robert Bendell against Lev
Fischer, in connection with the sale of the
New Theatre, in Hoosick Falls, in June, 1924.
Mr. Bendell claims .the amount due him as
commission. The theatre was sold for
$50,000.

Big guns and lesser guns from New York
to the tune of a dozen or more, were along
Film Row during the past week. Andy
Smith was up from First National, while
Sidney Katz was at the F. B. O. office. Pat
Campbell, eastern division sales manager for
Pathe, was in town, while Wilfred Jones,
traveling auditor for Pathe, was also here.
R. H. Clark, assistant sales manager for Pro-
Dis-Co., paid Albany a visit, and Jimmy
Grainger, general sales manager for Fox.
was close, behind. Earl Kramer, sales di-
rector of the eastern division for Univer-
sal, spent a couple of days in Albany, in
going over matters with H. C. Bissell. Dave
Miller, manager of the Universal exchange
in Buffalo, was also here.

The Dreamland, in Albany, a downtown
house that has been closed for several
months, was reopened last week by Louis
Cappa, who has been also conducting the
Delaware, a neighborhood theatre.

Harry Seed, local manager for Warner
Brothers, is well fortified for Christmas
shopping, having received a check for $350
from his company, representing second prize
in a sales contest over the entire United:
States. Employees in the local exchange re-
ceived an extra week’s salary for their ac-
tivities in the contest.

Albany’s Film Row, or at least the male
portion of it, smacked its lips last week with
the receipt of postcards from Havana, mailed
by Oscar Gottfried, connected with the First
National forces and mentioning something:
wet.

Woodstock
The motion picture theatres in Woodstock

and Rosendale will hereafter be handled by
the. Imperial Theatre Company, of Kings-
ton, of which A. Stiles is secretary, and J.

McLean is general manager. Notice to that
effect was received by Albany exchanges
during the past week.

Newcomb
Scarlet fever developed so rapidly last

week in the village of Newcomb, that Ernest
Rist was ordered to close his theatre by the
authories.

Schenectady
Guy Graves, efficiency expert for Farash

Theatres, Inc., who is stationed for the
greater part of the time in Schenectady,
spent a part of last week in Yonkers, where
he went over the affairs of the theatres
there.
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Illinois

Moving Picture World Bureau,
Chicago, 111,, Nov. 24.

T HE Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer district man-
agers held a sales meeting at the Drake

Hotel here last week. Felix Feist, general
manager of sales and distribution was in

charge of the gathering. Matters of in-

terest to the managers were taken up a(

the meeting.

Steve Nemet has taken over the Rainbow
Theatre on West 120th Street from Van
Nomikos circuit and placed Mrs. Lenore Pierce
in charge as manager. She will also con-
tinue to handle the management of the
Burnside Theatre at 93rd and Cottage Grove
Avenue.

The M. and H. Theatres circuit of which
W. H. McCarthy is head has taken over the
Drake Theatre at Drake and Montrose Ave-
nue. It is expected to have the new 1,600

seat house ready for Christmas opening. H.

C. Miller will handle the management of

the new Drake Theatre with his duties as

manager of the Ambassador Theatre.

Tony Veiller of Albany

Uses Arresting Methods St. Louis , Mo.

Moving Picture World Bureau
St. Louisa Mo.. Nov. 24.

jy/iANAGER JAMES H. ALEXANDER,
l’-*- of the Columbia Film Service, has
designated the week of December 20th, as

Christmas Jubilee Week, and during this

week, as his Christmas present to the trade,

any exhibitor who is using Columbia service

regularly, uses his service this week at the

regular price
;
however, he may fill as many

more dates during the week as he desires

(with product not under contract) and for

this service the charge will be but one dol-

lar a reel. Exhibitors not having Columbia

contracts are also allowed to participate.

BUILDING Commissioner Christopher

of St. Louis, Mo., has received plans for

the Fox theatre and office building that will

be erected on Grand and Washington boule-

vards, St. Louis. They call for a 17-story of-

fice building, a 5,000-seat theatre to cost

about $3,250,000.

WEST VIRGINIA
William Heaton, Jr., of Harrisville, W.

Va., has purchased the Gaity Theatre at
Pennsboro from J. B. Hammond. Heaton,
with his father, William Heaton, Sr., now
own picture theatres at Harrisville, Cairo
and Pennsboro.
A charter has been issued at Charleston,

W. Va., to the Capitol Theatre Co., capital
1300,000. Incorporators: John Papulias,
Steve G. Manus, Dr. George P. Gourley, of
Steubenville, O. ; C. W. Bates and Wright
Hugus, of Wheeling.

Samuel Polon and C. D. Brewster are hav-
ing plans drawn for the erection of an 1,-

800-seat theatre at Welch, W. Va. Mayor
John W. Blakely, who for many years has
owned and operated the Welch Theatre, will
have the lease of the new house, which will
be called the Blakely Theatre. The cost
will exceed $100,000.

A charter has been issued at Charleston,
W. Va., to the Charles Film & Supply Co.,
capital stock $10,000. To engage in the
buying, leasing and dealing in motion pic-
ture products. Incorporators: L P. Isaac,
Pearl Isaac, Elizabeth Daly, J. E. Daly and
Martha Mitchell, all of Charleston.

Charter issued at Charleston to the Shafer
Theatre Co., Wheeling, capital stock $50,000.
To engage in theatrical productions, moving
picture exhibitions, to build, lease and other-
wise manage theatres. Incorporators: Geo.
C. Shafer, Edward Hazlett, George C. Otte,
Henry L Hazlett and Joseph Jefferson, all

of Wheeling.

To Manage for Crandell

Chatham, N. Y., Nov. 24.—Lew Fischer and
Dayton La Pointe are to manage Walter S.

Crandell’s new $75,000 theatre, to open about
December 1. The theatre’s name will be

Crandell Theatre, seating 650 and will be

one of the best equipped theatres in this

section of the state. Policy will be road

shows and pictures. The Orpheum Theatre

will be closed.

CINCINNATI, O.—Leibold Farrell Company,
201 Schmidt Building, has contract for brick
moving picture theatre, store and apartment
building, 57 by 149 feet, to be erected on
Eastern avenue, near Carroll street, for Jer-
ome M. Jackson, 4023 Eastern avenue. Esti-
mated cost $75,000.

BLUE ISLAND, ILL.—Extensive improve-
ments are being made to Lyric Theatre.

George Aylesworth, manager of the Ascher
circuit Portage Park Theatre for the past
six years, has taken over the management
of the new Midwest Theatre of the Ascher
circuit.

The Harding Theatre on East 55th Street
has been reopened under the management
of Mrs. M. Meneou, who has fixed the house
up.

Another legitimate theatre will be turned
over to movies when the second Vitaphone
show comes to the Woods Theatre on De-
cember 1st.

Peoria
The Great States Theatre circuit are rapid-

ly getting their management of the eight
theatres they took over last week from the
Theatres Operating Co., at Peoria in shape
and Henry Stickelmaier will remain as resi-
dent managing director of the houses for
the new owners. The Great States circuit
have taken over the Lyric Theatre at Kan-
kakee, 111., giving them four theatres in

that city now, and shortly they will start
the construction of a 1,500 seat theatre in

Decatur, 111. Negotiations are now under-
way in Quincy and other cities.

Oneida
C. E. White has taken over the Park The-

atre at Oneida, 111., from M. A. Steritt and
will make some improvements in the house.

Blue Island
The Lyric Theatre at Blue Island, 111., is

undergoing repairs and a fine new organ is
being installed, to be ready for the holidays.

North Evanston
Another theatre project for the north shore

to cost about a half million dollars is un-
derway between Wilmette and Kenilwurth,
north of Evanston. The citizens of both
towns are opposed to the erection of the
theatre.

By C. L. Grant

COVERING police courts as a reporter

before his present theatre managing suc-

cess, Tony Veiller got used to arresting

methods and when he discovered, recently,

that his present love, the Mark Ritz, of

Albany, was being invaded by boys between
eight and fourteen—not by way of the box
office, but through a basement window forc-

ibly unbarred, Tony laid his plans and suc-

ceeded in rounding up five of the lads and
taking them to the police station himself.

Of course he let them get the scare and re-

lease.

Mr. Veiller comes naturally to both his

newspaper and his theatrical attainments.

His father wrote “The Thirteenth Chair”

and likewise “Within the Law,” and is now
residing outside of New York City, where
he is employed by one of the large produc-

ing companies in the preparation of an

original scenario. Mr. Veiller is the young-

est manager of a motion picture theatre in

central and eastern New York, first starting

as manager of the Strand in Schenectady,

later becoming manager of the Lincoln, in

Troy. From this theatre, he graduated to

the Mark Strand, in Albany, and at the

opening of the Mark Ritz several months

ago, he was placed in charge of this theatre.

AMITYVILLE, N. Y.—Aetna Construction
Company, 1569 Broadway, New York, has
contract for two-story brick theatre and
store building, 160 by 90 feet, to be erected
on Main street, for A. Curtis, 1560 Broad-
way, New York. Estimated cost $200,000.
CHARLOTTE, N. C.—Cannon & Edge have

contract to erect theatre for negroes on
East First street. Estimated cost $10,000.

THE NERVOUS
WRKK”
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Grainger Talks About Motion Pictures

“You Have to Get Out In the

Field to Sell Product,” He
Tells Interviewer

('Continued from page 266)

you the amount of bookings, which I have

already received, personally, from showmen

on my simple recommendation, ‘unsight, un-

seen.’ You would think I was talking tele-

phone numbers.

“The day when anyone can sell pictures

from the New York office, however, is over.

You’ve got to get out in the field—and stay

out. You’ve got to study exhibitor prob-

lems—big and little—by direct contact with

the theatre owner, himself.

“A lot of exhibitors, especially the big

circuits, now want to do business with the

New York man. They want to get his word

for things and his advice. They realize that

they have got to have increasingly better

pictures to meet their overhead, and are will-

ing to take your word now for things, which

in other days they would have discounted

utterly. A far better understanding exists

today between the theatre owner and pro-

ducer, in my opinion, than ever before in

the history of the screen.

“The producer realizes that he must give

the exhibitor a fair break, and the exhibitor

also recognizes that problems confront the

producer of increasing difficulty in making

good pictures for him and are ready to meet

him half way.

“The need for more and better pictures

convinces me that there will be more inde-

pendents than there are now eventually, and

that this business no matter how big it gets

can never be monopolized.

“Need New Screen Faces”

“One thing which I feel is most needed at

this time is more new faces on the screen.

Right now it is the exhibitor, who is holding

back this very necessary development. He
believes he must have stars to attract his

patrons and to some extent he is doubtless

right enough. But he must aid the producer

in exploiting and promoting new and promis-

ing personalities today or a few years from

now he will find that he is going to meet

difficulties in keeping his house open with

profit.

“I have just two thoughts I would like to

pass on to the industry in this connection.

The majority of motion picture patrons today

are between the ages of 18 and 30. Half of

this number can’t remember the stars of

half a dozen years ago, because they were

too young. A^new star would have just the

same amount of pulling power with them as

one of our established favorites, many of

whom are beginning to show lines and signs

of advancing age, which the camera cannot

conceal.

“Another angle to this thought is that many

of the outstanding box office successes of

recent years have been practically without

big names, though many of them made

stars of their principals almost over night.”

“Take such productions as Fox’s ‘Over the

Hill,’ Metro’s ‘Four Horsemen,’ Famous

Players ‘Humoresque,’ First National’s ‘Sea

Hawk,’ ‘The Big Parade,’ ‘The Iron Horse’

and many others, that will occur to you for

illustration.

She Has Two Loves

Dolores Del Rio as Charmaine, the

French girl in “What Price Glory.”

“Each of them was a tremendous attrac-

tion, but none of them had in their casts any

name of premier box office quality, when first

presented.

“My contention is, that more good pic-

tures should be made without big names,

using promising acting material from among
the younger artists. These pictures, of

course, should be properly publicized and

advertised, so that the exhibitor may more

readily recognize their attraction value.

Meanwhile he ought not, for his own ulti-

mate good, be so insistent on star rather than

story value in his booking arrangement.

“The picture, after all is the thing. And

it is always going to be the element of prim-

ary importance in box office values.”

“Jimmie” Grainger is a showman to the

tips of his toes. He has always been in

show business, in some capacity or other,

generally selling, during his entire business

life.

In Pictures 17 Years

He was born in New York City, a distinc-

tion not usually enjoyed by big successful

men in this metropolis, who customarily are

recru'ted from other sections of the country

or abroad and come here to make their

“clean-up.” The year of his arrival on Man-

hattan Island was 1882 or thereabouts.

After a tour through the New York pub-

lic schools “Jimmie” annexed a job as as-

sistant to a bill poster, who was billing for

Barnum’s Circus. That set him off. The

next few years saw him with various carni-

vals, roadshows, in burlesque as an advance

man and in practically every branch of the

amusement business.

About seventeen years ago lie first came

into pictures. His first picture was a single

reel western, which he peddled, carrying the

reel-box under his arm from theatre to the-

atre. That didn’t satisfy him, however, so

a little later he got a bull fight picture, seven

Exhibitors Know Him and Believe

In Him to the Limit for

His Integrity

or eight hundred feet in length and took it

around to fairs, carnivals and parks, where
he played it quite successfully.

For a time in those early days he was
associated with his present chief, William

Fox, just then beginning his battle with the

Motion Picture Patents Company, which

ended so victoriously a few years later. Then
he was in the State Right business on his

own for three or four years.

When the Edison Talking Pictures first

appeared “Jimmie” handled the sales end of

the business forsaking that company to “put

over” the world famous “Cabiria” for Werba
& Luescher. He succeeded so well that this

may be said to mark his advent into the field

of big time, high-powered showmanship,

which he has since occupied.

The history of the ensuing years is so re-

cent that it hardly needs to be recorded. At

one time Mr. Grainger represented William

Randolph Hearst, Charles Chaplin and

Marshall Neilan simultaneously, looking after

their productions, released, respectively,

through Famous Players and First National.

His great success with Charlie Chaplin’s

“The Kid” is too well remembered to require

comment. He secured Marshall Neilan his

contract with First National and was re-

sponsible for W. R. Hearst releasing his

productions through Goldwjm, and later

allying himself with Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer,

when that merger took place.

Was With Goldwyn

All this time, “Jimmie” was coming to

know personally, more and more exhibitors,

and what was more important, a lot more
exhibitors were coming to know and believe

in “Jimmie,” until he had a list of show-

men friends, that stretched from Coast to

Coast and from Canada to the Rio Grande,

that is without a rival.

He was general sales manager for the

Goldwyn Company, when William Fox and

Winfield R. Sheehan, the latter in order to

give him undivided attention to the produc-

tion end of Fox pictures, decided that they

needed the best selling and organizing talent

they could find in the industry for Fox Films

Corporation. Naturally, they didn’t have to

look far. They went over to Goldwyn and

got it.

Not quite two years ago, the name of

James R. Grainger, general sales manager,

appeared on some of the Fox stationery and

since that time things at Fox have been

steadily on the up-an-up.

Don’t take the writer’s word for this state-

ment. Ask Mr. Fox himselfi Or Mr. Shee-

han.

You probably won’t be able to ask “Jim-

mie” Grainger, personally, about it. He is

too busy selling Fox pictures for one thing.

If you see him he will tell you anything you
want to know about them, but about himself

and his accomplishments, his time is too

limited to talk.

All the same Fox pictures, as already

stated, are sold just 100 per cent, in all key

cities. And—get this—the dynamic “Jimmie”

is responsible, none else.
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Edgar Hart, Back in Portsmouth, Stages

Attractive Public Hallowe’en Spectacle

Australia Cleaned

On Paramount Week

E
DGAR HART, who lives in San Diego, Cal., and the works in Portsmouth,

N. H., as City Manager for the Gray Circuit, and who goes home to

sleep once a year
;
and that’s about the only time you can catch Edward

asleep. He is recently back from his annual commuting trip, with a stopover

in El Paso, Texas, where he was the guest of the Rotary Club at its lunch-

eon. His first stunt since his return was a Hallowe’en spectacle that is worth
saving up until next year.

The Colonial Theatre runs continuous, and

Edgar extended the closing time to 11:53,

with a special Hallowe’en performance start-

ing about ten o’clock.

The program was timed to stop promptly

at the announced hour so that the audience

could adjourn to the street to enjoy the

special performance. This is where Edgar’s

stunt differs from all previous Hallowe’en

ideas we have recorded. His climax was
offered the entire town and was staged on

the roof of the house.

Ran Special Busses

The production was well advertised in ad-

vance and the railroad busses to the sub-

urbs made special trips at five minutes past

midnight to accommodate those who wanted

to enjoy the fun. When you can get a rail-

road to make special trips for a ballyhoo,

it’s going some.

But the Boston and Maine was not the

only cooperator. The local power company
loaned electrical equipment and ran special

wiring for the advertisement it received.

The cast included six boys dressed as imps

and a man posing as Mother Hubbard. The
imps were dressed in cheap union suits, dyed
brown, with brown stocking tops for caps.

The suits cost $1 each and the stockings

added very little. The total was under $7.

The faces were made up in white with heavy
arched eyebrows. The witch wore a dress

of orange and black paper cambric.

The witch was concealed in a chimney,

which was the cage used last Easter for the

rooster which crowded about the special pro-

gram, as we related at the time. This frame
was covered with oilcloth and striped to sug-

gest brick.

The Routine
About five minutes of twelve the mar-

quise and other house lights were put out

and a cornet and ruffle of drums sounded
from the roof. The imps were strung along

the cornice, each provided with a flashlight

in a paper cone. One after the other these

lights were switched on until the six boys
were revealed.

Two thousand-watt spots with red medi-
ums came on and in the glare the boys did

an impromptu dance, bringing up before the

chimney. The leading imp taunted the sup-

posed witch and dared her to come out. She
made her appearance in a cloud of smoke,
(produced by fullers earth in a powder bel-

lows such as are used by gardeners), and with
her brush broom she chasen the boys around,

the lights going to white.

When the clock in a nearby church steeple

sounded the first notes of midnight, the

lights began to dim and at the last stroke

the roof was in darkness and the soft notes

of the cornet, sounding “Taps” brought the

spectacle to a close.

Helped to Clean-Up
It was simple and very inexpensive, and

yet more impressive than this bare descrip-

tion would suggest, and it not only assured

a large night business but it centered atten-

tion upon the house at a time when in most
places private parties shoot the theatre busi-

ness to pieces.

It won the approval of the crowds because

of the spectacle and the church people ap-

proved because the cessation of festivities

promptly at twelve marked the entrance of

the Sabbath.

Edgar has scored again.

Kills Two Birds
Louis S. Shimon, of the Uptown Theatre,

Sheboygan, Wis., has a new one for a half

price stunt. He is trying to build up the

patronage and get people used to staying

uptown for their shows. Instead of giving

free tickets, he offers a half price admis-

sion for any misspelled word found in the

house program, a certain number of words
being purposely misspelled.

This not only holds up the value of the

half price ticket, but it assures the adver-

tisers that their announcements are read.

When the desired result is reached, he does

not shut off his half price ticket. He is

merely ceasing a contest
; which has a bet-

ter moral effect.

Milford G. Lawton, Australian exploita-

tion head for Paramount, writes that he

helped A. W. Andrews, of the Rialto Thea-
tre, Auckland, beat last year’s Paramount
Week by 48 percent thorugh a lot of hust-

ling.

Stage Struck was the attraction, and An-
drews and Lawton put all they had on the

ball.

Two styles of herald were used, one the

regular Swanson herald and the second a
special four-pager with colored cover, loc-

ally designed and printed. Eight thousand

of each were put into houses at different

times.

A leading baker was glad to have his

weekly statements imprinted with “The two.

topics of general conversation—Kent's E-read

and Paramount Week at the Rialto Thea-
tre, August 30.” The back carried a three-

column stock cut for the picture.

The Shingle Nail Again

The “one-piece coat and suit hanger” was
called the “simplified” coat hanger and was
offered as “The most universally used coat

hanger in the world. Made of the finest

drawn steel wire by automatic machinery.

Can be attached wherever needed. Guar-
anteed for five years with ordinary usage.”

Baggage tags were printed up and given

at matinees several weeks in advance. For
an opening stunt children were formed into

a parade, each child properly tagged being

admitted to the theatre.

Pavements were painted in front of the

theatre with “Paramount Week. Come On
In.” A large store gave 11,000 bags to be
imprinted, and there was a capital announce-
ment supposedly set by the printer’s devil

in the absence of the boss. The type faced

four ways and campled every font in the

shop. It made a splendid and profitable

campaign.

PUTTING OVER A NEW STAR IN MINNEAPOLIS
Ken Maynard was introduced to the Lvric patrons with cutouts and stars bear-

ing- his name and “A new star,” one either side of the cutout. It helped to put

put him on the map and Senor Daredevil went over.
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Makes Store Window His Permanent Lobby Show

Fig Leaves Campaign
HasMany New Ideas
All the new ideas have not yet been used.

Murl Hornbock, of the Colonial Theatre,

Logansport, Ind., had a couple of new ones

on Fig Leaves that stuffed the box office.

A local paper has a mysterious “Mr. X,”

who gives advice to readers and does a num-
ber of stunts for the circulation depart-

ment. The paper very gladly loaned him

to the theatre, and he made a personal ap-

pearance a couple of days in advance of- the

•picture, when he told the patrons about the

-coming of Fig Leaves and urged them not

to miss the picture, adding the details of

.a fashion show arranged with two leading

stores. He also handed out cards bearing

•the same advice. These were enclosed in

manila envelopes carrying the advice not to

-open the envelope in public.

For the fashion show Mr. X entered the

show window of the store supplying the

-costumes worn by the men, shaved a model
and dressed him in a suit of the latest fash-

ion. He repeated the stunt in the window
of the women’s wear shop, omitting the

shave and dressing a model in a one-piece

"bathing suit in one of the store’s creations.

He got more attention than a circus parade.

And the fashion show was strictly modern
and up-to-date, with a costly stage setting,

professional models and all the- rest of the

•trimmings.

It was a box office cleanup.

The best thing he sends in is a lobby dis-

play for Valentino, which carries a sugges-
tion of Egypt in its structure. This is a

pyramid blocks, three for the base, two
above and one on top of that, painted to

suggest rough-hewn stone. The titling is done
•on the lower tier with stills above and a cut-

out from the lithograph blended into the

.stone of the top. The stones are flanked by

Production Hints from Edward L. Hyman
Managing Director, Mark Strand Theatre, Brooklyn

During the interim since he last played this

theatre, Vincent Lopez has pepped up his

Casa Lopez Orchestra through the medium
of a new program, which
makes a much better im-

pression on the audiences.

With Lopez as the big

attraction on the stage,

the screen offered the

First National picture,

“Forever After,” with
Mary Astor and Lloyd
Hughes. This photoplay
ran 1 hour and 7 min-
utes, while the Mark
Mark Strand Topical Re-

view required 8 minutes and the James A.
Fitzpatrick Melody Series film, “Songs of

Spain,” took up 10 minutes, making the cel-

luloid portion of the entertainment run 1

hour and 25 minutes. The musical end of

the show took up altogether 34 minutes,
bringing the entire performance up to just

1 minute short of 2 hours.

Opening each de luxe performance, of

which there are four, two in the afternoon
and two at night, the orchestra played the

Thomas overture, “Raymond.” Jacques Pin-

tel, pianist, who takes the place of Lilly Ko-
vacs as solo artist of the orchestra, sat in for

the first time during the overture and will

step forth next week with his debut solo

here. During the playing of this overture

the gold draw curtains were closed over the

small production stage and the entire open-
ing from proscenium arch across was flooded

with rose pink floods from the bridge and

from the dome. Light amber floods cov-

ered the musicians, also from the dome.
Foots were light green with borders of

similar colors. This overture required 8

minutes.

The James A. Fitzpatrick picture, “Songs

of Spain,” was especially scored, the princi-

pal selections being “In Old Madrid,” “Span-

ish Cavalier,” “Come Where My Love Lies

Dreaming” and “La Paloma.”

The third incident marked the return of

Harry Breuer, xylophone virtuoso of the

orchestra, from his honeymoon tour of four

weeks.
His medley required 4 minutes, with Harry

under a white spot from the dome. Lights

used on the overture were brought into

play on this solo.

Following the Topical Review came Vin-

cent Lopez and his Casa Lopez Orchestra.

The setting consisted of one platform which

was set down stage, coming half way up

stage, and with half the orchestra, including

a pianist on the platform and the other half

on the stage proper. This drop was made
to part in the center for a distance of 5

feet, disclosing a spangled curtain behind

which worked on the roller towel principle

and one which lights were thrown as the

curtain revolved, coming down from the top.

The backdrop was a new gold fabric stud-

ded with emeralds. Following the vamp by

the house orchestra, the curtains opened on

a dark stage. White head spots were then

thrown on the musicians of Lopez’s band,

With this Lopez made his entrance and all

lights came up white.

marble Sphinxs. It makes a very dignified

display for The Son of the Sheik.

We hope Santa Claus brings Mr. Gates a

larger camera for Christmas.

MakesaShowWindow

a Permanent Display

MAKING A LOBBY DISPLAY FROM THE FOX BOOK
A standardized lobby used by all houses of the Interstate Amusement Company, of
Texas. The book does not cut up very well on the right hand frame, but the portraits

show to good advantage. Those picture books are of some use.

Getting the loan of a vacant store win-

dow, A. E. Worden, of the Cortland Thea-

tre, Cortland, N. Y., makes most of his big

displays in the window instead of the lobby.

The opening attraction thus exploited was

Fascinating Youth and cutting the figures

from the 24-sheet, Mr. Worden animated

them so that the young man played his slide

trombone while the girls danced. Before

the window was put into operation it was

masked by a sign stating that there would be

an exhibition of the Charleston on an an-

nounced date. He stood by the window and

failed to hear a single complaint that the

figures were not real. Proper placement of

the figures gave the right perspective and

offered a tableau effect.

This was followed by a galloping horse

and similar stunts. Mr. Worden has a motor

and with the aid of his stage carpenter finds

he can animate most cut-outs.

The advantage of the idea is that it per-

mits a large display without crowding the

lobby. And the patrons come to regard this

window as part of the lobby because it is

invariably tied to the house.

This is a good stunt even where you are

on the main business street, but for a house

just op the traveled section the show window
idea is invaluable.
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Didn’t Shoot The Woman Spy in Scottsbluff

Sold Scottsbluff

On an Execution

Mantrap Signs
Out in Greeley, Col., they were putting

down a new sewer and the business streets

were all torn up.

George R. Stewart, of the Sterling theatre,

had a hundred 12xl5-inch placards printed

reading merely “Danger, Mantrap.” These
were tacked to pointed lath and stuck along

the excavation.

They looked so real that the workmen
were carfeul to see that they were kept in

position, believing them to be official, and
they tied in nicely to the other Clara Bow
advertising.

THESE MEN WERE BAD FOR REVENUE ONLY
They were not real desperados, for Fred Dolle, of the Strand Theatre,
Louisville, was unable to locate any desperados for his ballyhoo with the aid

of the courts, and was forced to use plain hired men for his bally.

A real stunt was used to put over Mare
Nostrum at the Orpheum theatre, Scotts-

bluff, Neb.
Three days before the picture was due the

local paper came out with a scream story

to the effect that a Scottsbluff woman had
been found guilty of treason and sentenced

to death. She was to face a firing squad on
Saturday afternoon, a downtown location

being named.
Probably no one imagined that a woman

was going to be shot, but there was no men-
tion of the theatre or the play, and Satur-

day was a half holiday to a lot of people,

so a huge crowd followed a masked woman
and five masked soldiers when they sudden-
ly appeared on the street headed for the

announced location. They were preceeded
by a bugler, who tooted dirges.

By the time they reached the appointed
spot there was a mob mulling around. The
woman was placed in position, the order
given to make ready and aim, but just be-
fore the fatal “Fire !” the woman unrolled

a banner reading: “Please spare my life un-
til I have seen Mare Nostrum at the Or-
pheum.” Boys with heralds appeared in the
crowd and the stunt was over to standing
room.

Because this was a sea story, the shales

used for The Sea Beast were dragged from
their garage tank and perambulated with
the statement that Mare Nostrum was a
whale of a story.

With the house employees in sailor dress

and naval uniforms and a distribution of life

savers, the pcture went over to excess sales.

Wolves suggest pelts and pelts suggest
furs, so Ollie Brownlee put over The Lone
Wolf Returns with a Fur Fashion Show at

the Criterion theatre, Enid, Okla. It helped
both theatre and furrier.

THIS WAS AS CLOSE AS YOU COULD GET TO THE WAGON
A girl in naval uniform distributed life savers in Scottsbluff, Neb., to adver-

tise Mare Nostrum at the Orpheum Theatre. Only one of the angles in a

campaign that included the sensational execution of a epy.

Asked the Courts

for Three Bad Men
Working a pull, Fred Dolle, of the Strand

theatre, Louisville, asked Judge Dailey, of

the Criminal Court, to supply him with

three bad men to advertise the Fox picture

of the same title. Before closing .court the

Judge announced that he had been unable

to find three men. The police reporters

took the story up and gave it a nice splash

in their columns. Louisville’s lack of bad

men became a subject for local gossip.

Bad for Revenue Only

Then Mr. Dolle advertised for three bad

men in the classified ads • which broke into

the papers again, and the following morning

he put out the perambulators shown in the

picture.

Mr. Dolle went to the classified again to

advertise for 200 boys to distribute advertis-

ing in return for tickets, and the theatre

was mobbed by kids, which gave an excel-

lent ballyhoo. Boys were engaged to hang
20,000 doorknobs and tack 1,000 cards. These
two pieces were later linked to newspaper
scatters through the prominent use of a huge
“3” in each instance.

Cutouts and the revolver display were used

for the lobby and the run looked like circus

day.

Ready Made
Youngstown, Ohio, is a steel town and,

naturally, it was figured that Men of Steel

should sell to unusual advantage, so a drive

was made on the Milton Sills picture.

The best bet was a lobby display of a

miniature steel plant with moving machinery
on a floor space of three by six feet. It

attracted so much attention that the police

had to clear the street now and then. It

was mounted on an automobile chasis and
perambulated.

A special showing was given for steel of-

ficials and the Mayor and the Mayor per-

mitted the Park theatre to use his endorse-
ment for advertising copy.

J. H. Shagrin also tied in the library- and
splashed on lithographs.
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Issued Membership Cards in the Mystery Club

\%% % § ;

THE ROAbTHATRUNSTriRU CHI

IT'S ft LONG FIGHT UP THE m
YminilSTWU BREATHLESS DRAMA fjw“ High stepperS ^THL I IA MAN FIGHTS FOR LOVEW •

gap WITHMARY ASTOR
T^ LLOYD HUGHES AND

|> * DOLORtS DEL RIO
. MEXICO’S GREATEST STAR"

lr iriRST NATIONAL PICTURE,
S.AVAUA

THERE IS A WHOLE THEATRE BACK OF THIS BOARD
Jack Rowley, of the Royal Theatre, Laredo, Tex., is on the border, and draws

from the other side of the Rio Grande. This sign in the Mexican colors

played up Dolores Del Rio for the cross-river patronage—and won.

Membership Cards

for Mystery Club
A useful throwout for The Mystery Club

was originated by the Liberty theatre, Kan-

sas City, in the shape of a “membership
• card.”

The front was printed with : “Join the

Mvsterjr Club” with the information that the

clubhouse was at the Liberty theatre. The
reverse carried this copy

:

“Rules and Regulations — Membership
commences Saturday, September 4th—You
may join any time from September 4th to

September 10th inclusive, from 10 a. m.

to 11 p. m.
“Ycu must come to the Liberty Theatre

Box Office, or send a duly accredited rep-

resentative.

“You must not be afraid of thrills, excite-

ment, suspense or sensations.

“You must be brave—you must be heroic

—you must have courage.

“Present this membership card with the

regular admission charge to the cashier at

the Liberty Theatre Box Office and you will

be admitted to all the secrets and mysteries

of ‘The Mystery Club’.”

Paraded Her Love
M. K. Moore, of the Palace theatre, Fort

Worth, Texas, had It Must Be Love. He
learned that the Chrysler agency had seven

new cars.

He persuaded them that a parade for It

Must Be Love would get more interest for

the cars than if they went out alone.

He got seven cars and proved his point,

for the parade attracted much attention.

Free Papers
Duirng the run of The Show Off at the

Imperial theatre, Asheville, N. C., H. M.

King, Jr., supplied hotel guests with copies

of the morning paper with pasters reading:

“We hope you spent a pleasant night. If

you wish to enjoy the day, visit the Im-

perial Theatre, now showing The Show Off.”

Loaned Boys Toy

for Contest Use
Frank J. Miller worked a bridge building

contest during the run of Tin Gods at the

Imperial theatre, Augusta, Ga.

A novel feature was the arrangement

made with a hardware store to permit con-

testants to use the structural toy material

at certain hours during the day, in case the

boy did not have his own set.

The result was the sale of a number of

sets to boys who became interested in the

toy while competing for the prize.

As the owner of the store was one of the

judges, it was not necessary to keep the

bridges standing. The model could be dis-

mounted and used by the next boy.

A window display of several elaborate

bridge models helped the idea along.

Louise Qlaum Helps

to Exploit a Metro
Louise Glaum, who was making personal

appearances in Dallas, Tex., during the

showing of The Auction Block at the Melba
theatre, was engaged by Paul Blaufox to

help put over the production, though she
was not in the cast.

She made the familiar shopping tour of
the big stores, and a short reel was made
of this excursion, being shown at the house,
so that the gaping crowds could see how
they looked on the screen.

She also acted as judge of a beauty con-
test held in connection with the picture.
Screen tests were made of the entrants and
a trip to Hollywood was given the winner.
This contest was not only advertised in the
local papers, but in a special section of the
New Orleans Times-Herald.

LANGDON REALLY TRAMPED IN THIS CHARLOTTE LOBBY
James Cartledge put a caricature body on the cutout head and geared the legs
to a motor that never tired. The star and title cards are used to hide the

mechanism. It made a hit with the patrons.
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Circle’s Tabloid Offers Interesting Angles

Another Nice Space

From Eldrid Fisher
Eldrid Fisher, of the Gem Theatre, Pine-

vine. Ky., sends in a nice three-tens on The
Volga Boatman in which he makes good use

of the cut material supplied from the press

hook, using a cut title as well as the pair

of scene sketches.

Ten tommanmnenls.'

BOATMAN
Here DeMille has captured the spirit of Russia and gives
you a vital, throbbing drama, unlike anything you have
ever seen before!

with

WILLIAM BOYD
. ELINOR FAIR
VICTOR VARCON1
JULIA FAYE and
THEODORE KOSLOFF

Gem
Mon&Tues.

NOTE;—Due to the excessive length of this pietuK the first show will

not be over until 9Abt therefore we urge you t© come early as possible.

.

FOR THE VOLGA BOATMAN

Stuffed in with type, that lower sketch

would have small value, but with the white

space it does as much as the larger cut to

put the idea over.

Mr. Fisher sells with an economy of ad-

jectives that carries conviction.

Takes Tabloid Form
for Circle Program

Getting something different, the Circle

Theatre, Indianapolis, used a four-tens for

a miniature tabloid on a program headed by
Don Juan’s Three Nights.

The side columns are given to the film

feature, but there is an item .about each

component of the program, and the novelty

of the layout should ensure the entire space

being read.

For a single use this is an excellent idea,

where the space can be afforded, and in

smaller towns it might work well for a run

of several weeks.

It is useful in getting over an exact ap-

peal for each feature of the bill, and it

tricks the average newspaper patron into

doing far more reading than is possible with

the usual forms. The Circle seems to have

used the idea for a one-timer, but it will

stand revival very nicely.

It is not easy to frame up, for the proper

writing of the heads will give more trouble

than the usual display lines.

In a display line you can mark your type

to fit the space, but in head writing you
have to have about an equal number of

letters to each line, and until you catch the

trick, it is by no means easy. However if

you use the idea regularly, you will find

yourself thinking lines of about an equal

length.

In this example shading has been used
to suggest the loose sheet, but you can do
almost as well with straight type and rule.

Kenneth Long y

s Space

Uses a Circle Nicely
Kenneth Long, of the Brockton theatre,

Brockton, Mass., sends in a number of

samples from which we select this specimen
because in some of the others he gives the
major space to the vaudeville. This is 9V2
across four and this gives him ample room
for a nice type display. He even mortises
the circle to get in the type where it will be
better than hand work.
This is a very nice combination of cut

attractor and circle design set off by a
hatched background. Drawing the face in-

to the circle gives additional value to both.

Putting the portrait an inch to the left would
have reduced the attraction value, fully fifty

percent, but as it stands the face is an essen-

tial part of the circle and the circle, as a

rule, is the most distinctive design because

it is furtherest from the conventional square.

The upper two thirds of this space is about

THE CIRCLE ATTRACTS
as good as an Advertising man can ask tor,

and this carries the space below, being held
in by a twelve point rule border. The cor-
ners of the border are not very well joined.

IheatreKews
AN AMAZING
TALE OF LOVE
AND LOVERS!

VOL. 1—NO. 1 *'The Show Place of Indiana '—Week Beginning Sunday, October 3. 1926.

Tells of Don Juan’s Three Nights
EXPOSED BY VALET’S

DIARY, AGED SHEIK

FALLS UNDER BLADE

OF BOY SWORDSMAN

Girl Breaks Love Pact With

Arade, Pianist and

Notorious Duellist

FIGHT COMES AFTER
THREE -NIGHT PARTY

“Youth Must be Served,” I

Laments .45-Year-Old
Heart-Breaker

"Love ‘Em and Leave ’Em." Says Aged Sheik
|

r
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MUSICIAN QUIT COLD.
SAY CLOSE FRIENDS

STOLAREVSKY WILL DESSA BYRD SAYS—
PLAY ADAM’S SCORE “SING IF YOU WISH”

Police Suspect Other
Woman—Other “Women”

Says Arade

Courted and the toast of roy-
alty, the idol of thousands; and
known as an international

Romeo, Johann
Arade, world fa-

mous pianist, has
met his Nemesis W': i\-

having been
spurned by Ni-
nette Cavallar. i

-

16-year-old girl I

after a hectic
three-night party. Arade

This startling disclosure was
made public with the publica-
tion of the diary of Lippi.
Arade’s valet, in one of the
most startling sequences of
‘Don Juan's Three Nights.’’
which is to be shown at the
Circle Theatre next week.

“If I Were King” Is

Conductor’s Next
Overture

Colorful and filled with
rich melodies, ’If I Were
King” will be the overture
pij.;- -d by

r
the Circle Symphonic

Orchestra under the direction
of Stolarevsky. Adam is the
composer.

Circle Organist to Play

“For My Sweetheart”
as Her Solo

NOVELTY STRESSED IN

ADDITIONAL FEATURES

Playing one of her own inim-
itable "sing” songs. Dessa Byrd,
concert organist at the Circle
theatre, has asked her audience
to join in singing "For my
Sweetheart,” which Miss Byrd
is to present' as her organo-
logue.

TELL VIVID STORY IN

PICTURES AT CIRCLE

WEEK OCTOBER 3RD

WITH LEWIS STONE

PLAYI NG BIG ROLE

Others in Cast Include
Shirley Mason. Myrtle

Steadman and Mai*

colm MacGregor

A First National Picture

From the Story by

Ludwig Biro

^Lewis Stone leads the cast of
players who portray the princi-

j

pal roles in “Don Juan's Three
Nights.” at the
Circle, the week
beginning Sun-
day. October 3.

Others in impor-
tant parts are
Myrtle Steadman.
Shirley Mason,
Malcolm M a c-

Gregor and Kalla
Pasha.

This fascinating picture was
adapted from the novel by
Ludwig Biro. Clara Beranger
wrote the screen play. John
Francis Dillon was director.

Cavallar

Circle Chats Is a Laugh
Reel Devoted to

Current Humor

VISIT EVERY CORNER
OF WORLD FOR NEWS

. A novelty subject in which
.
the latest developments in pho-

‘ tograpbv are. stressed and the
Circle Chats are other features

.
on the program.

No spot in the entire world
is omitted from the route of the
Circle Cameraman who se-
cures the vivid photographic
record of life which is present-
ed on the screen in the Ani-
mated Circle News, an impor-
tant weekly program feature at
the Circle.

A FOUR TENS SET AS A MINIATURE TABLOID FOR LEWIS STONE
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Larmour’s Central Space Makes a Nifty Single

but this is a proof and not a press copy

and probably the lock-up brought the mitres

together.

Proper joining seem to be a small matter,

but it gives a sloppy effect to the entire

space and unless your printer can give you

a good join, it is a good plan to persuade

him to use the cast corner. These can be

had in all sizes and will give a well-knit

corner. It pays to have a space looking

neat, even though it may not directly affect

the ticket sale. It does have some effect

upon the general impression of your house.

to get attention for this space, but the sig-

nature and title have ample attraction value,

standing alone. Add this to your collection

of good one-column spaces.

Mr. Larmour booked in this picture short-

ly after the opening of school to give em-
phasis to the value of the pictures in show-
ing history, and he sent a ticket to each
teacher in the Graham schools.

Even had he lost money on the engage-
ment, he would have been a winner, but he
made a profit on the picture and had the

respect of the teachers as a premium.

Larmour’s Centre

Is a Nice Single
M. W. Larmour, of the National Theatre,

Graham, Texas, sends in a three-column

display with the suggestion that the centre

panel might make a nice single by itself, so

we have cut this out from its surrounding

NATIONAL
Wed.-Thurs., Sept. 22-23

For All the World!

The greatest drama of all—big in

the things that grip your heart

—

romance, love, pathos, joy, sorrow,

heartbreak, happiness — wrapped

up in the life story of America’s

greatest leader during the most

stirring events of American history

Abraham

Lincoln
-A

See him rise from the log cabin

of his birth to the highest place

in the land.

Know his struggles, his romance,

the humor and drama of his great

life.

MR. LARMOUR’S SINGLE

Combines a Display

With An Open Letter
H. G. Olson, of the Jeffris Theatre, Janes-

ville, Wis., uses a combination display ad
and open letter on The Barrier that gets

them going and coming. And he does it

in a nice display in three eights.

He takes a new angle in pointing out that

the play that really gets Qver to you is the

play with a good plot and a strong appeal.

He does not tell that this is a big produc-
tion or stress the number of persons em-
ployed. He sells them on the story, and
more than one six figure production has
fallen flat because it had everything but a

story.

Mr. Olson points this out and then adds
that The Barrier has this appeal, plus. It’s

better selling than all the fancy adjectives

you can copy out of a book of synonyms,
and Air. Olson dresses it with a decidedly

good display. Most of his- recent work
shows an increasing appreciation of the value

of white space, but this is about the best

he has done along these lines, and it would
be a good plan to clip this outline for use

some time when you want to get a double

appeal in a comparatively small space. With
one up-and-down and one wide measure,
he can conduct two conversations without
confliction.

Iced Letters
matter and offer it as our own idea of a

good single space.

The side panels carried cuts, which helped

Eight cakes of ice, supplied by the local

company, carried the announcement of

You’d Be Surprised at the Liberty Theatre,

Greenwood, S. C. Seven of these were
placed on street corners, and as the letters

were pasted to a sheet of glass everyone
stopped to figure how the letters could be
placed so accurately, the glass, naturally,

being invisible.

The eighth cake was used for an estimate

stunt in the lobby, and here a card bore

the line “You’d be surprised how slowly our

ice melts. Greenwood Ice Company.”

Selling Talk Is

Better Than Cut
Taking a two-tens for Mile. Modiste, the

Rialto Theatre, Butte, Mont., has done bet-

ter with its talk than with the cut. The
cut is not particularly attractive. It sug-

gests a burlesque star, rather than a musi-

cal comedy heroine, but die. talk gets over.

WHERE TALK IS Btl itK

It takes up more room than its sales

value warrants and holds to six point a

breezy sales appeal set into the panel.

The vertical line at the left of the cut

is a total loss. It does not mean much even

when it is read, and its chief purpose seems
to be to detract from the cut. Be careful

of vertical lines. When you do use them,

use not smaller than 18 point to ensure

reading.
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“What Price Glory”
Fox Scores Big Success in Screening Stalling’s

Powerful Dramatic and Humorous Soldier Play
Reviewed by C. S. Sewell

William Fox Presents
“What Price Glory”

Based on play by Laurence Stallings and
Maxwell Anderson

Directed by Raoul Walsh
CAST

:

Captain Flagg Victor McLaglen
Sgt. Quirk Edmund Low
Charmaine Dolores Del Rio
Cognac Pete William V. Mongr
Hilda of China Phyllis Haver
Carmen Elena Jurado
Lt. Moore Leslie Fenton
French Mayor August Tollaire
Pvt. Levrisohn Barry Xorton
Pvt. Lipinsky ' Sammy Cohen
Pvt. Kiper Ted McNamara

Length—11,400 Feet
Flagg and Quirk, hard-boiled soldiers,

have hated each other and loved the same
women. In France it is the fiery Charmaine.
Twice they return from the front lines.

Flagg wins her in a gamble, but gives in be-
cause she loves Quirk. A third time they
go forward to what seems like certain death.
Vivid and powerful human document of life

behind the front with tense drama and fine
comedy relief.

A GREAT PICTURE! In every sense

of the word and from every angle the

William Fox production “What Price Glory”
based on the daringly realistic and phenom-
enally successful play is a picture that can
stand up alongside the screens most notable

achievements without fear of comparison. It

is a picture that is one hundred percent

entertainment, a picture that grips you,

thrills you, amuses you, a picture that is

tremendous in its appeal.

Except for introductory sequences in China
and the Phillippines which indelibly estab-

lish the characters of Flagg and Quirt, two
red-blooded hard-boiled he-men, the entire

action takes place in France during the

World War, and although the war scenes

form no small part of the picture and are

as fine as any ever screened, “What Price

Glory” is a story of soldiers, rather than

war, the drama and the comedy of the loves

and hates of these two men to whom a

“soldiering” was . a profession and who
fought fiercely, and loved women and hated

each other as fiercely as they fought.

As in the play, it is the stark reality that

makes the drama and comedy so vivid and
powerful, their actions are not merely hu-

man, they are life itself, sometimes a bit

raw in their attitude toward women and
their language to each other, but absolutely

real. They swear at each other like mule

drivers yet there is not a profane word in

the subtitles although their lips sometimes

seem to tell a different tale.

Comedy predominates in the first half of

the picture, wonderfully natural and spon-

taneous laugh-provoking comed}r that is vi-

tal to the story for it is largely by this

means that the two characters are planted

and it is the grim humor of their encounters

even more than the tense drama that makes
them so effective.

Cropping up continually through the
humorous aspects is the deep set admiration
of each for the other as a soldier and hatred
because of their rivalry over women. So
intense is this that every time Flagg and
Quirt come together there is a regular elec-

tric thrill in the atmosphere and terrific sus-

pense as to what is going to happen next,

will it be drama or humor? There is drama
all the way through, the great overshadow-
ing drama of the war, the life-drama of

some of the minor characters such as the

poignant pathos of one known as Mother’s
Boy who is killed in action, but we doubt
if there has ever been more touching drama
than the final sequence where after all their

quarreling and bickering, when the call to

the front and what you are made to feel

means certain death comes, Flagg although

on leave starts out with his company and
Quirt, wounded, yells after him "Hey, Flagg,

wait for Eab3r” while Charmaine standing

in the doorway says “They came back once,

they came back twice, but they will not come
back again.” No heroics, no grandstand

(Continued on page 301)

“God Gave Me Twenty Cents”
Waterfront Furnishes Brenon with Locale for

Decidedly Unusual Type of Drama and Romance
Reviewed by C. S. Sewell

T T IS AN UNUSUAL type of story that

Herbert Brenon has filmed for Paramount
in “God Gave Me Twenty Cents” a whimsical

story of the under stratas of society to be

found along a great city’s waterfront.

The plot centers around the romance be-

tween a sailor and a poor little orphan, the

only good girl he ever ran across and drama
is supplied by the almost successful efforts

of a shady woman, his former pal, to win

him back.

With characters and backgrounds that are

suggestive of those of Dickens or Thomas
Burke, Mr. Brenon lays a groundwork that

whets the interest and makes one look for-

ward to a vivid and poignant drama. This

expectation is only partly fulfilled. The ro-

mance between Steve and Mary and the

“atmosphere” of the story is developed in

such detail that it slows down the action

and a good proportion of the footage has

been utilized before there are any signs of

dramatic conflict. From this point the ac-

tion speeds up and the interest quickened

by a series of melodramatic developments

that are in an entirely different tempo from

the earlier scenes.

There is a suggestion of O. Henry s style

in the angle that gives the picture its title,

the entire later developments hinging around

two dimes and the fact that they are phoney

is well hidden until the end. keeping up the

suspense, but plausibility is weakened by the

coincidence of Mary finding and being saved

by the same dimes that caused her husbands

downfall, also in her getting in with Steves

old pals when fleeing from the police.

Lois Moran is excellent in the drab and

pathetic role of Mary, and Jack Mulhall

capably handles the rather thankless role of

Steve, while Lva De Putti manages to bring

to the character of Cassie more sympathy

than it really deserves, and her death bed

scene is a marvel of realism without over-

acting.

This picture is by no means a special but

it will probably prove of fair entertainment

value although its rather sordid atmosphere

may detract from its general appeal.

Adolph Zukor and Jesse L. Lasky Present
••God Gave Me Twenty Cents”
A Herbert Brenon production

Featuring Lois Moran, Lya De Putti and
Jack Mulhall

Based on story by Dixie Wilson

CAST:
Mary Lois Moran
Cassie Lya De Putti

Steve Jack Mulhall

Barney William Collier. Jr.

Ma Tapman Adrienne IVAmhricourt
Dufour Leo Feodoroff

Mrs. Dufour Rosa Rosanova
Florist Claude Brooke

Length—6,532 Feet

Steve, sailor on leave, marries Mary, an

orphan. Cassie of the underworld, an old

pal, lures him away through trickery, with

two phoney dimes, which, by chance, also

save Mary from suicide and eventually Steve

and Mary are reconciled. Dramatic and un-

usual story of the waterfront.
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“Pals in Paradise”
George Seitz Makes Picturesque Production
of Kyne’s Story of a Mushroom Mining Town

November 29, 192b

B ASED ON A STORY by the popular

author, Peter B. Kyne, Producers Dis-

tributing Corporation is offering “Pals in

Paradise” with a featured cast headed by
Marguerite De La Motte, John Bowers,
Rudolph Schildkraut and May Robson.
Director Seitz has handled this subject in

a big way using large numbers of players in

his mob scenes and made this a picturesque

production of the conditions in a boom min-
ing town following the discovery of gold.

It gives early promise of becoming an epic

of its kind but in handling the atmospheric

end of the production and building up the

Reviewed by C. S. Sewell

characters, the interest in the story proper
suffers and the result is a picture that de-
spite its big scale is only an average example
of its type from a dramatic standpoint.

The cast is excellent. Marguerite De La
Motte and John Bowers give good perfor-
mances in more or less conventional charac-
ters whose actions are not always convincing.
Rudolph Schildkraut gives an excellent char-
acterization of a Hebrew storekeeper who
holds all the town offices, introducing effec-

tice comedy and May Robson as his domin-
eering wife lends him able assistance.

There is a melodramatic climax with a
fight in a blazing store building, in which
a false friend is exposed as a double-crossing
crook, and all ends happily.

John C. Flinn Presents
“Pals In Paradise*’

Based on story by Peter B. Kyne
Directed by George B. Seitz
A Metropolitan Production

Distributed by Producers Distributing Corp.
CAST:

Geraldine Howard . . Marguerite De La Motte
Bill Harvey Jolrn Bowers
Abe bevin.skj Rudolph Schildkraut
Esther Levinslcy May Robson
Kenton Alan Brooks
Butterfly Kid Ernie Adams

Length—6,696 Feet
Learning that gold has been discovered on

her father’s claim, Geraldine goes West and
finds that Harvey, a prospector, has title,
and decides to fight him. She decides to
marry Kenton, a friend, but Abe, the sheriff,
discovers he is a crook, so she finally mar-
ries Harvey. Interesting! actionful story of
pioneering mining camp.

“The Flaming Forest”
Curwood Story of Northwest and Formation of
Mounted Force Offers Excellent Entertainment

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Presents
“The Plaining Forest”

.With Antonio Moreno and Renee Adoree
Based on story by James Oliver Curwood

A Cosmopolitan production
Directed by Reginald Barker

Antonio Moreno
. . Renee Adoree
.Gardner James

. William Austin

....Tom O’Brien
Lagarre Oscar Ileregi

Length—6,567 Feet
Lagarre, half-breed Indian, attempts to es-

tablish republic in Northwest Canada. The
Government retaliates by forming the
Mounted Police. Sgt. Carrington wins a na-
tive girl and loses her when he arrests her
brother, but regains her love by his heroism.
Stirring action melodrama.

Characteristic of the policy of

Cosmopolitan Productions, the James
Oliver Curwood story “The Flaming Forest”
has been filmed on a lavish scale, even to

the use of Technicolor in some of the big
scenes, and is interpreted by an excellent

cast.

In the main, this story is of the familiar

Curwood type, a story of “The Mounted”
laid in the Canadian Northwest but it has a

stronger plot than usual and is made doubly
interesting because it deals with the forma-
tion and early adventures of the North-
western Mounted Police. The result is a

production that in our opinion is the very
best of its kind offering excellent entertain-

ment for all classes including those who do
not usually respond to the Curwood appeal.

The spirit of the story is well developed in

the early footage with an intense hatred of

the ruthless and brutal half-breed villain

who terrorizes the vast territory in his at-

tempt to establish a rival government, with
a strong personal element of drama in his

attempts to win the little French heroine,

and the counter move of the Dominion gov-
ernment in the establishment of the Mounted,
who are shown operating like an army, 300

Reviewed by C. S. Sewell

strong, with even justice to all and no undue
stressing of the “Get Your Man” idea of

super-heroic feats. There is a pleasing ro-

mance between a sergeant and the heroine
and a succession of sure-fire melodramatic
situations punctuating almost continual ac-

tion, and exceptionally well done.

Renee -Adoree is splendid as the heroine

and Antonio Moreno as the hero and the

lesser roles are all in good hands. There
is an excellent punch climax with the attack

on the fort, the ride of the hero for rein-

forcement and the return of the troop

through the flaming forest. This is a corking
good picture of its type.

• “What Price Glory”
(Continued from page 300)

play, but what drama, and how much more
thrilling and powerful than any conventional

ending could be.

In its painting of life as it is and war as

it is, this is but one of the many instances

where the conventonal has been trampled

on, in fact it is because of its defiance of

the conventional that makes this story so

big and vital, no super heroes, no villains,

in fact you are even in doubt about the girl,

and the affair in France with Charmaine
which develops into a beautiful romance
starts out just exactly as the ones before

them have. Even the minor characters act

like human beings and not like puppets of

fiction, and they talk like them. As far as

possible, a spade has been called a spade

and at no time is it disguised with a pink

ribbon.

As to the war scenes, they are tremendous

and are not simply spectacular but powerful

as they have been stripped of their glitter

and glamour and you are made to realize

the futility and the tragedy of war.

We don’t know which was intended to be

the “star of the show,” in another picture

it would probably be Quirt for he wins out

CAST:
Sgt. Carrington
Jeanne-Marie
Roger
Wimbledon
Mike

in the romance, but it is Flagg as portrayed
by Victor McLaglen that dominates the pic-

ture. It is one of the most remarkable per-
formances that the stage or screen has ever
seen. He does not portray Flagg, he is

Flagg. Edmund Lowe is remarkably fine

as Quirt, a role entirely different from his

former ones and wins new laurels. Dolores
Del Rio, a newcomer is wonderful as Char-
maine and great things may be expected of

her.

Everyone of the lesser characters is ad-
mirably handled and is deserving of indi-

vidual mention did space permit, and the

same is true of situation after situation that

for its thrills, drama or comedy or all three

we would like to point out, but must refrain

from doing so.

Great credit goes to Raoul Walsh for his

direction which places him right up in the

front line. Certain changes in the play have

been made for the screen, we understand,

but the spirit of the story has been caught

and filmed, and it is a production of which
the William Fox organization and everyone

connected with the picture may well feel

proud.

Every foot of “What Price Glory” is ab-

sorbing entertainment. What more could

one ask of a picture?

As Laurence Stallings is the author both

of “What Price Glory and “The Big Parade”

and both deal with the World War it is

inevitable that they will be compared. Each

is a masterpiece along different lines. They

have in common the fact that both strip

war of its glamour and tinsel and stress its

underlying tragedy and futility. In “The

Big Parade” the war itself is the keynote

told through the medium of the characters,

while it is the characters that dominate

“What Price Glory” against a background

of war.
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“Money to Burn”
Dorothy Devore and Malcolm McGregor Please in

a Romantic Action Melodrama of South America

Sam Sax Presents

“Money to Burn”
Based on novel by Reginald Wright

Kaufman
Directed by Walter Lang

Distributed by Lumas Film Corp.

CAST:
Dan Stone Malcolm McGregor
Dolores Valdez Dorothy Devore
Don Diego _ Eric Mayne
Maria Aina Romano
Ortego George Chesbro
Negro Jules Cowles

Length—5,900 Feet

Returning to her South American home,
Dolores falls in love with Dan, the ship doc-
tor, who believes he has accidentally killed
a man. Dan discovers that his rival is en-
gaged in counterfeiting and with the aid of
marines saves Dolores. Fast-moving melo-
dramatic romance.

Reviewed by C. S. Sewell

T)ASED ON A NOVEL by Reginald Wright
Kaufman, the Gotham Production

“Money to Burn,” featuring Dorothy Devore
and Malcolm McGregor, is a romantic melo-
drama centering in a counterfeiting plot

on a South American island.

The earlier part is bright and interesting

romance aboard a ship and introduces con-
siderable comedy. With the shift of the ac-

tion to the island there is a mystery as to

what is going on in a deserted chapel and
the melodrama develops with the plot to

marry the girl to one of the conspirators,

the discovery that the gang are counterfeit-

ing money and the action climax culminates
with the escape of the hero, who stops the

wedding just in time, while the U. S. ma-
rines, summoned by a jealous woman, in-

vade the wedding, and after considerable

hand-to-hand stuff and a snappy fight be-
tween hero and villain all, of course, ends-

satisfactorily.

Dorothy Devore is excellent as the girl in

the case and Malcolm McGregor makes a

good hero, with George Chesbro well cast as

the villain. Jules Cowles appears in his fa-

miliar role of a negro and contributes com-
edy relief.

There is plenty of action, and while there

is nothing distinctive about the storj-, it has

been capably directed and well mounted and
is a colorful production that should please

the average audience as a program attrac-

tion.

“Ladies at PlayV

Lloyd Hughes, Doris Kenyon, Louise Fazenda
Featured in Amusing Version of Stage Farce
Reviewed by C. S. Sewell

First National presents
“Ladies at Play,”

W ITH DORIS KENYON, Lloyd Hughes
and Louise Fazenda in featured roles,

First National is offering “Ladies at Play,”

an amusing farce adapted from the stage

play “The Desperate Woman,” and directed

by Alfred E. Green.

The familiar idea of the necessity for a

marriage in a short time to inherit a fortune

furnishes the basis of the action, but it has

been given a new twist as the heroine seeks

to comply with the provisions, first by caus-

ing the prospective but unwilling groom to

compromise her and this failing, by hiring

two cake-eaters to compromise her spinster

aunts, whose consent is necessary. This time

the plot works.

CAST:
Fred Blake Fred Thomson
Olive Monroe OUve Hasbrouck
Scar Stevens Harry Moods
Steve Baxter T. Roy Barnes

Mrs. Blake Mary Carr

Luxe Baxter .."William Courtrig li

t

Length—5,564 Feet

A stranger murders Fred’s mother. Later,

Fred believing he has killed him, determines

to get revenge by posing in his place as a

long lost son, but Is dissuaded by the kind-

ness shown him by his adopted family and

marries his supposed sister. Entertaining

drama with fine Boy Scout angle.

The plot interest is slight, for practically

the whole story depends on these efforts to

compromise somebody. While treading peril-

ously close to rather risque ground and fall-

ing in the bedroom farce class the situations

have all been handled from a comedy angle

and are well punctuated with laughs. The
first effort flivs because two “co-respon-

dents” appear, Hughes minus his trousers

and Hal Cooley in a bathrobe. Most of the

footage is used in the efforts to compromise
the two maiden aunts and several of these

situations, due principally to the fine work
of Louise Fazenda are genuinely funny and
will keep an audience in smiles. Ethel Wales
does well as the other aunt.

The average audience will find “Ladies at

Play” quite amusing.

Reviewed by C. S. Sewell

'VjOMINALLY A WESTERN, as the ac-

1^ tion takes place in that section of the

country, the plot of “A Regular Scout,” Fred
Thomson’s newest starring vehicle for F. B.

O. gets away from the familiar formulas of

this type and concerns a plot for vengeance

on the part of the hero, that was nipped be-

cause of the love and kindness shown him
by the family he set out to wreck.

Thomson’s fans will find that there is plen-

ty of action in this picture and in the latter

reels he performs some thrilling stunts in

saving a lad who has fallen down a mountain

side. The tone of the picture is excellent

and it will prove especially popular with, the

children. In fact, the boys especially should

go wild over it for much of the footage con-

With Doris Kenyon and Lloyd Hughes.
Based on Samuel Janney’s play, “The Des-

perate Woman.”
Directed by Alfred E. Green.

CAST:
Ann Doris Kenyon
Barry Lloyd Hughes-
Aunt Catherine Louise Fazenda
Aunt Sarah Ethel Wales
Betty Virginia Lee Corhin
C'oakley Philip McCullough
Terry Hallam Cooley
Andy John Patrick

Length—6.119 Feet
Faced by provision of a will that she must

marry within three days, Ann, failing to
land the hotel clerk, arranges to have two
ctakeaters compromise her spinster aunts
and embroil the young chap. The scheme
works O. K. Amusing farce-comedy.

cerns Boy Scouts and their work. When
the kiddies see the way the Scouts, dozens

of them, pounce on and capture the villain

they will howl with glee.

Fred Thomson has a thoroughly congenial

role and, of course, his wonderful horse

Silver King has quite a lot of to do. although

not figuring quite as prominently as in seme
of the previous pictures. Margaret Seddon
is excellent as the mother and Olive Has-

brouck is pleasing as the girl. T. Roy Baines

seems miscast as a villain.

“A Regular Scout” offers fine opportuni-

ties to tie-up with the Boy Scout movement
and should please the average patron.

“A Regular Scout
Bov Scouts Share Honors with Fred Thomson in

Film That Will Especially Please the Kiddies

Joseph P. Kennedy Presents

Fred Thomson in

“A Regular Scout”

Directed by David Kirkland
An F. B. O. Picture



Associated Exhibitors

CARNIVAL GIRL. Fair drama. Failed to

draw business. Tone fair, appeal TO per

cent. Draw general class, city 23,000. Ad-

mission 10-25. Ed C. Curdts. Bijou Theatre

(300 seats), Greenville. South Carolina.

F. B. O.

ALL AROUND FRYING PAN. 05,329 feet).

Star, Fred Thomson. Fine work, Fred. Keep
it up. For western pictures we hand it to

Fred Thomson, we can cash in on his pic-

tures as easy as any type we know of. E.

C. Silverthorn, Liberty Theatre (225 seats),

Harrisville, Michigan.

BETTER MAN. (5 reels). Star, Richard
Talmadge. An unusual type story for Tal-

madge and is very good, in fact it is the

best he has done so far. Print good. Tone
good, appeal very good. Stephen G. Bren-
ner, Eagle Theatre, Baltimore, Maryland.

COWBOY COP. (3 reels). Star, Tom Ty-
ler. Tyler, without a doubt, is one of the

best western stars in the market and this

picture (if you have not already played it)

will prove it. Print good. Tone good, ap-

peal great. Sunday yes, special no. Stephen

G. Brenner, Eagle Theatre, Baltimore, Mary-
land.

FLASHING FANGS. (5 reels). Star,

Ranger (dog). My first one of Ranger and
it drew good. No big story but it was en-

tertaining to those that like dog pictures.

Good paper and cuts. Tone and appeal good.

No as special. R. A. Preuss, Arvada The-
atre, Arvada, Colorado.

ISLE OF RETRIBUTION. Star, Victor Mc-
Laglen. Cannot understand why some ex-

hibitors panned this number as the picture

is exceptionally interesting and many nice

comments were heard. Of course it’s rough,

but it is a 'he-man’s story that pleased the

ladies as well as the gentlemen. Paper is

good and the trailer is fine. We are hoping
that F. B. O. will not follow First National’s

lead in discontinuing gratis trailers. Tone,

O. K. here. Appeal 100 per cent. Sunday
yes, here. Special yes. Draw all sorts, town
about 1,000. Admission 10-25 to 15-35 on
specials. H. H. Hedberg, Amuse-U Theatre,

Melville,. Louisiana.

JADE CUP. (5 reels). Star, Evelyn Brent.

This is a very nice little program picture

and went over good with the few who saw
it. Usually have a good crowd to see her
pictures but for some reason didn’t get many
out to see this one. Didn’t near make ex-
penses. Tone good, appeal 90 per cent. Sun-

SUPER COMEDY
NERVOUS
WRECK

Boys, we volunteer these re-

ports as unbiased tips on pictures

we have played. You can de-

pend on us, as brother exhibitors,

to play fair; these tips are not

paid for—they are given to you

for better booking your shows.

Because we set the example by

sending tips we have the right to

urge you to do likewise. If we
are helping you, as we try to do,

turn in and help us by sending

your picture tips.

OUR GANG.

day yes, special no. Draw general class,

town 600. Admission 10-25, 15-35. W. C.

Snyder, Cozy Theatre (265 seats), Lamont,
Oklahoma.

KOSHER KITTY KELLY. (6,105 feet).

Having seen the play I was much disap-

pointed in the make up of the film. Looks
like they could have done much better.

Viola Dana especially fell down in my esti-

mation; seemed pepless. Drew very well

—

and pleased the customers, so what more do

we want? Joe Hewitt, Strand Theatre, Rob-
inson, Illinois.

First National

ABRAHAM LINCOLN. (8,759 feet). Star

cast. Good picture. Tone O. K. Special yes.

Print good. Draw town and rural class, ad-

mission 15-35. Floyd G. Ward, Wards
Theatre, Stark, Kaiisas.

BLUEBEARD'S SEVEN WIVES. Stars,

Ben Lyon, Blanche Sweet. A pleasing show;
will please most of your audience if not too

skeptical. We played it Sunday and Mon-
day. Tone O. K. Fair appeal. Sunday yes,

special no. Draw town and country class,

town 896. Admission 10-25. Mrs. S. J.

Brown & Son, Phoenix Theatre (200 seats),

Neola, Iowa.

DESERT FLOWER. (6,S37 feet). Star,

Colleen Moore. Another good picture help-

ing to endear Colleen to the hearts of the

picture going public. Lloyd Hughes is popu-

lar and always good. Guy C. Sawyer, Town
Hall, Chester, Vermont.

GIRL FROM MONTMARTRE. (6,300 feet).

Stars, Lewis Stone, Barbara LaMarr. A good

picture that was fairly well received by the

few who came out to see it. I think that

“Montmartre” chased a bunch, away, for my
bunch positively refuses to have anything

at all to do with a picture that looks the

least bit foreign. Tone, Sunday O. K. Fair

appeal. Special no. Draw all classes, town

3,000.

Admission 10-30. M. W. Larmour,

National Theatre (430 seats), Graham, Texas.

HER NIGHT OF ROMANCE. (7.211 feet).

Star, Constance Talmadge. A fair comedy
drama with less laughs than was expected.

Not as good as Her Sister From Paris. Ron-

ald Colman is good. Guy C. Sawyer, Town
Hall, Chester, Vermont.

HER SECOND CHANCE. Star, Anna Q.

Nilsson. Only a mediocre program attrac-

tion which winds up with another horse

race. (Here’s hoping that producers will not

make any more horse racing pictures for a

dozen years or more!). Charlie Murray
.

as

the detective was good and Anna’s acting

was fair. We want to see her in some more
as good as Miss Nobody. Tone O. K. Ap-
peal weak. Sunday yes, special no. Draw-

all sorts, Amuse-U Theatre, Melville, Louisi-

ana.

INTO HER KINGDOM (KINGDOM OF
LOVE). Star, Corinne Griffith. Fine pic-

ture of the Russian Bolshevik uprising.

Corinne stars all the way and the story is

interesting in spite of the plot being laid

in a foreign country. A surprise ending
sends ’em out feeling O. K. Tone O. K. Ap-
peal good. Sunday, yes, here, almost special.

Draw all sorts, town about 1,000. Admis-
sion 10-25 to 15-35 specials. H. H. Hedberg,
Amuse-U Theatre, Melville, Louisiana.

IT MUST BE LOVE. (5,577 feet). Star,

Colleen Moore. It has our Colleen, so it just

had to be a good picture. The story is good
and Colleen always works hard to put her
pictures over. "While it is far^-above the

ordinary picture it falls short of being an-

other Sally or Irene. Looks like First Na-
tional did not spend quite enough money
on it. And the six sheet on this picture

is for the showman a joke. So many credit

lines that they hardly had room for an il-

lustration. Also, the paper on it is not pretty

and I do like pretty paper. Tone, Sunday
and special O. K. Appeal good. Draw all

classes, town 3,000. Admission 10-30. M.

W. Larmour, National Theatre (430 seats),

Graham. Texas.

Fox

BLACK PARADISE. Star, Madge Bellamy.
This is a fair picture and better than most
of the South Sea Island stuff. Tone O. K.
Sunday or special no. Draw from town 3,-

200. Admission 10-30. Chas. Lee Hyde,
Grand Theatre, Pierre, So. Dakota.

COWBOY AND THE COUNTESS. (5,345

feet). Star, Buck Jones. (Of course! None
other). And he sure does his stuff. Good
all the way through. Good comments. Tone
good, appeal 80 per cent. Sunday, special,

no. Draw general class, town 2,200. Ad-
mission 10-25. A. F. Jenkins, Community
Theatre, David City, Nebraska.

EVERLASTING WHISPER. (5,611 feet).

Star, Tom Mix. This is one of his better

pictures; a little more logical story than; he

usually has and the crowd liked it a lot.

iChas. Lee Hyde, Grand Theatre, Pierre,' SO.

Dakota.

FIG LEAVES. Star cast. A fair picture.

Fair business for three days. Woncjerful

fashion show done in colors. Draw general
class, city 35,000. Admission 25-35. C. D.

Buss, Strand Theatre (700 seats), Easton,

Pennsylvania.

JOHNSTOWN FLOOD. (6,295 feet). Star

cast. Very good picture with a wonderful
flood scene at the end. This picture can

play in any house. Giles Master, Strand

Theatre, admission 10-35, Gallup, population

3,000,

New Mexico.

Metro*Qold<wyn

BATTLING BUTLER. (6,970 feet). Star,

Buster Keaton. My first M. G. M. in a coon’s

age and it went over nicely for having a

couple of buckings in the town. The ma-
jority got quite a kick out of this. Appeal
good. Sunday yes, special no. R. A. Preuss,

Arvada Theatre, Arvada, Colorado.

BLARNEY. Star, Ralph Graves. Very
poor (no business). Draw general class, city

300.000.

Admission 20-25-40. James D. Ken-
nedy, Apollo Theatre (1,200 seats), Indian-

apolis, Indiana.

BROWN OF HARVARD. (7,941 feet). An
especially good cast, headed by William
Haines, Jack Pickford, Francis Bushman,
Jr., and Mary Brian. A great college story

well done. Good paper helped at the box
office. (Right in the midst of fair season,

too!). Guy C. Sawyer, Town Hall, Chester,

Vermont.
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Paramount

CAMPUS FLIRT. Star, Bebe Daniels. This
is one of the best comedies of the season.
Compares most favorably with Mickey in
its universal appeal. Charley Paddock is

good and Bebe is exceptionally pleasing.
The crowd came out for the second night
and that is the real test for a picture. Tone
O. K. Sunday yes, special yes—not big but
they like it. Draw from town 3,200. Ad-
mission 10-30. Chas. Lee Hyde, Grand Thea-
tre, Pierre, South Dakota.
CAT’S PAJAMAS. (6 reels). Stars, Betty

Bronson, Ricardo Cortez. This is a nice little

modern Peter Pan or Cinderella story. The
cast is fine, with Theodore Roberts back in
harness «.nd Betty Bronson doing some nice
work. My crowd liked it and so did I. Not
a big spectacle but about twice as good as
a Kiss for Cinderella. Chas. Lee Hyde,
Grand Theatre, Pierre, South Dakota.

DANCING MOTHERS. (7,162 feet). Star
cast. Good picture. Clara Bow is sure some
flapper. As a rule my folks don’t like the
night life pictures but this one went over
fine. Tone fair, appeal 75 per cent. Sunday,
special no. Draw town, farm class, town
600. Admission 10-30, 15-35. H. W. Batch-
elder, Galt Theatre (175 seats), Galt, Cali-
fornia.

DIPLOMACY. (6,950 feet). Star, Blanche
Sweet. One of the weaker pictures with
very little appeal. The picture in itself has
some splendid acting, beautiful settings and
exquisite gowns; yet it is long drawn and
tiresome. From a standpoint of business at
the box office it was a decided flop. The ad-
vertising accessories do not attract atten-
tion. Very poorly designed. L. V. Hepinger,
Orpheum Theatre, Clarion, Pennsylvania.

FASCINATING YOUTH. Junior stars. A
very good comedy knockout picture. Pleased
a hundred per cent. Tone good, Sunday yes,
special no. Johnny Jones, Orpheum Theatre,
Quincy, Illinois.

FINE MANNERS. (7 reels). Star, Gloria
Swanson. Swanson flopping- here. Unless
she is put in something wonderful she is,

for the public, likely to be a lemon. This
picture bad as last two. Tone, appeal fair.

Sunday, special no. Johnny Jones, Orpheum
Theatre, Quincy, Illinois.

FINE MANNERS. (7 reels). Star, Gloria
Swanson. If they had given Gloria a few
more pictures like this she would still be
a top liner among the moving picture draw-
ing cards, instead of heading toward the
graveyard for the has-beens, in this theatre.
It holds the interest and sympathy from
start to finish. Has lots of comedy and
Gloria strutting her stuff. Eugene O’Brien
extra good in this. Draw general class, city
15,000. Admission 40-50. Ben L. Morris,
Temple Theatre, Bellaire, Ohio.

FOR HEAVEN’S SAKE. (5,356 feet). Star,
Harold Lloyd. Harold, you slipped terribly
on this one, here. Better watch your step
on the next one or it will be, here, all over
for you. Very poor attendance at, for us.
high admission. Tone good, appeal just fair.

Special yes, with regard to above. Draw
better class, town 4,500. Admission raised
from usual 10-20. C. A. Anglemire, “Y” The-
atre (400 seats), Nazareth, Penn.

FORLORN RIVER. Star, Jack Holt. A
very good western. Pleased everybody. Lots
of good punches in this picture. Well di-
rected. Tone O. K. Appeal very good. Sun-
day, special yes. Johnny Jones, Orpheum
Theatre, Quincy, Illinois.

FORLORN RIVER. Star, Jack Holt. This
is another one of the fine Zane Grey Para-
mount pictures. There is a sameness in
them, but it is the kind of sameness that
people like and they come out to see them
every time. This does not follow the story
as well as some of them, but perhaps is a
better picture for that reason. Tone O. K.
Sunday and special yes. Draw from town
3,200. Admission 10-30. Chas. Lee Hyde,
Grand Theatre, Pierre, So. Dakota.

GOOSE HANGS HIGH. (6.198 feet). Star.
Constance Bennett. Good if we could get
them to stay—but when they sit in the dark
more than half the time, they walk out.
fSure makes your business GOOD to get
prints like this!) Tone good, appeal 50 per

MOVING PICTURE WORLD

Our motto—“It is my utmost
desire to be of use to my fellow
man.”
Our method—We send these

tips on pictures we have played,
as exhibitors, reporting pictures,

performance and audience re-

action without bias toward any
producer.
Book by these tips and help

in your turn by sending reports.

cent. Sunday yes, special no. Draw general
class, town 2,200. Admission 10-25. A. F.
Jenkins, Community Theatre, David City,
Nebraska.
KID BOOTS. (5,650 feet). Star, Eddie

Cantor. Here is a real hit. One of the best
Paramount has given us for some time.
Our patrons enjoyed it immensely. In trans-
ferring stage plays to the screen we have
learned not to expect, too much—one great
exception here. This Cantor is some laugh
getter. So much like Keaton and yet, in
the way he builds up and clinches his high
spots, so much like Lloyd. Congratulations
*o all concerned. Should appeal to all clas-
ses. L. V. Hepinger, Orpheum Theatre, Clar-
ion, Pennsylvania.

SAY IT AGAIN. (5,577 feet). Star, Rich-
ard Dix. This is a hard picture to report
on. Chester Conklin puts over some good
comedy, Dix is good. Gunboat Smith does
a lot of good fighting, and the story got a
lot of laughs. But it is one of those cos-
tume, mythical kingdom things that my
bunch hate so heartily. And the darn pro-
ducer or cameraman or someone tried to get
artistic, or might have been plain incom-
petent or something, for almost everything
but the titles and a few scenes had that
fuzzy, out-of-focus look that is so 'hard on
the showman who has to try to explain
to the crowd that his lenses are not dirty
or out of focus. It is not up to the Dix
standard. However, a few people told me
they liked it immensely. Tone O. K. Fair
appeal. Sunday O. K., no as special. Draw
all classes, town 3,000 Admission 10-30. M.
W. Larmour, National Theatre (430 seats),
Graham, Texas.

SEA HORSES. (6,565 feet). Star, Jack
Holt. An interesting show which was well
cast and acted. Up to the usual Paramount
class. We did not have a good crowd. Not
a special. Tone and appeal good. Draw bet-
ter class, town 4,500. Admission 10-20. C.
A. Anglemire, “Y” Theatre (400 seats), Naza-
reth, Pennsylvania.

SEA HORSES. (6,565 feet). The title is

poor—at least, I found it so, but the picture
is good. The typhoon scenes are great. The
typhoon scenes in Tramp, Tramp, Tramp
seem like a joke after seeing the ones in
Sea Horses. Cast headed by Florence Vidor
and Jack Holt is good. George Bancroft’s
is the outstanding characterization. Guy C.
Sawyer, Town Hall, Chester, Vermont.

SEA HORSES. (6,565 feet). Star, Jack
Holt. Good storey, well put together, and
will please anywhere. Tone and appeal,
good. Sunday or special, no. Draw mixed
class, town 1,800. Admission 25. Fred S.

Widenor, Opera House (492 seats), Belvidere,
New Jersey.

TIN GODS. (8,568 feet). Star, Thomas
Meighan. Best picture Meighan has been
seen in for many moons. Boost it; it will
make good. Tone good, appeal great. Sun-
day and special, yes. Draw from masses,
city 40,000. Admission 10 to 50. Johnny
Jones, Orpheum and Washington Theatres,
Quincy, Illinois.

TIN GODS. (8,568 feet). Star, Thomas
Meighan. While we thought this a won-
derful picture all exhibitors might not
agree, on account of bad ending. Renee
Adoree—great! Very good work on part of
Meighan. R. A. Preuss, Arvada Theatre, Ar-
vada, Colorado.

VARIETY. (6 reels). Star, Emil Jan-
nings. We advertised this picture as “dif-
ferent” because we knew that the title
would not pull them in. Played it one day
to a good house and the people said it cer-
tainly was different ; they had never seen a
movie like it before. Good print. Paper
and cuts not so good. R. A. Preuss, Arvada
Theatre, Arvada, Colorado.

WANDERER, Star cast includes Greta
Nissen. Extra good. It drew well and
pleased. Advertise it big and it will get the
money. Draw town and rural class, town
2,500. Admission 10-25. S. H. Rich, Rich
Theatre (450 seats), Montpelier, Idaho.
WET PAINT. (5,109 feet). Star, Raymond

Griffith. Griffith kept audience fairly
amused, although it is by no means as good
a picture as some of his previous ones. If
you buy it right it will get you through. E.
C. Silverthorn, Liberty Theatre (225 seats),
Harrisville, Michigan.
YOU’D BE SURPRISED. (5,904 feet).

Star, Raymond Griffith. Here is a mystery
comedy which is different from the regula-
tion brand. I think that Griffith accom-
plishes his purpose to amuse and mystify.
Griffith and his high hat are both becoming
fixtures on the screen. Draw general class,
city 300,000. Admission 20-25-40. James D.
Kennedy Apollo Theatre (1,200 seats), In-
dianapolis, Indiana.

YOU’D BE SURPRISED. (5,994 feet). Star.
Raymond Griffith. Two-day run; no good
in this small town. Same thing; small house
first night, second night still smaller. At
one-day run could have realized a little

profit. This is a one-cay picture for small
town. Mrs. J. B. Travelle, Elite Theatre,
Placerville, California.

Pathe

SEVENTH BANDIT. (5,353 feet). Star.
Harry Carey. Not what he used to be—too
much “put on.” His acting in this picture
was disgusting—but he brought in the
money. Print good. Tone O. K. Fair ap-
peal. Sunday, special no. Draw all types,
big city. Stephen G. Brenner, Eagle Theatre,
Baltimore, Maryland.

Producers Dist Corp.

flame OF THE YUKON. A shame to call
this a reproduction of Tom Ince’s old hit of
the same name. There’s no comparison
whatsoever to the old Flame—and not even
up to average program quality. Joe Hewitt.
Strand Theatre, Robinson, Illinois.

forbidden WATERS. Star, Priscilla
Dean. An ordinary program picture. Very
deep plot and is over a lot of people’s heads:
they don’t know what it is all about. Print
good. Tone good, appeal fair. Sunday yes.
special no. Stephen G. Brenner, Eagle Thea-
tre, Baltimore, Maryland.
GIGOLO. (7,295 feet). Star, Rod La-

Rocque. This starts out like a whirlwind
and sags badly in the middle and ends very
much a la Dempsey. Looks like some one
muffed an opportunity of making a real at-
traction by just a little bit. Drew very well
and satisfied in general. Joe Hewitt, Strand
Theatre, Robinson, Illinois.

NOT ONE TO SPARE. Not much action,
but the acting of the children in the pic-

ture was extremely good. Good moral tone
and well liked by our audience. Sunday yes.

special no. Appeal 75 per cent. George
Lodge, Green Lantern Theatre, Clavmont.
Delaware.
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RECKLESS ROMANCE. Star cast. A rol-

licking1 Christie picture that kept my peo-
ple in an uproar. Plenty of lively action and
comedy. Suitable for small town and mixed
audience. Sunday, special no. Appeal 90
per cent. George Lodge, Green Lantern
Theatre, Claymont, Delaware.

WHISPERING SMITH. (6,125 feet). Star,

H. B. Warner. A western railroad story
that starts off with a bang and gives prom-
ise of turning out as good entertainment;
but just gradually peters out to a finish. I

didn’t notice any wild enthusiasm over it

here. Tone, Sunday O. K. Appeal fair. Spe-
cial no. Draw all classes, town 3,000. Ad-
mission 10-30. M. W. Larmour, National
Theatre (430 seats), Graham, Texas.

United Artists

BLACK PIRATE. Star, Douglas Fair-
banks. Years ago, when Doug made popu-
lar pictures, X made money on his stuff. But
this artistic junk he puts out now only
serves to drive my regulars away. I paid
about twice what the picture was worth to

me, put an expensive advertising campaign
behind it and almost made expenses the first

day. But the second day dropped off sixty
per cent, and that finished the run. The
color photography is pretty, but the novelty
seems to be wearing off. Color photography
is fine in its place, but a little more clear-
ness, a little less color and a fairer rental
would have helped this picture here won-
derfully. Tone, Sunday, special O. K. Fair
appeal. Draw all classes, town 3,000. M.
W. Larmour, National Theatre (430 seats),
Graham, Texas.

SON OF THE SHEIK. (6,926 feet). Star,

Rudolph Valentino. A Harold Bell Wright
story that is very good. Drew some extra
business and pleased everyone. Tone good,
appeal 100 per cent. Sunday or special no.
Draw town and country class, town 420. Ad-
mission 10-25-35. H. V. Ritter, McDonald
Theatre, McDonald, Kansas.

Universal

SIEGE. Star, Virginia Valli. A fair melo-
drama. Good enough for any people. Tone
and appeal good. Sunday yes, special no.
Draw oil field class, town 300. Admission 10-
25. W. H. Glower, Liberty Theatre (450
seats), Wirt, Oklahoma.

SIEGE. Stars, Virginia Valli, Mary Alden.
Virginia Valli is usually called the star in
this picture, but Mary Alden is really the
star. A very interesting picture with good
acting. Sunday yes, special no. Appeal 80
per cent. George Lodge, Green Lantern
Theatre, Claymont, Delaware.
SPORTING LIFE. Another good picture

from Universal; have not had a poor one from
them this season and am sure going to play
more of their’s next year. E. C. Silverthorn,
Liberty Theatre (225 seats), Harrisville,
Michigan.

TAKE IT FROM ME. (6,648 feet). Star,
Reginald Denny. My third Denny, and this
one took in less than any. Not the picture's
fault, as all who saw it said it was great.
But this big boy don’t go over in my town.
Sorry, because I like him. Tone good, not
much appeal. Yes for Sunday. R. A. Preuss,
Arvada Theatre, Arvada, Colorado.

TEASER. (6,300 feet). Star, Laura La-
Plante. Quite an interesting picture, with
some comedy. In order to get all the points
you have to follow the picture very closely.
Acting good—and there is more acting than
action. Suitable for Sunday not a special.
Appeal 75 per cent. George Lodge, Green
Lantern Theatre, Clayton, Delaware.

WHERE WAS I?. (6,650 feet). Star,

Reginald Denny. This was the best liked of
the Denny pictures to date. It is a highly
amusing business-love comedy-drama. The
advertising accessories were not quite as
good as they should have been, but in spite
of this one drawback the picture went over
nicely, as the people who saw the first show-
ing went out and boosted it to their friends.
Tone, Sunday and special O. K. Good ap-
peal. Draw all classes, town 3,000. Admis-
sion 10-30. M. W. Larmour, National Thea-
tre (430 seats), Graham, Texas.

MOVING PICTURE WORLD

A tip in the mail is worth two in

the drawer. Send in your blanks every

week, whether you report one picture

or six. There are exhibitors who find

your reports in agreement with their

experience in pictures you’ve both

played. They are following you. Keep

the tips coming!

WHITE OUTLAW. Star, Jack Hoxie. I

played this with ‘‘The James Boys”—it got
all the praise, not James Boys. Glad I

played Jack with it, otherwise I wouldn’t
have had anything to show the folks. (Re-
port on James Boys indicates print worn
out, Ed.) W. H. Clower, Liberty Theatre,
Wirt, Oklahoma.

WOMAN’S FAITH. Star cast. There don’t

seem to be any of these kind of pictures go
for me: they are all going to have some fun
selling me pictures from now on that
haven’t got action. The soft stuff don’t go
for me. Tone good, appeal fair. Sunday yes,

special no. Draw town and rural class, city

14,000. Admission 20. G. M. Bertling, Fa-
vorite Theatre (168 seats), Piqua, Ohio.

Tiffany

LOST AT SEA. Straight, gripping drama.
Jane Novak and Huntly Gordon fine in por-
trayal of a great love that endured. Lowell
Sherman lived the heartless, domineering
husband who at home cowed his wife and
child with a look, but outside was a gay
philanderer. Story good with suspense well
sustained. Dave Adams, Auditorium Thea-
tre, Concord, New Hampshire.

Warner Bros .

BRIDGE OF SIGHS. Stars, Dorothy Mac-
kail and Creighton Hale. A picture that
held the close attention of our people. There
is comedy and all-round good acting. Should
appeal to any audience. Sunday yes, special

no. Appeal 90 per cent. George Lodge,
Green Lantern Theatre, Claymont, Delaware.

BROADWAY AFTER DARK. Star cast.

This is a beautiful picture, well staged, fine-

ly acted and one of the best shows we have
run for some time. I consider it almost a
special. No for Sunday. Appeal 95 per cent.

Draw from scattering suburban population,

all classes. Admission 10-20. George
Lodge, Green Lantern Theatre, Claymont,
Delaware.

RED HOT TIRES. (5,452 feet). Stars,

Patsy Ruth Miller, Monte Blue. An excel-

lent picture; lots of action and comedy. One
of the best Monte Blue pictures we have yet

had. Should appeal to any audience. Sun-
day yes, special no. Great audience appeal,

I would say 100 per cent. George Lodge,
Green Lantern Theatre, Claymont, Delaware.

305

Miscellaneous

RACE WILD. Star, Eileen Percy. A
dandy racing melodrama with plenty of ac-
tion in it for a Saturday. Drew fairly well
at the box office. A fair cast in this one.
Tone and appeal good. Not a special. Draw
better class, town 4,500. Admission 10-20.

C. A. Anglemire, “Y” Theatre (400 seats),
Nazareth, Pennsylvania.

Short Subjects

FELIX, EATS ARE WEST. (Educational-
cartoon). Always good for a regular quota
of laughs. His antics are enjoyed all the
wiay through by the youngsters. Tone and
appeal, good. iC. A. Anglemire, “Y” Theatre,
Nazareth, Pennsylvania.

GOING CRAZY. (Educational-Lige Con-
ley). Some funny gags in this that brought
quite a few laughs from our audiences. Tone
and appeal, good. C. A. Anglemire, “Y”
Theatre, Nazareth, Pennsylvania.

HERE COMES CHARLEY. (Edueatlonal-
Hamilton). Only a fair comedy from Educa-
tional. Lloyd didn’t bring many laughs in

this number. Tone, O. K. Appeal, weak. H.
II. Hedberg, Amuse-U Theatre, Melville,
Louisiana.

HIS WOODEN WEDDING. (Pathe-Charles
Chase). A good many laughs in this com-
edy, as there was action in it. In spite of
what the big comedy producers may say, a
comedy’s main point is action, and not just
acting and “situations.” Tone, appeal and
for Sunday, O. K. H. H. Hedberg, Amuse-U
Theatre, Melville, Louisana.

IN THE AIR. . (F. B. O.-Standard Comedy).
This is a real good comedy. Have found
most of these comedies very good. Don’t
believe any exhibitor would go wrong to

book these. W. C. Snyder, Cozy Theatre
(265 seats), Lamont, Oklahoma.
KINOGRAMS. (Educational - Newsreel).

Always interesting to everybody in our au-
dience. They know how to make an inter-
esting news reel. C. A. Anglemire, “Y”
Theatre, Nazareth, Pennsylvania.

ONE WILD RIDE. (Pathe-Our Gang).
One of the best Gang comedies we have
played. Truly the little darky takes a wild
ride in a runaway flivver that makes the
audience cling to their seats. Tone, O. K.
Fine appeal. H. H. Hedberg, Amuse-U Thea-
tre, Melville, Louisiana.

ON THE JUMP. It was slow. W. H.
Clower, Liberty Theatre, Wirt, Oklahoma.
SILENT FLYER. (Universal - serial).

Starring Silver Streak (dog). Here’s a se-

rial I was sorry to see end. It certainl’y

brought back people who never gave a whoop
for a chapter play. Hope the dog, Mac-
Gregor and Mack are seen together in an-
other serial shortly. R. A. Preuss, Arvada
Theatre, Arvada, Colorado.

SPOOKY SPOOKS. A dandy comedy. W. 1

H. Clower, Liberty Theatre (500 seats), Wirt,
Oklahoma.
UNIVERSAL COMEDIES. Buster Brown

and The Newlyweds and Their Baby. If some
other exchanges had these two reelers they
would make features of them. The best
two-reel features on the market, released by
Universal. R. A. Preuss, Arvada Theatre,
Arvada, Colorado.

UNIVERSAL COMEDIES. Have used
many of these comedies here and have found
most of them rotten, only a few good ones;
although I bought them all, have quit run-
ning them. Universal will have to come out
of their slump to equal some of the other
brands. No stories and poor audience ap-
peal. PI. V. Ritter, McDonald Theatre, Mc-
Donald, Kansas.

VANISHING ARMENIAN. (F. B. O.-
series). The eighth chapter of Mazie’s Ad-
ventures and a very good one. These series
have all been ver|y good and have pleased
the majority. They take the place of a com-
edy and make a good change of short sub-
jects. Tone good, appeal 90 per cent. W.
C. Snyder, Cozy Theatre (265 seats), Lamont,
Oklahoma.
WORKING FOR THE REST. Pretty good

comedy. W. H. Clower, Liberty Theatre,
Wirt, Oklahoma.
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One of the Departments That Make Moving Picture World the Leader

ARTCLASS PICTURES CORP.
Kind of Picture

Tearin’ Loose (Wally Wales) Stunt western

associated exhibitors

North Star (Strongheart) Dog melodrama
Shadow of the Law (Bow) Crook melo
White Mice (Jacqueline Logan) Romantic melo
Broadway Boob (G. Hunter) Comedy drama
Nut-Cracker (Horton- Busch) Farce Comedy
Two Can Play (Clara Bow) Drama
The Highbinders (W. T. Tilden) Melodrama
The Big Show (Lowell) Circus drama
Galloping Cowboy (B. Cody) Western
Earth Woman (Mary Alden) Drama
Rawhide (Buffalo Bill, Jr.) Mystery-western
Dangerous Dub (Buddy Roosevelt) Western
Twisted Triggers (Wally Wales) Action western
Carnival Girl (Marion Mack) Melodrama
Bonanza Buckaroo (Buffalo Bill, Jr.) Western comedy-melo.
Hidden Way (Mary Carr) Crook melodrama ...

Code of the Northwest (Sandow) Dog-melodrama
Flying Mail (A1 Wilson) Crook melodrama ...

BANNER PRODUCTIONS

Review Feet
1925

Tune 13.. 5.000

1926
.Mar. 6.. 4,715

.Mar. 20.. 4,526

.Mar. 27.. 5,412

.Apr. 3.. 5,683

April 17.. 5,786

.Apr. 24. . 5,465

•May 8.. 5,486
.May 15.. 5,385
.May 22. . 4,639

• May 29.. 5,830

• June 5. . 4.460

July 31.. 4,472

.Aug. 7.. 4,470

.Aug. 14.. 4,962

.Aug. 21.. 4,460

.Aug. 28.. 5,919

.Sept. 11.. 3,965

, .Sep. 25. . 4,500

Wreckage (May Allison) Drama
1925

Sep. 5.. 5.9W

BRAY PRODUCTIONS
Housing Problem
Table Manners
Oh Monkey Be Good
Pete’s’s Haunted House
Punches and Perfumes
On the Farm
For the Love O’ Pete
Getting Hitched .. .

Velocity ...

Fighting Fool (L. Sargent)
Transportation

Novelty magazine ...

Nature special
Sunkist comedy
“Hot Dog” cartoon...
Fistical culture com.
McDougall Alley ....

Lantz cartoon
McDougal Alley ....

Novelty
Fistical Culture
Screen magazine ...

16.. 1,000

16.. 1,000

16.. 2,000

16.. 1,000

16.. 2,000

Oct. 23.. 2 rls

23.., 1 rl

30.. 2 rls

30.. 1 rl

, 6 . . 2 rls

27. . 1 rl

CHADWICK PICTURES CORP.
Paint and Powder (E. Hammerstein)
Some Pun’kina (Chas. Ray)

Perfect Clown (Larry Semon) ...

Prince of Broadway (G. Walsh) ...

Count of Luxembourg (G. Walsh)
Transcontinental Limited (all «tar)
Devil’s Island (Frederick)
The Bells (L. Barrymore)

. Stage life drama 17.. 7,000

Rural comedy-drama .. 26.. 6,500

1926

Feature comedy 2.. 5,700

, Prize ring drama 9.. 5,800

.Romantic drama .... Feb. 27.. 6,400

Railroad melodrama .... 6.. 6.400

. Mother-love drama .

.

28.. 6,900

Drama 13.. 6,300

COLUMBIA PICTURES CORP.
Lone Wolf Returns (Lytell- Dove) Crook melodrama July 31.. 5,750

Dollars That Help 6,492 Exhibitors

DEPENDABILITY assures leadership — that’s

why Moving Picture World is glad to send an

exhibitor a dollar for writing a letter telling of a

major error in this Chart. With 6,492 exhibitors

as subscribers, we owe this service to our leadership

in the circulation field.

Producers give us footages and other pertinent

information when we review pictures. Sometimes
after that they change the length of the films and
don’t tell us of the changes. That is how some errors

creep in here
;
though not our mistake, we gladly

pay for correction.

We appreciate the interest our exhibitor friends

take in telling us about these errors and. to save
other exhibitors we gladly give out our dollars for

the trouble our friends take in writing. It’s worth
it to have that sort of friends helping us to retain

the dependability leadership.

Rind of Picture Review Feet

Belle of Broadway (Compson-Rawlinson). Romantic Drama 5,675
Sweet Rosie O’Grady (S. Mason) Comedy drama Oct. 2.. 6,108
Screen Snapshots -..Three issues Aug. 28.. 1.000
False Alarm (Lewis-Carr- Revier) Melodrama 5.235
When the Wife’s Away (Arthur) Farce comedy
Obey the Law (Lytell) Crook drama
Truthful Sex (Busch-H. Gordon) Comedy drama 5,831
Better Way (Ince-Revier-Strong) Melodrama 5.540

Waldorf

Enemy of Men (Revier) Drama 5,507

Price of Success (Lake-Glass) Drama 5,567

Sealed Lips (Reyier) Drama 5,613

When Husbands Flirt (Revier) Comedy drama 5,50$

Fate of a Flirt (Revier) Comedy drama 5.793

Perfection

Fighting Youth (W. Fairbanks) .Melodrama
Speed Mad (W. Fairbanks) Racing melodrama
New Champion (W. Fairbanks) Boxing melodrama
Great Sensation (W. Fairbanks) Melodrama
Handsome Brute (W. Fairbanks) Police drama

CRANFIELD & CLARKE, INC.

Molly May Series (Violet Mersereau)
International Twelve
Novelty Twelve
Famous Paintings De Luxe dramas
Real Charleston Lesson novelty
The Angelus Drama de luxe
Wooden Shoes “International”

4,781

4,441

4,498
4,471 ' 1

4,779

2 ,00*

1,008

2.000

April 24.. 2,000

.May 15.. 2,000

• May 8

EDUCATIONAL FILM CORP.

Wireless Lizzie (Heirs)
Home Cured (Johnny Arthur)
Don’t Stop (Bowes)
Whoa Emma (Adams)
Felix Fans the Flames
Felix Laughs It Off
Quick Service (Bowes)
Fool’s Luck (Lupino Lane)
Dancing Daddy (Jack Duffy)
Congress of Celebrities
Felix Weathers the Weather
Nobody’s Business (Hamilton)
Tonight’s the Night (Bowes)
Lest We Forget
Felix the Cat Uses His Head
Broken China (Vernon)
Felix Misses the Cue
The Vision
Mr. Cinderella (Arthur)
Shore Shy (Dooley)
Somebody’s Wrong (Bowes)
Gimme Strength (Adams)
Neptune’s Domain
Going Crazy (Conley)
Felix Braves the Briny
His Private Life
Tin Ghost (Conley)
Hodge-Podge
Who’s Boss? (G. Davis)
Papa’s Pest (Steadman- Burns)
Bear Cats
Till We Eat Again (Vernon)
Fresh Faces (Hiers)
Nothing Matters (Hamilton)
Creeps
Felix in Tale of Two Kitties
Hold 'Er, Sheriff (Bowes)
Hitchin’ Up (Hiers)
Felix Scoots Through Scotland
Meet My Dog (Bowes-Virg. Vance)
Hodge Podge
Chase Yourself (Adams)
Who’s My Wife
Felix Rings the Ringer
School Daze
Honest Injun (Arthur)
Who Hit Me? (St. John)
Mister Wife (Bums)
Excess Baggage (Big Boy)
Solid Gold
8quirrel Food (Bowes)
Move Along
' uriosities

Daffy Dill (Bums')
Chips of the Old Block
Felix Misses His Swiss
Dummy Love (Vernon)

1926

Christie comedy 2,009

Comedy ...Mar. 27. 2,001

.Cameo comedy ...Mar. 27. 1,000

Christie comedy ...Mar. 27. 2,000

Sullivan cartoon ...Mar. 27. 1,000

Sullivan cartoon ...Mar. 27. 1.000

Cameo comedy ...Mar. 27. 1,000

Comedy 2,000

Christie comedy 2,000

Hodge-Podge i,000

Sullivan cartoon 1,009

Comedy 2,000

Cameo comedy 1,000

Free to exhibitors 1.00C
Sullivan cartoon ...May 1.. 1,000

Christie comedy ...May 8.. 2.000
Sullivan cartoon 1,000

Technicolor drama ...Mav 15.. 2,000
Tuxedo comedy ...May 22.. 2,000
Christie comedy 2.000
Cameo comedv ...May 22.. 1,000

Christie comedy 2,000
Hodge-Podge 1.000

Mermaid comedy 2,000

Sullivan cartodn 1.000

Lupino Lane comedy . .

.

2,000

Mermaid comedv 2.000

Lvman Howe subject ... ...June 19. 1.000

Cameo comedv 1.000

Christie comedy 2.000

Juvenile comedv 2.000

Christie comedy 2,000

Hiers’ comedy 2,000

Comedy 2.CO0

Mermaid comedv 2,000

Sullivan cartoon 1,000
.Cameo comedy ...July 3. 1.000

Hiers comedv
.Sullivan cartoon 1.000

Cameo comedv 1.000
Lvman Howe mag 1.000
Comedv 2,010
.Tack White prod 2.000
Sullivan cartoon 1,000
.Sullivan cartoon 1,000
Comedy 2.000
Comedv 2.000
.Christie comedv 2,000
Tuvenile comedv 2.000

.Tack White comedv ... 2.000

Comedv 1.000

. Llovd Hamilton Com... ...Aug. 7. 2.000
Sideshow folk 1,000
Christie comedv 2.000
Hodge-Podge 1.0CO

Sullivan cartoon ...Aug. 28. 1,000
.Christie comedv . 2,000
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Star, Story Type, Rev iew and Footage Here

Kind of Picture

.Here Comes Charlie namIlc?n

Uppercuts (Duffy) Christie comedy

My Kid (Big Boy) Juvenile comedy
The Blue Boy Romance prod. .

Open House (Johnny Arthur) Tuxedo comedy

Tolly Tars (Lloyd Hamilton) Hamilton comedy

Sons of the Surf Bruce scenic ...

The Radio Bug (Phil Dunham) IT

Missing Links ^L,fe ,

Cartoon

Jelly Fish (Frank Pangborn)
Flaming Ice

A Dippy Tar (Billy Dooley)

“Life”

J. WO L.1D lime , , . , J

Pink Elepnants (A1 St.John) Mermaid comedy

Wife Shy (Vernon) Comedy

Kiss Me Kate (Phil Dunham) Comedy

The Humdinger (Johnny Arthur) Comedy

Hodge Podge 7:.
avel fenes "

Yellow Pirate Life cartoon com

Wlmtnots
YeggS

;-;-::;;FuUer
ffcu

C

Hos°i?i

Hold Still (Jack Duffy) Christie comedy

•Cut Price Glory w^n^War
River load" "i !

!

"'.luce s^nic
““

Bound Foolish
'

" !

!

" Comedy comedy

Dodging Trouble (Neal Burns) Christie comedy

Plumb Goofy (Phil Dunham) Cameo comedy

Felix Shatters the Sheik Sullivan cartoon

His Off-Day (Dunham)

Review Feet

.Aug. 28.. 2,000

.Aug. 28.. 2,000

.Sept. 4.. 2,000

.Sept. 4.. 2,000

,Sept. 4.. 2,000

.Sept. 11.. 2,000

.Sept. 11.. 2,000

.Sept. 11.

.

1,000

25.

.

1,000

25.. 1,000

25.. 2,000

25.. 1,000

2.. 2,000

2.. 1,000

2.. 2,000

9... 2,000

9. . 1,000

9. . 2.000

16.. 1,000

16.. 1,000

. .Oct. 16.. 1,000

16.. 1,000

16... 2,000

23.. 1 rl

30. . 2 rls

30. . 1 rl

6. . 1 rl

6. . 2 rls

6. . 1 r!

13. . 1 rl.

13. . 1 rl.

13. . 1 rl.

20. . 1 rl

20. . 1 rl

20. . 1 rl

..Nov. 27. . 1 rl

27. . 2 rls

..Nov. 27. . 1 rl

. .Nov. 27. . 2 rls

FIRST NATIONAL
Kind of Picture Review reet

1925

Making of O’Malley (Sills) Police romance July 4.. 7,571

Lady Who Lied (Stone- Valli-Naldi) Algerian drama Ju y 18.. 7,111

Marriage Whirl (Corinne-Griffith) Drama July 25.. 7,0/2

Halt-Way Girl (Doris Kenyon) Melodrama
a ' 6 071

Fine Clothes (Stone- Marmont-Griffith) Comedy drama Aug. 15.. 6,971

Winds of Chance (A. Q. Nilsson) Klondike drama Aug. 29.. 9,554

Her Sister From Paris (C. Talmadge) Sprightly comedy Sep. 5.. 7,255

Live Wire (Johnny Hines) Comedy feature P
,o

’

Dark Angel (Vilma Banky) Drama hep. 19.. 7,5 1

Graustark (Norma Talmadge) R°™anl
;
e

Shore Leave (Barthelmess) Sailor drama

Knockout (Milton Sills) Prizefight drama
Pace That Thrills (Lvon-Astor) Drama
Why Women Love (Blanche Sweet) Sea melodrama ..

New Commandment (Sweet-Lyon) Romantic drama
Beautiful City (Barthelmess) Melodrama
Classified (C. Griffith) Newspaper corned

Scarlet Saint (Astor-Hughes) Drama
Unguarded Hour (Sills-Kenyon) Emotional romanc
We Moderns (Colleen Moore) Typical of star...

Bad Breaks ^ a™eo co™e
??L‘

Felix Hunts the Hunter Sullivan cartoon

Midnight Follies Mermaid comedy ....

(Mighty Smithy tIte cartoon

Open Spaces (Big Boy)....'. Juvenile comedy

EXCELLENT PICTURES CORP.

The Kick-Off (Geo. Walsh)
,

.. c r
A Man of Quality (G. Walsh) Punch melodrama Nov. 6..5.64U

FILM BOOKING OFFICES OF AMERICA

Features

Cowboy Musketeer (Tom Tyler)

Bluebeard’s Seven Wives (star cast) Comedy-satire Jan.

Infatuation (C. Griffith) Drama
(ust Suppose (Barthelmess) Romance
Coo Much Money (Stone-Nilsson) Comedy
demory Lane (Nagel-Boardman) Romance- sentiment ...Feb. 6.. 6,825

Reckless Lady (Bennett-Moran) Drama Feb. 13..

Far Cry (Blanche Sweet) Society drama Mar. 6..
Irene (Colleen Moore) Romantic comedy Mar. 13

Girl from Montmartre (LaMarr-Stone) ...Drama Mar. 20..
Dancer of Paris (Tearle-MackaiH) Romantic Drama Mar. 27.. 6,229
Xiki (Norma Talmadge) Comedy Drama April 17.. 8.279
Old Loves and New (Stone-Bedford) Drama May 1.. 7.423
Mile. Modiste (C. Griffith) Victor Herbert opera May 8.. 6,230
Greater Glory (Tearle-Nilsson) Epic drama May 15.. 9,710

n„_. Wilderness Woman (Pringle) Comedy May 22.. 7,533
Ranson’s Folly (Barthelmess) Romantic drama May 29 . 7-322
Brown Derby (Johnny Hines) Comedy June 5.. 6,500
Tramp, Tramp, Tramp (Langdon) Farce-comedy June 12.. 5,830
Wise Guy (Kirkwood-Astor-Compson) Human Interest dr. June 26. . 7,775
Ella Cinders (Colleen Moore) Comedy June 26.. 6,540
Puppets (Sills) Drama July 3.. 7,468
Senor Daredevil (Ken Maynard) Western July 10.. 6,402
Men of Steel (Sills) Melodrama July 24.. 9,143
Duchess of Buffalo (C. Talmadge) Comedy drama Aug. 21.. 6,940
Great Deception (Lyons-Pringle) .War melodrama Aug. 28. . 5,885
Into Her Kingdom (C. Griffith) Romantic drama Sept. 4.
Amateur Gentleman (Barthelmess) Romantic drama Sept. 11..
Subway Sadie (Dorothy Mackaill) Comedy drama Sept. 25. . 6,727
Paradise (Milton Sills) South Seas melo Sept. 25.. 7,090
It Must Be Love (Colleen Moore) Typical comedy Oct. 16.. 6,848
Forever After (Astor-Hughes) Romantic drama Oct. 23.. 6,330
Prince of Tempters (Moran-Lyon) Romantic drama Oct. 30. . 7,780
Unknown Cavalier (Ken Maynard) Action western Nov. 6.. 6.305
Midnight Lovers (Nilsson-Stone) Light comedy Nov. 13. . 6,100

1926

Western Jan. 2.. 4,500

Flaming Waters (MacGregor-Garon)
'rhrill melodrama Feb. 6.. 6,591

Queen of Diamonds (Brent) Crook melodrama Feb. 13.. 5,129

When Love Grows Cold (Natacha Ram-
bova) Domestic drama Feb. 20.. 6,500

Traffic Cop (Flynn) Policeman romance Feb. 27.. 5,193

Secret Orders (Evelyn Brent) Spy Melodrama Apr. 17.. 5,486

Sir Lumberjack (Lefty Flynn) Action Western Apr. 24.. 5,146

Fighting Boob (Bob Custer) Western May 1.. 4,549

Wild To Go (Tom Tyler) Western May 8.. 4,570

The Impostei (Brent) Crook melodrama May 15.. 5,457

Isle of Retribution (L. Rich-Frazer) Melodrama May 29.. 6,200

Broadway Gallant (R. Talmadge) Melodrama June 5. .5,510

Hands Across the Border (Thomson) ....Action western June 12. . 5,367

Valley of Bravery (Custer) War-western June 19.. 5,021

Glenister of the Mounted (Flynn) Mtd. Police melo June 26.. 5.48C

Jade Cup (Brent) Crook melodrama July 3.. 3,656

Dead Line (Bob Custer) Western July 10.. 5,000

Masquerade Bandit (Tom Tyler) Western July 10.. 4,010

Bigger Than Bamum’s (star cast) Melodrama July 17.. 5,391

Two-Gun Man (Fred Thomson) Western .’.July 24 . 5,139

Her Honor, the Governor (Frederick) Melodrama July 31.. 6,712

Better Man (R. Talmadge) Stunt comedy Aug. 7.. 4,703

Cowboy Cop (Tom Tyler) Action western Aug. 7.. 4,383

Flame of the Argentine (Brent) Melodrama Aug. 14.. 5,004

College Boob (Lefty Flynn) Comedy drama Aug. 21.. 5,340

One Minute To Play Bed Grange special Aug. 28.. 7,430

Laddie (John Bowers) Romantic drama Sept. 4.. 6,931

Kosher Kitty Kelly (Viola Dana) I Tebrew-Irish comedy Oct. 2.. 6,105

Breed of the Sea 'Ralplr (nee) Sea-Island drama Oct. 30.. 5,408

Red Hot Hoofs (Tom Tyler) Pugilistic western Nov. 13.. 4,681

Short Subjects

In the Air Fat men comedy Feb. 20.. 2,000

Mummy Love (Neely Edwards) Comedy Feb. 27.. 2,000

Roll Your Own (Vaughn) Fighting Hearts series ....Apr. 10.. 2,000

It’s a Buoy (Vaughn) Fighting Hearts series Apr. 10.. 2,000

Plane Jane (Vaughn) Fighting Hearts series Apr. 10.. 2,000

Sock Me to Sleep (Vaughn) ...Fighting Hearts series ....Apr. 10.. 2,000

Ostrich’s Plumes Bray cartoon May 15.. 1,000

Wild West Bray cartoon May 22. 1.000

Pelican’s Bill Bray cartoon May 29.. 1.000

Smouldering Tires Fighting Hearts June 5.. 2,000

Dinky Doodle’s Bedtime Story Bray cartoon June 12.. 1,000

Dinky Doodle in Egypt Bray Cartoon June 19.. 1,000

Lightning Slider Fighting Hearts June 26. . 2,000

Three of a Kind Standard comedy June 26.. 2,000

Cat’s Whiskers Bray cartoon June 26.. 1,000

Big Charade Fighting Hearts June 26.. 2,000

Dinky Doodle & Little Orphan Bray cartoon July 10.. 1,000

Black and Blue Eyes Comedy
Up and Wooing Fighting Hearts July 17.. 2,000

When Sally’s Irish Rose Fightfng Hearts July 24.. 2,000

Magician Bray Dinky-Doodle July 31.. 1,000

Mule’s Disposition Bray Unnatural Hist July 31.. 1,000

Wedding Daze (Alexander) Comedy ;...Aug. 7.. 2,000

Vamping Babies (L. Sargent) Comedy Aug. 7.. 2,000

All’s Swell That Ends Swell Fighting Hearts Aug. 14.. 2,000

Back Fire (Fat trio) Comedy Aug. 21.. 2,000

Lady of Lyons, N. Y Bill Grimm’s Progress Aug. 28.. 2,000

Th* Army Bray cartoon Sept. 11.. 1,000

7,349

7,450

6,911

6,570

..Nov. 7.. 6980

.Nov. 14.. 6.468

.Nov. 14.

.

6.927

. Nov. 21 .

.

6,886

6,613

.Dec 12.. 6.609

..Dec. 12.. 8,000

.Dec. 19.. 7,646

..Dec. 26.. 7,900

1926
7,774

..Jan. 16.. 5,794

6,270

7,000

..Feb. 6.. 6,825

..Feb. 13.. 7,336

6.068
Mar. 13 8.400

..Mar. 20.. 6,200

, .Mar. 27.. 6,229

.April 17.. 8.279
7-423

..May 8.. 6,230

..May 15.. 9,710

7,533

7-322

6,500

. 5,838

7,775

. 6,540

...July 3. . 7,468

. 6,402
. 9,143

. 6,9*n

. 5,885

. 6,447

. 7,790

. 6,727

. 7,090

...Oct. 16... 6,848

..Oct. 23.. 6,330

...Oct. 30. . 7,780
. 6.305

.Nov. 20.. 6,770

.Nov. 27.. 7 rls

1925
Oct. 31.. 5,61

*

Syncopating Sue (C. Griffith) Drama
Stepping Along (Johnny Hines) Comedy

FOX FILM CORP
Features

Everlasting Whisper (Mix) Action-outdoor
Lazybones (Buck Jones) Human interest drama ....Oct. 31.. 7,z3'
East Lynne CRubens-Lowe) Famous play Nov. 8,97.
When the Door Opened (star cast) Curwood Canadian Nov. 28.. 6,51.
Wages tor Wives (Jacqueiine Logan) Golden stage hit Dec. 5.. 6.60C
Best Bad Man (Tom Mix) Action western Dec. 12.. 4,89.
Desert’s Price (Buck Jones) Action western Dec. 19.. S.70f

Short Subjects

On the Go (Sid Smith) Comedy Sep. 12.. 2,000
With Pencil, Brush and Chisel Varieties Sep. 19.. 1,000
Cuba Steps Out Varieties Sep. 26.. 1.006
Love and Lions Imperial comedy Sep. 26.. 2,000
On the Go (Sid Smith) Imperial comedy Oct. 3.. 2,000
Cloudy Romance Comedy Oct. 10.. 2,000
The Sky Tribe Magazine Oct. 10.. 1,000
Toiling for Rest Varieties Oct. 10.. 796
Heart Braker (Sid Smith) Imperial comedy Oct. 17.. 2.000
Transients in Arcadia O. Henry story Oct. 31. 2,000
All Aboard Helen & Warren Oct. 31.. 2,000
Peacemakers Helen & Warren Nov. 7.. 2.000
Control Yourself (Sid Smith) Imperial comedy Nov. 28.. 2,000
River Nile Varieties Nov. 28.. l.OOC

His Own Lawyer Helen & Warren Dec. 26.. 2,000
Flying Fool (Sid Smith) Slapstick comedy Dec. 26.. 2,000
Cupid a la Carte O. Henry Series Dec. 26.. 2,000
Parisian Knight Van Bibber series Dec. 26.. 2,000
Iron Trail Around the World Variety Dec. 26.. 1.000

Features 1926
Gilded Butterfly (Rubens-Lytell) Drama Jan. 16.. 6,200
Palace of Pleasure (Lowe-Compson) Romantic drama Tan. 23.. 5 467
First Year (K. Perry-M. Moore) Matrimonial comedy Feb. 6.. 6,038
Yankee Senor (Tom Mix-Tony) Spanish-western Feb. 13.. 4,903
Cowboy & The Countess (Jones) Action melodrama Feb. 13.. 5,345
Road to Glory (McAvoy-Fenton) Drama Feb. 20.. 5,600
Tohnstown Flood (all-star) Spectacular melo Mar. 13.. 6,258
Dixie Merchant (Bellamy) Drama Mar. 20.. 5,126
My Own Pal (Tom Mix, dog and child) .. Western .....Mar. 27.. 6,038
Yellow Fingers (Olive Borden) Oriental melodrama April. 10,. 5.994
Sandy (Madge Bellamy! Drama April 17.. 7,850
Fighting Buckaroo (Buck Jones) Comedy melodrama May 1.. 5,095
Rustling for Cupid (O’Brien) Romantic western May 8.. 4,835
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Short Subjects Separated From Features

Shamrock Handicap (J. F. McDonald),
Early to Wed (M. Moore-K. Perry).
A Man Four-Square (Buck Jones) .

Black Paradise (Bellamy)
A Trip to Chinatown (Foxe)
Gentle Cyclone (Buck Jones)
More Pay—Less Work (Mary Brian)
Fig Leaves (O’Brien- Borden)
Family Upstairs (Valli- MacDonald)..
Midnight Kiss
No Man’s Gold (Tom Mix)
Three Bad Men (Star cast)
Marriage License? (Alma Rubens) .

Flying Horseman (Buck Jones)
Blue Eagle (George O’Brien)
Womanpower (Graves-Perry )

The Lily (Belle Bennett)
Great K. & A. Train Robbery (Mix) .

Country Beyond (Olive Borden)
Whispering Wires (Anita Stewart)...
International Eucharistic Congress....
Return of Peter Grimm (star cast)...
The City (Robert Frazer)

Short Subjects

Old Virginia
A Flaming Affair
A Bankrupt Honeymoon —
Officer of the Day
Egypt Today
Pawnshop Politics

Moving Day
Drops from Heaven
Woman of Letters
From the Cabby’s Seat
Two Lips in Holland (Marian)
A Polar Baron
Too Many Relations
Canary Island
Wild America
A Social Triangle
Eight Cylinder Bull
Belgium Today
Rah! Rahl Heidelberg
Mountains ef the Law
Poland—A Nation Reborn
Swimming Instructor
Jerry the Giant
It’s a Pipe (Georgie Harris)
Complete Life
A-I. Society

_

Family Picnic
Lickpenny Lover
Dancing Around the World
Hello Lafayette (Shields)
Putting on Dog
Lumber Jacks
Steeplechaser (Conley)
Non-Stop Bride (Gene Cameron) ....

King Bozo
Rocky Mountain Gold..

;

Cliff Dwellers of America
Dizzy Dancers (Gene Cameron)
Lyin’ Tamer (Ernie Shields)
Marry Month of May
King of the Kitchen (Conley)
Honeymoon Hospital
Napoleon, Jr
Maryland. My Maryland
Not to Be Trusted (Allan Forrest)...
Great Lakes

Kind of Picture Review Feet

Romantic racing drama.... May 22.. 5,685

.Domestic drama May 29.. 5,912

.Western June 5.. 4,744

Thrill melodrama June 12.. 4,962

.Farce-comedy June 26.. 5,594

.Action-comedy July 3.. 4,825

•Comedy -drama July 10 ..6,027

.Comedy drama July 17.. 6,498

.Comedy drama July 31.. 5,971

• Comedy drama Aug. 7.. 5,025

.Western Aug. 14.. 5,745

• Spectacular thrill melo. .Aug. 28.. 8,000

• Mother-love drama Sept. 4.. 7,168

Action western Sept. 11.. 4,971

• Drama Sep. 25.. 6,200

.Comedy drama Oct. 2.. 6,240

Emotional drama Oct. 9.. 6,268
Fast melodrama Oct. 16.. 4,800

Curwood drama Oct. 23.. 5,363

• Mystery melodrama Oct. 30.. 5,906

Religious Nov. 20
Drama from play Nov. 20.. 6,950
Clyde Fitch drama Nov. 27.. 5,500

• Variety 1,000

.Imperial comedy 2,000

Comedy 2.000

Imperial Comedy Feb. 13.. 2,000

• Variety Feb. 20.. 707

.Imperial comedy Feb. 27.. 2,000

.Helen and Warren ... 2,000

Varieties 1,000

Helen and Warren 2,000

. O. Henry comedy 2,000

Comedy 2,000

• Imperial comedy 2,000

.Helen and Warren 1,965

.Varieties 927

.Varieties 960

. O. Henry series . 2,000

.Comedy 2,000

.Varieties . 735

•Van Bibber comedy .. 2,000

.Varieties 895

.Varieties . 929

.Van Bibber . 2,000

.Kid and animals . 2,000

.Imperial comedy . 2,000

.O. Henry comedy July 3.,. 2,000

.Comedy , 2,000

.Comedy , 2,000

.O. Henry series . 2,000

.Varieties , 743

.Imperial comedy . 2,000

.Varieties . 749

.Varieties . 750

Farce comedy 2,000

Comedy . 2,000

.Van Bibber comedy.. . 2,000

.Varieties Oct. 9. . 800

,
Varieties Oct. 9. . 845

.Imperial comedy . 2,000
Imperial comedy Oct.23.. 2 rls

O. Henry comedy Oct. 30... 2 rls

Comedy . 2 rls

.Imperial comedy 2 rls.

Animal comedy 2 rls.

.Variety 750

.Helen and Warren . 2 rls

Variety 900

GOTHAM PRODUCTIONS
His Master’s Voice (Thunder, dog) Melodrama
Part Time Wife (Alice Calhoun) Domestic drama
Shadow on the Wall (Hale-Percy) Drama
One of the Bravest (Ralph Lewis) Fire Dept, drama
Phantom of the Forest (Thunder-dog) Drama
Speed limit (McKee-Shannon) Romantic com
Racing Blood ..Racing Drama
Hearts and Spangles Circus Romance
Sign of the Claw (Peter, the Great) Dog picture

Golden Web (Rich-Gardon) Melodrama Sept. 11..

Block Signal (Ralph Lewis) Railroad melodrama Oct. 9..

Winning Wallop (W. Fairbanks) ..Action comedy-dr Oct. 30..

S.97S

5,950

6,010

5,750

5,500

5,860

6,000

5.900

6.000

6,000

5.900

5,000

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
Sporting Venus (Sweet) ....Romantic drama
White Desert (Windsor-O’Malley) Snow-R. R. drama....
Pretty Ladies (Pitts-Moore-Pennington)...Human int. dr
Slave of Fashion (Norma Shearer) Drama
Never the Twain Shall Meet (Stewart).... South Sea com
Unholy Three (Lon Chaney) Drama
Sun-Ufr (Starke-Nagel) Mountain tragedy ....

Merry Widow (Murray -Gilbert) Romantic drama
Mystic (Pringle-Tearle) Fake spiritualism

The Circle (E. Boardman) Drawing room comedy
Great Divide (all star) Drama
Rag Man (Coogan) Comedy-dr
Beauty Prize (Dana) .Comedy-dr
Tower of Lies (Chaney-Shearer) .'Drama of pathos
Exchange of Wives (Boardman) Married life com
Midshipman (Ramon Novarro) Naval com.-drama ...

Go West (Buster Keaton) Burlesque western
Lights of Old Broadway (Davies) Old N. Y. drama ....

Old Clothes (Coogan) Typical feature
Bright lights (Chas. Ray) Type com-drama
Only Thing (Boardman-Nagel) Glyn love drama
Masked Bride (Mae Murray) Paris underworld .....

Sally, Irene and Mary (Star cast) Musical comedy hit ...

Time, the Comedian (Busch-Cody) 'Unique drama

1925

.May 23.. 5,958

July 18.. 6,464

.July 25.. 5,828

•Aug. 1.. 5,906

Aug. 8.. 8,143

•Aug. 15.. 6,948

•Aug. 29.. 5,819

.Sep. 12.. 10,627

Sept 12.. 6,147

, .Oct. 3.. 5,511

• Feb. 21.. 7,811

Mar. 14.. 5.908

Oct. 11.. 5,750

• Oct. 10.. 6,849

.Oct. 17.. 6,300
..Oct. 31.. 7,498

•Nov. 7.. 6,256

•Nov. 14.. 6,437

• Nov. 21.. 5.915

• Nov. 28.. 6.260

.Dec. 5.. 5.824

.Dec. 12.. 5.690

• Dec. 19.. 5.564

.Dec. 26.. 4,757

Kind of Picture Review Feet
1926

His Secretary (Shearer) Light comedy Jan. 2.. 6,433
Ben-Hur (Ramon Novarro) Lew Wallace story Jan 16. .12,000

Soul Mates (Lowe- Pringle) Glyn itory Jan. 16.. 6,073
Mike (Sally O’Neill) Human interest comedy. .. .Jan. 23. . 6,755
Dance Madness (Nagel- Windsor) Comedy drama Feb. 6.. 6,395

The Blackbird (Lon Chaney) Crook Drama Feb. 13.. 6,688
Mare Nostrum (Rex Ingram prod.) Ibanez Novel Feb 27
La Boheme (Gilbert-Gish) Famous opera Mar. 13.. 1,530
Auction Block (C. Ray-Boardman) Comedy-drama Feb. 27.. 6,239
fbanez’ “Torrent” (Cortez) Drama Mar. 20.. 6,769
The Barrier (Norman Kerry) Alaskan melodrama Apr. 3.. 6,489
Devil’s Circus (Norma Shearer) Drama Apr. 10.. 6,750
Beverly of Graustark (Marion Davies) .... Romantic Comedy May 1.. 6,710
Brown of Harvard (Pickford- Brian) College comedy-drama May 15.. 7,941
Money Talks (Moore- Windsor) Farce comedy May 22.. 5,139
Paris (Chas. Ray) Parisian drama June 12.. 5,580
Lovey Mary (Bessie Love) Drama July 3.. 6,1Sf
Road to Mandalay (Chaney) Melodrama July 10 . .6,551
Waltz Dream Romantic comedy Aug. 7.. 7,322
Scarlet Letter (Lillian Gish) Drama from novel Aug. 21.. 9,000
Battling Butler (Keaton) Farce comedy Sept. 4.. 6,970
Waning Sex (Norma Shearer) Light comedy romance Oct. 2.. 6,025
The Temptress (Garbo- Moreno-D’Arcy) . . . Ibanez’ novel Oct. 23.. |J2Z1
Magician (Wegener-Terry) Rex Ingram prod Nov. 6.. 6.960
Bardleys the Magnificent (Gilbert) Dashing romance Nov. 13.. 8,536
Exit Smiling (Lillie- J. Pickford) Comedy Nov. 20,. 6,461
Upstage (Norma Shearer) Vaudeville com.-dr Nov. 27.. 6,048

PARAMOUNT
1925

Not So Long Ago (Betty Bronson) Drama ,Aug. 8.. 6,943
Rugged Water (Lois Wilson) Drama Aug. 8.. 6,01S
Trouble With Wives (Vidor) Farce comedy Aug. 15.. 6,489
Wild, Wild Susan (Bebe Daniels) Farce comedy Aug. 22.. 5,774
Wild Horse Mesa (Jack Holt) Zane Grey dr. Aug. 22.. 7,164
The Wanderer (all star) Prodigal son epic Sep. 5.. 8,173
Man Who Found Himself (Meighan) Crook drama Sep. 5.. 7,298
Coast of Folly (Swanson) Society drama Sep. 12.. 7,001
In the Name of Love (Cortez -Nissen) Comedy drama Sep. 12.. 5,904
Golden Princess (Betty Bronson) Bret Harte western Sep. 19.. 6,546
Pony Express (Cruze production) Epic of west Sep. 26.. 9,929
A Son of His Father (Bessie Love) Western drama Oct. 10.. 6,925

Regular Fellow (R. Griffith) Typical comedy Oct. 17.. 5,027
Vanishing American (Dix-Wilson) Indian spectacular Oct. 24.. 10,063
Flower of the Night (Negri) Drama Oct. 31.. 6,374
Lovers in Quarantine (Daniels) Farce-comedy Oct. 31.. 6 579
Best People (Star cast) Society comedy Nov. 7.. 5,700
King on Main Street (Mer.jou) Comedy Nov. 7.. 6,224
Seven Keys to Baldpate (McLean) G. M. Cohan play Nov. 14.. 6 048
New Brooms (Bessie Love) W. DeMille prod. Nov 14 5 443
Ancient Highway (Holt-Dove) Lumber camp dr NW. 21 60V
Lord Jim (Marmont) Malay locale dr Nov 28 6702
Stage Struck (Swanson) Comedy feature Nov 28 6 691
Irish Luck (Meighan) Melodrama Dec.' 5 7(W
Cobra (Valentino) Drama 'Dec 19" <095
A Woman of the World (Negri) Comedy-drama ..Dec! 26.. 6,353

The Splendid Crime (W. DeMille prod.) Daniels comedy Jan. 2 6 0®A Kiss for Cinderella (Bronson) Barrie whimsical t„„ 0 " o’cti
Enchanted Hill (Holt) Western ....“.!!!! {an 9 6326Womanhandled (Richard Dix) Western Satire .

'

That Royle Girl (Dempster) D. W. Griffith p^i""""jam 23 .'l0.2HMannequin (Joyce- Costello) Crook-comedy-dr. .. fan 30 a 9S1
Hands Up (R. Griffith) Burlesque on war "/..!!.'.'.jtn. 30 IsOAmerican Venus (Ralston- Lanphier) “Beauties" comedy .... Feb 6 7931Song and Dance Man (all-star) Comedv-drama "Feb 13" 6997
Behind th- Front (Beery-Hattonl War farce-com .'.'.'.Feb 20

'

5 555Grand Duchess and the Waiter (Menjou).. Romantic comedy '.'.'.'.'.Feb. 27." 6714Moana South Sea study Feh 27 6*1 tv
Sea Horses (Holt-Vidor) Drama of tropics Mar 6 6 56?
Dancing Mothers (Joyce-Tearle-Bow) Comedy-drama Mar it" »’i/»
Let’s Get Married (Dix-Wilson) Farce-comedy ..'.". 'Mar 20 6«»)
Nell Gwyn (Dorothy Gish) Farce-comedy '.'..Feb. 6.. 9000
Miss Brewster’s Millions (Daniels) Comedy-drama Mar 27 6467New Klondike (Thos. Meighan) Comedy drama ".".".'..Apr! 3." 7 445Untamed Lady (Gloria Swanson) Society drama !!!.Apr! 3" 6732Crown of Lies (Pola Negri) Romantic drama .....Apr! 10.! 5.020
Desert Gold (Hamilton-Mason) Zane Grey western Apr. 10.. 6 850For Heaven’s Sake (Harold Lloyd) Typical comedy April 17 t’tVi
Blind Goddess (Holt-Torrence) Mystery Drama April 17 7 363
That’s My Baby (Douglas MacLean) Farce comedy Apr. 24 !. 6805A Social Celebrity (Menjou) Comedy drama May L. 6 025The Runaway (Clara Bow) Melodrama May 8 6 21?Fascinating Youth (Juniors) Drama "..May 22 6Aloma of the South Seas (Gilda Gray) Drama .’.May 29 8 514Wet Paint (Raymond Griffith) Farce-comedy June 5 two
Rainmaker (Collinr, Jr.) Drama '.June 12.! 6,055Say It Again (Dix) Travesty-farce June 19 7 445
yolcano (Daniels) Thrill melodrama June 12.! 5 462
Good and Naughty (Pola Negri) Society comedy June 26." 5,503Palm Beach Girl (Bebe Daniels) Farce-comedy ju ]y 3” gmg
Variety (Emil Jannings) Drama, short version July 10.'.' 5 283
Born to the West (Jack Holt) Western July 10. [ ^043
It’s the Old Army Game (W. C. Fields).. Farce comedy July 17.. 6,889
Mantrap (Torrence- Bow) Drama July 24.! 6 077
You Never Know Women (Vidor) Drama Aug. 7.. 6,064
Padlocked (Lois Moran) Melodrama Aug. 2s" 6.700
Beau Geste (Ronald Colman) Drama Sept. 4..RX600
The Show-Off (Ford Sterling) Character comedy Sept. 11.. 6J96
Diplomacy (Sweet-Hamilton) Modernized Sardou play. ..Sep. 25. . 6.950
Campus Flirt (Bebe Daniels) College comedy Oct. 2.. 6,702
Tin Gods (Thomas Meighan) Drama Oct. 2.. 8.568
You’d Be Surprised (R. Griffith) Satirical comedy Oct. 9.. 5.904
Kid Boots (Eddie Cantor) Comedy Oct. 23.. 5,650
Sorrows of Satan (D. W. Griffith prod). .Drama Oct. 23... 11 rls.

Don’t Give Up the Ship One Reel special Oct. 23
Ace of Cads (Menjou).... Drama Oct. 30.. 7,786
Quarterback (Richard Dix) Football comedy-dr Nov. 6.. 7,114
London (Dorothy Gish) Drama Nov. 13.. 6 rls.

We’re in the Navy Now (Beery -Hatton) ... Sequel. “Behind Front”.. . .Nov. 20.. 5.519
So’s Your Old Man (W. G. Fields) Comedy Nov. 20.. 6.347
Eagle of the Sea (Vi dor- Cortez) Sea drama Nov. 27.. 7.250
Everybody’s Acting (star cast) Stage comedv-dr Nov. 27.. 6.139
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Users Help Make This Chart More Useful

PATHE

Your Husband’s Past
Cssey of the Coast Guard
Buried Treasure
Wicked City
Driftin’ Thru (H. Carey)
Trimmed in Gold (Bevan)
Pay the Cashier (Parrott)
Gooseland (Alice Day)
Mail Coach
Wandering Papas (C. Cook)
Hug Bug (Tryon)'..
Spanish Lore
Mama Behave (Chase)
Circus Today (Bevan)
Leaps and Bounds
Only Son (Parrott)

Bar-C Mystery (all star)

Spanking Breezes (Alice Day)
Monkey Business

Up in the Air
Fire Fighter
Dizzy Daddies (Findlayson)
Dixie Doodle
Seventh Bandit (Carey)
Wife Tamer (Lionel Barrymore) ....

Fly Time
Wandering Willies (Bevan-Clyde) .

Dog Shy (Chase & all-star) ,

Happy Hunting Grounds
Merry Blacksmith
Do Your Duty (Pollard)
Hooked at the Altar (Graves)
Bar-C Mystery (Dorothy Philips) .,

Hearts and Showers
The Inside Dope
Madame Mystery (Theda Bara) ....

A Big-Hearted Fish
Ukelele Sheiks (Tryon)
Baby Clothes . ,

Farm Hands
Rough and Ready Romeo
Scared Stiff (Cook)
Fight Night (star cast)

Mum’s the Word (Chase)
Ghost of Folly (Alice Day)
Nervous Moments
Hayfoot Strawfoot (Bevan)
Don Key (star cast)
An Alpine Flapper
Say It With Babies (Tryon)
Liquid Dynamite
Uncle Tom’s Uncle
Bumper Crop
Planting Season
A Yankee Doodle Duke (Graves) ..

Muscle Bound Music (Bevan)
Puppy Lovetime (Alice Day)
Golf Bug (Parrott)
He Forgot to Remember (Cook) ...

Songs of Central Europe
R. P. M
Long Fliv the King (Chase)
Swat the Crook (H. Lloyd-Daniels)
Snowed In (Allene Ray-W. Miller) .

Never too Old (Gillingwater)
Big Retreat
Jacks-of-One-Trade
Cow’s Kimono (Tryon)
Thundering Fleas
Glory or Dollars
Songs of Spain (Peggy Shaw)!......
Land Boom
A Sea Dog’s Tale (Bevan)
A Plumber’s Life
Keeping in Trim
Mighty Like a Moose (Chase)
Pirates Bold
Jungle Sports
Chop Suey and Noodles
Her Ben
Smith’s Baby
Songs of Italy
Along Came Auntie (Tryon)
Merry Widower (E. Clayton)
Venus of Venice
Alice Be Good (Day)
When a Man’s a Prince (Turpin)..
Last Ha-Ha
Hubby’s Quiet Little Game
Ball and Bat
Crazy Like a Fox (Chase)
Shivering Spooks
Dough Boys
A Knight Out
Her Actor Friend (Alice Day) .....

Scrambled Eggs
Fighting Marine (Gene Tunney) ..

A Buggy Ride
Fourth Alarm
Abraham the Patriarch
Watered Stock
Bull’s Eye
Charleston Queen
Bromo and Juliet (Chase)
Smith’s Landlord (McKee-Hiatt) .

.

Perijs of Peterboro (Quillan)
Love’s Last Laugh (McKee-Hiatt).
Why Argue?
Road House
Wise Guys Prefer Brunettes

Kind of Picture
Comedy
Action serial

Our Gang Comedy
Terry Cartoon
Human interest westn....
Sennett comedy
Comedy
Sennett comedy
Terry cartoon
Hal Roach Comedy
Hal Roach comedy
Terry cartoon
Hal Roach comedy
.Mack Sennett comedy ..

.Sportlight

.Hal Roach com
, Feature version
Sennett comedy
.Our Gang comedy
• Terry cartoon
.Terry cartoon
. Hal Roach comedy
,
Sportlight
.Western
.Hal Roach comedy
.Terry cartoon
. Sennett comedy
• Hal Roach c-i-edy
.Sportlight
• Terry cartoon
. Hal Roach comedy
.Mack Sennett comedy .,

. Western Serial

.Terry cartoon

. Sportlight

.Hal Roach, "star”
• Terry cartoon
•Hal Roach comedy
.Our Gang
Terry cartoon
.Terry cartoon
Hal Roach comedy
..Sennett comedy
..Hal Roach comedy
. . Sennett comedy
...Sportlight
...Sennett comedy
...Hal Roach comedy
...Terry cartoon
...Hal Roach comedy
...Terry cartoon
...Our Gang comedy
...Terry cartoon
...Sportlight
...Mack Sennett com. ..

...Mack Sennett com. ..

...Mack Sennett com. ...

...Comedy

...Hal Roach comedy ...

...Song series

...Sportlight

...Hal Roach comedy ....

...Reissue single reel ...

...Serial (mystery)

...Hal Roach comedy ...

...Terry Cartoon

...Sportlight

...Hal Roach comedy ...

...Our Gang

...Sportlight

...Melody series
....Terry cartoon
...Mack Sennett comedy
...Terry cartoon
....Sportlight
....Comedy
.... Terry cartoon
....Terry cartoon
....Terry cartoon
....Terry cartoon
. . . . Sennett comedy
....Song series
....Hal Roach comedy ..

, ...Hal Roach comedy ..

. . . . Terry cartoon

. . . . Comedy

. . . . Comedy

. . . . Terry cartoon
Sennett comedy

. . . . Sportlight

....Comedy

....Our Gang Comedy...

....Terry cartoon

....Terry cartoon

....Sennett comedy

....Terry cartoon— Serial

. . . Terry cartoon

...Our pang comedy

...Pilgrimage series

....Terry cartoon
Sportlight
Terry cartoon
Comedy
.Timmy Smith series .

Sennett comedy
Sennett comedy
Terry cartoon

....Terry cartoon
Hal Roach comedy...

Review Feet
..Feb. 6.. 2,000

.Feb. 13.. lOep.

..Feb. 20.. 2,000

. Feb. 20.. 1,000

..Feb. 27.. 4,320

..Feb. 27.. 2,000

..Feb. 27.. 1,000

.Mar. 6.. 2,000

.Mar. 6.. 1,000

..Mar. 13.. 2.000

• Mar. 13.. 2,000

• Mar. 13.. 1,000

.Mar. 13.. 2,000

.Mar. 13.. 2,000

.Mar. 20.. 1,000

.Mar. 20.. 1,000

Mar. 27.. 4,750

.Mar. 27.. 2,000

.Mar. 27.. 2,000

Mar. 27.. 1,000

• Mar. 27.. 1,000

.Mar. 27.. 2,000

.Mar. 27.. 1,000

..Apr. 3.. 5,353

..Apr. 3.. 2,000

..Apr. 3.. 1,000

..Apr. 3.. 2,000

..Apr. 10.. 2,000

..Apr. 10.. 1,000

..Apr. 10.. 1,000

..Apr. 10.. 1,000

..Apr. 10.. 2,000

.April 17..

..Apr. 24.. 1,000

..Apr. 24.. 1,000

..Apr. 24.. 2,000

..Apr. 24.. 1,000

..May 7.. 2,000

..May 1.. 2,000

..May 1.. 1,000

..May 1.. 1,000

..May 1.. 2,000

•May 8.. 2,000
• May 8.. 2,000
.May 8.. 2,000
•May 15.. 1,000

May 15.. 2,000

•May 22.. 2,000
• May 22.. 1,000
• May 22.. 2,000
• May 22.. 1,000

May 29.. 2,000
..May 29.. 1,000
..May 29.. 1,000

..June 5.. 2,000

..June 5.. 2,000

..Jun* 12.. 2,000

..June 12.. 1,000

..June 12.. 2,000

..June 12.. 1,000

..June 12.. 1,000

..June 19.. 2.000

..June 19.. 1,000

....June 26..

..June 26,. 2,000

..June 26.. 1,000

..June 26.. 1,000

..June 26.. 2,000

...July 3.. 2,000

...July 3.. 1,000

..July 3.. 1,000

...July 3.. 1,000

...July 10.. 2,000

...July 10.. 1,000

...July 10.. 1,000

..July 17.. 2,000

..July 17.. 1,000

..July 17.. 1,000

..July 24.. 1,000

..July 24.. 1,000

..July 24.. 2,000

..July 24.. 1,000

..July 31.. 2,000

..July 31.. 2,000

..Aug. 7.. 1,000

..Aug. 7.. 2,000

..Aug. 14.. 2,000

..Aug. 14.. 1,000

...Aug. 14.. 2,000

..Aug. 14.. 1,000

..Aug. 21.. 2,000

..Aug. 21.. 2,000

..Aug. 21.. 1,000

..Aug. 28.. 1,000

..Aug. 28.. 2,000

..Sept. 4.. 1,000

..Sept. 4

..Sept. 11.. 1,000

..Sept. 11.. 2,000

..Sept. 11.. 1,000

...Sep. 25.. 1,000

...Sep. 25.. 1,000

...Sep. 25.. 1,000

, ..Sept. 25. . 2,000

...Sep. 25.. 2,000

...Oct. 2.. 2.000

...Oct. 2.. 2,000

...Oct. 2.. 1.000

...Oct. 9.. 1,000

...Oct. 9.. 2,000

Kind of Picture

Prodigal Bridegroom (Turpin) Sennett comedy ....

Smith’s Visitor Jimmy Smith series .

Tell ’Em Nothing (Chase) Hal Roach comedy ...

Restless Race Sportlight

Should Husbands Marry (Alice Day) .....Sennett comedy .....

Gun Shy Terry cartoon
Mount Sinai “Pilgrimage” series .

Home, Sweet Home Terry cartoon
Get ’Em Young (Harry Myers) Hal Roach comedy
Phoney Express Terry cartoon
Durable Souls Sportlight

Journey of the Israelites “Pilgrimage”
Pup’s Tale Mayer “Sketchbook”
More Ways Than One Sportlight
Nuremburg Mayer “Sketchbook”
Masked Mammas (Dent-Bevan-Parr) Sennett comedy .....

Raggedy Rose (Mabel Normand) Hal Roach comedy ..

A Harem Knight (Turpin) ............ Sennett comedy
In Vaudeville Terry cartoon
Hooks and Holidays '..... .Sportlight

Smith’s Uncle (C. Geraghty) .Sennett comedy
House Without a Key (Ray-Miller) ...Mystery serial .....

Features

The High Hand (Leo Maloney) Western
Atta Boy (Monty Banks) Gag comedy
Outlaw Express (Leo Maloney). Action western .....

Review Faet

...Oct. 9.. 2,000
..Oct. 16.. 2,000

2,000
..Oct. 16.. 1,000

...Oct. 23.. 2rl»

...Oct. 23.,. 1 rl

...Oct. 23. . 1 rl

1 rl

2 rl*.

1 rl

1 rl

1 rl

1 rl

1 rl!

...Oct. 30.. 1 rl

. 2 rls

• Nov. 13.. 2 rls-

• Nov. 13.. 2 rls-

. 1 rl

. 1 rl

, 2 rls

. 5,679'

. 5,775

. 5,479

PREFERRED PICTURES
Girl Who Wouldn’t Work (De La Matte) Modern drama Aug. 22. . 5,979

Plastic Age (Bow-Keith) College story Oct. 10. . 6,48*

The Other Woman’s Story (Calhoun).... Mystery drama Oct. 31 .. 6,080

Lew Tyler’s Wives (Frank Mayo) Drama July 10.. 6.757

Romance of a Million Dollars Melodrama Aug. 7.. 5,300

Dancing Days (Star Cast) Domestic Sept. 25.. 5,900

Shameful Behavior? (Edith Roberts). ...Romantic com.-dr. .........Oct. 30.. 5,218

His New York Wife (Alice Day) Comedy drama Nov. 27.. 5,294=

PRODUCERS DISTRIBUTING CORP.
1925

Friendly Enemies (Weber & Fields) Comedy drama ..May 16.. 6,288

Crimson Runner (Priscilla Dean) Stromberg melo June 13.. 4,775

Silent Sanderson (Carey) Cattle—gold fields June 20.. 4,841

Stop Flirting (all star) Light comedy June 27.. 5,161

Beauty and the Bad Man (Mabel Beilin) Drama July 4,. 5,794

Awful Truth (Agnes Ayres) Light comedy July. 11.. 5,917

Texas Trail (Carey) Typical western July 18. . 4,720

Private Affairs (Hulette) Character drama Aug. 1.. 6,1*2

Hell’s Highroad (Leatrice Joy) Love drama Sept. 12. . 6,084

Seven Days (Lillian Rich) Comedy feature Sept. 12.. 6,974

Coming of Amos (Rod LaRoque) Comedy-drama Sept. 19. . 5,077

Off the Highway (W. V. Mong) Drama Oct. 3. .7,641
Simon the Jester (O’Brien-Rich) Comedy-drama Nov. 28.. 6,16*

Road to Yesterday (J. Schildkraut) Tense drama Dec. 12. . 9,980

1926
Wedding Song (Leatrice Joy) Comedy-heart int.-dr Jan. 2.. 7,373
Steel, Preferred (star cast) Steel industry dr Jan. 9.-6,717
Braveheart (LaRocque) Indian drama Jan. 23.. 7,238
Rocking Moon (Tashman-Bowers) Alaskan drama Jan. 30.. 6,013
Danger Girl (Priscilla Dean) Comedy-drama Fob. 6.. 5,660'

Million Dollar Handicap (all star) Horse race melo Feb. 13.. 6,095
Three Faces East (Jetta Gouda!) Suspense-spy-melo Feb. 20. . 7,419
Fifth Avenue (De La Motte) Human int. drama Feb. 20.. 5,503
Wild Oats Lane (Viola Dana) Melodrama Apr. 10.. 6.900
Made for Love (Leatrice Joy) Drama
Red Dice (Rod LaRocque) Underworld melodrama May 1.. 7,257
Forbidden Waters (Priscilla Dean) Comedy drama
Whispering Smith (H. B. Warner) Melodrama western May 8.. 6,155
Volga Boatman (W. Boyd-E. Fair) Melodrama Apr. 24. .10,660'
Paris at Midnight (Jetta Goudal) Melodrama May 15.. 6,995
Prince of Pilsen (Geo. Sidney) Comedy drama May 8.. 6,600
Bachelor Brides (La Rocque) Mystery drama May 22.. 6,612
Eve’s Leaves (Leatrice Joy).i Romantic Comedy May 29.. 6,750
Silence (H. B. Warner) Self-sacrifice dr. June 5.. 7,518
Unknown Soldier (Chas. Mack, etc.) ... War drama June 12.. 7,979
Dice Woman (Priscilla Dean) Farce-melodrama June 19.. 5,614
Flame of the Yukon (Seena Owen) Melodrama of Yukon June 26.. 5,800'

Up in Mabel’s Room (Marie Prevost) Farce-comedy June 26.. 6.345
Shipwrecked (S. Owen-J. Schildkraut).... Melodrama July 3.. 5,865
Meet the Prince (Jos. Schildkraut) Comedy-Drama July 3.. 5,908
Sea Wolf (Ralph Ince) Jack London story July 10. . 6,763
Sunny Side Up (Vera Reynolds) Comedy drama ....July 17.. 5,994
Speeding Venus Priscilla Dean) Melodrama July 24.. 5,560
Clinging Vine (Leatrice Joy) Comedy Julv 31.. 6,400
Young April (Bessie Love) Romantic com -dr. ..

For Alimony Only (Leatrice Joy) Divorce corn-drama..

Nervous Wreck (Ford-Haver)

RAYART

Moran of the Mounted (Howes) Northwest M. P. m

RED SEAL
Has Anybody Seen Kelly? Song Cartune Mar. 20.. 1,000
Marvels of Motion Magazine
Song Cartune Fleischer novelty

Hair Cartoon Marcus cartoon ... .,

Hair Cartoon Marcus cartoon
It’s the Cat’s (Ko-Ko) Fleischer cartoon
Song Car-tune “Tramp, Boys are March’g”.May 8.
Sweet Adeline Song Car-tune June 5..

Sept. 11.. 6,858

9.. 6,400
16.. 7,295

.Oct. 23.. 6,730'

1925
22.. 4.974

26.. 4,928
27 . 5.255

1926
• Aug. 21... 5,803

• Sept. 4.. 5,303-

1926
..Mar. 20.. 1,000

3.. 650

3.. 550

10.. 850
10.. 55
1 .. 550

1 .. 750

550=

550=
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We Try Always to Make it Better for Users
Kind of Picture Review.

Hair Cartoon (Issue 8) Marcus novelty June 12
When Do We Eat? Novelty July 10..
Old Black Joe Song Car-tune July 17..
Hair Cartoon ....

;
Marcus cartoon July 17..

Tootl Tootl (Ko-Ko) Fleischer cartoon July 17..
Hair Cartoons Marcus cartoon July 31..
eelview (Issue E) Pictorial July 31..

Searchlight (Issue H) Pictorial Aug.
Song Car-tune.. Song series Aug.
Marvels of Motion Issue L Sept.
Morning Judge * Carrie of the Chorus Sept.
Ko-Ko in the Fadeaway Fleischer cartoon Sept. 11..
Film Reporter Series Sept. 11..
Churchyards of Old America .Humor Sep. 25..

Film Reporter (Issue B) Sport subjects Oct. 9..
Berth Mark Carrie of Chorus Oct. 9..
Hair Cartoons Number 17 Oct. 16..

Searchlight Issue J Oct. 16..

7..

7..

4..

4..

Feet *

.. 850

1,000

500
1,000

1,000

1,000

1,000

1,000

1,000

800
2,000

1,000
1,000

1,000

1,000

2,000
458

1,000

SAVA FILMS, INC.

Chuckles Twelve novelties 1,000
Travelogue9 1,000
Fantasies 1,000

TIFFANY PRODUCTIONS, INC.
Release
Date

*nat 5i»del Frsm Paris Society comedy drama Aug. 15

Lost At Sea Romantic cemedy drama Sept. 1

The First Night ....Farce comedy .Oct. 15
Redheads Preferred Whimsical comedy drama Nov. 15

Sin Cargo Drama ef the High Seas Dec. 1

One Hour ef Love Emotional drama Dec. 15
The Enchanted Island Romantic drama Jan. 1

Flaming Timber Woodland drama Jan. 15

Squads Right War farce comedy Feb. 1

The Steeplechasee Racing society drama Feb. 15

The Tiger Modern drama Mar. 1

The Song of Steel Society-business drama Mar. 15

Husband Hunters Domestic comedy drama Apr. 1

Snowbound Comedy drama of the North ...Apr. 15

Wild Geese (Special) Human drama May 1

The Squared Ring Society comedy drama May 15

The Broken Gate Emotional drama Jun. 1

Fools of Fashion (Mae Busch) Social life drama Oct. 9.. 6,484

College Days (Marceline Day) College comedy-dr Nov. 6 .. 7,300

Josselyn’s Wife (Pauline Frederick) Emotional diama Nov. 27.. 5,800

UNITED ARTISTS

Little Annie Rooney (Pickford) Typical “Mary” Oct.

Eagle (Rudolph Valentino) Romantic drama Nov
Stella Dallas (star cast) Mother-love drama Nov.

Tumbleweeds (W. S. Hart) Land rush drama Jan.
Partners Again (Sidney-Alex Carr) Potash-Perlmutter Feb.
Black Pirate (Douglas Fairbanks) Technicolor feature Mar.
The Bat (all-star) Mvstery drama Mar.
Son of the Sheik (Valentino) ....“Sheik” sequel Aug.
Sparrows (Mary Pickford) Comedy drama Oct.

1925

81.. 8,500

28.. 6.754

21.. 10,157

1926

2. . 7,254

27.. 5,600

20.. 8,388

27.. 8,219

7.. 6,685

9.. 6,000

UNIVERSAL
Features 1926

The Escape (Morrison) Western-action Apr. 24.. 4,500
My Old Dutch (McAvoy- O’Malley) Drama May 1.. 7,750

Midnight Sun (LaPlante-Dcrwling) Russian melodrama May 2.. 8,767
Looking for Trouble (Hoxie) Western May 8.. s,362

Outside the Law (ChaneylDean) Crook melodrama May 15.. 8,000
Rolling Home (Denny) Farce comedy May 22.. 6.831

Phantom Bullet (Hoot Gibson) Western May 28.. 5,820
Rustler’s Ranch (Acord) Western June 5.. 5.230
Love Thief (Norman Kerry) Romantic drama June 12. . 6,822
Chasing Trouble (Morrison) Action western June 19. . 4,304
Bucking the Truth (Morrison) Action western June 26.. 4,305
Marriage Clause (Lois Weber) Drama July 3.. 7,680
Under Western Skies (Norman Kerry). ...Western July 10.. 6,352
The Terror (Art Acord) Western July 10.. 4,862
Man in the Saddle (Gibson) Western July 17.. 5,492
Poker Faces (Horton- LaPlante) Farce comedy July 24.! 7!808
Whole Town’s Talking (E. E. Horton) Farce comedy Aug. 14.. 6,662
Wild Horse Stampede (Hoxie) Western July 31.. 4,776
Runaway Express (Daugherty-Mehaffy...R, R. thriller Aug. 28.. 5,865
Her Big Night (Laura LaPlante) Farce comedy Sept. 4.. 7,603
Old Soak (Jean Hersholt) Comedy drama Sept. 11.. 7,445
Texas Streak (Hoot Gibson) Thrill western Sep. 25.. 6.25(1

Ice Flood (Harlan-Dana) Lumber camp melo. Oct. 2.. 5,747
Yellow Back (Fred Humes) Western Oct. 9.. 4.766
Take It from Me (Reginald Denny) Comedy drama Oct. 16.. 6,649
Michael Strogoff Russian Melodrama Oct. 30. . 9.315
Spangles (O'Malley-Nixon) Circus comedy-dr Nov. 6.. 5,633
Buckaroo Kid (Hoot Gibson) Farce- drama-western Nov. 20.. 6,107
Red Hot Leather (Hoxie) Western Nov. 27.. 4,535

Short Subjects

Twin Sisters (Wanda Wiley) Comedy June 12.. 2,000
Movie Madness (Edna Marian) Comedy June 12.. 2,000
A Haunted Heiress (Marian) Comedy June 12.. 2,000
Let George Do lit A series June 19..
Why, George! Let George Do It Tune 19.. 2,000
George’s in Love Let George Do It tune 19. . 2,000
George the Winner Let George Do It Tune 19. . 2,000
Buster’s Narrow Escape Buster Brown series June 26.. 2.000
Wise or Unwise (Puffy) Comedy June 26.. 1,000
Separated Sweethearts (Lake) Bluebird comedy June 26.. 1,000
Let Loose — Mustang comedy June 26.. 2,000

Kind of Picture Review.
’5ear * s fOT (^ke) Bluebird comedy June 26..

Four-Square Steve (Cobb) Western June 26”
Buster Watch Tige Buster Brown June 26..Frame Up (Hume)... Western June 26..Love Deputy (E. Cobb) Short western July 3..Trapped (Fred Humes) Short western Tulv 3There She Goes (Wanda Wiley) ,.. ..Comedy Ju]y in”
Buster s Girl Friend Buster Brown seriea July 10..Papas Mama (Arthur Lake) Comedy July 10
Buster’s Heartbeats Buster Brown '..'.'.'.July

17'.'

Daredevil Daisy (Edna Marian) Comedy July 17
Love’s Labor Lost (Edwards) Comedy Tulv 17”
Do or Bust (Edwards) Comedy !j^|y 17"
Motor Trouble (Chas. King) Comedy ......July 17Mixed Doubles (Puffy) Comedy July 17.”
Fire Barrier Short western July 24..
Village Cut-Up (Lake).... Comedy July 24..Lnder Desert Skies Short western July 24..
Thirteenth Man (Puffy) Comedy July 24Opry House Tonight (Lake) Comedy July 31..Whos Next? (Edwards) Comedy July 31..ranlhng Romance (Wiley) Comedy July 31..

Warrior (Sedgwick) Short western July 31..Wide Open Faces (Puffy) .... Comedy Aug. 7.

.

His Girl Friend (Edna Marian) Comedy Aue 7

w£ed
F

(yaS} Comedy Auf. 14.'.
When East Meets West... Mustang comedy Aug. 14..Pep of t he Lazy J (Cobb) Short western Aug. 14..Busters Orphan Party.... Buster Brown series Aug. 14..Don t Be a Dummy (Lake) Corned v Ancr
It’s All Over Now (Edwards) Comedy !!!!.!!!!!!!**!

*

* Au^ 21

'

-iF' ,9‘lman^ Com. -dr. western Aug. 21..

Shoot (Mower) short western Aug. 21..

Jane s Predicament (Wiley) Comedy Aug. 28..
Rustler by Proxy (Hume) Short western Aug. 28..And George Did (Saylor) Comedy Sept. 4Jim Hearn s Ghost (Sedgewick) Short western Sept. 4..

Tw.
te
n ?e ps J?ad •••• Buster Brown series Sept. 4..

ti
VO m ° l

ar,'j^ e«s' (Edwards) Bluebird comedy Sept. 4..The Newlyweds’ Neighbors Newlyweds series Sert. 11..Wives and W.men (Chas. Puffy) Comedy Sept 11
Janes Inheritance (Wiley) What Happened to Jane. ...Sept. 11..
Olgas Boatman (Edwards) Blue Bird comedy Sep. 25..
Which is Which? (Chas. King) Excuse Maker Sep. 25..
Jane’s Troubles (Wiley) Stern Bros, comedy Oct. 2..
Wanted a Bride (Arthur Lake) Comedy Oct. 2..
The Collegians Seriea ’

of 10 Oct. 9.!
Fighting With Buffalo Bill Pioneering serial Oct. 16..A Man’s Size Pet Western comedy Oct. 16 .

Never Again The Gumps Oct. 16..
For Cryin’ Out Loud .Bluebird comedy Oct. 16..
Lots of Grief Gump comedy Oct. 16..
Pinnacle Rider (Mower Mustang western Oct. 16..
Pioneer Blood (F. Gilman) Mustang western Oct. 23..
Show Cow Puncher (Cobb) Mustang western Oct. 23..
Too Much Sleep (A. Lake) Comedy Oct. 23..
When Bonita Rode Mustang western Oct. 30..
Wild Bill (Chas. Puffy) Fat man comedy Oct. 30..
Jane’s Engagement Party What Happened to Jane.. Nov. 6..
Barely Reasonable (D. Kitchin) Mustang comedy Nov. 6..
Lone Prairie (G. Magrill) Universal western Nov. 6..
Business Worries (Arthur Lake) Comedy Nov. 6..
Please Excuse Me Excuse Maker com Nov. 6..
The Big Surprise Gump comedy Nov. 13..
Snookums’ Outing Newlyweds comedy Nov. 13..
What Price Pleasure? (Edwards) Bluebird comedy Nov. 13..
Better Luck Gump comedv Nov. 20..
Martin of the Mounted (Gilman) Mounted police Nov. 20..
Fighting Strain (C. Witzel) Western Nov! 20.!
Hook or Crook (Puffy). Bluebird comedv .Nov!20”
Buster Prize Winner Buster Brown series Nov. 27..
A Second-Hand Excuse , Excuse Makers Nov. 20.

Feet

1,000
2,000

2,000

2,000

2,000

2,000

2,000

2,000

2,000

1,000

2,000

2,000

1,000

1,000

2,000

1,000

2,000

1,000

2,000

1,000

1,000

1,000

2,000

2,000

1,000

2,000
2,000

2,000

2,000

2,000

1,000

1,000

2,000

2,000
2,000

1,000

2,000

2,000

2,000

2,000

2,000

1,000

2,000

1,000

2,000

1,000

2,000

2,000

1,000

4.000

2.000

2,000

1,000

2,000

2,000

2 rl»

2 rl«

1 rl

2 rls

1 rl

. 2 rls

. 2 rls

2 rls

. 1 rl

, 2 rls

2 rls.

2 rls.

1 rl.

2 rls

2 rls

2 rls
1 rl

2 rls

. 2rls

WARNER BROS.
1925

Kiss Me Again (Lubitsch prod.) Light comedy Aug. 15.. 6.722
Limited Mail (Monte Blue)... Railroad melodrama Sep. 12.. 7,144
Wife Who Wasn’t Wanted (Rich) Romantic drama Sep. 19.. 6.858
His Majesty, Bunker Bean (M. Moore). .Farce comedy Sep. 26.. 7.291
Below the Line (Rin-Tin-Tin) Dog melodrama Oct. 3.. 6,053
Man on the Box (Syd Chaplin) Farce-comedy Oct. 10.. 7.481
Compromise (I. Rich, C. & Brook) Domestic drama Nov. 7.. 6.789
Red Hot Tires (Monte Blue) Farce comedy Nov. 7.. 6.500
Bobbed Hair (Prevost-Harlan) Comedy -melodrama Nov. 14.. 7,817
Rose of the World (P. R. Miller) Human interest drama Nov. 21.. 7,500
Clash of the Wolves (Rin-Tin-Tin) Curwood dog drama Nov. 28.. 6.478
Hogan’s Alley (Blue-Miller) Farce-comedy Dec. 5.. 6,310
Lady Windermere’s Fan (I. Rich) Stage classic Dec. 12.. 7,816
Seven Sinners (Prevost-Brook) Crook-action drama Dec. 19.. 6.927
Golden Cocoon (H. Chadwick-H. Gordon) Human interest melo. Dec. 36.. 7,300

1926
Sea Beast (John Barrymore) Whaling epic Jan. 30.. 9.975
Oh, What a Nurse (Syd Chaplin) Farce-comedy .Mar. 6.. 6,987
Cave Man (M. Moore-Prevost) Farce-comedy Mar. 13.. 6.741
Bride of the Storm (D. Costello) Melodrama April 10.. 6.800
Night Cry (Rin-Tin-Tin) Dog melodrama April 24.. 6.300
Other Women’s Husbands (Blue) Comedy drama May 8.. 6.721
Hell Bent Fer Heaven (Miller) Mystery drama May IS.. 6.57!
Little Irish Girl (D. Costello) Crook drama May 22.. 6.667
Why Girls Go Back Home (Miller) Comedy drama May 29.. 5,362
Silken Shackles (Irene Rich) Drama June 5..6.'(K1
Social Highwayman (Devore-Love) Farce-comedy June 26. . 6.107
Footloose Widows (Fazenda-Logan) Farce-comedy July 3.. 7,163
Don Juan (lohn Barrymore) Romantic drama Aug. 21.. 10.01?
Across the Pacific (Monte Blue) Melodrama Oct. 16.. 6,«45
My Official Wife (Rich-Tearle) Drama ....Nov. 6.. 7.846
Private Izzy Murphy (Jessel) Comedy Oct. 30.. 7.S89
The Better ’Ole (Syd Chaplin) Supercomedy Oct. 23.. *,649
While London Sleeps (Rin-Tin-Tin) Dog drama
Millionaires (Sidney-Fazenda-Gordon) Heart-int. Hebrew com Nov. 30. . 6.903
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Now’s the Time to Lick Autos and Radios!

I
F YOU EVER felt the pinch in your box office because

your patrons preferred the car on the open road, or

the lure of the varied radio programs to a seat in your

theatre, now’s the best time in the whole year to get back

at those two vamps.
The cold and unpleasant weather, the snow and bad

roads, will make it less pleasant for the joy ride or the

trip to another nearby place with a larger theatre.

The present chaos in radio reception, caused by so many

broadcasting stations “jumping” from an allotted wave-

length to one that intereferes with another station, making

radio reception horrible, has created a situation that

couldn’t be better for you.

Jump right in and capitalize the weaknesses of your

enemies—if such they are—by playing every card in your

hand to win back your patronage.

Closed Road and Air Channels

Open Theatre Doors Wider

Let your public know that when the roads are too chill

and bleak, your theatre is still cozy, comfortable, home-

llk

Make them realize that when the radio is packed with

whines and heterodyning station carrier waves, your music

is still sweet, harmonious.

When there’s nothing to look at outdoors but snow and

slush, tell them that you have pictures that are a treat

to the eyes, and that when the furnace misbehaves or the

coal turns out to be mostly slate, your theatre has nice,

restful seats waiting in a temperature-perfect atmosphere.-

If you ever had reason to complain about radio or the

motor car, now is the time to put over a wallop for the

count on both of them.
Advertise and sell every nickel’s worth of lure there is

in the film, the seating, the projection, the temperature

and fresh air regulation, the music you have ready for

the family.

Don’t Muddy Up Your Roads
Or Mix Up Your Air Waves

Before you can sell the stuff that will knock cars and

radio for the count, you have to pack the punch; that

punch comes from perfect equipment, ready to deliver

when the opening comes.

See that every item that contributes to patronage build-

ing is in the pink of condition, ready to make good, then

go after your public; now, if ever, the car loses its lure,’;

now, more than ever, the radio program is weakened in

appeal by interfering wails and whistles.

Go out after these competion salesmen, and if you can

show a decent line of goods you can clean up in your ter-

ritory—win back your trade and hold it

!

These Folks Are Buying

The Best To Be Had
In Equipment

KENNETT SQUARE, PA.—S. S. Dupont,

Dupont Building, Wilmington, Del., has plans

by E. W. Martin, 3054-A Dupont Building,

Wilmington, Del., for one-story frame and

glass theatre, about 200 by 100 feet. Esti-

mated cost $500,000.

MILWAUKEE, WIS.—National Layton Im-

provement Company has plans by Dick &
Bauer, 30S Third street, for two-story brick

and concrete theatre, store and apartment

building, 150 by 170 feet, to be located on

National’ avenue, between 21st and 22nd

Streets. Estimated cost $700,000.

HOLLYWOOD, FLA.—Hollywood Theatre

Corporation has awarded contract to H. B.

Erickson to erect cement-block open-air

theatre at Boulevard and 19th avenue, 50 by
121 feet. Estimated cost $20,000.

BOSTON, MASS.—Strand Theatre has
awarded contract to B. Steinberg, 6 Beacon
street, for erection one-story brick theatre
kt 21 Scolley square, 55 by 165 feet. Esti-

mated cost $150,000.
1 ROXBURY, MASS. (Boston P. O.)—A. I.

Rudnick, 333 Washington street, Boston, has

arvarded contract for erection of two-story

brick theatre, store and office building, 100

by 110 feet, at Humboldt avenue and Waum-
beck street. Estimated cost $200,000.

THE LAST WORD
FOR USHERS
USHER FLASH LIGHT

18 INCHES LONG
FINISHED IN NICKEL

USES STANDARD BATTERIES
AND BULBS

PUTS THE LIGHT WHERE YOU
WANT IT

$6.50
USHER FLASH LIGHT CO.

4101 FLORANCE BOULEVARD
OMAHA, NEBRASKA

GADSDEN, ALA.—W. H. Mayben & Son
have contract to make ertensive improve-
ments to Belle Theatre, to include 182 ad-

ditional seats, build marquee over Broad’

street, remodel lobby, etc.

NORTH LIBERTY, IND.—Extensive im-
provements will be made to Liberty Thea-
tre, including entire new front, canopy over
sidewalk, new projection equipment, heating'
and ventilating system, etc.

DODGE CITY, KANS.—Crown Theatre is

being remodeled.

SIKESTON, MO.—Interior of Malone The-
atre is being redecorated.

PHILADELPHIA PA.—Stanley Company
of America, 1916 Race street, has plans by
Hoffman-Henon Company, Finance Build-
ing, for alterations and one-story brick ad-
dition to People’s Theatre at Kensington ave-
nue and Cumberland street. Estimated cost

$200 ,
000 .

SAINT GEORGE, S. C.—Park Theatre will

be' remodeled and seating capacity increased.

WALLA WALLA, WASH.—Strand Theatre
will be remodeled and enlarged, including

new balcony.

WALLA WALLA, WASH.—Keylor-Grand
Theatre will be remodeled, enlarged and 200

additional seats installed.

MARTIN, TENN.—Improvements are being
made to Capitol Theatre.
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Builders of Theatres Making

Plans for Best Equipment

I
N ALL parts of the country theatres are being planned, contracts are being

let, structures are racing skyward. In every case, when the final seat is

in place and the doors are opened, there is disclosed the very latest in equip-

ment. The following are but a few representative notes of advance tips on

theatre building.

WANTED—NATIONAL DISTRIBUTOR. NEW SUIT
CASE TYPE STANDARD FILM PROJECTOR.
LATEST AND BEST. SUPERIOR MECHANICAL
CONSTRUCTION. EXCLUSIVE PATENTED FEA-
TURES.

Address—M. S. P. Corp., 251 N. J. R. R. Ave., Newark,

N. J.

POCAHONTAS, W. VA.—Extensive altera-
tions will be made to Palace Theatre.

REDWOOD CITY, CALIF.—E. J. Arkush
has plans by Reid Brothers, 105 Montgom-
ery Street, San Francisco, for theatre, seat-
ing- capacity over 1,500. Estimated cost
$150,000.

Reduction Printing
From 35 m/m to 28 m/m and 16 m/m by the

Pioneer of this Industry.

THE PATHESCOPE CO.
OF AMERICA, Inc.

35 West 42nd Street New York

SHOREWOOD, WIS.—H. D. Werwath, 1266
Oakland street, Milwaukee, Wis., has general
contract for two-story brick and tile theatre,
120 by 138 feet, with seating capacity of
1,200, to be erected at 1535-37 Oakland street,
for O. D. Gellerup, 430 Thornes street, Mil-
waukee, Wis. Estimated cost $250,000.

ARCO, IDAHO.—Walker Theatre is being
improved. Modern projection equipment and
screen will be installed.

MURPHYSBORO, ILL.—Reported that Hip-
podrome Theatre will be improved, includ-
ing construction of balcony. This will in-
crease seating capacity to about 2,200. Pipe
organ costing $12,000 will be installed. Im-
provements estimated at $40,000.

MOUND VALLEY, KANS.—New equipment
will be installed in Community Theatre.
KANSAS CITY, MO.—Lincoln Theatre

Company will remodel Lincoln Theatre in
future.

CALIENTE, NEV.—Rex Theatre will be
improved and seating capacity increased.

WARREN, O.—E. M. Broden, Hippodrome
Building, has plans by Robert Harsh. 122
East Broad street, Columbus, O., for enlarg-
ing- Hippodrome Theatre.
JACKSON, TENN.—Gem Theatre Company

has plans by R. A. Heavenre, K. C. R. Build-
ing, for remodeling and erecting one-story
brick addition, 125 by 30 feet, including bal-
cony.

REDLANDS, CALIF.—W. J. Pillars has
plans by G. C. Burnett, Lankershim Build-
ing, Los Angeles, for two-story reinforced
concrete theatre, store and office building,
120 by 120 feet. Estimated cost $150,000.

Get the Full
Effect of
Your
Bill-Board
Publicity

!

Use Ensign
Dates
* Three popular sizes 7x28 (50 for
$2.00; 100 for $2.50); 9x42, (50 for
$2.50; 100 for $3.00); 28x42 (25 for
$4.00; 50 for $5.50).

Your own copy printed on non-fading
stock, in any color ink. Printed and
shipped day order is received, parcel
post special delivery. We have hun-
dreds of satisfied customers among the
Motion Picture managers in Michigan,
Ohio, Penna., Ky., Ind., and Illinois.

Union work and label. Send us your
copy. You’ll be surprised.

THE ENSIGN COMPANY
BATTLE CREEK. MICHIGAN

*P rices on other sizes, hangers, street car
signs on request. We do all kinds of block
letter work.

SPECIAL
ROLL and

MACHINE
TICKETS
Your own special Ticket,

any colors, accurately
numbered; every roll

guaranteed.
Coupon Tickets for Prize

Drawing: 5,000 for $7.00.

Prompt shipments. Cash with

the order. Get the samples.

Send diagram for Reserved
Seat Coupon Tickets, serial or dated.

ROLL AND MACHINE TICKETS
In Five Thousand Lots and Upward

Ten Thousand $6.00

Fifteen Thousand 7*00

Twenty-five Thousand
Fifty Thousand 12.50

One Hundred Thousand 18.00

National Ticket Co. Shamokin, Pa.

Dupe Negatives
Of the finest quality, on special duping
stock perfected by Eastman Kodak
Co., solely for this purpose. Made by
the firm which thoroughly understands
its handling through experience gained
in three years of continuous use in

making millions of feet of the finest

dupe negatives ever produced. Why
risk printing from original negatives
when Dupe Negatives of equal or better
quality can be made so cheaply? Dupe
negatives, equalizing wide difference of
original printing density, 15c per foot
for first negative, 8c for additional.

“Copy-Cats"
Copy-cats, as we remem-
ber in our school days
were dull children who
merely wrote down the

answers some one else had
labored to get. Copy-cats
are still with us, even in

the ventilation business.

The Quaranteed

BLIZZARD
COOLING AND
VENTILATING

SYSTEM
is the one and only original

patented cooling and ventilat-

ing system. “Blizzards” have
been manufactured by ventila-

tion experts for almost

15 years. Don’t be misled by
imitators—they’re only copy-
cats.

The Blizzard System Of

Concentrated Ventilation

is guaranteed indefinitely and
sells for as low as

$100-00
The “Blizzard” is handled by
the most responsible theatre

equipment house in the country

—the National Theatre Supply

Co. All offices or detach and

mail.

BLIZZARD SALES CO.
OMAHA, NEBRASKA

Gent’emen

:

Without putting myself under

any obligations, send me more de-

tails about the guaranteed ‘‘BLIZ-
ZARD”, & your easy payment plan.

Theatre

City



better Projection
Vhis Department Wasfounded in 1910 by its Present 6ditor~>

Richardson

Better Projection Pays

Projecting

Crater Image

B
ERNARD C. SHULTZ, projectionist,

St- Louis, Mo., asks: “I remember a

long while ago, seeing in the depart-

ment, directions for making a lamphouse
door attachment for projecting the crater

image. I have tried to find such a thing for

sale, but have failed. Can you tell me how
to make one?”
There is such a device marketed by the

“Blue Products Company.” It is simple and
effective. You have only to attach it to the

lamphouse door and so adjust it that the

crater image is projected and received

wherever you may desire it.

You may, however, make one in any one
of several ways. Opposite the arc, in the

lamphouse door drill a small hole. If it be a

double-wall door you will have to drill a

very small hole in the outer wall—not to ex-

ceed one-thirty-second of an inch in dia-

meter—and in the inner wall a larger one,

say half an inch in diameter.

The small hole will project an excellent

image of the carbon tips, which you may
divert to a screen or to the wall in any de-

sired position, merely by fixing a bit of

mirror in a metal holding frame and placing

in front of the hole at a suitable angle.

Or you may drill the hole a bit larger and
place an old spectacle lens or a bit of broken
condenser, held in a suitable metal frame,

in front of the hole. The mirror may also

be used to project the resultant beam
wherever you want it.

A still better method, if you are using the

ordinary arc, is to drill a very small hole in

any part of the rear lamphouse wall which
is in sight of the condenser. This will pro-

ject to the rear wall, or to a properly placed

small screen thereon an image of the image
of the positive carbon crater, you will thus

have a very good front-face view of the en-

tire light source.

I trust what I have said will serve the

purpose of making the matter clear to you.

If not, advise me as to wherein I have failed

and I will try again.

Paging Longmont

Y
ES, W- R. Gwynn, projectionist, Long-
mont, Col., still is using up the usual

number of cubic feet of atmosphere

several times each minute, even though he

is getting lazy with the passing years.

Of course, I do not mean by that he is yet

past the flapper stage, but just the same we
will prob’ly feel like flapping a barrel stave

against his anatomy if he doesn’t set in

more often in this department. Gwynn is, as

you know, one of the type of men who are

a credit to the profession. So stick your

feet in the water more often, brother. It’s

really not half as cold as you think it is.

Bluebook School
Question No. 545:—Practical ques-

tion submitted by Allan Gengenbeck,
New Orleans, La., who says: “Dear
Mr. Richardson: This ‘school’ is the

best and most practical thing I have
yet seen published. It is doing a lot

of good in many ways. I have not

projected motion pictures for some
while, but retain a keen interest in the

game, never missing an issue of the

department. Intend to get into pro-

jection again after a while, and the

school keeps me from getting rusty.

Here is a question which, while per-

haps really a problem for an electrician

still fits in the ‘school,’ because the

projectionist must know how to figure

such things if he is to protect his em-
ployer from heavy loss and offer him
good advice when a theatre is being

built. I have taken the problem from
an electrical text book verbatim, so

that our editor will have the answer
before him in checking up, and not be
put to the trouble of working it out

for himself.”

The question:—What size wire

should be used on a 250-volt circuit to

transmit 200 amperes for a distance of

350 feet with a 3 per cent, loss under
full load?

Much obliged for your thoughtful-

ness in supplying an answer I may de-

pend upon. I agree that the projec-

tionist should understand such matters

and thus be able to check up on his

projection wiring.

Question No. 546:—What objections

are there to overloading and thus

overheating the coils or grids of a

rheostat ?

Q E. Devises

New Insulation

THE General Electric Company Engin-

eers have developed a new type of in-

sulation. They have named it Myca-
lex. I thought likely the fact of its develop-

ment might be of some interest to you.

Mycalex is an admixture of ground mica
and lead borate. It was developed because

of the fact that only about 5 per cent, of

the mica as it comes from the mines can be
utilized for insulation purposes in its original

sheet form. The residue was largely waste.

Mycalex has higher insulating qualities than

porcelain. It is light gray in color and has a

metallic sound when struck. It may be

moulded, though hard and stone-like. It

may be made soft and plastic by heating to

redness. The new insulation will have many
applications, some of which may possibly

have to do with projection equipment.

Had Hard Luck
With the Rheostat

F
ROM a- certain town comes this letter:

I went to the state house to take
examination for projectionist license.

They gave me a rheostat, which I wired as
indicated in drawing. On 220 volts it blew
a fuse and on 110 gave poor light and got
very hot. I cannot find a rheostat like it in
the Bluebook: I did not pass. What is

wrong?

”

You will find the rheostat you seem to
have been introduced to in figure 141, page
434 of the Bluebook, of which you seem to
have a copy. On the next page you will
find its connections diagramatically shown.
Your wiring seems to have been all right

^or 220, provided you had the adjustment
lever swung clear around to the right, as
you face the binding posts, against the stop.
As you move it counter clockwise you cut
out resistance. When it is clear around to
the left the rheostatic resistance is short cir-
suited—all cut out.

For 110 volts you should have taken out
the wire connecter at the back of the rheo-
stat as you face the binding posts, and have
connected the wire from the switch or from
the lamp to BOTH of the contacts to which
the jumper was connected. Then BOTH
binding posts must be connected to the lamp,
if you have connected the other to the
switch, or vice versa.

You must remember that each side of this
rheostat is an entirely separate and distinct
resistance element when the jumper is re-
moved. The connection I have last indicated
has the effect of placing the two elements is

parallel (multiple), and you may then in-
crease or decrease the total current flow by
moving the adjustment lever, OR you may
use the 220 volt connection and vary the
current with the lever, provided you can get
enough current that way without over-heat-
ing the coils, OR you may remove the
jumper, connect the wire to only one of the
contacts the judper is attached to and use
only one side of the rheostat.

Your knowledge of the rheostat action
apparently is very weak. I would advise
you to study a lot more before you again
apply for license. Have you served any ap-

(Continued on next page)
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Bluebook School Answers 534 and 535

Note:—This “School” is designed to arouse interest in the study of those many problems
which constantly arise in motion picture projection, AND to cause men to really study

the Bluebook and assimilate the vast amount of knowledge contained within its covers.

Question No. 534—To what point is the

resistance of a wire practically constant, re-

gardless of the amperage flowing?

This question is answered correctly by

Charles E. Curie, Chattanooga, Tenn.
; C. H.

Hanover, Burlington, Iowa
;

S. F. Cooley,

Manchester, N. H. (who, by the way, is one

of opr really well-posted projectionists)
;
W.

C. Budge, Springfield Gardens, N. Y.
;

E.

Fergodo, Livermore, Calif.
;
Frank Dudiak,

Fairmont, W. Va. ; G. L., John, “Bill" and

Andrew Doe, Chicago, 111. (Gosh, the Doe
family still is increasing in the “Windy
City.” Tough on the “King”? What?);
Allan Gengenbeck, New Orleans, La.; T. R.

Guimond, Mobile, Ala.
;

F. D. Oreubacher,

Truesdale, Mo.
;

Albert Atkindon, Cleve-

land, Ohio; Albert Hancock, Dallas, Texas,

and G. D. Henderson, Quincy, 111.

On the whole, I don’t see much difference

in the answers, so I’ll just do the “ene, mene,

mina, mo” stunt. There, I did it, and it

falls to the good brother from Truesdale,

Mo. Orenbacher (evidently Irish) has been

sending in answers for a long while, but only

of late has begun to “get right.” He cer-

tainly has improved, which proves the school

has been of benefit to him. He says:

“Up to the point of ‘capacity’ the resist-

ance of a wire changes so very little with
changes in current strength, that it really is

of little or no importance in practical work.
When the capacity point has been passed,

however, the temperature of the conductor
begins to rise very rapidly and its resistance

mounts in proportion. We may therefore say
that up to the point of rated capacity the

resistance of a wire remains, for all practi-

cal purposes in ordinary work, constant,

though for work where very great accuracy
is required this would not hold true.”

A darned good answer if you ask me. The

“ene, mene mina mo” was on the job quite

effectively, but I don’t think 1 11 use it much,

though, for next time it might “turn me
down.”

Question No. 535—What is meant by the

“mil foot standard of resistance?”

Brother C. H. Hanover, Burlington, la.,

says

:

“The mil foot standard of resistance is the

resistance a commercially pure copper wire

one mil in diameter and one foot long offers

at 75 degrees Pahr. This has been found to

be 10.79 ohms (Hawkins, page 734), but is

ordinarily quoted at 10.5 ohms.
“Only Cooley, Hanover, G. L. and “Bill’’

Doe, Orenbacher, Budge, Fergodo and Curie

mentioned the temperature, which is an im-

portant item, and only Hanover noted the

discrepancy as between Hawkins and most
text books.”

Had Hard Luck
(Continued from preceding page)

prenticeship at all? If so, why is it you get

balled up on so simple a matter ?

P. S.—You did not, in your sketch, indicate

position you had adjustment lever in, so I

just placed it about where it probably would

give about the maximum possible results on

220. You might not be able to cut out that

much resistance in practice, though.

Transverters and
Reflector Arcs

I
HAVE been asked several times as to

whether or not it is possible to use a
75-75 Transverter for a reflector arc.

The answer is yes. The Transverter is a
very flexible machine and may be made to

supply the desired amperage for reflector

arcs. I think, however, it is best not to pub-
lish directions for doing this, but to advise
you to get' instructions direct f;rom the
Hertner Electric Company, Cleveland, Ohio,
giving the full data contained on the name
plate of your machine.
However, while it is quite possible to do

this, it is not to be expected that a machine
built to deliver 75 amperes at full load will

operate with high efficiency at 30 amperes
or less. There “ain’t no such animal.”
Therefore, if you intend using a reflector

type lamp permanently, it will be better to

get a Transverter adapted to the work- In

the end it will pay to do so.

And while I am speaking of Transverters,
let me again remark, in answer to those who
every little while ask which is the best motor
generator, that while there are other high-
grade sets, you can get nothing better than
the motor generators advertised in the
columns of this paper On the other hand,
there are much less efficient sets on the
market, and you are taking chances of get-
ting one if you stray outside the “fold.”

Better stick to the sets we know to be at

least as good as any made.

“Rockbestos” Is

High Qrade Qoods

T HE manufacturers of “Rockbestos”
asbestos covered wire, or cable, have
forwarded to me a sample of their

goods, which upon close examination I am
bound to admit is distinctly high-grade
goods.

The No. 6 wire or cable has six main
strands twisted together rather loosely. Each
strand is, when held in compact form be-
tween the fingers, about the diameter of a

No. 10 wire, and is made up of, at a guess
I started to count them, but can’t spare a

half day to the job—about a hundred wires
each, almost as small as a human hair

—

probably the size of a horse hair, but infinite-

ly more flexible. I have no micrometer
handy, but think they are about No. 36.

The result of all this is a surprising flex-

ibility, coupled with high carrying capacity
because the heat radiation would, of course,

be very good. The insulation is high-grade.
The wire is recommended to your favorable
consideration. Might write the Rockbestos
Products Corporation, New Haven, Conn., for

a small sample for examination. Just ask
for an inch of the No. 6.

Instructions

As to Vitaphone

S
EVERAL have asked why this depart-

ment has not spoken of Vitaphone, and
published instructions for its handling,

as has been done by one paper.

To these inquiries I can only say that

until a few days ago those having to do with
Vitaphone had not seen fit to supply this de-

partment with any data concerning it. Re-
cently, however, we were invited to and did

examine both it and its performance closely.

There is no manner of doubt as to the excel-

lence of its performance when rightly han-
dled. The results are really a bit marvelous.

I shall deal with it in another part of the
paper soon, and will, in this department sup-

ply you with illustrations and details as to

the equipment necessary to its performance.
I do not, however, believe that operating
instructions have any especial value at this

time, because for at least a considerable
time Vitaphone will be confined almost, if

not quite exclusively, to large theatres in

cities, and there will be Vitaphone experts
to both install and assist in its handling.
When the time comes that detailed operat-
ing instructions will have any value, this de-
partment certainly will supply them.

Morbray Lectures

On Syncroverter

R
ECENTLY G. A. Mowbray, Chief En-
gineer of the Liberty Electric Cor-
poration, appeared, by invitation, be-

fore the American Projection Society, at its

headquarters, and delivered a most interest-
ing lecture on the Liberty Syncroverter, a
new equipment, or comparatively so.

Such lectures have a very large value.
They should have the hearty approval and
support of every one concerned. The edi-
tor was invited, but those midnight meet-
ings become less and less popular with him
as the years roll on and work multiplies.

Powers Book
Most Valuable

THE Powers Division of the Interna-
tional Projector Corporation. 90 Gold
street, New \ ork. has issued an ex-

cellent instruction book on the Powers Pro-
jector. It is paper covered, has 32 pages and
a sheet of cuts. It will be mailed upon re-
quest to any projectionist. I would recom-
mend that you send for it. Much of the
matter is the same as that contained in the
Bluebook, but much of it also is not. It will
form an acceptable addition to your lib-arv
Get it!



Box office boon

Motion picture producers who use

Eastman Panchromatic Negative offer you

black and white pictures with color cor-

rections that are actually amazing.

These qualities give such pictures—
printed on Eastman Positive, of course

—an extra appeal for the audience that is

a definite boon for the box office.

Prints on Eastman have the black-

lettered identification “Eastman”

and “Kodak” in the transparent

margin. Look for it.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.
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Simultaneous With Its Big

Broadway $2 Presentation

YOU GET

THE Marine Epic.

A gigantic show

MONTHS in the making.

LON Chaney’s Biggest!

IT has laughs, thrills, spectacle!

YOU get it with the full' advantage

OF its colossal $2 Broadway send-off!

TAKE a tip! Act now!

William Haines and

Carmel Myers. A Qeorge

Hill production. Screen

play by E. Richard
Schayer. Titles by Joe

Famham. Directed by

Qeorge Hill.

METRO - GOLDWYN - MAYER
OH BOY! Scarlet Letter—Fire Brigade-Tell it to the Marines OH BOY!
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Never in this business have you seen a product

coming through the way PARAMOUNT'S is

coming through this fall and winter.

Records smashed, runs extended, double and triple nor-

mal profits—an old time story by this time to exhibitors

playing PARAMOUNT’S 15th BIRTHDAY GROUP.

You don't have to point to “WE'RE IN THE
NAVY NOW'', admittedly the greatest popu-

lar-priced picture ever made. Or to any one

PARAMOUNT picture.

Look at“THE QUARTERBACK”and the phenomenal
business it is doing and grab it quick before the football

season finally closes, if you haven’t already. Look at

“SO’S YOUR OLD MAN” and “EVERYBODY’S
ACTING”.

Look at “EAGLE OF THE SEA", record-
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breaker at the Metropolitan, Los Angeles

Look at “THE GREAT GATSBY”, which th<

N.Y. EveningWorld calls the equal of “BEAL
GESTE”and the superior of 3 other road show;

now playing on Broadway*

Look ahead to“THE CANADIAN’’, “THE POPULAF
SIN”, “LOVE ’EM AND LEAVE ’EM”, “STRANDEEl
IN PARIS”, “MAN OF THE FOREST”, “LET IT

RAIN”, “PARADISE FOR TWO”, “THE POTTERS’
and“BLONDE OR BRUNETTE”. All coming betweer

now and February 1st and keeping up the mighty stride

Look ahead to PARAMOUNT’S February-

August, 1927, Group of 39 Pictures.

No wonder the trade is unanimously proclaim'

ing: THIS IS A PARAMOUNT YEAR!
Member of Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc.—Will H. Hays, President
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Stop/look!Listen!
Holdon Tight/

Tors

With GERTRUDE OLMSTEAD, OTIS

HARLAN, EMILY FITZROY, CHARLES
GERARD, GERTRUDE ASTOR

From the story by K. R. G. BROWNE

A UNIVERSAL SUPER COMEDY
Presented by CARL LAEMMLE
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Starring ™ 1

George Jessel

“PRIVATE . IZZY MURPHY” best
box office production we have had
in three years. Broke all records!
Second week opened bigger than first!

Orphdum Theatre, Chicago, IU.

Patsy Ruth Miller « Vera Gordo
Nat Carr

“MY OFFICIAL WIFE” a Warner
Winner rightly named! Just fin-
ished playing to excellent business.
Keep up the good work!

Olympia Theatre, Worcester, Mass.

“ACROSS THE PACIFIC” opened
new Capitol Theatre. This is a mar-
velous picture, real box office bet.
Audience simply wild over picture.
Glad we have Warner Winners under
contract

!

Capitol Theatre, Lincoln, Neb.



AnotherWarnerWinner

H

With

George Sidney * - Louise Fazenda

Vera Gordon 4 4 Nat Carr

Costello * Myroa Loy and others

Suggested by

E. PHILLIPS OPPENHEIM’S

“The Inevitable Millionaires"

Oirected by

HERMAN RAYMAKER

Another great wire

—

This time from Baltimore

Where “MILLIONAIRES”
Another WARNER WINNER
Hits the high spots of

Profit performance!

Read the wire

And you will know
Why and how this picture

Gets the money!
It has everything

Including profits!

“ACROSS THE PACIFIC”,
“MY OFFICIAL WIFE”,
and
“PRIVATE IZZY MURPHY”
Also setting the profit pace

With new records!

“WHILE LONDON SLEEPS”
Starring Rin Tin Tin
On the way!

Most stirring melodrama
In which the wonder dog

Has ever appeared!

Greatest news of all

—

The adorable

DOLORES COSTELLO
Starring in

“THE THIRD DEGREE”
Will soon be released!

Another of the year’s greatest

In 26 WARNER WINNERS!



I

Greater F. B. O.’s phenomenal
dog star has gained the unqual-

ified approval of the country’s

MASTER SHOWMEN!
i

His uncanny ability, his almost
unbelievable knack of expres-

sion, won his public almost

overnight

!

Story by Eivart Adamson

Today he’s a sensation! He
is recognized as a very defi-

nite asset at the nation’s box-

offices.

Tie your leash to Ranger and
let him pull you into the big

profits!

JOSEPH P* KENNEDY
presents

Member of Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America. Inc.—Will H. Havs. President
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lOO- YEARS - OF - ALANJUFIACTURING - EXPERIEATCfL>

HEYWOOD-WAKEFIELD WAREHOUSES
Baltimore, Maryland 113 West Conway Street

Boston 45, Mass. Winter Hill

Display Floor, 174 Portland Street

Buffalo, New York Wells and Carroll Streets

Chicago, Illinois 2653 Arthington Street
Display Floor, 439 Railway Exchange Bldg.

Kansas City, Missouri, 1310 West Eighth Street

Los Angeles, California 801 East Seventh Street

New York, New York 516 West 34th Street

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 244 South 5th Street

Portland, Oregon 148 North Tenth Street

San Francisco, California 737 Howard Street

St. Louis, Missouri Sixth and O’Fallon Streets

Although the Dania (Florida) Theatre was completely demolished by the hurri-
cane, the H-W chairs (OC4G9) were practically unharmed. Note the splendid
condition of the veneer back and standards on which the roof beams fell.

An Unusual Demonstration

of H-W Theatre Chair Quality

^
T TAKES some such amazing demonstration as the above

to prove that Heywood-Wakefield Opera Chair Quality

goes far beyond mere appearance and comfort.

Our chairs are designed and constructed to withstand the

most trying conditions of service. More than a century

of seat-building experience has taught us how, and from

what materials, to build seats for greatest comfort and

durability.

No. OC409

Our theatre-seating experts

are in a position to render

you real valuable help in

planning for appearance,

comfort and house capacity.

This service is free through

any H-W warehouse.
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1
IKE STERLING on
./SILVER the name of

Allan Dvvan on a production
is an assurance of 100 PER
CENT VALUE!

for instance—
Douglas Fairbanks in
“ROBIN HOOD”—Gloria

Swanson in “MA N-
H AND LED” and
“ZAZA”—Thomas Meig-
han in “TIN GODS”—
“BIG BROTHER”—
“PADLOCKED” and

MATT MOORE -

HALE HAMILTON -

CHARLES WINNINGER
WALTER CATLETT
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NOW READY FOR BOOKING

!

THE XXVIII INTERNATIONAL

Presented by His Eminence

GEORGE CARDINAL MUNDELEIN

A Picture For All Humanit
As shown at JOLSON’S THEATRE, New York— ILLINOIS THEATRE, Chicago

BOSTON OPERA HOUSE and other important theatres

This great spectacle—an eight reel drama of reality—brings a reaction such as no

mere dramatic production inspires. From the standpoint of the theatre it is one

ofthe greatest films in a score of years. Packed Jolson’s Theatre, New York City,

for two weeks with the most enthusiastic audience ever assembled and brought

forth continuous rounds of applause. Metropolitan critics unanimously
acclaimed it as a triumphant achievement.

—

W

To the Trade

Please note that Fox Film

Corporation does not par-

ticipate in the profits ac-

cruing from the exhibition

or the sale of this

picture.

\ - /

Exhibitors
Interested in booking this film are

directed to inquire of the branch
exchanges of

Fox Film Corporation^

the physical distributors and
booking agents.
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Last Minute News From Everywhere
OH, PSHAW!

G. B. S. says Gene Tun-
ney’s not good enough to

play in film of his novel.

“Can’t fight,” says
George. “Can’t write,’’

says Gene. A stand-oif.

MOVING PICTURE

WORLD
PETE THE PUP

Walter Lantz’s star per-
former for Bray Car-
toons, has received spe-
cial permit to go un-
muzzled in park, an-
nounces Christine Ham-
ilton, Bray P. A.
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Picture History

May Be Shown in

French Tapestry

Lesser Orders a Woven

“Still” of Gobelins

The first Gobelins tapestry

ever made for a private indi-

vidual will probably come to the

United States from France as

the property of Sol Lesser. It

will be woven from a painting
representing the progress of the

motion picture industry, and will

be the first Gobelins tapestry

made for a private individual

since the famous manufactory
became a state institution in

1662 under Louis XIV. This is

contingent upon a favorable vote

in January by the French Sen-

ate on a law authorizing the

sale of Gobelins to individuals.

The tapestry specified by Mr.

Lesser will take six “tapissiers

artistes” three to five years to

weave. The average workman
can weave only two and a quar-

ter square inches a day. This

woven “still” of motion picture

history will be about twenty-
five feet long by fourteen feet

high.
The main design of the tapes-

try “shall represent in striking

symbolic form or pageant the

chief screen triumphs in the his-

tory and development of the mo-
tion picture industry.”
For this it is Mr. Lesser’s idea

to choose—probably by a jury of

screen critics—notable scenes

from the screen’s masterpieces.

Such films as “Intolerance,”

“Passion,” “The Kid,” "The Four
Horsemen,” “The Covered Wag-
on,” “The Ten Commandments,”

(Continued on page 2 )

Lubin Will Build

New Roxy Theatre

Herbert Lubin has ac-

quired si site sit Lexington
avenue, 58tli anil 59th

streets, New York City,

and will immediately begin
erecting a second Roxy
Theatre. Intentions are to

open it in December, 1927.

It will cost $5,000,000 and
seat 3,500. S. L. Rothafel
will be in charge. The
present Roxy Theatre.
Seventh avenue smd 50tli

street, which cost $10,000,-

000 and will seat 0,000,

opens in February.

r

Late Chicago

News Notes
Ralph Kettering, pub-

licity executive of the
Aselicr circuit, denied that
the company has received
a $1,500,000 loan from Wall
Street bankers. Harry
Ascher has been named
managing director of the
new 3,500-seat Sheridan
Theatre, which opens on
Christmas Day with a dc
luxe picture and presenta-
tion policy. The Tower
Theatre was robbed of
$2,100 by a bandit who es-
caped in an automobile.
Federal Judge Wilkerson
has appointed the Chicago
Title and Trust Co. re-
ceiver for the United Ma-
sonic Temple Building
which houses the Oriental
Theatre. This does not af-
fect operation of the thea-
tre by Balaban & Katz.

F. B. 0. Plans Specials?
F. B. O.’s announcement of its

first three subjects for the new
season indicates that several big
specials are planned. One will

be “The Windjammers of
Gloucester,’’ dealing with fisher-

men of the old New England
port. A nationally known
woman star will appear in “Lit-

tle Orphan Annie,” from the
James Whitcomb Riley poem.
The third subject announced will

be the late Larry Evans' Cos-
mopolitan Magazine story,

“Down Our Way.’”

H. M. Warner Recovers
Harry M. Warner has returned

to his desk after a severe at-

tack of grippe. He was in bed
for about a week.

Laemmle Scholarship Award

Launched For “Miserables”

Columbia University President Heads Committee

—Eleven Prizes Offered—First Is $1,000
%

By Sumner Smith

CARL LAEMMLE, president of Universal, has completed plans for

what probably is the most comprehensive scholarship award ever
conceived in connection with motion pictures. The awards will be
called the Carl Laemmle-Victor Hugo Scholarships and will be made
as a result of studies of Hugo’s masterpiece, “Les Miserables,” which
Laemmle is soon to release in screen form as a Universal Film
de France.
The importance of these

awards may be estimated by the
fact that Dr. Nicholas Murray
Butler, president of Columbia
University and one of the coun-
try’s leading educators, has ac-

cepted a place in the little group

London Cable
Moving Picture World

Bureau, London
November 30.

Dorothy Gish, who was order-

ed out of Hyde Park whilst film-

ing a scene, has appealed unsuc-

cessfully for more latitude for

British films. “Maya,” the Ger-

man life story of a bee, is cre-

ating a lot of interest here. “The

Modern Du Barry” is another

German film which has been

favorably received by the news-

paper and magazine critics.

M-G-M Takes Over Operation

Of 44 Brazil Picture Houses

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer has as-

umed operation of forty-four

notion picture theatres in Bra-

il. The owners of these- thea-

res—twenty-two in Sao Paulo,

ourteen in Rio de Janeiro and

ight in Santos—pooled their in-

erests and arranged for the

ompany to run them and show
ts product in them.
This arrangement, which gives

Jetro-Goldwyn-Mayer a key po-

rtion for all first-run theatre

ihowings, is upon a percentage

>asis.

There have been mapy in-

jtances of a motion picture .com-

pany taking over a circuit of

theatres. But never beforo has

a group of independent theatre
owners combined to entrust
their holdings to the operation
of a producing and distributing
organization. The intent of

these theatre owners was to se-

cure the benefit of the Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer Pictures and the
Marcus Loew method of theatre
management.

It is interesting to note that

the showing of pictures
zil is about six months JjiqfliLpd

the showing of the sam§’ films

in the United States. “Tt}q .pig

Parade” is scheduled to op,fen at

the Theatre Casino, Rio de

Janeiro, January 1. It will be
followed by “Ben Hur” and other
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer pictures.

of men of letters who will rule
on the relative merits of the
candidates for scholarships.
Others in the group are Dr.

John J. Tigert, United States
Commissioner of Education; Dr.
Ernest Crandall, director of Vis-
ual Education in New York City;
Dr. Thomas Finnigan, chairman
of Visual Education of the Na-
tional Education Association,
and, representing the authors of
the screen, Octavus Roy Cohen,
recently won to the screen by
Universal.
There will be eleven awards,

one amounting to $1,000, and ten
amounting to $500 each, a total
of $6,000 offered by Laemmle to-
towards a greater study and a
greater appreciation of Victor
Hugo by students in the United
States. The essays will be lim-
ited to 500 words.
The principal basis upon which

those trying for the scholarships
will be judged will be their criti-
cal apprecation of Hugo’s work
as exemplified in a 500-word
essay on the following subject:
"What ideals for life do you find
in ‘Les Miserables?’”

Tentative dates for the sub-
(Continued on page 2 )

Sells the Audience

To Sell Theatre Man
E. N. Oshel, P. D. C.

salesman travelling out of
Kansas City, gets con-
tracts. T. D. Peal of the
Royal, Grain Valley, Mo.,
couldn’t decide oil the P,
D. C. Success Series.
Oshel asked if he eould ad-
dress the audience. In a
four-minute talk he de-
scribed De Mille-Metro-
politan pictures and won
the admission from the
patrons that they wanted
to see them. Then Peal
booked the series to fill up
the balance of his open
time for one year.
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AHistory in Tapestry
(Continued from page 1)

"Greed’’ and "The Black Pirate’’

will be considered.
The border of the tapestry will

picture the technical progress of

the motion picture from the first

inventions to the perfection of
present day production. It will

also indicate the world influence
of the motion picture.

Sol Lesser has left to the dis-

cretion of the Gobelins manage-
ment the naming of artists to

execute the preliminary sketches
and the final oil painting from
which the tapestry will be
woven. This may be by compe-
tition between French and
American artists.

The artistic traditions of the

Gobelins manufactory go back
more than 2(50 years to its first

director—the painter, Charles
Le Brun. For a century before

the American Revolution such
artists as Coypel, Jouvenet and
Boucher painted -specially tor

some of the looms that are still

in operation today.
Mr. Lesser was asked where

he would hang the completed
tapestry.

"In my home in Los Angeles,
perhaps,” he said. “But don t

you think it would make a strik-

ing decoration for a theatre.”’

"Then you are not going to

retire from motion pictures?”

"i have already. 3ut,” he

added ambiguously, ‘‘that was
several months ago.”

MacHenry in Atlanta
J S. McHenry, who for seven

months has been district repre-

sentative of P- D. C. at Dallas,

has been appointed manager of

the Atlanta branch.

Got Every Copy

Sol Lesser did not miss
a single copy of Moving
Picture World while he
was abroad* he told a
Moving Picture World
man upon his return this

week. Copies of the mag-
azine reached him like

clock-work.

Turns to Pictures

Charles Grapewin, for years a
vaudeville headliner, is assisting
Scott Sidney in producing the
Metropolitan feature, “No Con-
trol.” He is an authority on circus
ways and is rated as a “comedy

consultant.”

Four N. Y. Incorporations
Four motion picture companies

received charters in New YorK
State last week. They were:
Amikino Corporation, capitalized
at $10,000, with Leon S. Zamko-
vey, Nathan Barudin, Joseph Mi-
chael, New York City; Ben-Mar
Amusement Corporation, $3,000,
Benjamin M. and Margaret Ros-
sasy, Samuel Soelenfreund, Rich-
mond Hill; Stratford Studios,
Inc., capitalization not stated,
Herbert Ascher, Rosalind Sat-
tler, D. Bellevin, New York City;
Paul Producing Corporation,
$25,000, Margaret McGrath, Sam-
uel Greber, Elizabeth Morton,
New York City.

G. E. Plans Demonstration
The General Electric Com-

pany of Schenectady, N. Y., is

nstaliing certain mechanism
these days in the State Theatre
in that city, in connection with
a later demonstration of the
Pala Photophone, which prom-
ises to be a competitor with
Vitaphone. James Roach, man-
ager of the theatre, has been in

conference with General Electric
officials on several occasions in

connection with the installation

of the mechanism. A special

projection machine was installed

last week. No date has yet been
fixed for the public demonstra-
tion.

Abel Named in Detroit
Sydney E. Abel, who has been

selling motion pictures for

eighteen years, joined United
Artists on November 20 as man-
ager of the Detroit branch of-

fice, appointed in the illness of

H. W. Traver, who has held that
post, by Cresson E. Smith, gen-
eral sales manager, Midwest Di-
vision.

Three Censors O. K. “Glory”
Winfield R. Sheehan of Fox

announces that the Pennsylvania,
Ohio and Chicago censors have
approved ‘What Price Glory.”

Film Men and

Labor to Meet

Around Table

Wages, Hours of Work

To Be Discussed

Union leaders and motion
picture producers will meet at

an early date to consider wages,
hours of labor and working con-
ditions in the motion picture in-

dustry, announces W. F. Cana-
van, president of the Interna-
tional Alliance of Theatrical
Stage Employes and Motion
Picture Machine Operators.
A joint committee will be

formed. Five producer members
will be named by Will H. Hays,
president of the Motion Picture
Producer* and Distributors of
America, Inc., and labor will be
represented by the presidents of
the American Federation of
Musicians, International Broth-
erhood of Electrical Workers,
International Brotherhood of
Painters, Decorators and Paper-
hangers and the United Brother-
hood of Carpenters and Joiners
of America. Mr. Canavan p.lso

will be a member.
No definite announcement has

been made of an organization
meeting except that it will be
held in the near future. Ses-
sions will be held from time to
time, or on request.

Scholarship Award
(Continued from page 1)

mission of essays on the subject
are set as January 1, 1927, to
February 28, 1927, inclusive, al-
though it is possible that the
time may be extended beyond
February 28, in order to give
students plenty of time to
analyze the Hugo novel. While
it is not thought probable, the
judges may have difficulty mak-
ing final selections. In case
there is a neck-and-neck finish
between candidates, Laemmle
has signified his intention to
make awards to the additional
students. If any tie, an equal
prize will be awarded each of
them.

It is expected that detailed
specifications as to conditions
will be sent out from the Uni-
versal home office to all high
schools throughout the country
early this month. Definite re-
strictions as to the use of the
scholarship awards may not be
made.

In Great Britain, where the
scholarship has been running,
the student’s parents have the
choice as to whether the award
is to be devoted to higher edu-
cation for the child or for the
apprenticeship. In the United
States the award probably will
apply to college or business
school tuition. No plans have
been discussed pointing to
scholarships in any one or more
colleges or universities.

Hancock Back to Desk
H. E. Hancock, news editor of

Kinograms, the news reel re-

leased by Education, who was
operated on for appendicitis the
first of November, has recovered
sufficiently to be back at his desk
in the Kinograms office.

COMING and GOING

Curtis F. Nagel, president of
Colorart Pictures, Boston, is in
New York arranging distribu-
tion details. Howard C. Brown,
treasurer, here last week has
returned to Boston.

» • *

Ernest Geyer, who handled
the advance publicity and opened
the Keith-Georgia Theatre in
Atlanta, has gone to San An-
tonio, Texas, to open the Texas
Theatre on December 17 for
Publix.

• • »

H. S. Manus, vice-president of
American Cinema Association,
has returned from a tour of New
England, Eastern Canada and
the Middle West. He will do the
West Coast the first of the year.

Alexander Korda, Hungarian
director, and his wife, known on
the screen as Maria Corda, have
left for California to work on
the First National jot at Bar-
bank. Their assignments will be
announced later.

• • •

Doris Kenyon has returned to
Hollywood for her “honeymoon
at home” with Milton Sills,
whom she married in the East
on October 12. Her mother,
Mrs. M. T. Kenyon, accompanied
her. Sills went west several
weeks ago.

• * *

Ned E. Depinet, Ned Marin and
A. W. Smith, Jr., First National’s
"Big Three” of the sales cabi-
net, are in New York. They say
that prospects for First Nation-
al Month in January’ are excel-
lent.

• • •

Bogart Rogers, general man-
ager of Douglas MacLean Pro-
ductions, has gone hack to Los
Angeles.

» » »

Dave Gross, P. D. C.’s New
York manager, is away on a
month’s vacation. District Man-
ager George Dillon is taking his
place.

• * •

Elmer Pearson of Pathe and a
group of P. D. C. officials have
left for Hollywood on produc-
tion matters.

* • *

Samuel Goldwyn is en route
from the West Coast to New
York. Mrs. Goldwyn is accom-
panying him. Samuel Goldwyn.
Jr., w-as deemed a bit too young
for transcontinental travel and
remains in Hollywood. Mr. Gold-
wyn will arrive December 3. He
wants to look over current
plaj’s.

• • •

John C. Flinn. P. D. C. vice-
president, and William Sistrom,
De Mille and Metropolitan gen-
eral manager, have left for the
West Coast.

• • •

Sidney Olcott is on his way
west

• * *

Lois Moran and her mother
will sail Saturday for a vacation
in Europe.

• * •

Robert Lieber, president of
First National, is in New York
from Indianapolis.

• • •

Carroll S. Trowbridge has re-
turned to New York following a
tour of the South and Middle
West. He visited P. D. C. offices.
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Highest Theatre?

What Is believed to be
the highest theatre in the
world was opened last
week in Climax, Cola., by
the Climax Club. The
theatre is away up in the
mountains near Leadville,
at an elevation of 12,400
feet. Film for the theatre
is shipped to Leadville and
from there hauled by wag-
ons and burrows up the
mountain side to the thea-
tre. Climax is a settle-

ment of miners and their
families, most of whom
work the gold and silver
mine of the Climax Milling
and Mining Company. Ed
Zadra of the Liberty Bell
Theatre, Leadville, is the
active manager of the
theatre.

Feist Praises Salesmen;

One Had to Catch Snakes

In an interesting article on the
distribution machinery of the in-

dustry, Felix Feist, general
manager of sales and distribu-

tion for M.rG.rM., tells about a
salesman who, dared by an ex-

hibitor hard to- sell to accom-
pany him on a rattlesnake hunt,

accepted the dare, professed un-
bounded enthusiasm and sold a

flock of pictures through the

contact.
Mr. Feist does film salesmen

ftlll credit. As another illustra-

tion of their initiative, he points

out that a recent contract was
closed at the bottom of a coal

mine. The exhibitor owned the

mine and acted as foreman.

Publix Opens Two Soon
Publix will open the Texas

Theatre, San Antonio, December
17 and the Metropolitan Thea-
tre, Houston, December 26. Pub-
lix total of theatres then will

surpass 400. About twenty are

in construction or projected for

the near future. Unit shows
that open at the Paramount
Theatre in New York will play

both these new houses.

International m New Home
international New'sreel *s now

located in' its new quarters. The
editorial and executive offices

and the laboratory are at 251

West 19th street. It is the first

time they have been under the

same roof.

To Discuss Trusts
On the advice of promi-

nent exhibitor leaders.
Chairman Joseph M. Seider
of Administrative Com-
mittee of the M. P. T. O.

A. has issued a call for a
general meeting of inde-
pendent theatre owners at
Columbus, Ohio, on Janu-
ary

,
0 .and 7 to- discuss

trustification within the
industry. >The- place of
meeting will be decided
later. The bflard of direc-
tors of the national organ-
ization meets in Columbus
at that time. All indepen-
dent theatre owners are
invited.

Lesser Returns

Eager to Enter

Business Again

May Produce the Wright

Stories He Owns

Sol Lesser and Mrs. Lesser re-
turned to New York this week
after an extended trip abroad,
during which they visited prac-
tically every country in Europe.
They are at the Hotel YVeylin,
54th street and Madison- avenue,
and will remain in New York a
fortnight.
A study of the developments

in film production in England,
Germany and France and else-
where on the Continent has con-
vinced Mr. Lesser that it will
not be long before America can
expect real competition from
these countries in the quality of
their productions. Always a
close observer, with a thorough
knowledge of all branches of the
industry, his prediction will be
noted with unusual* interest.
While Sol would not commit

himself about remaining in the
retirement which he announced
following the sale of his hold-
ings in the West Coast Theatres
last Spring for a figure around
the million dollar mark, it can
be definitely stated that he in-
tends to get into the harness
again as soon as a favorable op-
portunity opens.

This may mean in the theatre
end of it or in the production
field with some of the Harold
Bell Wright stories which he
owns, the success of Sam Gold-
wyn’s “Winning of Barbara
Worth,” which he bought from
Mr. Lesser originally, having
opened the latter’s eyes to the
box office possibilities of these
stories.

Small French Houses Suffer
Many small picture theatres in

France are gradually withdraw-
ing from business and the indus-
try is exercised over the situa-
tion. An appeal has been made
for more effective methods of
advertising by a French trade
journal. Costs of films and
printing are principally high.
Rentals have risen, it is said,
over 100 per cent, in one year,
and prices of programs about 50
per cent. A 20 per cent, increase
in admissions hasn’t pleased the
public.

Utica Site Purchased
The Stanley Mark Strand Cor-

poration, which is a part of the
Stanley Corporation of America,
which owns and controls more
than 250 theatres, all in the
East, has closed the purchase of
a valuable parcel of land in

Utica, N. Y., on which there will
be erected a commercial build-
ing and a modern picture thea-
tre seating more than 4,000.

Bader Visiting Exchanges
Dave Bader, Universal accessory

sales manager, is visiting eastern
exchanges to establish good will
between accessory managers
and exhibitors. He had just re-
turned from a visit to Cleveland
and Philadelphia.

He *s Rarin * to Go

Sol Lesser is back from Europe
highly dissatisfied. Weary of the
easy life, he’s looking for work.

Theatrical Men Give

$56,710 to Jewish Poor
The sum of $567710 toward the

quota of $100,000 was subscribed
by the theatrical division of the
Federation for the Support of
Jewish Philanthropic Societies
at a luncheon this week at the
Hotel Astor, New York. The
tenth anniversary campaign of
the federation seeks $4,720,000.
Adolph Zukor presided at the
luncheon.
Among the contributions were:

E. F. Albee, $5,000 ; Thomas
Meighan, $1,000; Jesse Lasky,
$3,000; Eddie Cantor, $1,000; Ar-
thur Loew and Walter Wanger
each gave $500 and Harold B.
Franklin gave $300. Sydney S.

Cohen suggested a permanent
organization of theatrical men
to raise funds annually, and
plans were begun toward that
end.

Loew Books “Barbara”
The entire Loew circuit of

theatres throughout the coun-
try has booked United Artists’
“The Winning of Barbara
Worth.” The picture has just
ended five weeks at the Los An-
geles Forum and a highly suc-
cessful week at Loew’s State
Theatre, Boston.

Carl Akeley Dies
Carl Akeley, American explorer

friend of George Eastman and
well known to the motion pic-
ture industry, died on November
29 at Kabale, Uganda, British
East Africa, He was collecting
specimens for the American Mu-
seum of Natural History.

Sterling Sells Four
George E. Kann, vice-president

of Sterling Pictures, has signed
a contract with J. H. Hoffberg,
representing C. Biekarck Co., by
which the latter acquires for
distribution in Brazil four of the
Royal pictures released by
Henry Ginsberg and Mr. Kann
last season.
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Elevator Man

Arrested For

Capitol Theft

Refrigerator and Dame

Get “Fatty” in Dutch

A refrigerator that made itsown ice brought a chill this week
into the life of “Fatty” Roedel,
elevator man at the Capitol
Theatre. Though his salary to-
talled only $28 a week, he and
Miss Nancy Kirby recently took
an apartment in a fine new hotel
building overlooking Fifth ave-
nue.

“Don’t tell anybody,” he
warned Nancy. “They’ll wonder
where I got the money.”
She promised. For three days

she kept the secret. Then, so
happy was she over the refrig-
erator, that she boasted about it
at the Capitol.
The cops called on "Fatty” and

Nancy soon afterwards. They
remarked that they liked
“Fattys $325-a-month apart-
ment.

“All right, the jig is up,”
“Fatty” allowed. “A chatty
woman brings chilliness into the
life of any man. I confess.”
The confession was that he

had looked the other way when
crooks entered the Capitol of-
fices, forged two checks each for
$76,500 and stamped them with a
special identifying machine.
“Fatty” says he was promised
$15,000 but that he got only the
first installment, $1,500. He had
$1,015 left. Candy and refrig-
erating expenses had taken the
rest.

“Fatty” and the girl were held
on suspicion of grand larceny.
“Me for a bachelor apartment

on Second avenue, when possi-
ble,” remarked “Fatty.” "And
I’ll buy my ice from the dago on
the corner.”
The crooks had cashed $148,000

before disappearing.

Adams to Write Another
Samuel Hopkins Adams, who

has written an original story for
Paramount, has signed to do an-
other. He will prepare it in the
East.

A Hit Everywhere
“Ben Hnr’s” Invasion of

the foreign field has been
marked with unnsual suc-
cess. It started a long-
run engagement last week
at the Madeline in Paris.

It is entering its third
week at the Tivoli in Lon-
don. “Ben II ur” still is

drawing huge crowds to
the UFA Palace in Berlin,

and also is the recognized
reigning success in Mexico
City. Fifteen German
cities outsdie of Berlin
are showing it. In this
country, twelve road shows
are showing it from Cali-
fornia to Rhode Island.
An additional company
opens in Atlantic City at
the Globe next week.
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Film Athletes Fade

What happened to the

football game between
Kansas City exhibitors and
en'hangemenf That's the

question agitating Kansas
City. The hour was set,

the publicity sent out and
bets made, but neither team
put in an appearance. In

fact, not a man on either

team showed up. 'Tis said

that somebody painted a

dollar sign cn the only

available football, and that

Will Hays feared the game
would get too rough, and
called it off.

To Road Show “Glory”
Wayne Pierson has been ap-

pointed general manager of all

roadshow activities in conjunc-
tion with “What Price Glory,"’

Winfield R. Sheehan of Fox an-
nounces. He is assembling a
staff. Mr. Pierson has never
known failure in the show busi-

ness, though he started in it

twenty years ago. The recent
Florida hurricane, however,
ended his interest as a Miami
manufacturer and he has re-

turned to his first love.

Hits Long Run Gait

Paramount’s comedy, “We’re
in the Navy Now,’’ is proving it-

self a long run special. Booked
for three days at the Lyceum
Theatre, Duluth, Minn., Clinton

& Meyers extended the run to

ten days following the first

screening. It is now in its

fourth week at the Rialto. New
York, where it has established

a record at general admission
prices.

Colvin Brown Sails

Colvin W. Brown, vice-presi-

dent in charge of the foreign
operations of F. B. O., sails on

the Olympic, Friday, with Mrs.

Brown. He will visit England,
France and Germany while

abroad, and it is reported will

conclude a number of important
negotiations for F. B. O. which
were initiated when he and
President Joseph P. Kennedy
were on the other side last sum-
mer.

Last Minute

News Flashes

Paris, Dec. 1.—By cable .

—

“The Big Parade” got a remark-
able reception here tonight. It

looks as though the film is in

for an endless run. French
emotions were so stirred that

gasps and sobs were heard
everywhere, and some women
had to leave the theatre.

* * *

Paris, Dec. I.—By cable .

—

Film men are again in difficul-

ties over names. Duke de
Brissac wins 75,000 francs dam-
ages from Paramount for use

of his name as a low character

in “Zaza,” though it was shown
its use was wholly unintentional.

* * *

Joseph M. Seider has resigned

as business manager of the M.
P. T. O. A. He will devote

himself to other phases of

organization work.

“Reel Exchange” Shown
All available employees of the

New York exchanges of all com-
panies attended a showing of ‘‘A

Reel Exchange," the Hays Or-
ganization fire prevention film,

at the New York Theatre roof

last Thursday afternnon. The
picture, made with the co-opera-
tion of all companies included
in the Hays Organization, under
the direction of J. S. MacLeod,
manager of exchange mainten-
ance for M.-G.-M., will be sent

to all exchange centers in the

country for the instruction of

film employees in protective and
fire prevention measures.

New “U” Theatre
Universal's new 1,000 - seat

house, the Capitol, in Danville,

Va., now under construction,

will be ready to open February
1, according to advices from Dan
Michaelove, supervisor of thea-

tres for Universal. E. M. Frost,

at present manager of the

Strand Theatre, Tampa, Fla., will

be in charge of the new house.

A Special Organ for Radio
In the Roxy Theatre on Sev-

enth avenue, New York, now
nearing completion, a broadcast-

ing room is being installed that

is hailed as the last word in ef-

ficiency. It has its own especial-

ly built organ, its own room for

orchestral and chorus broadcast-
ing. The walls and ceilings are

so constructed that production

will reach a quality not hitherto

known in broadcasting, says
Herbert Lubin, who is build-

ing it.

Fox Suing Comedian*
Application has been made to

Justice Wasservogel of the New
York Supreme Court by counsel,

on behalf of Edward F. Galla-
gher and A1 Shean, to compel the
Fox Film Corporation to furnish
them with a bill *of particulars

in an action for alleged breach
of contract. The suit brought
by the Fox Film Corporation
seeks to recover from the com-
edians $118,619 damages said to

be due the Fox corporation as

the result of an alleged breach-
ing of the contract, which pro-

vided for Gallagher and Shean
to appear in motion pictures.

Lill’an Gish Star in ‘Enemy’
Metro -Goldwyn-Mayer has pur-

chased “The Enemy,” Channing
Pollock’s stage success, in which
Fay Bainter starred on Broad-
way, as a starring vehicle for

Liliian Gish. June Mathis has

been signed to write the adap-
tation and continuity. No direc-

tor has yet been assigned. The
negotiations were handled by J.

Robert Rubin, dealing with the

New York producers.

Fitzer Buys Out North
Morris Fitzer has acquired the

interests of Bobby North in the

Bond Photoplay Corporation. Mr.

Fitzer has for fifteen vears been
identified with exhibitor inter-

ests in Syracuse, N. Y. Sydney
Samson, who has been general

manager of the Buffalo and Al-

bany offices of Bond since It was
established, remains in charge.

UFA Wants New Loan?
News from Berlin is to the

effect that UFA will seek to ne-

gotiate another loan in this

country. The rumor also says

that its dividend will be passed

at the next directors’ meeting.

A Smiling Arrival

John Gi’.bert is in New York see-

ing the shows and chatting with

M-G-M officials. He is stopping

at the Ambassador.

U. A. Meets in Chicago
The second United Artists sec-

tional sales convention was held
November 28 and 29 at the
Drake Hotel, Chicago, the mid-
western division sales managers
having been summoned by A1
Lichtman, general manager of
distribution, as the eastern sales
managers had been gathered for
conferences in New York the
previous week. Beside Mr.
Lichtman, Arthur W. Kelly, vice-
president and treasurer; Cresson
E. Smith, general sales manager
for the Midwest Division; Paul
N. Lazarus, general sales man-
ager for the Southern and West-
ern Divisions, and Victor M.
Shapiro, advertising and pub-
licity director, went to Chicago
for the convention.

Shuberts Buy Cosmopolitan
Within a few days the Slju-

berts and William Randolph
Hearst are expected to close a
deal for the transfer of the Cos-
mopolitan Studio, New York, to

the former. Lee Shubert an-
nounces the prices as $1,000,000.

The building will be used as a

warehouse and rehearsal hall.

There is no hint of motion pic-

ture production attached to the
deal, says Mr. Shubert.

Favor “Unknown Soldier”

Though considerable opposi-
tion developed in England over
the presentation of the American
picture, “The Unknown Soldier/*

this feature was shown in Ot-
tawa, the Canadian Capital, for a

week without a single protest.

It was presented at the Capi-
tol, the general manager of

which is Harry O'Regan.

Gould Handling Publicity
Symon Gould, director of the

Film Arts Guild, Is handling
the publicity and advertising on
“Potemkin,” the Russian film,

which is opening at the Biltmore

Theatre, New York, for an in-

definite run on December 5.

Irvin Shapiro, former director of

the Motion Picture Guild, Wash-
ington, D. C., is assisting.

Our Stock Market

By Ervin L. Hall

The quotations used in this

summary are compiled daily

by Newburger Henderson &
Loeb, 100 Broadway, New
Vork City, exclusively for
the Moving Picture World.

Nothing startling has hap-
pened this week on the Ex-
changes. A few specialties like
Baldwin Locomotive have been
run up, but we can see no signs
of a general market advance.
There have been some unfavor-
able factors disclosed recently
which in most cases have been
attributed by Wall Street to sea-
sonal business. Car loadings
have fallen off, for instance, for
the first time in a long while,
steel production has slackened,
and the basic industries are not
showing any particular rush of
business. All of this tends to
keep the market a professional
affair, and there is very little

chance of much activity one way
or the other between now and
the end of the year.

FILM STOCKS
Fox Film “A” has been quite

active this week, especially dur-
ing the latter part, running up
to 74% on December 1, with a
turnover of 10,000 shares.
Warner Bros. “A” took a new

lease on life this week and on
a turnover of 26,100 shares ran
up to 51 on November 26. From *

that point, however, it continued
to slip off, ending the week
around 42. This is not a bad
range for a period of one week.
The shorts should have made a
lot of money.
Loew’s, Inc., is doing very nicely.

It is still holding its price be-
tween 44 and 45%, and the latest
reports show that the company
is earning about $6.03 a share.
This compares with $4.44 in 1925.
These figures are based on
1,060,788 shares.
Last week we reported the net

income of Motion Picture Capi-
tal and stated that the earnings
were equivalent for the ten
months ending October *1, 192*.
to $1.86 a share on the Common
stock. Latest reports estimate
that the earning per Common
share for the entire year of 1926
will amount to about $2.16. This,
of course, after providing for
Preferred Dividends.
THEY SAY, that Fox Film

“A” is likely to give a nice
Christmas profit to purchasers.

A Record Gross

The new Paramount
Theatre on Broadway
grossed *80,180, a world's
record, for its first week,
as follows: Saturday. *12.-

074: Sunday. *142,03: Mon-
day, *9.910; Tuesday, *10,-

062; Wednesday, *9,400:

Thursday, *14,400; Friday,
*9,010. This is all the
more remarkable because
the opening show ran
about two hours and a
half, preventing n quick
turn-over.



“A High Pressure Campaign”

( Commencing next month the legis-

latures of forty-three states will

prepare to convene in their annual

sessions. Exhibitors may expect to

face all sorts of unpleasant laws.

The Hays organisation stands ready
to fight the exhibitors’ battle. Charles

E. Pettiiohn is the man who
will handle most of the work.
He needs exhibitor co-

operation as much as

they need him. Be ^
ready when the tax

mill starts to grind.)

m
No one knows the next hit

HENEVER a new line is discovered on the stage or screen, it is the cue for all

others to follow with productions more or less patterned after the original win-

ner. This condition always has prevailed and probably it always will.

A successful crime play is produced, and immediately there is a flood of crime dramas.

A mystery story rises above the level and the stage is deluged with other mystery

dramas. In the song world the condition is even more marked. “Coon” songs, State

songs, Hawaiian songs and now the geographic titles, each have had their cycle.

It is not surprising that a similar condition should arise in the screen diama, that The

Covered Wagon” should head a long caravan and that “The Sheik” should presently find

himself chieftain of a small army of Arabian heroes.

Right now the war drama is still in its ascendency on Broadway as. well as on the

road. Most of the profitable plays thus far screened have to do with this theme. Their

number does not appear to have affected their drawing powers. Apparently the public

wants to see them all.

Next year the story will be different.

There must be a different theme, a different treatment, but the same strong appeal.

At the commencement of the current season it looked as though theie would be a

reversion to the distinctly Western type of drama, but to date there has been no dis-

tinctively Western story to loom large. The war plays still hold their ascendency.

But now is the time to figure on next season’s knockout. Doubtless every production

company is working toward this end, but there is no hint as to what the leading play

style will be.

Next season’s winner may be the ugly duckling of the pioduction depaitment. That s

what makes the production end something more than a business. It is a fascinating

gamble in which no one knows the ace in the hole.

A “winter book” on next season’s outstanding hit would have a decided appeal.
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Hoiv Radio Takes “Metro”
Message To 20,000,000

Major Edward Bowes,
Managing Director of
the Capitol, New York,

Is Responsible

By Charles Edward Hastings

NCE EACH WEEK Metro-Gold-

wyn-Mayer chats, via radio, with

nearly 20,000,000 men, women and

children throughout the United States

and Canada.
Thjs number does not include nearly

7.000.

000 enthusiasts who “listen in’’ as

integral factors of “the Capitol Family,”

over which Major Edward Bowes, Man-
aging Director of the Capitol Theatre,

New York City, presides.

By and large, then, approximating only

the possible total, it seems very safe to

say that during each week more than

27.000.

000 and upwards of 30,000,000

persons, are reached with music and chats

that feature not only M.-G.-M. product,

but the pictures and personalities of other

companies as well.

This strikes us as being the outstand-

ing exploitation “stunt” of the era.

That the powerful influence of the radio

is being felt by theatre owners everywhere,

is cheerfully admitted. And it is due to

the foresight of Major Bowes, who, in addi-

tion to being the guiding genius of the fa-

mous Capitol Theatre (the world’s largest

motion picture theatre), is also a vice-presi-

dent of M.-G.-M., and who, from the incep-

tion of the radio division of M.-G.-M., some
ten months ago, has watched it grow, from

one and two stations to its present size, em-
bracing twenty-four leading broadcasting

stations

Bowes Saw Future

It was the fixed belief of Major Bowes
from the first, that, rather than in any way
seek to obstruct the onward moving, ever-

growing colossus, it would be infinitely bet-

ter to meet it in the fairway, greet it as a

friend and brother, and strike up a mutual

acquaintance. Frankly, it was the educa-

tional advantages of the radio that appealed

to the Major. Briefly, if M.-G.-M. were to

furnish these broadcasting stations with

FACTS regarding motion pictures, personali-

ties, and interesting matter regarding this

great amusement enterprise, the listeners

would welcome the innovation.

The responses flooding the broadcasting

stations fully substantiate every deduction of

the Major and his associates.

During the first months of 1926 the radio

division of M.-G.-M. began to take shape.

Gathered about the table with Major Bowes
were Howard Deitz, director of advertising

for M.-G.-M. ; William R. Ferguson, direc-

tor of exploitation, and George L. Fecke,
appointed director of radio for the company.
Mr. Fecke tested the idea in Boston, and it

worked like a charm. WHN, on the Loew
State Building in New York City, swung
into the circle, and thousands of letters

reached the officials from enthusiastic lis-

TTOWARD DIETZ.^ Director of Ad-
vertising, M.-G.-M.,
who directed the
expansion of his

rajiio service.

EORGE L. FECKE, Director of Radio for
M.-G.-M., is back at WHN after a ten

months’ tour of the United States, during which
he signed up twenty-four broadcasting stations.

teners. No time was lost. Mr. Fecke started

on his cross-country trip, after perfecting

plans for weekly “chats” to be received by

stations as rapidly as he signed them up,

and, after a tour that took him into every

exchange center, he returned to New York

City last week and reported to his superiors

on the minute details of his adventure.

JI/ILLIAM R.
rr FERGUSON,

Director of Ex-
ploitation for M.-
G.-M., watches 24
radio stations click.

The idea behind the M.-G.-M. weekly
broadcast was not, we think, at all a selfish

one. The idea was broad enough in scope
to embrace good pictures made by other
companies, and the splendid stars, under
whatever banner they were to be found.
Then, the need of bringing the people into

closer touch with their local theatres, loomed
as a vital issue. The result of this broad
policy has been felt by the little theatre as

well as the big theatre.

It has always been a perplexing problem
in the motion picture industry as to the best

method to be employed to reach the folks in

the small communities. There are just as

many receiving sets, proportionately, in lit-

tle hamlets, as in the big cities. Whole fam-
ilies listen in on the programs broadcast

from their local stations. Manufacturers of

receiving sets note a great increase in sales

this year, over last, with a large volume of

business lying just ahead, and with Christ-

mas approaching.

It has been the wish of the broadcast au-

thorities, everywhere, to maintain the best

possible programs. M.-G.-M. started at the

outset to furnish interesting, newsy chats,

and to this fact alone is due to the instant

compliance of one station after another to

broadcast the “chats.” Mr. Fecke has the

support of thousands of enthusiastic radio

fans. The most recent figures were for-

warded to the Radio Chief of Metro as he

went from one city to the other. His total,

.finally, looms as “staggering, with the

(Continued on page 336)

71/TAJOR EDWARD
lV1 BOWES, Vice-Pres-
dent of M.-G.-M., and Man-
aging Director of the Capitol
Theatre, New York City, a

firm believer in the influence

of radio.



o OL LESSER, just back
^ from Europe and
youngest of motion picture

magnates, although he an-

nounced h i s retirement

from active business life last

Spring, when he sold his

interests in the West Coast

Theatres for something like

a million dollars, is not like-

ly to remain “retired” long.

C HOWMANSHIP brains
^ of his particular brand

are not sufficiently numer-
ous in this broad land of

ours, to remain on the side-

lines, pleasant as these may
be, for very long, nor are

talents and energies which
ran a couple of tiny theatres in San Francisco in 1914

up to a string of 175 big ones, stretching up and down the

Coast in 1926, apt to remain inactive over any extended

period.

•
G OL may go into the producing end of the business, for

^ his great success with Charlie Chaplin and Jackie

Coogan in this particular branch of motion picture activity

will be readily recalled, or he may re-enter the theatre

field with some of his former associates, or he may do

both, but whatever he does decide to do, it is a safe bet

that the Lesser wagon will be way out front again before

long.

•
\/l AKING another million or two for himself and his
*-*-* friends will probably be Sol’s pastime for the next

three or four years, when, having then still a couple of

years to go before he is forty, he will perhaps, “retire”

again, to repeat the same stunt two or three times before

he’s fifty.

•
HP O the writer, who has known him since the days when
A some theatres ran a “feature” once a week and raised

their admission price to a quarter on the strength of it,

Sol Lesser has always typified the eternal youth, the Alad-

din-like possibilities of this wonderful industry, whose
magical qualities will forever amaze all who come under
its spell, because he is, more than anyone else we know,
solely and entirely its offspring and the product of its

marvelous development.

•
G OL LESSER knows this industry from all angles, as

few know it and he has been a keen and sympathetic
observer of the development of the film industry abroad
in its relation to America for several months past.

•
*TpHEREFORE his opinions are assuredly of sufficient

news interest to set them forth briefly here 'for the
information of the trade.

by the way
Sol Lesser Back From Europe
Ready To Make Another Million

American Producers Soon To Feel

Pressure of Foreign Film Competition

Both Here And On The Continent

Hollywood May Become The Mecca
Of Producers From All Countries

Beaverbrooke Hails “Beau Geste”

As Example for British Producers

tions of their own or any
of their neighboring coun-

tries, and with British,

French and German pro-

ducers at last really begin-

ning to “catch up” in the

race in which America has

held the lead for so long,

once their own market is

fully organized on the
theatre end, as Mr. Lesser

seems to believe it soon
will be, the quality of their

product will steadily im-

prove and the strength of

their competition steadily

increase.

'T' WO studios which Mr.
A Lesser inspected while

abroad—that of the British National in London, and the

Societe des Cineromans in Paris—are as modern and up-

to-date in equipment as any in Hollywood, and he points

to the two films made by Louis Nalpas at the latter, which

Universal will distribute here, “Michael Strogoff” and “Les

Miserables,” and J. D. Williams’ forthcoming picture,

“Madame Pompadour” for Paramount from the former

studio, as evidence of the kind and quality of the attrac-

tions we may in future expect from these countries.

•
np HE desire of the different governments to encourage
*" and develop their local film industries, Mr. Lesser

asserts, is motivated more by the wish to express in their

films, their culture and native characteristics faithfully,

aside from all propaganda aims, rather than to establish

an entirely local industry.

•
'T' HIS being the case, he contends, Hollywood, as the
A motion picture metropolis and the world center of

the art, with every industrial facility for motion picture

manufacture, might well become the logical Mecca for

the producers of all countries and the genesis, in the broad-
est sense, of the international motion picture, where all

might come to make the pictures characteristic of their

own particular home-land.

•
'T' HAT this suggestion is by no means so radical and
L chimerical as it appears at first glance, Mr. Lesser
points out, that while Great Britain controls, for example,
such great industries as the diamond and rubber indus-
tries, neither diamonds or rubber are produced in Eng-
land.

•
A S a further illustration of Hollywood’s possibilities for

the producers of all countries, he cites the remarkable
reception of Famous Players’ “Beau Geste” at its London
premiere, when Lord Beaverbrooke, on the first page of
his London Morning Express, acclaimed it as more truly
British, in story, type, atmosphere and culture, than any
picture ever made in British studios.

A MERICAN producers, he thinks, are soon going to
have real foreign competition,- not only here in our

own theatres, but more especially in the European market
itself, where the theatres, now undergoing a grouping and
reorganization such as we have seen develop here during
the past five years, will, when organized, give organized
support to their own pictures, at the expense, of course,
of American productions.

•
cQNLY the biggest and best American pictures today

are preferred by Continental audiences to the produc-

TWT R. LESSER’S idea certainly is sufficiently novel to
create discussion and even though the possibility of

its realization may be most remote, at least it presents
potentialities for the internationalization of the motion
picture, which are, to say the least, decidedly interesting.
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T HREE photoplays, any or all

of which bid fair to be world
sensations in cinematic history

are due to come to Broadway
next week.
They are “Old Ironsides,” Jim-

mie Cruze’s latest big one, and
described as a fitting successor,

both historically and box office-

wise, to “The Covered Wagon,”
which opens at the Rivoli on
Tuesday and inaugurates the new
“run’.’ policy of that popular
house ;

“Michael Strogoff,” Uni-
versal’s great picture based on
Jules Verne’s famous story of the

courier of the czar, produced by
the Societe des Cineromans under
the supervision of Louis Nalpas,

which opens at the George M.
Cohan Theatre, Sunday night

;

and last, but by no means least,

“Potemkin” the marvelous cine-

matic creation produced by S.

M. Eisenstein, the young Rus-
sian genius, whose screen tech-

nique and tremendous realism

has amazed our foremost artists

and directors, ‘which will have its

first public presentation at the
Biltmore.

To those who assert that

American screens are barred to

foreign pictures (our British

brethren, for instance) we invite

attention to these three produc-
tions, two of which are wholly
foreign in their cast, theme and
origin.

*

“How To Exploit A Picture”

in a new way, is told by Herb
Cruikshank, photoplay editor of

the Morning Telegraph, in a re-

view of F. B. O.’s jungle feature,

“The Gorilla Hunt,” which ap-
peared in that paper last Sunday.

It is straight-from-the-shoulder
stuff, highly condensed and far

more informative for the exhibi-
tor than many press books we
have seen. At the same time
there is a certain mystery about
it that elevates, even while it

intrigues.

An exact quotation from that
portion of Mr. Cruikshank’s re-
view, to which we refer, follows

:

“SHOWMANSHIP ANGLE—
AH that may be said of the thou-
sand and one ways to exploit this

film has been written Hofshrdlu
shrdlu shrdlu shrdlu shrdlu
shrdluuu.”

It may be we are mistaken
about this and that the foregoing
is real jungle-talk, transcribed by
Mr. Cruikshank from the original
gorilla-ese for the benefit of the
more or less benighted exhibitor.
On the other hand every show-
man will agree with him that
“all that may be said about the
thousand and one ways” to ex-
ploit the film has been said.

Paul Gulick, Universal’s chief
golf inspector, is back from
Hollywood with a fund of inter-

esting anecdotes, that he is ready
to turn on tap at an instant’s

notice. He reports the 19th holes
on all West Coast courses to be
in first-class working condition.

Pete Smith escorted Paul over
the M-G-M lot, after the latter

had first been given the freedom

of Universal City. At M-G-M
Paul had another “old home
week” reception and introduced
Pete to many of his M-G-M as-

sociates, who have graduated
from Carl Laemmle’s big school
to continue their studies under
Louis Mayer.

The Universal officials, WAM-
PAS, and the “233” Club, Los
Angeles’ big Masonic organiza-
tion, all “honored guested” him,
so that Paul had to tell on three
separate full dress occasions, just

what he thought of the climate,

etc., of the Golden State. The
chronicler reports that he “ad
libbed” differently each time, so
everybody was satisfied.

Paul’s only regretful memory
of his visit, ’t’ is said, is that

it rained one day and he was
forced to forego his customary
round of golf.

*

Sol Lesser is back from Europe
fairly bubbling over with enthus-
iasm about everything, about his

trip, about the future of the
motion picture (he has retired
from the business, as everyone
knows—now you tell one) about
Mrs. Lesser, who enjoyed their
rambles on the Riviera and
through the cathedrals and art
galleries of Europe even more
than her husband, about—well,
why say more?

The success of Sam Goldwyn’s
“Winning of Barbara Worth,”
we might have added, the original
of which Sol Lesser, as the
owner of all the Harold Bell
Wright stories, sold to Mr. Gold-

wyn. No confirmation at the
moment is available, but we
might accept a small bet on the
possibility that the next Harold
Bell Wright yarn to be filmed
will be produced and presented
by Sol Lesser.

*

Conrad Veidt, now under a
three-year contract to Universal,
passed through New York last

week on his way back to Ger-
many, having finished his work
in the role of King Louis IX, in

John Barrymore’s forthcoming
United Artists picture “The
Ragged Lover.” He will make
one feature for UFA while
abroad, to fulfill an old contract
and expects to return to America
with his family in February. His
first picture for Universal will

be Victor Hugo’s “The Man Who
Laughs,” which Edward Sloman
will direct.

For the first time since Sidney
Kent has been helping Adolph
Zukor to tell the world that
Paramount is right there when
it comes to pictures, he has done
a real disappearing act. Follow-
ing his convalescence from his

recent operation for appendicitis
he has gone away for a rest and
none of his associates (so they
say) know whither.

At any rate he is not expected
back at his desk at the Para-
mount offices until after Christ-

mas and his friends are hoping
that the vacation, his first real

one in many a day, will do him a
world of good.

*

Bill (Kalem) Wright, without
whose presence for many years
no general gathering of film folk

was quite complete, is located

at No. 6 East 46th street, should
any of the old crowd wish to pay
him a call. He is said to be
working on something that may
make an interesting announce-
ment a little later, though this

isn’t meant as a tip to those hot-
foot huskies who solicit adver-
tising for the film trade papers.

I
N all the notices we have seen

about “Michael Strogoff,”

Universal’s big feature which
opens at the Cohan Theatre,
Dec. 5, and introduces Carl

Laemmle’s latest screen “find,”

Ivan Moskine, the great Russian
actor, to American audiences,

we have not yet observed the
name of Louis Nalpas, artistic

and technical director of the

Societe des Cineromans, who
produced the picture.

It is a pity he has been over-
looked for Louis Nalpas is one
of the few really great artistic

directors, a regisseur of premier
rank in Europe, which the screen
has yet produced.

He was over here some five or
six years ago, with two of his

pictures, “Tristan and Isolde,” a
beautiful cinema edition of the
classic opera, and a wonderful
Arabian Nights tale, done in

colors, which would make a big
hit, if it were brought out today,
then to distribute a foreign pic-

ture, so the contract lapsed.

One of these days we hope M.
Nalpas may again be persuaded
to visit these shores, where un-
der President Laemmle’s aus-
pices we feel sure his artistic

gifts will be accorded the recog-
nition to which they are entitled.

“Michael Strogoff” ought to-

help to bring this about.

•

Joseph Jefferson O’Neill, F. B.
O’s Prince of Publicity in the

dynasty of King Hy Daab, pro-

mulgates the following: “Ed

McNamee, our peerless exploi-

teer, has returned to his desk

after a harrowing experience on

Montauk Beach last Sunday. He
met two fish, which he is said to

have brought home, but the third

was so big that Ed barely got

away.”

Next time Ed will take a cam-
era man along.

*

Joe Brandt postcards front

London that he’s “lonesome for

the ‘gang’ at the Astor,” but that

there’s *so much “doing” in the

British metropolis that he will

have to postpone all lunch dates

here for a couple of more weeks
Cheer up, Joe, the bunch misses

you! We saw Jack Cohn on
the elevator at 1,600 this week
and he looked as if he hadn't en-

joyed a meal since you left. Did
you lock up those cigars ?
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M. H. Hoffman . . . The Tiffany Man
Super-Showmanship and Upbuilding of Exhibitor Confidence Secret of

Rapid Strides Made by His Company During Past Two Years

—Topliners as Attractions, Tiffany Pictures Blaze

Way for Other Independents

By Merritt Crawford
'TTjfNDEPENDENTS, who have fought and found it tough going, in the grim
jlstruggle which has marked the progress of this industry in recent years
^might do well to take a page from the record of M. H. Hoffman, vice
president and guiding genius of Tiffany Productions, Inc.

Not that Mr. Hoffman is the only independ-

ent showman, who has found an adequate
solution of his production and distribution

problems, in the face of the intensified com-
petitive conditions which exist, and which
will always be present in the film business

from now on. Anyone at all familiar with

the field doubtless can mention plenty of

others offhand.

But Mr. Hoffman’s personality is especial-

ly worthy of note because his entrance into

"the independent market was just at the cru-

cial time, when the “battle of the giants”

had really begun in earnest, to wit, just two
years ago.

Mr. Hoffman set out to establish Tiffiany

Productions as a factor in the list of in-

dependent offerings, with a definite and well

laid plan. Aside from the big question of

sales and distribution, he had two major
problems.
For several years Tiffany Productions had

been well known—as a Metro release, starr-

ing Mae Murray. When anyone thought of

Tiffany they thought of Mae Murray—and
Metro in those days—but not Tiffany. So
problem No. 1 was to get exhibitors thinking
of Tiffany Productions in terms of Tiffany
quality.

Did Missionary Work
Problem No. 2 was to make Tiffany Pro-

ductions of such outstanding box office at-

traction value, that theatre owners would
book them in spite of the tremendous com-
petition existing. That meant a lot of mis-
sionary work and a sure loss for the first

year at least.

Any cheapening of producing costs, in the
Hoffman plan, while it might have meant a
profit at the time, in the end would surely
have defeated his main objective, which was
to make the Tiffany brand compare favor-
ably with the biggest and best productions
made by any company in the field.

Wise ones shook their heads when he first

placed Tiffany productions in the staggering
State Right market. They said, with perfect
correctness, that with his production costs
ranging from $75,000 to $130,000, the last

figure being} that which the fine picture
‘Souls for Sables” cost him, “Hoffman can
never get his money out of the independent
exchanges.”

They were in this quite right. But so, too,
was Hoffman, who was thinking just about
two jumps ahead.
He was willing to give the exhibitor about

a quarter’s worth of picture value for a
dime, merely to get him to demonstrate to
himself and his audiences the intrinsic box
office qualities of Tiffany pictures.

In this Mr. Hoffman more than succeeded
last year. No theatre owner now needs to
be told what the brand of “Tiffany” stands

M. H. Hoffman

for, whether he has run the pictures or not.

He knows that their standard of quality will

match picture by picture, with the best.

M. H. Hoffman has long enjoyed a reputa-

tion as a master showman. He has handled

the biggest sales campaigns. He has planned

and “put over” numberless box office suc-

cesses.

Hoffman Proves Worth

Now he has proved that his production

brains are of the same superior quality as

his selling gray matter. He has demonstrat-
ed that he can plan and inject the box office

quality into an attraction just as surely as

he can efficiently distribute and market it.

A combination as rare, as it is hard to beat.

This year Tiffany has its own string of ex-

changes, thanks to the Hoffman foresight.

Right now there are some twenty-seven of

them covering all this country and Canada,
except for three or four territories which to-

gether total little more than ten per cent,

of the whole.

By Spring there will be thirty-two Tiffany
exchanges, handling Tiffany pictures exclu-
sively, with no open spaces on the map. A
full sized national distribution in less than a

year and by reason of good pictures solely.

This year Mr. Hoffman expects to spend
$2,000,000 on twenty Tiffany productions. He
also has plans already drafted and the ground
purchased for a studio, the future home of
Tiffany Productions in Hollywood, work on
which will be begun immediately after his

return to the Coast shortly after the first

of the year.

Which is by way of being a record for a
concern as recently in the independent field

as Tiffany.

Specialization is the secret of Hoffman’s

—

and Tiffany’s—success. Specialization and
hard work. As he puts it, “we have no non-
producing executives, no waste motion or
wasted money on scenes or effects that don’t
show in Tiffany pictures and we do have
team work.”

That means planning, constant supervision
of details, both in the selling and the making
of Tiffany pictures and above all showman-
ship.

All of which is another way of saying that
M. H. Hoffman is the hardest worked man
in his high powered organizaton, himself.

It is needless to say that the Tiffany exe-
cutive is numbered among the pioneers of
this still infant industry. He is all of that,

having been in the business just seventeen
years, come next Washington’s Birthday.

Before that time he was a lawyer, a “por-
trait and monogram artist,” to quote from a
sign he once used, and a good two handed
fighter. The last he is yet, it is unnecessary
to add. Otherwise, neither he nor Tiffaftfjr

would be where they are today.

Mr. Hoffman came to New York from Chi-
cago, when a mere youngster. He graduated
from the College of the City of New York
and from the New York University Law
School and practiced law in this city for ten
years before fate brought him into the pic-

ture business.

Found He Was Showman

This was in 1910. A combination of cir-

cumstances made it necessary for him to

take over the management of the Grand
Theatre in Indian Orchard, Mass., a house
in which he had become part owner a few
weeks previously.

The rest was easy. He suddenly found
that he was a showman and that show busi-
ness was really more intriguing than the law,

and in six months he owned and managed no
less than seven houses in that territory

Walter E. Greene, then running the W.
E. Greene Exchange, in Boston, had watched
Mr. Hoffman grow from small beginnings
with interest, and hired him to run his

Springfield, Mass, office in connection with
his theatres, at the same time that the late

Hiram Abrams was running the Portland,
Me. office and Harry Asher, the Boston ex-
change, for the same employer. Later when
Universal bought the W. E. Greene Ex-
change, Mr. Hoffman remained with that
company for several years as general sales

manager.

In 1920 he started Tiffany Productions, Inc.

with Mae Murray as the star and with Metro
as his distributor. This arrangement he
continued until two years ago, when he
decided to place Tiffany pictures on the mar-
ket on their merits as attractions, without

(Continued on page 336)
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How To Make Tour
Theatre Fire Proof

Binghamton, N. Y., Manager Urges That Safety Campaign Be
Carried Into the Theatre—Says Employes Should Be

Carefully Drilled for Emergency

By Epes W. Sargent

DVERTING to the recent drive on fire prevention in the film exchanges,
H. M. Addison, General Manager of the Binghamton (N. Y.) Theatre
Company, Inc., makes the suggestion that it might be well to carry the

agitation into the theatre.

One extract from his letter will show that

he practices well what he preaches. The ex-

cerpt runs.
The holiday season is approaching'. Our

employees are all very busy, not only with
their work, but their personal affairs, and
they give little attention to protection. Dur-
ing the past week I have sent for the Fire
Marshal and had him make a complete in-

spection of all doors, exits, boilers, etc. You
ask, “Why the Fire Marshal? Why not have
them taken care of by your own man?” For
the reason that the Fire Marshal is much
more strict and will find more fault and is

better versed in seeing the defective points
than the man who is on the premises every
day. Of Gourse, you must be sure that your
Fire Marshal is not erratic and will not
plunge your organization into unnecessary
expense. It would seem policy at this time
of year that all managers, especially in the
smaller towns and in towns where the thea-
tres are not as modern as they might be, to

have a reissue of orders relative to the pro-
tection of patrons and property.

Of course, in a town where a man is Fire

Marshal merely because he is popular in the

volunteer department, this procedure would
be unwise and, as Mr. Addison points out,

it will be inadvisable in a town where the

Marshal is a hobby-riding fanatic, but where
your Fire Marshal is intelligent and sympa-
thetic, the advice is excellent.

Recall Fire Scare

Mr. Addison has had years of experience

on the road as well as in residential capaci-

ties, and it is not to be understood that he is

drawing upon his experiences in Binghamton
for his material. That would be unfair

to his circuit and himself, but he has picked

up from his wide experience many useful

suggestions, and he puts his finger on the

root of most trouble when he says : “Every
house manager is more or less interested

in protecting his patrons and property.

About the first thing he does when he takes

over a property is to work out some sort

of fire drill. His instructions are carefully

followed for a time, but as other matters en-

gross his attention, he lets the responsibility

rest with others, and presently, through disuse

and the changes in personnel, the original

orders are entirely forgotten.”

Thirty years ago there was a fire scare

in New York City and this writer was as-

signed to ascertain what, if any, precau-
tions were taken in every theatre in the city.

It was a simpler matter in those times than
it would be today.

One or two managers flatly refused to

reply. Most of the others confessed that

they had given the matter little thought. In

only one theatre
;
a burlesque house on the

Bowery, was there a regular drill and here
the manager, the late James Donaldson, had

been a member of the old Volunteer Depart-
ment.

Most managers pointed out that they com-
plied with the then lax fire laws, and thought
nothing else required.

Several years later the Iroquois Theatre
fire, in Chicago, startled the country. At
that time this writer was with a chain of
New York houses. Half an hour after the
extras appeared the General Manager came
in on the dead run, and the stage crews
worked all night in every house to be able
to face the inevitable inspection, which came
early the following morning.
For two or three months the house and

stage crews were put through a drill be-
fore the house opened for the matinee, but
in six months the matter had been forgot-
ten again.

The fire drill should be worked every day,
and if for any reason there is any delay,
the house should be held closed for an addi-
tional five minutes for the drill.

How to Drill Help

Each usher should be assigned a post;
some to open the exit doors (even though
they will open automatically under pressure
from within), and the doors should be
opened and not merely posted. The door-
man should clear the front doors, the elec-
trician should be at the house lights switches
and the other stage hands rehearse their re-

spective parts.

The orchestra should be drilled into play-
ing a certain quickstep so that when the
alarm comes they almost automatically

A scene from the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
production “The Fire Brigade”

swing into that one selection. And the en-
tire planning of the drill should have for its

thought the fact that the great danger is not
from the fire itself, but from the audience
panic.
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We do not recall a single instance in the
past thirty-five years in which theatre fa- I

talities have been directly due to the fire.

The trouble has come from the crowd itself,

generally through tripping and piling up. A
staff trained to meet this condition can do
much to avert a panic.

Mr. Addison cites one instance in which
a theatre had been for two years without
any person who understood the sprinkler

system. The alarm had been out of order
for two years, and there was no one who
knew how to turn off the water in case one
of the sprinkler heads let go.

At the time of installation the mainten-
ance man had been carefully instructed, and
for some years everything was well han-
dled. Then he left the job, without instruct-

ing his successor, and thousands of dollars

damage might have been done before the

water could be shut off. This may be an
extreme case, but it is an actual one.

In Mr. Addison’s own scheme, he lays par-

ticular stress on a quick alarm.

Any employee discovering trouble of any
sort which is liable to alarm the patrons, has

instructions to go to the nearest house phone
and signal the stage with four rings. The
stage manager immediately throws the house

lights full on and repeats the signal to the

orchestra, which goes at once into lively

music. The alarm is then relayed to the

manager’s office.

Keep Employees Alert

Of course each house will require a specific

treatment to meet local conditions, but there

is one rule that is hard and fast. Promise

to club the head off any employee who in

responding to the drill sets a bad example to

the patrons by dashing madly to his station.

The alert employee can move briskly down
the aisle without seeming to run.

Start an exploration of your house today.

See what is needed. Get the help of your

fire authorities in organizing a drill, and

have that drill every day. And remember

that a hole in the carpet, a torn stair run-

ner, a lobby overfull of frames, a nervous

orchestra leader or panicky ushers are far

greater fire hazards than the actual flames.

No modern theatre can burn so quickly

that the audience cannot make its exit lei-

surely. The danger comes with the panic,

and nothing will allay a panic as quickly as

spirited music, opened doors and cool-headed

ushers.

It will not hurt to get the Fire Chief or

the Marshal, to drop in now and then to

give the entire staff a talking to. You can

talk yourself black in the face without mak-

ing half the impression the man in uniform

can create in a ten minute chat. You may
even have to tell the Chief what you want

him to say. _
When you get newspaper stories of fire

scares in which some cool-headed employee

averts a panic, post these where the staff

can read. It will sink in and may bear fruit

at a time when cool-headed action is des-

perately needed. _
And make a right start by hiring people

who look as though they can keep their

heads. The high pressure usher who can

seat ten parties while the other aisle is han-

dling six may be a wonder until the crisis

comes, but the nervous energy which is his

chief commendation may prove literally

fatal in an emergency.
Fire prevention is not merely a matter of

plenty of hose, exit lights, extinguishers and
the like. Count in the human equation.

That counts for most.
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IT might have
been a big

burlap and sawdust
man who sent, this

doll to Viola Dana
of F.B.O., but she
seems to enjoy its

company.

JI/HEN the frost is on the window and the

wreath is in its place.- Mary Pickford. of

United Artists, will be ready
.

for Santa Claus

.

' JJ/ALTER HIERS and
” his contagious laugh
in

.

“The Wrong Mr.
Wright,” for Universal.

Mary Pickford Is

On the Watch

for Santa

GORDON COOPER , assistant director of De
Mille’s “Fighting Love,” reads something amus-
to Jetta Gudal, the star, and it looks like a

press clipping.

TX/flSS SUSAN BAXTER, now helping Allan
Dwan get the atmosphere of 1900 into “The

Music Master ,” is the only woman interior decorator
doing this type of work in the eastern studios.

JCTOOT GIBSON with the son of his favorite
mount, puts the little fellow on his feet

at Universal City, while “the old man’’
looks on with very evident approval.

TfMIL JANSEN, Inspiration

sales manager, gives Gardner
James a copy of his first story,

but its title is a deep secret.

T)OROf'HY^GULLIVER
in “The Col-

legian,” a Carl
Laemmle, Jr.,

picture, invites

you for a pad-
dle—or maybe
she means all

of us.
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Beauty And Talent In “Exclusive Rights yy

‘Exclusive Rights

P
RESENTING the stars in J. G. Bach-
mann’s Preferred Picture. Above, left

to right, Lillian Rich, Gayne Whitman,
Gloria Gordon. Left in circle, Gaston Glass,

right, Raymond McKee

How Major Bowes And M-G-M
Affiliated Pictures And Radio

(Continued from page 330)

15,000,000 mark passed and the 20,000,000 ap-

proaching.

As a result of Mr. Fecke’s tour, the fol-

lowing stations have signed to broadcast a

chat, lasting about one hour, each week
(usually on Monday evening) :

WBZ, Springfield, Mass.; WBZA, Bos-

ton; WHN, New York City; WIP, Phila-

delphia; WRC, Washington, D. C.; WBT,
Charlotte, N. C.; WSB, Atlanta, Ga.; WMC,
Memphis, Tenn.; WJAS, Pittsburgh; WSBF,
St. Louis; KYW, Chicago; WAMD, Minne-
apolis; WADC, Akron, O.; WHO, Des
M oines, la.; KOIL, Omaha; KLZ, Denver;

KSL, Salt Lake City; KGW, Portland, Ore.;

KFOA, Seattle, Wash.; KFRC, San Fran-

cisco, Cal.; KMTR, Los Angeles, Cal.;

WFAA, Dallas, Tex.; WKY, Oklahoma City,

and WSMB, New Orleans, La.

Hundreds of exhibitors, in chats with Mr.

Fecke, have pronounced the plan the best

contact they know of to bring patrons into

their theatres. Showmen look upon it as

the biggest exploitation move thus far in-

voked to help their houses. The interest-

ing thing, showmen point out, is that the

announcer, or the special reader designated

to handle the “chat,” is enabled by means
of the radio, to reach right into the home
and talk to men and women on interesting

topics allied with motion pictures, and, in

many instances, win them over to this popu-
lar form of entertainment.

Many big chain houses (Lubliner and
Trinz) and many separate houses show
slides at each performance calling the at-

tention of their patrons to the radio chats

from their local stations. This clearly indi-

cates exhibitor support of the idea.

The movie “chats,” carefully prepared,
form a consistent chain of addresses, week
after week, and in them the listeners keep
in touch with the latest moves in the film

world. A “chat” will incorporate the gos-
sip of current and “local” pictures and thea-

tres
; a biography of some noted player

;
a

guessing contest, usually most interesting;

looking ahead to coming pictures
;
the news

or pictures and players as they go from
West to East, and back again; questions are
answered, etc.

Chats on Hollywood

The result is : Station KYW, Chicago, re-

ceives from 600 to 3,000 letters each week
from movie fans. Clubs are formed in con-
junction with the stations, and movie “fans”
will receive photographs of their favorites

by writing for them.
The Radio Division of M.-G.-M. has be-

come a most important branch of the home
office, with Major Bowes at its head, and

M . H. Ho ffm an—
The Tiffany Man
How He Has Made His Product

Rank With the World’s
Best In Pictures

(Continued from page 333)

reference to any particular star or distribu-

tor.

That he has since made the name of Tif-
fany synonymous with the best in box office

quality few will deny, and if there be any
who do, we predict that they will eat their

words before the end of the present season.

I would like to tell some of the fine things
I know about M. H. Hoffman in his private
life—some of the kindly, generous big-

heatred acts he can count to his credit, when
the time comes for him to tally up with St.

Peter, or whoever it is that holds the outer
gate.

But this article can only deal with M. H.
Hoffman, the Tiffany Man, and his com-
pany and his pictures. After all, probably
this description of him will best suffice.

He has certainly made that name—in this

industry—what it means in that other great
industry udiere it first became famous—the
hall mark of quality and worth.

manned, as it is, by experts. Mr. Fecke re-
cently spent eight weeks in Hollywood, and
his forthcoming mcvie “chats” will reflect

the results of this visit
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New Chaney Special Ready For Release
Marcus Loew

Expected to

Be Up Soon
Marcus Loew at the time of

this writing is confined to his

bed in the suite of rooms which

he and Mrs. Loew obtained a

the Ambassador several weeks
ago when they arrived here. 1

was then announced that Mr.

Loew was making the visit

primarily to recuperate from an

attack of pneumonia in New
York.
Reports that Mr. Loew had

experienced a relapse during the

past week and had been ordered

to his bed by physicians caused

Moving Picture World to make
official inquiry.

Mrs. Loew assured this pub-
lication that the film chief “is

doing very nicely,” stating:

“Mr. Loew is still confined to

his bed and we cannot say def-

initely when he will be up again
but it should be in the very near
future. He is suffering from a

slight heart attack and from a

relapse of his recent illness which
was due to pneumonia.”

* * *

Barthelmess Soon To
Start On New Picture

Dick Barthelmess will arrive

on the west coast immediately to

start work on his first picture

for First National tentatively

titled “The Patent Leather Kid.”

Barthelmess, who sailed from
England on November 24 is un-

der a three year contract with
First National. “The Patent

Leather Kid” is Winifred Dunn’s
first scenario job under a long

contract which she has just se-

cured from Production Chief

John McCormick.

Picture of U. S. Marines

Reveals New Lon Chaney

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Spend More On “Tell It

to the Marines” Than On “Road
to Mandalay”

FFICIAL records at the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
studio show that the production cost of “The Road
to Mandalay” is tripled in the amount spent to

make “Tell it to the Marines,” Lon Chaney’s newest star-

ring vehicle which, we are given to understand, will be re-

leased rs a special sometime this month at the tentative

Roach Admits He
Desires D. W. Griffith

Hal Roach confirms the
report that he has wi red
David VVark Griffith an of-
fer. In this respect Roach
says: “Remembering some
of the marvelous short
subjects Griffith made in

the early days, I decided
to endeavor to interest him
in filming another series of
short dramas. I have left

the price consideration up
to him, and am hopeful
that he will find it possible
to make these. I firmly
believe the result would
be something which might
revolutionise the industry.”

Signed for “Sunya”
Gloria Swanson has signed

Ivan Lebedeff, the Russian ac-

tor, to appear in “Sunya,”’ the

picture she is now making for

release by United Artists.

length of ten reels.

The gouged eye, the haunted

expression, the hunched back and
the innumerable other guises of

grotesque deformity that have

made the Chaney name in the

marquise cast significant reflec-

tion upon the box office are all

in the discard in what we saw of

“Tell It to the Marines.” It is

the Chaney face that is known
about the studios before it comes
out of the make-up room that is

photographed close-up and afar.

It is the Chaney face that thou-
sands of fans and persons right

in the industry have never seen.

The Chaney physique is not
stooped or contorted but the up-
right perfect physique of a long-

hitched, hard fighting, under-
standing drill sergeant in the U.
S. Marine Corps. Right off the

bat “Tell It to the Marines” is

thus provided with one of the

surest-drawing exploitation
angles of any Chaney vehicle.

Chaney Would Enlist

When it was decided on the
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer lot that
Chaney’s next picture would be
something entirely different than
his past successes no one had
any idea that it would be as
different as this. We have de-
scribed Chaney in it as the every-

day Chaney except for a dress-

ing room scowl. How Chaney
essays his temporary departure
from underworld and queer char-
acter roles is witnessed by the

(Continued on paste 341)

“Play Ball Or Take the Bench”

Percy Marmont and Gardner James get into an argument in indoor
baseball with “Oscar,” father of Patsy Ruth Miller, acting as um-

pire. He formerly was a big league player.

“Tell It To The Marines" Is Enormous Production
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LON CHANEY in

TELL IT TO the MARINES
I
N line with the traditions of the Embassy Theatre, N. Y., where

only Big Pictures play, comes another great Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer Road Show to be presented at $2 admission. "Tell It to the

Marines” was months in the making and by reason of a contract

with the U. S. Marines the producers were able to incorporate

material never before shown. Lon Chaney is the star, with

William Haines, Eleanor Boardman, Carmel Myers in a big cast.

George Hill is the director. M-G-M’S Epic of the Marines is

slated to be one of the Year’s Biggest Sensations.
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Who’s Who On The Chaney Set
The Star Director Cameraman The Extra

Lon Chaney

F OR a man whose daily occu-

pation it is to drill other

men in the art of “Forward
March” and “Present Arms” we
would naturally expect some
efficiency, especially if he were

a sergeant in the U. S. Marine

Corps where the Manual of

Arms is the law of laws. But

for a man who was born be-

fore the Boy Scout movement
became so popular and for a'

man who has never had any ex-

perience near or in a military

organization we would feel ac-

tually sorry were he to suddenly

attempt the command of not a

company but an entire battalion

of seasoned Marines, each one

from his very training a com-

mander.

That is what Lon Chaney did

in “Tell It to the Marines.”

The record shows that for

several weeks before actual pro-

duction work on “Tell It to the

Marines,” Chaney paced up and

down a lawn on the studio lot,

right-about-facing, porting and

left shouldering arms and doing

everything that he was told to

do by a big raw-boned sergeant

who had been imported to the

film factory from the Marine

Base at San Diego.

He drilled like this for three

Lours every day. Some say that

his former experience as a danc-

ing master helped promote a

faster co-ordination between the

feet, hands and the brain.

George Hill

D IRECTOR George Hill is

frankly elated over the

new Lon Chaney available to

box offices this month in “Tell

It to the Marines.” Not only

the fact that Chaney is robbed
of practically all his disguise but

the great way in which Chaney
practically mastered military

tactics in such a short time are

responsible for such unstinted

praise for this star from Hill.

The director, himself, served

during the World War as a cap-

tain in the Signal Corps. Much
of his service with the American
forces was seen in Italy'

-

.

During the making of “Tell It

to the Marines,” a strong friend-

ship became cemented between
Hill and Major Wilcox of the

U. S. Marine Corps who had
been sent on from Washington,
D. C., as a technical expert to

insure a correct film translation

of the rudimentary work of the

Marines. Hill’s military experi-

ence naturally made things

much easier for both himself and
the Major.

Hill considers “Tell It to the

Marines,” one of the most per-

fect film records of sea soldiers

as they really are that has ever

been made. Their activities in

themselves are of decided inter-

est to the civilian world who
are constantly reading about the

conquests of the Marines all

over the universe. The love story

should cause the picture to

register big with audiences of all

classes, Hill believes.

John M. Nickolaus

WHAT John M. Nickolaus,

superintendent of photog-
raphy for Metro-G o 1 d w y n-

Mayer. has to say about camera-
men may be old to some people,

but we will state it is decidedly

new to us.

First of all Nickolaus’ job is

like that of the city editor on a

big daily newspaper. Like the

editor who assigns when possible

the reporter with a knack for

delving into crime on a murder
story and the reporter with

drawing room poise for a social

function, so does Nickolaus use

similar judgment in positioning

his cameramen.

We had the impression, until

we talked with Nickolaus, that a

good cameraman was a good
cameraman regardless of wheth-

er the tripod was pitched on a

mountain side or within the four

walls of a studio set.

“The good cameraman is the

good cameraman regardless of

where his camera is located,”

Nickolaus assured us. He quali-

fied this by saying that like

newspapermen and actors good
cameramen were also specialists

and that some who liked the

great out-of-doors reflected this

appreciation in work markedly
effective while the same was
true of men who were fond of

the delicate situations suavely

handled quite frequently indoors.

Ira Morgan was the chief cam-
eraman whom Nickolaus assigned

on “Tell It to the Marines.”

Maurice Kains

A N attractive, well set-up

youth listed with the cast-
ing director of the Metro-Gold-
wyn-Mayer studios as Maurice
Kains may not believe that one
good turn deserves another, but
anyhow that is what they tell

us he experienced in “Tell It to
the Marines.”

It would seem that it was on
'one of the first few days during
Lon Chaney’s private tuition for
the sergeancy in the picture that
Kains happened to pass by.
The genuine product of the

U. S. Marine Corps was putting
Chaney through the_ paces when
Kains decided that his own ex-
perience in the U. S. Navy might
help the sergeant teacher from
the San Diego base as well as
his star actor emulator. It is

an established fact in the service

that if an experienced man will

go through the commands by the
side of the man who is attempt-
ing to learn them the pupil will

move up into the first rank much
sooner.

Director Hill put the ex-gob
alongside of the aspiring Marine
and the old leatherneck com-
menced once more the duties of
his assignment.

That Kains contributed toward
Lon Chaney winning his film

sergeancy is undisputed out here.
And quite possibly because of
his good fellowship attitude in

refusing to be remunerated for
his efforts Kains realized the bit

which he plays in “Tell It to the
Marines.”

Lon Chaney Learned Marine Tactics By Doing Them
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Joe Rock Is

Host for Fat

Men On Coast

Joe Rock that producer of

comedies who has his office right

near Tom Reed’s in Carl Laem-
mle’s Universal city, is on the

record for having staged one of

the most unique dinners which
Hollywood has ever heard tell of

on Thanksgiving.

Just after Harry Langdon

—

whom Don Eddy describes as

“that great comedy love-maker

of the screen”—had distributed

373 pounds of turkey among all

associated with him in “Long
Pants,” Joe Rock did his bit.

He did it in such a way that he

actually copped pages of stories

and photographs before and after

the event. This was an invita-

tion to all Los Angelenos who
tipped the beam at 250 pounds or

more to devour turkey with Joe.

Twenty-three showed up and

Joe had to order another truck-

load of gobblers. Thus Joe’s

three fat comedians got more
than food for Thanksgiving.

Langdon Is Modest

While Harry Langdon modest-
ly declined to comment on the

disposition of the individual din-

ners which he had provided,

thieves and highwaymen were
busy. One butcher lost a flock

of slit-neck turkeys and hungry
persons in the Monmarte coffee

shop, which is frequented by
film folk, heard a threat to “blow

somebody’s brains out” and then

witnessed a Chevrolet roadster

dash away with the shop’s

Thanksgiving receipts.

While all this was going on no
doubt many others in film land

were quietly but effectively en-

joying the Day of Food. We
mention one of these parties be-

cause it came to us quietly from
Flora Finch’s personal press

agent who delayed his own din-

ner in order to tell us that Flora

is now in Universal’s “The Cat

and the Canary” and that she

was going to enjoy a “beautiful

four-pound specimen of English

pheasant which was crated alive

and sent to her by a British fan.”

Wishing Him Luck

Although Joseph Herge-
sheimer, when he left for New
York a few days ago, described

his presence here “for vacation

purposes,” it now develops that

he may have with him back in

New York a contract to write

another story for Metro-Gold-

wyn-Mayer.

Hollywood Greets Winter
And Now It’s All Wet

WINTER has hit Hollywood
at last. The first big storm

of the season got under way
November 24, took a recess with

leaden skies and a drizzle on
Thanksgiving Day, and returned
with terrific velocity on the fol-

lowing day. It is conservatively

estimated that the toll exacted by
a persistent downpour of this

kind from the studios alone runs

into thousands of dollars. This

may readily be appreciated when
one considers the vast acreages

occupied by unprotected exterior

sets on every studio lot.

To the inexperienced eye many
of these skeletons of houses and
city thoroughfares and duplica-

tions of places all over the world

appear insignificant in cost and
slapped together for the benefit

of a few hours’ exposure before

the camera. Any such impres-

sion, however, is absolutely er-

roneous in the average case out

here.

The planning, architecturally

and mechanically, of many sets

is almost as expensive as if a

permanent house were being
built or a street laid. Carpenters
have to be especially expert in

their line and much more is re-

quired of a set painter than of
the average in his trade.

It is customary in many studios
to leave sets stand long after

productions in which they are
used have been finished. In fact

it is nothing unusual for such a
set to remain intact until the
ground which it occupies is

needed for some other effect.

The super-abundance of sun-

shine and dry climate here natur-

ally prolong for months the life

of an exterior set which would
be warped out of shape in the

East in a few days.

But, when a storm of the type
which has just been experienced

(Continued on page 341)

Dame Rumor

Talks Idly of

Coast Unions
A local newspaper lent its ear

to Hollywood Boulevard in the
neighborhood of the Christie

Hotel the other day and clogged
it up with more wax than an ex-

perienced receiving set would
get in a week in the 727 sector of
New York’s Seventh Avenue.

In this particular neighborhood
you don’t have to step back from
the curb or be struck amidships

by a taxicab. There are moun-
tains in the distance and even
palm trees a few blocks away.
You don’t have to talk fast in

order to grab someone else,

either. People in that respect

seem far more loyal out here.

Apparently the Boulevard topic

was mergers on the particular

day this newspaper sent its re-

porter for the stroll. He must
have had lunch at Henry’s,

Charlie Chaplin’s side kick who-
runs the famous Hollywood sand-

wich shop. By the time he fin-

ished supper at Musso Franks
this reporter must have thought
he had the greatest futuristic

yarn of filmdom that was ever
about to be published.

Editors Had Doubts

However, it would seem from,

the recounting of this brilliant

story in cold type that the copy
desk had its doubts. Even
though they gave it a two-
column spread they put it on
the bottom of an inside page with
the heading:
“Talk of Variety of Deals

Current in Hollywood But In-

quiries Fail to Elicit Confirma-
tions.”

Many of the reports that have
exhausted even the patience of
“727” habitues were reiterated

for this reporter with such em-
bellishments as : “Producers Dis-
tributing Corporation and Para-

mount are to be consolidated’^

and that “United Artists, Uni-
versal and Educational are con-
templating a merger.”
The story did say that some

of the reports were indignantly
denied when referred to en-
lightened sources while others-

met with laughs, absences and
silence.

Craft to Direct
William Craft has been chosen

as director of Columbia’s screen-
drama “The Wreck,” starring
Shirley Mason. The work of
shooting, interrupted by the
deatii of Tom Forman, has been
resumed at the Hollywood
studios.

Joe Rock Treats Fat Men—Merger Rumors Nailed
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Hollywood Greets Winter

And Now It’s All Wet
Hew Chaney

Special Makes

Real Sensation
(Continued from page 337)

application for a captaincy in the

reserve ranks of the U. S.

Marine Corps. That the com-

mission will very likely be award-

ed him, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
officials feel confident.

This in itself speaks more than

volumes for Chaney’s work as

Sergeant O’Hara. Then you

further learn that the military

•world’s strictest disciplinarian,

none other than Brigadier Gen-

eral Smedley Butler, command-
ant of the western marine train-

ing base at San Diego, when he

witnessed a batallion of his own
marines being put through the

paces by Chaney openly marveled

at his actor’s soldiering before

the camera, exclaiming:

“This is almost too good to be

true!”

As soon as E. Richard Schayer,

who personally had studied

•characteristics of the marines in

training, at sea and in battle, had

dotted the last period in this

original screen story, Federal

Government cooperation began

to manifest itself materially.

With the exception of Chinese

Tiordes used to depict a skirmish

in a Far Eastern setting real

"Marines are the background all

through “Tell It to the Marines.”

Government equipment from
bayonets to uniforms is another

feature. Actual locales used dur-

ing the making of the production

include the maneuver grounds

.and the barracks at San Diego,

the Pacific fleet under way and
the gun deck of the U. S. S.

California while it was swarm-
ing with activity in battle 'prac-

tice.

Marine Stands By
From the time the first camera

shot was made to the fade-out a

marine corps official stood guard
by the side of Director George
Hill. He is Major Wilcox who
had been assigned from Wash-
ington, D. C., to assist Metro-
‘Goldwyn-Mayer in making “Tell

It to the Marines” as near tech-

nically perfect as could be
possible.

That Major Wilcox was out

here to do a Marine’s job went
on the record many times during
the production work. One inci-

dent which studioites are still

talking about occurred when
Chaney and a bugler made their

first appearance in this picture

while the company was on loca-

tion at the San Diego training

base.

“Chaney carries himself well

and goes through the manual
like an old timer, but,” Wilcox

I

Harry Langdon, soon to appear

in “Long Pants” for First Na-
tional, gives an idea of what the

well dressed man will wear.

is said to have exclaimed, “spot-

less equipment is insisted upon
in the corps.”

That Wilcox’s point was well

made even Director Hill con-
ceded. Then what is common
knowledge about any studio was
revealed to the Major. The rea-

son why the bugle did not

sparkle and the buttons on
Chaney’s uniform refused to

glimmer was not because of any
lack of filmdom’s respect for

Marine customs but simply be-

cause both had been deliberately

soaped. Even when the Major
learned that a dull or tarnished

surface photographs more clearly

and distinctly in a brilliant sun-

shine he felt it his duty to accept

conditions literally until projec-

tion on the screen convinced him
that his Marines in “Tell It to

the Marines” were just as im-

maculate as they are for every-

day official inspection.

Romance Woven In

While the production, in the

early shape in which we have
seen it, exploits the daily routine

of the Marine from the time he

enlists to the end of his first en-

listment, “Tell It to the Marines”
interweaves the theme of ro-

mance with that of adventure.

What is drab duty to a Marine
would be often considered ex-

cellent comedy to a civilian. The
writer who is an ex-Marine can

vouchsafe for the authenticity of

“boot,” or recruit, experiences

(Continued from page 340)

hits Hollywood, the city fathers

as well as the production man-
agers resign themselves to their

fate.

New York and its “snow birds”

clearing away the drifts from
Broadway and Fifth Avenue
have little in common in the way
of equipment with the Los

Angeles bread line when its

members suddenly find jobs. In-

stead of pure snow the extras

in the street cleaning department
here find themselves building

dams with sandbags so that traf-

fic will not be inundated by tor-

rents from the high hills over

Hollywood. Even at that auto-

mobiles after the rain has only

been under way for a few hours

find the water up to their hub
caps. The movie vamp who has

braved the tempest without a

chauffeur very often has to wet
her silk hose even above the

knees in order to get to a garage.

Incidentally, garage keepers out

here are regular lifeguards for

the film colony in the wet sea-

son. As soon as it starts to rain

they don sou-’wester and hip

boots and take up their station

at the garage door.

They’re Hardboiled

“They are harsh fellows at

that,” a woman of unmistakable
studio lines told the writer whom
she joined under the sheltering

roof of one of these temporary
life-saving stations. More than

her ankles were drenched and
her complaint was that the

“harsh ones” had made her step

into the middle of the Sant'

Monica Boulevard torrent with

a frank reminder that the nude
Packard was sufficiently heavy
to push.

in “Tell It to the Marines.” In

one of the leading roles William
Haines depicts the typical “boot”

green from fresh city life. The
writer also goes on record that

Haines in the hands of Chaney
would receive almost as much,
if not more, were he a real “boot”

under the supervision of an old

sergeant miles away from a

camera.

Eleanor Boardman, as the Red
Cross nurse, introduces early

into the production the romantic
theme with the unusual situation

of the sergeant and “boot” be-

coming rival suitors. Carmel
Meyers, as Zaya a mid-ocean
island queen, causes the breach
in the romance which contributes

to complications, the unraveling

of which gives Director Hill

ample opportunity to touch upon
Marines in foreign duty as well

Natives already are beginning
to talk about the first storm of

the year out here as Easterners
look back to the snow of 1888.

The grandeur of almost perpetual
California sunshine even stam-
mers the tongues of the most
eloquent realtors this kind of

weather.

However, everybody is good-
natured. If a flivver bumps into

a Rolls Royce one forgets the

$10,000 paint job of the other and
the drivers dry hands.

Pity Poor Extra

Perhaps no one suffers more
during such a downpour than
the extra who happens to be
working in the studio. The dor-
mitory where he has his make-
up-can is usually a few acres
away from the interior set where
the picture in which he improves
the background is being made.
No matter how fast he can run
the red in his wig and the gobs
of rouge on his cheek bones run
with the rain still faster over
his princely butler’s costume. He
does not mind this half as much,
however, as the star whose toil-

ette, that required hours to per-
fect, becomes slightly dampened
because the chauffeur who drove
her directly up to the extra’s

goal, is careless in opening the
door.

Just before press time it came
to our attention that Miss Nancy
Lee, an actress who has been
working in a picture under the
direction of Frank Lloyd, was in-

jured when an automobile struck
her in the blinding rain near the
Famous Players Lasky studio. At
the Hollywood Hospital it was
said that she was badly bruised
but had sustained no serious in-

juries.

as their life at the local post.
Several months of actual

shooting were required before
the final “Cut 1” was sounded by
Hill. During this time two weeks
were spent at the marine base at
San Diego on exterior work.
Production Manager Fred

Leahy states that the Hangkow
Street set in “Tell It to the
Marines” cost more than any set
used in “Scaramouche.” During
the mob scenes on that set and
an attack upon the city quelled
by the Marines, Leahy figures
1,200 Chinese were employed for
six days at the cost for their
services alone running up into
$72,000.

In the course of this battle
scene the entire cast including
the Chinese, equipment and 100
horses had to be transported 45
miles from the studio.

It’s Winter Time In Hollywood—More About Chaney
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Production Moves Rapidly At M-G-M Studios

Studio Row
CONSTANCE TALMADGE’S “Carlotta” which is now in pro-

duction at the United Artist’s studio has in its featured roles

Antdnio Moreno, Edward Martindel, and several others. Marshall
Neilan is directing. * * *

L OUISE DRESSER has been signed by Warner Brothers to

play the feminine lead in “White Flannels.” Lloyd Bacon will

direct this production.
* * *

D P. SCHULBERG, west coast executive of Famous Players
*-*• company, informs us that Adolphe Menjou’s next starring

vehicle for Paramount will be “The Alan in Evening Clothes.”
* * *

S
HOOTING ON Norma Talmadge’s starring vehicle “Camille,”

which Fred Niblo is directing for United Artists, is well under
way. Oscar Bergei, Hungarian actor, is playing a leading role.
% * * *

A CTUAL PRODUCTION WORK on John Barrymore’s latest
Ga for United Artists is completed. The title has been changed
from “The Beloved Rogue” to “The Ragged Lover.”

* * *

/^ARDINER JAAIES’ first vehicle for Inspiration Pictures will^* be “Quality” by Dixie Wilson, it is announced.
* * *

/^ARL LAEMMLE has placed Walter Anthony in charge of

Universal City’s staff of title writers.
* * *

CLARA BOW has completed her first starring vehicle under the
Paramount banner. It is “It.”

* * *

T T NTIVERSAL HAS acquired three more directors, Wesley Rug-
gles, Nat Ross, and Harry Sweet.

* * *

L ILA LEE, it is said, has signed a long term contract with
Cecil B. DeMille. * * *

C'DDIE CLINE will realize directorial honors for Douglas
McLean’s latest “Let it Rain” being made for Paramount.

* * *

S
OL LESSER, according to reports out here, plans to leave
Paris soon for New York.

* * *

^7ASL PITTS, we learn, is to occupy the stellar role in one of
Hal Roach’s two-reelers.

* * *

Contracts Plentiful Kohner Is Promoted

Marion Davies

Nearing Finish

Of New Picture

By December 15 the line-up at

the Aletro-Goldwyn-AIayer studio

will be as follows: “The Demi-
Bride” with Norma Shearer,

Lew Cody, and Carmel Aleyers

—and the baseball epic “Slide,

Kelly, Slide” will be completed.

Tim McCoy’s “Braddock’s De-
feat” will be nearing completion.

Well under way by that time

will be Alarion Davies “Tilly the

Toiler” being megaphoned by
Hobart Henley; “Wind,” with

Lillian Gish, which Clarence

Brown is directing, and “Women
Love Diamonds” with Pauline

Starke, Owen Moore, Lionel

Barrymore and Cissy Fitzgerald.

The middle of the month “Old
Heidleberg” with Ramon Navar-

ro will just be starting.

Two Separations Are

Ended in Hollywood

After a separation of

thirteen years Cissy Fitz-

gerald and her eighteen

year old daughter are re-

united. The Metro-Gold-
wyn-Mayer actress’ meet-
ing with her daughter
who has just come over

from England caused quite

a sensation at the Santa

Fe railroad station.

George Arehinbaud and
Charles Van Enger. di-

rector and cameraman re-

spectively, are brought
together again for the first

time in twelve years in

their work at First Na-
tional studio in “Easy
Pickings.” When these
two men originally met
they were both subor-
dinates.

Laemmle Aids Japs

Americanizing Japanese pro-

duction methods is the latest

move Carl Laemmle has recorded

Jor Universal. In this respect it

is learned out here that the Big

“U” chief is furnishing equip-

ment and technicians to a Jap-

anese producer at Kobe, in order

to inject “Universal” pep in Jap-

anese cast, Japanese directors

and Japanese productions for

Japanese consumption. Reports

say that he is meeting with his

usual success.

John W. Considine, Jr., is bus-
ily handing out contracts these
days at the headquarters of Fea-
ture Productions on the United
Artists lot. Don Alvarado has
just been signed for a five year
contract, and others include Es-
telle Taylor, the Duncan sisters,

Gilbert Roland, and Willie Frit-

ich. In addition to these, two
German players whose names are

not yet made public, have also

been enrolled, Considine assures

us.

“Sure Fire”
Bobby Vernon’s next comedy

for Educational, which has been
titled “Sure Fire!” has been com-
pleted. Frances Lee, Bill Irving

and other comedy favorites ap-

pear in support of the comedy
star.

Paul Kohner has been elevated
from the position of casting di-

rector at Universal City to unit

supervisor. Wm. W. Cohill steps

into Kohner’s old job. During
his regime behind the casting

window, Kohner is credited with
having brought Rudolph Schild-

kraut to the screen and many
other players wTho have since

developed prominence.

Miss Bradley Signed
Estelle Bradley, who recently

has been appearing in Education-

al-Mermaid Comedies, again has

been cast as the leading lady

with Lloyd Hamilton in the

corned}’ which the big comedian
is making at Educational Studios

under the direction of Norman
Taurog.

Bessie Love

An Artist As

Auto Camper
Y\ hat can a “tin can tour-

ist do”?

“Rubber Tires,” which features
Bessie Love and Harrison Ford
for Cecil B. De Alille, discloses
the secret, according to Alan
Hale, who now is directing the
screen version of Frank Con-
don’s highly humorous tale of
auto camp life.

The typical “tin can tourist”
is never quite sure of his exact
destination. He simply motors
on, day by day, stopping at the
auto camps along the way, ever
in search of new’ fields to con-
quer.

“Rubber Tires” involves a fam-
ily of “tin can tourists,” whose
one redeeming feature is a viva-
cious and resourceful daughter.
Bessie Love, as Mary Ellen
Stack, is the brains of the fam-
ily, and her effort to pull Pa
and Ma, and her kid brother out
of the rut, and get them to Cali-
fornia furnishes laughs galore.

Mr. Korda and Wife,

Mrs. Corda, Are Here

J. Alexander Korda and
Maria Corda are husband
and wife. The spelling- of
their names was one of the
first things noted when
they stepped off the train
to fulfill five year contracts
secured by them through
Richard Rowland for First
National. “Just to be dif-
ferent” was their explana-
tion for this. Korda is a
former Ufa director and
his wife has played in Ufa
pictures. Although no
work had been assigned
them at this writing, it

was reported that Korda
will probably not direct his
w ife.

Work Moves Rapidly

It is said that production work

'on “Exclusive Rights” which J.

G. Bachmann has started for

Preferred Pictures will be prac-

tically completed by the middle

of December. Frank O'Connor

is directing, and the cast includes

Lillian Rich, Raymond McKee^

Gaston Glass, Garry Walker,
Sheldon Lewis and other well-

known names.

Stories of Stars— Flashing And In The Making
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Wm. Fox Has
Fine Drama
In “Sunrise”
News conies from Fox Films

that F. W. Murnau, celebrated

German director, is making a

vivid love story of “Sunrise,” his

first American production.

After two months of shooting,

Murnau has completed rural

sequences on location at Lake
Arrowhead, and he is now in

the midst of filming scenes in a

metropolitan city. Rushes give

promise of a successful produc-

tion from both artistic and box-

office viewpoints.

With the aid of Janet Gaynor,

George O’Brien and Margaret
Livingston, Murnau has been un-

usually successful in developing

his screen characters. By his

original technique, he has un-

covered new depths of dramatic

talent in these American players.

Is Richly Mounted

Miss Gaynor and Mr. O’Brien

are the principals in “The Song
of Two Humans,” the secondary

title of “Sunrise.” Miss Living-

ston is the city woman who dis-

turbs the harmony of their love.

The story was adapted by Dr.

Carl Mayer from an idea in

Sundermann’s “The Trip to Til-

sit.”

It is a richly mounted produc-
tion. An entire village was built

on the shores of Lake Arrow-
head for the rural sequences.
Murnau is now working on one
of the largest sets ever built for

motion pictures. It covers an
area a mile long and half a mile
wide on the lot at Fox Hills,

representing a section of a city

complete with elevated trains,

street cars and all the other big
town phenomena.

In securing unusual photo-
graphic effects, Murnau has the
cooperation of Charles Rosher,
who has filmed all Mary Pick-
ford’s pictures for the past nine
years.

Stars In “Quality”

Gardner James

l t/" UALITY,” by Dixie

Wilson, will be the

first vehicle for Gardner
James, the popular new
screen “find.” This an-

nouncement comes from J.

Boyce Smith, general

manager of Insipration

Pictures, Inc., after having
a confirmation from Wal-
ter Camp, president of the

organization.

While no definite date

has been set for produc-
tion, it is intimated work
will be started as soon as

the script is prepared.

“Quality” will mark the
initial feature story for

Gardner James under his

Inspiration Pictures con-
tract. The actor has been
loaned to various produc-
ing companies in the past
through Inspiration’s cour-
tesy, while time was being
marked for the completion
of Dick Barthelmes’ con-
tract with the company.

Comedies Will Continue
The Vogue, Asher Says

T HAT more than fifty per
cent, of the feature pic-

tures to be made in Hollywood
during the coming year will be
comedies, is the belief of E. M.
Asher, producers of the Corinne
Griffith features for First Na-
tional.

He bases his opinion on the
unusual success of comedy fea-

tures over dramatic vehicles dur-
ing the last few months.

This, he declares, has proved
to producers that audiences
throughout the country are at

present in the frame of mind
where they would much rather

laugh than sigh.

In keeping with the desire for

comedy, Asher states that almost
all of his activity will be de-

voted to laugh-producing pic-

tures. At the present time his

company is making “McFadden’s
Flats” for First National. This
picture is now in its fifth week
under the supervision of Edward
Small.

By arrangement with John
McCormick, general manager of

First National’s West Coast
productions, both Charlie Mur-
ray and Larry Kent were loaned

to Small.

Bachmann Ranks High
As Successful Producer

Head of Preferred Pictures Took Reins When His
Former Partners, B. P, Schulberg and

Al. Lichtman, Withdrew

F IRST hand knowledge of the needs of the independent
market, gained through four years’ experience as sales

chief for Preferred Pictures, is the practical asset which

J. G. Bachmann took with him to Hollywood a few months
ago when he went there to become the producer of the pres-

ent Preferred program. With half of that program now
completed, Mr. Bachmann has taken his place among the
acknowledged producers, and his success reflects the bene-
fits of distribution knowledge as a background for studio

work.
he had learned on one of his

country-wide visits of independ-
ent exchanges. This novelty was
one of the most profitable and
unique releases of its kind ever
made.

Shortly after the completion of
this subject he announced his in-

tention of carrying on the pro-
duction activities formerly spon-
sored by Mr. Schulberg in fur-
nishing the independent market
with a superior type of feature

—

activities which were temporarily
suspended following Mr. Schul-
berg’s appointment as associate

producer for Famous Players-

Lasky.
In a brief period of six months

Mr. Bachman has accomplished
many things. Five of his feature

presentations are released, these
being “Lew Tyler’s Wives,” “The
Romance of a Million Dollars*”

“Dancing Days,” “Shameful Be-
havior?” and “His New York
Wife.”

Mr. Bachmann has been close-

ly identified with the industry

for seven years, his first affilia-

tion being in the development of

Katherine MacDonald as a star

under the First National banner.

J. G. Bachmann

In 1922 he formed a three-cor-

nered partnership with B. P.

Schulberg and Al Lichtman, for

the production and distribution

of Preferred Pictures for release

on the independent market. Up-
on the resignation of Mr. Licht-

man he assumed full charge of the

sales work, and for the next four

seasons visited the distribution

centres at regular intervals.

To. Mr. Bachman goes the

credit for marketing thirty-two

Preferred Pictures produced by
B. P. Schulberg. Many of these

were outstanding box-office at-

tractions and registered records

for high grosses. Exhibitors will

recall such of them as “Rich

Men’s Wives,” “Poor Men’s
Wives,” “The Virginian,” “May-
time,” “Capital Punishment,”

“The Plastic Age,” etc.

Before starting on his sched-

ule of thirteen Preferred Pictures

for 1926-1927, Mr. Bachman took

time-out long enough last spring

to make a series of short sub-

jects, “The Charleston in Six

Lessons,” the demand for which

Recognizes Ability

Through the influence of this

new producer the independent

market has for the first time re-

ceived the services of such di-

rectors as Harley Knoles and
Tom Terriss. He has also se-

cured for it Dr. Alexander Arka-
tov, European genius, who will

soon work under Preferred aus-

pices. Another accomplishment
in the directorial field was the

development by Mr. Bachmann
of the megaphone talents of Al-

bert Kelley, former assistant to

Cecil De Mille.

New talent is recognized by

Mr. Bachmann as a constant and
ever-growing need. Having been

partially responsible for the dis-

covery and development of such

personalities as Clara Bow, Don-
ald Keith, Alyce Mills and Gilbert

Roland, Mr. Bachmann is still on
the lookout for young players of

promise—the finding of whom
has played a conspicuous part in

the success of the Preferred or-

ganization up to this time. Gloria

Gordon is one of the newer act-

resses for whom Mr. Bachmann
may claim credit. It is worth
noting, also, that it is he who

(Continued on page 346)
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JLTARRY POLLARD took this luggage along
^ ^ with him to direct Universal’s "Uncle
Tom’s Cabin” down on the Mississippi, It

consisted of what Pollard told his friends was
"local color" and "Dixie atmosphere.”

RALPH INCE has just
"lv signed a long term
contract to direct for
F.B.O. His first work
will be "Home Struck.”

MfARIE PREVOST, the
1 ^ lovely little Metropolitan
P.D.C. star, sitting high on
a rock as Prometheus sat.

overlooking the Pacific.

JT takes a sc -shooter to get June Marlowe’s
new “straight-eight” in action at Universal

City, but she gets it to the intense surprise of
Hollywood.

TSOLORES COSTELLO, Michael Curtez, and
Jason Robards, star, director and lead in

Warner Bros.’ ‘'The Third Degree,” receive Tosio
Nagata and Yasuo Ito, Japanese editors.

SgLORIA SWANSON goes into conference
with Albert Parker, her director, and

Dudley Murphey, technical expert, on the studio
for "Sunya,” for United Artists.

JTADY RAVENSDALE, daughter of the late

Lord Curson. Visits Charles Ray and Donald
Crisp, star and director, making “Nobody's

Widow," for Metropolitan.

rr

Ralph Inee Signs

Contract With

F. B. 0.

d PRICELESS Spanish lace

Mantilla adorns the head of
Dolores del Rio, beautiful Mexi-
can s L

.ar of Tolstoy’s “Resurrec-
tion for Inspiration Pictures.

A/TlSS PREVOST remarked when she
'* saw this picture that the rock re-

sembled a camel’s head and she’d been
swimming a mile.
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Desert Film

Winner For

Barthelmess
Richard Barthelmess’ current

First National release, “The

White Black Sheep,” received

executive endorsement this week

when previewed by First Na-

tional officials in New York. The

picture was acclaimed a sure-fire

box-office hit. It will be given

national release early this month.

Dick, in the role of a soldier

.of fortune, driven from his home
because of the disloyalty of his

.fiancee, joins England's desert

brigade and wins love and honor

after a series of romantic and

thrilling experiences.

Patsy Ruth Miller is seen op-

posite Barthelmess in the role of

a Greek dancing girl, winning a

personal triumph with her per-

formance. Others in the cast

who are given especial mention

are Constance Howard, Erville

Alderson, Gino Corrado, Albert

Prisco, William H. Tooker, Sam
Appel, Col. G. L. McDonnell and

Tempar Saxe.

New Chadwick Cast

Is Now Announced

James Young, who recently

directed “The Bells,” for Chad-

wick Pictures Corporation, and

I. E. Cbadwick, president of the

company, are selecting the cast

of “Driven From Home,” the

well-known Hal Reid play, which

the former will direct.

Sheldon Lewis, character actor,

and Virginia Pearson, stage and

screen star, have been engaged

for prominent parts. Ray Hallor

will play the leading male role.

Melbourne McDowell has also

been engaged for a “heavy.”

The balance of the cast will be

announced next week.
“Driven From Home,” which

James Young will direct person-

ally, was adapted for the screen

by Edith Hibbard and Ethel Hill.

Cliff Saume, associated in the

direction of several recent Chad-
wick pictures, will assist Mr.
Young.

Richard Dix Is Cast

For “Knockout Riley”

Malcolm St. Clair will direct

Richard Dix’s next Paramount
picture, “Knockout Riley,” which
is to go into production at the

Long Island studio following the

completion of “Paradise For
Two.”
“Knockout Riley” is a rough

and ready fight picture. It is to

be based on Albert Payson Ter-

hune’s short story, “The Hunch.”
Forrest Halsey is doing the

treatment.

Thinking Up the Laughs

Johnny Hines and Producer C. C. Burr hold a gag meeting
for the comedian’s forthcoming First National Picture, “All

Aboard,” right in the midst of the celebrated California

climate. Left to right: C. C. Burr, Horace Woodmansee,
Johnny Hines, Peter Milne, Charles Hines, George Amy.

(On extreme left is Loretta)

“Big Name” Campaign Of
F. B. O. Gains Impetus

THE ANNOUNCEMENT that

Belle Bennett and Conway
Tearle have been secured to star

in forthcoming productions by

Film Booking Offices is a signifi-

cant outgrowth of the steady de-

velopment in F. B. O.’s vigorous

“big-name” campaign, now being

launched by this company in

connection with its present and

future production schedules.

Miss Bennett, the splendid

actress whose fame was perma-

nently secured by her work in

“Stella Dallas,” will play the lead

in Kathleen Norris’s “Mother,”

a melodrama of contemporary
domestic life. Tearle, who needs

no introduction, will take the

leading role in F. B. O.’s pro-

jected Elks picture, called tenta-

tively “Makers of Men.”

The big-name campaign was
given momentum at the begin-

ning of the present production
year by such players as Pauline
Frederick, America’s great dra-
matic actress, in “Her Honor the
Governor,” Viola Dana in “Big-
ger Than Barnum’s,” Margaret
Livingston in “Breed of the Sea,"

Shirley Mason in “Rose of the

Tenements,” and others.

Mary Brian, immensely popu-
lar little star, is making “Her
Father Said No,” by H. C. Wit-
wer, the humorist. Margaret
Morris, popular Paramount play-

er, has been loaned for “The
Magic Garden,” the Gene Strat-

ton-Porter story.

“The Better Way” Ready
On Columbia Programme

T WO STRONG DRAMAS
with abundant comedy re-

lief and unique situations are De-
cember offerings of Columbia
Pictures Corporation on its

schedule of two releases a month.
They are “The Better Way,”

released on Dec. 5th and “Re-
member,” ready on Dec. 20th.

At their California previews,

both pictures were acclaimed as

measuring up with the best that

Columbia has produced.

McConville and Montague, Co-
lumbia franchise holders for New
England, after screening “The
Better Way” privately in Boston
on Nov. 19th, hailed it as “the

very best production we ever re-

ceived from Columbia, and abso-

lutely on a par with the very
best being released by any pro-

ducing organization in the in-

dustry.”

Gotham Likes

Rork Success,
4‘Blond Saint

,,

Sam Rork’s production of

“The Blonde Saint” for First

National cleaned up at the New
York Strand, where it has just

completed a run, according to

Joseph Plunkett, manager of the

house.

“The Blonde Saint” got off to

a flying start following its en-

thusiastic endorsement by the

newspaper reviews, who, for the

most part, found it one of the

most attractive romances of the

season. Doris Kenyon and

Lewis Stone, who have the lead-

ing roles, and Svend Gade, the

celebrated Danish director, re-

ceived high praise.

Particular note was made by

the critics of two newcomers in

“The Blonde Saint.” One is Gil-

bert Roland, a handsome youth,

whom Mr. Rork entrusted with

the featured supporting role.

The other is Ann Rork, the pro-

ducer’s daughter, who has ap-

peared in several First National

releases of late and who defi-

nitely achieved a personal

triumph in this picture in an

important role.

Automatic Cameras

Used For Battle Shots
Operated by remote control,

six automatic cameras were used

to photograph the closeup action

of a German air raid on a French

village in the filming of one of

the scenes in Lucien Hubbard’s

Paramount production, “Wings,”

which William Wellman directed

on location near San Antonio,

Texas.
Several of these cameras were

buried in the ground with only

their lenses protruding. Others

were placed in bomb-proof en-

closures. All were stationed at

points so close to the doomed
village that they, too, were in

danger of demolition by mis-

placed bombs or falling debris.

Twelve full-service-charge 100-

pound bombs were dropped from
the air while regulation cameras
in bomb-proof shelters as well

. as in the cockpits and on machine
gun mounts of accompanying
planes recorded the scene.

“Afraid to Love”
Is Off Indefinitely

Production of “Afraid to Love”
has been indefinitely postponed
by Associate Producer William
LeBaron at the Paramount Long
Island Studio because of the ill-

ness of Florence Vidor, who is

to return to the West Coast to

continue her recuperation.

“Afraid to Love” was to have
been directed by Frank Tuttle

with Wyndham Standing, Philip

Strange and Charles Byers in

the cast.
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Camera \\ ork Ends On
Chaplin's "Missing Link”

Star of “The Better ’Ole,” Directed by Reisner,

In An Original Story by Director

and Darryl F. Zanuck

T O their growing list of

special attractions complet-

ed, Warner Bros, have added

Syd Chaplin in “The Missing

Link,” a temporary title, which

was finished this week at the

West Coast studio of the com-

pany.

This is the fourth super-pic-

ture to be offered exhibitors on

this year’s schedule, the others

being John Barrymore in “The

Sea Beast,” Syd Chaplin in “The

Better ’Ole” and a third John

Barrymore attraction temporar-

ily titled “Manon,” in which

Dolores Costello will be seen in

an outstanding role.

“The Missing Link” is an

original story by Charles F.

Reisner, who directed the pic-

ture, and Darryl Francis Zanuck.

Reisner is responsible for the di-

rection of three other Syd Chap-
lin pictures made under the War-
ner banner.

A new leading lady in the per-

son of Ruth Hiatt is playing op-

posite the star. Others in the

cast are Tom McGuire, Theo-

dore Lorch, Crauford Kent, Sam
Baker, Kewpie Morgan, Otto

Fries, William Steele, George
Nardelli, Nick Cogley, Louise

Carver and Fay Holderness.

She ’s StarringNow

Louise Fazenda makes her

debut as a star in “Finger

Prints,” a Warner Bros, pic-

ture.

Constance Talmadge
Starts On “Carlotta”

Bachman Ranks As
Successful Producer

(Continued from page 343)

has given little Alice Day, for-

mer Sennett star, her first

chance in full length feature

roles.

Although he believes in keep-

ing the interest of his production

program variegated, Mr. Bach-

mann expressed the opinion that

comedy dramas rather than the

heavier type of picture are in the

ascendancy for the present, at

least. While pictures with a light

touch are conceded to be far

more difficult to make, he feels

that their entertainment value

outstrips that of any other class

of release and the return to the

exhibitor is proportionately

greater.

Three Are Comedies

Three of the six Preferred Pic-

tures completed to date
—“Danc-

ing Days,” “Shameful Behavior?”

and “His New York Wife”

—

have been of the comedy variety.

At present Mr. Bachmann is at

work on a crook drama of un-

usual angles, “Exclusive Rights,”

based on Jerome Wilson’s story,

“Invisible Government.” He has

ambitious plans for the future,

covering a Russian production

entitled “The Aristocrat,” an

elaborate version of the Civil

War spectacle, “Shenandoah,”
and a number of other stories of

more than ordinary interest.

Who Is Interested?
In a professionally written, very Interest-

ing film manuscript, divided In single

scenes for 5 acts? It has been written
after a forgotten American story of love

and adventure. Large success undoubted.

Offers to Z. F., 3259, c/o Rudolf
Mosse, Advertising Agency. Zurich,

Switzerland.

Harry Cohn Writes

Story For Columbia
Harry Cohn, vice-president of

Columbia Pictures Corporation,
has written a story called
“The Price of Honor,” which
has been scenarized by Dorothy
Howell, with the collaboration of
E. H. Griffith, who will direct
it. Dorothy Revier is cast for
the stellar part.

E
AST AND WEST, the huge
Paramount production

schedule for the winter months
starts off with a rush this week.
Before the end of the year both

the new Hollywood studio and
the Long Island studio are slated

to be operating at capacity.

Two pictures, “Children of Di-

vorce,” with an all-star cast, in-

cluding Clara Bow, Esther Ral-

ston, Gary Cooper, Einar Han-
son and Hedda Hopper, and
“The Kiss in a Taxi,” Bebe
Daniels’ new starring vehicle,

were launched at the Hollywood
studio last week.
“The Mysterious Rider,” a

Zane Grey story, with Jack Holt
in the featured male role, is to

start this week.
During December, seven pic-

tures are scheduled to begin.

Emil Jannings is to start “The
Man Who Forgot God,” with
Mauritz Stiller directing

Eddie Cantor begins “Special

Delivery,” his second starring

comedy, with Art Rosson wield-

ing the megaphone. Raymond
Griffith will also start an un-

Shooting on “Carlotta,” Con-
stance Talmadge’s new picture

for First National release, has

been started at the Neilan Stu-

dios in Edendale, it was an-

nounced by Joseph M. Schenck.

the producer. Marshall Neilan

is directing.

Antonio Moreno heads the

supporting cast, which includes

Edward Martindel, Julianne

Johnson, Michael Viavitch, Ar-
thur Thalasso and Andre Lanoy.

named picture. Richard Rosson
is to begin work on Adolphe
Menjou’s next vehicle.

The lavish “Looie the Four-
teenth” production with Wallace
Beery as the star, and James
Cruze directing, is to get under
way late in the month, as well

as a Betty Bronson starring ve-

hicle.

“Drums of the Desert,” a

Zane Grey picture with Warner
Baxter and Lois Wilson in the

featured roles.

At the Long Island studio,

“New York” has just been com-
pleted. “Love’s Greatest Mis-

take,” with Edward Sutherland

directing; “The Potters,” with

W. C. Fields, and Richard Dix’s

new vehicle, “Paradise for Two,”
are under way.
Malcolm St. Clair is to begin

“The Cross-Eyed Captain,” with

Ricardo Cortez, Arlette Marchal
and Lois Moran in the featured

roles.

Early in December, Herbert
Brenon is to launch the big pro-

duction of “Sorrell and Son.”

Gilda Gray will start “Cabaret.”

Paramount Studios Are
At Capacity This Month

Johnny Hines

Rounds Out
Studio Staff

The announcement comes
from the West Coast that C. C.
Burr has completed the staff of
comedy specialists who are to
assist Johnny Hines with his
next First National Picture, “All
Aboard,” and that the players
will face the cameras as soon as
the comedian selects important
members of the cast and signs a
leading woman from the bevy of
Hollywood beauties numbered as
possible candidates.

The two latest additions to
the Hines staff are George Pet-
ers, cameraman, who photo-
graphed “The Brown Derby”
and “Stepping Along,” and Ten-
ny Wright, assistant director.
Others who are assisting the
comedian with the new produc-
tion are Peter Milne, Del Hen-
derson, France Crane, Horace
Woodmansee, A1 Wilson and
George Amy. Charles Hines will

direct. The picture is from the
story of the same name by Matt
Taylor.

Miss Corbin Signs

With I. E. Chadwick

Virginia Lee Corbin, former
child star, who has recently been
playing leads and leading in-

genue roles, has this week signed

a contract -with Chadwick Pic-

tures Corporation. Chadwick
Pictures Corporation has an-

nounced no plans for its new
star, but it is expected that she

will start work shortly in

“Driven from Home,” the Hal
Reid play which James Young
is directing.

Tiffany Officials

Pick “Tiger” Cast

Tiffany Productions, Inc., an-
nounces through M. H. Hoff-
man, vice-president, that the cast

has been completed for the next
Tiffany production, under the
working title, “The Tiger.”

The players include Pat O’Mal-
ley, Helen Ferguson, George
Hackathorne, Claire McDowell,
Lawford Davidson, “Heinie”
Conklin and Helen Lynch.

Killed in Fall

Falling from a horse produced
a cerebral hemmorage which
caused the death of Miss Jean
Stuart, popular member of the

cast making a series of collegi-

ate pictures for Universal. The
accident occurred away from the

studio. Miss Stuart’s picture de-

but was with Bebe Daniels in

“The Campus Flirt."
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Name Cast In

“Fingerprints”

For Warner’s
From Warner P-ros.’ west

coast studio, comes the announce-
ment that the cast for “Finger-

prints,” the Arthur Somers
Roche story, has been com-
pleted.

The picture is the latest of the

Twenty-six Warner Winners to

go into production. It got

under way two weeks ago and
Director Lloyd Bacon is making
rapid progress with it.

Arthur Somers Roche, one of

the most widely read of pres-

ent day authors, is said to have
created a masterpiece in “Fin-

gerprints,” and the story has

been given an excellent cast and

direction. Those popular pur-

veyors of comedy roles, Louise

Fazenda and John T. Murray,
are the stars, admirably sup-

ported by a cast that includes

Helene Costello, Myrna Loy, Ed
Kennedy, George Nichols, Jerry

Miley, Martha Mattox, Frank-
lin Pangborn, William Demarest,
Robert Perry, Joseph Stone,

Warner Richmond and Andy
Norton.

Start Second Film

With “Fingerprints” well un-

der way, Warners have also

started on the production of a

second Arthur Somers Roche
story. The original schedule for

the Twenty-six Warner Win-
ners called for two pictures from
this popular author. The second

of the two is “Wolf’s Clothing,"

and will again bring together

Monte Blue and Patsy Ruth
Miller. First scenes were shot

October 21. So far the only

member of the supporting cast

selected is John Miljan, but a

number of additions will be
made in the next few days.

Lois Moran in

F. P.-L. Picture
Lois Moran is rushing

from one studio to another

these days. When Mal-
colm St. Clair began work
on “The Cross-Eyed Cap-
tain” at the Paramount
Long Island studio, No-
vember 22, she was one of

the principal members of

the cast, playing the role

of the young girl about

whom the action of the

story revolves.

She has been in eight

pictures in the last eight-

een months and is in great

demand by producers. Two
of these, “Padlocked” and

“God Gave Me Twenty
Cents,” have been Para-

mount pictures.

“The Flesh and the Devil,” a Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer pro-
duction, oictures John Gilbert and Greta Garbo in this pose.

Fox Eucharistic Congress

Pictures in Other Cities

a FTER SHATTERING all

r\ attendance records for the

house and setting a new high

mark in money taken in at the

box office for a motion picture in

a legitimate theatre, the official

film of the Eucharistic Congress
of Chicago moved out of Jol-

son’s Theatre, New York City,

after the evening performance
on Sunday, November 21st. On
the same night it opened in Bos-

ton and Chicago to large and en-

thusiastic audiences of first

nighters.

The Boston Opera House was
the scene of the New England
premiere. Every seat in this

immense theatre was occupied

and the standees were ten deep
when the first title was flashed

on the screen. The Boston
presentation had the distin-

guished patronage of His Em-
inence William, Cardinal O’-

Connell, archbishop of the city,

who attended the initial showing
accompanied by his entourage.

The large and magnificent

Illinois Theatre is housing the

Chicago show. Half of the city

tried to squeeze into the theatre

on the opening night. His Emi-
nence, George, Cardinal Mundel-
hein, archbishop of Chicago and
sponsor of the Congress, who
had the picture made for him by
Fox Films, attended the opening
in the Windy City.

The last three days of the New
York showing gave veterans of

the show business something to

think about, as the crowds from
all over the city besieged the

out-of-the-way theatre to see the

picture. Without exaggeration

it can be conservatively stated

that on Friday, Saturday and
Sunday the people turned away
from the box office totalled more
than ten thousand. Standing
room space was at a premium.

Beauty In

Distress

Nina Romano (Mrs. Lou Tellegen) registers anguish during

a dramatic moment in the Gotham Production “Money to Burn."

Three M-G-M
Features Now
In Production

'
I HREE feature productions

launched within the last week,
several in the final stages of pre-
paration for early filming, six
other screen plays now nearing
completion and p r e p a r atory
work began on a half dozen
more, indicate that Metro-Gold-
wyn-Mayer is approaching the
zenith of its fall production
schedule, it was announced last

week by Irving G. Thalberg, as-
sociate studio executive.
"The Taxi Dancer,” story by

Robert P. Shannon, has entered
production under the direction
of Harry Millarde, with the lead-
ing roles taken by Joan Craw-
ford, Owen Moore and Marc
MacDermott.
Another feature to get under

way during the last week is “The
Day of Souls,” directed by Tod
Browning, starring John Gilbert,

with Renee Adoree in the lead-
ing feminine role.

The third is “California,” Peter
B. Kyne’s original, serving as a
starring vehicle for Tim McCoy,
with Aileen Pringle in the lead-
ing feminine role. This picture is

being directed by W. S. Van
Dyke, who directed McCoy’s first

M-G-M western, “War Paint.”

Bretherton Promoted
Howard Bretherton has just

been elevated from the position
at the Warner Bros, studios.

Bretherton is a college graduate
and Warners have assigned him
to direct Rin-Tin-Tin’s “Hills of

Kentucky.”

First Jannings’

Story Selected
“The Man Who Forgot

God” was announced yes-

terday by B. P. Schulberg,

Paramount West Coast
executive, as Emil Jan-

nings’ first American film.

The photoplay is ex-

pected to give Jannings a

flying start in his Ameri-
can career, as the title role

offers him an opportunity

unsurpassed by a charac-

terization he has given be-

fore.

Bruce Barton’s story will

be made on a lavish scale

under the supervision of

Erich Pommer, Paramount
featured producer, who
guided Jannings through

some of his greatest suc-

cesses abroad.

Mauritz Stiller will di-

rect the preparations for

the production to be

launched immediatelv.
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Saenger Theatres Sign

P. D. C. Success Series

Dwan Soon

Through With

Belasco Film

Director allan dwan
is completing work for

Fox on “The Music Master,”

David Belasco’s stage play.

It is being fashioned in the com-
pany’s eastern studios, No. 850

Tenth avenue, where Dwan com-
pleted “Summer Bachelors,” his

first Fox production, some weeks
ago.

The choice of Alec B. Fran-

cis for the title role, after

months of consideration of play-

ers of the spoken and silent

stage, has met with much favor

in cinema circles. Francis’ per-

formance in the name part in

“The Return of Peter Grimm,”
soon to be released, was par-

ticularly instrumental in clinch-

ing this “plum” for him.

Lois Moran Stars

Lois Moran, who sprang to

prominence in “Stella Dallas"

and added much to her popular-

ity in other vehicles since then,

has the leading feminine part,

Helene, daughter of “The Music
Master.”

Others of the cast include Leo
Feodoroff, as Fico; Armand
Cortes, as Pinco, and Marcia
Harris, as Miss Husted.

Greta Garbo May
Succeed Mae Murray

Greta Garbo, it is said, will

take Mae Murray’s place in

“Diamond Handcuffs,” on the

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer produc-

tion scheduled with Edmund
Goulding directing. Miss Mur-
ray has just finished “Valencia.”

Her trip to New York was made
known in advance, to the studio,

and, according to reports, “there

was no trouble.” She is expected

back in Hollywood within a

month when she will commence
work in a vehicle not yet de-

cided upon by M-G-M.

Beauty in a Basket

In a basket and a blonde wig,
Estelle Clark appears in “Exit

Smiling,” for M-G-M.

Little Lon Ahern as “Harry” in

Universal’s “Uncle Tom’s Cabin.”

A Hot Tip
Here’s an Idea not so

bad for other exchange
managers to follow.

Girl employees — and
they’re lots of good look-
ing ones—have agreed to
give one kiss each to the
winning Kansas City
salesman in the present
play-date drive. Ralph
Heft of that exchange ar-
rived for work an hour
early the morning after
the agreement was reached.

“Breed of the Sea”

Peter B. Kyne’s novel, “Breed
of the Sea,” has been made into

a melodrama by F. B. 0., under
the direction of Ralph Ince, who
also played a double role in the

picture. In the cast are also

Margaret Livingston, Dorothy
Dunbar, Pat Harmon, Shannon
Day and Kalla Pasha.

Chrisander’s Next
Nils Olaf Chrisander, who has

just completed the direction of

“Fighting Love,” starring Jetta

Goudal, for the De Mille studio,

has hied himself to the moun-
tains in Southern California with

three books from which to select

his next story.

The success series of

De Mille-Metropolitan Pic-

tures will be shown in all the

Saenger theatres and the affili-

ated houses. This was the news
brought back to New York by
Sales Manager W. J. Morgan
of P. D. C., when he returned
from his trip through the Middle
West and South. While in New
Orleans, he, with District Man-
ager Ralph Morrow and Branch
Manager Brown, got the sig-

nature of the Saenger people to

the P. D. C. contract. P. D. C.

pictures are sold 100 per cent in

most of the places controlled by
the Saenger interests, and will

have representation in all the

others.

“This means that P. D. C. will

have representation in all key
cities throughout that territory,”

Mr. Morgan said. “Inasmuch as

the Saenger theatres are the best

and biggest, this deal is some-
thing to shout about. The list

includes nearly 100 theatres in

forty-two cities and towns. In

New Orleans, the first runs are
split between the Saenger houses
and the Orpheum, but that is the
only city where that condition
exists.”

The cities and towns included
in this deal are: Alexandria,
Monroe, New Orleans, Shreve-
port, Baton Rouge, Crowley,

H ermann starr, chief

home office executive for

Warner Bros., who went to Eu-
rope several weeks ago to meet
Gus Schlesinger, general man-
ager of foreign distribution and
arrange a new distribution basis,

is back in London after a tour

of the Continent with Schlesin-

ger. Their principal visits were
to Germany and France, where
final arrangements for the fu-

ture distribution of Warner
Bros, pictures were made.

Starr reports to New York
that “Lady Windermere’s Fan,”
with Irene Rich, directed by

T IONEL BARRYMORE, after
L-/ a long series of character

roles, such as the sea captain in

“The Barrier” and “The Greek”
in “The Road to Mandalay,” has
reverted to his matinee idol days
once more.
Barrymore plays a modern city

sheik in a very modern city life

story, in his latest role in

Franklin, Jennings, Lafayette,
Lake Charles, Plaquemine, Rus-
ton, Vinton, Houma, Bunkie,
Donaldson, New Iberia, Rayne
and Thebodaux, all in Louisiana;
Biloxi, Clarksdale, Greenville,

Greenwood, Hattiesburg, Merid-
ian, Natchez, Vicksburg, Colum-
bus, Gulfport, Jackson, McComb,
Brookhaven, Tupelo, Laurel, all

in Mississippi; Helena, Pine
Bluff, in Arkansas

; Pensacola,
Florida; Texarkana, Port Arthur,
Beaumont, Houston and Orange,
Texas.

New Orleans alone has more
than twenty Saenger theatres,
and several of the other places
have two or more each.
Mr. Morgan’s trip, which oc-

cupied about three weeks, took
him to Cincinnati, Indianapolis,
Chicago, Minneapolis, D e s

Moines, St. Louis, Kansas City,

Oklahoma City, Dallas, Houston,
New Orleans and Atlanta.

The other newcomer is Jack
Egan, a dark-haired comedian
of the vaudeville theatres,

known on the Orpheum circuit

as a member of the Stanley
Company.
Other players featured in sup-

port of W. C. Fie’ds are Mary
Alden and Ivy Harris, the lat-

ter a product of the Paramount
School. Fred Newmeyer is the

director.

Starr Says Europe Waits

For Vitaphone Success

Lionel Barrymore As
Sheik in

Ernst Lubitsch, is the sensation

of Germany and hanging up new
records.

Private showings of “The Better
’Ole” in London also have come
in for splendid tributes and all

the Continent it waiting to hear
the Vitaphone, word of its sen-

sational success here having
been broadcast throughout Eu-
rope.

Mr. Starr is completing ar-

rangements for the distribution

of Warner Bros.’ product
through Warner Bros.’ Pictures,

London, and will return to New
York in the near future.

M-G-M Film
“Women Love Diamonds.”
Pauline Starke is starred, and

Owen Moore, Douglas Fairbanks,
Jr., and a notable cast appear in

the production, an original story
by Edmund Goulding directed by
himself. The cast includes Cissy
Fitzgerald, Gwen Lee, Constance
Howard, Dorothy Phillips and
George Cooper.
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Intense Scenes in “The Cheerful Fraud ’

REGINALD DENNY
v and Gertrude Astor

engage in an argument and
they seem to be holding

each other off.

OMEBOW^- -a
co^r°

e
'"Zrrassi«g-

T^EGINALD has his lips in

somewhat familiar pout
and it may be that he's ask-
ing Gertrude Astor for a kiss.

Below, Gertrude Olrnstead
weeps a tear.

1BOVE. there is only hap-

piness and probably “it
ain’t gonna rain no more.”
Below, it appears to be trag-
edy. but it’s a safe bet that
Reginald Denny averts it and

wins.

One of Denny’s Best Just Completed at Universal City
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1 Army Helps

To Make New
Columbia Film

THE popular craze for themes

dealing with the human
element in the World War seems

unabated.

It would seem that Columbia

Pictures has chosen the “psycho-

logical moment” to announce

“Remember,” which is based

upon the love-rivalry of two

American doughboys in the A.

E. F. and sequential happenings

back home. Dorothy Phillips

and Earle Metcalfe play the

leads.

Metcalfe has an honorable

overseas record as lieutenant in

the 165th U. S. Infantry (the

Fighting 69th New York Irish

Regiment), with citations from

the French and General Per-

shing “for exceptional meritori-

ous and conspicuous service.”

He is now captain and regimen-

tal adjutant of the 364th U. S.

Infantry. To him and his fellow-

officers in this regiment arc due

much of the credit for the real-

istic war scenes that seem de-

stined to make “Remember” a

screen sensation.

During the making of the pic-

ture at Columbia’s Hollywood

studios, Director David Selman

had the expert counsel and ad-

vice of Capt. Metcalfe and Col.

Dwight M. Green, commanding

officer, together with Willard

Cooley, master sergeant and Jo-

seph O’Brien, commanding Com-

pany C. Lincoln Stedman plays

the role of “Slim” Dugan, a

typical doughboy.

Colleen Moore

Is Chosen To

Play “Bennie”
“Bennie” is to be Colleen

Moore’s next First National

picture, according to announce-

ment by John McCormick, gen-

eral manager of West Coast pro-

duction for First National Pic-

tures and producer of Colleen

Moore’s photoplays.

“Bennie,” written by A. H.

Ciebler, former newspaper man
who has for several years been

writing scenarios and titles, will

realize for Miss Moore her am-
bition to wear boy’s clothes in a

picture !

She will be seen as a minor

but important member of a

financially crippled theatrical

troupe touring the small towns.

Later she appears as printer’s

devil in a country newspaper of-

fice. The opportunities for com-

edy as well as moments of drama
are plentiful and the central

role will afford Miss Moore one

of the most novel characteriza-

Louise Brooks and William
Collier, Jr., in First Nation-

al’s “Just Another Blonde.”

Has “Mother” Lead
Belle Bennett is to play the

lead in “Mother,” which is to be

brought to the screen from
Kathleen Norris’ book, F. B. O.

Ideal, in England, Starts

Drive For F. B. O. Films

Fox Sends Cameramen
To Erin for Realism

With production of

“Mother Machree” vir-

tually completed, Fox
Films is sending two cam-
eramen to Ireland to ob-

tain additional scenes that

will make this new John

Ford production one of the

most authentic pictures of

the Emerald Isle that has

been made to date.

Winfield R. Sheehan,

vice - president of Fox
Films, was so impressed

with this story of the cele-

brated song that he de-

cided to hold the release

until more shots of Ire-

land can be added to the

already beautiful back-

ground.
Belle Bennett plays the

title role in “Mother Ma-
chree.” Others in the cast

are Neil Hamilton, Con-

stance Howard, Ethel

Clayton, Victor McLaglen,

Ted McNamara, Philip de

Lacey, and Pat Somerset.

The story is by Rida John-

son Young.

Assign Lois Weber To
Direct Duncan Girls

L OIS WEBER has been signed

by Joseph M. Schenck, to

direct the Duncan Sisters, Vivian

and Rosetta, in the screen

version of “Topsy and Eva,"

their stage success. Clarence

Hennecke has been signed as

“gag" man to assist Miss Weber.
It is understood that the Dun-

can Sisters will continue in

vaudeville on the Coast for sev-

T DEAL FILMS, LTD., OF
-I ENGLAND, which will dis-

tribute the product of Film

Booking offices of America
throughout the United Kingdom,
have started off a smashing sell-

ing campaign on the F. B. O.

pictures, according to Colvin W.
Brown, vice-president, in charge

of distribution.

Along the most up-to-date

lines, by means of colored inserts

in all the prominent British

trade journals, they announced

their association with F. B. O.,

which was brought about by Mr.

Brown and President Joseph P.

Kennedy, and also announced

the line-up of pictures they were

to distribute.

These advertisements were

backed up by a big special issue

of their house organ, “Idealetter”

a snappy publication which

might be copied to advantage by

some American house organs.

Next a three-day convention

of the entire Ideal selling staff

was held in London, under the

chairmanship of Harry Rowson,

joint managing director of Ideal,

F. B. O.’s London representative,

S. D. Newman, was another im-

portation figure in this, and

supervised the screening of the

first pictures his organization has

shipped to Ideal.

“Bigger Than Barnum’s” was
reviewed at this showing by the

English trade journals, and re-

ceived the highest praise.

The Ideal sales force started

out full of enthusiasm to deal

with their 3,100 customers, and

with the finest of spirit toward

F. B. O. and its product.

Fire Destroys

Large Captive

R. M. Berry, of British Columbia, contracts for the Banner
group, with J. E. Archer, First National exchange manager

(left), and R. S. Bell, western sales supervisor.

“On the Dotted Line” War Balloon
A large captive balloon used

in a battle sequence of “The
Rough Riders” caught fire and

was destroyed by explosive pro-

jectives near El Monte this week.

An observer in the balloon made
a descent of 300 feet in time to

escape injury.

The scene represented the first

use of a captive balloon by the

American Army. It was sent up

at the beginning of the assault

on Kettle Hill in the summer of

1898, but was worse than use-

less, making .a splendid target

for the enemy.

Victor Fleming, directing the

Paramount production, fortu-

ately secured the scene required

before the balloon was de-

stroyed.
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Five M-G-M Pictures Now
Are Ready for Production

W ITH six pictures in production at the Metro-Gold-
wyn-Mayer studio, five more are scheduled to get

under way in the near future. Several will be specials and
are starting only after the completion of most elaborate
preparations.

Half-Way Mark Passed

On Current Fox Program

One of the first to go into

production will be Marion Davies’
production, “Tillie the Toiler.”

Hobart Henley will direct.

Clarence Brown is preparing
to direct Lillian Gish’s next
starring production, “The Wind.”

“Slide, Kelly, Slide,” baseball

epic, with William Haines in the
featured male role, goes into

production next week with Ed-
ward Sedgwick as director.

Robert Z. Leonard is preparing
to start camera work on “His
Last Affair” an original French
farce by F. Hugh Herbert and
Florence Ryerson, with Norma
Shearer starred and Lew Cody
played opposite her.

W. S. Van Dyke, who directed
the first Tim McCoy picture,
“War Paint,” for Metro-Gold-
wyn-Mayer, is also to direct Mc-
Coy’s second vehicle.

Director Harry Millarde is get-
ting well into the production of

He Puzzles Them

Charley Bowers has the
trade guessing: abont liis

trick photography tor F. B.
O., which has signed him for
five years. Bowers does
things with a camera which
puzzle the experts and which
Certainly have never been
done before. His contract
with F. B. O. is regarded as
a coup for the company and

himself.

“The Taxi Dancer.” Joan Craw-
ford has the title role with
Owen Moore in the male lead.

John M. Stahl has practically

finished a new Spanish romantic
tragedy, starring Ramon Novarro
and Alice Terry.

John S. Robertson is finishing

“Annie Laurie,” starring Lillian

Gish.

Dimitri Buchowetzki is finish-

ing the direction of Mae Mur-
ray’s “Valencia.”

Tod Browning is well into the

production of “The Day of

Souls,” starring John Gilbert,

with Renee Adoree and Dorothy
Sebastian in the cast.

J. E. Williamson, directing the

underwater scenes of “The Mys-
terious Island,” has rebuilt the

location camp in the Bahamas,
blown away in the recent hurri-

cane, and is again busy on the

production.

G ertrude short, well

known stage and screen

actress, has been added to the

cast of “The Day of Souls,” the

Metro - Goldwyn - Mayer pro-

duction, to play a role entirely

foreign to her experience either

before the footlights or the cam-

era. Famous for her comedy
roles, her new part is that of a

tragic child, orphaned by the

murder of her father in a strange

city.

Tod Browning, the director,

chose her for the role after

watching her comedy work on

the screen. “I saw in her com-

edy an ability to act that would

be equally at home in tragedy,”

he said, “and as a matter of fact

some of our best comedians are

equally at home in tragedy.”

Miss Short is the daughter of

Lou and Stella Short, famous on

Miss Ralston to Wed
Jobyna Ralston, for three years

Harold Lloyd’s leading woman,
and Richard Arlen, juvenile lead

under contract to Paramount,
wall be married in January, ac-

cording to reports. It is ex-

pected that the ceremony will

occur in Hollywood.

Clever Comedy Star

Piquant Kathryn Perry, in

Helen and Warren Comedies

for Fox Film Corporation.

the stage, and was on the stage

since a baby. She played in

Shubert attractions, with Mary
Mannering in “A Man’s Will,”

with Thomas Jefferson in “Rip

Van Wingle,” and for seven

years played child parts in stock

and vaudeville.

She started in pictures in the

old Edison studios, and among
her outstanding parts are those

in “The Beggar on Horseback,”

“The Talker,” “Masked Wo-
men,” “A Poor Girl’s Romance,”
“The Telephone Girl” comedy
series and others. She is espe-

cially noted for her child roles

on stage and screen.

“The Day of Souls” is a vivid

drama of the Budapest under-

world starring John Gilbert,

with Renee Adoree in a featured

role.

Florence Vidor will have the

support of Warner Baxter and

Philip Strange in her next Para-

mount starring vehicle, “Afraid

to Love.” The picture will be

directed by Frank Tuttle from
Townsend Martin’s adaptation

of the play, “Face to Face,” by
Vincent Lawrence.

nrWENTY - FOUR Pictures.
* have been finished at the
Fox West Coast Studios, and
cameras are grinding on eight
others. In the latter group are
several of the biggest dramatic
subjects on the 192*5-27 schedule.

Those finished embrace seven-
teen feature pictures. Thus, the
company has progressed con-
siderably beyond the half-way
mark in production.

Vehicles recently fashioned
include

: Mother Machree,” a
John Ford production; “Wings
of the Storm,” under the direc-
tion of J. G. Blystone; “The
Canyon of Light,” a Tom Mix
picture, for which Ben Stoluff
handled the megaphone, and
“Desert Valley,” a Buck Jones
offering directed by Scott Dun-
lap.

‘S'unrise” in Work

Photodramas in work now on
the Fox Hills lots and on the
studio stages embrace: "Sun-
rise, the first American pro-
duction of the noted German di-
rector, F. W. Murnau; “The
Monkey Talks,” a Raoul Walsh
production; “One Increasing
Purpose,” directed by Harry
Beaumont; “The Auctioneer,”
A1 Green’s first production for
Fox; "Bertha, the Sewing Ma-
chine Girl,” being made by Irv-
ing Cummings, and “The Last
Trail,” starring Tom Mix. Lew
Seiler is behind the megaphone.
All is ready to begin “Seventh

Heaven.” Frank Borzage has
been in Paris for several weeks,
as that city is the locale of the
play.

Buck Jones is also preparing
to begin his next picture, “The
War Horse,” be an adaptation oF
his original story, paying tribute
to equine heroes of the World
War.

“Gertie’s Garter”
Ready for Camera
They’re getting Gertie’s

garter all fixed up to use

in the filming of Marie
Prevost’s next starring

picture for Metropolitan,

“Getting Gertie’s Garter.”

Miss Prevost will don her

working togs next week
and start work on the pro-

duction. E. Mason Hop-
per, who directed the com-
edy star in “Up in Mabel's

Room” and “Almost a

Lady,” will handle the

megaphone on her current

vehicle.

Charles Ray has the male

lead.

“Comedy Girl” Chosen to

Play “Tragic” Child Role

“Afraid to Love”
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All Comedy
Programs Get

Western Okeh
Typical examples of what sat-

isfactory results can be obtained

from all-comedy programs of

short features, which come from

the Kansas City territory, are of

particular interest to exhibitors

at this time when plans are being

perfected for National Laugh

Month.
A report from the Kansas City

district shows that eleven differ-

ent theatres in as many cities

and towns in Missouri and Kan-

sas have recently staged all-

comedy programs using Educa-

tional Short Features exclusively,

and that they all met with great

success.

Letters Come In

The exhibitors were so enthus-

iastic over the immediate re-

sponse of their patrons that they

wrote C. A. Jones, manager of

Educational’s Kansas City branch

relating how successful these

special programs were.

Usually the laugh program
consisted of three two-reelers

and a Lyman H. Howe’s Hodge-
Podge or Felix the Cat animated

cartoon comedy.
Mr. Byler of the Bixman The-

atre, Clinton, Mo., was particu-

larly enthusiastic over his all-

comedy program feature, staging

three of these shows within 60

days. He used 16 inches of news-

paper advertising space in ad-

vance of the play date devoting

less than this amount to the cur-

rent feature length picture he

was showing. One of his typical

laugh programs consisted of

Lloyd Hamilton in “Nothing
Matters,” Walter Hiers in “Hit-

chin’ Up.” “Mister Wife,” with

Neal Burns, and “Kiss Papa”
with Neal Burns.

Others Adopt Plan

The Newks Theatre, Burling-

ton, Kas., featured an all-comedy
program of Educational Pictures

every week starting August 11.

and had presented four sue

special laugh nights up to Sep-
tember 1. The Longford rural

high school, Longford, Kas., pre-

sented two programs of Educa-
tional Short Features within two
weeks.
Other Missouri and Kansas

theatres to stage all-comedy pro-
grams featuring two-reel come-
dies and other Short Features
include the Cheney Theatre,
Cheney, Kas.

;
Royal Theatre,

Cherryvale, Kas.
; Lyric Theatre,

Concordia, Kas.
;
City Hall The-

atre, Fairfax, Mo.
; Community

Theatre, Irving, Kas.
;
Airdome

Theatre, LeRoy, Kas.
; Commun-

ity Theatre, Lewis, Kas. ; and the

Little Theatre, Rolla, Kas.

National Laugh Month Holds

Special Appeal For Showmen

Virginia Bradford in Pathe’s

comedy “Atta Boy,’ with

Monty Banks.

Canada Is Advertising

Short Feature

Special
Indicative of a new trend on

the part of Canadian exhibitors

in advertising their Short Fea-

tures is the recent 36-inch ad-

vertisement carried in the Tor-

onto Star Weekly by the Tivoli

Theatre in Toronto. About 12

inches of the ad was devoted to

“The Blue Boy,” second Ror

mance Production in Technicolor

released by Educational. A two-

column cut from the press sheet

on “The Blue Boy” was used

with the heading “Added Attrac-

tion Extraordinary.” It was so

arranged that it occupied the

center of the 3-column by
inches of advertising space.

This shows that exhibitors m
Canada are realizing the value

of advertising their Short Fea-
tures. It is only recently that

Canadian theatre managers have
done any noticeable amount of

advertising of their short sub-

jects.

Good Subjects To Book; Accessory Line
Ready; Committee in Charge Maps

Out Splendid Press Work

G AINING IMPETUS daily through the concerted

efforts of members of the National Laugh Month
Committee, plans for National Laugh Month—January

—

are rushing toward early completion. Everything possible

needed by the exhibitor to exploit his short subjects in

particular and Laugh Month in general, is being made
available with the’ greatest possible despatch. The Com-
mittee gives its assurance that the exhibitor planning to

make extra profits through Laugh Month this season will

have the material with which to do it in his hands in ample
time.

Early indications point to the

conviction that this season hun-
dreds more theatre men will par-

ticipate and profit in the Laugh
Month celebration than took

advantage of the idea last season.

Several big circuits already in

communication with Laugh
Month headquarters, 469 Fifth

Avenue, New York City, frankly

state that they did not get be-

hind Laugh Month last season

because they wanted to see how
it would “take” before they push-

ed it with the machinery of their

vast organizations. Evidently

they have been convinced, for

this season they voice their ap-

proval of the idea and their in-

tention of putting their shoulder

to the wheel 100 per cent and
realizing fully on the actual dol-

lars and cents value of the idea.

Bigger than Ever

This season’s Laugh Month
will be bigger by far than last

seasons. Newspapers throughout
the country gobbled up the idea

last season and devoted column
after column of space to Laugh
Month. This year the news-
papers are hotter than ever on
Laugh Month, and the Laugh
Month Committee is preparing a

press sheet especially for the use

of newspapers. These clip sheets

will be sent to every newspaper
in the country, and it is expected

that the volume of daily news-
paper space devoted to Laugh
Month will exceed even the

fondest expectations.

Arrangements are being made
with virtually every big news-
paper syndicate to send out spe-

cial Laugh Month material for

use by their clients. This ma-
terial includes cartoons, comic
strips, humorous columns and
editorials. This together with

the material issued by the Laugh
Month committee itself, is virtual

assurance of the 100 per cent

coverage of thfe press of the

country on Laugh Month.
Fan publications are also

aligned solidly behind Laugh

Month. Special stories, special

features, and special art layouts

will be carried in the magazines
reaching the fans during Janu-
ary. Added to the list of fan
publications are the humorous
publications. These, too, will

carry special Laugh Month fea-

tures.

What members of the Com-
mittee — all experienced show-
men—believe to be one of the

“meatiest press books ever is-

sued” is being prepared for the
use of exhibitors. Through its

contents theatre men will be
shown not only how they can
make money by participating in

Laugh Month, but also how they
vcan profitably carry out many
of the same ideas to their greater

profit throughout the year.

For instance, if an exhibitor so

desired, he could divide his

Laugh Month into four weeks.
Comedy Week, Happiness Week,
Sunshine Week, and Fun Week.
Any or all of these weeks are

(Continued on page 354)

‘Well,

Bah
Jove!

,f

Wouldn’t Jack Dempsey be
happy to knock the monocle
from Gene Tunney? But Gene
wears it only in his Pathe pic-

ture, “The Fighting Marine."
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Christmas Comedy On
Patlie List for Dec. 12

Alma Rayford

Playing Lead In

‘Ace of Action’
Alma Rayford, recently chos-

en the winner of a beauty con-

test, conducted under the aus-

pices of a Los Angeles newspa-
per, is playing the feminine lead

opposite Wally Wales in the As-
sociated Exhibitors Western fea-

ture, “Ace of Action,” distributed

by Pathe.

The winning of the contest

led to Miss Rayford’s start on

the career of a “movie” actress,

and her experience has been

chiefly with Universal, in inde-

pendent productions.

As leading lady to Wally

Wales in “Ace of Action,” Miss

Rayford is aided in her support

of the star by Charles Colby,

Frank Ellis, Hank Bell, Fanny
Midgley, Will Hays and Charles

Whitaker. “Ace of Action” was
produced by Lester F. Scott, Jr.,

and is an adaptation from the

story by Betty Burbridge. Will-

iam Bertram directed.

Realism Is Keynote
Of Cody’s Picture

Realism is the keynote with

which Bill Cody, athletic young

star, produced “King of the Sad-

dle,” an Associated Exhibitors

Western feature for Pathe dis-

tribution.

This passion for genuineness

is the outstanding reason why
Cody and Director William J.

Craft make the greatest work-

ing team in Western films, for

Craft has an equal enthusiasm

for putting over stunts that are

daring, unusual and absolutely

genuine.

In the filming of his thrilling

Western pictures, there are two
fuses to use a double. One, be-

No, it isn’t tattoo scroll, but

merely a lace drape. She’s

one of the Christie Comedy
girls.

She Is a Beauty

Francis Lee is one of the

most notable beauties of the

Christie studios.

Monty Banks’ Next

To Be “Horse Shoes”
Monty Banks, one of the

world’s fastest growing comedy
stars, whose first picture under
the Pathe banner, “Atta Boy,”
is being now' acclaimed by critics

wherever shown, is starting the

second of his feature comedies
under the Pathe contract. It will

probably be titled “Horse Shoes.”

Violet La Plante In

“The Rambling Galoot”
Violet La Plante, sister of

Laura, appears opposite Buddy
Roosevelt in “The Ramblin’ Ga-

loot,” an Associated Exhibitors

Western feature being distribu-

ted by Pathe.

(Continued from page 353)

sound, seat selling ideas for

January or any other month.

Other catch labels he could put

on his campaign to attract the

public could be such descriptions

as, Great Laugh Carnival, Mons-

ter Joy Jubilee, Big Fun Frolic,

Laugh and Grow Fit celebration.

Any showman can readily grasp

the real ticket selling value of

suggestions such as these.

The press book will be cram-

jam full of real, practical show-

manship ideas that can be put

over at small expense and with

comparatively little effort. It

will contain stunts practicable

for the smallest house as well as

campaigns for the most magnifi-

cent cinema palaces.

pATHE announces an ideal
T two-reel Christmas comedy,
“There Ain’t No Santa Claus,”

a Hal Roach production starring
Charley Chase, among its short
feature screen attractions on the
December 12th schedule, which
also includes, “Smith’s Picnic,”
made by Mack Sennett, the
fourth chapter of the Pathe
serial, “The House Without a
Key,” Pathe Review No. 50,

“Top Notchers,” one of Grant-
land Rice’s Sportlights, “Topics
of the Day No. 50, “Bars and
Stripes,” one of Aesop’s Film
Fables and issues Nos. 102 and
103 of Pathe News.
“There Ain’t No Santa Claus,”

Hal Roach's current offering,
stars Charley Chase with Eugenia
Gilbert, Noah Young, Mickey
Bennett and Kay Deslys, in sup-
port. James Parrott directed.

Colour Fashions At

Paramount Theatre

The first of the 1927 series of
McCall Colour Fashion News
Reel, released by Educational,
entitled “Parisian Inspirations in

Colour,” is playing the new Para-
mount Theatre in New York the
second week since its opening.
Hope Hampton, noted beauty of

stage and screen, does the model-
ing of all the gowns shown in

this subject, which has been done
entirely in natural color.

“The Harbor Beacon,” an
Educational-Bruce Scenic sub-
ject, was part of the inaugural
program at this theatre.

A full line of accessories is al-

ready in work and they will be
made available to exhibitor at

cost, below cost, and possibly in

the cast of special mats and cuts,

without cost. Accessories will

include cloth banners, pennants,

three sheets, one sheet, window
cards, trailers, slides, novelties,

cuts, mats, etc., etc.

Members of the committee are

now working on plans for a big

exploitation contest for exhibit-

ors. Really worth while prizes

and plenty of them, will be of-

fered for the best exploitation

campaign during Laugh Month.
Full details of this contest will

be announced shortly.

Sales managers of the various

member companies have been

appointed chairmen of regional

Laugh Month committees.

The latest of Mack Sennett’s

“Jimmy Smith’s Series” of hectic

and hilarious domestic comedies
with Raymond McKee, Ruth
Hiatt and Baby Mary Ann Jack-
son, produced under the direc-

tion of Alf Goulding is called,

“Smith’s Picnic.”

The current Pathe serial, “The
House Without a Key,” starring

Allene Ray and Walter Miller

reaches its fourth chapter en-
titled, “Suspicion.”

Pathe Review No. 50 offers

:

“Fresh From the Deep,” a gra-

phic fish story from New Bed-
ford, Mass., where the big ones
don’t always get away; “Down
on the Farm,” the Filipino idea

of harvesting. “The Flower of

the Ancients,” another of the
Workshop of Nature Series pro-

duced by Arthur C. Pillsbury.

The time-lapse camera condens-
ing the growth-life of the flow-

ers so that they become visible.

“Nefta the Beautiful,” an inter-

lude in the journeys of Count
Byron Khun de Prorok bound
outward over the Sahara Desert.

“Sunshine” Slides
Chadwick Pictures Corpora-

tion has prepared a special set of

colored song slides, illustrated

with scenes from the fourth of

its First Division Pictures, “Sun-
shine of Paradise Alley,” re-

leased on December 15th.

Miss Dean Signs
Priscilla Dean and Hal Roach

are so pleased with the results

of this famous star’s initial short

feature comedy that the Pathe
comedy producer has signed Miss

Dean for a second film.

In a gingham gown she’s

gorgeous—Lucille Hutton of

Educational Mermaid Com-
edies.

National Laugh Month Is

Appealing To Showmen
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Timely Reviews of Short Subject Productions

“The Nickel

Hopper”
(Pathe—Three Reels)

In the second of

the new series in

which she is being

starred by Mack
Sennett, Mabel
Normand has an-

other comedy t'na

provides amusing

entertainment. The title refers

to the fact that Mabel is em-
ployed as instructress in a dance

palace where she has to be a

partner for all comers at a nickel

a dance. Several good laughs

result from the playing up of the

different types of partners and

their individual styles of hoof-

ing, and it has the added appeal

of being unhackneyed comedy
material. The latter portion is

built around Mabel’s trouble with

an irate and shiftless father and
an adventure with the owner of

a Rolls-Royce, Theodore Von
Eltz, pictured here, which leads

her into an encounter with the

cops and eventual romance.

There are touches of pathos as

well as smiles in this little com-
edy, and a peach of a comedy
ending with hero and heroine

floating down to safety when
Mabel’s hoop skirt acts as a

parachute.

—

C. S. Sewell.

“The Divorce
Dodger”

(Pathe—Two Reels)

Billy B e v a tv

p 'cture ^ k e r

[

’

* Vernon Dent and
jfef other well-known

JR members of the

organization con-
stitute the capable cast appear-
ing in this Mack Sennett com-
edy. The story deals with a
scheming divorce lawyer who is

out looking for business and
tries to trap Billy, who is in-

clined to be flirty. Fate aids him
and there is an amusing and
cleverly handled situation in

i

which circumstantial evidence
comes very near disrupting two
couples when Billy is caught
with Dent’s sweetheart in his car
minus her dress, which he has
volunteered to dry for her when
it was doused with water. The
girl proves too clever and every-
thing ends O. K. with the lawyer
himself in bad with his prospec-
tive clients. It is not so much
the idea, but the manner in

which it has been worked out
that injects a lot of laughs into
this comedy.

—

C. S. Sewell.

“Bruce Scenic”
(Educational—One Reel)

O N THIS SPLIT reel are

two interesting and pic-

torially beautiful numbers. The
.first shows the different varia-

tions of the Hawaiian dance, the

Hula-HuLa, all different, and giv-

ing the spectator a new idea of

this national dance as actually

performed by the natives. The
second section picturizes the lure

of the tropical sundown, with the

setting sun and rising mc-on ris-

ing above the water, making a

series of gorgeous pictures.

—

C.

S. Sewell.

“Hoot Mon”
(Educational—Two Reels)

Of course, with

this title, Bobby
Vernon’s newest

comedy has a de-

cidedly strong

7|>| Scotch accent and
‘wMI atmosphere. In

fact, the entire lo-

cale of the action is Scotland with

everybody in kilts. Bobby is an

auto salesman having a hard

time. A wag, Bill Irving, pic-

tured here, sends him to the

stingiest man in the place and

then dresses him up as mem-
ber of a rival clan, but before

the story is over Bobby has

licked the rival clansmen and

won the old man’s daughter al-

though papa tears up the order

for a new car when Bobby is

accepted into the family. The
Scotch stuff is well done and

affords picturesque settings and

backgrounds and there are some
good gags, especially Bobby’s
trouble in trying to unfasten an

enormous sword that is strapped

to his back. Plenty of laughs

and above the average in enter-

tainment value.—C. S. Sewell.

“Monkey Hula”
(Bray—Two Reels)

THIS is a Sunkist Com-
edy, with Buddy Mes-

senger, Mr. X., the monkey, and
the Sunkist Ba(hing Beauties.

Buddy and his pal, the monkey,
mix things up while getting their

breakfast, and most of the action

occurs after Buddy has banged
his head with a hammer while

asleep. We see the airplane rise,

with Buddy, and as it passes over

“a cannibal island,” we see the

plane drop, wheel after wheel,

propeller, parts, etc., and finally

Buddy falls from the sky at the

feet of the cannibal “king.” Then
things begin to happen, and con-
tinue so to the end, when again
we take up “Mr. X.”

—

C. E.

Hastings.

“Luke Warm Daze”
(Bray—Two Reels)

I
N this McDougall Alley Com-
edy, a bird whom I do not

recall having laughed at here-

tofore, one Perry Murdock, is

likely to achieve fame for him-

self as a result of a novel meth-
od of running. Cleone Deaver
and Louise Carver assist Mur-
dock and the kids in putting

over a fast little comedy, with

many lively moments, but the

outstanding thing is the Mud-
dock run. In city streets or

country paths, Murdock speeds,

arms akimbo at the shoulders,

and as he goes he raises his

left or right arm slightly, low-
ering the other, as we see air-

planes dip for a turn. Mur-
dock plays “Luke Warm.”
We’ll have to watch this chap.
—C. E. Hastings.

“Cool Off”
(Educational—Two Reels)

Anne Corn-

•

wall’s second
comedy for Edu-
cational in which
she is featured

with Jack Duffy
is another cork-

er. Not only
does this sprightly and charm-
ing little comedienne do excel-

lent work and is a peppy story in-

troducing what to the writer,

who has seen hundreds of com-
edies, is a real new comedy
angle, and it is payed up with
telling effect. When father goes
away, Anne takes in boarders in

the swell home and on his re-

turn gets rid of them by con-
necting the steam radiators with
the electric refrigerating system
and freezing the boarders out.

This idea is worked out along
several lines, one boarder puts

on a skating costume, and skates
where water was spilled on the

parlor floor. Father Jack Duffy
plays safe and hides in an oven.
Any audience should enjoy this

one.

—

C. S. Sewell.

“Thru Thick and
Thin”

(Pathe-One Reel)
\ SMALL BOYS traditional
LA friendship for a mutt fur-

nishes the idea of this Aesop’s
Fable cartoon which shows the
boy kidnapped by gypsies and
the dog rescuing him in a scene
that is good burlesque melo-
drama, with a fight on a cake
of ice at the brink of a water-
fall. Amusing and clever, as
Cartoonist Terry’s offerings

usually are.

—

C. S. Sewell.

“Hesitating Horses”
(Pathe—Two Reels)

As the title

implies, a horse

race is the crux

of the situation in

this Alice Day
comedy. As
usual the story is

whimsical and de-

decidedly amusing. Alice

meets Ruth Taylor, a city girl,

pictured here, and Ruth puts her

wise to a lot of things. Despite

her father’s disapproval, Alice

determines to enter their horse

in a race and with Ruth’s aid

manages to get the horse to the

track after the others have
started and is in a fair way to

win the race even though she

delays to powder her nose. The
situation that gives the film its

title is amusingly done. This

picture is well up to the stand-

ard of the series. Eddie Quil-

lan appears in his familiar role of

a country lad with Danny
O’Shea as a city chap and Joseph
Young again appearing as Alice’s

father.

—

C. S. Sewell.

“A Briny Boob”
(Educational—Two Reels)

A S usual, Billy

Dooley, ap-

pears in his famil-

iar role of a boob
sailor. He has

been given some
good gags in this

comedy which
deals with his experiences ashore
endeavoring to deliver a bunch
of roses. A vamp gets them away
from him, he tries to steal more
in the park, is chased by a cop
and wins praise from a woman
who credits him with rescuing her
dog from drowning. It develops
that she is the one for whom the
roses are intended and she grabs
Billy and uses him for a love
scene rehearsal, but Billy thinks
she means it. Hubby arrives and
causes amusing complications.
When this is straightened out the
poor boob takes a tiger rug into
the park and gets in bad again
trying to pull a “Three Weeks”
stunt of his own. Amber Nor-
man, pictured here, appears as
the gay wife.

“Hitting the Rails”
(Pathe—One Reel)

A NOTHER interesting and
LA highly amusing Paul Terry
cartoon in the Aesop’s Fable se-

ries, marked by this artist’s gift

of imagination and humor in the
handling of his familiar little an-
imals. It is well up to the high
standard of the series and should
prove a popular attraction with
the average patron.—C. S. Sew-
ell.
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Live News from Coast to Coast
NOTES ABOUT WIDE-AWAKE EXHIBITORS AND EXCHANGE MEN FROM ALL POINTS

Kansas City

,

Mo*

Moving Picture World Bureau,
Kansas City, Mo., Dec. 2.

M ANY changes in ownership and man-

agement of theatres in the Kansas City

territory have been announced during the

last week. The uptown theatre, being con-

structed by the Fleming-Gilchrist Construc-

tion Company in the Willet Building at Val-

entine road and Broadway, Kansas City, will

be operated by the Valentine Amusement
Company of Kansas City. The theatre will

be constructed of brick and terra cotta. Rob-

ert Cornall is the architect.

Following the resignation of Jack Quinlan
as manager of the Mainstreet, Kansas City,

Frank N. Phelps, an executive from the gen-

eral office of the Orpheum Circuit in Chi-

cago, has been in charge. Several difficulties

preceded Mr. Quinlan’s resignation, Ray Mont-
gomery, treasurer, also resigning and being

succeeded by R. H. Zeller of Sioux City,

Iowa.

The Bonaventure Theatre, Kansas City,

has been purchased by James B. Nichols

from T. B. Rowel, while F. C. Ruckel has

taken over the management of the Highland
Theatre, Kansas City.

Arthur Elsea, manager of the Bancroft
Theatre, suburban house of Kansas City, was
held up and robbed of $79 while he was pre-

paring to close the theatre by two bandits.

Among the out-of-town exhibitors in the

Kansas City market this week were:

Charles H. Barron, Kansas Theatre, Wichita,

Kas. ;
Frank Weary, Farris Theatre, Rich-

mond, Mo. ;
W. H. Weber, Great Bend, Kas.,

Glenn Dickinson, Dickinson Circuit of Thea-
tres, Lawrence, Kas. ;

Walter Wallace, Or-

pheum, Leavenworth, Kas.; S. E. Wil'hoit,

Springfield, Mo.; G. L. Hooper, Orpheum,
Topeka, Kas.

Business was good among the exchanges
along Kansas City’s film row this week. C.

M. Parkhurst, P. D. C. office manager, felt

none the worse after being informed, semi-

officially, that he was considered the “title-

holder" among booking managers of the or-

ganization. Jack Auslet, short subject man-
ager of the Independent Film Corp. exchange,
made a hurried trip into the territory after

more business. J. H. King, former film vet-

eran of Kansas City, returned from Florida

after a three-year absence. Ed Solig, War-
ner Bros., booker, went to Omaha on busi-

ness, while A. H. Fischer, division manager
for Warner Bros., was a visitor.

J. F. Burke, Educational auditor from the

home office, was busy on the Kansas City

branch’s books. F. F. Nine, formerly of

Kansas City, but now representing Warner
Bros, out of Milwaukee, was a Kansas City

visitor. C. A. Schultz, P. D. C. branch man-
ager, has recovered and is back on the job

again. G. F. Navarre, United Artists branch
manager, was host to all his salesmen and
their wives at the annual football game be-

tween Missouri and Kansas. Harvey Day,
Kinogram sales manager from the home of-

fice, was a Kansas City visitor.

R. S. Balantyne, Pathe branch manager,
left for Dallas, New Orleans and Memphis
Friday on a business trip. A. S. Glenn, of

the First National exploitation department
of New York, and R. L McLean, home office

representative for P. D. C., were also Kan-
sas City visitors.

Banquet Given Retiring

Dallas Film Board Head
Dallas, Tex., Dec. 1.—The Dallas

Film Board of Trade gave a banquet

at the Adolphus Hotel recently, honor-
ing W. G. Underwood, retiring presi-

dent, and Oscar A. Morgan, the new
president. Those attending were : W.
G. Underwood, guest of honor; Oscar

A. Morgan, newly elected president;

Dob C. Douglas, secretary, Film Board
of Trade; Leslie Wilkes, First Nation-

al ; F. A. Thomas, Educational
;
R. C.

Ingram, Enterprise; J. B. Dugger,

Paramount
;

E. L. Harrington, F. B.

O. ; Jack C Adams, Home State; Harry
T. Peebles, Liberty-Specialty; Leroy
Bichell, Metro-Goldwyn ;

Ernest C.

Leeces, P. D. C. ; Joe E. Luckett,

United Artists; R. C. Mcllheran, Uni-

versal, and J. W. Bird, Warner Bros.

Montana

Moving Picture World Bureau,
Butte, Mont., Dec. 1.

A T a meeting of the representatives of

the Butte musicians union and the

Northwestern branch of North American
Theatres, Inc., a new salary scale was signed

by both parties that was entirely satisfac-

tory to both. Only the members of the or-

chestras of the company theatres were in-

volved in the new schedule of salaries. Al-

bert Finklestein, representative of the com-
pany for General Manager Harry Arthur,

Jr., of Pacific Northwest Theatres, Inc.,

signed the contract with Earl Simmons, busi-

ness manager of the musicians union.

The Temple Theatre, renovated and re-

decorated, opened its doors at Park and
Main, recently, conducted by what is tenta-
tively known as the Mountain States Theat-
rical Association. William A. Woolfall,
manager of the Peoples’ Theatre, and J. A.
Gavan. manager of the Liberty Theatre, are
managing the enterprise. J. P. Callan has
charge of the business office of *he corpora-
tion.

J. A. Gavan and W. A. Westfall, managers
of the New Pantages circuit house here, were
hosts at a venison banquet recently when
James J. Corbett, fistic king, was the distin-

guished guest. Theatre men, representatives
of the press and of the film houses were
guests.

Harry C. Arthur, Jr., general manager of

the Pacific Northwest Theatres, Inc., and G.

Kirley. treasurer of the corporation, have
been in Butte on an inspection trip of the
theatres belonging to the P. N. W.. Inc.

Sunburst
In the Arch Theatre at Sunburst, Montana,

a film fire destroyed the projection booth,
the machinery and several thousand feet of
films, on the night of November 10. The
damage was estimated at $1,000.

Niles City
Hi Knutson of Niles City, Montana, opened

his new theatre in the Niles Block Novem-
ber 19.

Oklahoma— Texas

Moving Picture World Bureau,
Oklahoma City, Okla., Dec. 2.

H ON FRED PICKRELL, president of

Oklahoma M. P. T. O., announces that
the annual meeting of Oklahoma M. P. T. O.
will be held at the Huckins Hotel, Okla-
homa City, Okla., December 7-8, 1926, and
that at least 150 exhibitors are expected to
be in attendance. National President Eli

Whitney Collins of Jonesboro, Ark., will be
one of the honored guests and will make
several addresses during the convention.

Sinopoulo Brothers announce that a new
400-seat theatre will be built at Oklahoma
City in the near future, next door to their
Orpheum heatre.

Ralph Scott has been given charge of the
poster department of F. B. O. at Oklahoma
City.

Lester G'bbs has been appointed booker
for Educational at Oklahoma City, vice Cliff
White, now road man.

A. .1 Beck is the new traveler for Pathe at
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.

A. P. Camuse is the new member of the
selling staff of Metro-Goldwyn at Oklahoma
City.

Ponca City
An $85,000 theatre is being constructed at

Ponca City, Okla., by the Ponca City Thea-
tres Association, and a second house is also
being built at Ponca City by J. F. Wyatt.

Columbus, Texas
The Columbus Theatre at Columbus, Texas,

has been purchased by Albert R. Milentz.

Kingsville, Texas
The new Kingsville Theatre at Kingsville.

Texas, will open soon.

San Antonio, Texas
Loew’s will erect a new theatre at San

Antonio, Texas, some time next year which
will show first run pictures and vaudeville.

San Francisco

Moving Picture World Bureau,
Berkeley, Cal., Dec. 1.

N’ OW Leo P. Laughlin, for several years
manager of the Warfield Theatre, one

of San Francisco’s leading downtown mov-
ing picture houses, has been made managing
director of the Irving Theatre in the Sunset
district. The Irving Theatre is one of the
chain of houses conducted by the Golden
State Theatre & Realty Corp.

Carol Nathan, manager of the San Fran-
cisco branch of Universal, recently went to
Los Angeles to confer with Carl Laemmle.
who is paying his first visit to California
since his serious illness abroad. Mr. Laemmle
is expected at San Francisco at an early date.

Arbuckle
The Kaintock Theatre has been opened at

Arbuckle, Cal., the house having been named
for its owner.
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Illinois

Moving Picture World Bureau,
Chicago, III., Dec. 2.

T HE first invasion of the loop by the big

theatre circuits that have been building

in the outlying districts is announced by the

National Playhouses, Inc., the holding cor-

poration of the Cooney circuit theatres. A
site has been purchased at 23 West Monroe
street, a few hundred feet from the south-

west corner of State and Monroe streets

and across from the Majestic Theatre of

the Orpheum circuit, and it is planned to

build a 29-story office building and a 2,000-seat

theatre. The National Playhouses, Inc., are

now operating six theatres, the Capital, the

Stratford, the Jeffrey, the Grand, the Cosmo
and the Chatham. They have three theatres

under construction.

Several changes will be made by the
Balaban and Katz circuit in the policy of
their theatres in the Chicago territory. At
the Roosevelt Theatre the policy will be
changed to first run, two a day de luxe pic-
ture shows at reserved show prices and the
McVickers Theatre, which will be released
by the Vitaphone management around the
holidays, will again resume its popular
priced picture policy. This Roosevelt change
will be the first time the Balaban and Katz
circuit have changed their policy of popular
prices for all shows and no reserved seats,
first come first served.

The Pantheon Theatre Building at 4624
Sheridan Road has been sold to the United
Cigar Stores Company for a reported million
and a quarter dollars. The Pantheon Theatre
seats 2,500 and is under lease for ten years
to the Lubliner and Trinz circuit.

Rutledge
Russell Porgner has opened a moving pic-

ture theatre at Rutledge and will run semi-
weekly shows in that town for the present.

Chicago taxpayers are asked for $28,000

to pay eight city movie censors for the com-
ing year, according to the budget estimates
by the city comptroller.

Lyman G. Cohen, well-known exhibitor,

has joined the United Booking Agency and
will have charge of the publicity depart-
ment.

Andrew Karzas, theatre magnate, has
started work at Cottage Grove avenue and
79th, on his latest building venture from
the plans of Henry L. Newhouse and P. M.
Barnham.

Metropolis
A. J. Gibbons will build a combination

theatre and airdome at Metropolis, 111., that

will seat one thousand people. It is ex-

pected to be ready for opening early next
month.

Kewanee
A. C. Spencer of the Great States circuit

has been at Kewanee, 111., looking over the
field for a new movie theatre in that city.

The Belasco Theatre at Quincy, 111., has been
added to the Great States circuit, giving
them four houses in that city.

Aaron Jones, president of Jones, Linick
and Schaefer circuit has been elected presi-

dent of the Theatre Managers' Association of
Chicago, succeeding Harry Ridings, who re-

signed some time ago. The other officers are
John Garrity, vice-president; Wm. Roche,
treasurer, and Dave Kahane, of the Orpheum
circuit, secretary.

Among the Chicago theatre men who have
been ill during the past few weeks are Nor-
man Fields of the Jones, Linick, Schaefer
circuit, and W. D. Burford of the Great
States Theatre circuit. Both are reported
as improving.

Lubliner & Trinz Give the

Chicago Women Fine Break

Chicago, 111., Dec. 2.—Woman’s
sphere used to be the home. Now it’s

any sphere she can grab and hold.

.Lubliner & Trinz, being wide awake
and progressive showmen, realized that

womenfolk not only exert a strong ap-

peal, but also have ability that entitles

.them to a “show” in the theatre. The
result is that Lubliner & Trinz have
established in their Harding Theatre,

Chicago’s magnificent house de luxe,

to be followed by other houses, a Mis-

tress of Ceremonies, and a Conduc-
torette, or Conductress if you prefer,

for the orchestra of thirty feminine

musicians. Already letters of com-
mendation are pouring in—and pa-

trons, too

!

Canada

Moving Picture World Bureau,
Ottawa, Can., Dec . 2.

O FFICERS and directors re-elected for

Famous Players Canadian Corp., To-

ronto, for the new fiscal year are as fol-

lows: Adolph Zukor, New York, president;

J. P. Bickell, Toronto, vice-president; N. L.

Nathanson, Toronto, managing director; Ar-

thur Cohen, Toronto, secretary-treasurer;

Thomas J. Bragg, Toronto, comptroller. Di-

rectors—J. P. Bickell, Sir Herbert Holt,

president of the Royal Bank of Canada; Sid-

ney R. Kent, New York, Famous Players-

Lasky Corp.
;

I. W. Killam, Montreal, presi-

dent of the Royal Securities Corp.
;

N. L.

Nathanson, W. D. Ross, W. J. Sheppard, J.

B. Tudhope, Sir William Wiseman, New
York, and Adolph Zukor, New York.

Winnipeg
Ted Gould, former Winnipeg, Manitoba,

branch manager of Regal Films, Limited, has
been promoted to be Western Canada divi-

sion manager, covering all territory from
the Great Lakes to the Pacific Coast. H.
Cass of St. John, N. B., has been transferred
to the management of the Winnipeg office.

St. Catharines
The Tivoli Theatre, St. Catharines, On-

tario, now has a lady manager, Antoinette
Ward of St. Catharines.

Brandon
C. S. L. Ferguson of Nanaimo, B. C., is

now manager of the Capitol at Brandon,
Man.

When Manager Pete Egan of the Capitol
Theatre, Regina, Sask., played ‘‘The Quar-
terback,” he organized a football team
among the members of the house orchestra
and used them as such in a special pro-
logue.

Manager George J. Forhan of the Griffin

Theatre, St. Catharines, Ontario, has been
presenting all manner of contests, including
bathing beauty, bobbed and unbobbed hair,

“he-man’’ and other competitions. His lat-

est feature along this line was a ladies’ nail-
driving contest.

Brantford
Ernie Moule, managing the Temple Thea-

tre, Brantford, Ontario, staged a merchants
exhibition in the lobby of the house, 18 local
business firms having displays. The Brant-
ford Expositor ran four special pages on the
trade fair and the theatre was mentioned
freely.

New York—
Moving Picture V/orld Bureau,

Albany, N. Y ., Dec . 3.

IVE news notes from along Albany Film
Row, include the fact that Ed Hoch-

stim is now a salesman for First National.

A. J. Pincus, of the Pathe office, spent a

portion of last week in New York. Charles
and Joe Weidman, owners of the Central

Theatre in Albany, are planning to remodel
their house. Morris Silverman will open his

new theatre in Schenectady, the latter part

of December. Tony Veiller entertained rela-

tives over Thanksgiving at his home in Al-

bany.

Joseph Saperstein, manager of Harmanus-
Bleecker Hall in Albany, is certainly seeing
that his patrons receive their money's worth
these days. On one or two nights a week,
Mr. Saperstein gives double features, and he
is also running dancing contests each Mon-
day night, with finals on January 3, when
winners will receive $100 in cash. He stages
similar features on other nights of the week
and on Thursday nights, his amateur bills,

along with pictures, fill the house. Mr.
Saperstein is one of the old-timers in the
business and was formerly head of a chain
of theatres in Connecticut.

Julius Berinstein, who runs the Colonial
and Hudson Theatres in Albany, and the
Palace in Troy, was called home to Elmira
last week by the serious illness of his aged
mother. He telephoned friends in Albany on
Thanksgiving Day, however, that her con-
dition was much improved. Mr. Berinstein
recently took over Keeney’s Theatre in El-
mira.

Schenectady
The million dollar theatre, owned by Proc-

tor interests, and in course of construction
in Schenectady, will probably open next
month. The arcade was opened last Friday,
at which time the Charity Ball was held
there.

Burglars attempted to make off with $600
in the safe of the VanCurler Theatre in
Schenectady a few nights ago. They were
discovered by a lone policeman, who sum-
moned aid, but by the time the reserves ar-
rived, the burglars had become frightened
and left. Frank Breymaier, the house man-
ager, was phoned at 4 o’clock in the morning
by the police.

W. W. Farley, with houses in Schenectady,
Catskill and Yonkers, is on his way to
Florida, but only for a short time. Mr. Far-
ley has considerable real estate in and
around Miami, and his trip is a business
one.

Binghamton
Binghamton is to have a new motion pic-

ture theatre that will cost about $750,000,
and which will be erected by Charles Ahearn.
The house will be located on Court street
and local subscriptions will furnish the capi-.
tal.

Nate Robbins, of Utica, head of a chain of
houses bearing his name, may dispose of
his holdings in the near future to the Schine
Brothers, of Gloverville. Negotiations to that
end have been on for some little time past,
and it is said that they are nearing con-
summation.

Sharon Springs
The Grossman theatre in Sharon Springs

was burned to the ground last week in a
fire that swept a considerable portion of the
business section of the village, and which
Was curbed only after fire departments re-
sponded from several nearby villages. The
theatre was operated by Bernard Grossman.

Charles Wescott, of Fortuna, Cal., was a
visitor on San Francisco’s Film Row just be-
fore Thanksgiving.
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Size of the House Organ Sometimes Determines Larmour’s Lobby Was
Popularity of the Issue With Theatre Patrons a Local Sensation

S
OME weeks ago we complimented the Penn-State Amusement Company
on its new format for the house organ known as The Movie Fan. This
was raised from pamphlet size to the familiar style of the tabloid daily

newspaper, permitting the use of twice as many cuts and as much more text.

We offered the opinion that it was a great improvement.

And now K. V. Woodward, who edits

the sheet for Manager McCloskey, writes

that public opinon has forced a return to

the old style publication.

Some patrons objected that the size was
harder to handle, others felt that the news-
print paper did not give the cuts the same
value while a few complained that the new
form did not look well on the library table.

Since the publication was intended for fan

circulation, Mr. Woodward naturally re-

turned to the old size, which still leaves it

the best edited fan publication of which we
have knowledge. In the old days we should

have been inclined to give first place to the

little publication gotten out for the Jensen
and Von Herberg houses in Seattle by J. W.
Sayre. But that issue ceased to exist some
years ago and since then the Movie Fan
has been the livest as well as the largest

house publication in the country.

When the size was raised we believed that

it had made a decided advance, but evidently

the readers thought differently, and forced

a reversion to the old style. Undoubtedly
the cuts did not show to as good advantage
as on the better stock used in the old book-
let, but the presswork was as good as that

on any of the New York tabs, and there

were so many cuts that it was difficult to

realize that most of them were locally made
and not borrowed. The cuts alone repre-

sented a larger investment than most thea-

tres spend on their entire advertising.

There is a distinct compliment to Mr.
Woodward in the suggestion that the issues

are held in the home, but he developed a

number of purely local features that made
the booklet well worthy of preservation. It

was not clip stuff about next week’s at-

tractions. There was a wealth of real read-

ing material.

But the chief point of interest is the fact

that size does determine popularity. It

might be well to give thought to this angle
if you issue your own house organ. There
must be some particular style that will make
the greatest appeal to your patrons. Why
not find out what that is?

In some sections the old vest pocket size

may be preferred to the more popular 5x8
style. Other towns may give preference to

a larger issue. There must be some “best”
size for every town, and this naturally will

vary with the city.

Why not find out if your issue is popular
or whether you can make changes that will

give the weekly or bi-weekly sheet greater
value.

Not many managers can afford an issue
such as The Movie Fan has been. It is too
costly for general use, even where mats are
used instead of original half tones, but if

getting out a larger paper will sell more
than a sufficient number of tickets to repay
the additional cost, a change will be well

worth while.

And while you are thinking it over, give

a thought to the contents. Mr. Woodward
pays his readers in smartly written original

stuff, both about the pictures and local

events. He has been running a series of

photographs of old Uniontown that even-
tually should be put into book form.

He has been getting out something that

people ask for and preserve.

If you can change your style to give this

additional value to your own house adver-
tising, it will be permanently profitable.

Incidentally the Movie Fan now sports a

colored cover changed weekly.

Ringed the Winner
It comes a bit late after the big fight,

but Loew’s State Theatre, Newark, made a

cleanup with Battling Butler just before the

big mill in Philadelphia, b}^ putting a cutout

of Keaton in a miniature prize ring in the

lobby and advertising ringside seats. A local

art student painted a backing of spectators

for the experience it gave him, and the

other accessories were easily achieved.

M. W. Larmour, of the National Theatre,
Graham, Texas, writes that he had them all
talking a week or two ago about his lobby
display. Wr

e think he could have brought
it to Broadway with the same result.
When he played It Must Be Love, he

noted that the window cards had an unus-
ually good head of Colleen Moore, so he
got them back after the showing for pos-
sible later use.

On Ella Cinders he made a circular lattice
about eight feet in diameter, and on this
he mounted six cutout heads from the old
window cards. These were dressed with
crepe paper to suggest flowers and in the
lower part of each of the six flowers a
small lamp was hidden. These lamp sockets
carried small flasher devices. Green crepe
paper leaves were tied to the wire which
fed current to the lamps, the wire itself

being wrapped in green to suggest the stem
of the vine. To help the illusion the wires
were run up through a jardinere at either
side off the platform forming the base.

The lattice served to frame a cutout "of
Miss Moore as Ella Cinders.

On the base of the platform Mr. Larmour
set a mysterious light, similar to that dia-

grammed in a recent issue; though his dis-

play was made before that issue reached
him. To increase the m3

rstery he put a radio
coil at the base of the lamp with an aerial

above and more radio material on the base,
conveying the suggestion that the lamp
gained its current from the air. A flicker

device was also placed in this lamp socket.

It had the whole town talking, and it sold

Ella for a wow of a box office report.

SOLD THE BOY FRIEND WITH A LOBBY SAMPLE
W. S. Perutz, of the Rialto Theatre, Chattanooga, Tenn., used the 24-sheet
cutout with large hands. These were so lightly hung that the slightest draft

would cause them to sway, giving emphasis to the stunt.
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A Novel Window Display Made From Cutouts

Our Qang Used for

Odd Still Frames
Production Hints from Edward L. Hyman

Managing Director, Mark Strand Theatre, Brooklyn

Here is a new idea from the Victoria

Theatre, Philadelphia, on Shivering Spooks.

The entire cast of the Gang is seated on
the steps of the house, each holding one

of the stills of the production, while the

ghost in the background offers the title.

THE STILL HOLDERS
Where art work presents difficulties, it

may be possible to utilize cutouts from the

three sheets. Here the art work is original.

Sold Sea Food
Here’s a good one. The Star Theatre,

Taunton, Mass., persuaded a restaurant to

put out a special sea food dinner to adver-

tise The Blue Eagle. Of course the restau-

On a show which ran for 1 hour and 59

minutes, “The Return of Peter Grimm,” a

Fox picture, was the feature photoplay, run-

ning 1 hour and 14 min-
utes. The only other film

subject was the Topical Re-
view, incorporated in which
was a special film of

Thanksgiving by James A.

Fitzpatrick, the two run-

ning 10 minutes. There
were 4 musical presenta-

tions, taking up 35 minutes.

The Thanksgiving number
was the most pretentious

of the whole show, while

the Record Boys, well-known radio head-

liners, was the money act of the program.

Each deluxe performances, of which there

are four daily, was started by introducing

a new solo pianist with the orchestra. His

number with Liszt’s “Sixth Hungarian Rhap-
sody.” Pintel played from his customary

place in the orchestra, this being on the

extreme left. He was spotted from the

dome by a white light and the orchestra

was flooded with a subdued amber. Seven
minutes for his number.
Next followed Estelle Carey, lyric sopra-

no, who sang “Giannina Mia,” from Friml’s

“The Firefly,” a selection which she has

done quite often but which is always well

received. She appeared, as usual, on the

apron of the stage under a rose pink spot

from the dome. Three minutes for this in-

cident.

rant had to advertise the picture to gain

interest in the dinner.

A tie-up with the Legion also helped.

Following the Topical Review and the
special film of Thanksgiving was the “Pump-
kin Center Huskin’ Bee,” programmed as a
rural Thanksgiving party. The setting was
the interior of a huge barn, props being in

the form of such things as are usually-

found in a barn on a big farm. At opening
8 girls, half costumed as boys, did an old
fashioned number, which was followed by'

a female eccentric dancer, who did a very
funny dance. This was followed by an-
other dance by the girls, after which an
eccentric musician played on a musical saw,.,

then on a toy balloon and finally played “Stars

and Stripes Forever” on an automobile in-

ner tube by permitting the air to escape

from the spout. Up to this time a scare-

crow apparently hanging on the wall, had
gone unnoticed. It came to life to the sur-

prise of the audience and went through a

routine of difficult dances, closing up with

the Charleston. The eccentric dancer came
back for another dance and the presenta-

tion closed strong with the ensemble.

The Record Boys, A1 Bernard, Frank Cam-
plain and Sammy Stept, made their appear-

ance on the apron of the orchestra stage,

the first two named doing the singing and
Stept playing the piano in the orchestra

pit. Their numbers included “Mock the

Mocking Bird,” “I’m Looking for a Girl

Named Mary,” “Come Back Marguerite,’”

“Yeedle Deedle Lena” and “My Loving Sing

Song Man.”

Sought Oldest Couple

for Marriage License
E. C. Bostick, of the Pantages Theatre,

Minneapolis, and the Fox exploitation man
collaborated with the Daily Star in a hunt
for the oldest married couple when the

house was about to run Marriage License.

It was the first intention to offer cash
prizes, but the exploiteer figured he could
give more by paying less, and the final prize

list ran a radio set, rocking chair, electric

heater and a bouquet in addition to a yearly

and half year’s pass to Pantages.

The newspaper ran nearly a column a day
for six days, and the advertising given the

prize donors was worth more to them than
the value of the donations. Moreover they
were able to tie their windows in on the

stunt and draw extra attention from that.

One concern ; the radio company, liked the

idea so well that it set out 2,500 marriage
license heralds under two cent postage, giv-

ing the theatre an even split on the space

because it had to mention the theatre to

get its own attention.

And for a side stunt a special showing
for ministers was held which was attended

by thirty representing practically all de-

nominations. Their approval was worked
over for the lobby and newspapers.

The picture went over to large business.

A COLORADO SPRINGS WINDOW ON THE FLAMING FRONTIER
The background is the 24-sheet and the other figures come from the smaller

sheets, each mounted on card and cutout. Cacti, sand and sagebrush were
brought in from the desert. It supplemented the Burns theatre display.
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Used Pig Exploiteers For The Midnight Kiss

HOW GAUATEMALA CITY PUT OVER LADY WINDERMERE’S FAN
The fan design was used by Anker Bros., of the Palace Theatre, and the sectors,

in gay colors, made a splendid flash. The theatre wins the approval of North-

ern visitors who assure the Ankers it matches many New York houses.

Educational Mats
Educational is offering a free mat giving

28 one-inch cuts of its comedy stars, six Felix

poses and two strips of Felix characters

which can be cut apart after casting, if

desired. The cuts may also be had in single

mats if the entire set is not desired. It

makes good exploitation material for Ed-

ucational clients.

Get the Full
Ef&ect of
Your
Bill-Board
Publicity

!

Use Ensign
Dates

I * Three popular sizes 7x28 (50 for

$2.00; 100 for $2.50); 9x42, (50 for

$2.50; 100 for $3.00); 28x42 (25 for

$4.00; 50 for $5.50).

Your own copy printed on non-fading
stock, in any color ink. Printed and
shipped day order is received, parcel

post special delivery. We have hun-
dreds of satisfied customers among the

Motion Picture managers in Michigan,

Ohio, Penna., Ky., Ind., and Illinois.

Union work and label. Send us your

|

copy. You’ll be surprised.

THE ENSIGN COMPANY
BATTLE CREEjG .MICHIGAN

^Prices on other sizes, hangers, street car

signs on request. We do all kinds of block

letter work.

Qood Copy
United Artists sends in a familiar trick

booklet, the cover of the four-pager being

imprinted “Complete Instructions for Back

Seat Drivers.” The usual “Shut Up !” was

on pages 2 and 3, but the back page carried

“Back seat advice seldom is accepted. The

driver usually knows where he is going.

But he will be glad to take your advice any

day next week if you tell him to drive to

the Gaiety Theatre to see Rudolph Valen-

tino in The Son of the Sheik.”

Larmour Repeats

School Cooperations
M. W. Larmour writers that he has ar-

ranged to repeat his school attendance stunt
this year. In case you have forgotten what
you read lately, here’s the outline. Graham,
Texas, has two or three schools. Each quar-
ter the class in each schol with the best at-

tendance record for the period is given a

theatre party. Representatives of the prize

classes are invited to consult with Mr. Lar-
mour as to the picture they wish to see. This
gives the committee a good idea of the book-
ings for the next month or two, which in-

formation is spread to the other students.

Having selected the picture, the classes

attend in a body, and Mr. Larmour always
makes it a function. The principals and
school board welcome this cooperation be-

cause it seems to have a good effect. It

gives the classes something tangible to work
for. and they were glad to renew the plan
this year.

For Abraham Lincoln, Mr. Larmour got
out his usual duplicator cards and then ran

off a special one which was sent to teachers

only, about three days after the term opened.

The copy reads

:

“Knowing that this picture would go bet-

ter if shown to people who can appreciate

a picture of this class, I have delayed the

play date until after school started.

“Won’t you come to see it as my guest

and get acquainted with the National. This
card will admit you.

“If you have seen the picture, I am sure

you will recommend it to your friends and
pupils.”

Most of the cards came in—and so did

most of the pupils.

THE MIDNIGHT KISS WAS ADAPTED FROM PIGS AND SO—
Joe McKenna, of the Star Theatre, Taunton, Mass., used pigs in a luggage car-

rier on the running hoard of his auto pram. When one of the pigs jumped the
fence it took several boys to recapture him, helping things along.
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M. W. Larmour Used Bats All Over His Lobby

Larmour Was Batty

When He Played It

M. W. Larmour writes that he put over

The Bat so well that on the second day his

receipts were only* $19 below the average

although he had a circus for opposition.

Even with that drop he did three days busi-

ness in two.
' For a change he dropped his hektograph

mailing cards and had enough printed to get

a real distribution. He can do only a hun-

dred cards on the single hektograph transfer.

The cards were turned over to a profes-

sional mailing list man who sent a card to

every woman not only in Graham, Texas,

but in four nearby towns. It was a trifle

expensive, but he raised his price ten cents

and then gave a ten cent rebate on the

card, and about 8% of these were used, which

yielded a lot of new live names for the

theatre mailing list.

He cut out and panted a bat with a six-

teen foot wing spread for his lobby banner,

doing the animal in black .with a yellow

title, and then made up about fifty smaller

bats ranging from 6 to 18 inches, which were

all hung from the ceiling by black thread,

which permitted them to sway in the slight-

est draft.

Because of its excellent display, we are

reproducing the postal. If you can get as

good as this from your printer, you are

fortunate.

Held A Celebration

Minus the Star Act
If Charles Lounsbury, of Universal, does

not spring a parade stunt on the Denver

Post at least once a month, they write and

ask him about it. But Lounsbury was right

on schedule for September and had his cele-

bration all sewed up.

A Siwash Indian girl had gone to repre-

sent her race at Atlantic City and was re-

turning by way of Denver. Lounsbury bor-

rowed a miniature train from the Union

Pacific and arranged for some Navajos to

come in from the reservation to make the

Princess welcome in front of the Post Office

with a stage appearance at the America.

And then word came that the Princess

was delayed by a washout in Kansas and

MR LARMOUR’S GENERAL MAILING CARD ON THE BAT

One of these cards was sent every woman in Graham, Texas, and four adja-

cent towns. The rebate line at the bottom brought 8 per cent, of the cards in.

Note the excellent display. The selection of a fancy body type helps much.

it looked as though the washout had wet

down the parade, too. The Post wanted to

call it off, but Lounsbury couldn’t see it

He took off the “Welcome Princess” ban-

ners, put on “Midnight Sun Special and

moved the parade over the announced route.

No one missed the Princess so long as the

band kept on playing, and the band played

for three hours, finally parking in front of

the theatre for the evening. The Princess

got in in time for her appearance at the

America
That was backed up by the personal ap-

pearances of Raymond Keane, who played in

the picture. He hails from Denver, and Uni-

versal loaned him for the week. He made

three appearances a day at the theatre and

in between did everything Lounsbury could

suggest, which was plenty plus.

Took a Ride
For The Show Off at the Strand theatre,

Birmingham, Ala., Sidney Dannenberg used

a man who looked like Ford Sterling to

drive around the streets and tell the people

about the picture. He added a line about

the car in which he rode, a brand new

model of the Diana 8, not previously seen

in town.

That wrote off the cost of the car and

limited the expense of the orator’s salary.

Telephone Hangers
Open the season with a fine line of attrac-

tions, E. R. Rogers, of the Tivoli theatre,'

Chattanooga, put out 3,000 telephone

hangers giving the greater portion of his

first month’s pictures.

For the opening feature, Fine Manners,

he distributed a four page booklet on fine

manners at the movies, written in a face-

tious vein.

Both helped.

This sounds almost too simple to be good,

but it worked for S. S. Oakley, of the Lib-

erty theatre, Fort Worth, Fla.

In advertising Miss Nobody he covered

all references to Anna Q. Nilsson and then

offered ticket prizes for the identification of

Miss Nobody.
There was a wide variety of replies and

no particular drain on the passes. It helped

the picture at very small cost.

THE U-P TRAIN AND A BUNCH OF NAVAJOS W HO HAD COME TO WELCOME A PRINCESS

The America Theatre and Denver Post arranged to meet the Indian representative at the Atlantic City Beauty

Carnival, but when the princess was delayed, they made it a Midnight Sun demonstration and had just as much

fun The miniature train was loaned by the Union Pacific and the tractor draws twelve box cars.
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Fisher Gets Results By Not Overtaxing Printer

Keeps Well Within

Printer’s Capacity
Eldrid B. Fisher, of the Gem Theatre,

Pineville, Ky., writes an entire volume on
advertising when he says

:

“This is a small town with a newspaper
none too well equipped for extraordinary

set-ups, so it is necessary to keep within

certain bounds when laying out an ad.

“I try to make good use of white space

in most of my displays and to make all the

ads appear as simple as possible, rather

than use heavy type and a lot of unread
sales talk about every picture being the

greatest yet produced. I try to sell each

picture from some distinct angle of appeal

in an effort to get over the best points of

each film.”

Here is the best of a number of samples
Mr. Fisher sends in

:

This is a new picture—never before shown in Pineville >

Milton Sills
“PUPPETS”

6th Gertrude Olmsted

«Tippi

Thursday and Friday

When a man steals

a woman's love

—

Someone must pay!

MR. FISHER’S BEST
It will be seen that Mr. Fisher really

practices what he preaches. He knows what
the printer can do. He asks no more than

that. He gets a good result where others

fall down through trying to get what the

local office simply cannot give.

This is a three-nines, and about half the

area is white space. And it yields a better

display than a five-twelves packed with dis-

play type and useless appeal. Probably half

the selling is done on that top line. Mr.

Fisher, early in the season, got out a four-

page folder listing thirty-three coming at-

tractions, stressing the value of each. He
frankly says that not all are specials, but

points out that in three months he will have
all of these attractions of known value. It

is a fine written effort and trails with that

top line.

We are clipping one paragraph from the

booklet. Hang on to this. You may need
it some time.

“We do not claim that every person will

like every picture, as such a statement would
be absurd, due to the fact that tastes vary

in films as in other things. Some like com-
edy; some prefer Westerns; others are

more pleased with serious drama, while still

others seek their entertainment in melo-

dramas. It will be our honest endeavor to

advertise every picture so that you will

know just what to expect, and be able to

judge whether or not it will suit you. We
don’t want you to expect one thing; come
to the show, see another, and thus be dis-

appointed.”

When you can talk to your patrons like

that, you are going to be reasonably cer-

tain of holding their confidence.

Used Stock Cuts to

Dress Bare Space
C. W. Davis, of the Broadway Theatre,

Reidsville, N. C., was unable to locate any
cuts for What Fools Men, so he dug into

the stock drawers and did the best he could.

}

What
Fools Men
Ji'l- f.i.v -.men fovl cm, iuIc 'em ipa-.e

cm and I.Rdk cm Many a ma<i would

-JOSTi'ii r.nn n and his dmt.htfr'

USING ORPHAN CUTS
The policeman is merely used for an at-

tractor. It gets the attention no matter

where your eye first hits the page. The
bathing beauty is supposed to be what fools

men, and the other cut merely builds up the

jazz idea.

This may not be quite as good as specially

drawn cuts, but they did precisely what the

supplied cuts would have done. They got

attention.

Mr. Davis does not seem to think much
of the layout, but we don’t agree with him
on this. The double bank runs very well

and the text is written to get attention, so

it does not matter that some of the lines

drop to eight point. It all will be read be-

cause the top line is a challenge and the

average man—and most women—will read

straight through, and find it very easy read

ing. This is much. better than setting all

the lines in twelve point or better. The
white space more than pays for the reduc-

tion in some type sizes. About the onlv

suggestion is that the house name would
have been run in a 30- or 36 point with all

that space to spare.

Mr. Davis evidently holds on to cuts he
thinks he can use again. It is an excellent

idea to get back all the cuts you think you
can use, and this applies to some scene

cuts as well as single figures. With a couple

of hundred cuts in reserve you do not have
to worry when a mat does not arrive on
time.

Start collecting now if you have none.

Sometimes in a pinch you can borrow from
the printer, and if he has nothing that will

fit, borrow something so obviously unfit that

you can get a laugh with it.

There is always an “out” if you look for

it.

All Hand Letters

In an Ample Space
Taking a four sixes to put over Mar;

Nostrum at Loew’s Dayton theatre, Day-
ton, Ohio, gave plenty of space for a nice

type arrangement and yet the layout man
has sketched in his announcement in very
elementary lettering.

1
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POORLY LETTERED
This looks more like the layout to be sent

the printer than to the engraver. Making
a press book cut the basis of the display,

the artist seems to have pasted the clipping

to the card and then lettered in as best he

could, having a cut made of the entire

space. Using a mat and notching to let in

the house signature and the type matter

below the title wrnuld have given a better dis-

play and would have cost less.

The best selling feature of this space

is its size. That suggests the importance

of the story and will carry sales appeal in

default of a better presentation of the sales

talk.

This Two Tivos Is

An Ample Selling

Only two twos were required for the run-

ning ads on Ben Hur in Los Angeles, but

the title and house were amply sufficient.

LOSING LITTLE LINES
The panel would have been better had

it been mortised in, for the lettering is

small and too irregular to register well.

Notching the cut would have been a very

simple matter and the same information in

six point might have helped.

Los Angeles seems to be running too much
to hand work.
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H. G. Olson Uses Burns’ Style Layouts Nicely

An Inner Frame Ad
Qives Nice Display

This three nines from H. G. Olson, of

the Jeffris Theatre, Janesville, Wis., is rem-
iniscent of Frank H. Burns. He carries out

much the same idea and with the same good
•effect.

* A-V——V-—V-— —V-— --tr-ri

THE DRAMA OF A WOMAN WHO STAKED HOME. LOVE.
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—— • • • EVERYTHING, AGA I X .sT TATE. AND CRIED, “ILL —
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COPYING FRANK BURNS
It cost about eight inches of space to get

the outer frame, but those eight inches
double the value of the other 19 inches, so

it looks like a good buy. This is one of

the best devices we know of for making a

small space loom like a quarter page, and
Mr. Olson has caught the idea exactly.

Simple Selling for

Colleen Moore Play
The Pantheon Theatre, Toledo, takes a

comparatively small space for Colleen Moore
in It Must Be Love and yet gets the star

over nicely in mostly cut.

DOING IT SIMPLY
Miss Moore mostly sells by herself, so

no great amount of argument is required,
and in this simple cut she is put over with
a minimum of effort.

To take larger space or use more words
would be a waste.

Small Reverse Has
Qood Display Value

Generally small reverse designs have poor

display value, yet this two threes from the

Loew State theatre, Los Angeles, comes
through surprisingly well in putting over

Lew Cody in The Gay Deceiver. This is

because the lettering is large in spite of the

smallness of the space. The cast names are

almost lost and you have to study closely

to get the smaller lines, but the star and

title are distinct.

LARGE LETTERS HELP
A correction which seems to have been

overpasted does not help the looks of the
space greatly, but it does no real harm.
Either the main letters filled in slightly or

else the outside letters were bendayed, for

they are grey instead of white and yet come
through fairly well. The white letters in

the centre seem to lead out to the sides.

This display seems to violate most of the
rules of good layouts and yet gets over.

Even the figure seems to help, though it i
•

too small to have any real attractor value.

Probably the same matter set in type inside

a quarter inch circle would have had even
greater display value, but this two threes
is not bad as it stands.

Obscure Lettering

Kills the Reverse
Someone’s foot slipped in making this re-

verse title for the Cameo Theatre, Pitts-

burgh. It’s for The Midnight Sun, but the

CAMEO
FIFTH AVE.
DOWNTOWN

rernr«T,r
"'

NOW PLAYING
NO ADVANCE-

IN PRICES

The Gorgeous Glittering

Drama of a Grand Duke
and a Dancing Toy!

LAURA LA PLANTE and PAT O’MALLEY
RAYMOND KEANE, GEORGE SIEGMANN
arjd a Brilliant Enaemble of Ortf BOO Player*

EXTRA ADDED ATTRACTION

DEMPSEY-TUNNEY
FIGHT PICTURES

AS REPRODUCED BLOW FOR BLOW IN RING AT GAZETTE SQUARE
BY SANDY SEIFERT AND AL GRAYBER

MIDNIGHT SHOW TONIGHT

IT’S THE MIDNIGHT SUN

light lines very promptly filled in with ink

and it looks like the basis of a guessing
contest.

This is supposed to be a shaded letter,

with hairlines for the centre of the M and
to connect the down strokes of the other

letters, but apparently no one ever told the

artists that hairlines are lost in reverses.

The result is that unless the reader is al-

ready familiar with the title he does not

know what it is all about. Even if you had
the original before you you never would
dream that there was a “the” before the

“midnight.” It looks like a scratch on the

plate rather than lettering.

Apart from this the space is good dis-

play, but someone should be spoken to about
the title.

Taking Big Chance

Qot Nice Display

This two eights for the second week of

Boheme in Cleveland gives the Stillman a

nice display, though it was taking a heavy
risk to try that cut, since you cannot gamble
comfortably on Cleveland papers and cuts.

Coming Soon

A Riot of Romance
Is prosented In the thrill-
lrgly go'-geous and ex-
qulBitely beautiful All-oolor
produccloD

DOUGLAS

FAIRBANKS
in “THE BLACK

PIRATE”

WEEK

Metro

Colduyn

Picture

LILLIAN
GISH

JOHN
GILBERT

LAiyJlEME
A GLORIOUS PICTURE I

A PERFECT ROMANCE!
and A MARVELOUS CAST, including

RENEE ADOREE, ROY D’ARCY, KARL DANE,
EDWARD EVERETT HORTON. CEO. HASSELL,
GINO CORRADO, FRANK CURRIER A OTHERS

Produced by

KING VIDOR

THE CUT CAME THROUGH
Probably Mr. Malaney figured that if the

cut came through it was all to the good
andif it didn’t it at least served as an at-

tractor for the space above, and nothing
could have hurt that short of a “batter.”

The upper half of the space is about as

nearly fool proof as it can be made. We
would like a little less all capitals, but a

good selection of faces makes this less awk-
ward than usual.
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“Tin Hats”
An Amusing War Comedy with a Different Angle
Dealing with the Post-War Army of Occupation

J E HAVE HAD THE FUN back of

the fighting line and in the Naval arm.

“Tin Hats” strike out along new lines and
tells the experiences of three soldiers who
become separated from their regiment and
wander into the Rhine Zone ahead of the

Army of Occupation.

One of them finds innumerable cousins,

the other two find brides, and the picture

ends with the war brides’ first glimpse of

the Statue of Liberty as the transport brings

the soldiers home.

“Tin Hats.”

An Edward Sedgwick Production.

A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture.

CAST:
Jack Benson Conrad Nagel
Elsa von Bergen Claire Windsor
Lefty Mooney George Cooper
Krausmeyer Bert Boaeh
Top Sergeant Toni O'Brien

Length 6,598 Feet

Three members of the A. E. F. at armistice
time become separated from their command.
Searching for their regiment, they invade
the Rhine Zone and are mistaken for van-
guard of Army of Occupation. Laughable
War Farce Comedy.

Reviewed by Epes W. Sargent

The plot is light enough to permit the ac-

tion to ramble along from gag to gag with
no particular restriction, and there are some
rollicking scenes where the trio inyade the

Rhenish village and are accepted by the

Burgomaster as the new overlords.

Jack Benson becomes interested in Elsa

von Bergen, an aristocrat, and an unpro-
grammed but very personable girl becomes
enamored of Lefty Mooney; almost hard-

boiled enough to be a sergeant. With his

two friends Jack invades Elsa’s castle with

the vague idea of “rescuing” her from some
not very evident danger. Elsa arranges a

warm welcome with doors that mysteriously

open and shut, traps and surprises, culminat-

ing in a terrific battle with a host in ances-

tral armor, but as they are merely the serv-

ing men of the castle, the intrepid trio make
short work of overpowering numbers.
The trio are placed under arrest with

enough charges to give them life sentences

in Leavenworth, but Elsa begs them off so

they get married and live happily ever after.

There are a number of decidedly funny
gags, notably a sequence in which Kraus-

meyer gets his neck wedged into the head-
rest of a photographer, the commers -which
welcomes them to the Rhineland and the
adventures in the castle. Now and then the
thread of plot gets into the way of the gags,
but not for any extended period.

Conrad Nagel is rather weak in his comedy
and yet enough of a comedian to make his

acceptance by Elsa something to wonder at.

He would have been better had be been
either all comedian or all hero. Claire Wind-
sor is very pretty as the aristocrat, but is

not called upon to act. Most of the comedy
is carried by Bert Roach, but his two com-
panions cramp his style at times. George
Cooper is a good feeder and there is, of

course, the inevitable tough top sergeant.

The sub-titles are often amusing, though
many of them are the reverse of original.

The picture should enjoy considerable

popularity, for it is novel and funny.

“The Winning of Barbara Worth”
Harold Bell Wright Epic of Reclamation of
Western Desert Has Thrilling Flood Climax

Reviewed by C. S. Sewell

sMagon,

P
ROBABLY THE MOST popular of Har-
old Bell Wright’s very widely read nov-

els, “The Winning of Barbara Worth” has
been transferred to the screen by Henry
King for Samuel Goldwyn with Vilma Banky
and Ronald Colinan in the leading role and
is offered as a United Artists production.

Entirely different in type from the previ-

ous successes that Henry King has directed,

such as “The White Sister,” “Stella Dallas”

and others, this is a story of the West re-

volving around the opening up of the great

desert of the Colorado River by means of

irrigation, and characteristic of Samuel
Goldwyn, it has been given a big production
in keeping with the epic nature of the sub-

ject.

Elaborately produced with a large number
of players, this picture is marked by beauti-

ful photographic shots and lighting effects,

stirring desert sand storms and an excep-
tionally thrilling and really marvelous cli-

max depicting the river swollen by storms,

washing away the irrigation dam and water-
gates and pouring over the desert engulfing

the refugees in its path. Mr. King has ex-

cellently directed the scenes leading up to

the flood with the fear-stricken inhabitants

madly endeavoring by every mode of trans-

portation to reach the high ground and safe-

ty and there is certainly a big punch in

watching the water sweeping over every-

thing and finally trapping some of the un-

lucky ones ; an exciting scene that will keep

you wondering as to how it was done.

In filming this novel emphasis has been laid

on the broad aspects of the epoch-making

feat of irrigating the desert, the whole plot

revolves around this and it is heavily stressed

in the subtitles, with the result that this

angle has been made to overshadow the

characters of the more intimate drama, the

pawns, as it were, in the great project. This

has the effect of slowing down the personal

story of the players, subordinating it and
weakening the dramatic unity. There are,

however, a number of effective situations,

some dramatic, some melodramatic and some
that register for their pictorial beauty, and
several touches of comedy, that are strong

in audience appeal and should make this a

popular attraction. For instance, the stir-

ring ride of the hero with the payroll money
as the impatient workmen are being incited

to riot, and the attempt of the villain to at-

tack the heroine.

Ronald Colman is entirely satisfactory as

the eastern engineer who proves his real

mettle because of love of the heroine and
Yilma Banky is exceedinly attractive as Bar-
bara, but has slight opportunity for effec-

tive acting. Clyde Cook contributes char-
acter comedy and the other supporting
players are entirely capable.

The excellent handling of the flood scenes
in the climax is enough to put this picture
over with the average patron and. while
“The Winning of Barbara Worth” does not
rate with the screen’s greatest productions,
it is well above the average.

Samuel Goldwyn Presents
‘•The Winning of Barbara Worth"

A Henry King Production
Featuring Ronald Colman and Vilma Banky
Based or, novel by Harold Bell Wright

A United Artists Picture
CAST:

Millard Holmes Honald Colman
Barbara Worth Vilma Banky
The Seer Paul McAllister
Jefferson Worth Charles Lane
Greenfield E. J. Ratelirte
Alie Lee Gary Cooper
Tex Clyde Cook

Length—Eght Reels
Jefferson Worth interests Greenfield, a

capitalist, in a big irrigation scheme, hut
Greenfield doublecrosses him. North, Green-
field's engineer, sides with Worth and saves
the populace when the dam bursts and final-

ly wins Barbara Worth. Epic drama of irri-

gating the western deserts.
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“The Great Gatsby”
Exceptionally Good Cast Pictorially Interprets
Scott Fitzgerald’s Story of Post-War Development

Adolph Zukor and Jesse L. Lasky Present

“The Great Gatsby”
A Herbert Brenon Production

Based on novel by F. Scott Fitzgerald and
play by Owen Davis

CAST:
Jay Gatsby Warner Baxter
Daisy Buehanan Lois Wilson
Nick Carraway Neil Hamilton
Myrtle Wilson Georgia Hale
George Wilson William Powell
Tom Buchanan Hale Hamilton
Charles Wolf George Nash
Jordon Baker Carmelita Geraghty
Bert Gunboat Smith

Length—7,206 Feet

Gatsby, of the lower crust, wins Daisy Fay
during the war hysteria. While in France
her mother forces a marriage to her old
suitor. Gatsby returns unexplainably rich
and seeks to win Daisy back by sheer force
of display, but fate wills otherwise. In-
teresting drama and character study.

Reviewed by Epes W. Sargent

S
EVERAL TIMES this season Paramount
has presented some picture with an ex-

traordinarily good cast, but no production

has excelled in acting value the work of the

first six players in “The Great Gatsby,”

Herbert Brenon’s production of F. Scott

Fitzgerald’s play of the same name. And
because they all are good, the story is not

distorted by the palpable excellence of one
player above the others.

From this angle “The Great Gatsby” is

one of the notable pictures of the season,

but the scenarist has failed utterly to give

the players real personality. Only the shell

is transferred to the screen. None of the

psychology of Gatsby’s character
;
which is

the reason for the story, is transferred to the

screen. He might as well be a dramatized

tailor’s dummy for all the interest he arouses,

yet Gatsby was a singularly interesting study
of a post-war product and Warner Baxter
plays with a sureness and finish that almost
redeems the part. Lois Wilson, too, is

powerful in moments which are theatric

rather than dramatic, and William Powell,

in a minor role, is uncanny in his realism.

One trouble with the play is to be found
in an excessive and unnecessary display of

legs and underwear. The legs are shapely

and the lingerie lacy, but they cannot re-

place drama and they usurp the footage that

is needed for dramatic development. The
picture is too shallow and insincere to be
great, but it is interesting pictorially.

W ITH THE POLICE DOG THUNDER
in the featured role, assisted by a cap-

able cast including Virginia Browne Faire,

Reed Howes and William Russell, William

Fox is offering “Wings of the Storm.”

Naturally, with a dog in the leading role,

the story possibilities are limited and this

picture follows along the general lines of its

type, but added interest is achieved by having

this dog for most of the footage appear as a

rank coward, although of course when the

big situation comes he redeems himself and

saves his mistress from the villain.

“Wings of the Storm”
Clever Dog, Thunder, Featured in Interesting
Melodrama of Regeneration of a Cowardly Pup
Reviewed by C. S. Sewell

There is good human interest in the story

which concerns a weakling pup running

away from his mistress and being adopted by

a forest ranger and it is remarkable how
well this dog has been made to slink away
and show the white feather. The conflict

with the rascally and brutal camp boss, his

attack on the heroine, and the rescue by the

hero and the dog is good melodrama, and

the picture offers pleasing entertainment.

William Russell is an exceptionally effec-

tive villain and Reed Howes satisfactory as

the hero although he has no opportunity for

his famous stunt stuff. Virginia Faire makes

a likeable heroine, but of course Thunder

is the center of interest and much of the
story is titled as if the dog was telling it.

William Fox Presents
“Wings of the Storm”

Featuring Thunder, the Dog
Directed by J. G. Blystone

CAST:
Thunder Himself
Anita Baker • Virginia B. Faire
Allen Gregory Beed Howes
Bill Martin William Bussell
Red Jones Hank Mann

Length—5,374 Feet
Thunder, a police pup, born a weakling,

runs away from his mistress and is adopted
by a forest ranger. Later when his mistress
is attacked by a ruffian of the lumber camp,
he redeems himself. Fine dog story.

“The Silent Lover”
Milton Sills in Colorful Desert Story of

French Foreign Legion Adapted from Play

First National Pictures, Inc., Presents
Milton Sills in

“The Silent Lover”
Based on play “The Legionaire” by

Lajos Biro

Directed by George Archainbaud

Cast.

Count Pierre Milton Sills

Vera Sherman. ...Natalie Kingston
Capt. Herault Arthur E. Carew
Kobol .W. V. Mong
Seadza Viola Dana
O’Reilly Charlie Murray
Ben Achmed .

Montagu Love

Length, 6,500 feet.

Count Pierre, disgraced because he embez-
zled funds, joins French Foreign Legion and
despite the villainy of Capt. Herault, suc-

' ceeds in saving the garrison from attack by
Desert Bandit and in winning love of Vera
Sherman. Colorful story of the desert.

Reviewed by C. S. Sewell

A dapted from the stage P iay
“The Legionaire,” which gives a cue as

to the type of production, First National is

presenting Milton Sills in “The Silent Lover,”

the story of the French Foreign Legion.

Cast as a gay foreign count, Sills, ruined

by drink and women, embezzles funds and,

escaping to Africa, finds regeneration, ro-

mance and adventure at a desert outpost of

this famous French military organization.

The story involves three different types of

woman, a Parisian gold-digger, a native

girl and a wealthy and charming American.

“The Silent Lover,” with its desert motif,

falls in the sheik class, and Montagu Love
gives an exceptionally fine performance as

the leader of a gang of Bedouin bandits

closely paralleling the work of the star in

which Sills has a congenial role. There is a

novel and interesting variation of the usual

villain-hero fight with Sills and Love wres-
tling to see whether the caravan goes free.

The story holds the interest and the pro-
duction is colorful with a large number of

persons employed and considerable comedy
relief contributed by Charles Murray and
Arthur Stone as two legionaires. The
Silent Lover” should appeal to the star’s ad-
mirers and prove a satisfactory audience at-

traction.
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“For Wives Only’’
Marie Prevost’s Newest Starring Vehicle Is

Sophisticated Viennese Farce Based on Play

\ DAPTED FROM THE play “The Criti-O cal Year,” Marie Prevost's newest star-

ring vehicle for Producers Distributing Cor-

poration, is a sophisticated Viennese farce

comedy built around the idea of a pretty

wife teaching her supposedly flirtatious hus-

band, a doctor, a lesson by producing the im-

pression that she will bear watching and
then vamping the three trusted friends se-

lected to guard her.

There are some bright and amusing scenes

in the office of the doctor who is popular

with the fair sex, but after this the comedy

Carl Laemmle Presents

“The Man from the West”
Starring Art Aeord

Directed by Albert Rogell

Universal Blue Streak Western
CAST:

Art Louden Art Aeord
Iris Millard Eugenie Gilbert

Carter Blake Irving Renard
Bill Hayes William Welsh
Lloyd Millard Vin Moore
Hanna Dick Gilbert

Length—4,474 Feet

Art’s disdain for Iris, an estern girl,

makes her determined to Win him. Mean-
while her fiance, with other crooks, steal

her aunt’s jewels, and Art is accused, but he

captures the crooks and succumbs to Iris’

charms. Entertaining action western.

A S WAS THE CASE with “A Regular

Scout,” in which the Boy Scout angle

was played up, Fred Thomson’s newest star-

ring vehicle for F. B. 0. “Lone-Hand

Saunders,” while catering to his regular fans

will appeal especially to the kiddies.

There is a particulary peppy situation at

the opening of the film, where Thomson

wears a small disc and lets an applicant for

a job on his ranch shoot at him several

times, thrilling, even if not convincing; and

another good sequence when the mob tries

to burn the cabin while Saunders, who is

really a surgeon, is performing a delicate

operation to save a boy’s life.

The appeal to the youngsters is empha-

Reviewed by C. S. Sewell

lags for a considerable portion of the foot-

age while the elaborate groundwork for the

wife’s scheme is being laid and it is not
until well on toward the end of the picture

that the meat of the farce, the vamping of

the three friends and playing each against

the other is reached. These scenes have a

number of amusing moments', but the tardi-

ness in reaching them detracts from the en-

tertainment value as does the repetition of

some of the gags with each of the men.
There is good farce material here, but the

full possibilities of the idea have not been
realized and the picture is only fairly amus-
ing.

Marie Prevost is excellent as the flirtatious

wife and has a thoroughly congenial role.

Arthur Hoyt, Charles Gerard and Claude

Reviewed by C. S. Sewell

F
ollowing in the main along
familiar variations of well known form-
ulas for this type of entertainment

and embodying punch-action situations that
have many times proved their ability to

please the fans, Art Acord’s latest Blue
Streak Western for Universal, “The Man
from the West” should prove a popular
program attraction.

Director Albert Rogell, who has many
snappy westerns to his credit has handled
this material to good effect, so that the

action moves along briskly, and the interest

is sustained and there are several good
punches. In addition, there is added pep
in the romance of the eastern girl and the

westerner due to the fact that the girl piqued

Reviewed by C. S. Sewell

sized in this film in the friendship of the

hero for a crippled orphan boy he rescues

from a fire and then adopts, getting him an
entire “western” outfit, including a burro,

and in the ingenious devices in his cabin by
means of which he lights the fire, boils

water, cooks eggs and does a lot of other

things by shooting at miniature targets at-

tached to springs.

The human interest element is strong, and
there is plenty of action and melodrama, in-

cluding a robbery of a stage coach for

which the hero is blamed, hinging on the

fact that he never uses but one hand, and

the villain adopts this device in framing him.

Saunders’ explanation as to why he never

used his right hand is rather far-fetched,

but it adds a mystery element in the earl-

ier reels and peps up the later sequences

Gillingvvater give good performances as the
three friends and Victor Varconi is pleas-

ing, but has little to do as the husband.

Metropoltan Pictures Corp. Presents
Marie Prevost In
“For Wives Only”

Directed by Victor Heerman
A Producers Distributing Corp. Production

CAST:
Laura Rittenhaus Marie Prevost
Dr. Rittenhaus Victor Varconi
Dr. Tanzer Charles Gerrard
Dr. Schnerman Arthur Hoyt
Prof. Von Waidstein .... Claude Gillingwater

Length—5,790 Feet
Piqued because her husband seemed in-

different, Laura contrives when her husband
is away to have his three best friends make
love to her, playing each against the other.
When hubby returns he is indignant, but is

cured of his attitude. Amusing farce com-
edy.

because the hero is disgusted with her, de-

liberately sets out to make hirn love her

Arid of course succeeds. The story involves

a series of situations in which the hero is

accused of having stolen jewels and circum-

stantial evidence points to his guilt but he

eventually clears himself and discovers the

real crooksv

Art Acorrii handles the role in a manner
that will please his fans and as usual he

is aided by' firs trained horse and his dog.

Eugenie Gilbert is attractive and entirely

satisfactory as the heroine

where for the first time he uses this hand
in operating to save his little pal's life.

Both Fred and his magnificent horse, Sil-

ver King, will please the fans and Bess
Flowers is attractive as the girl.

Joseph P. Kennedy Presents
Fred Thomson in

“Lone Hand Saunders”
Directed by Reeves Eason

An F. B. O. Picture
CA ST

:

Fred Saunders., Fred Thomson
Alice Mills Bess Flowers
Buddy Billy Butts
Buck Frank Hagney
Charlie Albert Priscoe

Length—5.453 Feet
Buck, a crook, masquerades as Saunders, a

rancher, who apparently has but one hand,
and robs a stage. Saunders is arrested while
performing an operation on his little lame
pal, but discloses the real culprit and also

wins Alice. Good action melodrama.

“The Man from the West’’
Art Aeord Assisted by His Horse and Dog in

Blue Streak Western That Should Please Fans

“Lone Hand Saunders’’
Kiddies Will Thoroughly En joy Fred Thomson’s
Newest Western and It Will Please His Fans
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MIDNIGHT FLYER. (6,089 feet). An un-
usually interesting picture. Tone, appeal
good. Sunday yes, special no. Draw all

classes, town 4,000. Admission 15-25. E. C.

Bays, Globe Theatre (275 seats), Buena Vis-
ta, Virginia.

A POOR GIRL’S ROMANCE. (6 reels).
Star, Gertrude Short. This drew pretty
good and seemed to please. Miss Short
looked funnier than ever in this one. My
patrons remembered, and liked her, in the
Telephone Girl series. Tone and appeal
good. Sunday yes, special no. R. A. Preuss,
Arvada Theatre, Arvada, Colorado.

First National

HER SECOND CHANCE. Star, Anna Q.
Nilsson. This is a one hundred per cent,
picture and you will make no mistake in

buying it. Used it for a Saturday night
show and had a fair crowd, but made a little

money. Had carnival for opposition all

week, so didn’t make expenses for the week.
Tone good. Sunday yes, special no. Draw
general class, town 600. Admission 10-25 to
15-35. W. C. Snj'der, Cozy Theatre (265
seats), Lamont, Oklahoma.

HER SISTER FROM PARIS. (7,235 feet).
Star, (Constance Talmadge. Dual roles, even
in this day of advanced photography, are
still exceedingly interesting and when they
are accomplished as well as they are in Her
Sister From Paris it is wonderful. Con-
stance did not disappoint in this picture,
which is a trifle sophisticated, but a scream,
nevertheless. Awfully poor paper on her
pictures. Guy C. Sawyer, Town Hall, Ches-
ter, Vermont.

JUST SUPPOSE. (9,700 feet). Star, Rich-
ard Barthelmess. Nothing to it at all for us,
absolutely the bunk. Tone O. K. Appeal
none. Sunday or special no. Draw town
and rural class, town 896. Admission 10-
25. Mrs. iS. J. Brown & Son, Phoenix Thea-
tre (200 seats), Neola, Iowa.

KIKI. (5,275 feet). Star, Norma Tal-
madge. Just a fair picture; by no means a
special. The only thing special was the
price. Tone not so good, appeal good. May-
be Sunday, nearly special. Draw town and
rural class, town 896. Admission 10-25. Mrs.
S. J. Brown & Son, Phoenix Theatre (200
seats), Neola, Iowa.

LOST WORLD. A picture no theatre
should miss playing. A different kind of a
picture from common. Drew record class of
people at 15-35. Floyd G. Ward, Ward’s
Theatre, Stark, Kansas.

RAINBOW RILEY. Star, Johnny Hines.
Fair comedy drama; nothing extra. Drew
small town and rural class. Admission 15-
25. Floyd G. Ward, Ward’s Theatre, Stark,
Kansas.

RECKLESS LADY. (7,224 feet). Star,
Belle Bennett. Good program, only why did
those two women weep from start to finish?
Didn’t please very well. Fair tone, not much
appeal. Sunday, special no. Draw general
class, town 2,200. Admission 10-25. A. F.
Jenkins, Community Theatre, David City,
Nebraska.

THE SAVAGE. (7 reels). Star May Me-
Avoy. This is a nice little program picture
and is something a little different and I be-
lieve pleased most all who saw it. Had
several good compliments as people passed
out. Had a carnival for opposition so just
about made expenses. This picture should
take most anywhere. Tone good, appeal 90
per cent. Sunday yes, special no. Draw

Boys, we volunteer these re-

ports as unbiased tips on pictures

we have played. You can de-

pend on us, as brother exhibitors,

to play fair; these tips are not

paid for—they are given to you
for better booking your shows.

Because we set the example by
sending tips we have the right to

urge you to do likewise. If we
are helping you, as we try to do,

turn in and help us by sending

your picture tips.

OUR GANG.

general class, town 600. Admission 10-25

to 15-35. W. C. Snyder, 'Cozy Theatre (265

seats), Lamont, Oklahoma.

SCARLET SAINT. (6,886 feet). Star,

Mary Astor. This is a fine program picture
and should please the majority of patrons
anywhere. The acting of Mary Astor and
Lloyd Hughes is excellent, but the support
not so good. Had opposition so just made
film rental. The few who saw it were well
please,d and made some g*ood comments.
Tone fine, appeal 90 per cent. Sunday yes,

special no. Draw general class, town 600.

Admission 10-25 to 15-35. W. C. Snyder,
Cozy Theatre (265 seats), Lamont, Oklahoma.

SENOR DAREDEVIL. (6,326 feet). Star,

Ken Maynard. First National promised and
delivered in this one. Went over big and
pleased every one. This is suitable for any
house. A. Mitchell, Dixie Theatre, Russell-
ville, Kentucky.

SHORE LEAVE. (6,836 feet). Star, Rich-
ard Barthelmess. Good sailor picture. Good
print. Tone good, fair appeal. Sunday, spe-
cial no. Draw general class, town 2,200.

Admission 10-25. A. F. Jenkins, Community
Theatre, David City, Nebraska.

TRAMP, TRAMP, TRAMP. (5,830 feet).
Star, Harry Langdon. Just finished looking
at the picture and my opinion is, very ordi-
nary picture; in fact, I found it a bit tire-
some. The laughs are few and far between.
Due to heavy exploitation I had a good
house, but a large number walked out on it.

I ordinarily find First National pictures the
best in the business, but they certainly did
hand me a lemon here. This would have
made a fairly good two-reel comedy had
they cut it down to that length, but as a
seven-reel feature, as the advertising says,
or a six-reel feature as the heralds state, it

was a piece of cheese. The second night’s
business was a complete fizzle. Consensus
of opinion of my patrons was that it was
too slow and long drawn out. Harry seems
to be a fair comedian, but although the few
comedy situations in this picture are good,
they were entirely too few and long drawn
out. The entire picture shows evidence of
this seeming attempt to stretch footage.
Take the ending for example: it shows a
shot of Harry as a baby in a crib. This
is fine; but they spoiled it by continuing it

into a close up, having him go through a
lot of useless actions for some time that
spoil the illusion. No aS special. Draw all

classes, town 3,000. Admission 10-30. M.
W. Larmour, National Theatre (430 seats),
Graham, Texas.

UNGUARDED HOUR. (7 reels). Star,

Milton Sills. This is not a Sills type of pic-

ture and therefore failed to please here. The
sooner the stars learn to stick to what they
can do and not try to step out and give their
dear public something different the sooner
they will attain the ability to hold and

build up their following. My Sills crowd
hollered their heads off about this one, as it

was a foreign society drama. They want
Sills in “He-Man” stuff, or not at all. Tone
question, bad appeal. Sunday, special no.
Draw all classes, town 3,000. Admission 10-
30. M. W. Larmour, National Theatre (430
seats), Graham, Texas.

WHEN A MAN’S A MAN. (6,910 feet). A
dandy picture. Wright’s name drew all the
people. If you have not played it, play it.

Floyd G. Ward, Ward’s Theatre, Stark, Kan-
sas.

WILDERNESS WOMAN. (7,533 feet).
Star, Colleen Moore, with Chester Conklin.
This is a dressed-up comedy-drama that
should be ranked as one of the best of its
class of the year. Conklin walks away with
the show and keeps the bunch chuckling
from start to finish. The entire cast is bet-
ter than average, but his work is so ex-
traordinarily good that he far outranks the
rest. The people of Graham are still talk-
ing about the picture and laughing at the
attempts of the “city slickers” to sell Conk-
lin the railroad. Tone O. K. Appeal good.
Sunday yes, special no. Draw all classes,
town 3,000. Admission 10-30. M. W. Lar-
mour. National Theatre (430 seats), Graham,
Texas.

Fox

AS NO MAN HAS LOVED. (7,959 feet).
Special cast. Several told me that this was
a very good picture, but the appeal was
just to the higher classes. Tone good, ap-
peal fine. Sunday, special yes. Draw all

classes, town 4,000. Admission 15-25. E. C.
Bays, Globe Theatre (275 seats), Buena
Vista, Virginia.

HARDBOILED. Star, Tom Mix. This pic-
ture drew better than any Mix this year, but
there were many kicks after the show. It
made money for me and I am satisfied. Tom
should be given better stories and he would
continue to be the best western star. Draw
town and rural class, town 2,500. Admission
10-25. S. H. Rich, Rich Theatre (450 seats),
Montpelier, Idaho.

HELL’S FOUR HUNDRED. Star cast. A
fair picture, but it ends in a dream and those
kind of pictures don’t seem to go very good.
It’s a fair picture, but don’t like the cast.
Tone good, appeal fair. Sunday yes, special
no. Draw working class, city 14,000. Ad-
mission 20. G. M. Bertling, Favorite Thea-
tre (168 seats), Piqua, Ohio.

IRON HORSE. (11 reels). Star cast. This
is second run for me. The picture is among
the best and every small town could run it

twice; it will make money for you. Draw
town and rural class, town 2,500. Admission
10-25. S. H. Rich, Rich Theatre (450 seats),
Montpelier, Idaho.

MORE PAY—LESS WORK. Stars not well
known here, but the picture proved inter-
esting to those who saw it. It is nothing
exceptional, but will go O. K. on a Tuesday
or Wednesday program. Good photography;
poor paper. Appeal fair only. Sunday yes,
special no. Draw all sorts, town about 1,000.
Admission 10-25 to 15-35. H. H. Hedberg,
Amuse-U Theatre, Melville, Louisana.

Qotham

OVERLAND LIMITED. Stars, Ralph
Lewis, Malcolm MacGregor. Stars and pic-
ture very good. Drew fairly well and pleased
75 per cent. Prints on the Independent (in
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this case Gotham) pictures are all very good,
but it is hard to get accessories from the
exchange. Guy C. Sawyer, Town Hall, Ches-
ter, Vermont.

Metro - Qoldivyn

MIDSHIPMAN. (7,498 feet). Star, Ramon
Novarro. Very, very satisfactory: many
liked it better than Classmates. Co-opera-
tion of the Navy Department a big factor
in putting- it over. Guy C. Sawyer, Town
Hall, Chester, Vermont.
TEMPTRESS. (S,221 feet). Stars, Greta

Garbo, Antonio Moreno. An excellent pic-

ture of its kind. Greta Garbo does some
mighty fine work as well as Antonio Mo-
reno and Roy D’Arcy. Our patrons were
well pleased with this picture. Draw gen-
eral class, city 300,000. Admission 20-25-40.

James D. Kennedy, Apollo Theatre (1,200

seats), Indianapolis, Indiana.

TORRENT (IBANEZ). 6,769 feet). Star,

Greta Garbo. Greta Garbo, like Gloria Swan-
son, can be looked at without becoming tire-

some; but why, oh why, did they let Ricardo
Cortez grow old so hideously? Sunday yes,

special no. Draw all classes, town 4,000. Ad-
mission 15-25. E. C. Bays, Globe Theatre
(275 seats), Buena Vista, Virginia.

Paramount

BLIND GODDESS. (7,363 feet). Star,

Jack Holt. Personally I liked this picture;
it has a wonderful appeal to all adult pa-
trons as well as a fine lesson. I did not do
so good on it and cannot understand why:
gave the exchange about all I took it at
the box office, but recommend you to run
it as it will stand up. Town 600. Admis-
sion 10-30. E. C. Silverthorn, Liberty Thea-
tre, Martinsville, Michigan.

HE’S A PRINCE. Star, Raymond Griffith.

This one is punk; we have had some good
pictures from this star but he certainly did

the tumble in this one. Tone and Sunday
O. K. Special no. Draw merchant, farmer
classes, town 3,300. Admission 15-30. P.

L. Vann, Opera House (600 seats), Green-
ville, Alabama.

HOLD THAT LION. Star, Douglas Mac-
Lean. A delightful comedy drama which
will keep your patrons in an uproar of hil-

arity. Walter Hiers does very fine work
in support of MacLean. We used this pic-

ture to fair business. L. V. Hepinger, Or-
pheum Theatre, Clarion, Penn.

LIGHT OF WESTERN STARS. (6,650 ft.).

Star, Jack Holt. Very good entertainment.
Tone fair, appeal 60 per cent. Sunday, spe-
cial no. Draw general class, town 2,200.

Admission 10-25. A. F Jenkins, Community
Theatre, David City, Nebraska.

LOVERS IN QUARANTINE. (6,570 feet).
Star, Bebe Daniels. A farce comedy that
pleases: what’s more, Bebe Daniels is quite
popular here. Tone fair, appeal 85 per cent.
Sunday yes, special no. Draw mixed class,
town 150. Admission 10-30. Robert W.
Hines, Hines Theatre (250 seats), Loyalton,
South Dakota.

MANTRAP. (6,077 feet). Stars, Clara
Bow, Ernest Torrence. This is a peach of
a show. I enjoyed it about as much as
anything I ever put on my screen and you
certainly can go the limit on the promises
for this one as it pleased everyone. I would
call this and The Campus Flirt "naturals.”
Clara is fine and Torrence is great. Percy
Marmont is good also and more likeable
than usual. Chas. Lee Hyde, Grand Theatre,
Pierre, So. Dakota.
MANTRAP. (5,077 feet). Star, Clara Bow.

A knockout picture from every angle. Boost
it strong, it will make good. Tone good,
appeal great. Sunday yes, special no. John-
ny Jones, Orpheum Theatre, Quincy, 111.

PADLOCKED. (7 reels). A really great
dramatic picture, one that appeals to the
regular movie followers and has everything
that pleases all types of your audience.
Miss Moran is wonderful and support is the
best. It was good to see Florence Turner
again. Picture could stand more comedy
and more dancing by Miss Moran. When

MOVING PICTURE WORLD

Dave To Retire
You all know Dave Seymour,

who has sent dependable, and
mighty helpful tips from the Pon-
tiac Theatre, Saranac Lake, New
York. Dave has decided to lay off

the show game, in which he has
been successful for many years.

But he won’t quit being interested

—simply can’t.

Although the Pontiac is sold

now to the Schine interests, and
Dave will retire and hop to Florida

in January for a well-earned rest,

he writes that he will shoot in

some tips off and on and you all

know that with Dave’s experience,

these tips will be sincere and help-

ful even if Dave isn’t actively man-
aging the house in which the pic-

ture is shown. A letter from him
will show up here next week.

producers have a great dancer like Miss
Moran, why don’t they give us more of
what she can do best?—dancing! Draw gen-
eral class, city 15,000. Admission 40-50, Ben
L Morris, Temple Theatre, Bellaire, Ohio.

PADLOCKED. (7 reels). Star cast. This
is a very good picture that seemed to please
most of my patrons. Comment was also
very favorable. It will draw well if prop-
erly advertised. Appeal 90 per cent. Special
yes. Town. 6,000. Admission 10-30. L. O.
Davis, Virginia Theatre (750 seats). Hazard,
Kentucky.
RAINMAKER. (6,025 feet). Star cast. A

very fine show from Paramount. We only
had a few to see it, which was a shame.
We should have had more to see this excel-
lent show. Tone and appeal good. Not a
special. Draw better class, town 4,500. Ad-
mission 10-20. C. A. Anglemire, ‘‘Y’’ Thea-
tre (400 seats), Nazareth, Penn.

ROSE OF THE NIGHT. Star, Pola Negri.
Very good picture; not suitable for showing
in a church, but unless your people are very
stiff necked it will go all right. Tone, ap-
peal fair. Sunday no, special yes. Draw
town, farming class, town 600. Admission
10-30, 15-35. H. W. Batchelder, Galt Thea-
tre (175 seats), Galt, California.

RUNAWAY. (6,215 feet). Star cast. Good
little picture. Clara Bow is good in the
flapper type; in fact, the whole cast is good.
Tone good, appeal fair. Sunday yes, special
no. Draw small town and farming class,
town 600. Admission 10-30. H. W. Batch-
elder, Galt Theatre (175 seats), Galt, Calif.

SHOCK PUNCH. (6,151 feet). Star, Rich-
ard Dix. Everybody watched for the punch
that never came. I guess it was all broke
out years before we got it. Very good
star, we like the star; probably picture very
good if it was all there. Tone fair, appeal
50 per cent. Sunday, special no. Draw gen-
eral class, town 2,200. Admission 10-25. A
F. Jenkins, Community Theatre, David City,
Nebraska.

SPECIAL PARAMOUNT 1927 TRAILER.
This ten reel product is sent out by Para-
mount to "educate” the crowd on their prod-
uct. I think it is a fine idea, but believe
that if you are to use it you should hand-
pick your crowd! Don’t try to throw it in
extra and force it down the throats of a lot
of people who are interested in stories only.
The intelligent fan will enjoy it; the "aver-
age fan” will be bored. Charles Lee Hyde,
Grand Theatre, Pierre, South Dakota.
THAT’S MY BABY. (6.S05 feet). Star,

Douglas MacLean. A good picture that went
about a hundred per cent, to the audience.
Appeal good. Sunday and special, yes. Draw
mixed class, town 800. Admission 15-25.
Jerry Wertin, Winter Theatre (240 seats),
Albany, Minnesota.

THAT’S MY BABY. (6.905 feet). Star,
Douglas MacLean. One of the best com-
edies we have run for some time. Patrons
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still telling us that it was the best picture
they had seen. Tone good, appeal 90 per
cent. Sunday yes, special no. Draw town,
country class, town 420. Admission 10-25-35.

H. V. Ritter, McDonald Theatre, McDonald,
Kansas.
THUNDERING HERD (7,187 feet). Zane

Grey picture that did better than ordinary
business in face of bad weather and worse
roads. A picture that is ideal for the smal-
ler towns. Guy C. Sawyer, Town Hall, Ches-
ter, Vermont.
UNTAMED LADY. (6,132 feet). Star,

Gloria Swanson. We surely have to hand it

to Gloria. She is the goods. Our patrons
like her better every time we have her on
the screen. This is a good show. Tone, ap-
peal good. Sunday, special no. Draw mixed
class, town 1,800. Admission 25. Fred S.

Widenor, Opera House (492 seats), Belvidere,
New Jersey.

Pathe

KING OF WILD HORSES. (5 reels). Star,
Rex (horse). Something different which
seemed to please everybody. Think Rex
some horse myself. Tone and appeal good.
Sunday yes, special no. H. L. Beudon, Grand
Theatre, Port Allegany, Penn.

Producers Dist. Corp.

PRINCE OF PILSEN. (6,600 feet). Star
cast. A good comedy but title no good for
picture; what does the present younger gen-
eration know about the old comic opera?
Any title with Prince, King or Queen queers
it. Oh, why do they do it? Tone O. K.
Appeal 40 per cent. Sunday yes, special no.
Draw general class, town 3,600. Admission
10-20. William A. Clark, Sr., Castle Theatre,
(400 seats), Havana, I1L

ROAD TO YESTERDAY. (9,580 feet). One
of DeMille’s best. One hundred per cent.
Can’t say anything better for this one. Book
it and tell the world about it. Fred E.
Carney, Star Theatre (700 seats), Marked
Tree, Arkansas.

STEEL PREFERRED. . (6,717 feet). Star
cast. A dandy picture; but such a title.

Means nothing—drew accordingly. Attrac-
tive title and good lobby display means a
lot for a picture. Tone O. K. Appeal 50
per cent. Sunday yes, special no. Draw
general class, town 3,600. Admission 10-20.
YVilliam A Clark, Sr., Castle Theatre (400
seats), Havana, 111.

Tiffany

LOST AT SEA. Stars, Lowell Sherman,
Huntly Gordon, Jane Novak. • A splendid Tif-
fany picture. Has a good, interesting story
and kept the audience very much interested
from start to finish. It is well acted and
has very beautiful sets. Ran it for three
days, Thursday, Friday and Saturday to very
good houses. Tone and appeal splendid. In
my estimation compares with the best pic-
tures from any of the large producing or-
ganizations. Irving Rothenberg, Gotham
Theatre (neighborhood house, 2,200 seats).
New York City, N. Y.

United Artists

THE BAT. (8.229 feet). Star cast. Ran
it matinee and night—and some of the mati-
nee crowd came back that night. Tone all
right, appeal—interesting. Sunday, special
yes. Draw all classes, town 4.000. Admis-
sion 15-25. E. C. Bays, Globe Theatre (275
seats), Buena Vista, Virginia.

BLACK PIRATE. (S.3SS feet). Star,
Douglas Fairbanks. One of the best pic-
tures I ever ran. Every exhibitor should
run it. It's a masterpiece. Draw town,
rural class, town 2.500. S. H. Rich. Rich
Theatre (450 seats), Montpelier. Idaho.
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THE EAGLE. (5,756 feet). Star, Rudolph
Valentino. Much to my surprise I found it

to be good. After reading the adverse criti-

cism given it by Harrison I expected to be
panned for showing it but instead X had
very good comments on this picture. Tone
fair, appeal 90 per cent. Sunday, special

yes. Draw most classes, town 2,900. Ad-,

mission 10-25, 15-30. A. E. Andrews, Opera
House (486 seats), Emporium, Penn.

LITTLE ANNIE ROONEY. Star, Mary
Pickford. This picture is good but action
drags in places; several scenes are dragged
out beyond all reason, but think young people
like it. Two reels could be cut out to ad-
vantage. Tone, appeal good. Sunday, spe-
cial yes. Draw town, farm class, town 600.

Admission 10-30, 15-35. H. W. Batchelder,
Galt Theatre (175 seats), Galt, California.

SON OF THE SHEIK. (G,200 feet). Star,

Rudolph Valentino. Extra good and will

draw at the box office. This picture will

make money for any exhibitor. Draw town,
rural class, town 2,500. Admission 10-25. S.

H. Rich, Rich Theatre (450 seats), Mont-
pelier, Idaho.

TUMBLEWEEDS. (8 reels). Star, W. S.

Hart. Very good western. I don’t know
how well it followed the history of the great
land rush, but it is worth seeing anyway.
I had nearly as many the second night as

t'he first, something out of the ordinary with
me. Tone, appeal good. Sunday, special

yes. Draw farm, town class, town 600. Ad-
mission 10-30, 15-35. H. W. Batchelder, Galt
Theatre (175 seats), Galt, California.

Universal

BUSTIN’ THROUGH. Star, Jack Hoxie.
Just another western, not up to the average
at that. I can’t boost for it. Tone good,
fair appeal. Sunday, special no. Draw town,
farm class, town 600A Admission 10-30, 15-

35. H. W. Batchelder, Galt Theatre (175
seats), Galt, California.

CALGARY STAMPEDE. (5,824 feet). Star,

Hoot Gibson. Boys, book this one and boost
it. Uncle Carl should be congratulated for

making westerns of this kind. Hoot good,
and stampede wonderful. Draw town, rural
class, town 2,500. Admission 10-25. S. H.
Rich, Rich Theatre (450 seats), Montpelier,
Idaho.

CALIFORNIA STRAIGHT AHEAD. (7,238

feet). Star, Reginald Denny. Fine produc-
tion: Reginald did fine work as always and
is getting closer to the hearts of my people
every time. Can’t go wrong on this picture.

Play it. E. C. Silverthorne, Liberty Theatre,
admission 10-30, Harrisville, Michigan.

CALL! OF COURAGE. Star, Art Acord.
Very good western; the horse and dog both
are good in this picture. I don’t just get
the ideals of the sea and the savage being
so close, but guess it is all right. Tone
good, appeal fair. Sunday yes, special no.

Draw small town and farming class, town
600. Admission 10-30. H. W. Batchelder,
Galt Theatre (175 seats). Galt, California.

CIRCUS CYCLONE. Star, Jack Hoxie.
Nothing much to this one; Hoxie poses more
than acts; not very well liked here. Tone
fair, appeal 80 per cent. Sunday, special
no. Admission 20-35. R. P. Mollohan,
Grantsville Theatre (250 seats), Grantsville,
West Virginia.

COHENS AND THE KELLYS. (7,374 ft.).

Star cast. I got behind this, charged 19
and 39 and had a big crowd both nights.
It’s a good picture that kept them laughing
from start to finish and I didn’t have to
mortgage my place to buy this picture. Tone
good, appeal great. Sunday and special yes.
H. L. Beudon, Grand Theatre, Port Allegany,
Penn.

HIS PEOPLE. Star cast. One of the best
pictures of all time. We did not make a
lot of money on it, but it held up well and
everyone was pleased. Don't fail to run this

one. Draw town, rural class, town 2,500.

Admission 10-25. S. H. Rich, Rich Theatre
(450 seats), Montpelier, Idaho.

MAN IN THE SADDLE. Star, Hoot Gib-
son. Useless to comment on a Gibson fea-
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A picture that pulled a packed
house on a rainy night!

A comedy that saved the show
when the feature turned out flat.

A picture that drew against a

carnival.

Where can you learn about
those assets to your program?
From the tips that generous ex-

hibitors contribute to Straight

from the Shoulder. Such tips have
already appeared.
Do your part to help others.

Send tips early and often!

ture—they are all box office bets. This one
no exception. Print good. Tone O. K. Ap-
peal great. Sunday, special no. Stephen G.

Brenner, Eagle Theatre, Baltimore, Mary-
land.

Warner Bros .

SEA BEAST. (9,975 feet). Star cast. A
real one. If I knew a young chap anxious
to make good on the screen I’d advise him to
waste no money on fancy schools where act-
ing is taught by rule, but to study Jack
Barrymore’s work in this one. If you
haven’t seen him do this he-man you
haven’t seen anything yet. Dave Adams,
Auditorium, Concord, New Hampshire.

Miscellaneous

ALWAYS RIDIN’ TO WIN. Star, Pete
Morrison. A very good western with lots
of comedy and action. Will say it is just
as good as the Universal Morrison westerns.
Print good. Appeal good, Sunday no. Steph-
en G. Brenner, Eagle Theatre, Baltimore,
Maryland.

DANIEL BOONE THRU THE WILDER-
NESS. Star, Roy Stewart. A fair picture.
Entirely different from the regular pictures.
It will draw a few, however, in any small
town. Price very reasonable. Tone fair,

appeal 85 per cent. Sunday yes, special no.

Draw mixed class, town 150. Admission 10-

30. Robert W. Hines, Hines Theatre (250
seats), Loyalton, So. Dakota.

DESPERATE MOMENTS. Star, Wanda
Hawley. Fair program picture; good cast.

Good print. Tone, appeal good. Sunday
yes, special no. Stephen G. Brenner, Eagle
Theatre, Baltimore, Maryland.

FIGHT TO FINISH. Star, William Fair-
banks. His pictures are good enough but
my patrons don’t like him and so he doesn’t
go over very well. Not much to this one,
only a fair fight. Cast not much. Tone
and appeal fair. Sunday, special no. Draw
working class, city 14,000. Admission 10-

20. G. M. Bertling, Favorite Theatre (168
seats), Piqua, Ohio.

MORGANSON’S FINISH. Star, Anita Stew-
art. A beautifully photographed, long-
drawn-out story of Alaska that registered
only fair to a Saturday house. Probably
the picture would have gone better mid-
week, but the action promised through Jack
London’s authorship of this story led pat-
rons to believe that this would be full of

action all the way. Tone O. K. Appeal
fair only. Sunday yes, here; special no.

Draw all sorts, town about 1,000. Admission
10-25 to 15-35 specials. H. H. Hedberg,
Amuse-U Theatre, Melville, Louisiana.

ROSE OF THE DESERT. Star, Big Boy
Williams and dog. Called a piece of cheese
—Limburger at that—would lay off, brother
exhibitors. No appeal. Draw general class,

city 23,000. Admission 10-25. Ed C. Curdts,
Bijou Theatre (300 seats), Greenville, So.

Carolina.

SPEED DEMON. Star, Kenneth MacDon-
ald. This is an action picture from begin-

369

ning to end. There are two races in this

picture—horse and auto—that will knock
’em off their seats. Great for transient trade
houses. Tone O. K. Good appeal. Sunday
yes, special no. Stephen G. Brenner, Eagle
Theatre, Baltimore, Maryland.

STARLIGHT’S REVENGE. Star, Jack Per-
rin. Good western. Good cast, good print.

The horse is very good. Tone O. K„ appeal
very good. Sunday, special no. Stephen
G. Brenner, Eagle Theatre, Baltimore, Md.

Short Subjects

ALL’S WELL THAT ENDS SWELL. (F. B.
O.-series). The last chapter of Fighting
Heart series. My attendance was steady
during this series. Don’t pass it up. Cook
and Guard will entertain your audienqe.
Robert W. Hines, Hines Theatre, Loyalton,
So. Dakota.

FELIX AT THE RAINBOW’S END. (Edu-
cational-cartoon). These reels are always
popular with the children here. He is
greeted with applause when he appears on
the screen. Good tone and appeal. Draw
better class, town 4,500. C. A. Anglemire,
’’Y” Theatre, Nazareth, Pennsylvania.

FIDDLIN’ AROUND. (Cumberland-Billy
West). If West could forget there is a cam-
era in front of him he might make a good
comedian. This comedy is fair. Print good.
Stephen G. Brenner, Eagle Theatre, Baltimore,
Maryland.

FOX HUNT. (Pathe-Spats). A dandy
comedy, as all the Spats are that I have
played. A drawing card. W. H. Clower, Lib-
erty Theatre, Wirt, Oklahoma.

A FRATERNITY MIXUP. (F. B. O.-com-
edy). Two reels. A Blue Ribbon comedy
that got a good many laughs and went over
in fine shape. Have had several of these
comedies and they have all been good. W.
C. Snyder, Cozy Theatre, Lamont, Oklahoma.

HEAVY LOVE. (F. B. O.-Standard com-
edy). A two reel comedy that kept the
house in an uproar from start to finish.
Comedies like this one are worth showing.
W. C. Snyder, Cozy Theatre, Lamont, Okla-
homa.

HIS WOODEN WEDDING. < Patke-Chas.
Chase). These, as usual, keep ’em in good
humor throughout the length of this very
good comedy. Print fair. Stephen G. Bren-
ner, Eagle Theatre, Baltimore, Maryland.

KINOGRAMS. (Educational). A satisfac-
tory news reel for us. We have used it for
two years straight and it is well liked. C. A.
Anglemire, “Y” Theatre, Nazareth, Pennsyl-
vania.

MUM’S THE WORD. (Patlie-Cliase). Very
weak number, Charley; heard no laughs
whatever. H. H. Hedberg, Amuse-U Thea-
tre, Melville, Louisiana.

OH, BUSTER. (Universal-Buster Brown).
A very good comedy, lots of trick photo-
graphy helps to make this very funny. Print
fair, appeal good. Sunday yes. Stephen G.
Brenner, Eagle Theatre, Baltimore, Md.

PAPA’S PEST. (Educational-Neal Burns).
A humdinger comedy that was good for a lot
of laughs. Good tone and appeal. Draw
better class, town 4,500. iC. A. Anglemire,
“Y” Theatre, Nazareth, Penn.

PEP OF THE LAZY J. (Universal-west-
ern). This two reel western is about the
poorest of the group but it will go over
as an adjunct to a feature. Print good.
Stephen G. Brenner, Eagle Theatre, Balti-
more, Maryland.

SCARLET STEAK. (Universal-serial). A
very good serial. Find all of Universal ser-
ials to be good. Tone, appeal good. Sun-
day yes. H. V. Ritter, McDonald Theatre,
McDonald, Kansas.

SHOULD SAILORS MARRY? (Pathe-
Clyde Cook). Another comedy from Pathe
that pleased. Print fair. Stephen G. Bren-
ner, Eagle Theatre, Baltimore, Md.

SKYBOUND. (Educational-St. John). Fun-
ny? Yes, sir! It was. Pleased everybody
that saw it. C. A. Anglemire, “Y” Theatre,
Nazareth, Penn.
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One of the Departments That Make Moving Picture World the Leader

ARTCLASS PICTURES CORP.
Kind of Picture

Tearin’ Loose (Wally Wales) Stunt western

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS

North Star (Strongheart) Dog melodrama
Shadow of the Law (Bow) Crook melo
White Mice (Jacqueline Logan) Romantic melo
Broadway Boob (G. Hunter) Comedy drama
JPut-Cracker (Horton- Busch) Farce Comedy
Two Can Play (Clara Bow) Drama
The Highbinders (W. T. Tilden) Melodrama
The Big Show (Lowell) Circus drama
Galloping Cowboy (B. Cody) Western
Earth Woman (Mary Alden) Drama
Rawhide (Buffalo Bill, Jr.) Mystery-western
Dangerous Dub (Buddy Roosevelt) Western
Twisted Triggers (Wally Wales) Action western
Carnival Girl (Marion Mack) Melodrama
Bonanza Buckaroo (Buffalo Bill, Jr.) Western comedy-melo.
Hidden Way (Mary Carr) Crook melodrama ...

Code of the Northwest (Sandow) Dog-melodrama
Flying Mail (A1 Wilson) Crook melodrama ...

BANNER PRODUCTIONS

Review Feet
1925

Tune 13.. 5.000

1926
.Mar. 6.. 4,715

.Mar. 20.. 4,526

.Mar. 27.. 5,412

.Apr. 3.. 5,683

April 17.. 5,786

• Apr. 24. . 5,465

• May 8.. 5,486
.•May 15.. 5,385

.May 22.. 4,639

.May 29.. 5,830

•June 5. . 4.460

• July 31.. 4,472

.Aug. 7.. 4,470

.Aug. 14.. 4,962

.Aug. 21.. 4,460

.Aug. 28.. 5,919

.Sept. 11.. 3,965

..Sep. 25.. 4,500

Wreckage (May Allison) Drama
1925

Sep. 5.. 5.993

BRAY PRODUCTIONS
Housing Problem
Table Manners
Oh Monkey Be Good
Pete’s’s Haunted House
Punches and Perfumes
On the Farm
For the Love O’ Pete
Getting Hitched
Velocity
Fighting Fool (L. Sargent)
Transportation

Novelty magazine ...

Nature special
Sunkist comedy
“Hot Dog” cartoon...
Fistical culture com.
McDougall Alley ....

Lantz cartoon
McDougal Alley ....

Novelty
Fistical Culture
Screen magazine ...

.Oct. 16.. 1,000

.Oct. 16.. 1,000

.Oct. 16.. 2,000

.Oct. 16.. 1,000

• Oct. 16.. 2,000

Oct. 23.. 2 rls

..Oct. 23.. lrl
.Oct. 30.. 2 rls

.Oct. 30.. 1 rl

. . Nov. 6. . 2 rls

• Nov. 27.. 1 rl

CHADWICK PICTURES CORP.
Paint and Powder (E. Hammerstein)
Some Pun’kins (Chat. Ray)

Perfect Clown (Larry Semon) ...

Prince of Broadway (G. Walsh) ...

Count of Luxembourg (G. Walsh)
Transcontinental Limited (all star)
Devil’s Island (Frederick)
The Bells (L. Barrymore)

Stage life drama Oct. 17.. 7,000

Rural comedy-drama Dec. 26.. 6,500

1926

Feature comedy Jan. 2.. 5,700

Prize ring drama Jan. 9.. 5,800

Romantic drama Feb. 27.. 6,400

Railroad melodrama Mar. 6.. 6,400

Mother-love drama Aug. 28.. 6.900

Drama Nov. 13.. 6,300

COLUMBIA PICTURES CORP.
Laos Wolf Returns (Lytell-Dove) Crook melodrama July 31.. 5,750

Dollars That Help 6,492 Exhibitors

DEPENDABILITY assures leadership — that’s

why Moving Picture World is glad to send an
exhibitor a dollar for writing a letter telling of a

major error in this Chart. With 6,492 exhibitors

as subscribers, we owe this service to our leadership

in the circulation field.

Producers give us footages and other pertinent

information when we review pictures. Sometimes
after that they change the length of the films and
don’t tell us of the changes. That is how some errors

creep in here; though not our mistake, we gladly

pay for correction.

We appreciate the interest our exhibitor friends

take in telling us about these errors and to save
other exhibitors we gladly give out our dollars for

the trouble our friends take in writing. It’s worth
it to have that sort of friends helping us to retain

the dependability leadership.

Kind of Picture Review Feet

Belle of Broadway (Campson-Rawlinson). Romantic Drama
Sweet Rosie O’Grady (S. Mason) Comedy drama
Screen Snapshots Three issues .

False Alarm (Lewis-Carr-Revier) Melodrama ....

When the Wife’s Away (Arthur) Farce comedy .

Obey the Law (Lytell) Crook drama
Truthful Sex (Busch-H. Gordon) Comedy drama
Better Way (Ince-Revier-Strong) Melodrama ....

Waldorf

Enemy of Men (Revier) Drama
Price of Success (Lake- Glass) Drama
Sealed Lips (Revier) Drama
When Husbands Flirt (Revier) Comedy drama
Fate of a Flirt (Revier) Comedy drama

5475
• Oct. 2.. 6,108

Aug. 28.. 1,000

5,235

5.831

5.540

5,507

5,567

5,613

5.505

5,793

Perfection

Fighting Youth (W. Fairbanks) Melodrama .' 4,781

Speed Mad (W. Fairbanks) Racing melodrama 4,441

New Champion (W. Fairbanks) Boxing melodrama 4,498

Great Sensation (W. Fairbanks) Melodrama 4,471

Handsome Brute (W. Fairbanks) Police drama 4,779

CRANFIELD & CLARKE, INC,

Molly May Series (Violet Mersereau)
International Twelve
Novelty Twelve
Famous Paintings De Luxe dramas
Real Charleston Lesson novelty
The Angelus Drama de luxe
Wooden Shoes “International”

2,001

LOCK
2,000

April 24.. 2.00C

.May 15.. 2,000

.May 8

EDUCATIONAL FILM CORP.

Wireless Lizzie (Heirs)
Home Cured (Johnny Arthur)
Don’t Stop (Bowes)
Whoa Emma (Adams)

Quick Service (Bowes)
Fool’s Luck (Lupino Lane)

Congress of Celebrities.

The Vision Technicolor drama
Mr. Cinderella (Arthur) Tuxedo comedy ...

Shore Shy (Dooley) Christie comedy....

Neptune’s Domain

Tin Ghost (Conley) Mermaid comedy ....

Hodge-Podge Lyman Howe subject

Bear Cats Juvenile comedy
Till We Eat Again (Vernon) Christie comedy

Hitchin’ Up (Hiers) Hiers comedy

Hodge Podge Lyman Howe mag.
Chase Yourself (Adams) Comedy
Who’s My Wife Jack White prod. ..

School Daze ..Sullivan cartoon

Move Along Lloyd Hamilton Cam.
’ uriosities Sideshow folk

1926

20.. 2,007

27.. 2.00*

27.. 1.000

27.. 2,000

27.

.

1,000

27.. 1.000

27.. 1,000

3.. 2,000

10.. 2.000

10 . i,008

10.. 1.009

24.. 2.009

24.. 1,0»
24..
1..

1.00C

1,000

8.. 2,000

8.. 1,000

15.. 2.000

22.. 2,000

22.. 2,000

22.. 1.000

29.. 2,000

5.. 1,000

5.. 2,000

12.. 1,000

12.. 2.000

12.. 2.000

19.. l.oon

19.. 1,000

19.. 2,000

26.. 2.000

26.. 2.000

26.. 2,000

26.. 2,000

26.. 2,000

26.. 1,000

3.. 1,000

2,000

....July 3.. 1,000

....July 3.. 1.000

10.. 1.000

....July 10.. 2,009

10.. 2.000

...July 17.. 1.000

24.. 1.000
...July 24.. 2000

24.. 2000
...July 31.. 2,000

...July 31.. 2.000

7.. 2.000

7.. 1.000

7.. 2000
14.. 1.000

14.. 2000
14.. 1.000

2?.. 1.000

2S.

.

2000



Star, Story Type, Review and Footage Here

Kind of Picture Review

Paoa (Conley) Mermaid comedy ....Aug; 28.

Here Comes Charife Lloyd Ham.lton comedy..Aug. 28.

Uppercuts (Duffy) Christie comedy Sept. 4.

Open House (Johnny Arthur) Tuxedo comedy {!’

Jolly Tars (Lloyd Hamilton) Hamilton comedy |«P‘-

Sons of the Surf...... ..... ..... Bruce scemc Sept. 11.
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(Billy Dooley)
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Pink Elepnants (A1 St. John) Mermaid comedy Oct 2.

Wife Shy (Vernon) Comedy Oct. 9.

Kiss Me Kate (Phil Dunham)....

SheJ„?u^ i"ger aohnny Art r)
:::::::: ,T?™e1

y
s^es

'

Feet

2,000
2,000

2,000

2,000

2,000

2,000

2,000

1,000

1,000

1,000

2,000

1,000

2,000

1,000

2,000

2,000
1,000

Yellow Pirate
Scrambled Yeggs
Whatnots
Hold Still (Jack Duffy) Lhri

Cut Price Glory . „vf.

Felix cat cartoon

River Road ...

Pound Foolish

Plumb Goofy (Phil Dunham).

His Off-Day (Dunham)

t>,j Breaks come

Felix Hunts the Hunter
“Curiosities”

Thens and Nows

Mighty Smithy .

9.. 2.000

16.. 1,000

16.. 1,000

..Oct. 16.. 1,000

16.. 1,000

16.. 2,000

23.. 1 rl

30.. 2 rls

30.. 1 rl

6... 1 rl

6... 2 rls

6.,. 1 rl

13.,, 1 rl.

13.,. 1 rl.

13.,. 1 rl.

20.. 1 rl

20.. 1 rl

20... 1 rl

27.. 1 rl

27.. 2 rls

27... 1 rl

27.. 2 rls

EXCELLENT PICTURES CORP.
The Kick-Off (Geo. Walsh) Drama •• ••

A Man of Quality (G. Walsh) Punch melodrama Nov. 6..5.64U

FILM BOOKING OFFICES OF AMERICA

Features

Cowboy Musketeer (Tom Tyler) Western
Flaming Waters (MacGregor-Garon) ^hrill melodrama ...

When Love
bova)

Traffic Cop

Grows Cold (Natacha Ram-

Sir Lumberjack (Lefty Flynn) Action
Fighting Boob (Bob Custer) Westen
Wild To Go (Tom Tyler) Wester

Isle of Retribution (L. Rich-Frazer) Melodrama
Broadway Gallant (R. Talmadge) Melodrama
Hands Across the Border (Thomson) ....Action west
Valley of Bravery (Custer) War-westerr
Glenister of the Mounted (Flynn) Mtd. Police

Jade Cup (Brent) Crook melo
Dead Line (Bob Custer) Western ..

Masquerade Bandit (Tom Tyler) Western ...

Bigger Than Barnum’s (star cast) Melodrama
Two-Gun Man (Fred Thomson) Western July“ ' - - -

- ..July 31

.Aug. 7

1926

4,500

.Feb. 6.. 6,591

.Feb. 13.. 5,129

.Feb. 20.. 6,500

.Feb. 27.. 5,193

.Apr. 17.. 5,486

Apr. 24.. 5,146

4,549

.May 8.. 4,570

.May 15.. 5,457

.May 29.. 6,200

.June 5.. 5,510

5,367

5,021

.June 26.. 5,480

..July 3.. 3,65b

, 5,000

. 4,010

. 5,391

FIRST NATIONAL
Kind of Picture Review

1925

Making of O’Malley (Sills) Police romance July 4..

Lady Who Lied (Stone- Valli-Naldi) Algerian drama Ju y 18..

Marriage Whirl (Corinne- Griffith) Drama J u *y o"
Half-Way Girl (Doris Kenyon) Melodrama Aug. 8..

Fine Gothes (Stone* Marmont- Griffith) ....Comedy drama
* In"

Winds of Chance (A. Q. Nilsson) Klondike drama Aug. 29..

Her Sister From Paris (C. Talmadge) Sprightly comedy Sep. 5..

Live Wire (Johnny Hines) Comedy feature Sep. 12..

Dark Angel (Vilma Banky) Drama Sep- lx- •

Graustark (Norma Talmadge) Romance Sep. 26..

Shore Leave (Barthelraess) Sailor drama Oct. 3..

What Fools Men (Lewis Stone) Domestic drama Oct. 10..

Knockout (Milton Sills) Prizefight drama Oct. 10..

Pace That Thrills (Lvon-Astor) Drama Oct. 24..

Why Women Love (Blanche Sweet) Sea melodrama Oct. 31..

New Commandment (Sweet- Lyon) Romantic drama .Nov. 7..

Beautiful City (Barthelmess) Melodrama Nov. 14..

Classified (C. Griffith) Newspaper comedy drama. Nov. 14..

Scarlet Saint (Astor-Hughes) Drama Nov. 2l"
Unguarded Hour (Sills-Kenyon) Emotional romance Dec. 5..

We Modems (Colleen Moore) Typical of star Dec 12..

Clothes Make the Pirate (Erroll) Pirate travesty Dec. 12..

Splendid Road (A. Q. Nilsson) Gold rush drama Dec. 19..

Joanna (Dorothy Mackaill) Newspaper drama Dec. 26..

1926

Bluebeard’s Seven Wives (star cast) Comedy-satire Jan. 2.

Infatuation (C. Griffith) Drama Jan. 16..

[ust Suppose (Barthelmess) Romance Jan. 30..

Coo Much Money (Stone- Nilsson) Comedy Jan. 30..

«femory Lane (Nagel-Boardman) Romance- sentiment Feb. 6..

Reckless Lady (Bennett-Moran) Drama Feb. 13..

Far Cry (Blanche Sweet) Society drama Mar. 6.

.

Irene (Colleen Moore) Romantic comedy Mar. 13
Girl from Montmartre (LaMarr-Stone) ...Drama Mar. 20..
Dancer of Paris (Tearle-MackaiH) Romantic Drama Mar. 27..
Kiki (Norma Talmadge) Comedy Drama April 17..
Old Loves and New (Stone- Bedford) Drama May 1..
Mile. Modiste (C. Griffith) Victor Herbert opera May 8..
Greater Glory (Tearle-Nilsson) £p ic drama May 15..
Wilderness Woman (Pringle) Comedy May 22..
Ranson’s Folly (Barthelmess) Romantic drama .....May 29 .

Brown Derby (Johnny Hines) Comedy June 5,
Tramp, Tramp, Tramp (Langdon) Farce-comedy June 12.
W'se Guy (Kirkwood -Astor-Compson) ....Human Interest dr June 26.
Ella Cinders (Colleen Moore) Comedy June 26.
Puppets (Sills) Drama July 3.
Senor Daredevil (Ken Maynard) Western July 10
Men of Steel (Sills) Melodrama ..." July 24".

Duchess of Buffalo (C. Talmadge) Comedy drama Aug. 21.
Great Deception (Lyons-Pringle) War melodrama Aug. 28.
Into Her Kingdom (C. Griffith) Romantic drama Sept. 4.
Amateur Gentleman (Barthelmess) Romantic drama ; Sept. 11.
Subway Sadie (Dorothy Mackaill) Comedy drama Sept. 25.
Paradise (Milton Sills) South Seas melo l.Sept. 25.
It Must Be Love (Colleen Moore) Typical comedy Oct 16
Forever After (Astor-Hughes) Romantic drama Oct. 23..
Prince of Tempters (Moran-Lyon) Romantic drama Oct. 30.
Unknown Cavalier (Ken Maynard) Action western Nov. 6.
Midnight Lovers (Nilsson-Stone) Light comedy Nov 13
Syncopating Sue (C. Griffith) Drama Nov. 20.
Stepping Along (Johnny Hines) Comedy Nov 27

24

reet

7,571

7,111

7,672

7,574

6,971

9,554

7,255

7.000

7,311

5.900

6,856

7,349

7,450

6,911

6,570

6980
6.468

6.927

6,886

6,613

6.609
8.000

7,646

7.900

7,774

5,794

6,270

7,000

6,825

7,336

6,068
8.400

6,200

6.229

8.279

7.423

6.230

9,710

7,533

7-322

6,500

. 5,83*

. 7,775

. 6,540
. 7,468

. 6,402
. 9,143

. 6,940

. 5,888

. 6,447

. 7,790
. 6,727

. 7,090

. 6,848

6,330

. 7,780
. 6,305

6,100

. 6,770

. 7 rls

5,139

Her Honor, the Governor (Frederick) Melodrama July 31.. 6,712

Better Man (R. Talmadge) Stunt comedy Aug. 7.. 4,703

Cowboy Cop (Tom Tyler) Action western Aug. 7.. 4,383

Flame of the Argentine (Brent) Melodrama Aug. 14.. 5,004

College Boob (Lefty Flynn) Comedy drama Aug. 21.. 5,340

One Minute To Play Red Grange special Aug. 28.. 7,430

Laddie (John Bowers) Romantic drama Sept. 4.. 6,931

Kosher Kitty Kelly (Viola Dana) Hebrew-Irish comedy Oct. 2.. 6,105

Breed of the Sea 'Ralpn Tnce) Sea-Island drama Oct. 30.. 5,408

Red Hot Hoofs (Tom Tyler) Pugilistic western Nov. 13.. 4,681

Short Subjects

In the Air Fat men comedy Feb. 20.. 2,000

Mummy Love (Neely Edwards) Comedy Feb. 27.. 2,000

Roll Your Own (Vaughn) Fighting Hearts series ....Apr. 10.. 2,000

It’s a Buoy (Vaughn) Fighting Hearts series ....Apr. 10.. 2,000

Plane Jane (Vaughn) Fighting Hearts series ....Apr. 10.. 2,000

Sock Me to Sleep (Vaughn) Fighting Hearts series ....Apr. 10.. 2,000

Ostrich’s Plumes Bray cartoon May 15.. 1,000

Wild West Bray cartoon May 22.. 1,000

Pelican’s Bill Bray cartoon May 29.. 1.000

Smouldering Tires 1 Fighting Hearts June 5.. 2,000

Dinky Doodle’s Bedtime Story Bray cartoon June 12.. 1,000

Dinky Doodle in Egypt Bray Cartoon June 19.. 1,000

Lightning Slider Fighting Hearts June 26.. 2,000

Three of a Kind Standard comedy June 26.. 2,000

Cat’s Whiskers Bray cartoon June 26.. 1,000

Big Charade Fighting Hearts June 26.. 2,000

Dinky Doodle & Little Orphan Bray cartoon July 10.. 1,000

Black and Blue Eyes Comedy
Up and Wooing Fighting Hearts July 17.. 2,000

When Sally’s Irish Rose ...Fighting Hearts July 24.. 2,000

Magician . Bray Dinky-Doodle July 31.. 1.000

Mule’s Disposition Bray Unnatural Hist July 31.. 1,000

Wedding Daze (Alexander) Comedy Aug. 7.. 2,000

Vamping Babies (L. Sargent) Comedy Aug. 7.. 2,000

All’s Swell That Ends Swell Fighting Hearts Aug. 14.. 2,000

Back Fire (Fat trio) Comedy Aug. 21.. 2.000

Lady of Lyons, N. Y „ Bill Grimm’s Progress....Aug. 28.. 2,000

The Army ••Bray cartoon Sept. 11. . 1,000

FOX FILM CORP.
Features

J925
Everlasting Whisper (Mix) Action-outdoor Oct. 31.. 5,6U
Lazybones (Buck Jones) Human interest drama ....Oct. 31.. 7,434
East Lynne (Rubens-Lowe) Famous play Nov. L. 8,97.
When the Door Opened (star cast) Curwood Canadian Nov. 28.. 6,51.
Wages tor Wives (Jacqueline Logan) Golden stage hit Dec. 5.. 6,6a
Best Bad Man (Tom Mix) Action western Dec. 12.. 4,89.
Desert’s Price (Buck Jones) Action western Dec. 19.. 5,703

Short Subjects

On the Go (Sid Smith) Comedy Sep. 12.. 2,000
With Pencil, Brush and Chisel Varieties Sep. 19.. 1,000
Cuba Steps Out Varieties Sep. 26.. 1,000
Love and Lions ..Imperial comedy Sep. 26.. 2,000
On the Go (Sid Smith) Imperial comedy Oct. 3.. 2,006
Cloudy Romance Comedy Oct. 10.. 2,000
The Sky Tribe Magazine Oct. 10.. 1,000
Toiling for Rest Varieties Oct. 10.. 796
Heart Braker (Sid Smith) Imperial comedy Oct. 17.. 2,000
Transients in Arcadia O. Henry story Oct. 31. 2,000
All Aboard Helen & Warren Oct. 31.. 2,000
Peacemakers Helen & Warren Nov. 7.. 2,000
Control Yourself (Sid Smith) Imperial comedy Nov. 28.. 2,000
River Nile Varieties Nov. 28.. 1.00C
His Own Lawyer Helen & Warren Dec. 26.. 2,000
Flying Fool (Sid Smith) Slapstick comedy Dec. 26.. 2,000
Cupid a la Carte O. Henry Series Dec. 26.. 2,000
Parisian Knight Van Bibber series Dec. 26.. 2,000
Iron Trail Around the World Variety Dec. 26.. 1,000

Features 1926
Gilded Butterfly (Ruben s-Lytell) Drama Jan. 16.. 6,200
Palace of Pleasure (Lowe-Compson) Romantic drama Tan. 23.. 5 467
First Year (K. Perry-M. Moore) Matrimonial comedy Feb. 6.. 6,038
Yankee Senor (Tom Mix-Tcmy) Spanish-western Feb. 13.. 4,903
Cowboy & The Countess (Jones) Action melodrama Feb. 13.. 5,345
Road to Glory (McAvoy- Fenton) Drama Feb. 20.. 5,600
Johnstown Flood (all-star) Spectacular melo Mar. 13.. 6,258
Dixie Merchant (Bellamy) Drama Mar. 20.. 5,126
My Own Pal (Tom Mix, dog and child).. Western Mar. 27.. 6,038
Yellow Fingers (Olive Borden) Oriental melodrama April. 10.. 5,994
Sandy (Madge Bellamy) Drama April 17.. 7.850
Fighting Buckaroo (Buck Jones) Comedy melodrama May 1.. 5,095
Rustling for Cupid (O’Brien) Romantic western May 8.. 4,835



Short Subjects Separated From Features

1,000
2,000

2,000

Kind of Picture Review Feet
Shamrock Handicap (J. F. McDonald) Romantic racing drama....May 22.. 5,685
Early to Wed (M. Moore-K. Perry) Domestic drama May 29.. 5,912
A Alan Four-Square (Buck Jones) Western June 5.. 4,744
Black Paradise (Bellamy) Thrill melodrama June 12. . 4,962
A Trip to Chinatown (Foxe) Farce-comedy June 26.. 5,594
Gentle Cyclone (Buck Jones) Action-comedy July 3.. 4,825
More Pay—Less Work (Mary Brian) Comedy -drama July 10 ..6,027
Fig Leaves (O’Brien- Borden) Comedy drama July 17.. 6,498
Family Upstairs (Valli-MacDonald) ...Comedy drama July 31.. 5,971
Midnight Kiss Comedy drama Aug. 7.. 5,025
No Man’s Gold (Tom Mix) Western Aug. 14.. 5,745
Three Bad Men (Star cast) Spectacular thrill melo. .Aug. 28.. 8,000
Marriage License? (Alma Rubens) .......Mother-love drama Sept. 4.. 7,168
Flying Horseman (Buck Jones) Action western Sept. 11.. 4,971
Blue Eagle (George O’Brien) Drama Sep. 25.. 6,200
Womanpower (Graves-Perry) Comedy drama Oct. 2.. 6,240

The Lily (Belle Bennett) Emotional drama Oct. 9.. 6,268
Great K. & A. Train Robbery (Mix) Fast melodrama Oct. 16.. 4,800
Country Beyond (Olive Borden) Curwood drama Oct. 23.. 5,363
Whispering Wires (Anita Stewart) Mystery melodrama Oct. 30. . 5,906
International Eucharistic Congress Religious Nov. 20
Return of Peter Grimm (star cast) Drama from play Nov. 20.. 6,950
The City (Robert Frazer) Clyde Fitch drama Nov. 27.. 5,500

Short Subjects

Old Virginia Variety Man. 23..

A Flaming Affair Imperial comedy Jan. 30..

A Bankrupt Honeymoon Comedy Feb. 6..

Officer of the Day Imperial Comedy Feb. 13.. 2,000

Egypt Today Variety Feb. 20.. 707

Pawnshop Politics Imperial comedy Feb. 27.. 2,000

Moving Day Helen and Warren Mar. 6.. 2,000

Drops from Heaven Varieties Mar. 6.. 1,000

Woman of Letters Helen and Warren Mar. 13.. 2,000

From the Cabby’s Seat O. Henry comedy April 10.. 2,000

Two Lips in Holland (Marian) Comedy April 17.. 2,000

A Polar Baron Imperial comedy April 24.. 2,000

Too Many Relations Helen and Warren May 15.. 1,965
Canary Island Varieties May 22.. 927

Wild America Varieties May 29.. 960
A Social Triangle O. Henry series June 5.. 2,000

Eight Cylinder Bull Comedy June 12. . 2,000

Belgium Today Varieties June 19.. 735

Rah! Rahl Heidelberg Van Bibber comedy June 26.. 2,000

Mountains of the Law Varieties June 26.. 895

Poland—A Nation Reborn Varieties June 26.. 921

Swimming Instructor Van Bibber July 3.. 2,000

Jerry the Giant Kid and animals July 3.. 2,000

It’s a Pipe (Georgie Harris) Imperial comedy July 3.. 2,000

Complete Life O. Henry comedy July 3.. 2,000
A-I. Society Comedy July 10.. 2,000

Family Picnic Comedy July 10.. 2,000
Lickpenny Lover O. Henry series July 24.. 2,000
Dancing Around the World Varieties July 31.. 743

Hello Lafayette (Shields) Imperial comedy Aug. 7.. 2,000
Putting on Dog Varieties Aug. 7.. 749
Lumber Jacks Varieties Aug. 14.. 750
Steeplechaser (Conley) ....Farce comedy .....Sept. 11.. 2,000

Non-Stop Bride (Gene Cameron) Comedy Sep. 25.. 2,000

King Bozo Van Bibber comedy Oct. 2.. 2,000

Rocky Mountain Gold .Varieties Oct. 9.. 800
Cliff Dwellers of America Varieties Oct. 9.. 845
Dizzy Dancers (Gene Cameron) Imperial comedy .....Oct. 16.. 2,000

Lyin’ Tamer (Ernie Shields) Imperial comedy Oct.23.. 2 rls

Marry Month of May O. Henry Comedy Oct. 30.. 2 rls

King of the Kitchen (Conley) Comedy Nov. 6.. 2 rls

Honeymoon Hospital Imperial comedy Nov. 13.. 2 rls.

Napoleon, Jr Anitnal comedy ...Nov. 13.. 2 rls.

Maryland, My Maryland Variety Nov. 20.. 750
Not to Be Trusted (Allan Forrest) Helen and Warren Nov. 20.. 2 rls

Great Lakes Variety Nov. 27.. 900

Kind of Picture Review Feet
1926

His Secretary (Shearer)... Light comedy Jan. 2.. 6,433nen-Hur (Ramon Navarro) Lew Wallace story Jan 16. .12,000M
,

c*e
n

(r^^'?,?ngle) £*7“ stor7 Jan. 16.. 6,073Ahke (Sally O Neill) Human interest comedy. .. .Jan. 23. . 6.755

^f^dn ?
s
? T

(Nagel- Windsor) Comedy drama Feb. 6.. 6,395The Blackbird (Lon Chaney) Crook Drama Feb. 13 . 6 688Mare Nostrutn (Rex Ingram prod.) Ibanez Novel Feb 27BOhe
Wwif

G
ir

ert
D
GlS

n’”j ( -Famous opera Mar. 13.. 8,530Block (C. Ray-Boardman) Comedy-drama Feb. 27.. 6,239

La
Auction
Ibanez’luancz Torrent” (Cortez) ’ Drama' Mar 20 fi'7«

Barrier (Norman Kerry)... Alaskan melodrama Apr. 3.. 6,486Devil s Circus (Norma Shearer) Drama Apr 10 6 7

R
e

rown
y

r4 H
Gr^^ r

.P.V
(
plt

rn,^,Vle,) ’ ’ ’
’ May 1." 6>

Paris
5,

rrhis
S (M^re - Wind3°r > Farce comedy '..'.'..'May 22.. 5,139

Mart' £ansian drama June 12Covey Mary (Bessie Love) ......'..’.'.’.'.'.".'..Drama

^

t“i'
*3" gfS

wJS.'n,™"'
1*'"’ .... w: jjg

::::::: af:;Battling Butler (Keaton) Farce comedy Sept.
J ~~

T i,

ani
S.
g Shearer)...... Light comedy romance Oct.The Temptress (Garbo-Moreno-D Arcy)... Ibanez’

Magician (Wegener-Terry) Rex

4.. 6,970
2.. 6,025

novel Oct. 23.. 8,221

Bardleys the Magnificent (Gilbert) Dashing^ ramI'nrr V°J' it"
Exit Smiling (Lillie-J. Pickford) Comedy . . .. .. M.'. 6461Upstage (Norma Shearer) Vaudeville com.-dr Nov. 27.. 6,048

PARAMOUNT
1925

Wild. Wild Susan (Bebe Daniels) Farce comedy
Wild Horse Mesa (Jack Holt) Zane Grey dr

Golden Princess (Betty Bronson) Bret Harte western
,

P ^
Bony Express (Cruze production) Epic of west

Flower of the Night (Negri) Drama
Lovers in Quarantine (Daniels) Farce-comedy
Best People (Star cast) Society comedyKing on Main Street (Menjou) Comedy

7

Seven Keys to Baldpate (McLean) G. M. Cohan pla';"..'".".".^' li" 60SNew Brooms (Bessie Love) W DeMilh. nrnA ’ Jj” ?’L?
Ancient Highway (Holt-Dove) Lumber camp'd?^

N°T ' M” 5,443

<Marraont).. Malay locale dr. ...Stage struck (Swanson) Comedy feature
Irish Luck (Meighan) Melodrama

A Woman of the World (NeurrH U111LI

8.. 6,943

8.. 6,015

15... 6,489

22.. 5,774

22.. 7,164

5.. 8,173
5.., 7,29*

12.. 7,001

12.. 5,904

19.. 6,546

26.. 9,929
10.. 6,925

17.. 5,027

24.. 10,063

31.. 6,374

31.. 6,57*

7.. 5,700

7.. 6,224
14.. 6,048
14.. 5,443

21.. 6,0k
28.. 6,702
28.. 6,691

5.. 7,008
19.. 6,895
26.. 6,353

. .Jan.
1926
2.. 6,069

The Sp!end id Crime (W DeMille prod.).... Daniels comedyA Kiss for Cinderella (Bronson) Barrie
Enchanted Hill (Holt).. . ! !. !

!

" ! ! ! i ! !We^rT ‘ !“• 9.621

Womanhandled (Richard Dix) Western
9" 6,326

That Royle Girl (Dempster) j) \y Griffith* lilj' ^an ’ 16"
Mannequin (Joyce- Costello)
Hands Up (R. Griffith)

Grook-comedy-dr.
Griffith prod,
ximedy-dr. .

. Burlesque on war

...Jan. 23. .10.253

Jan. 30.. 6,981
• Jan. 30.. 5.883

GOTHAM PRODUCTIONS
His Master’s Voice (Thunder, dog) Melodrama 5,975

Part Time Wife (Alice Calhoun)..... Domestic drama 5,950

Shadow on the Wall (Hale-Percy) Drama 6,010

One of the Bravest (Ralph Lewis) Fire Dept, drama 5,750

Phantom of the Forest (Thunder-dog) Drama 5,500

American Venus (Ralston-Lanphier) “Beauties” comedy Wh «" rmi
IS

Gr.„d Dud,,,, ..j ,h, w.i,«r jonj.nBc OTnri, 3
sea ho^;;;* vid^rV : : : : : : : : : : : : : ; ; ; ; :

* Jeb- 6,133

Dancing Mothers (Joyce-Tearle-Bow) Comedy^dram. ,
6 ”$’ 3®’

LeFs Get Married (Dix
;
Wilson) Farc^comHy

" K" ?’ 169

Nell

56S

_ ..169

Gwyn (Dorothy Oish) '7.7. Farce -ccm^dy
.’.'.’.'.‘.'.’.‘.'.'.’.'.'.'.Feb'

' 6S00
Miss Brewster’s Millions (Daniels! riiln^.'T'ai 6 '-

New Klondike (Thos, Mefch.nj „ . . ! ! ! ! ! ! ! | ffidy dram*. \\\ ^3r ’ 6^Untamed Lady (Gloria Swanson) Society drama 4 17’ 3"
z’ft

5

n^r^,K'lr (P
?,
Ia N«P*) Romantic drama

,P 6,132

Speed limit (McKee-Shannon) Romantic com 5,860 Desert Gold (Hamilton-Mason) Zane Grey western Jn"
Racine- Blood Racing Drama 6.000 ^Heaven’, Sake (Harold Lloyd) .Typical cSmedy ""/"a£b }?" HgBlind Goddess (Holt -Torrence) Mystery Drama sED! ’ H66

That s My Baby (Dougla. % April 17.. 7,363

Racing Blood Racing Drama 6,000

Hearts and Spangles Circus Romance 5,900

Sign of the Claw (Peter, the Great) Dog picture 6.000

Golden Web (Rich-Gsrdon) Melodrama Sept. 11.. 6,000

Block Signal (Ralph Lewis) Railroad melodrama Oct. 9.. 5,900

Winning Wallop (W. Fairbanks) Action comedy-dr Oct. 30.. 5,000

s My Baby (Douglas MacLea'nj.' Farce comedy . .7.7.7.'." 24 « one
cial Celebrity (Menjou) Comedy drama . "'May l

"

£'2*Runaway (Clara Bow) Melodrama u 7
„

6,025

Fascinating Youth (Juniors) .7.7.’." " Drama ~ay 8" 6,218

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
1925

wTV- the
,£

auth Seas (Gilda Gray) Drama M?y »" HSWet Pamt (Raymond Griffith) Farce-comedy ^
Rainmaker (Collier, Jr.) Drama June 5. . 5,109

Say It Again (Dix) Travestyifarce
June 12.. 6.055

Sporting Venus
White Desert

Never the Twain Shall Meet (Stewart)..

Unholy Three (Lon Chaney)
Sun-Up (Starke-Nagel)..

Mystic (Pringle-Tearle).
The Circle (E. Boardmi
Great Divide (all star).

Rag Man (Coogan)
Beauty Prize (Dana)....

Midshipman (Ramon Nbyarro)
Go West (Buster Keaton)....
Lights of Old Broadway (Davies)
Old Clothes (Coogan)
Bright Lights (Chas. Ray)
Only Thing (Boardman-Nagel)
Masked Bride (Mae Murray)
Sally, Irene and Mary (Star cast)....
Time, the Comedian (Busch-Cody)..

..Romantic drama 23. . 5,958

..Snow-R. R. drama -• July 18. . 6,464

..Human int. dr 25. . 5,828

..Drama . . . Aug. 1.., 5.906

..South Sea com 8.. 8,143

..Drama 15. . 6,948

..Mountain tragedy 29... 5.819

..Romantic drama 12...10,627

..Fake spiritualism 12.., 6.147

..Drawing room comedy . 3... 5,511

..Drama ....Feb. 21.., 7,811

.Comedy- dr 14.. 5.908
..Comedy-dr 11.. 5,750
.Drama of pathos 10.. 6.849

.Married life com 17.. 6,300

.Naval com.-drama ....Oct. 31.. 7,498

.Burlesque western 7.. 6,256

.Old N. Y. drama . . .Nov. 14.. 6,437

.Typical feature 21.. 5,915

.Type com-drama . . .Nov. 28.. 6,260

.Glyn love drama 5.. 5.824

.
Paris underworld 12.. 5.690
.Musical comedy hit ...Dec. 19.. 5,564
.Unique drama 26.. 4,757

(Ronald Cblman) .Drama ^4 in’ffKThe Show-Off (Ford Sterling) Character comedy ...’.'.Sept. 11 6196Diplomacy -TTo t»» \ —i o _ _

j

_ - (Sweet-Hamilton) Modernized Sardou
Campus Flirt (Bebe Daniels) College comedy

play... Sep. 25.. 6.950
Oct. 2.. 6,702Tin Gods (Thomas Meighan) Drama o<-t 7 s tee

You’d Be Surprised (R. Griffith) Satirical comedy 9" 5 904Kid Boots (Eddie Cantor) Comedy r\c t 23 ’ 5Sorrows of Satan (D. W. Griffith prod). .Drama .
" Ort 23

"
Don t Give Up the Ship One Reel special .,

" "
Ace of Cads (Menjou) Drama
Quarterback (Richard Dix) Football ’

comedy-dr.
London (Dorothy Gish) Drama
We’re in the Navy Now (Beery-Hatton)... Sequel. “Behind Frc_
So s Your Old Man (W. C. Fields) Comedy ntov jo 6 347
Eagle of the Sea (Vidor-Cortez) Sea drama iNov! 27. 7Everybody’s Acting (star cast) Stage comedv-dr. ... .7.77 !Nov’ 'v" 6.139

11 rls.

...Oct. 23

...Oct. 30.. 7.786
...Nov. 6.. 7,114

-....Nov. 13.. 6 ris.
Behind Front”.... Nov. 30.. 5.519

Vokano (Darnels) ... Thrill melodrama ... .. ju“ 12" 5462Good and Naughty (Pola Negri) Society comedy
Palm Beach Girl (Bebe Daniel.) . Farce-comedy

y
..7.7.',7.

J
T^y1

"

Variety (Emd Janning.) Drama, short version .7"

J

u?y 10
'

Born to the West (Jack Hdt) Western \Z }2” J’^3
Its the Old Army Game (W. C. Fields).. Farce comedy

7.77.July 17 6ffi9Mantrap (Torrence- Bow) ...-Drama .. 7jSy 24" 6^7
n°Ui

N
.

eV
f
r
,?
now Womra (Vidor) Drama Aug I'ntoPadlocked (Lois Moran) 1 ... Melodrama

-



Users Help Make This Chart More Useful

PATHE

i

Your Husband’s Past
Casey of the Coast Guard
Buried Treasure
Wicked City
Driftin’ Thru (H. Carey)
Trimmed in Gold (Beyan)
Pay the Cashier (Parrott)
Gooseland (Alice Day)
Mail Coach
Wandering Papas (C. Cook)
Hug Bug (Tryon)
Spanish Love
Mama Behave (Chase)
Circus Today (Bevan)
Leaps and Bounds
Only Son (Parrott)
Bar-C Mystery (all star)

Spanking Breezes (Alice Day)
Monkey Business
Up in the Air .

Fire Fighter
Dizzy Daddies (Findlayson)
Dixie Doodle
Seventh Bandit (Carey)
Wife Tamer (Lionel Barrymore) ...

Fly Time
Wandering Willies (Bevan-Qyde) .

Dog Shy (Chase & all-star)

Happy Hunting Grounds
Merry Blacksmith
Do Your Duty (Pollard)
Hooked at the Altar (Graves)
Bar-C Mystery (Dorothy Philips) .

Hearts and Showers
The Inside Dope
Madame Mystery (Theda Bara) ....

A Big-Hearted Fish
Ukelele Sheiks (Tryon)
Baby Clothes
Farm Hands
Rough and Ready Romeo
Scared Stiff (Cook)
Fight Night (star cast)
Mum’s the Word (Chase)
Ghost of Folly (Alice Day)
Nervous Moments
Hayfoot Strawfoot (Bevan)
Don Key (star cast)
An Alpine Flapper
Say It With Babies (Tryon)
Liquid Dynamite
Uncle Tom’s Uncle
Bumper Crop
Planting Season
A Yankee Doodle Duke (Graves) ..

Muscle Bound Music (Bevan)
Puppy Lovetime (Alice Day)
Golf Bug (Parrott)
He Forgot to Remember (Cook) ...

Songs of Central Europe
R. P. M
Long Fliv the King (Chase)
Swat the Crook (H. Lloyd-Daniels)
Snowed In (Allene Ray-W. Miller) .

Never too Old (Gillingwater)
Big Retreat
Jacks-of-One-Trade
Cow’s Kimono (Tryon)
Thundering Fleas
Glory or Dollars
Songs of Spain (Peggy Shaw)
Land Boom
A Sea Dog’s Tale (Bevan)
A Plumber’s Life
Keeping in Trim
Mighty Like a Moose (Chase)
Pirates Bold
Jungle Sports ....,
Chop Suey and Noodles
Her Ben
Smith’s Baby
Songs of Italy
Along Came Auntie (Tryon)
Merry Widower (E. Clayton)
Venus of Venice
Alice Be Good (Day)
When a Man’s a Prince (Turpin)...
Last Ha-Ha
Hubby’s Quiet Little Game
Ball and Bat
Crazy Like a Fox (Chase)
Shivering Spooks
Dough Boys
A Knight Out ...,
Her Actor Friend (Alice Day)
Scrambled Eggs
Fighting Marine (Gene Tunney) ...

A Buggy Ride
Fourth Alarm
Abraham the Patriarch
Watered Stock
Bull’s Eye
Charleston Queen
Bromo and Juliet (Chase)
Smith’s Landlord (McKee-Hiatt) ...

Perils of Peterboro (Quillan)
Love’s Last Laugh (McKee-Hiatt)..
Why Argue?
Road House
Wise Guys Prefer Brunettes

Kind of Picture Review Feet
.Comedy Feb. 6.. 2,000

. Action serial Feb. 13.. lOep.

• Our Gang Comedy Feb. 20.. 2,000

• Terry Cartoon Feb. 20.. 1,000

• Human interest westn Feb. 27.. 4,320

• Sennett comedy Feb. 27.. 2,000

• Comedy ..Feb. 27.. 1,000

• Sennett comedy Mar. 6.. 2,000

.Terry cartoon Mar. 6.. 1,000

Hal Roach Comedy Mar. 13.. 2,000

.Hal Roach comedy Mar. 13.. 2,000

1 Terry cartoon Mar. 13.. 1,000

.Hal Roach comedy Mar. 13.. 2,000

.Mack Sennett comedy Mar. 13.. 2,000

.Sportlight Mar. 20.. 1,000

.Hal Roach com Mar. 20.. 1,000

• Feature version Mar. 27.. 4,750

.Sennett comedy Mar. 27.. 2,000

.Our Gang comedy Mar. 27.. 2,000

.Terry cartoon Mar. 27.. 1,000

.Terry cartoon Mar. 27.. 1,000

.Hal Roach comedy Mar. 27.. 2,00C

.Sportlight Mar. 27.. 1,000

.Western Apr. 3.. 5,353

.Hal Roach comedy Apr. 3.. 2,000

.Terry cartoon Apr. 3.. 1,000

.Sennett comedy Apr. 3.. 2,000

.Hal Roach comedy Apr. 10.. 2,000

.Sportlight Apr. 10.. 1,000

.Terry cartoon Apr. 10.. 1,000

.Hal Roach comedy Apr. 10.. 1,000

.Mack Sennett comedy Apr. 10.. 2,000

.Western Serial April 17..

.Terry cartoon Apr. 24.. 1,000

.Sportlight Apr. 24.. 1,000

.Hal Roach, "star” Apr. 24.. 2,000

.Terry cartoon Apr. 24.. 1,000

.Hal Roach comedy May 7.. 2,000

.Our Gang May 1.. 2,000
Terry cartoon May 1.. 1,000
.Terry cartoon May 1.. 1,000
Hal Roach comedy May 1.. 2,000
..Sennett comedy May 8.. 2,000
..Hal Roach comedy May 8.. 2,000
..Sennett comedy May 8.. 2,000
..Sportlight May 15.. 1,000
...Sennett comedy May 15.. 2,000
...Hal Roach comedy May 22.. 2,000
..Terry cartoon May 22.. 1,000
..Hal Roach comedy May 22.. 2,000
...Terry cartoon May 22.. 1,000
...Our Gang comedy May 29.. 2,000
...Terry cartoon May 29.. 1,000
...Sportlight May 29.. 1,000
...Mack Sennett com June 5.. 2,000
...Mack Sennett com June 5.. 2,000
...Mack Sennett com June 12.. 2,000
...Comedy June 12.. 1,000
...Hal Roach comedy June 12.. 2,000
...Song series June 12. . 1,000
...Sportlight June 12.. 1,000

...Hal Roach comedy June 19.. 2,000

...Reissue single reel1 June 19. . 1,000

...Serial (mystery) June 26..

...Hal Roach comedy June 26,. 2,000

...Terry Cartoon June 26.. 1,000

...Sportlight June 26.. 1,000

...Hal Roach comedy June 26.. 2,000

...Our Gang July 3.. 2,000

...Sportlight July 3.. 1,000

...Melody series July 3.. 1,000

...Terry cartoon July 3.. 1,000

...Mack Sennett comedy ....July 10.. 2,000

...Terry cartoon July 10.. 1,000

...Sportlight July 10.. 1,000

...Comedy July 17.. 2,000

...Terry cartoon July 17.. 1,000

...Terry cartoon July 17.. 1,000

...Terry cartoon July 24.. 1,000

...Terry cartoon July 24.. 1,000

...Sennett comedy July 24.. 2,000

...Song series July 24.. 1,000

...Hal Roach comedy July 31.. 2,000

...Hal Roach comedy ........July 31.. 2,000

...Terry cartoon Aug. 7.. 1,000

...Comedy Aug. 7.. 2,000

...Comedy Aug. 14.. 2,000

...Terry cartoon Aug. 14.. 1,000

...Sennett comedy Aug. 14.. 2,000

...Sportlight Aug. 14.. 1,000

...Comedy Aug. 21.. 2,000

...Our Gang Comedy Aug. 21.. 2,000
..Terry cartoon Aug. 21.. 1,000
...Terry cartoon Aug. 28.. 1,000

...Sennett comedy Aug. 28.. 2,000
..Terry cartoon Sept. 4.. 1,000
..Serial Sept. 4
..Terry cartoon Sept. 11.. 1,000
..Our Gang comedy Sept. 11.. 2,000
..Pilgrimage series Sept. 11.. 1,000
...Terry cartoon Sep. 25.. 1,000

..Sportlight Sep. 25.. 1,000

..Terry cartoon Sep. 25.. 1,000

..Comedy Sept. 25.. 2.000

...Timmy Smith series Sep. 25.. 2,000

..Sennett comedy Oct. 2.. 2,000

..Sennett comedy Oct. 2.. 2,000

..Terry cartoon Oct. 2.. 1,000

..Terry cartoon Oct. 9.. 1,000

..Hal Roach comedy ...Oct. 9.. 2,000

Prodigal Bridegroom (Turpin)
Smith's Visitor
Tell ’Em Nothing (Chase)
Restless Race
Should Husbands Marry (Alice Day) ,

Gun Shy
Mount Sinai
Home, Sweet Home
Get ’Em Young (Harry Myers)
Phoney Express
Durable Souls
Journey of the Israelites

Pup’s Tale
More Ways Than One
Nuremburg
Masked Mammas (Dent-Bevan-Parr)
Raggedy Rose (Mabel Normand)
A Harem Knight (Turpin)
In Vaudeville
Hooks and Holidays
Smith’s Uncle (C. Geraghty)
House Without a Key (Ray -Miller) ..

.

Features

The High Hand (Leo Maloney)
Atta Boy (Monty Banks)
Outlaw Express (Leo Maloney)

Kind of Picture

.Sennett comedy ....

Jimmy Smith series .

Hal Roach comedy . .

.

Sportlight
Sennett comedy
Terry cartoon
“Pilgrimage” series .

Terry cartoon
Hal Roach comedy

. Terry cartoon
Sportlight

. “Pilgrimage”
Mayer “Sketchbook”
Sportlight
Mayer “Sketchbook”
Sennett comedy
Hal Roach comedy ..

Sennett comedy ....

• Terry cartoon
. Sportlight
• Sennett comedy
Mystery serial

Western
.Gag comedy ...

Action western

Review Feet

..Oct. 9.. 2,000
..Oct. 16.. 2,000

..Oct. 16.. 2,000

..Oct. 16.. 1,000

..Oct. 23.. 2 rls

..Oct. 23.. 1 rl

..Oct. 23.. 1 rl

..Oct. 30.. 1 rl

..Oct. 30.. 2 rls

. .Oct. 30. . 1 rl

..Oct. 30.. 1 rl

..Oct. 30.. 1 rl

..Oct. 30.. 1 rl

..Oct. 30.. 1 rl

..Oct. 30.. 1 rl

. .Nov. 6. . 2 rls

Nov. 13.. 2 rls.

,Nov. 13. . 2 rls.

..Nov. 20.. 1 rl

..Nov. 20.. 1 rl

, .Nov. 20.. 2 rls
• Nov. 27

Sept. 11.. 5,679
..Oct. 9.. 5,775
.Nov. 6.. 5,479

PREFERRED PICTURES
Girl Who Wouldn’t Work (De La Matte) Modern drama Aug. 22. . 5,979
Plastic Age (Bow-Keith) College story Oct. 10. . 6,488
The Other Woman’s Story (Calhoun) Mystery drama Oct. 31 .. 6,080
Lew Tyler’s Wives (Frank Mayo) Drama July 10.. 6,757
Romance of a Million Dollars Melodrama Aug. 7.. 5,300
Dancing Days (Star Cast) Domestic Sept. 25.. 5,900
Shameful Behavior? (Edith Roberts). ...Romantic com.-dr ..Oct. 30.. 5,218
Hi9 New York Wife (Alice Day) Comedy drama Nov. 27.. 5,294

PRODUCERS DISTRIBUTING CORP
Friendly Enemies (Weber & Fields) Comedy drama ...

Crimson Runner (Priscilla Dean) Stromberg melo.
Silent Sanderson (Carey) Cattle—gold fields

Stop Flirting (all star) Light comedy ..

Beauty and the Bad Man (Mabel Beilin) Drama
Awful Truth (Agnes Ayres) Light comedy ...
Texas Trail (Carey) Typical western
Private Affairs (Hulette) Character drama
Hell’s Highroad (Leatrice Joy) Love drama ....
Seven Days (Lillian Rich) Comedy feature
Coming of Amos (Rod LaRoque) Comedy-drama ..

Off the Highway (W. V. Mcmg) .... I>rama
Simon the Jester (O’Brien-Rich) Comedy-drama ...

Road to Yesterday (J. Schildkraut) Tense drama .

.

1925

.May 16.. 6,288

.June 13.. 4,775

.June 20. . 4,848

• June 27.. 5,1®
•July 4.. 5,794

•July. 11.. 5,917

•July 18.. 4,720
Aug. 1.. 6,182
.Sept 12.. 6,084

Sept. 12.. 6,974

.Sept. 19.. 5,077

Oct. 3.. 7,643

.Nov. 28.. 6,161
.Dec. 12.. 9,980

Wedding Song (Leatrice Joy) Comedy-heart
Steel, Preferred (star cast) Steel industry

1926

dr.

Million Dollar Handicap (all star).

Fifth Avenue (De La Matte) Human int.

Made for Love (Leatrice Joy) Drama

Forbidden Waters (Priscilla Dean) Comedy drama
Whispering Smith (H. B. Warner) Melodrama west
Volga Boatman (W. Boyd-E. Fair) Melodrama

Prince of Pilsen (Geo. Sidney) Comedy drama
Bachelor Brides (La Rocque) Mystery drama ...
Eve’s Leaves (Leatrice Joy) Romantic Comedy
Silence (H. B. Warner) Self-sacrifice dr. ...
Unknown Soldier (Chas. Mack, etc.) ...War drama
Dice Woman (Priscilla Dean) Farce-melodrama ...

Shipwrecked (S. Owen-J. Schildkrautj

.

sea won tKaipn ince) Jack London story .July 10..
Sunny Side Up (Vera Reynolds) Comedy drama .....July 17.
Speeding Venus Priscilla Dean) Melodrama ...July 24!

Nervous Wreck

. .Jan. 2. . 7,373

9. . 6,717
23. . 7,238

30. . 6,013

6. . 5,660

13. . 6,09$
...Feb. 20. . 7,419
...Feb. 20. . 5,501

10.. 6,906

1. .7,257

8.. 6,155

24.. 10,660
15.. 6,995

8.. 6,600
22.. 6,612
29.. 6,750
P

. 7,518
12.. 7,979
19. . 5,614

26.. 5,800
26.. 6,345
3.. 5,865

••July 3.., 5,909

•July 10.. 6,763
.July 17. . 5,994

• July 24. . 5,560
• Tulv 31..

, 6.400

Sept. 11.. 6,858

9.., 6,400
16.. 7,295

Oct. 23.. 6,730

RAYART
_ 1925
Snob Buster (Reed Howes) Action melodr Aug. 22.. 4,974
Cyclone Cavalier (Reed Howes) Acton-romance Sep. 26.. 4,928
Midnight Limited (star cast) Railroad melodrama Dec. 27 5.255

Call of the Klondike (Glass-Dwan) Melodrama Aug. 2L*? 5 803
Moran of the Mounted (Howes) Northwest M. P. melo Sept. 4.. 5,303

RED SEAL
Has Anybody Seen Kelly?....
Marvels of Motion
Song Cartune
Reelview (Scenes in Turkey)
Hair Cartoon '.

Hair Cartoon
It’s the Cat’s (Ko-Ko)
Song Car-tune
Sweet Adeline

• Song Cartune .....
1926
20.. 1.000

, Magazine 3.. 650
. Fleischer novelty . 3.. 550
Magazine 10.. 850
Marcus cartoon . 10.. ss

• Marcus cartoon ... 1 .. 550
Fleischer cartoon . 1 .. 750
"Tramp, Boys ar« March’g”.Mav &.. 55®
..Song Car-tune . 5.. 55®



We Try Always to Make it Better for Users
Kind of Picture

When Do We Eat? Novelty

Hair Cartoon Marcus cartoon
Toot I Toot I (Ko-Ko) Fleischer cartoo

^ieelview (Issue E) Pictorial
Searchlight (Issue H) Pictorial
Song Car-tune Song series
Marvels of Motion Issue L
Morning Judge Carrie of the Chorus

Film Reporter Series

Film Reporter (Issue B) Sport sub
Berth Mark Carrie of

Hair Cartoons Number V,

Searchlight Issue J. .

Review. Feet

....July 10.. 1,000

...July 17.. 500

...July 17.. 1.000

...July 17.. 1,000

...July 31.. 1,000

...July 31.. 1,000

7.. 1,000

7.. 1,000
4.. 800
4.. 2,000

11.. 1,000
11.. 1,000

25.. 1,000

9.. 1,000

9.. 2,000
16.. 458

16.. 1,000

SAVA FILMS, INC.

Chuckles .

.

Travelogues
fantasies

.Twelve novelties 1,000

1,000

1,000

1925

The Bat (all-star) Mvstery c

Son of the Sheik (Valentino) “Sheik” !

Sparrows (Mary Pickford) Comedy drama

31. . 8,500

28. . 6,754

21.. 10,157

1926

2.. 7,254

..Feb. 27.. 5,600

20.. 8,388

27.. 8.219

.Aug. 7.. 6,685

9.. 6,000

UNIVERSAL
Features 1926

The Escape (Morrison)
My Old Dutch (McAvoy-O’Malley)

.

Looking for Trouble (Hoxie).

Rolling Home (Denny)
Phantom Bullet (Hoot Gibson).
Rustler’s Ranch (Acord)

Under Western Skies (Norman Kerry).

Short Subjects

Twin Sisters (Wanda Wiley)
Movie Madness (Edna Marian
A Haunted Heiress (Marian)
Let George Do lit

Why, George I

George’s in Love
George the Winner

.Western-action 4,500

.Drama 7,750

.Russian melodrama May 2.. 8,767

. Western s.362

.Crook melodrama 8,000

. Farce comedy 6,831

.Western 5,820

.Western 5,230

.Romantic drama 6,822

.Action western 4,304

. Action western 4,305

•Drama 7,680

• Western 6,352

•Western July 10.. 4,863

.Western . 5,492

• Farce comedy . 7,808
. . Farce comedy . 6,662

. Western . 4,776

• R. R. thriller 5,865
• Farce comedy 7,603

-Comedy drama 7,445

-Thrill western . 6.25(1

..Lumber camp melo... Oct. 2.., 5,747

. Westem . 4.766

• Comedy drama Oct. 16.. 6,649

. Russian Melodrama . Oct. 30... 9.315

..Circus comedy-dr. ... . 5,633

. . Farce-drama-western , . 6,107

.Western 4,535

.Comedy . 2,000

..Comedy . 2,000

..Comedy . 2,000

..A series

, . Let George Do It . .

.

June 19. . 2,000

..Let George Do It ... June 19.. 2,000

. Let George Do It ... June 19.., 2,000

.Buster Brown series ,
2,000

.Comedy 1,000

.Bluebird comedy 1,000

• Mustang comedy 2,000

Kind of Picture

fin Bronc (Cobb) Western

Love Deputy (E. Cobb) Short western

Buster’s Girl Friend Buster Brown series
Papa’s Mama (Arthur Lake) Comedy
Buster’s Heartbeats Buster Brown
Daredevil Daisy (Edna Marian) Comedy
Love’s Labor Lost (Edwards) Corned? .

Motor Trouble (Chas.

Fire Barrier Short

Under Desert Skies Short western

Op’ry House Tonight (Lake) Comedy
AT^-*. > f T? J. J

i

TIFFANY PRODUCTIONS, INC.
Release
Date

I mi Jhadel Frsm Paris Society comedy drama Aug. 15

Lost At Sea Romantic csmedy drama Sept. 1

The First Night Farce comedy .Oct. 15

Redheads Preferred Whimsical comedy drama Nov. 15

Sin Cargo Drama sf the High Seas Dec. 1

One Hour sf Love Emotional drama Dec. 15

The Enchanted Island Romantic drama Jan. 1

Flaming Timber Woodland drama Jan. 15

Squads Right War farce comedy Feb. 1

The Steeplechasee Racing society drama .heb. 15

The Tiger Modern drama Mar. 1

The Song of ’Steel Society-business drama Mar. 15

Husband Hunters Demestic comedy drama ... Apr. .

Snowbound Comedy drama of the North ..-Apr. 15

Wild Geese (Special) Human drama May 1

The Squared Ring Society comedy drama May 15

The Broken Gate Emotional drama Jun. l

Fools of Fashion (Mae Busch) Social life drama Oct. 9.. 6,484

College Days (Marceline Day) College comedy-dr -Nov.
•

J>..7,3UU

Josselyn’s Wife (Pauline Frederick) Emotional diama Nov. 27.. 5,800

UNITED ARTISTS

Little Annie Rooney (Pickford) Typical “Mafy”
Eagle (Rudolph Valentino) Romantic drama
Stella Dallas (star cast) Mother-love dra

Little Warrior (Sedgwick) Short western
Wide Open Faces (Puffy) Comedy
His Girl Friend (Edna Marian) Comedy
Mixed Brides (Wiley) Comedy

Don’t Be a Dummy (Lake) Comedy
All AT /U _J . \ *

Wait Bit (Earl Mack) Comedy
uon t ohoot (Mower) Short w
Tiddly Winks (Lake) Comedy

Buster Helps Dad Buster Brown

Jane’s Troubles

A Man’s Size Pet Western comedy
Never Again The Gumps
For Cryin’ Out Loud Bluebird comedy
Lots of Grief Gump comedy ..

When Bonita Rode Mustang western

Lone Prairie (G.

The Big Surprise Gump comedy

Better Luck Gump comedy

A Second-Hand Excuse.

Review. Feet

26.. 1,000

26.. 2,000
26.. 2,000
26.. 2,000

26.. 2,000

3.. 2,000

3.. 2,000
10.. 2,000

• luly 10.. 2*000

10.. 1,000

.July 17.. 2,000
• July 17.. 2,000
.July 17.. 1,000

• July 17.. 1,000

• July 17.. 2,000
•July 17.. 1,000

•July 24.. 2,000

•July 24.. 1/J00

•July 24.. 2,000

July 24,. 1,000

•July 31.. 1,000

•July 31.. 1,000

-luly 31.. 2,000

• July 31.. 2,000

7.. 1,000

7.. 2,000
14.. 2,000

14.. 2,000

14.. 2,000
14.. 2,000

21.. 1,000

21.. 1.000

21.. 2,000
21.. 2,000

21... 2,000

28.., 1,000

28.. 2,000

28.., 2,000

4.,, 2,000

4.,. 2,000

4... 2,000

4... 1,000

11.. 2,000

11... 1,000

. .Sept. 11.., 2,000

25. . 1,000

25. . 2,000

..Oct. 2. . 2,000

..Oct. 2. . 1,000

9. . 4,000
..Oct. 16..

16.. 2,666

16... 2,000

16... 1,000

16... 2,000

16. . 2,000

23.. 2 rls

• Oct. :23.

.

2 rls

23.. 1 rl

30. . 2 rls

30. . 1 rl

.Nov., 6. . 2 rls

6. . 2 rls

6. . 2 rls

6. . 1 rl

6. . 2 rls

.Nov. 13.. 2 rls.

.Nov. 13.. 2 rls,

.Nov. 13.. 1 rl.

20.. 2 rls

20.. 2 rls

20.. 2 rls

20.. 1 rl

27.. 2 rls

20. . 2rls

WARNER BROS.
1925

Kiss Me Again (Lubitsch prod.) Light comedy Aug. 15.. 6,722

Limited Mail (Monte Blue) Railroad melodrama Sep. 12.. 7,144

Wife Who Wasn’t Wanted (Rich) Romantic drama Sep. 19.. 6.858

His Majesty, Bunker Bean (M. Moore) . .Farce comedy Sep. 26.. 7,291

Below the Line (Rin-Tin-Tin) Dog melodrama Oct. 3.. 6.053

Man on the Box (Syd Chaplin) Farce-comedy Oct. 10.. 7,481

Compromise (I. Rich, C. & Brook) Domestic drama Nov. 7.. 6,789

Red Hot Tires (Monte Blue) Farce comedy Nov. 7.. 6,500

Bobbed Hair (Prevost-Harlan) Comedy-melodrama Nov. 14.. 7,817

Rose of the World (P. R. Miller) Human interest drama Nov. 21.. 7,500

Clash of the Wolves (Rin-Tin-Tin) Curwood dog drama Nov. 28.. 6,478
Hogan’s Alley (Blue-Miller) Farce-comedy Dec. 5.. 6,310

Lady Windermere’s Fan (I. Rich) Stage classic Dec. 12.. 7.816

Seven Sinners (Prevost-Brook) Crook-action drama Dec. 19.. 6.927

Golden Cocoon (H. Chadwick-H. Gordon) Human interest melo. Dec. 26.. 7,300

1926
Sea Beast (John Barrymore) Whaling epic Jan. 30.. 9.975

Oh, What a Nurse (Syd Chaplin) Farce-comedy Mar. 6.. 6,987
Cave Man (M. Moece-Prevost) Farce-comedy Mar. 13.. 6,741

Bride of the Storm (D. Costello) Melodrama April 10.. 6.800

Night Cry (Rin-Tin-Tin) Dog melodrama April 24.. 6,300

Other Women’s Husbands (Blue) Comedy drama May 8.. 6.721

Hell Bent Fer Heaven (Miller) Mystery drama May IS.. 6,578
Little Irish Girl (D. Costello) Crook drama May 22.. 6.667
Why Girls Go Back Home (Miller) Comedy drama May 29.. 5.362
Silken Shackles (Irene Rich) Drama June 5.. 6061
Social Highwayman (Devore-Love) Farce-comedy June 26.. 6107
Footloose Widows (Fazenda-Logan) Farce-comedy July 3.. 7.16S
Don Juan (John Barrymore) Romantic drama Aug. 21.. 10.018
Across the Pacific (Monte Blue) Melodrama Oct. 16.. 6545
My Official Wife (Rich-Tearle) Drama ....Nov. 6.. 7.846
Private tzzy Murphy (Jessel) Comedy Oct. 30.. 7.SS9
The Better 'Ole (Syd Chaplin) Snpercomedy Oct. 23.. 8,649
While London Sleeps (Rin-Tin-Tin) Dog drama
Millionaires (Sidney-Fazenda-Gordoo) Heart-int. Hebrew com Nov. 30. . 6503
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The New Year Midnight Frolic
By Planning Pro-

gram Now Ex-

hibitors Will

Score Big Hit

By O. T. Taylor

C VERY YEAR more theatres join

in presenting a midnight Frolic

on New Year’s Eve. And the

activity is not confined to theatres.

Lodges, societies, clubs all sooner or

later take a fling at it. The result

is that suitable talent becomes scarce

as the new year draws near.

Begin now to line up your Frolic

Program. Professionals if you can

get them, local talent if not; or bet-

ter yet, a combination of professional

and local talent.

Out For Good Time

The Frolic may be a straight

vaudevile program, with comedy pre-

dominating ;
or it may be presented

as a unit show. Care should be ex-

ercised in staging the show so that

no waits will be experienced. Waits

between acts, except the time needed

to make the necessary scenery

l

: changes, should be avoided as it

stamps the show as an amateur un-

dertaking.

The audience attending a Midnight
.Frolic may be composed of th esame
people attending the movies but the

mood is different. There is that ‘I’m

out for a good time tonight’ feeling

.and this mood should be fostered and
played up to in order to make the

show a success.

Children Popular

Kiddies always ‘go over’ good if

properly trained. Get in touch with
;your local dancing schools. Dancing

. schools are usually eager to co-operate

in the way of training the more apt

pupils in some specialty dances, or a

number of pupils in group dancing.

It is a splendid advertisement for the

•school and stimulates the children’s in-

terest in dancing. Insist on at least

a few comedy numbers. Eccentric,

acrobatic and clown dances are good.

A good novelty jazz orchestra,
working on stage, will do wonders.

On the following page Mr. Taylor
gives directions for building and
working the New Year setting

shown on the right. Mr. Taylor is

well known to old readers as the
originator of many unique and ef-

fective lobby stunts which were
described in detail a few years ago.

His plans are always practical

and workable, and this presenta-
tion calls for no elaborate outlay
for material. Practically all of the
work can be preserved for future
use.

Add these pages to your scrap
book—and watch for others.
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r e s ent ationA Novel New Year P
Unique And Inexpensive , This Plan May

Be Used In Several Ways With
Marked Success

A LTHOUGH devised for use as a New Year presentation this offering can
be used as a flash act for Midnight Frolic; or it can be used at any time

by eliminating the New Year Greetings.

The drapes part revealing a setting pic-

turing a landscape under a blanket of snow.
In the left foreground a large and some
smaller fantastic trees are reaching bare
branches, like so many fingers, to the sky.

In the right foreground a lone tree. Two
grotesque snow men in front of the tree

and, back of it, a snow-covered fence. Back
of the trees are snow banks and in the dis-

tance a snow-covered village sprawling over
the hill; with the horizon showing the out-
line of a snow-covered forest against the
cool blue sky.

The Routine Arrangement
The scene is in a white and steel blue

light. A ballet of four or more girls dance
on. The dance is fantastic yet rythmic. The
white light is slowly dimming showing a
tinge of red in the approaching twilight.

The dance slows up and dancers come to
a stop near snowmen. White light has now
dimmed out and the red light is slowly fad-
ing to blue. The girls whisper; they point
to snowmen, tug at them

;
they clap hands

and snowmen stir—come to life. The scene
is now in blue light. Lights appear in win-
dows of village houses. The moon is rising
slowly over the horizon. The dance begins
anew, with the snowmen, in white spot, doing
a grotesque comedy dance and the girls

stepping as chorus. Snowmen and girls exit
dancing just as the words Happy New Year
appear in sky and the figures 1927 appear
in moon.

The Scheme of Setting

The setting may be proportioned, in size,

to fit any size stage by dividing the floor
plan, Fig. 2, in as many spaces as the par-
ticular stage, on which the setting is to be
used, is feet in size. Thus if the stage,
measuring at proscenium opening, is thirty
feet wide the plan is merely divided into
thirty spaces, each space representing one
foot. The depth is governed by the stage
depth and may be adjusted to suit.

THE TREES, A and B figure 1 and 2, are
constructed from wallboard or chipboard
and are reinforced with battens as indicated
by straight dotted lines in figure 1. This
plan may be used as working plan by ruling
into squares and enlarging to size desired.
For quick change use as leg drop, by fasten-
ing top battens securely to stage hanging
batten, and fly.

THE GROUND ROWS: The fence, C
figure 1 and 2, is also made from wallboard,
cut in strips and battened as shown in sec-
tion, detail figure 4. For quick set-up of
fence screw a shelf bracket to each post bat-
ten and fasten a sash weight to the part of
bracket that rests on the floor. See figure 4.

The snow bank, D figure 1 and 2, is bat-
tened as shown in figure 3. To economize
on wallboard cover shaded portion only with
this material, to permit shaping edge, and
cover rest of frame wih blue plaster card-
board, very heavy weight manila paper or
muslin. Give the village row, E figure 1 and

Viola Dana plays a small time actress in

the F. B. O. picture, “Home Struck.”

2, the same treatment as snowbank. After
painting is done trim out windows in houses.
Empty cartons, such as shoe boxes, stuck
onto back of houses by means of gummed
manila paper tape, make excellent hoods for
lights. By wiring in separate circuits the
lights may be turned on in groups giving
the effect of being turned on in the different
houses at intervals.

Low voltage units, similar to those used
for Christmas tree decorations, will serve
to illuminate houses.

Sky Drop and Moon
A semi-transparent (dyed) sky drop is of

course necessary for the illuminated words,
and the moon. Take a strip of white, or
light weight manila, wrapping paper, H
figure 1 and 2, a trifle wider than diameter

of moon pan, G figure 1 and 2, and long
enough to reach from the floor to a point
above where moon is to stop, dotted line
figure 1 H. Reinforce the top and bottom
of paper strip with narrow strips of muslin
or cheese cloth. Pin in position as shown.
At top of strip of paper paint in black the
figures 1927 so that when moon stops at
that point the figures will be centered. As
painting is on the paper strip back of drop
it will not show until illuminated by the
moon passing over it.

For the words Happy New Year build a
box about three by eight feet, figure 5. The
box can of course be larger or smaller de-
pending on size of the stage. Cover front
with transparent paper and “cut in” words.
Cut in” means to fill in around letters with

color, in this case black as ground must be
opaque, leaving the letters transparent. Wire
for lights as showm. The box is hung in
proper position with face flush against back
of sky drop. When lights are turned on in
the box the words show illuminated to the
audience and the box remains invisible.

Painting Advice

PAINTING. The trees get light, medium
and dark blues and purples, laid on in solid
flat tones, outline in black and highlight in
orange and magenta. The highlights should
be on the side showing to the moon. Do
fence in similar colors. Use bright colors
for the village houses.

I he snowbank gets white toned in very
light blue and lavender. Snow on village
row white with light blue and lavender tone
into a trifle deeper blue near houses.
Use fireproof cotton snow in crotches of

trees, on fence posts and rails. Also at base
of trees and irregularly on floor along snow-
bank and village rows. A light sprinkling
of artificial snow will enhance the beautv of
the setting.

Lighting

Blue, red and white (dim) border lights.
Red strip back of village row for use in
changing from day to night scene. Blue
olivettes for night scene. Do not use flood
from projection booth on setting as it throws
shadows of trees on skydrop.

Costumes

For snowmen the costumes may be made
from a heavy grade of outing or Canton
flannel, padded to fill out to a round contour.
Black felt, cut into angular pieces, will serve
as buttons. For headmask use a arge papier
mache pumpkin covered with the same mate-
rial used to make costume. Eyes, nose and
mouth cut out and outlined in black to make
more pronounced. Do not overlook the pos-
sibilities of a broom, clay pipe and silk hat.

The girls costumes may be the regular
ballets. Tarleton, Satin, or for economy,
sateen, trimmed in marabou to lend a wintry
touch. Or made from blue velvet into a plain
bodice trimmed in marabou, with cap and
boots to match.
Appropriate costumes may be rented from

costuming houses at a moderate cost.
In virtually any town or city the public

would welcome an innovation of this na-
ture. It would be entertainment for the en-
tire family of an acceptable sort. Once
started, the chances are that an exhibitor
would be called, on to repeat the stunt each
year, or even several times each year, on
special occasions. From time to time other
suggestions will be made in these pages.
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The Less You Save, The More You’ll Have

EXHIBITORS who realize a profit on their theatre

investments these days do so because they operate

them as a business, not as a “venture.” It takes

level-headed business ability as well as showmanship to

keep the year’s balance from tobogganing into the

red ink.

The basic principle of sound theatre business can be

taken from the book of the good salesman—“Have some-
thing that you can sell.”

The second, and even more important rule for the thea-

tre man is, “Have something to sell that will bring repeat

orders on its own merit.”

If picture vending to an audience ended your business

responsibility, acumen, ability to hit public taste, would
end your troubles

;
but you have to wrap the package at-

tractively, advertise it cleverly and then give a premium
considerably more appealing than the other fellow’s in

order to hold up the sales record.

“Flash” May Sell Once
But “Quality” Brings Repeats
A swell and flashily lit lobby may grab you the first pa-

tron’s curiosity; nifty seat coverings and a gilded organ
console may impress the first time they are used.

But if the lobby is built of stodgy stuff that doesn’t keep
up its appearance

;
if the seat covering hides springs that

sag and the gilt is only the cloak for cheap organ construc-
tion—your patrons are going where the quality holds up
the second year.

You can undoubtedly save something if you buy cleverly,

whether it’s in the materials that go into the construction
of your new house or in the refurnishing, reseating, re-

projecting of the old one.

Price Shaver Is

A Two-Edged Blade

But look out ! Clever buying doesn’t mean using the

methods that hold good in the bazaars of the East where
a man argues the price down as a matter of habit.

In equipment matters the reputable dealer, the man who
has the goods that will stand up, doesn’t hand you a first

price which he expects you to shave a couple of times. He
has a price based on quality. He offers quality for a price

that will enable him to deliver that quality to you and not

only hand you a printed guarantee, but stand behind
that guarantee.

You can save a lot, often, by buying from a man who
has something made cheaply enough to let him shave off a

lot from his original price—if you paid that he’d drop dead.
But you get what you finally pay for—and the next year it’s

going—going—gone !

The less you try to save on equipment through cut price

stuff, the more you’ll have, to prove that you’re a business
man—and the more certain you can be that what you sell

your patrons with their entertainment today will still be
there for repeat business next year.

Bring Out Usher Light
A compact light prepared to meet the

needs of the motion picture theatre usher

has been devised by a company which has

been in the theatre equipment business for

twenty years, brought out by the Usher
Flashlight Company, of Omaha, Nebraska.
The flashlight, eighteen inches long, allows

the usher to place the beam of light exactly

where wanted. Using standard batteries and
bulbs, the flashlight is easy to keep in condi-

tion, and because of its excellent nickeled

finish, this handy accessory adds to the class

of the house.

W* H. Oetenberg Plans

ToAdd to Qrowing Activity

Mr. W. H. Ostenberg, Jr., of Scottsbluff,

Nebraska, formerly of Omaha, Neb., has

just announced that he is about to start

erecting a theatre in Scottsbluff, Nebraska.

It will be a one hundred and twenty-five

thousand dollar theatre and will be erected

in the best locality of Scottsbluff.

LOCAL MOVIES
FILL THEATRES

Perfect Pictures Guaranteed with the

Standard — Automatic

Movie C
A Professional Camera at $150

ry Corporation, 1115 Center Street, Chicago

TYPHOON COOLING SYSTEM
I TYPHOON FAN CO. usww<;t W nfw York345 W.39

r

-ST. NEW YORK

Mr. Ostenberg, Jr., now owns and con-
trols under the name of the Midwest Amuse-
ment and Realty Company the Orpheum
Theatre at Scottsbluff, Nebraska, the Sun
Theatre at Scottsbluff, Nebraska, the Dance-
land, which is the most modern and beauti-

ful ballroom in Scottsbluff, and the Rialto

Theatre at Bayard, Nebraska. He is also

influential in almost everything in the

Scottsbluff Valley.

HOLGATE, O.—Bert Deisler has purchased
store building- as site for new moving pic-
ture theatre.

WHY PAY MORE?

Roll Tickets
Your Own Special Wording

1 00,000for$1 5.50
10,000 for $4.50, 20,000 for $7.50

50,000 for $10.00

Standard Rolls of 2,000

KEYSTONE TICKET CO.
Dept. W., SHAMOKIN, PA.

The Union Label if you want it

Have been printing Roll Tickets for

10 years and no better can be had at any price.
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Just a suggestion of the lavish decoration in Seattle’s Fifth Avenue Theatre, coupled with adequate (Simplex) projection.

Seattle’s 5th Avenue Qives

Northivest Real Marvel House

P URE Chinese in its conception and execution, the magnificent new 3,000-

seat Fifth Avenue Theatre in Seattle, is probably the most beautiful
house of the type in the entire country. A wealth of detail almost too

vast to comprehend, goes to make up the completeness of the reproduction of

a Chinese temple. Outstanding factors are the purity of colors used and the

faithful adherence to Oriental history that makes each symbol absolutely

authentic.

The Chinese type was chosen as being

particularly suited to Seattle, which stands

at the “Gateway to the Orient.” Everything

is on a massive scale, suggesting great

height and breadth and depth. As is char-

acteristic of the Orient, there is a great pro-

fusion of decorations on wall, ceilings, gigan-

tic beams and rafters. Yet it is a profusion

without confusion and does not tire the eye

nor irritate the senses through its ornate-

ness.

Great Dragon
Main Theme
From within the vast auditorium perhaps

u
Dupe Negatives
Of the finest quality, on special duping
stock perfected by Eastman Kodak
Co., solely for this purpose. Made by
the firm which thoroughly understands
its handling through experience gained
in three years of continuous use in

making millions of feet of the finest

dupe negatives ever produced. Why
risk printing from original negatives
when Dupe Negatives of equal or better
quality can be made so cheaply? Dupe
negatives, equalizing wide difference of
original printing density, 15c per foot
for first negative, 8c for additional.

Reduction Printing
From 35 m m to 28 m^m and 16 m/m by the

Pioneer of this Industry.

THE PATHESCOPE CO.
OF AMERICA, Inc.

35 West 42nd Street New York

the most striking and imposing feature is

the great dome, rising ninety feet and pre-

sded over by the Great Five-toed Dragon,
the Emperor’s emblem, which symbolizes the

main theme of the decorative scheme, his

dragon is coiled within an azure sphere and
projects fourteen feet downward, clasping

in his mouth a huge lighting fixture of rare

beauty. He is surrounded by glowing hues

;

cloud red, emblematic of calamity and war-
fare, blue of rain, green, symbolic of plague,

black, of floods; and gold, of prosperity;

and is the guardian of the heavens and foe

of evil spirits. His presence is shadowed
and multiplied countlessly throughout the

building.

On huge beams supporting the ceilings and
dome are grouped eight lesser dragons each
supporting a glowing fixture, to represent

spitting fire in pursuit of the jewel. Cun-
ningly concealed lights in a full bank of

colors, controlled from the projection 'oom,
render an unbelievable number of combina-
tion lighting effects to play over this ru h

setting.

Lavish Stage
Arrangements
There are a number of handsome curtains.

The asbestos curtain shows a huge dragon,

amid flecks of conventional cloud, on a color-

ful background. There is a silken curtain

depicting a Chinese garden, whereon grace-

ful figures are posed among weeping wil-

lows, brook and flowering lotus. Another
curtain is of black velvet sprinkled lavishly

with “diamond dust,” giving it a sparkling

iridescence. A metallic cloth curtain is used

for special colored lighting effects, and there

are several other curtains.

The Arpo system of stage and curtain

controls permits of many effects in raising

and lowering, or drawing to one side, or

both, framing the stage in a number of at-

tractive effects.

The stage is 100 feet wide, 48 feer deep

and has a capacity of 50 lines, sufficient to

take care of that number of curtains and
scenery changes at any one performnee, all

controlled by the Arpo counterweight sys-

tem. There is a vast array of lighting equip-
ment on the stage consisting of spotlights,

borders, olivetes, bunch lights mounted on
trees and towers. These are control'ed from
a huge central switchboard, giving an infi-

nite variety of lights from every possible

angle.

Projection
The Finest
The projection room is one of the largest

in America, being 15 feet deep by 30 feet

wide. It is of thoroughly fireproof

construction and is equipped witu '.he latest

and most efficient of equipment. Three
Simplex projectors, with Peerless lamps, a

Brenckert effect projector, 3 100-ampere

spot lamps, comprise this equipment, whi. i

is supplemented by a radio receiving set in-

stalled in the booth, receiving from a micro-

phone near the footlights to receive both

spoken and musical cues, for the purpose of

manipulating lighting and other effects.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
Help and Situations Wanted Only

3c per word per insertion

Minimum charge 60c
Terms, Strictly Cash with Order

Copy must reach us by Tuesday noon to Insure

publication In that week's issue.

SITUATIONS WANTED
ORGANIST AT LIBERTY—First-class man. Con-

servatory graduate. Highly accomplished musician.
Fully up-to-date,* trained in this country and Europe,
with 12 years’ picture experience. Concert and feature
soloist. Desire engagement where the best is wanted
and appreciated. Modern organ and good salary essen-
tial. Wire or write, Organist, 117 South 11th St.,
Cambridge, Ohio.

ORGANIST—Union man. Eight years’ experience,
mostly in better class houses averaging 1600 seats.
Ample and complete library. Sound musical education.
Desires change to better instrument. Plenty references.
Will deliver the goods for $75. Box 398, Moving Pic-
ture World, New York City.

ROLL—Machine—Coupon

TICKETS
QUALITY—Second to none I

SERVICE Unexcelled—our
LOWEST PRICES will be mailed to

you on request.

State your requirements by mail

—

Today!

TRIMOUNT PRESS
LARGEST AMUSEMENT TICKET PRINTERS

IN NEW ENGLAND FOR 17 YEARS

119 ALBANY ST., BOSTON, MASS.



Fketter Projection
L/ 9/U5 Department TlJasfounded in 1910 by its Present 6<titor~

Richardson

Better Projection Pays

New Paramount

Installation Is

Best in World

THE new Paramount Theatre, in the

very heart of the Great White Way,

New York City, may be justly de-

scribed as a palace of entertainment. In

fact, I believe no other term quite fits the

magnificence of this latest Temple of tne

Photoplay.

This department tenders its sincere con-

gratulations to Mr. Adolph Zukor, to Mr.

Lasky and to Mr. Sam Katz, to Paramount

and to the Publix Theatres Corporation,

which will operate the theatre.

In alt this splendid theatre there is but one

possible criticism, and that is the fault of

the architects who placed the projection room

where it is, instead of where it should be

and might be without any sacrifice in sym-

metry or beauty, had the architects known

how to do it. I was sorry to see that, be-

cause it really is very unpleasant to have to

say there is anything at all wrong with so

splendid a creation.

A Descriptive Tour

I shall now take you for a descriptive

visit to the projection suite—for suite it is.

Entering one of the passenger elevators at

the ground floor we are whisked to a special

projection room landing, cross a wide hall-

way and enter the projection room hallway.

Proceeding perhaps five feet we open a heavy

metal faced, yale-lock door and pass through.

The heavy door closes silently behind us and

we are in a hallway something like five or

six feet wide by, maybe 25 feet long, well

finished and well lighted. Some few feet

along the left wall is a door opening into a

large workshop, which will be fitted up with

Bluebook School

Question No. 547—In what practical

way may you tell whether or not your

rheostat coils are overloaded?

Question No. 548—M?hat two impor-

tant points are there to remember in

considering insulation of rheostat coils

or grids?

everything needed to do the necessary re-

pair work on the projection equipment.

Just beyond this is another door (all doors

are the same heavy, metal-covered handsome

doors which are found in other parts of the

theatre, equipped with self-closing devices

and cushioned air valves) opening into the

rheostat room. This room is some nine feet

square, is exceedingly well ventilated and

contains eleven multiple coil rheostats hav-

ing a maximum total capacity of more than

1,400 amperes, though of course no such an

enormous amount of current will ever be

used at one time. So well ventilated is the

room, which connects directly to the main

suction theatre-ventilation pipes, that though

I was there when normal projection was in

progress, with the door tightly closed, while

it was, of course, warm it was not at all un-

comfortable.

At the end of the halfway we open a door,

entering another hall, perhaps five feet

square. Directly in front is a door leading

into a private office for the Chief Projection-

ist. This, I am advised, will be equipped with

a neat desk, a typewriter, files, cabinets, etc.,

so that the records of the projection room

may be made and retained in good order.

At our left in the small hall is another

door, leading directly into the main projec-

(Continued on page 381)

Fifth Edition of

Handbook Is In

Two Volumes

W ELL, men, I have a real announce-

ment to make, and that is concern-

ing the coming Fifth Edition of

the Handbook, commonly known as the

Bluebook of Projection.

I have been working hard on it for a long

while, and now I’m going to tell you ex-

actly what it is, because I want you all to

know exactly what you are buying, with the

remark that in all the tens of thousands of

my books that have been sold in the various

editions there has yet to be a single buyer

who has expressed dissatisfaction with his

purchase. A good record, what?

To begin with, the new work will be

bound in limp leather, in two volumes, ,the

first containing all that final mass of funda-

mental matter which we never expect to

be able to improve upon in any way. The

second volume will contain all the equip-

ment description and instruction, which

changes more or less continually. We have

done this in order that you who buy both

volumes now will not again have to buy any

but the last one to keep right up to date.

Maybe that is not very “good business”,

for me, but it will help you to keep up to

date at less cost, and that (believe it or

not, as you will) means a lot to me—more

than a few extra dollars obtained by selling

you the same stuff over and over again.

And now as to the books: The Fifth

Edition is the matter contained in the fourth

brought up to date, with the addition of such

new matter as is necessary to cover the

later developments in projection and pro-

(Continued on next page)

The firing squad and their battery. The Paramount Theatre projector staff Heft to right) consists of O. De Freties,

Mourier, W. Kellv, Supervisor H. Ruben, Jesse Hopkins, J. Harding and H. Bergoffen. They re sharpshooters all when it

comes to focusing.
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Bluebook School Answers 536 and 53 7

Note:—This “School” is designed to arouse interest in the study of those many problems
which constantly arise in motion picture projection, AND to cause men to really study
the Bluebook and assimilate the vast amount of knowledge contained within its covers.

Question No. 536—W’hat is the mil foot

resistance of copper at 75 degrees Fahr. ?

How would you apply the mil foot standard

in measuring the resistance of copper cir-

cuits ?

There are relatively few answers, which
I presume is because of the close similarity

of several questions. I have no apology to

offer for that. It is done intentionally, be-

cause I want to get men who have small

understanding of these things to think of

them a bit, and to do so is worth the seem-
ing waste of near-reiteration of questions.

Those who regard this as waste because they

already understand all about it, must just

have patience—for the benefit of their

brothers who do not.

Frank Dudiak, Fairmount, W. Va. ;
Charles

E. Curie, Chattanooga, Tenn. ; W. C. Budge,
Springfield Gardens, N. Y. ; E. Einzinger,

New York City; E. Fergodo, Livermore,

Calif.; John and “Bill” Doe, Chicago, 111.,

and Allen Gengenbeck, New Orleans, La.,

have answered correctly.

“Bill” Doe says

:

The mil foot resistance of what is known
as commercial copper (a copper of the purity
used for ordinary commercial purposes) is

quoted as 10.5 ohms, which means that a
wire of commercial copper one mil (one one-
thousandth of an inch) in diameter and one
foot long would offer that amount of resist-
ance at 75 degrees Fahrenheit. The actual
resistance is a small fraction more, but text
books and engineers use the even fraction of
10.5 because of the relative ease in calcula-
tions. The difference in results would be
negligible.

To apply this standard in practice is

simple. If a wire one mil in diameter and
one foot long offers 10.5 ohms resistance at
75 degrees Fahr., it naturally follows that a
wire two feet long would offer exactly twice
as much, or 21 ohms, while a wire ten feet
long (same diameter and temperature, of
course) would offer ten times as much, and
so on. So that with a wire one mil in diam-
eter, made from commercial copper, it is only
necessary to multiply its length by the mil
foot standard to get its total resistance, ex-
cept that for exact work the temperature
co-efficient must be employed if the tempera-
ture varies from 75 degrees Fahr. In prac-
tice, however, unless the work requires very
accurate results, the temperature is disre-
garded insofar as has to do with temperature
changes caused by the surrounding air.

On the other hand, resistance decreases as
wire diameter increases, and in exact pro-
portion to the increase, so that having found
the total resistance of a wire one mil in
diameter and of the length of the wire we
wish to determine the resistance of, it is only
necessary to divide the total resistance of
the mil-diameter wire by the total cross sec-
tion area of the wire, in circular mils. The
final results is the resistance of the wire at
75 degrees temperature. If the temperature
be less than 75, the total resistance will be
slightly less. If more than 75 it will be more,
but the increase is not important unless the
increase is considerable.

The formula is: Total length of wire or
conductor (or twice the length of a circuit, if

it be one) multiplied by 10.5 or one-way
length of circuit multiplied by 21.0, divided
by C. M. area of cross section. Result is
total resistance of the wire, if it be in perfect
condition.

Congratulations, Brother “Bill.” That
seems to me to be what might well be

termed a complete answer. Wish we might
know your real name, but suppose if it were
published you would be in “dutch” with the

“King.” Well, “Kings” will pass away and
conditions become normal with time, so let

us have patience. I guess I’m good for any-
how ten years yet, and we’ll see what we will

see when that period is finished and done.

“Kings” and “Czars” do, however, hold real

advancement back, while seemingly accom-
plishing wonders. That lesson will be learned
later, and then projection will climb to the
really high plane of respect and remunera-
tion it ought to hold.

Question No. 537—Given a copper circuit

of No. 16 copper wire, which has a one-way
length of sixty-seven feet, working at capac-
ity or less, what is the total resistance of the
wires of the circuit?

This question is pretty well covered in the
reply to the previous one, but Brother Curie
says

:

Having a circuit of No. 16 wire with a one-
way length of sixty-seven feet, and wishing
to find the total resistance of the circuit, we
proceed as follows: It is easier to use twice
the mil-foot resistance (21.0 ohms) than twice
the length of the circuit, so we multiply the
one-way length of the circuit (67 ft.) by 21,
and divide by the cross sectional area (a No.
16 wire has an area of 2,583 circular mils.)
Using formula No. 1 of OUR Bluebook, which

21 x L
is as follows, R = and workiing out

A
21 x 67

the problem we have, = .5547 ± ohms.
2583

In the above “L” is length of circuit and
"A” the area of wire in circular mills.

Brother Einzinger uses almost the exact
mil foot resistance, which is 10.79. He uses
10.8. I quote his answer to show you the
exceedingly small difference the use of 10.5

makes

:

Answer to Blue Book School Question No
537:
“Wire No. 16 has a cross section of 2583

circ. mils. According to the foregoing we
get: Resistance = )2. x 67 x 10.80) -h 2583
=0.56 ohms.”

SPECIAL
ROLL and

MACHINE
TICKETS
Your own special Ticket,

any colors, accurately
numbered; every roll

guaranteed.
Coupon Tickets for Prize

Drawing: 5,000 for $7.00.

Prompt shipments. Cash with

the order. Get the samples.

Send diagram for Reserved
Seat Coupon Tickets, serial or dated.

ROLL AND MACHINE TICKETS
In Five Thousand Lots and Upward

Ten Thousand $6.00

Fifteen Thousand 7.00

Twenty-five Thousand 9-00

Fifty Thousand 12.50

One Hundred Thousand 18.00

National Ticket Co. Shamokin, Pa.

The New Handbook
(Continued from preceding page)

jection equipment. You must expect to find

much in the new edition that was in the
old, but you should nevertheless by all

means have the new one.

My reason for saying this is we have
proved our belief that there is sufficient

change to warrant a new book by going
to the enormous expense and gruelling work
of getting out a new edition. In the end,
if this were not true, it would have paid

both myself and my publishers better to

have just kept the old one going, for it

was selling well and every one seemed satis-

fied. Sales might have dropped some in

time, true, but they would have been steady

for a long while yet just the same, and in

the end the total financial gain would prob-

ably have been greater.

Must Be Up-to-Date

However, for the benefit of every one con-

cerned, including the motion picture indus-

try and the profession of motion picture

projection, such books should be kept as

nearly as possible right up to date, and it is

a fact that if there were nothing new be-

sides the new screen material and the data

on the reflector type arc equipment I would
say—and say emphatically—that That Alone

is Well Worth the Price of the Two Vol-

umes. There is much other new material and
changes in the old though, but if that were
all it would be sufficient to fully justify you
in buying the new edition.

My first book w-as put out in 1910. The
combined price of the first, second, third

and fourth edition volumes is $1.25, plus

$2.50, plus $4.00, plus $6.00. equals $13.75,

so that if you have bought all four volumes

you have expended that sum over a period

of SIXTEEN YEARS, or a total of a little

less than 85 cents per YEAR—surely not

a very serious drain.

No Change in Price

We have done everything possible to keep

the price of the twro volumes at the old

figure, viz six dollars, though the price of

the volumes bought singly will probably be

proportionally somewhat higher. \ ou may
place orders now by remitting six dollars.

In future, or for six years at least, there

should be no change whatever in the matter

contained in Volume 1. which contains, or

will contain, a total of approximately 500

pages. I say “approximately” because the

index is not yet paged, but the total should

be within five pages of 500, one way or the

other.

The reflector type lamp is fully dealt with,

both as to its operation and its light action.

“Characteristics of Screen Surfaces" is en-

tirely new, and right up to date. Carbon

matter has been revised and much of it en-

(Continued on next page)
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Paramount Installation Best in World
(Continued from page 379)

The New Handbook
(Continued from preceding page)

tirely rewritten. In fact, everything that

needed change or attention has had it.

The index is a brand new scheme of

mine, and one I think a lot of. It is en-

tirely in the form of questions, segregated

under proper headings. For instance, if

you want to know why a cracked condenser

shows in a stereopticon picture you look for

“Stereopticon, The” and in the matter under

that head you will find: “Why is it a cracked

condenser lens will show in a stereopticon

picture and not in a motion picture, page
443.” I think you’ll like the plan when you

get used to it.

When will it be out? Well, we shall try

to have it ready for mailing by Christmas,

but I am not sure it can be done. I would

say the books will be available sometime

between Christmas day and January 15.

Printer and binders arc too uncertain to

make a closer guess, but I think January

15 is a more than generous allowance.

To any who wish to make a Christmas

present of the books, we will undertake to

send a notification card to the proposed re-

cipient advising him of the gift, and to for-

ward you the books at the earliest possible

moment. I will personally autograph the

first 500 copies ordered when autographed

copies are asked for. If you want one of

them, get your order in. They won’t last

long.

Simplex Issues

Valuable Book

THE Simplex Division of the Interna-

tional Projector Corporation has a 21-

page book giving the Simplex parts,

stock numbers, and illustrations by means

of which you may be certain you have the

correct part number when you may wish

to order.

I suggest that projectionists using Sim-

plex add it to their library. Just write the

International Projector Corporation. Sim-

plex Division, 90 Gold street, New York
City, asking for “Price List of Various

Parts.”

Incidentally, permit me to again warn you

to BUY ONLY projector parts made by the

projector manufacturer. If you buy parts

made by others you may “save” a few cents,

but at the possible, not to say probable, ex-

pense of injuring the operation of the pro-

jector mechanism as a whole, and that is a

(deleted by censor) expensive thing to do.

Stick to parts made BY THE PROJECTOR
MANUFACTURER AND THUS AVOID
VERY SERIOUS TROUBLE AND LOSS.

Seeks Qraphoscope

H LEWIN, No. 1 Bridge Road, Strat-

ford, E. 15, London, England, asks

:

% ‘Would appreciate your advice as

whether or not the Graphoscope motion pic-

ture projector still is on the market. Have
one at my home and am needing parts for it.

Will you advise me where I may obtain

them ?”

I don’t know whether or not the Grapho-

scope still is being made, but presume it is.

I will forward your request to C. Francis

Jenkins, inventor of the projector, Washing-
ton, D. C., who can give you all necessary

information, I think. If he cannot, then I

do not know who can.

tion room, eleven feet front to back by
thirty-eight feet in length, with a nine-foot

ceiling. Immediately at our left in entering,

with its glass covered face flush with the

wall, is the switchboard connecting with the

supply lines through the rheostat located in

the room on the opposite side of the wall.

The rear face of the board is in the rheostat

room.
The projection room has a light cream col-

ored ceiling and olive-green walls and a mot-
tled green thick rubber tiled floor. It is

lighted by two sets of indirect fixtures, and
very pretty ones, too. One set ranges along
the front wall about ten inches from the

ceiling and perhaps sixteen inches from the

front wall. These are kept lighted during
projection. The others are further back and
are not lighted during projection. The re-

sultant illumination is, under the conditions,

excellent.

Self Closing Drawers

Along the rear wall of the room, at table

height, a wide metal covered shelf extends
from the entrance door to the end of a ten-

reel bank of film safe, under which are large,

self-closing metal drawers designed for sup-
plies of various sorts. When pulled open
and released these drawers slowly, of them-
selves, slide shut. Clever, what?
Next comes a door, directly back of the

motion picture projector, leading into the re-

winding room, and then another ten-reel
bank of film safe, with the same sort of

drawers underneath, and then another metal
shelf, all enameled in dark green.
Beyond the end of the second shelf is a

door in the reel wall, through which we now
pass and find ourselves in one end of the
rewinding room, which is also reached
through the central door already mentioned.
The room is about five feet wide, or maybe
six, by fifteen long. These measurements are
all roughly approximate only. It is really a

walled off section of the hallway we entered
upon leaving the elevator, but is of ample
dimensions for the purpose. Along its back
wall is a rewind table or shelf of marble,
upon which two hand-driven rewinders are
mounted.

The Unique Feature

And now here is the unique feature. As
I told you, there are two ten-reel film safes

against the projection room rear wall, sep-
arated by a door leading into the rewind
room. These film safes go right through the
wall and have duplicate faces on both sides,

so that reels may be placed in or removed
from the various compartments from either

side. It, therefore, is only necessary to place

the reel in need of rewinding in the film safe

on the projection room side, and when the

man in the rewind room is ready to do his

stuff, remove it from its compartment on
that side, rewind it and re-insert it. This is

a unique and most excellent stunt, and one
which, so far as I know, has not heretofore

been employed.
At the end of the rewind room is another

door, at our left as we enter from the main
projection room. Opening this we step into

still another section of the hallway, at the

end of which is still another door opening
directly into one of the main stairway pas-

sageways of the theatres, thus providing a

most excellent second projection room en-

trance. Think of this, you chaps who, in

many fine theatres, have to climb up an iron

ladder and perhaps, in addition, through a

trap door in order to reach the one most im-

portant part of any motion picture theatre.

In this last named section of the projec-

tion room hallway is a second door, in the

left hand wall as we enter from the rewind
room. It opens into a polished marble walled

(a) toilet, (b) wash basin (c) clothes hanger
and (d) shower bath, each in its separate

compartment, the marble walls reaching to

the ceiling.

Three Simplex Projectors

Returning now to the main projection

room, let us examine its equipment some-
what in detail. There are three Simplex
projectors, enameled in olive green, with
nickle trimmings. Under the rear of each is

a metal three-compartment carbon recep-

tacle. High intensity lamps are used, the

projection amperage ranges around 130.

At the right of the motion picture pro-

jectors are two spot-effect projectors, and
to their right a flood projector. To the left

of the motion picture projectors are two
dissolvers, one equipped with colors.

In all there are, therefore, eight projec-

tors, and at the extreme left is space and
connections for still another. The ’lamp-
houses of all projectors are connected to the

main theatre ventilation system by mearfs of

unique swivel joint six inch diameter pipes,

so that any lamphouse may be moved at

will within a very considerable range. It

may be moved sidewise, up or down or even
swung in a circle comprising the sidewise

and up and down movements. Clever stunt,

what?
Between each projector, on the wall just

under the observation port, is a panel board
the face of which sets somewhat in desk top
fashion. That is to say the bottom of the

face is much further from the wall than the

top edge. On each of these boards is a

speedometer, a voltmeter, an ammeter and
certain push button switches having to do,

as I remember it, with the handling of the

effects projectors.

Gentlemen, this installation as a whole,
and in its individual parts, does distinct

credit to even so magnificent a theatre as the

Paramount. Harry Rubin, Supervisor of

Projection for the Rialto, Rivoli and Para-
mount theatres, is entitled to much credit

in that he was right on the job and insisted

on the projection room elevator landing,

which the architects had not planned and did

not intend to install, and other features not
originally incorporated in the plans.

An Excellent Staff

The men who have been selected as the

Paramount projection staff are capable men
who have proved their worth by years of

work in high-grade theatres. I compliment
them upon their selection. It was a compli-

ment to them and their worth as projection-

ists.

The staff comprises Harry Rubin, Super-
visor; Jessie Hopkins, past President, Amer-
ican Projection Society, a man of character
and real brains who was taken from the Ri-
voli staff

; Harry Bergoffen was on the Ri-
voli projection staff and John Harding and
Harry Mourier were at the Hippodrome.
Oliver Fretiess was at the Rivoli, as was
also J. Kelly. A good staff, if you ask me,
and one even the Paramount may safely

“lean upon” in the matter of the excellence

of its show.
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Box office boon

Motion picture producers who use

Eastman Panchromatic Negative offer you

black and white pictures with color cor-

rections that are actually amazing.

These qualities give such pictures—
printed on Eastman Positive, of course

—an extra appeal for the audience that is

a definite boon for the box office.

Prints on Eastman have the black-

lettered identification “Eastman”

and “Kodak” in the transparent

margin. Look for it.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. V.



“At the Cross-Roads of the PNorld”

PARAMOUNT
T H E AT R E

Opened November 19
,
1926

SIMPLEX
PROJECTION

SIMPLEX DIVISION
INTERNATIONAL PROJECTOR CORPORATION

90 Gold Street - - New York, N. Y.
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This Ad Is for the Exhibitor Who Is

Dissatisfied With His Profits!

the drug store thatWitat has become of the drug store

sold nothing but drugs?

What will become of thg exhibitor who
thinks the people wain to see nothing
but features?

Henry Ford while selling more cars than

Even if you have the best patronized the-
atre in your city, and are playing the
best features, it will pay you to increase
the drawing power of your show. The one
best way is with the best two reel comedies
you can bin—the Hal Roach.

any automobile manufacturer in the
country added a tractor to increase his

business.

Try a Charley Chase comedy on your
screen. It will make any show you put on

—

better. That means bigger profits.

I . RICHARD JONES, Supervising Director

‘‘In the front rank of comedians . . .

gSExhibits a fine change of pace and keeps
the laughs coming."— Film Daily.
"The Chase comedy was excruciatingly

funny and went over like a house afire."

—

Review of Metropolitan Theatre show, At-
lanta

"Chase comedies uniformly good, many
of them corkers."—M. P. World.

Pafhecomedy
trade

“CsT MARK
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FIRST YOU TELL THE FOLKS
YOU’VE GOT THIS ONE!-

— direct from 5 months on Broadway at $2

THEN YOU ANNOUNCE THAT
THIS ONE IS COMING-

— opens soon on Broadway at $2 admission

AND WHEN YOU SPILL THE NEWS
THAT YOU’VE LANDED THIS-

— all Neiv York awaits its $2 Broadway opening

OH BOY! YOU’LL BE HAPPIER
THAN EVER THAT YOU’RE A

METRO -GOLDWYN -MAYER SHOWMAN
'
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110,000 people
saw GODGAVE
ME 20 CENTS
opening week at

the PARAMOUNT
THEATRE, N. Y.!

Chosen on its box office

merit to open the World’s

Greatest Theatre, First of

Paramount’s Perfect 39

(February—August, 1927)

to be previewed anywhere.

HERBERT BRENON Production with Lois Moran, Lya de Putti,

Jack Mulhall, William Collier, Jr

.

Story by Dixie Willson.

Adaptation by John Russell. Screen play by Elizabeth Meehan.
William LeBaron, Associate Producer.

l'M*

MSJ

fm
lull

Member of Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc. Will IT. Hays, President
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IN CIRCULATION
As in everything else—
It’s easy to make big claims—
BUT it’s hard to prove them

Unless they’re true.

The Only Verified Circulation Figures Show :

—

MOVING PICTURE WORLD

FIRST With 6,492 Net Paid Exhibitor Circulation

SECOND
MOTION PICTURE NEWS *

With Less Net Paid Exhibitor Circulation

THIRD
EXHIBITORS HERALD *

With Less Net Paid Exhibitor Circulation

* Publicity Rules of the Audit Bureau of Circulations
prevent quoting exact audit figures of competitor papers.

Moving" Picture

WORLD
A Chalmers Publication
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SHIRLEY MASON
ROBERT FRAZER
EARL METCALFE
LAWFORD DAVIDSON

WILLIAM R.WALLING

PAT HARMON
BILLY CINDERS

otcnuhn

LCCTC RENICK DROWN
Dmded by

LOUIS J.CASNIEQi)

±
T I FFANV
1540 BROADWAY

PRODUCTIONS, INC.
„ AA.H. HOF FMAN McePres.

Exchanges Evevywhere
NEW YORK, N.Y.
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THE TWO BEST BOOKS
on

MOTION PICTURE PHOTOGRAPHY

Motion Picture Photography
For the Amateur
By Herbert C. McCay

Thousands of small motion picture cameras for
use in the home are being sold today. This book
has been written to help those who are so fortunate
as to own one of these amateur cameras. Tells all

about getting correct exposures, staging simple
scenes, working in titles, trick photography, en-
larging from single frames—in fact, everything for
the amateur motion picture photographer is care-
fully covered in this volume.

Price $2.50 (postpaid)

CHALMERS PUBLISHING COMPANY
516 Fifth Avenue
NEW YORK

Motion Picture Photography
By Carl L. Qregory, F.R.P.S.

This book is recognized everywhere as the stand-

ard work on motion picture photography for either

professionals or amateurs.

Carl L. Gregory was formerly Chief Instructor in

Cinematography, Signal Corps School of Photog-
raphy, Columbia University, New York.

Special Chapters were contributed by Charles W.
Hoffman and by Research Specialists of the

Research Laboratories, Eastman Kodak Company.

Price $6.00 (postpaid)



THE $2
BROADWAY
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SO THRILLING
AN ENTERTAINMENT!

1
METRO-GQLDWYN-MAYER has made an attraction that is truly called

“The Big Parade of Peace Times It will stand for all time as the epic

photoplay of the heroes of peace as “The Big Parade

”

stands for all time as

the epic of war heroism.

2
THRILLS never before caught by the camera are to be seen in this gigantic

production. Actual fire-fighting at close range— a sensational 60-foot leap
* from a blazing building—rescue scenes of breath-taking courage—never such a

succession of thrills •

3 “THE FIRE BRIGADE” was completed after eight months of intensive work
at the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios, in co-operation with the International

Order of Fire Chiefs. Twenty engines were used and fourteen buildings

destroyed in one mammoth sequence alone. Fifty cameras were used to photo-

graph the most difficult scenes ever put on film.

MONTHS of advance publicity precede “The Fire Brigade,” including a

prize contest for its title in which a half million firemen took part, plus a mar-
velous tie-up with National Fire Prevention Week and the New Orleans Con-
vention of Fire Chiefs. More than 12,000 Fire Chiefs and their personnel and
equipment are part of a tremendous promotion campaign behind the picture.

They co-operated in the Cross-country Ballyhoo, a big, unique promotion
stunt.

5 WILLIAM NIGH is the director. May McAvoy,
Charles Ray, Tom O’Brien of “Big Parade” fame

m
play the principal parts in what is destined to be
one of the greatest screen works of all time.

PRODUCED BY

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYE
in co-operation with the

INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION
OF FIRE CHIEFS

V
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Poker Faces
“Give us more of them and we will pay our
bills and income tax too.”

Majestic Theatre, Roseburg, Ore.

The Old Soak
A very good picture that pleased everyone!”

Star Theatre, Nashville, Mich.

Her Big Night
“Clean, clever, and drew extra business. Bet-

ter yet, pleased all!” s. T. Theatre, Parker, s. D.

The
Texas Streak

“Another good Gibson. Decidedly different.

Pleasing and then some!”
Lyric Theate, London, Tenn.

litiivemiiGreaterMovielist/
f
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Come On !—Join
A laugh for your patrons is a laugh for your

box-office. While your patrons laugh and grow

fit the old bank roll can laugh and grow fat!

'

January Is Laugh Monti
But December—right now— is the time to prepare

for your share of Laugh Month profits by booking

will appear in Photoplay, Motion Picture Maga-

zine, Motion Picture Classic, Picture-Play

Magazine and Film Fun, on the newsstands in

January, to help you cash in on Laugh Month

And you’ll have the help of the finest bunch

of exploitation stunts ever arranged' for

Short Features when you play Educational's

Comedies. Ask your exchange now about

these tie-ups, including the big Juvenile

Comedies -Harmonica Playing Contest; the

Billy Dooley -Ted Toy Doll tie-up, and the

Felix the Cat tie-ups.
Member

Motion Picture Producers and Distnbu'

of America, Inc.

Will H. Hays, President

.
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4-Horse-Man

ofthe
Box-Office/

—andwhat
a 'Wonderful
answer

You've pot/

Thousands of Showman -calls for a quick follow-up on
“Senor Daredevil” . * . .

_ ^ "We’ll play Ken Maynard’s next—good, bad or so-so.

11

\
What a thrill they’re in for when they find it’s BETTER!

Y^ J ^
Piling nto the Proof that

FIRST NATIONAL

"

FIRST
lADIES *T THE BLONDESAINT ".“ON SILLS
Doris Kenyon— Lloyd Hughes with Lewis Stone— Doris Kenyon THE SILENT LOVER
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TOM WILEY
National Photographers’
impresario de luxe says
that the “Do Y' o u r
Xmas Shopping Early”
Santa Claus is a com-
posite picture of the

A. M. P. A.

“LAUGH MONTH”
Careful cheek - up by
Ben Grimm, “L. M.”
Explolteer, reveals that
Frank E. Camphell is

the only professional
ballyhoo expert who
hasn’t yet endorsed
“LAUGH MONTH”

Natural Vision

Blackton Drama

Is Coming Soon

Secret Process Film to

Open Roxy Theatre

( Wired to Moving Picture World)
Hollywood, 10 P. M.. Dec. b.

On or about February 2o, will

be completed what Producer J.

Stuart Blackton describes here

as ‘‘the world's first natural

vision (stereoscopic) motion pic-

ture drama.”
It will be the long awaited

picture with the third dimension,

if Blackton’s assurance for ‘‘The

American,” based on a story sug-

gested by the late Colonel Theo-

dore Roosevelt, which goes into

production at the old Vitagraph

Studio here on December 15, is

substantiated when the Roxy
Theatre, New York, opens. This

picture is scheduled there to

have its initial premeire.
Although the invention spon-

sored by George K. Spoor of

Chicago, at a cost running into

$3,000,000, physically boasts a

camera weighing 200 pounds
through which is run Him twice

as wide and one and a half

times as long as the present size

of negative, yet the chief secret

is locked in a new type of lens,

double normal dimensions, and
costing in itself more than all

the rest of the new camera.
Nearly every producer has al-

ready sought distribution rights

of this product, according to

Blackton, who announces that In

all probability a special com-
pany to take care of this busi-

ness phase will be formed.
At the present, not more than

100 theatres in the key cities

could secure bookings because

( Continued on page 2 )

Girls Sell 55 Dates
To Showmen in a Day
Mere man will have to

look to hia laurels. Alda
Bilderback and Margaret
Fizer, office workers In

First National’s St. Louis
exchange, stepped out
quietly one day recently
and sold exhibitors tifty-

five First National Month
playdates, including a spe-
cial. They did it in an au-
tomobile one Sunday,
covering 130 miles after
Manager Harry AVeiss had
made the exchange em-
ployes a red-hot sales
talk.

British National-Williams

Fight Involves Paramount

Zukor in Unpleasant Situation as Distributor in

United States—Schlesinger in Control

By Sumner Smith

f^REAT BRITAIN’S best bet for a position in the motion picture

sun seems about to go a-glimmering. Jealousy and lack of

understanding of motion picture problems on the part of certain

British film men have resulted in an attack in London on J. D.

Williams, managing director of British National Pictures. They
have cancelled his contract, it is said, and he has issued a writ

against the company claiming damages for breach of agreement.

Next President ?

John J. McGnlrk, vice-prcsl-
dent of the Stanley Compnny
of America, Is practically as-
sured of election as presi-
dent when the Board of Di-
rectors meet next Friday.
He will succeed the late

Jules Mastbnum.

Den :es Studio Rumor
Jesse L. Lasky, first vice-

president of the Famous Play-
ers-Lasky, in charge of produc-
tion, has denied a published re-
port that the company was to
close its Long Island studio.
"There is absolutely no truth In

the story,” said Mr. Lasky,
“three pictures now being made
there and our production plans
call for the start of other pic-
tures immediately after the
holidays.”

Director’s Berth for “Fatty”
Roscoe Arbuckle will direct

. .ddie Cantor in the Paramount
picture, ‘‘Special Delivery.”

Paramount is the releasing
agent for British National in the

United States. The delivery of

four pictures to Paramount was
begun with "Nell Gwyn’’ and
continued with "London.” "Tip
Toes,” a third, has been declined
by Adolph Zukor, It is reported.
The contract with Paramount

was made in the name of British
National Pictures and not in the
name of J. D. Williams person-
ally, the Famous Players home

London Cable
Moving Picture World

Bureau, London
December 7.

“The Lady of the Harem”
was well received at the Plaza.

“For Wives Only” is also a sure

winner for this country. The
Picadilly pictures have pur-

chased a number of plays by
Noel Coward, including “The
Vortex” and other extraordinary
stage successes.

office says. Therefore, Williams’
departure from the ranks of
British National, if it develops,
will not necessarily affect the
Paramount contract.
Authentic information from

England, received two weeks
ago, was to the effect that J. D.
Williams was being attacked on
the ground of extravagance.
Various elements within the
company felt that pictures could
be made more cheaply and still

compete successfully in the
American market.
Herbert Wilcox, the director,

was mentioned as one of Mr.
Williams’ strongest opponents.
L. W. Schlesinger of South
Africa, another, now practically
controls the company.
The situation is an unpleasant

one for Famous Players. Adolph
Zukor, feeling certain of good
pictures from British National
with “Jaydee’ at its helm, sought
to promote international amity
by assisting that company in
every way, notably by releasing
its product in the United States.
Now Famous Players is consider-
ing how it may protect that
amity which it succeeded in
partly promoting.

Lesser to Build and Buy Houses,

Not Engage in Picture Production
Sol Lesser will return to the

theatre end of the motion pic-

ture industry.
Mr. Lesser will return to Los

Angeles next wqek and set In

motion an intensive theatre
building and buying program.

His plans do not include pro-
duction of pictures.
Last spring Mr. Lesser came

to New York City, conferred
with various banking groups,
and in the early summer he dis-

posed of his holdings in West
Coast Theatres, Inc., and went
to Europe, remaining, with his
wife and little son and little

daughter for more than six
months. He returned to the
United States more than a week
ago.
To a representative of Moving

Picture World, Mr. Lesser said:

"I shall re-enter the theatre
end of the industry in California.
We have a great state, out
there, with abundant ’oom for
big operations. I shall build
new theatres and acquire exist-
ing houses where possible, if

purchases will strengthen my
plan.”
He added, that he does not

contemplate picture production.

(Continued on page 2)

Miss Davis Returns;

Signed by Paramount

Mildred Davis (Mrs.
Harold Lloyd) is returning
to the screen. After a re-
tirement of four years she
will appear before a Para-
mount camera in “Too
Many Crooks.” It is a
farce comedy. Production
will begin January 3. B.
P. Schulberg-, West Coast
executive of F. P. an-
nounces that her signa-
ture wais obtained. hiy

Jesse L, Lasky, first vice-
president, during his last
trip to the West.
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Williams Is Ousted
(Continued from page 1)

Under “Jaydee’s” management
British National bid fair to make
its mark in the film world.
“Nell Gywn” pleased critics

largely through the performance
of Dorothy Gish, who was put
under contract by Mr. Williams.
Later pictures, it is said, did

not measure up to the “Nell
Gwyn’’ standard because Mr. Wil-
liams found difficulty in obtain-
ing the necessary co-operation
and amounts of money sup-
posedly allotted him for produc-
tion. Therein lies his alleged
basis for a breach of contract
suit. Dorothy Gish is now mak-
ing “Madame Pompadour” in

England. Antonio Moreno has
been signed to play opposite her.

France Has 3,000 Houses
Prance now has 3,000 picture

theatres, according to advices
received by the Department of

Commerce from Trade Commis-
sioner G. R. Canty, in Paris. Re-
cent surveys showed that there
are 20,233 picture theatres in the
United States and that 548 of

these are in Greater New York.

Late Chicago

News Notes
The Callner Company, in

eo-operation with the
Marks Circuit, will build
a 2,500-seat picture theatre
at Seventieth and Hal-
sted Streets on the South
Side.
Frank Rhinehart, man-

ager of the Apollo Theatre,
Belvidere, died after a
short iUness. He was one
of best known movie men
in that district.

A lone robber held up
Charles Darrell, manager,
and Tom Brennfield, trea-
surer, of the Congress
Theatre of Lubiner & Trinz
and secured $5,000. He
escaped. Theatre owners
plan private protection
against box office rob-
beries.

Nine Schine Theatres

Incorporate in N. Y.
Nine picture theatres, forming

a part of the Schine circuit and
recently acquired, incorporated
as separate operating com-
panies and filed the necessary
papers with the secretary of
state during the past week.
The principal office of the com-
panies will be maintained in

Gloversville, the headquarters of
the Schine circuit, and the fol-
lowing are named as directors:
John A. May, E. Pratt Keiner
and J. Guy Selsmer, all of Glo-
versville. The capitalization
Mas not specified. The com-
panies were : Pontiac - Strand
Corporation, Buffalo - Riverside
Corporation, Schine-Ogdensburg
Corporation, Schine-Malone Cor-
poration, Massena-Strand Cor-
poration, Rochester-State Cor-
poration, Rochester-Liberty Cor-
poration, Rochester-Riviera Cor-
poration, and the Fairport Thea-
tres, Inc.

Other companies chartered
during the week included the Mo-
tion Picture Devices Company,
Inc., capitalization not stated,
with Edward F. Roehn, Conrad
Gaschett and E. D. Perrine, New
York City; Lexico Film Producing
Co., Inc., $50,000, M. M. Mayer,
Hannah Hirschhorn, Edna Cohn,
New York City; Neslo Picture
Corporation, $100,000, Terrance
Laing, Robert E. Olsen and
Meyer Cushner, New York City.

Rodgers Convalescent
Walter Rodgers, the well

knoM'n Gem Theatre owner in
Cairo, 111., is recovering from a
fractured skull and other in-
juries suffered in an automobile
accident. It will be several
M-eeks before he leaves his bed.

Ellis to Join Ingram
Arthur Ellis, well known as

film editor for Famous Players
and Distinctive Pictures, will
soon sail to join Rex Ingram,
making “The Garden of Allah”
in France.

Queen Has News Film
Emanuel Cohen, editor of

Pathe News, has given Queen
Marie a complete pictorial rec-
ord of her American visit, pho-
tographed by S. R. Sozio, vet-
eran cameraman, MTho accom-
panied the Queen everywhere on
her month's trip. He had pre-
viously “shot” her in Europe.
Queen Marie paid tribute to
Pathe News in a Chicago speech
and wrote Mr. Cohen a letter ex-
pressive of her appreciation.

Blackton Using
(.Continued from page 1)

special projection machines are
necessary. Spoor, Blackton
stated, has only 100 of these just

now in his Chicago factor.y.

Under the new system projec-
tion distance will be the same
as the present, only adjustments
make it possible to secure a re-
flection forty-two feet wide and
twenty-two feet high.
Third dimension pictures will

mean the elimination of close-
ups, Blackton stated. The same
effect can be realized for as
many as three people at the one
time, he said.

To get the stereoscopic illu-

sion only one set of film is

necessary and the reflection may
be observed by the audience’s

Plan Permanent

Charity Branch

Of Amusements

Theatrical Men Meet to

Help Jewish Drive

The organization of a perma-
nent Amusement Division in the
Federation of JeM’ish Philan-
thropies was the objective of a
luncheon held at the Astor on
Tuesday, at M-hich every branch
of the motion picture, theatrical
and allied fields was represented.
Adolph Zukor, president of

Famous Players-Lasky, as chair-
man of the Theatrical Division
of the Federation, presided at
the gathering, which Mas called
together at his invitation. Syd-
ney S. Cohen, M’ho will serve as
organizer of the present drive
and in the formation of the per-
manent committee, acted as mas-
ter of ceremonies.
The quota of the Federation’s

$4,770,000 drive, assigned to Mr.
Zukor’s Division, which includes
motion pictures and all M-ho may
be identified in any way with
the amusement business, is

$100,000, nearly half of which
has already been subscribed.
To complete this drive in rec-
ord time and to establish a per-
manent committee of workers,
so that a maximum of results
may be obtained Mrith a mini-
mum effort, was the main objec-
tice of the luncheon.

Besides Mr. Zukor and Mr.
Cohen, among the speakers were
Maurice Goodman, Coney Has-
kell and Jonah Goldstein. Repre-
sentatives of all the different
groups present assured Mr.
Zukor that they would do their
share in making the drive an
outstanding success.

Much Building in Africa
African Theatres, Ltd., has

embarked on a comprehensive
building program M-hieh is plan-
ned to give all the important
cities in South Africa modern
theatres and cinemas of the lat-
est design. The first, Prince’s
Theatre in Durban, was opened
in July and is a picture house
Mrith accommodations for 1,750,

that compares favorably with
the best types of houses in the
United States.

Natural Vision
naked eye. Blackton also said

that during production work
lighting effects in studios and
artists’ make-up will likely re-

main the same, but that sets in

studios will have to be consider-
ably larger due to the focal

range of the new camera lense,

and because of the additional
size of the negative film.

Whether or not these changes
will also make it impossible to

film glass and miniature sets,

Blackton could not state posi-

tively.

Blackton hailed the Vitaphone
as the film industry’s most pro-
gressive move during 1926. He
predicted that the natural vision
motion picture M-ill be the most
noteworthy during 1927,

COMING and GOING

Elmer Pearson, vice-president
and general manager of Pathe
Exchange, Inc., left the home of-
fice on December 2 for his an-
nual trip to the West Coast to
inspect the production activities
of the various units operating in
California.

* * •

Harry Lamont, of the scenario
department at Universal City isnoM- in New York, his formerhome, visiting relatives.

"j nuc anaBaby, Joe Rock, well knownHollywood producer, departed for
the East last Sunday on a com-
bined business and pleasure trip
Rock M-ill visit Chicago, Wash-
ington and New York before he
returns home sometime late in
December.

v.., nao aiai-Lea a twc^ eek s trip around the exchanges
checking up on sales in generaland contracts for “The Nervousu reck ’ in particular. During
his journey, he will visit Buffalo
Chicago, Milwaukee, Minneapo-
lis, Detroit, Cincinnati, Cleveland
and Indianapolis.

• • •

Ivan Moskine, star of “Michael
Strogoff, ’ is on the Berengaria
bound for America. He has a
l niversal long term contract

. * » *

Herbert Brenon, who has been
vacationing in Bermuda, has re-
turned to the Paramount Long
Island studio to prepare for
“Sorrell and Son,” Warwick
Deeping’s novel.

• * •

Harry H. Thomas, vice-presi-
dent of Merit Film and Chad-
Mick Pictures corporations, has
returned to New York after a
Canadian trip in behalf of the
latter company. He arranged for
first-run showings of all Chad-
wick productions in every key
city in Canada,

* • *

William M. Pizor, president of
Capital Production Exporting
Co., Inc., is on his way back
from Hollywood.

* • *

W. W. Hines, general sales
manager of United Artists, left
New York on December 5, for a
trip to Texas and Louisiana.

* • •

Flobelle Fairbanks, who makes
her screen debut in Gloria
SManson’s first United Artists
Picture. “Sunya,” is en route to
St. Louis, M-here she will spend
Christmas with her mother, Mrs.
Margaret Fairbanks. She is
Doug’s niece.

« • •

Vilma Banky arrived in New
York December 2. She is stop-
ping at the Ambassador Hotel.

Allan S. Glenn, supervisor of
exploitation for First National
Pictures, Inc., is back from a
three weeks' trip through the
Middle West.

* • •

Paul Bern, recently appointed
genera] assistant to Irving Thal-
berg at the Metro-Goldwyn-
Ma’yer studios, has left the West
Coast for New York City, where
he may remain several M-eeks.
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This photograph, the last one taken of the president of the Stan-
ley Company just before the sudden illness which resulted in his

death, shows him with Father Victor A. Strumia, 192C winner
of “The Exhibitor” gold medal awarded annually for the best
scenario submitted by a g-raduating member of the Stanley V.
Mastbaum Course in Photoplay Writing at Temple University.

Fox Enters Deal?

The week’s rumor is

that Fox Film Corporation
has become involved In
the Pathe-P. D. C.-Keith
merger negotiations. It Is

impossible to obtain veri-
fication. None of the par-
tie.; concerned are talking.
This combination, if effect-

ed, would result in one of
tlie strongest in the field.

Fox and P. D. O. have the
features, Pathe the short
subjects and Keith the
bookings.

Ed Supple Joins Imported
Ed Supple has been appointed

director of advertising and
publicity of the Imported Pic-

tures Corporation by Walter W.
Kofeldt, president and general
manager. Mr. Supple has had
much experience, having been
with the Motion Picture News as
assistant managing editor; with
Pathe as publicity director, in

advertising agency work and as-
sociated with the Exploitation
Department of First National.
For imported he will build up
trade and public acceptance of

imported pictures. The first,

“The Slums of Berlin,” has won
favorable recognition wherever
seen.

Little Theatre for St. Louis
Earle A. Meyer, managing di-

rector of the St. Louis Cinema
Guild, has announced that a Lit-

tle Motion Picture Theatre will

be opened in St. Louis on Jan-
uary 1. Two sites in the Grand
Boulevard district are under
consideration. The house will be
affiliated with the Film Guild
movement in New York City and
will be operated along the lines

of the Fifth Avenue house di-

rected by Joseph R. Fliesner.

Sixteen New Ones for F. N.
Sixteen towns in the Albany,

N. Y., district in which no First
National pictures had been
shown for from six months to
two years were signed this week
by A. W. Smith, Jr., Eastern
Division Sales manager, working
with Salesmen Fred Myers of
the New York exchange and
Salesman H. L. Pincus of the
Buffalo exchange.

O Neill Leaves F. B. O.
Joseph J. O’Neill, in charge of

publicity for F. B. O. under Hi
Daab, has resigned.

Openings Liven Up

As winter approaches,
Broadway Is livening up.
The openings this week
numbered three, and all

were important and well
attended. “Old Ironsides”
opened at the Rivoli, “Po-
temkin” at the Biltmore
and “Michael Strogoff” at
the George M. Coban The-
atre. Two M-G-M pictures
open soon, “The Fire Brig-
ade” on December 20 at
the Central and “Tell It to
the Marines” on December
23 at the Embassy. The
former displaces “The
Scarlet Letter” and the
latter “Ben Hur,” which
has had a year’s run.

Fund Started to Aid

Sam Bullock Family
According to an announcement

from the M. P. T. O. A., Sam
Bullock, a faithful worker for
exhibitors, died practically pen-
niless and the industry now owes
a duty to his family. The M. P.

T. O. of Ohio, through Us Vice-
president, J. J. Harwood of
Cleveland, has organized a fund
for his dependents. Theatre
owners throughout the country
are appealed to. The books will

be closed December 15, so th5
necessity for contributing imme-
diately is apparent.

Cole Closes with F. P.
Nat. Nat.hanson, president of

Hi-Mark Productions, is enter-
taining Oliver S. Cole of Manila.
Mr. Cole, who has an exchange
at Manila, has closed with Para-
mount for the regular product
and big specials. He will soon
leave for Europe.

Loew Acquires Sheridan
The Sheridan Theatre, at

Twelfth street and Seventh ave-
nue, New York City, becomes a
link in the Loew chain on De-
cember 23. The policy will be
pictures and continuous per-
formances. The chain now num-
bers over fifty in Greater New
York.

Passaic Theatre Burns
Two thousand film fans es-

caped without injury when the
Rialto Theatre, Passaic, N. J.,

and five adjoining business
buildings were damaged by fire

Monday night. The blaze started
at 10 p. m. in another building
and spread to the Rialto. The
theatre damage was put at
$75,000, all to the interior.

Hoyt Ads for De Mille Film
The C. W. Hoyt Advertising-

Agency will handle a national
advertising campaign on P. D.
C.’s Cecil De Mille forthcoming
picture, “King of Kings.”

Two Ballin Novels Out Soon
Hugo Ballin, art director for

Gloria Swanson in “Sunya,” has
arranged for the publication of
two of his latest novels, “Heri-
tage,” a story of western town
life, and ‘‘Meal Tickets and Ap-
plesauce," which has to do with
Hollywood and the films, will be
brought out early in 1927. Mr.
Ballin also directs pictures and
paints. He will go to California
soon to begin six months’ work
on mural paintings.

F. B. O. Puts One Over
Hi Daab, F. B. O.’s energetic

publicity chief, is back from
Gloucester, Mass., announcing
one of t'he best exploitation
stunts of recent days. Every
piece of merchandise to leave
Gloucester within the next six
months will carry advertising on
“The Windjammers,” the picture
F. B. O. will make in Glouces-
ter.

Collins for Laugh Month
Eli Whitney Collins, president

of the M. P. T. O. A., has In-
dorsed Laugh Month. F. B. O.

has selected the first week in

Laugh Month for its AVitwer
Week. David Schaeffer, of Har-
ing & Blumenthal, a prize win-
ner last year, says he’s after the
laurels again this year.

F. P. Signs Larry Semon
Paramount has signed Larry

Semon to act, direct and write
for Famous Players. The com-
pany seems to be going strong
on the comedy end. It also has
Eddie Cantor, Raymond Griffith,

Wallace Beery, W. C. Fields, Ed
Wynn and Bebe Daniels.

Lvnn Shores Transferred
Lynn Shores has been trans-

ferred to the Paramount sce-
nario force at the Long Island
City studio.

Hawks Handling Publicity
Wells Hawks will handle the

publicity on “What Price Glory.”

Jules Mastbaum

Dies in Arms of

His Aged Mother

Industry Stricken With

Grief at His Loss

Intestinal complications after

a sudden operation for appendi-

citis caused the death on -Tues-

day afternoon. December 7, of

Jules E. Mastbaum, president of

the Stanley Company of Amer-
ica, at the Jefferson Hospital in

Philadelphia.

Stricken on Friday afternoon
and rushed to the hospital, he
failed to recover from the effects

of the operation and complica-
tions set in on Saturday night.
Some improvement was noted
the following day, but on Tues-
day afternoon he had a relapse
and died at 4:30 o’clock. He was
55 years old. He died with his
head in the arms of his aged
mother, Mrs. Fanny Mastbaum.
She collapsed.
Besides being- a power in mo-

tion picture circles, Mr. Mast-
baum was noted nationally as a
philanthropist and sportsman.
At the beginning of his career
he was, successively, buyer for
the Milwaukee store of Gimbel
Brothers, an associate of Felix
Isman, Philadelphia realtor, and
in the 90’s, the owner of a pic-
ture theatre with his brother
Stanley and another. From that
time on he branched out. Stanley
died thirteen years ago.
Remarkable demonstrations of

grief were made at the news of
Jules Mastbaum’s death. Mayor
Kendrick and other Philadelphia
city officials issued tributes.

Mayor James Walker of New
York City went immediately to

Philadelphia by train to offer
his sympathy.
The funeral was held at 2

o’clock Thursday afternoon at

his late residence, Rabbi Leon
H. Elmaleh officiating.

Besides his mother and wife,
Mrs. Etta Mastbaum, and his
three daughters, Peggy, Betty
and Mrs. Elias Wolf, there were
in the death room Mr. and Mrs.
Ellis Gimbel, Mr. and Mrs. Louis
Gimbel, Colonel Jacob Lit, Mor-
ris and Louis Wolf, Ellis Gimbel,
Jr., Benedick Gimbel and Frank
A. Wiener, Chairman of the
Pennsylvania Boxing Commission
and one of Mr. Mastbaum’s clos-
est friends.

Plan ColorComedies

Colorart Pictures Cor-
poration of Boston is

seeking distribution for a
series of one-reel color
comedies it will shortly
begin making. A deal may
be closed this week. “The
Barefoot Boy” is playing-
in the new Paramount
Theatre this week. “The
Isle of Dreams*” another
Colorart picture, is ex-
pected to go into the Cap-
itol soon.
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Valentino Double?

Giordano Venturini, athlete

and musician of Trieste, Italy,

has been ‘‘discovered” 'by ‘‘II

Piccolo,” a publication, as a dou-
ble for Rodolph Valentino. He
Is 27 years old and is agreeable
to entering picture work. What
do you think about the resem-
blance f

ACA to Meet in Detroit
The American Cinema Associa-

tion has called its annual con-
vention of franchise holders for

December 11, 12 and 13 in De-
troit. The production schedule
will be discussed. A. J. Moeller
of New York is president. ACA
pictures are made in the West
by the David M. Hartford Pro-
ductions.

Cassidy in Philadelphia
Frank Cassidy, who piloted

Warner Brothers’ movable broad-
casting station across the conti-
nent, has been assigned to the
Philadelphia office under District
Manager Joe Hebrew.

Last Minute
News Flashes

The Stanley Company of
America carried $1,000,000 in-

surance on Jules E. Mastbaum.
He carried $2,070,000, of which
$100,000 will go to the Federa-
tion of Jewish Charities. The
real estate firm of Mastbaum &
Fleisher will receive $500,000
from insurance companies, the
Federation of Loan Societies,

which Mr. Mastbaum founded,
will get $100,000 and the rest will

go to the estate.

* * *

Motion picture men, as yet
unnamed, are dickering with
Knute Rockne, Notre Dame
football coach, for an original

football thriller story. He is

said to be receptive.

Landis Misses

His Own Party

For Army Men

Snow Forces a Hurried

Departure South

Cullen Landis is completing

the new Patheserial, ‘‘On

Guard,” most of which was made
on the military reservations in

the vicinity of New York, and

the Pathe exchange decided to

let him throw a party at the

Twin Oaks on December 7 to

entertain the officers who had

been so helpful in staging the

production. To judge from the

uniforms scattered over the

place, “On Guard” boasts the

largest staff of technical advisers

ever connected with a single pic-

ture, and they all seemed to be

having a fine time.

All except Landis. The party

was set for midnight and he

had to leave for Georgia to com-
plete the picture. There were
only a few scenes left, but the

snow on Sunday utterly ruined

the chances of continuing that

he had to go below the snow
line for the final takes.

Although it was officially des-

ignated as his party, he was
present only long enough to

greet his military friends and
tell them adieu.

S. R. Kent Visiting Office
Sidney R. Kent, general man-

ager of Famous Players, is vis-

iting his office a couple of hours
each day. Within a short time
he hopes to be fully recovered
from his appendicitis operation
and back on a full-time sched-
ule.

Miss Purviance to Paris
Edna Purviance, “The Wo-

man of Paris,” herself, leaves for

Paris, December 15, on the Ber-
engaria, to make a picture in

France for Diamant Berger. It

is understood that Miss Purvi-
ance will arrive in New York
about December 12 from the
West.

Kansas City Sets a Record
To prove that Kansas City

theatre attendance is not on the
down-grade, the Kansas City

\

Star recently investigated and
found that, despite strong coun-
ter attractions, more than 114,000
persons spent a part of Thanks-
giving Day in picture theatres.
This is a record. The figures
have just been made public.

Columbia Signs Simpson
Allan Simpson has been

signed by Columbia Pictures
Corporation to play the lead op-
posite Priscilla Dean in “Birds
of Prey.” T. Hayes Hunter will
commence his directorial activi-
ties soon.

New Triangle Formed
Roy and Harry Aitken have

formed a new Triangle Film Cor-
poration, incorporating it in Del-
aware. Paul Scardon will direct
a Thomas E. Dixon story for
them. They also have some old
Triangle negatives for re-issue.

Back From Abroad

Clayton P. Sheehan, manager
of the Foreign Department of

Fox Film Corporation, hns re-
turned to the home office from a
two months’ trip to Europe.
Having been married in Buffalo
a few days previous to his de-
parture. Mrs. Sheehan accom-
panied him, making the trip a
combined honeymoon and busi-
ness tour.

Final Injunction Denied
A permanent injunction re-

straining F. B. O. and exhibitors
from selling or showing the film,

“Bigger Than Barnum’s,” has
been denied by Judge Molyneaux
of the federal court in Minne-
apolis. The injunction was
sought by Ringling Brothers and
Barnum and Bailey’s combined
shows, and although a tempo-
rary injunction was at first ob-
tained, Judge Moyneaux refused
to make it permanent.

“Chaplin Film” Enjoined
Arthur W. Kelly, Charlie Chap-

lin’s personal representative, re-
ports that Chaplin’s attorneys in
England have obtained an in-
junction against the sponsors of
the picture, “The Life Story of
Charlie Chaplin,” recently pro-
duced and advertised in England.
Henry B. Parkinson was the pro-
ducer and the distributor is the
Frederick White Company.

Red Seal on Broadway
Red Seal’s Out of the Inkwell

comedies will appear regularly
hereafter at the Paramount
Theatre, New York. ’Ko-Ko’s
Queen” is playing there this

j

week.

Film Exports Decline
American film exports con-

tinue to decrease. The first nine
months of 1926 shows a decline
of 11.000,000 feet. Batin-Amer-
ica leads the list in the amount

|

imported.

Our Stock Market

By Ervin L. Hall

The quotations used in this

summary are compiled daily

by Newburger, Henderson dr

Loeb, 100 Broadway, Sew
York City, exclusively for

the Moving Picture World.

This week has shown nothing
to cause us to change our pre-

vious statements that the mar-
ket is not likely to show any
sustained advance or decline for

the rest of the year. It is true
that a number of individual
stocks have made advances, but
a great many others, including
the strongest stocks in the list,

have varied very little and some
stocks have even shown declines.
Operations in the market are al-

most wholly professional and
are likely to remain so for some
time. Money rates were firmer
this week, ruling around 5 per
cent or better. This is not un-
usual, however, at this time of
the year, and easier money wall
undoubtedly return after the
first of the year.

FILM STOCKS
Our own stocks followed the

general trend outlined above
with the majority of the list

showing no marked change.
There were exceptions, how-
ever, with Pathe, Famous and
Loew making the largest gains,
and Warner Bros, both “A” and
Common going down.
Pathe “A” continued to climb

upwards. It will be recalled that
this stock has shown no signs
of strength for a number of
weeks. There have been rumors
around that the dividend would
be passed and the stock was
forced down to prices below
what it was worth. The range
this week was from 34% at the
beginning to a closing price of
over 42.

Famous Players was the real
leader of the market. A couple
of weeks ago we called atten-
tion to the fact that Famous
was again showing signs of its

old activity. This statement has
been borne out during the past
week when the stock ran up to

12044. The turnover for the week
was over 102,000 shares.

Loew’s, Inc., moved out of the
price range of 44 to 4a where it

has been held for the last few
weeks by establishing a new
high for 1926 of 48%. The last

previous high was 48V4 on
Sept. 28.

Fox Film “A,” although it did
not run up to its last week's high,
nevertheless showed considerable
strength and maintained a price
around 72 and 73.

Warner Bros. “A” and Com-
mon both continued to slip, the
“A’’ stock going below 40 for the
first time in a long while.
Motion Picture Capital has de-

clared a Quarterly dividend of
25c a share on the Common
stock, payable Dec. 15 to holders
of record Dec. 11 and 50c on the
Preferred, payable Jan. 15 to
holders of record Jan. 1.

Just what this market will do
from day to day is hard to de-
termine. It is mostly profes-
sional and speculation is in-
creasing. We would advise that
you watch your step and take
profits quickly.



“You’ve Been a Qood Old Wagon,

But You’ve Done Broke Down”
—An Old Sony

Would They Like It?
GREEK—it may have been Aristides the Just—was ostracized because he was

too good.
His countrymen knew his loyalty, his lofty ideals, his great intellect—they knew

his worth so well that they became tired of singing his praises and one fine day sent him
into exile with all his goodness.

* * *

Motion Pictures boast of a wonderful trade press. -J

No other industry has its equal.

It has created and developed a publicity art unknown in any other field.

It is live in news, service departments, general make-up, graphic displays, reading inter-'

est to all branches of the business.

It can make personalities and merchandise products quicker and at less cost than any
other medium.

Its power to do the right thing is enormous—almost as great as its latent power to do
the wrong thing, which it has never wilfully used.

* * *

To belittle its own tradepress has been the indoor sport of certain people who should
know better—and do know better, if the question ever came to a showdown.
The fact remains, however, that there has been some shouting lately for “more inde-

pendence” and “firmer stands,” on the part of the tradepress, on divers matters and re-

gardless of consequences.
* * *

What are “firmer stands”?
What is “independence”?
Should a picture be catalogued as a “flop” because the public did not take to it in a cer-

tain city?

Should its possibilities in the rest of the country be ignored by an “independent”
tradepress?

* * *

Mr. Munsey killed the “Mail” and the “Globe,” and, unwittingly, made a power of
the “News” and gave birth to the “Graphic” and the “Mirror.”

* * *

Suppose the gentlemen referred to above were to get what they are clamoring for?
* * *

Are they sure they would like it, once they got it?
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Joseph P. Kennedy A New, Big Figure
Hardly Known to the Man in the Street a Year Ago, President of F. B. O. Has Brought

to the Industry High Standards of Efficiency and Ideals Which
Have Made a Deep Impression

By Merritt Crawford
/'S*' NEW figure has appeared among the big men of the motion picture industry.

A new personality—in some respects, as far as the film business is concerned,

a new type of man—in his manner of thought, in his cultural backgrounds,

and in the standards and methods by which he estimates and approaches the num-
erous intricate problems of production, distribution and executive policy, which are

inevitably the portion of the head of every big film organization.

A year ago had you asked the average man along film row who Joseph P.

Kennedy was, he probably wouldn’t have
If he happened to be an old-timer, he

might have asked if you didn’t refer to

“J. J.,” whose name was once famous in

this industry as the dominating personality

of the old Biograph Company and in the

councils Of the late, but unlamented, Gen-
eral Film and Motion Picture Patents Com-
panies.

When you had told him you didn’t mean
that particular member of the Kennedy clan;

but a brand new individuality, in pictures at

least, who, it was authoritatively, reported,

was about to assume the control of an im-
portant producing and distributing corpor-

ation, it is a hundred to one that no in-

formation would have been forthcoming.
To the man in the street, hereabouts, the

personality and personal history of Joseph
P. Kennedy, Boston banker and business
man, with a noteworthy record of important
achievements in other fields of finance and
industrial activity, was then almost un-
known.

Needs No Introduction

Today, if you asked the same man he
could give you considerably more informa-
tion. He would tell you, for instance, that

Joseph P. Kennedy no longer needed any
introduction to the film business, that he
had made his company in the short space
of ten months a factor to be considered in

the production and selling plans of even the
biggest companies—as a competitor, which
must be taken into account—and that al-

ready he was reaching out in an intelligent

and sympathetic way to establish relation-
ships and alliances in foreign markets, which
would tend to make Film Booking Offices,
Inc., genuinely international in its scope and
influence.

At that, he might not be able to tell you
much about Joseph P. Kennedy—the man,
himself—except that he was a clean-cut,
straight-talking, square-shooting personage,
still in his thirties, who seemed to be more
impressed with his big responsibilities and
with the tremendous possibilities of the mo-
tion picture as a factor in the progress of
the race, than as a “game” in which the
lucky ones were apt to win big rewards.

It was February 24, 1926, that it was offi-
cially announced, that Joseph P. Kennedy
of Boston, representing important financial
interests, had taken over—lock, stock and
barrel—Film Booking Offices, Inc., and all

that organization’s allied producing and dis-
tributing subsidiaries.

Major H. C. S. Thompson, then chief ex-
ecutive of the company, then stated that
Mr. Kennedy had bought out the interests
held by Grahams, Ltd., the British banking
group, which had been a dominant factor
in the operations of the company, up to that

been able to answer you.

Joseph P. Kennedy

time, since the days of Robertson-Cole, who
first founded it.

At that time, as has been said, outside of

his native New England, there probably

were not half a dozen men in the film

business, who knew anything at all about
the subject of this article, except perhaps that

he was a successful banker and that occa-

sionally his name had appeared in connec-
tion with various film activities in a casual

or advisory capacity.

One of those who did know him and who
knew him well, however, was Will H. Hays.
Mr. Kennedy and General Hays have been
ciose friends for years, and it is no secret

now, that the urgings of the latter were
in no small degree responsible for Mr. Ken-
nedy’s entrance into the film business in

his present active and important capacity.

Hays Knew Career
General Hays was fully familiar with Mr.

Kennedy’s colorful career as a banker and
business man of the highest talents. He felt

that his great executive gifts would be of

the utmost value in the development of this

industry, still in its formative period along
healthy and forward-looking lines.

But most of all General Hays wanted his

friend to come into the motion picture busi-

ness, because he regarded him, as he has
frequently publicly attested, as one of the

finest types of American citizen, a man, who,
in his business ideals and concepts, as in

the fine character of his home life, would
bring to the industry much that it has lacked
in the past.

To sketch in any detail Mr. Kennedy's

career would take far more space than is

available for this brief article. For the pur-

poses of the record it is sufficient to say

that he was born in Boston about thirty-

eight years ago and is a graduate of the Bos-
ton Latin School and Harvard University.

Backgrounding his personal tastes, it may
be mentioned that he is a golf enthusiast

and an ardent supporter of the Boston Sym-
phony Orchestra. At Harvard he played on
the Varsity baseball team. Sufficient to

show that he is an all ’round man, in his

leisure as well as in his business activities.

After his graduation from Harvard Mr.
Kennedy became a bank examiner, where his

talents for finance and organization soon made
themselves evident. In 1914 he was elected

president of the Columbia Trust Com-
pany' of Boston, a post which he filled with
such distinction and. success, that when the

United States .entered the war in 1917 he
was selected by the directors of the Beth-
lehem Shipbuilding" Corporation to take
charge of their great Fore River plant, -with

its 55,000 emploj-ees," as assistant general
manager.

After the war. Mr.. Kennedy became as-

sociated with Hayden, Stone & Co., the
bankers, as one of their managers, and it

was while with them that, he first became
identified with Motion Picture activities. He
then became interested in the Maine-New
Hampshire Theatre Corporation, a chain of

houses which he developed with notable suc-
cess throughout New England.

Married Boston Girl

During this period Mr. Kennedy also rep-
resented Grahams, Ltd., the London bank-
ing firm which were interested in the Rob-
ertson-Cole Company, protecting their in-

terests during the difficulties which beset
that company following the war, and which
ultimately resulted in the formation of Film
Booking Offices, Inc.

About a dozen years ago, Mr. Kennedy
married Miss Rosa Fitzgerald, a daughter
of the Hon. John F. Fitzgerald, former and
several times mayor of Boston, and his home
life has been as happy and successful as his

business career. At his home in Brook-
line, Mass., seven young Kennedys, the eld-
est of whom, Joseph P., Jr., is just eleven,
joyously greet their proud parent on his
weekly trip from New York, a typical New
England household, which may be said to
be as fine an example of representative
American home-life, as can be found any-
where.

Among the outstanding achievements of
Mr. Kennedy, since assuming control of
I"ilm Booking Offices, Inc., may be men-
tioned his alliance with Ideal Films, Ltd., of
London, which was consummated last sum-
mer, this being especially worthy of com-
ment in that it is the first genuinelv re-
ciprocal agreement in respect to the mutual
exchange of productions and distribution
facilities, to be made between any British
and American companies.

Put this is only one of many things, that
Mr. Kennedy has done and is doing, both

(Continued on page 403 )
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“Joe” Friedman—The Man
Who Puts Them Over

With a Punch
Recently Appointed General Manager of Universal’s New

York Exchange Pats “Personal Publicity

”

Into Hi . Remarkable Work

By Charles Edward Hastings

Ujf AUGH MONTH”—“JOY WEEK”-
Friedman is waiting for them!

-bring ’em on. Set ’em up. “Joe”

The recently appointed General Manager of Universal’s New York

Exchange (“Big U”) at 1600 Broadway, takes ’em as they come and passes ’em

down to history somewhat after the manner of a man who carves a niche in

the stock of his gun.

“Joe” Friedman put the “personal publicity” and “individual selling” angles

into Universal’s Reginald Denny laugh classics. He took Universal’s big star

half way across the United States, into exchanges and theatres last summer,

on a remarkable exploitation stunt, coup led with sale. Then he came back to

New York City and they designated him manager of the “Big U” exchange.

"Joe” Friedman edged into the “movie”

game in Detroit way back in the old Gen-
eral Film days, when “edging in” wasn’t so

tough, but “sticking it out" was quite another

matter. After roughing it a while, Friedman

moved into the theatre end of the game with

John Kunsky, where he remained for sev-

eral years. George W. Weeks, now Gen-
eral Manager of Distribution of Paramount,

was in charge of the Universal Exchange
in Detroit when “Joe” Friedman decided to

slip out of the theatre end of the game,
but it was not until Harry Berman, then

head of Universal sales, working out of New
York City, visited Detroit, some time later,

that Friedman actually got into the exchange
end.

After quitting Kunsky, Friedman acquired

two theatres in Detroit, the Bijou and Mon-

roe, and had a lot of fun as an exhibitor.

But the exchange “bug” got him, and dur-

ing Berman’s visit, when the latter was sell-

ing Lon Chaney in “Pay Me,” Friedman dis-

posed of his theatre holdings and accom-
panied Berman to New York City. After

a brief visit, Friedman returned to Detroit,

and took up the sales of Universal-Jewels,

then being sold separately.

Comes to New York
In October, 1919, Friedman took charge

of Universal’s Detroit exchange, where he
remained until January, of this year, when
he was called into the home office in New
York City, where, under Lou Metzger, sales

head of “U,” Friedman set about injecting

sales ideas into several groups of Universal
pictures, notably “The Collegians,” the Regi-
nald Denny specials, etc.

JOSEPH FRIEDMAN appears to be
“all set,” in this picture, for “National
Laugh Month,” although “Joe” insists
every month is a laugh month with him.
As General Manager of “Big U” in New
York City, he is head of one of the busi-

est exchanges in the United States.

Friedman was designated general manager
of the “Big U” exchange last Fall, when
W. C. Iierrman retired. Just now, the hust-
ling exchange, having been thoroughly reor-
ganized since Friedman took charge, has
a full head of steam on with “Michael
Strogoff,' “The Collegians,” “The Fourth
Commandment” and “The Cheerful Fraud,”
engaging the attention of the sales forces.

He Knows Hollywood

“Big U” Exchange in New York is a 12yz
per cent territory, covering New York
State up to Poughkeepsie, and Northern New
Jersey. Mr. Friedman has made two trips

to Hollywood, and is thoroughly conversant
with the production end of his company’s
business. He has Dave Brill for his New
York sales manager; Fred Kraemer for his

service manager, and Nat Goldberg in charge
of bookings. In the personnel of his sales

and office staff are the following :

Personnel of Staff

J. Hartman, F. W. Kraemer, H. Stern,
Teddy Abrams, Elsie Orbach, A. Lube, J.

Yancu, B. Ginsberg, G. Brosseau, Satn
Simon, Helen Engel, C. Sonand, Miss Drex-
ler, Rose Hossner, E. Weisberiger, Kate
Burke, Joe Weinberg, Mrs. Coogan, E.

Schwartz, Walter Bernard, L. Levy, Jack
Fallis, V. Stewart, S. Liggett, L. Abrams,
D. Brill, J. Liggett, Phil Winnick, Max
Cohen, Jack Meyers, B. Edison, J. Cum-
mings, B. Price. S. Kusiel, E. Backer, M.
Abramovitz, Joe Friedman, H. Tissot, S.

Solomon, H. Richland, N. Goldberg, H.
Marcus, R. Crouch, P. Guss, D. Stone, M.
Coleman, J. Joel, L. Hahn, S. Rockman, M.
Lasker, B. Kirsch, S. Zemack, L. Schefflin,

N. Saseen, E. Zelkowitz, B. Murray, J. Ei :h-

ler, J. Murphy, M. Barton, R. Melaugh, R.

Bannon, M. Marchand, H. Bruen, J. Berliner,

H. Strom, Mr. Earl, H. Bass, R. Lane and

K. Egan.

“Smiling Joe” Friedman, head of New York’s “Big U” Exchange, surrounded
by his corps of assistants, comprising high tension sales experts, of courteous,

efficient office girls and men.
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The usual Halloiveen property loss was re-

duced by 97% in Chicago this year through a

campaign conducted by the local picture houses

acting in concert. News item.

LOWLY, sonorously, the deep notes of

chapel clock boomed. Ten! Eleven!

Twelve! The knell of the twentieth

century had been sounded. The year 2001 of

the Christian Era had been ushered in with

no greater formality than marks the pass-

ing of each midnight hour. Save for one

room in the Science Building and the lamps

in the radium lighted quadrangle, the win-

dows of the University buildings were black

oblongs against the time-stained walls.

The student body slept, but a half score

of the world’s most famous scientific inves-

tigators were gathered about the glass cabi-

net enclosing a couch on which lap the inert

form of a man apparently in his late twen-

ties.

Actually his age was a century greater.

For one hundred years he had breathed only

sterilized air. For ten decades he had been

fed artificially on predigested beef extracts.

One hundred years before he had been

sealed into the chamber as the clocks marked
the advent of 1901 while riotous mobs with

horns and other noisemakers had drowned
out the solemn tones of the great bells.

The glass case was unsealed and slowly

Edward Smith was brought to animation by
Dr. Volstead Anderson Blotz, grandson of

the famous physician who had sought to

prove his theories of suspended animation by
this hundred-year test.

Smith stirred, yawned and gaped.

"What’s the matter?” he demanded, look-

ing from one to the other of the white robed
forms. ‘‘Been in an accident?”

“Don’t you remember?” prompted Dr.

Blotz. “My grandfather—

”

“Oh, yes
—

” Smith rubbed his head reflec-

tively. “I got a thousand dollars to let your
old man put me to sleep. What time is

this?”

“It is five minutes past midnight January

1, 2001,” replied Blotz.

“Quit your kidding !” Smith grinned
broadly. “This ain’t New Year’s. Why,
when I went to sleep they were cracking
the windows with the noise. Fifteen hun-
dred students and every one soused to the

gills.

Volstead Anderson Blotz shuddered vio-

lently. His companions looked horrified.

“That has been done away with,” said

Blotz unctiously. “In 1920 the Congress

abolished the sale of intoxicating liquor.”

“And did the folks stand for it?” Smith’s

tone was incredulous.

“Not at first,” admitted Blotz. “But as

time went on propaganda in motion pictures

educated the public. The last bootlegger

went out of business in 1935.”

“Suffering cats!” Smith’s eyes bulged. “To
cut out booze on New Year’s is like taking

the firecrackers away from the kids on the

Fourth of July.

The Safe and Sane Fourth was inaugu-

rated by the Motion Pictures in 1911,” ex-

plained Blotz patiently. “Of course, it took

a little time to do entirely away with fire-

works, but by 1930 the entire country had
been brought to the proper celebration—the

reading of the Declaration of Independence
and community singing.”

“Then I suppose they put the boots to

Santa Claus,” suggested Smith.

“Assuredly. That myth was exploded in

1931. On that Christmas celebration a spe-

cially made motion picture was shown to

every child in the United States by the Anti-

Myth Society. There was much protest

from the toy makers, but a special film was
prepared and shown to them. Toy factories

are now devoted to the useful manufactures.”
Smith rose from the couch and walked

w-eakly to the window, looking out on the

sleeping world.

“You should have let me sleep on,” he

muttered reproachfully. “I was happy so

long as I didn’t know. I suppose you junked
Thanksgiving, too.”

“Oh, no !” Blotz brightened at being able

to cheer his guest from the past. “We still

celebrate Thanksgiving. Of course it has
changed a little. In 1963 the Society for the

Prevention of Dyspepsia brought out a

propaganda film showing the foolishness of

gorging oneself on holidays. The Poultry
Dealers’ National Association brought out a

counter-propaganda, but the reformers won.
Smith whistled a few bars of a song popu-

lar away back in the nineties, and stopped
whistling to hum the refrain, “Please go
way and let me sleep.” The little committee
of scientists watched him narrowly. He had
not been educated by the pictures. The re-

forms were perhaps coming too sudden for

him. Smith turned his back to the window
and faced the men of science.

“Give it to me in a bunch,” he said hoarse-

ly. “Back in my time we used to go to the

movies for fun. I guess you changed the

brand. What else did you kill?”

“We have corrected many abuses,” ex-

plained Blotz with the air of one who re-

proves a naughty child. “For example, we
have the uniform garment for both sexes.”

“The gals dress like you fellows?” gasped

Smith, eyeing the garment which seemed to

be a compromise between a smock and a

toga.

“It is only rational,” suggested Elotz.

“Beauty is of the mind.”

Smith gave utterance to words which had
passed into history when the Society for the

Suppression of Profanity had won its long

propaganda fight. He turned back to the

window.

The nearly full moon broke through a rift

in the clouds, lighting a statue in the

quadrangle. Originally a splendid bit of

sculpture, it was now worn and battered.

“Who’s that guy?” he whispered. “That
Tom Edison?”

“It is a statue to Will H. Hays, Czar of

the Movies,” explained Blotz. “It was
erected by the Theatre Owners’ Chamber of

Contentment in 1953, when he finally wrote
a uniform contract acceptable to both par-

ties.”

“And he put it over with a propaganda
film,” suggested Smith. “I’m getting wise.”

“There was such a film,” admitted Blotz.

“It was written by Elinor Glyn and Vicente
Ibanez and produced by von Stroheim and
Lubitsch. It was shown only four years be-

fore the contract was put over.”

“And who threw the rocks at Bill—the

kids?”

“Unfortunately, yes,” admitted Blotz.

“Why don’t you show ’em a picture to

make ’em stop?” asked Smith with a grim
"That should reach them.”
The little group stirred uneasily. It was

some moments before Blotz could conquer
his emotion and speak.

“You see,” he said gently, “in 1992 the
grandson of Canon William Sheafe Chase,
who had been carrying on his ancestor’s
glorious warfare for decency, put out a
propaganda to prove that the pictures were
themselves a menace, and so we had to stop
making them.”
“And there ain’t no more movies?”
“Unfortunately, no.”
“Hot dawg!” murmured Smith. “Put me

back to sleep for another hundred years.
By that time we 11 be back where we were.
Good night I”
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Blue Laws And Gray Sundays
Method Is Described in Detail by Which Ogdensburg, N. Y., Enlisted Enthusiastic

Public Support in Campaign to Establish Amusement on Sunday;

Newspaper Publicity Was Great Factor

By Linn A. E . Gale
National Secretary-Treasurer, The Association Opposed to Blue laws, Inc.

HEN, on July 6, 1925, a group

of citizens of Washington, D.

C., organized the body which

was later incorporated under the laws of

the District of Columbia as “The Asso-

ciation Opposed to Blue Laws, Inc.,” it

was made clear from the outset that ours

was to be an offensive as well as a defen-

sive warfare.

We resolved, not only to resist

with every legal and appro-

priate means the schemes

of fanatics and bi-

gots to prohibit Sun-

day a m u s e m e nts

and personal liberty

in the observance of

the first day—or any'

other day — of the

week, but to go into

“blue law” territory and

endeavor to wipe off the

statute books rules and

ordinances that still for-

bid harmless enjoyment of \

Sunday.
Why shouldn’t we fight to.

give some people the liberty

they lack, as well as to prevent

others from losing the liberty

they now possess, we argued.

Movement Welcomed

The point was well taken and

met with widespread approval.

The reaction of public sentiment

plainly showed that the American

people welcomes a national-wide as-

sociation devoted to prevention of

“blue laws” where they do not exist

and their extermination where they

do exist. The movement gained ground

rapidly. Today, the A. O. B. L. is the na-

tional organization with headquarters in

Washington, with officers and directors in

the District of Columbia, with National

Committeemen in many states, and with

Honorary Vice-Presidents of distinguished

reputation, among them being Sinclair Lewis,

the novelist
;
Rupert Hughes, novelist and

playwright, who is also a Major in the Offi-

cers Reserve Corps
;

Governor George P.

Hunt, of Arizona; E. Haldeman-Julius, the

publisher, and so on.

“You can’t get Sunday movies in Ogdens-

burg—at least, not in our generation,” they

told us a few months ago. They even kept on

saying so right up to election day, Novem-
ber 2, when the Association’s energetic cam-

paign, directed by National Committeeman
George C. Marclay of the A. O. B. L. for

the upstate New York district, and splendid-

ly aided by local theatrical interests and
others, was crowned with victory.

“Sunday movies win !” Sane, level-headed

people who were tired of “blue Sundays,

dragging hours and long faces, repeated the

news to each other with genuine pleasure.

Even many who voted against the proposal

at the behest of nagging pastors or cantak-

erous agents of the “Bigotry Lobby” were
glad, too.

The majority turned out to be 213 in the

affirmative. First reports were that we had
won by a narrow 11 votes. A margin of over

200 was gratifying, for all of us knew that

there were many others who wanted to vote

in the affirmative although they did not actually

do so. Therefore, the sentiment in Ogdens-
burg must be substantially in favor of liberal,

sensible laws.

Publicity, that great machine for making
and for crystallizing sentiment, was the

chief factor of the victory. The local man-
agement was admirably handled by Mr.

Marclay. The Ogdensburg Republican-Jour-

nal in which we published the full-page ad-

vertisement on election morning, along

with smal box adds that speckled every

page, gave us friendly support that aided

materially. For some weeks previous to the

election its editorials had helped beat down
the hide-bound opposition to Sunday movies.

Letters from citizens, a majority of them
favorable to the proposal, were also pub-

lished nearly every day in the Republican-

Journal.

The advertisement on election morning
was, however, what turned the tide, in the

judgment of close observers. It was the

forceful and logical appeal. “Vote for Sun-
day Movies” was the bold-face heading that

ran across the top of the page, with a large,

clear picture of Abraham Lincoln in the
center, and the query, “Are You Your
Brother’s Keeper?” just below. Quotations
from Thomas Jefferson, James Madison,
Benjamin Franklin, Ulysses S. Grant, Rev.
Charles S. Longacre and the American Con-
stitution in small type surrounded the por-
trait. The remainder of the page was filled

up with brief, pithy arguments in favor of

Sunday movies as a moral and educational

force. The reader was frankly re-

minded that young people

who are in movie shows
are not at road
houses, “blind tigers,”

“petting parties” and
doubtful resorts. At-
tendance was also called

to the long winter
nights just beginning
and the times when,
with inclement weather
and without Sunday

movies, the day of rest

becomes burdensome and
a bore.

The effect on the public

mind was the same pro-
duced by the same argu-
ments elsewhere. People are

inherently reasonable and
willing to listen to fact when
properly approached.

Need Organization

As time goes on, the Asso-
ciation Opposed to Blue Laws

is more convinced than ever of

the need of a militant, ever-active

organization such as ours. The tide

of intolerance can be kept back if

there is organized effort, but it will

never be kept back by good inten-

tions. Washington might now have
a “blue Sunday,” but not for the ener-

getic opposition of last winter. Med-
dlers and the holier-than-thou element are
always on the job. Advocates of common-
sense must also be on the job. If they are
caught napping they will pay for it and cases
of arrest for playing checkers on Sunday

—

which occurred in Nebraska—or for pressing
one’s pants on Sunday—which occurred in

Baltimore—will be added to the gloom of
closed theatres.

In Washington, D. C, last winter, where
the A. O. B. L. waged an energetic cam-
paign agjainst the bill of Representative
Lankford of Georgia to put a stop to Sun-
day movies, baseball, bowling and other di-

versions, as well as to close all stores, we
conducted several mass meetings. Our
speakers included army officers, physicians,
lawyers, a Baptist minister, teachers, union
working men, the head of a Methodist chari-
table home, and so on. The meetings were
held in the Playhouse and other well-known
places of the Capital City.

The bill was finally left in committee, but
there will be another fight in 1927.

Inset—Dr, Joseph A. Themper of Washington, D. C., who is National Presi-

dent of the Association Opposed to Blue Laws ,
Inc., is senving his second

term; Left—Cover and pages torn from the published stenographic report

of the hearings before the McLeod Congressional Committee on the “District

Blue Law” bill ; Right—X'he page advertisement that appeared in The
Republican-Journal of Ogdensburg

,
N. Y., on election morning, November 2 ,

and that is believed to have won the day for Sunday movies.
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p ARAMOUNT and the

Publix Theatres Corpor-

ation are making a fight

which deserves the atten-

tion and sympathetic sup-

port of every motion pic-

ture theatre owner, in their

determined effort to secure

an adjustment of the ex-

orbitant advertising rates

now charged by most news-
papers for advertising film

attractions, as compared
with the rates charged by

the same papers for ordinary

commercial products.

by (he way
Paramount’s N. Y. Newspaper Rate War
Deserves Support of All Theatre Owners

Penalizing of Motion Picture Theatres

By Enforcing High “Amusement Rate”

Bad Business for All Concerned,

View of “Fourth Estate” Publisher

R IGHT now this fight is

centered in New York,

where Paramount, through
Hanff-Metzger, Inc. its ad-

vertising agency, is striving

to convince the New York newspaper publishers that their

policy of penalizing the motion picture theatre by impos-

ing a rate for its advertising, that is in some cases 125%
higher, than that paid by the papers’ other regular adver-

tisers, is not only wrong and unjust, but that it is not

based upon sound business reasoning.

Newspapers Bring All Possible Pressure

To Make Paramount Recede from Stand

Death of Jules E. Mastbaum in Philadelphia

Removes Outstanding Figure from Industry

T T E also points out that

columns and columns of

publicity are given automo-
bile and radio manufacturers
and the like, whose advertis-

ments are carried at the regu-

lar “run-of-paper” rate.

•
"VjO newspaper publisher has

yet come forward with a
single valid excuse which
would justify this penalization

of the motion picture theatres^

except the purely selfish and
certainly weak explanation

that “custom has justified the

rule,” or that because the high-

er rate is the “established

rate” it cannot be changed,,

which seems to be the best

reasons to date that the New
York newspaper publishers

are able to muster.

HE New York publishers are “standing pat
”

and the
A “plunder-press,” as some one once called it, is training all

its guns, critical and otherwise, on Paramount and the Publix
Theatres, in an effort to make it back-track before other com-
panies and theatre owners awaken to the fact that Paramount
is also fighting their fight in addition to its own and decide to-

align themselves with it.

\/T OTION picture theatres have long been penalized by
^ a so-called “amusement rate,” which had its origin in the

custom of stage productions to depend more upon their free

publicity to bring the public to their box office rather than

upon the small paid space, which they used, and the film ex-

hibitor was further handicapped by being compelled to con-

fine his advertising to the newspaper’s high priced and limited

theatrical directory, when his natural tendency and inclination

was to use big space in other parts of the paper.

•
npHE newspapers defended the higher “amusement rate” as

against their
“
run-of-papeF’ rate, which was given to their

regular advertisers, on the ground of the amount of free pub-

licity required by the theatre and by the fact that the legitimate

theatre, itself, did no advertising, but only the “show” which
happened to be occupying it.

•
T F the theatre was “dark,” naturally, it produced no revenue
*•

for the newspaper, this fact furnishing the theory justify-

ing the higher rate.

T' HE advertising manager of one daily is said to have openly
1 threatened an advertising agency with the withdrawal of
its recognition by the New York Publishers Association, which
would mean practically putting the agency out of business,,

if it continued its solicitation of the “run-of-paper” rate for

its client.

\AT HIGH certainly would seem to indicate that the press-
' ' is hard put to it for a good reason for their insistence-

on the higher rate for motion picture theatres and on the other

hand, is a threat, which if carried out or often repeated would,

surely seem to be a subject for inquiry by the Federal Trade
Commission.

•

'T'HE motion picture theatres need the newspapers—but the
* newspapers also need the motion picture theatres—and
they must be honest with each other.

"NT EITHER of these twro arguments can properly be ad-

vanced against the motion picture theatre, which is in-

variably an established institution in its community and an all

year round advertiser, not only ready and willing to purchase
big space for its current or coming attractions, but also to do
so as institutional advertising to build up good will among
its public, provided, of course, that its copy is accepted at the

same rates accorded other regular advertisers.

•
tp LSEWHERE in this issue of Moving Picture World^ is reprinted part of an editorial by H. M. Newman, pub-
lisher of The Fourth Estate, a leading newspaper tradepaper,

which appeared in the Dec. 4 issue of that publication, and
which we urge our readers to examine with care, inasmuch
as it presents an unbiased and expert opinion of the question.

•
\/T R. NEWMAN, strongly condemns the penalization of
1 1 the motion picture advertiser by the newspapers, regards

the policy of their publishers as shortsighted and bad busi-

ness, and declares that giving “publicity” as a reason for the

higher rate is no longer a sound one, since most newspapers
printed news about motion pictures for the benefit of their

readers, long before they carried any film advertising.

T'HIS is a case where right and justice and common hon-
A esty are clearly involved, a cause which inevitably must
win once it comes to attention of fairminded men, and the
facts certainly seem to show that all these are on the side of

Paramount and the motion picture theatres of the country and
not, in this instance at least, in the business offices of the news-
papers.

•

'T' HE sudden death of Jules E. Mastbaum in Philadelphia
A on Tuesday, removes an outstanding figure from the in-

dustry and closes a career, which was as colorful, as it was
useful and constructive.

•

TUI IS untimely death comes as a shock to all and as a poignant
grief to many, and his loss creates a vacancv in the ranks

of this industry’s broad-visioned, forward-looking men, which
will not soon be filled.
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A N amazing feature of the

showing of “Potemkin” at

the Biltmore last Sunday night

was the reaction of some of the

audience to that part of the

film, where the mutineers’ sym-

pathizers men, women and chil-

dren are being shot down in the

streets of Odessa by the Czar’s

Cossacks. Some of the audience

actually cheered. This, in spite

of the fact that the brutal and

inhuman treatment inflicted by
the ship’s officers upon the men,

which was directly the cause of

the rebellion, had been amply
visualized previously an earlier

reels.

Can it be that Americans no
matter how much out of sym-
pathy with the bolshevik govern-

ment and all that it represents

they may be, have so far for-

gotten their own war for inde-

pendence and their inalienable

right to “life, liberty and the

pursuit of happiness,” as to

cheer even the pictured “make-
believe” butchery of defenseless

women and children, just be-

cause they happened to be bol-

shevik in sympathy?
It is something for every one

who may have seen “Potemkin”
to think over and for the rest

of us to prayerfully hope that

this shameful exhibition was the

expression of some of the unfor-

tunates of the old Russian
regime, many of whom are in

this city, who may have been
present rather than the reaction

of a typical American audience.
*

Joe Weil, Universal’s exploiteer

de luxe, came near being in the

hoosegow instead of out front

at the opening of “Michael
Strogoff,” at the Cohan last

Sunday night, and all because
a couple of high pressure cop-

pers took him for one of these

here strike fomenters.
All day Friday Joe was busy

trying out Russian octets, to* get

one good enough to furnish the
proper musical dressing for the
opening of the picture, and his

way led him from Kosloff’s to

Chickering Hall and thence to

Carnegie, all of which are on
Fifty-seventh Street.

After each rehearsal the vari-

ous octets would follow Joe out
to the sidewalk and in choicest

and high-explosive Russian, Lat-
vian or what-have-you, would
try to convince Joe that they

ought to have the job. As the
center of this animated group,
whose whiskers stuck out into
Fifty-seventh Street till they
blocked traffic, Joe attracted the
attention of the coppers, who
trailed him from one hall to the
other.

At each place Joe was roughly

ordered to “move on” with his

bolsheviks, until at Carnegie, the

last stop, a mounted cop felt

that the time for a quick pinch

had arrived or he might have to

send in a riot call for the re-

serves if the strike started, so

he rode right into the thickest

of the whiskers, which encircled

Joe. Only the intervention of

Bob Welsh, who happened to be

passing at the time, saved the

devoted exploiteer from extinc-

tion or incarceration, he doesn’t

know which. Bob, who talked

the cop’s language explained
that Joe was a film, not a strike

promoter.

From now on Joe declares he
will transact all sidewalk busi-

ness with Americans only, or

thoroughly Americanized Rus-
sians, who have learned how to

shave. No more whiskers for

his.

*

Joe Brandt got back from
Europe on Thursday and begin-
ning Monday will be seen regu-
larly in the Hunting Room of

the Astor from 12 noon to 2:30

p. m. daily.

No, he did not bring anything
back with him—that you could

notice—though it is currently
rumored that the customs men
gave him a two-time frisking,

thinking he might have over-
looked a pint of Scotch or
something. But Joe is too old
a traveler and too good a
Scotchman, himself, to give
anything but Jack Cohn’s cigars
away—even to a custom house
man. If he brought any Scotch
in with him, it was with him, but
not on him, you can bet on that.

*

Herbert E. Hancock of Kino-
grams, lacking one appendix,
which he contributed recently to
the cause of science and surgical
progress, is ready to meet all

comers again at his desk in the
Kinogram offices. The only
question still in his mind, he
says, is “whether they took the
appendix away from me or me
away from the appendix.”

Either way, he figures he is a
winner.

At the luncheon at the Astor

for the Federation of Jewish

Philanthropies, Amusement Di-

vision, at which Adolph Zukor
presided on Tuesday and Sidney

S. Cohen acted as master of cer-

emonies, the exchange men
group, headed by Harry H. Bux-
baum of Fox, was well repre-

sented. Among those noticed

were F. T. Murray, Earl

Swigert and J. Unger, F. P-L.,

Dave Rosengarten, M-G-M, Moe
Streimer and Nat Beier, United

Artists, Joe Lee, Ed Schnitzer

and M. Sanders, Fox.

Announcing Max Reinhardt’s

departure for New York from
Berlin, all the dailies stated that

the famous stage director “con-
siders Charlie Chaplin one of the
best film actors.”

That makes it pretty nearly
unanimous, doesn’t it? But
why “one”?

*

At the “Old Ironsides” open-
ing at the Rivoli, Otto H. Kahn
and Felix Kahn, the bankers and
members of the F. P-L. direc-

torate, sat in the orchestra to-

gether. In the big naval battle

scene, when the good ship

“Constitution” turns loose her
broadsides on the Tripolitan

pirate craft, smashing its main-
mast and otherwise splintering

the woodwork, as the mast top-
pled over, Otto said feelingly to

Felix: “There’s where our
money goes !”

Nevertheless, it didn’t seem to

detract a bit from the brothers’

enjoyment of Jimmie Cruze’s

latest screen masterpiece.
*

It is a great relief to learn that

“Peaches,” advertised in divers

trade papers, as “coming” is

only a theatre chair, and not a

screen version of the “woof,
woof’ romance, broadcast so

widely in the public prints. Had
it been the latter, doubtless Will
Hays would have had to “sit”

upon “Peaches” mighty hard.

Now every one can do so, if they
want to.

P RIVATE advices from Paris

state that “Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer have purchased Abel
Gance’s “Napoleon,” the epic

film upon which this gifted

young director has been work-
ing for the past two or three

years and which was in process

of planning for a long time be-

fore that.

It will be recalled that Gance
came over to this country half

a dozen years ago, at the invita-

tion of D. W. Griffith, who pre-

dicted for him a marvelous
future as an artistic director.

Gance, however, found the trade

a bit too commercial and un-

settled at the time to afford him
the opportunity for creative pro-

duction he desired and he re-

turned to France rather disap-

pointed and disillusioned.

Nevertheless, he is a director

of very great talents and a true

artist, and this cinematic por-

trayal of the life of the great

Corsician, which Gance regards

as his supreme photodramatic
effort, ought to prove In the
nature of a sensation, when it

reaches the screens of this coun-
try.

Under the auspices of Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer, Gance’s “Na-
poleon” may well be the cine-

matic triumph of tffe year.
*

Dr. H. Ellis Chandlee, who
lectured some time ago before

the Inwood Study Club, at In-

ternational House, Columbia
University, on “An Analysis of

Human Interest,” turns out to

be no less a person than the

modest and retiring Harry
Chandlee, well known as a film

editor and title writer.

Harry has been a mighty good
doctor for a lot of sick films in

times past, but we didn’t know
until we saw one of the old in-

vitation cards, that he sported

a handle to his name. Probably
the good studyclubbers gave it

to him as part payment for his

talk. Anyway it sounds like

good ballyhoo. Here’s to Old
Doc Chandlee.

*
Tom Barrett, erstwhile writer

of many titles and continuities,

but all the while a fullhorned
newspaperman, is managing edi-

tor of “The Fourth Estate,” the
favorite trade paper of the pub-
lic press. One of these days that
paper ought to sport a regular
“movie” department.
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East Meets EVest IVhen
Oriental Beauty

Shows Here

QUT where the

golden west
begins, V i 1 m a
Banky appeared as
we see her here
in "The Winning
of Barbara Worth,
for United Artists.

TT/AS Kipling right when he said the
'' east and west would never meet

f

This is Anna May Wong, just engaged
by Hal Roach, of Pathe, for comedy

roles.

D IN-TIN-TIN digs up an automobile horn to

celebrate the finish of "While London
Sleeps” for Warner Bros.

CHRISTMAS is coming
and Joan Crawford, of

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer is pre-
pared. She is starring in
Cosmopolitan’s "The Under-

standing Heart.’

TJTANDSOME Cullen Landis, now
featured in the Gotham production

"Heroes of the Night,” is not so stern
and granite faced as he appears.

ZJOW the "champ" lands one. Gene
1 1 Tuhney delivering a wicked right to
Frank Hagney, former crown man of
South America, in "The Fighting Marine,”

for Pathe.

HARMING Lois Moran as she ap-

pears in the Fox production "The
Music Master." directed by Allan
Dwan, with Alec Francis in the title

role.
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Paramount Waging Intensive Rate War
Against Newspaper Differential To Benefit

Entire Industry, Asserts Leading Publisher

fmm* HEATRE advertising rates, as applied to the motion picture, have long

il[ been a source of acute contention between theatre owners and the news-

papers and in the tremendous expansion of the industry in the past half

dozen years, the exorbitant amusement rates levied by most newspapers has proved

a serious handicap.

The campaign which Paramount and its allied company, Publix Theatres

Corporation, has been waging to secure an adjustment to the run-of-paper rate

in all cities where its theatres are located came to focus in New York within

the past fortnight, when the publishers of the New York newspapers flatly

refused to make any change in their present charges for motion picture

theatre advertising.

Every exhibitor in the country will be

interested in the outcome of the fight here

for as New York goes so will the country,

and every other company, owning theatres,

may be expected at once to enter the lists

at its side. Warner Brothers, it is reported,

has already ranged itself with Paramount
and other companies will soon follow.

Indicative of the weakness in the position

of the newspaper publishers, it may be said,

that during the week just past several secret

conferences were held by them, but with no
announcement made of the results arrived

at, except a statement to the effect that

their refusal to make an adjustment in the

differential between their amusement and
commercial rates in favor of the motion
picture still stood.

In one case, at least, it was reported, the

advertising manager of one of the dailies,

went so far as to threaten a representative'

of Hanf-Metzger, Inc., the Paramount ad-

vertising agency, with the withdrawal of the

agency’s recognition from the New York
Newspaper Publisher’s Association, if the

agency did not stop its solicitation for the

run-of-paper rate for its client.

Adjustment Essential

That the newspapers can bring forward
few arguments to justify their hold-up of

the motion picture theatre, in charging a

rate which in some cases amounts to 125 per

cent more than their regular rate, is admit-

ted even by their adherents. Therefore,

some adjustment must speedily be made.
In an editorial in the Dec. 4 issue of The

Fourth Estate, the newspaper trade paper,

Mr. H. M. Newman, the publisher, sets

forth the whole case with the utmost clar-

ity and to the entire advantage of the mo-
tion picture theatre. The points which he

makes are so obvious and so soundly good
business, not only for the film theatre owner,
but for the newspaper publisher as well,

that Moving Picture World feels justified

in reprinting here at some length, portions

of his able editorial.

Mr. Newman presents the case as follows

:

“It was the intention to open the pages

of The Fourth Estate to an open forum
discussion of the pro and con of the justice

and advisability of charging motion picture

advertisers higher newspaper rates to

advertise their wares than the run-of-

paper rate.

“During the weeks this has been in

contemplation, there has been no good

reason in evidence for the penalty rate,

and we feel that it would be an injustice

both to the newspaper publisher and to

the motion picture advertiser to take

such a lukewarm attitude.

“Here is a great industry which has

furnished the pages of papers not only

with bright and colorful advertising,

but has given it news, eagerly devoured
by millions of people each time it ap-

pears in print.

“Any advertiser who can and does

bring 17,000,000 people every day out of

their homes onto the streets and into his

place of business, can prove that any-

thing he does in his line of business is

interesting to 17,000,000 people a day at

least.

“Times change, and newspaper cus-

toms change with them, but here is a

case where the motion picture adver-

tiser is still penalized for a custom orig-

inated to take care of road shows where
the advance agent only had a few dollars

to spend and had to make up the balance
with free tickets, after show suppers,

and the like, to pay for the free pub-
licity given him.

“Here is an advertiser who is honestly
striving to be a big space user.

“This cannot be questioned since he
was the first purveyor of entertainment
to break outside of the little theatrical

directory space.

They All Carry Ads

“Here is an advertiser who is taking
his advertising into the small towns and
hamlets for just as many days a year as

newspapers are published, and there is

not a newspaper in the United States
that wants it that is not carrying some
motion picture advertising today.

“In the old days, when the amuse-
ment rate was conceived, many papers
outside the metropolitan centers did not
carry any amusement advertising, ex-
cept for the few days a year that the
road show made the town.
“The giving of publicity for this ad-

vertising is no longer a sound argument
for a higher advertising rate, since the
printing of news about his people is a

newsroom precedent established and
recognized as sound, and utilized by
thousands of papers long before an inch
of advertising was carried by them. It

was solely because it was news value.
“It is beyond us to understand why

a newspaper publisher will say he must
penalize a motion picture advertiser
with a higher rate than run-of-paper,
because of publicity, when he eagerly
grinds out column after column of pub-

licity about 7 hearing, crank shafts,

motor carburetion, 6 tube sets, radio
programs and the like for the automo-
bile and radio manufacturer, and gives
these latter two the flat run-of-paper
rate.

“Such publicity is deserved and in-

teresting and has a deserved news
value, and should be run on behalf of
millions of people interested in motor-
ing and radio, and the publisher thinks
so too, or he would not do it. He also
thinks that the flat rate is all he is jus-
tified in charging this manufacturer re-
gardless of the publicity.

“Therefore, the same condition holds
true for the motion picture advertiser.”

Pictures Are Commodities
Mr. Newman, after citing various illus-

trations to make it plain that the motion
picture, as an advertiser, is in the same
class with tares, radio, tooth paste, hosiery
or any other commodity, closes his edi-
torial as follows

:

“This plea is not made for the motion
picture advertiser so much as it is made
for the newspaper publisher whom we
honestly believe is driving out of display
space an advertiser who wants to use
more space, and who will in a short
period of time be using space compar-
able with department stores, and other
lines, and who if we do not accord him
and his agency connection fair treat-
ment on a price basis, we will drive out
of all space except that insignificant
amusement directory, and into the maga-
zine pages where they don’t ask him
a penalty to print his advertising, and
furnish his industry with feature articles
of proven news value.”
After Mr. Newman’s clear statement of

the case, there is not much that the protag-
onist of the motion picture theatre can or
need add.

Nonetheless, every showman in the coun-
try should get in this fight for a fair break
in the advertising columns of the nation’s
newspapers and give to Paramount and the
Publix Theatres Corporation all possible
support and cooperation.

Kennedy—A Big, New
Figure in World Today

(Continued from page 396)
for his company and for the motion picture
industry and its progress in general.
He is doing his work, moreover, with zest

and enthusiasm, because he loves the doing
of it, an example which goes far toward in-
spiring every member of his fine organiza-
tion.

wmie somewhat different than most we ha’
been accustomed to expect in this fa
growing business, nonetheless are decided
refreshing and most encouraging in the
augury for the future of this great industr
As a new, big figure on the motion pictu

horizon, a natural leader and organizer, L
seph P. Kennedy's) shadow looms !arg<
every minute.
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Scenes From Pictures In Making

ABOVE is Jacques Lerner and also he
appears in character to the right in

“The Monkey Talks,” for Fox. On the
right is Olive Borden in the leading
feminine part. The production has just
been completed and Lerner was a visitor in

New York before sailing to Paris.

OCENES from Warner Bros, production ‘‘The
Third Degree,” with Dolores Costello and Jason

Robards, a powerful picture of love, intrigue and
adventure. In the cell scene Louise Dresser looks

out wistfully.

(GLORIA SWANSON is

now making her first

United Artists release,
"Sunya,” with John Boles,
late of musical comedy, as
her leading man. Andre De
Segurola appears at the

piano.
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Seeking New
Screen Faces

In Hollywood

Semon “Triples In
Brass” for Paramount
Paramount. we learn,

lias just signed Larry
Semon in the triple ca-
pacity of writer, director
and comedian.

Bachmann Is Confident

Of “Exclusive Rights”
Preferred Pictures Producer Sets Precedent in

Devoting Personal Attention to New Feature

For Lillian Rich and Cast

?
G. BACHMANN, producer of Preferred Pictures,

personally places himself on record in this issue of

^Moving Picture World’s Hollywood Department in

a manner that should interest box office proprietors gen-
erally. He states that no other picture he has produced
has occupied the time in personal supervision he devoted
to “Exclusive Rights.”

Hollywood Boulevard in the

vicinity of the Montmarte has

been frequented by more new
faces during the past few nights

than we have ever noticed be-

fore. This may, or may not,

have anything to do with this

situation, but B. P. Schulberg,
Paramount’s West Coast execu-
tive ds just credited with having
requested all of Famous direc-

tors under contract to meet the

“new face problem” by develop-
ing at least one screen face a-

piece during 1927. Schulberg is

quoted also as saying: “Direc-
tors have been given to under-
stand that to develop a ‘new
face’ which will favor with the
public will be considered as of

great value to the company as
the production of a good box
office picture. This will over-
come the hesitancy of directors

to use inexperienced or un-
known players, as it is naturally
much simpler to use tried and
experienced actors who do not
require such painstaking super-
vision.”

Since the announcement we
rave noticed that even the good-
looking girls behind soda foun-
tains are more attentive than
ever to patrons of distinguished
bearing or—cane carriers !

Ray Going Abroad
It is reported that Charles

Ray may make four pictures for
British national films in England
next summer. At the present
time he is completing work in
“Getting Gertie’s Garter” with
Marie Prevost. Upon comple-
tion of that he will move over
to the First National lot where
he will play leading roles in “The
Butter and Egg Man” and “The
Poor Nut.”

Semon “Triples In
Brass” for Paramount
Paramount. we learn,

lias just signed Larry
Semon in the triple ca-
pacity of writer, director
and comedian.

B. P. Schulberg, West
Coast executive, hails the
securing of Semon as “a
move of the greatest im-
portance,” stating “at the
present time when comedy
is progressing so remark-
ably in public demand, the
value of a man of his ver-
satile genius is immeas-
urable.”
Semon is scheduled to

assume his new capacity
with Famous Players-
Lasky at onee.

Delay “Deep River”

Production work on Sam
Rork’s “Deep River” has been
delayed by the illness of Doris
Kenyon, the leading lady.

\
ti mmmtnr

Coming from a producer

who is known to be conserva-

tive, especially so in the broad-

casting of statements made dur-

ing interpiews for publication,

one should thus be provided im-

mediately with the kernel of our

story and the type of picture to

expect when “Exclusive Rights”

in seven reels will be generally

released on December 15.

We sat with Bachmann re-

cently in a projection room in

the Fine Arts Studios from 10 :30

one evening until one o’clock the

following morning previewing
the first rough print of “Exclu-
sive Rights” which will be the

sixth of the series of thirteen

features on Preferred’s 1926-27

schedule. The picture as we
then saw it was in its original

length straight from the camera
box, or 10,500 feet.

Planned Six Reels

Bachmann had intended that

it should be released as a six-

reel feature but he expressed

such elation over the continuity

preserved in the first projection

that he consented to the pleas

of everyone connected with the

picture from the director down
to the cutting room man and or-

dered that only three reels be

sheared. The reason he ordered

any reduction of the original

length at all, he stated, was be-

cause of the picture being sched-

uled in the release list as a six

reeler.

Readers will remember the

strong moral arguing for the

abolishment of capital punish-

(Continued on page 408)

Carl Laemmle, president of Universal, was presented with
this silver loving cup on his return to California after a
severe illness. Marion Davies made the presentation on
behalf of the Wamoas, the Writers’ Club and the Directors'

Association.

9 9‘‘Exclusive Rights A Real Box Office Picture
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EXCLUSIVE RIGHTS
O CENES from J. G. Bachmanris big Preferred screenO drama “Exclusive Rights” from Jerome Wilson’s story

of a political ring, and an official whose conscience is guided
by the people. “Exclusive Rights” will be released on
December 15 in 7 reels. The cast in order of importance
includes: Lillian Rich, Raymond McKee, Gayne Whitman,
Gaston Glass, Shirley Palmer, Gloria Gordon, Chas. H.
Mailes, Sheldon Lewis, James Bradbury, Jr., Grace Cunard,

Fletcher Norton, George Chesebro, and Jimmie Savo.
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Who’s Who In “Exclusive Rights ’ 5

The Star Director Cameraman The Extra

W HILE we were waiting

to be introduced to

Lillian Rich, who heads

the cast in Preferred’s “Exclu-

sive Rights,” we could not help

but overhear a request she made
to Production Manager Joseph
Schleiff

:

“I have never had such won-
derful wigs as those which I used

during the making of “Exclu-

sive Rights.” I would certainly

like to purchase several of them,

especially the one with the titian

tint.”

Schleiff assured her that would
be impossible to purchase any
of the costumes or effects used

in “Exclusive Rights” since they

were secured by Producer J. G.

Bachmann from the wardrobe
department of Famous Players-

Lasky.

Miss Rich was then intro-

duced to us and we chatted for

a few minutes in a little room
adjoining Schlieff’s outer office.

The actress’ husband awaited in

the office while a sister of this

featured player also shared the

privacy of our little anteroom.
The sister, Miss Rich tells us,

aspires to be a journalist, and
therefore wanted to hear for

herself just what kind of a
cross-examination a star would
be subjected to by a trade
paper.

Miss Rich spoke most highly
of “Exclusive Rights,” saying
that she liked her role of the

high-moraled society woman in

“Exclusive Rights” much better

than any she played.

F
rank O’Connor who
wielded the megaphone
during the production

work on “Exclusive Rights” was
exceptionally busy on the several

occasions when we approached him.

We walked over a couple of

the Fine Arts sets on one day
and located O’Connor only to

lose him and then several times

on the next day we almost had
him only to have him prove his

prowess again in eeling away
from the subject of talking

about himself.

After the sixth or seventh at-

tempt we finally got to O’Con-
nor outside of Producer Bach-
man’s office. He said he would
see us in a minute and then

whisked away. We followed

him into a tiny hall and there

finally reached him in time to

get one serious pencil photo-

graph of this director and that

is that he thinks “Exclusive

Rights” is one of the best stories

of its kind which he has ever

directed.

Producer Bachman was open
in his praise for O'Connor’s
work, the excellence of which,

he said, manifested itself in the

well nigh perfect continuity of

even the rough print of “Exclu-

sive Rights” during its first

showing.
O’Connor finished his picture

on record time, it being exactly

five o’clock on the morning of

November 27, when he ordered
the final, cut. He is said to be

one of the steadiest men in the

business and he knows every

angle of it.

C AMERAMAN ANDRE
BARLATIER used panch-

romatic film from the time he
commenced cranking on Pre-
ferred’s “Exclusive Rights,” to

the very conclusion of this pic-

ture.

Barlatier has been a photog-
rapher for 28 years, 20 years of

which has been in the motion
picture industry. He was
brought over from Paris by Uni-
versal. His first picture in this

country was “Neptune’s Daugh-
ter.” Barlatier’s experience as a
cameraman has been decidedly
extensive. At one time he was
the head of a large film labora-
tory in Bayonne, N. J. He has
been on the Coast for the past

seven years.

It was two years ago that Barla-

tier first became conversant with

what he described as the ad-

vantages of panchromatic film.

The early preview of “Exclusive

Rights” which we saw substan-

tiates all of Earlatier’s praise of

panchromatic negative.

“The panchromatic film which
I used all during the making of

“Exclusive Rights” is responsi-

ble for the almost life-like por-

trayal of the characters. You will

note that almost a third dimen-
sion is realized in this picture.

The characters are not flat up
against the screen. They stand

out and seem to come to you.

Even the grain in the wood is

brought to the screen so clear-

ly as to be almost startling in

its naturalness.

CCLUSIVE RIGHTS”
marks Jimmie Savo’s

debut as a motion pic-

ture actor. He comes to the

screen after fifteen years in

vaudeville and musical comedy
headliners during which time he
has appeared in three Shubert
successes and on Keith and
Orpheum circuits all over the

country.

Jimmie does his famous bear

coat dance in “Exclusive
Rights.” He capers out in the

middle of a set with elaborate

cabaret garnishings and steps

before the camera just as he has

stepped several times each day
for years before thousands of

people.

“I missed that applause the

first day in the picture—and
that’s straight,” Savo told us.

Savo’s first reaction to studio

life is that “screen tests are all

the bunk.”

“Why, I flunked badly on my
test. My face got sort of

frozen. I just couldn’t act.

When they told me to arise I

got up like a pallbearer. Hon-
estly, I didn’t feel myself 'and

certainly didn’t know myself

when I saw that test oh the

screen.”

Although he “flunked” Jimmie
admitted he had it over most
“aspirants to stardom.”

“The funny thing is I never

was an aspirant. Director Frank
O’Connor told me I should go
in pictures. I laughed at him.

Recently while I was playing

out here he came to me and in-

sisted that I take this job.

Lillian Rich Enjoys Her Role All Through
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Rain Storm Has Bad
Effect On “Sunrise”

Just before going to the

post office we had another
one of those showers such
as we described an this de-

partment last week. This
time, however, it rained
just enough to cheat 1,600

extras in one section of

Hollywood out of a day’s

pay. These men and wo-
men reported dark and
early at the Fox Hills

studio where F. W. Mur-
nau is directing “Sunrise.”

Their work would have
been on a huge exterior

set dependent upon the

sunshine for illumination.

When the sun forgot to

appear and the rain came
down in torrents, 1,600 ex-

tras found a closed gate.

The loss was experienced
not only by them but by
the Wm. Fox Corporation,

since a day’s rain means a

deficit of several thousand
dollars to Wm. Fox on the

“Sunrise” production
alone. The “Sunrise” set

at Fox Hills represents a

section of a metropolitan

city with everything from
elevated tyains to car

lines. We learned official-

ly that it took two months
to build the set. It cer-

tainly went up as rapidly

as construction in the

heart of New York.
Marie had a little dog with long and shaggy hair and when
Marie a-swimming went, the dog was always there. Marie

Prevost, P. D. C. star, is the girl.

Henley and His
Mother Celebrate

“Happy birthday, dear

mother !”

“Same to you, my son!”

These were the greetings

extended last week when
Mrs. Clementine Henley
visited the set of “Tillie,

the Toiler” at the Metro-
Goldwyn - Mayer studio,

where Hobart Henley is di-

recting Marion Davies in

her latest Cosmopolitan
production based on Russ
Westover’s internationally

famous comic strip.

Henley, one of the

youngest successful pic-

ture directors, was born
thirty years ago on the an-

niversary of his own moth-
er’s birth.

Marion Davies, Cosmo-
politan star, entertained

mother and son on the set

at the M.-G.-M. studio and
poured tea for the entire

cast of the picture between
scenes of her new picture.

F. P. L. Nail Rumos
Reports coming from the East

that Famous Players-Lasky

would cease making productions

at their big studio in Astoria and

confine production activities to

the Hollywood acreage were de-

scribed here by officials as “wild

rumors without basis in fact.”

Bachmaim Lauds Value of “Exclusive Rights*’

(Continued from page 405)

ment which was incorporated

throughout the feature, “Capitol

Punishment,” made by Preferred

several years ago. New York
critics will recall the picture par-

ticularly because of the unique

way in which they were allowed

to preview it in Sing Sing prison.

Bachmann had this to say to

Moving Picture World about the

two pictures.

“I actually feel ‘Exclusive

Rights’ will be more generally

liked than ‘Capitol Punishment’

because of its light handling, di-

versified story with romance
and comedy and the powerful

theme underlying all of this

which is the everlasting human
conflict between a government
official honestly engaged in his

duties as he sees them and the

supposed obligation he owes to

the party which elected him.”

In this statement Bachmann
neatly condenses the theme of

Jerome Wilson’s novel, “The In-

visible Empire,” upon which
“Exclusive Rights’’ is based.

Jerry, as he is known to the

newspaper and film worlds, per-

sonally informs Moving Picture

World that he got considerable

of his inspiration for this story

from thinking back into the days

when he was a city hall and po-

lice headquarters reporter. He
did active reporting for about

seven years. Then he started to

circumnavigate the globe, which
he has since done three times.

Wilson, as the result, can talk

fluently not only about police

and the underworlds in New
York, Chicago and San Fran-
cisco but he also knows how
locks are picked and criminals

caught in Paris and Shanghai.

Retains Eve Unsell

With the screen rights to

Wilson’s “Invisible Empire” se-

cured, Producer Bachmann re-

tained Eve Unsell to adapt the

story to the screen as “Exclu-
sive Rights.” Production Man-
ager J. W. Schleiff shortly after-

wards kept Fine Arts studio

craftsmen so busy that by the

time Director Frank O’Connor
stepped upon the lot every one

of the five stages comprising

this studio were crowded with

sets.

It may be interesting to note

that the entire activities of the

“Exclusive Rights” company
were confined, in accordance

with the action in the story, to

interior scenes. Fourteen sets

were erected for this purpose.

They were shielded under the

big Fine Arts roof because Pro-
ducer Bachmann knows that

California sunshine is treacher-

ous at this time of the year and
that sudden turmoils of rain not

only completely ruin the aver-

age set but inundate with water
and mud the wide open spaces

which would ordinarily accom-
modate these sets and at the

same time furnish free candle

power from the sky.

Thus Kleig lights and sun
spots sputtered all during the
making of “Exclusive Rights.”

But the rough print which we
saw and which will be cut and

previewed several times before

it is okayed for the public eye

represented as fine a specimen

of clear-cut and warm-hued pho-

tography as we have ever seen.

Cameraman Andre Barlatier

modestly refuses praise in this

respect but in turn attributes

such finese to the fact that the

entire picture is made on East-

man’s panchomatic film clicked

through a Mitchell camera.

George Nicholls, Jr., who is edit-

ing “Exclusive Rights” also puts

in a good word for panchromatic

negative.

Lillian Rich Leads

In order of importance, Lillian

Rich heads the cast. Her work
as Catherine Courtright, socially

prominent fiancee of Stanley

Wharton, the Governor, should

register well, from what we can

judge at this early date. Others
are Gayne Whitman, Gaston
Glass, Shirley Palmer, Raymond
McKee, James Bradbury, Jr.,

Sheldon Lewis, Gloria Gordon
and Fletcher Norton.

Bad Weather Really Halts ‘

‘ Sunrise 9 9
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You Couldn’t Refuse Them

Christie eirls and dolls they sold at St. Thomas (Hollywood)
Church bazaar held at the Christie studios.

Laemmle Smashes Rumor
Of Any Universal Merger

Wampas Soon

To Name 1927

“Baby Stars”

Early next year a strong box,

now guarded in a local bank,

will be opened and from the

ballots secluded therein will be

determined Hollywood’s luckiest

thirteen girls. The ballots for

“Baby Stars” were cast by mem-
bers of the Wampas at their last

meeting. These West Coast

publicists are to be equalled by
not even Tammany Hall when
it comes to electioneering. As
an illustration, the “Baby Star”

election night at the Writers

Club witnessed the presentation

of a large jazz orchestra by

Arch Reeve of Paramount to

argue harmoniously for the

feasibility of his candidate, Jean
Navelle.

Now 30 Candidates

Reprints of the attractive

faces of Helene Costello and
Rita Carewe were distributed all

through the dining hall by Harry
Wilson.

We learned that there were
thirty candidates in all, but we
will not attempt to make any
prophecy at this time as to the

lucky thirteen, although we have
heard a number of names men-
tioned. The Wampas “Baby
Stars” will be officially known
when the count is made by a

committee including a minister

and a banker. No reason is as-

signed for either, unless the girls

are to have a wealth of virtue

as well as a savings account.

List of Nominees

The nominees who aspire to

be credited by the Wampas with
having the greatest opportunities

for 1927 include : Helene Cos-
tello, Myrna Loy, Natalie King-
ston, Sally Rand, Gwen Lee,

Jeanne Navelle, Frances Lee,
Barbara Kent, Priscilla Bonner,
Sally Phipps, Gladys McConnell,
Adamae Vaughn, Martha Sleep-
er, Jean Arthur, Jatricia Avery,
Betty Boyd, Lois Boyd, Rita
Carewe, Majel Coleman, Yola
d’Avril, Eugenie Gilbert, Frances
Lee, Isabelle Locke, Marian
Mack, Mary McAllister, Nancy
Nash, Ann Rork, Iris Stuart,
Ruth Taylor and Barbara Worth.
The Wampas election night

was also featured by the intro-
duction by Fox’s coast publicity
director, Bob Yost, of many cel-

ebrities in the cast of “What
Price Glory.” These include
Victor McLaglen, Dolores del
Rio, Ted McNamara and Sam
Cohen. Incidentally, Miss Del
Rio was picked by the Wampas
as the 1926' “Baby Star.”

I
N a two-minute exclusive in-

terview, which took us two
weeks of persistent effort to get,

Carl Laemmle emphatically

swept aside all rumors, and re-

ports, both verbal and written,

which have been circulated dur-

ing the past six months about
Universal Films Corporation be-

ing absorbed by this company
or about to be merged with that

company.
“Is Universal going to unite

with Lhiited Artists and Educa-
tional?” we shot as our first

question at the “U” Chief of

Chiefs.

“Not a word of truth in it,”

came back the immediate reply.

Big Plans for 1927

“Is there any chance of Uni-
versal being absorbed by Film
Booking Offices or Universal

taking over Film Booking Of-
fices?” was our second question.

“Not a word of truth in it,”

Mr. Laemmle reiterated.

“Will there be any possibility

of Universal doing any of these

things during the next year and
during that time also making
any general change in its pol-

icy?” we quickly injected.

“I cannot tell what will hap-
pen in five years from now. I

do not anticipate anything so

far as mergers are concerned.

The company's policy will be

the same except that we are

making the biggest pictures next

year that we have ever made.”
Mr. Laemmle then mentioned

as some of the “biggest”: “The
Big Gun,” “The Show Boat”

and "The Man Who Laughs.”
All these he said he expects to

be topped in costliness by
“LTncle Tom’s Cabin.”

“Uncle Tom’s Cabin,” Mr.
Laemmle stated, “will be the

biggest picture ever to be made
by any producer. The director

tells me it will be the most ex-

pensive, but I hope,” and Mr.
Laemmle laughed, “that part is

not too true.” Mr. Laemmle
verified the report that “Uncle
Tom’s 3abin” production costs

will be : t their least in the neigh-

borhood of $2,000,000.

We had only requested to see

Mr. Laemmle for two minutes.

Just as we were about to ask the

next question we thought of our
watch. Mr. Laemmle did not

look at his, but two. minutes are

two minutes in the “U” Chief’s

office whether they are in the

Hecksher Building, Fifth Avenue
or the Administrative Building,

Universal City.

“I hope I have given you a

good interview” nodded Mr.
Laemmle. Our assurance that he

had, violated the policy of the

Laemmle sanctum since it put us

one half minute to the good on
our time limit.

Downs in Vaudeville
Johnny Downs, we learned the

other day at the Hal Roach
studio, is no longer with the

“Our Gang” youngsters. John-
ny, it is said, has just signed up
for 12 weeks big-time on vaude-

ville stages.

New Crop Of Beauties Sprouts In

Washington

Becomes 1926

Hero Of Films
George Washington is cer-

tainly having his days in Holly-

wood these weeks 1 Out at the

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer studio

Tim McCoy is looking for a

George Washington of 25 years

of age for his Peter B. Kyne
untitled production.

In the studio at the same time
they are trying to decide on
Major Rupert Hughes’ concep-
tion of “George Washington As
a Man.”
Over at First National studio

Production Chief John McCor-
mick sends us word that Colleen

Moore’s next picture will be
“Miss George Washington.”
Metro - Goldwyn - Mayer, in

connection with Hughes’ inter-

pretation of Washington, argues
that there is indisputable evi-

dence that Washington was bit-

terly assailed during his admin-
istration.

John McCormick, on the other
hand, in regard to the title of
Aliss Moore’s picture says : “This
news is especially interesting in

view of the widespread discus-
sion now being centered on ‘The
Father of His Country.’ ”

No fireplaces in California, so
Aileen Day, Pathe star, hangs

her stocking in a tree.

Ho llywood
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Lane irks Jill jlround The Clock

T OHNNIE KRAFT has made more progress as a title writer since
he came out to Hollywood from New York a year ago than

many who have spent the greater part of their careers in this kind
of work in this locality. Kraft is under a long contract with Cecil
B. De Malle. “Corporal Kate” and “Yankee Clipper” represent
two of his latest accomplishments in the titling art.

* * *

\ R1HLR Q. HAGERMAN has just finished some excellent titleA* work on “The Night Owl,” we are told. This is a Harry J.Brown production, starring Reed Howes.
* * *

F
B. O., according to the vice-president, Edwin King, has just

• signed Del Andrews to direct the two reel series for that com-
pany known as “The Wisecrackers.”

* * *

N EARLY a thousand negroes were used in “The Palace of Dia-
monds set on the F. B. O. lot the other day during the making

of Tarzan and the Golden Lion which J. P. McGowTan is directing.
* * * .

P
HIL ROSEN and David Kirkman have been signed by Vice-
President Edwin King to make two more pictures for F. B. O

* * *

D OUGLAS FAIRBANKS, JR., has just been added to the cast
of “Women Love Diamonds,” which Edmund Goulding is

directing for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
* * *

T OHN GOODRICH, star continuity writer of Famous Players
Lasky is working up the script of Eddie Cantor’s “Special

Delivery.”
* * *

rr ARRY HOYT, who is directing “Bitter Apples,” which is
A J scheduled as one of the Warner Bros. Big 1927 Specials may
take his company to Honolulu around the first of the year for some
exterior sets.. Monte Blue is the star and Myrna Loy has the
leading feminine role.

New Jewel Is

Well Received

in Hollywood
Uncle Carl, himself, attended

the preview at the Writer’s
Club of Edward Laemmle’s
third Jewel directorial accom-
plishment for Universal as was
witnessed when “Held by Law”
was projected on the screen.

The preview was staged after

a gathering of several hundred
notables had enjoyed a special

dinner and while many of the

recent diners were indulging
.their favorite cigars.

Has Good Directing

Laemmle has done some good
directing, parts of which espe-

cially would be a pleasure to an
expert eye.

In talking with the writer pri-

or to the showing, Director

Laemmle stated that during pro-

duction work on this Jewel he
had kept his story foremost in

mind with the result that the

sequences were so closely knit

that he believed he had elimi-

nated close to fifty per cent ot

the titles which might otherwise

have been necessary, he stated.

Strike Talk Ends
As we wrote in Moving Picture

World a long time ago, the

strike talk has been abandoned
in Hollywood. Everybody seems
to be happy and there is every

indication that we will not hear
anything more about potential

strikes until the fall of 1927.

Hal Roach Plans
Two Orchestras

One of the innovations
Hal Roach, Pathe Com-
edy producer, is consider-
ing: for the downtown
short subject motion pic-
ture theatre now being
planned for Cos Angeles,
is a “duplex jazz orches-
tra.”

In other words. Roach
believes for a theatre of
this kind, jazz music is

preferable, both for over-
tures and for the “cueing”
of comedies and news
weeklies, and he believes
two orchestras better than
one. Thus, by relieving
each other, continuous
orchestral accompaniment
will he accomplished with-
out the organ intermission.

Laura Starts Work
In “Cat and Canary”
Laura La Plante has begun

work on her starring role in

Paul Leni’s production “The
Cat and the Canary.”

In addition to Miss La Plante,

the cast includes Creighton
Hale, Forrest Stanley, Arthur
Edmund Carewe, Tully Mar-
shall, Martha Mattox, Gertrude
Astor, and others.

Churchill Ross

Signed By “U”
Churchill Ross, the comedy

“bookworm” of Carl Laemmle,
Jr.’s “The Collegians,” has been
signed under a five years con-
tract to continue his work in

the new college series about to

start.

Ross made an exceptional hit

in “The Collegians” and will

play his same unique type.

Lupino Lane

Works Days,

Also Nights
Lupino Lane is another player

at the Educational Studios who
is making both ends of the day
meet by appearing at night an
stage productions. He only re-
cently signed to play a principal
comedy role in “The Music Box
Revue,” Carter De Haven’s
tuneful offering at Hollywood’s
newest theatre.

The noted comedian, who is

appearing in his own series of
comedies for Educational, will

introduce four new stunts in this

show. He only recently returned
from London, where he appeared
in one of the successful English
revues for three or four months.
He formerly was in Ziegfeld’s

Follies.

Carl Laemmle Says

He Enjoys California
“My health is much better

out here. I'll stay in Califor-

nia as long as they let me stay,”

Carl Laemmle this week per-

sonally told Moving Picture

World’s West Coast Represen-

tative.

The Universal Chieftain stated

that he probably will remain at

Universal City for the rest of

the winter, at least.

“Do you like this place better

than New York?” we ventured.

There was no reply, but a

knowing smile from the Univer-

sal President seemed to reflect

“The Sidewalks of New York.”

Borzage Back
In Hollywood

Frank Borzage, Fox
Film Director, accompan-
ied by his brother. Lew
Borzage. arrived in Holly-
wood this week after a
tv\o-months* tonr of Eu-
rope.
Borzage made this hur-

ried trip abroad while
waiting for Janet Gaynor
and Charles Farrell, the
principals in “7th Heav-
en.” his next Fox Film, to
finish their present picture
roles. Miss Gaynor is

playing |n “Sunrise>" di-

rected by F. W, Murnau.
Mr. Brozage has re-

turned full of constructive
ideas for sets andcharac-
terizations in “7th Heav-
en.” which he expects to
start as soon as the sets
can be built at the West
Coast Studios.

You can bet your water wings that George Harris, playing the lead

in the Fox Imperial comedy, “The Bathine Suitor,” is not concerned
with that question. Back of 1925 the memory of man runneth not,

nor does it even canter.

Carl Laemmle Approves Edward’s Picture
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Barrymore, Keaton

on U. A. January List

Gloria Will Offer Herself in Six Roles
in “Sunya,” with a Great Cast;
“Ragged Lover” and “The General”

T HE first independently produced films of three of the

biggest stars in motion pictures, Gloria Swanson,
John Barrymore and Buster Keaton, are now being dis-

tributed by United Artists Corporation, for January, 1927,

release.

These films are Gloria Swanson’s “Sunya,” John Barry-
more’s “The Ragged Lover” and Buster Keaton’s “The
General.”

Gloria Swanson Buster

Meehan Will

Do “Mother,”

F. B. O. Film
As a reward for having pro-

duced with great success tfie pic-

tures made from the novels of

his mother-in-law, Gene Strat-

ton-Porter, J. Leo Meehan has

won the assignment to direct

“Mother,” which F. B. O. is to

make from the novel by Kath-

leen Norris, and in which Belle

Bennett of “Stella Dallas”

fame will be starred.

The industry is familiar with

“Keeper of the Bees” and “Lad-

die,” both in general circula-

tion, and Meehan’s latest is

“The Magic Garden.”

Mr. Meehan was a newspaper

editor when he married Jeanette

Stratton-Porter. He now owns

and supervises the “Pasadena

Sun,” but spends most of his

time- in preparing scripts and

directing pictures.

Heerman Will

Direct Wynn
In Fun Film

Victor Heerman, who will di-

rect Ed Wynn in his first screen

comedy for Paramount, arrived

in New York last Wednesday
from California.

The director has joined Wynn
and Doty Hobart, scenarist,

in making final preparations for

the start of filming, on Decem-
ber 27, at the Paramont Long
Island studio.

Wynn will make his initial film

vehicle from an original story

idea furnished by himself.

Canada Likes

His Pictures,

Says Clarke
Cranfield and. Clarke of Can-

ada, Ltd., have released in Can-
ada “The Rat,” “Marganson’s
Finish,” “Pearl of Love” and
“The Plastic Age.” Business is

reported to be exceptionally
good.

Col. W. F. Clarke, who is at
present in Toronto, is very
happy about the way things are
working out for them in Canada.
George Balsdon, who has been

attending a directors’ meeting of
Cranfield and Clarke in New
York, has returned to Montreal*
to inaugurate a very vigorous
policy.

Robert Romney, managing
director of Cranfield and Clarke
of Canada, reports very excel-
lent business on all the Cranfield
and Clarke product in the St.

John’s territory.

Swanson,

Films

Colleen Moore’s
Next Big Feature

Colleen Moore’s next
picture will be “Miss
George Washington,”
according to announce-
ment made this week by
John McCormick, producer
ot this star’s pictures and
general manager of West
Coast production for First
National. Mi)ss» Moore’s
story is based on a three-
act comedy drama by
Lewis Allen Browne.
“Miss George AVasli-

ington” will follow “Or-
chids and Ermine,” the
picture of New A’ork hotel
life on which Miss Moore
is now engaged, under the
direction of Alfred Santell.
“Miss George Washing-

ton will be the third in
Miss Moore’s current se-
ries, which was inaugu-
(rated so auspiciously by
“Twinkletoes,” adapted
from the colorful Lime-
house story of the same
name by Thomas Burke.
The fourth film in this

group will probably be
“Bennie,” another comedy,
drama of the type inti-
mately associated with
Miss Moore.

Niblo Directing

Norma Talmadge
Norma Talmadge this week be-

gan work on a modern screen

version of “Camille.” Gilbert

Roland, a Spaniard, is appearing
opposite the star as her leading

man. Rose Dione is another to

whom a role of importance has

been assigned.

Fred Niblo, responsible for

many lavish productions, includ-

ing “Ben Hur,” is for the first

time directing Miss Talmadge.
Madame de Grossac wrote the

adaptation of “Camille,” from the

novel by Dumas, the younger.

The production, which will be

released by First National, will

be one of the most lavish yet

attempted by Norma Talmadge.

Francis Is Signed
Alec Francis has been signed

by John Considine, representing

Joseph Schenck productions,

whereby he will play an im-
portant part in Norma Tal-
madge’s “Camille.” Francis is

expected to leave New York
early in January. Lillian Tash-
man is also playing “Camille.”

F. P.-L. Star Cast
Norman Trevor has been as-

signed an important role in

“Children of Divorce,” which
Frank Lloyd will direct for Par-
amount.

Having widest latitude in

budget as well as in creative

thought, each of the three new-

est independent stars has spent

from $550,000 to $750,000 on her

or his initial United Artists Pic-

ture. Also, they will have spent

from five to seven months each

in preparation, production and

titling their films.

Miss Swanson’s “Sunya,” di-

rected by Albert Parker, who
did “The Black Pirate” for

Douglas Fairbanks, is being

made at the Cosmopolitan Studio

in New York. In the story, the

title of which means “dream” or

“illusion,” Miss Swanson has

six characterizations, ranging

“Paradise Alley” on

Schedule for Dec. 15

“Sunshine of Paradise Alley,”

featuring Barbara Bedford, is

announced by Chadwick Pictures

Corporation for release on De-
cember 15th, as the fourth of its

First Division Pictures of the

season.

The cast includes, in addition

to Barbara Bedford, Nigel Bar-
rie, Kenneth McDonald, Lucille

Lee Stewart, Max Davidson,
Max Ascher, Park Jones, Gayne
Whitman, Tui Lorraine, Lydia
Yeaman Titus, Evelyn Sherman,
Leon Holmes and Monty
O’Grady.

Keaton John Barrymore

from a gorgeously gowned
opera singer to a drab working
girl struggling to support her

family.

John Barrymore’s “The Rag-
ged Lover,” is notable for the in-

dividual expression of Barry-
more’s creative genius in selec-

tion of story, cast and sets.

The $550,000 budget on “The
General,” making possible the tre-

medous scale upon which the

railroad sequence and the Civil

War battle scenes are staged,

caused Buster Keaton to call

“The General” a “comedy spec-

tacle.” Joseph M. Schenck, pro-
ducer of all of Buster’s pictures,

says “The General” is “better

than ‘The Navigator’.”

Hal Roach To Make
Two Reel Dramas

It is understood from an un-
questionable source that Hal
Roach has made up his mind to

turn out two reel dramas. Roach
is now looking about for a big

director trained in the school of

drama. He is desirous of ob-
taining a man of the class of

D. W. Griffith. Griffith has
rejected Roach’s offer to di-

rect short dramas and his

telegraphic rejection expressed
appreciation and at the same
time information that this di-

rector’s future plans are at pres-
ent indefinite.
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No Pre-Holiday Slump
At De Mille Studios

Production Moves

Swiftly With No

Break in Action

N O SIGNS of the pre-holiday

slump that usually strikes

the motion picture industry

about this time of the year is

noticeable at either the De Mille

or Metropolitan Studios, where

production continues with the

same smoothness and stability

that has characterized activity

at these film plants during the

entire year.

This week saw the starting of

“White Gold” at the De Mille

Studio, and “Getting Gertie s

Garter” and “No Control” at

Metropolitan. “White Gold,” a

screen version of the novel by

J. Palmer Parsons, is William

K. Howard’s first directorial ef-

fort under his newly signed

long-term contract. Jetta Gou-

dal is the star and the support-

ing cast is headed by Kenneth

Thomson and George Seigmann.

\larie Provost is starred in

“Getting Gertie’s Garter,” with

the supporting cast including

Charles Ray, Harry Myers,

Sally Rand, Franklin Pangborn,

William Orlamond, Dell Hend-

erson, Lila Leslie and Fritzi

Ridgeway. E. Mason Hopper is

directing.

“No Control,” 1 under the

megaphone guidance of Scott

Sidney, features Phyllis Haver

and Harrison Ford. Tom Wil-

son and Jack Duffy head the

supporting cast of funsters.

“Nobody’s Widow,” Leatrice

Joy’s latest De Mille feature,

which Donald Crisp directed at

the Metropolitan Studio, will be

ready for previewing within a

few days, while “Jim the Con-

queror,” a Peter B. Kyne story

directed by George B. Seitz and

co-featuring William Boyd and

Elinor Fair, was enthusiastically

acclaimed at its initial preview

showing this week.

Although the majority of

stage space at the De Mille

Studio is occupied by the huge

sets for De Mille’s “The King
of Kings,” activity also centers

around “Rubber Tires,” Alan

Hale’s picture of the “Tin-can”

tourists. Bessie Love and Har-
rison Ford are featured in this

picture, which is expected to be

finished this week.

“The Yankee Clipper,” Rupert

Julian’s special production, is

almost ready for previewing and
preparation is now under way
for the filming of “The Little

Adventuress,” in which Vera
Reynolds will star as her first

production since her return from
Europe.

Houses Booking
‘‘Month” Solid

Blanche Mehaffey, of Universal, poses in a French negligee

and if she isn’t attractive there is no use searching for beauty

anywhere.

Two recent First National
Month exhibitor celebrants are
the Pantheon Theatre, Toledo,
and the Rivoli Theatre, Balti-

more, it was announced by Sec-

retary-Treasurer Samuel Spring,

head of First National's sales

department.

During First National Month
which will be nationally ob-

served during January, the Pan-
theon will play on successive

weeks: “Just Another Blonde,”

“The Silent Lover,” “The White
Black Sheep,” “The Lady in

Ermine,” and “Forever After.”

Scheduled for the Rivoli's holi-

day month program are : “The
Lady in Ermine,” “Just Anothei

Blonde,” “The Silent Lover,"

“Long Pants,” and “The Blonde

Saint.”

Barbara Kent, Universal

featured player, in “Prowl-

ers of the Night.”

Hundreds Visit At

Valentino’s Old Home
Hundreds of people have

visited the home of the late

Rudolph! Valentino, known as

“Falcon Lair” in Beverly Hills

during the past few days. The
house will remain open to the

public until Dec. 8th when Val-

entino’s many books, tapestries,

automobile and yacht, among
other things, will go under the

auctioneer’s hammer.

How the

Times Do
Change

r
I HAT the Ohio and Kentucky exhibitors offer strong-

-1 support to the independent producer, provided he can
offer the theatre owner a quality of product in keeping
with the demands of his patronage, is the opinion of Lon
Young, who returned from a trip to the key cities in Ohio
and Kentucky last week, in the interests of Lumas Film
Corporation and Gotham Productions.

“In every instance,” Mr.

Wells Hawks With
“What Price Glory”

Wells Hawks lias been
secured by For Films to

take the post of managinK
director of publicity for all

the “What Frice Glory”
touring: companies. ac-
cording- to an announce-
ment by Winfield R. Shee-
han, vice-president and
general manager of the
company.

Mr. Hawks, founder and
president emeritus of the
Theatrical Press Repre-
sentatives of America, is

one of the most widely
known men in his field.

His acquaintance with edi-
tors throughout the coun-
try is second to none,
while his intimate knowl-
edge of every important
city, due to his long ex-
perience with and ahead
of many important theat-
rical ventures, makes him
a valuable acquistion to
staff. Hawks was a ma-
rine.

Young states, “I found the ex-

hibitor not only willing but anx-
ious to give the independent
producer and exchange a break.
The theatre managers keenly
follow each new release and if

the production is of a style suit-

able to their needs, bookings
and dates are forthcoming.
“The entire situation resolves

itself into a quality proposition
and many of the smaller exhibi-

tors guide their booking policy

solely by watching what the
larger first run houses show.
This is not an infallible rule, by
any means, and it is a noticeable
fact that the more successful in-

dividual theatre owners are

those who exercise their own
judgment.

“Another point, which applies

to Ohio especially, is that to

very few exhibitors do well-

known authors’ names mean
anything. This is surprising, es-

pecially when the public libraries

of Ohio and in Cleveland espe-
cially were among the first to

co-operate with the producers
of screen versions of well-known
books.”

In summing up, Mr. Young
states that, “there is a good
market for the independent pro-
ducer and distributor in Ohio
who can deliver, but the old line

“junk” man is rapidly doomed to
extinction.

Two States Supporting

Independent Pictures
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harmony in this shot sounds around the world. Norman Kerry and
Gilbert sing with Nick Lucas, noted vaudeville guitar player and they
seem to be enjoying it whether their audience does or not.

JOAN CRAWFORD

,

of Metro-Goldwyn-
Maycr, is “the girl
with the angle proof
face which means
that her face is about
as prefect as Dame
Nature makes ’em.
The left and right
sides are in exact

proportion .

TEFT to right, Beno Rubel, secretary to Stern
Films, Arthur (Fop) Momand, the comic

cartoonist, Joe Weil, Universal publicity chief,
and Henry Clay Bate, assistant. “Pop” has just
signed fo£ “Keeping Up With The Joneses.”

TjOLORES DEL RIO, in “Resurrection for

Inspif ation, hears the story from Count Ilya

Tolstoy, eldest son of the great novelist whose
story is being filmed.n A R T I A N A^ SCARPITTA,

Italian sculptor, is

making a bust of
the late Thomas
H. Ince from a
death mask, with
Ralph Ince, a
brother, and star

in F.B.O. pictures,
as model.

SHOWING the wedding scene

with Laura LaPlante, Uni-
versal star, and William Seiter,

the director as principals in

Hollywood recently.

Whose Face

Angle Proof

W. MURNAU,
making “Sunrise” for Fox

,

* was perfectly at ease, on his first job in

Americat as this comfortable pose indicates.
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Chadwick To Distribute Publix Takes

SUCCESS
is the most attractive of

all themes.

Everybody desires it,

wants to know how it is

won.

The public gladly pays

to learn its secrets. A
photoplay about Suc-

cess, like its literature,

sells itself.

Insure your box-office

success by showing

GEORGE

Through Canadian Firm
Eight Features Are Schedule for Release, Headed
by “The Wizard Of Oz,” the Larry Semon

Productions of Baum Classic

C hadwick pictures corporation has this

week completed negotiations for the distribution of

its First Division Picture through Canadian Educational

Films, Ltd.
Eight features, scheduled for

early release, are “The Wizard
of Oz,” Larry Semon’s produc-

tion of the L. Frank Baum clas-

sic; two Hunt Stromberg special

productions, “Paint and Powder”
and “Winning the Futurity”;

Charles Ray’s “Sweet Adeline”;

“The Transcontinental Limited,”

featuring Johnnie Walker; Lio-

nel Barrymore in “The E-ells”

;

Pauline Frederick in “Devil’s

Island” and “April Fool,” the

Jewish comedy, with Alexander

Carr, Snitz Edwards, Raymond
Keane, Mary Alden and Edward
Phillips.

It is planned to road show
“Devil’s Island” in the Dominion.
This production, the first at-

tempt to dramatize the French
penal settlement in South
America, will open in Toronto,
Montreal and Quebec simultane-

ously.

Alec B. Francis as “The
Music Master” for Fox.

Two-reel “U”
Jewel Series

Ralph B. Williams, sales direc-
tor for Universal’s Southern
Division, announces that “The
Collegians, the two-reel series
of college adventure pictures
written by Carl Laemmle, Jr.,
and produced by Universal as a
de luxe Short Subject offering,
will be shown over the entire'
Publix Theatre chain.
This is said to be the first

short subject series to be signed
up for 100 per cent, presentation
in Publix houses. There are ten
two-reelers in the series, each
taking the hero through a dif-
ferent phase of college activity
and adventure.
George Lewis, popular juvenile

in His People,” is starred in
"The Collegians” series, sup-
ported by Dorothy Gulliver,
Hayden Stevenson and Eddie
Phillips. Wesley Ruggles is the
director.

Universal reports that advance
bookings on the series have
broken all records for Short
Product in the annals of that
organization.

John Ford Improves
His Idle Moments

WALSH
IN

“STRIVING

FOR

Virginia Valli

in Wells’ Story

Virginia Valli has been selected

to play the lead in Fox Films
screen version of H. G. Wells’
story, “Marriage,” which will go
into production shortly under the

direction of R. William Neill.

Alma Rubens was announced for

this part a few weeks ago, but

Miss Rubens’ illness necessitated

a change in the cast. The Wells
story will be known as “The
Wedding Ring” for screen pur-

poses. Allan Durant, French
screen actor, has been cast in the

male lead as a man of the world.

Gayne Whitman To
Act on Stage Again

Gayne Whitman, who has just

completed a role in the new Ster-

ling melodrama, “Wolves of the
Air,” under the direction of

Francis Ford, is returning to the
stage at Hoyt’s Theatre, Long
Beach, Calif., under the direction

of A. J. Glassmire. The first

play in which he will appear is

“Applesauce.” Mr. Whitman had
an important role in another re-

cent Sterling production, “A
Woman’s Heart’” In “Wolves
of the Air,” now being edited
and titled, he plays the villain to

the hero of Johnnie Walker.

FORTUNE”

PICTURES
CORPORATION

SAMUELiZI ERLEA. fmidatlNEW y O K.

Fare ipa distribution by Simmonds Pictures
Corporation; Cable. "Slmfllmco, N. Y."

George Lewis, star of Universal’s “Collegians” series, favors

this sort of an academic education.

While John Ford is waiting
for his cameramen who have
been sent to Ireland to obtain
atmospheric scenes to be used
as a background for his picture
“Mother Machree,” Fox Films
executives decided that Mr. Ford
should improve his idle moments
by starting another production.
The new one is “Upstream,”

adapted from Wallace Smith's
newspaper serial, “The Snake's
Wife.” The cast includes Earie
Foxe in the chief male role,

Nancy Nash as the girl.

Among others, Raymond Hitch-
cock, Grant Withers, Lydia Yea-
mans Titus, Ralph Sipperly, Tea
McNamara, Sammy Cohen, Emile
Chautard, Eli Reynolds, Judy
King, Lillian Worth and Jacques
Rollins.

More Sterlings For

Jacobo Glucksmann
George E. Kann, vice-presi-

dent of Sterling Pictures Dis-

tributing Corporation, has closed

a third deal in as many weeks
for the distribution of Sterling

Pictures in Brazil. The latest of

the three contracts is with
Jacobo Glucksmann and includes

three of the new productions,

“Men of the Night,” the first

Sterling picture; “Oh, What a

Night !” the latest Sterling

to be released, and “Dangerous
Friends,” a Banner picture.
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Kane Film

To Be Ready

For New Year
The work of cutting has been

started at the Cosmopolitan Stu-

dio on Robert Kane’s new war
picture, tentatively titled “The
Song of the Dragon,” which First

National will release shortly after

the new year. Paul Maschke is

supervising the cutting with

Kane and Joe Boyle, who di-

rected.

Dorothy Mackaill, Lowell
Sherman, Lawrence Gray, Buster
Collier and Ian Keith head an
impressive cast. Ernest Haller,

best known for his work on
“Stella Dallas,” “The White
Lily” and several of Kane’s lat-

est productions, was in charge
of the camera.
Harry Gribbon assisted Boyle

in the direction and Robert
Haas, treasurer of the Kane En-
terprises, was art director.

Clara Bow Finishes

First Star Vehicle

Four years to the day from the

time she signed her first motion
picture contract, Clara Bow, fiery

haired flapper of the screen, this

week completed her first starring

vehicle for Paramount.
With the closing of the un-

usual amusement park sequence
in the Elinor Glyn-Clarence
Badger production of “It,” Miss
Bow today removed her grease-
paint, with the prospect of a few
days’ rest before she launches
work as one of the featured play-

ers in the all-star cast of Frank
Lloyd’s “Children of Divorce,”
Her supporting cast in “It” in-

cluded Antonio Moreno, William
Austin, Jacqueline Gadsdon and
Priscilla Bonner.

Betty Jewel Plays

Opposite Jack Holt

Betty Jewel, recently signed by
Paramount, has been awarded
her first big role. She has been
selected for the heroine of “The
Mysterious Rider,” a Zane Grey
story which will feature Jack
Holt. John Waters will direct.

“Yankee Clipper”

Is Nearly Ready
“The Yankee Clipper,” Rupert

Julian’s latest production for
Cecil B. De Mille, which is

woven around the historic tea
trade races between American
and British clipper ships during
the fifties, will be previewed
soon, according to word from the
De Mille studio.

Cast of Farceurs for

Marie Prevost’s Film

“Beau Geste” Remains at Criterion;

“Navy” Screamer at Rialto

George Archainbaud, directing Anna Q. Nilsson in “Easy
Picking” for First National, shows how a love scene should

be played.

Marie Prevost is to have a

supporting cast of capable fun-

sters during the making of “Get-

ting Gertie’s Garter,” which goes

into production at the Metropoli-

tan Studios this week.
Charles Ray plays opposite

Miss Prevost.

Paramount Now Playing

Three Broadway “Runs’
5

“Old Ironsides” Opened at the Rivoli, Dec. 6;

Stroheim Goes to

Paramount Studio
The list of directors now at

work at the Famous Players-

Lasky West Coast studios was
swelled this week by the addi-

tion of Erich von Stroheim,

heading the company now at

work on the forthcoming Para-

mount road-show picture, “The
Wedding March.”
The technical department has

just completed for his use a mag-
nificent setting which is one of

the most remarkable yet erected

at the new plant, showing a

hunting lodge perched on a rocky
mountain top.

The greater part of the picture

has been made at the Associated
Studios, and the entire produc-
tion will probably be completed
about December 25.

Vilma Banky in “The Win-
ning of Barbara Worth,” for

United Artists.

B EGINNING Tuesday, December 6, Paramount had
three long-run attractions on Broadway.

The three, two of them of roadshow calibre, are : “Beau
Geste,” now in its fourteenth week at the Criterion, where
it is playing at $2 top; “Old Ironsides,” which opened Tues-
day night at the Rivoli for an extended run at $2 top, and
“We’re in the Navy Now,” which is playing its fourth week
at the Rialto at general admission prices.

Since its opening “Beau Geste”
has been playing to standing

Gull Hunting Isn’t

According to Hoyle
They still persist in

those duck-hunting stories

at the Metropolitan studio.
Publicity Director WiUiam
Tjcyser had to slap his sides
and quack like a duck in
order ,to put this one over.
It is that George Berthe-
lon. Metropolitan general
production manager, Earl
Sclienek’s controller, and
Bert Gilroy, business man-
ager of the “No Control”
unit, spent an entire week-
end looking for ducks.
Just as the Sunday sun
was setting they located
some shadows on the Paci-
fic beyond the range of
their rifles. Metropolitan-
ites on Monday morning,
however, told them that
gull-hunting is against the
law.

room, with the weekly gross in

the neighborhood of $14,500. The
Criterion seats but 812.

“We’re in the Navy Now,” a
companion picture to “Behind
the Front,” and starring the
same two comedians, Wallace
Beery and Raymond Hatton, has
established a record at the Rialto,

where it is grossing around $36,-

500 each week. The Rialto seats

1,960, and the general admission
price ranges from 35 cents to 99
cents. During the first three
weeks of its run the picture
grossed $124,400, also a record at
the house.

Long Run Policy

The Rivoli, heretofore a grind
house, adopts a long run policy
with the opening of “Old Iron-
sides,” the proceeds from the in-

itial performance of which
went to the “Old Ironsides” fund.
Tickets for the premiere sold
at $10 for main floor and $5
for balcony. The Rivoli seats
2,200, and heretofore has played
at the same range of admission
prices as the Rialto. Following
the opening show, “Old Iron-
sides” plays at $2 top and two
performances a day.

At the new Paramount The-
atre, the pivotal house of the
Publix circuit, “Love ’Em and
Leave ’Em,” is billed for next
week. This gave Paramount
four attractions along Broadway
during the week.
The new Paramount is now

grossing in excess of $80,000 a

week, which is a world’s record.

As early as noon each day the
SRO sign is displayed at the new
house.
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"'Don Juan for Release;

Safier to Handle Sales

H M. WARNER, president of Warner Bros. Pictures.
• Inc., announced this week thar all of the Warner

Extended Run Productions .will be released to exhibitors

over the country at once, and that the first to be offered

for booking will be John Barrymore in “Don Juan,” now
in its fifth month at Warners Theatre, New York City.
To handle these releases, Mr.

"Warner stated, he has created

a separate sales organization and
lias appointed Morris Safier, for

the last five years with United

Artists Corporation, as its head.

Mr. Warner said that all of

the Warner Extended Run Pro-

ductions will be sold separately

and on their individual merits.

.Exhibitors, he said, negotiating

for these productions will not be

•obliged to buy any other War-
ner pictures. They can buy each

Extended Run picture separate-

ly. Furthermore, these produc-

tions will be handled by individ-

ual salesmen who will sell noth-

ing else. The physical distribu-

tion will be through Warner
Eros, exchanges.

Mr. Safier, who heads the

•special sales department, has for

fourteen years been connected

with the selling end of the in-

For the last five years he has

•dustry in executive positions,

been with United Artists Cor-

poration, having charge of the

entire Middle West for that pe-

riod.

Beaudine Preparing

To Film Cohn Story
Having selected a story by A1

Cohn, “Frisco Sally Levy,” as

the basis for his initial M.-G.-M.
production, William Beaudine is

assembling his staff for early

filming.

George Webster, who has as-

sisted the director during recent

years, will probably be Beau-
dine’s first lieutenant.

Vernon Smith, in collaboration

with Cohn, will prepare the con-

tinuity.

Dorothy Revier, star of Co-

lumbia pictures, in a lovely

pose.

Morris Safier, recently ap-

pointed head of Warner
Bros.’ newly created Ex-
tended Run Productions

Sales Department.

“Barbara Worth”
Held at Strand

The crowded houses
which have greeted every
performance of “The Win-
ning' of Barbara Worth”
at the Mark Strand The-
atre have induced Manag-
ing Director Joseph Plunk-
ett to continue the big
Samuel Goldwyn produc-
tion for a second week.

Tile picture is a screen
version of Harold Bell

Wright's novel of the re-

clamation of the vast

lands of the West and the
love story of Barbara
Worth, with Vilma Banky
as Barbara and Ronald
Golman as the young en-
gineer who wins her heart.
Henry King, the direc-

tor, and a large company,
spent nearly a year in the
Western deserts making
the big scenes which in-

eludle a real sand storm
and the flooding of towns
by the overflowing waters
of the Colorado river.

Vilma Banky is said to

have attained the height
of her perfection in this

role, the most striking of

her distinguished career in

pictures.

Second Roxy Theatre

Opens December, 1927

H ERBERT LUBIN an-

nounces the acquisition of

a valuable plot of ground at Lex-
ington Avenue, 58th and 59th

streets and will immediately
proceed with the erection of the

second Roxy Theatre which will

be opened in December, 1927.

His first enterprise was the

creation and financing of what
is acknowledged to be the

world’s largest theatre, seating

more than 6,000 and costing

$10,000,000. This theatre, located

at Seventh Avenue and 50th

Street, is rapidly nearing com-
pletion and S. L. Rothafel, Di-

rector General of the Roxy en-

terprises, expects to open it in

February.

The second theatre will cost

about $5,000,000, and will have a

seating capacity of 3,500. Mr.

Lubin announces that Mr. Roth-

afel (Roxy, as he is known the

world over), will have charge of

the new theatre.

Mr. Lubin, when asked re-

garding reports that there have
been current for several months
to the effect that these theatres

will be united with existing

chains of theatres in the Metro-
politan district, said

:

“The motion picture industry
has always been a hot-bed of
rumors. Instead of following the
usual plan of announcing many
plans to be accomplished, I am
reversing the procedure and ac-
complishing first. I can only say
that the first theatre in my plans
is now nearly completed.
“Operations will commence

immediately on the erection of

the second Roxy Theatre. I am
considering several other sites,

but have not yet closed. As far

as consolidations are concerned,

nothing tangible has developed

yet.”

“Tongues of Scandal”

Print for Sterling

Sterling Pictures Distributing

Corporation has just received

from Hollywood a print of the

first picture made for Henry

Ginsberg and George E. Kann

by Roy Clements Productions.

This is “Tongues of Scandal,”

featuring Mae Busch and Will-

iam Desmond. It was both pro-

duced and directed by Roy
Clements. It is scheduled for

December release.

“Tongues of Scandal” was

adapted by George L. Sargent

from Adele De Vore’s story and

is a highly dramatic story of

love, politics and society.

Girls’ Organization

OK’s “A Regular Scout”

Mrs. Jane Deeter Rippin, Di-

rector of the Girl Scouts, after

viewing “A Regular Scout,” F.

B. O.’s production dedicated to

the Boy Scout movement, has

placed her official endorsement

on it.

She says “the picture appealed

to us as a clean and wholesome

one, replete with action, and

splendidly portraying the true

Scout spirit that should hold the

interest of girls, boys, and

grown-ups as well.”

This endorsement automatical-

ly places at the disposal of ex-

hibitors playing “A Regular

Scout,” close to 200,000 Girl

Scouts in addition to the 2,000,000

Boy Scouts already lined up.

Chadwick Signs

Virginia Corbin

I. E. Chadwick, president of

Chadwick Pictures Corporation,

has assigned Virginia Lee Corbin

to the leading feminine role in

“Driven From Home,” which

James Young is directing at the

company’s West Coast studios.

Other members of the cast of

“Driven from Home” are Ray
Hallor, Sheldon Lewis, Virginia

Pearson and Melbourne Mac-
Dowell.

Edith Hibbard and Ethel Hill

wrote the adaptation from the

stage success of Hal Reid.

Duane Thompson, late com-

edy star, who has made a

name as a feature player

with Charles Ray in Chad-

wick’s “Some Pun'kins."
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Mason Hopper

Is Signed By

Metropolitan

Syd Chaplin

Has English

Universal Joy Week Is

An Annual Institution

One of the finest directorial

plums of the year was plucked

by E. Mason Hopper when he
affixed his signature to a con-

tract tendered by General Man-
ager Sistrom of Metropolitan.

Hopper is regarded as one of

the most consistent directors in

the business for, during his six-

teen years behind the mega-
phone, he has never made a

production which has been
labeled a “flop.”

“Up in Mabel’s Room” brought
him back to directorial activity

after a year's absence from the

screen. This production was re-

leased as an A1 Christie special

and was directly responsible for

his contract with Metropolitan.

Countess Tolstoy is quitting

the stage in favor of pic-

tures. Her first screen ap-
pearance will be in “Resur-
rection” .for United Artists.

Comedy Next
Syd Chaplin, having completed

the picture made under the

temporary title of “The Missing
Link,” is getting ready for his

next Warner production which
will be “The New Boy.” "

Warner Bros, announced this-

week the purchase of the story

from Samuel French represent-

ing the estate of Arthur Law,
English playwright who wrote it.

Law turned out the play several

years ago and it met with suc-

cess in Great Britain, but never
has been produced on the stage

of this country. The scenes are

laid in a British preparatory

school.

In “The New Boy,” Chaplin

will again be seen in a role en-

tirely new to him, this time as a
man who is mistaken for a boy
and is compelled to go through
with it for the purposes of the

plot.

U NIVERSAL JOY WEEK,
the annual institution by

which exhibitors from Coast to

Coast pep up their holiday

patrons with exceptional offer-

ings in Universal comedies, will

begin December 24th this year,

Universal announces. From then
on through the week which
separates Christmas Day and
New Year’s Day, Universal one
and two reelers will be blazoned

from marquee and billboard.

The Universal sales organiza-

tion has gone to great pains to

arrange for special Christmas

Week offerings, including pre-

release opportunities on many
pictures which otherwise wouitl

not reach the screen until 1927.

<<DpHE KID EROTHER” has
A been selected as the title

of Harold Lloyd’s new feature

comedy, scheduled for release

early in 1927 for Paramount.
Lloyd’s new opus, which has

been in production for the last

six months, is rated by those

who have seen it as the come-
dian’s finest endeavor, to date.

In gag sequences it is said to

surpass anything that the star

has done heretofore.

Jobyna Ralston is again the

star’s leading woman, and in his

supporting cast are Walter
James, Olin Francis, Leo Willis,

Eddie Boland, Ralph Yearsley
and Frank Lanning.
The locale of the story, which

was written by Lloyd and his

staff, is laid in the mountains
and on shipboard. While most
of the action is in a hillbilly

town, it is on board a ship that

a terrific fight, reminiscent of

the fight in “Grandma’s Boy,”

takes place.

Plans are being made by the

Paramount distribution depart-

ment to hold simultaneous pre-

mieres of the comedy in the

leading capitals of the world.

The great volume of spot

bookings during Universal Joy
Week attests to the popularity

of the Joy Week drive and its

chances for increased box office

profits.

Universal is in far better shape
this year than ever before in the

quality and quantity of the re-

leases available for Joy Week.
Several new real money-making
series of comedies have been
added to the Universal output.

Special Joy Week one-sheets

are being given away by Uni-
versal for this period. Ample
advertising material is at hand in

the Universal exchanges on aii

the subjects available for book-
ing.

George B. Hill, director of

Metro - Goldwyn - Mayer’s

“Tell It to the Marines,”

with Blanche Sewell, the

film editor.

Men of the 364th U. S. Infantry aid Columbia in making
“Remember.” Left to right: David Selman, director; Wil-
lard Cooley, master sergeant: Earl Metcalf, a captain and
male lead: Joseph O’Brien, commanding Co. C; Col. Dwight
M. Green, Lincoln Stedman, of the cast, and Jack Cohn,

treasurer of Columbia Pictures.

Lloyd’s New Paramount
Comedy, “The KidBrother”
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“Michael Strogoff” Has Qreat Premiere
ppiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiii^

“Michael Strogoff” created a

j tremendous sensation in Berlin

I when given its premiere in the

German capital, and there was

| another demonstration in Paris

| when “Strogoff” first was

| shown. The London premiere

| was as sensational as that in

| Washington, D. C., several

| weeks ago, but the New York

| showing the fifth in order, gave

| “Strogoff” an approval that is

| final.

Striking scenes and powerful personalities

mark the picture throughout.

Colorful Universal Film de France Launches Broadway Run With Elaborate Open-
ing-—Blizzard Has No Effect on Crowd Attending

u KYt ICHAEL STRO-
GOFF,” the long

** heralded French
production adapted from the
famous novel and play by
Jules Verne, which Carl
Laemmle acquired for dis-

tribution in America and
elsewhere, had its New
York Premiere last Sunday
night in the George M.
Cohan Theatre, where it

opened to a brilliant as-

semblage, starting a long
run on Broadway. A
severe all-day snow-storm,
which at times reached bliz-

zard intensity, failed to keep
New Yorkers from jam-
ming the Cohan Theatre.

rain, the architecture
and the types close-
ly approximate the
people and places
identified in the Jules
Verne story.

Distinguished for-
eigners now in New
York, prominent New
Yorkers and digni-
taries of the stage
and screen made up
the bulk of the smart
audience welcoming
“Michael Strogoff” to
the Gotham show-
world. The George
M. Cohan Theatre is

at the neck of that
scintillating, intoxicat-
ing, pleasure - giving

bottle of life known
as Times Square, and
into that bottle-neck

The house was packed to

the roof, every seat in the
second balcony even being
sold out long before the
showing.
The sweep of this great melo-

dramatic spectacle made a deep
impression upon the audience
and it was loudly praised as the

most gripping picture ever
filmed in Europe. As a melo-
drama it was characterized as

the equal of any thrill-picture

of American origin. The pro-

duction was made by the So-
ciete des Cineromans, using a
cast composed mostly of Rus-
sian screen favorites headed by
Ivan Moskine, a favorite on the
Continent. The exteriors were
taken in Latvia, where the ter-

setting bv Dr. Edward Kilenyi

gave a foundatfon to the picture

such as few films enjoy.

“Michael Strogoff,” as explained

by Dr. Kilenyi, is especially

suited to musical accompani-
ment of a unique nature, being

a moving picture with Russian
imperial grandeur, Russion rus-

ticity and Oriental barbarity in-

tertwined in vivid sequences.

Included among the notables

present at the opening were
Maxine Mongendre, consul-gen-

eral of France; Andrew Brouze*.

the French consul
;
Madame Bron-

islawa Petechenko, chairman of
Russian refugee children’s relief

organization
;

General Peter E.
Traub, Rear-Admiral C. P. Plun-
kett, Rabbi Stephen S. Wise,
Conde Nast, Louis and Paul
Meyer, Herbert Bayard Swope.

(Continued on page 432)

Sunday night flowed the cream
of New York’s amusement lov-

ers to see the new Carl Laem-
mle importation.

Audience Is Held

If a hushed, breath-catching

silence during the gripping

thrills of the picture, if a gen-

erous applause at its high-

lights, if rapt attention to its

story of heroic adventure and

Ohs and Ahs at its colorful and

magnificent sequences indicate

the entertainment value of the

picture, then the opening night’s

audience definitely stamped its

approval on the production and

okayed it as a first-class box-

office offering.

In keeping with the majesty

and color of the picture, Uni-
versal had provided

apt touches in decora-

tion and in prologue

to sustain the atmos-
phere of the story

The pretty ushers

were garbed in at-

tractive Russian peas-

ant costumes and the

door-man towered
over all in the fierce

habiliments of a Cos-

sack. The picture was
immediately preceded

by an invisible choir

of men’s voices sing-

ing Russian folk-

songs. The singers,

the Boyans Choir,

recruited from Rus-

sian refugees in this

country, were a decid-

ed hit.

A special musical
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Great Cast in

Lon Chaney’s

Film,“Mr.Wu”
Louis B. Mayer, vice-presi-

dent in charge of production for

Metro - Goldwyn - Mayer, an-
nounces the addition of two im-

portant names, Louise Dresser
and Gertrude Olmsted, to the

cast of Lon Chaney’s starring

picture, “Mr. Wu.”
Miss Dresser, famous charac-

ter heroine of “The Goose Wo-
man,’’ iis cast in the new picture

as Mrs. Gregory, mother of the

young Englishman who suffers

the vengeance of the sinister

Chinese Mandarin, the charac-
ter enacted by Chaney. Miss
Olmsted will play her daughter.
Renee Adoree, leading woman

in “The Big Parade,” and other
M-G-M successes has the femin-
ine lead as the Chinese daugh-
ter of Mr. Wu (Lon Chaney).
“Mr. Wu,” an adaptation of a

novel by Louise Jordan Millne,

is being directed by William
Nigh. Lorna Moon made the

adaptation.

In Corinne’s Cast

Anne Schaefer, one of the
original stars of the first Vita-
graph Company in California,

and Baby Louise Miller, are the
newest additions to the cast of

Corinne Griffith’s current First

National picture, “Purple and
Fine Linen,” being produced at

the Metropolitan studios by E.
M. Asher and directed by James
Flood. Baby Miller is to play
“daughter” to Miss Griffith in

the picture and Miss Schaefer
will enact the role of governess
to the child.

Gillen Goes West
Ernest Gillen, a young Mexi-

can, who has signed a contract
with First National Pictures,
Inc., has completed his role in

the Robert Kane production of
“The Song of the Dragon,” be-
ing produced in New York under
the direction of Joe Boyle, with
Dorothy Mackaill, Lowell Sher-
man and Lawrence Gray in lead-
ing parts. He left New York
this week for California to re-
sume work under his new con-
tract.

“Lady in Ermine”
Don Ryan, former Los An-

geles newspaperman and maga-
zine writer, who recently trans-
ferred his writing talents to the
screen, has been engaged by
Producer E. N. Asher to title

Corinne Griffith’s newest First
National starring vehicle, “The
Lady in Ermine.” Ryan has
just completed the titling of
“The Overland Stage,” the lat-

est Ken Maynard feature for
Charles R. Rogers.

Coast Praises

“College Days”

The Tiffany production,
“College Days,” which is

receiving noteworthy re-

views from the leading
motion picture critics of

the United States. has
taken the West Coast re-
viewers by storm.
The picture, playing the

first run theatres of Los
Angeles and San Francisco,
in the former city at the
Figueroa Theatre and at

the Granada in the latter,

has received the highest
praise for its excellent en-
tertainment and produc-
tion value.

Viola Dana in

Demand, Says

Sales Report
“Bred In Old Kentucky,” first

of the six comedy-dramas in

which Viola Dana is starring for

F. B. O., is getting some fine

bookings for week runs at high-

class houses.

Among them are the Temple
in Toledo, the Colonial in De-
troit, Warner’s State, in Pitts-

burgh, the West End Lyric in

St. Louis, and the Victor in Mc-
Keesport, Pa.

Added to Cast
James Bradbury, Jr., and

Frances Raymond, remembered
for their excellent work in “The
Lone Wolf Returns,” have been

added to the supporting cast of

Shirley Mason in Columbia’s

new photo drama, “The Wreck.”

Rita Carewe Cast
Rita Carewe, the charming

young daughter of Edwin Ca-
rewe, and a candidate for the

Wampas Baby Stars of 1927, has

been assigned a role in “Resur-
rection,” now being produced by
Inspiration and Edwin Carewe
for United Artists release.

Monte Blue, Warner Star,

All Set for Next Opus

Monte Blue, the Warner Star

Hunter Directs

“Birds of Prey”
T. Hayes Hunter, who directed

“Earthbound” and many other

screen successes, has been chosen
by Harry Cohn to wield the

megaphone over “Birds of Prey.

This is the first of a series of

four pictures in which Columbia
Pictures Corporation will star

Priscilla Dean. Shooting will be
commenced next week at Colum-
bia’s Hollywood studios.

Film Debut
Marion Kummer, 17-year-old

daughter of Frederic Arnold
Kummer, playwright and author,

has made her screen debut in the

film version of “Love’s Greatest

Mistake,” written by her father.

Edward Sutherland is directing

the Paramount picture which
features Evelyn Brent, Josephine
Dunn, James Hall and William
Powell.

M ONTE BLUE and Patsy
Ruth Miller in “Wolf’s

Clothing,” finished that produc-
tion this week.
Final shots included a thrilling

sequence in which Monte has a

battle on a runaway subway
train. Roy Del Ruth directed

this film, based on the novel by
Arthur Somers Roche which ran

serially in Cosmopolitan Maga-
zine a short time ago. Darryl

Francis Zanuck is responsible

for the continuity, while others

in the cast include John Miljan

and Douglas Gerrard.

Monte is now ready for his

next production to follow

“Wolf’s Clothing,” called “Bit-

ter Apples.” This new film is

based on the famous novel by
Harold MacGrath.

Direction and continuity are

in the hands of Harry O. Hoyt,

recently signed to a long-term

contract by Warner Bros. Hoyt
is remembered for his brilliant

direction of “The Lost World.”

Myrna Loy has been given the

second important role in the

production—that of Monte’s

leading lady. This is Miss Loy’s

most prominent role to date, and

is a reward for her excellent

work in “Don Juan” and

“Across the Pacific.” Other

members of the cast will be an-

nounced shortly.

A Venetian Vamp
The title of Constance Tal-

madge’s latest First National

vehicle has been changed from

“Carlotta” to “The Vamp From
Venice.” This Is an original

story written especially for the

star by Hans Kraly, who was re-

sponsible for one of her earlier

successes, “Her Sister From
Paris.” The supporting cast in-

cludes Antonio Moreno, Edward
Martindel, Julanne Johnston,

Michael Vavitch and Arthur

Thalasso. Marshall Neilan is

directing.

Doris Kenyon and Lewis Stone in “The Blonde Saint,"’

for First National.

Marian Nixon Signed
Marian Nixon, one of the

most popular of the younger ac-

tresses of Hollywood, has been

engaged by Douglas MacLean as

his leading woman in the com-

edy star’s next Paramount pic-

ture, “Let It Rain.” Eddie Cline

will direct. Miss Nixon’s last

appearance in a Paramount pic-

ture was in Raymond Griffith’s

comedy, “Hands Up.”

Duffy on the Job
John AIcCormick, general

manager of West Coast produc-
tion for First National Pictures,

announces that he has engaged
Gerald C. Duffy, well known
scenarist, to write the screen
adaptation of “The Butter and
Egg Man,” for First National.
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“Potemkin”...The Unique Mob Picture

These scenes give an excellent idea of the enormous sc en:c effects in “Potemkin,” where battleships and city

streets are used as sets and in which vast mobs are the heroes, villains and cast.

Striking- Russian Fiim Opens at the Biltmore Theatre—First Photographs Printed

in This Country Were Obtained by Moving Picture World
Staff Writer in Paris

FTER months of effort to overcome
distribution difficulties and satisfy

“patriotic” censors, “Potemkin,” the

striking and original Russian film directed

by S. M. Eisenstein, opened on Sunday, De-

cember 5, at the Biltmore Theatre, New
York.

It is interesting to recall that the first

photographs of this masterpiece of direction,

which has created a furore abroad, were

printed in this country by Moving Picture

World, having been obtained from Nathan
Grinfeld, head of the Soviet Motion Picture

Department in Paris, by the writer and
rushed to the United States.

The distribution here is in the hands of

Amkino, which is the American branch of

By Sumner Smith

Sovkino, the motion picture branch of the

Soviet Government. Leon Zamkovoy rep-

resents Sorkino in this country.

“Potemkin” is the strikingly original treat-

ment by a 27-year-old Russian director of

the historical mutiny of sailors aboard the

cruiser Potemkin. Its mob scenes have hard-

ly even been excelled. The film a’so is a

decided novelty in that it has no featured

roles. The only player who could possibly

fit this characterization is the sailor starting

the mutiny, and he is immediately shot.

Thereafter the picture is one of surging mobs
bent on vengeance. The officers of the cruis-

er are killed in just retribution for terrible

cruelties they inflicted upon the men under
them and the populace. Then, with sister

ships standing by and their crews cheering,

the cruiser Potemkin sails out to sea through
a triumphant lane.

Above, Moving Picture World again pre-

sents characteristic scenes front the film.

They can only suggest the picturesque char-

acter of “Potemkin.” That is a matter not

only of placement of people but of movement
and rhythm, and to be understood and en-

joyed the picture must be seen. It is not
exaggeration to say that every big execu-
tive in the business will see ‘‘Potemkin-’ be-

fore it goes on the shelf, and that nine out
of ever}- ten directors will study it as an ex-

ample of something new in the handling of

mobs. In this respect Douglas Fairbanks
declares “Potemkin” the finest work yet
turned out for the screen.
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“The Music Master” Nears Completion

These scenes are from the Fox production of “The Music Master,” directed by Allan Dwan, in circle. On upper left

is Lois Moran, the charming feminine lead. Right is Alec Francis who plays the title role. The lower views are
scenes from the production.

Five Pictures Finished

In First National List

Gorman Cast

As Sergeant In

“A. W. O. L.”
Charles Gorman has been

added to- the cast of “A. W. O.
L.,” Fox Films feature war
comedy, now in production at the
West Coast Studios under the
direction of Ben Stoloff. Gor-
man will play the heavy role,

that of a tough top-sergeant.
Gene Cameron, Betty Francisco,
Judy King, Sammy Cohen,
Holmes Herbert, Ted McNamara
and Jerry “The Giant” complete
the cast.

“Pal,” one of the best known
of the screen’s canine actors, is

also cast in this “Jerry, The
Giant” war comedy “A.W.O.L.”

Flint on Coast
Motley Flint, capitalist, is

back on the Coast. He is quoted
as stating that the manner in

which the big finances of the
day are handled relegates truly

bad times to the pages of his-

tory.

M.-G.-M. Holds
Renee Adoree

Renee Adoree, who made
an in&tant hit in “The Bis
Parade,” and has taken
prominent parts in other
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer fea-
tures of the past year, has
been signed to a new lonf?-
term contract by (hat
company, according- to an
announcement by Louis B.
Mayer.
Miss Adoree. considered

one of the outstanding ac-
tresses in filmdom, has
been under contract to
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer tor
the past two years, and
has just finished an impor-
tant role opposite John
Gilbert starring in “The
Day of Souls.”

Slang Comes Easy
Rudolph Schildkraut, the. ac-

tor, now appearing in De Mille

pictures, has, in twenty-three
weeks, acquired such a good
working knowledge of the Eng-
lish language that he even uses
American slang. When he went
to Hollywood he spoke no Eng-
lish. )

FINIS was written to five

First National productions

the week ending December 11, it

was announced by General and
Production Manager Richard A.

Rowland.
The five productions, repre-

senting early spring releases, are

“Orchids and Ermine,” a John
McCormick production starring

Colleen Moore
;

“Long Pants,”

starring Harry Langdon
; “The

Song of the Dragon” (tentative),

a Robert Kane, all-star produc-
tion; "Easy Pickings,” featuring
Anna Q. Nilsson; and “McFad-
den’s Flats,” featuring Charlie
Murray and Chester Conklin.

Made at Burbank

Except for “The Song of the
Dragon” (a tentative title), the
new group was made at Bur-
bank, being the most important
production unit to date to come
out of First National’s new West
Coast studios.

At the same time that the five-

productions were completed,,

shooting was started on five

others. These include “The
River” (tentative), a Sam Rork
production : an original story by-

Frank Griffin, as yet without a
title, which John McCormick is

producing with Charlie Murray
and George Sidney in the fea-

tured roles
; an untitled original

by William H. Clifford featuring
Dorothy Mackaill and Jack Mul-
hall, under the production man-
agement of Ray Rockett; “All
Aboard,” starring Johnny Hines,
and “The Duke of Ladies,” a
Robert Kane production with a
cast including Ben Lyon, Mary
Brian, Sam Hardy and Andre
Beranger.

As rapidly as First National
pictures are completed, new
productions go into work. There
is no let-down in spite of the ap-
proaching holidays.
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“Old Ironsides”

Well Received

By Metropolis

Secretary of

Navy Wilbur

Is Honor

Guest

Striking Film

From Paramount

Pleases Broadway

Navy Notables

Give Vigorous

Applause

Scenes of spectacular proportions are numerous. In center above is the frigate Consti-
tution. George Bancroft is the wide-chested master gunner. Below we see the destruc-

tion of the frigate “Castle,” once a famous clipper ship.

HE world premiere of

“Old Ironsides” Mon-
day night at the Rivoli

Theatre, New York, was an
event of national signif-

icance, with Secretary of the
Navy Wilbur, accompanied
by a notable delegation of

naval officers in attendance.
Officialdom, public and press

acclaimed the James Cruze-Para-
mount production as epochal and
one of the outstanding motion
picture achievements of all time.

The picture itself, a story of the

heroics of the U. S. frigate Con-
stitution, and the nature of the
premiere combined, in the opin-

ion of many, in bringing to the

screen a prestige not hitherto ac-

corded it.

A new effect in projection,

used for the first time in the

presentation of “Old Ironsides,”

brought the distinguished audi-

ence to its feet in deafening ap-

plause. In his review of the pic-

ture, Hall of the Times describes

this new projection, produced by
a device known as a magno-
scope, as follows

:

“And, as an add'tional feature

of the entert linment, the scene

that ended the first half of the

picture was a startling surprise,

for the standard screen disap-

peared and the whole stage, from
the proscenium arch to the

boards, was filled with a moving
picture of a replica of ‘Old Iron-

sides.’ This brought every man
and woman in the audience <o

their feet and Dr. Hugo Riesen-

feld’s orchestra and chorus of

voices further stirred the spec-

tators with ‘Ship of State.’

“Some conception of the mag-
nificent effect of this enlarged

screen can be gained from its

dimensions, which are 30 by 49

feet, whereas the usual screen in

*the Rivoli is about 12 by 18.

This wide angle screen was tre-

mendously effective in the scenes

of fighting aboard the old frigate

off the coast of Tripoli.”

During the intermission a

painting of “Old Ironsides” by
Gordon Grant was unveiled by
Secretary Wilbur. Prints of

this picture, which will be hung
in the White House, will be dis-

tributed in behalf of the cam-
paign to “Save Old Ironsides.”

Recepits from the premiere per-

formance will be devoted to this

campaign.

Preceding the premiere an “Old
Ironsides” dinner was tendered

the distinguished naval guests,

who had arived in the afternoon

on a special train from Wash-
ington. At the dinner and at the

Rivoli presentation there were in

attendance more ranking ad-
mirals of the Navy than ever

were present at any one time in

the history of New York.
Among the notables attending

the dinner and premiere were

:

Curtis D. Wilbur, secretary of

the Navy; Theodore D. Robin-
son, assistant secretary of the

Navy; Edward P. Warner, as-

sistant secretary of the Navy;
Admiral Charles F. Hughes,
Rear-Admiral Hilary P. Jones,

Rear-Admiral Henry A. Wiley,

Rear-Admiral Edward R. Stitt,

Rear-Admiral Charles Morris,

Captain Halsey Powell, Rear-
Admiral Thomas P. Magruder,
Rear-Admiral Noble E. Irwin,

Rear-Admiral Richard H. Leigh,

Rear-Admiral Charles H. Plun-

kett, Rear-Admiral Harley H.
Christy, Rear-Admiral William
V. Pratt, Rear-Admiral Philip

Andrews, Rear-Admiral Arthur
L. Willard, Major-General Pres-

ton Brown, Rear-Admiral Hutch

I. Cone, Rear-Admiral Elliott

Snow, Rear-Admiral Thomas S.

Jewett, Rear-Admiral Thomas
H. Hicks, Rear-Admiral Fred-

eric R. Harris, Rear-Admiral L.

M. Josephthal, Brigadier-Gen-

eral U. A. Drum, Brigadier-Gen-

eral William M. Cruikshank,

Colonel Peter Traub, Captain

R. P. Crandall. Captain N. J.

Blackwood, Brigadier-General

John A. Lejeune, Captain Ed-

ward T. Constein, Captain

Charles S. Freeman, Captain

William B. Wells, Captain

Franck T. Evans, Captain Byron

A. Long, Captain Herbert C.

Cooke, Colonel Edward A.

Greene, Colonel Webb Hays,

C o lo n e 1 Thomas Fairservis.

Colonel Charles D. Roberts,

Commander Clifford M. Peck,

Commander Charles Boone,

Commander Lee W. Hasselman.

Commander William B. Bain-

bridge, Lieutenant-Commander
William K. Vanderbilt. Rear-Ad-

miral Bradley A. Fiske, Captain

Robert L. Beery, Captain Wil-

liam B. Franklin and others.

Cable messages were received

from the Asiatic fleet and other

American fleets and ships scat-

tered in the waters of the world.
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Christie Studios Busy December Releases of

With New Year Product Stern Bros. Comedies

T HAT there is no let-up in

production of new comedy
releases at the Christie Studio

is indicated by the large num-

ber of pictures which are be-

ing rushed to completion in

time for Laugh Month as well

as those in the stage of prep-

aration. At present every one

of the Christie comedians is en-

gaged in production of new pic-

tures which will be released this

season through Educational Film

Exchanges, Inc.

Vernon Is Finished

Bobby Vernon has completed

work on the latest of his star

ring series, “Sure Fire,” re-

leased to first-run theatres, De-

cember 25. This comedy, which

is laid in France and Italy, as

well as partially on board an

Atlantic liner, was directed by

Earle Rodney. Frances Lee,

Bobby " Vernon’s regular leading

lady; William Irving and Andy
Clyde are the principal players

in the supporting cast.

After appearing in “Shell

Socked,” a war comedy, Jimmie

Adams recently completed “Wild

and Woozy,” a laugh vehicle

with its locale laid among the

cannibals. Adams is supported

by Vera Steadman, with a large

cast appearing in the mob
scenes.

During the season, to add

variety to the Christie program,

there will be three Christie Com-
edies featuring Anne Cornwall.

The newest of these is “Cool

Off!” directed by William Wat-
son. Jack Duffy and Bill Irving

appear in support of Miss Corn-

wall.

Allene Ray and Spencer Bennet, her director, carry Yule logs,

while Walter Miller, another Pathe star, saws wood.

“Love Makes ’Em Wild”

Has Big Comedy Cast
*<I OVE MAKES ’EM

-1—/ WILD,” the Fox Film fea-

ture comedy directed by Albert

Ray, features Johnny Harron
and Sally Phipps, supported by
a splendid cast selected to dispel

the glooms—Ben Bard, J. Farrell

MacDonald, Arthur Housman,

Natalie Kingston, Florence Gil-

bert, Albert Gran, Earl Mohan,
Coy Watson and Noah Young

The comedy is from the story

“Willie, the Worm,” by Florence

Ryerson and was adapted for the

screen by Harold Shumats.

Five Laugh Makers On
Schedule For Month

of Holidays

IVE HIGH GRADE come-
1 dies are announced for re-
lease this month by the Stern
Brothers, makers of two-reel
comedy series for Universal re-
lease. In addition to the five

Stern Brothers Comedies, De-
cember will also see the release
of “Buster’s Prize Winner,” a
Buster Brown Comedy made by
Stern Brothers and released as a
LTniversal Junior Jewel.

The five Stern Brothers re-

leases include two “Newlyweds
and Their Baby” comedies, a
comedy of “The Excuse Maker”
series, a two-reeler of the “What
Happened to Jane"’ series, and
the latest “Let George Do It”

comedy.

“Snookums” Ready
The “Newlyweds” comedies,

for release December 1st and
22nd, respectively, are “Snook-
urns’ Outing” and “Snookums’
Merry Christmas,” a holiday
special. Both feature that great
screen youngster, Sunny Mc-
Keenp and have pretty Ethlyne
Clair as Mrs. Newlywed. In the
former, Jed Dooley plays the
role of Mr. Newlywed and in the
latter, Sid Saylor has that im-
portant part. Charles King,
another Stern Brothers star, has
an important role in the Christ-

mas picture.

The December 8th release is

“A Second Hand Excuse,” star-

ring Charles King in one of

“The Excuse Maker” pictures.

Edna Marion is the heroine, and
Leon Holmes and Frank Earl
are in the cast.

Dooley Series Here

Billy Dooley’s starring series

offers “Have Courage,” which

details the adventures of a light-

headed sailor and his friends on

their arrival in a French port.

The latest Christie Comedy

featuring Neal Burns is “Dodg-

ing Trouble” in which Burns is

supported by Edna Marion, Ed-
die Baker, Bill Blaisdell and

“Buddy,” the famous trick bull-

dog, that has appeared in many
Christie pictures.

Burns is now working in a

new comedy based on adventures

connected with a portable house.

Natalie Joyce will appear as

leading lady, while Jack Duffy,

Gale Henry, Bill Bletcher and

others will be in the supporting

cast.
Alice Day, the little Mack Sennett comedienne, poses as a little

girl on Christmas morning with her new dolls.

Others Are Listed

On December 15th, “Jane’s
Predicament,” the latest “What
Happened to Jane’" comedy,
starring Wanda Wiley, will be
the principal supporting role,

released. Earl McCarthy has
Sam Neufield directed.

The last Stern Brothers re-

lease of the year is “And George
Did,” a“ Let George Djo It”

comedy starring Sid Saylor, and
adapting from the George Mc-
Manus cartoon strip. Dorothy
Gulliver, popular as the heroine
in Universal’s “The Collegians,”

is the feminine lead. Scott Pem-
broke directed.

The current Buster Brown re-

lease, “Buster’s Prize Winner,”
gives Tige, the dog star, won-
derful opportunities to display
his flair for comedy.
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OUT OF
“The Exile of the Self Condemned”

TO THE
Highest Pinnacle of Fame

!

THE ROUTE

Beau
este

has traveled in a few short months

WHO IS HE?

—the unique and most popular hero

of contemporary drama!

Produced by Herbert Brenon for

Paramount Pictures

From Major C. P. Wren’s novel of the same title

Making New Records Daily in

NEW YORK LONDON BOSTON LOS ANGELES
Criterion Plaza Tremont Forum

Philadelphia and San Francisco; also Chicago

and others to follow

Selected by Paramount Pictures as their initial road

tour presentation. Has scored such a success ten

units are now being booked for two years exclusive-

ly in this department.

Don’t miss it

Will not be seen elsewhere

For Terms and Dates Address

INDIVIDUAL FILMS, Inc.

1118-1119 Longacre Bldg.

1476 Broadway, N. Y. C.

A. Griffith Grey, Mgr.

A. L. Erlanger,

Booking Exchange

New Amsterdam Theatre

Bldg., New York City

Stern Brothers Offer

"Laugh Month” Line
T ULIUS STERN, president of

the Stern Film Corporation,
makers of Stern Brothers Com-
edies for Universal release, has
just wired from Los Angeles to
the home office in New York to

select the five strongest come-
dies in the entire Stern Brothers
line-up for release during Laugh
Month, the annual January cel-

ebration on behalf of comedy
product.

As a result of these instruc-

tions on the part of the comedy-
producing company chief, Beno
Rubel, secretary and New York
executive of the Stern organiza-
tion, announces the following

releases:

“Buster’s Picnic,” a Buster
Browm Universal Junior Jewel
comedy, “Snookums’ Playmate,”
one of “The Newlyweds and
Their Baby” series; “What’ll
\ou Have,” a new “Excuse
Maker” comedy; “Jane’s Flirta-

tion,” of the “What Happened
to Jane” series, and “By
George,” one of the “Let George
Do It” comedies.

These comedies, Rubel states,

mark the high point of the Stern

Priscilla Dean’s

“Slipping Wives”
Priscilla Dean’s first Hal

Roach comedy for Pathe re-

lease has been titled “Slipping

Wives.”
Priscilla Dean’s first Hal

Roach Comedy, “Slipping

Wives,” with Herbert Rawlin-

son in the male lead, has been
completed. It seemed that all

the “Wives” titles has been
thought of, but you can always
trust H. M. Walker, title editor

of the Hal Roach studios, to

think up a new" one.

Up
Brothers line-up. They are said
to be ideal for offering as the
feature of an all-comedy pro-
gram, for instance, or for pre-
sentation as unusual comedies in
January programs. All have
had pre-release try-outs and are
proven box-office naturals, he
says.

Extra posters and advertising
accessories are in the exchanges
for these comedies so that ex-
hibitors may take full advantage
of the Laugh Month drive.
These comedies already have
been set in by- most of the big
circuits and independent first-
run houses.

“Big Boy” in

Line to Take
High Honors

“Big Bo3%” the three-year-old
“leading man” of Educational-

Juvenile Comedies, was de-
scribed by the Providence, R. I.,

News as one of the coming
juvenile players now appearing
in the movies. Under the head-
ing ‘“Big Boy’ Is Coming to the

Front,” the News said:

“The fan must have his child

actor to worship and since

Jackie Coogan has bobbed his

hair and entered a military acad-

emy, elevating him to the ranks
of manhood, movie-goers may
just as well turn their attention

to the little fellow who plays un-

der the name of 'Big Boy.’

You’ll find him under a big som-
brero, wearing overalls and an

infectious grin. He is a decided-

ly likeable kid and is fast gain-

ing a big following.”

Do it early, advise Muriel Kineston, Cullen Landis, Walter P. Lewis

and Louis DuPre, of Pathe.
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Variety of Subjects in

Pathe’s Christmas List

Three Action

Westerns in

Pathe Group
Pathe’s Feature Sales Depart-

ment has scheduled for release
during December, three Western
productions offering Sandow, the
world-famous canine star,

Buddy Roosevelt and Buffalo
Bill, Jr. “Call of the Wilder-
ness” with Sandow, released on
December 5th

;
“The Bandit

Buster” starring Buddy Roose-
velt, December 19th, and “Bad
Man’s Bluff” with Buffalo Bill,

Jr., on December 26th.

“Call of the Wilderness” was
written by Lon Young and Earl
W. Johnson. Jack Nelson
directed. The cast includes
Edna Marion, Leslie Sargent,
Sydney D. Grey, A1 Smith and
Max Asher.

The Bandit Buster
“The Bandit Buster” a Lester

F. Scott, Jr,., production wias
directed by Richard Thorpe,
from the story by Frank L.

Inghram. Buddy Roosevelt is

supported by Molly Malone.
Lafe McKee, Winifred Landis,
Robert Homans, Charles Whit-
aker and A1 Taylor.

“Bad Man’s Bluff,” was pro-
duced by Lester F. Scott, Jr.,

from the story by Paul Bryan.
Alvin J. Neitz directed. “Bad
Man’s Bluff’’ presents Buffalo
Bill, Jr. The east includes Molly
Malone, Frank Whitson, Robert
McKenzie, Wilbur McCaugh
and Grace Wood.

“Much Mystery”
Phil Dunham and Estelle

Bradley appear in support ot

George Davis in “Much Mys-
tery,” the Educational-Mermaid
Comedy scheduled for Decem-
ber release.

A Puzzled Cop

A scene from “Telling Whop-
pers,” the Hal Roach comedy.

“Leviathan” Plows
Mountainous Seas

While the whole of the
American continent has
recently been experiencing
remarkable weather con-
ditions, the broad bosom
of the Atlantic Ocean has
been having more than its

share of terrilic gales
which whip the waters
into mountainous seas.
On its last westerly trip

the giant steamship Levi-
athan encountered the
most unusual rough seas
that a steamship has been
forced to weather in a
long time. An Interna-
tional Newsreel camera-
man aboard the Leviathan
obtained some thrilling
motion pictures as the
great liner plowed its way
through the trough.
These pictures are con-

tained in the current issue
of International Newsreel,
Number 98, now being
shown at leading theatres
throughout the country.

Walsh Ready
To Start On
Fourth Film

George Walsh is about to be-
gin production of the fourth of
his series for Samuel Zierler’s

Excellent Pictures.

The title is “His Rise to

Fame,” and will be under the
direction of Bernard McEveety.
Work will be filmed at the Jack-
son Studios.

It will be a “fight” story and
promises to be both exciting and
thrilling.

CHRISTMAS season films are

a requisite for December
programs and the wise exhibitor

books one of more subjects with

the Yuletide spirit dominant in

the theme.
Pathe announces for current

booking a variety of subjects

particularly suitable for Decem-
ber programs of the progressive

exhibitors who aim to please

their audiences.

“There Ain’t No • Santa

Claus,” a Hal Roach two-reel

Christmas season offering, stars

Charley Chase with Eugenia
Gilbert, Noah Young,

\
Mickey

Bennett and Kay Deslys in sup-

port. This timely comedy was
directed by James Parrott under

the supervision of F. Richard

Jones.

One of the most timely sub-

jects is “Songs of Central

Europe," a James A. Fitzpatrick

“Famous Melody Series” pro-

duction. The songs scored for

this offering are “Holy Night,”

“O du Lieber Augustin,” “Where
O Where Has My Little Dog
Gone,” “O Tannenbaum,” “In

the Time of Roses” and “How
Can I Leave Thee?”
Peggy Shaw, whose beauty

and talent have graced the ma-
jority of the Pathe series of

single-reel “Famous Melody”

pictures, is starred.

“Smith’s Uncle,” a Mack Sen-

nett two-reel comedy of “The

Jimmy Smith Series” has a

theme built around the annual

visit of Santa to the Smith

family.

A two-reel “Our Gang”
comedy, “Good Cheer,” portrays
the youngsters down in the
slums. These poor little kids

have serious doubts about the
existence of Santa Claus, but
that there is a Santa they soon
find out amid many, many amus-
ing events which take place
simultaneously with the arrival

of Old Nick.

In “Five Orphans of the
Storm,” one of Aesop’s Film
Fables, the Christmas season
idea is present throughout, with
falling snow scenes, Santa Claus,

reindeer and Christmas trees.

“Starvation Blues,” a Hal
Roach two-reel comedy, with
Clyde Cook, has a theme built

around wandering musicians
in a snow-bound land where
food seems beyond the reach of

the hungry harmony hounds. It

is a typical Christmas picture in

setting and has a sentimental
touch subtly buried in the story.

Show Holy Pictures

Pathe’s “Pilgrimage to Pales-
tine” series is a visual record of

ancient Palestine and its people,

with many of the subjects de-
picting the wandering of Christ
and one, “Bethlehem,” built

around the birthplace of the

Child Jesus and showing Bethle-
hem as it is in the present age
on a busy market day. “Nazar-
eth” shows the boyhood home of

Jesus and from there the scenes

shift to the place where Jesus
was baptized by John the Bap-
tist.

Also available for booking
through Pathe are the Pictorial

Clubs’ subjects, “Old Scrooge,”
a three-reel picture that depicted
this famous Dickens’ character

from “A Christmas Carol,” and
“The Man Nobody Knows,” a

multiple-reel subject of stirring

religious appeal titled by Bruce
Barton, author of the study of

Christ by the same name.

“Alaskan Adventures,” a cur-

rent Pathe feature, is one of

the most unusual out-door
“snow" pictures ever offered.

This picture record of the trip

of Art Young and Captain Jack
Robertson in the rugged Alaskan
country is replete with thrills

and is particularly noted for the
scenes wherein Art Young fells

beasts of the forest and pierces

fish of the stream with his bow
and arrow.

Another subject appropriate
for the season when thoughts
turn to religion is, “Treasures of

the Vatican,” depicting this

treasury of art. Dramatic mo-
ments from the Bible, and
Church history, are caught by
the master brushes of Michael
Angelo, Raphael and other im-
mortal painters.

Entry Blank for Laugh Month
Exploitation Contest

(For convenience you may use this coupon or file it

with your entry. You may send it NOW or send it with

your campaign. It is not essential that you send any
coupon, but you must accompany your entry with the in-

formation as per questions below.

Name of Theatre
City or Town
State

Name of person responsible for campaign
(This is the person to whom money will be paid if

this entry wins)

Is theatre first run, second run, or subsequent run.......

Population of town
Seating capacity

Was campaign for one day, two days, three days, a week,

a month
Was a particular comedy exploited? If so, give title and

name of distributing company?
(It is not necessary that a particular comedy should be

exploited, it being sufficient if the campaign boosts
Laugh Month. But if a particular comedy is exploited it

must be in the short subject class (not over three reels).

Fill Out and Send This Coupon

NATIONAL LAUGH MONTH COMMITTEE,
469 Fifth Avenue,

New York, N. Y.
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Greetings Fr o m lFa r n e r Br s. Stars

JJINTY
iV barks
"It's New
Year’s for
some folks, but
it's more pictures
ahead for me.”

\TONTF. BLUE and Patsy Ruth Miller say
±

the merry words in electric lights.

greets the
New Year with
more or less
nonchalance.

TOUISE FAZENDA and John T. Murray
hope to make their Christmas tree grow.

JYlN-TIN-TIN demands his own
Christmas tree and he also has

certdin resolutions to yip at New Year's
time. He’s really a well intentioned

dog. On right, Monte and Mrs. Blue
have a tree in their garden.

li/fYRNA LOY falls asleep before the
* 1 youngster arrives, but lie’ll prob-
ably arouse her as the clock strikes
Below, another Merry Christmas scene.
Left, Dolores Costello greets Santa

garbed as a kid.

“Snub” Pollard’s Hobo
Role for Artclass

R. E. Christiansen, producer

of the Artclass series of com-

edies starring “Snub” Pollard,

has placed a new Pollard two-

reeler in work at the Mack Sen-

nett studios in Hollywood.

The picture, “The Bum’s
Rush,” provides the moustached
comic with the role of a hobo
and is being directed by James
Davis, responsible for the direc-

tion of the four comedies pre-

senting Pollard made to date.

Included in the cast support-

ing the star is Mavis Clare,

Otto Friese, Dick Gilbert, Max
Ascher and Bobby Nelson.

Robert Doran is handling the

camera on “The Bum’s Rush,”

which will be released through

Artclass in the near future.

Rules for the Laugh Month

Exploitation Contest
Contest open to all exhibitors or theatre employees re-

sponsible for exploitation campaigns.

Campaign can include advertising, posters, publicity,

ballyhoos, contests or any other form of exploitation.

Description of campaign not over 200 words must be

sent with each entry.

Proofs or clippings of ads, and publicity stories and pho-

tographs of ballyhoos, displays, etc., must be submitted.

All campaigns to be eligible for prizes must tie up with

Laugh Month.
If campaign is based on a particular comedy, the comedy

must be in the Short Feature class (not over three reels).

Any contestant can enter as many separate campaigns

as he desires.

All entries must be received at the office of the Laugh
Month committee not later than noon, February IS, 1926.

“Mona Lisa” Cables

Helps the Picture
The new interest aroused in

Leonardo da Vinci's immortal
masterpiece “Mona Lisa,” as a
result of a Paris newspaper dis-

patch casting doubt upon ' the

authenticity of the painting now
hanging in the Louvre, has been
directly reflected in an increased

demand by exhibitors for “The
Mona Lisa,” Educational's third

Romance Production in Techni-
color.

Not only did • nearly every
newspaper in the county carry

news stories on the alleged dis-

'coverv of a copy of the original

painted by Da Vinci, but many
publications also commented edi-

torially on the facts of this new
discovery, thus assuring pub-
licity.
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Cash Prizes Announced for

‘Laugh Month’ Exploitation

Total of $430 Will Be Split Up Among the

Showmen Who Play Up Their Shorts;

Trade Paper Editors to Decide

T HE NATIONAL LAUGH MONTH COMMITTEE an-
nounces that it will award $430 in cash prizes to ex-

hibitors or theatre empkiye«3 conducting the best exploita-
tion campaigns tying up with Laugh Month during
January, 1927.

The prizes will be awarded after the 15th of February,
1927, and are divided as follows: First prize, $200; second
prize, $100; third prize, $50; fourth prize $25; three prizes
of $10 each

;
five prizes of $5 each.

427

Chicago Girl

Wins Chance

In Comedies
Ruth Perrine, a 17-year-old

girl of Chicago, won the Film
Fun-ny Girl Contest which was
recently brought to a close by
Film Fun. The winner, accord-

ing to the rules of the contest,

will be given an opportunity to

make good in Educational-Billy

Dooley Comedies at the Christie

Studios for a salary of $100 per

week, the trial period lasting

four weeks.
Wins Over 2,000

Contestants were judged solely

on the photographs they sub-

mitted, and Miss Perrine was
selected winner from nearly 2,000

photographs received by Film
Fun.

Miss Perrine is a high school

student and a talented girl, for

she has been aiding her mother
in teaching dancing at the studio

in Chicago. She has studied

both music and dancing and
does stage and ball room dances.

“Bud” Is In Again!
Bud Duncan, who made his

debut in comedies with Lloyd
Hamilton, is featured in “Dear
Season,” a one-reel Cameo Com-
edy, which is nearing comple-
tion at the Education Studios.

“Close Shaves”
Helen Foster and Anita Gar-

vin, two beauties who are fa-

vorites with comedy fans, have
principal feminine roles in

“Close Shaves,” the latest Edu-
cational-Tuxedo Comedy featur -

ing Johnny Arthur.

A Talented Star

Kathryn McGuire, leading in
Educational Lupino Lane Come-

dies.

Charming Ruth Taylor with
Mack Sennett’s “Hesitating

Horses, ’’ for Pathe.

“Mister Chump”
Aileen Lopez, who recently

appeared as Lloyd Hamilton’s
leading lady, is seen in “Mister
Chump,” the Educational -Cameo
Comedy featuring Phil Dunham

JANUARY 2ND TO 8TPI will

be known throughout the

country as National Witwer
Week. It has been designated

so by the Film Booking Offices

in recognition of the splendid

humorous contributions made by
the well-known writer, H. C.

Witwer, for the pleasure and up-
lift of humanity, and incidentally

to usher in National Laugh
Month.

Stars in all branches of the

amusement world who have de-

voted their lives to the profes-

sion of keeping humanity in

good humor have taken kindly

to the thought of Witwer Week.
Expressions of appreciation are

coming in to the F.B.O. offices

daily from many famous come-
dians indicating their delight at

the movement started by F.B.O.
Sir Harry Lauder, famous pur-

veyor of Scotch comics, says of

the value of comedy to the hu-
man race : “Comedy is an attrac-

tion. Men pay to laugh. It is

worth while to laugh. It gives

one an appetite for more laugh-
ter. A good laughable joke, a
comedy laugh song, a good
laughable comedy or character

The awarding of the prizes

will be in the hands of a com-
mittee of judges consisting of the

editors-in-chief of six national

trade publications : William A.

Johnston, Motion Picture News;
Frank Ortega, Moving Picture

World; Martin J. Quigley, Ex-
hibitors Herald; Arthur James,
Motion Pictures Today; Fred

J. McConnell, Exhibitors Daily

Review, and Maurice Kann, Film
Daily.

The contest is open to all ex-

hibitors, house managers, pub-

licity representatives or others

responsible for the originating

and executing of theatre pub-

will travel further and last long-

er than a weird tale or tragedy.

Let us laugh ! He who creates

comedy characters or laughable

episodes, whether for the screen

or the spoken stage, is worth his

weight in gold.”

Joe Termini, the somnolent
melodist, Benny Rubin, Cy Lan-
dry and many Others, all well-

known vaudeville headliners,

specializing in keeping human-
ity in tears of laughter, have in-

dicated their desire to support

Witwer Week' and Laugh
Month.

For many years the stories

written by H. C. Witwer havfe

been published in various week-
ly publications and also in hook:

form,, by G. P. Putnam’s Sons.

In recent years he has taken to

writing for the films, hiS best

known stories having been the

series of “Bill Grimm’s Prog-

ress” and “Wisecrackers,” both

series of twelve pictures each,

produced by F.B.O. At this time

F.B.O. has also in production

Mr. Witwer’s first full length

feature story called “Her Father
Said No,” featuring Mary Brian,

Kit Guard and A1 Cooke.

licity and exploitation cam-
paigns. There are no restric-

tions as to the size of the thea-
tre, and the amount of money
spent will not enter into the d<?-|

cision of the judges, the awards
being made to those who in the;

opinion of the jury have con-
ducted the best campaigns foi;

their particular theatres and
under their own peculiar circum-
stances.

In the event of a tie in any, of
the classes, equal prizes will be
awarded the tying contestants.

For this contest an exploita-

tion campaign may include

newspajuer advertising, newspa-
per exploitation tie-ups, straight

newspaper publicity, tie-ups wit!

merchants, straight street bally-

hoos, .Straight theatre ballyhoosj

or any other form of exploita-
1

tion stunt. In : submitting an
entry in this contest, the exhibi-
tor should describe each factor

in his campaign in detail, as the.

judges will' consider
' the cam-

paign as a whole and take into

consideration the co-ordiilatioq

of the various factors of the
campaign. , j

Feb. 15 Is Limit
Entries can be sent in any time!

during January, but no entry will
be eligible if received at the of-
fices of the Committee later
than noon, February 15, 1927. ' dj

Exhibitors may use either' tlH
blank herewith in sending

1

id

their entries, or they may give
the required information without
using blanks. -

All entries -must—he mailed to
the National Laugh Month
Committee, 469 Fifth avenue,
New York, so that they will be
received by the committee be-
fore the closing date mentioned
above.

In announcing this year’s
Laugh Month exploitation con-1

test for exhibitors, the Commit-
tee stresses the fact that the ex-
hibitor cannot get busy too soon
in thinking of his campaign:
Thfe press book, it is announced;
is rapidly nearing completion.

“Witwer Week” Will Be
“Laugh Month” Feature
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Timely Reviews of Short Subject Productions
By C. S. Sewell

“The Trail of

Trickery”
(Universal—Two Reels)

Edmund Cobb,
supported by Lil-

lian Ward and a

capable cast with

Cuyler Supplee as

the villain, is fea.-

tured in this

story of the Can-

adian Northwest, which follows

along familiar lines. Cobb ap-

peared as a “mountie” and the

story involves his apprehending

a gang of fur smugglers led by

the girl’s father. There is the

usual attempt of the villain to

kidnap the girl and her rescue

by the hero, and several fights

punctuate the film. It is an

average offering of its type with

no really outstanding features,

except for the pathetic charac-

ter comedy role of a little

slavey, who adores the hero who
pays no attention to her.

“Blue Black”
(Bray—Two Reels)

This is a Fistical

P
Culture Comedy

gent, Wanda

-in—nrn
—J Roquemore, a

combination that

is wholly winning. “Blue Black’ is

a race horse, owned by Ace

Martin (Rocquemore) and rid-

den by “Lew” Wagner (Sar-

gent). To recoup family losses,

it seems essential that “Blue

Black” win the forthcoming race.

Various villains inject the neces-

sary kidnapping incident, the pur-

suit over the mountains after the

girl and prior to the race comes

the defeat of the villains. The
hero rides “Blue Black” at

breakneck: speed eight miles

across country and back to the

track, and then
—“Blue Black”

beats ’em all. Some horse

!

“Bars and Stripes”

(Pathe—One Reel)

t N THIS AESOP FABLE,
1 Paul Terry’s cartoon crea-

tions, the cat and the mouse are

in prison, but manage to escape

after an encounter with the dog

guards, and then get mixed up

in an amusing series of happen-

ings in which the cartoonist, as

usual, has made use of a won-

derful imagination. This number

is thoroughly amusing.

“Land o’ Fancy”
(Educational—One Reel)

Especially appropriate for

the coming holiday season is

this clever and amusing little

Felix the Cat cartoon. It is a

fantasy showing Felix floating

up on smoke rings into a fabled

land peopled by giants and other

characters to delight the chil-

dren. A giant chases Felix be-

cause he swiped his milk but the

Cat finally slides down a wisp
of smoke back to safety on
earth. The children especially

will like this one.

“MadamDynamite”
(Fox—Two Reels)

With a well-

rounded comedy
cast including
Blanche Payson,

pictured here

;

Eddie Clayton,
Della Paterson

and Alice Howell,

Fox is offering an amusing Im-

perial comedy that is chock full

of slapstick and knockabout ac-

tion. To get rid of his wife’s

mother, a young husband hires

Madam Dynamite to pose as his

mother. She rough-houses the

place, but the scheme falls flat

when the mother-in-law poses

as a doctor and announces that

the wife has smallpox. Miss

Payson is excellent in this rough

he-woman role. There is no

dearth of action and slapstick

fans should enjoy this one.

“Close Shaves”
(Educational—Two Reels)

A none too pro-

ficient graduate of

a barber school is

the role played by
Johnnie Arthur in

his latest Tuxedo
Comedy for Edu-
c a t i o n a 1. The

manner in which he makes a

mess of things when sent out to

take a job furnishes much of the

slapstick humor. He has an

especially clever bit where he

pantomimes to an old-fashioned

girl what she must do to her

clothes to become a flapper and

get the job as a manicurist. He
and the girl are sent to wait on

a vamp in her apartment and
there is a mixup between her

sweetheart, Johnny, and the cou-

ple in the next apartment when
Johnny hides in a bathroom be-

tween them. Well up to the

amusement standard of this

star’s former offerings.

“The Comma
Butterfly”
(Bray—One Reel)

T HIS is one of the most in-

teresting of the Bray Nature
Specials. Don Carlos Ellis ed-

ited and titled the picture. This

butterfly takes its name from a

color design, on both wings, re-

sembling a comma. The life

of the butterfly from its first to

its ultimate state is shown. This
subject takes high place in its

class and kind.

“Honeymoon
Quickstep”

(Universal—One Reel)

In “The Honey-
moon, Quickstep”

Arthur Lake,
shown here, and
Elsie, a grass
widow, engage in

a “mock” mar-
r i a g e, with a

negro butler officiating, which
proves none too hilarious when
the butler is found to be the

regularly ordained minister of

the colored Baptist Church. Ar-
thur is in love with Betty (Elsie

Tarron), and they are horrified

at the disclosure. The grass

widow hurries to Arthur’s home,
and tells his father, the Senator,

she is his son’s wife. The snarl

is untangled when it is shown
that, there being no duly issued

marriage license. The action is

fast, and abounds in laughs.

“Around the Bases”
(Universal—Two Reels)

Here we have

one of the most
exciting in the

Collegians series,

a baseball “thril-

ler,” preceded by
a few sequences

of quieter stuff,

in which George Lewis escapes

from a room in school, attired

as a girl, and finds himself the

object of devoted attentions

from Eddie Phillips, shown here,

who plays “the villain.” Eddie

discovers that George is not a

girl, and their trainer, Hayden
Stephenson, catches his two star

baseball moundsmen fighting.

The Calford team is up against

a strong rival college. Eddie

tricks George out of the honor

of pitching, and for eight innings

Calford does well, until Eddie

“blows up,” and George gets

back into the game and wins.

This is fine entertainment.

“There Ain’t No
Santa Claus”

(Pathe—Two Reels)

As will be seen
from the title,

this Charley
Chase Comedy,
produced by Hal
Roach, is a time-

ly one for the

Christmas season.

Charley is cast as a young mar-
ried man whose landlord ocupies
the other half of a double house,
and follows him around to get
the rent. Charley has a hard
time eluding him in order to use
the rent money to buy his wife
a watch, and there are other
mix-ups including a switching of
the Christmas bags and a chase

between Charley and the land-

lord over a pair of Santa whis-

kers. Charley gets the other fel-

low’s bum presents, but wins out

as he gets back the watch and
gets a rent receipt besides. Eu-
genie Gilbert, pictured here, ap-

pears in the role of the wife. A
fast-moving and amusing slap-

stick farce comedy that should

please generally.

“Reverse English”
(Educational—One Reel)

a FTER BEING thrown outA by his master several times

and failing to get back in the

house, Felix the cat dreams that

he is boss and is treating his

master in the same way. By re-

versing the sizes and relative po-

sitions of Felix and the boss,

making the latter very small and

Felix very large and showing

Feiix ordering his master around

and kicking him out, Cartoonist

Sullivan has achieved an amus-

ing result and gotten a lot of

sympathy for the poor cats.

“Pathe Review 48”
(Pathe—One Reel)

AS EXPOUNDED BY THE
L
classic dancer Laurka, the

Nautch as actually danced in In-

dia is shown to be a graceful

sinuous dance quite different

from the sensuous imitation often

seen in this country. Among the

other subjects in this interesting

reel is a color section showing

the unique drowsy hillside town

of Clovelly in Devonshire, Eng-
land, with streets so steep that

no vehicle can be used. The
concluding number shows some
“inside” views of the steel in-

dustry.
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Live News from Coast to Coast
NOTES ABOUT WIDE-AWAKE EXHIBITORS AND EXCHANGE MEN FROM ALL POINTS

Illinois

Moving Picture World Bureau.
Chicago, III., Dec. 8.

THE contest conducted by the Balaban

and Katz circuit as to which theatre of

the chain had the most efficient staff, wound
up last Saturday with the Chicago Theatre
service staff as winners of the silver plaque.

The Chicago staff will hold the prize for three

months. The service staffs were given a

banquet last Saturday night by the manage-
ment, and John Balaban, Herbert Stern, Cap-
tain John Knight and other excutives made
talks to the boys.

Tom Norman has been named as manager
of the Portage Park theatre of the Aseher
circuit and Harry Aseher will have per-
sonal charge of the new Sheridan theatre
of the circuit when it opens this month.

The boys along Randolph Street are giving
Louis McDermott, production manager of
the Oriental theatre, the glad hand on his
engagement to Maurine Marseilles, dancing
star of the Paul Ash shows at that house.

Tom Gallagher has been named as man-
ager of the Pantheon theatre of the Lub-
liner and Trinz circuit, Art Emig has been
placed in charge of the Windsor theatre
and George Hatfield has been named as
manager of the Covent Garden theatre of
the circuit.

Warner Bros, offices have been a busy
place this past week in this city and man-
ager Eddie Silverman and his assistants
have had their hands full with the premier
of the second Vitaphone show at the Woods
theatre last Thursday night.

Chicago—The Karzas circuit has formed
another company to handle the Trianon of
that group of houses and M. E. Rieck, R.
M. Kreps, Edward Benson and Raymond M.
Kandall have incorporated Trianon, Inc.,

with a capital stock of 4,000 shares non par
value to own and manage motion picture
theatres, places of amusement and music
and dance halls. The offices of the new
company are at 32 West Randolph Street.

La Salle

J. C. Jarnigen owner of the Chateau the-
are at Amboy, Ills., and the Strand at
Mendota, Ills., has added the Colonial the-
atre at LaSalle, Ills., to his circuit and may
add other houses in the near future.

Cicero
Another theatre has opened in Cicero, the

well known west side surburb and the
Olympic Theatre Company is the owner of
the house with H. A. Jones house manager.
H'e was formerly manager of the Portage
Park theatre of the Aseher circuit.

Moline
Barney Brotman, head of the Brotman

circuit of Rock Island, Ills., was in tne city
last week fixing up the bookings of the Avoy
theatre at Moline, Ills., he recently took
over from A. Shallberg of that city.

Omargo
Uphoff Brothers head a syndicate that

have taken over the old Palace theatre at
Omargo, and will remodel the house.

Springfield
Kerasotas Brothers at Springfield, Ills.,

have awarded contracts for their new the-
atre to be built at 6th and Washington Ave-
nue in that city and work will start at once.

Personality Reichert’s Ace
In San Francisco Dealings

Louis R. Reichert, manager of the San
Francisco branch of Tiffany Productions,
fills a big place in film circles. Personality
is his big asset. His biggest place is in the
affections of his host of friends. Born in

New York, he early became connected with
the amusement business and started his film

career when the General Film Company was
organized. He remained with this concern
until the business was liquidated and Percy
\\ aters and J. J. Kennedy resigned, iat

which time he was assistant general man-
ager.

He first came to San Francisco to open
the Metro Exchange after a stay of a few
years went to Washington, D. C., for Real-
art. Returning to San Francisco he was
made Pacific Coast division manager for
Selznick, a position he held until the liquida-
tion of the Selznick Distributing Corp. Fie
then went to Kansas City for Warner
Bros., and later joined Associated Exhibi-
tors, finally returnnig to San Francisco for
that concern. He soon became affiliated
with Tiffany Productions and the San Fran-
cisco branch was opened under his direc-
tion.

Pennsylvania

Moving Picture Worid Bureau

,

Pittsburgh, Pa., Dec. 2.

A MONG the exhibitor visitors on Film
L X Row the past few days were : M. A.
Sybert, Moundsville; James Retter, Califor-
nia; Tom Wright, Brownsville; Carl Becker,
Butler; Joe Mercer, Warwood; Michael
Rosenbloom, Charleroi, and A. L. Hicks,
Saxon.

Louis Stoll, owner of the Beaver Theatre
at Beaver, added to his holdings when he
opened the Penn Theatre at Monaca on
Thanksgiving Eve. It is claimed that thenew Penn is the finest house in any town

San Francisco

Moving Picture World Bureau .

Berkeley, Cal., Dec. 7.

THE Allied Amusement Industries of

Northern California is continuing its

fight against the street carnival evil and
through its efforts several applications for

free permits have been denied. The city

ordinance provides for the payment of a

heavy license fee for affairs of this kind,

but promoters have been successful in hav-
ing the fee waived on the representation

that the returns go to charity.

E. B. Baron, general manager of Publix
Theatres interests at San Francisco, and
J. J. Partington, in charge of stage present-
ation, are making an Eastern business trip,
having left for New York on Thanksgiving
Day.

Ben F. Simpson, who "has been connected
with the film exchange end of the business
for years, has joined the Golden State The-
atre & Realty Co. in an executive capacity.

Ed. W. Ordway, of the Mother Lode The-
atre, Angels Camp, Cal., was a recent visi-
tor on Film Row. For some time he has
been at Hanford, but will now devote his
attention to the management of the Mother
Lcde Theatre.

The Granada Theatre celebrated its fifth
birthday the first of December, a feature
being an immense birthday cake on the
stage.

A district meeting of Famous Players-
Lasky exchange managers was held early in
December at the San Francisco office under
the direction of division manager John D.
Clark.

Kenneth Hodkinson, Pacific Coast district
manager for United Artists, attended the re-
cent conference at Chicago.

Madera
A1 Crooks has been made manager of the

National Theatre, conducted by the National
Theatres Syndicate.

Marysville
A new house will be opened by the Na-

tional Theatres Syndicate early in the year.
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New York

Moving Picture World Bureau,
Albany, N. Y., Dec. 8 .

|
/CHANGES continue to occur along Film

Row. Bert Gibbons, who recently re-
1

signed as local manager for Bond, has be-

, come a salesman at the F. B. O. exchange,

; and will cover northern New York. Charles

Walder, late of Buffalo, and one time man-

ager of the local Goldwyn exchange, is back
:

in town and will act as Salesman at the

Metro-Goldwyn exchange, succeeding Les-

ter Wolfe, who has resigned. George Por-

ter, a student booker at the Pathe ex-

change, resigned last week, and his place

has been taken by B. J. Goetz/ of New
York City.

Troy
Zeb Epstein, formerly connected with the

Mark Strand in New York, has been made
manager of the American in Troy, succeed-
ing Ed Trembly, who will probably go with
one of the Proctor houses.

There was quite a number of visitors along
Albany's Film Row during the past week.
P. J. Herbert, of Dover Plains, was in town,

i booking for his theatre. Others included
Donald Bane, of Athens; Maurice Fitzqr, of
Syracuse; Sidney Sampson, of Buffalo; Rev.
J. C. Jaeger, of Kinderhook, and Matt
Moran, of Coxsackie.

Jake Golden, manager of the Griswold in

Troy, and a former newspaperman, will have
charge of a local news reel that will be
featured shortly at Proctor houses in Troy
and Albany, co-operating with one of Al-
bany's newspapers. Mr. Golden is having
‘great success with his weekly ‘Black Bot-
tom” contests.

Alex Weismann, manager of the Metro-
Goldwyn exchange here, endeavored to se-

icure an airplane last week, for the quick
transportation of a film to Rochster to re-

place one destroyed by fire in one of the
theatres in that city. The aviator refused
to land, however, in the darkness, and it

was necessary to ship the picture by train.

Saugerties

Tom Thornton, owner of the Orpheum in

Saugerties, certainly played the host last

week, in connection with a genuine roast
pig supper served in that village. Everyone
along Film Row ha"d an invitation and many
were on hand. The supper is an annual
-aJfair given by the fire department, in which
Mr. Thornton is one of the majordomos.

Endicott

The Endicott-Johnson Company is certainly
to be commended in reopening the Park
Theatre in Endicott, and providing whole-
some entertainment for the many persons
employed in the huge shoe manufacturing
plant. The company has chosen well in

naming William Mack as manager of the
theatre.

Schenectady

Guy Graves, of Schenectady, does all the
booking for the- Farash Theatres in that
city. Film Row* paid Mr. Graves a compli-
ment last week in saying that hs a booker
he was a "ctickoo ’ and supplemented the
same by saying that on account of his long
experience, h^/was the most able man in
this entire territory. '

Last Monday night was a rdd letter one
for Jacob Rosenthal, owner of the Rose The-
atre in Troy, for 'he supplied six acts of
entertainment, broadcast from the radio sta-
tion in that city, and every act was intro-
duced by the announcer as coming from
the Rose Theatre.
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Pictures Can ’t Be Projected

But Patrons Prove Cops Can
Omaha, Neb., Dec. 9.—It was all but

a riot that occurred at Mount Vernon,

la., the other day in regard to the Sun-

day Closing Law .when an attempt was
made to arrest L. D. Hendrix, proprie-

tor of a moving picture theatre there.

Hendrix was alleged to have been run-

ning his place in violation of the Sun-
day closing law. Several special po-

lice entered to arrest him, and one of

them attempted to shut off the picture

by holding a piece of cardboard over

the projector lense. This angered the

crowd, especially as anothbr officer

was trying to arrest Hendrix at the

same time without a warrant, as the

crowd said. Things grew lively, and
the audience turned into a mob with
violence in its eye, and literally and
bodily threw all the police out into the

street. They gathered reinforcements,
however, and Mr. Hendrix quickly sub-
mitted to arrest because he feared the

mob would wreck the place in the frac-

as if he did not get the situation

quieted down quickly.

Minnesota

Moving Picture IVoria Bureau,
Minneapolis'. Minn., Dec. 1 .

jV/T ESSRS. Theodore L. Hays, general

manager of Northwest Theatres, Inc.

(Finklestein & Ruben), and Ralph Budd,

president of the Great Northern Railroad,

were the principal speakers at an evening

banquet given by the St. Cloud (Minn.)

Times. The occasion was the celebration

of 65 years of continuous service by the

paper. —
Eveleth

Eveleth, Minn., has made it unlawful to

paint advertisements on the sidewalks.
George Langress wished to use this method
of bringing future productions to the at-

tention of the public and so he devised a

novel way to get the same effect. Langress
purchased linoleum mats, about two by three
feet in dimension, at the local five and ten

cent store and got his artist to paint the

messages on them. The mats were then

placed on the sidewalks in front of promi-
nent buildings.

Northwest Theatres, Inc., has recently

added to the Minneapolis manager group by
making Clair McCormick manager of the

American Theatre. Mr. McCormick has been
in the show business for thirteen years.

Duluth
William McCreary has just been made

manager of the Lyric Theatre in Duluth,

Minn. He has managed theatres in the Twin
Cities, Superior and Duluth.

Toledo, Iowa
H. C. Reagan of Boulder, Colo., has pur-

chased the Cozy Theatre at Toledo, Iowa,
from Greenhaigh & Burdock. The house will

be renamed the Toledo.

Dexter, Iowa
The Princess Theatre at Dexter, Iowa,

which has been dark for three months, has
been reopened by Edward Awe, who has
leased the house.

Lismore
The Royal Theatre in Lismore, Minn.,

owned by Nick Bach, was destroyed by a

fire which threatened the entire business

section of the town.
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Michigan

Moving Picture World Bureau,
Detroit, Mich., Dec. 8 .

A FTER eight years as general manager
x of the Fred De Lodder theatres in De-

troit, Jacob Sullivan has resigned to devote

his entire time to the new Orient Theatre,

of which he is general manager. The Orient

will open about the middle of January.

The Cinderella Theatre was robbed of Sat-
urday and Sunday receipts amounting to

about $4,000 when two masked men held
up the house manager as he was ascending
the stairway leading to the general offices

of the Robertson Enterprises, owners of the
Robertson theatres, in the Roosevelt The-
atre Building.

Grand Rapids
E. N. Brown of the Stocking Theatre,

Grand Rapids, died suddenly of heart fail-

ure last week. He was about 50 years old
and was one of the pioneer exhibitors In

the western part of the state.

Frank and Floyd Wadlow, two of the best
known of Detroit's younger exhibitors, have
retired from business and will leave immedi-
ately wTith their families to spend the winter
in the South.

Arthur Zellner, special representative for
United Artists, was here four days last
week in connection with the personal ap-
pearance of Vilma Banky at the Madison.
Several unusual stunts were staged.

Canada

Moving Picture World Bureau.
Ottawa, Canada, Dec. 8 .

I"' HE Casino Theatre, Ottawa, Ontario,

one of the oldest houses of the Can-
adian capital, is again under the personal

direction of F. N. Leduc. For some time

the tiheatre had been operated under a

different name by Froman and Petigorsky

of Ottawa, but when it was acquired by F.

N. Leduc, one of the first changes was to go
back to the old familiar name of Casino
Theatre.

For the first time in many months, the
Centre Theatre, a downtown house of Ot-
tawa, Ontario, had a Saturday morning show
for children. Manager Don Stapleton estab-
lished a lo-cent admission price for juve-
niles and 25 cents for the adults who accom-
panied them.

J. D. Elms, formerly manager of the Mar-
cus Loew Theatres in Montreal, Quebec, and
Ottawa, Ontario is the same J. D. Elms, who
has been placed in charge of the many thea-
tres in Brazil, South America, controlled by
Metro- Goldwyn-Mayer. Mr. Elms was suc-
ceeded at Montreal by James Adams.

Gatineau
The new town of Gatineau, Quebec, sit-

uated some 10 miles from Ottawa, the Can-
adian capital, now boasts a moving picture
theatre, the Regent, which was opened De-
cember 6 by the Gatineau Amusement Com-
pany, Limited. The new town has sprung up
within the past eight months because of
the establishment of the new mills in the
vicinity by the International Paper Com-
pany.

To encourage patronage at the matinees.
Manager J. T. Moxley of the Capital Thea-
tre, Ottawa, Ontario, has instituted a regu-
lar admission price of 10 cents for ladies,

at matinees only. The attendance at even-
ing shows is very satisfactory, Mr. Moxley
reported.
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Minneapolis Paper Hands F.

Kansas City, Mo*

Moving Picture World Bureau,
Kansas City, Mo Dec. 7..

K ANSAS City exhibitors this week are

curiously inspecting a new type of

booker's desk at the Fox exchange, designed

by Jack Leo, vice-president of Fox. It is a

metal affair with a sloping surface, designed

so 1 that the booker sits on one side and the

exhibitor on the other.

A large percentage of the Kansas City
Uriiversal exchange personnel turned out last
Friday to greet Louis B. Metzger, general
sales manager for Universal and a former
Kansas Citian, who was on his way from
New York to Hollywood.

James Shorgl, former Pathe booker, now
is the booker at the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
exchange. M. A. Tanner, Fox booker, has
been promoted to salesman, covering the
Southwest Missouri territory.

R. L. Bozelle, former Paramount salesman,
has accepted a position as feature salesman
with Pathe. R. S. Ballentyne, Pathe branch
manager, has returned from a southern tour.

Carroll Trowbridge, personal representa-
tive for A1 Christie, was a Kansas City visi-

tor. Leslie Mace, First National salesman in

St. Louis, has been transferred to his home
town—Kansas City.

Nebraska

Moving Picture World Bureau,
Omaha, Neb., Dec. 8.

T HE Ruby Theatre at Gandy, Neb., has

been closed, and the report is that it

had to shut down for lack of power when
the local electric light plant was shut down.

Virginia
Tom Spence sold the Virginia Theatre at

Virginia, Neb., to M. H. Bowen.

SHubert
O. R. Bennett bought the Harper Theatre at

Shubert, Neb. from Joe Harper.

Iowa Notes
A proposed Sunday closing ordinance failed

to carry at Hamburg, la., at a recent session
of the city council which deadlocked on the
matter.

Hoyt Bruner has opened the Opera House
at Dixon, la. C. E. Bancroft has opened
the Auditorium at Westfield, la.

St* Louis, Mo*

Moving Picture World Bureau,
St. Louis, Mo., Dec. 8.

T OM McKEAN, manager for F. B. O., at-

tended a sales conference in Cincinnati,

O., on Sunday, November 28. The same day

Bill Barron, manager here for United Art-

ists, sat in on a sales convention in Chicago,

111 .

Out-of-town visitors to St. Louis the past

week included: Rex Barrett, Alton, 111.;

Oscar Wesley, Gillespie, 111.; Bob Cluster,

Johnston City, 111.; S. Roman, Benld, 111.;

John Rees, Wellsville, Mo.; Mrs. I. W. Rod-
gers, Cairo, 111., "and TOm Scott, Jackson-
ville, 111.

John Walsh, city salesman for F. B. O.,

was indisposed for a week, but was back on
the job December 6.

Audience Sees Six Reels

While Flames Roar Above
Kansas City, Mo., Dec. 8.—What is

believed to be the most unusual the-

atre fire in the annals of Kansas Citv

occurred last Thursday night at the

Newman Theatre, the largest first run

house in the city, leased by Paramount.
With flames blazing overhead an audi-

ence sat complacently through six reels

of the feature picture. Firemen ex-

tiiiguished the fire and only a few em-
ployees knew it. The fire originated

from a short circuit in the ventilating

motor in a small house on the roof and
spread to a studio below, where scenery

for the theatre is painted. When water
-seeped through the veiling in the north

end of the balcony, ushers asked ap-

proximately 300 persons of the crowd
of about 1,500 to move to the south side,

explaining workmen were repairing the

roof. When the fire was discovered

back-stage, thirteen bathing girls—the

1926 Atlantic City beauty winners

—

some in bathing suits and some partly

clad otherwise, ran from the dressing

rooms to the alley in the rear of the

theatre, which caused a slight commo-
tion outside, “spectators blocking the

entrance to the alley to witness the

“rush”. Comparatively slight damage
was done to the theatre.

Indiana

Moving Picture World Bureau,
Indianapolis, Ind., Dec. 8.

HUNDREDS of Indianapolis newsboys

were the guests Saturday of Ace
Berry, manager of the Circle Theatre,

Dessa Byrd, and First National Pictures, at

a theatre party showing “Syncopating Sue.”

In connection with the showing of Mary
Pickford’s “Sparrows.” Mr. Berry and an

Indianapolis newspaper recently conducted

a bobbed hair contest.

A corporation to finance the new motion
picture ’ theatre being built at Tenth and
Dearborn streets has been formed. The in-

corporators are Mac R. Margolis, formerly
assistant manager of the First National Pic-
ture exchange, Donald E. Brewer and C.

Milton Kelly.

Ohio

Moving Picture World Bureau,
Cincinnati, Ohio, Dec. e.

Attorney general crabbe, at

Columbus, Ohio, has flatly refused to

become a party to any State-wide attempt

to close moving picture theatres on Sun-

day, despite the persistent rumor.

Lorain

A bitter Sufida.y closing fight has been
in progress at Lorain. Ohio; and, it is be-
lieved, that someone appealed to the State
authorities.

& R. Page Ad.
Moving Picture World Bureau
Minneapolis, Minn., Dec. - &

CNNKELSTEIN AND RUBIN was recently
J recognized as one of the finest exhibit-
ing organizations in the country by the Min-
neapolis Journal, which ran a full page ad-
vertising the theatres of the city. All the
downown theatres with their attractions

were listed and the page was headed: “Minne-
apolis—A Good Show Town.” The Minne-
apolis Journal is running a series of an-
nouncements featuring the cultural and edu-
cational developments of Minneapolis and
the Northwest. The ad for the theatres was
the 12th in this series.

Tlie stage of the Grand Theatre, Minneap-
olis, was found to be in almost perfect con-
dition when the city theatre inspector, Mr.
Cass Cane, passed on it recently. Mr. Cane
told Joe Rosenfield, manager of the Grand,
that his stage was t-he cleanest of any the-
atre in the city.

St. Cloud
Competition in the movie field of St. Cloud,

Minn., has ended with the taking over of the
Miner Theatre by Northwest Theatres, Inc.
Fred Larkin has been made manager of the
theatre which will be used only occasionally
for road shows and stock companies, accord-
ing to Fred Cubberley, supervisor of out of
town theatres.

Duluth
The F. & R. managers of Duluth, Minn.,

have formed a club similar to the St. Paul
Managers Luncheon Club and have named
their organization the Arrowhead F. & R.
Managers Club. Mr. P. F. Schwie was ap-
pointed chairman for the first term.

About 300 Boy Scouts were the guests of
the Zelda Theatre of Duluth, Minn., when
the first episode of “Scottie of the Scouts”
was shown.

Fred Coughlin, manager of the Astor The-
atre, Duluth, Minn., held a potato matinee the
Saturday before Thanksgiving. Each child
presenting a potato was admitted free and
the owner of the largest potato was given
$5.
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N the fullness of time, when the his-

tory of the business can be written

with the valuation of proper perspec-

tive, many of the now prominent figures will

be found to have faded from the screen.

But the names of Stanley and Jules Mast-
baum will still be written into the history of

the promotion and development of a great

industry and in that distant day their ac-

complishments will be given credit.

At the moment there has been talk of

trusts and monopolies. Small interests,

blocking the broad road of progress, have
to some degree, at least, befogged the greater

issue of advancement. They have put their

petty personal problems before the good of

the business as a whole. Ten or twenty
years from now those who write of the pres-

ent day will see with clearer vision of ac-

complishment the vast good that has been
accomplished by unification and standardi-

zation.

The Mastbaums completely revolutionized

picture exhibition in Philadelphia. They
spread their ambitions and their policies over

complementary circuits. They carried for-

ward the development of the exhibition busi-

ness until it passed from the purely com-
mercial to the ambitiously artistic. In their

own section they have carried on the work
performed in other sectors by similar pi-

oneers, but it is worth recording that they

took this trend well in advance of the

others.

Today the entire industry mourns the

passing of Jules Mastbaum, cut down in his

prime and before the full fruition of his

ideals, but the organization he has formed
will live on, perpetuating his memory.

The Mastbaums have made Motion Pic-

ture history, and they will find their most
enduring monument in history’s pages rather

than in those stately monoliths with which
futile man vainly seeks to express Sorrow
and ensure perpetuation.

They have been leaders of thought
;
in the

vanguard of better methods. They have

passed on, but building well, their work will

endure.

Ethlyne Clair, of “The Newly-

weds and Their Baby, ’ for

Universal, can keep a dumb-
bell at arm’s length, or let

him down easy.

“Yankee Clipper”

Is Nearly Ready
“The Yankee Clipper,” Rupert

Julian’s latest production for

Cecil B. De Mille, which is

woven around the historic tea

trade races between American
and British clipper ships during

the fifties, will be previewed

soon, according to word from the

De Mille studio.

Colleen Moore has 3,951 but-

tons on her costume in

“Twinkletoes” for First Na-

tional.

Cruxe Now Directing

For Raymond Griffith

James Cruze has started film-

ing “The Waiter from the Ritz,”

starring Raymond Griffith. Trixio

Friganza, George Fawcett and
Alice Day are among those in

support of the actor. The
scenario was adapted

Who’s Got the

Button?

Rrenon Film
Is Postponed

So that all the back-
grounds may be authentic.
Associate Producer Wil-
liam LeRaron of the Para-
mount I,onsr Island Studio
has (announced the post-
ponement of Herbert Bre-
non's next picture, “Sor-
rell and Son.”

It will be made next
June and Brenon will take
a company of players to
England and film the ex-
teriors in the localities de-
scribed by Warwick Jleep-
ing', the author.
Brenon was to have

started production next
week with the intention
of doing- the exteriors in

Bermuda.

Two Weeks’ Runs

On M-G-M Films

For the first time in the his-

tory of the city, according to

available records, Richmond, Vir-

ginia, will see the local run of

a picture extended two consec-

utive weeks.

The tradition of a “one-week

city” will be broken three times

with Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer re-

leases.

The Capitol Theatre, Rich-

mond, has contracted for three

M-G-M specials, “The Scarlet

Letter,” “Tell It to the Marines”

and “The Fire Brigade,” each to

play two consecutive weeks.

“Michael Strogoff” Opens in

New York to Notable Crowd

(Continued from page 418)

Jack Dempsey, Rajah Raboyd,

and many others.

Persons prominent in the

stage and film world included

Jules Brulatour and Miss Hope

Hampton, S. L. Rothapfel, Mari-

lyn Miller, Gertrude Lawrence,

Ben Lyon, Betty Blythe, D. J.

Chatkin, H. M. Warner, Louis

K. Sidney, Walter Reade, M.

Hirshfeld, Sidney Wilmer, Alfred

Gottesman, J. S. Hebrew, Leon

Errol, William A. Johnston, J.

S. Dickerson, Oscar Cooper,

Arthur James, Fred McConnell,

Merritt Crawford, Erwin L.

Hall, Maurice Kann, John S.

Spargo, Herbert Cruickshank,

scores of others.

The audience included many

persons who remember Jules

Verne’s great romance as a play

under the title, “The Courier

of the Czar.” They were

amazed at the ability of the

screen to heighten the climaxes

of the dramatic narrative and at

the scope of the Cineroman pro-

duction methods. For instance,

in the battle scenes, 5,000 troops

of the regular Latvian army were

used. Other sequences were

produced in similar magnitude.

Ivan Moskine, the star, who
now is on the water on his way
to America, fnade a splendid im-

pression as the heroic figure in

the Russian tale of excitement

and adventure. Most of those

in the audience saw him for the

first time, although his name

ranks second only to Emil Jan-

nings on the Continent. In his

work in “Michael Strogoff”

astute film men present at the

opening saw the promise of ex-

cellent photoplay portrayals in

the pictures of Carl Laemmle is

to give him at Universal City.

Following its opening, “Michael

Strogoff” started in Monday with

excellent houses which have been

rapidly building throughout the

w’eek. It is proving to be a

“people’s picture,” one of those

fortunate offerings that grow in

prestige by the mouth to mouth

method and that end in being

sensational successes and long

run hits.
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Stillman Theatre’s Campaign on Pirate

Develops a New Savings Bank Promotion

Wide Street Permits

Altitude in Display

Another Tab
The latest tabloid house organ to come

to this desk is the Tri-State News, pub-
lished by the company of that name in

Steubenville, Ohio, and edited by Howard
Lichey.

The first issue is very presentable and
while it is largely cut and paste, it is ap-
parent that Mr. Lichey realizes the possi-

bilities of selling what is to come by write-

J
UST because Douglas Fairbanks is supposed to be a self-seller did not

give the Stillman Theatre management the idea that the exploitation staff

of the Cleveland theatre could take a week off. Instead the larger pic-

ture was a cue to make an extra sales effort. Fred Clary and his assistants

went to work from all angles on the proposition that since tickets would be

easy to sell, it would be a good time to sell an extra lot of them. Incidentally

they developed a new Savings Bank hook-up.

Because the U. C. Theatre, Berkeley, Calif,

is on an unusually wide street, H. W-. Sher-
burne frequently produces a display that

would be a dead waste were the display run
up so high on a narrow thoroughfare.

Most bank hook-ups run along the same
general lines with checks for new deposi-

tors, but the Commercial Savings and Loan
Company went in strong for a campaign
•covering several weeks, the main idea being

to acquire keys to a treasure chest.

Each new account was credited two points

toward the key, with one point each for

safe deposit rentals of $100 brought in on

any new or old account.

Five points were necessary to win a key,

and a key was worth $5 to the holder. Two
keys were $15, with a ten dollar increase

for each additional key.

In addition the high point maker of each
week won an additional $20 with $15 to the

runner up. There is an award of $150 to

the entrant bringing in the most money
during the campaign, $100 to the developer

of the largest number of new accounts, and
$25 to the one influencing the largest num-
ber of box rentals.

Each person bringing in at least one new
account was given a pair of seats to see

The Black Pirate.

Bank Well Pleased

The prizes are rather high, but the bank
expressed entire satisfaction with the re-

sults, and figured that the theatrical angle

of the tie-up was of real value in gaining

interest

Of course the theatre helped with the ad-

vertising, but the chief value was that the

tie-up gave an attraction to the idea that

the bank could not command on its unaided
efforts.

But that, of course, was only one angle.

The treasure chest was used in the lobby,

the box office being dressed to represent

the cabin of a ship. Fairbanks himself, in

a life sized cutout guarded the chest and
he was dressed in real clothes. Just plain

pirate cutouts were scattered around the

walls to add to the effect and a stunt man,
dressed as Fairbanks, but looking more like

Harry Meyers, was used on the street and

THE TEMPTRESS DISPLAY

Making The Temptress subject of a “Ban-

ner Week,” he ran bunting to the top of

the electric sign and put a 24-sheet cutout

we’l above the marquise.

The receipts proved that it pays to get

behind a better than program picture and

push.

Just the Ring
The Princess Theatre, Albertville, Ala.,

made a lobby feature of a prize ring for

Milton Sills in The Knockout. It used only

the ring, but that got the idea over.

in store windows. Assigning him to the

windows make it easier to get the windows,
for it was assurance that the displays would
attract unusual attention.

The Cleveland Public Library gave liberal

cooperation, selling a large list of books
on pirates and piracy through its book mark-
ers and special photographic displays, and
book stores were liberally supplied with
copies of the Actionized story and ample
paintings and signs.

Other windows were obtained in clothing

stores, novelty shops and talks on pirates

over the radio gave ample information about
the Fairbanks picture.

There was a pirate prologue and the ush-
ers were put into pirate dress.

The net result of the campaign, which
was outlined by M. A. Malaney, general
publicity director, gave three big weeks.

Qetting Sweet
Here’s a hint from Charlie Morrison, of

the Imperial Theatre, Jacksonville. In a re-

port to the home office on a library distrib-

ution of 2,000 book marks on Laddie he
writes : “The only cost was the printing

of the markers and two boxes of candy to

tbe library assistants who personally saw
that the markers went out.”

ups of what has been done; which is a point

too often overlooked.

It is an eight page sheet and will be pub-
lished weekly.

A NICE DESIGN FOR A MIDNIGHT SUN LOBBY
This was originated by Sidney Dannenberg, of the Strand Theatre, Birming-
ham. He hacked it ud with special tabloid and got the electric company

to admit in its windows that it was the Midnight Sun’s only rival.
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Cubist Mountain Was a Strong Lobby Attractor

Two Conventions

Approve Frontier
Production Hints from Edward L Hyman

Managing Director, Mark Strand Theatre, Brooklyn

Des Moines is a great town for conven-

tions. If you’ve ever been to a convention

in that friendly city, you know why. It’s

one of the most spontaneously cordial towns

in the country.

Anyhow the Spanish American War Vet-

erans were in convention assembled when
C. T. Charak blew in to help Jess Day, of

the Strand Theatre, put over The Flaming
Frontier. One of the first things they did

was to stage a special showing for the vets.

And just for that they were given per-

mission to parade two titles in the official

parade, the only intrusion allowed. Cutout

letters, about four feet high, were tacked

to poles and carried by boy scouts. Each
word was wide enough to go two thirds of

the way across a wide street, and it made
a display that no one could overlook as

they came down the street.

And the next week the Custer Battlefield

Hiway Association met, and of course they

had to see it, since the Custer fight forms

the climax of the play, and the plain, or-

dinary citizen felt he simply had to see it

too, so he did.

Just as a by-product the Capital distributed

25,500 rotos in its Sunday edition, which

covers all that section of the state.

Qood Novelty
E. R. Rogers, of the Tivoli Theatre, Chat-

tanooga, used an ace of hearts, with Men-
jou’s head for his throwaway on The Ace

of Cads, and he made them stick around

by printing on blotters that were of a nice

size for the check book or memorandum.
They were not thrown down as ordinary

cards would have been.

Billy Jones and Ernest

Hare, the well known
Happiness Boys, were

brought back as the chief

stage feature on a show

which had Milton Sills in

“The Silent Lover” as the

screen attraction. The
full running time of this

program was 1 hour and

53 minutes, of which time

the Sills production required 1 hour and 8

minutes. The musical incidents, including the

Happiness Boys, took up 37 minutes.

The orchestra started things off in the right

direction with the overture “Zampa,” by Har-
old, Willy Stahl handling the baton. The
overture ran 8 minutes.

Following the topical review came a group

of divertissements made up of 4 episodes, open-

ing with a conventional waltz by Easter and
Hazelton, late of the Follies, who appeared

in “three,” backed up by purple-spangled

draw curtains. The music for the waltz was

from “The Waltz Dream.” Upon exit, Char-

lotte Bergh, coloratura soprano, made her ap-

pearance center stage from behind the draw
curtains and sang the “Mad Scene” from Doni-

zetti’s “Lucia.” Following her, the Mark

Skied the Sun
Painting a 9 by 20 foot sun on the side

of his theatre chimney was the way H. C.

Farley put over The Midnight Sun at the

Empire Theatre, Montgomery, Ala.

At night a spot was thrown on the sign,

enabling it to be seen at a considerable dis-

tance.

Strand Ballet of 8 girls did a classic dance
called “Autumn- Leaves,” their costumes being

covered with artificial leaves of brown.
The big number of the divertissements then

followed, this being “Love’s Destiny,” by
Easter and Hazelton. A neutral black fabric

served as a backdrop, a round opening in this

drop, 8 feet off the floor, disclosing a silver

tree lighted from the sides by spots. At the

opening Easter and Hazelton were discovered

on a platform, 7 feet high, immediately in

front of the opening of the drop. A set of

steps led from this platform to the stage

and the male dancer made his way to the stage,
the female dancer then leaped from the plat-

form into his arms. The entire incident ran
15 minutes.

In order to get the Happiness Boys as close

to their audience as possible, Billy Jones and
Ernest Hare tried out a stunt of seating them-
selves in the first front row just in time for
the first cue, then when the act opened they
were spotted by lights from the dome when they
sang their well known introductory melody,

“How Do You Do Everybody, How Do You
Do.” From his position they ascended to the

apron of the orchestra stage and Dave Kaplan,
their accompanist, sat at the piano used in

the orchestra. An entirely new group of songs
was used. They took 14 minutes.

Cubist Mountain Was
Variety Sales Agent

Walter League used an odd ballvhoo for

Variety^ when he play'ed the imported attrac-

tion at the Victory Theatre, Denver.
From compo board scraps he built a hol-

low pyramid large enough to contain two
persons and a wood crash. Each carried a

megaphone and shouted at each other while

they" took turns working the crash.

The result was a terrific din and a heated,

but not clearly distinguishable row, so the

curious went inside to find out what it was
all about. Probably they" figured ; t must
represent Jannings arguing with Warwick
Warde, but really it didn't mean anything

but the . sale of additional tickets.

Novel Frames
T. W. Erwin used life preservers as

frames for his window stills on Mare No-
strum at the Majestic Theatre, Austin.

Texas.

Circular cards were painted to represent

the cork rings, with real rope lashings. The

centres were painted black and carried the

lettered announcements and one still each.

They got into windows where the straight

cards would have been refused.

Worked for Schade
George Schade, of Sandusky, got a lot out

of the accessory bar bell provided by First

National on The Strong Man. With a nat-

ural comedian for a perambulator, he

cleaned up the crowd with little effort.

FELIX THE CAT HIMSELF IN PERSON IS A HELP
Felix is here shown in front of the Wilson Theatre, Brooklyn, but he has been

helping manv exhibitors in local territory to put over the Pat Sullivan car-

toons. The stunt is handed by Educational for its exhibitors.
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Got an Army Truck for The Flaming Frontier

A GOOD BANNER FOR HINES IN THE BROWN DERBY
Describing the hat as “the lid of laughter” helped to sell tickets at the Fifth

Avenue Theatre, Nashville, Tenn. The derby was done in a glossy brown and
the remainder of the sign in contrasting colors.

Ran a Trailer In

His News Weekly
Ace Beery, of the Circle Theatre, Indiana-

polis, worked a new idea for his advance
on The Strong Man. He clipped from the

film the scene showing Langdon arriving in

Get the Full
Effect of
Your
Bill-Board
Publicity

!

Use Ensign
Dates
* Three popular sizes 7x28 (50 for
$2.00; 100 for $2.50); 9x42, (50 for
$2.50; 100 for $3.00); 28x42 (25 for
$4.00; 50 for $5.50).

Your own copy printed on non-fading
stock, in any color ink. Printed and
shipped day order is received, parcel
post special delivery. We have hun-
dreds of satisfied customers among the
Motion Picture managers in Michigan,
Ohio, Penna., Ky., Ind., and Illinois.

Union work and label. Send us your
copy. You’ll be surprised.

THE ENSIGN COMPANY
BATTLE CREEK. MICHIGAN

*Prices on other sizes, hangers, street car
signs on request. We do all kinds of block
letter work.

New York, and ran that in the news weekly
with a sub-title reading:

“New York—Among the notables arriv-

ing on the S. S. Mauretania was Paul Berg-
ot, the strong man, who will be seen at the

Circle September 25.”

It was so unmistakably Langdon that the

audience got the idea and the laugh was
worth a whole deck of adjectives.

For the showing he used a laugh meter
in the lobby, painting one end of the dumb
bell Langdon was lifting with a dial reg-

istering the stages of laughter. A small

motor was geared down to give a pointer

a slow but continuous movement, and he

backed this with samples of the laughter

by means of an amplified Okeh record.

Bore Down Hard on

Red Qrange Feature
Arnold S. Rittenberg, now manager of

the Liberty Theatre, Kansas City, and Bob
Gary, Universal exploiteer in the same sec-
tion, did a full weeks work on Red Grange
in One Minute to Play.

The lobby was tasteful with special post-
ers done by the house artist and the front
carried an 18-foot figure of Grange.
Gary started off with a series of cartoons

for the newspapers, and tied two of the
papers to a voting contest for the most
popular football player. All high school and
prep players were eligible and an3

rone could
vote early and often. The winner received
a cup from the Alayor supposed to have
been presented by Grange.
Pasteboard megaphones were distributed

at the football games, about 6,000 being put
out.

I he team of the Haskell Indian School
was to pass through the city and Ritten-
berg arranged with them to stop off and
see the picture. The team and the school
band took part in a parade and played a
concert in front of the theatre, completely
blocking traffic.

One night was assigned each school and
10,000 letters were mailed to the college
alumni. An address was made over the
radio as a matter of course and almost
equally of course there was a taxicab hook-
up.

Ads were placed in every school publica-
tion and Reginald Denny was brought into

play. During the World Series Rittenberg,
advertising Take It From Me issued a “tip”

that St. Louis would win the series in the

seventh game. This was handed out at the
fourth game. It came out just right, so
Ritt had Denny prophecy that Parmalee
would win 7-6, which it did several times
each day.

THIS WAS BETTER THAN THE USUAL A BOARDS
The recruiting: service in Cumberland, Md., was using a truck and a Universal
exploiteer arranged for posters on The Flaming Frontier for the week before

the showing at the Maryland Theatre. There was a poster on each side.
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Got Out a Special Booklet On Men of Steel

A COMBINATION POSTER AND PEEP SHOW FOR NASHVILLE

Being glass fronted, the reflection is a bit confusing, but you can see the peep

hole under “Daddies.” In a shadoow box was a bathing beauty cutout. This

worked more effectively than a straight peep hole.

Qot Out A Book

on Men of Steel

For Men of Steel the Liberty theatre,

Pittsburgh got out a special four page book-

let with the title “Men of Steel Made Pitts-

burgh,” which wras pretty certain to attract

attention locally.

I described how Judge Gary, of the U.

S. Steel Corp., co-operated with Richard

Howland in the making of the picture at

the local plant, and ran on to tell of the

engagement at the Liberty.

The back page was headed “Cabs of

Steel” and was a boost for the Yellow Cab

Company^ Several thousand copies were

put out by the cab company, a copy being

given each patron.

The front was a picture of the star about

to enter a Yellow Cab. The results seem
to justify the special printing.

Samples of Qods
Ernest Morrison of the Howard theatre,

Atlana, used scraps of tin in his envelopes

on Thomas Meighan in Tin Gods with “Let

this remind you to see Thomas Meighan in

Tin Gods” with other information about the

play. He also got two good tinware dis-

plays in large shops.

Rocked the Boat
A ship rocking on the waves, operated by

a motor, was the shadow bpx appeal in the

lobby of the Murray theatre, Ponca City,

Okla., for Mare Nostrum. Manager Pick-

erel also put out 5,000 heralds, 3,000 of which
were distributed to the employees of the

Marlin Oil Company.
A clever side stunt was a news story tell-

ing how importantly Ibanez and Rex In-

graham had contributed to Valentino’s rec-

ognition. This won a lot of attention.

On the Menu
In addition to checks for “one million dol-

lars worth of laughs, tears and heart throbs.”

W. S. Perutz, of the Rialto theatre, Chatta-

nooga, Tenn., supplied a leading sandwich

shop with special menus, the lower fifth of

which was given to the advertisement of

Joanna. Three thousand of these were used

during the week.

International
When Nell Gwynne was played at the Im-

perial theatre, Columbia, S. C., the editor of

the State wrote an appreciative editorial on

the feature. This was so finely phrased that

the British Government broadcast it through

its Trade Department as an argument in

favor of British made pictures.

Sold Nell Qwynn
on Orange Angle

One novel feature of Sidney Dannenberg's

campaign on Nell Gwynn, was the use of

the special bathtub heralds prepared by the

Publix advertising department for the pic-

ture. Some six thousand of these were
used by one of the leading hotels in Bir-

mingham to tell that the picture was at the

Strand theatre.

This special herald was hinged on the bath

Nell takes in the cask and was tied in to a

short history of bathtubs. In many ways
it is more useful than the stock herald. One
of these was placed in every bathroom in

the hotel each morning.

Borrowed a Storm

An empty store was borrowed and the

window carried a basket of oranges with

the announcement that Nell was opening
next week “with a first-class stock of enter-

taining and amusing incidents in regards the

true life-love story of the little orange ven-
dor and King Charles of England.”

In the theatre 200 parrafin oranges were
hung from the lamp brackets and still

frames, and all still backings, frames and
panels were painted over in orange, making
a very effective lobby.

With a little extra advertising the picture

was put over to a huge success.

Boosted
Special throwaway cards and a two night

radio broadcast helped The Lone Wolf Re-
turns at the Rialto theatre, Chattanooga,

Tenn. The picture ran the last half of the

week and gave the best Friday the house
has recorded.

The cards were printed with the same
copy on both sides, but one side was black

and the other red. Somehow this seemed
to give the card importance. The only text

was the title preceded by a “Beware” and
followed by the house and dates. A large

exclamation point was the attractor.

A CARICATURE CUTOUT FOR BATTLING BUSTER KEATON
H. C. Farley, of the Empire Theatre, Montgomery, Ala., used this ring to ad-
vertise Battling Butler in keeping with the comedy spirit of the play. For a

change it was a big improvement on the usual cutouts.
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Militia Collaborated to Sell Behind the Front

TWO CUTOUTS USED FOR THE BLACKBIRD IN LITTLETON, COL.
One of them is the cutout from the 24-sheet, with three boys as motors. It

is 14 feet tall. When not perambulated, it parked at the theatre. The post

signs were erected by police permit at the theatre.

Militia Put Over
Behind the Front

Clark Munson writes that the local com-

pany of the State Guard helped him to

break the records with Behind the Front, at

the Tentorium, Spencer, W. Va. As we told

you lately, the Robet theatre is being re-

novated and they played in a tent through

the Summer, so Munson reports a crowded

tent instead of a crowded house.

Spencer has only one company of the

guard, but they turned over their entire

equipment for exploitation use. The lobby

was a machine gun nest with two uniformed

men, while the rest of the equipment was
on display in a drug store window. The
other drug store, right next door, was given

a second display of curios and relics gather-

ed together by a local man.
Company M was the guest of the man-

agement the opening night and all through
the run the company bugler gave the army
calls as a prologue to each showing, the calls

being explained by one of the officers.

Mr. Munson sends in a photograph of a

pram they regularly use. This is merely
a frame on which is stretched the 3x10 ban-
ners supplied by the exchange. Two are

sent and one is put either side of a Ford
truck, the means of attaching being left in

place so that it takes only a minute or two
to mount or dismount the displays. It is

simple and useful and does not interfere

with the use of the truck for other pur-
poses.

Probably you can get the idea. The phot-
ograph will not reproduce.

Every Window
Practically every window in Palatka, Fla.,

carried some advertising for Mare Nostrum
when the picture came to the Howell thea-
tre. This special drive and the names-in-
the-classified put the picture over to extra
sales

A Real Tin Qod
A man made of tin goods, held together by

adhesive tape, was the novelty employed bv

G. R. Stewart, of the Sterling theatre, Gree-

ley, Col., on Tin Gods.

Mr. Stewart paid ninety cents for the

tape and the leading hardware si ore did the

rest, keeping the tin god in the window for

a full week, which gave a four-day advance.

A Smashing Opening
Ralph Noble put over Variety so well at

the Palace theatre, McAlester, Okla., that

all the blass in the box office was broken by
the crowd trying to purchase tickets for the
midnight opening.

Plans Flower Shows
for Twice Each Year
Because a flower show in the lobby of

the Rialto theatre, Chattanooga, was such

a success, the flower clubs have asked W. S.

Perutz to make it a semi-annual event.

Hereafter, there will be one show in the

spring and another, for late blooms, in the

fall.

The initial show was hitched to Monte
Carlo and the lobby was filled with a wron-
derful display. Intending exhibtors had to

call at the theatre for entry blanks, and ibis

brought to the house many unfamiliar faces.

Hundreds of others came to see the

flowers and remained to see the show, par-

ticularly as decision on the exhibits was
made by means of votes supplied to pa-
trons. Even without the extra newspaper
comment this would have been worth while,

but the newspapers splashed all over, since

this was something that interested many
solid citizens.

It not only gives the house two big weeks
a year, but the goodwill is of benefit the
other fifty weeks. It’s a year around stunt

Two Contests
Charles H. Amos used two contests for

The Black Pirate at the Carolina theatre,

Greenville. Both were tied to the same
newspaper, but did not conflict.

One was a treasure hunt, the newspaper
contributing the first prize of $25. The
other was a coloring contest for the smaller
children, a press book cut of the pirate ship
beng the subject.

Another P. B.
The perambulating book seems to be com-

ing back. Several have reported their use
of late, the most recent being Rodney Bush,
of the Galax theatre, Birmingham. He used
this for Forlorn River and got no little at-

tention.

HOW A. K. HOEL PUT OVER RIN-TIN-TIN IN SYRACUSE
Hero of the Big Snows was the attraction at Keith’s Theatre, and prizes were
offered for the largest, finest, smallest and ugliest dogs. Outside of a few kid

fights evrything was lovely and the picture was batted over big.
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Two Excellent Examples of Unusual Ad Layouts

An Open Letter Helps

Start Qood Campaign
Tom Arthur, of the Cecil Theatre, Mason

City, la., opens his campaign on The Flam-
ing Frontier with an open letter, using a

two nines very well set.

r^ORTANTfl
^

ANNOUNCEMENT
^

Theatre Goers

of Mason City

While it has always been my
policy to secure for the people

of Mason City the very best in

entertainment—I am particu-

larly pleased to be able to an-

nounce that I have been suc-

cessful in booking one of the

greatest pictures of the year

—

“The Flaming
Frontier”

This is the stirring, blazing

spectacle that astounded and
amazed all New York where it

recently showed, to record-

breaking crowds at $2.00 ad-

mission.
It is a picture that every

red-blooded American—from
nine to hinety—from Maine to

California will want to see.

“The Flaming Frontier”

will be shown at the Cecil

Theatre for 3 days—Aug. 30-
Sept. 1st.

Tom Arthur, Mgr.
CECIL THEATRE

MR. ARTHUR’S LETTER
The open letter makes an ideal opener

for any large campaign. In the first place

it is a different appeal and in addition it

gives the personal touch that carries weight
if the manager means anything to his clien-

tele.

And even where the display advertising

is not well done, the printer usually can
get out a good looking straight set letter.

This was backed up by an unusually good
campaign, using large spaces and plenty of

cut material. It was the sort of campaign
that impresses the reader, and from the

dates it would appear that Mr. Arthur used
this picture to get the fall season started

properly.

Probably he figured that if he could get

the bulk of his patrons to turn out for an
extra big picture, he would be able to break
down their Summer resistance and line them
up for the cool weeks. To this end he

played up the picture like a circus, but this

open letter was the outstanding feature of

the campaign.

Cut and Won
For some more or less obscure reason the

matinee business at the Park Theatre,

Youngstown, Ohio, has not been all that it

should be, and when A. J. Sharick ran down
from Cleveland to talk over The Midnight

Sun he was told how matters stood.

He hustled over to the Vindicator, sold

the paper on a special coupon that would
admit women to the matinees for a quarter

;

ten cents under price, and because it was a

bargain the women simply had to come. The
paper gave six big stories to the idea just

to get its own share of the kudos, and that

helped the night business, too.

This Notched Cut
Makes a Nice Ad

Notching a stock cut gives the Garden
Theatre, Baltimore, a nice layout without
any art bill. Three lines above, to balance
the signature and a type insert in the notch
gives the equal to a drawn design for George
O’Brien in The Blue Eagle.

A FIGHTING TALE OF
LOVE—COURAGE-LOYALTY

In a Thrilling Story of the High Seas

G§bFt$E- 0‘BRJE-N

"^BLUE
EA6LE-

MUCH FOR LITTLE
It may have been that only the small

panel was notched in, since the other copy
reads more like the plan book style than
house work. In any event the Garden has

produced a nice display at small cost.

Versatile Octopus

Helps Mare Nostrum
This drawn design for the Forum Theatre,

Los Angeles, may not be very correct from
a zoological angle, for an octopus large

enough to grab a ship in one tentacle would

A FISHY CUT

not require three tentacles for the man, but
there is life to the sketch and it lives up
to the corner “amazing.”
The title is given a good play-up and

there is enough sales talk for a two-fives;
which is a reasonably large space for Los
Angeles.

Lets Local Critic

Write the Ad Copy
Appreciating the value of a really appre-

ciative criticism, the Victory Theatre, Den-
ver, merely reproduced a local criticism on
Stella Dallas for its two sevens.

The Critics See Them All—and
When They Say Things Like This—

hi* honesty and understand! ns.

rn 'ITUs picture positively lmr« next A«k
Friday night and will not be shown Aayea*

TODAY elsewhere in Denver until ninety days wko Has
after the completion of this engagement. s*e* it.

_ beautiful . It 1» t»t

poignant. Ii i* essentially th* i>or-

trail «f a character h b. i tlcsh p

m

l

blood pic t

U

fa that l n,V IjiAT-

itLn ga with n grrai wjz*. It Is post
|

Hvc sacrifice Nothing about JM*
I Hot s'cms .irtlfi-.i .ol. The weak, vul I

gar. p.vi *v • nouI of Ftella Is revealed

to >ou In bo many util* ways. She is

an Ill-bred woman, one who Is vulgar

in her mod—. L-l -"Xlva .If pure xpldjj

ev ery bit of her In control to her

is the husband. Who In absolute ie-
i

fincin»nt sod and tha little J
•t.mphtcr who Itna Hiherltc.i . her #

•j. liter's nulet elegance. .Blinded ns ^
H, v hy t.-ir*. I MW UtavBell* Ben

neit as Ft. G Dallas, give* a preform-

thin 1* Iff* Itself Them no
|

sentimentalism Ijer«>. UiT IS *2
<

net formwnce*.
Lois Moran, as the daughter, U <

qulsll* Alice Joyce does a flnelv

svntpailiello piece of work. Bov ''1

• olin-in plays hi* rol« of tin* f.ith.-c

perfectly and Dougins Fnlrbunk-* Jr..

•mcanmb like »'!.* father, deserves i

great praise for portrayal of

young love'.
.

f

B, all means
.

IhU
fr.r teSf.o’-'J yur .

—

4 IT

nioUQ«y*t>ictures. All hail t.» Hen- V

Excerpt from Bet-

ty Craig’s review

in last 'Monday's
Post. It doesn’t

leave much to say.

FOR STELLA DALLAS
About the only addition made by the

house is the statement that the picture will

not be seen again in Denver within the 90

day period. It is about all that is needed,
for the critic wrote an exceptionally fine

review.

If the management made the same state-

ments, they might not be as readily ac-

cepted, so it wisely lifts the gist of the

critcism and reproduces it. The reproduc-

tion comes up rather poorly, but it gets

over, and using the actual clip instead of

a reset permits the underlining to point up
the value of the strongest phrases.

It is an adroit utilization of an exception-

al piece of copy.

Hyman Displays Are
Uniformly Well Done
Most of the advertising of the Mark Strand

Theatre, Brooklyn, are uniformly good, but

now and then Eddie Hyman gets a little

ahead of the average, and we think that

this 75x2 on Red Grange is a little better

than usual .

This is all hand lettering, with the figure

put in by a second artist, who can draw
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Tom Mix Picture Has Fine Action Attractors

but not letter. Most of the lettering is a

clear as type and much of it suggests an

extra fancy cast ltetter instead of hand
work. Where hand work is so legible its

use is better than type, for the objection to

han lettering is not based on the fact

that it is done by hand, but that it is not

legible.

M.ARK—

AbR00KLVn_5
FULTON ST. AT ROCKWELL PL.

EDWARD l. HYMAN. rtanagiAq Director

K
Direciicn jkan&n Gmpatu{ ofQmerita,

ONE MINUTE
TO play:...

I W/ie GreatestFootball, College PictureEver Made

TOPICAL REVIEV
| On the Stage-

I

Elaborately Staged Prologue

CAMPUS FROLICS
marylandCollcgians

LEONARD WORKMAN and WINSOME CO EDS
FAMED MARK STRAND ORCHESTRA of Vorestifc Soloists

O wmu SUhlwxWar o

A HYMAN DISPLAY
This is a Sunday space, the show starting

on Saturday, which explains the ears.

Sometimes when we see these Hyman ads

we wonder why the production companies
cannot offer as good lettering in their press

book ads and mats. The trouble in most
art departments seems to be that the artist

is permitted to letter in the text. Hyman
uses a special man for the text and has a

second for figure work when this is used.

HERE, WORCESTER FOLKS, IS ‘OUR DICK’ AGAIN!

figuratively. The underline ties into the cut

with its reference to the boy who was not

too proud to fight and with the subtle sug-

gestion of “our Die” sells without much
argument.
This is a 7^4 by 3, which gives a nice

proportion. There was a time when the

nearly square ad was almost as standard

as the long and deep space now is. In

many ways we like this proportion better,

though most cuts are schemed to run down
the page instead of across.

Book and magazine pages are the result

of long experiment, and they bear the same
relative proportions, yet most managers
seem to run to deep cuts for no apparent
reason.

Just because the others do is one very

good reason why you should get contrast

with a different style.

New Mix Release

Qives Fine Cuts
Most managers seem to appreciate the

good cuts supplied on Tom Mix in The
Great K & A Train Robbery, and the star

is getting a better play-up for this release

than in most recent releases. Read’s Hip-
podrome, Cleveland, takes a two-eights to

let in the cut.

Strong Action Aids

Amateur Qentleman
One good action cut is worth a lot of

flossy but meaningless detail, and this First

National cut on The Amateur Gentleman
certainly packs a punch literally as well as

REAPE'S

iWt ANO BETTER FOR YOUR MONEY THAN ANYWHERE ELSE IN TOWNg

Stortingat noon today

tfiih TONY iln luoiirtct hour

[topmost -western thnllet ofthe greatest western star

+ PLUS +

«cl°4 <•>«'»

• hat'll chill yo« *° *hc

marrow Worth tht Star

ol rhe West p*nl

*

deeper* Jo*' Sc
f

.

*v«im under water to the

bandits' law ‘'V
,

a,C
^ !{.*

la*o |erk a pa' ,r°°\

wheels ol death And see

h.OT steal the heart ol »

beautiful gtrL !«' s

PRESENTATIONS

WIN PRICK

LESTER
|
DANCE FLASlf-

|
THREE

World '9 Foremost E8 in “pancing HARTERS in fl

I As Yon Lifco
_
H'_ blasting Surprisi

KAY SISTERS In "Tim
Vanity Revue." Featuring
Vera Meiming & Her Coeds

CLEVELAND AND UOW-
REY In "A Satire On
Present Day Conditions”

••Number Please" with
WALLY JACKSON & CO.

CAkLlSLE^A LjAMAJL In

A Koi Come<1v—Reads'* Current Events—

A

csod's Fahir*

section, where the lines are too close to-

gether.

An even better display is made by the

Garden Theatre, Baltimore, on the same
picture.

X
+ In His Greatest Picture of the

THe

GREAT
KsA
train;
ROBBERY

'

Tom piles op thrill

after thrill as a fast*

ridin’, aiftwe shoot-

in’ lovable railroad

detective.

mlFBIG ACTS OF SUPERIOR VAUDEVILLE
ANOTHER MIA Cu 1

Here the space is nearly a three sixes,

with only five lines of selling talk for the
play and a special box for Tony over on
the right. The way they play up Tony
suggests that the latter must have a per-
sonal press agent, though Tony deserves all

the space he is given.

Advance Prologue
Using its prologue the week in advance,

the Kinsman Theatre, Cleveland, put over
The Midnight Sun with a girl dressed as

Laura La Plante in the ballet scenes.

A rayed sun effect in gold and lacquer

red was placed in front of the screen cur-

tains and disclosed by raising the asbestos.

The ..girl was picked up with a dark green
spot which changed to blue as she rose from
her crouching position and with a dramatic

gesture threw off her chains, the light com-
ing on full amber.

This was used the week before the show-
ing and repeated for the run of the feature.

During the advance week announcement
cards were spotted with white following

the tableau.

PLENTY OF ACTION

MIX IN ACTION
The panel at the right contains more text

than is usual on a Mix story, but there
seems to be plenty to talk about, and the

house is going strong. There is a lot of

five and six point type in this display, but
it is legible enough save in the vaudeville

.^CHARLES EMMETT MACK <md CARMEL MYERS

A thrilling picture portrayal of

what happens in the Sfidw of Life

when Fate cracks the whip

A beauty alone! The cepter of

men's plots and counter-plots!

Norma Shearer at her greatest in-a

[drama of a woman's love and sacri-

fice!

A Complete Shows
** V3-7-9P.M.

A NICE DISPLAY ON THE DEVIL’S CIR-
CUS FROM H. G. OLSON, OF JANES-

VILLE, WIS.
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“Faust”
Murnau Makes a Splendidly Pictorial Version of

“Faust” Liberally Changed to Meet Screen Needs

Goethe’s
“Faust”

With Emil Jannings
Directed by F. W. Murnau

An UFA Production
A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture

CAST:
Cherub Warner Fuetterer
Mephisto Emil Jannings
Faust Gosta Ekman
Marguerite Camilla Horn
Her Mother Freida Richard
Valentine Wilhelm Dieterle
Aunt Martha Yvette Guilbert
Duke Eric Barclay
Duchess Hanna Ralph

Length—8110 Feet
Declaring himself to be greater than God,

because all men turn to him, Satan is chal-
lenged by the Archangel to ply his wiles
on the learned Dr. Faust. Satan scourges
Faust’s town with the dreaded Black
Plague and when Faust’s lore is helpless
to aid those who call to him, he turns to

Satan for aid in effecting his cures. Satan
lures him with a dream of youth but in the
end loses his victim because of his sacri-

fice to true love. Splendidly pictorial ver-
sion of Goethe’s immortal story.

P
ICTORIALLY the Ufa presentation of

“Faust,” done by F. W. Murnau and

interpreted by a cast headed by Emil Jan-

nings, is one of the most splendidly scenic

effect’s yet sent us by the Germany com-

pany. Scene' after scene reveals a setting

that for composition and lighting has sel-

dom been equaled. Fhere is one set in

particular, a flat expanse of snow meeting

a flat grey sky, with only a single gnarled
tree, its trunk bent to an arc by the wintry
blasts that on canvas would be regarded
as a masterpiece, and this is but one of

thirty or forty settings equally worthy of

unstinted praise. Not all are landscapes.
The interior hall of Marguerite’s home for

example, is a masterpiece of lighting. The
fanciful nature of the story makes possible
an artistic treatment not always possible

in a modern story. As an eye-spectacle,

“Faust” will rank high.

But the story has been altered to gain
action. Mephisto makes a wager with the

archangel that he can win the soul of any
man and is bidden to try his wiles on Faust.

To attain his end Satan afflicts the town
with the plague and the humanitarian
Faust, finding his learning useless to cope
with the disease, turns from God to the

devil, only to find that his townsmen will

have none of the relief offered by one who
fears to face the Cross.

Denied by those he seeks to save, Faust
turns to thoughts of his youth and be-

comes a Don Juan, finally centering his

affections on Marguerite, his one clean love.

From there the story follows the Goethe
romance to a climax where Marguerite is

burned at the stake and Faust joins her,

by that act defeating the Fiend.

The early scenes suggest the story of the

Plague in London, with a transition to Don
Juan and later a suggestion of The Thief

of Bagdad with a magic carpet sequence.

Jannings’ Mephisto is at least different

from the accepted versions. In the opening
scenes he suggests the gross Arch Fiend,

but in his first encounters with Faust he
is far from the stage type of Mephisto; a

squat, grotesque, rather haunting figure; a

wonderful character make-up, but far from
suggesting the Prince of Darkness.

For the middle story he becomes more
nearly the Mephisto of the stage, but a

Mephisto who is coarsely humorous rather

than sinister, a very low-comedy devil who
does not carry conviction. As acting, with-

out regard for the role, his work is excel-

lent, but he does not suggest a reasonably
clear characterization. There is neither

lightness nor subtlety to his work.

The Marguerite of Camilla Horn is rather

too heavily stressed, first for youthful in-

nocence and later for anguish of soul. She
plays with power but not always with con-

viction. The Martha of Yvette Guilbert,

the once-famous French diseuse, was a finely

considered bit of comedy, and the Faust of

Gosta Ekman was excellent.

“Faust” should make a general appeal on
its pictorial features. It is sumptuous to

the last degree.

“The Cheerful Fraud”
Reginald Denny Again Has a Fast Moving and
Hilarious Farce Comedy That Should Please

I
N “The Cheerful Fraud,” the newest Regi-

nald Denny Special, Universal again has

an offering that should provide enjoyment for

the masses and especially please the Wide

clientele of this star's fans.

Like his previous productions, “The

Cheerful Fraud” is a hilarious farce com-

edy, punctuated with gags that are good for

a large number of laughs and smiles, with

a genuinely amusing story that keeps mov-

ing at a rapid pace. There is not a minute

when there is not something afoot.

The plot concerns Sir Michael Failrie’s

“go-get-her” romance with a pretty young

social secretary. In true farce comedy style,

when he sees her on the street it is love

at first sight and on being turned down he

manages to get a job with the same

wealthy family so as to be near her, of

course using an assumed name. In the

meantime, this new rich family has invited

as a week-end guest an international crook

who is posing as Sir Michael, and not sat-

isfied with the complications that would re-

sult from this mix-up a woman adventuress

who turns out to be the pal of the crook

appears and seeks to blackmail the wealthy

man and to save himself he introduces her

as the hero’s wife. The family jewels are

stolen and the real Sir Michael accused, but

he, of course, manages to prove his inno-

cence and ends by catching and exposing

the real crook and, of course, winning the

girl in the case.

Denny has a congenial and characteristic

role and again gives a fine performance and
is supported by an excellent cast. Gertrude

Olmstead is attractive and capable as the

girl, with Otis Harlan as the easy-going rich

man, and Emily Fitzroy as his wdfe who
wishes to shine in society. Charles Gerrard

gives a finished performance as the false

Sir Michael, and Gertrude Astor is at her

best in the comedy scenes where she is try-

ing to blaickmail first the rich man and then

Sir Michael, after she discovers his real iden-

tity.

Director William Seiter has given this

story good direction and in fact tt is more
in the handling of the different situations

and the gags introduced, together with the

capable work of the players, than in the
rather familiar farce comedy plot that the

entertainment lies. Each situation has been
(Continued on page 443)

Carl Laemmle presents
Reginald Denny in

“The Cheerful Fraud*'
Directed by William A. Seiter
A Universal-Denny Special

CAST:
Sir Michael Fairlie Reginald Denny
Ann Kent Gertrude Olmstead
Mr. Bythewny Otis Harlan
Mrs. Bytheway Emil Fitzroy
Steve Charles Gerrard
Rose Gertrude Astor

Length—6,945

Sir Michael falling in love with Ann. a

social secretary to a wealthy woman, takes
a job with the family while a crook poses
as Sir Michael. The real nobleman, after a
series of mixups, saves the jewels and wins-

Ann’s love. Amusing faree comedy.
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Adolph Zukor and Jesse L. Lasky Present
A James Craze Production

“Old Ironsides”
Story by Laurence Stallings

A Paramount Picture
CAST:

The Boy Charles Farrell
The Girl Esther Ralston
The Bos’n Wallace Beery
The Gunner... George Bancroft
Commodore Preble Charles Hill Mailes
Stephen Decatur Johnny Walker
Richard Somers Eddie Fetherston
The Cook George Godfrey

Length—10,089 feet.

A picturization of t'he war of the United
States against the Barbary pirates in which
the frigate Constitution, known as “Old
Ironsides,” practically single handed defeat-
ed these marauders who levied tribute or
captured merchant vessels, enslaving their
crews. Into this has been woven, a romance
of a country lad and the daughter of the
owner of one of the captured vessels. Stir-
ring and gigantic epic drama of sea war-
fare, punctuated by excellent comedy.

TNTIMATELY ASSOCIATED with some
* of the most glorious exploits of the early

history of the Republic and symbolizing our

highest ideals of magnificent courage and
bravery, the memory of the U. S. S. Frigate

Constitution, familiarly known as “Old Iron-

sides” has been immortalized by Oliver Wen-
dell Holmes’ famous poem.
With added interest aroused in this grand

old ship due to the campaign to raise a fund
to make necessary repairs to preserve it,

Famous Players Lasky Cor.p. decided to

visualize on the screen the story of the most
famous of our war vessels and the result is

the gigantic super-picture “Old Ironsides”

which should interest, thrill and amuse every
American man and woman and child.

Determined that even down to the smallest

detail everything should, be authentic and as

realistic as possible, Director James Cruze
faced a tremendous undertaking for aside

from the tremendous number of people who
would appear in the production it was nec-
essary to reproduce not only “Old Iron-
sides” but a number of other ships that
figured with her, all of a type long obsolete,

fully equip and mount them, even to the old

style cannon, costume their crews and actu-

ally navigate them. The result thoroughly
justifies the enormous expense and effort for

no- more thrilling or convincing scenes could
be imagined than the sequences that depict
the naval encounters with the enemy off the
Barbary Coast of North Africa, scenes which
are staggering in their magnitude and im-
pressiveness and mark a new record of
screen achievement.

In filming the story of Old Ironsides the
producers concentrated on ,the campaign
against the Barbary pirates who in lieu

of tribute seized merchant vessels, enslaved
their crews and wronged the women. The
infant United States alone dared to dispute
their sway in the Mediterranean, our atti-

tude being epitomized in the famous saying
in Congress “Millions for Defense but not
one cent for tribute.” For purposes of
dramatic unity the highlights which covered
a considerable period has been consolidated
into one series of events taking place within
the space of a few hours, otherwise, the re-
production is vouched for as being historic-
ally accurate.

“Old Ironsides” from a plot standpoint be-
longs in the class of historical novels, as.
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in order to round out the story there has

been introduced a fictional romance between
a country boy and the daughter of the owner
of a merchant ship on which he is shang-
haied. This also offers opportunity for some
of the best natural character comedy we
have ever seen, in the person of the bos’n

of the boat and a master-gunner of Old
Ironsides whom he shanghais. The clashes

between this rough, tough, hard-boiled pair

are continuous and a never-ending source
of laughter.

Laurence Stallings, the author of “The
Big Parade” and “What Price Glory,”

wrote the story, which in itself is a guaran-

tee of audience enjoyment, and although as

it reaches the screen the romantic element
follows along rather conventional lines with
certain developments that are more pictur-

esque and pleasing than plausible, the charac-

ters of the bos’n and the gunner are intensely

real and convincing, accurate types of the

men of the seas in the days of the old

wooden sailing ships. As has gotten to be
so often the case in productions in which he
appears, Wallace Beery really steals the
picture so far as the individual players are
concerned, and George Bancroft, the famous
heavy of “The Pony Express” gives his a
race for the comedy honors. The make-up
of both of these men is wonderful, their

characterizations fine and with the excellent

material supplied by Stallings they are a
genuine delight. In fact this angle over-
balances a tendency of the interest in the
fictional story to lag due to too long holding
of some of the situations and a rather de-
liberate tempo in many of the sequences.

It is the exploits in which Old Ironsides
figures rather than the excellent comedy,
pleasing romance or dramatic flashes and
clashes of the interpolated story that make
this picture one that should captivate any
real red-blooded American. While from a
dramatic standpoint the story is weakened
by the fact that characters prominent in the
early part are naturally subordinated when
the big naval fight begins and others arise

to dominate the action and interest, the real
historical personages who rendered, them-
selves immortal in the glorious victory over
the pirates, so big, so tremendous, so power-
ful are the filmed exploits of this grand old
ship that they overshadow every other con-
sideration and provide a glorious climax.
The scale on which these sea scenes have

been filmed is stupendous. What is said to
be the most gigantic set ever constructed
depicts the Tripolitan fort and stronghold
of the pirates, rising tier upon tier from
the waters edge and a whole fleet of wooden
ships fully manned with hundreds of men
take part in the engagements. There is Old
Ironsides full life-size with its upper deck
and gun deck literally swarming with men,
sailors, officers and marines, a Tripolitan
ship on the same scale, as fully manned, the
American frigate Philadelphia which be-
came the prey of the pirates when it ran
aground, the bark Esther, itself a big ship,
the smaller smack Intrepid, and a number
of lesser vessels.

It is in the handling of this horde of ships
and men rather than the mere bigness of
the thing that James Cruze has again shown
himself a master director and a genius. He
has made you feel that you are actually
watching a titanic sea struggle in the con-
flict between Old Ironsides and the pirate
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cruiser, each with dozens of cannon firing

broadsides, maneuvering for advantage, the
ramming on Old Ironsides amidships by the

enemy, the boarding party, hand-to-hand
encounters between hundreds of men, the
repulse and the tremendous thrill of the

destruction and sinking of this big ship,

with men jumping from her decks into the

water. No miniature stuff here, but the

real article.

Though dwarfing the others in magnitude
there are lesser encounters which provide
as splendid thrills. The daring exploit of a
half a hundred Americans led by Stephen
Decatur, who aboard the Intrepid stole into

the harbor under covfer of night and de-

stroyed the captured Philadelphia, a feat

which the famous British Admiral Nelson
pronounced “the most daring of the age.”

The scene, tremendous in its thrill showing
our lofty ideals of bravery at its highest, in

which Richard Somers, a young middie in

command of the little Intrepid, cautioned
not to let it fall into the enemy’s hands,
when attacked on both sides and right in

the path of the American landing party said

“I’ll clear the way for you Decatur” and
blew up his ship sacrificing himself and his

crew. This provides one of the grandest,

most blood-tingling thrill that any man or
woman may ever hope to experience.

So fine is the work of the individual play-

ers that it would be unfair to single any out
for especial praise, there is Johnny Walker
as Stephen Decatur, Charles Hill Mailes as

the gruff old commodore, and Eddie Fether-
ston as the mild but truly heroic Richard
Somers, and in the fiction story, Esther Ral-
ston as an exceptionally attractive girl and
Charles Farrell, a convincing and likeable

hero, with George Godfrey as the negro
cook; and of course Beery and Bancroft.

The manner in which the story characters
have been retained in the historical sequen-
ces has been skillfully done, providing good
human interest and effective comedy relief

at some of the most stirring moments, and
example of this is the ending. With the re-

united lovers aboard, the Esther continuing
her interrupted voyage is challenged by Old
Ironsides and told to proceed “the seas are
now free.”

At the premiere at the New York Rivoli

at the two dollars top, a genuine surprise
was sprung on the audience by the use of a
new and startlingly effective device. Just
as Old Ironsides was shown approaching
and had entirely filled the regulation screen,
the screen itself was seen to enlarge until

it filled the whole stage. The old ship kept
growing bigger and bigger until it seemed
lifesize and to be actually coming right out
of the screen. It literally brought the audi-
ence to its feet with tremendous applause.

In addition to offering genuine entertain-

ment and some of the best and most spon-
taneous he-man comedy we have ever seen,
“Old Ironsides,” picturing one of the most
glorious pages of our history, will thrill you
and make you feel proud that you are of
the same race as these heroes. Every man,
woman and child in this country should see
it.

“Old Ironsides”
James Cruze Makes Tremendously Thrilling and
Entertaining Picture on Truly Gigantic Scale
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“Sin Cargo”
Melodramatic Story of Pearl Smuggling with
Romance and Jazz Offers Good Entertainment

N OT so hectic as its title, but at the same

time a corking good melodrama of pearl

smuggling with a twist to the plot that brings

in a wild jazz party on a yacht and a climax

in which the vessel is blown up. “Sin Car-

go” a Tiffany production should prove a good

attraction for the average theatre.

The opening scenes develop in a pleasing

and amusing manner the romance between

the hero, a sea captain and the sister of a

pearl smuggler. With the arrest and dis-

grace of the hero for bringing in pearls se-

creted in an idol and taking the blame for

Samuel Ev Rork presents
“The Blonde Saint”

With Lewis Stone and Doris Kenyon
Based on French Whitman’s novel,

“The Isle of Life”
Directed by Svend Gade
A First National Picture

CAST:
Sebastian Mature Lewis Stone
Anne Bellamy Doris Kenyon
Fannin Ann Rork
Annibale Gilbert Rowland
Ilario Oesarte Gravina
Pamfo.-t Malcolm Denny
Tito Leo White

Length—6,800 feet.

Italian novelist adores an American girl

who resents his affairs with women. Kid-
napping her on a steamer they reach an
island off Sicily where his gentleness to her

and work in aiding the natives during a
plague finally wins her over. Pleasing ro-

mance in gorgeously beautiful settings.

W ITH a title that suggests melodrama,

this type of entertainment is offered

In its most lurid form in “While London

Sleeps” Rin-Tin-Tin’s newest starring ve-

hicle for Warner Brothers.

Set in the London slums in the Limehouse

District, with a story built up around the

tireless efforts of Scotland Yard to capture

a super-clever and elusive criminal known
as

,
“The Hawk” who is aided by his dog

kipty who has been taught to scent the po-

^ce. -anc^ involving; unavailing efforts to cap-

ture. .thus, arch-criminal, there has been

|>r£Ujg-ht into the story a >vj|d a,pp-man, who

his sweetheart’s sake the theme becomes
good melodrama with the interest and sym-

pathy well' placed. The climax comes when
the former captain ships as a sailor aboard the

villain’s private yacht which is being used

for a crowd that one of the sailors character-

izes as “Sin Cargo.” The heroine, learning

the truth about her brother sacrifices her-

self to save him and comes aboard with the

villain, but is rescued by the hero. The plot

is given the unusual twist of showing the

rascally brother proving the real hero in this

situation by blowing up the yacht and losing

his own life in atonement for the trouble he

has brought on others.

A well selected cast of well-known players

capably portray the different roles and Gas-

nier has directed the story so that it keeps

the interest well sustained. The jazz scenes,

EVEN if there were no other points in its

favor the Samuel Rork production for

First National “The Blonde Saint” would
still offer good entertainment from a pictor-

ial angle with its gorgeously beautiful exter-

ior scenes depicting the rugged Italian coast,

the picturesque natives and the exceptionally

fine and convincing types selected to depict

these people.

In addition to these scenes, some of which
are almost breath-taking in their beauty, there

is a romantic story that harmonizes with the

colorful surroundings. It is to this island,

known as the Island of Life that a famous
novelist brings a girl who spurned him and
naturally she realizes her error before the

final fade-out is reached.

In addition to the ardent romance, the

story has a melodramatic twist, with a ven-
detta between father and son-in-law, brigands

belongs to The Hawk. We see this monster
swinging along the rafters and fighting with
the dog over food, also being used by his

master to scamper from tree to tree and
into a Window to kidnap the police inspec-

tor’s daughter, and the climax pictures the

girl locked in a room with this monster
straining to break his chains, and Rin-Tin-
Tin arriving just in time to save her. While
over-drawn and not at all convincing there

is a purely physical thrill in some of these

scenes and there is a good punch in the way
Rin-Tin-Tin clambers up a wall, and through
the skylight to the girl’s rescue and struggles

with the ape-man.
As always, this magnificent dog’s work is

wonderful, rivets the attention and holds the

interest and will please his multitude of

fans. The work of the supporting cast is

capable and there is an interesting romance

while snappy, are not overdone. Shirley-

Mason and Robert Frazer are capital in the

leading roles.

Tiffany presents
“Sin Cargo”

With Shirley Mason and Robert Frazer
Directed by Louis J. Gasnier

CAST:
Eva Gibson .....Shirley Mason
Capt. Russell Robert Frazer
Harry Gibson Earl Metcalfe
Jim Darrall Lewford Davidson
Mary Wickham Gertrude Astor
Capt. Barry Pat Harmon

Length—6,100 feet

Capt. Russell, innocent victim of smug-
gling scheme, shields Gibson because of his
love for his sister. Eve, and is disgraced.
Later he saves Eve. who has been taken
aboard Darrell’s yacht, and wins back her
love. Exciting romantic melodrama.

who seek the hero’s wealth and a real serial

type of thrill in the stone-flooring of an an-

cient temple which traps the unwary and
turning on a pivot drops them into the sea

several hundred feet below.

Both of the featured players give excel-

lent performances and are assisted by a fine

cast. Ann Rork and Gilbert Roland are thor-

oughly convincing types for the native

couple fitting right in with their picturesque

surroundings.

“The Blond Saint” holds the interest with
its pleasing romance and more than satis-

fies the eye with its pictorial beauty.

besides the excitement of the police-crook

angle.

Warner Bros. Presents
“While London Sleeps”
Starring Rin-Tin-Tin

Directed by Walter Morosco
CAST:

Rinty Rin-Tin-Tin
Dale Bnrke Helene Costello
Thomas Hallard Walter Merrill
Foster John Patrick
The Hawk Otto Matiesen
Inspector Burke Dewitt Jennings

Length—5,810 feet.

Rinty. police dog owned by noted Lon-
don criminal, “The Hawk,” is captured by
police and used as lure to capture his for-
mer master. This dog also saves Dale,
daughter of the Inspector from attack by
The Hawk’s wild ape man. Exciting melo-
drama with dog hero.

“The Blonde Saint”
Lewis Stone and Doris Kenyon in Pleasing
Romance Filmed in Beautiful Surroundings

“While London Sleeps”
Rin-Tin-Tin Is Star of Lurid Police-Crook
Melodrama of London’s Limehouse District
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“The Canyon of Light”
In Typical Role and as Doughboy Motorcycle
Rider, Tom Mix Should Satisfy His Admirers

A N unusual sight is offered Tom Mix
fans in “The Canyon of Light” his

newest feature for Fox, that of seeing him

William Fox Presents
Tom Mix

And Tony, the Wonder Horse, in

“The Canyon of Light”
A Benjamin Stoloff Production

CASTt
Tom Mills Tom Mix
Concha Deane Dorothy Divan
Ed Bardin Carl Miller

jerry Ralph Sipperly

Ricardo Deane Barry Norton
Ellen Bardin Carmelita Geraghty

Length—5,399 Feet
Tom’s Buddy is killed in France and Tom

is invited to visit his buddy’s family, hut

his brother-in-law who has become a bandit

poses as Tom. Eventually the gang is cap-

tured and Tom wins his buddy’s sister.

Entertaining, actionful Tom Mix western.

y
ACKING IN PLOT and almost devoid

I j of real dramatic suspense, “The Can-

adian” seems destined to please the Meighan
fans. The story is not strong, but it is

fluently if not tersely told, and is set in

the wheat fields of Manitoba, yielding in-

teresting and picturesque background for a

simple story of a girl who finds it difficult

to make the shift from London society to

the rough and ready life on the Canadian
prairies.

Her chief objection is to her brother’s

wife. Meighan jokingly suggests that he

will marry a squaw to keep house for him
and Nora offers to take the squaw’s place

so far as the housekeeping is concerned.

BEN BURBRIDGE, American explorer

and big game hunter, penetrated the

heart of the African jungles in search of

:gorillas, to obtain adult specimens for the

museums and to bring back some of the in-

fant animals alive. He accomplished both

purposes and met with exciting adventures

in doing so, and a camera record of his trek

of about 3,000 miles is being offered by
F. B. O. as a 4,362 foot feature.

The highlight of the film is, of course, the

bagging of the gorillas and considering the

circumstances he has secured excellent pic-

tures, especially one where an enormous
male is shown approaching the camera. The
film shows also a tribe of cannibals that his

safari met on the tour and, what is especially

interesting, are pictures of a visit to a tribe

astride a new kind of steed, a motorcycle
on the battlefields of France, with Tom
dressed in khaki with trench helmet and all.

But this is only an interlude in the story

for in the opening scenes and for most of

the footage he is his regular western self

in congenial surroundings with his pony
Tony to keep him company.
The romantic element in this Mix offer-

ing is strongly emphasized and there is

plenty off action and punch melodrama in-

cluding a scene where a bandit is about
to be hung and Tom shoots the rope, free-

ing him, and is led out to take his place.

There is also a plentiful leavening of fights

and hard riding, bandits, rodeo stuff, etc.,

to appeal to the western fans.

Tom’s rule suits him to a T while Dorothy
Dwan is an atractive heroine with Carl

Miller doing good work as the villain.

Gradually love springs up, but it is not

until he is sending her back to England, be-

lieving that this is what she desires, that

her love breaks down her pride, and all ends

happily.

There is a wealth of local color, notably

in the early scenes, and the locale is suffi-

ciently interesting to hold the attention in

spite of the slow tempo followed in the

development of the plot.

Mr. Meighan is his usual easy, unconscious

self, rising to no great dramatic moments,
but being always interesting. Mona Palma,

as the girl, makes no very strong appeal,

but plays acceptably. Wyndham Standing,

as the brother, holds his own well, but Dale

Fuller, as the wife, gains the real acting

honors : the one strongly drawn character

in the cast. Charles Winninger does good
work as a semi-comic relief.

of pygmies whose weapons are poisoned ar-

rows and whose friendship he bought by
presents of salt and safety pins. The latter

they stuck through their nostrils and i.sed

as ornaments. This is said to be the first

time this tribe has been filmed.

Mr. Burbridge’s adventures were not con-

fined to strange native tribes and gorillas,

for there are thrilling scenes showing the

hunting and bagging of an elephant, which
the natives promptly tore to bits, three lions

and various other animals, a meeting with
an enormous python, strange types of liz-

ards and the fording of a stream infested

with crocodiles and a herd of hippopatimi.

Altogether, it is an interesting and exciting

pictorial record that should prove a pop-
ular attraction.

Ralph Sipperly furnishes comedy relief and
Barry Norton has an effective death scene
on the French battlefield, just like he does
in “What Price Glory.” Carmelita Geraghty
in a different role, sympathetic this time, is

entirely satisfactory.

In striving for thrills in the climax, the direc-

tor has rather overplayed the situation with
the continual falling to pieces of buildings
in a deserted village ending with a fight on
top of a big building with additions to it

like steps that cave in or tumble over one
by one, however, this should prove a popu-
lar attraction with the Mix fans.

"The Canadian” looks much better than
it sounds.

Adolph Zukor and Jesse L. Lasky Present
Thomas Meighan in
“The Canadian.”

Based on play by W. Somerset Maugham.
Directed by William Beaudine.

A Paramount Picture.
CAST:

Frank Naylor Thomas Meighan
Nora Mona Palma
Ed Marsh Wyndham Standing
Gertie .Dale Fuller
Pop Tyson Charles AVinninger
Buck Golder Billie Butts

Length—7,773 feet.

Nora Marsh, sister of English settler, finds
life intolerable and becomes Frank’s wife
to extent of making a home for him. Dis-
taste gradually turns to love when romance
seems hopelessly wrecked. Entertaining
drama of the Northwest.

“The Cheerful Fraud”
(Continued from page 440)

handled so as to extract every possible smite.

The opening scenes with Denny vainly

striving to get the girl to walk under his

umbrella, including one where he borrows a

big one from a truck, are thoroughly amus-
ing, as are the situations where he is striv-

ing to get rid of the woman who has in-

vaded the house in an effort to blackmail

his employer. There are several other laugh-

able sequences.

“The Canadian”
Meighan Will Please His Army of Admirers in

Slender but Entertaining Story of Northwest

“The Gorilla Hunt”
Rurbridge’s Adventures with Wild Animals
and Strange Natives Make an Exciting Film



F. B. O,

ARIZONA STREAK. (5 reels). Star, Tom
Tyler with pals. Just a fair western show;
not much action to it. Frankie Darro is

good in this one. Tone O. K. fair appeal.
Sunday, special no. Draw town, rural class,

town S96. Admission 10-25. Mrs. S. J. Brown
& Son, Phoenix Theatre (200 seats), Neola,
Iowa.

BROADWAY GALLANT. (6 reels). Star,

Richard Talmadge. Where do they get that
title for this picture? Nothing about Broad-
way in it; but it is a good picture and it

brought in the money. Print good. Tone
good. Sunday yes, special no. Stephen G.
Brenner, Eagle Theatre, Baltimore.

COLLEGE BOOB. Star, Lefty Flynn. His
last for F. B. O. and it is a good picture
of the Charles Ray type and should please
the action fans. Very good for me. Print,
tone, appeal good. Sunday yes, special no.
Stephen G. Brenner, Eagle Theatre, Balti-
more, Maryland.

COWBOY MUSKETEER. Star, Tom Tyler.
This is a fine little program picture and
should please western fans most anywhere.
Had this on Saturday night and had a very
good house and with a two reel comedy, the
audience enjoyed it very much. Tone good,
appeal 90 per cent. Sunday yes, special no.
Draw working class, town 600. Admission
10-25, 15-35. W. C. Snyder, Cozy Theatre
(265 seats), Lamont, Oklahoma.

HANDS ACROSS THE BORDER. (6 reels).
Star, Fred Thomson. A very clever western
and pleased most everyone who saw it. Tone
good, appeal 85 per cent. Sunday yes, spe-
cial no. Draw mixed class, town 150. Ad-
mission 10-30. Robert W. Hines, Hines The-
atre (250 seats), Loyalton, So. Dakota.

LONE HAND SAUNDERS. Star, Fred
Thomson. A pretty good picture but don’t
think it is as good as some he has made.
Did good business Friday and Saturday.
Tone O. K., appeal good. Sunday if you want
westerns that day. Special no. Draw town,
rural class, town 896. Admission 10-25. Mrs.
S. J. Brown & Son, Phoenix Theatre (200
seats), Neola, Iowa.

MIDNIGHT FLYER. (6,080 feet). Star,

Cullen Landis. A god railroad drama.
Pleased a fair patronage. Tone good, appeal
85 per cent. Sunday, special no. Draw gen-
eral class, city 23,000. Admission 10-25. Ed
C. Curdts, Bijou Theatre (300 seats), Green-
ville, So. Carolina.

PRINCE OF PEP. Star, R. Talmadge. The
usual Talmadge picture; pleased however.
Tone fair, appeal 75 per cent. Draw gen-
eral class, city 23.000. Admission 10-25. Ed
C. Curdts, Bijou Theatre (300 seats), Green-
ville, So. Carolina.

TWO GUN MAN. Star, Fred Thomson. One
of Fred’s best: it will please all Fred’s fans,
and they are many. Stay with this type,
Fred. Draw town, rural class, town 2,500.

Admission 10-25. S. H. Rich, Rich Theatre
(450 seats), Montpelier, Idaho.

First National

ABRAHAM LINCOLN. (9,759 feet). George
Billings as Lincoln. Think I was the last

person to buy this picture which is old and
then some. But if it was three years older
I would still advise every exhibitor who has
not used it to buy it. The price is within
the reach of the small town and the picture
is a real credit to the industry, bringing out
people who are in no sense of the word

Boys, we volunteer these re-

ports as unbiased tips on pictures

we have played. You can de-

pend on us, as brother exhibitors,

to play fair; these tips are not
paid for—they are given to you
for better booking your shows.
Because we set the example by

sending tips we have the right to

urge you to do likewise. If we
are helping you, as we try to do,

turn in and help us by sending
your picture tips.

OUR GANG.

“movie fans.” Guy C. Sawyer, Town Hall,
Chester, Vermont.

LOST WORLD. (9,700 feet). Star cast.

This is a little old, but did good business
for us on Wednesday and Thursday. Tone
O. K., appeal good. Sunday and special yes
(if not too old for latter). Draw town, rural
class, town 896. Admission 10-25. Mrs. S.

J. Brown & Son, Phoenix Theatre (200 seats),

Neola, Iowa.

RAINBOW RILEY. Star, Johnny Hines.
This picture was reported by Harrison as
being the poorest of any from this star. I

do not know where he got his information
but I do know he was wrong. This picture,
wlhile not his best, will average as a usual
Hines offering. Appeal 65 per cent. Sunday,
special no. Draw most classes, town 2,900.

Admission 10-25, 15-35. A. E. Andrews, Op-
era House (486 seats), Emporium, Penn.

SALLY. (8,039 feet). Star, Colleen Moore.
A good program picture and was enjoyed by
those who saw it, but didn’t get very many
out for some reason. Made just a little more
than expenses. This picture a little old, but
should go over very well most anywhere.
Tone fine, appeal 90 per cent. Sunday yes,

special no. Draw general class, town 600.

Admission 10-25, 15-35. W. <3. Snyder. Cozy
Theatre (265 seats), Lamont, Oklahoma.

Fox

JOHNSTOWN FLOOD. (6.293 feet). Star
cast. A picture that will take anywhere in
the East, as our mothers, fathers and grand-
parents recall it and to us it is romantic
history in appeal. Tone good, appeal excel-
lent. Sunday, special yes. Draw all classes,
town 4,000. Admission 15-25. E. C. Bays,
Globe Theatre (275 seats), Buena Vista,
Virginia.

A MAN FOUR SQUARE. Star, Buck Jones.
Good western drama: action galore and
plenty of thrills. What more could you
ask with popularity of Buck? Drew well and
pleased all. Tone good, appeal 75 per cent.

Sunday yes, special no. Draw general class,

city 23.000. Admission 10-25. Ed C. Curdts,
Bijou Theatre (300 seats), Greenville, South
Carolina.

RUSTLING FOR CUPID. Star, George
O’Brien. Only fair. I call this an average
picture. Draw town, rural class, town 2,500.

Admission 10-25. S. H. Rich, Rich Theatre
(450 seats), Montpelier, Idaho.

YANKEE SENOR. (4,900 feet). Star, Tom
Mix. It seems as though Fox is not putting
Mix in the right sort of stuff. They should
put him in action and if he doesn’t want
action, get some one who will put action

into the westerns. Jones has him beat a

thousand miles. Tone and appeal good.
Sunday yes, special no. Draw working’
class, city 14,000. Admission 10-20. G. M.
Bertling, Favorite Theatre (168 seats),
Piqua, Ohio.

YELLOW FINGERS. (8.294 feet). Star
cast. As good a picture of that kind as I

have seen for a long time. But it did not
go for me and if you can get it over, why
go to it. Cast and acting good. Tone and
appeal ditto. Sunday yes, special no. Draw
working class, city 14,000. Admission 10-20.

G. M. Bertling, Favorite Theatre (168 seats),

Piqua, Ohio.

Metro - Qoldwyn

AUCTION BLOCK. (6,230 feet). Stars,

Charles Ray, Eleanor Boardman. One of the
best pictures I have played for a long time.

Tone good, appeal 100 per cent. Sunday good,

special no. J. H. Heick, Allen Theatre, Allen,

Kansas.

BEVERLY OF GRAUSTARK. (6,710 feet).

Star, Marion Davies. This is a peach of a

picture that lost me money because I paid

about three times what my good common
sense told me not to do. For a high priced

special that flopped in a small town Metro-

wins the brown derby. H. L. Beudon, Grand
Theatre, Port Allegany, Pennsylvania.

BLARNEY. Stars, R. Graves, Renee
Adoree. Terrible: reminds one of pictures

ten or twelve years ago. Nothing to the
story. Overdrawn acting and unwholesome.
Appeal null and void. Sunday, special no.

H. P. McFadden, Reel Theatre, Natoma, Kan-
sas.

BLACKBIRD. (6,686 feet). Star, Lon
Chaney. Was liked by most of men and
boys. Chaney does some wonderful acting.

A few women said it was a good picture.

Draw town, country class, town 860. Ad-
mission 10-25. Oren J. Spalti, Strand Thea-
tre (235 seats), Pleasantville, Iowa.

BLACKBIRD. (6,686 feet). Star, Lon
Chaney. Lon Chaney is no drawing card at

my theatre and under this condition the
picture failed to please. The print was very
poor. Tone no, appeal none here. Sunday,
special no. Draw town, country class, town
350. Admission 15-25. J. M. Stornbrake,
Allen Theatre (350 seats), Allen, Kansas.

BROWN OF HARVARD. (7.941 feet).

Stars, William Haines, Mary Brian. Mighty
good. Personally thought Brown a little too
smart in the early part of the picture: other-
wise it cannot be criticised. Please don't
overlook Mary Brian as a comer. Have
seen greater beauties but she’s a neat little

bit of feminism. Played this picture at an
opportune time and made a little money. If

Metro so-called specials compared with this

picture in audience appeal they could do a
little less bragging. Tone good, appeal fine.

Sunday, special yes. H. L. Beudon, Grand
Theatre, Port Allegany, Pennsylvania.

BROWN OF HARVARD. (7.941 feet).

This is certainly a fine picture and you can’t

go wrong on booking this one. Price they
asked for it was also right. Lots of enter-
tainment and comedy. Tone good, appeal 90
per cent. Special no. Draw town, country
class, town 860. Admission 10-25. Oren J
Spalti. Strand Theatre (235 seats), Pleasant-
ville, Iowa.

CONQUERING POWER. Star, Rudolph
Valentino. One of the old Rex Ingram pic-
tures with Valentino in the cast. Did a big
business here because of the popular reac-
tion after Valentino's death. The picture,
however, is not very good. Tone fair, ap-
peal (outside of star draw) weak. No spe-
cial. Mitchell Conerv, Columbia Theatre,
Rensselaer, New York.
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Paramount

ACE OP CADS. (7 reels). Star, Adolphe
Menjou. The only thing- that brought them
in was Menjou and then they kicked about
the story. Played it one day and broke
even. Sunday yes, special no. R. A. Preuss,
Arvada Theatre, Arvada, Colorado.

ALOMA OP SOUTH SEAS. (8,544 feet),
Star, Gilda Grey. Everyone seemed to enjoy
this picture, as it was full of action from
the word go. Good cast, and very well
acted. Appeal good. Sunday and special no.
Draw mixed class, town 1,800. Admission
25. Fred S. Widenor, Opera House (492
seats), Belvedere, New Jersey.

BEHIND THE FRONT. (5,525 feet).
Stars, Beery-Hatton. A much heralded com-
edy that fulfilled expectations. Did a nice
business; this in spite of two radios for
every three persons, going full blast, broad-
casting the Dempsey-Tunney fight. Guy C.

Sawyer, Town Hall, Chester, Vermont.

BEHIND THE FRONT. (5,525 feet).
Stars, Hatton-Beery. Another good comedy
that we played and sent all the receipts into
the exchange. Played it repeat date and
took in eight dollars. Picture O. K., but cost
too much. Town 600. Admission 10-30. E.
•C. Silverthorne, Liberty Theatre, Martins-
ville Michigan.

BORN TO THE WEST. (6,045 feet). Star,
Jack Holt. A Zane Grey western that went
over nicely and pleased everyone. It is

jammed with action, packed with fights and
blood, and is as wild and wooly as they
make ’em. Raymond Hatton furnished the
•comedy and does it well. Tone, Sunday O.
K. Good appeal. Draw all classes, town
3,000. Admission 10-30. M. W. Larmour,
National Theatre (430 seats), Graham, Texas.

BORN TO THE WEST. (6,045 feet). Star,
Jack Holt. A fine western picture and with
author’s name behind it, is very easy to ex-
ploit. We showed to good business and
everyone was pleased. Admission 10-30. E.
C. Silverthorne, Liberty Theatre (225 seats),
Harrisville, Michigan.

DIPLOMACY. (6,050 feet). Star, Blanche
Sweet. Just as ordinary drama that failed
to draw or please here. I have an idea there
are too many counts and countesses and
barons in it for my bunch. Tone O. K. Fair
appeal. Special no. Draw all classes, town
3,000. Admission 10-30. M. W. Larmour, Na-
tional Theatre (430 seats), Graham, Texas.

DESERT GOLD. (6,850 feet). Zane Grey
story. New faces in this Zane Grey helped
to make it more interesting. The same cast
in too many Grey pictures was beginning to
make them seem too similar. Guy C. Saw-
yer, Town Hall, Chester, Vermont.

ENCHANTED HILL. Star, Jack Holt. A
dandy western. All kinds of thrills. Play it

if you have not already done so. Floyd G.
'Ward, Ward Theatre, Stark, Kansas.

FOR HEAVEN’S SAKE. (5,395 feet).
Star, Harold Lloyd. We have the some com-
plaint to make as on all other Lloyd pic-
tures—we furnish the show, do all the work
and send the money to the exchange. This
is the last Lloyd picture we can run at
present terms. Picture okay, but nothing
big enough to go wild about. E. C. Silver-
thorn, Liberty Theatre. Admission 10-30.
Harrisville, Michigan,

GOLDEN PRINCESS. (.8,364 feet). Star,
Betty Bronson. A western story by Bret
Harte, and a good one. But—the title is
misleading. Sounded too much like a fairy
tale and many, associating Betty Bronson
with a Peter Pan role, did not come to see
how really good she was in this outdoor
western story. Those who came liked it.
•Guy C. Sawyer, Town Hall; Chester, Vermont.

HANDS UP. Star, Raymond Griffith. A
real likeable picture. Lots of thrills. Spe-
cial no. Floyd G. Ward, Ward Theatre,
Stark (town of 400), Kansas.

IT’S THE OLD ARMY GAME. (6,889 feet).
Star, W. C. Fields. It’s the old army game
for sure—a big flop for us and was sold to
us as special. Had a small 'house who were
only half amused. E. C. Silverthorn, Liberty
Theatre (225 seats), Harrisville, Michigan.

MOVING PICTURE WORLD

Don’t forget that Laugh Month
is coming along. Exhibitors will

want every picture to ring the bell

more than ever at that time, when
public attention is concentrated
on the screen.

The tips you send will guide a
host of exhibitors in placing their

dates.

Help put Laugh Month over
with a hurrah! Send tips on good
Laugh Month pictures.

IT’S THE OLD ARMY GAME. (6,SS9 feet).
Star, W. C. Fields. Just a lot of bunk,
strung together with a lot of senseless,
talky subtitles. My crowd couldn’t see it at
all. Fields, here, is not a box office star and
the title meant nothing, as the crowd was
very slim. Lost big money on it. Louise
Brooke may become a box office star in time
if she has the right pictures, but I have my
doubts about Fields. He does all right in

support of a real star, but fails to click by
himself. Picture had too many subtitles.
Tone, Sunday O. K. Not much appeal. M.
W. Larmour, National Theatre, Graham,
Texas.

IRISH LUCK. (7.000 feet). Star, Thomas
Meighan. A good picture of the unusual
type. Floyd G. Ward, Ward's Theatre, Stark,
Kansas.

KID BOOTS. (6 reels). Star, Eddie Can-
tor. Don’t know how to rate this picture.

Of course I liked it—but it didn’t draw worth
a darn. The few who came were mostly all

men—a few flappers mixed in. Poor appeal.
Special no. R. A. Preuss, Arvada Theatre,
Arvada, Colorado.

LADY OF THE HAREM. Star, Ernest
Torrence. This picture pleased everybody.
Tone, apeal fair. Sunday, special no. Mixed
class, town 1,800. Admission 25. Fred S.

Widenor, Opera House (492 seats), Belvidere,

New Jersey.

LIGHT OF WESTERN STARS. Star, Jack
Holt featured. Zane Grey story, one of the
better of the Zane Greys. Jack Holt had
to share honors with Noah Beery in this

one. The Zane Grey pictures draw well for

me, but I am beginning to hide after the
show, for so many hunt me up to say the
picture was not like the book. Guv C. Saw-
yer, Town Hall, Chester, Vermont.

LORD JIM. Star, Percy Marmorit. It’s the
bunk here: they walked out on this one.

Floyd G. Ward, Ward’s Theatre, admission
15-25, Stark, Kansas.

LOVERS IN (QUARANTINE. (6,570 feet).
Star, Bebe Daniels. A good picture, well
received; acting good. Tone good, appeal 90
per cent. Sunday yes, special no. Admis-
sion 20-35. R. P. Mollohan, Grantsville The-
atre (250 seats), Grantsville, West Virginia.

LOVERS IN QUARANTINE. (6,570 feet).

Star. Bebe Daniels. Very good; pleased a
small audience. Tone and Sunday O. K. No
as special. Draw merchant, farming clas-
ses, town 3,300. Admission 15-30. P. L. Vann,
Opera House (600 seats), Greenville, Ala.

MAN WHO FOUND HIMSELF. Star, Tom
Meighan. Very interesting story that pleased
everyone. Film condition good. Seven reels
in length—one too many. But don’t pass
this one up. It’s good. Tone good, appeal
85 per cent. Sunday yes, special no. Draw
mixed class, town 150. Admission 10-30.
Robert W. Hines, Hines Theatre (300 seats),
Loyalton, So. Dakota.

NELL GWYN. Star, Dorothy Gish. Very
fine picture, but did not pull for ms, or sat-
isfy our audience. Tone good, appeal fair.

Sunday, special no. Draw mixed class, town
1.800. Admission 25. Fred 3. Widenor, Opera
House (492 seats), Belvidere, New Jersey.

NEW BROOMS. (5,443 feet). Paramount
goes better with me than all the balance.
If it’s Paramount they say they do not care.
So much for advertising—all it has to be
is Paramount. This was a Paramount. R.
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P. Mollohan, Grantsville Theatre (250 seats),
Grantsville, West Virginia.

PALM BEACH GIRL. (6,918 feet). Star,
Bebe Daniels. Very good. Bebe does good
work and it’s a dandy story. Draw town
and rural class, town 2,500. Admission 10 -

25. S. H. Rich, Rich Theatre (450 seats),
Montpelier, Idaho.

RAINMAKER. (6,025 feet). Star cast.
This picture was sold to us as special, but
the picture was no better than our regular
program productions. Buy at program price
and run, but if for a special, look out for it.

I class it as only a fair picture. Town 600.
Admission 10-30. E. C. Silverthorn, Liberty
Theatre, Martinsville, Michigan.

RUNAWAY. (6,216 feet). This picture
pleased the majority, but it did not draw
for some reason. A mixture of the flapper
story and the Kentucky Hill Billies. Tone
good, appeal 75 per cent. Sunday yes, spe-
cial no. Draw town, country class, town
420. Admission 10-25-35.- H. V.' Ritter, Mc-
Donald Theatre, McDonald, Kansas.

SEVEN KEYS TO BALDPATE. Star,

Douglas MacLean. One of MacLean’s best

;

took good. Draw small town, rural class.

Floyd G. Ward, Ward Theatre, Stark, Kan-
sas.

SHOCK PUNCH. (6,151 feet). Star, Rich-
ard Dix. Good comedy drama with enoug-h

action and comedy to please anyone. Bad
weather cut down the attnedance but those
who came were pleased. Gunboat Smith was
a good foil for Dix in pictures of this

type. Comments were made that the pic-

ture did not very closely follow the story
which appeared in Liberty Magazine. Guy
C. Sawyer, Town Hall, Chester, Vermont.

SHOW-OFF. (7 reels). Star, Ford Sterling.

Played to very poor business. The picture
failed to please. Ford Sterling is a good
comedian but he couldn’t get the laughs in

this. Tone O. K. Appeal none, Sunday O.K.,
special no. Draw all types, town 3,000. Ad-
mission 10-30. M. W. Larmour, National
Theatre (430 seats), Graham, Texas

SHOW-OFF. (7 reels). Star, Ford Sterling.

Good comedy; pleased everyone. Sterling
was at his height in a feature of this kind.
Tone good, appeal fair. Sunday yes, spe-
cial no. Draw mixed class, town 1,800. Ad-
mission 25. Fred S. Widenor, Opera House
(492 seats), Belvidere, New Jersey.

SHOW-OFF. (7 reels). Star, Ford Sterling.
This was a good comedy and the patrons
were well pleased. Print and accessories
good. Tone good, appeal 100 per cent. Sun-
day yes, special no. Draw town and coun-
try class, town 350. Admission 15-25. J. M.
Stornbrake, Allen Theatre (350 seats), Allen,
Kansas.

THE SHOW OFF. (7 reels). Star, Ford
Sterling. Just an ordinary picture for pro-
gram theatres, not big enough for first class,
not a punch to this picture. Johnny Jones,
Orpheum Theatre, Quincy, 111.

SOCIAL CELEBRITY. (6,025 feet). Star,

Adolpe Menjou. Very good Menjou vehicle.
Miss Brooks looks good to me. She’s a new
one. (You may send your photo if you
will). Tone, appeal good. Not a special.
Draw better class, town 4,500. Admission
10-20. Carl A. Anglemire, “Y” Theatre, Naz-
areth, Pennsylvania.

SOCIAL CELEBRITY. (6,025 feet). Star,
Adolphe Menjou. First one we have run of
Menjou’s and will say it went over fine; very
good from the beginning and will recom-
mend it highly. E. C. Silverthorn, Liberty
Theatre, admission 10-30, Harrisville, Michi-
gan.

SO’S YOUR OLD MAN. (6,347 feet). Star,

W. C. Fields. Fields redeems himself in this
picture; a knockout with a consistent com-
edy-drama story. Boost it strong. It will

get the money. Give him his juggling tools
back. Tone good, appeal great. Sunday, spe-
cial yes. Draw family class, city 40,000.
Admission 10-50. Johnny Jones, Washington
& Orpheum Theatres (1,000 seats), Quincy,
Illinois.

SPANIARD. (6.676 feet). Star, Ricardo
Cortez. A good picture that although com-
pared with The Sheik, is not as good, nor
does it have the drawing power of the Val-
entino film. It is not worth an increased
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admission although Paramount rated it as
above program offering. Guy C. Sawyer,
Town Hall, Chester, Vermont.

STAGE STRUCK. (6,691 leet). Star,

Gloria Swanson. She seems to go for me as
she is well liked here, but in this she is a
long ways from being in a real picture.
Tone fair, appeal good. Sunday yes, special
no. Draw working class, city 14,000. Ad-
mission 10-20. G. M. Bertling, Favorite
Theatre (16S seats), Piqua, Ohio.

THAT’S MV BABY. (6,905 feet). Star,

Douglas MacLean. Very good: nearly every-
body pleased and I thought it was the best
one I had seen of MacLean. Tone, appeal
good. Sunday yes, special no. Town and
farm class, town 600. Admission 10-30, 15-

35. H. W. Batchelder, Galt Theatre (175
seats), Galt, California.

THATS MY BABY. (6,905 feet). Star.

Douglas MacLean. This was a peach of a
comedy but only a Harold Lloyd comedy
will bring us any business. One of Mac-
Lean’s best comedies. Good tone and appeal.
Not a special. Draw better class, town 4,-

500. Admission 10-20. C. A. Anglemire, “Y”
Theatre (400 seats), Nazareth, Penn.

TO THE LAST MAN. (6,965 feet). This
is worth going back after. I had to pump
blood out of my basement all next day, but
the people who like that sort of thing liked
this and it is a well produced story. Chas.
Lee Hyde, Grand Theatre, Pieree, So. Da-
kota.

VANISHING AMERICAN. (10,060 feet).
Star, Richard Dix. A wonderful picture and
a very true one; good comments. But, oh
Lord—what a print! I am through buying
old pictures. Tone good, appeal 100 per cent.
Sunday, special yes. Draw general class,

town 2,200. Admission 10-25. A. F. Jenkins,
Community Theatre, David City, Nebraska.

1VOMANHANDLED, (8,705 feet). Star,
Richard Dix. Nice program picture, pleased
small crowd. Tone and Sunday O. K. Spe-
cial no. Draw farming, merchant classes,
town 3,300. Admission 15-30. P. L. Vann,
Opera House (600 seats), Greenville, Ala-
bama.

\VOMANHANDLED. (8,705 feet). Star,
Richard Dix. Fair comedy with a good star—poor print Not a very good combination,
but you can’t dodge the truth, brothers, so
there it is! Tone fair, appeal 50 per cent.
Sunday, special no. Draw general class,
town 2,200. Admission 10-25. A. F. Jenkins,
Community Theatre, David City, Nebraska.

YOU’D BE SURPRISED. (5,994 feet). Star,
Raymond Griffith. Just a two-reel comedy
in scope. Good picture for “nuts” but none
here—picture flopped. Tone O. K. Fair ap-
peal. Sunday or special no. Admission 10-
50. Johnny Jones, Washington & Orpheum
Theatres, Quincy. 111.

Pathe

DEVIL HORSE. Star, Rex (horse). This pic-
ture is good and will draw about average. I

consider it on a par with the two other pic-
tures. Draw town and rural, town 2,500.
Admission 10-25. S. H. Rich, Rich Theatre
(450 seats), Montpelier, Idaho.

Producers Dist. Corp -

SHIPWRECKED. (5,865 feet). Star, Jo-
seph Schildkraut. Star is the only thing
that puts this over. Joseph Schildkraut
stands in a class by himself and will bring
in big money if used in the right type of
pictures. Tone,_ appeal good. Sunday yes,
special no. Stephen G. Brenner, Eagle Thea-
tre, Baltimore, Maryland.

United Artists

TUMBLEWEEDS. (8 reels). Star, W. S.

Hart. Hart staging another comeback.
Very good picture that drew well and
pleased. Guy iC. Sawyer, Town Hall, Ches-
ter, Vermont.

MOVING PICTURE WORLD

A tip in the mail is worth two in

the drawer. Send in your blanks every

week, whether you report one picture

or six. There are exhibitors who find

your reports in agreement with their

experience in pictures you’ve both

played. They are following you. Keep
the tips coming!

Universal

ARIZONA SWEEPSTAKES. (5.418 feet).
Star, Hoot Gibson, Good western, only a
lot of it was supposed to have been taken
in San Francisco’s Chinatown; but Hoot is

well liked here and I had a fair crowd, so
I would say book it. Tone and appeal good.
Sunday yes, special no. Draw town and
farm class, town 600. Admission 10-30, 15-

35. H. W. Batchelder, Galt Theatre (175
seats), Galt, California.

CALGARY STAMPEDE. (5,924 feet). Star,

Hoot Gibson. Very good Saturday night pic-
ture. Hoot is quite popular here and his
pictures are easy to exploit. Tone and ap-
peal good. E. C. Silverthorn, Liberty Thea-
tre, Martinsville, Michigan.

CALIFORNIA STRAIGHT AHEAD. (7,238
feet). Star, Reginald Denny. This is

a picture that raised almost a riot
of laughter, especially among the chil-
dren. The star, of course, is Denny, but
most of the applause was given to Tom Wil-
son, the colored man. Sunday or special no.
Appeal 100 per cent. George Lodge, Green
Lantern Theatre, Claymont, Delaware.

CALIFORNIA STRAIGHT AHEAD. (7,23S
feet). Star, Reginald Denny. A darn good
racing picture of the Wallace Reid type; but
the race is too long, takes up nearly a reel
and a half. Print good. Appeal good. Sun-
day yes, special undecided. Stephen G. Bren-
ner, Eagle Theatre, Baltimore, Maryland,

DELICIOUS LITTLE FLIRT. A Valentino
reissue that will bring in the money for
you at this time when Valentino pictures
are cleaning up. Print new. Stephen G.

Brenner, Eagle Theatre, Baltimore, Maryland.

MAN IN THE SADDLE. Hoot Gibson.
This picture was a pleasant surprise to my
patrons, who do not like westerns—for it

pleased them. In fact several of my most
pronounced western haters came out and
said they really enjoyed the picture. The
western crowd liked it. The opening title

is really beautiful. There was lots of beau-
tiful scenery all the way through. The story
is very entertaining. Tone O. K. Good ap-
peal. Sunday O. K. Special no. Draw all

classes, town 3,000. Admission 10-30. M. W.
Larmour, National Theatre (430 seats), Gra-
ham, Texas.

OUTLAW’S DAUGHTER. Star, Josie Sedg-
wick. Much less action than usual in Josie

Sedgwick’s stories, but at times she was full

of alertness. Her acting was very good and
the picture very interesting. Sunday yes,

special no. Appeal 75 per cent. George
Lodge, Green Lantern Theatre, 'Claymont,

Delaware.

Warner Bros .

ACROSS THE PACIFIC. Give us some
more like this one. Pleased all. Star, Monte
Blue, and boys, he’s good in this one. Myrma
Loy as the native girl is very good. This

picture pleased men and women both. Spe-

cial above the average. Step on it and you
are sure to win. Priscilla Theatre, Lewiston,
Maine.

Miscellaneous

CAPITAL PUNISHMENT. Star, George
Hackathorne. Small crowd due to tent show,

December 11, 1926

but it was interesting from start to finish.
George Hackathorne was ideal for the part
he played. No other star could have played
it as he did. Tone good, appeal fine. Sunday
yes, special no. Draw all classes, town 4,000.
Admission 15-35. E. C. Bays, Globe Thea-
tre (275 seats), Buena Vista, Virginia.

DAMAGED GOODS. (Road show).
Worth thousands of dollars to any commun-
ity. Educational as well as entertaining. If
you have a chance to book it, play it. Tone
good, appeal 100 per cent. Sunday and spe-
cial yes. Draw oil field class, town 300. Ad-
mission 10-25. W. H. Clower, Liberty Thea-
tre (450 seats), Wirt, Oklahoma.

JAMES BOY'S. (Road show). Had a good
lobby display that got the crowd—but those
who saw it before said not half the picture
was there. Worn out. It was rotten. Draw
oil field class, town 300. Admission 10-25.
W. H. Clower, Liberty Theatre (450 seats),
Wirt, Oklahoma.

NIGHT SHIP. No stars. Just six reels of
film. Nothing to this one at all. Believe
this is poorest picture we have run in a.

long while. Tone O. K., appeal none. Sun-
day, special no. Draw town, rural class,

town 896. Admission 10-25. Mrs. S. J.

Brown & Son, Phoenix Theatre (200 seats),
Neola, Iowa.

ONE OF THE BRAVEST. Star, Ralph.
Lewis. A good program picture that did a
nice business and pleased them 90 per cent.
An exceptionally good picture to tie up with
local fire companies. Guy C. Sawyer, Town
Hall, Chester, Vermont.

RACING BLOOD. Star, Robert Agnew.
Southern racing drama that should please
any type of patronage. Print good. Stephen
G. Brenner, Eagle Theatre, Baltimore,
Maryland.

ROUGH RIDING BILL. Star, Art Mix.
Just an ordinary picture: a good story poor-
ly played. The prints were in very bad
shape. Mid-West don’t seem to care for
their features. Draw oil field class, town
300. Admission 10-25. W. H. 'Clower, Lib-
erty Theatre (400 seats), Wirt, Oklahoma.
SHADOW ON THE WALL. Star, Seena Owen.

I cannot class this as a special, but is is an
A-l program picture. Good mystery story,

good print. Tone, appeal good. Sunday yes,
special no. Stephen G. Brenner, Eagle Thea-
tre, Baltimore, Maryland.

Short Subjects

AMONG THOSE PRESENT. (Pathe-Lloyd).
Drew well considering. Print punk. Tone
good, appeal 75 per cent. Sunday no, spe-
cial questioned. Draw general class, city
23,000. Admission 10-25. Ed C. Curdts,
Bijou Theatre (300 seats), Greenville, South
Carolina.

BUSTER’S NARROW ESCAPE. (Univer-
sal-Buster Brown). Also Buster's Prize
Winner. Here are two comedies that are
one hundred percenters. You can’t go wrong
on these comedies. James D. Kennedy,
Apollo Theatre, Indianapolis, Indiana.

CUCKOO LOVE. (Pnthe-Glenn Tryon). A
very good comedy. Print good. Stephen G.
Brenner, Eagle Theatre, Baltimore, Mary-
land.

WHEN EAST MEETS YVEST. (Universal-
PeeYVee Holmes). These short western
comedies are great but they should give
Holmes better support than Ben Corbett;

he is very weak. This one is very good.

Stephen G. Brenner. Eagle Theatre, Bal-

timore, Maryland.

ANDY ’S LION TALE. (I niversal-Gumps).
Very good comedy. Print fair. Stephen G.
Brenner, Eagle Theatre, Baltimore, Mary-
land.

EXCESS BAGGAGE. (Educational-Juve-
nile). A real, honest-to-goodness comedy
that almost made ’em tear the roof off the
shack. Everybody pleased with it and some
saw it twice. When you book this, Gang, be
sure to tell the world that you’ve got a real

laugh producer and you won't be missing the
truth. Tone O. K., appeal very strong. H.
H. Hedberg, Amuse-U Theatre, Melville,

Louisiana.
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One of the Departments That Make Moving Picture World the Leader

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
Kind of Picture

North Star (Strongheart) Dog melodrama
Shadow of the Law (Bow) Crook melo
White Mice (Jacqueline Logan) Romantic melo
Broadway Boob (G. Hunter) Comedy drama
Nut-Cracker (Horton- Busch) Farce Comedy
Two Can Play (Clara Bow) Drama
The Highbinders (W. T. Tilden) Melodrama
The Big Show (Lowell) Circus drama
Galloping Cowboy (B. Cody) Western
Earth Woman (Mary Alden) Drama
Rawhide (Buffalo Bill, Jr.) Mystery-western
Dangerous Dub (Buddy Roosevelt) Western
Twisted Triggers (Wally Wales) Action western
Carnival Girl (Marion Mack) Melodrama
Bonanza Buckaroo (Buffalo Bill, Jr.) Western comedy-melo.
Hidden Way (Mary Carr) Crook melodrama ...

Code of the Northwest (Sandow) Dog-melodrama
Flying Mail (A1 Wilson) Crook melodrama

BANNER PRODUCTIONS

Wreckage (May Allison) Drama

Review Feet
1926

.Mar. 6.. 4,715

.Mar. 20.. 4,526

.Mar. 27.. 5,412

.Apr. 3.. 5,683

.April 17.. 5,786

.Apr. 24.. 5,465

• May 8.. 5,486
.May 15.. 5,385

.May 22. . 4,639

May 29.. 5,830

.June 5. . 4,460

July 31.. 4,472

.Aug. 7.. 4,470

.Aug. 14.. 4,962

, Aug. 21.. 4,460

Aug. 28.. 5,919

.Sept. 11. . 3,965

.Sep. 25.. 4,500

1925
Sep. 5.. 5,993

, ,w v

Kind of Picture Review Feet

Belle of Broadway (Compson-Rawlinson). Romantic Drama
Sweet Rosie O’Grady (S. Mason) Comedy drama
Screen Snapshots Three issues .

False Alarm (Lewis-Carr-Revier) Melodrama ....

When the Wife’s Away (Arthur) Farce comedy .

Obey the Law (Lytell) Crook drama .

Truthful Sex (Busch-H. Gordon) Comedy drama
Better Way (Ince-Revier-Strong) Melodrama ....

Waldorf

Enemy of Men (Revier) Drama
Price of Success (Lake-Glass) .....Drama
Sealed Lips (Revier) Drama
When Husbands Flirt (Revier) Comedy drama
Fate of a Flirt (Revier) Comedy drama

5,675

• Oct. 2.. 6,108
Aug. 28.. 1,000

5,235

5,831

5,540

5,507

5,567

5,613

5.505

5.793

Perfection

Fighting Youth (W. Fairbanks) Melodrama 4,781

Speed Mad (W. Fairbanks) Racing melodrama 4,441

New Champion (W. Fairbanks) Boxing melodrama 4,498

Great Sensation (W. Fairbanks) Melodrama 4,471

Handsome Brute (W. Fairbanks) Police drama 4.779

BRAY PRODUCTIONS
Housing Problem
Table Manners
Oh Monkey Be Good
Pete’s’s Haunted House
Punches and Perfumes
On the Farm
For the Love O’ Pete
Getting Hitched
Velocity . ...

Fighting Fool (L. Sargent)
Transportation
Nize Monkey
At the Beach
Trail of the Monk
Monkey Huka
Luke Warm Daze

Novelty magazine ...

Nature special
Sunkist comedy
“Hot Dog” cartoon...
Fistical culture com.
McDougall Alley
Lantz cartoon
McDougal Alley ....

Novelty
Fistical Culture
Screen magazine ...

Sunkist comedy . .

.

• McDougall Alley ...

. Lantz’ cartoon
• Sunkist comedy ...,

McDougall Alley ...

CHADWICK PICTURES CORP.
Paint and Powder (E. Hammerstein) Stage life drama
Some Pun’kins (Chas. Ray) Rural comedy -drams ..

Perfect Down (Larry Semon) Feature comedy
Prince of Broadway (G. Walsh) Prize ring drama
Count of Luxembourg (G. Walsh) Romantic drama
Transcontinental Limited (all star) Railroad melodrama
Devil’s Island (Frederick) Mother-love drama
The Bells (L. Barrymore) Drama

16.. 1,000

16.. 1,000

16.., 2,000
16.. 1,000

16.,. 2,000

.Oct. 23.. 2 rls

23. . lrl
30.,. 2 rls

30.,. 1 rl

. . Nov. 6. . 2 rls

27. . 1 rl

Nov. 29.. 2 rls.

..Nov. 29. .2 rls.

29. .1 rl.

4. .2 rls.

4. .2 rl.s

17.. 7,000
26.. 6,500

1926
2.. 5,700

9.. 5,800

27.. 6,400

6.. 6,400

28.. 6.900

13.. 6,300

COLUMBIA PICTURES CORP.
Lone Wolf Returns (Lytell-Dove) Crook melodrama July 31.. 5,750

Dollars That Help 6,492 Exhibitors

DEPENDABILITY assures leadership — that’s

why Moving Picture World is glad to send an
exhibitor a dollar for writing a letter telling of a

major error in this Chart. With 6,492 exhibitors

as subscribers, we owe this service to our leadership
in the circulation field.

Producers give us footages and other pertinent
information when we review pictures. Sometimes
after that they change the length of the films and
don’t tell us of the changes. That is how some errors
creep in here; though not our mistake, we gladly
pay for correction.

We appreciate the interest our exhibitor friends

take in telling us about these errors and to save
other exhibitors we gladly give out our dollars for
the trouble our friends take in writing. It’s worth
it to have that sort of friends helping us to retain

the dependability leadership.

CRANFIELD & CLARKE, INC.

Molly May Series (Violet Mersereau) 2,00f

International Twelve *

Novelty Twelve 1,0W
Famous Paintings De Luxe dramas 2,000

Real Charleston Lesson novelty April 24.. 2,0(X

The Angelus Drama de luxe May 15.. 2,000
Wooden Shoes “International” May 8

EDUCATIONAL FILM CORP

Congress of Celebrities...,
1-elix Weathers the Weather
Nobody’s Business (Hamilton)
Tonight’s the Night (Bowes)
Lest We Forget
Felix the Cat Uses His Head
Broken China (Vernon)
Felix Misses the Cue
The Vision
Mr. Cinderella (Arthur)
Shore Shy (Dooley)
Somebody’s Wrong (Bowes)
Gimme Strength (Adams)
Neptune’s Domain
Going Crazy (Conley)
Felix Braves the Briny
His Private Life
Tin Ghost (Conley)
Hodge-Podge
Who's Boss? (G. Davis)
Papa’s Pest (Steadman-Bums) ....

Bear Cats
Till We Eat Again (Vernon)
Fresh Faces (Hiers)
Nothing Matters (Hamilton)
Creeps
Felix in Tale of Two Kitties
Hold ’Er, Sheriff (Bowes)
Hitchin’ Up (Hiers)
Felix Scoots Through Scotland
Meet My Dog (Bowes-Virg. Vance)
Hodge Podge
Chase Yourself (Adams)
Who’s My Wife
Felix Rings the Ringer
School Daze
Honest Injun (Arthur)
Who Hit Me? (St. John)
Mister Wife (Bums)
Excess Baggage (Big Boy)
Solid Gold
Squirrel Food (Bowes)
Move Along
uriosities

Daffy Dill (Bums')
Chips of the Old Block
Felix Misses His Swiss
Dummy Love (Vernon)
Kiss Papa (Conley)
Here Comes Charlie
Uppercuts (Duffy)
My Kid (Big Boy)
The Blue Boy
Open House (Johnny Arthur)
Tolly Tars (Lloyd Hamilton)
Sons of the Surf
The Radio Bug (Phil Dunham)

1926

. Hodge-Podge i,00fl

. Sullivan cartoon . 1,009

.Comedy . 2,008

. Cameo comedy . 1,000

. Free to exhibitors . l.OOt

. Sullivan cartoon . 1,001

.Christie comedy.. . 2,000

.Sullivan cartoon . 1,000

. Technicolor drama . 2,000
..Tuxedo comedy . 2,00C
.Christie comedy . 2,000
..Cameo comedy

. 1,000

. Christie comedy . 2,000

. Hodge-Podge . 1,000

. Mermaid comedy . 2,000

.Sullivan cartoon . 1,000

. Lupino Lane comedy .

.

. 2,000
. Mermaid comedy . 2.000
• Lyman Howe subject .. . 1,000

Cameo comedy . 1,000

. Christie comedy . 2,000

.Juvenile comedv . 2.000

.Christie comedy . 2,000
• Hiers’ comedy . 2,000
. Comedy . 2,000-

.Mermaid comedy . 2,000
• Sullivan cartoon . 1,000
•Cameo comedy . 1,000
.Hiers comedy 3 2,000
.Sullivan cartoon . 1,000
.Cameo comedy . 1,000
.Lyman Howe mag

. LOOP
.Comedy

. 2,000
.Tack White prod . 2,000
Sullivan cartoon ....... . 1,000

. Sullivan cartoon . 1.000
Comedy . 2,000
•Comedy . 2,000
.Christie comedy ........ . 2,000
Juvenile comedy . 2,000

• Jack White comedy ...
,
2.000

• Comedy . 1,000
• Lloyd Hamilton Com... . 2,000-

• Sideshow folk . 1,000

.Christie comedy ....... . 2,000
• Hodge-Podge . 1,000
• Sullivan cartoon 1,000
• Christie comedy 2.000

. Mermaid comedy ...Aug. 28.. 2,000

.Lloyd Hamilton comedy . .Aug. 28.

.

2,000
.Christie comedy 2,000
. Tuvenile comedy ... 2.000
.Romance prod 2,000
Tuxedo comedy ......... 2,000
Hamilton comedy ....... 2,000
Bruce scenic 1,000
Comedy 1,000
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Star, Story Type, Review and Footage Here

Missing Links
Jelly Fish (Frank Pangbom)
Flaming Ice

A Dippy Tar (Billy Dooley)
Two Lip Time
Pink Elepnants (A1 St. John)
Wife Shy (Vernon)
Kiss Me Kate (Phil Dunham)....
The Humdinger (Johnny Arthur)
Hodge Podge
Yellow Pirate
Scrambled Yeggs
Whatnots
Hold Still (Jack Duffy)
Cut Price Glory
Shell Socked (Adams)
River Road
Pound Foolish
Dodging Trouble (Neal Burns)...

Plumb Goofy (Phil Dunham)
Felix Shatters the Sheik
His Off-Day (Dunham)
Figures of Fancy
Bad Breaks
Felix Hunts the Hunter
Thens and Nows
Raging Tide
Midnight Follies

Mighty Smithy
Open Spaces (Big Boy)
Felix Busts a Bubble
Flaming Romance (Al St. John).
Movieland
The Mona Lisa
Teacher. Teacher! (Hamilton) ...

Bruce Scenic
Hoot Mon (Bobby Vernon)
•Cool Off (Duffy-Cornwall)
A Briny Boob (Billy Dooley)

Kind of Picture

."Life” Cartoon
•Comedy
.“Life” Cartoon
.Comedy
. Felix the cat
.Mermaid comedy ....

. Comedy .’.

. Comedy

.Comedy

.Travel scenes

. Life cartoon com

.Felix cat cartoon ....

.Futter's Curiosities ...

. Christie comedy
. Life cartoon
World War comedy..
Bruce scenic
.Comedy comedy
. Christie comedy
. Cameo comedy
. Sullivan cartoon
.Cameo comedy
. Hodge-Podge
.Cameo comedy
.Sullivan cartoon
. “Curiosities”
. Life cartoon
.Mermaid comedy ....

. Life cartoon
Juvenile comedy

, , Sullivan cartoon
. Burlesque melodrama
Lupino Lane comedy

. . Romantic Production
.Comedy
..Hula-Hula, etc
..Comedy
. . Comedy .-

, . Comedy

Review Feet

25.. 1,000

25.. 2,000

25.. 1,000

2.. 2,000

2.. 1,000

2.. 2,000

9.. 2,000

9.. 1,000

9.. 2.000
16.. 1,000

16.. 1,000

16.. 1,000

16.. 1,000

16.. 2,000

23.. 1 rl

30.. 2 rls

30.. 1 rl

6. . 1 rl

.Nov. 6. . 2 rls

6. . 1 rl

13. . 1 rl.

13. . 1 rl.

13. . 1 rl.

20. . 1 rl

20. . 1 rl

20. . 1 rl

27. . 1 rl

27. . 2 rls

27. . 1 rl

.Nov. 27. . 2 rls

29. .1 rl.

29. .2 rls.

29. .2 rls.

.Nov. 29. .2 rls.

29. .2 rls.

. Dec. 4. .1 rl.

. . Dec. 4. .2 rls.

4. .2 rls.

4. .2 rls.

EXCELLENT PICTURES CORP.
The Kick-Off (Geo. Walsh) Drama
A Man of Quality (G. Walsh) Punch melodrama Nov. 6.-5,640

F!LM BOOKING OFFICES OF AMERICA
Features

Cowboy Musketeer (Tom Tyler) Western
Flaming Waters (MacGregor-Garon)

"rhrill melodrama
Queen of Diamonds (Brent) Crook melodrama

1926

Fighting Boob (Bob Custer) Western
Wild To Go (Tom Tyler) Western
The Imposter (Brent) Crook melodrama

Hands Across the Border (Thomson) ....Action westei
Valley of Bravery (Custer) War- western

Jade Cup (Brent) Crook melodrama
Dead Line (Bob Custer) Western
Masquerade Bandit (Tom Tyler) Western
Bigger Than Baraum’s (star cast) Melodrama
Two-Gun Man (Fred Thomson) Western

Cowboy Cop (Tom Tyler) Action western

Laddie (John Bowers) Romantic drama

Red Hot Hoofs (Tom Tyler) Pugilistic western

Short Subjects

In the Air Fat

Roll Your Own (Vaughn) Fighting Hearts series
It’s a Buoy (Vaughn) Fighting Hearts series

Ostrich’s Plumes Bray cartoon
Wild West Bray cartoon
Pelican’s Bill Bray cartoon

Dinky Doodle’s Bedtime Story Bray
Dmky Doodle in Egypt Bray

Three of a Kind Standard comedy
Cat’s Whiskers Bray cartoon ...

Big Charade Fighting Hearts

Black and Blue Eyes.
Up and Wooing

. Qomedy

Magician Bray
Mule’s Disposition Bray

Back Fire (Fat trio) Comedy
Lady of Lyons, N. Y Bill Grii

2.. 4,500

6.. 6,591

.Feb. 13.. 5,129

.Feb. 27.. 5,193

17.. 5,486

Apr. 24.. 5,146

1.. 4,549

8.. 4,570

15.. 5,457

29.. 6,200

5.. 5,510

12.. 5,367

19.. 5,021

• June 26.. 5.48C

ju'y 3.. 3,656

July 10.. 5,000

10.. 4,010

July 17.. 5,391

July 24 . 5,139

..July 31.. 6,713

7.. 4,703

7.. 4,385

14.. 5,004

• Aug. 21.. 5,340

• Aug. 28.. 7,430

.Sept. 4.. 6,931

2.. 6,105

..Oct. 30.. 5,408

.Nov. 13.. 4,681

.Nov. 29.. 6.119

. . Dec. 4.. 5,453

. Feb. 20.. 2,000

.Feb. 27.. 2,000

• Apr. 10.. 2,000

• Apt. 10.. 2,000

.Apr. 10.. 2.000

Apr. 10.. 2,000

.Mar 15.. 1,000

.May 22. 1.000

29.. 1.000

5.. 2.000

12.. 1.000

19.. 1.000

26.. 2.000

26.. 2,000

26.. 1,000

26.. 2,O>0

.July 10.. 1,000

17.,. 2,000

July 24. . 2,000

July 31.., 1.000

• July 31.., 1.006

7... 2,000

7... 2,000

• Aug. 14. . 2.000

21... 2.000

Aug. 28.. 2.000

11.

.

. 1.000

FIRST NATIONAL

Marriage Whirl (Corinne-Griffith) ...

Half-Way Girl (Doris Kenyon)
Fine Clothes (Stone- Marmont-Griffith)
Winds of Chance (A. Q. Nilsson)
Her Sister From Paris (C. Talmadge).
Live Wire (Johnny Hines)
Dark Angel (Vilma Banky)
Graustark (Norma Talmadge)
Shore Leave (Barthelmess)
What Fools Men (Lewis Stone)
Knockout (Milton Sills)

Pace That Thrills (Lvon-Astor)
Why Women Love (Blanche Sweet) .

New Commandment (Sweet- Lyon) ...

Beautiful City (Barthelmess)
Classified (C. Griffith)

Scarlet Saint (Astor- Hughes)
Unguarded Hour (Sills-Kenyon)
We Moderns (Colleen Moore)
Clothes Make the Pirate (Erroll)
Splendid Road (A. Q. Nilsson)
Joanna (Dorothy Mackaill)

Kind of Picture keVKTW reel

1925

• •July 25.. 7,672

8.. 7,57*

15.. 6,971

29.. 9,554

5.. 7,255

12.. 7,000

19... 7,311

26.. 5,900

3.. 6,856

..Oct. 10.. 7,349

10.. 7,450

24... 6,911

..Oct. 31. . 6,570

7. . 6980
14.. 6.468

l.Nov. 14.. 6.927
21... 6,886

..Dec. 5... 6,613

..Dec 12.. 6.609
12. . 8,000

19. . 7,646

26. . 7,900

Bluebeard’s Seven Wives (star cast) .

Infatuation (C. Griffith)
fust Suppose (Barthelmess)
foo Much Money (Stone-Nilsson) ....
demory Lane (Nagel-Boardman)
Reckless Lady (Bennett-Moran)
Far Cry (Blanche Sweet)
Irene (Colleen Moore)
Girl from Montmartre (LaMarr-Stone)
Dancer of Paris (Tearle-MackaiH) ....
Xiki (Norma Talmadge)
Old Loves and New (Stone-Bedford)..
Mile. Modiste (C. Griffith)
Greater Glory (Tearle- Nilsson)
Wilderness Woman (Pringle)
Ranson’s Folly (Barthelmess)
Brown Derby (Johnny Hines)
Tramp, Tramp, Tramp (Langdon) ....

Wise Guy (Kirkwood-Astor-Compson)
Ella Cinders (Colleen Moore)
Puppets (Sills)

Senor Daredevil (Ken Maynard)
Men of Steel (Sills)
Duchess of Buffalo (C. Talmadge)....
Great Deception (Lyons-Pringle) .....
Into Her Kingdom (C. Griffith)
Amateur Gentleman (Barthelmess).....
Subway Sadie (Dorothy Mackaill) ..

Paradise (Milton Sills)

It Must Be Love (Colleen Moore)
Forever After (Astor-Hughes)
Prince of Tempters (Moran-Lvon)
Unknown Cavalier (Ken Maynard)....
Midnight Lovers (Nilsson-Stone)
Syncopating Sue (C. Griffith)
Stepping Along (Johnny Hines)
Ladies at Play (Hughes-Kenyon)
Silent Lover (Milton Sills)

.Comedy-satire

. Drama

. Romance
Comedy
.Romance-sentiment .

.Drama

. Society drama

.Romantic comedy ..

.Drama
• Romantic Drama ....

Comedy Drama ....
• Drama
• Victor Herbert opera
• Epic drama
Comedy
Romantic drama ....

• Comedy
Farce-comedy

•Human Interest dr. ,

• Comedy
•Drama
• Western
• Melodrama
• Comedy drama ....
• War melodrama ....

Romantic drama ...
. Romantic drama
Comedy drama

. South Seas melo
. Typical comedy
• Romantic drama ....
. Romantic drama . . .

.

• Action western
. Light comedy
•Drama
.Comedy
. Farce
• Desert drama

FOX FILM CORP
Features

Everlasting Whisper (Mix) Action-outdoor
Lazybones (Buck Jones) Human interest drama
East Lynne (Rubens-Lowe) Famous play
When the Door Opened (star cast) Curwood Canadian ....
Wages tor Wives (Jacqueline Logan) Golden stage hit
Best Bad Man (Tom Mix) Action western
Desert’s Price (Buck Jones) Action western

Short Subjects

On the Go (Sid Smith) Imperial comedy .

Cloudy Romance Comedy
The Sky Tribe Magazine
Toiling for Rest Varieties
Heart Braker (Sid Smith) Imperial comedy .

Transients in Arcadia O. Henry story .

All Aboard Helen & Warren
Peacemakers Helen & Warren .

Control Yourself (Sid Smith) Imperial comedy
River Nile Varieties
His Own Lawyer Helen & Warren
Flying Fool (Sid Satfth) Slapstick comedy
Cupid a la Carte O. Henry Series
Parisian Knight Van Bibber series
Iron Trail Around the World Variety ...

Features
Gilded Butterfly (Rubens Lytell) Drama
Palace of Pleasure (Lowe -Comp son) Romantic

_
drama

First Year (K. Perry-M. Moore) Matrimonial comedy ...

Yankee Senor (Tom Mix-Tony) Spanish-western
Cowboy & The Countess (Jones) Action melodrama
Road to Glory (McAvoy-Fenton) Drama
Tohnstown Flood (all-star) Spectacular melo
Dixie Merchant (Bellamy) Drama
My Own Pal (Tom Mix, dog and child) .. Western
Yellow Fingers (Olive Borden) Oriental melodrama ....

Sandv (Madge Bellamv) Drama
Fighting Buckaroo (Buck Jones) Comedy melodrama
Rustling for Cupid (O'Brien) Romantic western
Shamrock Handicap (T. F. McDonald) Romantic racing drama
Early to Wed (M. Moore-K. Perry) Domestic drama
A Man Four-Square (Buck Jones) Western
Black Paradise (Bellamy) Thrill melodrama

1926
2. 7,774

16.. 5,794

30... 6,278

30.., 7,000

...Feb. 6. . 6,825

. . . Feb. 13.. 7,336

..Mar. 6.., 6.068
13 8.400

20.. 6,200
27.. 6,229

17.. 8.279

1.,. 7.423

8.. 6,230
15... 9,710
22... 7,533

29 . 7.322

5. . 6,500

12. . 5,83*

26. . 7,77s

26. . 6,540

...July 3. . 7,468

...July 10.

24.

. 6,402
. 9,143

21. . 6,940

28. . 5,885

4. . 6,447

11.,. 7,790

25. . 6,727

25. . 7,090

16.. 6,848

6,330

30... 7,780
6. . 6.305

•Nov. 13.. 6,100
20. . 6,770
27. . 7 rls

29. . 6.119

4... 6.500

1925
31. 5.61'

....Oct. 31.. 7.23-

\.. 8.97.

28.. 6.51

5.. 6 .60.

12.. 4.89.

19.. 5.709

..Oct. 3.. 2,One

..Oct. 10.. 2.000

..Oct. 10.. 1.000

..Oct. 10.. 796

..Oct. 17.. 2.000

..Oct. 31. 2.006

..Oct. 31.. 2.00C

• Nov. 7.. 2.000

.Nov. 28.. 2.000

.Nov. 28.. 1.00(

..Dec. 26.. 2.O0T

..Dec. 26.. 2.000

..Dec. 26.. 2.000

..Dec. 26 . 2.000

Dec. 26.. 1.000

1926

Jan. 16.. 6.300

..Tan. 23.. 5 VT
• Feb. 6.. 6.038

-Feb. 13.. 4.902

Feb. 13.. 5.345

Feb. 30.. 5.600

..Mar. 13.. 6.258
• Mar. 20.. 5.126

, Mar 27.. 6.038

April. 10.. 5.994

• April 17.. 7.850

..Mar 1.. 5.095
Mar S.. 4.835

.Mar 22.. 5.685
..May 29.. 5«12
. .June 5. . 4.744

. .June 12. . 4.962
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Short Subjects Separated From Features

A Trip to ChinatowD (Foxe)
Gentle Cyclone (Buck Jones) . ...

More Pay—Less Work (Mary Brian)
Fig Leaves (O’Brien- Borden)
Family Upstairs (Valli-MacDonald)..
Midnight Kiss
No Man’s Gold (Tom Mix)
Three Bad Men (Star cast)
Marriage License? (Alma Rubens) .

Flying Horseman (Buck Jones)
Blue Eagle (George O’Brien)
Womanpower (Graves-Perry)
The Lily (Belle Bennett)
Great K. & A. Train Robbery (Mix) .

Country Beyond (Olive Borden)
Whispering Wires (Anita Stewart)...
International Eucharistic Congress—
Return of Peter Grimm (star cast)...
The City (Robert Frazer)
What Price Glory? (all star)

Wings of the Storm (Thunder-dog)..

Short Subjects

Old Virginia
A Flaming Affair
A Bankrupt Honeymoon
Officer of the Day
Egypt Today
Pawnshop Politics

Moving Day
Drops from Heaven
Woman of Letters
From the Cabby’s Seat
Two Lips in Holland (Marian)
A Polar Baron
Too Many Relations
Canary Island
Wild America
A Social Triangle
Eight Cylinder Bull
Belgium Today
Rah! Rah! Heidelberg
Mountains of the Law
Poland—A Nation Reborn
Swimming Instructor
Jerry the Giant
It’s a Pipe (Georgie Harris)
Complete Life
A-I. Society
Family Picnic
Lickpenny Lover
Dancing Around the World
Hello Lafayette (Shields)
Putting on Dog
Lumber Jacks
Steeplechaser (Conley)
Non-Stop Bride (Gene Cameron)
King Bozo
Rocky Mountain Gold
Cliff Dwellers of America
Dizzy Dancers (Gene Cameron)
Lyin’ Tamer (Ernie Shields)
Marry Month of May
King of the Kitchen (Conley)
Honeymoon Hospital
Napoleon, Jr
Maryland, My Maryland
Not to Be Trusted (Allan Forrest)...
Great Lakes
Babes in the Jungle
Light Wines and Bearded Ladies

Kind of Picture

Farce-comedy
• Action -comedy
Comedy -drama
.Comedy drama
.Comedy drama
• Comedy drama
.Western
• Spectacular thrill melo.
• Mother-love drama ...

Action western
.Drama
.Comedy drama
Emotional drama
Fast melodrama
Curwood drama

• Mystery melodrama ...

• Religious
.Drama from play _.

Clyde Fitch drama
• War comedy-drama ...

• Melodrama

.Variety

.Imperial comedy ...

.Comedy

.Imperial Comedy .

.Variety

.Imperial comedy ...

.Helen and Warren .

.Varieties

.Helen and Warren..

. O. Henry comedy .

.Comedy

.Imperial comedy ...

.Helen and Warren...

.Varieties

.Varieties

. O. Henry series ...

.Comedy

.Varieties

.Van Bibber comedy
• Varieties
.Varieties
.Van Bibber
.Kid and animals ....

.Imperial comedy ....

• O. Henry comedy ...

.Comedy

.Comedy

.O. Henry series ...

.Varieties
• Imperial comedy ...

Varieties
• Varieties
Farce comedy
Comedy

• Van Bibber comedy
.Varieties

,
Varieties

• Imperial comedy ...

Imperial comedy ...

O. Henry comedy...
, Comedy
.Imperial comedy ....

.Animal' comedy .....

.Variety

.Helen and Warren...
Variety

. O. Henry series...

• Imperial comedy ...

GOTHAM PRODUCTIONS
Part Time Wife (Alice Calhoun) Domestic drama
Shadow on the Wall (Hale-Percy) -...Drama
One of the Bravest (Ralph Lewis) Fire Dept, drama
Phantom of the Forest (Thunder-dog) Drama
Speed limit (McKee-Shannon) Romantic com
Racing Blood Racing Drama
Hearts and Spangles Circus Romance
Sign of the Claw (Peter, the Great) Dog picture

Golden Web (Rich-Gardon) Melodrama
Block Signal (Ralph Lewis) Railroad melodrama
Winning Wallop (W. Fairbanks) ..Action comedy-dr
Money to Burn (Devore-MacGregor) Romantic action dr

Review Feet

26.. 5.594

..July 3.. 4,825

10 . .6,027

lulv 17. . 6,498

• July 31... 5,971

7.,. 5,025

14... 5,745

.Aug. 28.. 8,000
4... 7,168

11.. 4,971

25. . 6,200

2... 6,240

9... 6,268
16.. 4,800

• Oct. 23.. 5,363

30... 5,906

20..

20... 6,950
27... 5,500

29...11,400

Dec. 4... 5,374

23.. 1,000

. Tan. 30.. 2,000

.Feb. 6.. 2,000

.Feb. 13.. 2,000

.Feb. 20.. 707

.Feb. 27.. 2,000

6.. 2,000

6.. 1,000

13.. 2,000

• April 10.. 2,000

.April 17.. 2,000

• April 24.. 2,000

• May IS.. I,9b5

• May 22.. 927

•May 29. . 960
. .June 5. . 2,000

.June 12.. 2,000

.June 19.. 735

•June 26.. 2,000

•June 26.. 895

.June 26.. 92*

..July 3.. 2,000

..July 3.. 2,000

..July 3.. 2,000

..July 3.. 2,000

..July 10.. 2,000

• July 10.. 2,000

.July 24.. 2,000

• July 31.. 743
• Aug. 7.. 2,000
.Aug. 7.. 749
.Aug. 14.. 750
• Sept. 11.. 2,000
.Sep. 25.. 2,000

..Oct. 2.. 2,000

..Oct. 9.. 800

..Oct. 9.. 845

..Oct. 16.. 2.000

. .Oct.23.. 2 rls

. .Oct. 30. . 2 rls

. .Nov. 6. . 2 rls

Nov. 13.. 2 rls.

Nov. 13.. 2 rl9.

.Nov. 20.. 750
..Nov. 20.. 2 rls

.Nov. 27.. 900

.Nov. 29... 2 rls.

..Nov. 29. .2 rls.

5,950

6,010

5.750

5,500

5,860

6,000

5,900

6.000

..Sept. 11.. 6,000

..Oct. 9.. 5.900
..Oct. 30.. 5.000

..Nov. 29.. 5,900

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
1925

Merry Widow (Murray -Gilbert).

Great Divide (all star).

Rag Man (Coogan)

.Human int. dr ....July 25. . 5,828

.Drama 1. . 5,906

• South Sea com 8. . 8,143

•Drama 15. . 6,948

•Mountain tragedy 29. . 5.819

Romantic drama 12. .10,627

•Fake spiritualism 12. . 6,147
.Drawing room comedy . 3. . 5,511

.Drama ...Feb. 21. . 7,811

,Comedy-dr 14. . 5,908

,
Comedy-dr ...Oct. 11. . 5,750
.Drama of pathos 10. . 6.849

•Married life com 17. . 6.300
.Naval com. -drama 31. . 7,498
Burlesque western 7. . 6,256
Old N. Y. drama 14. . 6,437

•
Typical feature ...Not. 21. . 5.915

•
Type com-drama . . .Nov. 28. . 6.260
Glyn love drama 5. . 5,824
Paris underworld 12. . 5.690
Musical comedy hit ...Dec. 19. . 5,564
Unique drama 26. . 4.757

.Light comedy 2. . 6.433

.Lew Wallace story 16. .12,000

Kind of Picture Review Feet

La Boheme (Gilbert-Gish) Famous

Beverly of Graustark (Marion Davies) .... Romantic Comedy
Brown of Harvard (Pickford-Brian) College comedy-drama.

Battling Butler (Keaton) Farce comedy

Magician (Wegener-Terry ) Rex Ingram prod.

Exit Smiling (Lillie- J. Pickford) Comedy

PARAMOUNT

In the Name of Love (Cortez-Nissen)

.

rt Regular Fellow (R. Griffith) Typical comedy
Vanishing American (Dix-Wilson) Indian spectacula
Flower of the Night (Negri) Drama

King on Main Street (Menjou) Comedy ..."

Seven Keys to Baldpate (McLean) G. M. Cohan play!'.
New Brooms (Bessie Love) W. DeMille prod..
Ancient Highway (Holt-Dove) Lumber camp dr. ..
Lord Jim (Marmont) Malay locale dr. ..
Stage Struck (Swanson) Comedy feature ...
Irish Luck (Meighan) Melodrama
Cobra (Valentino) Drama

The Splendid Crime (W. DeMille prod.).... Daniels .

A Kiss for Cinderella (Branson) Barrie wl
Enchanted Hill (Holt) Western

Song and Dance Man (all-star) Comedy-drama

—— vAutiijwu/ .

.

comear
South Sea study

Let's Get Married (Dix-Wilson) Farce-comedy
A 1 1 lf~l «r aa f I 1 ma ! la a — / ' ! 1 \ d - a

1926

16.. 6,073

..Jan. 23.. 6,755

..Feb. 6.. 6,395

..Feb. 13 . 6,688

...Feb 27

13.. 8,530

..Feb. 27.. 6,239

20.. 6,769

3.. 6,480

10.. 6,750

1 .. 6,710

15.. 7,941

22.. 5,139

12... 5,580

...July 3.. 6,167

...July 10 . .6,551

7.. 7,322
21.. 9,000
4.. 6,970
2.. 6,025

Oct. 23.. 8,221
6.. 6,960

13.. 8,536
20.. 6,461

. .Nov. 27.. 6,048

..Nov. 29.. 6,567

4.. 6,598

1925

15.. 6.489

22.. 5,774

22.. 7,164

5.. 8,173

5.. 7,298

12.. 7,001

12.. 5,904

19.. 6,546

26.. 9,929

10.. 6,925

17.. 5,027

24.. 10,063

31.. 6,374

...Oct. 31.. 6,578

7.. 5,700

7.. 6,224

14.. 6,048
. .Nov. 14.. 5,443

21.. 6,0V.

28.. 6,702
28.. 6,691

5.. 7,009
19.. 6,895

..Dec. 26.. 6,353

1926
2.. 6,069
9.. 9,621

9.. 6,326

16.. 6,765
23.. 10,253

30.. 6,981

30.. 5,883

Feh. 6.. 7,931
13.. 6,997
20.. 5.555

27.. 6,314
, . .Feb. 27.. 6,133

6.. 6,565

13.. 7,169
20.. 6,800
6.. 9,000wsicr 3 minions camels; uamedy-drama ... . Mar m a amNew Klondike (Thos. Meighan) Comedy drama ...Apr! 3.. 7 445Untamed Lady (Gloria Swanson) Society drama Anr 3 6132Crown of Lies (Pola Negri) Romantic drama A-- ,A r’,

Desert Gold (Ham llton- Mason) Zane Grey western Apr. 10.. 6 850
.Pc

av
,

e
,

n * Sake (Harold Lloyd) Typical comedy April 17 5356Blind Goddess (Holt -Torrence) Mystery Drama April 17*’ 7*363
That’s My Baby (Douglas MacLean) Farce comedy Apr 24 6 805A Social Celebrity (Menjou) Comedy drama May l!. 6 025The Runaway (Clara Bow) Melodrama Mav 8 6 ^18
Fascinating Youth (Juniors) Drama Mav 77 6 882Aloma of the South Seas (Gilda Gray) Drama .Mav 29 8 514Wet Paint (Raymond Griffith) Farce-comedy Tune 5 5100Rainmaker (Collier, Jr.) Drama Tune 12

'

6Say It Again (Dtx) Trayesty-farce "......."".'. June V>\\ 7 HiVolcano (Daniels) Thrill melodrama June 12.. 5462Good and Naughty (Pola Negri) Society comedy June 26.. 5503Palm Beach Girl (Bebe Daniels) Farce-comedy Tu ) v 3 fi’oin
Variety (Emil Jannings) Drama, short version Tulv 10 5*283
Born to the West (Jack Holt) Western ju], 10” 6*043
It’s the CHd Army Game (W. C. Fields).. Farce comedy July 17

* 6*889
Mantrap (Torrence- Bow) Drama July 24 6*077
You Never Know Women (Vidor) Drama Aug. 7 6 064
Padlocked (Lois Moran) Melodrama Aug. 28! 6*700
Beau Geste (Ronald Colman) Drama Sept! 4! 10*600
The Show-Off (Ford Sterling) Character comedy Sept. 11 !! 6 196
Diplomacy (Sweet-Hamilton) Modernized Sardou play...Sep. 25.! 6!950
Campus Flirt (Bebe Daniels) College comedy Oct. 2.. 6702
Tin Gods (Thomas Meighan) Drama Oct. 2.. 8,*568
You’d Be Surprised (R. Griffith) Satirical comedy Oct 9 5 904
Kid Boots (Eddie Cantor) Comedy \o£'23 5*65©
Sorrows of Satan (D. W. Griffith prod). -Drama Oct. 23

”
11 rls.

Don’t Give Up the Ship One Reel special Oct 23
Ace of Cads (Menjou) Dtama Oct 30 7 786
Quarterback (Richard Dix) Fnnthall comedy-dr Nov 6 7*114
London (Dorothy Gish) Drama Nov. 13. . 6 rls.
We’re in the Navy Now (Beerv- Hatton)... Sequel. “Behind Front”.... Nov. 20.. 5,519
So’s Your Old Man (W. C. Fields) Comedy Nov. 20.. 6.347
Eagle of the Sea (Vidor- Cortez) Sea drama Nov. 27.. 7,250
Everybody’s Acting (star cast) Stage comedy-dr Nov. 27. . 6.1.39
God Gave Me Twenty Cents- (all star) Romance-drama Nov. 29.. 6,532
The Great Gatsby (Warner Baxter) Drama Dec. 4.. 7,296
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Users Help Make This Chart More Useful

PATHE

Spanish Love
Mama Behave (Chase)
Circus Today (Bevan)
Leaps and Bounds
Only Son (Parrott)
Bar-C Mystery (all star)

Spanking Breezes (Alice Day)
Monkey Business
Up in the Air
Fire Fighter
Dizzy Daddies (Findlayson)
Dixie Doodle
Seventh Bandit (Carey)
Wife Tamer (Lionel Barrymore) ....

Fly Time
Wandering Willies (Bevan-Oyde) ..

Dog Shy (Chase & all-star)

Happy Hunting Grounds
Merry Blacksmith
Do Your Duty (Pollard)
Hooked at the Altar (Graves)
Bar-C Mystery (Dorothy Philips) ..

Hearts and Showers
The Inside Dope
Madame Mystery (Theda Bara)
A Big-Hearted Fish
Ukelele Sheiks (Tryon)
Baby Clothes
Farm Hands
Rough and Ready Romeo
Scared Stiff (Cook)
Fight Night (star cast)
Mum’s the Word (Chase)
Ghost of Folly (Alice Day)
Vervous Moments
Hayfoot Strawfoot (Bevan)
Don Key (star cast)
An Alpine Flapper
Say It With Babies (Tryon)
Liquid Dynamite
Uncle Tom’s Uncle..,
Bumper Crop
Planting Season
A Yankee Doodle Duke (Graves) ...

Muscle Bound Music (Bevan)
Puppy Lovetime (Alice Day)
Golf Bug (Parrott)
He Forgot to Remember (Cook) ....

Songs of Central Europe
R. P. M
Long Fliv the King (Chase)
Swat the Crook (H. Lloyd-Daniels)
Snowed In (Allene Ray-W. Miller) ..

Never too Old (Gillingwater)
Big Retreat
Jacks-of-One-Trade
Cow’s Kimono (Tryon)
Thundering Fleas
Glory or Dollars
Songs of Spain (Peggy Shaw)
Land Boom
A Sea Dog’s Tale (Bevan)
A Plumber’s Life

Keeping in Trim
Mighty Like a Moose (Chase)
Pirates Bold
Jungle Sports
Chop Suey and Noodles
Her Ben
Smith’s Baby
Songs of Italy
Along Came Auntie (Tryon)
Merry Widower (E. Clayton)
Venus of Venice
Alice Be Good (Day)
When a Man’s a Prince (Turpin)....
Last Ha-Ha
Hubby’s Quiet Little Game
Ball and Bat
Crazy Like a Fox (Chase)
Shivering Spooks
Dough Boys
A Knight Out
Her Actor Friend (Alice Day)
Scrambled Eggs
Fighting Marine (Gene Tunney) ....

A Buggy Ride
Fourth Alarm
Abraham the Patriarch
Watered Stock
Bull’s Eye
Charleston Queen
Bromo and Tuliet (Chase)
Smith’s Landlord (McKee-Hiatt) ....

Perils of Peterhoro (Quillan)
Love’s Last Laugh (McKee-Hiatt)...
Why Argue?
Road House
Wise Guys Prefer Brunettes
Prodigal Bridegroom (Turpin)
Smith’s Visitor
Tell ’Em Nothing (Chase)
Restless Race
Should Husbands Marry (Alice Day)
Gun Shy. . ...

Mount Sinai
Home. Sweet Home
Get ’Em Young (Harry Myers)
Phoney Express
Durable Souls

Kind of Picture Review
Terry cartoon Mar. 13..

Hal Roach comedy Mar. 13..

Mack Sennett comedy Mar. 13..

.Sportlight Mar. 30..

.Hal Roach com Mar. 30..

Feature version Mar. 37..

Sennett comedy Mar. 27..

,Our Gang comedy Mar. 27..

Terry cartoon Mar. 27..

Terry cartoon Mar. 27..

Ha) Roach comedy Mar. 27..

Sportlight Mar. 27..

Western Apr. 3..

Hal Roach comedy Apr. 3..

Terry cartoon Apr. 3..

Sennett corned” Apr. 3..

Hal Roach _edy Apr. 10..

Sportlight Apr. 10..

Terry cartoon Apr. 10..

Hal Roach comedy Apr. 10..

Mack Sennett comedy Apr. 10..

Western Serial April 17..
Terry cartoon Apr. 24..
Sportlight Apr. 24..
Hal Roach, “star” Apr. 24..
Terry cartoon Apr. 24..
Hal Roach comedy May 7..
Our Gang May 1..
Terry cartoon May 1..

Terry cartoon May 1..
Hal Roach comedy May 1..
..Sennett comedy May 8..

..Hal Roach comedy May 8..

..Sennett comedy May 8..

..Sportlight May 15..

..Sennett comedy May 15..

..Hal Roach comedy May 22..

..Terry cartoon May 22..

..Hal Roach comedy May 22..

..Terry cartoon May 22..

..Our Gang comedy May 29..

..Terry cartoon May 29..

..Sportlight May 29..

..Mack Sennett com June 5..

..Mack Sennett com ...June 5..

..Mack Sennett com June 12..

..Comedy June 12..

..Hal Roach comedy June 12..

..Song series June 12..

..Sportlight June 12..

..Hal Roach comedy June 19..

..Reissue single reel June 19..
..Serial (mystery) June 26.

..Hal Roach comedy June 26..

..Terry Cartoon June 26..

..Sportlight June 26..

..Hal Roach comedy June 26..

..Our Gang July 3..

..Sportlight July 3..

..Melody series July 3..
...Terry cartoon July 3..
..Mack Sennett comedy ....July 10..
..Terry cartoon July 10..
..Sportlight July 10..
.Comedy July
.Terry cartoon July

17..

17..
.Terry cartoon July 17..
.Terry cartoon July 24..
.Terry cartoon July 24..
.Sennett comedy July 24..
.Song series July 24..

.Hal Roach comedy July 31..
• Hal Roach comedy July 31..
• Terry cartoon Aug. 7..

.Comedy Aug. 7..

• Comedy Aug. 14..

.Terry cartoon Aug. 14..

• Sennett comedy • Aug. 14..

• Sportlight Aug. 14..

..Comedy Aug. 21..
•Our Gang Comedy Aug. 21..

• Terry cartoon Aug. 21..

• Terry cartoon Aug. 28..
• Sennett comedy Aug. 28..

• Terry cartoon Sept. 4..

-Serial Sept. 4..

.Terry cartoon Sept. 11..

• Our Gang comedy Sept. 11..

.Pilgrimage series Sept. 11..

.Terry cartoon Sep. 25..

.Sportlight Sep. 25..

.Terry cartoon Sep. 25..

.Comedy Sept. 25..

.Jimmy Smith series Sep. 25..

.Sennett comedy Oct. 2..

.Sennett comedy Oct. 2..

.Terry cartoon ...Oct. 2..

.Terry cartoon .....Oct. 9..

.Hal Roach comedy Oct. 9..

.Sennett comedy Oct. 9..

.Timmy Smith series Oct. 16..

Hal Roach comedy Oct. 16..

.Sportlight Oct. 16..

.Sennett comedy
,

Oct. 23..

.Terry cartoon Oct. 23 .

.

.“Pilgrimage” series Oct. 23..
.Terry cartoon Oct. 30..
..Hal Roach comedy Oct. 30..
..Terry cartoon Oct. 30..
..Sportlight Oct. 30..

Feet
1,000

2,000

2,000

1,000

1,000

4,750

2,000

2,000

1,000

1,000

2,000

1,000

5,353

2,000

1,000

2,000

2,000

1,000

1,000

1,000

2,000

1,000

1,000

2,000

1,000

2,000

2,000

1,000

1,000

2,000

2,000

2,000

2,000

1,000

2,000

2.000

1.000

2,000

1,000

2,000

1,000

1,000

2,000

2,000

2,000
1,000

2,000

1,000

1,000

2,000

1,000

2,000

1,000

1,000

2,000

2,000

1,003

1,000

1,000

2,000

1,000

1,000

2,000

1.000

1,000

1,000

1,000

2,000

1,000

2,000

2,000

1,000

2,000

2,000

1.000

2,000

1,000

2,000

2,000

1,000

1.000

2,000

1,000

1.000

2.000

1,000
1.000

1.000

1.000

2,000

2,000

2,000

2.000

1.000

1,000

2,000

2.000
2.000

2.000

1,000

2 rls

1 rl

1 rl

1 rl

2 rls

1 rl

1 rl

Kind of Picture

Journey of the Israelites ...“Pilgrimage”
Pup’s Tale Mayer “Sketchbook”
More Ways Than One Sportlight
Nuremburg Mayer "Sketchbook”
Masked Mammas (Dent-Bevan-Parr) Sennett comedy
Raggedy Rose (Mabel Normand) Hal Roach comedy ..

A Harem Knight (Turpin) Sennett comedy
In Vaudeville Terry cartoon
Hooks and Holidays Sportlight
Smith’s Uncle (C. Geraghty) Sennett comedy
House Without a Key (Ray -Miller) Mystery serial
Be Your Age (feature cast) Hal Roach comedy
On the Front Page (L. Rich) Hal Roach comedy
Buck Fever i'erry cartoon
Radio Controlled I'erry cartoon
Tripping the Rhine Sketch Book
War Feathers Our Gang comedy .

The Nickel Hopper (Normand) Sennett comedy ...

Divorce Dodged (Bevan) Sennett comedy ...

Through Thick and Thin Terry cartoon
Hesitating Horses (Alice Day) Sennett comedy ...

Hitting the Rails Terry cartoon

Features

The High Hand (Leo Maloney) Western
Atta Boy (Monty Banks) Gag comedy
Outlaw Express (Leo Maloney) Action western

Review Fsei

30.. 1 rl

30.., 1 rl

30... 1 rl

30.. 1 rl

6. . 2 rls

.Nov. ;13.. 2 rls.

Nov. 13.. 2 rls.

20. . 1 rl

20. . 1 r!

20. . 2 rls

27..

. . Nov. 29. .2 rls.

. . Nov. 29. .2 rls.

29. .1 rl.

. Nov. 29. .1 rl.

29. .1 rl.

. . Nov. 29. .2 rls.

. .Dec. 4. .2 rls.

4. .2 rls.

. .Dec. 4. .1 rl.

..Dec. 4. .2 rls».

, . .Dec. 4. .1 rl.

Sept. 11.. 5,679

..Oct. 9.. 5,775

.Nov. 6.. 5,479

PREFERRED PICTURES
Girl Who Wouldn’t Work (De La Motte) Modern drama Aug. 22.. 5.979

Plastic Age (Bow-Keith) College story Oct. 10. . 6,488

The Other Woman’s Story (Calhoun) .... My stery drama Oct. 31 . . 6.08C

Lew Tyler’s Wives (Frank Mayo) Drama July 10.. 6,757

Romance of a Million Dollars Melodrama Aug. 7.. 5,300

Dancing Days (Star Cast) Domestic Sept. 25.. 5.900

Shameful Behavior? (Edith Roberts) ... .Romantic com. -dr Oct. 30.. 5,218

His New York Wife (Alice Day) Comedy drama Nov. 27.. 5,294

PRODUCERS DISTRIBUTING CORP.
1925

Silent Sanderson (Carey) Cattle—gold fields June 20. . 4,841

Stop Flirting (all star) Light comedy June 27.. 5,161

Beauty and the Bad Man (Mabel Beilin) Drama July 4.. 5,794

Awful Truth (Agnes Ayres) Light comedy July. 11. . 5,917

Texas Trail (Carey) Typical western July 18.. 4,720

Private Affairs (Hulette) Character drama Aug. 1.. 6,1*2

Hell’s Highroad (Leatrice Joy) Love drama Sept. 12. . 6,084

Seven Days (Lillian Rich) Comedy feature Sept. 12. . 6,974

Coming of Amos (Rod LaRoque) Comedy-drama Sept. 19. . 5,077

Off the Highway (W. V. Mong) Drama Oct. 3.. 7,641

Simon the Jester (O’Brien- Rich) Comedy-drama .. Nov. 28.. 6,168

Road to Yesterday (J. Schildkraut) Tense drama Dec. 12. . 9,980

1926
Wedding Song (Leatrice Joy) Comedy-heart int.-dr Jan. 2.. 7,373
Steel, Preferred (star cast) Steel industry dr Jan. 9.. 6,717

Braveheart (LaRocque) Indian drama Jan. 23.. 7,238
Rocking Moon (Tashman- Bowers) Alaskan drama . Jan. 30. . 6,013
Danger Girl (Priscilla Dean) Comedy-drama Feb. 6.. 5,660
Million Dollar Handicap (all star) Horse race melo Feb. 13 .. 6,095
Three Faces East (Jetta Goudal) Suspense-spy-melo Feb. 20. . 7,419
Fifth Avenue (De La Motte) Human int. drama Feb. 20. . 5,503
Wild Oats Lane (Viola Dana) Melodrama Apr. 10.. 6,900
Made for Love (Leatrice Joy) Drama
Red Dice (Rod LaRocque) Underworld melodrama May 1.. 7,257
Forbidden Waters (Priscilla Dean) Comedy drama
Whispering Smith (H. B. Warner) Melodrama western Mav 8.. 6.155
Volga Boatman (W. Boyd-E. Fair) Melodrama Apr. 24 .. 10,660
Paris at Midnight (Jetta Goudal) Melodrama May 15.. 6,995
Prince of Pilsen (Geo. Sidney) Comedy drama May 8.. 6,600
Bachelor Brides (La Rocque) Mystery drama May 22.. 6.612
Eve’s Leaves (Leatrice Joy) Romantic Comedy May 29.. 6.75C
Silence (H. B. Warner) Self-sacrifice dr June 5.. 7,518
Unknown Soldier (Chas. Mack, etc.) ... War drama June 12.. 7,979
Dice Woman (Priscilla Dean) Farce-melodrama June 19.. 5.614

Flame of the Yukon (Seena Owen) Melodrama of Yukon June 26.. 5,800

Up in Mabel’s Room (Marie Prevost) Farce-comedy June 26.. 6.345

Shipwrecked (S. Owen-J. Schildkraut). ... Melodrama July 3.. 5,865
Meet the Prince (Jos. Schildkraut) Comedy-Drama July 3.. 5,908

Sea Wolf (Ralph Ince) Jack London story July 10.. 6,763
Sunny Side Up (Vera Reynolds) Comedy drama July 17.. 5.994

Speeding Venus Priscilla Dean) Melodrama July 24.. 5,560

Clinging Vine (Leatrice Joy) Comedy Tulv 31.. 6.400

Young April (Bessie Love) Romantic com -dr Sept. 11.. 6,858

For Alimony Only (Leatrice Joy) Divorce com -drama Oct. 9.. 6.400

Gigolo (Rod La Rocque) Drama Oct. 16.. 7,295

Nervous Wreck (Ford-Haver) Farce-comedy Oct. 23.. 6,730

Pals in Paradise (star cast) Kyne mining story Nov. 29.. 6,636

For Wives Only (M. Prevost) Sophisticated farce Dec. 4.. 5,790

RAYART
1925

Snob Buster (Reed Howes) Action melodr Aug. 22.. 4.974

Cyclone Cavalier (Reed Howes) Acton-romance Sep. 26.. 4.921

Midnight Limited (star cast) Railroad melodrama Dec. 27 5.255
1926

Call of the Klondike (Glass-Dwan) Melodrama Aug. 21.. 5,803

Moran of the Mounted (Howes) Northwest M. P. melo.. . .Sept. 4.. 5.303

Has Anybody Seen Kelly?....
Marvels of Motion
Song Cartune
Reelview (Scenes in Turkey)
Hair Cartoon
Hair Cartoon
It’s the Cat’s (Ko-Ko)
Song Car- tune
Sweet Adeline

RED SEAL
1936

Song Cartune Mar. 30.. 1.000

650

Fleischer novelty .

.

550

S5T

ss
Mav 1.. 550

,
Fleischer cartoon 79P

."Tramp, Boys are March’g”.MaT 8. . 550
SS!
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Hair Cartoon (Issue 8)

tVhen Do We Eat?
Old Black Joe
Hair Cartoon
Toot I Toot I (Ko-Ko)
Hair Cartoons
eelview (Issue E)

bearchlight (Issue H)
Song Car-tune..
Marvels of Motion
Morning Judge
Ko-Ko in the Fadeaway
Film Reporter
Churchyards of Old America
Film Reporter (Issue B)
Berth Mark
Hair Cartoons
Searchlight

Kind of Picture

...Marcus novelty ....

..Novelty
...Song Car- tune
...Marcus cartoon
..Fleischer cartoon ..

..Marcus cartoon

..Pictorial

..Pictorial

...Song series

..Issue L

..Carrie of the Chorus
. . Fleischer cartoon . . .

.

. . Series

...Humor
..Sport subjects
..Carrie of Chorus....
..Number 17

..Issue J ;

STERLING PICTURES CORP

Love Gamble (Lillian Rich) Melodrama
Before Midnight (Wm. Russell) Crook melodrama
Big Pal (Wm. Russell) Prize fight drama
Men of the Night (Rawlinson) Melodrama
Wreckage (May Allison) Drama

Review. Feet

...June 12.. 850

.July 10.. 1,000

July 17.. 500

July 17.. 1,000

.July 17.. 1,000

.July 31.. 1,000

July 31.. 1,000

.Aug. 7.. 1,000

.Aug. 7.. 1,000

Sept. 4.. 800

• Sept. 4.. 2,000

.Sept. 11.. 1,000

.Sept. 11.. 1,000

..Sep. 25.. 1.000

..Oct. 9.. 1.000

..Oct. 9.. 2.000

.Oct. 16.. 458

.Oct. 16.. 1,000

1926

July 24.. 5,720

July 11.. 4,890
• Oct. 24.. 5,800

July 24.. 5,723

July 24.. 5,723

TIFFANY PRODUCTIONS, INC.
Release
Date

,nat to*del Fr»m Paris
Lost At Sea
The First Night
Redheads Preferred
Sin Cargo
One Hour «f Love
The Enchanted Island
Flaming T imber
Squads Right
The Steeplechasee
The Tiger
The Song of Steel

Husband Hunters
Snowbound
Wild Geese (Speoial)
The Squared Ring
The Broken Gate
Fools of Fashion (Mae Busch)
College Days (Marceline Day).._

Josselyn’s Wife (Pauline Frederick)

• Society comedy drama Aug. 15
• Romantic csmedy drama Sept. 1

Farce comedy Oct. 15
Whimsical comedy drama Nov. 15
Drama sf the High Seas Dec. 1

Emotional drama Dec. 15
Romantic drama Jan. 1

Woodland drama Jan. 15
War farce comedy Feb. 1

Racing society drama Feb. 15
Modern drama Mar. 1

Society-business drama Mar. 15
Demestic comedy drama Apr. 1

Comedy drama of the North ...Apr. 15
Human drama May 1

Society conedy drama May 15
Emotional drama Jun. 1

Social life drama Oct. 9.. 6,484
College comedy-dr Nov. 6.. 7.30(1

Emotional diama Nov. 27.. 5,800

UNITED ARTISTS
1925

Eagle (Rudolph Valentino) Romantic drama N'ov. 28.. 6,754

Stella Dallas (star cast) Mother-love drama Nov. 21.. 10,157

1926

Tumbleweeds (W. S. Hart) Land rush drama Jan. 2.. 7,254

Partners Again (Sidney-Alex Carr) Potash-Perlmutter Feb. 27.. 5,600

Black Pirate (Douglas Fairbanks) Technicolor feature Mar. 20. . 8,388

The Bat (all-star) Mvstery drama Mar. 27. . 8.219

Son of the Sheik (Valentino) “Sheik” sequel Aug. 7.. 6,685
Sparrows (Mary Pickford) Comedy drama Oct. 9.. 6,000
Winning of Barbara Worth (Banky) H. B. Wright western Dec. 4.. 8 rls.

UNIVERSAL
Featurei 1926

The Escape (Morrison) Western-action
My Old Dutch (McAvoy-O’Malley) Drama
Midnight Sun (LaPlante-Dowling) Russian melodrama
Looking for Trouble (Hoxie) Western
Outside the Law (ChaneylDean) Crook melodrama
Rolling Home (Denny) Farce comedy
Phantom Bullet (Hoot Gibson) Western
Rustler’s Ranch (Acord) Western
Love Thief (Norman Kerry) Romantic drama
Chasing Trouble (Morrison) Action western
Bucking the Truth (Morrison) Action western
Marriage Clause (Lois Weber) Drama
Under Western Skies (Norman Kerry) Western
The Terror (Art Acord) Western
Man in the Saddle (Gibson) Western
Poker Faces (Horton-LaPlante) Farce comedy ...
Whole Town’s Talking (E. E. Horton) Farce comedy
Wild Horse Stampede (Hoxie) Western
Runaway Express (Daugherty-Mehaffy. . .R. R. thriller .........
Her Big Night (Laura LaPlante) Farce comedy .........
Old Soak (Jean Hersholt) Comedy drama
Texas Streak (Hoot Gibson) Thrill western
Ice Flood (Harlan-Dana) Lumber camp melo
Yellow Back (Fred Humes) Western
Take It from Me (Reginald Denny) Comedy drama .........
Michael Strogoff Russian Melodrama
Spangles (O’Malley-Nixon) Circus comedy-dr
Buckaroo Kid (Hoot Gibson) Farce-drama- western
Red Hot Leather (Hoxie) Western .'

Man from the West (Acord) Blue Streak Western

Short Subjects

Buster’s Narrow Escape
Wise or Unwise (Puffy)
Separated Sweethearts (Lake)
Let Loose
Hearts for Rent (Lake)
Tin Bronc (Cobb)
Four-Square Steve (Cobb) ...

Buster Watch Tige
Frame Up (Hume)
Love Deputy (E. Cobb)

Buster Brown series
• Comedy
Bluebird comedy

• Mustang comedy ...

Bluebird comedy ....
Western
Western
Buster Brown
Western

• Short western

• Apr. 24.. 4,500
•May 1.. 7,750

• May 2.. 8,767
• May 8.. s. 162

• May 15.. 8,000
• May 22.. 6.831

• May 28.. 5,820
June 5.. 5,230

June 12.. 6,822

June 19. . 4,304

• June 26.. 4,305

..July 3.. 7,680

• July 10.. 6,352

• July 10.. 4,862
-July 17.. 5,492

• July 24.. 7,808
Aug. 14.. 6,662
July 31.. 4,776

• Aug. 28.. 5,865
Sept. 4.. 7,603

• Sept. 11.. 7,445
..Sep. 25.. 6,250
..Oct. 2.. 5,747

..Oct. 9.. 4,766

..Oct. 16.. 6,649
• Oct. 30.. 9,315
• Nov. 6.. 5,633

• Nov. 20.. 6,107
• Nov. 27.. 4,535
• Dec. 4.. 4,474

..Tune 26.. 2.000

. Tune 26. . 1,000

..Tune 26.. 1,000
Tune 26.. 2.000

Tune 26.. 1.000

Tune 26. . 2.000

Tune 26.. 2.000

.Tune 26. . 2.000

•June 26.. 2.000

• July 3.. 2,000

Trapped (Fred Humes)
There She Goes (Wanda Wiley) ...

Buster’s Girl Friend
Papa’s Mama (Arthur Lake)
Buster’s Heartbeats
Daredevil Daisy (Edna Marian) .

,

Love’s Labor Lost (Edwards)
Do or Bust (Edwards)
Motor Trouble (Chas. King)
Mixed Doubles (Puffy)
Fire Barrier
Village Cut-Up (Lake)
Under Desert Skies
Thirteenth Man (Puffy)
Op’ry House Tonight (Lake)
Who’s Next? (Edwards)
Thrilling Romance (Wiley)
Little Warrior (Sedgwick)
Wide Open Faces (Puffy)
His Girl Friend (Edna Marian)....
Mixed Brides (Wiley)
When East Meets West
Pep of the Lazy J (Cobb)
Buster’s Orphan Party
Don’t Be a Dummy (Lake)
It’s All Over Now (Edwards)
Shoot ’Em Up Kid (F. Gilman)
Wait a Bit (Earl Mack)
Don’t Shoot (Mower)
Tiddly Winks (Lake)
Jane’s Predicament (Wiley)
Rustler by Proxy (Hume)
And George Did (Saylor)
Jim Hearn’s Ghost (Sedgewick) ...

Buster Helps Dad
Two Dollars, Please (Edwards) ...

The Newlyweds’ Neighbors
Wives and W«men (Chas. Puffy).
Jane’s Inheritance (Wiley)
Olga’s Boatman (Edwards)
Which is Which? (Chas. King) ...

Jane’s Troubles (Wiley)
Wanted a Bride (Arthur Lake)....
The Collegians
Fighting With Buffalo Bill
A Man’s Size Pet
Never Again
For Cryin’ Out Loud
Lots of Grief
Pinnacle Rider (Mower
Pioneer Blood (F. Gilman)
Show Cow Puncher (Cobb)
Too Much Sleep (A. Lake)
When Bonita Rode
Wild Bill (Chas. Puffy)
Jane’s Engagement Party
Barely Reasonable (D. Kitchin) ....
Lone Prairie (G. Magrill)
Business Worries (Arthur Lake)..
Please Excuse Me
The Big Surprise
Snookums’ Outing
What Price Pleasure? (Edwards) .

Better Luck
Martin of the Mounted (Gilman)...
Fighting Strain (C. Witzel)
Hook or Crook (Puffy)
Buster Prize Winner
A Second-Hand Excuse
Switching Sleepers (Arthur Lake)
Sweetheart Daze (Edwards)
Last Lap
A Close Call
Snookums’ Merry Christmas
Hen Punchers of Piperock. .

. v . . . .

.

Kind of Picture

. Bluebird comedy .

. Collegians No. 4.

Gump series
Newlyweds series

Review Fee

...Tulv 3. . 2.00C

...July 10. . 2,000

• July 10. . 2,000

..July 10. . 1,000

• •July 17. . 2,000

• July 17. . 2,000

..July 17. . 1,000

17. . 1,000

..July 17. . 2,000

17. . 1,000

-July 24. . 2,000

..July 24. . 1,000

..July 24. . 2,000

..July 24. . 1,000

31. . 1,000

31. . LOOT-

..July 31. . 2,000

..July 31. . 2,000

7. . 1.000

7. . 2,000

14. . 2,000

14. . 2,000

14. . 2,000

. .Aug. 14. . 2,000

21. . 1,000

21. . 1,000

21. . 2,000

21. . 2,000

21. . 2,000

28. . 1,000

28. . 2,000

28. . 2,000

4. . 2,000

4. . 2,000

4. . 2,000

4. . 1,000

11 . . 2,000

11. . 1,000

. .Sept. 11. . 2,000

25. . 1,000

25. . 2,000

2. . 2,000

2. . 1,000

9. . 4,000
16..

16.. 2,666

16... 2,000

16.,. 1,000

16... 2,000

16. . 2,000

, .Oct. 23.. 2 rls

Oct. 23.. 2 rls

23.. 1 rj

30. . 2 rls

30. . 1 rl

!. .Nov. 6. . 2 rls

6. . 2 rls

6. . 2 rls

6. . 1 rl

6. . 2 rls

• Nov. 13.. 2 rls.

• Nov. 113.. 2 rls-.

•Nov. !13.. 1 rl.

20. . 2 rls

20. . 2 rls

20.,. 2 rls

20. . 1 rl

27.., 2 rls

20. . 2rls
. .Nov. 29. .1 rl.

29. .1 rl.

29. .2. rls.

29. .2 rls.

29..,2 rls.

29 : .2. rls.

WARNER BROS.
1925

Kiss Me Again (Lubitsch prod.), Light comedy Aug. 15.. 6,722
Limited Mail (Monte Blue)... .....Railroad melodrama Sep. 12.. 7,144
Wife Who Wasn’t Wanted (Rich).... Romantic drama ..Sep. 19.. 6,858
His Majesty, Bunker Bean (M. Moore) . .Farce comedy , . Sep. 26. . 7,291
Below the Line (Rin-Tin-Tin) Dog melodrama ....Oct. 3.. 6,053
Man on the Box (Syd Chaplin) Farce-comedy Oct: 10.. 7,481
Compromise (I. Rich, C. & Brook) Domestic drama .... i ..:... .Nov. 7. . 6,789
Red Hot Tires (Monte Blue) Farce comedy ....Noy. 7.. 6,500
Bobbed Hair (Prevost-Harlan) ....Comedy-melodrama Nov. 14.. 7,817
Rose of the World (P. R. Miller) Human interest drama Nov. 21.. 7,500
Clash of the Wolves (Rin-Tin-Tin) Curwood dog drama ...... . .Nov. 28. . 6,478
Hogan’s Alley (Blue-Miller) Farce-comedy Dec. 5.. 6,310
Lady Windermere’s Fan (I. Rich) Stage classic Dec. 12.. 7,816
Seven Sinners (Prevost-Brook) Crook-action drama Dec. 19.. 6,927
Golden Cocoon (H. Chadwick-H. Gordon) Human interest melo Dec. 26., 7,200

Sea Beast (John Barrymore)
Oh, What a Nurse (Syd Chaplin).
Cave Man (M. Moore- Prevost) ..

.

Bride of the Storm (D. Costello)...
Night Cry (Rin-Tin-Tin)
Other Women’s Husbands (Blue)
Hell Bent Fer Heaven (Miller)
Little Irish Girl (D. Costello)
Why Girls Go Back Home (Miller).
Silken Shackles (Irene Rich)
Social Highwayman (Devore- Love)
footloose Widows (Fazenda-Logan)
Don Juan (Tohn Barrymore)
Across the Pacific (Monte Blue)
My Official Wife (Rich-Tearle)
Private Tzzy Murphy (Jesse!)
The Better ’Ole (Syd Chaplin)
While London Sleeps (Rin-Tin-Tin)
Millionaires (Sidney- Fazenda -Gordon)

.Whaling epic
Farce-comedy
.Farce-comedy
Melodrama
Dog melodrama
Comedy drama
Mystery drama
Crook drama
...Comedy drama
..Drama
..Farce-comedy
...Farce-comedy
..Romantic drama
..Melodrama
..Drama
..Comedy

. . Supercomedy

... Dog drama ...........

..Heart-int. Hebrew com.

1926
...Jan. 30.. 9,975

...Mar. 6.. 6,987
...Mar. 13.. 6,741
..April 10.. 6,800
..April 24.. 6,300
..May 8.. 6,721

May 15.. 6,578
..May 22,. 6,667

...May 29.. 5,262

..June 5. . 6.061

..June 26.. 6.107

...July 3.. 7,163

..Aug. 21. .10.018

..Oct. 16.. 6,945
Nov. 6 . . 7.846
...Oct. 30.. 7,889
..Oct. 23.. 8,649

..Nov." 20.. 6.903
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A Novelty Orchestra Proposal
Suggestion Offers

Clever Variety

For Showmen
Everywhere
By O. T. TAYLOR

N OVELTY Orchestras are

proving very popular all

over the country. Even

the smaller towns find that a

clever Novelty Orchestra is good

for one and often two changes

a week for a number of weeks.

The Novelty Orchestra may be

styled the successor to the Jazz

Orchestra. We find that the

public does not care altogether

for Jazz, but that it does enjoy

music that strikes a happy aver-

age in appeal.

A' program as rendered by a

Novelty Orchestra will include a

semi-classical number, perhaps a

pot-pourri of known airs. A bal-

lad or waltz number. A popular

song or Fox Trot and for a

closer, a novelty or comedy num-
ber. Then a Jazz burst for an

encore.

Variety Is Offered

An entire program of popular

numbers is just as impossible as

a program of classics. It lacks

variety, and variety is the spice

of life.

So the Novelty Orchestra of-

fers variety, and the Novelty Or-
chestra player must be more
than a musician, he must be an

entertainer. A cleverly pre-

sented novelty or comedy num-
ber will invariably “go over”

bigger than a fair, or even very

good, rendering of a classical

number. Consequently the nov-

elty or comedy number is the

logical number to use as a closer.

As an entertainer the musician

must be able to do a bit of com-
edy, acting, drollery, pantomime.

A band of musicians sitting

stiff-postured on the stage, like

so many automatons, may as

well play in the orchestra pit.

Life, movement, pep, action must
be in the make-up of the Novel-
ty Orchestra, otherwise it re-

mains just an ordinary kind. An
orchestra, no matter how clever,

working in the same set change
after change cannot endure. The
public looks for a change in

background, in setting, as well as

for a change in musical offering.

An orchestra repeating the same
program would not be tolerated.

The silent drama is presented •

with music
; take the music away

and your patrons would soon ob-
ject. Yet how many people can
recall the best knowl meodies
when played to a picture. The
public enjoys music, they want
music with the picture even

(Continued on page 453)
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Novelty Plan For

Orchestra Offered

For Theatre O. K.
(Continued from page 452}

though attention is riveted to the action on

the screen. It is appeal to the subconscious

mind.

On the stage it is the orchestra that is the

attraction. It is the orchestra that is list-

ened to, watched, yet the same subconscious

mind wanders to the setting, and if the set-

ting and lighting effects are appropriate the

mind is found in a more receptive mood.

A College Feature

The setting offered this week is planned

for use with a college feature number, such

as “Collegiate” as the novelty number.
THE ROUTINE. As the drapes part the

orchestra is discovered in its place playing

opening number. (The tab F, Fig. 1, is down
covering the ground row B).

Suggested number : “Medley of Southern
Melodies” with “Carry me back to ol’ Vir-
ginny” as a Violin Solo. “Old Black Joe” for

Saxophones, with variations in six eighth time
as Banjo Solo. Song may also be introduced.

Amber stage with white spot picking out

soloists. White spot on leader for bows.

(2) Ballad or Waltz number. Suggested:
“Valencia.”

White stage on this number.

(3) Popular Fox Trot or Song number.
Suggested : “As long as I have you.” Red
stage with amber glint from right and left

on center set AA, Fig. 1).

(4) Novelty number. Suggested : “Col-

legiate.” Amber stage. Full orchestra on
opening. As number progresses three or

four singers exit quietly right and left and
take up positions on parallel, H. Fig. 2. The
orchestra goes into accompaniment to song.

Song number may be chorus to “Collegi-

ate”; it may introduce an old favorite col-

lege song, such as “Fair Harvard”
;

or it

may be a comedy number like “Funiculi,

Funicula,” or “Solomon Levi.” The tab, F,
Figs. 1 and 2, is taken up, revealing, on
parallel H, an interior depicting a boy’s
room at college. Pennants on the wall,

chairs, a table, book shelves, tennis racket,
uke, banjo and other appropriate props scat-
tered about.

The singers, attired in sweaters and skull-

caps, are discovered lounging—reading

—

about the room. One throws his book away.
Comedy bits as they get together to sing.

White spot on singers. After song numbers
are finished tab F comes down

;
the singers

doff sweaters and rejoin orchestra for finale.

Building the Set
Although this set is very flashy it is not

a difficult set to construct. The pieces are
indicated with corresponding letters in Figs.
1 and 2, and the general description refers
to these two figures.

The flats AA extend from the floor to the
special border E. The flippers CC are lashed
to the flats as indicated by dotted vertical
lines. The decorations on flippers extend
across bottom part of flats. Decorations are
in blues, starting with dark blue at floor
line and graduating to a light blue for the
fourth layer. The decorations on upper part
of flats are in bright colors starting at the
lower part with purples, dark and medium
blues and greens, magenta

; graduating into
lavender, rose, light magenta, light greens
and blues, to orange and yellows next to
border.

MOVING PICTURE WORLD

Hope Hampton of Educational
appears in sequin blue with a

flare skirt.

The border gets, from bottom up, light,

medium, dark yellow and orange. The
ground row, B, is done in orange with trim
in blue, yellow and red. The vases DD
are graduated from dark to light blue. The
stripes, as indicated by dotted lines, are
silver metallics. All outlines on balance of

set in silver bronze.

The cyclorama, GG, is in dark material,
preferably plush in purple or blue. The tab,

F, is in light colors and may be metaline,
sateen, burlap, in pale green or tan.

DETAILS. Figure 3 shows in detail the
construction of the vases. These, as will

be noted, are in profile with a slight curve
to aid in attaining the round appearance.
Round, practical vases may, of course, be
used, provided that vases from three to
four feet in height are available.

The two curved segments, A and B, are
attached to the upright batten C. The fac-
ing, which may be heavy cardboard, chip
board or wall board, is curved and nailed
segments.

To attain a good curve on facing paste
in a piece of medium weight manila paper;
permit it to soak until quite wet and then
apply it to one side of chip board or card-
board. When dry, it draws or shrinks the
side of card to which it was applied, mak-
ing it curve. It is then an easy matter to
fasten, convex side out, to the frame.

The Floral Decorations

In the floral decoration, Fig. 4, the flowers
are cut from bright colored cardboard, deco-
rated in vari-colored metallics and attached
to the heavy wire stem by means of gum-
med manila paper stickers as shown at A,

4. The wire stems may be covered
with dark green tissue paper or merely
painted dark green. The leaves are black
oilcloth, with a silver bronze stripe to in-
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dicate vein, and stitched to stem; with the

finish, black, side to front. The flowers

should be 4-5 inches in diameter and the

leaves in several sizes, ranging from 4 to-

6 inches in length.

Fig. 5 shows detail construction of the

flipper, the dotted lines indicating frame-

work. The scalloped upper edge is wall

board and the balance of frame is covered

with muslin or heavy paper. Odds and ends

of salvaged scenery may be used to good
advantage in< covering small frames like

these.

Regarding Music Stands. Few muisicians

are able to memorize five or six numbers
each change of program, especially if two-

changes per week are made. To overcome
this trouble, music sheets must necessarily

be used on the stage, making it possible

for the musician who depends on written

parts for most of his numbers to use the

parts and reduce memorizing to solos or

outstanding bits. Regular music stands do
not answer for stage use. They are too high

and conspicuous.

Suggestion for a stand that is easily made
is offered herewith. This stand can be made
to harmonize with nearly any stage set, does
not hide the performer and has not the

appearance of a music stand.

To build it. Cut the front facing, H, Fig.

6, from wall board. This facing is for orna-
mental purposes only and may be cut to

any shape desired. It should, however, be

about 18 inches high and from 2 to 22
inches wide. Now cut the two end-pieces G
from same material and attach to frame
work indicated by dotted lines. A piece of

wood veneer or compo board will serve for

the actual stand or music rest, I. The hood

J shades the two lights KK, preventing the

light shining on the performer’s far**

Monte Banks is going to play
Santa for the whole Pathe out-

fit at Hollywood
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Qoing Up!—Up the Ladder or Up the Flue

?

T HEATRES are changing hands faster than the money

at a craps game : they’re being built so plentifully

that the motion picture map looks as though it were

breaking out with measles. A showman can’t stand still.

He’s got to keep going and if he doesn’t go up the ladder

he will go up the flue

!

Which way you ascend will depend on one thing. And
on one thing only. Whether you’re upholding the tradi-

tions of the old school exhibitor with a single house, try-

ing to make a living; or acquiring a chain or engineering

a nationwide combination of circuits, and trying to make
a killing—the success or failure is governed by that one

thing—public favor.

Good will—or the lack of it—on the part of your com-

munity or communities—determines your defeat or your

prosperity.

Sound Investment
Beats a Gamble

Whether you’re operating or building a single theatre

or a big circuit you can’t afford to gamble with public

favor—you’ve got to invest in such a way that the divi-

dend of good will is gilt-edged.

Family living standards are high, today. The music box
is in the attic and the radio in the console

;
the trolley

car has given place to the taxi and the sedan
;
Orientals

displace rag rugs and overstuffed furniture shoves the

haircloth sofa into the discard.

There’s good music in the home. There’s comfort, too.

There’s the closed car ready to take the family out to get

a change of scene.

What more are you offering the public?

Just one thing! Motion picture entertainment. You know
it is no problem to get them in for a “Don Juan,” “One
Minute to Play,” “Big Parade,” “What Price Glory?” or

“Unknown Soldier.”

To Sell Your Seats
Sell Your House

But you’ve got to fill your hundred—or five thousand

—

seats every day, before and after the special appeal picture

in order to keep up with today’s overhead. You can’t re-

sell a picture—that’s gone
;
but you can re-sell your house.

That’s there all the time.

The large chains are doing this all the time—selling the
house

;
making the institutional appeal predominant. You

can sell your hundred seats just as fully by putting over
your house as a community institution.

You can accomplish this only if your music and comfort
equipment compares favorably with the music, the comfort
of the home. Building or refurnishing, get good equip-
ment. It will give you a house that you can sell as a com-
munity institution—and once you’ve sold your house, vou
can sell your seats every day

!

These Folks Are Buying

The Best To Be Had
In Equipment

VEVAY. IND.—Minor Bakes has purchased
three-story building at Cheapside and Ferry
streets as site for moving picture theatre.

Ground floor is occupied by postoffice and
grocery store. Postoffiee lease has several
months to run. At its expiration Mr. Bakes
will convert building into an up-to-date pic-

ture house.
ST. LOUIS, MO.—Fox Film Corporation, cf

New York, will erect 17-story theatre and
office building at Grand avenue and Wash-
ington boulevard. Estimated cost, $3,000,000.

GRAND ISLAND, NEB.—V. Gether, man-
ager of Majestic Theatre, plans establishing
theatres at York, Superior and Falls City.

POUGHKEEPSIE, N. Y.—Jacob Levy and
Abraham Dunn, Rochester, contemplate erect-

ing one-story brick moving picture and vau-
deville theatre, including- stores and offices.

Estimated cost, $800,000.
DAY'l'ON, O.—Carl P. Anderson and Good-

rich Giles, of Piqua, plan erection of two-
storv ftreproof moving picture and vaude-
ville theatre on IVest Fifth street, between
Horace and Mound. Estimated cost, $125,000.

DORMONT, PA.—Frank W. Bail; 1152
Hanna Building, Cleveland, O., is preparing
plans for two-story brick theatre, 96 by 146

feet, to be located at Broadway and Potomac
avenue.
BERWYN, ILL.—City council has granted

permission to W. S. Altland, of Chicago, to

establish moving picture theatre in Berwyn
Club building.
NEW YQRK, N. Y.—O'Day Construction

Company, 1039 Broadway, has contract for

12-story brick and stone-trim theatre, store

and hotel building, 150 by 100 feet, to be

erected at 235-41 Wrest 46th Street Corpora-
tion, Isidore Zimmer, president, 285 Madison
avenue. Estimated cost, $750,000.

WOODWARD, OKLA. — Terry Brothers,
owners of Pastime and Nusho Theatres, are
erecting new structure to replace the Nusho.
McKEES ROCKS, PA.—Miller Construc-

tion Company, Empire Building, Pittsburgh,
has contract for one and one-half story brick
theatre, store and office building, 80 by 120
feet, to be erected for Rexian Theatre Cor-
poration.

SPECIAL
ROLL and

MACHINE
TICKETS
Your own special Ticket,

any colors, accurately

numbered; every roll

guaranteed.
Coupon Tickets for P»*ize

Drawing: 5,000 for $7.00.

Prompt shipments. Cash with

the order. Get the samples.

Send diagram for Reserved

Seat Coupon Tickets, serial or dated.

ROLL AND MACHINE TICKETS
In Five Thousand Lots and Upward

Ten Thousand
Fifteen Thousand * 2.00

Twenty-five Thousand 9.00

Fifty Thousand 12.50

One Hundred Thousand 18.00

National Ticket Co. Shamokin, Pa.

LEES SUMMIT. MO.—Douglas Theatre
contemplates installing new pipe organ.
PAWNEE CITY, NEB.—Linwood Theatre

will be redecorated.
WARREN, PA. — Columbia Amusement

Company, O. A. Poltar, president, 17 West
Eighth street, Erie, Pa., has plans by Shutts
& Morrison, Marine Bank Building, Erie, Pa.,
for remodeling Strand Theatre. Estimated
cost, $25,000.

HOLLYWOOD. FLA.—L W. McCormick,
president; L Y. Goodbread, vice president
and manager, and others have formed cor-
poration to erect open-air theatre, seating
capacity about 1,500.

SPRINGFIELD, ILL—J. Kersota, Sixth
and "Washington streets, has plans by Carl
Myers, Myers Building, for three-story brick
theatre and office building, 47 by SO feet,
located at northeast corner Sixth and Wash-
ington streets. Estimated cost $60,000.

ONARGA. ILL—Jay and Wes Uplioff have
leased adjoining building for a new addi-
tion to their popular moving picture house,
the Palace Theatre.

SIOUX CITY, IA.—Improvements will be
made to interior of Plaza Theatre.

PITTSBURG, KANS-—Front and interior
of Grand Theatre will be redecorated.

NEW BREMEN. O.—New glass front is

being constructed to Crown Theatre, oper-
ated by R. H. Becker. Increased attendance
to this popular moving picture house may
compel erection of balcony to provide addi-
tional seating capacity.

Plan Canada Studio
VICTORIA, B. C-—Famous Players-Lasky

Corporation. 4S5 Fifth avenue, New York,
and 111 Bond street, Toronto, Ontario, Can-
ada, is having preliminary plans prepared
for moving picture studio. Estimated cost,

$450,000.
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Theatre Building On Increase c

With Fine Equipment Demanded

NEVER before has the building of theatres been a more active field. At no

time has there been more activity in the remodeling of houses which are

taken over by circuits or individuals. But the biggest punch is the demand for

nothing but the highest quality in every equipment item that goes into build-

ing or replacement.

EL. DORADO, ARK.—M. A- Lightman, pres-

ident and general manager of Arkansas
Amusement Enterprise, announces work will

istart soon on new theatre, with seating

capacity of about 2,000. Estimated cost

$200 ,
000,

LOS ANGELES, CALIF.—United Artists

Corporation, 922 South Olive street, plan3

erection of fireproof theatre. Estimated cost

$ 1 ,000 ,
000 .

DENVER, COLO.—New theatre will be

erected on Broadway by Thomas M. Jones,

president of South Denver Bank. This will

be the third large theatre for. this city. Es-

timated cost $250,000.

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.—Organization oi

Dearborn and Tenth Realty Company, capi-

talized at $200,000 to finance erection of new
Rivoli moving picture theatre at Dearborn

and Tenth streets has been completed. Es-

timated cost, $225,000.

BOSTON, MASS.—Pope Company, Inc., 6

Stainford street, plans erection of theatre.

Estimated cost $150,000.

PONTIAC, MICH.—Ground has been broken

for new ten-story theatre and office build-

ing to be erected by Kleist Amusement En-
terprises, Inc., on site of Eagle Theatre at

11-15 South Saginaw street. Previous plans

Included only 1000-seat house and three-

story building.

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M. — O. Bachechi,

care Pastime Theatre, has plans by G. Will-

iamson, Sunshine Building, for three-story

brick and terra-cotta trim theatre, 75 by

142 feet, to be located at Fifth and Central

avenue. Estimated cost $150,000.

HOBOKEN, N. J.—Harring & Blumenthal
Company, 271 Central avenue, Jersey City,

contemplates erecting theatre on Washing-
ton street, between Third and Fourth. Es-

timated cost, $1,000,000.

BROOKLYN, N . Y.—Laemmle Building

Corporation, 730 Fifth avenue, New York,

is taking bids for two-story brick and stone-

trim theatre and store building to be lo-

cated at New Utrecht avenue and 46th street.

Estimated cost $1,000,000.

DAYTON, O.—West Side Amusement Com-
pany, South Jefferson street, has plans by

F. S. Hughes, U. B. Building, for two and
three-story brick and reinforced concrete

theatre and store building, 100 by 140 feet,

to be located at Fifth and Williams streets.

Estimated cost $150,000.

ENID, OKLA.—Jack Johnson, manager of

Royal, Melba, Rialto and Mecca Theatres,

announces that new up-to-date building will

be erected to replace present Melba Theatre.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.—Preliminary plans

have been ’ filled with the Bureau of Build-

ing Inspection, City Hall, for 15-story com-
bination theatre, store and office building

to be located at southwest corner 17th and
Market streets ' b'y Fox Film Corporation,

of New York. Theatre will have approxi-

mately 5100 seating capacity.

Picture Theatres Planned

BIRMINGHAM, ALA.—Publlx Theatre Cor-
poration, 162 Forty-second street, New York,
plans soon to start work on three-story the-

atre at Third avenue, North and Eighteenth
streets, seating capacity 3,000. Estimated
cost $1,000,000.

SAN GABRIEL, CALIF.—Mission Playhouse
Corporation, 341 LaFayette Park place, has
plans by A. B. Benton, 1548 Sunset Boule-
vard, Los Angeles, for theatre. Estimated
cost $250,000.

CHICAGO, ILL—Baird & Warner, 134

South La Salle street, have plans by Childs
.‘STSmith, 720 North Michigan avenue, for the-
atre and office building to be located at 111-
117 Wacker drive. Estimated cost $1,500,000.

CHICAGO, ILL—Syndicate, Harry M. En-
glestein, president, 6005 South Halsted street,

has plans by A. Levy and J. Klein, 111 West
Washington street, for three-story brick and
terra-cotta trim theatre and ballroom, 500 by
300 feet. Estimated cost $3,000,000.

CHICAGO, ILL—American Amusement
Company, 2433 West North avenue, has plans
by John Eberson, 212 East Superior street,
for six-story brick and terre-cotta trim
Egyptian theatre, hotel and store building
to be located on North avenue, between Troy
and Albany streets. Estimated cost $2,500,000.

BOSTON, MASS.—B. F. Keith Theatres,
Seventh avenue and Broadway, New York,
has plans by Thomas W. Lamb, 644 Eighth
avenue. New York, for four-story brick and
stone-trim theatre, 145 by 215 feet, on Wash-
ington street, extending through to Mason
street.

SPRINGFIELD, N. J.—Jacob Heincourtz,
Summit, N. J., has plans by Nathan Harris,
20 Branford place, Newark, N. J., for two-
story brick and terra-cotta trim moving pic-
ture theatre, 186 by 170 feet.

NEW YORK, N. Y.—Ludlose Operating Cor-
poration, Marcus Loew, president, 1540 Broad-
way, has plans by Thomas W, Lamb, 644
Eighth avenue, for theatre, 21 by 68 by 52 by
87 feet, to be located at 31 Canal street.
Estimated cost $225,000.

NEW YORK, N. Y.—Fourth Street Oper-
ating Corporation, Marcus Loew, president,
Broadway and 45th street, has plans by
Thomas W. Lamb, 644 Eighth avenue, for
two-story theatre, 24 by 275 feet, to be lo-
cated at 93-105 East Fourth street. Esti-
mated cost, $350,000.

Big Ones Going Up
POTTSTOWN, PA.—J. Patts Realty Com-

pany, care Fried & Fishman, 262 South 17th
street, Philadelphia, plans erection of four-
story theatre and hotel building. Theatre
will have seating capacity of 1500.

PROVIDENCE, R. I.—A. C. Emery, 36 Ex-
change street, has plans by J. F. O'Malley,
S4 Broad street, Pawtucket, R. I. for two-
story brick and reinforced concrete theatre
and store building, 100 by 160 feet, to be
located at Hope and Fourth streets. Esti-
mated cost $175,000.

IvENOSHA, WIS.—E. and F. Dayton, care
Dayton Hotel, have plans by W. R. Whitney,
care R. Levine & Company, Otis Building!
Chicago, for five-story brick, concrete and
terra-cotta trim theatre, hotel and store
building, 125 by 125 feet, to be located at

WANTED TO BUY
Good Used

MOTION PICTURE CAMERA
SAUL SCHWARTZ

14 North Tryon St. Charlotte, N. C.

Elizabeth and Grover streets. Estimated
cost $425,000.

MILWAUKEE, WIS.—Badger Building
Service, 445 Milwaukee street, has plans by
Peacock & Frank, 445 Milwaukee street,
for one and two-story theatre and business
building, 100 by 133 feet. • Estimated cost
$300,000.

MONROE, WIS.—Fischer Paramount The-
atres, 36 South State street, Chicago, 111.,

has plans by Wolff & Ramsthal, 453 Mitchell
street, for one and two-story brick, tile and
concrete theatre and business building, 100
by 137 feet. Estimated cost $150,000.

LOS ANGELES, CALIF.—A. V. Perkinson,
3977 South .Vermont avenue, has contract
for four-story theatre,- store- and apartment
building, 80 by 145 -feet; -to be- erected on
Sichel street for United Income Properties.
Estimated Cost, .$2.75,000. ’

_

- -j
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.
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Many Houses Refurnish

BATON ROUGE, LA.—J. G. Mortimer and
E. C. Kingsbery will make alterations to
building on Main street for theatre, with
seating capacity of 300.

VICKSBURG, MISS.—Walnut Theatre,
Frank Shipley, manager, plans to redecorate
and make other improvements.

GLENS FALLS, N. Y.—Acker Building
-Company, Inc., 4 Nelson street, has general
contract for alterations and one-story brick
addition, 113 by 152 feet, to be made to thea-
tre on Warren street, for Star Theatre Corn-
party. Estimated cost, $75,000.

NEW YORK, N. Y.—Palace Theatre Realty
Corporation has awarded general contract
to L. M. Neckerman Company, Inc., 1003
Park avenue, for alterations and erection of
brick addition to theatre at 1564-66 Broad-
way.

LENOIR CITY, TENN.-—James McCamp-
bell, Knoxville, has contract for extensive
improvements to Grand Theatre, including
new stage, settings, curtain, scenes, etc.

RHINELANDER, WIS.—H. J. Selmer Con-
struction Company, McCartney National
Bank Building, Green Bay, Wis., has general
contract for one-story brick and concrete
addition, 25 by 80 feet, to theatre on Main
street, for State Theatre Company, Peter
Rouman, manager. Estimated cost, $30,000.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
Help and Situations Wanted Only

3c per word per insertion

Minimum charge 60c
Terms, Strictly Cash with Order

Copy must reach us by Tuesday noon to Insure
publication In that week’s Issue.

SITUATIONS WANTED
AT LIBERTY—Organist, first-class. Eleven years’

experience in best theatres. Exceptional ability cueing
pictures. Feature all classes of music. Play piano for
vaudeville. State particulars. Address “Musician,”
413 North Madison, Bloomington, 111.

ORGANIST- -MANAGERS, NOTE! First-class man
desires engagement where the best is wanted and
appreciated. Highly accomplished musician. Thor-
oughly up

:
to-date, trained in this country and Europe,

with 12 years’ picture- experience. Concert and Feature
Soloist. Modern organ and good salary essential. Wire
or write. Organist, 117 South 11th St., Cambridge, Ohio.

. ORGANIST—Union man. Eight years’ experience,
mostly in better class houses averaging 1600 seats.
Ample and complete library. Sound musical education.
Desires change to better instrument. Plenty refer-
ences. Will deliver the goods for $75. Box 398, Mov-
ing Picture World, N. Y. City.

HELP WANTED
LABORATORY MAN wanted in large city, western

New York, to take over all the developing and print-
ing in small weihequipped laboratory. Must have two
or three years’, experience in large studio, be capable
of turning out perfect work, and be willing to accept
moderate salary until the turnover warrants more. Do
not, neglect to state salary wanted, experience, when
available, and phone number. Alex Gunn, Northbridge
Center. Mass.
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Better Projection Pays

Steve Farrar Asks

What He Shall Do

S
TEVE M. FARRAR, Managing Director,

Colonial Amusement Company, operat-

ing the Orpheum Theatre, Harrisburg,

111., and the Casino Theatre, Eldorado, 111.,

asks

:

“Have just recently purchased two Power-
lite reflector type lamps and have a 70 am-
pere 2-lamp series type 1470 R. P. V. G. E.

motor generator set. The minimum amper-
age of this set is, at present, 35 and with

the new lamps I wTant only twenty amperes.
We now must use resistance to lower the

amperage, and this is, of course, not efficient.

“There are hundreds of exhibitors all over
the country who are up against the same
proposition, having the new low amperage
lamps hooked to motor generator sets which
have a too-large capacity. Each month they
must pay for power consumed in rheostats

used to lower the current flow to the re-

quirement of the set.

“It seems there should be some way of

doing this—making a motor generator built

to produce 70 amperes produce only 15 to
20—either by putting in new coils or slowing
down the motor, which would cause the gen-
erator to put out less amperage. I am not an
electrician and my projectionist is not good
enough to tackle this particular job. Will
you please get the dope for me as quickly
as you can, as I want to purchase four more
of the lamps if I can get the motor generator
sets to work efficient with them.”

Excellent Equipment

Friend Farrar, in the Powerlite you have
excellent, efficient equipment. Your present
motor generator sets may be made to pro-
duce the desired amperage, though not with
high efficiency. That last cannot, I think,

possible be. But just the same the results
will be far in advance of what you had with
the ordinary arc, which I presume you were
using.

This is a propositoin which it is impossible
to cover with a single “blanket” instruc-
tion. It is a thing to be handled ONLY by
the maker of the set, to whom an EXACT
copy of ALL data on the name plate of the
set must be sent.

Those using General Electric sets should
address the General Electric Company,
Schenectady, New York, or Ft. Wayne
\\ orks of the General Electric Company, Ft.
\\ ayne, Indiana. Those having Westing-
house sets address the Westinghouse Electric
Manufacturing Co., East Pittsburgh, Pa. and
those using Hertner Transverters address the
Hertner Electric Company, 1905 West 114th
street, Cleveland, Ohio.

I will refer your question to the Genera!
Electric Company, Schenectady, asking them
to communicate with you immediately. I am
getting many such inquiries, which proves
your idea of the trouble others are having
with this matter to be correct.

Bluebook School
Questions 549 and 559 are two sent

in by a man in a large mid-west city,

which I think it better not to name.
The man asking the questions is a

union man, and a high-grade projec-

tionist, too. The questions open up a

very large field and one which needs

the light of publicity very badly as

concerns BOTH questions.

Under all the conditions I shall NOT
publish the names of ANY who may
see fit to answer, unless they send with

their answer their explicit permission

so to do. Personally, I regard this as

two of the most important questions

that have been asked during this entire

series. I think every honest, unbiased

THINKING projectionist will hold the

same view and that many theatre man-
agers will agree. I would welcome
answers to the last question by any
theatre manager who may care to dis-

cuss the matter.

Question No. 549—Does or does not

any organization which includes most
or all of the available supply of men
for projection assume a moral obliga-

tion to oblige its members, by force

of necessary, to equip themselves, so

far as is humanly possible, with all the

knowledge, technical, or otherwise,

necessary to the giving of the best pos-

sible service, both insofar as has to

do with practical results upon the the-

atre screen, and also in the matter of

supplying those results at the lowest

possible cost?

Question No. 550—Does not the the-

atre manager who, either purposely or

by neglect, fails to insist upon high-

class efficient work in the projection

room of his theatre, and to encourage
it in every possible way, or who gives

no practical encouragement by recog-

nizing such work in the pay envelope,

really discourage the men and tend to

make them careless in their work, giv-

ing just enough in the way of excel-

lence in service to enable them to, per-

haps with the aid of the organization,

hold their job? Does not such a the-

atre manager actually, in effect, invite

inefficiency and mediocre work by his

projectionist ?

By “force” I take it the correspond-
ent meant such “force” as a union may
legitimately employ in such a case

—

not physical force, of course. I don’t

think threat of expulsion was meant,
either. I wish a different word had
been used, but believe what was meant
was quite all right. One form of

“force” would be suspension from work
for a few days as a disciplinary meas-
ure.

Only the Food

Interrupted Joking

R
ECENTLY Herbert Griffin, who thinks
he is some punkins down at the Powers
Division of the International Projector

Corporation, P. A. (stands for silence) Mac-
Guire, King of advertising, same corpora-

tion, and Projectionist Budge foregathered

at the residence of Richard (Dick) Keuster
over in Brooklyn, where we destroyed one
perfectly scrumptious dinner prepared by
Keuster’s very much better half and her ma-
ternal ancestor.

And what do you think happened? You
would think with such a gathering the talk

would be on projection, would you not? Well,

when I described the Paramount installa-

tion I said the BATH was lined with marble
to the ceiling, and the fool printer, or some
one in our own office with a sadly misguided
sense of humor, changed it to “booth,” so

that aggregation just sat there for a solid

two hours and had alleged “fun” at my ex-

pense.

I really think Griffin shed a pint of cro-

codile tears when I had thus disgraced my-
self. MacGuire, to do him justice, did not
expend to exceed 11,000 words lecturing me
on my sin. Budge and Keuster helped them
until the food came on, whereupon silence

reigned.

What’s that? No, I did NOT hope they’d

choke to death. I did NOT!

A Valuable Tip

For All Inventors

F
ROM the far West comes a letter, with

fee to pay for mail reply, which has

gone forward, asking whether or not

it will probably pay to try to market a de-

vice invented to cut off the light when the

film breaks or the take-up fails, from any
cause, to act.

Laying aside the fact that the inventions

concerning this particular thing are pretty

near legion, let me warn ALL inventors to

first ascertain what the patent office already

contains before expending time and energy

working out any idea on anything whatso-

ever.

When an embryonic inventor conceives an

idea, let him FIRST OF ALL have a search

made of the patent office to see what has

already been done along the lines he pro-

poses to follow. That, if well done, will

probably cost him considerable money, de-

pending in amount on how popular the idea

he has been with inventors, but I venture

the assertion that nine times in ten the re-

sults will astonish him. To have a really

competent search made he will probably have

to have to employ a patent attorney, but it is

the only right thing to do, just the same.
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Bluebook School Answers 538 and 539

Note :—This “School” is designed to arouse interest in the study of those many problems

which constantly arise in motion picture projection, AND to cause men to really study

the Bluebook and assimilate the vast amount of knowledge contained within its covers.

Note—Through error Friend W. C. Budge

was not credited with correct reply to

question No. 530. Apologies, Brother Budge.

Will see to it that this doesn’t happen again

—until next time, anyhow. I try to avoid

error, but am only ’uman—or partly so, any-

how.

Question No. 538—What would be the volt-

age drop of a copper circuit of No. 6 wire

working at capacity or less, if the one-way
length of the circuit be eighty-five feet?

W. C. Budge, Springfield Gardens, N. Y.

;

C. H. Hanover, Burlington, la.; G. L. “Bill,”

John and William Doe, Chicago, 111.; A. L.

Lehman, Glenside, Pa.; Charles E. Curie,

Chattanooga, Tenn.
;
E. Fergedo, Livermore,

Calif.; Allan Gengenbeck, New Orleans, La.;

G. R. Hahn, Memphis, Tenn.; F. D. Oren-

bacher, Truesdale, Mo.; Gilbert Atkinson,

•Cleveland, Ohio ;
D. G. Henderson, Quincy,

111.; Albert C. Hancock, Dallas, Texas, and
Gilbert Offenbecker, Springfield, Mass., all

either came through with a correct answer

or evidenced the fact that while they might

be bum “figgerers,” anyhow they understand

Low the thing is done.

In addition, George Einzinger, New York
City, makes a reply which I shall quote,

-though I am not so sure as to whether or

tnot it is correct in principle. I would ap-

preciate a statement of the source of his

.authority for calculating voltage drop based
on one ampere and multiplying by the total

.amperage. It has always seemed to me that

is how it really ought to be, but I have
missed the rule which reads that way, if

there is one.

Brother Curie says:
Having a circuit of No. 6 copper wire with

.a one-way length of 85 feet, wishing to
ascertain the voltage drop at capacity or
less, we proceed as follows: Using our Blue-
book, we find from Table No. 1, page 70,

that the area of cross section of a No. 0

wire is 62,250 circular mils. Applying for-
mula No. 3, Page 75 of the Bluebook, which

21xIL.
is as follows: e = . In this formula

A
21 is twice the mil foot standard of resis-
tance, which we use instead of doubling the
wire length because it is more convenient.
“L” is the one-way length of the circuit, “I”
the current in amperes and “A” the area of
cross section of the conductors in circular

I

mils. Substituting our own figures we have
21x50x85

'

voltage drop equals = 3.4, which
26,250

is the voltage drop of the circuit at capac-
ity.

Friend Einzineer savs

:

Copper wire No. 6 has a cross section of
26250 circ. mils. By length 2x85=170 feet and
mil foot resistance being 10.80 ohms, we get
Resistance = R = (170 x 10,80) -4- 26250
= 0,27 ohms voltage drop in general accord.
Ohms law: V = 1 x R. Therefore voltage
drop for 1 amphere: V = lxR = lx 0,07 =
0,07 volts, to be multiplied with the num-
ber of the amperes flowing through the con-
sidered circuit.

You will note that at capacity of a No. 6
wire (60 amperes for other than R. C. insula-

tion) this would give 4.2 volts drop whereas
at 20 it would only be 1.4. That is a new
•one on me and if it is right I want to know
it. I could easily communicate with the
authorities and find out, but would rather set-

tle it among ourselves.

Question No. 539—Suppose you are asked

what size wires you wish to have installed

for the projection room circuit in a new the-

atre in which you will be Chief Projection-

ist.. The length of the circuit will be 80 feet.

(Printer left out some words, in the question).

There will be three M. P. projectors, each

using 70 amperes, one spot using 60 am-
peres and one Brinkert effect projector us-

ing a total of 160 amperes. (They certainly

did ball this question up RIGHT, but any-

how they cou'd not well alter the principle,

so it’s all right and we will proceed.) Cur-

rent is 8 cents per K. W. hour. In a gen-

eral way tell us what size wires you would
recommend, and on what you would base

your recommendation.
Budge remarks that the question is not

complete in that it does not designate the

kind of current or circuit—2-wire or 3-wire,

which is true. That was my own fault. I

had in mind merely the bringing out of the

underlying principles—the various things to

be considered in such a matter, and did not

word the question as carefully as I should.

Then the printer helped some and it really

is a pretty well mixed up mess. Taken as a

whole, brother Hanover has handled the

matter remarkably well, everything consid-

ered. He grasped the real intent of the

question and handled the whole matter very
well indeed. He answers thus

:

I do not believe it is the intention that we
actually work out the problem in figures,
but merely that we set forth our views as to
what various things should be considered in

such a matter, and I shall therefore answer
along those lines.

The question sets up a condition in which
there is a possible total maximum amperage
of 70 plus 70 plus 70 plus 60 plus 80 plus 80
(I assume the Brinkert is a dissolver, which
I think they all are) equals 430 amperes. That
is the total however it is possible to use,
except for the fact that the various lamps
might, due to any one of several causes, use
say ten percent higher amperage, also there
is a small, and for the purpose negligible,
incandescent light current consumption.

I think, however, we may assume 430 to
cover it, but we must, due to incompletness
of the question, also assume the current to be
110 v. D. C. controlled entirely by rheostats,
since if it be A. C. or 220 D. C. taken through
a motor generator set or a rectifier, or A. C.
through transformers, that would alter the
necessary projection room feeder size very
materially. And again the question is in-
complete in that it does not specify 2-wire or
3-wire circuit, therefore I shall assume a 2-

wire.
First, we must use a bit of common sense.

It is not within the range of reasonableness
to presume that all arcs will ever be used at
one time. If that were to be we would
merely apply formula No. 3. page 75 of the
Bluebook, or formula No. 5, same page, in

either case selecting the voltage drop we be-
lieve will represent the highest efficiency,
everything considered.
And right here I might remark that 8 oents

is very high where so much power is to be
used therefore we will be fully justified in
selecting a low percentage of voltage drop

—

say not to exceed' two or at most three volts.
It will be high in first cost (installation),
but that will all come back in time through
the constant saving by minimizing the loss,
which like the interest on the mortgage,
works constantly, or at least every moment
the circuit is in use.
And now let us consider the probabilities.

Would three M. P. projectors ever be used at
the same time? Most emphatically no!
Would two of them be used at once. Again

no, but qualified by the fact that their arcs
might be burned for a considerable time
simultaneously, while, with care, a minute
or two would suffice, the fact remains that
where a, man has his hands pretty full in
handling the equipment, as is the case in

many modern installations these hectic days,
he cannot and will not give close attention
to the lighting nf the arc of th projector
next to be used, at just the right time, or may
not immediately cut off the arc of the pro-
jector that has just finished. We therefore
must for the sake of safety supply full wire
capacity for two M. P. projector arcs, which
is 70 x 70 = 140.

Next we must consider the spot and the
Brinkert, and here I shall take a position
which some may hold unreasonable, but I

do not think it is. This is a new theatre,
and after all a few dollars more or less in

construction cost is not a serious matter,
BUT a possible permanent injury to wires,
after installation by overloading IS a very
serious matter. I have known of a motion
picture projector projecting a picture or car-
toon, with an effect by a Brinkert and a spot
on a musician at the same time. Unusual,
true, but it has been done, and may be done
again, hence I think we must add to our
140 the spot amperage (60), and at least

one Brinkert lamp, which also is 80 making
a total of 60 plus 80 plus 140 equals 280
amperes.
And now here is why I said what I shall

recommend may seem unreasonable. I shall
add the other Brinkert lamp, making a total

of 280 plus 80 equals 360 amperes. My reason
for this is because it is not altogether impos-
sible, however improbable, that all these
lamps may not be sometime used at one and
the same time, and anyhow it is quite en-
tirely possible that the amperage at the
motion picture projector arcs may be in-

creased in the future, and if there is no sur-
plus projection room circuit capacity where
would we be “at?”
Under the conditions named I do not be-

lieve it would be really good practice to in-

stall feeders of less than 360 amperes ca-
pacity, which certainly would take care of
future amperage increases without over-
loading, provided the two Brinkert’s lamps
and the spot be not used while a M. P. pro-
jector is in operation and that stunt may al-

ways be side stepped I think without serious
loss.

As to the percentage drop, I would not
consider a drop in excess of three volts with
current at 8 cents, and two would, I believe
be the better practice, though that would de-
pend upon the added cost of the larger feed-
ers. I could not determine that until I knew
just what it would be, therefore I would
consult with the electrical contractor as to
the cost of wires to supply two and three
volt drop.
The Bluebook advises us that the determ-

ining factor in such a matter is whether or
no the loss in power by reason of voltage
drop would be sufficient to pay interest on
additional installation charges of wires
large enough to reduce the drop. That is

mighty good and sound advice, but it must
be applied with common sense, and it is not,

I think, possible to take up and discuss all

phases of such a matter in a book, unless
space there in is unlimited. The possibility
of future increase in amperage is one im-
portant factor, especially when the present
M. P. projector amperage is only 70, because
that is rather low nowadays.

Gentlemen, I think you will all agree with

me that this is a very competent answer to

the question. In the main, the question was
well answered by Curie, John and “Bill” Doe,

Fergodo and some others, but I believe even

they will agree that Hanover has handled the

whole proposition best. As to the method
Brother Enzinger uses in calculating resist-

ance by amperage, what do YOU think

about it or do you know authority for it.
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Box office boon

Motion picture producers who use

Eastman Panchromatic Negative offer you

black and white pictures with color cor-

rections that are actually amazing.

These qualities give such pictures—
printed on Eastman Positive, of course

—an extra appeal for the audience that is

a definite boon for the box office.

Prints on Eastman have the black-

lettered identification “Eastman”

and “Kodak” in the transparent

margin. Look for it.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.



It’s a NaturalLBuilt for the Box-Office!

pg6lNAU> WRIGHT KAUFFMAN

The book pleased thousands—the picture will delight millions.

MALCOLM McGREGOR, DOROTHY DEVORE and a 100% All Star Cast.

ACTION! ROMANCE! PUNCH! PRODUCTION VALUE! EVERYTHING!
Now Playing Pre-Release at GRANADA THEATRE, CHICAGO, and 50 more high
ones.

The Big Boys Are Booking This One—Get It Quick From YourGOTHAM Exchange

GREATER Released Regionally By GREATER

LUMAS FILM CORPORATION
1650 Broadway Sam Sax, Pres. New York City

PRODUCT IOMS Foreign Rights Controlled by Inter-Ocean Film Corp. PRODUCTIONS
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fighting for breath there is no
argument.

It’s a Ben Turpin every time.

“A Blonde’s Revenge” is a con-
tender for the heavy-weight
championship of laughter.

Pafh^comedy
****

When it comes to a question of

picking a light -haired lallapal-

loozer or a dark haired darling,

there’s a lot of arguments on both

sides.

But when it comes to picking a

comedy that will have them
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NEW YORK
ABLAZE! 4

GALA OPENING
MONDAY NIGHT

DEC. 20th

Twice Daily Thereafter

TWO DOLLARS ADMISSION

/

/

X
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S^HANEY/

WORLD PREMIERE
THURSDAY EVE.

DEC. 23 rd

Twice Daily Thereafter

TWO DOLLARS ADMISSION

EXCITEMENT!
ALONG Broadway!
NEVER such advance interest.

NEWSPAPERS, billboards shout...

ELECTRIC signs flash...

YOU get the advantage of it all!

ACT quick ! Get these prizes now

!

t METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
^$2 HITS—Scarlet Letter—Fire Brigade—Tell It To The Marines—$2 HITS ^
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“We’re in the Navy Now”
We cop the dough—andHOW!
Come on and get rich,*

Don’t sleep at the switch**

“We’re in the Navy Now”!
* By actual count, the Biggest Money
Qetter of 1926

.

Naturally, this doesn’t mean you

.

You’ve either played or hooked it.

Wallace Beery and Raymond Hatton in WE RE IN THE NAVY NOW
Edward Sutherland Production Qftvnmmmt QicturZ
B.P.Schulberg,Associate Producer JUntnunuU. JlLlurc

Member of Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc. Will H. Hays, President
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THE CAST
RAYMOND HITCHCOCK, MARJORIE DAW,
THEO. VON ELTZ, CISSY FITZGERALD,
VIVIEN OAKLAND, CHARLES A. POST,
LEON HOLMES and GERALDINE LESLIE.

Directed by ALLAN DALE

M. H. Hoffman, Vice-President

1540 Broadway, New York City, N.Y,
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your bride is}

up here ~ ~ come
and get her /
T^ED-BLOODED romance Passion-

f\ ate passages of love amid gorgeous

settings. John Barrymore as the

Lover of All Lovers, a role that has never

been equalled on the screen.

Women—radiant, pulsing women— to feed

the flames of youth’s throbbing desires.

Scenes of riotous splendor. Action to thrill

the most cold-blooded of theatregoers.

A cast of screen stars picked from the top-

most ranks of filmdom. Thousands of extras

in scenes that make “Don Juan” a never-to-

be-forgotten film attraction.

Directed by ALAN CROSLAND

Adapted for the Screen from Lord Byron's

Immortal Legend by Bess Meredyth

h
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f
or extended Huns /
ic greatest of great box office attractions

*

ASTOft

SIX MONTHS at Warner’s Theatre, New York. Still playing

to S. R. O. at every performance with a $2 top.

FOUR MONTHS at Grauman’s Egyptian, Los Angeles. The
sensation of the Coast at $1.50 top.

TWO MONTHS at the Globe Theatre, Atlantic City. A record

for the resort city. $2 top.

FOUR MONTHS at McVicker’s Theatre, Chicago. Opened
with the greatest advance sale in the history of the theatre

in Chicago. $2 top.

TWO MONTHS at the Capitol Theatre, St. Louis, at $1.50 top.

TWO MONTHS at the Colonial Theatre, Boston, at $1.50 top

—and turning away the crowds at every performance.
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The “FOURTH ESTATE”
every time a newspaper man calls

The “FIGHT” is—

Should motion picture advertisers

he forced to pay an “Amusement”

rate for newspaper advertising?

The “Fourth Estate”

says

For thirty-three years “The Fourth Estate”—the oldest trade paper in the news-

paper field—has championed the interests of newspapers. Now it is vigorously ask-

ing its readers—newspaper publishers, business managers and advertising man-

agers—why motion picture advertisers should be saddled with higher advertising

rates than automobile and radio dealers, or other merchants are asked to pay.
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MUST Be On Your Desk

on you — until this fight is won!

The continuance of higher rates for motion picture advertising is unjust and

unwarranted—some publishers have already reduced them—but only concerted

effort will bring rates down generally.

Are YOU reading “The Fourth Estate’s” drastic, weekly

editorials on this subject?—calling them to the attention

of the newspaper men you do business with—and urging

that the “amusement” rate be abandoned?

Every man in the industry must do so—there is no turning back now—this fight

is ON—and you will win or lose more than you are now getting—there is no y^
alternative. /

/
/

The Fourth Estate is advo- y^ The
eating lower rates for motion This Coupon / Fourth Estate>

picture advertisers solely be- Will bring you / 25 West 43rd St

cause it KNOWS the ob- “The Fourth Estate*' / New york City
noxious “amusement” rate is

^or 6 months /
keeping the motion picture / Gentlemen:

industry in the “announce- /Enclosed find two dollars.
ment card” class of advertis- Fill it in / Send me The Fourth Estate regu.

ers—preventing them from and
. , , , „

. . m
,

larly every week for six months from
becoming large and con- man u. r

S the date of receipt of this subscription.
sistent users of big space in /
newspapers. Lower rates ^
mean more business and more / Name

profit for BOTH parties. ^
That has been proved! / Street

/
^^City and State
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THESE FOREMOST OF INDEPENDENT DIS-

TRIBUTORS ARE SERVING EXHIBITORS
THROUGHOUT THE WORLD WITH

STERLING AND BANNER PRODUCTIONS
D omestic

HOLLYWOOD PICTURES CORPORATION,
729 7th Ave., New York City.

TWENTIETH CENTURY FILM CO.,
1321 Vine St., Philadelphia.

CONSOLIDATED FILMS, INC.,
14 Piedmont St., Boston.

GREIVER PRODUCTIONS,
831 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago.

CELEBRATED PLAYERS FILM CORP.,
713 Wells Street, Milwaukee.

FAVORITE FILM CO.,
143 E. Elizabeth St., Detroit.

ST. LOUIS FILM EXCHANGE,
3334 Olive St., St. Louis.

TRIO PRODUCTIONS, INC.,
926 New Jersey Ave., N. W., Washington, D. C.

DE LUXE FEATURE FILM CO.,
2015 Third Ave., Seattle.

FILM DE LUXE, LTD.,
12 Mayor St., Montreal.

FISCHER FILM EXCHANGE,
Film Bldg., 21st St. & Payne Ave., Cleveland.

FISCHER FILM EXCHANGE,
Broadway Film Exchange, Cincinnati.

DEPENDABLE FILM CORP.,
505 Pearl St., Buffalo.

DEPENDABLE FILM CORP.,
729 7th Ave., New York City.

INDEPENDENT FILM CORP.,
115 W. 17th St., Kansas City.

PREFERRED PICTURES CORP.,
142 E. First South St., Salt Lake City.

ARTHUR C. BROMBERG ATTRACTIONS,
505 W. 4th St., Charlotte, N. C.

ARTHUR C. BROMBERG ATTRACTIONS,
106 Walton St., Atlanta.

ARTHUR C. BROMBERG ATTRACTIONS,
730 Girod Ave., New Orleans.

HOME STATE FILM CO.,
Film Exchange Bldg., Dallas, Tex.

HOME STATE FILM CO.,

125 S. Hudson St., Oklahoma City.

COLUMBIA FILM SERVICE,
1010 Forbes St., Pittsburgh.

Foreign

ARGOSY FILM CO., LTD.,
191 Wardour St., London, W. 1,

SOLEIL LEVANT FILMS,
19 Rue Zerezo, Brussels.

HELIOS FILM CO.,
Friedrichstrasse 207, Berlin, SW 68.

N. V. UNIVERSAL FILM CO.,
Van Baerlestraat, 63, Amsterdam.

OSCAR ROSENBERG,
Drottninggatan 10, Stockholm,

JEAN VANDERHEYDEN,
94 Boulevard des Batignolles, Paris.

SUPER FILMS (ROGER WEIL),
Paris.

ARGENTINE-AMERICAN FILM CO.,

220 W. 42nd St., New York City.

SOCIEDAD GENERAL CINEMATOGRAFICA,
1482 Broadway, New York City.

C. BIEKARCK CO., (BRAZIL)
220 W. 42nd St., New York City.

JACOBO GLUCKSMANN (BRAZIL),
729 7th Ave., New York City.

Sterile Pieteres DIstrlbetleg Corporation
Henry Ginsberg, President

1650 Broadway, New York City
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Another..Brilliant Star -Success to Glorify

FIRST NATIONAL MONTH J
i

AoT
OPENING AT N.Y./TRAND DEC. l8TH



Last Minute News From Everywhere
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?

Detroit and St. Louis have
been competing for the

“honor” of being the most
over-seated city. Now the
Loupin Chicago claims 56, -

305 seats. WORLD
TRUTH WILL OUT

“Jayddee” Williams, one of

the most popular figures in

the industry, returns to
America on Monday. Then
the true stpr'y o|f British
National will be heard.
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M-G-M Travels

Two Production

Paths, Says Bern

Awakened Public tyow

Welcomes Change

By Sumner Smith
Metro-Goldwyn -Mayer is tra-

veling in two paths in motion

picture production, says Paul

Bern, general assistant to Irving

Thalberg, now visiting New
York for new screen material

the well-beaten path of the pro-

gram picture and the high r >ad

of the new era picture.

While still respecting (he

popularity of t’he program pic-

ture and planning at all times

to produce a sufficient number of

these, M.-G.-M. is awake to the

need of meeting foreign compe-
tition in production originality

and of keeping at least even
wit'll the new artistic apprecia-
tion of American film audiences.

Therefore, M.-G.-M. is planning
an. increasing’ number of pic-

tures each year which offer

novel angles of treatment and
possess great themes.
As an illustration of ho.v the

public lias progressed in picture
intelligence Mr. Bern referred to

Hie characterization accepted by-

John Gilbert in “The Snob.”
‘‘The public recognizes a kin-

ship wit'h the players when they
see weaknesses portrayed,” he
declared. "It is through our
vices that we have our brother-
hood with man, rather than
through our virtues.

“Gilbert was strongly advised
by friends not to play the part
of a snob, but he had the intelli-

gence to do it and the public's
reception of t'he picture has jus-
tified his decision.
‘Think of the scene in ‘L% Bo-

heme’ where* Gilbert slaps Lil-

(Continued on page 2)

Late Chicago
News Notes

Zero weather and holi-
day shopping- are seriously
affecting nttendanec at the
theatres.
A new 2,500-seat theatre

is planned for North Clark
street by the Chicago
Turners’ organization.
Ralph Kettering has re-

signed from the Asclier or-
ganization and becomes
general western manager
for A1 Woods.

Griffith May Sign with United Artists;

Also Considers Pathe-Keith-Albee Offer

Welcomed toNew York

Paul Born is met at the train by
Miss Florence Brownin, Louis B.
Mayer's western representative,
and William Orr of M-G-M.

“U” Buys Out Collins
Universal has obtained the

complete holdings in Jonesboro,
Ark., of Eli Whitney Collins,
president of the M. P. T. O. A.
Universal also has acquired
seven Seattle houses.

Merger Nears Completion
Elmer Pearson of Pathe, John

C. Flinn of P. D. C., and J. J.

Murdock of Keith-Albee, have
returned from a series of con-
ferences on the West Coast.
While no official announcements
have been made, it is understood
that the merger deal is about
complete.

“D.W.” Tells World Schenck s Proposal Is “Best

Ever Made Me
”—To Decide Over Week End

By Tom Waller

(.Wired to Moving Picture World. Hollywood, 9 P.M., December 15.)

LL through an exclusive interview this evening with D. W.
Griffith in the Biltmore Hotel, Mr. Griffith so consistently

reverted to the worthy qualities of United Artists that Moving Pic-

ture World has little doubt that of six offers made to this eminent
producer-director, his choice will be the Schenck organization. Grif-

fith described it tonight as “the best offer that has ever been made
to me in my life.”

The interview is so meaty and
characteristic of Griffith's con-

London Cable
Moving Picture World

Bureau, London
December 14.

Mr. Bryson, head of Universal
here, has bought a picture of a
Casanova story of the eight-

eenth century. The authorities
closed half of the city of Venice
for eight days whilst taking
these pictures. A wonderful
Venetian scene was going to be
erected in Hyde Park here to

depict cn actual scene of Venice.
This would give a fillip to pro-
duction in Britain, but neces-

sary permission was refused.

“Boadicea,” a Stoll picture, is at

the Capital this week and gives

a faithful story of ancient Eng-
lish history.

UFAs Financial Condition Is Not

Understood Here, Declares Hubert
UFA’s financial condition is

misunderstood here, declared
Frederick Wynne-Jones, Ameri-
can manager, this week, speak-
ing for Kurt F. Hubert, UFA’S
foreign manager, here to begin
an exploitation drive that will
carry him around the world.

“Only $16-000 in the bank?
Ridiculous!” he exclaimed. “I
hold for UFA 'here over $200,000.
“The report is partly true so

far as operation is concerned, but
the operation is not understood
here. We are squeezing out the
water. We passed the dividend
to husband cash resources, hav-

ing put large sums into pictures
which will net us good leturns
later. The organization lias the
backing of the Deutsches Bank,
the national institution of the
country.
“UFA owns 22 theatres in Ber-

lin alone. It grosses $22,000
from them every Saturday night
and $30,000 every" Sunday night.”

Mr. Hubert has begun a fif-

teen months’ tour of the world
to study conditions first-hand
and build up UFA distribution.
He is not interested in any
financing problems.

(Continued on page 2)

cise and direct style that we
shorten our lead to give the
resume of Griffith’s staccato re-
plies. The nature of the offers,
the companies who have extend-
ed them and why he probably
will not definitely decide until
he gets back to New York in
another week, were told by Mr.
Griffith as follows:

“I haven’t accepted anything
yet. Five or six offers have been
made me altogether, but only
four of them are worth anything.
Of these, one is in the East and
another in England. This latter
is a very good proposition, but it

would mean that I would have
to break away from all of my
old associates.
“The Pathe-Keith-Albee group

has just made me an exceptional-
ly good offer. In fact, all of the
offers I have under consideration
are good and it is just a matter
of coming to a decision.

“It takes a long time to figure
them out. The movies are not
like they were in the old days,
and one cannot afford to act hur-
riedly today. In fact, I will say
frankly I am all up in the air

at this time. I am taking it

slowly and carefully. You know
the movies are more hot air than
anything else.

(Continued on page 2)

Public Plans

Ticket Book
It is reported that Pu.b-

lix Theatres mil work out
a plan of selling general
admission tickets in hook
form that will he good at

any of the TOO Publix thea-
tres in the United States.
Books will cost $5, $10 and
$20, it is said. At the
Publix office it was said
that the plan had been
under consideration for a
year, hut that nothing-
definite had been settled.
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Publix Co. May Invade

The Minneapolis District

Publix will shortly invade the

first run exhibition field in Min-
neapolis, according to a report

which went the rounds of Min-
neapolis filrndom last week. It is

|

rumored that Publix has obtained
I an option on a site at La Salle

avenue and Ninth street, and that

a theatre seating 2,400 will be
built there.

If this rumor proves true.

Northwest Theatres, Inc., (Fin-
kelstein & Ruben) will lose their
nonopoly of the Minneapolis first-

run exhibition field. This com-
pany not only controls the first-

run field in Minneapolis and St.

Paul, but has about 122 houses
scattered throughout the North-
west.
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UFA's Finances—
George Eastman has offered to

exploit the latest UFA picture,

“The Chronicles of the Manor
House,” at the George Eastman
Theatre, Rochester, N. Y.

Both Mr. Hubert and Mr.
Wynne-Jones emphasized that

UFA will seek to exploit certain

films of high artistic merit which
American distributors have not
considered box-office possibili-

ties.

Paramount Books Denny
The new Paramount Theatre,

Broadway, has booked Reginald
Denny's latest Universal produc-
tion, “The Cheerful Fraud,” for

Christmas week. It is the first

outside picture to be booked by
the theatre.

Serial Is Completed

Gerety Back at Desk
Tom Gerety, who lays out

Warner Bros.’ attractive adver-
tising, evidently didn’t treat his

tonsils just right with the re-

sult that he had to go to a pri-

vate hospital for their removal.
The operation put Tom on his

back for a week.

MacMahon Coming East
Henry B. MacMahon, who has

been doing some special pub-
licity and literary work in con-
nection with Cecil B. De Mille's

great production "The King of
Kings,’’ is returning to New
York. He is expected at the
ProDisCo offices on Monday, De-
cember 20.

New Canadian Company
Announcement is made by the

Canadian Federal Government
of the incorporation of the Ex-
clusive Canadian Film Company,
Ltd., under a Dominion company
charter, with headquarters in

Toronto, Ontario, for the pur-
pose of producing and handling
Canadian moving- picture sub-
jects.

Bern on Production
(Continued from page 1)

lian Gish. That, a couple of

years ago, would have enraged
the public. Now it is accepted
as essential drama. People are

learning, and M.-G.-M. is not

turning out merely program pic-

tures.”
King Vidor, Mr. Bern said, will

visit New York soon. Vidor’s

next picture will be a "simple,

every-day story with a tremen-
dous theme.” It opens with the

birth of a child and ends with
the death of a man, yet is not a

dark tragedy. A year ago M.-G.-

M. wouldn’t "have dared to con-

sider producing it. The theme
is a big, human one; that each of

us, with our joys and sorrows,
is only an insignificant atom on
the face of the earth.

Mr. Bern thinks that ‘The
Flesh and the Devil” is one of

the finest pictures ever made.
The directorial treatment and
the acting of John Gilbert, Greta
Garbo and Einar Hanson are su-
perb, he says. Little touches in

it emphasize the new originality

now giving a depth of emotion
to pictures never before ex-
pressed.
Tod Browning’s next will he a

Lon Chaney story, “Alonzo the
Armless.’’ It has a circus back-
ground. Lillian Gish will moke
“The Enemy,” “woman’s protest
against war.” M.-G.-M. wouldn’t
dare to consider this picture two
years ago, Mr. Bern declared.

New Fire Film Out
“Fortify for Fire Fighting,’’ is

the title of a two-reel motion
picture being circulated by the
Fire Extinguished Manufactur-
ers’ Institute, 49 Wall street.

New York, whch shows how to

suppress fires in their incipiency.
Copies of the picture may be
borrowed without charge by
local insurance agents who wish
to use it for projection in their
cities. Applications for prints
should be made to the institute.

Griffith May Join United Artists
(Continued from page 1)

Schuyler Gray and Director
Arch Heath, who have been com-
pleting the Patheserial, “On
Guard,” in Florida, return to
Newr York the latter part of this

week.

O’Neill Finishes Scenario
Joseph Jefferson O’Neill has

completed the scenario for one
of the forthcoming F. B. O. spe-
cials. The title and subject are
not announced.

McGuirk Is Elected
As predicted last week

in Moving Picture World,
John J. MeGuirk was
elected president of the
Stanley Company of Amer-
ica, to succeed the late
Jules Mastbaum, at the di-
rectors’ meeting. Abe Sa-
blosky was elected vice-
president to succeed Mc-
Guirk, and Alfred TV,
Fleischer was added to the
Board of Directors. Mr.
MeGuirk also was made
president of all the sub-
sidiary companies. He has
been vice-president of the
Stanley Company since its

organization in 1919.

“I am almost certain that I

will not reach a decision before
I get back to New York. I leave

;

on the train Saturday or Sun-
day and I think that the best

j

time to reach this decision is

when I can quietly sit down by I

myself on the train and give
j

everything- considerable thought.
“The offer from the United

Artists is an especially good one.

In fact. United Artists makes me
the best offer that has ever been
made me in my life. But even
then, with all of these other of-

res, one cannot decide hastily.

"United Artists has made me
two propositions. One is to make
my own pictures and release

them through United Artists. The
second is to make my own pic-

tures and at the same time super-
vise other directors for that com
pany. I would never make more
than tw’o pictures a year.

“In fact, the offers from the

other companies are practically

the same as those from United
Artists.

“United Artists is an excellent

company and Joe Schenck a very
good fellow. We have talked to-

gether and conferred together

ever since I got here a week ago.

Our last conference was yester-

day.
“I like the idea of haying my

own unit because it gives me
a chance to develop new stars

and directors. On the other hand,
one has to gamble because one
may not have much luck with
discovering talent. That is a
point that one can never be sure
of.

“A unit of this kind offers won-
derful possibilities when the
talent is there. When I think
of what 1 had in the old Triangle
Corporation, I realize that if we
had all stayed together, it wouia
have been a fortune for all of
us today.
"Then there was Constance

Talmadge, Douglas Fairbanks,
Bessie Love, Raoul Walsh, Coleen
Moore. Rudolph Valentino and
Richard Barthelniess. All were
in my company and all at a
very small salary. Just as we
were all getting along fine, How-
ever, the man who put up the
money went shy and we had to

break up.
“There is more money if one

can develop a group of this kind
than if one made a hundred
pictures a year.
“That is my problem—deciding

w hether I can work up a unit of

this kind, or make my own in-

dividual productions for release
through one of these companies
who have made me these offers.

“United Artists would place me
in full control of the unit

and it would have complete
distribution of my pictures."

COMING and GOING

Rudolph Lothar, Hungarian
playwright, arrived on December
13 to supervise presentation of
several of his plays and confer
with Samuel Goldwyn, who is

bringing his “King Harlequin”
to the screen.

• • •

Prof. Max Reinhardt is here
from Europe to meet Morris Gest
in San Francisco and discuss
film work. Dr. Karl Vollmoeller,
co-author of “The Miracle,” ar-
rived with him and will visit
Mary and Doug in Los Angeles.

* * *

Gilda Gray has returned to
begin work in her second Para-
mount picture, “Cabaret,” to be
directed by Robert Vignola. Her
personal appearance tour is

ended. She grossed more than
$1,000,000. it is said, and showed
to 2,700.000 people.

* • *

S. M. Katz, F. B. O.’s eastern
sales manager, is back from a
tour of the southeastern terri-
tory.

• * *

Moxley Hill, general eastern
sales manager of United Artists,
has returned from a trip to New
England exchanges under his
jurisdiction. He spent most of
his time at Boston and Buffalo.

* * *

J. D. Elms and Harry Bern-
stein have sailed to take over
the management of M.-G.-M.’s
newly acquired chain of 44 Bra-
zil theatres. On their arrival at
Rio de Janeiro they will co-
operate with Louis Brock, gen-
American sales department.

• • •

W. M. Brown of Brownhill
Productions is in New York dis-
cussing distribution.

* » *

Herman Wobber, officially con-
nected with Fanamet in Berlin,
has departed for the West Coast
from New- York.

* * *

Jesse J. Goldburg, supervising
director of Chadwick Pictures,
Inc., who has been in New York
perfecting plans for next year's
production and distribution pro-
gram for his company, will re-
turn to the Coast, Sunday, De-
cember 19.

* • •

Monty Banks, Pathe comedian,
sailed on December 9 to attend
the burial in Italy of his mother,
who died this week.

• • •

F. W. Lange of Buenos Aires,
general manager for Paramount
in Argentina, Uruguay and Para-
guay, and C. C. Margon, general
manager for Paramount in
Cuba, are in New York confer-
ring with E. E. Shauer, general
manager of the Foreign Depart-
ment.

• • *

J. J. Madan of Calcutta, India,
probably the largest dealer of
film in that country, is in New
York on a business trip.

* • •

Jesse J. Goldberg, supervising
director of Chadwick First Divi-
sion Pictures, who also produces
independently for F. B. O.. ar-
rived in New York this week
from the West Coast. He will
return to Los Angeles in about
a week.

• * *

Lya de Putti has left for
Hollywood to make her next

(

Paramount picture.
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Chadwick to Join Ranks of

National Distributors Soon

Premier. Exchanges, Inc., to Be In Operation By

April—24 Features Available In September

By Merritt Crawford
'“THAT Chadwick Pictures, Inc., will have its own chain of ex-
A changes covering this country and Canada by April, 1927, and
thus join the ranks of national distributors, instead of remaining
in the State Right field, was learned unofficially late this week. Ac-
cording to the informant of Moving Picture World the name of the
new distributing organization will be Premier Exchanges, Inc., which
will take over the four exchanges which President I. E. Chadwick
already has in operation in New York, Boston, San Francisco and
Chicago, shortly after the first of the year.

Col. Clarke Has

A New Canadian

Producing Unit

Col. W. F. Clarke, president of

Cranfield & Clarke, has formed

a new producing unit in Can-

ada, for which the Dominion of

Canada charter has been applied,

under the name Of British Em-
pire Films, Ltd. This company
will be a producing unit, he

says, and has already begun

operations on a series of one-

reel novelty pictures known as

the "Shadow Laugh Series.”

These pictures will be the first

made in the studio at Trenton,

Ontario, and Bryant Fryer is di-

recting. They will be released

by the Cranfield & Clarke ex-

changes in Great Britain, Can-

ada and the United States. Big

features will be made later. W.
A. Frazer, the noted Canadian

author, will assist in selection of

stories and preparation of

scripts.

Robert Cobe Promoted
Tiffany Productions, Inc., an-

nounces through M. H. Hoffman
that Robert Cobe, formerly man-
ager of the Boston Tiffany ex-

change. has been appointed home
office representative and will visit

and assist the managers of the

various Tiffany exchanges in the

East, in a sales campaign.

Closes Deal With Charnas
Fred J. Balshofer has closed

with Harry Charnas, president

of the Standard Film Service, for

a series of five speed dramas fea-

turing William Barrymore, ' for

the territory of Michigan, Ohio,
Kentucky and Western Pennsyl-
vania.

Wm. Desmond inr New York
William Desmond and his

wife, Mary Mclvor, are at the
Hotel Algonquin, New York
City. .They are now in vaude-
ville, but will re-enter picture
work soon.

Mastbaum Left $20,000,000
Jules E. Mastbaum, late presi-

dent of the Stanley Company of
America, left $20,000,000, the
bulk of' it to his widow, his will
reveals..

Smith Sales Head
M. H. Hoffman, vice-

president of Tiffany Pro-
ductions, Inc., announces
that lie has appointed lid-
win .1. Smith sales man-
ager of the Tiffany organ-
ization. Mr. Smith, after
a period of fourteen years
again becomes associated
with Mr. Hoffman, who ns
general manager of Uni-
versal Pictures appointed
Smith manager of the Uni-
versal exchange. While
with Universal, Smith was
assigned as managing di-
rector of Universal in Lon-
don and the Continent. He
was then recalled to New
fork to become general
manager of the company,
leaving there to assume
the same duties with As-
sociated Exhibitors until
that company’s reorgan-
ization.

Signs New Contract

Dave Fleischer, who has direct-

ed the Out-of-the-Ink-well car-

toon subjects for six years, has
signed a new contract with Out-
of-the-lnkwell Films, Inc., by
which he will continue in the

capacity of director.

Isen Reports Building

Wave in South America
Monroe Isen, supervisor of all

Universal exchanges in Argen-
tine, Brazil, Chile, Peru, Bolivia.
Paraguay and Uruguay, arrived
in New Y'ork the first of this
week for his annual visit and
conference with Universal home
office chiefs, in connection with
the launching of the coming
year’s product, which In South
America takes place in April in-
stead of September. He gave an
interesting account of the wide-
spread theatre building opera-
tions now going on in South
America, stating that the new,
modern 'houses going up are
rapidly changing the movie map
of the southern continent.

Safier Appoints Maxwell
Morris Safier, who was recent-

ly called from United Artists to
head the newly created Warner
Bros. Extended Run Productions
special sales department, an-
nounces 'he has appointed M. E.
Maxwell, who has returned from
Australia where for three years
he was general manager of all
United Artists offices on that
continent, as his representative
for Warner Bros.’ Extended Run
Productions in the Middle West,
with headquarters in Chicago.

Blaufox Has New Post
Jay David Blaufox, former di-

rector of publicity at the Colony
Theatre, New York, is managing
the new Plaza Theatre, Engle-
wood. N. J., recently built by
Franklyn E. Backer and now
operated under his ownership.
The house was opened Novem-
ber 22.

Change to Saturday Opening
Major Edward Bowes, manag- -

ing director of the Capitol The-
atre, New York, announces that
hereafter the weekly change of
program in that theatre will oc-
cur on Saturdays instead of
Sundays. The change went into
effect on Saturday, December 18.

Offices in thirty key cities will
be opened officially on April 10,

1927, but no pictures will be re-
leased until September 1, when
it is expected that at least eight
of the Chadwick production
schedule for 1927-28 will be
ready. The intervening period
will be used for exploitation
and educational purposes.

It is stated that the plan is

fully financed and that no stock
is for sale or will be for sale in
either Chadwick Pictures, Inc.,
or in Premier Exchanges, Inc.
An appropriation has been made
of $75,000 for advertising in the
newspapers, trade papers and
national periodicals, which will
be expended between now and
September 1, 1927, and will be
used to supplement and initiate
the intensive sales promotional
campaign, which will be begun
early in April for the following
season.

Plan 24 Features
Chadwick Pictures, Inc., will

produce and Premier Exchanges,
Inc., will distribute twenty-four
features in all. No outside at-
tractions will be handled for the
first year of operation of the
proposed exchange system.

Six producing units under the
supervision of Jesse J. Goldburg
will make four features each,
either dramas or comedy-dramas
for the Chadwick program.
Betty Compson, recently signed
by Chadwick, will star in at
least four of these. She is at
this time working in ‘‘Ladybird,”
which is now nearing comple-
tion at the Chadwick Hollywood
studios, and will follow this pic-
ture with “Say It With Dia-
monds,’’ under the direction of
Arthur Gregor, the Austrian di-
rector, who made "The Count of
Luxemburg” for Chadwick.
These features will be in-

cluded in the present Chadwick
program, under the sales plan
now in operation, although it is
possible that the last named,
which will not go into produc-
tion until late in January, may
be retained for Fall release
under the new distributing ar-
rangement.

It was also learned that Chad-
wick Pictures, Inc., have signed
up two new stars.

To Star O’Malley
Pat O’Malley and Duane

Thompson will make “Shamrock
and the Rose” immediately after
the first of the year, the first
named, who is reported to be
under a four picture contract, to
be starred.

Little Bobbie Nelson, who
played the kid part in Chad-
wick s ’Sunshine of Paradise
Alley,” is said to have been put
under a five-year contract and
will make four pictures next
year for the national releasing
program. President Chadwick
and Jesse J. Goldburg, his su-
pervisor of production, are re-
ported as being especially jubi-
lant over this contract, as they
both regard the Nelson boy as a
real "find” and predict that he
wiil be another Jackie Coogan.

A Partial Confirmation
At the Chadwick New York

offices, 729 Seventh avenue, no
confirmation of the foregoing
could be obtained, either regard-
ing the formation of the nation-
al distributing organization or
the signing up of Pat O’Malley
and Bobbie Nelson. Charles
Reed Jones, director of publicity
and advertising for Chadwick
Pictures, Inc., stated that he
had received no definite informa-
tion about either, although he
understood that plans for a na-
tional distributing organization
had been under consideration for
some time. The actual signing
of O’Malley and the Nelson boy,
lie said, was not a surprise to
him, but he had received no de-
tails about it.

Jesse J. Goldburg, reached on
the phone as Moving Picture
World went to press, declared
that he could make no statement
without telegraphic advices from
President Chadwick before he
returns to the Coast, which will
be on Sunday.
He declined either to confirm

or deny t'he reported formation
of Premier Exchanges, Inc., or
the plan as described in the fore-
going- article of the proposed na-
tional distributing organization.

New Wash. Circuit

Washington Theatre En-
terprises has taken a 25-
year lease on a house to be
erected in Seattle at a cost
of $1,000,000. While I. L.
Hyland, local attorney, Is
president, California men
are backing the enterprise.
Theatres wall be built at
Portland, Vancouver, Salt
Lake City and Denver,
This means that the West
Coast has a new first-run
cirenit.
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Holds Censor’s Reins

James Wingate of Schenectady,
Sew York State's latest censor.

Seiden to “Shoot” Tour
Joseph Seiden, of Seiden

Films, will leave New York De-
cember 22 on the eighteen-day
cruise of the Level Club to the
West Indies. Mr. Seiden will

have a complete laboratory set

up on t'he ship for moving pic-

tures and stills. Nicholas Falco,

one of his cameramen, will ac-
company him. Willard I. Sholes
will be in charge of the Seiden
office during Mr. Seiden's ab-
sence. —
Warners Sign Alan Crosland
Jack Warner, supervisor of

production for Warner Bros.,

has signed Alan Crosland to a
long-term contract whereby the

director will handle the mega-
phone on some of the biggest
Warner pictures.

“Gorilla Hunt” Opens
Ben Burbridge’s “The Gorilla

Hunt,’’ an F. B. O. picture, made
its Broadway debut at t'he

Cameo on Sunday, December 12.

Good attendance is reported.

Last Minute

News Flashes

A charter has been filed at

Dover, Del., for the Roxy Cir-

cuit, Inc., with a capitalization

of $150,000,000 to operate thea-

tres, opera houses, etc. Incor-

porators are Richard Bennett,

Jr., C. S. Winters and Peter G.

Brennan, all of Brooklyn.

Rumor says a circuit of six is

planned for the start.
* * *

Film men will be interested

in Dr. E. F. W. Alexanderson s

television invention, announced
at press time by the A. P. It

projects moving pictures by

radio and can do so successful-

ly across the Atlantic.

Wingate Named

New Y ork Head

Of Censorship

All Activities to Center

In Manhattan Office

James Wingate of Schenectady,
director of the attendance bu-
reau in the State Department of
Education and formerly a dis-
trict school superintendent, has
been named by the State Board
of Regents as the head of the
New York State Motion Picture
Commission on and after Janu-
ary 1, when he will succeed three
persons now heading the com-
mission.
The present commissioners

each draw a salary of $7,500 a
year. It is understood that Mr.
Wingate will draw a like salary.
The Albany bureau will be dis-
continued and activity will cen-
ter around the commission’s
New York city office, where Mr.
Wingate will be permanently
stationed.
Inspectors in the employ of the

commission, who have been re-
porting to the Albany bureau,
will report by mail to the New
York office after January, ac-
cording to present plans. Mr.
Wingate will have one deputy.

Alumni Banquet to

Honor Mr. Laemmle
Carl Laemmle will be the

honor guest and Mary Pickford
and Douglas Fairbanks will be
h°st and hostess at a "Sixty
Year' dinner to be given by the
employees of Universal City,
January 17.

The date is the sixtieth birth-
day of the founder and president
of Universal Pictures Corpora-
tion and, moreover, begins his
twenty-first year in the film in-
dustry.
The dinner will be in the form

of an “alumni’ -

banquet to the
players and directors of the in-
dustry who were associated with
Mr. Laemmle in the first days of
his career as a film producer.

A sales meeting attended by
company executives, heads of
departments and the men picked
to handle t'he sale of indivdual
Warner Bros.’ Extended Run
Productons, was called this

week at Warner Bros.’ New
York office by Morris Safier, re-

cently appointed by H. M. War-
ner to head the newly created
special sales organization.

It was announced that E. L.

Lindeman. former sales manager
of the Harold Lloyd Corporation,
had been appointed assistant to
Mr. Safier.

The names of the men who
have so far been picked from
the field to sell the Extended

Ends Charge Plan
Yew York State institu-

tions will not he permit-
ted hereafter to conduct
picture shows for the en-
tertainment of their in-
mates and charge an ad-
mission price to outsiders,
and by so doing become di-

rect competitors with local

theatres. A complaint has
been lodged with Governor
Smith, charging that the
Soldiers' and Sailors' Home
at Hath was showing pic-
tures and admitting out-
siders on a td-cent admis-
sion. The complaint was
placed before the Gover-
nor by Jules Michaels of
Ilull'alo and Uly S. Hill,

representing the theatre
owners of New Y ork State.

Henry Ginsberg Buys Out

Kann’s Part in Sterling

Henry Ginsberg, president of

Sterling Pictures Distributing
Corporation, has purchased from
his partner, George E. Kann, the
latter's interest in the firm. Mr.
Ginsberg will continue to con-
duct the distribution of indepen-
dent productions, which he
started two years ago as the
Henry Ginsberg Distributing
Corporation, under the present
firm name. He expects to go
more heavily into the production
of pictures in the future than he
is at present.

L’Hommedieu Killed
Elmer L’Hommedieu, for five

years manager of Loew's Thea-
tre in New Rochelle, New York,
and a girl companion were killed

and two others injured when the
theatre manager's automobile
collided with a snow sweeper.
He was 27 years old.

Levine Is Branch Manager
George Levine, one of the

crack salesmen of the Middle
West, has been appointed branch
manager of Warner Bros. Min-
neapolis exchange. Mr. Levine
has been with the Warners for
the last year doing special work.

Mrs. George Beban Dies
Mrs. George Beban died De-

cember 10 in New York. Funeral
services were held Sunday after-

noon.

Run Productions, the first of
which will be John Barrymore
in 'Don .Tuan.” were also made
known. They are:
W. B. Fulton, Charlotte. Dal-

las. New Orleans. Oklahoma and
Atlanta. E. Goldstein, New York,
Now Haven, New Jersey, Albany
and Boston. H. Given. Philadel-
phia, Washington, Pittsburgh,
part of New Jersey and part of
Charlotte. J. R. Kaufman. Pitts-
burg, Cleveland. Buffalo, Cin-
cinnati and Detroit. M. E. Max-
well, Chicago, Milwaukee, In-
dianapolis, Minneapolis, Kansas
City. St. Louis and Omaha. A.
Hiekox. Los Angeles, San Fran-
cisco, Salt Lake City, Portland,
Seattle and Denver.

Our Stock Market

By Ervin L. Hall

The quotations used in this

summary are compiled daily

by Newburger Henderson &
Loeb, 100 Broadway, New
fork City, exclusively for
the Moving Picture World.

There was not much change in

conditions underlying security
values during the past week, al-

though the market as a whole
was pushed into higher ground.
We have some information on
fi 1 in stoeks which should be of

interest to both investors and
speculators in this class of se-

curities.

Famous Players this week re-

leased its consolidated income
account. For the quarter ended
June 2C>, 1926, it showed a net
income of $937,818. which gives
earnings on the Preferred of

$11.72 per share, and on the
Common of $2.04 per share. This
compares favorably with the
same period last year when the
net income amounted to only
$695,724. Earnings in that quar-
ter were $8.35 on the Preferred
and $1.87 on the Common.

For the first six months of
this year, ending June 26, net in-

come amounted to $2,587,508.
compared to $2,051,532, in the
same period last year. Earnings
per share for these six months
amount to $32.34 on the Prefer-
red and $6.04 on the Common. In
1925 the earnings were $24.65 on
the Preferred and $6.45 on the
Common. The above figures are
based in 1926 on 80,000 shares
of Preferred and 375,647 shares
of Common, and in 1925 on S3,00<»

shares of Preferred and 243.431
shares of Common.
From reliable financial sources

it appears that the combination
of Pathe Exchange. Inc.; and
Producers Distributing Corp.. is

all but completed.
Warner Bros, statement for

the five months ended August 28,

1926, showed an operating loss
of $133,908. After giving effect
to interest and miscellaneous
charges, the total loss amounted
to $438,081. but this was reduced
considerably by certain other in-
come which made the net loss
$279,096. The recent decline in

Warner Bros, stock anticipated
an unfavorable showing.
Famous Players declared on

December 13 the regular quar-
terly dividend of $2.00 a share
on the Preferred stock, payable
February 1 to stockholders of
record Jan. 15, 1927.
Film stocks showed no partic-

ular change from last week.
Year the end of the week, in
sympathy with the general mar-
ket. several stocks showed slight
gains. There seems to be no
concentrated effort at the pres-
ent time to push film stocks up
very high. The market in gen-
eral continues to he quite pro-
fessional. and a great many
traders arc getting in and out
of the market the same day.
Some stocks arc being advanced,
and efforts are being made to
show enthusiasm. but after
carefully considering the entire
situation, we continue to agree
with most of the sound and re-
liable financial houses that it is

necessary to use caution in one’s
commitments.

Warner Brothers Name Men to

Sell Extended Run Pictures



Cut Profanity Out Of
Comedies

HERE seems to be a growing- tendency in the films

to capitalize profanity. If persisted in, this is going

to make for censorship troubles.

This does not in any way apply to “What Price Glory.”

That war picture, along with several others, depicts men
under the stress of war conditions, arid it would materially

weaken the play to let them visibly enunciate “Goodness

gracious!” in their moments of stress. Here an elision of

rough language would weaken the picture materially.

Necessary profanity, not too clearly apparent, cannot

be objected to by others than the extreme radicals, but

profanity or vulgarity in comedies needlessly resorted to

for the sole purpose of gaining a laugh is objectionable in

the extreme. And its use in this connection is increasing.

In half a dozen of the current comedy productions

there are scenes where someone employs the expression

which “Trampas” in “The Virginian” was warned to

accompany with a smile. The words are unmistakable and
it is clearly the intent of the director that they should be.

This is all wrong. Old time comedians know that they

always could get a laugh with the use of profanity. There

was an almost immediate unfavorable reaction, but so long

as the laugh was obtained the comedian did not consider

the after effect.

Keith vaudeville largely did away with this condition,

and vaudeville prospered. Now the condition appears in

pictures and should call for immediate elimination.

Profanity and vulgarism may gain a passing laugh,

but those laughs may cost us dearly in the long run. Ten
or twelve years ago there was a drive against uncouth

language in the films when it was discovered that many
persons were more or less expert at lip reading, and for a

time rough language was dropped. Last season there was
a quick response when the device was used in one comedy.
This year there have been numerous examples, and the

practice seems to be growing*.

There can be no objection to the suggestion of the use

of appropriate language by a rough character in a drama,

but when careful enunciation gives stress to the exact

words in a comedy it is both an exhibition of poor taste and
a confession of weakness.

The studio powers should eliminate this use before the

civil authorities are moved to action.
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“The Fire Brigade’s” Flames

To Light Up Central Theatre

Qreat Exploitation Qives

M-Q-M Film Fine Send-Off

By Sumner Smith

The great extension ladder is run up against the

burning orphanage, and six firemen, used to daily

peril, mount it swiftly on their hazardous errand
of mercy. Thus “The Fire Brigade” depicts the
almost unsung exploits of our fire laddies.

HAT great film epic of fire-fighting, Metro-

\J\j Goldwyn-Mayer’s “The Fire Brigade,” makes
its bow as a road show on Monday, Decem-

ber 20, at the Central Theatre, Broadway, replacing

“The Scarlet Letter.” It is preceded by probably as

vast and valuable a volume of exploitation as has

ever helped a big picture off to a big start.

New York film men are eager to see it, and it is

a safe assertion that as many production experts as

film fans will crowd the theatre the first few days

of its run.

The reason for this extraordinary interest lies in

the history of “The Fire Brigade.” The production
story is fully as striking as that of “The Big Parade,”

“Ben Hur” and other leading M-G-M specials which
have added incalculably to the company’s pres-

tige.

The idea of producing, in intensely dramatic form,

a faithful tale of the firemen of the nation was con-

ceived by Louis B. Mayer, in charge of production,

“The Fire Brigade,” naturally, is his favorite pic-

ture. He has lavished time and thought on its

making, and he has been given some astonishingly

fine support by his exploitation men.
A year ago, when the fir? chiefs of America

convened in Louisville, Mr. Mayer promised them
in an address that he would put the company’s
immense resources behind the making of a screen

dramatization of the firemen. He said that their

daring exploits would be dramatized as vitally

and realistically as the doughboys are dramatized
in “The B-ig Parade.”
Mr. Mayer outlined his idea to Kate Corbaley

and she turned out an ideal story. Alfred A. Kahn
then adapted it. Charles Ray was se-

lected for the feature role and May
McAvoy was placed opposite him.
William Nigh got the directorial as-

signment because of his skill in pic-

Charles Ray ducks his head to escape falling
debris while clutching the nozzle of the hose.
His helmet, the salvation of many firemen,

is gone.

turesque effects, and he chose a strong sup-
porting cast.

Three Californian fire chiefs acted in ad-
visory capacities. Months were spent on
production. In one sequence a whole city

block was erected and set afire. Thirty-two
pieces of fire apparatus rushed to the scene,
and, while powerful studio lights were fo-

cused on the roaring flames, scores of fire-

men battled daringly to extinguish them.
In another remarkable sequence, 300 chil-

dren from a burning orphanage w'ere res-
cued by being carried down ladders.

After six months of effort the picture was
completed. Pete Smith, head of the M-G-M
West Coast publicity department, engineered
a marvelous series of stunts.

Amid ceremonies usually reserved for the
Fourth of July or a royal visitor, a big
Packard fire chiefs’ car carrying a print of
the picture left Los Angeles for New Or-

(Continued on page 512 )

May McAvoy and the throng in the street watch, thrilled while the fire-

fighters gallantly face death.
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Paramount’s War Against ^Penalizing
55

Rate Assumes National Importance
Publishers Side-Step Issue While “Standing Pat” Against Any Change in Present Policy—No Answer Yet

Made by New York Publishers to Arguments Presented by A. O. Dillenbeck of Hanff-Metzger, Inc.

Newspapers Penalizing the Motion Picture;
This Is Recommended For Your Consideration

Editor’s Note:—The following quotation and its accompanying comment are taken in their entirety from the December 11 issue of
“The Fourth Estate,’’ the newspaper for newspaper advertisers and newspaper makers, and constitutes the leading editorial in that issue

of this long established and conservative publication devoted to the interests of the nation’s newspapers. It is written by Mr. H. M. New-
man, the publisher.

We submit it for the consideration of every motion picture man and every newspaper executive in the country. The quotation from
Mr. Newman’s editorial is as follows:

“
‘It is in my mind not only to bring the motion picture industry into fullest and most effective contact with the nation’s needs,

but to give some measure of official recognition to any increasingly important factor in the development of our national life. The
film has come to rank as a very high medium for the dissemination of public intelligence, and since it speaks a universal language it

lends itself importantly to the presentation of America’s plans and purposes.’

“The above was not written by a Publicity Agent of any mov ing picture company. Will Hays was not its author. It is not a
motion picture trade journal’s editorial opinion. This tribute and direct statement was written by a man given to few endorsements of
persons, businesses, places or things. It was written by a cool thinker, Woodroiv Wilson, war-time President of the United States
under date of June 28, 1917, to the President of the National Association of the Motion Picture Industry.

“It was written about the industry which we insist on penalising as an amusement at a rate higher than the run-of-paper rate.
“It is the clearest statement of the position of the motion picture industry that we have ever come across, and were it written

about the steel industry, it would have been repeated millions of times in millions of newspapers.

“We do not recall a similar expression of appreciation from such a high source about the radio, night clubs, or any other form
of entertainment which enjoys the run-of-paper rate.’’

HAT the efforts of Paramount, and its allied company, Publix Theatres

(IL Corporation, to break down the “outworn practice” of the New York
newspapers in enforcing a high “amusement rate” against the motion

picture theatres, as compared with the much lower “run-of-paper” rate

charged other regular advertisers, have resulted almost overnight in giving

the whole question a national importance, was evidenced by the number of

inquiries and comments which Moving Picture World has already re-

ceived, following publication of the facts in its issue last week.

Representatives of several companies and

theatre chains have communicated with us,

asking for further data in the campaign, in

order that they may be guided in their ter-

ritories, in bringing about a rate revision

in the new papers which affect their own
patronage. Other companies in the New
York district, such as Metro and Warner
Brothers, who own or are interested in the-

atres, are also reported to have made moves
which support the stand against the “penal-

izing” rate taken by Paramount and Publix,

who, alone, may not be able to persuade the

New York publishers to see the situation

in anything but a selfish light.

Few statements from any of the New York
publishers have yet been forthcoming,

though most sidestep the question by de-

claring that they have no inclination to

“penalize” the motion picture theatres, while

announcing that they contemplate no change
in policy.

Right now the storm center of the contro-

versy is A. O. Dillenbeck, of Hanff-Metzger,
Inc., the advertising agency representing

Paramount and the Publix Theatres, who
has acted thus far as the mouthpiece for

the motion picture side of the question and
who has presented the case for the theatres

to the New York newspapers in such a

fashion, that as yet none of the publishers

have seemed able to make adequate or rea-

sonable reply to it.

Last week Moving Picture World, feel-

ing that the opinion of those who might
be said to represent the newspaper side of

the case, rather than the motion picture,

would have far more weight than its own,
quoted largely from the able editorial of

Mr. H. M. Newman, publisher of The Fourth
Estate,, a leading trade journal in the news-
paper field, which set forth the merits of

the whole question.

Rate Not Justified

Mr. Newman’s conclusion was to the

effect that neither in fairness to the theatres,

their patrons, nor on the ground of good
business for themselves, were the news-
papers justified in longer maintaining a dis-

criminatory advertising rate against the mo-
tion picture theatres, and he set forth the
reasons and statistics to prove his conten-
tion, presenting arguments, which to date
have remained unanswered by the news-
papers.

This week we will quote from another im-
portant mouthpiece of the newspaper field,

The Editor and Publisher

,

taking therefrom
the official proposal of Mr. Dillenbeck, of

Hanff-Metzger, Inc., asking for a rate re-

vision from the New York newspapers,
which was flatly rejected by the publishers.

The memorandum makes plain that the
real competitors of the motion picture today
are radio, automobiles and sports, and not

the legitimate houses, and maintains that as
such, the motion picture is entitled to be
considered on “an equal footing” by the
newspapers in their advertising rating.

Basis for Re- Rating

Mn Dillenbeck, as reported by The Editor
and. Publisher, submitted the following con-
ditional agreement to the New York news-
papers, as the basis from which a new re-
rating should be devised for the motion pic-
ture theatres

:

“1. To retain the directory page at pres-
ent rates. We recognize its value—as a di-
rectory—and guarantee its support.

“2. To limit the size of space that may
be used from already established minimums
up to whatever size they specify, as now,
with present mechanical restrictions. But
any individual theatre using over 100 lines
may have the option of going off the page
to a new classification.

3. To handle copy above this size as
radio or auto or other commercial advertis-
ing in a display advertising group of pages,
or r.o.p. at the advertisers option, subject to
established regulations on commercial dis-
play and at the commercial contract rates.

4. To restrict all advertisements under
this new classification to an individual the-
atre or attraction—that is The Paramount
Theatre for example must individually oc-
cupy an established minimum of over 100 lines
before it can get off the directory page. It
cannot earn this rate by combining with the
Rialto or some other unit-controlled house
to make a 100 line advertisement.

“5. For every advertisement at commer-
cial rates, a minimum directory card must
be used. We recognize problems on your
part as well as ours. We would be glad to
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meet with a committee to discuss this pro-

posal or any modification that will make it

practical for all of us.” v
Mr. Dillenbeck, in support ..of the fore-

going, cited the following reasons why he

believed that such a change be necessary,

both from the advertiser’s and the news-

paper’s standpoint : ; . - .

”1. From the advertiser’s standpoint:

“(a) The rates in- general, are flatly so

high as to be uneconomic. They" make it im-

possible to use linage as other advertisers

do.

“(b) The restrictions on type, illustra-

tions and display, make modern advertising

as you carry it on the other pages- of.your.

paper, impossible in your amusement adver-

tising.. (Exceptions noted, but lack of uni-

formity entails added mechanical costs to

advertiser).

“(c) There is no contract protection

against raises in rates.

“(d) The amusement page is read pri-

marily by those who are seeking a place to

go—we want them, of course, but we are not

satisfied to reach this class only—we must
reach out for new customers and sell the

idea of going, to the man or woman who
has decided to do something else or hasn’t

decided what to do.

“(e) Radio, automobiles, sports, books

and magazines—they are our real competi-

tors and they are all, (except • sports, and
you give them so much they never spend
anything) enjoying commercial -or lower

rates and faring as well or better from the

editorial standpoint as motion pictures.

Newspaper Standpoint

“2. From the newspaper’s standpoint:

“(a) It is not the intention to use a

lower rate as a saving for- the theatres. The
same money at - least initially, will- be spent

on a more productive basis—larger copy

—

modern illustrations—added' sales arguments

for the product. That, inevitably, will result

in more advertising as a second step because

results will justify it. In other words, it will

result in more revenue for the papers—and
without some constructive measure like this,

you cannot expect that to happen. If you

can continue to carry increased linage profit-

ably on radio, auto, real estate, etc., at com-
mercial or lower rates, why not motion pic-

tures?

“(b) The present attitude on rates is as

one of your publishers has stated ‘keeping

one of the largest potential advertisers in a

hole.’. Let him come out to the mutual profit

.of both the newspaper and the advertiser.”

Refusal Is Curt

This proposal and Mr. Dillenbedk’s argu-

ments were met by the New York publish-

ers individually with a refusal that was, to

say the least, curt.

• No action, however, up to date, has been
taken by the New York Publishers Associa-

tion, who have held several secret meetings

on the subject, it is said, apparently in re-

sponse to the urgings of Hanff-Metzger,

Inc., that some official action be taken by
that body.

Evidences also are plentiful that the New
York publishers, with their “stand pat” and
“say nothing” attitude on maintaining the

present amusement rate, and refusing to

permit any amusement advertiser for any
consideration to buy display advertising at

“run-of-paper” rates, would like to see the

case closed.

This being the situation, they have made
it plain that they have no intention, if it

can be avoided, of permitting Mr. Dillen-

beck or any other representative of Para-

mount or the Publix Theatres to appear be-

fore the Publishers Association in order to

discuss the proposal for a revision of rates

or any phase of it.

Rather, it would seem,, they prefer to use

their very great powers to choke off the

entire controversy before it becomes too

general.

On the other hand, Hanff-Metzger and
the Paramount forces show no intentions of

dropping the. matter.

In his interview, printed in The Editor and
Publisher, Mr. Dillenbeck is quoted as say-

ing that all that is asked for is “a reason-

able rate,” one which will enable the motion

picture to meet its “big” competitor, the

radio, on an equal footing.

In the same interview Mr. Dillenbeck

quotes from Robert E. Sherwood’s column,

“The Motion Picture Album,” published

Nov. 6, as evidence of the competition, which
the motion picture theatre is receiving from

the radio.

A single quotation from it is sufficient

:

“Never has there been so much fierce

competition in the entertainment business

as there is at this particular time and the

movie people have to fight hard to get their

share of attention.”

Willing to Fight

Mr. Sherwood goes on to point out in

the article that “more people dance than

ever before” and that the crowds at all

forms of sports are larger than ever, while

the number of radio sets in existence are

already well up in the millions.

Mr. Dillenbeck, according to The Editor

and Publisher, made it plain that the motion

picture industry was willing to “fight hard,”

but was unwilling to be handicapped right

at the outset by “the high differential be-

tween amusement and commercial rates,”

.which in New York, he stated, ran from 18

per cent higher than the “run-of-paper”

rate to more than ISO per cent higher.

“A moving picture theatre has a selling

problem and a merchandising problem,” said

Mr. Dillenbeck, “that is comparable to any
other business.

“A theatre has so many seats to sell

each night, and as at preent constituted

amusement page advertising is generally

speaking limited to people who want to see

a show. It is in no sense of the word mod-
ern advertising.

“We want to get past the amusement page
limitations and build our market. To those

with an inclination to stay at home and
listen to the radio, we want to sell the

idea of coming to see our show. In a simi-

lar manner we want to reach bookish peo-

ple and motorists. We want to institutional-

ize our theatres in the cities in which they

are opened. We want to sell the theatre-

going habit. We want to tell the public how
pleasant our theatres are.

“We have been able to do this type of

advertising in the newspapers at commercial
rates in a number of instances already, no-

tably in Atlanta, St. Louis, Kansas City,

Buffalo, Memphis, Knoxville, and Boston.

“In Boston all the newspapers offered the

business carried it at commercial rates ex-

cept one. The Globe refused it declaring it

was amusement advertising. The papers in

which it ran were the Boston Herald-Trav-
eler, the Boston American, and the Boston
Post.”

Mr. Dillenbeck showed that the main
theme of the New York copy, advertising

the new Paramount Theatre, which was re-

fused by all the dailies at “run-of-paper”'

rate, was almost entirely institutional in char-

acter and dealt with the comfort and lux-

ury of the new house, which “holds 6,000

people within its doors.” Listed inconspicu-

ously in one corner of the advertisement

were the week day, Saturday, Sunday and
holiday prices. .

This advertisement, he explained, which
was finally given only to The New York
Times, Evening Journal and Daily News at

the penalizing “amusement rate,” was placed

with them by Hanff-Metzger because these

papers had the. lowest differential;.! e., the

least difference between their “amusement
rate” and “run-of-paper” rate..

Publicity Is Certain

Regarding publicity, Mr. Dillenbeck made
the following comment in the letter he sent

out to New York publishers containing the

rate proposal: ...

‘‘What abo.ut publicity?”

“We wouldn’t, bring it up if you hadn’t.

And our stand is this : What you’re doing

is based on reader service and news value.

Your reviews are just as apt to be unfav-

orable as favorable. In fact, from reading

some critics one might easily get the idea

that there ' weren’t a handful of good pic-

tures made avyear. But we welcome con-

structive criticism and we haven’t anything
to do with that part of the space you give

anyway.

“Of course, the press departments of all

branches of the picture industry are going
to keep on sending your editors what they

hope you will see as news and much of it

you will find is, and you will keep on de-

ciding, editorially, for yourself whether it

is or not, and if you print it on any other
basis, we’re both being kidded.

“The way the news of Valentino’s death
pushed all other news off the front pages
including that of the death of President

Eliot of Harvard is one comment on reader

interest, and one other pertinent fact is that

more than half a million dollars a month is

spent by the movie fans for magazines deal-

ing exclusively with the subject of motion
pictures.

Here’s the Ultimatums

“But I am sure none of you would ex-

pect publicity to justify high rates, what
with radio editors, reviewers, program sec-

tions, etc., automobile pages, photographs,

maps, tours, show sections,—book reviews,

book sections, real estate prognostications,

photos, etc.

“I never saw anything quite as extensive

or as thorough from the readers’ standpoint

on motion pictures as some of the things

just referred to—did you?

“Now in thinking this over constructively,

please consider that one of the biggest fu-

ture developments of the picture business is

along the lines of building larger and finer

theatres and that means from our standpoint

selling a wider audience than now exists

for these new seats, and we certainly w'ant

your friendly assistance on that problem.

Both of us will have to bust some traditions

and create our owm precedents—

w

re’re rarin’

to go!

“Speak your mind—I’m only nicely started

on what’s in mine.”
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How One Manager Handles
Feature Length Pictures

That Lack Story Value
Eric T* Clark, General Manager of the Eastman Theatre

at Rochester, N. Y., Introduces Novel Plan by
Showing Scenic Attractions Separately

j^OREMOST among the problems of the live exhibitor is getting over to

the public and feature length film without a story. For that matter, add
*** to the unusual and important scenic a certain type of advanced photo-

drama such as “The Last Laugh.’’ Many managers are afraid to book in both

classes, feeling that the effort put into the exploitation of such stories as

“The Last Laugh,” “Moana” and more recently “Alaskan Adventures” would
be better expended upon more readily salable product. They know that the

presentation of such subjects will give dignity and tone to the house, but
they fear, often from past experience, that the record will fairly drip red ink.

Eric T. Clark, general manager of the

Eastman Theatre, Rochester, N. Y., has

-found a new and proved practicable way of

putting these pictures over. It was done in

an annex to the Eastman Theatre itself, but

what was done in Kilbourn Hall can be done

in any regular theatre.

“The idea came to us,” says Mr. Clarke,

“after we experienced difficulty in placing
picture like ‘The Last Laugh,’ ‘Moana’ and
‘Grass.’ Our experience in presenting the

American premiere of ‘Siegfried’ in Kil-

bourn Hall, the auditorium of the Eastman
School of Music, which adjoins the Eastman
Theatre, was both enlightening and profita-

ble and when ‘Alaskan Adventures’ came
along we decided to begin with it a series

of presentations of pictures that do not or-

dinarily appeal to the average theatre man-
agement for general showing.

Expected to Lose

“All the old-time theatre people prophesied

that we would die with a scenic and particu-

larly when offered at double the Eastman
Theatre prices. Frankly we expected to take

a loss. With ‘Alaskan Adventures’ as run-

ning mate we placed ‘The Treasure,’ a

short German-made drama.
“In offering this program we frankly told

the public that we were appealing to a small

minority. An invitation to the Movie Min-
ority’ was the heading of a special folder

which we issued and in which we stressed

the statement that these were pictures for a

‘discriminating audience.’

“We wanted to prepare those who might
come and see a lot of -empty seats to accept

that situation and to congratulate themselves

for a keener sense of discrimination rather

than to consider the project a dismal failure.

Opening two days before Thanksgiving we
drew just about one-half capacity. Thanks-
giving Day brought in 80 per cent, of ca-

pacity and the Friday following saw both

performances sold out. Saturday the last

day of the run, again saw a sold-out matinee
and a near-capacity evening. We believe it

could have played at least two days longer

Scenes for Pathe’s “Songs of

Scotland.”

The N25 flies over King’s Bay-

on the Amundsen polar flight.

Pictured for Pathe.

and to capacity business, had Kilbourn Hall

been available. Beginning modestly the au-

diences increased in size, indicating that the

special public which we sought had been

reached and that those attracted by our

frank appeal liked the type of offering which
we gave them. From this experience we
may fairly draw three conclusions

:

“First : That there is a distinct ptiblic for

this class of entertainment.

“Second: That this public can pay better

than ordinary movie prices.

“Third : That this public can be attracted

without our feeling any depression in movie
attendance at the other houses.

“Our policy for the time being in present-

ing this type of program is to try to find our
public rather than to organize any special

group of enthusiasts. We do this because
we don’t know just what this public is, who
it comprises, or how many.
“Through our concert lists, which include

subscribers to the symphony programs of

the Rochester Philharmonic, we are in touch
with a wider range of public than most or-

ganizations and we are finding out about
this public in a way that we could not do if

we formed a guild of sponsors as the basis

of our audiences.

“Of course, a guild would reduce our sell

ing expense (publicity), but we believe it

wiser to spend the money for publicity now
on the chance that we may develop a still

larger audience. This means that for the
time being we can present only those pic-

tures which warrant a minimum run of eight

performances. Such a policy still rules out
some good pictures which we have seen, but
we cannot reasonably expect, right at the
start, to include all worthy presentations.
We feel, however, with this experience be-
hind us, we may well claim to be on our way
to the establishment of a special public that
will be sufficient in numbers to make it finan- .

daily safe to offer most any picture of real

artistic merit, regardless of how limited may
be its general appeal.”

Putting it briefly, Mr. Clark merely ap-
peals to the pride of a community to offset

the purely theoretical prejudice against the
non-fiction type of feature picture, and sells

largely on the verbal advertising of those
who first come and find the picture well
worth while.
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VERY exhibitor
should join in the

campaign, now just

beginning, to persuade the

that a re-ad-
S“““ »,

newspapers
justment of their rates, in-

sofar as the motion picture

theatre is concerned, is not

only a consideration due to

by (he way T

Every Theatre Owner Should Do His Part

In Campaign For Newspaper Rate Revision

a consistent and regular

space buyer, to whose com-

petitors, such as the radio,

and others, the lower rate is

given, but that the re-ad-

justment asked, as far as

the newspapers, themselves,

are concerned, is grounded

in sound business principles.

Individual Showman Should Make Effort

To Show That Lower Rate Would Not Entail

Any Reduction In Present Advertising Outlay

9 9

9

GOOD showmen will re-

alize that the object of

H. M. Newman, Publisher Of (,Fourth Estate

Champions Cause of Motion Picture Theatres

Pathe-ProDisCo-Kieth-Albee Combine All Set

Pathe-ProDisCo-Keith-Albee Combine All Set

HAT Mr. Newman has

done so, perhaps to

his immediate disadvantage,

has been not only because

he felt that the theatres

were right in their conten-

tion that the present rates

were unfair,, unjust and
discriminatory, but by rea-

son of his conviction that

their continuance ultimate-

ly would re-act to the dis-

advantage of the news-
papers, who constitute his

clientele.

I T is therefore needless to
^ add that both Mr. Xew-

the
6

penalizing rate revised, is not to enable the theatre to

spend less money in its advertising appropriation, but to

provide the means for it to spend more,' with concurrent

advantages to itself and the newspaper, in the use ot dis-

play space elsewhere than in the restricted section now

devoted to the “amusement directory.

TT UNDER present competitive conditions, judging from

U reports received by Moving Picture World, most the-

would be 2lad to devote considerable newspapei
atres

space to institutional, good will “copy” to attract new

patrons, as well as to their current and coming attractions,

were the all but prohibitive “amusement rate not im-

posed on all classes of theatre advertising.

/~\ NE of the claims, which the newspaper publishers

^ have opposed to a revision from the “amusement
iidvc — - revision

rate” to the “run-of-paper rate,” has been that there has

been no progress in the advertising done by motion pic-

ture theatres in the past and that even u ere they to Su c

them the opportunity of using larger space, they would

merely enlarge their directory copy.

T HIS is a phase of the whole situation, which each in-

dividual theatre should take up with his local news-

paper direct, making plain that the basic reason for re-

stricting the size and variety of his copy, has been born

solely of the necessity which the high rate has imposed

upon him and his brother exhibitors.

T F, at the same time, he gives the newspaper adequate
1 i n tPp pvpnt of a revision of rates, hisassurance that in the event of a revision of rates,

theatre will at once take advantage of the opportunities

afforded in employing larger space and by expanding his

advertising appeal beyond the mere liimts of the amuse-

ment directory,” it will be a far step in the direction of

convincing that particular newspaper that to continue

penalizing the motion picture theatre is bad business for

both.

in bringing the matter to an issue.

man and his paper, The
Fourth Estate, are in this

fight to a finish and that he
will leave nothing undone

to convince his newspaper readers that their resistance to

the proposed rate revision is at best a most shortsighted

policy.

IV/f R. NEWMAN has no need or use for motion picture
1 1 theatres as subscribers—when the present campaign
is over, they are apt to be more of a liability than an asset

to him as his paper is a newspaper for newspapermen only
—but he urges every exhibitor to become a reader of The
Fourth Estate, while the campaign lasts, in order to have
the paper to show to the representatives of their local

newspapers, whent hey call, as evidence that they are fully

informed of its progress.

Tj' OR this reason we urge our readers to take advantage
A of the short term subscription offer of The Fourth
Estate, in its advertisement appearing elsewhere in this is-

sue, and send in the coupon, attached for their convenience,
without delay.

A PROMPT and sufficiently widespread response to Mr.

Newman’s offer will do more for the cause of the

motion picture theatre at this time, than much that other-

wise may have to be done later.

VERY week that can be gained in bringing the matter

to a satisfactory conclusion will work to the ad-

vantage of both the theatres and the newspapers, for while

strife continues and the question remains unssettled, it is

inevitable that both will be the losers.

A FTER many delays and threatened breakdowr
mprcrpr nf tViP — Prnrliirincr Distrihiitincr

ms, the

merger of the Pathe--Producing Distributing Com-
pany interests and Keith-Albee seems to be an accom-
plished fact.

N

A/fANY newspapers have already arrived at this conclu-

sion, others will doubtless do as this campaign of

education progressive, but if it is to be finally won, and the

whole question settled once and for all, between the news-

paper and the motion picture theatre everywhere, it be-

hooves every exhibitor to do his share, in his own locality,

O greater combination of great interests has ever oc-

curred in the history of this industry, for it includes

every detail and activity, in its comprehensive organiza-
tion, from the manufacture of its own raw stock down to

the direct contact with the public at the box office, which
goes into the making, marketing-, distributing, exploiting,

and exhibiting of the motion picture.

TpLSEWHERE in this issue of Moving Picture World
-*-J there appears a two-page advertisement of The Fourth

'T' WO things this tremendous organization must have.
A mighty in its potentialities as it is, if it is not to fall

by its own weight—the biggest kind of creative, organiz-
ing and administrative brains at the top. and good—not
just average—pictures.

Estate, the trade journal of the newspapers, the publisher

of which, Mr. H. M. Newman, at the risk of antagonizing

many of his most important advertisers, from the outset

.has stoutly championed the cause of the motion picture

theatre in this controversy.
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S^LUnCr TO JIG-MAPY.
BY W. SAPsG^-NT

ERHAPS it was not altogether Ben
Jigman’s fault that he was what his

most charitable neighbors called

“thrifty.” The less tolerant had other and
less printable names.

It was not altogether his fault. Born on a

farm barely fertile enough to supply the

modest necessities of the numerous Jigman
family, Ben’s boyhood had felt the nip of

poverty that bit like a cancer at every gen-

erous impulse. He was eighteen years old

before he owned the first suit that was not

handed down from some larger brother, and
he was well past thirty before he had his

first “store” shoe shine.

His eldest brother had the farm by that

time and Ben was working for about half of

what he could get as a hired man elsewhere
when he suddenly cut the traces and came
into town to open the Amity Picture Palace.
An itinerant exhibitor, falling into the

hands of the sheriff, Ben bought his pro-
jector and screen, and a small stock of films

for $83, which left him $29.47 with which
to carry on his venture.

The first few years the patrons sat on
board benches three times a week, but they
willingly endured the discomfort for the
sake of the' romance and the plank seats

became magic carpets to transport them
from the sordid grind of everyday to the
four corners of the world.

It was not until a theatre in a nearby town
failed that Ben felt able to replace the planks
with real theatre seats. He bought 693 seats
at the sale for $49.00. He needed only 473,
but he figured that the rest of the stock
would come in handy for replacements. They
did. Ben’s first job every morning was
to go over the seats and make repairs with
odd parts and bale wire, and when the spare
chair stock was exhausted, he trusted to the
bale wire alone.

Business prospered until he was abun-
dantly able to buy new equipment, but
he turned a deaf ear to all seat salesmen
until to sell Ben Jigman became the ambi-
tion of every equipment man east of the
Rockies. And the harder they tried to sell

the more stubborn Ben became.

That was the way matters stood when
Ernie Eranklin, just out of college, got a
job with the Union Seating Co. because the
president was distinctly related to Ernie’s
mother. Just by way of giving him his

initiation they sent him up to Amity to sell

Jigman some seats, telling him not to come
back until he had landed the order.

Ernie was fuming over his rebuff in

what had once been the bar of the Amity
House when he encountered Bill Henson,
who had been the football star the year
Ernie entered college, and who belonged to

the same fraternity.

Into Bill’s sympathetic ear Ernie poured
his tale of woe, and Henson laughed.

“You’re not the only one who’s failed to

sell Jigman,” he said consolingly. “The old

man didn’t mean it when he told you not
to come back. He just wanted to break
you in. Sit down and write him that no
one can sell Jigman. Why I offered him
our program at just about half price and
he would not even listen.”

“You selling films?” Ernie brightened up.
“What company?”
Henson named his connection and Ernie’s

satisfaction grew.
“Help a brother in distress,” he demanded.

“I want you to go back and tell Jigman
you’ll give him ‘Rocked to Rest’ free as a
sort of sample.”

“You’re crazy with the heat,” expostulated
Henson. “Why boy, that’s the super comedy
of the season. It’s knocking ’em off their

seats everywhere. Want me to go and give
Jigman the pick of the season? I wouldn’t
let him have it a penny under $50 a day
even in this joint.”

“I’ll pay the fifty,” promised Ernie, pro-
ducing a checkbook. “Go back and land
him now. I want to sleep easy tonight.”
Henson found it much easier to give Ben

a picture than to sell it. Jigman accepted
the picture with the distinct understanding
that it committed him to nothing, and Hen-
son went on to the next stand wondering
whether he should drop a line to Ernie’s
parents warning them to watch the boy.
Two weeks later Amity blazed with posters

announcing the comedy treat of the season.
Getting the picture for nothing, Jigman felt

he could afford to spend a couple of dollars
to advertise, and the night the picture
showed the house was packed.

Sitting in his office where he could watch
the screen and his ticket seller at the same
time, Jigman smiled contentedly at the
packed housfe.

There was quiet during the scenic and
the news reel, but the comedy opened to a

delighted roar as the first gag went over.

A moment later a second gale of laughter

swept over the house, stilled as a tremendous
crash overrode even the laughter.

The lights flashed on and Jigman, to whom
the noise was a familiar one, dashed into

the auditorium. There was no trouble in

locating the seat of the excitement. Aunt
’Liza Bregg, who could barely ease her 260
pounds into one of Ben’s chairs, had virtually

laughed her seat apart. Going down, she
had caught at the seat in front of her, and
that row, too, had collapsed. Eighteen
uprights were smashed beyond the aid of
bale wire, and sixteen chair backs were fit

only for kindling wood.

Ben got a chair for Aunt ’Liza, added
the rest to the standees and signaled the
projectionist to start up again.

This time the picture safely ran through
three gags, but the third was a corker and
five different crashes in different parts of
the house attested its laugh-provoking
qualities.

Ben was for stopping the picture right

there, but he quickly realized that if he
turned the crowd out before the picture
was ended there would be a riot, so he
draped the spares along the side aisles and
once more gave the signal to start the
picture.

At ten o’clock the audience filed out of
the theatre, still laughing, and a new crowd
stormed in despite Ben’s assurance there
Would be no second show./ They would
stand if necessary—and it was. It was after
midnight before the last house filed out and
Ben surveyed the wreckage. Only one
spectator remained; a stranger, and Ben
turned angrily upon him with a curt, “Well,
what do you want?”

“Let’s go into your office,” suggested our
hero. “I want you to decide what style of
seats you want. I can phone the office to
rush them up by truck, and you’ll lose only
a couple of days. Get some good sound
seats, book this comedy back for a two-day
run and you’ll pay for the outfit.”

Half an hour later Ben’s trembly signature
had been affixed the dotted line, and a happy
seat salesman was headed for the midnight
train to headquarters.

He had won his spurs and they were well
worth the $50 they had cost.
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Masterpieces Supersede Old “One Sheet

”

)

An oil canvas of
Frigerio’s “Old
Man of Capri,"

which lures the
eye of the art con-
noiseur in the same
remarkable theatre,

in t h e Crescent
City.

This is Fabbi’s “Oriental

{
Scene,” rich in the coloring of
the mystic East, also in the

New Orleans house.

A reproduction in marbie of

Canova’s “Paolina Borghese,”

in the new $2,000,000 Saenger
Theatre in New Orleans.

Real art 'works grace the modern temple of motion pictures. On the right is “Following The Hounds,” by L. Stone. On the left is Paul
Meyers “The Family Portrait," both of which adorn the foyer of the new Paramount Theatre in New York.

Where Exhibitors Once Used Cheap Posters, They Now Exhibit Striking Copies or Sometimes Famous

Originals by Artists of World Wide Fame

IME was when the manager of a pic-

ture theatre felt the need of some-
thing more elaborate than framed

one-sheets of the stars for his theatre deco-

rations and took an innocent pride in

murals, often done by his sign painter, sug-

gestive of the old-fashioned tea' stores.

Paramount Is Example

In the present day of million dollar small

houses and larger ones costing many mil-

lions, it is but natural that the art work
should keep pace with the other improve-
ments, and in the new Paramount Theatre
there are more than sixty original paintings

from artists of both the Royal Academy and
our own National Academy; men whose
names are known the art world over and
who are represented in this palatial building
by works by no means the least of their

achievements. Few private galleries boast
a finer collection of modern artists. Prob-
ably this collection could not be duplicated
for any sum under six figures.

These are placed for the most part in the

grand foyer and in the galleries giving upon
that spacious apartment. Most of them have

their individual niches which permits them
to be given a light treatment superior to any-
thing obtainable in the usual gallery, where
a single lighting must suffice tor the entire

collection.

Not to be outdone, the Saenger Theatre,

New Orleans ; a house costing more than

$2,000,000, includes within the structure a

salon modeled after a Florentine palace in

which are gathered representations of the

most famous names in ancient and modern
art. These were collected in Europe last

year by Julian Saenger and E. V. Richards,

Jr., and represent a tremendous outlay.

Copies Are Marvelous

Some of these are copies of paintings too

precious to be yielded to the private collec-

tor, but so well done that the spirit of the

original has been fully caught. To all in-

tents the pictures are as beautiful as the

originals, for the thought of the Master has

been transferred to the new canvas.

For example, there are nice copies from
Rubens which, in the original would prob-

ably exceed in value the entire cost of the

theatre. Copies may suggest inferiority, but

there exist men who have spent their lives

copying one artist, or even a few examples

of that single painter who can produce work
barely to be detected from the genuine.

Show Fine Statuary

In addition there are works of the mod-
ern masters and some wonderful statuary

including reproductions of Canova’s famous
“Pauline Bonaparte’’ and his “Venus and the

Bath.” The Venus of Medici is also repro-

duced as some originals by modern Italian

artists.

It is a far cry from the three color one
sheets of yesteryear, but no more than
typical of the general improvement in pic-

ture showing and housing.

At present these two theatres stand prac-

tically alone in their exhibition of art treas-

ures, but they only lead the way for others
which presently will follow.
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CARL LAEMMLE, Universal

and Reginald Denny form a

triumvirate that is hard to beat.

And in this particular case, men-
tion of William A. Seiter must
not be omitted either, for he it

was who produced “The Cheerful

Fraud,” Universal’s latest super-

comedy, first outside feature to

crash the screen of the new, great

Paramount Theatre, where it is

booked in for the week of Dec.

26th.
Harold Franklyn and the other

Publix officials responsible for

making the deal with Lou B.

Metzger and Universal’s sale di-

vision are not so dumb either,

for, this being our especial ter-

ritory, our humble surmise is that

“The Cheerful Fraud” and the

dashing, debonair Denny are

more than apt to hang up a brand

new record at the World’s Cross-

roads. In which case more
cheers for the prevision of the

Paramount officials and more
power to the good right arm of

Uncle Carl.
*

At last George Bernard Shaw
has fallen for the movies he has

so often maligned and looked

askance upon. Alas, for the

sturdy virtues and high motives,

artistic and aesthetic, which hu-

manity has so long attributed to

the Shavian character. He now
sinks to the level of common
men, the film producers, whom
so lately he held in such fine

scorn.

The price of his harlotry is

said to be 150 “grand,” no less,

but the name of his debaucher
is withheld at present from the

public press. Perhaps George has

^o . b . s.

promised to come around again
with another scenario.

“Arms and the Man’ ’is said

to be the story sold and not
“Cashel Byron’s Profession,”

about which Mr. Shaw recently

exchanged literary compliments
with Gene Tunney.

*

Charlie Chaplin is having his

troubles and doubtless many will

sympathize with him and many
will knock. For all that, he re-

mains the screen’s greatest art-

ist—to date—and only the com-
ing of another, greater one, can
take these laurels away from
him.

His personal trials and embar-
rassments are his own private

business, and while naturally they

will be talked about as tong as

they are broadcast by the news-
papers and may to some extent

interfere with his screen popu-
larity, they can in no way add to

or detract from his supreme tal-

ents as a comedian and a master
of pantomime, which after all are

all that concern this industry.

Personal attacks on Chaplin

at this time may be regarded by
some as a way to get a certain

cheap distinction. Possibly it is.

But so is throwing spit balls,

carrying a cane in the rain, or

wearing gloves half inside out, as

if the wearer had just come from
driving his tandem in the park.

instead of from lunch, or any of

a hundred other similar vain and
harmless idiocies, that attract

momentary attention to the doer.

As distinctions go they do not

impress common sense folk, ex-

cept with the foolishness or ego-
ism of the one indulging in them
and the possible attendant hope
that they are not indicative of

a mild paranoia.

Personal attacks on Charlie

Chaplin at this time, may or may
not hurt him. They surely will

lend no lustre to the reputations

of those who do the attacking.

Striking at a man, when his hands
are full and he cannot strike

back, has never been regarded
highly hereabouts or anywhere
else that we know of.

*

John Golden is reported as tell-

ing the Drama League at a recent

luncheon in the Biltmore, that the

motion picture is slowly but sure-

ly “killing” the drama. Coming
from a man, who has made his

reputation as a producer of fine,

clean plays, and as such, who
speaks with authority, if he is

correct in his forecast, it is sure-

ly regrettable.

Personally, we do not agree
with him. What is “killing” the
decent drama, if, indeed, it can
be “killed,” is the indecent drama,

the putrescent plays which now
are to be seen on most New York
stages, and not the thoroughly

sterilized, often bromidic, but

still entertaining movie.

Our feeling is that the great

American public has become so

surfeited and disgusted with the

endless parade of sex plays, Les-
bian romances and such-like filth

which most of the New York
managers have seen fit to cram
down their throats, that they are
turning to the motion picture as

a welcome relief. And they are

getting their money’s worth.
No, Mr. Golden, blame the

drama’s decline on your own
“bad boys,” whose perverted com-
plexes are mainly responsible for

the present slump in the busi-

ness of the legitimate theatres.

Don’t attribute it to the cleaner

and better entertainment of our

screens.
*

Ben Blumenthal, who has been
largely responsible for the rush

of German stellar talent to Hol-
lywood in recent years, has

picked a brand new lady star, the

Berlin supply being all but ex-

hausted, this time from Sweden.
She is Anna Lisa Ryding, just

now playing the role of Joan in

Shaw’s “Joan the Woman” at

the State Theatre, Stockholm.
Harry Reichenbach is broad-

casting that Miss Ryding is due

to arrive here soon after the first

of the year. Harry promises not

to let the date of her arrival re-

main a secret, which, all will ad-

mit, is very gentlemanly of him.

*

John Manker Wetters, manag-
er of the Central Theatre, has

become a playwright. His first

effort, “Burlesque,” will be pre-

sented by Sunshine Plays, Inc.,

on Broadway about the second

week in January. Wetters was
for three years, president and
general manager of the New Art

Film Corporation in Hollywood.

N EWS of the completion of

the Pathe—ProDisCo mer-
ger, a deal which has been closed

every week—oh, for ever so long
—see any of the tradepress for

confirmation, now looks, at last,

as though it is all set.

It all depended on Cecil B.

DeMille, anyway, and now that

he is satisfied, everybody else

will be. Just the same, it will be
a triangular household for a long
time to come and both brides will

have to step to keep the groom
contented.

Our guess is that the last paper
in the deal will not be finally

signed until after the first of the
year, although J. J. Murdock of
the K.-A. interests, Elmer Pear-
son of Pathe and John Flinn of
ProDisCo are due back in New
York from the Coast before
Christmas.

' * —

«

Vic Shapiro sent the editor of

this department a pair of “as-

bestos gloves,” said gants to be
used so we wouldn’t scorch our
palms, when we received a set

of stills of Sam Goldwyn’s “The
Night of Love” with Ronald
Colman and Vilma Banky. Now
we’re going to tell something.
They ain’t asbestos

!

We’re wondering what Vic was
trying to put over on us, but for

the information of others, who
may from time to time send in

“stills” of a high voltage, con-

flagratory character like those of

“The Night of Love,” we wish

to remark that a pair of tried and
true fire tongs reposes on the

editor’s desk at all times in read-

iness for just such emergencies.

*

Walter Hill says, that the two
best bosses he, or any other man,
ever had, are Sam Scribner, his

present incumbent, and John F.

Chalmers, president of the Chal-

mers Publishing Company, which
publishes Moving Picture World.

Grabbing a quick sandwich at

Beyer’s, Walter, who is now
president of the Theatrical Press

Agents Association, confessed to

us that he only took about

twenty minutes for lunch, so that

he could spend an hour or two
weekly on the affairs of the As-
sociation, without feeling he was
robbing his boss of time that be-

longed to him. Here’s a thought

for a lot of folks we see at the

Astor, Marcel’s and in other

popular lunch resorts in our daily

peregrinations. On second

thoughts, maybe we had best not

say too much about it, at that.

Our own boss may read this

column occasionally.
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French Film Chanticleer

Shall Crow Again,

Sapene’s Hope
Jean Sapene, Owner of Paris Le Matin, and Louis Nalpas,

Noted Director, Who Control Le Societe des

Cineromans, Dominant Figures in Reviving

French Film Industry—Friends of

United States

JEAN SAPENE
Owner of Paris Le Matin, New Big

Figure in French Film Industry

By Merritt

-^ftEFORE 1914 France led the world in motion picture production. To
many it seemed then as if that country had almost a monopoly of the art

lit* —if the celluloid drama of that day could be called an art—for all the

new photographic tricks and novelties then seen upon the screen, with few ex-

ceptions, were French in origin and inception.

French studios were the incubators of the unfledged motion picture industry.

The bristling Chanticleer, sign manual of Pathe Freres, was known the World

over as the hall mark of the utmost and last word in entertainment quality,

when it appeared on the flickering screen.

Its silent, but none the less triumphant, crow defiantly gave notice of the

supremacy of France in the film’s development and dared the rest of the

world to come on.

Then came the war, and with it, France

laid aside many things to concentrate on

the big job in hand, among them motion

picture making. Since then not much has

been heard, on this side of the water at

least, of the activities of French studios, or

of new French productions.

Reorganizing any industry in the wake
of war as not an easy task. Leadership,

once lost, is not to be regained readily, ii

at all.

Half a dozen years ago Charles Pathe

withdrew from his American company, the

better to concentrate upon his great film

interests in France, still badly disorganized

from the then recent struggle. About the

same time came a few eminent French

motion picture men to America, in an en-

deavor to link up with the half grown, in-

choate, but tremendously vital and mar-
velously prosperous industry here, the

artistry and technical skill of its elder

brother of France.

Noted Men Come Here

Among this number were Louis Nalpas,

foremost of French artistic directors and
regisseurs and already the maker of innum-
erable screen successes ;

Abel Gance, young-
est and most gifted of producers, who had
been acclaimed by no less a person than our

own D. W. Griffith, as the most promising

creative artist, which the screen had then

produced, Max Linder, of lamented mem-
ory, a comedian and comedy director, who
in his hey day—it was before the war—had
a popularity comparable only to Chaplin’s.

There were others too, whose names I

do not now recall, no less noted, who came
here at that time, hoping to find in America,
with its industry undisturbed by the recent

disaster, with its great initiative and greater

resources, a field for their talents, and

LOUIS NALPAS
Director-General Societe des Cineromans

through American cooperation, perhaps, a

rebirth of the film industry in France.

They were disappointed. American film

makers, well content with the wonderful
progress they had made unaided, were un-

willing to experiment just then with new
modes and methods of production. They
reflected in a measure the opinion of the

average theatre-owner, then as always cau-

tious about new things and especially so, at

that period, as to the attraction quality of

all foreign pictures. And pictures made by
foreign directors they held to be in the same
category.

Eventually all of these men returned to

France to work out the future of the French

Cra ivford

film industry and their own, as best they
could, without other assistance than their

own slender resources and such financial aid

as they might be able to attract to them in

their own country.

Since then we have not heard much of

them. Some of the years since they left

America must have been lean ones indeed.

But they have learned much in adversity.

Among other things that they have learned
is to be sufficient unto themselves, which is

another way of saying that they have learned
to produce pictures profitably for the mar-
kets that will buy them, irrespective of other
and bigger markets that will not.

And they are making money—some money
—at it. Not much, perhaps, but enough.
Figure out for yourself, where the Ameri-

can producer would be, if he suddenly had
to depend solely on selling his pictures to

the theatres of his own country, numerous
as they are, with no market for their

abroad. He certainly would have to

economize.
Yet this is exactly, in a measure, what the

French producers have had to do, and they
have been doing it successfully.

Production on Increase

Right now there is great production activ-

ity in all France. Plenty of capital is avail-

able for picture making and studio building,

all of it geared to go at top speed, without
reference to the American market. If the
Americans want the French films—good, is

the attitude of the French film maker. If

not—well, all right, we will get along any-
how, until they do.

About two years ago a new figure appear-
ed on the French film horizon. A native of

le Midi, or South of France, he was well

known in Paris as a sort of super-financ-er,

a reorganizer and rebuilder of run-down
businesses, a newspaperman. He owned and
still owns Le Matin, one of the largest and
most influential newspapers in Paris and the
only one, by the way, which has been genu-
inely and consistently friendly to the LTnited

States during the numerous hectic contro-
versies engendered by the war loan.

His name is Jean Sapene and he came into

the film business by invitation of Charles
Pathe of the Pathe Consortium and at the
urgings of his friend, Louis Nalpas, already

(Continued on page 512)
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The Stars of

Hollywood are

Twinklingfor

Christmas

JOHNNY H.4RRON places a courtly kiss on
J the hand of Valentina Zimina in "Rose of
the Tenements,’’ for F.B.O. "Rose" gives the
impression somehow, that she’d just as soon

he'd transpose the kiss.

yOY GALLAGHER, a star in Educational-
Mermaid causes mere man to wish that

he was her playmate, don’t you know.
" There’s something about her eyes

’’

yHESE are royal purple satin pajamas worn
by June Marlowe, of Universal and loud

as thev are they do not keep her awake after
one of her strenuous days on the lot. Miss
Marlowe is noted for her beauty as well as
for her remarkable ability before the camera.
Despite her name she makes no claim to kinship
with the immortal Julia Marlowe although she
is one of the most talented actresses now

playing in Hollywood.

OLOE-EYED, Oriental
Myrna Loy has made her

name in Warner Brothers’
picture, "Across the Pacific.’’
Now she’s with Monte Blue in

" Bitter
Apples.”

JDOMEO would have
loved this Juliet, but

her name is Bessie Love
and she’s playing

.
in

DeMille’s "Rubber Tires’’

during working hours.
On her off time she

plays the guitar.

fJN Christmas eve the home of Leatrice^ Joy in Beverly Hills will be cozy in

the glow of a great log fire and the logs
were cut by Leatrice herself. Miss Joy

appears in P.D.C. productions

T’S an annual custom for Reginald

Barker and his wife to trim a Christmas
tree on their lawn jor the players in his

current picture. Tlijs year the gifts are

for those in Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer’s picture,

"The Flaming Forest."
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People in the News
East and PEest

pAUL BERLENBACH, the heavyweight fighter, was a visitor at Universal City, and
he posed between George Lewis, star of "The Collegians,” 1and Hayden Stevenson,

when he appeared to be in a particularly peaceable mood.

ANOTHER ‘‘Snookums” contract signed. Left to right: Julius Singer, Sales Director, Short
Product Department, Universal; I. Skouras, manager, Auditorium, Quebec City; E. IV. Kramer,

sales director. Eastern division; Beno Rubel, secretary to Stern Bros.; Tom Brown, manager, Strand
Theatre. Iowa City, and Clair Hague, general manager, Canadian Universal Exchanges.

pRINCE DAVID
1 DIVAN1, the new
husband of Mae Mur-
ray, made his screen
debut in support of
Madeline Hurlock in

Mack Sennett’s Patlie
comedy “A Small
Town Princess.” He’s
shooting a picture of

Miss Hurlock.

/CHARLES F. REISNER, during a wait in the Riming of Syd Chaplin
in ‘‘The Missing Link,” at' Warner Bros.’ studio, tells ‘‘Dinky Dean,”

his son, to keep his eye on the star and he may shine some day himself.

AND here is Made-
** line Hurlock as

‘‘A Small Town Prin-

cess,” regal in iter

splendor and very dig-

nified, even to a very
Fifth Avenue scepter

and everything.

'T'HIS is the $6,000 cup for the Elgin National Hydroplane Speed winner. Left to
right: D. Lord, president . Pacific Coast Hydroplane Association ; Lloyd Hughes

Arthur Stone, Natalia Kingston and Lewis Stone, all of First National.

TT/HILE this is Bar-
'' bara Tennant, as

the lady-in-waiting for

the ‘‘Princess," who
seems to be looking at

the cameraman with
something of skepti-

cism in her eyes.

c3F

pATHER FOX, dramatic instructor at Loyola College,
visits Lloyd Bacon on the set where he is making

‘‘Finger Prints” for Warner Bros, starring Louise Fasenda.
Mr. Bacon was one of Father Fox’s students.

pRNEST V. FREDMAN, on left, visits Edwin Carcwe,
Dolores Del Rio and J. Boyce Smith, -.-ice-president of

Inspiration Pictures, at the studio, where they are making
‘‘Resurrection.’’ Fredman is from The Film Renter, of London
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O0METHING in lingerie, you might say. The
something is beautiful Nancy Nash, of Fox

Films, showing a delicate boudoir wrap in addi-
tion to other charming accessories.

nICHARD BARTHELMESS seems less pleasant

than he might be to Patsy Ruth Miller in a

scene from their Inspiration picture, “The White
Black Sheep.’’

a <( rpHE bird of time has but a little way to
' ^ flutter,’’ so Estelle Bradley, leading lady in

I

Educational Mermaid Comedies, gives an hour
glass the “double Oa"

TJ/HEN a 1926 flapper per-
'' forms before a sweet girl
graduate of 1900 it’s like this.

Dorothy Gulliver arranges a
garter and Ena Gregory is

shocked in Universal’s "The
Collegians.”

1\J01V she gets a chance in the moving pic-

’ tures. Ruth Perrine, 17, of Chicago, re-

cently won the Film Funny-Girl Contest and
gets a part in Educational Billy Dooley comedies

riENE TUNNEY learns the

gentle art of make-up for his

role in Pathe’s picture. “The
Fighting Marine."

TfDWIN CAREWE and Jim Tully, the writer,

hoboed together in earlier
.

days. Now
Carewe directs for United Artists and Tully

writes books such as “Jarnegan.” •
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Name Executive Board to Direct
The United Artists 'Corporation
Joseph M. Schenck Is Chairman of Committee Which Includes A1 Lichtman, Arthur

Kelly and Harry D. Buckley— Establishes Triumvirate
Form of Government for Future

OSEPH M. SCHENCK, Chairman of the Board of Directors of United
3ll Artists Corporation, announced, in Hollywood this week, that the future

physical operation of United Artists Corporation will be accomplished
through an Executive Committee composed of A1 Lichtman, Arthur Kelly and
Harry D. Buckley, with Mr. Schenck himself as chairman.

The innovation in executive organization of one of the biggest distributing

companies in the world establishes the triumvirate form of administration. It

is the opinion of Mr. Schenck and United Artists Corporation stockholders

that the new system will bring about a very high standard of efficiency,

through resultant specialization.

“United Artists,”

Mr. Schenck said, in

making the announce-

ment and defining the

functions of each

member of the trio,

“has become such an

extensive organization

that we have found it

necessary to enlarge

its executive person-

nel in order to insure

continued prog-
ress and development.

We are broadening

our scope so rapidly

at this time that it

would be a physical

impossibility for one
individual to discharge

all the responsibilities

of the concern. For
that reason, we have
substituted for the old

arrangement the pres-

ent plan of a ‘busi-

ness triangle’ or ‘ex-

ecutive triumvirate,’

with each man in a

position to concen-

trate upon develop-

ment of a specific angle of the

business.”

Lichtman’s Territory

“A1 Lichtman, with the title

of general manager of distribu-

tion, will take full charge of the

selling policy of the company in

United States and Canada,” said

Mr. Schenck. “In our opinion

he is the best man available for

the development of sales of

United Artists. His record in

this capacity is well known, Mr.
Lichtman having compiled it

through excellent services with
the most important companies in

the industry.

“Arthur Kelly, now treasurer

of the company,” Mr. Schenck
continued, “will direct the des-

tinies of the foreign department.
With years of film experience

gained abroad, he is especially

well equipped to build up for-

eign business. In the position

These are the men who
will direct the destiny of

United Artists. In circle

is Joseph Schenck, who
will act as Chairman.

of treasurer, his finger will be

constantly on the pocket-book

of the company, and he no doubt

will achieve exceptionally fine

results.’’

Harry D. Buckley, vice-presi-

dent of United Artists, has re-

signed his position as personal

and business representative in

New York for Mary Pickford

and Douglas Fairbanks, to as-

sume his new duties of assistant

and personal representative for

Mr. Schenck. He will serve as

the latter’s point of contact with
the distributing end of the busi-

ness and will take care of all

matters of public relations, in

addition to being in charge of

the general conduct of the busi-

ness.

“Mr. Buckley is especially fit-

ted for his new duties,” Mr.
Schenck stated, “because of his

years of work in the exhibition
field. He has been with United

Artists ever since its formation

and brings to the organization a

fund of information gained from

experience as salesman, ex-

change manager, personal repre-

sentative for Mary and Douglas,

and also as manager of their

various road shows in the past.”

All of the artists in United

Artists are enthusiastic advo-

cates of the new plan, Mr.
Schenck said.

Lichtman’s Success

An usher at Tony Pastor’s

Theatre in 14th Street, manager
for C. C. Pyle, when the latter

had a poster company in Chi-

cago, making displays for all

film companies
; an actor in

vaudeville, and later manager of

his own company; and, in evi-

tably, a salesman par excellence

of motion pictures, A1 Lichtman
has had a life interwoven with
the show world from his boy-
hood.

Under Pyle, Mr. Lichtman worked for

the Exhibitors’ Advertising Corporation,

with headquarters in Chicago. They made
posters for film companies and, eventually,

A1 Lichtman came to be Pyle’s manager. In

New York, Mr. Lichtman soon became Gen-
eral Manager of Distribution for the Mono-
pol Film Company, owned by P. A. Powers
and C. C. Craft.

When the Famous Players Company was
organized, Mr. Lichtman became its first

sales manager. He was the First General
Manager of Distribu-

tion for Artcraft.

After the mergers
which resulted in the

organization of Fa-
mous Players - Lasky
Corporation, A1 Licht-

man became General
Manager of Distribu-

tion for the combined
organization. He was
later General Mana-
ger of Distribution

for Universal, among
other high posts he
subsequently filled in

the film business.

Mr. Lichtman was
appointed special field

representa-
tive of United Artists

Corporation by the

late Hiram Abrams,
in May, last, when ad-
ditions of producing
units and volume dis-

tribution mater ially

broadened the releas-

ing company’s activi-

ties. Last week he
was appointed General

Manager of Distribution in the

United States and Canada by
Mr. Schenck.

arry D. Buckley, upper
ft; A1 Lichtman, on the

and Arthur W. Kelly,

, form the new com-
mittee

Kelly’s Upward Climb

Arthur W. Kelly, born in Lon-
don September 7, 1890, of Welsh
and Irish parentage, and edu-
cated in the city of his birth,

started his business career as an
office boy in executive offices

engaged in bulsness management
of theatrical enterprises, and at

the age of twenty, became busi-

ness manager of one of the
largest producing variety com-
panies in England. Kelly be-
came acquainted with Charlie
Chaplin in 1909. Chaplin was
playing the part of a man sixty-

five years old. He and Kelly im-
mediately became very good
friends and saw a good deal of
each other at the time.

At the age of 21, Mr. Kelly
came to America to represent

(Continued on page 496)
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Complete Work On Last

Story by Noted Writer

‘‘The Magic Garden,” by Gene Stratton Porter,

Filmed by F.B.O. With Son-in-Law of Novel'

ist Directing Has Vast Promise

E
XACTLY two years after an automobile tragedy on

i the Pacific Coast which resulted in the death of Gene
Stratton Porter, the son-in-law of that noted novelist was
completing the other day in the Film Booking Offices’ stu-

dios actual shooting on a production which should bring
to the screen a vivid translation of a story which Mrs. Por-
ter was revising for the printer just before her life was
brought to its sudden close. The story has never been pub-
lished. It will, however, appear serially in McCall’s Maga-
zine and then in book form simultaneously with the re-

lease of the picture. Both are titled “The Magic Garden.”

Joseph P. Kennedy’s Gold
Bond production will thus reach
the screens of the country with
an exploitation barrage which
should be excelled by few of the
many this industry has experi-
enced. “Magic Garden” release

is set for February 27, 1927, at

a tentative length of 6,900 feet.

Wet Weather Chases
Hines “All Aboard”

Johnny Hines has run
into a lot of wet weather in

making “All Aboard.” At
the Tec-Art Studios the

other day we waded

James Not
To Succeed

Barthelmess
In a letter to Moving Picture

World’s West Coast headquart-

ers J. Boyce Smith, General

Manager of Inspirations Pic-

tures, Inc., denies reports that

his company signed Gardiner

James “to fill the shoes” of Rich-

ard Barthelmess.

“We do regard Gardner James

as a young actor of great prom-

ise and we expect to offer him

an opportunity to demonstrate

his abilities in roles that will suit

his peculiar gifts and enable him

to win the approbation of the

public. His personality and gift

of characterization are, however,

distinctly “different” and while

we hope and believe he will as-

cend the ladder of fame as Bar-

thelmess did, it will be to estab-

lish a niche of his own and not

to duplicate Richard Barthel-

mess.”

“The American” May

Be Talking Picture

“The American” when it makes
its bow in the new Roxy Theatre

in Manhattan may be a talking

picture, as well as what its pro-

ducers, J. Stuart Blackton and
George K. Spoor describe as

“The world’s first natural vision

stereoscopic motion picture

drama.” Such a possibility was
inferred by Blackton in a brief

interview with Moving Picture

World.

Blackton said that if such were
the case, an apparatus similar to

the Vitaphone or the DeForrest
Phone Film invention would
probably be used.

He’ll Kid ’Em
Will Rogers will be accorded a

great reception when he steps off

the train in the Los Angeles de-
pot on December 21.

Sam Rork’s daughter, Ann, who
appeared in “The Blonde Saint,”

which her father made for First

National.

Carl Laemmle
Is Ready for

“Yukon Trail”
By the time this issue of

Moving Picture World gets back
to the Coast, Earnest Laemmle
will be starting the “Yukon Trail”

with an all-star cast. This will

be the first picture which he has
directed since the completion of

“Held By Law” which met with
great success at its recent pre-

view in The Writers Club.

Nat Ross at that time will also

commence directing another pic-

ture in the Collegian series and
Harry Sweet will have started
Charley Duffy in a picture as

yet untitled.

Not So Ragged
“The Beloved Rogue” which

was changed to “The Ragged
Lover” is now “The Beloved
Rogue” again. It was said at the
United Artists Studios that John
Barrymore’s plans call for a
month’s yachting trip.

Wet Weather Chases
Hines “All Aboard”

Johnny Hines has run
into a lot of wet weather in

making “All Aboard.” At
the Tec-Art Studios the

other day we waded
through a field of mud to

get to Johnny’s door, only,

to find that he was a few
miles away where the mud
was even a few feet deeper.
Johnny’s customary smile
is still there, although rain
and mud make it assume
more the expression of
grim determination.
A couple of days later,

however, while the sun was
out, we learned that John-
ny had just signed Edna
Murphy to play the lead-
ing role opposite him.

Eleven Visits Studio
Coach Rockne and members of

the Notre Dame Football team
visited Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Studios shortly after they had
vanquished Southern California.

Meehan Has Story

We talked with J. Leo Mee-
han while the sun beat down on
a many-hued elaborate replica

of Venetian streets and Italian

porticoes and again while real
rain poured over a studio roof
housing some of the delicate in-

terior sets used in “The Magic
Garden.” We availed ourselves
for a period of several hours of
many of the minutes that Mee-
han was not wielding his mega-
phone. Meehan has a story to
tell that speaks not only directly
to box offices but to picture fans,

thousands of whom are readers
of Gene Stratton Porter’s nov-
els. He is known as the Strat-
ton director on the F. B. O. lot.

He has actually translated Strat-
ton stories to the screen for
F. B. O. for the past four years.

(Continued on page 492)

Gene Porter 9

s Genius Now On Film
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Who’s Who In “The Magic Garden 99

The Star Director Cameraman The Extra

Margaret Morris

M argaret morris who
plays the role of the grown-

up Amaryllis Minton in “The
Magic Garden,” describes this as

the most unique role she has es-

sayed since her debut in filmdom.

“It is certainly a sweet and
charming story and I am sure

that the entire cast shares my
sentiments in this respect.”

Miss Morris steps into the pic-

ture shortly after little Joyce
Coad and Phillipe de Lacey, as

Amaryllis Minton and John
Guido Forrester have exchanged
the vows of their childish love in

the magic garden.

Miss Morris as the grown-up
Amaryllis also has a part to play

in the garden since it is there

Jhat the first vow is renewed
when John, as a grown-up man
and a recognized musician re-

turns from Italy. The second
time, however, John is played by
Raymond Keene.
“The Magic Garden” is Miss

Morris’ first Gene Stratton Por-
ter’s picture.

Miss Morris is known to fans

as a lovely personality on the
screen. She is known in Holly-
wood for the same attractive

personality but especially so for

her ability as an actress. Fa-
mous- Players-Lasky recognized
Miss Morris early in her career.

As the result she secured from
that company a long-term con-
tract.

Film Booking Offices borrow-
ed her for a series of comedy-
dramas after she had played in

about six Paramount pictures.
Following the completion of
“The Magic Garden,” Miss Mor-
ris expects to make one more
picture for F. B. O. and then
return to the Paramount lot.

As for the future she has no
questions, for this talented little

star is confident of her own
ability to succeed.

J. Leo Meehan

F ROM a director of westerns,

J. Leo Meehan has during

the past five years risen to the

peak of F. B. O. directorial ranks

of drama and comedy. His big-

gest hits on the studio lot, as

well as at the box office, have

been his cinema translations of

Gene Stratton Porter novels.

Everyone knows that a suc-

cessful director has to be a keen

student of human nature. Mee-
han, however, is one of those di-

rectors who can express his ob-

servations clearly and forcefully.

When he makes a statement he

gives his reason for it. The same
logic governs instructions broad-

casted through his megaphone.
He adheres to the proverb which
plays such an important part in

the work of experienced news-
papermen which is : “Take time

to be brief.” And Meehan, as

many know, is also the publisher

of a daily newspaper in Pasa-

dena.

Meehan thinks along news-
paper lines. You don’t have to

talk to him more than a few
minutes to find that out. He
knows his picture public. He
knows that what the majority of

newspaper readers want from
the paper they expect when they
step into a motion picture thea-

tre. In other words, he believes

film plots should provide a well-

knit theme, the well-rounded
climax and all other worthy basic

ingredients, but with all of this

the}'- should possess one predom-
inating theme. What the author
can do, the director in most in-

stances cannot hope to accom-
plish, Meehan told us. His state-

ment was perfectly obvious when
one stopped to consider the
limited footage of the longest
feature compared to the thou-
sands of words with which the
author may play on reams of
paper.

A1 Siegler

ttnpHE MAGIC GARDEN”
A is described by Camera-

man A1 Ziegler as
—“The most

beautiful romance I have ever

filmed.”

Ziegler has cranked a camera
in California since 1911. During
that time many notables have
passed before his lens. Such un-

qualified praise from a man of

this experience should satisfy the

most skeptical that “The Magic
Garden” can truthfully be class-

ed as an unusual picture.

“The Magic Garden” is also

the first picture of its type I have
ever photographed,” Siegler
stated. “It has even more than
the usual warmth, artistry and
simplicity found in all of Gene
Stratton Porter's books. It is a

straight love story, simply and
beautifully told.

“I do not ordinarily talk about
my own work and I never have
been known to praise it, but I

will say that I cannot restrain my
enthusiasm over the manner in

which the scenes are shaping up
for projection. We use pan-
chromatic film all during the
making of this production. At
no time did we permit any
straight lighting effects. My am-
bition in photographing the pic-

ture was to secure a soft, artis-

tic effect so as to present every
frame on the screen as an in-

dividual portrait.” Siegler said
that “The Magic Garden” will

bring to the screen a romance
without a single blemish, which
realizes its inception at the be-
ginning of the picture and ter-
minates in matrimonial bliss in
the final reel. He amplified Di-
rector Meehan’s praise for Joyce
Coad and Phillipe de Lacey, say-
ing that they were already a
couple of “real troupers” and
that they had given a marvelous
performance before the camera
in “Tlie Magic Garden."

Ruth Milo

Y ES, she is just as pretty as

the picture

!

In fact we saw her when the

ostrich plumes were hanging up
in the closet. We think you also

would agree that her titian locks

are far more attractive than the

raiment of the late bird. And we
say that with our watch in our
vest pocket.

They think a lot of Ruth Milo
at the F. B. O. studios. In fact

when we went to the Casting
Cage and asked for a subject for

this column, Bob Winton turned
over “The Magic Garden” roster
and did not stop until he reached
Miss Milo’s name. And we tele-

phoned her with the official word
that she is regarded on more
than one lot in Hollywood as a
comer.

It is becoming more and more
a fact as this department pro-
gresses, however, that our fliv-

ver developes an enormous appe-
tite while sleuthing for the inter-
view on this part of the page
once the subject’s name and ad-
dress has been secured. Most of
the stars can be located right on
the set, but people eligible for
this particular space travel about
Hollywood faster than sparrows
in Central Park.

Not so with Miss Milo, though.
We only telephoned her several
times and located her just be-
tween the picture and a dinner
date.

That yours?’ we queried, as
a curly-headed youngster pop-
ped out just after she had opened
the door. And then the child’s
mother appeared on the scene,
so we got right on the topic of
The Magic Garden ’ in which
Miss Milo stands out in the
Venetian Cabaret scene so that
any reader should immediately
identify her.

Then Miss Milo gave us the
ohptogrrph !

Specialized Cast Enjoys Porter Story
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European Film Folks Reach Coast

Left to right—N. H. Brower, manager of Los Angeles First
National exchange; Ray Rockett, production manager of a
unit; Maria Corda, European artist under F. N. contract;
Carey Wilson, a production executive; Alexander Korda,
husband of Maria Corda, a noted UFA director, now with

First National.

Finish Work
On Story By

Gene S. Porter
(Continued from page 489)

And the word translate can in

this respect be used with super-

lative authenticity, because Mee-

han was not only this late au-

thor’s son-in-law but the head

reader of her stories when they

were in manuscript form or in

the shape in which they were

submitted to the publisher.

Awaited Last Touches

Meehan tells us that “The

Magic Garden” manuscript was

undergoing its last revisement

by Mrs. Porter and lay on her

desk awaiting a few final touches

in the nature of commas and

periods, when her hands were

joined for the last time in a

room a few doors away.

During the past four years

Meehan’s specialty has been to

translate Porter novels to the

screen for F. B. O. He first

adapts them with the natural

appreciation for the trend of

their theme which one could ob-

tain only through an intimate

association during working

hours and recreation periods

with the author. He then as-

sembles his cast who immedi-

ately assume the characteriza-

tions he got to know almost as

soon as they sprang from the

mind of the author.

Meehan is emphatic in his as-

sertion that he never deviates

from a single detail in the plot

of the original Porter story.

“Mrs. Porter,” he states,

“based the characters in all of

her stories upon people whom
she actually knew.”
Mrs. Porter, Meehan author-

izes, in the course of her early

contact with the film industry

resented for this reason certain

changes in one of her stories

which the scenario department
of a prominent producer sought

to effect. As the result, Mee-
han further states, she withheld

for a long time after that, the

granting of screen rights to her

books.

Her Greatest Work
When Meehan was assigned

to direct his first Porter story

he quotes the author as saying

to him

:

“Make your people real and
you will make them the friends

of the audience.”

This authority on Porter
novels considers her story of

“The Magic Garden” the most
artistic she ever penned. It is

a story of beautiful love which
starts in childhood days and cul-

minates with the climax, of ro-

mance in maturity. Not once
does the story vary from this

theme, Meehan states.

Members of the cast join with
Meehan in his prophecy that

“The Magic Garden” on the

screen should be accorded even
a greater reception than that re-

corded for other Porter story

picturizations.

The picture was six weeks in

actual production, during which
time the company spent two
weeks on location in a little

town north of San Francisco. It

was there that the principal ac-

tion in the story, bearing direct-

ly upon the title was filmed.

Weeks were spent by location

hunters to find a garden around
Hollywood similar to that de-
scribed in the Porter story. The
sycamore and maple trees which
Mrs. Porter had written about,
with a New York City suburb
in mind, when she was describ-
ing the Magic Garden in her
story, were not to be found here.

About the Story

It was in the garden in Ma-
rion County, California, that lit-

tle Amaryllis Minton, esayed by
eight-year-old Joyce Coad, while
running away from the chauf-
feur of her divorced father,

meets John Guido Forrester,

who is practicing on his violin.

John is then played by ten-year-
old Phillipe de Lacey. Before
they are separated the love

theme commences and the pic-

ture terminates with the garden
scene and Amaryllis and John,
fully grown and plighted, then
portrayed by Margaret Morris
and Raymond Keene, respective-

ly. William V. Mong plays the

Bancroft in

“White Gold”
George Bancroft, charac-

ter player of note, has been
loaned to the Cecil B. De
Mille studios for one pic-
ture.
The loan was made by

the Flamous Players-Lasky
Corporation at the urgent
request of William K.
Howard, who is directing
“White Gold,” starring
Jetta GoudaL

part of the boy’s father while

Charles Clary and Hedda Hop-
per interpret the roles of the

little girl’s divorced parents.

The other four weeks in pro-

ducing “The Magic Garden”
were spent on the F. B. O. lot

where sixteen sets, erected

under the architectural supervi-

sion of Art Director Carrol

Clarke, were used. Here John’s

experiences as a student of the

violin in Italy were depicted on
a lavish Venetian set, with pic-

turesque gondolas floating on
the river streets. Here also were
sets upon which the action in

the artistic interior of little

John’s home in the Magic
Garden were photographed, as

well as the furnished rooms of

the city residence of little Ama-
ryllis’ wealthy parents.

It took Art Director Clarke’s

department nearly two months
to make the plans for these sets.

The Venetian street set, alone,

cost F. ' B. O. approximately

$7,000, Clarke informed us. Those
familiar with the demands of

the motion picture camera know
the disastrous effect hilation has

upon photography. Thus some
difficulties can be appreciated.

High Praise

Goes to New
Laemmle Film

That “Held by the Law,” the

Universal-Jewel production, di-

rected by Edward Laemmle, will

be one of the best box office at-

tractions of the 1927 season when
it is released soon after the first

of the year, was the almost uni-

versal prediction of newspaper
critics and high studio officials

who attended a preview of the

film at the Writers’ Club Thurs-
day night.

Sheriff William I. Traeger of

Los Angeles County, was guest
of honor at a dinner presided

over by Carl Laemmle that pro-

ceeded the showing of the pic-

ture attended by nearly one hun-
dred of the leadnig film critics

and studio executives in the in-

dustry.

Among those present were

:

Marguerite de la Motte, Johnnie
Walker, Ralph Lewis and Rob-
ert Ober, of the cast; Mr. and
Mrs. Edward Laemmle, Miss
Rosabelle Laemmle, Carl Laem-
mle, Sheriff Traeger, Dr. Kil-

gore, John Bowsers, Mr. and Mrs.
Sigmund Moos, Mr. and Mrs.
Harry Wurtzel, Mr. and Mrs.
Edward Montagne, Mr. and Mrs.
Tom Reed, Jack Ross, Tom Wal-
ler, Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie Starr,

Mrs. Florence Lawrrence and
many others.

Change Title of

Denny’s New Film

Reginald Denny’s latest pic-

ture for Universal which is near-
ing completion has undergone a

change of title. The story as

Denny wrrote it w’as known as

“Slow Down” but it will be re-

leased, we are informed, as “The
Four Flusher.” One of Univer-
sal City’s largest sets has just

been converted into a motor
dome where the climax of this

racing story takes place.

As many as fifty racing cars

of all makes and designs may
now be seen at Universal City.

Says Hokum Is Out
That the public is no longer

gullible for hokum pictures and
that producers are now bidding
against one another for the pur-
pose of suitable story material,
are some observations reaching
Moving Picture World from Ray-
mond L. Schrock, associated pro-
ducer with Warner Bros. “How-
ever, Warner Bros.,” Schrock
states, “are well fortified in hav-
ing placed under contract, indi-
viduals with creative minds.”

European Celebrities At Hollywood
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Paramount’s

First Woman
Director Signs

Paramount’s first official

woman director is Dorothy Arz-

ner. Just before going to press

we learned that B. P. Schulberg,

associate producer, had signed

her to a long term contract, as a

Famous-Players-Lasky director.

Her first assignment will be to

megaphone Esther Ralston's first

starring vehicle “Fashions for

Women’7 which is ready to go

into production. It is said that

Miss Arzner also holds the envi-

able position of being the first

woman to be assigned to a direc-

torial position within the last

ten years.

She Met De Mille

Miss Arzner, who is a native of

Los Angeles, met William De-
Mille during the war while he

was associated with the Los An-
geles Emergency Ambulance
Corps in which she had listed as

a driver. In 1919 she secured

from Mr. DeMille at the Para-

mount Studios an opportunity to

learn the motion picture indus-

try from the ground up by typ-

ing scripts. Later on she was as-

signed to the position of script

girl on the set. Her next posi-

tion was film cutting. It is said

that her work in this respect on
Rudolph Valentino’s “Blood and
Sand” was so unique that James
Cruze contracted her services for

the editing of “The Covered
Wagon” and also “Old Ironsides.”

Miss Arzner has made a deep
study of pictures, but more than

that, she has studied the pe-

culiarities of human nature.

Milton Sills and his wife,

Doris Kenyon, shortly after

their arrival in Burbank.

Langdon New One
Raps “Jazz Love”

As Harry Langdon’s new fea-

ture progresses, it foretells more
and more that “Long Pants” will

be a new type of vehicle for

Langdon when the time comes
for its projection.

Langdon and his company have
been sharing their working hours
between the First National Studio

and a location in Verdugo Hills

about twenty miles outside the
city limits of Los Angeles.

“Long Pants” is described as a

veiled commentary on jazz love.

Admit Negotiations Are
Now On With Educational

However, There is Said to Be Much in the Way
of Complete Absorption Even by Largest

Companies at Present

THE plausibility of some kind of a deal between Famous
Players-Lasky, or, for that matter, any other feature

producer" and Educational Exchanges is conceded by a

particularly well informed source right out here in the

Educational Studios. Why the biggest deal between the

two companies, however, could not result in the complete

absorption of Educational from this informant’s point of

view, causes some interesting light to be shed upon Edu-
cational’s status.

A lengthy interrogation

brought for us from this partic-

ular source, knowledge- which is

not general and probably some
points about this short subject

corporation which may be known
to but comparatively few in the

film industry.

Situation Is Intricate

As a starter this informant

tells us, Educational Film Ex-
changes does not own a single

producing unit, and that each

unit is absolutely independent of

the other and of Educational. If

this be authentic, then a big pro-

ducer, it was pointed out to us,

desirous of obtaining the product

at present released through Edu-
cational Exchanges, would doubt-

less find it necessary to make a

separate deal with each of these

units.

If the same producer were de-

sirous of obtaining Educational’s

exchanges, of which there are

about twenty-six in the United

States and Canada, he would
find a situation even more intri-

cate than that of corraling its

short product, we are assured.

We hear that Educational

owns outright less than twenty
per cent of these exchanges

—

that in most cases its interest in

the individual exchange is fifty-

one per cent or more. As an
example we are informed that

the West Coast organization

owns 49 per cent of Educa-
tional’s Los Angeles’ exchange.
Food for thought for mongers
of rumors is provided when, with
Paramount as the reported Edu-
cational absorber in mind, it is

appreciated that William Fox
swings a strong hand in the West
Coast aggregation.

Again, keeping this situation in

mind, what would an Educational
buyer have to pay for the ex-
changes if he could purchase
them ?

We are reminded that the Los
Angeles exchange alone cleared
over $15,000 last year.

Still further we glean for the
record that many First National
franchise holders have also con-

(Continued on page 494)

Buck Jones finds that the Girls’ Champion Basketball Team of the United States makes just an armful. The girls, who hail from Guth-
rie, Oklahoma, recently paid Buck a visit while he was working on an interior scene of “Desert Valley,” his latest Fox Films starring

drama.

Report Famous In Educational Deal
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United Artists Plan For Star Players
Educational

Reported To

Be Negotiating
(Continued from page 493)

siderable Educational interests

in other parts of the country.

The Educational studios, equip-

ment and grounds are valued

conservatively, according to our

informant, at about $450,000. Of
this Educational Exchanges, In-

corporated does not actually own
a dollar’s worth, we are told.

The property is in the name of

the Educational Studio Corpora-

tion and this, it is said, is com-
posed of such individual units as

those known as Jack White Mer-
maid Comedies, Lloyd Hamilton
Comedies, Lupino Lane Come-
dies, Tuxedo Comedies and Ju-
venile Comedies and Cameo
Comedies. Until July 1, of last

year, these units which release

their product through Educa-
tional Exchanges Incorporated,

rented space, in the majority of

instances, in studios all over
Hollywood. They got together on
the date mentioned and formed
the corporation among themselves
which they named Educational
Studios Corporation, out of def-

erence to the title of their dis-

tribution center. The total of the
short product of these combined
units set for 1926-27 release
through Educational Exchanges
Incorporated reaches seventy-
two two-reelers and twenty-four
single reelers. This total includes
the contribution from the Chris-
;ie Studios several miles away
from the site of the Educational
Studios Corporation.
As our informant sees it the

only chance of any deal between
a feature producer and Educa-
tional Exchanges Incorporated,
would be an interchange of
stock, a releasing agreement and
good will in writing.

On a French Ship

New Year’s Eve!
By New Years, Antonio Mo-

reno expects to be enroute to
London to play the leading role

opposite Dorothy Gish in “Mad-
ame Pompadour.” Production
work on this picture in the Lon-
don Studios of the British Na-
tional Pictures, Ltd., is delayed
by the fact that Moreno has as

yet considerable work to do 'n

his part opposite Constance Tal-
madge in “The Vamp of Venice”
now under way at the United
Artists Studios.

* Studio Row *

RICHARD A. MITCHELL who supervised four Western tours

of “Ben Hur” is now the manager of the Forum Theatre, Los
Angeles. Mitchell succeeds John P. Goring. Mitchell is well-known
in both the theatrical and film world.

* * *

M ETRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER has just signed Renee Adoree to

a new long-term contract. The actress has already been
under contract work with that company for the past two years.

* * *

L OUISE DRESSER has been given an important role in “Mr.
Wu,” Lon Chaney’s newest vehicle which is now in production.

* * *

J
ACKIE COOGAN’S first vehicle under his new Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer contract is based on a sea yarn, titled “Buttons,” which

George Hill will direct.
* * *

I OHN McCORMACK announces that Billie Dove and Ben Lyon
will be co-featured in First National’s “Body and Soul,” pro-

duction of which gets on the way early in January. At the same
time McCormack makes known that First National has just pur-
chased a batch of original stories the titles of several of them being
“Oh, What a Life,” “Corn Beef and Cabbage,” “Afraid to Marry,”
and “Out All Night.”

* * *

C OLLEEN MOORE is taking a brief vacation following the

completion of her work in “Orchids and Ermine.” She will

then commence work in her next vehicle, the title of which has been
changed from “Miss George Washington,” to “Naughty But Nice."

* * *

«« A MILLION DOLLAR BID” starring Dolores Costello, will

go into production at the Warner Bros. Studios on January 1.

Warner Oland has already been selected for an important position

in the cast.
* * *

T T AL MOHR, cameraman on “The Third Degree” which was
given a preview showing in Hollywood recently, has been

signed under a long-term contract by Warner Bros. His first picture

under the new contract is “Bitter Apples,” starring Monte Blue.

* * *

\IT ARNER BROTHERS have just added to the cast of “The Gay
’ * Old Bird,” starring Louise Fazenda, the following: Ed Ken-
nedy, Frances Raymond and John Steppling.

* * *

ANNA Q. NILSSON who has just finished “Easy Pickings” for

First National will probably be starred in Sam Rork’s “The
River” which will also be released through First National.

* * *

M ABEL NORMAND’S latest Hal Roach comedy will soon be
released mnder the title “Why Men Walk Home.”

* * *

M ETRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER has signed Joan Crawford under
a long-term contract. Miss Crawford, two years ago, was an

extra girl. Last year she was chosen as a Wampas baby star.

* * *

TWO and one-half years old Jackie Combs has been given quite

a prominent part in Marion Davies’ “Tillie the Toiler” which
is being produced at the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios.

* * *

DUKE ORBACH pens, among other things, the following:
“
‘Frivolous Al’ Boasberg wants to communicate with all Holly-

wood Scotchmen who have cigar lighters in order that they might
buy their gasoline wholesale.”

* * *

THE Siberian episodes for the film version of Tolstoy’s “Resurrec-
tion” will be made in Truckee about 400 miles North of Holly-

wood. Edwin Carewe announces that the cast, according to pres-

ent plans, will probably spend the Yuletide season in Truckee snow-
fields as a result.

Scenario Girl

In Conference

at West Coast

Beulah livingstone.
Scenario Editor for the

United Artists, is now in Holly-

wood, conferring with Joseph M.
Schenck regarding future stories

for Mary Pickford, Norma Tal-

madge, Gloria Swanson, Con-
stance Talmadge, Charlie Chap-
lin, John Barrymore, Douglas

Fairbanks and Buster Keaton.

Although Miss Livingstone has

recently been named one of the

twelve immortals in moving pic-

tures, this is her first visit to

Hollywood in eight years.

Last week she was a guest of

honor at a dinner given by Eu-
gene O’Brien. All the famous
stars in Hollywood were present.

A jazz band supplied music for

dancing and later Marguerite

Namara sang a group of old

French songs.

Although the invitations for

this party read for dinner and a

dance, many of the guests stayed

for what is now know as “A
Dawn Breakfast.”

Strayer’s Contract
Frank R. Strayer, who di-

rected “Sweet Rosie O’Grady”
and “When the Wife’s Away,”
for Coumbia Pictures, has been
put under a year’s contract by
Harry Cohn, vice-president of

Columbia. Strayer has just com-
pleted a comedy featuring Harry
Myers, Helene Chadwick and
Midget Gustav.

Johnson to Direct

At Universal City we learned
the other day, that Emory John-
son will direct “The Arm of the
Law,” an original story for the

screen by Mrs. Emory Johnson,
mother of the director.

This picture will be the sec-

ond of nine productions which
Johnson has contracted for Uni-
versal.

Mong in Cast
William V. Mong, famous for

his eccentric character parts,

and conspicuous in the latest

Broadway success, “What Price

Glory,” is to appear in a forth-

coming Columbia picture. He
will be seen in the support of

Dorothy Revier in “The Price
of Honor,” which Edward H.
Griffith is directing at the Co-
lumbia Hollywood studios.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Signs Renee Adoree
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Nineteen Universal'Jewels

In First Six Months of 1927
“Michael Strogoff” and “The Cheerful
Fraud” Are Scheduled; Famous Stars,

Directors and Authors in List

A N EXCEPTIONAL ARRAY of Universal Jewels has

just been announced by Carl Laemmle for release dur-
ing the early part of 1927. Nineteen Jewel productions, in-

cluding five Hoot Gibson Jewels, and two special pictures

“Michael Strogoff” and “The Cheerful Fraud” make up the

list.

This line-up is hailed as the greatest list of Universal pic-

tures ever scheduled for consecutive release. It included pro-

ductions by Universal’s leading stars and made by the pick of

Universal direcorial talent. The two “specials” include the

great Universal Film de France production adapted by the

Societe des Cineromans from the famous Jules Verne romance,
“Michael Strogoff,” and a Reginald Denny comedy, made from
K. R. G. Brownels story “The Cheerful Fraud.”

Olive Borden, of Fox Films,

December 18, 1926

W. C. Herrmann

With P. D. C. in

New York City
William C. Herrmann has just

£>een appointed manager of the

P. D. C. New York exchange.

Mr. Herrmann has been eight

years in the motion picture busi-

ness. For four years he was

service manager and for four

years general manager for Uni-

versal, the “Big U” exchange, in

New York. He has a wide ac-

quaintance and is extremely pop-

ular with the exhibitors, so P-

D. C. may consider itself for-

tunate in securing his services.

Mr. Hermann is a resident of

New York City, is married and

has one son.

Russian Star In
Paramount Group

Vera Veronina, Russian screen

actress, has been signed to a

long-term contract by Para-
mount, according to announce-

ment by B. P. Schulberg, West
Coast executive for Famous
Players-Lasky.

Miss Veronina is now on her

way to the United States from
Europe and is slated to arrive

in Hollywood shortly after the

first of the year.

Her most notable role was
that of leading woman in the

film of “Michel Strogoff,” which
is playing on Broadway.

pictured against her Pa-

risian hat.

Wallace Beery to

Make Air Comedy
Wallace Beery, the greatest

character comic in pictures,

whose portrayals in “Behind the

Front,” “We’re In the Navy
Now” and “Old Ironsides” have

made millions curl up with

laughter, is now planning to do

a comedy in the air, with dirig-

ibles, airplanes and parachutes

as the piece de resistance.

No title has yet been chosen

for the comedy which will fol-

low his portrayal of Barnum.
Beery is now completing “Casey

at the Bat.” His next comedy
will be “Looie the Fourteenth,”

with James Cruze directing. He
also will produce “Fireman Save
My Child.”

Ranch House Built

In De Mille Studio
A ranch house, complete in

every detail, has been construct-

ed on the back lot of the Cecil

B. De Mille studio for filming

scenes of “White Gold,” the

William K. Howard production

starring Jetta Goudal.

It is planned to shoot all

interiors and porch sequences

there before the company de-

parts for Arizona where the

outdoor scenes will be taken.

Kenneth Thomson plays oppo-
site Miss Goudal with George
Bancroft, Robert Perry and
George Nichols in a strong sup-
porting cast.

Theatre Opening
The new Grove Theatre, Wil-

low Grove, Pa., chose Columbia’s
“The Lone Wolf Returns,” as

its inaugural bill on Dec. 2.

Coming on the heels of the many
box-office successes put out by
Universal during the last six

months, the announced schedule for

1927 is considered by Universal

executives and others who have

seen the pictures as further proof

that the Universal product is con-

stantly improving and that the cur-

rent output of that company is

clicking profitably at the box-
office almost without exception.

Laura La Plante Busy

The 1927 line-up includes three

productions starring Laura La
Plante, the petite blonde star whose
ascendancy in the movie firmament

during the past year or so has

been notable. The list also in-

cludes such favorites as Mary Phil-

bin, Norman Kerry, Hoot Gibson,

Marian Nixon, Pat O’Malley, Bil-

lie Dove, Mae Busch, Huntley Gor-

don, and other film celebrities.

Reginald Denny, Universal’s ace

star, whose Universal productions

take second place to none in enter-

tainment value and popularity, is

represented in the Spring schedule

by “The Cheerful Fraud,” whch
enjoys the distinction of being the

first outside picture booked into

the new Paramount Theatre on

Broadway. Denny also may com-
plete another special production in

time for release during the latter

months of the early 1927 season.

He is at work on this picture now,

under the title “Slow Down.”

The newly announced Universal

Jewels represent the pick in big
names in so far as authors are

concerned. Never has that com-
pany put out a series of pictures

from such famous pens. Included

in this list of authors are Gertrude

Atherton, Johnston McCulley,
George Broadhurst, Ralph Boston,

Andrew Soutar, Gabriel Reuter,

Arthur Somers Roche, Owen
Davis, A. Erode, Ernest Pascal,

George Weston, Bayard Veiller,

John Taintor Foote, Byron Mor-
gan, B .M. Bower, Katherine New-
lin Burt, George Ogden and Lynn
Reynolds.

Universal directorial line-up on
the announced product reads like

a citation of medal winners. It

includes King Baggot, Edward
Sloman, Scott Sidney, Herbert
Blache, Lois Weber, Edward Laem-
mle, Melville W. Brown, Harley
Knoles, Lynn Reynolds, Wesley
Ruggles, George B. Seitz, and
others.

“Michael Strogoff,” now enjoy-
ing a long run in the George M.
Cohan Theatre, Broadway, will of-

ficially reach the screen January
8th.

“The Cheerful Fraud” is sched-

uled for release January 16th.

(Continued on page 504)

“An apple a day’’ for Vilma
Banky, in the Samuel Gold-

wyn presentation, “The Win-
ning of Barbara Worth,” for

United Artists,

Plans for Cortez
Ricardo Cortez left New York

Sunday, returning to California

to spend the Christmas holiday
and await his next assignment in

a Paramount picture.

Elinor Fair brought back a
lamb when the Metropolitan
1*. D. <J. company returned

from Arizona after making
“Jim the Conqueror.”
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Things Are Looking Up

George Wa'sh, center, starring in the Excellent picture,

“Striving For Fortune,"’ is a hearty, wide-chested hero.

Frank Cassidy Given

Managership at Colony

Name Board

To Supervise

United Artists
(Continued from page 488)

the Frank J. Gould enterprises,

which included an executive

office managing 15,000 miles of

railroad. In this work he spe-

cialized in the operation of elec-

tric lighting and power plants

and trolley car systems. When
he was 25, he, Kelly, was direc-

tor of twelve companies, includ-

ing directorship of a $40,000,000

company, the Virginia Railway

and Power Company, Richmond,
Va.

In the World War, Mr. Kelly

served with the British Army,
in the Tank Corps, eventually

being transferred to the Amer-
ican Army with the rank of

Major, to supervise distribution

of “splints” in orthopaedic work.

After the war, Mr. Kelly decided

to remain in England and took

an active interest in the Em-
bassy Club of London, helping

materially to develop its success.

After accomplishing his task

in London, he returned to Amer-
ica, and entered the motion pic-

ture field as odd-job man for a

First National production unit.

In two months’ time he became
Assistant Production Manager

;

after four months with First

National, Charles Chaplin of-

fered his friend the position of

his eastern representative to

United Artists Corporation, di-

recting all sales of the come-
dian’s pictures.

He Became Treasurer

At the invitation of officials of

United Artists' organization, Mr.
Kelly became Vice-President of

United Artists, and after two
months he was made Treasurer.

In May of 1926, United Artists

gave Mr. Kelly entire supervi-

sion of the foreign department.

Mr. Kelly .married the former

Josephine Freygang. The couple

have one son, Arthur Kelly, Jr.

Harry T. Buckley was born in

St. Louis, Mo., Feb. 24th, 1887

and he received his education

in that city. He has been close-

ly identified with things theat-

rical since his first business days.

When he was 21, Buckley
was appointed manager of the

Garrick Theatre in St. Louis.

That was followed by his ap-
pointment as manager of the Co-
lumbia Theatre, an Orpheum
House in St. Louis.

Resigning from the manager-
ship of the Columbia when the

World War came, Mr. Buckley
was in the United States Army,
Eighty-ninth Division, entering

as a private and soon winning a

lieutenant’s commission.

When, after the Armistice,

United Artists Corporation was

C HANGE in the house man-
agement of the B. S. Moss

Colony Theatre, New York City,

was annouced this week by
Warner Bros., who have it under

a long term lease for their ex-

tended run productions, Syd
Chaplin in “The Better ’Ole” be-

ing the present bill.

Frank Cassidy, who has been

with the Warners almost from
their start in various important

positions, has been placed in

charge of the Colony.

organized in 1919, Buckley was
made manager of its Kansas
City exchange. He served in

that capacity for a year and a

half and was subsequently made
Branch Manager of the Los
Angeles exchange. Mr. Buckley
served there a year and a half,

making a total of three years’

service with United Artists Cor-
poration as branch manager.
When Douglas Fairbanks fin-

ished “Robin Hood,” he with-

drew Mr. Buckley from the

United Artists organization and
made him manager of the road
shows of that special. With road
showings of “Robin Hood” com-
pleted, Mr. Buckley was called

to Los Angeles to assume the

post of Acting General Manager
of the Douglas Fairbanks Pic-

tures Corporation for two years,

during which time he supervised

the road showing of “The Thief
of Bagdad.”
Another milestone in the

Mr. Cassidy recently piloted

the Warners’ floating broadcast-

ing station on its cross-continent

trip, and was soon afterward as-

signed to Warner Bros.’ Phil-

adelphia exchange until a theatre

was found for him.

Cassidy has been connected
with the amusement field for

many years, having managed
other Warner houses and put

over several big exploitation

campaigns that required a man
who knew his business.

progress which the new execu-

tive had recorded up to that

date brought him the appoint-

ment of Personal and Business

Manager for Mary Pickford and
Douglas Fairbanks in New York
City. Shortly thereafter he be-

came Vice-President of United
Artists Corporation and a mem-
ber of its Board of Directors.

When the United Artists The-
atre Circuit, Inc., was organized

early in 1926, Mr. Buckle}’- was
elected a director of that cor-

poration, as well. He retains

that office, of course.

Dec. 12, 1926, Mr. Buckley re-

signed as General Personal and
Business Manager for Mary
Pickford and Douglas Fair-

banks and became active Vice-
President, one of the three mem-
bers of the United Artists Ex-
ecutive Committee and assistant

to Joseph M. Schenck, Chair-

man of the Board of Directors

of United Artists Corporation.

Maria Corda,

German Star,

At Burbank
Maria Corda, whom Produc-

tion Manager Richard A. Row-
land brought to America and
signed to appear in First Na-
tional pictures, is rated as one
of the most famous feminine

stars of Germany and since the

war has held a prominent place

on the German stage and screen.

She recently arrived in New
York and has since gone on to

Burbank, Cal., to become an im-
portant addition to the roster of

First National artists.

Maria Corda, though she has
been working in Berlin with the

UFA organization, is a Hungar-
ian by birth. Among her best

known starring pictures are

“The Last Days of Pompeii,”
“Samson and Delilah” and
“Dance Fever.”

She is a striking blonde of me-
dium height, blue-eyed, smiling
and vivacious.

Splendid Actor Signed
Harry Cohn, general manager

of production of Columbia Pic-

tures, announces the addition of

William Tooker to the cast that

will support Priscilla Dean in

“Birds of Prey.”

“Three Hours”
“Purple and Fine Linen,” star-

ring Corinne Griffith for First

National, will be released under
the title of “Three Hours,” it

was announced by Production
Manager Richard A. Rowland.

Miss Mathis Signed
Miss June Mathis’ first job as

a free lance is to write the adap-
tation and continuity for Metro-
Goldwyn- Mayer’s film version of

Channing Pollock's stage play
“The Enemy.”

Jack Horner was never so

attractive as Marion Nixon,
the Universal star.
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Artclass Has
Listed Many
Foreign Sales

Several foreign sales were
consummated this week by Art-

class Pictures Corporation, em-
bracing distribution in Brazil,

Spain and Portugal and Africa.

Six features in the Buddy
Roosevelt, Buffalo Bill, Jr., and
Leo Maloney series of Westerns
were sold to Jacobo Glucksman
for Brazil.

Sells Four Westerns

These pictures, as well as four

series of Artclass comedies, were
‘eld by Jacques Haik, of Paris,

France, for Artclass to Trans-
oortes Mitjavale of Barcelona
for Spain and Portugal.

Max Weiss sold to African
Films, Limited, four series of

Western features, including

Buddy Roosevelt, Buffalo Bill,

Jr., Wally Wales and Leo Ma-
loney.

Wide Foreign Sales

These sales further increase

the widespread distribution of

Artclass product in foreign fields

accomplished by Max Weiss dur-
ing his recent extended trip to

England and the continent, when
he sold the Artclass comedies to

Jury - Metro - Goldwyn, Limited,

for the United Kingdom.

Monte Blue Likes

Nothing Better’n

A Red Hot Fight

An unusually thrilling se-

quence in ‘Wolf’s Clothing,”
starring Monte Blue, the War-
ner Bros, star, with Patsy Ruth
Miller in support, marked the
conclusion of that film last week.
Monte Blue, piloting a sub-

way train, has a battle with a

, maniac for control of the train.

Advices from the coast indi-

cate that this sequence marks
one of the most terrific battles

i ever staged for a film.

Rin-Tin-Tin Star of

“Hills of Kentucky”
“Hills of Kentucky,” starring

Rin-Tin-Tin, is in its second
.
week of production.

Howard Bretherton, recently
signed to a long term directorial
contract by the Warner Bros., is

directing the dog star.

Others in the cast are Jason
Robards, Dorothy Dwan, Tom
Santchi and Billy Kent Schaefer.
The production is based on the

1 story, “The Untamed Heart,” by
Dorothy Yost.

First Woman Director

At Paramount Studios

A love scene from “The Fourth Commandment,” a Universal
Jewel.

Finis Fox on

“Quality” for

Inspiration
Finis Fox has been signed by

Inspiration Pictures to write the

scenario for “Quality,” the Dixie
Wilson story recently chosen as

the first vehicle for Gardner
James.

Mr. Fox’s most recent scenario
is “Resurrection,” now being
produced by Inspiration Pictures

and Edwin Carewe.

Dorothy Arzner Appointed By Ben Schulberg
To Direct Esther Ralston’s Next;
Worked On “Old Ironsides”

H OLLYWOOD has given the megaphone to a woman.
Dorothy Arzner, the girl who. single-handed cut and

edited “The Covered Wagon” and “Old Ironsides,” two of

the most successful photoplays in screen history, was to-

day signed to a long term contract as a Paramount di-

rector.

Announcement of the signing

of Miss Arzner was made by B.

P. Schulberg, associate producer,

who stated her initial directorial

assignment will be Esther Ral-

ston’s first starring vehicle,

“Fashions for Women,” soon to

go into productions.

Not only is Miss Arzner the

first woman in the history of

Paramount to be given the mega-
phone, but she is also the only

woman in the industry to be
made a director in the past 10

years.

The selection of Miss Arzner,
herself the product of Los An-
geles, comes as a result of seven

years of untiring labor as script

girl, film cutter and scenario

writer. To her it fulfills a dream
of 21 years ago when she was
a child at the old Hoffman Cafe
in Los Angeles, the rendezvous
of almost every motion picture

pioneer on the West Coast.

Came to Paramount

Louis Arzner, her father, oper-

ated the cafe and scores of the

present day film celebrities, al-

most unknown at that time,

would take Dorothy on their

knees and relate to her their

fascinating film deeds.

Late in 1919 she came to the

Paramount studio asking for a
chance to enter motion picture

work at the bottom and at her
own request began by typing
scripts. From that lowly post
she rose through script girl on
the set to cutter, then writer,

returned to editing, at the

insistence of James Cruze, to do
what is declared to be one of

the most nearly perfect ex-
amples of film editing in screen
history on “Old Ironsides.” Then
she received her reward in the
opportunity to become a direc-

tor.

Hflene Costello is leading
lady in “While London
Sleeps,” a Warner Bros, pic-

ture of the mystery and ro-

mance which shroud a great

city in the hours of night.

Whiskers In Style

In Western Wilds
Harry D. Wilson, on the

Edwin Carewe lot writes

“The House of David
clan might well rise in

their graves should they
witness happenings in

Hollywood these days.

The beard has come into

its own in movieland.
Every man who can sup-

port whiskers is working
in the film production of

'Tolstoy’s ‘Reslurre/ction.’ v

Harry winds up by say-

ing that some of the

beards are so long that
their owners can get by
without neckties. “Art for

art’s sake in the movies,”
he apologizes.

There is hard talk

among the barbers, but
they make up their profits,

after all, on odd bobbing
jobs for the girls.

Glyn Story for

Betty Bronson
Elinor Glyn, whose story,

“It,”' li|as just been pro-
duced by Paramount with
Clara Bow starring, is

now writing- an original
story for Betty Bronson.
The title of the new

Bronson vehicle will be
“Ritzy,” a story of modern
youth.
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Membership Drive For

Scouts in S. D. Tie-up
Fred Thomson’s “Regular Scout” Is Used In

Sioux Falls, Where Princess Theatre

Gets Publicity Aplenty

A CAMPAIGN for extension of activities of the Boy-

Scouts of America was started in Sioux Falls, S. D.

The campaign was inspired by F. B. O.’s picture “A Reg-

ular Scout,” featuring Fred Thomson and his horse, Silver

Kin 2". and will terminate with the showing of this feature

at the Princess Theatre durin

Announcement of the coming

of “A Regular Scout” to the

Princess Theatre was made
simultaneously with the dis-

closure of the complete plans

for the membership drive

at a meeting of Scout Execu-

tives and members of Troops 2

and 3 in Calvary Cathedral. En-

thusiasm ran high at the men-,

tion of Fred Thomson and Silver

King, who in the past four years

have have become the idols of

American boys and girls. Thom-
son, incidentally, is himself a

Scout Commissioner.

Scouts Are Actors

The height of their enthusiasm,

however, was reached when it

was announced that they them-

selves would temporarily be-

come motion picture actors in

the production of a local movie

called “Me and My Chum.”
This production is being spon-

sored by Sam Cornish, owner

and manager of the Princess

Theatre. The picture will be

made during the progress of the

membership drive and will be ex-

hibited at the Princess Theatre

at the same time as “A Regular

Christmas Week.

Richard Barthelmess aboard the

Majestic, on returning from Eu-
rope. He went on to Burbank
to start work for First National

Gorman “The Top”

In “A. W. O. L.”

Fi’m Salesman
in Picture Role

Climaxing one of the

most unusual agreements

in the film industry Scott

E. Chestnutt, for ten years

a film salesman and crack

branch manager for Para-

mount, has completed a

thirty-five hundred mile

journey from his exchange
in Jacksonville, Fla., to

Hollywood to play the um-
pire in “Casey at the Bat.”

Although Chestnutt has

been associated with the

films since 1916, this marks
the first time he ever en-

tered a studio or witnessed

a picture production. .For-

merly an umpire in South-

ern and International base-

ball leagues and nationally

known as a famous char-

acter of the diamond,

Chestnutt was assigned to

the important role of um-
pire in Hector Turnbull’s

production by Jesse L.

Lasky.

His signing for the role

came as a result of a re-

cent banquet during the

Paramount convention at

French Lick, Ind., when,
after Chestnutt had re-

galed the assembly with

some colorful baseball

yarns, Mr. Lasky told the

ex-umpire he’d give him a

job as film player any
time he wished. Chestnutt

took him at his word.

Alberta Vaughn’s Next
Scout.”

At the meeting word was re-

ceived from Thomson giving en-

couragement to the campaign.

A telegram from Thomson read

:

“Glad if my picture ‘A Regular

Scout’ can be of service to you
in connection with the member-
ship drive for new recruits in

Sioux Falls, and both Silver

King and myself send our

heartiest congratulations and
best wishes for the Boy Scouts

of America. Sincerely, FRED
THOMSON.”
M. J. Weisfeldt, Division Man-

ager of Film Booking Offices,

cooperated with Sam Cornish in

putting the stunt over.

New House Opens
With A Columbia

“The Better Way,” Columbia
Pictures Corporation’s film drama
starring Dorothy Revier and
Ralph Ince, has been selected by
Elmer Daniels as the opening at-

traction of the Capitol, Worces-
ter, Mass., early this month.
The new theatre, one of the

finest in New England, cost half

a million dollars to erect.

Charles Gorman has been

added to the cast of “A. W. 0.

L.,” Fox Films feature war com-
edy, now in production at the

West Coast Studios under the

direction of Ben Stoloff. Gor-

man will play the heavy, that of

a tough top-sergeant.

“Fast and Furious,” an original

story of the race track by Enid
Hibbard, will be Alberta

Vaughn’s next starring vehicle,

according to advices from the

offices of Edwin King, vice-

president and general manager
of F. B. 0. studios.

Extra Shows
At Warners
And Colony

Warner Bros, will give two
special performances on New
Year’s Eve at both B. S. Moss’
Colony Theatre and Warner’s
Theatre, New York City, where
Syd Chaplin in “The Better ’Ole”

and John Barrymore in “Don
Juan” are playing the respective

houses.

Long Runs Here

“Don Juan,” now released to
all exhibitors through Warner
Bros, extended run productions’

special sales department, will

then be entering its sixth month
on Broadway and “The Better
’Ole” will be starting its fourth
month.
Both pictures are playing to

capacity and there is no indica-

tion that the productions will be
taken off Broadway for months
to come.

Warner Oland Cast

In “A Million Bid”

The first member of the sup-

porting cast for “A Million Bid,”

the Warner Bros, picture star-

ring Dolores Costello, which will

be started soon, has been signed
in the person of Warner Oland.

Casting will be completed just

as soon as Darryl Francis Zan-
uck finishes the script of the
film, which is based on the play
by George Cameron.

Crack Cameraman

To Warner Bros*

Hal Mohr, who was responsi-

ble for the beautiful photograph-
ic effects in “The Third Degree,”
the Warner Bros, production
starring Dolores Costello, has
been signed to a long term con-
tract by the Warners as a re-

sult of the fine camera work in

that film.

Mr. Mohr will crank the cam-
eras next on “Bitter Apples”
starring Monte Blue.

Moreno With
Dorothy Gish

Antonio Moreno has been
eng-nsed by British Sn-
tional Pictures, Ltd., to
play opposite Dorothy Gish
in Frances Marion's sce-
nario for "Mnie. Pompa-
dour.”
The picture is the first

to be produced at the com-
pany's n eit studios near
London.
Moreno sails nbont Jan-

uary 1. Herbert Wilcox
will direct.
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Rowland Lists First

National’s 1927 Plans
Record Number of Pictures in Production

At Burbank Studios; Supervisors,

Directors, Stars Busy

F IRST NATIONAL is looking to the New Year as a

period of unusual production activity, according to Gen-
eral and Production Manager Richard A. Rowland. The
forecast that 1927 will be a banner year is based on the

record number of pictures now in production, preparation
or final stages of completion at First National’s Burbank
lot.

Norma Talmadge has reached

the half-way mark in the shoot-

ing of “Camille,” in which Gil-

bert Roland appears opposite the

star. Others in the cast are

Libyan Tashman, Rose Dione

and Oscar Beregi, with Fred
Niblo directing.

Colleen Moore, having just

completed “Orchids and Ermine,”

is starting production on

“Naughty But Nice,” for which

a cast is speedily being assem-

bled.

The Yuletide season will see

Constance Talmadge’s “The
Vamp of Venice” well into pro-

duction. To date the supporting

cast includes Antonio Moreno,

Jullane Johnston, Edward Mar-
tindel, Michael Vavitch, Arthur

Thalasso and Andre Lanoy.

Others Now Ready

Corinne Griffith has just fin-

ished “Three Hours,” formerly

titled “Purple and Fine Linen.”

Her current picture, “The Lady
In Ermine,” is now ready for

release.

“The Runaway Enchantress,”

starring Milton Sills, is nearing

completion under the direction

of John Francis Dillon. In the

supporting cast are Mary Astor,

Larry Kent, Alva White, Kate
Price, Arthur Stone, Emily Fitz-

1 roy and Joe Bonomo.
Richard Barthelmess, who has

just returned from a five weeks’
trip abroad, is at work on his

first picture for First National,

under the terms of his new con-

tract. A cast is being assembled
by A. L. Rockett, who will man-
age the production. Alfred A.

I

Santell will direct. Actual shoot-

ing will begin shortly after New
Year’s Day.

With “Long Pants” just com-
pleted, Harry Langdon- will en-

joy a vacation over the holidays

and prepare for his new feature

length comedy, the title of which
has not as yet been announced.
Johnny Hines is well in work

i on “All Aboard,” with Edna
Murphy playing opposite the

i comedian. Others in the cast

include Anna May Wong, Babe
I London, Sojin and Frank Hagny.

A. L. Rockett is cutting and
editing “The Lunatic At Large,”

Leon Errol’s second comedy for

First National. The picture is

a January release.

Ken Maynard’s current offer-

ing, “The Overland Stage” was
previewed in the East and ac-

claimed the best Western ever

made by Maynard, and a certain

box-office winner.

Other pictures in production

include “An Affair of the Fol-

lies,” formerly titled “Three in

Love,” which an A1 Rockett unit

is shooting with Lewis Stone,

Billie Dove, Lloyd Hughes, Ar-
thur Hoyt and Arthur Stone;
“The Duke of Ladies,” a Robert
Kane production with Ben Lyon
in the leading role; “The River”

(tentative), a Sam Rork produc-
tion; and a R. R. Rockett pro-

luction not yet titled but in which
Dorothy Mackaill and Jack Mul-
hall will play the featured leads.

Productions in preparation for
shooting before the end of the

year include “Bayo-Nuts (tenta-

tive), an original story by Frank
Griffin with Charlie Murray and
George Sidney in the leading

roles; and “Tender Hours,” a

John McCormick production, to

be George Fitzmaurice’s first pic-

ture for First National.

Pictures now in the cutting

room include “The Song of the

Dragon,” a Robert Kane produc-
tion; “The Perfect Sap;” “Easy
Pickings,” “McFadden’s Flats.”

Jetta Goudal in “Fighting Love,”

for P. D. C., reveals a wealth

of hair and it’s her own.

Odd Players

For Cast of
4

‘No Control”
Several more players have

been added to the cast of “No

Control” which Scott Sidney is

directing for Metropolitan. They
include three kangeroos, a mule,

twelve parrots, two pumas, two

baboons, and three lions and two

dogs.

They are in the circus se-

quence, the winter quarters of

which are now being filmed.

Harrison Ford and Phyllis Ha-

ver have the leading roles.

Florence Vidor

Has New Plans
E. H. Griffith will wield the

megaphone for Florence Vidor’s

next Paramount starring ve-

hicle, “Afraid to Love,” which

will be made on the Coast.

Miss Vidor was originally

slated to make “Afraid to Love”

at the Paramount Long Island

studio, but shortly after she

reached New York, she

became ill, causing a delay.

Lots of Folks

But Not One

“Extra” Here
There’s not a single Hollywood

movie “extra” in "Rubber Tires,”

a film story of the “Tin can

tourists” now being produced by

the DeMille Studio.

No casting agencies or employ-

ment bureaus were called upon

to supply the “atmosphere” for

this picture. With the exception

of the actual cast, not one of

the several hundred characters

who appear in it had ever faced

a motion picture camera before.

Director Alan Hale is filming

“Rubber Tires” over a route of

several thousand miles and there

are no studio-made scenes in the

production. All scenes will be

made at the various tourist

camps and along the highways

en route and the people who ap-

pear in them are engaged on

the very spot where Hale finds

them. Certainly, “Rubber Tires”

should supply something of an

answer to the request for “new

faces” in pictures.

Harrison Ford, Bessie Love,

May Robson, Junior Coughlan,

Erwin Connelly, John Patrick

and Clarence Burton portray the

featured roles.

Marie Prevost’s

Four Directors

Marie Prevost finds herself

surrounded by four directors,

in “Getting Gertie’s Garter.”

E. Mason Hopper is directing

the production for Metropolitan,

which was to be directed by

Myers, Charles Ray and Del

Henderson, all three of whom
have directed successful produc-

tions.

Other players in the cast in-

clude William Orlamond, Sally

Rand, Fritzi Ridgeway, Frank-

lin Pangborn and Lila Leslie.

Baltimore First Runs
For Columbia

Two simultaneous first-run

showings in Baltimore for the

week of December 13, is another

indication of the nation-wide

popularity of Columbia Pictures.

Robert North, manager of

Warner’s Metropolitan Theatre

will play “The Truthful Sex,”

and Manager E. A. Lake has

booked “Sweet Rosie O’Grady.”

“Mother” Under Way
“Mother,” the famofis Kath-

leen Norris story, has gone into

production on the F. B. O. lot.

Belle Bennett, well known for

her success as the mother in

“Stella Dallas,” has the title role.

No Wonder They Win

Sallie O’Neill, of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, was mascot of
Notre Dame against the Trojans. Here she is with “Red”

Edwards (left) and Tom Hearndon of Notre Dame.
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THERE IS NO SUBSTITUTE FOR
TOP PAID CIRCULATION

There isn’t a publisher in this country that isn’t

striving for TOP PAID CIRCULATION in his field.

FOR FIVE REASONS
1. It is maximum proof of Reader Interest and Reader

Preference.

2 • It is maximum proof of Editorial Supremacy.

3- It is maximum proof of Live Circulation.

4 • It is maximum proof of Advertising Value.

5. It supplies additional revenue.

The Only Verified Circulation Figures Show :

—

FIRST
MOVING PICTURE WORLD

With 6,492 Net Paid Exhibitor Circulation

MOTION PICTURE NEWS *

SECOND With Less Net Paid Exhibitor Circulation

EXHIBITORS HERALD *

THIRD With Less Net Paid Exhibitor Circulation

*Publicity Rules of the Audit Bureau of Circulations

prevent quoting exact audit figures of competitor papers.

Moving' Picture

WORLD
A Chalmers Publication
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J[/TUCH is told in shadows on
the shadow screen and in

this, scene there is a whole
incident, emphasized by the fine

acting of Miss Nilsson.

JZENNETH HARLAN and Miss Nils-
son strike a pose in which she

registers fear and he shows a slight
nervousness, but evidently he's ready

for trouble.

Nuggets Found in

“Easy Pickings'’'’ a

First National

Picture

* \ //
' . , ft*

r\ESPITE the strange fad and fancies^ of folks in pictures, Miss Nilsson
cannot be persuaded to take a cigar
from her director, George ArchainbaudK

jgjNNA Q. NILSSON in one of the thrilling

scenes is the captive of the ominous
looking gentleman in the brunette robe and
mask. The picture is replete with suspense

and action.

near and yet, not near
e n o u g h. Kenneth Harlan

and Miss Nilsson in a close-up

of a happy ending, show the
emotion called love.

QOMETHING New York has become accustomed to.
Philo McCullough and Anna Nilsson tf

stick up”
Jack Williams and it locks like “Easy Pickings.”

‘‘Easy Pickings ’ *

PRODUCTION on the First National

picture, “Easy Pickings,” has just been

completed. Anna Q. Nilsson, the gorgeous

blonde, has the feminine lead and is supported

by Kenneth Harlan, Philo McCullough and
other players of note. George Archainbaud’

was the director and he has made a picture

tense with emotion, rich in suspense and action,

unth a story of unusual events in modern

American life.
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Trio of W arner Bros.

Pictures Are Started
Hoyt Takes Monte Blue Co. to San Francisco

For Sequences in “Bitter Apples;”

Miss Fazenda’s New Film

T HREE MORE of the Twenty-Six Warner Winners
were started this week at the Warner Studio in Hol-

lywood, while three others are being finished.

Harry Hoyt, recently signed to a long term directorial

contract, has started shooting “Bitter Apples,” the famous
novel by Harold McGrath in which Monte Blue is being
starred. Mr. Hoyt, who believes that the most difficult

sequences of a picture should be filmed first, is now in San
Francisco with the company, where is shooting the bay
city sequences preliminary to the interiors.

Myrna Loy is Mr. Blue’s lead-

ing lady, while others in the

cast include Paul Ellis, Charles

Mailes, and Sydney de Grey.

Mr. Hoyt is responsible for the

scenario of the piece as well as

the direction.

The second of the Warner
three now in production is “The
Gay Old Bird,’’ Louise Fazen-

da’s new starring vehicle under

the direction of Herman Ray-

maker. Charles Whitaker adapt-

ed the film from the original

Steppling and Francis Raymond
story by Virginia Dale. John

T. Murray, Ed Kennedy, John

constitute the supporting cast of

principals.

The third picture started this

week is “White Flannels,” Lu-

cian Cary’s Saturday Evening

Post serial adapted and scenar-

ized by Graham Baker. Louise

Dresser and Jason Robards have

been assigned important roles.

Robards was recently signed on

a long term contract by War-
ner Bros, because of his excel-

lent work.

Harry Hoyt

Frank Borzage Is

Back From Europe
Frank Borzage, Fox Films d-

rector, arrived in Hollywoodin

a two months’

Information

Wanted
In order to determine values

for insurance purposes, the

origin and actual value of the

following positive and negative

films are required:

POSITIVE PARTS
AVERAGE
METERS

Her Marriage Vow. 6 1850

Love Question .... 7 2250

Half and Half ..... 5 1750

Marriage 5 .
1800

Husband Love .... 6 1850

Women Forget 5 1750

The Pirate ..... 3 1000

The Twins 2 000

Strength of a Blow. 1 350

NEGATIVE
Willar Comedy .... 1 600

Iro Comedy 1 130

Miss Rachel (Drama) 1 300

Smyrna Catastrophe

.

i 120

A substantial reward will be

paid for information establishing

values.

ALBERT R. LEE
CO., INC.

15 William Street

New York City

&

arrived

this week after

tour of Europe.

Borzage made this hurried trip

abroad while waiting for Janet

Gaynor and Charles Farrell, the

principals in “Seventh Heaven,”

his next Fox film, to finish their

present picture roles.

Miss Gaynor is playing in

“Sunrise,” directed by F. W.
Murnau.

Nope, it’s only perfume. Patsy
Ruth Miller, the Warner Bros,
star, in a blond wig for “WolPs

Clothing”

“Price of Honor”
Cast Completed

Malcolm McGregor, who
plays opposite Shirley Mason in

“The Wreck,” now nearing com-
pletion at Columbia’s Hollywood
studios, has been cast for the

hero part in “The Price of'

Honor,” starring Dorothy Revier.

Supervisor of Production

Harry Cohn announces that the

cast will include Irville Alder-

son, William Mong, Gustav von

Seyffertitz and Dan Mason.

“Easy Pickings”
“Easy Pickings,” made for

First National under manage-
ment of John McCormick, is in

the cutting room. Anna Q. Nils-

son, Kenneth Harlan and Billy

Eevan are featured. The story is

one of remarkable suspense and
it is said to be exceptionally rich

in humor.

Gloria Swanson Brings

“Sunya” to Completion

GLORIA SWANSON has fin-

ished work on “Sunya,” her

first independent production for

release by United Artists.

The star and her director, Al-

bert Parker, now are engaged in

cutting and titling the picture,

which will be ready for distribu-

tion early next month.
In February the star-producer

will begin work on her second

United Artists cinema, a modern
love story.

Every one connected with the

production of “Sunya” is enthu-

siastic over the results. Not only

have novel camera and lighting

effects been obtained to heighten

the dramatic interest of the

story, but a new method of pre-

senting titles will be introduced.

The camera effects are the

work of Miss Swanson, Director

Albert Parker and Dudley Mur-
phy, creator of the Ballet Me-
chanique, who wras called in as

consultant on the crystal se-

quences of the film.

Edna Murphy,

Johnny Hines’

Leading Lady
Edna Murphy has been se-

lected to play the leading femi-

nine role opposite Johnny Hines
in his latest First National re-

lease, “All Aboard,” now shoot-

ing on the West Coast, an an-
nouncement from C. C. Burr,

producer of the Johnny Hines
comedies, states. A cast to sur-

round the comedian is being
completed under Burr’s direction.

The comedian's headquarters are

at the Tec Art Studio in Holly-

wood.

Used Many Cameras

A battery of cameras were
pressed into service for the com-
edy action in the first day’s

shooting, which took place on
the sandy wastes in the vicinity

of El Segunda, where several

hundred extras with horses and
camels gave the desert sequence
a spectacular touch.

Among those selected for im-
portant roles are Sojin, the Chin-
ese character actor; Frank Hag-
ney and Babe London, the com-
edienne.

Virginia Vaili In

H. G. Wells’ Story

Virginia Valli has been se-

lected to play the lead in Fox
Films’ screen version of H. G.

Wells’ story, “Marriage,” which
will go into production shortly

under the direction of R. Will-

iam Neill.

Alma Rubens was announced
for this part a few weeks ago,

but Miss Rubens’ illness necessi-

tated a change in the cast.

The Wells story will be
known as “The Wedding Ring”
for screen purposes. Allan Du-
rant, French screen star, has

been cast in the male lead.

A LA RED GRANGE. Richard
Dix, in the Paramount produc-
tion “The Quarterback,” makes
a friend of his delivery horse.
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OPEAKING of dolls, here's

Marian Nixon, of Uni-
versal, gll hung up in some-
body’s stocking. Really, this

seems to be carrying gener-
osity almost too far, Kris.
It’s too much to expect.

JLLENE RAY, the lovely

Pathe star, no Christmas
tree is complete with a doll
or two in addition to all the
other wonderful things that

come with Christmas.

'T'AKE ’em off. we know
1 you. It’s Snookums, the
Newlyweds baby in ihe Uni-
versal pictures from the
cartoon by George McManus.
The youngster aspires to be
first assistant to Santa Claus
and from the make-up here

he’s pretty competent for the
job. “Snookums” is known
throughout Hollywood as a

regular boy.

RIY CHRIST

TJ/HATEVER does Santa
bring to good little

vampires? Myrna Loy of
Warner Bros, seems to an-
ticipate a merry, merry day
in this charming pose on
Christinas day in the morning.

TOLA TODD and Edward Phillips
in a Christmas scene from the

Chadwick first division picture,
“ The Bells,” starring Lionel Barry-
more in Sir Henry Irving’s greatest

stage role.

jhJOW that blondes prefer
* gentlemen, Santa Claus

is apt to be awfully nice
to Phyllis Haver, the lovely
P.D.C. star who hangs her
dainty stocking on.the mantel.
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On The Beach

at Waikiki

Ethlyne Clair, who is “Mrs. Newlywed” for the McManus
cartoons pictured by Stem Bros., plays a lilting ukelele.

“The Broken Gate”
“The Broken Gate,” suggested

from the novel of the same

name by Emerson Hough, who
wrote “The Covered Wagon.”
and which is to be filmed by

Tiffany Productions, is now in

the course of production.

Will Rogers’ Film
.Will Rogers has made a 12-

reel record of his European trip

last summer, and plans will be
announced shortly for its re-

lease.

It is expected that the come-
dian will do his usual “celebrity

baiting” for the films.

Nineteen Universali jfewelIs For 1First H alf Of 1927

Contract for

Sally O’Neill

A “Home Run”
Sally O'Neil, now playing the

feminine lead opposite William
Haines in “Slide, Kelly, Slide,”

Metro - Goldwyn - Mayer’s new
baseball story which employs
some of the inost famous dia-

mond stars in the country, fig-

uratively registered a home run

in the shape of a new contract,

which will keep her services ex-

clusively with M-G-M for sev-

eral years to come.

Jackie Coogan to

Present “Buttons”
Jackie Coogan’s first starring

vehicle under his new contract

with Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer will

be “Buttons,” an original sea

story, according to an announce-
ment last week, by Irving Thal-

berg.

“Buttons” was written by
George Hill, the director who
made “Tell It to the Marines.”

(Continued from page 495)

The list of 19 Universal Jewel
productions, in the order of their

release, are as follows

:

“The Silent Rider,” a Hoot Gib-

son Jewel, adapted from Katherine

Newlin Burt’s story, “The Red
Headed Husband,” and directed by

Lynn Reynolds with a cast in-

cluding Blanche Mehaffey, Ethan
Laidlaw, Otis Harlan and Wen-
del P. Franklin. Released Janu-
ary 2nd.

“Oh Baby,” comedy written and

directed by Harley Knoles, and

made with Little Billy as the cen-

tral character, and a cast also in-

cluding Madge Kennedy, Creigh-

ton Hale, Flora Finch, Ethel Shan-

non and David Butler. Released

January 16th.

“The Ice Flood,” a George B.

Seitz Production, a great out-of-

doors drama from the story by

Johnstone McCulley, with Kenneth
Harlan and Viola Dana as the co-

stars. This is hailed as a “big

punch” picture. Released January

23rd.

“Butterflies in the Rain,” an
Edward Sloman Production, made
from Andrew Soutar’s widely read

story. Laura La Plante and James
Kirkwood are co-starred, with a

cast including Dorothy Cummings,
Robert Ober, Oscar Beregi, and a

dozen other popular players. Re-

leased February 6th.

“The Denver Dude,” is a Hoot
Gibson Jewel, made as a Lynn
Reynolds Production. It was also

written by Reynolds, aand form-

erly was known as “Cheyenne

Days.” The cast includes Blanche

Mehaffey, Robert McKim, Howard
Truesdale, Rolfe Sedan, Grace
Cunard, Harry Todd, Martha
Brundage, Joe Tickson and George
Summerville. Released February
13.

“The Wrong Mr. Wright,” for

release February 27th, is a master-

ful screen adaptation of the great

stage play by George Broadhurst.
Scott Sidney directed it with Jean
Hersholt in the leading role. The
cast includes Walter Hiers, Robert

Anderson, Dorothy Devore, Enid
Bennett, Edgar Kennedy, Mathilde

Comont, Jay Belasco and Buddy,

the dog. Released February 27.

“Perch of the Devil” is a King
Baggot Production from Gertrude

Atherton’s sensational novel. Pat

O’Malley and Mae Busch are co-

starred with a cast including Jane
Winton, Theodore Von Eltz, Mario
Carillo, Lincoln Steadman, Ger-

trude Oakman, Martha Franklin

and George Kuwa. Released March
6th.

“The Mystery Club” is a splendid

screen adaptation of the: Arthur
Somers Roche story “The Crimes
of the Arm Chair Club.” Herbert

Blanche made it with a cast in-

cluding Matt Moore, Edith Rob-

erts, Mildred Harris, Charles

Lane, Warner Oland, Henry Her-
bert, Charles Puffy, Natt Carr,

Jed Prouty, Alfred Allen, Sidney
Bracey and Monte Montague. Re-

leased March 13th.

“Sensation Seekers,” Carl Laem-
mle’s screen adaptation of the Ern-

est Pascal book “Egypt and the

Lord,” was made by Lois Weber
with Billie Dove and Huntley Gor-

don, co-stars. It is an ultra-mod-

ern story. In the cast are Raymond
Bloomer, Peggy Montgomery,
Phillips Smalley, Edith Yorke and

Cora Williams. Released March
20th.

“Ace High” is a Hoot Gibson

Jewel, although it probably will

reach the screen under another

title, due to a conflict. It is a

Lynn Reynolds production made
from a story by Reynolds. Re-

leased April 3rd.

“Held By the Law,” an Edward
Laemmle Production from an orig-

inal story by7 Bayard Veiller,

co-stars Johnnie Walker and Mar-
guerite de la Motte. Released

April 10.

The cast includes Jack Daugh-
erty, Virginia Boardman, Lincoln

Plummer, Ward Crane, Ben Hall,

Otis Harlan and Ena Gregory.

Released 29.

“Taxi Taxi” is a farce-comedy

made by Melville Brown from
a story by George Weston.
Marian Nixon and Edward E.

Horton are co-starred, with a

cast including Burr McIntosh,

Edward Martindel, William V.

Mong, Lucien Littlefield and
Freeman Wood. Released
April 24.

“The Love Thrill,” starring

Laura La Plante, was directed

by Millard Webb from a story

by Webb and Joseph Mitchell.

Miss La Plante is supported by
Tom Moore, Bryant Washburn,
Jocelyn Lee, Arthur Hoyt, Nat
Carr and Frank Finch Smiles.

Released May 8.

“The Prairie King,” a Hoot
Gibson Jewel, also a Lynn Rey-
nolds Production, is being adapt-

New Tiffany

Picture Big

Laugh Film
"Redheads Preferred” is an-

nounced as the next Tiffany pro-

duction to be released following

"Sin Cargo.”

According to advices received

from the West Coast studios by
M. H. Hoffman, vice-president

of the company, "Redheads Pre-

ferred,” was given a preview in

one of the larger of the Los

Angeles theatres and the recep-

tion accorded the picture con-

firmed the general opinion of the

studio executives that it will be

one of the greatest laugh pic-

tures of the year.

In the cast are Raymond
Hitchcock, Marjorie Daw, Theo.

Von Eltz, Cissy Fitzgerald,

Vivien Oakland. Chas. A. Post,

Leon Holmes and Geraldine

Leslie.

Aside from the actual humor-

ous value of the story and title,

the picture is said to have the

elements of suspense, romance

and action.

ed from George Ogden’s book,

“Cow Jerry,” and is being made
as a Gibson picture of the high-

est entertainment value. Re-

leased May IS.

“Down the Stretch,” recently

completed by King Baggot, is a

racing picture, taken from Ger-

ald Beaumont’s story, “The
Money Rider.” It was made with

Marian Nixon and Robert Ag-
new in the leading roles. hTe
cast includes Jack Daugherty,
Virginia Boardman, Lincoln
Plummer, Ward Crane, Ben
Hall. Otis Harlan and Ena Greg-
ory. Released May 29th.

“The Bargain Bride,” an Ed-
ward Sloman production, star-

ring Mary Philbin, now in pro-

duction was adapted from the
novel. “Lea Lyon,” by Alexan-
der Brody. Released May 29.

“Too Many Women,” a Nor-
man Kerry Jewel, is from the

Gabrielle Reuter novel. “The
Opera Glass.” Released June 19.

“Beware of Widows.” will be
a Laura La Plante feature. Wes-
ley Ruggles is the director. Matt
Moore is Miss La Plante’s chief

support. Bryant Washburn also

has an important principal role.

Released June 26.

“A Hero on Horseback” is an-
other Lynn Reynolds-Hoot Gib-

son Jewel, adapted from the

Ralph Boston story, “Nine
Points of the Law.” Released
July 10.

This release will wind up the
Spring, 1927, release schedule for

Universal and will compete the
feature releases pending the
start of the 1927-1928 season.
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Scenes From A Sophisticate

“Stranded
in Paris”

JDEBE D'ANIELS
take* the count

as a counterfeit
countess in the
scintillating series

of situations of a
stranded shopgirl
in “Stranded in
Paris’ ’ for Para-

mount.

Lieber Congratulates

His Buffalo Exchange

T here was jubilation
in First National’s Buffalo of-

fice this week when it was offi-

cially announced that the Buff-

alo exchange had come off first

in the Lieber Month Drive, held

during October as a mark of

tribute to Robert Lieber, pres-

ident of First National Pictures,

Inc.

Other winners were the ex-
changes at Seattle, Louisville and
Toronto. F. J. A. McCarthy is

the manager of the winning Buf-
falo exchange. J. G. Bower,
Paul E. Krieger and J. I. Foy
are managers of the exchanges
at Seattle, Louisville and To-
ronto, respectively.

Of the thirty-eight First Na-
tional exchanges in the Lieber
Drive, ten succeeded in passing
their quota. Buffalo went 12 per
cent, above its quota, with the
other three winners trailing
close.

In commenting on the exceed-
ingly successful outcome of the
drive in his honor, President
Lieber said :

“It is with a deep sense of
gratitude that I wish to thank
every member of the First Na-
tional field personnel for the
spectacular results achieved dur-
ing October, which was desig-
nated by the sales executives as
Lieber Month.

“In extending my congratula-
tions to the winners in the four

Irving Cummings
Finishes Another

“Bertha, the Sewing Machine
Girl,” in the person of clever

Madge Bellamy, made her debut

on the screen this week when
Irving Cummings completed the

screen version of that celebrated

old melodrama at Fox Film =

West Coast Studios.

The picture was started in New
York in the sweat shop district

af the lower East Side with which

the story deals in part. The
company returned to Hollywood
a month ago to complete inte-

riors.

Others in the cast besides Miss

Bellamy, are Allan Simpson, Sally

Phipps, a new Fox discovery,

Paul Nicholson, J. Farrell Mac-
Donald, Arthur Housman, and
Harry Bailey.

districts I want to say that I

have been thrilled during the

course of the battle as the week-
ly reports reached me, and I

know that you had to fight

mighty hard to reach the top be-

cause you had no other First Na-
tional branches as opponents,
and none can fight as they can.

“And, as I promised at the be-
ginning of this drive, Buffalo
will be singled out for a special

honor which I shall announce
later.”

Gloria Stumbles
Across An Actor

Gloria Swanson, an in-

veterate theatregoer, drop-

ped in to see Cecile Sorel

in one of her performances

several evenings ago with-

out dreaming that the visit

would result in an actor

for her picture, “Sunya.”

A few moments after the

curtain had risen, how-
ever, the man who had
played the role of Fouche
in Miss Swanson’s French
production of “Madame
Sans Gene” walked on the

stage.

After the performance,
Gloria and her husband,
the Marquis de la Falaise,

waited at the stage door
for Favieres’ departure.

The three had dinner to-

gether, recalling the ex-

periences they had in the

making of Madame Sans
Gene, and yesterday Fa-
vieres, with Cecile S Orel’s

permission, was at the

Swanson studio playing in

one of the French scenes

of “Sunya.”

Miss Compson Signs
Betty Compson’s first picture

in a series which she will make
for Chadwick Pictures Corpora-
tion will be a film version of Wil-
liam Pelley’s “Lady Bird.” Mal-
colm MacGregor, it is said, will
be her leading man.

d Success

Murnau Has

Big Players

in “Sunrise’"
F. W. Murnau, celebrated

European motion picture direc-

tor, has added several well-

known American character ac-

tors to the cast of “Sunrise,”

which is his first picture in this

country for Fox Films. George
O’Brien, Janet Gaynor and Mar-
garet Livingston have the three

principal roles. For supporting
parts Murnau has selected J.

Farrell MacDonald, Ralph Sip-

perly, Bodil Rosing, Arthur
Housman, Barry Norton, Jane
Winton and Leo White.
Murnau is now filming the

city sequence on the huge set

constructed at Fox Hills from
plans drawn by Rochus Gliese.

Jacques Lerner

Back to Paris

Jacques Lerner, noted Parisian

delineator of animal roles, hav-
ing completed the featured role

in “The Monkey Talks,” which
he created on the stage, has de-

parted for his beloved France.
“The Monkey Talks” was di-

rected by Raoul Walsh at Fox
Films West Coast Studios and
Olive Borden is starred in the
production.

Others in the cast are Ray-
mond Hitchcock, Ted McNamara
and Malcolm Waite.
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Seastrom Will Again
Direct For Lillian Gish

Eucharistic Congress

Film a Hit in Newark
The Rialto Crowded; Picture Held Over for

Second Week; City-Wide Drive

By Corps of Experts

E XHIBITORS booking the official film of the Eucha-

ristic Congress of Chicago can add greatly to their

profits by following the forceful and energetic exploitation

campaign conducted for the film’s first run in Newark, N.

J., at the Rialto Theatre. The results of this campaign

are almost incredulous. In the first place it piled up a

$20,000 advance sale. Secondly, it created such a continu-

ous demand for seats that it was necessary to extend the

run from one week to two weeks, with all signs pointing

to plenty of standees at every showing.

O NE of the most important

directorial assignments made
at the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
studios this year is indicated in

an announcement by Irving

Thalberg that Victor Seastrom
has been selected to direct Lil-

lian Gish in “The Enemy.’’

Seastrom, who made such out-

standing M.-G.-M. pictures as

“He Who Gets Slapped,’’ and

“The Tower of Lies,” directed

Miss Gish’s most recent starring

vehicle, “The Scarlet Letter,”

which has been proving a great

success on Broadway for the

past five months. When he fin-

ished directing “The Scarlet Let-

ter” last spring Seastrom re-

turned to his native Sweden for

several months, and has been
back at the studio only a short

time.

Work on “The Enemy,” a

June Mathis adaptation of Chan-
ning Pollock’s stage success,

will start soon as “The Wind,”
originally scheduled as the next
Gish starring vehicle, has been
postponed until Clarence Brown,
who will direct that film, finishes

“The Trail of Ninety-Eight,”
which he will make in Alaska.

First National Signs

Well Known Writers

John McCormick, manager of

First National’s West Coast pro-

duction, announced this week
the engagement of several very
well-kown continuity writers and
scenarists for various forthcom-
ing productions.

Gerald C. Duffy, who titled

“Don Juan’s Three Nights” for

First National, and who has
written the scenarios for a num-
ber of successful pictures, will

adapt “The Butter and Egg
Man.” Rex Taylor will be re-

sponsible for the continuity of

“The Road to Romance,” which
will be made under the direction

of Charles R. Rogers. Taylor
wrote the scenarios for Colleen
Moore’s “Irene” and for “Mc-
Fadden’s Flats.”

“The Sunset Derby,” another
production to be made under the
management of Charles R. Rog-
ers, as recently announced by
McCormick, is being prepared
for the screen for Curtis Ben-
ton, who will be remembered for
his fine work on “Mighty Lak’
a Rose.”

Title Chosen
The Spanish romance starring

Ramon Novarro, recently com-
pleted at the Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer studios, has been titled

“.Lovers.”

Jean Hersholt, “The Old
Soak^ of Universal fame,
has his first comedy role in

“The Wrong Mr. Wright.”

Frances Agnew:
Her Fox Titles

To Frances Agnew, tree
lance film writer and for-
mer New York newspaper
woman, goes the credit for
the titles of “Summer
Bachelors.” the Allan
Dwan production which is

the first William Fox re-
lease to have the honor of
a Capitol Theatre booking.
It opens at the Capitol De-
cember 18 .

Miss Agnew came to
New York last summer for
First National, to adapt
“L,ady, Be Good,” and then
WTite the adaptation and
continuity of “The Perfect
Sap,” the Ray Rockett-
First National production,
based on the stage piny
“Not Herbert.” On its

completion Mr. Dwan
signed her to edit and title
“Summer Bachelors.”

O SCAR NEUFELD, president

of the De Luxe Film Co., in

Philadelphia, distributors of
Gotham Productions for Eastern
Pennsylvania and Southern New
Jersey, wires New York that

three more Gotham Productions
have been selected by the Stan-
ley Company of America for first

run bookings in the city of Phila-

delphia.

“Money to Burn” continues to

be the outstanding Gotham hit

of the season and this drama of
romance and adventure in South
America was accorded the un-
usual honor of being engaged for
an entire week at the big 4,000-

seat Earle Theatre.

The campaign conducted in

Newark was simple and followed

a general plan outlined by an

advisory committee appointed

by Will H. Hays to guide Msgr.

C. J. Quille, general secretary of

the Congress, who is in charge

of the film. This committee con-

sisted of such recognized show-

men as Winfield R. Sheehan,

general manager of Fox Films;

J. J. McCarthy, managing direc-

tor of the road show companies

of “The Big Parade” and “Ben
Hur,” and Pat Casey of the E'.

F. Keith vaudeville company.

Further to simplify Msgr.

Quille’s problem, Fox Film Cor-

poration has agreed to act as

distributor of the film and E. C.

Grainger, of the Fox Home Of-
fice at 850 Tenth Avenue, New
York City, has been appointed

general booking agent. A nomi-
nal fee will be charged the

church for this service, but the

Fox organization will in no way
share in the profits. It was the

Fox company which prepared
the film and presented it as a

gift to His Eminence, George,
Cardinal Mundelein, Archbishop
of Chicago, and sponsor of the

Congress.

The booking has been set for
the first week in February.
Two Gotham productions will

be represented on Market street,

Philadelphia, the last week in

December. “King of the Pack,”
playing at the Globe Theatre and
“The Block Signal” at the Earle
Theatre.

Two additions were made to
the Gotham sales organization
during the past week. M. C.
Howard was assigned the man-
agement of the Washington ex-
change to replace F. J. Shepard,
resigned, and Ben Abrams going
to Washington as member of the
sales staff. Ben is a brother of
Jerry Abrams.

The first step in the Jerseyites

campaign was to get the back-

ing of the Catholic hierarchy of

the city. The initial move in

this direction was the obtaining

of permission from the Rt. Rev.

John Joseph O’Connor, D.D.,

Bishop of Newark, to have the

picture presented under his dis-

tinguished patronage. In addi-

tion the Bishop was prevailed

upon to notify every pastor

in the diocese to announce
the coming of the picture

from his pulpit and urge his

parishioners to buy tickets.

The pastors were also asked to

hdp the picture by displaying

the lithographs that would be
sent them and allowing the dis-

tribution of folder heralds in the

churches and at all parish meet-
ings. A letter insert was sup-
plied them to place in every let-

ter mailed out of the pastorate.

The result of this cooperation
was most pleasing to the pro-
moters, who are connected with
the Federation of the Holy
Name Society Orphan Fund.
On the Monday following the
first announcement the theatre
was besieged with requests for

reservations. Some pastors
bought books of 500 tickets.

Harrison Ford, the P. D. C. star
who was such a success in “The

Nervous Wreck”

Stanley Company Picks

More Gotham Pictures
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Big Feature

Syndicate In

Laugh Month
Further* indication that Laugh

Month—January, 1927, has be-

come a big, national idea, is

found in the fact that King Fea-

tures Syndicate, Inc., the biggest

newspaper syndicate in the coun-

try, has tied up with the Nation-

al Laugh Month Committee and

is behind Laugh Month 100 per

cent.

King Features Syndicate serves

hundreds and hundreds of news-

papers, and readers of their ma-
terial mount up into many mil-

lions. King Features is the

syndicate that issues such comic

strips as “Bringing Up Father,”

“Katzenjammer Kids,” “Happy
Hooligan,” “Abie the Agent” and

scores of other comic strips and
pages, and humorous columns.

The organization is circulariz-

ing every one of its accounts

with special Laugh Month ma-
terial-letters, broadsides, thumb-
nail mats, etc. This means that

almost two thousand daily news-
papers in the United States will

receive special syndicated ma-
terial on Laugh Month.

Fox News Reel

To Paramount

Announcement from Short
Subject Sales Manager Fred C.

Quimby of Fox Films, contains

the information that the first

news reel contract signed by
Paramount executives provides

for the presentation of Fox
News at the new Paramount
Theatre, recently opened.
Some months ago Samuel L.

Rothafel placed his signature to

a Fox News contract for his new
Roxy Theatre, soon to be
opened, and that contract, like

the Paramount, was the first for

news reel service.

Christie Studios Are
Busier Than ’Phone

They are busier than
ever at the Christie studio.
Bobby Vernon has just
completed work in his lat-
est, “Sure Fire,''* set for
release December 26.
Frances Dee, William Irv-
ing and Andy Clyde are
in the east.
Jimmie Adams’ “Shell

Shocked,” with Vera Sted-
man, Eddie Baker and
George Burton, is another.
We gave you the advance

dope on all the others in
the special Christie section
of the last issue of Moving
Picture World.

Many Exhibitors

for “Laugh

Announce Plans

Month” Participation

The National “Laugh Month” Committee
Offers Exploitation Suggestions for

All Joining in Great Campaign

S
CORES OF EXHIBITORS are going to try to capture
prizes in the Laugh Month Exploitation contest this year.

according to indications reaching the headquarters of the
National Laugh Month Committee. Attracted by the pos-
sibility of winning cash awards for themselves as well as

increased business and prestige for their theatres, dozens
of exhibitors already have signified their intention of put-
ting on exploitation campaigns boosting Laugh Month in

general and short subjects in particular during January.

Kathryn McGuire, who scin-

tillates in ' Lunino Lane
comedies.

Joseph M. Seider

Places His Okeh
On “Laugh Month”

Joseph M. Seider chairman of

the Administrative Committee of

the Motion Picture Theatre

Owners of America, has this to

say of the Laugh Month cam-
paign:

“Anything that causes people

to laugh ought to make them
happier, and happy people are al-

ways good citizens.

“Laughter is relaxation; that

means renewal of energy. There-
fore National Laugh Month can
be made really constructive as

well as amusing. Moves of this

kind can be made of advantage
to our industry.

Piquant Joan Renee of Leo
Maloney Westerns for Pathe

dons a sou’wester.

An example of the tenor of

the majority of letters and en-

tries already received is the com-
munication of Haring & Blum-
enthal, with offices at 1440

Broadway, New York, and con-

trolling several first-run the-

atres in Northern New Jersey.

David Schaeffer, of that organ-

ization, writes

:

“We want to state that not

only do we endorse Laugh
Month as a great box-office at-

traction, but also as a great

move to impress the importance

of short subjects on the public.

We participated 100% last

year, through which efforts we
captured one of the first prizes

offered for the best exploitation

campaign. We will try to double

our efforts this year, if same is

possible.”

Make Plans Now
The Committee points out that

the exhibitor who intends to par-

ticipate in Laugh Month should

begin laying his plans now, if

he has not already started. In

connection with this thought,

several exploitation ideas, most

of which are elaborated upon

in the Laugh Month presssheet,

are suggested as requiring im-

mediate attention by the show-

man.
The exhibitor should plan to

dress the inside of his house for

Laugh Month. He can clothe

his ushers or usherettes in clown

costumes, and they can carry

on their belts a small show-card

placard announcing the big com-

edy carnival. He can have his

sign painter make “HA” and

“HO” compo boards cutout signs

in various sizes, from a foot

high to six or seven feet high,

in assorted colors. These he

can hang about the theatre any-

where he sees fit, spreading them
around liberally, and standing

the biggest ones in selected spots

on the floor. These signs can

be moved outside the theatre and

around the front when the

proper time comes.

On his screen he should start

running the Laugh Month trail-

er or slide. The trailer is not

long enough to become tiresome

even if run for two weeks or

more. In itself it contains a

good laugh.

He can begin work on other

exploitation. Suggested ideas

are the use of “Laughing Rec-
ords.” They are known as the

“Okey Laughing Records” and
can be obtained at almost any
phonograph store. The Co-
lumbia and Victor people also is-

sue laughing records. These
can be placed in a phonograph
with a repeat attachment and
the apparatus set up behind .a

cut-out poster of a laughing

face. Both the one-sheet and
the three-sheet Laugh Month
posters are adaptable to this

stunt.

There are many angles to the

idea of conducting laughing con-

tests. One in particular is the

stunt of offering an award to

any man or woman who can sit

through your show without
laughing. This is a good gag
for the audience as well as for

the exhibitor. Another angle is

to conduct a laughing contest

on your stage, offering awards
to the folks having the most
natural laugh. If you can put

this over it will prove a “wow.”
Still another phase is to “plant”

one of those high-pitched, shriek-

ing laughers in your audience.

This is really worth while in

getting your audience worked up
to laughing heartily.

A “Clown Carnival” is pro-

ductive—and funny. Get the

kids of your town to dress in

home-made clown costumes, or
in any outlandish garb that suits

their fancy, and offer free tickets

for the funniest get-ups. If

possible, get the kids to parade
through the main streets of your
town to the theatre.

The comedy “Amateur Night”
is a “Natural” for Laugh Month.
Merely allow anyone who wants
to try three or five minutes in

(Continued on page 508)
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Christie Comedy Week

Lures 7,000 Theatres
Showmen Throughout Country Participate In

Sweeping Tribute To Producers Of

Short Comedy Pictures

T ABULATION of the final results of Christie Anniver-

sary Week, now being prepared by Educational Film

Exchanges and the Christie Studio, indicates that Christie

Comedies were given one of the most sweeping tributes ever

tendered a motion picture producing company. More than

7,000 theatres testified to their high regard for Christie

product by showing one or more of the two-reel comedies

from the Christie Studios during the week of November
14. Practically every exchange and key city in the country

was included with one or more first run bookings of the

current releases. Forty-five Christie two-reelers played

first run in the exchange cities alone.

No attempt was made to have
the same comedies play simul-

taneously all over the continent,

hut the bookings were set for the

newest comedies available in the

Educational Exchanges to the

various accounts. Specially pre-

pared Christie anniversary one-

sheets were featured by thou-

sands of exhibitors with the

names of the comedies with which

they were celebrating the occa-

sion.

Visits 400 Theatres

As a foreruner of this fifteenth

anniversary observance of Chris-

ties’ establishment in 1911 of the

first motion picture studio in

Hollywood, Pat Dowling, pub-

licity and sales director at the

Christie Studios, invaded tnc

field and visited more then 400

theatres from New York to San
Francisco. The diminutive for-

eign automobile used by Dowling
in making the transcontinental

trek attracted attention to the

booking drive by its unique ap-

pearance and excellent perform-

ance. Educational Exchanges
participated not only in the ter-

ritory visited but also in all other

sections of the country. Dowling
visited every city on or near the

Lincoln Highway in making the

trip from August 31 to October

21 .

Nearly every Educational Ex-
change was divested of working
prints on Christie subjects during

the Christie Week celebration.

Reports show that the largest

number of bookings were of

“Uppercuts,” featuring Jack
Duffy; “Dummy Love” and Wife
Shy,” starring Bobby Vernon;
“Beauty A La Mud” and “Shell

Socked,” starring Jimmie
Adams ; and “A Dippy Tar” and
“A Briny Boob,” starring Billy

Dooley.

The press, including motion

picture trade journals and tele-

graphic services to newspapers

throughout che world, joined the

exhibitors in recognizing the

establishment by the Christies of

screen production in Hollywood,

and the subsequent growth of

split-reel entertainment into the

present high grade of two-reel

Short Features.

Bruce Scenic
Marvelous cloud effects fea-

tures the current Bruce Scenic

Novelty subject which is entitled

“Sunbeams”—“The Rainbow”
“Moonlight.” Weird, yet beauti-

ful views are produced in shots

showing the sun shining at odd
angles through variously formed
clouds.

“Howdy Duke”
Lupino Lane’s second new

comedy for' Educational, which
will be ready for showing during

Laugh Month, has been com-
pleted. It has* been titled,

“Howdy Duke” and presents the

versatile screen funster in his

funniest role, according to pre-

view critics.

Lucille Hutton peeps out

from behind her parasol.

She’s one of the charming

Educational mermaids.

Monty Banks

Picks Gem In

Leading Lady
When the Pathe feature com-

edy, “Atta Boy” was filmed,

Monty Banks, the star of the

picture, insisted that a certain

type of appealing young woman
be given the leading feminine

role.

After consideration of a score

or more Hollywood screen beau-

ties, Monty and the others re-

sponsible for the success of the

picture, selected Virginia Brad-
ford, a daughter of the South,

who hails from Tennessee.

As a result, Banks and the

young woman brings to the

screen a comedy that in every
detail is a story of youth. Those
who have seen the young actress

declare her work in “Atta Boy"
is a pleasant relief from the gen-

erally accepted type of corned)'.

Star Praises

Roach-Pathe

Gown Creator
Priscilla Dean, who has been

associated as a stellar player

with several producing organ-

izations, is one of the strongest

boosters today for the policy of

the Hal Roach studios regarding

costuming, settings, photography
and other technical qualities in

the making of their new type

Pathe comedies.

Particularly does she praise

the character of the gowns cre-

ated for her by Will Lambert,
designer at Roach’s, whose work
is without a parallel in comedy
studios.

“In no feature production have
I ever found more clever ideas

or more beautiful designs in

clothes,” said Miss Dean. “Lam-
bert is one of the most original

designers of women’s clothes to-

day. I have never worn screen

clothes which I liked better.”

Hamilton’s Next
Lloyd Hamilton proves just

exactly how much comedy can

result from a series (of gags
built around a Ford in “One
Sunday Morning,” the latest Ed-
ucational-Hamilton Comedy in

which he is starred. This com-
edy has been prepared for De-
cember showing. Virtually ev-

ery scene uses the Ford as the

basis for the fun-making.

Jack Duffy Loaned
Jack Duffy, featured player in

Educational - Christie Comedies,
has been loaned to another
company to furnish some of the

comedy relief in “No Control.”

Showmen Plan For

Laugh Month Features

(Continued from page 507)

any effort he cares to employ to

make the audience laugh. This

is a great gag, especially if you
can get a good announcer and if,

in your house, the mention of

local names means anything to

you.

The foregoing are only a few
ideas that the showman can start

working on NOW. If he desires,

he can divide Laugh Month in-

to four big weeks—“Comedy
Week,” “Sunshine Week,” “Fun
Week,” “Happiness Week"—and
he can adapt individual stunts

and angles to each different

week. Other labels he can tack

on the Laugh Month idea are

“Great Laugh Carnival,” “Mon-
ster Joy Jubilee,” “Big Fun
Frolic,” “Laugh and Grow Fat

Celebration” and many others.

There are scores of good ex-

ploitation angles to Laugh
Month.

’ T i s a Cold World, But —

It appears to be an empty stocking, but Artist Michelson, of

Pathe, filis it to overflowing in one of Aesop’s Film Fables.
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Fox Special

in “Toyland,”

in Varieties
A special Christmas feature

will be presented in the Fox Va-
rieties reel released iSiovember

28 for the holiday season.

This picture will show ani-

mated dolls and other toys filmed

in the vicinity of Nurenberg,

Germany, by Russell Muth, who
spent more than a month gather-

ing material.

Fox News will carry another

feature in its Christmas issue,

which Weber Flail made in the

large New York department

stores. He has caught many
Fuman interest bits showing
children operating mechanical

toys of many sorts.

“The Wisecrackers”
Lorraine Eason, of “We’re in

the Navy” and “What Price

Glory” fame, Thelma Hill, A1

Cooke and Kit Guard, who have

the four-handed leading roles in

F. B. O.’s new two-reel comedy
series, “The Wisecrackers,” are

now shooting on the second epi-

sode under the direction of Del
Andrews. An excellent support-

ing cast has been assembled for

the current chapter of H. C.

Witwer’s series.

“Funny Face”
Production work has been

•completed on the next Educa-
tional-Juvenile Comedy which
has been titled, “Funny Face.”

“Big Boy” again is featured as

the “leading man’’ in this laugh

•vehicle which has youngsters as

the principal players.

Audrey Ferris, one of the

clever players in Education-

al Cameo comedies.

They’re all Pathe players who provide the world with laughter.

Wally Wales In Ripping

Western, a Pathe Film

rjr tALLY WALES, star ofW “Ace of Action,” a thrill-

ing Western feature production

distributed by Pathe, is one of

the fastest rising in public favor,

of the new school of younger
Western heroes.

Wales was born on his fath-

er’s ranch, the Rio Del Sorrento,

in Southern Texas, twenty years

ago. Gifted with handsome fea-

tures, his life in the open, and
his love for athletic sports, have
given him a perfect physique.

Wally in his boyhood days was
educated by private tutors, and,

later, at the University of Wis-
consin, made an enviable repu-

tation for himself in all branches
of athletics, and also won the

Phi Beta Kappa for advanced
scholarship.

Lupino Lane

Selects New
Funny Story

Lupino Lane, star of his own
series of comedies for Educa-
tional, has selected for his next

vehicle a comedy which he be-

lieves is better suited to his

talents than anything else he has

attempted since entering motion
pictures. He will be cast as the

genteel gentleman of the road
who obtains employment as

utility man in a tank-town the-

atre. In the course of his duties,

the former Ziegfeld Follies star

is pressed into service as a lead-

ing man, acrobat, strong man
and toe dancer. The comedy
has been titled “Drama De
Luxe.”

Kathryn McGuire will appear
again as his leading lady, while

Wallace Lupino, Glen Cavender
and Bob Kortman take the prin-

cipal supporting roles. ;

Asher Signed
Max Asher, who had one of

the principal roles in a recent

feature production which had
the navy as its locale, has been

signed by A1 Christie to appear

in the forthcoming1 Educational-
Billy Dooley Comedy now in

production under the' direction

of William Watson. Vera
Steadman, who has appeared in

Christie sailor comedies in the

past opposite Dooley, will ap-
pear as his leading lady.

Tuna and Bass

Making Laugh Novelty

“Funnier,” “Topics’” Task

Charles McDonald, editor-in-chief, “Topics of the Day” (cen-
ter), with his staff, selecting jokes for the January Laugh Month

release of this Pathe subject.

Every month is laugh

month for the Pathe “Topics

of the Day,” but as an added
contribution to the approaching

January, dedicated as the 1927

Laugh Month, a special meeting
was called by Editor-in-Chief

Charles McDonald for the pur-

pose of making the January re-

leases of Topics exceptionally

funny.

As the editorial statf always

selects the cream of the world’s

wit and humor, a difficult task

is faced—that of making Topics

funnier. Few suggestions were
forthcoming, but it was agreed
that a.t least an effort be made
by concerted action on the part

of each reader to submit for the

final selection, a greater number
of jokes than is usually required.

In this manner, topics chosen
for the release each week will be
selected from about 500 jokes

submitted, instead of the usual

350.

It cannot be said that, in mak-
ink every month for the past
eight years a laugh month, Time-
ly Films Incorporated, pro-
ducers of Topics of the Day,
have had an easy task. The suc-
cess of this unusual motion pic-

ture release is due largely to the
experience and earnestness of
the organization and to the fact
that its work is systematized to
no lesser an extent than any
business of a more mechanical
or commercial nature.
That the weekly Topics of the

Day releases to be shown during
January, 1927, Laugh Month, will
present the best jokes available
is assured by the enthusiastic co-
operation evinced by each indi-
vidual member of the Topics of
the Day staff. An additional 100
papers will be added to the mail
bag that ordinarily, each day,
brings the editorial offices 600
publications from all over ihe
world

Jimmie Adams, who is starred
in a series of comedies bearing
his name tor Educational, has

been spending a brief vacation
between pictures out on the Pa-
cific near Cataline fishing for
tuna and bass.

“Big Boy,” the clever little

star of Educational juvenile

comedies.
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T HE National Laugh Month
Committee announces that a

full line of special Laugh Month
accessories is now available to

exhibitors who will participate

in Laugh Month—January.
In connection with its an-

nouncement of the accessories

available, the committee states

that exhibitors will be supplied

with any or all of the spec'al

Laugh Months mats free. Cuts

of these illustrations, which are

adaptable for use in newspaper

ads, heralds, theatre programs,

etc., will be furnished exhibitors

at cost.

All accessories are illustrated

and described fully in the

Laugh Month press sheet, which

is being mailed to every exhib’-

tor in the country this week.

This press sheet contains ma-

terial with which an exhibitor

can plan and execute a complete

campaign, including newspaper

advertising, stunts, publicity,

contests, etc.

The accessories include mats

and cuts, banners, cloth pen-

nants, three-sheets, one-sheets,

trailers, slides, buttons and win-

dow cards.

Special Mats Ready

There are fifteen special Laugh
Month mats. If the exhibitor

wants mats at once he can ob-

tain them without cost from the

Western Newspaper Union, with

offices at 210 South Desplaines

street, Chicago; 239 West Thir-

ty-ninth street, New York, and

500 Howard street, San Francis-

co. The exhibitor should write

to the office nearest him, re-

questing that the mats be sent.

The flashy Laugh Month ban-

ners are printed on canvas in

two -colors. They are ten feet

long by three feet deep, and are

equipped with five eyelets for

hanging. The cost is $1.25. The
cloth pennants are 29 inches

deep, printed in assorted colors,

and have eyelets for hanging.

The price is 12 cents each.

Three-sheet posters in color sell

for 27 cents each, and one-sheets

for 15 cents each. E-anners, pos-

ters and pennants should be or-

dered from the Sweeney Litho-

graph Company, Belleville, N. J.

Trailers boosting Laugh Month
(a laugh in themselves) will be
furnished free on request by
regular users of the service of

National Screen Service, Inc.

The cost of the trailer to non-
users of service is $1.00. Regu-
lar users may merely request the

Laugh Month trailer of their

booker; others can obtain them
from National Screen Service,

Inc., at any of the following ad-
dresses : 126 West Forty-sixth

Sparkling Comedies On

Farina is to be official package opener for “Our Gang,” the

Hal Roach youngsters of Pathe fame.

street, New York; 845 South

Wabash avenue, Chicago, or 1922

South Vermont avenue, Los An-
geles.

A special de luxe trailer will

be supplied to those theatres re-

questing it. National Screen

Service, at nominal cost, will in-,

corporate into this de luxe

Laugh Month trailer the thea-

tre’s complete billing for any
given period during Laugh
Month. Merely send along your

Laugh Month billings (the word-
ing you want) with your order

to National Screen Service, Inc.

Laugh Month Buttons, a great

bet for the kids, with a laughing

face printed in maroon on a white

background, may be obtained

from the Bastion Brothers Com-
pany, Rochester, N. Y., at the

following prices : 500 for $4.50

;

1,000 for $8;; 2,500 at $7.75 per

thousand; 5,000 at $7.50 per

thousand; 10,000 at $7.25 per

thousand.

Slides will be furnished for 15

cents each by the Excelsior Il-

lustrating Company, 216 Sixth

avenue, New York.
Window cards are available

through the Ellray Printing Co.,

5 East Twentieth street, New
York City. They are 5 cents

each in lots of ten or more and
7 cents each in lots of less than
10 .

Pathe’s Dec. 26 Program
Roach’s “Forty-Five Minutes From Hollywood,”

Sennett’s “Flirty Four-Flushers,”

And Novelties Listed

E xcellent Laugh Month
entertainment is afforded in

the two-reel comedies presented

by Hal Roach and Mack Sen-

nett in the Pathe Short Feature
Program for the week of De-
cember 26th. The former of-

fers “Forty-Five Minutes from
Hollywood,” and the latter,

“Flirty Four-Flushers.” Other
releases of the week include the

Sixth Chapter of the Pathe Se-

rial, “The House Without a

Key”
;
“With the Wind,” one of

the Grantland Rice Sportlights,

Topics of the Day Number 52.

“Where Friendship Ceases,” one
of Aesop’s Film Fables; Pathe
Review No. 52, and two issues

of Pathe News, Nos. 2 and 3

of the 1927 series.

“Forty-five Minutes from
Hollywood,” is one of the Hal
Roach Star Comedies with Glenn
Tryon in the featured role and
the following in the cast—Rube
Clifford, Sue O’Neil and Char-
lotte Mineau. It was directed by
Fred. L. Guiol.

“Flirty Four-Flushers” is a

Mack Sennett comedy with

Madeline Hurlock and Billy

Bevan in the leading roles with

a supporting cast including Ver-

non Dent, Ruth Taylor, William

Blystone and William McCall.

It was directed by Eddie Cline.

“The House Without a Key”
has for its sixth chapter an epi-

sode entitled, “Sinister Shad-
ows,” in which Allene Ray and
Walter Miller, the co-stars, are

in danger of their lives. Charlie

Chan, Chinese detective, does
his best to protect these two,
who never give a thought to
danger when running down a
clue that may possibly lead to
the murderer of Dan Winterslip,

for Cary cannot believe that

her father committed the crime,

and John, too, is eager to prove
that his uncle was not killed by
the father of the girl he loves.

This serial was adapted by
Frank Leon Smith from the
popular Saturday Evening Post
story by Earl Derr Biggers.

Show Icy Greenland

Pathe Review No. 52 presents r

“Voyaging with MacMillan to
Greenland” : With the veteran
Arctic explorer on one of his fa-

mous expeditions
; Kent, Eng-

land : A Pathecolor study of the
first established kingdom of the
Saxons; “Laboring for Life”:
Harvesting with the Chinese
where rice spells life to 350,000,-

000 human beings. “With the
Wind,” the current Grantland
Rice release of the Sportlight
Series is a picture of rare beauty
covering sailing as the sport of
the barefoot youth and the mil-
lionaire.

“Where Friendship Ceases” is

one of Paul Terry’s funniest cre-
ations of the Aesop’s Film
Fable Series; Topics of the Day
No. 52 offers the latest wit and
humor from the press of the
world; issues Nos. 2 and 3 of
Pathe News on the 1927 pro-
gram complete the weekly re-
leases.

Mabel Normand
Explains Title

Mabel Xormand, inimita-
ble Hal Roach comedienne,
is somewhat perturbed be-
cause there are people
unacquainted with the
definition of a “nickel
hopper.*’ You see. Miss
Xorniand's newest Pathe
comedy is based upon the
ndventures of “The Xickel
Hopper.” It is a December
release.

“It's the percentage girl

in a public dance hall who
gets 2X4 cents per dance,
and who may. if her feet
hold out, successfully ne-
gotiate 105 dances in one
evening.”

Accessories Ready for

“Laugh Month’’ Showman
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Timely Reviews of Short Subject Productions
By C, S . Sewell

"A Blonde’s
Revenge”

(Pathe—Two Reels)

Once again, Ben
Turpin has the

role of a gay

chap with the

ladies. This time

he is running for

office and a rival

candidate tries to

frame him, using his stenogra-

pher., Another candidate’s wife

visits him as does the wife of

his backer, portrayed by Thelma

Parr, pictured here. The three

appear at the same time and

there is a series of farce com-

edy complications with consid-

erable slapstick as their respec-

tive husbands and sweethearts

as well as cameramen camp on

their trail. With great elation

Ben goes to see some movies

prepared for his campaign but

his stenographer has done her

work well and the record of his

flirtations are flashed on the

screen, he beats a retreat with

his backer right after him. This

is a good comedy idea that has

been amusingly developed and

should please generally.

"School Days”
(Pathe—One Reel)

Farmer al is a school

teacher in this Aesop’s Fable

cartoon, and his pupils are little

doggies, cats and piggies. They
are a mischievous gang and keep
the school in an uproar. A cop
coming to investigate, gets hit

and there is a mad chase ending
at a swimming hole with one of

the little animals knocking a hor-

net’s nest down on Al’s head.
Then the chase begins all over
again. Up to the high amuse-
nent standard of this series.

"The Little Best”
(Universal—One Reel)

This is a Blue
Bird comedy star-

ring Neely Ed-
wards, and no
showman can
hardly ever go
wrong on this

comedy star. Jay
Belasco has directed a fast-

moving skit, in which an infant

relative is left in care of Neely,

and if audiences don’t howl at

the nonsense of either Neely or

the kid, or both, then there’s

something wrong with your au-

dience, that’s all. Consuelo Dawn
is the girl.

"Top Notchers”
(Pathe—One Reel)

P
OINTING OUT THAT every

line of sport has its “top-

notcher” who serves as a popu-
lar idol and draws the crowds.

Grantland Rice in this Sport-

light shows a number of them
in action, including Babe Ruth
for baseball, Red Grange for

football, Gene Tunney for box-

ing, Suzanne Lenglen for tennis,

Bobby Jones for golf, and Tom-
mie Hitchcock for polo. Sport

fans especially should like this

one.

"Rooms for Rent”
(Universal—Two Reels)

Andy Gump
takes more than

his usual quota of

hard knocks in

this Gump com-
edy, and, with a

real lion and a

chap dressed in a

lion’s skin, Andy’s fate, in the

closing sequence, seems to be

in doubt. The "story” tells of

Mrs. Gump seeking to rent out

a room, and Andy’s efforts to

bring in someone to occupy the

room. Andy finds a warring
couple, the husband being of the

murderously jealous type. Joe
Murphy, pictured here, is stand-

ard fund as Andy, and Fay
Tincher keeps the pace as

"Min,” with Jackie Morgan as

“Chester.” This comedy will

stand up alongside any “Laugh
Month” offering.

"TooMuch Progress
In Pipe Rock”
(Universal—Two Reels)

This comedy
admirably main-
tains W. C. Tut-
tle’s fun among
the folks in “Pipe

Rock,” with Ben
Corbett pictured

here and Pewee
Holmes featured, under Vin

Moore’s direction. All of the old

friends are back with us, but

Pewee and Ben start or finish

most of the laugh stuff. It being

April 1, anything might happen.

Old Benson decides to fool the

folks by making believe he has

lost some bonds. Pewee further

hides the bonds but a monkey
takes them from Pewee’s hiding

place. The fun is fast and furi-

ous. Dorothy Kitchen, the New
York girl selected to play in pic-

tures as a result of a contest, is

again seen in this comedy.

“AKey-HoleCruise”
(Educational—One Reel)

V IEWS OF VARIOUS por-

tions of the earth are shown
in this Hodge Podge through the

medium of having a kid appar-

ently looking at them through a

keyhole. As usual the scenic

shots are embellished by ani-

mated cartoon and art work.
Among the subjects are the

Sphinx and unusual shots of the

pyramids, wild animals, the Froz-

en North, Bridal Veil Falls, and
a Japanese gunboat in action.

Especially interesting are the

novel close-ups of the pyramids.

"Have Courage”
(Educational—Two Reels)

In his familiar

character of a

Dooley is seen on M^T
shore leave at a. -sjpdjBj

this Educational

Comedy. Starting

a flirtation with a pretty woman
portrayed by Yola D’Avril, pic-

tured here, he is challenged to

a duel. With his pal, Eddie

Baker, they visit another girl

whose sweetheart is a policeman

and get in bad when Eddie puts

ink in the coffee. Billie man-
ages to collect about a half a

dozen challenges for duels and, in

an amusing scene he uses a can-

non to rout the bunch. It

“kicks” Billy over a cliff. A
good, fast-moving comedy with

amusing gags. Natalie Joyce
and Vernon Dent assist in the

fun-making. As usual with a

Dooley comedy, there are quite

a number of scenes on a United
States battleship.

"Bamum Was
Right”

(Educational—One Reel)

DOOR HIGH-HAT HAR-
1 OLD, the villain of this se-

ries of Life cartoons, comes to

an untimely end in this number,
being consumed by a lion, leav-

ing Mike and Myrtle free to

continue their romance. There
is considerable clever and amus-
ing stuff in this reel which, of

course, deals with circus life.

For instance, Harold fills an
elephant with gas instead of
water and the animal floats away
like a balloon with Harold and
Myrtle suspended on a trapeze.

Harold’s cigarette punctures the
balloon and he falls into the
lion’s cage, but Mike saves Myr-
tle.

"The Battling

Kangaroo”
(Fox—Two Reels)

Three kanga-
roos add a de-
cidedly novel and
amusing touch to

this William Fox
Animal Comedy
in which Lige
Conley, pictured

here, and Mildred June, have
the leading human roles, with
Al Kaufman as a K. O. pugil-

ist. Mildred needs $1,000 and
Liege seeks to win it for her
by fighting Kaufman but is

knocked all over the place. He
accidentally gets hold of escaped
kangaroos. There is a chase and
a lot of slapstick gags, including

a sequence where the animals
break through the floor of a taxi

and the machine jumps up and
down on the road and finally

wrecks a hotel. Lige backs one
of them against Kaufman and
the animals, dressed as a human
being, wins as hilarious a prize

fight as you can imagine. An
excellent slapstick comedy.

"Buster’s Sleigh
Ride”

(Universal—Two Reels)

This is a Stern

Brothers comedy,
with Arthur
Trimble and Do-

reen Turner in

their customary
roles, with the dog
Tige, doing his stuff with more
than the customary display of ca-
nine intelligence. Buster, Mary
Jane and Tige inflate an air mat-
tress, and fall asleep on it. Their
bed carries them aloft, to the cold
North, and on a snowy mountain
top things begin to happen, and
they happen all the way down to

the last jolt at the bottom, when
the kids wake up. And there you
are.

"Pathe Review 50”
(Pathe—One Reel)

C RUDE METHODS of har-

vesting and threshing grain

still in use in the Philippines are

shown in the first section of this

Review, while another install-

ment of Pillsbury’s series of

flowers in Pathecolor, this time

the iris lily is the second num-
ber. The final section of this

interesting reel presents some
beautiful photographic views of

a desert oasis taken by the

Count De Prorok expedition to

Northern Africa.
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“The Fire Brigade”

Illuminates Central
(Continued from page 476)

leans. Extraordinary demonstrations oc-

curred en route. Fire departments turned

out en masse to stage colorful welcomes.

Captain Calderwood of the Los Angeles hire

Department piloted the car as it crossed the

country.

Simultaneous with its arrival in New Or-

leans was the arrival of Mr. Mayer and a

party that included his family, May Mc-
Avoy, Bert Woodruff, Hunt Stromberg and
other celebrities. A sky-high demonstration
greeted them. Mayor O’Keefe was a host

of hosts, and the public interest was almost

unbelievable.

A special preview of “The Fire Brigade”

occurred at the State Theatre on the night

of October 17, as readers of Moving Pic-

ture World know. The following day
Mr. Mayer was told by the fire chiefs’ con-
vention that he could depend on the co-

operation of every department in the coun-
try in putting "lne Fire Brigade" before

the American people. They cheered Mr.
Mayer to the echo.

This, then, is the history of the picture

which Broadway will see for the first time

on Monday. Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer has no
doubts at all about the picture. They visual-

ize it as one of the biggest hits the com-
pany ever has produced, including even “The
Big Parade” and “Ben Hur.”
Undoubtedly the company knows what it

is talking about, because rival executives,

whose ears have been close to the ground,
are anxiously awaiting the opening. They
will study the technical production of the
picture, they will render homage to Mr.
Mayer for his inspiration and to Air. Alayer
and Director Nigh for its development

—

and they'll tell Pete Smith, exploiteer, that
any time he wants a job he needn't fear

starvation.

French Chanticleer
Is Expected to Crow

(Continued from page 484)

mentioned in this article, to take over and
reorganize the rather badly battered Societe
des Cineromans, largest of the Pathe Con-
sortium’s subsidiary producing organizations.
And to him in no small measure is due

say the wise ones, the present revival of the
French film industry. He has—in associa-
tion with Louis Nalpas, who is in direct
charge of all his film activities, as his artis-
tic and commercial director—not only liter-
ally put le Societe des Cineromans on its

feet, but has planted those feet way out
ahead.

At Joinville le Pont, a suburb of Paris,
the Societe des Cineromans has the finest
studio in Europe, if not the largest, as
modern and uptodate. I am told, as any in
Hollywood. Alongside of it is being built
another of equal size, under the supervision
of M. Nalpas, at a cost of 15,000,000 francs,
which will be completed next summer.

Are Making “Casanova”
Here they are making a super-production,
Casanova,” based on the dramatic life of

the famous diplomat and lover, a picture for
which Premier Alussolini of Italy gave M.
AT. Sapene and Nalpas permission to rooe
off the historic Place di San Afarco in
Venice for a week or more, in order that

Physician Urges Use of

Motion Pictures in Science

Dr. Joseph Franklin Montague

some of the scenes might be taken without

interference by the public.

Sapene’s single policy, it is said, since en-

tering the picture business has been to make
good pictures. The cost is a secondary con-

sideration.

When he began, he is reported to have
said : “The United States does not want our

pictures

—

now—so we will not try to make
them for it. But we will keep on making
them—five, ten, twenty a year, as many as

we can make well—until they come to us

and say they want them.”
Apparently, “they” are beginning to say

they want them already, for no less than
four of Louis Nalpas’ productions from le

Societe des Cineromans are now in this

country. Universal has two of them,
“Alichael Strogoff,” which has just been re-

leased and is now showing at the Cohan
Theatre on Broadway, New York City, and
“Les Aliserables” a massive photodramatiza-
tion of Victor Hugo’s immortal story.

The other two, “Nitchevo” and “Fan, Fan,
la Tulipe,” were recently brought to

America by Edward Auger and are now be-
ing edited and titled for the American
market.

From all accounts Sapene, personally, is

a most remarkable man. He is big, physic-
ally and mentally. He radiates personality.

His interests are tremendously wide and
varied and his resources enormous. His
energy is dynamic. He is said to be close
to sixty, but with the vitality and vigor of
an athletic man of thirty.

Has Original Personality

A prominent American film executive, a
big man, himself, in the industry, who saw
much of Sapene last summer, told me : “His
is a personality, different and more many-
sided than that of any man I know.

“I don’t know who to compare Sapene
with in the industry. He is tremendous.
Perhaps I can’t describe him better than to

F IRAI in his belief that motion pictures

could be utilized for medical education,

Joseph Franklin Alontague, of New York,

is waging a determined effort to arouse

interest in the proposal in scientific and film

circles.

Dr. Alontague is a member of the Bellevue

Hospital Aledical College Clinic. In a paper

which recently received wide attention, he

stated

:

“I have been able to conceive and pro-

duce about 55,000 feet (nearly eleven

miles) of motion picture film portraying

most vividly every knowm variety cf in-

testinal and rectal disease that can be

shown in pictures. Cases are shown, in-

struments demonstrated and every mod-
ern method of treatment is shown by
means of moving pictures. Any and all

surgical operations are capable of being

shown by this means. Not only are ac-

tual pictures of the operation employed,

but by the use of animated diagrams, the

most intricate procedure and operation

may be shown in great detail, and in a

manner whose clearness is not possible

of obtainment by any other method.”

In conclusion, Dr. Alontague expressed the

hope that before long the schools of medi-

cine and surgery would adopt motion pic-

tures as an invaluable adjunct to their

studies.

say, that I was at a conference in Paris at

wrhich half a dozen of our big motion pic-

ture executives wTere present and several

Frenchmen. Sapene, the only one of the lot

who couldn’t speak English, absolutely dom-
inated the whole roomful.

“He made the rest of us seem as insignifi-

cant and unimportant as so many tailor's

dummies, while he ran the show. And none
of us seemed to mind. We all took it as a

matter of course.

“Sapene is a big man—but quite different

from any of the big men that I know in

America.”
Then he added: “Give Sapene a couple

of years more and he is going to make us

sit up in the matter of production—he and
Nalpas. I don’t believe he has really

-started.”

Sapene and Nalpas make a strong team
and they are setting the production pace for

France, just now beginning to feel again,

after a dozen years, that the old Chanticleer

may have a lot of life left in him yet. They
are both strong partisans and admirers of

the L'nited States and both recognize the

need of a closer relationship between this

country and France, in their respective film

industries.

They deserve the cooperation of those who
see a short distance ahead of their noses
and who realize the direction in which the

film business is tending outside of our own
territorial limits. And one way or another.

I am inclined to think they are going to get

it, if only because they are developing and
fostering a market that one day we will

need, i^st as later we are going to need
their pictures and production ideas.

Two men—the heads of two great Ameri-
can producing and distributing companies

—

already have had the vision to see. what I

have onlv hinted here. To name them
might embarrass, so I shall save their names
for a later article.
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Live News from Coast to Coast
NOTES ABOUT WIDE-AWAKE EXHIBITORS AND EXCHANGE MEN FROM ALL POINTS

Illinois

Moving Picture World Bureau,
Chicago, III., Dec. 15 .

THE new loop theatre proposed for 23

West Monroe street, will be built by a

company to be known as the 23 West Mon-
roe Street Corporation and they in turn have
leased the 2,000-seat theatre that is to be a

part of the 29-story building for 30 years
to the National Playhouses, Inc., which is

the successor of the Cooney circuit.

Edwin Silverman, manager here for War-
ner Brothers, has charge of the second Vita-
phone show at the Woods Theatre and Bar-
rett Cupp is handling the publicity for the
feature, which is drawing good business.

Another legitimate theatre here will be
turned over to the movies with the coming
of What Price Glory to the Garrick Theatre
on December 26. It is predicted that with-
in six months that a third of the legitimate
theatres here will house moving pictures.

The Paley Amusement Company has been
organized here by Jacob Paley, Harry P.
Munns and F. Paley, with headquarters at
673 West Madison street. The new circuit
will have the Empire Theatre on West Madi-
son street and the Rose Theatre on Milwau-
kee avenue to start with and other houses
may be added from time to time.

Several changes have been made in the
Chicago offices of Famous Players-Lasky

;

Will Hamm, head booker, being promoted to
special booking representative, Will Wash-
-burn going to the Milwaukee branch sales
staff, J. O. Kent coming from Detroit to
join the Chicago sales staff and Harry Neil
taking over the Washburn territory here.
Will Danzinger comes from Canadian head-
quarters to represent the Harold Lloyd Cor-
poration in this territory and Eugene Smith
has been made head booker.

N. Hartzman has taken over the Lawndale
Theatre at 3679 West Grand avenue from Sol
Best and will make some improvements n
the house.

Andrew Karzas circuit has sold the Lex-
ington Theatre property at 63rd street to
Charles Fecher and Fred J. Norman, who
have operated the theatre for some time
past.

Harold Weiss is now with the Fitzpatrick
and McElroy circuit in the booking depart-
ment of that growing organization.

Joseph McKeown has resigned as man-
ager of the Cosmo Theatre of the National
Playhouse circuit and is now connected with
the Majestic Theatre of the Orp'heum cir-
cuit.

Clem C. Fore, K. H. Hulquist, B. Hulquist
and Z. B. Ford have organized the Fifth
Avenue Theatre, Inc., at La Grange, 111., a
west side suburb, and will take over the
management of that house, which is at 29
South Fifth street, in that city.

The Hollywood Theatre Company, who
plan to build a huge movie house on West
North avenue, have increased their capital
stock from 250 shares non par value to
$250,000 and work is expected to start at an
early date on the new enterprise.

Peoria
Henry C. Stickelmaier has been made resi-

dent general manager for the eight movie
theatres taken over at Peoria, 111., by the
Great States circuit from the Theatre Oper-
ating Company.

Hughart Ropes First Honor

For Butte in Pathe **Roundup ”

DYNAMIC personality figured in the

leadership which William H. Hughart,
manager of the Pathe Butte branch, gave to

the ‘‘Great Scott Roundup,” to win first

honors for his range. It is the same prestige

for initiative and resourceful salesmanship
that won him the presidency of the Montana
Film Board of Trade. In all the intermoun-
tain country, where there is just one hydro-
electric site after another, “Bill” is recog-
nized as a “live wire” in the motive system
of the movies.

He started in Salt Lake ten years ago with
Pathe, and came back to his first love in

the Butte office after a varied experience
that led him, always advancing, through re-

sponsible positions with various companies.
He was interrupted in this climb during 1918-

1919, when he was extremely busy with
Uncle Sam and the Allies, in a khaki uni-
form, paying more attention to emergency
rations and projectiles than to films and pro-
jectors. When the war had its fadeout after
the armistice, he returned to the call of
the movies’ front line, covering much of the
Pacific coast sector for the World Film Cor-
poration and greater Features, Inc. His first

transportation orders to Butte brought him
to the Fox offices

; then he moved as man-
ager to the First National Butte branch.
When the booking offices were transferred,
leaving Butte as a shipping station, he was
secured as manager for Associated Exhibi-
tors, Inc., and for the past year has been
back with Pathe as local manager.

Read Newsy Bit's about your live-wire friends in
these pages.

Montana

Moving Picture World Bureau,
Butte, Mont., Dec. 15 .

R UMOR has the story of the possible

entry of W. J. Sullivan, manager of the

Rialto Theatre, in the race for mayor of

Butte at the next spring election. “Billy”

Sullivan, ds he is called by the home folks,

is one of the most popular citizens of the

Mining City.

Dave McElhinney, local manager of t’he P.
D. C. exchange, is making a tour of the
key cities winding up the year’s business.

Albert Finklestein, representing General
Manager Harry Arthur, Jr., Of North Ameri-
can Theatres, has been in Butte for the past
several weeks out of the Seattle offices. Ho
has been getting in personal touch with the
exhibitors here and with the general public.

Frank Murphy, booker-manager of the Fa-
mous Players’ local exchange, received _ a

telegram from his home in Denver to the
effect that his father is very ill. He is clos-

ing up his sales work as speedily as possible
in readiness for the holidays that may call

him to Denver.

A number of the exchange men are busy
this week out of the city and making their
bookings in anticipation of going home for
the holidays. C. R. Wade, manager of the
M.-G.-M. exchange in Butte, has his family
in Minneapolis and hopes he can be Santa
Claus to his own kiddies, but if he goes
home it will be a run and jump game, for
he says business is pressing. Clarence Sever-
son, local manager of Universal, plans a
hurried trip home to Wolf Point to see his
winsome daughter at Christmas time.

Great Falls

At Great Falls, a special matinee was given
Saturday morning at the Liberty Theatre in

response to the general demand for a peep
at Red Grange. Every child was given a
Red Grange candy bar and other souvenirs
were distributed.

Salt Lake City, Utah
Gloria Ann is the pre-Christmas present

that came to the home of Mr. and Mrs. W. J.

Heineman in Salt Lake City. W. J. Heineman
is manager of the Salt Lake City Universal
exchange.

Anaconda
Albert Nadeau, general manager of the chain

of Washoe Amusement theatres at Anaconda,
was in Butte for a few days and while here
he stated that Margaret Theatre was rapid-
ly nearing completion and that he hoped by
the first of the year that it would be ready
for the public.

Harry Arthur, Jr., and Mrs. Arthur with
Mr. and Mrs. G. Kirley of Seattle were in
Butte the last week of November. Mr. Ar-
thur, Jr., is on a tour of inspection of the
37 theatres in the group in the Northwest
territory of the North American Theatres.
Mr. Kirley is the treasurer of the company
in the Northwest section, with headquarters
in Seattle.

Miles City

At Miles City, Hi Knutson has recently
opened his new theatre in the Miles Block.
The theatre is one of the most up-to-date
playhouses in the state and in addition to
the general attractiveness of the beautiful
playhouse he has installed a new Robert-
Morton orchestral organ.
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Pennsylvania

Moving Picture World Bureau,
Pittsburgh, Pa., Dec. 15 .

M ISS PITTSBURGH, 1925 (Mildred

Walker), who recently played to big

business, appearing in person at local picture

houses, has gone to the West Coast, where
she will be given a screen test at the Cecil

B. De Mille studios.

The Pittsburgh branch of Famous Players-
Lasky, has deserted Film Row, and moved
to its own building at Miltenberger street,

corner of the Allies Boulevard, seven blocks
from Film Row. Famous is the only ex-
change not located among the rest of the of-
fices.

“Pete” Alderman, for fifteen years in the
theatre business in Pittsburgh and one of
the most popular managers in this section,
has taken on a new line, and is now West-
ern Pennsylvania and West Virgiia repre-
sentative for the Air-O-Pure System.

George Wilson, for a long time a sales-
man at the local Universal exchange, and
who recently resigned his position there, has
joined the Standard-Federated exchange in
the capacity of special representative.

Exhibitor visitors along Pittsburgh’s Film
Row the past few days included O. J. Sy-
bert, Moundsville; Jack Maple, Point Marion;
Louis Stoll, Monaca; John Stahl, Homestead;
William R. Wheat, Sewickley; Peter Pega-
diotes, Apollo and Farrell.

Miss Mary Toth, inspectress at the Colum-
bia Film Service, suffered a bad cut on one
of her fingers while in pursuance of her du-
ties one day the past week. A careless “oper-
ator” had used three shoemaker’s tacks in
patching together broken pieces of film, and
Miss Toth unfortunately suffered her injury
as a result.

Film Row has been saddened to learn of
the recent death of Herman Browarsky, at
the age of 47 years. Death followed an
operation. At one time he was a salesman
for the Selznick exchange.

Budd Rogers, vice-president of Gotham
Productions, was a recent visitor in the Steel
City, conferring with Manager James H.
Alexander, of the Columbia Film Service,
which exchange has the Gotham franchise
here.

Youngwood
Harry Petz, owner of the Pearl Theatre,

Youngwood, was a recent Pittsburgh visitor.
He was accompanied by Harry Petz, Jr. This
was Junior’s first trip to Film Row, and his
dad is beginning to teach him the good old
theatre racket.

Warner Bros.’ Pittsburgh manager, Harold
Dunn, has traded in his Auburn sedan, and
now drives a Packard sedan. Oh, for the
life of an exchange manager!

Miss Lottie Baer, veteran exchange em-
ployee, is again back on Film Row, this time
in the capacity of booker at Film Distribut-
ing Company.

Lee Marcus, F. B. O. sales manager, spent
a few hours in the city Sunday a week ago.
While here he chatted with local Manager
A. H. Schnitzer and his sales force.

Exhibitors are warned not to book the
Official Dempsey-Tunney Fight Pictures
from any person in Western Pennsylvania
other than Harry F. Grelle, local distributor
for these films. Any exhibitor who is ap-
proached about the rental of these films by
any person not an authorized employee of
Mr. Grelle, will perform a great favor by
wiring him at once.

Ambridge
Ben Nadler, of Ambridge, was on Film

Row several days ago.

Chicago Bandits Floored

When Girl Floors Cash

Chicago, 111., Dec. 15.—The quick wit

of Miss Norma Bachman saved the

box office till when bandits appeared

suddenly at her little wicket and with

guns pointed at her, demanded the

regulation “come across.” Instead,

Miss Bachman flung the money to the

floor and herself did some quick gym-
nastics as the bandits fired; her luck

held, the shot went wild, the bandits

fled, the receipts were gathered up by
their rightful owners and Miss Bach-
man is still trying to say she did noth-

ing special—but tier friends say other-

wise 1

Canada

Moving Picture World Bureau,
Ottawa, Cana., Dec. 14 .

A SATURDAY morning matinee with a

- double-header programme was the fea-

ture at the Regent Theatre, Ottawa, On-
tario, on December 11. Manager Ray Tub-
man provided a show for children, the ad-

mission being 15 cents. The place was
packed.

The new band of the 38th Highlanders of
Ottawa, Ontario, offered its first public con-
cert in the Columbia Theatre, a neighbor-
hood house of Ottawa owned by P. J. Nolan,
on Sunday, December 12. This was one of
the first special stunts ever conducted for
the Columbia,

During the week of December 6 Manager
Ray Tubman of the Regent Theatre, Ottawa,
was standing on top of the world in the
manager’s bonus competition of the Famous
Players Canadian Corp., being in first place
in the Eastern Division of the contest.

Toronto
A special feature during the weeks leading

up to Christmas at some 75 theatres of Fa-
mous Players Canadian Corp., Toronto, has
been the campaign for the sale of script
books, consisting of books of admission cou-
pons in varied denominations good at face
value at any of the Famous Players theatres.

Ohio

Moving Picture World Bureau,
Cincinnati, Ohio, Dec. 13 .

C INCINNATI exhibitors, as well as those
in nearby towns, report business un-

usually good for this season of the year, very
few of the houses having experienced the
usual holiday slump.

Hamilton
James Schwalm, of the managerial staff of

the Rialto Theatre, Hamilton, Ohio, has re-
turned from a two weeks visit in Pittsburgh,
Pa., whither he was accompanied by his two
children.

Coldwater
Chas. Jenkins, Coldwater, Ohio, has closed

his Rex Theatre, having leased the building
for post office purposes.

Mansfield
Burglars forced the lock on the office door

of the Ritz Theatre, Mansfield, Ohio, and aJ-
though the office was ransacked, nothing
was missing. Manager Harry Roberts is

unable to account for the occurrence.

Michigan

Moving Picture World Bureau,
Detroit, Mich., Dec. 15 .

V ITAPHONE is to open in Detroit De-
cember 9. The Shubert-Lafayette Thea-

tre has been taken over by Warner Bros,

and Paul Ashcraft is here in advance of the

opening.

Ground has been broken on Detroit’s larg-
est community theatre, the Hollywood,
which is being erected by Ben and Lou
Cohen at Fort and Ferdinand street. It wil.
seat 4,000 people and will cost more than
$1,500,000, the owners assert.

James O. Kent, who returned to Detroit
recently from Pittsburgh to travel the state
for United Artists, left last week for Chi-
cago, where he will become associated with
the Paramount sales department.

Oscar A. Doob, advertising manager of the
Kunsky-Balaban and Katz theatres in De-
troit, spent Thanksgiving Day in Chicago.

Harry W. Ro_ss, division manager for
Paramount, arid George W. Weeks, assistant
to Sidney Kent and recently appointed su-
pervisor of Paramount’s new snort subject
department, were in Detroit for several days
last week.

Washington

Moving Picture World Bureau,
Seattle, Wash., Dec. 13 .

C ONSIDERABLE interest is felt among
exhibitors as to the consummation of

the deal between Pacific Theatres, Inc.,

operators of a chain of splendid suburban

houses in Seattle, and Universal, which has

been dickering for the chain for a number
of months. H. W. Bruen and Frank Ed-
wards, officers in Pacific Theatres, are in

New York at the moment and an announce-

ment is anticipated at any time. It is be-

lieved the deal will be a complete sale.

The Old Tacoma Theatre, which is just
about completed after a thorough remodel-
ing, may be operated by the owner, Harry
A. Rhodes, as a popular priced vaudeville
and picture house.

Spokane
Lew Keeler, manager of the Liberty Thea-

tre, Spokane, has again inaugurated Saturday
morning matinees for small children. Mr.
Keeler also offers money prizes to the
youngsters who participate in the song and
dance contest.* A selected program is of-
fered.

Mrs. R. J. Zell, chairman of the motion
picture committee of Spokane Council, P. T.
A., spoke at the council meeting m Spokane
recently, on the rosy outlook of the better
grade of family pictures. Lew Keeler, man-
ager of the Liberty Theatre, also spoke.

Forks
Bob Anderson, owner of the Olympic

Theatre, Forks, Wash., was a Seattle visitor
last week. Mr. Anderson was en route to
Arlington, where he is interested in the pur-
chase of the American Theatre, operated by
Carroll Barney.

Murphy at New Granada
Chicago, 111., Dec. 15.—The appointment of

Harold E. Murphy as director of publicity in
charge of advertising and exploitation for
the Marks Brothers Theatres, Inc., was an-
nounced by Mr. Louis L Marks, president.
At present Mr. Murphy will concentrate on
the new Granada Theatre, located at Sheri-
dan and Devon.
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N. Y. LaborWants Federal Admission Tax Off

San Francisco

Moving Picture World Bureau,
Berkeley, Cal., Dec. 13.

THE annual meeting of the San Fran-

cisco Film Exchange Board of Trade

was held at the headquarters of the organ-

ization, 100 Golden Gate avenue, December

6, when officers were chosen, as follows

:

President
,

Charles Muehlman, manager,

First National Pictures, Inc.
;
vice-president,

G. C. Parsons, manager, Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer, and executive secretary, Milton A.

Nathan. The board of governors consists

of three officers, with the addition of G. C.

Blumenthal, manager of the Educational

Film Exchange, and Carol Nathan, manager
of Universal.

Mike Covne is leaving- the San Francisco
branch of United Artists the first of the year
as manager and is to be succeeded by Fred
Gage.

Frank Harris, former Pacific Coast district
manager for Pathe, was a recent visitor at

San Francisco on his way to New York. He
will shortly join the Harold Lloyd Corp.

H. Peters, formerly of the San Francisco
branch of Pathe, has left for Los Angeles,
where he will take over the post of Pathe
feature sales manager.

Markowitz Bros., of San Francisco, have
arranged to take over Godard’s Theatre,
Sacramento, which has been conducted for
some time by T. & E>. Jr. Enterprises, Inc.

Among the recent visitors on San Fran-
cisco’s Film Row have been J. J. Wood, the
athletic exhibitor of Redding, Cal.; J. A.

Harvey, Jr., of Watsonville, Cal., and W. C.

Wheeler, formerly a film exchange manager
of this city, but now an exhibitor of Willits,

Cal.

Ernest Gluckauf, of San Francisco, is plan-
ning to go to Europe shortly to act as the
resident representative of the Imported Pic-
tures Corp.

Joe Enos, who has managed Market street
moving picture houses for years, is trying a
new brand of work and is now with the West
Coast Amusement Company as field man-
ager.

De Soto Silva, formerly with the Fox Ex-
change, San Francisco, is now with the F.

B. O. as poster clerk.

Berkeley

Clarence Laws, manager of the California
Theatre, was one of the speakers at a Better
Films meeting of members of the Second Dis-
trict, California Congress of Parents and
Teachers, held early in December.

San Mateo
Harry F. Wetherby, assistant manager of

the San Mateo Theatre, acknowledged that
he was a ham actor, following his alleged
confession of having framed up a fake rob-
bery. He was recently given a bag contain-
ing $265 and instructed to pay off the vaude-
ville artists. A few minutes later he returned
with a black eye and a bump on his head,
explaining that he had been socked by a
bandit, who made away with the cash. The
police launched an investigation and discov-
ered the bag, with the money intact, hidden
behind a steam pipe in the boiler room.

Mayfield

The California Theatre, recently opened by
James W. Barlow, has been purchased by
B. B. Jones, formerly of the Orpheum The-
atre, Lakeport.

Minnesota

Moving Picture World Bureau.
Minneapolis, Minn., Dec. 15.

THOMAS BURKE was re-elected presi-

dent of the Minneapolis Film Board of

Trade at its annual meeting last week. Burke
is manager of the First National Exchange
in Minneapolis, and has been board presi-

dent since Jack O’Toole resigned that office

last summer. W. H. Workman, M.-G.-M.,

and Ben Friedman, Columbia, were chosen
for the board of directors, while other offi-

cers included A. B. Leak, of Famous Players,

vice-president, and Ralph Brandon, of Edu-
cational, executive secretary.

The Grand Theatre of Minneapolis tried a
revival week recently with success. The
following attractions were each shown for a
day: “The Miracle Man”; "The Three Mus-
keteers”; “Male and Female”; “Forever”;
“Passion”; “Way Down East” and “The
Merry Widow.”

The Minneapolis city council’s license com-
mittee has recommended that a license be
granted the Lake Amusement Company for
a theatre at 2504 Lake street.

Granite Falls
The first Sunday moving picture show was

presented in Granite Falls, Minn., on Decem-
ber 12 as the result of the recent election,
when voters expressed their approval of
Sunday presentations.

West Union, Iowa
One more theatre has been added to the

chain owned by Pace, Bouma & Cohen with
the purchase of the Princess Theatre at West
Union, Iowa. The company now controls
eight theatres.

Melvin, Iowa
The Lyric Theatre at Melvin, Iowa, has

been reopened by Reichs & Knapp. It was
formerly owned by Adolph Hokuf.

Kansas City, Mo.

Moving Picture World Bureau,
Kansas City, Mo., Dec. 15.

'T'HE old Colonial Theatre, suburban house
of Kansas City, popular since the days

of nickle shows, is to be razed and a new
and larger theatre constructed in its place,

it was announced this week by Dr. R. H.
Simmons, owner of the property, and H. H.
Barrett, manager, who took out a new ten-

year lease at $4,200 annually. The theatre

will be increased from 660 seats to 1,020 and
will have all modern conveniences.

About fifty representatives attended the
Paramount meeting of branch managers,
salesmen, bookers and others at the Kansas
City Athletic Clyb, Kansas City, last Satur-
day. Sales problems and future plans were
discussed.

Sedalia
Frank Cassel has been named as manager

of the Sedalia Theatre, Sedalia, Mo., a Uni-
versal chain house. Mr. Cassel formerly was
Associated Exhibitors branch manager and
Paramount salesman in Kansas City.

Virtually all the work of erecting the huge
steel beams in the $4,000,000 Loew’s Midland
Theatre, Kansas City, which will have a
seating capacity of 4,000, has been completed
and work on the new house is progressing

rapidly.

Moving Picture World Bureau,
Albany, N. Y’., Dec. 15.

THE New York State Federation of

Labor has adopted a resolution which
will be sent to the Congressmen asking that

they support legislation to bring about a re-

moval of the Federal admission tax. The
resolution declares that such tax is burden-
some to the wage-earner patron of the thea-
tre.

The screening of the fire prevention film
which took place last Friday at the Mark
Strand in Albany, attracted practically every-
one from the exchanges. The Albany Film
Board had previously requested in a bulle-
tin that all managers and employees be pres-
ent. In many of the exchanges the only per-
son remaining on duty was the telephone
operator.

J. Wilson, of New York City, has been
named as the new manager of the Tiffany
exchange in Albany. Ben Smith has been
appointed to the Bond exchange in handling
the smaller towns. Harry L. Levy, of Buf-
falo, replaces Milton Caplon at the Warner
Brothers’ exchange, Mr. Caplon having gone
to Indianapolis to assume the management
of the Tiffany exchange there. Joe Schleiger
has been named as assistant booker at the
F. B. O. exchange.

Alec Sayles, manager of the Leland in Al-
bany, is as busy these days as the proverbial
bee in handling the distribution on Christ-
mas Eve of over $10,000 worth of clothing
and shoes to the poor children of the city.

The idea originated six years ago with Mr.
Sayles and has become one of the big fea-
tures in Albany each year.

Syracuse
Amos Leonard, of Syracuse, a Pathe sales-

man well known over the territory, has a
baby daughter who arrived during the past
week. Mr. Leonard was so jubilant that he
proceeded to wire his friends in several
cities.

Cooperstown
William Smalley, of Cooperstown, has ar-

ranged to give midnight shows on New
Year’s Eve at seven of his theatres. He will
use vaudeville along with the pictures. Mr.
Smalley has issued a Christmas coupon book
which is finding a ready sale. He also an-
nounces that he will erect three new thea-
tres in the Spring.

Julius Berinstein, with theatres in Elmira,
Troy, Albany and other places, has the sym-
pathy of his many friends in the recent loss
of his mother at the family home in Elmira.
Mrs. Berinstein was seventy-one years of
age.

Schenectady
James Roach, manager of the Farash

houses in Schenectady, was in an automobile
the other night that left the road between
Schenectady and Saratoga and after lurching
into the field, tipped over. Mr. Roach es-
caped unhurt. In connection with his theat-
rical duties, Mr. Roach announces that his
ushers at the State and Strand Theatres will
shortly blossom forth with new uniforms of
gray.

The VanCurler, in Schenectady, will close
on December 18. It is said that a lack of
bookings and poor business is the cause.
Frank Breymaier, the manager, will be
transferred to the Bareli. The VanCurler
will probably be turned into a business block.
At the Lincoln, in Schenectady, there is a
new marquee that is attracting much atten-
tion.

Vermont
The theatre in East Highgate, Vt. run by

Paul LaPan, is closed for the time being on
account of an epidemic of measles. The Gar-
den Theatre in Hinesburg, Vt., and the thea-
tres in Westerlo and Clarksville have closed
for the winter. Reade’s Theatre in Kingston
is closed for two weeks for repairs.
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Harry Storin Qets Valuable Presswork

Through Using Boy Scouts As His Staff

H ARRY F. STORIN, of the Leroy Theatre, Pawtucket, R. I:, made such

a success of his toy matinee last December that this year he has ampli-

fied the idea and is getting twice the kick and several times the pub-

licity from the idea. It’s a combination of the old benefit idea with the Boy
Scout executive stunt borrowed from Boys’ Week when, in many cities where
the public officials gave over their desks for the day to the rising generation.

This year the Boy Scout organizations of

Pawtucket organized a drive to obtain toys

and clothing to be given the poor on Christ-

mas Day, and Storin naturally tied in to

that idea by offering the Leroy for a benefit

on the morning of December 18.

At that time the entire house will be

staffed by boys selected from the Scout body.

The regular staff will stand by to render aid,

if required, but an effort will be made to

let the boys do it all themselves. Boys will

sell the tickets and other boys will take

them. A staff of ushers has been recruited

and scouts will aid the stage hands in mak-
ing the sets. There even will be a boy man-
ager, though Storin probably will keep the

passes locked up until he gets the job back.

The entire proceeds will go to the Boy
Scout Fund and provide the money with

which to augment the usual donations of

used clothing and toys.

Papers Give Space

The local papers are heavily behind the

movement, and are giving daily front page

stories to the drive. Storin hooks into these

and not only gets the publicity, but is

thanked by the grateful reporter who has

the matter in charge.

Rehashing the same story day after day

for several weeks is a tiresome assignment,

but Storin lightens the work by giving some-

thing new to talk about. Sketches of the vari-

ous boy officials who will replace the thea-

tre’s workers will give plenty of fresh ma-

terial, and provide variety, all of which is

as good for the newspaper as it is for the

Leroy.

In addition to the boy staff, there will be
a vaudeville show, supplied entirely by child

volunteers, and this, too, will bring its own
presswork that is of direct domestic interest,

while the Kiddie Revue is always a big win-
ner.

Storin points out that this stunt will en-

able him to bring to the attention of the

public various departments that as a rule are

ignored in the public prints. He can di-

late on the projection room, the service and
a lot of other matters that generally are ig-

nored by the papers, and he can make it

interesting because it concerns some well

known local boy.

Incidentally he figures that he may be
able to locate some child entertainers who
may be useful in some other offering.

Starting in on the idea merely with the

idea of helping out a local movement, Storin

finds that the house is reaping a rich re-

ward.

A Y*M* C. A* Prologue
When The Strong Man played the Ma-

jestic Theatre, Shreveport, La., the Y. M. C
A. gymnastic team of sixteen members put

on a show three times a day just to adver-

tise the Y. and they put up a smart oertorm-

ance that was a real treat.

Qood Stunts Were
Used on Kid Boots

E. R. Rogess, of the Tivoli Theatre, Chat-

tanooga, got out a novelty card for Eddie

Canton in Kid Boots. In the upper right

hand corner of a card he printed a green
circle and cut out the centre. This was
headed “A hole in one, the shining dream
of every golf fiend.” Then it went on to

sell the golf angle in Kid Boots.

On the same line a sporting goods store

dressed a window with golf equipment and

a glass bowl of balls. Tickets were offered

to all who could estimate the number of

balls in the jar, blanks being given all appli-

cants. More than 3,000 blanks were filled

out, but only 32 persons were correct. Each
received a pair of tickets to the picture.

For the house front a 32-foot figure of the

star was used, making a splendid flash.

Not a little business was brought in by a

special postal to the 1,400 members of local

golf clubs. These were signed by Eddie

Cantor.

Several window displays of sports suits

and dresses and a preview whs given on

Sunday for those who could go out and sell

the picture to the rest of the town.

In Correction

Hal H. Carleton, of the Prince Edward
Theatre, Sydney, Australia, writes that it

was John E. Kennebeck, acting for Para-

mount, who imported the Indians so suc-

cessfully used in the campaign on The Van-
ishing Race ;

the Australian renaming of The
Vanishing American. As it was Mr. Carle-

ton who sent the story in he was given more
credit than he asks for, and he is passing it

along to Mr. Kennebeck. He assisted in put-

ting the stunt over after the .Indians were
landed.

t1TreWT-TJ.fi

PUTTING OVER THE BLACK PIRATE IN CLEVEL \ND FOR A THREE WEEKS’ RUN
The treasure chest in the foreground was a hook-in to a savings bank business drive, and was guarded by n life

size cutout of Fairbanks in real costume. The paintings are enlargements from photographs. The box office was

dressed to suggest an old ship cabin. The other cut shows one of the several book displays. A stunt man made
frequent appearances.
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Make Your News Stands Permanent Advertisements

Production Hints from Edward L. Hyman
Managing Director, Mark Strand Theatre, Brooklyn

Lay Some Bricks

Getting good results from
hardwood “bricks” given news-
boys to hold down their papers

in a breeze, the Uptown Theatre,

Los Angeles, has changed them
into permanent ads. At the re-

quest of the boys the bricks were
elongated to the width of a news-
paper. The original bricks for

Take It From Me were the size

of the usual building brick. The
longer ones were first used for

Poker Faces, but as 300 sure in

use, the house prints a block

strip to be pasted to each size

of the face.

These strips gain the atten-

tion of every newspaper buyer as

well as passers by and have a
strong advertising value

Farrar Proffered

Advice to Lovers
Steve Farrar, of Harrisburg, 111., put over

a slicker for Colleen Moore in It Must Be
Love.

He started a column of advice for the

lovelorn by “Beatrice Barefacts” and got the

paper to call editorial attention to its new
department.

That got everyone turning to Steve’s ad-

vertisement, and when they got there, they

read it through, though it palpably was an
advertisement. The big point was that it

was a clever idea, so it was read and re-

membered.
Steve has been pretty busy lately, staging

a harmonica contest and a Take-a-Chance
week cut down to one night.

The “money act” for this week was Ben
Bernie and his Hotel Roosevelt Orchestra,

this being a return engagement of these

radio and stage favor-

ites. Besides this musi-

cal organization there

were three other pres-

entations, the topical

review and the feature

photoplay. The latter

was “The Blonde Saint,”

First National produc-

tion with Lewis Stone

and Doris Kenyon. The
picture itself ran for 1

hour and 12 minutes,

while the complete show ran 6 minutes over

2 hours. The musical end of the perform-
ance took up 46 minutes.

Jacques Pintel, pianist, was given a chance

to uncover his talent. The orchestra, under
the direction of Willy Stahl, played Liszt's

“Thirteenth Hungarian Rhapsody” and Pin-

tel had an original piano cadenza arranged
by Stahl. Appropriate lighting effects for

the fabrics and draw curtains and floods on
the musicians were provided by Managing
Director Edward L. Hyman. Eight minutes.

Following up the overture came Eldora
Stanford, soprano, on the apron of the or-

chestra stage in the aria, “Some Day He’ll

Come,” from Puccini’s “Mme. Butterfly.”

She was spotted by a white light and the

effects used on the overture, including ma-
genta and soft green, were held over. As
an encore number the singer did “Only a

Rose,” by Friml. Seven minutes for this

number.
One artist here whose popularity seems

We don’t hear from Steve very often these
days, but we gather that he is on the job
about seven days a week; which is plenty.

never to wear out is Harry Breuer, xylophon-

ist. This week he manipulated the sticks

through a medley of popular tunes, which
included “A Night in Araby,” “Tonight You
Belong to Me” and “Mary Lou.” He was
spotted from the dome by an amber light

and the lights for the overture were held

over but subdued. Breuer’s number took 3

minutes.

Ben Bernie and his Hotel Roosevelt Or-
chestra held the position preceding the fea-

ture photoplay. They appeared in full stage

on a specially built platform 2 feet off the

stage. There were two pianos on the plat-

form. The opening disclosed a front drop
of the exterior of the Hotel Roosevelt, this

drop proving to be a transparency through
which the orchestra was visible as the lights

dimmed up behind the curtains. Backing up
the whole set was a black cyclorama in

front of which were golden lattices covering
the whole opening.

Bernie’s repertoire included the late popu-
lar selections, which he has had especially

arranged. Among them, “Because I Love
You” was done as solos by cornet, trombone
and vocalists, with a chorus of “Falling in

Love,” worked in to break up the two chor-
uses of “Because I Love You.” A highlight

for “My Sweetheart” was the playing of the

chorus by three saxophones in waltz time.

To close up the presentation with a bang,
Bernie brought on a young man who did the

fastest “Charleston” ever put on exhibition

at this theatre and to show that he is up on
all the latest stuff, encored with “Black Bot-
tom.” This presentation took up 1 hour and
12 minutes.

Added Selling Talk

To Radio Broadcast

COLLEEN WCa -l ff MUST BE LOWE

A TREY OF HEARTS AND THE ACE AT ASHEVILLE, N. C.

H. M. King, Jr., of the Imperial Theatre, designed this very attractive dis-
play for It Must Be Love. As these heart shapes will be useful for other

titles, part of the cost can be written off this release.

Because radio figures in the Chadwick pro-

duction of Devil’s Island deals with a radio

episode, the Colonial Radio Corporation is

co-operating through its local dealers with

the producers.

A street wagon has been built which
catches whatever may be on the air and
deals it out to the crowds collected in front

of the perambulator. At the end of a selec-

tion the operator cuts in a short message
about the picture and the theatre at which
it is playing, suggesting that this is a part

of the regular radio program. This gives

the sales talk more importance than if it

were known that it emanated merely from
the wagon.
For the New York run more than 50,000

fake automobile summonses were put out,

while in another city a group of convicts

were put out, presumably from Devil’s Isl-

and. It was effective, but by no means new.
Forty years ago convicts perambulated the
streets for The Black Flag, if you can re-

member that far back. It still got enough
interest to call for police intervention.

Devil’s Island is being put over with a
variety of stunts, but they all seem to click.
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Mixed Five Bad Girls With Three Bad Men

IT WAS EASY TO GET VALENTINO INTO A STORE WINDOW
John Scanlon did this for the Alhambra Theatre, Torrington, Conn., and added

a cutout to the display of stills. It’s a fine example of good windov/ dress-

ing. Note the book display over to the left. The store sold books.

Sold on Relics
Frank J. Miller, of the Modjeska Theatre,

Augusta, Ga., had a loan display of relics of

the Spanish American War to advertise

Across the Pacific, including a full uniform

of those times. Backing this up, the Span-

ish War Veterans were his guests one even-

ing. marching to the theatre in a body.

He effected a tie up with the Naval Re-
cruiting Service and used a mechanical dis-

play across the top of the lobby.

Get the Full
Effect of
Your
Bill-Board
Publicity

!

Use Ensign
Dates
* Three popular sizes 7x28 (50 for

$2.00; 100 for $2.50); 9x42, (50 for

$2.50; 100 for $3.00); 28x42 (25 for

$4.00; 50 for $5.50).

Your own copy printed on non-fading
stock, in any color ink. Printed and
shipped day order is received, parcel

post special delivery. We have hun-
dreds of satisfied customers among the

Motion Picture managers in Michigan,
Ohio, Penna., Ky., Ind., and Illinois.

Union work and label. Send us your
copy. You’ll be surprised.

THE ENSIGN COMPANY
BATTLE CREEK. MICHIGAN

•Prices on other sizes, hangers, street car

signs on request. We do all kinds of block
' letter work.

Five Bad Qirls

For Three Bad Men
At the Kansas Theatre, Wichita, the five

girl ushers looked about as tough as they
make them during the run of Three Ead
Men. They wore sombreros and necker-

chiefs and packed six-guns on their hips

in approved Western style and while they

probably would have run from a mouse,
they looked the part and helped the picture

over.

The box office was made over into a log

hut, with a neat row of guns tacked too

high for small boys to reach, and the hut

was flanked by three sheets. Milk bottle

hangers were used by a dairy company and
a cooperative page carried cuts in each ad-

vertisement. The page helped to loosen up
the news columns for special stories.

San Francisco Paper

Played Up a Serial
It’s not an easy matter to persuade a big

city newspaper to help along on a serial,

but M. S. Vidaver, of the Mission and Fill-

more theatres, San Francisco, hooked the

Call to “Fighting for Buffalo Bill” the Uni-
versal serial.

THE NEWSPAPER LAYOUTS

The Call published a special edition for

the Mission district, and Vidaver knew he
could crash with some good stuff, so he
borrowed some Indian equipment from a

local store, took four boys over to a vacant
lot and let them “play Indian” while he
worked the camera. Then he used the pic-

tures to sell the Call on sponsoring the

initial matinee and the Call saw the value

to the circulation department and got behind
the scheme with a story a day for a week.
Only four of the stories are shown in the

cut, but there were seven all told.

You can get even the big newspapers if

you offer them something they want in ex-
change for what you are after.

A SIMPLE WAY OF MAKING A CAGE FOR CIRCUS PLAYS
Barry Burke, of the Palace Theatre, Dallas, used these banners to advertise

a distribution of animal crackers for the Publix presentation, Circus Week,
giving more than 3,000 packages to children at matinees.
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Scanlon’s Time Cards Help to Sell His Tickets

This Tin Qod Was
Effectively Qood

JOSEPH F. KENNEDY BURBSIOGE’S

HUNT
A STRIKING POSTER PREPARED BY F. B. O.

Even in the black and white this 24-sheet has considerable vigor, but in

colors it is a knockout and will fade any competing bills. Made for the Bur-
bridge picture.

G. R. Stewart, of the Sterling Theatre,

'Greeley, Col., sends in a photograph of the

Tin God designed by Mrs. Stewart for the

Meighan picture. It gives a good idea of

the construction.

MRS. STEWART’S IDEA

The big point in this construction is that

adhesive (friction), tape was used instead

of solder, so that the goods could be put

back in stock after use. Other managers

who used the same idea had to pay for

the material.

The face is a dishpan with cake cutter

eyes and an oval cutter for a mouth. The
nose is a funnel.

The body is a washboiler cover with pipe

arms, soap dish hands and spoon fingers,

while the legs are flour sifters with stove-

pipe elbow knees and covered baking tins

for feet.

It is cleverly done and will get a lot of

attention in any window.

Local Stuff
King Vidor used to live in Galveston, so

when he played La Boheme at the Queen
Theatre, Eddie Collins offered prizes for

the best letters telling about him. Local

pride won, as usual.

Scanlon’s Schedule

Helps Ticket Sales
John J. Scanlon, of the Alhambra Thea-

tre, Torrington, Conn., sends in a card which
he gets out twice a year, or rather which
he persuades a local merchant to get up for

him. He has been using it for several years

and both he and the merchant are satisfied

with the results.

Like most theatres, the showing times vary
with the season and also by days, the show-
ing times on holidays being different from
the weekday schedule.

These cards, which are small enough for

the vest pocket, are printed with the com-
plete details. One card is issued with the

commencement of the fall season and the

other gives the Summer schedule.

The house get about two-thirds of the

space and the merchant the remainder, but
the merchant pays for the cards and Scan-
lon distributes them. They are sent mostly
to persons who are not in touch with the
local paper, but they are handy for refer-

ence and most cards are preserved.

Fashion Shows Help

to Sell Fig Leaves
Fig Leaves is a made-to-order title for a

fashion show hook-up and all over the coun-
try managers have been making important
money from the combination.
Recently the Capitol Theatre, Altoona, Pa.,

hooked the picture to a local store which
not only supplied the dresses and models
for the show at the theatre, but gave a gen-
erous section of its window display for a

week in advance.

Every package that went out that week
carried an artificial leaf with a red tag stat-

ing that it was the original leaf worn by
Eve in the Garden of Eden and inviting the

reader to come to the Capitol and see what
Modern Eves are wearing. The reverse side

carried the store. The green leaf and the

red tag made a combination not to be ig-

nored.

The result was that the house was packed
and both sides of the show won favor.

MAKING PATHE HAPPY IN SALT LAKE CITY
The display given Theda Bara in a Hal Roach two reeler at the Paramount-
Empress is level with the five-reel feature, for George Editor Carpenter

knows show values and realizes that a two-reeler can draw money.
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Hooked a Vacuum Cleaner to Tramp, Tramp, Tramp

HOOKING A VACUUM CLEANER TO TRAMP, TRAMP, TRAMP
There is nothing about cleaners in the Langdon comedy—if you except the

—

cvclone—but W. S. Perutz, of the Rialto Theatre, Chattanooga, tied the pic-

ture to the power company and got a fine co-operation idea.

Railroad Stuff for

A Runaway Express
Getting railroad atmosphere for The

Runaway Express was not as simple in

Charlotte, N. C, as it is in many places.

James Cartledge, of the Alhambra theatre,

had to unwind a lot of red tape to procure

the loan of a spare switch from the rail-

road, and it took a lot of argument to per-

suade the store keeper to let go a dozen

fusees, but they were obtained along with

several signal lanterns, and served to dec-

orate the house very colorfully.

The 6-sheet was divided so that the break-

ing dam was on one side of the lobby and
the train on the other. Then men shown in

the cut are not a lobby ballyhoo but are

ushers in the overalls they wore the three

days before the showing
;
which is the proper

time to costume the ushers.

- At night the switch was placed at the

curb, with the lamp lit, showing red up and
down the street and green in the direction

of the lobby. At times a red fusee would
be touched off, to get extra attention.

They played to three good days with about

$100 over the best previous record for a

Saturday night.

Had ’Em Quessing
Griffith in Wet Paint was the attraction

at the Rialto theatre, Lincoln, Neb., when
the lobby was. being redecorated, and the

patrons seemed to think that the “wet paint”

signs used by the painters were part of the

lobby display.

A lot of finger marks had to be painted

over, but the extra business more than cov-

ered the extra paint.

Two For Mary
Sam Hammond used two bolsters for

Lovey Mary at the Egyptian theatre, Green-
ville, S. C.

The first was a treat to the local orphan
asylum, with bannered busses and refresh-
ments. The other bullseye was a irural

lobby that was based on a latticed fence. It

looked so inviting that the patrons swarmed
into the theatre.

Palm Beach Regatta
Staging a pair of motorboat races put

over The Palm Beach Girl to increased re-

ceipts at the Strand theatre, Knoxville.

The event was held the Saturday before

the picture opened. Boats of more than 80

horsepower went over a twelve-mile course

for prizes of three, two and one months’
passes, while craft of from 8 to 15 horse-

power competed for a silver cup. All en-
trants saw the picture.

There is no novelty to a masked man on
the street, even if he does wear evening
clothes in the daytime, but Rodney Bush
put over The Social Highwayman with just

that stunt for the Galax theatre, Birming-
ham, and it worked as well as ever.

Another out of the archives as an old safe

in the lobby with a prize to anyone who
opened it.

Worked Many Ideas

on Langdon Comedy
Demonstrating that a stunt does not have

to be closely related to a picture, W. S.

Perutz, of the Rialto theatre, Chattanooga,
tied Tramp, Tramp, Tramp to the Tennessee
Light and Power Company.
The latter puzzle was used with a Hoover

cleaner as the first prize, and each envelope
was good for the cleaning of one rig. That
looked like something for nothing, but natur-
ally the company was only too glad of an
opportunity to demonstrate the device. They
gladly gave a large window display and came
in on a cooperative page.

This page was nicely handled and gave
considerable of a push to the business.

Fifty Boy Scouts were guests of the house
at each of the showing for three days, each
squad making a parade to the theatre in

time for the five o’clock show.
Four shoe stores were given 1,000 heralds

each, with their ads on the back, and these
were put out by the stores, while a taxi

company donated their spare tire cards to
the idea that riding was better than the
Tramp, Tramp, Tramp.

On Commission
At a recent Kid Matinee at the Imperial

theatre, Jacksonville, Fla., Charlie Morri-
son made a proposition to the youngsters to
give a free admission to each child bringing
ten other children to the Wednesday or
Thursday matinee of The Cat’s Pajamas.
About 75 youngsters got busy and some

not only brought children but adults. As
the adult admission was three times that

charged for children, the youngsters de-
manded credit for three kids on each adult.

They got it, of course.

SWITCHING THE PATRONS INTO THE ALHAMBRA
James Carledge. of Charlotte. N. C.. got the loan of a switch for curb decora-
tion. For the lobby he split the 16-sheet very cleverly. With the use of signal

fuses and lanterns he made a Saturday night record.
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Got a Striking Bally With a Signed Football

GETTING A KICK OUT OF RED GRANGE DOWN IN TEXAS
C. W. Taylor and his exploitation man, Morris Vaughn, framed this stunt
for One Minute to Play. The star and title are lettered, but sink into the
background in the photo. It helped the R. and R. Theatre to extra sales.

Big Special Stunts

Helped Fig Leaves
In Birmingham, Ala., Walter S. Crosbie,

of the Ritz Theatre, had the help of the

Fox expoiteer in putting over Fig Leaves
with an extra bang. They worked to such

effect that a new record was hung up.

The first gun was the enclosure of natural

fig leaves in envelopes printed with “What
Modern Eve Used to Wear” and a refer-

ence to the coming of the picture. Backing
this 1,500 telephone calls advised subscribers

to be sure nor to miss the showing of the

picture.

The day before the picture was due an

eighty-foot banner was flung across the

front of a building close enough to the

theatre to make a pointing fist appropriate.

This was a hotel emptied before demolition,

and it gave a fine flash.

As this was the initial showing in the

south, the Mayor consented to be at the

station to welcome the film, and the cel-

luloid arrived in a special box painted blue

and decorated with fig leaves. This was
loaded into an auto with ostentatious care

and taken to the theatre, where the can

presently appeared in the lobby filled with

fig leaves.

The Mayor occupied a box at the first

evening showing and gave his approval to

the picture and a style review in which
seven local girls modeled fall fashions. The
leader of the models was the “Miss Bir-

mingham” of this season.

The opening day the queue extended to

the next block, and business held through-

out the engagement.

Sold the Lions
G. R. Stewart, of the Sterling theatre,

Greeley, Col., not only used the man and
lion perambulators on Hold That Lion, but

weekly luncheon of the Lion’s Club and ca-

he had the lion end of the team invade the

voort about the room while a friendly mem-
ber yelled “Hold That Lion.”

A Signed Football

Helps Quarterback
Presenting a football, ostensibly signed by

Richard Dix, for use in a local football game
got a lot of attention to The Quarterback
at the Rex Theatre, Spartanburg, S. C.

Manager James H. McKoy made the pre-

sentation just before the game was started

and it served to jazz up the proceedings con-

siderably. During the rest period boys car-

ried a banner around the field and the cheer

leaders for both teams made verbal an-

nouncements in the intervals.

Both teams were guests of the Rex that

evening, and as much of the town as could

get in went along to see the fun.

With a tie-up with a sporting goods store

and football ushers for ten days in advance
of the showing, the picture went over hand-

somely.

Historical Society

Approves Frontier
Bruce Godshaw, Chicago exploiteer for

Universal, made a real score when he sold

the Chicago Historical Society on a specia

matinee of The Flaming Frontier at the

Randolph Theatre.

The officials approved the accuracy of the

play and were glad to accept the invitation

for a special morning performance.

It holds Saturday lectures at various cen-

tres for the school children, and the tickets

were prorated these centres and awarded
the youngsters who had the best attendance

records for the regular series.

These naturally went back and told their

fellows, who came in later on regular admis-

sions, but this additional sale is of slight

value compared to the stamp of the society’s

approval.

A NOVEL MECHANICAL BANNER FOR LON CHANEY IN THE TRAP AT CHARLOTTE, N. C.

Janies Cartledge, of the Alhambra, arranged this display so that the trap door was continually opening and closing.

At night the head was lighted with a green baby spot. To get attention, a stick was placed against the motor so

that it would sound as though the noise were being caused by the opening and closing of the doors.
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Title Should Be Given. Emphasis Above Picture

Qood Title Display

Better Than Picture
A pair of three tens from the Lyric Thea-

tre, Birmingham, Ala., gives emphasis to the

fact that prominence is largely a matter

of display. Both are the same size and
yet one has double the display value of the

other. The one with the large L was used

the day before the opening, making the “It’s

here!” a trifle premature.

T> /
here/

Tomorrow

The romance of t girl in the

Land of Promiae—homeaeek-

era in aearch of gold, liberty

and happiness.

Greater Than "The Iron

Horae”—Don’t Mia* It

Wm. Fo* Presents

''l

USED THE DAY BEFORE
Here the title stands well up, with the

three title characters in a row to carry on
the suggestion. With a fairly open spacing,

this gives a splendid smash.
The second example is used for the sec-

ond day of the run, and does not carry as

much punch.

3 Bad Men Arrived and Took Birmingham by Storm.

It’s Greatness and Massiveness Exceeded All Expec-

tations. Greater Than ‘‘The Iron Horse”

LYRIC
TOMORROW

Until

USUAL LYRIC
PRICES

NOT AS PROMINENT

This seems to have been based on a two-
column mat, set cornerwise in the space.

Used as a two, this would have given a big

display for the space, but set into the three

it loses in prominence very materially. If

you will cover the surrounding material so

that only the mat section shows, you will

find that the space then becomes almost as

prominent as in the other example and the

one and two seem to drop back into their

proper place.

Used as the centre of a large display,

these figures come up to give 123 Bad Men,
which is too many to be interesting. Em-
ploying the cut as a three-column, it would
have paid to rout out the first two figures

to gain greater prominence for the “three.”

As it stands, these two figures detract from
the display value of the three, where they

do not have this effect when used in their

proper measure.
A better treatment of this mat would have

been to cut off the top portion and the un-

necessary figures, setting the remainder of

the cut squarely on its base with white

space or small panels on either side. Even
so small a matter as framing the cut with

one point rule would have helped the dis-

play.

Probably with the picture so well put over

in the advance the matter was comparatively

unimportant, but even at that it is im-

portant always to get the best possible re-

sult in the space you are paying for. If a

little extra care will sell even a dozen extra

tickets it all helps.

One Inch Single

Sells Succinctly
There is not very much to this one inch

single from Chicago, which we reproduce

in the original size, but if this one-inch sells,

then it is all that is required.

G
Notional IhfutrM Corp.
Cottase OroTe near 7«th

R O V E
LON CHANEY in

"The Penalty”

BRIEF BUT EFFECTIVE

It does not tell much, but it gives star and

title, and it does well enough where heavy

line rates make large spaces almost pro-

hibitive. In some small towns you could

get at least an eighth of a page for what
this single inch costs in Chicago.

Small Cut Carries

Plenty of Display
Eldrid Fisher, of the Gem Theatre, Pine-

ville, Ky., does not figure that he has to

have a lot of cut. In a two-eights for The

Talker he uses only the title cut, with a

portrait of Miss Nilsson, and makes that

carry ample display. By using white space,

he gets an inviting space with a minimum of

cut.

The printer has made a nice set-up for

this, with each bank of type helping the

others. There is a good top line, a listing

of the well-known players, and five lines

of six point going more fully into details,

all so invitingly done that it is vastly more
effective than it would have been had an
effort been made to use larger faces in the

mistaken idea that these would carry more
appeal.

PRETTY DISPLAY

In most instances type is merely the ve-
hicle for your idea and not a self-seller. An:

argument in 18-point is no more convinc-
ing than the same words set in a ten, and"

the ten point may be easier to read.

Second Week Space

Sells Boheme Well
Loew’s Columbia Theatre, Washington,

sells La Boheme in its second week to even

FOR A SECOND WEEK
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Strong Black Design Yields a Good Single

greater advantage than the opening, though

something went wrong with the cut. Gen-
erally cuts are a safe bet in Washington,

but this one failed to come through.

For the second week the sales talk has

to do with the first week’s success and this

is conveyed in a few lines of especially well

written copy. There is an absence of ad-

jectives that suggests that the copy writer

felt that he did not have to exaggerate

about the hit; that the success was so well

marked that it has only to be alluded to.

The result is far more convincing than too

extravagant praise.

Qood Single Made
From a Fox Stock

This single column space based on a Fox
stock cut, is from the Grand Theatre, Terre
Haute, Ind., and not only sells Fig Leaves
but in a five-inch measure makes a specific

appeal for two other program features. It

is shown in original size.

GRAND-Today
YOUR LAST TWO DAYS TO

SEE THIS BEAUTI-
FUL PICTURE.

Have You Heard the Popular
Jack O’Grady Varsity

Entertainers?

SUNDAY

“BACHELOR BRIDES”
ROD LA ROCQUE”

A NEAT SINGLE

No more than this is needed, and this

might even have been cut an inch without
materially spoiling the effect. It is a good
ad if it sells tickets, and this probably did
that very nicely, followng an earlier sales

campaign. There is no sense in wasting
two column spaces where ones will work
unless you want to help the publisher pay
his bills.

Selling Lines Are
Best Kept Well Up

Possibly John Gilbert is a better seller in

Detroit than Lillian Gish, but even at that

we think the Pantheon Theatre made an
error in keeping her name down, even
though the type set gives her almost as much
prominence as the hand lettering for Gil-

bert.

AS THE DASHKO TOET LOVER AND

LILLIAN GISH
Exquisitely fragile as **Mlnu"

SUPPORTED BY . _
Renee Adoree — Roy D’Arcy — Karl Dane

AND OTHERS *

SLIGHTING MISS GISH
Possibly this was made through cutting

and pasting, which made it necessary to

hold Gilbert large, since he is a part of the

star design above, but the name would have
worked as well set in type, with the name
cut from the star.

From another angle it does not look well

to mix type and hand letters in a single

section. This is not up to the Valentine’s

best work.

Design Saves Space
For a Small Single

The North Centre Theatre, Chicago, uses
an inch and a half single for its Sunday

UNCOIN AND ROBEY AT IRVIN8 PARK U.VO

TODAY ONLY:
LEATRICE JOY In

‘"THE CLINGING VINE’
AttMlN HAND and HU BandNew Novel ’’Overturact’*
Tomor.—.“Aiidnleht Kiss”

•Mrt. v
8t Eve, 50c. 20«

DESIGN SAVES SPACE

ads and saves money by giving most of this

to a design. Getting away from the rest

of the page with this border, it is able to

put over Leatrice Joy in The Clinging Vine,

a musical attraction and the underline.

Where not too many houses use the same
idea, the design is ideal for a small space,

since this gives the necessary attraction

value at the least possible cost. Using the

oval, the design actually takes but three

lines from the height, getting most of the

display from the slanting lines to the cor-

ners. This is an exceedingly useful device.

More Type Lines

Might Help Here
If you will compare the type inset in this

space for the State Theatre, Pittsburgh,

with the general hand lettering, you will

probably agree that this is far more legible.

Apparently the State is trying to get extra

display through the use of a lighter space
than its neighbors, but the same effect can
be gained through the use of some hand
lettering and more light faced type.

WAGNER BROS
presen/—

'

9(1Official
IRENE RICH

CONWAY TEARLE
STyART HOLMES •• JANE V/TI KITOH

MIDNITE FROLIC TONITE •

N E XT VEE ^
.y/te NATION'S IDOL,

HAROLD
"RED"

GRANGE
" One MTnute
To Play"

MIDNITE FROLIC TONIGHT
INCLUDE3

WARNERS* NEWS

RALPH HARRISON
AND HIS

MIDNITE SONS
IN A

Specially Arrangad Program

FIFTH AVE-
y\

DOWNTOWN

LIGHT FOR CONTRAST
The idea is sound policy, but the letter-

ing is a little too irregular to serve its pur-
pose. This space puts over My Official Wife
nicely, but it might be a trifle more distinct.

Animates an Eleven
For The Quarterback at the Riviera Thea-

tre. Knoxville, Fred W. Brunelle used a
shadow box showing a football field with a
huge crowd of spectators. In front of the

backing an endless belt carried a set of fig-

ures toward one of the goals. It was effec-

tive in helping to sell tickets.
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“Corporal Kate”
Vera Reynolds and Julia Faye (jive Lite to lale

Of Two Girls Who Did Their Bit in the Big War

G IVING a THOUGHT to the women
in the World War, “Corporal Kate”

tells the adventures of two girls whose work

in a barbershop gets them in contact with a

pull which in turn gets them a chance to go

to France to entertain the soldiers. They
have framed up a very amateurish and con-

ventional song and dance act, but they make

up in personality what they lack in artistic

finish and then land in a rest billet with a

stable for their home.

Kate early wins the attention of Jackson

Clark, a society man, and Becky conceives a

hopeless passion for the same engaging

soldier. The complication is supplied by the

appearance of Evelyn, an old friend of Jack-

son’s who is engaged to an officer in the fly-

ing corps, but whom Kate supposed to be

Jackson's sweetheart.

For his sake she guides the girl in a re-

treat, due to a German invasion, and loses

an arm in the process, but of course it all

turns out so that they live happily ever

after.

Starting as comedy, the action back of the

lines drops to farce and at times to horse-

play, but with the German onslaught turns

to stark tragedy with Julia Faye contribu-

ting a splendid bit of acting in a death scene

that is gripping because there is so little

artifice. She does not flop around in the

traditional death throes. She just lies there

and lets the life tide ebb happy in the arms

of the man she has made her idol. For the

moment she steals the play, but it swung
back to Miss Reynolds in time for the

clinch.

Once past the development of the plot, the

story moves with speed and humor and
there is a rough and tumble between the

two girls and the inevitable hardboiled Ser-

geant that will get a laugh anywhere.

The military atmosphere is done with the

fidelity of a war drama, and not even the

big hits give a more realistic battle picture

than the destruction of this town. It is ab-

solute realism.

Miss Reynolds is attractive in the title role

and Kenneth Thompson makes a soldier any
Red Cross girl would be interested in, while

Harry Allen aids the comedy with his imper-

sonation of the Sergeant.

“Corporal Kate” is lacking in literary

values. It will not make much of an appeal

to the highbrows. It is not even a' very good

development of the story, but it is going to

please those who like entertainment even

though it may fail to satisfy the critics. It

has audience appeal in abundance and should

get over.

Vera Reynolds in
“Corporal Kate”

A Paul Sloane Production
From story by Zelda Sears and Marion Orth

A Producers Distributing Corp. Picture

CAST:
jvnte .Vera Reynolds
Becky Julia Faye
Evelyn Majel Coleman
Jackson Kenneth Thomson
Williams Harry Allen

Length—7,460 Feet

Kate and Becky, two girls working in a

barber shop, use pull and are sent to France
as entertainers. Up in the front lines, one
loses her heart and her life, the other loses

her heart and an arm but wins a husband.
Fine comedy and human interest story of

the woman’s side of the World War.

“Stranded In Paris”
Bebe Daniels Is Seen to Fine Advantage in

a Snappy Story of an American Girl Abroad

BEBE DANIELS, ably abetted by Ford

Sterling and a well chosen cast, gets full

value out of a nicely complicated story of a

girl who wins a round trip ticket to Paris

and loses the return half almost immediately

on her arrival. To make matters worse, the

man she meets on the boat cannot locate her

Adolph Zukor and Jesse L. Lasky Present
Bebe Daniels iin

“Stranded in Paris”
Based on play, “Jenny’s Escapade,” by Hans

Bachwitz and Fritz Jacbbstetter
Directed by Arthur Rosson

A Paramount Picture
CAST:

Julie McPadden Bebe Daniels
Robert Van Wye James Hall
Count Pasada Ford Sterling
Therese Halstead Iris Stuart
Countess Pasada Mabel Julienne Scott

Herr Rederson Tom Ricketts
Mrs. Van Wye Helen Dunbar
Mrs. Halstead Ida Darling
Pettipan George Grandee
Schwab Andre Lanoy

Length—6,106 Feet

Julie wins round trip to Paris but loses

return half and gets a job. She is mistaken
for a countess at a fashionable resort and
the arrival of her supposed husband compli-
cates matters, but she extricates herself.

Clean farce comedy with fast fun.

since the pension at which she expects to

stop has been demolished.

She gets a job with a dressmaker on sheer

nerve and through an error is mistaken for

the Countess Pasada at a fashionable health

resort. To complicate matters, the Count
turns up and spends the night in her suite

—in the bathtub.

Meanwhile her sweetheart’s sister sends

for him and he arrives in time to gather the

impression that Julie is looser than ashes, a

belief fostered by the Countess, who chases

Julie all over the place with a revolver.

The middle action of the play is a succes-

sion of fresh complications cunningly de-

vised and nicely directed. It keeps the action

mounting in ever-accelerating action until

the desperate Julie commandeers a tally-ho

and gives chase to the departing Robert with

a deckload of character witnesses. The four

horses run away and Robert experiences a

sudden change of heart, preventing a fatal

accident, but piling up the coach.

Miss Daniels has the best role that has

fallen to her lot in a long time and she

takes advantage of every opportunity. Her
pantomime when she endeavors to explain

to the gensdarmes that she has been robbed
and succeeds only in creating the im-

pression that she has lost her dog is a de-

lightful bit of work, and she handles natural-

ly a sequence in which she creates the im-
pression of intoxication, though in reality

she is partly etherized, having sought refuge
from the Countess on the operating table.

It is all clean fun handled in excellent

taste, and one of the fastest farces of the
season. It is stressed, but not too wildly im-
probable, and the runaway makes an exciting

and dramatic finish with a punchy fadeout.

Ford Sterling, as the Count, is not per-

mitted to walk away with the situations. He
is given ample opportunity, but does not get

a chance to steal the screen. Mabel Julienne
Scott, as the Countess, is another able sec-

onder and there is a poodle that contributes

not a little of the fun. James Hall, as the
hero, has little to do, but does that well, and
the general support is entirely satisfactory.

Even George Marion, Jr., contributes some-
what to the success of the story by writing
sub-titles instead of forced jokes. There are
only a couple of palpable wise cracks. The
story does not need the aid of comedy titles.

It is good in its own right.
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“The White Black Sheep”
Richard Barthelmess Stars in Picturesque and
Colorful Story of British Forces in Palestine

December 18, 1926

C
ONTINUING WHAT APPEARS to

be a fixed policy of making each of

his pictures an entirely different type

from its predecessors, Richard Barthelmess’

newest production for First National. “The
White Black Sheep” is a story of the Brit-

ish forces in Palestine, with the star in much
of the footage appearing in Arabian cos-

tume.

The story is really melodrama and con-

cerns the rehabilitation of a young English-

man who accepts disgrace to shield a wo-
man and eventually wins glory and his

father’s forgiveness by frustrating a revolu-

tionary plot of the natives. There is also a

F RED HUMES, WHO GAINED popu-

larity as a star of two-reel westerns

Carl Laemmle presents
“Prowlers of the Night’’
Starring Fred Humes

Directed by Ernst Laemmle
CAST

Jack Norton Fred Hume
Anita Parsons Barbara Kent
AI Foster Slim Cole
George Moulton John T. Prince

Length—4,390 feet.

Jack, a sheriff is wounded and helped by
Anita, who appears to be mixed up with the
bandit gang. He finally trails them to their
hide-out, rescues Anita, who has been forced
to aid them, and captures the gang. Stir-

ring action western.

OATRONS who like exciting action and
emotional melodrama will find it a-plenty

in “Going Crooked,” a William Fox produc-
tion adapted from John Golden’s successful
stage play of the same title.

The story concerns the romance of a girl

crook and an assistant district attorney and
the plot includes a clever pearl necklace
robbery by the girl disguised as an old wo-
man, a daring holdup and theft of a valu-
abe diamond, the framing of an innocent lad
for murder, the last minute proof of his
innocence, resulting in his being literally

snatched from electrocution.

romance between the hero and a native

girl who aids him all through his troubles,

including imprisonment and torture when
he is in the hands of the plotters and is

posing as a deaf and dumb man.

Director Sidney Olcott has given this

story a large scale production with a num-
ber of big sets and several spectacular

scenes in which large numbers of natives

and soldiers are seen, such as the descent

of hundreds of native horsemen on the fort

and their capture through a ruse. Barthel-

mess gives a sincere performance but has
had roles that suited him much better. Patsy
Ruth Miller is excellent as the native girl,

an unusual type for her.

The production is colorful and picturesque

and while the story is not marked by any
heights of drama or thrills with the ex-

ception of the torture scene which is some-

makes his second appearance in the stellar

role of features of this type in the Universal
Blue S'reak Western “Prowlers of the
Night.”

As is usual with Westerns, the story fol-

lows along familiar lines with minor varia-
tions of well-known formulas that have
proved their audience value, the appeal being
dependent largely on action and thrills, of
which there are a plentiful supply in this

offering. There is gunplay, fist-fighting and
an exciting if not an altogether plausible
climax where the hero, posing as a bandit,
enters the gangs’ hangout and when discov-
ered fights his way to freedom with a good
thrill in a scene on a cliff ledge with the
girl.

This picture goes the whole gamut of
emotions from comedy relief to strong
drama which a strongly pathetic mother
love scene where the boy is sentenced. There
is an oriental atmosphere to the thieves’ den
with regular serial trimmings including trick
devices, sliding panels, etc., and a villain
who is supposed to have a fake hand.

There is plenty of excitement all the way
through, with the action moving a fast pace
and the suspense maintained at high pitch.
Bessie Love gives a fine performance of the
leading role with Oscar Shaw effectively
handling the opposite role. Gustav Von Sef-
fertitz is an exceptionally villainous villain
whie Edwin Kennedy contributes comedy as
the detective.

“Going Crooked” is an exceptionally good
picture of its type.

what gruesome, it will probably find favdr
with the average audience and please

Barthelmess fans.

Inspiration Pictures presents
Richard Barthelmess in
“The White Black Sheep”
Directed by Sidney Olcott
A First National Picture

CAST:
Robert Kincairn .Richard Barthelmess
Zelie Patsy Rath Miller
El Rahib Gino Corrado
Kadir Albert Prisco
Yanuf Erville Anderson

Length—6,798 feet.

Accepting disgrace to save a woman, Rob-
ert, a young Englishman, joins the army in

Palestine and aided by Zelie, a native, he
succeeds in getting information that results
in thwarting a native rebellion, and makes
Zelie his wife. Colorful dramatic story with
plenty of action.

Humes gives a good account of himself

and the story holds the interest. The lead-

ing lady, a newcomer, Barbara Kent, is at-

tractive and gives a good performance. She
has the marks of a real “find.” The sup-

porting cast is entirely adequate with Slim
Cole an effective villain, and there are some
very attractive exteriors. Altogether,
“Prowlers of the Night,” should prove a
satisfactory program attraction, with audi-
ences that like Westerns. It has snap and
plenty of action.

William Fox presents
“Going Crooked”

Featuring Bessie Love
Based on John Golden’s play.

Directed by George Melford.
CAST:

Mario Bessie Love
Banning Oscar Shaw
Mordaunt Gustav Von Setferitz
Detective Edwin Kennedy
Rogers Leslie Fenton
Mother ...Lydia Knott
Croo,J Bernard Siegel

Length—5,425 feet.

Marie, a girl crook, falls in love with
Banning who has convicted Rogers of a
murder. Believing him innocent he sets a
trap and finally catches the real murderer
and hearing Marie’s story forgives and mar-
ries her. Thrilling crook melodrama with
strong human interest.

“Prowlers of the Night”
Fred Humes Makes Second Appearance as Star
of Universal Series of Blue Streak Westerns

“Going Crooked”
Exciting Crook Melodrama Has Well-Sustained
Suspense and Abundance of Action and Thrills
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“Love ’Em and Leave ’Em”
Real Stage Success Is Put Over on the Screen
With Excellent Acting and Careful Direction

December 18, 1926

WORKING with one or last season’s
real stage successes, Frank Tuttle has

made an entertaining and somewhat differ-

ent screen play from the story of a big
department stores. Possibly shop people
will find inaccuracies in both stage and
picture versions, but the atmosphere is

convincing if not accurate, and the direc-

tor has worked in a surprisingly large

amount of comedy relief that really is

amusing and not merely farcical interrup-

tion. There are scores of clever bits that

materially aid the general effect including a

capital fadeout.

But it is not direction alone. Evelyn
Brent, in the lead, is not a typical store

girl, but she plays with deftness of touch
and with Osgood Perkins stages a fight that

rocks Milton Sills on his throne. Perkins
is a race track tout who is holding out on
Mayme’s sister the result of a successful

bet. The money will save the girl from
disgrace as a defaulter of the store club’s

funds. Mayme gets it and he comes after

it, with the result that they fight all over
the room and Miss Brent does a football

tackle that would gain her a place on any
varsity eleven. Louise Brooks has the more
colorful role as the flapper sister and makes
full use of her opportunities. Lawrence
Gray, as the hero, is agreeable.

“Love ’Em and Leave ’Em” is decidedly

good entertainment for the average patron.

Adolph Zukor and Jesse L. Lasky Present
“Love ’Em and Leave ’Em’’
A Frank Tuttle Production

Based on play by John V. Weaver and
George Abbott

A Paramount Picture
CAST:

Mayme Walsh Evelyn Brent
Bill Billingsley Lawrence Gray
Janie Walsh Louise Brooks
Lem Woodruff Osgood Perkins
Miss Streeter Marcia Harris
Mr, Schwartz Arthur Donaldson
Miss Gimple Elsie Cavanna

Length—6075 Feet
Mayme and Janie are employees in a large

department store. Janie uses club funds to
bet on the races and throws suspicion on
Mayme. Mayme gets the money back and
wins the sweetheart Janie stole from her,
but Janie wins the boss. Amusing comedy
drama.

“Rose of the Tenements”
Shirley Mason and Johnny Harron Featured
in Human Interest Story of Slums and War

Joseph P. Kennedy presents
“Rose of the Tenements’’

With Shirley Mason and Johnny Harron
Based on “The Stumbling Herd,”

By J. A. Morosco
Directed by Phil Rosen

CAST:
Rosie Rosetti Shirley Mason
Danny Lewis Johnny Harron
Emma Goldstein Valentina Zimina
Willofsky Kalla Pascha
Tim Galligan James Gordon
Mickey Frank McGlynn, Jr.
Mrs. Kohn Mathilde Comont

Length—6,678 feet.

Rosie, an orphan, raises Danny, another
orphan, but when war breaks out he falls

under the lure of enemy propagandists.
Finally he sees the light and enlists and re-
alizes he really loves Rosie and she returns
his love. Good heart interest story and ro-
mance.

AN ADDITION TO THE list of inter-

racial romances, but furnishing a vari-

ation from the flood of Irish-Jewish stories,

is the F. B. O. picture “Rose of the Tene-
ments” which has an Italian-American angle.

Shirley Mason and Johnny Harron are the

principal players.

Heart-interest with effective touches of

pathos are the keynotes of his picture, with

Shirley Mason giving an appealing portrayal

of the strongly sympathetic characer of an
Italian orphan who raises a little foundling

and then falls in love with him but hides

her love and sees him fall into the lure of

a designing foreign spy. The action takes

place during the war and she is powerless to

keep “her boy” from following false ideals

and consorting with pacifists and spies.

Eventually he sees the light and enlists and
realizes his real love for his “Little Mother.”

The story proves moderately interesting

and the picture ranks as a pleasing audience

attraction. The situations follow along
rather obvious lines and much of the appeal

is due to the excellent work of Miss Mason
and Johnny Harron in a convincing but un-

sympathetic role as the weak-easily led lad

Valentine Zimini and Kalla Pasha give good
performances as the foreign propagandists,

and the atmosphere of the East Side slums
and patriotic fervor of war days is capably
handled. Frank McGlyn, Jr., gives a good
portrayal of an East Side bully and scrapper

and there is a good snappy fight.

“Call of the Wilderness”
Conflict Over Gold Discovery Is Keynote of
Film in Which Sandow, a Police Dog, Is Star

Van Pelt Brothers present

S
ANDOW, A WELL-KNOWN police dog
star is the featured player in the Associ-

ated Exhibitors production “Call of the

Wilderness” in which Louis Sargent and
Edna Marian have the leading human roles

with Max Asher supplying comedy relief

as a shiftless negro.

The story concerns a rich chap who is dis-

inherited and goes West settling on a home-
stead on which a prospector has found gold.

There is a clash over the rights ending in

the villains attempt to drive Louis away and
failing, he wrecks his auto pinning Louis

I

underneath. The dog brings the girl to the

rescue and then chases the villain to his

death over a high cliff. The closing scene

shows Sandow acting as nurse to the young
couple’s kiddie.

The story is built up along familiar lines

and is practically devoid of suspense. There
is a sprightly opening and much of the suc-

ceeding footage is concerned with moderate-
ly amusing comedy supplied by Max Asher
as a lazy colored driver of a balky flivver.

The climax with the auto wreck develo-

only a mild punch and altogether this picture

ranks as mediocre program entertainment.

The players are capably cast, but the

canine star has little opportunity to appear
to advantage, but what he does he does well.

Sargent makes a likeable young hero and
Miss Marian an attractive heroine.

Sandow, the dog-. In

“Call of the Wilderness”

Directed by Jack Nelson

An Associated Exhibitors Production

CAST:
Sandow Himself
Andy Horton Loots Sargent
The Girl Edna Marian
Horton, Sr. Dyndey Degray
Red Morgan A1 Smith
Joe Max Asher

Length—1.21S feet.

Attracted by a girl, Andy secured a home-
stead and incurs the enmity of Morgan, who
has discovered gold on the land. Morgan
wrecks Andy’s auto but the girl comes to
his rescue and Sandow chases Morgan over
a cliff. Good dog story with amusing com-
edy touches.



F. B. O.

BETTER MAN. Star, Richard Talmadge.
not as fast as some of the other ones by
Dick and the story wasn’t particularly clev-

er. Tone O.K. Pair appeal. Special no.

Draw general class, town about 1,000. Ad-
mission 10-25 to 15-35. H. H. Hedberg,
Amuse-U Theatre, Melville, Louisiana.

DOUBLING WITH DANGER. Star, Rich-
ard Talmadge. Not much action stuff till the
last reel which has plenty and some light
comedy. About his best. Tone fair, appeal
85 per cent. Sunday no. Draw general class,

town 150. Admission 10-30. Robert W. Hines,
Hines Theatre (150 seats), Loyalton, South
Dakota.

FIGHING BOOB. (5 reels). Star, Bob Cus-
ter. A real good western and about up to the
standard of Custer’s pictures. Think every-
one was well pleased; had some good com-
ments. Ran this on Saturday night and had
a fair crowd, but had competition so didn’t
make much above expenses. Tone good,
Appeal 90 per cent. Sunday yes, special no.
Draw general class, town 600. Admission
10-25, 15-35. W. C. Snyder, Cozy Theatre
(265 seats), Lamont, Oklahoma.

FLAME OF THE ARGENTINE. (5,004
feet). Star, Evelyn Brent. Pretty fair show.
All of Brent's pictures are good. Tone O.K.,
appeal fair. Sunday yes, special no. Draw
town, rural class, town 896. Admission 10-
25. Mrs. S. J. Brown & Son, Phoenix Thea-
tre (200 seats), Neola, Iowa.

HAIR TRIGGER BAXTER. Star, Bob Cus-
ter. A few of our fans liked this but most
of them said, “Awful.” We ran it in a
double feature program and so got by. The
salesman told me that Kennedy was not re-
leasing anything weak so this is one he
must have missed. We are trying to get up
nerve enough to book another Custer as we
bought the series. Tone good, appeal 40 per
cent. Sunday, special no. Draw farm class,
town 400. Admission 10-25. Ross S. King,
Opera House (250 seats), Barnes City, Iowa.

HANDS ACROSS THE BORDER. (6 reels).
Star, Fred Thomson. Good western action
picture which seemed to please. Fred is
a mighty active boy and that is what people
want. Those long drawn out fights where
the hero nearly gets licked don’t go down.
They want to see the hero give him one
good wallop and finish him. Tone good,
appeal 90 per cent. Sunday, special no. H.
L. Beudon, Grand Theatre, Port Allegany,
Pennsylvania.

HANDS ACROSS THE BORDER. (6 reels).
Star, Fred Thomson with Silver King.
Good at box office. Picture pleased. We
like to see Silver do his stuff. Draw gen-
eral class, town 150, Admission 10-30. Ro-
bert W. Hines, Hines Theatre 150 seats),
Loyalton, South Dakota.

IF MARRIAGE FAILS?— (6 reels). Star,
Jacqueline Logan. Nothing to it. About as
poor a picture as F. B. O. has ever sold us.
Weak, silly story about a married man mak-
ing love to a fortune teller. This type of
story just simply will not go over in a small
town and is a business killer as it gives the
self-appointed critics something to rave
about. Jacqueline Logan has done better

—

so has Clive Brook. Tone weak, appeal none.
Sunday no, special never. Draw general
sorts, town about 1,000. Admission 10-25 to
15-35. H. H'. Hedberg, Amuse-U Theatre,
Melville, Louisiana.

KING OF THE TURF. (6,210 feet). Star,
Kenneth Harlan. Good, but fell flat here.
Played Laddie ahead of it and Forlorn
River behind it—and they got the biz. R.
A. Preuss, Arvada Theatre, Arvada, Colo-
rado.

KING OF THE TURF. (6,210 feet). Star,
Kenneth Harlan. A good race track picture.
Will go over where this type is liked. Mit-
chell Conery, Columbia Theatre, Renssalaer,New York.

The Index to Reports from July
to December will run next week.
Together with the previous Index,

in the final June issue, this gives

you a complete index to every re-

port on a galaxy of box office bets,

some of which you may have
missed. And, maybe, a few gentle

warnings

!

Watch for it, preserve it, con-

sult it.

First National

BLUEBEARD’S SEVEN WIVES. (8 reels).

Star, Ben Lyon. A very good program pic-
ture: went over very well and think most
all of my patrons were well pleased as it

makes a change from the other classes of
pictures. Ran this as a Saturday night show
and had a very nice crowd and receipts
were just a little more than usual. Tone
good, appeal 90 per cent. Sunday, special
no. Draw general class, town 600. Admis-
sion 10-25, 15-35. W. C. Snyder, Cozy Thea-
tre (265 seats), Lamont, Oklahoma.

BORN RICH. (7.511 feet). Stars, Bert
Lyteil, Claire Windsor. This feature, used
with Dempsey-Tunney Fight pictures and
gave excellent satisfaction to good business.
I, however, credit the fight picture for the
draw. Tone none, appeal 60 per cent. Sun-
day, special no. Town 2,900. Admission 10-

25, 15-30. A. E. Andrews, Opera House (486
seats), Emporium, Pennsylvania.

CLASSIFIED. Star, Corinne Griffith.

This is a splendid pcture and will go over
anywhere. Think most of those who saw
it were well pleased. Did not do the amount
of business that I should, but made a little

money anyway. Tone fine, appeal 90 per
cent. Sunday yes, special no. Draw gen-
eral class, town 600. Admission 10-25, 15-35.
W. C. Snyder, Cozy Theatre (265), Lamont,
Oklahoma.

CLASSMATES. (5.982 feet). Star, Richard
Barthelmess. A good picture that, somehow,
fell flat to my mind in the last two reels.
Nice paper on this assures a good atten-
dance. Guy C. Sawyer, Town Hall, Chester,
Vermont.

FOREVER AFTER. Stars, Lloyd Hughes.
Mary Astor. One of the best little pictures
I have had in months. It will please 100
per cent and should do more business than
most all of the big specials. I say step
on this one now, while the football season
is on. It has plenty of hokum and they
eat it up. Again I say that if you pass this
up lightly you will be the loser. Tone,
Sunday O.K. Appeal 100 per cent. Special,
yes. conditions stated above. Draw from in-
dustrial town, 6,000. Admission 10-30. L. O.
Davis, Virginia Theatre (700 seats), Hazard,
Kentucky.

GRAUSTARK. (5,900 feet). Star, Norma
Talmadge, with Eugene O’Brien. Miss Tal-
madge never fails to please in the pictures
I have shown her in; so if I make announce-
ment of her name, regardless of the pic-
ture, the fans—and some who are not fans—would come. They loved her ' in Grau-
stark. Guy C. Sawyer, Town Hall, Chester,
Vermont.

HER HUSBAND’S SECRET. (6,190 feet).
Star, Patsy Ruth Miller, also Antonio Mo-
reno. Fair program picture with society
stuff predominating. Guy C. Sawyer, Town
Hall, Chester, Vermont.

HER SECOND CHANCE. Star. Anna Q. Nils-
son. A good program picture that will get by

as such, but don’t promise too much for

this one. Special, no, appeal 75 per cent.
Draw from industrial town 6,000. Admis-
sion 10-30. L. O. Davis, Virginia Theatre
(700 seats), Hazard, Kentucky.

IN EVERY WOMAN’S LIFE. (4,258 feet).

Old and shop worn. Just got by and that
was all. Some liked it. Extra added at-
traction was Harvey Clark, the mental mar-
vel—he helped to create some of the busi-
ness. Tone not much, appeal 60 per cent.
Sunday, special no. Draw general class,

town 2,900. Admission 10-25, 15-30. A. E.
Andrews, Opera House (486 seats), Empori-
um, Pennsylvania.

Fox

DIXIE MERCHANT. (5,126 feet). Star
cast. Fair horse racing picture with J.

Farrell McDonald doing some good acting.

Tone good, appeal 70 per cent. Sunday yes,

special no. H. L. Beudon, Grand Theatre,
Port Allegany, Pennsylvania.

FIGHTING BUCKAROO. (5 reels). Star,

Buck Jones. We need more westerns like
this. Drew a capacity house and they are
still telling me how good it was. Tone good,
appeal 95. per cent. Sunday yes, special no.
Draw farm class, town 400. Admission 10-

15. Ross S. King, Opera House (250 seats),
Barnes City, Iowa.

FIGHTING HEART. (7 reels). Star,
George O’Brien. One day to fair business and
I think it’s a good small town picture, al-
though rental was entirely too high for this
size town for a one-day run. Tone good, ap-
peal fair, Sunday yes, special no. R. A.
Preuss, Arvada Theatre, Arvada, Colorado.

FIRST YEAR. A good comedy drama for
the married folks. Chas. Lee Hyde, Grand
Theatre, Pierre, South Dakota.

THE FOOL. Star, Edmund Lowe. Really a
wonderful picture t'bat brought forth praise
from all who saw it, but it did not draw
well. Probably could be easily exploited
in larger centers, where people have heard
of the stage play. Edmund Lowe’s portrayal
of the minister was excellent. Fine tone,
strong appeal. Sunday, special yes. Draw
all sorts, town about a thousand. Admission
10-25 to 15-35. H. H. Hedberg, Amuse-U
Theatre, Melville, Louisiana.
THE FOOL. A fellow might as well go

to a wake for enjoyment—that’s all i can
say for this picture here. The least said the
better. Tone good, appeal hardly any. Sun-
day yes, special no. H. L. Beudon, Grand
Theatre, Port Allegany, Pennsylvania.

GENTLE CYCLONE. Star, Buck Jones.
Very good show; drew very good business
on Friday and Saturday. Good photography;
good print. Lots of comedy. Tone O. K„
good appeal. Sunday yes, special no. Draw
farm, rural class, town 896. Mrs. S. J. Brown
& Son, Phoenix Theatre (200 seats), Neola,
Iowa.

GENTLE CYCLONE. Star, Buck Jones.
Not up to the other Jones pictures from Fox.
The story was amusing, though, and there
was a good sprinkling of comedy; but the
gang wants Buck to “buck” up against a
bloodthirsty villain and do a lot of rough
riding. Tone O. K. Appeal fair. Sunday
yes, special no. Draw all sorts, town about
1,000. Admission 10-25 to 15-35. H. H. Hed-
berg, Amuse-U Theatre, Melville, Louisiana.

GENTLE CYCLONE Star, Buck Jones.
Jones is a little off in this, but We have had
so many good ones from him we can’t kick.
Too gentle. Tone good, appeal fair. No
for Sunday or special. Draw farm class,
town 412. Admission 10-25. Leveck & Gar-
ner, Benoit Auditorium (100 seats), Benoit,
Mississippi.

GILDED BUTTERFLY. Star, Alma Ru-
bens. Just a strip of program celluloid.
Some said yes, others no, when we asked if
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Dave Quits Qame, But Won’t Shake Qang
Dave Seymour, old-line showman and the man who built the Pon-

tiac Theatre Beautiful, Saranac Lake, N. Y., to prosperity (it has just been
acquired by the Schine circuit) has this to say to us:

“Retiring—got enough, maybe. Fine old game; but don’t turn your
head or somebody might switch the cards.

“I shall keep posted, and now that I will have leisure, will shoot in some
tips from time to time on pictures I see, latest ones.

“I have received many letters thanking me for my opinions: that really

touches one when he lays aside the Underwood.” DAVE.

it was liked. Call it fifty-fifty and give it

the benefit of the dohbt. Tone O. IC. Appeal
weak. Sunday yes, here, special no. Draw
all sorts, town about 1,000. Admission 10-

25 to 15-35. H. H. Hedberg, Amuse-U Thea-
tre, Melville, Louisiana.

IROS HORSE. Star, George O’Brien.

Played this after our opposition house, yet
did a good business. You know the picture

is good. Mitchell Conery, Columbia Thea-
tre, Rensselaer, New York.

Metro - Qoldwyn

CONQUERING POWER. Stars, Rudolph
Valentino, Alice Terry. An old picture and
rather dark but quite interesting. It was
the second time for me, as I ran it several

years ago, and had forgotten about it or

would not have booked; but even at that I

did better on it than the average on the
nights it ran. Tone good, appeal fair. Sun-
day yes, special no. Draw town, farm class,

town 600. Admission 10-30, 15-35. H. W.
Batchelder, Galt Theatre (175 seats), Galt,

California.

DEVIL’S CIRCUS. Star, Norma Shearer. A
good picture and Norma is a good drawing
card. Appeal 80 per cent. Admission 15-25,

15-35. Floyd G. Ward, Ward Theatre, Stark,
Kansas.

GO WEST. (6,326 feet). Star, Buster
Keaton. A dandy comedy drama. Play it If

you have not done so already. Floyd G.

Ward, Ward Theatre, Stark, Arkansas.

HIS SECRETARY. (6,423 feet). Star,

Norma Shearer. A good, clever comedy.
Pleased a hundred per cent. Tone, Sunday
good. Special no. J. H. Heick, Allen Thea-
tre, Allen, Kansas.

LA BOHEME. Stars, Gish-Gilbert. What
a picture—for the right class. Miss Gish’s
and Gilbert’s acting- is wonderful. With a
better title it might have broken even. Sad
ending which hurts picture. Nice and clean
for Sunday. Tone good, appeal fair. Special
of its kind. R. A. Preuss, Arvada Theatre,
Arvada, Colorado.

LOVEY MARY. (6,167 feet). Star, Bessie
Love. This is a nice little program; not big,

but pleasing. Would have gone better under
name of Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage Patch.
An Irish mixup and, of course, some fair

comedy. Tone O. K. Appeal, 75 per cent.
Sunday yes, special no. Draw general class,

town 3,600. Admission 10-20. Wm. A. Clark,
Sr., Castle Theatre (400 seats), Havana, Il-

linois.

MAGICIAN. (6,960 feet). Star, Alice
Terry. Cost me “plenty” and lost me “plen-
ty.” Played this one day and it sure flopped.
Rex Ingram and Miss Terry don’t mean a
thing at box office. Poor appeal. R. A.
Preuss, Arvada Theatre, Arvada, Colorado.

MARE NOSTRUM. Star, Alice Terry. If

you have the music this one will go over.
Some thought it wonderful. Business good.
Tone O. K. Good appeal. Special yes. Draw
town, country class, town 1,200. Admission
10-25. C. R. Seft, New Radio Theatre (250
seats), Correctionville, Iowa.

MONTE CARLO. (7 reels). Star. Lew
Cody. A very entertaining comedy drama.
Pleased our audience. Mitchell Conery, Co-
lumbia Theatre, Rensselaer, New York.

WAR PAINT. Star, Tim McCoy. This is a
fair western picture, but the Indian stuff,

while good in this picture, has had its day
years ago. Hence, no business. Tim Mc-
Coy did fair acting and might prove a draw-
ing card later, but lay off this Indian stuff

and puts him in good action stories. Tone O.

K. Appeal 50 per cent. Sunday yes, special

no. Draw general class, town 3,600. Ad-
mission 10-20. Wm. A. Clark, Sr., Castle
Theatre (400 seats), Havana, Illinois.

Paramount

ALOMA OF THE SOUTH SEAS. (8,544

feet). Star, Gilda Gray. This is a fair pic-

ture and Gilda Gray should get money most
anywhere. This feature flopped for me, due
to extreme bad weather both days: however,
it pleased, and feel sure it will go over most
anywhere. The dances and some of the love
scenes are a bit raw, but are very well han-
dled. Appeal 90 per cent. Draw from town
6,000. Admission 10-30. L. O. Davis, Vir-
ginia Theatre (700 seats), Hazard, Ken-
tucky.

NELL GWYNN. Close your house and go
home— don’t show it. Town 3,000. Fred Car-
ney, Star Theatre, Marked Tree, Arkansas.

NEW KLONDIKE. (7,445 feet) .Star,

Thomas Meighan. Better than Irish Luck
but still, inferior to Manslaughter and Back
Home and Broke, the two Meighan pictures
my patrons will always remember. Lila Lee
is good. WQuld like to have seen Lawrence
Wheat as the pal. Guy C. Sawyer, Town
Hall, Chester, Vermont.

NIGHT CLUB. (5,731 feet). Star, Raymond
Griffith. These Griffith pictures draw well
ar.d please. They are not specials, but are
not sold as such. The Night Club compares
favorably with his former releases. Guy C.

Sawyer, Town Hall, Chester, Vermont.

OLD HOME WEEK. (6,780 feet). Star,

Thomas Meighan. Better than any of Meigh-
an’s pictures since Back Home and Broke.
Lawrence Wheat makes an ideal side part-
ner for Meighan. Our patrons always like
him in Meighan pictures. Lila Lee as good
as usual. Pleased 85 per cent and drew
better than ordinary attendance. Guy C.
Sawyer, Town Hall, Chester, Vermont.

PONY EXPRESS. (9,929 feet). Although
hailed as a second Covered Wagon it failed
to deliver as such. It is worth an increase
in admission and will please them, but is too
long. Less footage is desirable. Ricardo Cor-
tez, Betty Compson and Ernest Torrence
head the exceptionally good cast. Guy C.
Sawyer, Town Hall, Chester, Vermont.

QUARTERBACK. Star, Richard Dix. One
dandy picture. It has all you can ask for
in a football picture. Is a good story with-
out the football game and this side of the
picture makes it the best bet for the foot-
ball boys; they all eat it up. Tone O. K.
Appeal athletic. Sunday, special yes. Draw
from town 3,200. Admission 10-20-30. Chas.
Lee Hyde, Grand Theatre (500 seats), Pierre,
South Dakota.

QUARTERBACK. (7,134 feet). Star, Rich-
ard Dix. This one sure brought the cheers:
every one enjoyed it, although business was
not what we expected. Tone O. K. Good
appeal. Sunday, special yes. Draw town,
country class, town 1,200. Admission 10-25.
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: C. R. Seff, New Radio Theatre (250 seats).
Correctionville, Iowa.

QUARTERBACK. Star, Richard Dix. After
all is said and done you can leave it to-

Paramount to make the “above ail” of grid-
iron pictures—and this one is without ques-
tion the daddy of them all—it has every-
thing for real entertainment and Dix sure
surpasses his former efforts in this role.
Opened first night big but fell down second
night because of election returns via. Mr.
Radio; election nights of years -past used
to be good—but now, since they can sit
around the old fire, eat pop corn and apples
and “listen in” on red hot returns, it spells
disaster at the box office. Joe Hewitt, Strand
Theatre,' Robinson, Illinois.

RUGGED WATER. (6,012 feet). Joseph C.
Lincoln story. A first rate sea picture with
Warner Baxter very good. The picture has
drawing power in small towns and will
please the crowd. Guy C. Sawyer, Town
Hall, Chester, Vermont.

SAY' IT AGAIN. (5,577 feet). Star, Rich-
ard Dix. A very fine picture that pleased all.
Some excellent comedy work in this that
was good for a great many laughs. Dix,
you are there! Tone, appeal good. Not spe-
cial. Draw better class, town 4,500. Admis-
sion 10-20. C. A. Anglemire, “Y” Theatre
(400 seats), Nazareth, Pennsylvania.

SEVEN KEYS TO BALDPATE. (6,045-
feet). Star, Douglas Maclean. Did not like
this picture as well as Introduce Me or
Going Up but it seemed to please our audi-
ence, and they got lots of laughs out of it.

Good box office business. Draw town, coun-
try class, town 860. Admission 10-25. Oren
J. Spalti, Strand Theatre (235 seats),
Pleasantville, Iowa.

SPLENDID CRIME. (6,009 feet). Star cast
includes Bebe Daniels. Good one of Bebe
Daniels, best that I have seen. Well acted,
interesting from start to finish. Tone, ap-
peal good. Sunday yes, special no. Draw
town, farm class, town 600. Admission 10-
30, 15-35. H. W. Batchelder, Galt Theatre
(175 seats), Galt, California.

TEN COMMANDMENTS. This is the third
time I have run this wonderful picture: I
advise every small towner to run it at least
twice. Draw town, rural, town 2,500. Ad-
mission 10-25. S. H. Rich, Rich Theatre (450
seats) Montpelier, Idaho.

TIN GODS. Star, Thomas Meighan. Very
well acted picture which pleased everyone.
Good story, but do not like to see Tommy
cast in this style of character. Tone fair,
appeal good. Sunday yes, special no. Draw
mixed class, town 1,800. Admission 25. Fred
S. Widenor, Opera House (492 seats), Belvi-
dere, New Jersey.

TIN GODS. Star, Thomas Meighan. Better
than any of Tom’s late pictures, but still not
up to the standard of the pictures that once
made him popular. However, if he can make
two or three more pictures, as good as,
or better than, this—I believe that he will
regain much of his lost popularity. Busi-
ness was a little better than average due
to the fact that it held up during the run
instead of dropping. I suppose the picture
can be given credit for this. Tom is a good
actor and it is a shame that poor pictures
have hurt him so. Tone, Sunday O. K. Appeal
good. Special—??? Draw all types, town
3.000. Admission 10-30. M. W. Larmour, Na-
tional Theatre (430 seats), Graham, Texas.

THAT’S MY" BABY'. (6,905 feet). Star.
Douglas MacLean. A good comedy; drew
well and they liked it. Not a special—but it
isn’t sold as such. Better than most pro-
gram comedies. Guy C. Sawyer, Town Hall,
Chester, Vermont.

TOO MANY KISSES. Star, Richard Dix. A
fair comedy drama that is not as good
as some of the other Dix pictures. Guy C.
Sawyer, Town Hall, Chester, Vermont.

VANISHING AMERICAN. Zane Grey story.
A mighty fine picture but a disappointment
at the box office. Weather may have kept
some away but at any rate it did not do-
the business that many of the less adver-
tised Zane Grey productions have done, even
after extra advertising. Guy C. Sawyer,
Town Hall, Chester, Vermont.

VARIETY. Star, Emil Jannings. Very good.
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It did not draw big but it’s a big picture

and will please. I call it a real special.

Draw town, rural class, town 2,500. Admis-
sion 10-25. S. H. Rich, Rich Theatre (450

seats), Montpelier, Idaho.

VOLCANO. (5,452 feet). Star, Bebe Dan-
iels. A fine show with some very good
scenes of a volcano in action. Bebe is very
popular here. Tone, appeal good, not a spe-

cial. Draw better class, town 4,500. Ad-
mission 10-20. C. A. Anglemire, “Y” The-
atre (400 seats), Nazareth, Pennsylvania.

WILD HORSE MESA. (7,154 feet). Zane
Grey picture. Yes, Jack Holt was, as usual,

the hero. A good picture that drew well

but does not equal the features with Rex,
Iving of Wild Horses. Good accessories on
this picture. Guy C. Sawyer, Town Hall,

Chester, Vermont.

WOMANHANDLED. (8,705 feet). Star,

Richard Dix. A first class western comedy
drama with many laughs. Not as good as
Lucky Devil but all right, just the same.
Guy C. Sawyer, Town Hall, Chester, Ver-
mont.

YOU NEVER KNOW WOMEN. (0 reels).

3tar, Florence Vidor. This is a dandy picture
and the star is making friends with it. The
'entire cast is good and the story is inter-

esting. Tone and Sunday O. K. No as spe-
cial. Town 3,200. Admission 10-30. Chas.
'Lee Hyde, Grand Theatre, Pierre, So. Dakota.

YOU NEVER KNOW WOMEN. (0 reels).

Star cast. A very good picture; pleases the
imasses. Did big business and deserves it.

Tone and appeal good. Sunday no, special

yes. Draw mixed class, city 40,000. Ad-
mission 10-50. Johnny Jones, Orpheum The-
atre. Quincy, 111.

Pathe

BLACK CYCLONE. (5,038 feet). Star, Rex,
Devil horse. These novelty films are great
business getters but they hang it onto me
in rental. Worth a slight increase in ad-
mission (if exploited right). Guy C. Saw-
yer, Town Hall, Chester, Vermont.

GIRL SHY. (7,457 feet). Star, Harold
Lloyd. The best of the Lloyd pictures. They
came and came and came, and laughed and
laughed—and laughed. And when they
went out they asked when we would have
another Lloyd picture. Nice print. Guy C.

Sawyer, Town Hall, Chester, Vermont.

HOT WATER. (5,000 feet). Star, Harold
Lloyd. The last two reels of this comedy
are as funny as anything ever shown on
our screen. They caused an uproar. Very
good. Guy C- Sawyer, Town Hall, Chester,
Vermont.
SATAN TOWN. Star, Harry Carey. Fair

action picture which drew well for me. Ran
it with The Green Archer (which see). H.
L. Beudon, Grand Theatre, Port Alleganv
Pennsylvania.

STOP, LOOK AND LISTEN. Star, Larry
Semon. A surprise here: supposed to be
weak but pleased good crowds for two
nights. Tone O. K., appeal 70 per cent. Spe-
cial no. H. P. McFadden, Reel Theatre, Na-
toma, Kansas.
WHY WORRY? (6 reels). Star, Harold

Lloyd. Was surprised in this picture. Re-
membered reading so many adverse criti-
cisms on this one I expected something not
so good. It did a nice business for me
and they liked it. So why should I worry?
The picture is old but the print was per-
fect. Guy C. Sawyer, Town Hall, Chester,
Vermont.

Producers Dist. Corp.

UNKNOWN SOLDIER. Star, H. B. Wal-
thall. This was an unusual offering for
Armistiee Day and therefore our box office
was made happy. Buy it and play it any
day and make yourself some money. Tone
good. Appeal 75 per cent Sunday doubtful,
special yes. Draw all classes, town 2,900.
Admission 10-25, 15-30. A. E. Andrews,
Opera House (486 seats), Emporium, Penn-
sylvania.

Uses and Sends
“Enclosed is list of comments on

some pictures I have run. I cer-

tainly appreciate the Straight

From the Shoulder Reports sec-

tion of your magazine and I use

them as a guide in booking most
of my pictures. Keep them com-

ing!” J. H. Robinson, West Emi-

nence Theatre, West Eminence,

Missouri.

UP IN MABEL’S ROOM. Producers and
directors—look his picure over and you

see wbat the public likes—stars easy to

look at, direction almost perfect, good story

for comedy situations. Producers, don’t let

up and you will be beating the drum in

the forefront of the big parade. Oh, yes!

The name is very catchy, which is forty per

cent, of the value, at least. Tone O. K.
Appeal 95 per cent. Sunday yes, special no.

Draw general class, town 3,600. Admission
10-20. Wm. A. Clark, Sr., Castle Theatre (400

seats), Havana, Illinois.

VOLGA BOATMAN. (10,600 feet). Star cast.

I was disappointed in the patronage to this

picture. I thought the picture was really

perfect though one woman told mo she
thought it was awful, and that the Boatman
song was fierce. L. E. Parsons, Parsons Hall,

Marcellus, New York.

VOLGA BOATMAN. (10,600 feet). Star

cast includes Wm. Boyd. Of all the big pic-

tures—and we have seen them all—this will

top any of them. A masterpiece from a
master director. Be sure and give them
good music. Tone O. K. Appeal 100 per cent.

Sunday, special yes. Draw town and coun-
try class, town 1,200. Admission 10-25. C.

R. Seff, New Radio Theatre (250 seats), Cor-
rectionville, Iowa.

VOLGA BOATMAN. (10,600 feet). Star
cast. A one hundred per cent, improvement
over DeMille’s Road to Yesterday which
took a big flop here. This one went over
very nicely. An exceptionally good pic-,

ture. Boyd does some fine work. Appeal
good. Special yes. Mitchell Conery, Colum-
bia Theatre, Rensselaer, New York.

WHISPERING SMITH. Star, H. B. War-
ner. One of the best westerns I ever had in

my house and will please most any audi-
ence. One that the better class will also
like. Promise them the best western they
ever saw in this one, then go after it and
you will be well satisfied with the re-
sults. Special no, appeal 90 per cent. Draw
from industrial town 6,000. Admission 10-
30. L. O. Davis, Virginia Theatre (700 seats),-
Hazard, Kentucky.

United Artists

EAGLE. (5,756 feet). Star, Rudolph Valen-
tino. A good picture; thought I was paying
too much for this one but I was not, as I

played it at time of Valentino’s death. Full
house, no standing room. Draw from town
400. Admission 15-35, 25-50. Floyd G. Ward,
Ward Theatre, Stark, Kansas.

LITTLE ANNIE- ROONEY. Nothing extra
but good picture. Fine for children. Floyd
G. Ward, Ward Theatre, Stark, Kansas.

SPARROWS. Star, Mary Pickford. While
the picture is good and Mary does good
work, as do the others, still it did not get
the business and it did not please above the
average above the average film. Film rental
sunk this; we lost (money. Draw town,
rural, town 2,500. Admission 10-25. S. H.
Rich, Rich Theatre (450 seats), Montpelier,
Idaho.

WILD JUSTICE. Features Peter the Great
(dog). A good dog picture that drew extra
business. Pleased 85 per cent. Guy C.
Sawyer, Town HalJ, Chester, Vermont.

Universal

BORDER SHERIFF. Star, Jack Hoxie. A
good western. The best Hoxie we have
played. Pleased the crowd and drew a full

house on a rainy night. Guess that is all

one could ask for. Tone good, appeal 90
per cent. Sunday yes, special no. Draw farm
class, town 400. Admission 10-15. Ross S.

King, Opera House (250 seats), Barnes City,
Iowa.

CALIFORNIA STRAIGHT AHEAD. (7.238

feet). Star, Reginald Denny. No chuckles
in this one. Just plain laughs! One continu-
ous roar. Tone good. Special no. Town,
1,000. Admission 25. L. Parsons, Parsons
Hall (325 seats), Marcellus, New York

CALIFORNIA STRAIGHT AHEAD. Star,
Reginald Denny. If you have not played,
this one, do it, as it is a money maker.
An excellent racing picture. Floyd G. Ward,
Ward Theatre, Stark, Kansas.

COHENS AND THE KELLYS. Star cast.
Here is another picture that can be used as
a pattern for directors, producers and the
public. It will satisfy anybody. You can
boost it as hard as you like. Wm. A. Clark,
Sr., Castle Theatre (400 seats), Havana, Il-

linois.

COHENS AND THE KELLYS. (7,374 feet).
Star cast. Good comedy and lots of it. One
of the best comedies I have run. They all

seemed to like it. Show it by all means.
Tone, appeal good. Sunday, special yes.
Draw town, farming class, town 600. Admis-
sion 10-30, 15-35. H. W. Batchelder, Galt
Theatre (175 seats), Galt, California.

THE DEMON. Star, Jack Hoxie. Poor
story and direction slow. Would like to see
Jack play the lead in one real picture. Think
he would make good. But the stuff he plays
in and the direction are very ordinary. Just
westerns. Tone O. K. Appeal 60 per cent.
Sunday yes, special no. Draw general class,
town 3,600. Admission 10-20. Wm. A. Clark,
Sr., Castle Theatre (400 seats), Havana,
Illinois.

flaming frontier. 8,828 feet). Star
cast includes Hoot Gibson. Just a good west-
ern with Custer’s last fight: not as good as
the ten Custer fights in the past. Program
picture for Saturday, that’s all. Johnny
Jones, Washington, Orpheum Theatres,
Quincy, Illinois.

FLAMING FRONTIER. (8,828 feet). Star
cast. The best picture of the type that we
have ever played. The Scarlet West and
Last Frontier were but poor in comparison,
like imitations. However, the fact that Hoot
Gibson played the lead kept many of my
best customers away as they could not
imagine him in anything but a shoot-’em-up
western. Play it. Tone excellent, appeal 95
per cent. Sunday, special yes. Draw farm
class, town 400. Admission 10-15. Ross S.
King, Opera House (250 seats) Barnes City,
Iowa.

HER BIG NIGHT. (8 reels). Star, Laura
LaPlante. “Give us more like this one” is
the remark that came from many of the
patrons. Miss LaPlante certainly fills the
bill in this one. New print. Tone, appeal
good. Sunday yes. R. A. Preuss, Arvada
Theatre, Arvada, Colorado.

Warner Bros .

ACROSS THE PACIFIC. (6,945 feet). Star,
Monte Blue. A big (he-man) historical War-
ner Classic. Monte Blue does some wonder-
ful acting along with Myrna Loy. Action
galore, and the eight reels seem like five.
Should please most anywhere. Good appeal.
•R. A. Preuss, Arvada Theatre, Arvada, Col-
orado.

MAN UPSTAIRS. Star, Monte Blue. This
pictured drew me the smallest crowd in
six months. Nothing- to it. Tone O. K., ap-
peal none here. Sunday, special no. H. L.
Beudon, Grand Theatre, Port Allegany,
Pennsylvania
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ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS

North Star (Strongheart)
Shadow of the Law (Bow)
White Mice (Jacqueline Logan)
Broadway Boob (G. Hunter)
Nut-Cracker (Horton- Busch)
Two Can Play (Clara Bow)
The Highbinders (W. T. Tilden)
The Big Show (Lowell)
Galloping Cowboy (B. Cody)
Earth Woman (Mary Alden)
Rawhide (Buffalo Bill, Jr.)
Dangerous Dub (Buddy Roosevelt)..
Twisted Triggers (Wally Wales)
Carnival Girl (Marion Mack)
Bonanza Buckaroo (Buffalo Bill, Jr.)
Hidden Way (Mary Carr)
Code of the Northwest (Sandow)
Flying Mail (A1 Wilson)

Kind of Picture Review Feet
1926

Dog melodrama ...Mar. 6.. 4,715

Crook melo 20.. 4,526

Romantic melo 27.. 5,412

Comedy drama 3.. 5,683

Farce Comedy 17.. 5,786

Drama 24.. 5,465

Melodrama 8.. 5,486

,
Circus drama 15.. 5,385

Western 22.. 4,639

.Drama 29.. 5,830

Mystery-western 5.. 4.460

.Western 31.. 4,472

.Action western 7.. 4,470

• Melodrama 14.. 4,962

.Western comedy -melo. .

.

21.. 4,460

Crook melodrama 28.. 5.919

Dog -melodrama 11.. 3,965

.Crook melodrama 25.. 4,500

Kind of Picture Review Feet

False Alarm (Lewis-Carr-Revier) Melodrama 5,235-

When the Wife’s Away (Arthur) Farce comedy
Obey the Law (Lytelll Crook drama
Truthful Sex (Busch-H. Gordon) Comedy drama 5.831

Better Way (Ince-Revier-Strong) Melodrama 5.540

Waldorf

Enemy of Men (Revier) Drama 5,507

Price of Success (Lake-Glaas) Drama 5.5®

Sealed Lips (Revier) Drama 5,613

When Husbands Flirt (Revier) Comedy drama 5.505

Fate of a Flirt (Revier) Comedy drama 5793

Perfection

Fighting Youth (W. Fairbanks) Melodrama 4,781

Speed Mad (W. Fairbanks) Racing melodrama 4,441

New Champion (W. Fairbanks) Boxing melodrama 4,498

Great Sensation (W. Fairbanka) Melodrama 4.471

Handsome Brute (W. Fairbanka). Police drama 4.775

BRAY PRODUCTIONS
Table Manners
Oh Monkey Be Good
Pete’s’s Haunted House
Punches and Perfumes
On the Farm
For the Love O’ Pete
Getting Hitched
Velocity
Fighting Fool (L. Sargent)
Transportation
Nize Monkey
At the Beach
Trail of the Monk
Monkey Huka
Luke Warm Daze
Blue Black
Comma Butterfly

Nature special
Sunkist comedy
“Hot Dog” cartoon
Fistical culture com....
McDougall Alley
Lantz cartoon
McDougal Alley
Novelty
Fistical Culture
Screen magazine
Sunkist comedy
McDougall Alley
Lantz’ cartoon ........

Sunkist comedy
McDougall Alley
Fistical Culture series

Nature Special

..Oct. 16.. 1,000

..Oct. 16.. 2,000

..Oct. 16.. 1,000

..Oct. 16.. 2,000

• Oct. 23.. 2 rls

..Oct. 23.. lrl

..Oct. 30.. 2 rls

..Oct. 30.. 1 rl

. . Nov. 6. . 2 rls

• Nov. 27. . 1 rl

Nov. 29. . 2 rls.

. -Nov. 29. .2 rls.

. .Nov. 29. .1 rl.

. .Dec. 4. .2 rls.

. .Dec. 4. .2 rl.s

. .Dec. 11 . . 2 rls

. Dec. 11. . 1 rl

CHADWICK PICTURES CORP.
Paint and Powder (E. Hammerttein)
Some Pun’kina (Chaa. Ray)

Perfect Gown (Larry Semon) ...

Prince of Broadway (G. Walsh) ...

Count of Luxembourg (G. Walsh)
Transcontinental Limited (all star)
Devil’s Island (Frederick)
The Bells (L. Barrymore)

Stage life drama Oct. 17.. 7,000

Rural comedy-drama Dec. 26.. 6,500

1926

Feature comedy Jan. 2.. 5,700

Prize ring drama Jan. 9.. 5.800

Romantic drama Feb. 27.. 6,400

Railroad melodrama Mar. 6.. 6.400

Mother-love drama Aug. 28.. 6.900

Drama Nov. 13.. 6,300

COLUMBIA PICTURES CORP.
Tyme Wolf Returns (Lytell-Dove) Crook melodrama July 31.. 5.750

Belle of Broadway (Comp son- Rawlinson). Romanttc Drama 5,675

Sweet Rosie O’Grady (S. Mason) Comedy drama Oct. 2.. 6,108

Screen Snapshots Three issues Aug. 28.. 1,000

Dollars That Help 6,492 Exhibitors

DEPENDABILITY assures leadership — that’s

why Moving Picture World is glad to send an
exhibitor a dollar for writing a letter telling of a

major error in this Chart. With 6,492 exhibitors

as subscribers, we owe this service to our leadership

in the circulation field.

Producers give us footages and other pertinent

information when we review pictures. Sometimes
after that they change the length of the films and
don’t tell us of the changes. That is how some errors

creep in here
;
though not our mistake, we gladly

pay for correction.

We appreciate the interest our exhibitor friends

take in telling us about these errors and to save
other exhibitors we gladly give out our dollars for

the trouble our friends take in writing. It’s worth
it to have that sort of friends helping us to retain

the dependability leadership.

CRANFIELD & CLARKE, INC.

Molly May Series (Violet Mersereau) 2.00»

International Twelve
Novelty Twelve
Famous Paintings De Luxe dramas 2,000

Real Charleston Lesson novelty April 24.. 2.00C

The Angelus Drama de luxe May 15.. 2.00C

Wooden Shoes “International” May 8

EDUCATIONAL FILM CORP.

Congress of Celebrities...,
Felix Weathers the Weather
Nobody's Business (Hamilton)
Tonight’s the Night (Bowes)
Lest We Forget
Felix the Cat Uses His Head
Broken China (Vernon)
Felix Misses the Cue
The Vision
Mr. Cinderella (Arthur)
Shore Shy (Dooley)
Somebody’s Wrong (Bowes)
Gimme Strength (Adams)
Neptune’s Domain
Going Crazy (Conley)
Felix Braves the Briny
His Private Life

Tin Ghost (Conley)
Hodge-Podge •

Who’s Boss? (G. Davis)
Papa’s Pest (Steadman- Burns) ....

Bear Cats
Till We Eat Again (Vernon)
Fresh Faces (Hiers)
Nothing Matters (Hamflton)
Creeps
Felix in Tale of Two Kitties
Hold ’Er, Sheriff (Bowea)
Hitchin’ Up (Hiers)
Felix Scoots Through Scotland
Meet My Dog (Bowes-Virg. Vance)
Hodge Podge
Chase Yourself (Adams)
Who’s My Wife
Felix Rings the Ringer
School Daze
Honest Injun (Arthur)
Who Hit Me? (St. John)
Mister Wife (Burns)
Excess Baggage (Big Boy)
Solid Gold
Squirrel Food (Bowes)
Move Along
- urioaities

Daffy Dill (Bums')
Chips of the Old Block
Felix Misses His Swiss
Dummy Love (Vernon)
Kiss Papa (Conley)
Here Comes Charlie
Uppercuts (Duffy)
My Kid (Big Boy)
The Blue Boy
Open House (Johnny Arthur)
Jolly Tars (IJoyd Hamilton)
Sons of the Surf
The Radio Bug (Phil Dunham)
Missing Links
Telly Fish (Frank Pangbora)
Flaming Ice

1926

. Hodge-Podge Apr. 10 .,000

.Sullivan cartoon Apr. 10.. 1,005

• Comedy Apr. 24.. 2,000

• Cameo comedy Apr. 24. l.lWD

• Free to exhibitors Apr. 24.. 1.00C

.Sullivan cartoon May 1.. 1,008

.Christie comedy May 8.. 2,000

.Sullivan cartoon May 8.. 1,000

.Technicolor drama May 15.. 2,000

..Tuxedo comedy May 22.. 2,000

.Christie comedy May 22.. 2.0U0

..Cameo comedy May 22.. 1,000

.Christie comedy May 29.. 2,000

.Hodge-Podge June 5.. 1,000

.Mermaid comedy June 5.. 2,00(1

.Sullivan cartoon June 12.. 1,000

. Lupino Lane comedy June 12.. 2.000

.Mermaid comedy June 12.. 2.000

.Lyman Howe subject June 19.. 1.000

• Cameo comedy June 19. .1,000

• Christie comedy June 19.. 2,000

.Juvenile comedv Tnrw 7ft.. 2.000

.Christie comedy June 26.. 2,1*0

.Hiers' comedy June 26.. 2,000

.Comedy June 26.. 2,00

.Mermaid comedy June 26.. 2,000

.Sullivan cartoon June 26.. 1,000

.Cameo comedy July 3.. 1.000

.Hiers comedy July 3 2,000

.Sullivan cartoon July 3.. 1,000

.Cameo comedy July 3.. 1.000

.Lyman Howe mag July 10.. LOOP

.Comedy July 10.. 2,006

.Jack White prod July 10.. 2.000

.Sullivan cartoon July 17.. 1.000

.Sullivan cartoon July 24.. 1,00(7

Comedy July 24.. 2.006

.Comedy July 24.. 2.000

.Christie comedy July 31.. 2,000

.Juvenile comedy July 31.. 2,000

.Jack White comedy Aug. 7.. 2.000

Comedy Aug. 7.. 1.000

.Lloyd Hamilton Cam Aug. 7.. 2.000

.Sideshow folk Aug. 14.. 1.000

.Christie comedy Aug. 14.. 2.000

.Hodge-Podge Aug. 14.. 1.000

• Sullivan cartoon Aug. 28.. 1.000

.Christie comedy Aug. 28.. 2000

.Mermaid comedy Aug. 28.. 2000

.Lloyd Hamilton comedy..Aug. 28.. 2000

.Christie comedy Sept. 4.. 2000

.Juvenile comedy Sept. 4.. 2000

.Romance prod Sept. 4.. 2000
Tuxedo comedy Sept. 11.. 2000
Hamilton comedy Sept. 11.. 2006
Bruce scenic Sept. 11.. 1.000

.Comedy Sep. 25.. 1.000

."Life” Cartoon Sep. 25.. l.OOP

Comedy Sep. 2S.. 2000
“Life” Cartoon Sep. 25.. 1.000
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Star, Story Type, Review and Footage Here

A Dippy Tar (Billy Dooley)
Two Lip Time
Pink Elepnants (A1 St. John)....
Wife Shy (Vernon)
Kiss Me Kate (Phil Dunham)....
The Humdinger (Johnny Arthur)
Hodge Podge
Yellow Pirate
Scrambled Yeggs
Whatnots
Hold Still (Jack Duffy)
Cut Price Glory
Shell Socked (Adams)
River Road
Pound Foolish
Dodging Trouble (Neal Burns)....

Plumb Goofy (Phil Dunham)
Felix Shatters the Sheik
His Off-Day (Dunham)
Figures of Fancy
Bad Breaks
Felix Hunts the Hunter
Thens and Nows
Raging Tide
Midnight Follies

Mighty Smithy
Open Spaces (Big Boy)
Felix Busts a Bubble
Flaming Romance (A1 St. John).
Movieland
The Mona Lisa
Teacher, Teacher! (Hamilton) ...

Bruce Scenic
Hoot Mon (Bobby Vernon)
Cool Off (Duffy -Cornwall)
A Brinv Boob (Billy Dooley)
Land O’ Fancy (Felix-cat)

Close Shaves (Arthur)
Reverse English (Felix-cat)

Kind of Picture Review Feet

. Comedy 2.. 2,000

. Felix the cat 2.. 1,000

. Mermaid comedy 2.. 2,000

.Comedy 9.. 2,000

. Comedy 9.. 1,000

.Comedy 9.., 2.000

.Travel scenes 16.. 1,000
Life cartoon com 16.. 1,000

. Felix cat cartoon 16.. 1,000

. Futter’s Curiosities 16.. 1,000
Christie comedy 16.. 2,000

Life cartoon 23.. 1 rl

World War comedy.... 30.. 2 rls

Bruce scenic 30.. 1 rl

. Comedy comedy 6. . 1 rl

Christie comedy 6. . 2 rls

Cameo comedy 6. . 1 rl

.Sullivan cartoon 13. . 1 rl.

.Cameo comedy 13. . 1 rl.

Hodge-Podge ....Nov. 13. . 1 rl.

.Cameo comedy 20.. 1 rl

.Sullivan cartoon 20., . 1 rl

.“Curiosities” 20. . 1 rl

Life cartoon 27.,. 1 rl

Mermaid comedy 27.,. 2 rls

Life cartoon 27.,. 1 rl

Juvenile comedy 27.,. 2 rls

. Sullivan cartoon Nov. 29. .1 rl.

. Buriesque melodrama . Nov. 29. .2 rls.

. Lupino Lane comedy.. Nov. 29. .2 rls.

. Romantic Production . 29. .2 rls.

. Comedy ....Nov. 29. .2 rls.

.Hula-Hula, etc Dec. 4. .1 rl.

• Comedy 4. .2 rls.

. Comedy 4. .2 rls.

Comedy 4. .2 rls.

.Sullivan cartoon .... Dec. ii. . 1 rl

.Tuxedo comedy ii. . 2 rls

.Sullivan cartoon ii. . 1 rl

EXCELLENT PICTURES CORP.
The Kick-Off (Geo. Walsh) Drama
A Man of Quality (G. Walsh) Punch melodrama Nov. 6.. 5,640

FILM BOOKING OFFICES OF AMERICA
Features

Flaming Waters (MacGregor-Garon)...
Queen of Diamonds (Brent)
t’raffic Cop (Flynn)
Secret Orders (Evelyn Brent)
Sir Lumberjack (Lefty Flynn)
Fighting Boob (Bob Custer)
Wild To Go (Tom Tyler)
The Imposte; (Brent)
Isle of Retribution (L. Rich- Frazer).

.

Broadway Gallant (R. Talmadge) ....
Hands Across the Border (Thomson)
Valley of Bravery (Custer)
Glenister of the Mounted (Flynn)
Jade Cup (Brent)
Dead Line (Bob Custer)
Masquerade Bandit (Tom Tyler)
Bigger Than Bamum’s (star cast)...
Two-Gun Man (Fred Thomson)
Her Honor, the Governor (Frederick).
Better Man (R. Talmadge)
Cowboy Cop (Tom Tyler)
Flame of the Argentine (Brent)
College Boob (Lefty Flynn)
One Minute To Play
Laddie (John Bowers)
Kosher Kitty Kelly (Viola Dana)
Breed of the Sea 'Ralph fnce)
Red Hot Hoofs (Tom Tyler)
A Regular Scout (Fred Thomson)...
T-one Hand Saunders (Thomson)....,
The Gorilla Hunt

Short Subjects

In the Air
Mummy Love (Neely Edwards)
Roll Your Own (Vaughn)
It’s a Buoy (Vaughn)
Plane Jane (Vaughn)
Sock Me to Sleep (Vaughn) ...
Ostrich’s Plumes
Wild West
Pelican’s Bill

Smouldering Tires
Dinky Doodle’s Bedtime Story
Dinky Doodle in Egypt
Lightning Slider
Three of a Kind
Cat’s Whiskers
Big Charade
Dinky Doodle & Little Orphan
Black and Blue Eyes
Up and Wooing
When Sally’s Irish Rose
Magician
Mule’s Disposition
Wedding Daze (Alexander)
Vamping Babies (L. Sargent)
All’s Swell That Ends Swell
Back Fire (Fat trio)
Lady of Lyons, N. Y
The Army

.'rhrill melodrama Feb.

.Crook melodrama Feb.

.Policeman romance Feb.
• Spy Melodrama Apr.
. Action Western Apr.
.Western May
. Western May
.Crook melodrama May
.Melodrama May
• Melodrama June
.Action western June
• War-western June
.Mtd. Police melo June
..Crook melodrama July
.Western July
..Western -July
. Melodrama July
..Western July
..Melodrama July
..Stunt comedy Aug.
..Action western l...Aug.
..Melodrama Aug.
..Comedy drama Aug.
..Red Grange special Aug.
..Romantic drama Sept.
. .Hebrew-Irish comedy Oct.
• Sea-Island drama Oct.
...Pugilistic western Nov.
..Action western Nov.
..Action western Dec.
. . Burbridge special Dec.

1926

6 ..

13..

27..

17..

24..

1 ..

8 ..

15..

29..

5..

12 ..

19..

26..

3..
10 ..

10..

17..

24 .

31..

7..

7..

14..

21 ..

28..

4..

2 ..

30..

13..
29..

4.

.

11 ..

6,591

5,129

5,193

5,486

5,146

4,549

4,570

5,457

6,200
5,510

5,367

5,021

5,480

3,65b
5,000

4,010

5,391

5,139

6,712

4,703

4,385

5,004

5,340

7,430

6,931

6.105

5.408

4,681
6,119

5,453

4,362

,....Fat men comedy Feb. 20.. 2,000
....Comedy Feb. 27.. 2,000
....Fighting Hearts series ....Apr. 10.. 2,000
....Fighting Hearts series ....Apr. 10.. 2,000
....Fighting Hearts series ....Apr. 10.. 2,000
....Fighting Hearts series ....Apr. 10.. 2,000
.....Bray cartoon May 15.. 1,000
.....Bray cartoon May 22. 1,000

Bray cartoon May 29.. 1.000
Fighting Hearts June 5.. 2,000
Bray cartoon June 12.. 1.000

....Bray Car-oon June 19. . 1,000

....Fighting Heart June 26.. 2,000

....Standard comedy June 26.. 2,000

....Bray cartoon June 26.. 1,000

....Fighting Hearts June 26.. 2,000
Bray cartoon July 10.. 1,000
Cbmedy

... Fighting Hearts July 17.. 2,000

....Fighting Hearts July 24.. 2.000
Bray Dinky • Doodle July 31.. 1,000

.... Bray Unnatural Hist July 31.. 1.006

.....Comedy Aug. 7.. 2,000

.....Comedy Aug. 7.. 2,000
....Fighting Hearts Aug. 14.. 2.000
....Comedy Aug. 21.. 2.000
.....Bill Grimm’s Progress... .Aug. 28. . 2,000
...Bray cartoon Sept. 11. . 1,000

FIRST NATIONAL
Kind of Picture Review reef

Half-Way Girl (Doris Kenyon)

Live Wire (Johnny Hines) Comedy feature

Dark Angel (Vilma Banky) Drama
Graustark (Norma Talmadge) Romance
Shore Leave (Barthelmess) Sailor drama ....

What Fools Men (Lewis Stone) Domestic drama
Knockout (Milton Sills) Prizefight drama
Pace That Thrills (Lvon-Astor) Drama
Why Women Love (Blanche Sweet) Sea melodrama .

Far Cry (Blanche Sweet) Society drama
Irene (Colleen Moore) Romantic conn

1925
8.. 7,576

15.. 6.971

29.. 9,554

5.. 7,.255

12. 7,006

19.. 7,311

26.. 5.900

3.. 6,856
..Oct. 10.. 7.349

10.. 7,450
..Oct. 24. 6,911

..Oct. 31.. 6,570

..Nov. 7. . 6980
14.. 6.468

.Nov. 14.. 6.927
21.. 6,886

..Dec. 5.. 6,613

• Dec 12.. 6.609
12.. 8.000
19.. 7,646

..Dec. 26. 7,900

1926
2. 7,774

16. 5,794

30. 6,270
30... 7,000

..Feb. 6. . 6.825
13.. 7.336

6.. 6.068
13 8.400

20.. 6,200
27. 6.229

Tlr .. ..
““o few votonc-oeaioraj Drama M»v 1 7 421

Greater Glor'y
(

(Te£rVe^fa ] ]] ] ]] ] 1 ] ] ] ] ]
] ,f"^Wilderness Woman (Pringle, . Comedy Mav w’ '

Brown
1

* D
/Barthelmess) Romantic drama ....May 29 . 7 322Brown Derby (Johnny Hines) Comedv i * \ c cZZ

Tra
rw?’i,

T^TP
.
fL»"?don) Farce-comedy .June 12.'. 5,836

PH
(Kirkwood -Astor-Compson) Human Interest dr June 26.. 7,775

“T? .v.v.v.r.r.v.Drm,’ te «•
Senor Daredevil (Ken Maynard) Western i“!

y m
Men of Steel (Sills).......... Mc’Llram,

-

ifel7 S"
Duchess of Buffalo (C. Talmadge) Comedy drama

^

""V.""" A, g J?" 6&Great Deception (Lyons- Pringle) War melodrama a..» to c’ooe
Into Her Kingdom (C. Griffith) ~.

. . . . Romanric drama b'S?Amateur Gentleman (Barthelmess) Romantic drama Sept 11 7796Subway Sadie (Dorothy Mackail!) Comedy drama Sept 4" 6 727Paradise (Milton Sills) South c Y 'Z2'
It Must Be Love (Colleen Moore) Typical comedy .."".""".Oct. 16." 6,848

6,330

tt * A tt
iV, oore; i ypical comedy

PrinL
er
of TtLmL^0r;S"lh'^^:”•^ Romantic drama Oct. 23..

Unknown Cavalier (Ken Maynard) Acti.,n wesiern
Midnight Lovers (Nilsson-Stone) Light comedv
Syncopating Sue (C. Griffith) Drama

C 7

Stepping Along (Johnny Hines) Comedv
Ladies at Play (Hughes-Kenyon) Farce
Silent Lover (Milton Sills) Desert drama'

FOX FILM CORP
Features

Everlasting Whisper (Mix) Action-outdoor

vtctV'tf
( ®''ck JOT,'s) Human interest drama ....OctLynne CRuhens lxme) Famous playWhen the Door Opened (star cast) Curwood Canadian .Wages 'or Wives (Jacqueline Logan) Golden stage hi*...Best Bad Man (Tom Mix) Action western

Desert s Price (Buck Jones) Action western

Short Subjects

Jh .
<

i.
Sky, Tri^ Magazine

Toiling for Rest Varieties
Heart Braker (Sid Smith) ......Imperial comedy ....
Transients in Arcadia O Henry -tory ....
All Aboard Helen & Warren ...
Peacemakers Helen & Warren ....

River Nile Varieties „ .

.

His Own Lawyer Helen & Warren
Flying Fool (Sid Sl*rth) .....Slapstick comedy
Cupid a la Carte O Henry Series
Parisian Knight Van Bibber series

Features

First Year (K. Perry-M Moore) Matrimonial comedy ".

Yankee Senor (Tom Mix-Tony) Spanish -western
Cowboy & The Countess (Jones) ...Action melodrama*....
Road to Glory (McAvoy- Fenton) n.-,™

.

Johnstown Flood (all-star)
Dixie Merchant (Bellamy)

Sorrtacnlar melo. ...

Drama

..Oriental melodrama

..Drama

..Comedy melodrama

..Romantic western

Yellow Fingers (Olive Borden)
Sandv (Madge Brllamv)
Fighting Buckaroo (Buck Jones)
Rustling for Cupid (O’RrierD
Shamrock Handicap (T. F. McDonald)!]
Early to Wed (M Moore- K. Perry) Domestic drama
A Man Four-Square (Buck Jones) Western . ...
Black Paradise (Bellamv) Thrill melodrama
1
* Trip to Chinatown (Foxe) Farce-comedy ...
Gentle Cyclone (Buck Jones) Action-comedy ..

30.. 7.780
6.. 6.305

..Nov. 13.. 6.100
20.. 6.770
27.. 7 rls

29.. 6.119
4.

.

6 500

ii.. 6,800

1925
31 5.61’

...Oct. 31.. 7.43-

8.97.

28. 6.51

..Dec. 5.. 6.6CK
• Dec 12. 4.89.

19.. 5.70*

10.. 1.000

10.. 796
17. 2.000

31. 2.000

31 2.000

7.. 2.000

28. 2.000

28. 1.004

..Dec 26.. 2.000
26.. 2.000

26. 2,000
..Dec. 26.. 2,000

26 . 1.000

1936
16. 6.200

23 5 467
..Feb. 6.. 6.038

13. 4.902
..Feb. 13.. 5.345

20.. 5,600
. .Mar. 13. 6.258
. .Mar. 20.. 5.126

27.. 6.038
• April. 10.. 5.994
..April 17.. 7.850
..May 1 .. 5.095
. . Ma v 8.

.

4.K.LS

..Mav 22.. 5.685

..May 29.. 5.912

..June 5.. 4,744
. . Tune 12.. 4062
..June 26.. 5.S94
..July 3.. 4,825
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Short Subjects Separated From Features

Kind of Picture Review

More Pay—Less Work (Mary Brian) Comedy-drama .July 10

Fie Leaves (O’Brien- Borden) Comedy drama July 17.

Family Upstairs (Valli- MacDonald) ...Comedy drama July 31.

Midnight Kiss Comedy drama Aug. 7.

No Man’s Gold (Tom Mix) Western Aug. 14.

Three Bad Men (Star cast) Spectacular thrill melo. .Aug. 28.

Marriage License? (Alma Rubens) Mother-love drama Sept. 4.

Flying Horseman (Buck Jones) Action western Sept. 11.

Blue Eagle (George O’Brien) Drama Sep. 25.

Womanpower (Graves-Perry) Comedy drama Oct. 2.

The Lily (Belle Bennett) Emotional drama <><*•.»•

Great K. & A. Train Robbery (Mix) Fast melodrama ’

•Country Beyond (Olive Borden) Curwood dramai Oct. 23..

Whispering Wires (Anita Stewart) Mystery melodrama -Oct. 30.

International Eucharistic Congress Religious N°v. 20.,

Return of Peter Grimm (star cast) Drama from play Nov. 20.

The City (Robert Frazer) Clyde Fitch drama Nov. 27.

What Price Glory? (all star) War comedy-drama J\ov. 29.

Wings of the Storm (Thunder-dog) ..Melodrama Dec. 4.

•Crown of Light (Tom Mix)...' Typical Mix Dec. 11..

Feet

.6.027

. 6,498

, 5,971

. 5,025

. 5,745

8,000
7,168

4,971

. 6,200

. 6,240

. 6.268
4,800

5,363

, 5,906

Kind of Picture Review
1926

Feet

The Blackbird (Lon Chaney) Crook
Mare Nostrum (Rex Ingram prod.) Ibanez

La Boheme (Gilbert-Gish) Famous
Auction Block (C. Ray-Boardman) Comedy
Ibanez’ “Torrent” (Cortez) Drama

Devil’s Circus (Norma Shearer).....
Beverly of Graustark (Marion Davies)..

Money Talks (Moore-Windsor).

6,950
5 ,500

-

11,400

5,374

5,389

..Jan. 23.

.

.Jan. 30..

Short Subjects

Old Virginia Variety

A Flaming Affair Imperial comedy ^ „
A Bankrupt Honeymoon •••••••;

TVS 13
Officer of the Day Imperial Comedy Feb. 13..

Egypt Today Variety Feb. 20..

Pawnshop Politics Imperial comedy Feb 27..

Moving Day Helen and Warren Mar 6..

Woman of Letters Helen and Warren Mar. 13..

From the Cabby’s Seat O. Henry comedy Aprd 10.

.

Two Lips in Holland (Marian) Comedy April 17..

Too Many Relations Helen and Warren May 15..

Canary Island Varieties May 22..

A Social Triangle O. Henry series June

Eight Cylinder Bull Comedy June 12.

Belgium Today
Rah! Rah! Heidelberg
Mountains ef the Law
Poland—A Nation Reborn...
Swimming Instructor

It'7
T
a Pipe

G
(Georgie ' Ha'rrU)' ' !

.' .' .’ .'

! I
.' .'

.'

i

'.Imperial comedy July 3.

Complete Life O. Henry comedy Ju y 3.

Lickpenny Lover • O- Henry series July 24.

Dancing Around the World Varieties Ju y

Hello Lafayette (Shields) Imperial comedy Aug. 7.

Putting on Dog Varieties Aug. 7.

Lumber Jacks Varieties Aug- 14.

Steeplechaser (Conley) Farce comedy Sept. 11.

Non-Stop Bride (Gene Cameron) Comedy s>ep. 40.

King Bozo Van Bibber comedy Oct. 2.

Oiff Dwellers of America..... Varieties Oct. 9.

Dizzy Dancers (Gene Cameron) Imperial comedy ^....Oct.^lb

.Varieties June 19.

.Van Bibber comedy June 26.

.Varieties June 26.

.Varieties June 26.

.Van Bibber July 3.

.Kid and animals July 3

Lyin’ Tamer (Ernie Shields) c°m'dy
. 0^30

Marry Month of May...... O. Henry comedy Oc . 30

King of the Kitchen (Conley) Comedy -- --Nov. 6.

Honeymoon Hospital Imperial comedy Nov. 13..

Not to Be Trusted (Allan Forrest) Helen and Warren Nov. 20.,

Crrat Lakes w ... Variety .Nov. Z/.

Babes in the Jungle
:

••••?• Henry series Nov 29.

Light Whines and Bearded Ladies Impena comedy ^ ov ’

1 ,

Madam Dynamite Imperial comedy. Dec. 11..

1,000

2,000

2,000

2,000

707

2,000

2,000

1,000

2,000

2,000

2,000

2,000

1,965

927

960
2,000

2,000

735

2,000

895
921

2,000

2,000

2,000

2,000

2,000

2,000

2,000
743

2,000

749
750

2,000

2,000

2,000

800
845

2,000

2 rls

. 2 rls

. 2 rls

2 rls.

2 rls.

. 750
. 2 rls

. 900

.2 rls.

.2 rls.

2 rls

GOTHAM PRODUCTIONS
Part Time Wife (Alice Calhoun) Domestic drama 5.950

Shadow on the Wall (Hale- Percy) Drama
One of the Bravest (Ralph Lewis).... Fire Dept, drama 5.750

Phantom of the Forest (Thunder-dog) Drama

Hearts and Spangles Circus Romance 5,?00

Sipfn of the Claw (P
Golden Web (Rich-*

Block Signal (Ralph

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER

riCUJ * -
.

Slave of Fashion (Norma Shearer).

Sun-Up (Starke-Nagel). . . . • • - • •

Merry Widow (Murray -Gilbert).

Mystic (Pringle-Tearle)

.Romantic drama Sep.

Great Divide (all star) ....

Rag Man /Coogan)..

Midshipman (Ramon Novarro) £
av

,

al com.-uiama .

Go West (Buster Keaton)..^...
nid "drem?

’

Lights of Old Broadway (Davies) §1Id N. Y. drama .

Old Clothes (Coogan) Typical feature .....

Bright Light. (Chas. Ray).... Type com-drama ...

Only Thing (Boardman-Nagel) £ly? l°ve drama ...

Masked Bride (Mae Murray) fan?
underworld ..

Sally, Irene and Mary (Star cast) Musical comedy hit

•‘Tne. the Comedian (Busch-Cody) Unique drama

His Secretary (Shearer) Light comedy

11.. 6.000

9.. 5.900

30.. 5.000

29.. 5,900

1925

..July 25.. 5,828

1.. 5,906

• Aug. 8.. 8,143

15.. 6,948

29.. 5,819

12.. 10,627

12.. 6.147

3.. 5.511

. . Feb. 21.. 7,811

14.. 5.908

..Oct. 11.. 5450
..Oct. 10.. 6.849

17.. 6.300

..Oct. 31.. 7,498

7.. 6.256

14.. 6.437

21... 5.915

..Nov. 28... 6.260

5. . 5,824

12. . 5.690

19. . 5.564

..Dec. 26 4 7^7

2. . 6.433

16. .12,000

Lovey Mary (Bessie Love) Drama
Road to Mandalay (Chaney) Melodrama
Waltz Dream Romantic comedy

Battling Butler (Keaton) Farce comedy
Waning Sex (Norma Shearer) Light comedy romance.
The Temptress (Garbo-Moreno-D’Arcy)... Ibanez’ novel

Magician (W’egener-Terry) Rex Ingram prod.

Bardleys the Magnificent (Gilbert) Dashing romance
Exit Smiling (Lillie- J. Pickford) Comedy
Upstage (Norma Shearer) Vaudeville com.-dr

..Jan. 23.. 6,755

..Feb. 6.. 6. 395

..Feb. 13.. 6.6<8

..Feb 27

13.. 8,530

..Feb. 27.. 6.239

20.. 6,769

3.. 6.481

10.. 6,750

1 .. 6410
15 .. 7,941

22 .. 5,139

12. . 5,580

-•July 3... 6,167

10 . 6451
7 ., 7422

21.. 9,000

4... 6,970

...Oct. 2 . 6,025

• Oct. 23.. ua
6. . £.960

13.., 6.536

. .Nov. 20... 6.461

27.. 6.048

29 . . 6,567

4 . . 6.598

u.. 8,110

PARAMOUNT
1925

Wild Horse Mesa (Jack Holt) Zane Grey dr Aug. 22.. 7,1

The W’anderer (all star) Prodigal son epic Sep. 5.. 8,Dj

Man W’ho Found Himself (Meighan) Crook drama Sep. 5.. 7,©!

Coast of Folly (Swanson) Society drama Sep. 12.. 7,001

In the Name of Love (Cortez-Nissen)... .Comedy drama Sep. 12.. 5J04

Golden Princess (Betty Bronson) Bret Harte western Sep. 19.. 6,546

Pony Express (Cruze production) Epic of west Sep. 26. . 9.929

A Son of His Father (Bessie Love) W’estern drama Oct. 10.. 6,925

n Regular Fellow (R. Griffith) Typical comedy Oct. 17.. 5,027

Vanishing American (Dix- Wilson) Indian spectacular Oct. 24. .10,062

Flower of the Night (Negri) Drama Oct. 31.. 6,37'

Lovers in Quarantine (Daniels) Farce-comedy Oct. 31.. 6,51

Best People (Star cast) Society comedy Nov. 7.. 54®
King on Main Street (Menjou) Comedy Nov. 7.. 6,2

>

Seven Keys to Baldpate (McLean) G. M. Cohan play Nov. 14.. 6,W
New Brooms (Bessie Love) W. DeMille prod. Nov. 14.. 5,441

Ancient Highway (Holt-Dove) Lumber camp dr Nov. 21.. 6,05

Lord Jim (Marmont) Malay locale dr Nov. 28.. 6,701

Stage Struck (Swanson) Comedy feature Nov. 28.. 6,69

Irish Luck (Meighan) Melodrama Dec. 5.. 7,00

Cobra (Valentino) Drama Dec. 19.. 6,89

A Woman of the World (Negri) Comedy-drama Dec. 26.. 645
1926

The Splendid Crime (W. DeMille prod.).... Daniels comedy Jan. 2.. 6,06

A Kiss for Cinderella (Bronson) Barrie whimsical Jan. 9.. 9,62

Enchanted Hill (Holt) Western .Jan. 9..-6J3
Womanhandled (Richard Dix) Western Satire Jan. 16.. 63ft

That Royle Girl (Dempster) D. W. Griffith prod Jan. 23.. 10.25

Mannequin (Joyce- Costello) Crook-comedy-dr jin. 30.. 6,96

Hands Up (R. Griffith) Burlesque on war Jan. 30.. 5.88

American Venus (Ralston-Lanphier) “Beauties" comedy Feb. 6.. 7,93

Song and Dance Man (all-star) Comedy-drama Feb. 13.. 699
Behind th» ^ront (Beery-Hattotri War farce-com Feb. 20.. 5.55

Grand Duchess and the Waiter (Menjou).. Romantic comedy Feb. 27.. 641
Moana South Sea study Feb. 27.. 6.13

Sea Horses (Holt-Vidor) Drama of tropics Mar. 6.. 6,56!

Dancing Mothers (Joyce-Tearle-Bow) Comedy-drama Mar. 13.. 7.16

Let’s Get Married (Dix- Wilson) Farce-comedy Mar. 20.. 6.80

Nell Gwyn (Dorothy Gish) Farce-comedy Feb. 6.. 9,00

Miss Brewster’s Millions (Daniels) Comedy-drama Mar. 27.. 6.46

New Klondike (Thos. Meighan) Comedy drama Apr. 3.. 7,44

Untamed Lady (Gloria Swanson) Society drama Apr. 3.. 6,13

Crown of Lies (Pola Negri) Romantic drama Apr. 18.. 5.03

Desert Gold (Hamilton-Mason) Zane Grey western Apr. 10.. 6,85

For Heaven’s Sake (Harold Lloyd) Typical comedy April 17.. 545
Blind Goddess (Holt -Torrence) Mystery Drama April 17.. 746
That’s My Baby (Douglas MacLean) Farce comedy Apr. 24.. 6JQ
A Social Celebrity (Menjou) Comedy drama May 1.. 6.02

The Runaway (Clara Bow) Melodrama May 8.. 641
Fascinating Youth (Juniors) Drama May 22.. 6.88

Aloma of the South Seas (Gilda Gray) Drama May 29.. 841-

Wet Paint (Raymond Griffith) Farce-comedy June 5.. 5,1(5

Rainmaker (Collier, Jr.) Drama June 12. . 6.01

Say It Again (Dix) Travesty-farce June 19.. 7,4*

Volcano (Daniels) Thrill melodrama June 12.. 5.46

Good and Naughty (Pola Negri) Society comedy June 26.. 540
Palm Beach Girl (Bebe Daniels) Farce-comedy July 3.. 64-
Variety (Emil Jannings) Drama, short version July 10.. 548
Born to the West (Jack Holt) western July 10.. 6.0*

It’s the Old Army Game (W. C. Fields).. Farce comedy ...July 17.. 6.85

Mantrap (Torrence- Bow) Drama -July 24.. 6,07 I

You Never Know Women (Vidor) Drama Aug. 7.. 6,06 I

Padlocked (Lois Moran) Melodrama Aug. 28.. 640
I

Beau Geste (Ronald Colman) Drama Sept. 4.. 10,60

The Show-Off (Ford Sterling) Character comedy Sept. 11.. 6,19

Diplomacy (Sweet-Hamilton) Modernized Sardou play.. .Sep. 25.. 6.9.-

Campus Flirt (Bebe Daniels) College comedy Oct. 2.. 64

Tin Gods (Thomas Meighan) Hrama Oct. 2.. S46 I

You’d Be Surprised (R. Griffith) Satirical comedy Oct. 9.. 54C

Kid Boots (Eddie Cantor) Comedy . Oct. 23.. 545

Sorrows of Satan (D. W. Griffith prod). .Drama Oct. 23... 11 rb

Don’t Give Up the Ship One Reel special Oct. 23 . .

Ace of Cads (Menjou) Drama Oct. 30.. 74?

Quarterback (Richard Dix) Football comedy-dr Nov. 6.. 7,1!

London (Dorothy Gish) Drama Nov. 13.. 6 ri

We’re in the Naw Now (Beerv - Hatton) ... Sequel. “Behind Front”....Nov. 20.. 5.5

So’s Ycur Old Man (W. C Fields) Comedy Nov. 20.. 6..;

Eagle of the Sea (Vidor- Cortez) Sea drama Nov. -... 7^.

Everybody's Acting (star cast) Stage comedy-dr Nov. 27.. 6.1

God Gave Me Twenty Cents (all star). ... Romance-drama Nov. 29.. 6t

The Great Gatsbv (Warner Baxter) Drama Dec. 4 7..

Old Ironsides (special cast) Super-special Dec. 11. .10^

Canadian (Meighan) Northwest drama Dec. 11.. 7,
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PATHE

Circus Today (Bevan)
Leaps and Bounds
Only Son (Parrott)
Bar-C Mystery (all star)
Spanking Breezes (Alice Day)
Monkey Business
(Jp in the Air
Fire Fighter
Dizzy Daddies (Findlayson)
Dixie Doodle
Seventh Bandit (Carey)
Wife Tamer (Lionel Barrymore) ....

Fly Time
Wandering Willies (Bevan-Clyde) ..

Dog Shy (Chase & all-star)

Happy Hunting Grounds
Merry Blacksmith
Do Your Duty (Pollard)
Hooked at the Altar (Graves)
Bar-C Mystery (Dorothy Philips) ..

Hearts and Showers
The Inside Dope
Madame Mystery (Theda Bara)
A Big-Hearted Fish
Ukelele Sheiks (Tryon)
Baby Clothes
Farm Hands
Rough and Ready Romeo
Scared Stiff (Cook)
Fight Night (star cast)
Mum’s the Word (Chase)
Ghost of Folly (Alice Day)
Nervous Moments
Hayfoot Strawfoot (Bevan)
Don Key (star cast)
An Alpine Flapper
Say It With Babies (Tryon)
Liquid Dynamite
Uncle Tom’s Uncle

!

Rumrter Crop .. .
1 Planting Season
!
A Yankee Doodle Duke (Graves) ...
Muscle Bound Music (Bevan)
Puppy Lovetime (Alice Day)
Golf Bug (Parrott)
He Forgot to Remember (Cook) ....

I Songs of Central Europe
R. P. M
Long Fliv the King (Chase)
Swat the Crook (H. Lloyd-Daniels)
Snowed In (Allene Ray-W. Miller) ..

Never too Old (Gillingwater)
Big Retreat
Jacks-of -One-Trade
Cow’s Kimono (Tryon)
Thundering Fleas
Glory or Dollars
Songs of Spain (Peggy Shaw)
Land Boom
A Sea Dog’s Tale (Bevan)
A Plumber’s Life
Keeping in Trim
Mighty Like a Moose (Chase)
Pirates Bold
Jungle Sports
Chop Suey and Noodles
Her Ben .-.

Smith’s Baby
. Songs of Italy
Along Came Auntie (Tryon)
Merry Widower (E. Clayton)
Venus of Venice
Alice Be Good (Day)
When a Man’s a Prince (Turpin)...
Last Ha-Ha
Hubby’s Quiet Little Game
Ball and Bat
Crazy Like a Fox (Chase)
Shivering Spooks
Dough Boys
A Knight Out ,
Her Actor Friend (Alice Day)
Scrambled Eggs
Fighting Marine (Gene Tunney) ...
A Buggy Ride
Fourth Alarm
Abraham the Patriarch
Watered Stock
Bull’s Eye
Charleston Queen
Bromo and Tuliet (Chase)
Smith’s Landlord (McKee-Hiatt) ...
Perils of Peterboro (Quillan)
love’s Last Laugh (McKee-Hiatt)..
Why Argue?
Road House
W;se Guys Prefer Brunettes
Prodigal Bridegroom (Turpin)
Smith s Visitor
Tell ’Em Nothing (Chase)
Restless Race
Should Husbands Marry (Alice Day)
Gun Shy
Mount Sinai
Home. Sweet Home
Get ’Em Young (Harry Myers)
Phoney Express
Durable Souls
Tourney of the Israelites....
Pup’s Tale

Kind of Picture
Mack Sennett comedy ..

Sportlight
Hal Roach com
Feature version
Sennett comedy

• Our Gang comedy
• Terry cartoon
• Terry cartoon
• Hal Roach comedy
. Sportlight
• Western
• Hal Roach comedy
.Terry cartoon
. Sennett comedv
• Hal Roach c^i-edy
Sportlight

• Terry cartoon
.Hal Roach comedy
.Mack Sennett comedy .

. Western Serial
Terry cartoon

. Sportlight

.Hal Roach, “star”
• Terry cartoon
.Hal Roach comedy
.Our Gang
Terry cartoon
.Terry cartoon
Hal Roach comedy
...Sennett comedy
...Hal Roach comedy
• . . Sennett comedy
...Sportlight
...Sennett comedy
...Hal Roach comedy
...Terry cartoon
, ..Hal Roach comedy
...Terry cartoon
...Our Gang comedy
...Terry cartoon
...Sportlight
...Mack Sennett com. ..

...Mack Sennett com. ..

...Mack Sennett com. ...

...Comedy

...Hal Roach comedy ...

...Song series

...Sportlight

...Hal Roach comedy ....

...Reissue single reel ...

...Serial (mystery)

...Hal Roach comedy ...,

...Terry Cartoon

...Sportlight

...Hal Roach comedy ...

...Our Gang

...Sportlight

...Melody series

...Terry cartoon

...Mack Sennett comedy

...Terry cartoon

...Sportlight

...Comedy

...Terry cartoon

...Terry cartoon

...Terry cartoon
•
...Terry cartoon
....Sennett comedy
....Song series
....Hal Roach comedy ..

....Hal Roach comedy ..

....Terry cartoon

....Comedy

....Comedy

....Terry cartoon

....Sennett comedy
Sportlight

....Comedy

....Our Gang Comedy...

....Terry cartoon

....Terry cartoon

....Sennett comedy

....Terry cartoon

. . . . Serial

...Terry cartoon

...Our Gang coruedy

. . . Pilgrimage series

....Terry cartoon

....Sportlight

....Terry cartoon

....Comedy

....Jimmy Smith series .

....Sennett comedy

....Sennett comedy

....Terry cartoon

.... Terry cartoon
...Hal Roach comedy...
....Sennett comedy
,
...Jimmy Smith series ..

. Hal Roach comedy ....

...Sportlight

...Sennett comedy

...Terry cartoon

...“Pilgrimage” series ..

...Terry cartoon

...Hal Roach comedy ..

...Terry cartoon

...Sportlight-

..."Pilgrimage”

. . . Mayer “Sketchbook”

Review Feet
..Mar. 13.. 2,000

..Mar. 20.. 1,000

..Mar. 20.. 1,000

..Mar. 27.. 4,750

..Mar. 27.. 2,000

..Mar. 27.. 2,000

..Mar. 27.. 1,000

...Mar. 27.. 1,000

..Mar. 27.. 2,000

...Mar. 27.. 1,000

...Apr. 3.. 5,353

...Apr. 3.. 2,000

...Apr. 3.. 1,000

...Apr. 3.. 2,000

...Apr. 10.. 2,000

...Apr. 10.. 1,000

...Apr. 10.. 1,000

...Apr. 10.. 1,000

...Apr. 10.. 2,000

...April 17..

...Apr. 24.. 1,000

...Apr. 24.. 1,000

...Apr. 24.. 2,000

...Apr. 24.. 1,000

...May 7.. 2,000

...May 1.. 2,000

...May 1.. 1,000

...May 1.. 1,000

...May 1.. 2,000

...May 8.. 2,000

...May 8.. 2,000

...May 8.. 2,000

...May 15.. 1,000

...May 15.. 2,000

...May 22.. 2,000

...May 22.. 1,000

...May 22.. 2,000

...May 22.. 1,000

...May 29.. 2,000

...May 29.. 1,000

...May 29.. 1,000

...June 5.. 2,000

...June 5.. 2,000

...June 12.. 2.000

...June 12.. 1,000

...June 12.. 2,000

...June 12.. 1,000

...June 12.. 1,000

...June 19.. 2,000

...June 19.. 1,000

June 26..

...June 26,. 2,000

...June 26.. 1,000

...June 26.. 1,000

...June 26.. 2,000

...July 3.. 2,000

...July 3.. 1,009

...July 3.. 1,000

....July 3.. 1,000

...July 10.. 2,000

...July 10.. 1,000

...July 10.. 1,000

...July 17.. 2,000

...July 17.. 1,060

...July 17.. 1,000

...July 24.. 1,000

...July 24.. 1,000

...July 24.. 2,000

...July 24.. 1,000

...July 31.. 2,000

...July 31.. 2,000

...Aug. 7.. 1,000

...Aug. 7.. 2,000

...Aug. 14.. 2,000

...Aug. 14.. 1,000

...Aug. 14.. 2,000

....Aug. 14.. 1,000

...Aug. 21.. 2,000

...Aug. 21.. 2,000

...Aug. 21.. 1,000

...Aug. 28.. 1,000

...Aug. 28.. 2,000

...Sept. 4.. 1,000

...Sept. 4
...Sept. 11.. 1,000

...Sept. 11.. 2,000

,...Sept. 11.. 1,000

....Sep. 25.. 1,000

....Sep. 25.. 1,000

....Sep. 25.. 1,000

....Sept. 25.. 2,000

....Sep. 25.. 2,000

....Oct. 2.. 2,000

....Oct. 2.. 2,000

....Oct. 2.. 1,000

....Oct. 9.. 1,000

....Oct. 9.. 2.000

....Oct. 9.. 2.000

....Oct. 16.. 2,000

....Oct. 16.. 2.000

....Oct. 16.. 1,000

....Oct. 23 .. 2 rls

....Oct. 23.. 1 rl

....Oct. 23.. 1 rl

....Oct. 30.. 1 rl

...Oct. 30.. 2 rls
....Oct. 30.. 1 rl

....Oct. 30.. 1 rl

....Oct. 30.. 1 rl

....Oct. 30.. 1 rl

Kind of Picture

More Ways Than One Sportlight
Nuremburg Mayer “Sketchbook”
Masked Mammas (Dent-Revan-Parr) Sennett comedy
Raggedy Rose (Mabel Normand) Hal Roach comedy ..

A Harem Knight (Turpin) Sennett comedy ....

In Vaudeville Terry cartoon
Hooks and Holidays Sportlight
Smith’s Uncle (C. Geraghty) Sennett comedy
House Without a Key (Ray-Miller) Mystery serial .....

Be Your Age (feature cast).- Hal Roach comedy
On the Front Page (L. Rich) Hal Roach comedy
Buck Fever Terry cartoon
Radio Controlled Terry cartoon
Tripping the Rhine Sketch Book ......

War Feathers Our Gang comedy
The Nickel Hopper (Normand) Sennett comedy. ...

Divorce Dodged (Bevan) Sennett . comedy . ...

Through Thick and Thin Terry cartoon
Hesitating Horses (Alice Day) Sennett comedy ...

Hitting the Rails’. Terry cartoon
Bars and Stripes Terry cartoon
There Ain’t No Santa Claus Hal Roach comedy

Features

The High Hand (Leo Maloney)..., Western
Atta Boy (Monty Banks) Gag comedy
Outlaw Express (Leo Maloney) Action western ....

Review F*et

..Oct. 30.. 1 rl

. .Oct. 30. . 1 rl

. .Nov. 6. . 2 rls

.Nov. 13.. 2 rls.

• Nov. 13.. 2 rls.

20. . 1 rl

20. . 1 rl

20. . 2 rls

27..

29. .2 rls.

29. .2 rls.

29. .1 rl.

29. .1 rl.

29. .1 rl.

29. .2 rls.

4. .2 rls.

4. .2 rls.

4. .1 rl.

4. .2 rl9.

4. .1 rl.

11. . 1 rl

11. . 2 rls

11. . 5,679

. 9. . 5,775
6. . 5,479

PREFERRED PICTURES
Girl Who Wouldn’t Work (De La Motte) Modern drama Aug. 22. . 5,979

Plastic Age (Bow -Keith) College story Oct. 10. . 6,488

The Other Woman’s Story (Calhoun).... Mystery drama Oct. 31 .. 6.080

Lew Tyler’s Wives (Frank Mayo) Drama July 10.. 6.757
Romance of a Million Dollars Melodrama Aug. 7.. 5,300
Dancing Days (Star Cast) Domestic Sept. 25.. 5.900

Shameful Behavior? (Edith Roberts)... -Romantic com. -dr ...Oct. 30.. 5,218

His New York Wife (Alice Day) Comedy drama Nov. 27.. 5,294

PRODUCERS DISTRIBUTING CORP.
1925

Silent Sanderson (Carey) Cattle—gold fields June 20.. 4,841

Stop Flirting (all star) ...Light comedy June 27.. 5,161

Beauty and the Bad Man (Mabel Beilin) Drama ...July 4.. 5,794

Awful Truth (Agnes Ayres) Light comedy July. 11. . 5,917
Texas Trail (Carey) Typical western July 18. . 4,720
Private Affairs (Hulette) Character drama Aug. 1. .6,112
Hell’s Highroad (Leatrice Joy) Love drama Sept. 12. . 6,064
Seven Days (Lillian Rich) Comedy feature Sept. 12. . 6,974
Coming of Amos (Rod LaRoque) Comedy-drama Sept. 19. . 5,077
Off the Highway (W. V. Mong) Drama Oct. 3. .7,641
Simon the Jester (O’Brien-Rich) Comedy-drama Nov. 28. . 6,168
Road to Yesterday (J. Schildkraut) Tense drama Dec. 12. . 9,980

1926
Wedding Song (Leatrice Joy) Comedy-heart int.-dr Jan. 2..
Steel, Preferred (star caat) Steel industry dr Jan. 9..
Braveheart (LaRocque) Indian drama Jan. 23..
Rocking Moon (Tashman-Bowere) Alaskan drama Jan. 30..
Danger Girl (Priscilla Dean) Comedy-drama Feb. 6..
Million Dollar Handicap (all star) Horse race melo Feb. 13..
Three Faces East (Jetta Goudal) Suspense- spy-melo Feb. 20.
Fifth Avenue (De La Motte) Human int. drama Feb. 20..
Wild Oats Lane (Viola Dana) Melodrama Apr. 10..
Made for Love (Leatrice Joy) Drama
Red Dice (Rod LaRocque) Underworld melodrama May 1.
Forbidden Waters (Priscilla Dean) Comedy drama
Whispering Smith (H. B. Warner) Melodrama western ...May T"
Volga Boatman (W. Boyd-E. Fair) Melodrama Apr 24
Paris at Midnight (Jetta Goudal) Melodrama May 15

’

Prince of Pilsen (Geo. Sidney) Comedy drama May 8
Bachelor Brides (La Rocque) Mystery drama May 22
Eve’s Leaves (Leatrice Joy) Romantic Comedy May 29
Silence (H. B. Warner) Self-sacrifice dr June 5
Unknown Soldier (Chas. Mack, etc.) ...War drama June 12..
Dice Woman (Priscilla Dean) Farce-melodrama June 19
Flame of the Yukon (Seena Owen) Melodrama of Yukon June 26..
Up in Mabel’s Room (Marie Prevost) Farce-comedy June 26
Shipwrecked (S. Owen-J. Schildkraut) Melodrama .July 3 ..
Meet the Prince (Jos. Schildkraut) Comedy -Drama ... July 3.’.

Sea Wolf ^(Ralph Ince) Jack London story July 10..

7,373

6,717

7,238

6,013

5,660

6,095

7,419

5,503

6,900

7,257

sea won tKaipn incej Jack London story July 10..
Sunny Side Up (Vera Reynolds) Comedy drama ....July 17.
Speeding Venus Priscilla Dean) Melodrama July 24..
Clinging Vine (Leatrice Joy) Comedy Tulv 31.’.

Young April (Bessie Love) Romantic com -dr Sept. 11..
For Alimony Only (Leatrice Joy) Divorce corn-drama Oct. 9..
Gigolo (Rod La Rocque) Drama Oct. 16..
Nervous Wreck (Ford-Haver) Farce-comedy Oct. 23..
Pals in Paradise (star cast) ICyne mining story Nov. 29..
For Wives Only (M. Prevost) Sophisticated farce ....Dec. 4..

6,155

10,660
6,995

6,600

6.612

6.750

7,518

7,979

5,614

5,800

6,345

5.86S

5,908

6,763
5,994

5,560
6.400

6,858

6.400
7,293

6.736
6,636

5,790

RAYART
1925

Snob Buster (Reed Howes) Action melodr Aug. 22.. 4,974
Cyclone Cavalier (Reed Howes) Acton-romance Sep. 26.. 4 921
Midnight Limited (star cast) Railroad melodrama Dec. 27 5.255

1926
Call of the Klondike (Glass-Dwan) ..Melodrama Aug. 21.. 5,803
Moran of the Mounted (Howes) Northwest M. P. melo Sept. 4.. 5,303

RED SEAL
Has Anybody Seen Kelly?...,
Marvels of Motion
Song Cartune
Reelview (Scenes in Turkey)
Hair Cartoon
Hair Cartoon
It’s the Cat’s (Ko-Ko)
Song Car-tune
Sweet Adeline

Song Cartune Mar. 20.. 1,000
Magazine Apr. 3.. 650
Fleischer novelty Apr. 3.. 558
Magazine Apr. 10.. 850
Marcus cartoon Air. 10.. 551
•Marcus cartoon May 1.. 550
• Fleischer cartoon May J.. 750
.“Tramp, Boys ars March’g”.May 8.. 558
...Song Car-tune June 5.. 550
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Hair Cartoon (Issue 8) Marcus novelty Junel2..850i

A'hen Do We Eat? Novelty July 10.. 1,000

Old Black Joe Song Car-tune July 17.. 500

Hair Cartoon Marcus cartoon July 17.. 1,000

Toot I Toot! (Ko-Ko) Fleischer cartoon July 17.. 1,000

Hair Cartoons Marcus cartoon July 31.. 1,000

eelview (Issue E) ..Pictorial ..July 31.. 1,000

Searchlight (Issue H) Pictorial Aug. 7.. 1,000

Song Car-tune Song series Aug. 7.. 1,000

Marvels of Motion Issue L SepL
Morning Judge Carrie of the Chorus Sept. 4.. 2,000

Ko-Ko in the Fadeaway Fleischer cartoon Sept. 11.. 1,000

Film Reporter Senes Sept. 11.. 1,000

Churchyards of Old America Humor Sep-
, cC,

Film Reporter (Issue B) Sport subjert* Oct. 9.. 1,000

Berth Mark £arT of Chorus Oct. 9.. 2,«»

Searchlight .....Issue J Oct. 16.. 1,000

Kind of Picture Review.

Papa’s Mama (Arthur Lake) Comedy July 10..

Buster's Heartbeats Buster Brown July 17..

Daredevil Daisy (Edna Marian) Comedy July 17..

STERLING PICTURES CORP.
1926

Love Gamble (Lillian Rich) Melodrama July 24.. 5,723

Before Midnight (Wm. Russell) Crook melodrama July 11.. 4,890

Big Pal (Wm. Russell) Prize fight drama Oct. 24.. 5,800

Men of the Night (Rawlinscn) Melodrama July 24.. 5,723

Wreckage (May Allison) Drama July 24.. 5,723

TIFFANY PRODUCTIONS, INC.
Release
Date

snat Nv*del Frsm Paris Society comedy drama Aug. 15

Lost At Sea Romantic csmedy drama Sept. 1

The First Night Farce comedy .Oct. IS

Redheads Preferred Whimsical comedy drama Nov. 15

One Hour »f Love Emotional drama Dec. 15

The Enchanted Island Romantic drama Jan. 1

Flaming Timber Woodland drama XaP‘ ,

Squads Right War farce, comedy Feb. 1

The Steeplechasee Racing society drama .Feb. 15

The Tiger Modern drama Mar. 1

The Song of Steel Society-business drama Mar. 15

Husband Hunters Domestic comedy drama ... Apr. 1

Snowbound Comedy drama of the North ...Apr. 15

Wild Geese (Special) Human drama May 1

The Squared Ring Society couedy drama May 15

The Broken Gate Emotional drama ^....Jun. 1

Fools of Fashion (Mae Busch) Social life drama Oct. 9. . 6.484

College Days (Marceline Day) College comedy-dr -N °v- 6.. 7,300

Tosselvn’s Wife (Pauline Frederick) Emotional diama Nov. 27.. 5.800Josselvn’s Wife (Pauline Frederick)
Sin Cargo (Shirley Mason) .Melodrama Dec. 11.. 6,100

UNITED ARTISTS
till 192S

Eagle (Rudolph Valentino) Romantic drama ...

Stella Dallas (star cast) Mother-love drama.

Tumbleweeds (W. S. Hart) Land rush drama...

The Bat (all-«tar) Mvstery c

Son of the Sheik (Valentino) “Sheik” i

Sparrows (Mary Pickford) Comedy drama

UNIVERSAL
Features

My Old Dutch (McAvoy-0*Malley).

Looking for Trouble (Hoxie) Western
Outside the Law (ChaneylDean) Crook melodrai
Rolling Home (Dennyl. Farce comedy

Rustler’s Ranch (Acord) Western

Chasing Trouble (Morrison) Action western

The Terror (Art Acord) Western

Michael Strogoff Russian Melodrama

Red Hot Leather (Hoxie) Western
Man from the West (Acord) Blue Streak

Short Subjects

Hearts for Rent (Lake) Bluebird comedy
Tin Bronc (Cobb) Western
Four-Square Steve (Cobb) Western
Buster Watch Tige Buster Brown ...

Frame Up (Home) Western
Love Deputy (E. Cobb) Short western ..

There She Goes (Wanda Wiley) Comedy
Buster** Girl Friend Buster Brown series

28.. 6,754

21.. 10,157

1926

2.. 7,254

. . .Feb. 27.. 5,600

20.. 8.388

27.. 8.219

.Aug. 7.. 6,685

9.. 6.000
4.. 8 rls.

1926

24.. 4,500

1 .. 7,750

2.. 8.767

8.

.

s.362

15.. 8,000
22.. 6.831

28.. 5,820

5.. 5.230

12.. 6.822

19.. 4,304

26.. 4,305

3.. 7,680

...July 10.. 6.352

...July 10.. 4,862

17.. 5.492

24.. 7,808

14.. 6,662

...July 31.. 4,776

28.. 5,865

4.. 7,603

11.. 7,445

25.. 6.254

2.. 5,747

9.. 4,766
...Oct. 16.. 6,649

....Oct. 30.. 9,315

6.. 5,633

20.. 6.1CP

27.. 4.535
. . . Dec. 4.. 4.474

11.. 6.945

36.. 1.000

26.. 2.mo
26.. 2.000

26.. 2.000

36.. 2.000

....July 3.. 2.000

3.. 2.000

10.. 2.000

...July 10.. 2,000

Love's Labor Lost (Edward*) Comedy July 17..

Do or Bust (Edwards).... Comedy July 17..

Motor Trouble (Chas. King) Comedy July 17..

Mixed Doubles (Puffy) Comedy July 17..

Fire Barrier Short western July 24..

Village Cut-Up (Lake) Comedy July 24..

Under Desert Skies Short western July 24..

Thirteenth Man (Puffy) Comedy July 24..

Op’ry House Tonight (Lake) Comedy July 31..

Who’s Next? (Edwards) Comedy July 31..

Thrilling Romance (Wiley).... Comedy July 31..

Little Warrior (Sedgwick) Short western July 31..

Wide Open Faces (Puffy). Comedy Aug. 7..

His Girl Friend (Edna Marian) Comedy Aug. 7..

Mixed Brides (Wiley)... Comedy Aug. 14..

When East Meets West Mustang comedy Aug. 14..

Pep of the Lazy J (Cobb) Short western Aug. 14..

Buster’s Orphan Party Buster Brown series Aug. 14..

Don’t Be a Dummy (Lake) Comedy Aug. 21..

It’s All Over Now (Edwards) Comedy Aug. 21..

Shoot ’Em Up Kid (F. Gilman) Com. -dr. western Aug. 21..
Wait a Bit (Earl Mack) Comedy Aug. 21..
Don’t Shoot (Mower) Short western Aug. 21..
Tiddly Winks (Lake) Comedy Aug. 28..
Jane’s Predicament (Wiley) Comedy Aug. 28..

Rustler by Proxy (Hume) Short western Aug. 28..
And George Did (Saylor) Comedy Sept. 4..

Jim Hearn’s Ghost (Sedgewick) Short western Sept. 4..
Buster Helps Dad Buster Brown series Sept. 4..
Two Dollars, Please (Edwards) Bluebird comedy Sept. 4..
The Newlyweds’ Neighbors Newlyweds series Sept. 11..

Wives and Wsmen (Chas. Puffy) Comedy Sept. 11..

Jane’s Inheritance (Wiley) What Happened to Jane Sept. 11..

Olga’s Boatman (Edwards) Blue Bird comedy Sep. 25..

Which is Which? (Chas. King) Excuse Maker Sep. 25..

Jane’s Troubles (Wiley) Stern Bros, comedy Oct. 2..

Wanted a Bride (Arthur Lake) Comedy Oct. 2..

The Collegians Series of 10 Oct. 9..
Fighting With Buffalo Bill Pioneering serial Oct. 16..

A Man’s Size Pet Western comedy Oct. 16..

Never Again The Gumps Oct. 16..

For Crvin' Out Loud Bluebird comedy Oct. 16..

Lots of Grief Gump comedy Oct. 16..

Pinnacle Rider (Mower Mustang western Oct. 16..

Pioneer Blood (F. Gilman) Mustang western Oct. 23..

Show Cow Puncher (Cobb) Mustang western Oct. 23..

Too Much Sleep (A. Lake) Comedy Oct. 23..

When Bonita Rode Mustang western Oct. 30..

Wild Bill (Chas. Puffy) Fat man comedy Oct. 30.

Jane’s Engagement Party What Happened to Jane.. Nov. 6.

Barely Reasonable (D. Kitchin) Mustang comedy Nov. 6.

Lone Prairie (G. Magrill) Universal western Nov. 6.

Business Worries (Arthur Lake) .Comedy Nov. 6.

Please Excuse Me Excuse Maker com Nov. 6.

The Big Surprise Gump comedy Now. 13..

Snookums’ Outing Newlyweds comedy Nov. 13..

What Price Pleasure? (Edwards) Bluebird comedy Nov. 13..

Better Luck Gump comedy Nov. 20..

Martin of the Mounted (Gilman) Mounted police Nov. 20..

Fighting Strain (C. Witzel) Western Nov. 20..

Hook or Crook (Puffy) Bluebird comedy Nov. 20..

Buster Prize Winner Buster Brown series Nov. 27..

A Second-Hand Excuse Excuse Makers Nov. 20.
Switching Sleepers (Arthur Lake) Bluebird comedy Nov 29.

Sweetheart Daze (Edwards) Bluebird comedy Nov. 29..

Last Lap Collegians No. 4 Nov. 29..

A Close Call Gump series Nov. 29.

Snookums’ Merry Christmas Newlyweds series Nov. 29.

.

Hen Punchers of Piperock Mustang western com Nov. 29..

Trail of Trickery (Cobb) Northwest drama Dec. 11..

Honeymoon Quickstep (Lake) Comedy Dec. 11..

Around the Bases Collegians series Dec. 11..
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WARNER BROS.
1925

Limited Mail (Monte Blue) Railroad melodrama Sep. 12.. 7.144

Wife Who Wasn’t Wanted (Rich) Romantic drama Sep. 19.. 6.858

His Majesty, Bunker Bean (M. Moore).. Farce comedy Sep. 26.. 7.291

Below the Line (Rin-Tin-Tin) Dog melodrama Oct. 3.. 6.053

Man on the Box (Syd Chaplin) Farce-comedy Oct. 10.. 7.481

Compromise (T. Rich, C. & Brook) Domestic drama Nov. 7.. 6.789

Red Hot Tires (Monte Blue) Farce comedy Nov. 7.. 6.500

Bobbed Hair (Prevost-Harlan) Comedy -melodrama Nor. 14.. 7.817

Rose of the World (P. R. Miller) Human interest drama Nor. 21.. 7.500

Clash of the Wolves (Rin-Tin-Tin) Curwood dog drama Not. 28.. 6,478

Hogan's Alley (Blue-Miller) Farce-comedy Dec. 5.. 6J1G

Lady Windermere’s Fan (I. Rich) Stage classic Dec. 12.. 7.816

Seven Sinners (Prevost-Brook) Crook-action drama Dec. 19.. 6.927

Golden Cocoon (H. Chadwick-H. Gordon) Human interest mela Dec. 36.. 7.300

1936
Sea Beast (John Barrymore) Whaling epic Jan. 30.. 9.w5
Oh, What a Nurse (Syd Chaplin) Farce-comedy Mar. 6.. 6.987

Cave Man (M. Moore- Prevost) Farce-comedy Mar. 13.. 6.741

Bride of the Storm (D. Costello) Melodrama April W. . 6.800

Mght Cry (Rin-Tin-Tin) Dog melodrama April 24.. 6.380

Other Women’s Husbands (Blue) Comedy drama May 8.. 6.721

Hell Bent Fer Heaven (Miller) Mystery drama May IS.. 6JJI
Little Irish Girl (D. Costello) Crook drama May 22.. 6,667

Why Girls Go Back Home (Miller) Comedy drama May 29.. 5.362

Silken Shackles (Irene Rich) Drama June 5.. 6 361

Social Highwayman (Devore- Lore! Farce-comedy June 26.. 6.1®
Footloose Widows (Fazenda -Logan) Farce-comedy July 3.. 7.163

Don Juan (John Barrymore) Romantic drama Aug. 21. .10.018

Across the Pacific (Monte Blue) Melodrama Oct. 16.. 6.9<3
My Official Wife (Rich-Tearle) Drama ....Nov. 6.. 7.844
Private Tzzy Murphy (Jessel) Comedy Oct. 30.. 7.889

The Better ’Ole (Syd Chaplin) Supercomedy Oct. 23.. 4.644

Millionaires (Sidney-Fazenda-Gordou) Heart-int. Hebrew com Nov. 30.. h.o®
While London Sleeps (Rin-Tin-Tin) Dog melodrama Dec. 11.. 5.518
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Edited by O . T. Taylor

A Presentation Designed For Children

Announcement

W ITH this issue of MOVING 1'1'"

TURE WORLD, Mr. O. T. Tay-

lor formally assumes the depart-

ment originated by Colby Harriman,

but which he was forced to abandon

not long ago on account of the pres-

sure of other duties.

Mr. Taylor is a thoroughly practical

man from every angle of production

and presentation and we believe that

under his conductorsliip this depart-

ment will become even more important

to the live manager than it has been

in the past.
Mr. Taylor will appreciate material

for helps and hints. No one man
knows all the kinks and if you will

generously pass along your ideas and
discoveries to Mr. Taylor your aid will

be much appreciated. He may be ad-

dressed at Aberdeen, Wash.

quaint old wind mills and the

(If picturesque costume of Hol-

land lend themselves admirably

to presentation uses. The seemingly

unwieldly wooden shoes used in Dutch
dance numbers to humorous music in-

variably arouse interest.

The songs and dances are so simple and

well known that no great difficulty should

be experienced in producing this presenta-

tion, even should it be found necessary to

train amateurs for the parts. Comedy is

the dominating keynote and a free and easy

stage appearance is more essential than artis-

try in performance.

This offering should, as its title suggests,

be presented with children performers. The
parts in the first half especially should be

taken by children of 8 to 10 years of age.

The parts in the second half may be

played by older children or by adults of

small stature impersonating children. Girls

may also be impersonating the boys’ parts.

Possibilities of injecting comedy are unlimit-

ed
;

the bashful beau calling on his sweet-
heart, girl and boy flirting and many other

little comedy touches may be introduced.

The musical numbers suggested are op-
tional and may be replaced with any num-
bers of similar nature.

The Routine
Music opens with “Sailing,” by Godfrey

Marks. Drapes part, revealing plain cyclo-
rama or drapes, decorated with two plaques
depicting nursery rhymes. As orchestra re-
peats “Sailing,” voices, singing, are heard.
Stage is in amber with white spot left to
pick up the boat sailing out with sail swell-
ing in the breeze.

The “boat” is a large wooden tub, equip-
ped with sail and containing two boys and
a girl attired in Dutch costumes.
When the boat is one-third on stage the

sail flops and the boat stops. Change from
spot to flood. One of the boys steps out and
attempts to shove the boat. The other boy
picks up bow-line and pulls. Their combined
efforts fail to move the boat. Introduce
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Artistic and Effective Ideas
(Continued from previous page)

comedy bits as they assist the girl from the

Boat.

Introduce comedy chatter or song novelty.

White lights up slowly. As they finish, the

sail fills in, the breeze then flops again as

the kiddies scramble aboard. One of the

boys picks up a small bellows, he points it

towards the sail works it frantically; the sail

fills out in the breeze and the boat sails

across stage and off.

White lights dim, blue comes up. Music

igoes into eccentric dance number, “Dutch
Warbler.” Drapes up revealing set with

queer trees, a house and windmill showing
against a dark blue sky. The wings of the

mill are revolving slowly. A crescent moon
is slowly rising on the horizon. The door

opens and Dutch boy and girl enters for

dance number. Straw spot on lancers. Other

Dutch kiddies join in chorus. White lights

nip slowly as dance finish.

The Set

A ground row of trees and a crooked

bouse, B', is set in front of the plain sky

•drop, A, against the back of this is hung the

moon pan E. A crooked fence, DD, is at-

tached to the wind mill and carried off right

and left. The gate may be made practical.

The fence posts and rails are cut from wall

board and battened up. The windmill con-

struction is shown in detail in Fig. 3. A and
B are front and side plans showing mechan-
ism frame which is placed in position as in-

dicated by dotted lines (center) in D, Fig.

3. On a shaft at top of frame are fastened

the crossed battens carrying wings, and the

belt pulley. Another pulley, with crank at-

tached, is placed about three feet from the

floor. The lower pulley should be smaller

than the upper one so that the speed of

the wings, which should turn slowly, may be
easier controlled.

A simple manner of fastening wing bat-

tens and pulley to shaft is shown in detail

C, Fig. 3. A piece of J4 or %-inch pipe

serves as shaft. Drill a 3/16 inch hole

through the shaft where wings and pulley

are to be placed. Run a heavy nail through
each hole and fasten securely to wings and
pulley by means of staples. Do the lower
pulley and crank in a like manner. The
pulley must fit tightly on the shaft as this

manner of fastening it does not prevent it

from wavering if too loose. The mill house
and wings are cut from wall board and
nailed to frame battens as indicated by dot-

ted lines in Figs. 1 and 3. The door is cut

out, mounted on a frame and hinged on
back. Windows may be cut out, covered
with oiled paper and illuminated.

G, H and I, Fig. 3, show suggestions for

“tub-boat” and for boys’ and girls’ cos-

tumes. For sail on boat use some light, airy

material such as georgette. A large fan,

placed off-stage, will furnish enough breeze
to fill the sail. Fine black wire, such as
stove pipe wire, attached to the tub and
laid across the stage, I, Fig. 2, furnish the
motive power for the boat.

PAINTING. The ground row B is done
in blues, purples and dark greens with a
touch of orange for highlights. Do mill-
house and wings in a rather light medium
gray and lay in solid colors as numbered on

Handsome Hoot Gibson in “The
Buckaroo Kid” for Universal.

mill-house, Fig. 3. 1, medium purple. 2,

magent. 3, medium vivid green. 4, medium
blue. 5, orange. 6. light yellow. 7, vermil-

ion. Give the wings a similar treatment

but leave more gray. Patches in white.

A stripe finished in metallics always ap-

pear heavier than if done in colors. This

is due to the glitter and radiance thrown
out by reflection of the light rays. Hence,

if a fine stripe or a light outline suggestion

is desired in metallics, it should be reduced

to not much over one-half the width al-

For Showmen
lowed for the same stripe in varied colors.

LePage’s glue will be found a very satis-

factory adhesive to use over kalsomined or

porous surfaces. On paper and surfaces with
a less absorbent finish mucilage will be
found serviceable.

Apply the adhesive surface that is to

be covered with metallics. Before the ad-

hesive is set sprinkle metallics on thinly. A
large salt-shaker is useful in sprinkling the

metallics. For large work have a clean can-

vas and for smaller pieces one or more
sheets of clean paper, old posters are fine

for this, spread under the work. After ap-
plication shake surplus of metallics onto can-

vas or paper and return the salvaged metal-
lics to container. On outlines, stripes, etc.,

a greater amount of metallics are more
often salvaged than what is actually used.

Flitters are larger flakes of leaf metals,

such as aluminum. Flitters are applied, much
the same as metallics, by using an adhesive,

except that flitters, being larger, are sifted

through a screen or merely sprinkled from
the container. Flitters are lighter in weight
and covers more surface per pound than
metallics

;
they are also less brilliant than

the latter.

Bronzes are obtainable in a wide variety

of gold, aluminum and copper in addition to

colors. In dry or power form bronzes are

put up in ounce papers and larger quantities

in tins. Ready mixed bronzes are obtainable

as gold and silver paints. Especially pre-

pared bronzing liquid is used in mixing

powder bronze for general use. This liquid

is, however, not recommended for use in

bronzing over kalsomined or other porous

surfaces as the kalsomine absorbs the liquid

and leaves the bronze coating dry and dusty.

For this use bronze powder may be mixed
with LePage’s glue and thinned with vine-

gar. Or mix in white shellac and thin to

working consistency with denatured wood
alcohol. Either of these vehicles dulls the

luster of the bronze. By sizing, going over
the part to be bronzed with shellac, bronze
mixed in bronzing liquid may be used with-

out danger of rubbing up. As this pro-

cedure entails more work, and as time more
often is the essential, the difference in ap-
pearance is hardly deserving the added ef-

fort.

Stage Music Stands

Orchestras using music stands on the stage

will find in the common collapsible stand

an excellent substitute for the special built

low stand. This is for orchestras doing

novelty programs and where the stand is

to remain inconspicuous. Adjust the music
stand as low as possible. The top should be

no more than 30 or 32 inches from the

floor; 22 to 24 inches is better.

Hang over the back of the stand, the

side showing to the audience, a velvet or

silk cover eighteen inches wide by about
fifteen long. This cover hides the sheet

music and the rack leaving but the standard

and legs of stand exposed.

By having a thumbscrew placed in the col-

lar that holds the leg brazes in position the

legs may be adjusted parallel with the floor,

thus reducing the height of the stand to less

than two feet. To have sufficient light to

read the music on a dim stage clamp a

small hood containing socket and small lamp
to upper part of the stand.
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The House of Smiles

L AUGH MONTH gives exhibitors a big play for pub-

lic favor because there is an inherent love of laugh-

ter in the American people which you can readily

turn into dollars by using the effective campaigns devised

by Mr. Will Hays’ organization and the many efficient

exhibitor bodies which are co-operating.

You can drag in the handkerchief dampeners once in a

while
;
but you can hook the chuckle lovers any day.

Use the force of Laugh Month to bring the people into

your theatre, to build up public favor; then, when you

have it, do something to keep these folks coming your way
all the year round. Don’t confine your smiles to the screen.

Put a smile all over the house.-.

House of the Smile
Sell£ Tickets by the Mile

Make your theatre the house of smiles. This doesn’t

mean that you ought to run slapstick or farce every minute

of your show. It means to run your house with a cheerful

atmosphere, where there is nothing to induce the grouch
or the grumble.
You can’t do this unless you have perfect projection.

Unsteady or delayed pictures, eye-strain, will kill the joy-

spirit.

is a House of Profits
You can’t get the smile atmosphere without the utmost

in comfort and convenience. Sprung-spring seats, stumble-

coaxing floor coverings, tin-pan music, foul air—these sour

the disposition and work against you.

Put over Laugh month with a bang! It will help you
a lot. And while you’re doing it, put over the community
service that your theatre renders all the year through.
Make your theatre so much a part of the community

that good-will can sell your tickets against the unavoidable

opposition of summer weather, outdoor enticements and
dad’s tendency to stay home after a hard day at business.

While Selling Laugh Month
Sell Your House, Too

The salvation of the smaller house is the community
tendency to foregather in the mass, to see different folks

in the most cheerful surroundings.
Laugh Month will bring them out. Then it is up to you

to put across the one place of real community service, the
theatre of convenience, comfort and cheery atmosphere-
Be sure your projectors and screen are in perfect condi-

tion, that you music is the best they can get, that your
seats and everything else that make for comfort are living

up to the requirements—then go ahead.

J. H. Hallberg to Distribute

Perfected Reflector Arc Lamp

W HEN in the fall of 1922, J. H. Hallberg resigned from the Vice Presi-

dency of the United Theatre Equipment Corporation to become Direct-

tor of Experimental Research in the Burnett-Timken Research Labora-
tory, many of his friends predicted his eventual return to the motion picture

industry, in which he had always been such a prominent figure.

That this prediction was justified, is evi-

denced by the recent announcement that

Mr. Hallberg has established himself in new
offices on the seventh floor of Chickering
Hall, 29 West 57th street, New York City,

where in addition to the display and mar-
keting of the recently developed Hallberg
Reflector Arc Lamp, a new model of the

celebrated Hallberg Motor Generator and
other projection apparatus, he will main-
tain an experimental developing and testing

laboratory for electrical and optical devices.

Mr. Hallberg’s connection with the motion
picture industry commenced in the fall of

1907, through a number of patents on elec-

trical apparatus which he possessed, which
were found to be of great value in the con-
trol of projector arc lamps.

In January, 1908, the famous Hallberg
Electric Economizer for alternating current
was produced and the device immediately
proceeded to save thousands of dollars to
exhibitors operating with the alternating
current.

Later, the Hallberg A. C. to D. C. Motor
Generator, the first constant current ma-

chine for Projector Arc Lamps was intro-

duced and became popular by reason of its

economy to the exhibitor.

Economy has always been the keynote of
Mr. Llallberg’s career—economy in the oper-
ating costs of the projection room coupled

(Continued on next page)

Dupe Negatives
Of the finest quality, on special duping
stock perfected by Eastman Kodak
Co., solely for this purpose. Made by
the firm which thoroughly understands
its handling through experience gained
in three years of continuous use in
making millions of feet of the finest
dupe negatives ever produced. Why
risk printing from original negatives
when Dupe Negatives of equal or better
quality can be made so cheaply? Dupe
negatives, equalizing wide difference of
original printing density, 15c per foot
for first negative, 8c for additional.

Reduction Printing
From 35 m/m to 28 m/m and 16 m/m by the

Pioneer of this Industry.

THE PATHESCOPE CO.
OF AMERICA, Inc.

35 West 42nd Street New YorkJ. H. Hallberg
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J. H. Hallberg Is Coming Back into Picturedom with a Real Reflector Arc
Lamp Which Bears His Name

Hallberg Active
(Continued from last page)

with an increase in the effectiveness of pro-

jection results.

In 1917, Mr. Hallberg disposed of his busi-

ness to the United Theatre Equipment Cor-
poration, of which he became vice-president,

director and chief engineer and with whom
he was associated until his conection with
the Burnett-Timken Research Laboratory,
as mentioned above.

Mr. Hallberg is the author of Motion Pic-

ture Electricity and has been from time to

time an authoritative and valued contribu-
tor to the trade press on technical subjects.

His record is such that the introduction of
his new products will be looked forward to

with much interest by the exhibiting frater-

nity, for whom he has always been a money
saver and by the progressive supply dealers
of this country.

These FolksAre Buying
The Best To Be Hacl

In Equipment
by fire some months ago. Special attention
will be given to ceiling- and stage. Improve-
ments will cost in excess of $30,000, and does
not cover cost of installing new draperies
rugs, curtains, etc.

BIRMINGHAM, ALA.—J. G. Whitfield will
soon start erecting moving picture theatre
for negroes on Fourth avenue, N. Estimated
cost, $50,000.

BIRMINGHAM, ALA..—M. M. Marshall, 4304
Eleventh avenue, will soon start erecting
one-story balcony brick theatre, 50 by 100
feet, to be located on Warrior avenue at
Annie street.

LOS ANGELES, CALIF.—L A. Smih, Film
Exchange Building, is taking bids for four-
story reinforced concrete theatre, store and
apartment building, 80 by 144 feet, for
United Income Properties, Inc. Estimated
cost, $200-, 000.

EAST HARTFORD, CONN.—Amusement
Realty Company has plans by Wise & Up-
son, Inc., Hartford, for two-story brick and
terra-cotta theatre, 85 by 200 feet, to be lo-
cated at Main and Blssell streets. Estimated
cost, $150,000.

HARTFORD, CONN.—J. B. Pearston, 20
Raymond road, West Hartford, has plans by
G. M. Gregory, 23 Vernon street, for two-
story brick and stone-trim theatre and store
building, 70 by 200 feet, to be located on
Farmington avenue. Estimated cost, $250,000

CHICAGO, ILL.—Syndicate, care Dr. O. G.
Waskow, 5901 East Circle avenue, has plans
by Fred D. Jacobs, 28 West Lake street, for
three-story brick and cut-stone trim theatre,
store and office building, 144 by 150 feet, to
be located at northeast corner Oshkosh and
Northwest Highway. Estimated cost, $750,-
000 .

DANVILLE, ILL.—Palatial moving picture
theatre and office building will be erected
by Great States Theatres, Inc., a subsidiary
of Balaban & Katz theatre chain, is an-
nounced by Jules J. Rubens, general mana-
ger of corporation. Estimated cost, $2,-
000,000.

DECATUR, ILL—National Theatres, Inc.,
FI W. Hartze, 304 Associates Building, South
Bend, Ind., will soon take bids for two-story
brick, terra-cotta and reinforced concrete
theatre, 60 by 140 feet. Estimated cost, $1,-
500,000.

COFFEYVILLE, KANS.—J. Tackett has
plans by C. A. Henderson, 118% West Ninth
street, for one-story brick theatre and store

building, 50 by 140 feet. Estimated cost,

$27,000.

EAST BOSTON, MASS—A. Di Pietro, 424
Hanover street, Boston, plans to erect one
and two-story brick theatre on Maverick
square. Estimated cost, $170,000.

WATERVLIET. MICH —J. H. Prentice, 123
West Madison Street, Chicago. 111., has plans
by LeRoy & Newlander, Pratt Building.
Kalamazoo, Mich., for theatre and store
building. Estimated cost $60,000.

ROLL—Machine—Coupon

TICKETS
QUALITY—Second to none!
SERVICE Unexcelled—our
LOWEST PRICES will be mailed to

you on request.

State your requirements by mail

—

Today!

TRIMOUNT PRESS
LARGEST AMUSEMENT TICKET PRINTERS

IN NEW ENGLAND FOR 17 YEARS

119 ALBANY ST., BOSTON, MASS.

LOCAL MOVIES
FILL THEATRES

Perfect Pictures Guaranteed with the

DeVry
Standard — Automatic

Movie Camera
A Professional Camera at $150

DeVry Corporation, 1115 Center Street, Chicago

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
Help and Situations Wanted Only

3c per word per insertion

Minimum charge 60c
Terms, Strictly Cash with Order

Copy must roach ua by Tuesday noon to insure
publication In that week'* Issue.

SITUATIONS WANTED
ORGANIST—Thoroughly experienced picture player.

Complete library. Reliable reference. At liberty

January first. Hubert Muck, 409 East First Street.

Uhrichsville, Ohio.
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Busy Builders Buy

Best Equipment

For Theatres
BIRMINGHAM, ALA—S. S. Whitfield has

awarded contract to j^. C. Ellison, 2907 Six-
teenth avenue, Ensley, Ala., for two-story
brick theatre, 50 by 140 feet, to be erected
on No. Fourth avenue, between 17th and
18th avenues.

INDEPENDENCE, KANS.—Elon Robley
has leased Memorial Hall and will equip it

for moving- picture theatre.

LAWRENCE, KANS.—Midland Theatre &
Realty Company, of Kansas City, Mo., has
awarded contract for new theatre to be com-
pleted about September 1, 1927.
WESTBURT, N. Y.—A. B. Whitney Com-

pany, Grand Central Terminal, New York,
has g-eneral contract for two-story brick
theatre, store and apartment building, 199
by 96 feet, to be erected on Post avenue,
for Westbury Theatre Corporation, J. R.
Hill, president. Estimated cost $250,000.

DALLAS, TEXAS.—Palace Realty Company
has permit to erect brick theatre at 2323
Kail street. Estimated cost $15,000.

HAPPY, TEXAS.—Farmers Exchange
building will be converted into modern mov-
ing picture theatre.

PORT ARTHUR, TEXAS.—Sam Soloman
has awarded contract to Morris & Litchfield
to erect brick theatre at 1518 Houston ave-
nue. Estimated cost $11,000.

DYERSBURG, TENN.—Dyersburg Theatre
Company has awarded contract to Forsum-
James Company for erection of theatre on
Main street, with seating capacity of about
1 ,000 .

GREEN CITY, MO.—Allen Morrison is

•erecting new moving picture theatre.

GRAND ISLAND, NEB.—E. S. Clarke, York,
Neb., has g-eneral contract for one-story mov-
ing picture theatre, to be erected north of
Union Pacific tracks for Blaine Cook, Rialto
Apartments, Beatrice, Neb. Estimated cost
$60,000.

CLEVELAND, O.—Styblo Brothers, 10613
Union avenue, have contract for one-story
theatre and store building, to be erected at
3685 East 131st stret, for Sokol Tyrs Com-
pany, care J. Sebek, 3592 East 131st street.
Estimated cost 150,000.

KANAKEE, ILL.—Luna Theatre has been
added to circuit of Great States Theatres,
Inc. House will be closed for extensive im-
provements.

FORT WAYNE, IND.—Mellers Brothers, of
Lima, O., operating chain of theatres, have
purchased Riley Theatre at 1014 South Cal-
houn street from Oscar E. Wobrock. New
•owners plan improvements to foyer and
other parts of building.

SPECIAL
ROLL and

MACHINE
TICKETS
Your own special Ticket,
any colors, accurately
numbered ; every roll

guaranteed.
Coupon Tickets for Prize

Drawing: 5,M0 for $7.00.

Prompt shipments. Cash with
the order. Get the samples.
Send diagram for Reserved

Seat Coupon Tickets, serial or dated.
ROLL AND MACHINE TICKETS
In Five Thousand Lots and Upward

Ten Thousand $0.00
Fifteen Thousand 7.00
Twenty-five Thousand 9.00
Fifty Thousand 12.50
One Hundred Thousand 18.00

National Ticket Co. Shamokin, Pa.

WELLSVILLE, KANS.—Improvements are
being made to Liberty Theatre.

WILKES-BARRE, PA.—Van Driessen &
O’Malley, Pittston, Pa., have contract to re-
model Marino Theatre. Seating capacity will
be increased to 800.

WOBURN, MASS.—E. M. Dangel, 18 Tre-
mont street, Boston, has plans by G. E. Rob-
inson, Chamber of Commerce Building, for
two-story brick theatre, store and office
building to be located on Federal street.
Estimated cost, $150,000.

DETROIT, MICH.—Andrew Bzovi and John
Motoc, Ecorse, Mich., have plans by C. W.
Brandt, 1114 Kresge Building, for two-story
brick and stone-trim theatre, store and of-
fice building, 225 by 95 feet, to be located
at Greenfield and Grand River avenues. Esti-
mated cost, $250,000.

KANSAS CITY, MO.—Tenth & Central
Merchants Association has plans by L. H.
Dodd, 800 Graphio Arts Building, for two-
story brick and tile theatre, store and office

building, 90 by 124 feet, at Lowell & Balti-
more streets. Estimated cost $65,000.

SHAKER HEIGHTS, O.—Syndicate com-
posed of H. C. Loomis, C. D. Simmons and
C. De Witt, Fidelity Mortgage Building,
Cleveland, have plans by Phillip Lindsley
Small, 1836 Euclid avenue, Cleveland, for
two-story brick theatre, 100 by 100 feet. Es-
timated cost $200,000.

LYMAN, NEB.—Harry P. Johnson has
leased community building and will equip
it as moving picture theatre. Will be called
the Gem.
SEMINOLE, OKLA.—Jake Jones has sold

his new theatre under construction to Grif-
fith Brothers Amusement Company.

Is essential to good projection.

Eliminates the flicker and
fluctuation. Steady—quiet

—

reliable — economical on
current.

Manufactured in both Series

and Multiple Types.

Used the world over.

“If you show pictures you

need the Transvertery)

The Hertner Electric Company,

Cleveland, Ohio.

Gentlemen :

—

Mail me, without obligation, your new Transverter
Bulletin.

Name

Address

h Theatre

ELECTRIC COMPANY

1910 W. 114th St. Cleveland, Ohio



FKetter Projectio
^his Department UJasfounded in 1910 bij its Present 6ditor~

Richardson

Better Projection Pays

Orders 36 Handbooks
For Canadian Field

H M. THOMAS, general manager.
Western Division Managers of

* Famous Players Canadian Corpora-

tion, invited V. Armand, Canadian Theatre

Supply Company, of Winnipeg, Manitoba,

to attend the recent convention of the said

Western Division Managers as Supervisor

of Projection of his district.

Mr. Armand addressed the convention,

his subject being co-operation between man-
agers and projectionists, the value of high-

grade, efficient projection.

He says: “My address was right along the

lines which have been pretty nearly your

gospel—a gospel you have preached to us

for many years. I concluded the address by
suggesting that Richardson’s Handbook be

in the hands of the theatre manager as well

as in the hands of all projectionists. Mr.
Thomas has given his consent to the dis-

tribution of your books to western managers.

Just Like That!

“While in New York City' recently I was,

much to my regret, unable to meet you as

you were, our mutual friend Herbert Grif-

fin informed me, out of the city just then.

I am informed that there will presently be

available a new edition of the Bluebook

—

your handbook—and you may place my order

for three dozen (36) of them, forwarding

them as soon as possible.”

Mr. Armand’s letter was a bit long, so I

changed his wording, but not, in any par-

ticular, his exact meaning. I am sorry in-

deed to have missed him, but hope next time

he’s in Gotham I may be able to have a

chat with him.

Mr. Thomas has acted wisely, and for the

best interests of Canadian Famous Players

Corporation. Theatre managers ought by

all means to have a Bluebook, if only to en-

able them to check up on the work of their

projectionist. If he needs no checking, he

cannot and will not object. If he does need

checking up—Well then he ought to be

checked up, and that’s that.

Projection and Receipts

The theatre manager is directly respons-

ible for the box office income. Unless that

makes good he may figure he won’t either.

The projection has much to do with (a)

box office receipts, which are directly and
largely affected by its excellence or lack of

it, and (b) with “overhead” expense, since a

very large amount of electric power and ex-

pensive machinery may be wasted through

inefficient, unintelligent work by the pro-

jectionist. Certainly the theatre manager
ought to be able to check up at least reason-

ably well on such things. That is just plain

common sense.

I told you in my announcement of the

new book that the first 500, which I agreed

to autograph upon request, would not last

long. There go 36 of the 500 at one clip.

Bluebook School

And now here is another “practical”

question, suggested by the editor him-
self. Recently in conversation with

Otto Kafka, president of the American
Projection Society, he advised me that

the A. P. A. rooms were all cluttered

up these days, with a flock of pencils

and much argument in the air. He
tells me the secretary has to keep his

desk double-locked to keep members
from swiping all the available paper on
which to make drawings which don’t

convince. And here is what it is all

about:

Question No. 551—How many times

do light rays cross between the light

source and the screen?
This question I give you just as it

was stated to me by President Kafka.
You may do your own commenting
upon the form of the question itself,

as well as try to answer it. The re-

sults from both ought to be interest-

ing. I shall do my commenting at the
time the answers are published.

Question No. 552—Why should rheo-
stats, as a whole, be insulated from
earth ?

Transverters Add
To Installations

THAT the Hertner Transverter gives

satisfactory service is evidenced by
the number that are being installed.

Among those theatres recently equipped
with them are the following, and it is only

a partial list of recent installations too, mark
you well. The Transverter is a high-grade
machine which gives satisfaction. This is

not press agent stuff, but your editor and
friend talking:

Read’s Long Branch Theatre, Long
Branch, New Jersey; Lewllyn Theatre, West
Orange, N. J. ;

New Brook Theatre, Bound
Brook, N. J. ; Capital Theatre, Dunkirk,
New York ; Interocean Forwarding Co., New
M P W—McGuire—Dec 13

York City, N. Y. ;
Capital Theatre, Montreal,

Que., Canada; Read’s Kingston Theatre.

Kingston, N. Y.
;

Lyric Theatre, Asbury
Park, N. J. ;

Chrisedge Enterprises, New
York City, N. Y. ; New Atlantic Theatre,
East Rockaway, L. I. ; Regent Theatre,

Pittsburgh, Pa.
;
Broadway Theatre, Wood-

cliff, N. J.; Capitol Theatre, Trenton, N.

J. ;
Capitol Theatre, Jersey City, N. J. ;

New
Capitol Theatre, Lowell, Mass.; Jerome The-
atre, Bronx, New York; Broadway Theatre,
Long Branch, N. J. ;

Cameo Theatre, Jersey
City, N. J. ; Shea Kensington Theatre,
Buffalo, N. Y. ; Belsize Theatre. Toronto.
Ont., Canada ; Boston Road Theatre, Bronx,
New York; Daly Theatre, Bronx, New
York.

What Suggestions

For Damaged Screen?

H B. FRANK, Macomb, 111., is having

trouble which he describes as fol-

* lows : “Have, or had, a Gardner Gold

Fibre screen. Was using vaudeville and an

actor got against it, leaving a big spot. I

tried to remove it but merely succeeded in

ruining the screen surface. Have tried three

or four coats on surface but cannot get

bright marks and brush marks off. In other

words, cannot get a smooth surface. Can
you advise me as to what to mix and how to

mix it?

“Am using Mazda at a 100- foot projection

distance and got a wonderful picture until

this happened. Of course I can send it in,

but that involves lots of work taking it

down. Tried spraying aluminum on with

an air brush; then rubbing it on a tacky

varnish surface.

“And now here is the best receipt for

keeping film soft that I have found in 22

years’ experience. To one pint of glycerine

add three ounces of Oil of Eucalyptus. Put
on blotters and place blotter in both top and
bottom of film box. In twelve hours it will

soften the hardest film you ever saw. If

exchanges would place this in their film

boxes once a week it would save them a

great deal of money in the course of a

year. I have tried it out for eight months.

It works perfectly.”

Test and Report

That last is recommended to the attention

of you all. I see no reason why it should
work especially well, but that does not prove
that it does not. Try it out and let us
know your findings. If it is. as friend Frank
says, and there is no kick-back to it. then

•it should be very valuable indeed.

As to the screen, I’m indeed sorry but
can’t advise you as to any practical method
for re-surfacing your screen with any metal-

lic substance, other than white lead paint,

while it is in position. So far as I know it

cannot be successfully done.

The trouble with the air brush method is

the impossibility of spraying an absolutely

even coating. The trouble with friction ap-

plication is that some spots or streaks get

themselves more or less polished, in which
condition they are not good screen surfaces

and, moreover, do not “fit” with surround-
ing unpolished surfaces.

There is the possibility that by laying the

screen flat, applying a very even coating of

size, letting it set to the tacky stage and
then sifting on a heavy coating of powdered
aluminum, permitting it to lay until the size

is dry and then just dumping the aluminum
off without any rubbing at all. except dust-

ing off the surplus with a soft brush, you
might get fair resits. I do not guarantee it.

however. Making a metalized surface is a

job for trained experts.

(Continued on next page)
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Bluebook School Answers 540 and 541

Note :—This “School” is designed to arouse interest in the study of those many problems

which constantly arise in motion picture projection, AND to cause men to really study

the Bluebook and assimilate the vast amount of knowledge contained within its covers.

Question No. 540—Just why is resistance

•or its equivalent necessary in a projection

arc circuit?

W. C. Budge, Springfield Gardens, New
York; C. H. Hanover, Burlington, Iowa; A1

Lehman, Glenside, Pa.; Frank Didiak, Fair-

mont, W. Va. ; G. L. Doe, “Bill” Doe and

John Doe, Chicago, 111.; Allan Gengenbeck,

New Orleans, La.; Charles Curie, Chatta-

nooga, Tenn. ; T. R. Bankerton, Wentzville,

Mo.; George E. Lawrence, Sackville, New
Brunswick; G. R. Hahn, Memphis, Tenn.;

Charles C. Colby, Santa Fe, N. Mex.
;
T. R.

Guimond, Mobile, La. ;
D. G. Henderson,

Quincy, 111.; T. L. Johnson, Lincoln, Neb.;

Gilbert Atkindon, Cleveland, Ohio; Albert

Hancock, Dallas, Tex.; William C. Jones,

Boston, Mass., and George Barker, Louis-

ville, Ky., all made acceptable answers.

Strange as it seems there were in all 114

men who sent answers which were not cor-

rect in so relatively simple a matter as this.

Hanover says

:

In order to secure any desired amount
of light within range of the optical system
of the projector, a certain current strength
measured in amperes must pass through the

arc, and in order to secure just this amount
of current, there must be just enough volt-

age or electric pressure impressed on the
carbons to force the required number of
amperes against the resistance of tne arc. It

there be not sufficient voltage, there will

not be the required number of amperes of
current flowing through the arc. If there be
too much pressure, the amperage will be too
great.

The purpose of resistance in a projection
arc circuit, or its equivalent, is to reduce
the voltage impressed upon the carbons to
just the amount of pressure necessary to
force the required current “across the arc”
against its resistance, plus the resistance
(to be very accurate) of the wire from the
arc back to the generator.

Gentlemen, I don’t believe a better, more
concise, complete answer could be made to

that question. I recommend it even to the

serious consideration of those who did

answer correctly, though some did so by a

very narrow margin. When you have to

answer a question such as that, just stop

and think. Consider what the rheostat is

doing and WHY IT IS DOING IT. That’s

the answer.

One correct answer reads :

Resistance in a moving picture arc circuit
is necessary as a means to control the cur-
rent, stepping its voltage and amperage
down to working requirements.

Um, well, yes, that is correct. BUT—and
I think you will agree with me—it comes
under the wire by a very, very narrow mar-
gin.

Question No. 541—If you have an arc
burning normally at 60 amperes and you
freeze the carbons, what will happen and

why will it happen?

I think G. L. Doe answers this one best,

though several others did very well.
.

Doe
says

:

A projection arc may be either controlled
by a rheostat or be supplied by a generator
the windings of which supply a constant,
fixed amperage against a considerable range

of resistance. I believe the rheostat con-
trolled arc is meant by the question.

In either case, however, the ultimate re-
sult is the same, except that the constant
current generator may be able to handle
the matter, whereas the rheostat cannot. The
‘‘case” is this: Taking a rheostat controlled
arc for example, the current flow is con-
trolled by (a) the rheostat resistance and
(b) the resistance of the arc itself. When
the carbons of the arc are brought into con-
tact with each other (frozen) the resistance
of the arc, which is a very considerable pro-
portion of the total resistance, is entirely
eliminated. The result is, of course, a heavy
increase in amperage flow, but without any
light production whatever, except for a faint
glow of the probably red hot carbon points.
The increased flow will (a) overload the

rheostat, and (b) probably blow the fuses if

the carbons remain frozen for any appreci-
able length of time.

An excellent answer, as I think you will

all agree. One of the most valuable features
of this “School” is, as I have already pointed
out, the fact that those who work out the
answers themselves, whether they send them
in or not, are able to compare them with
the published reply and see where they
failed or were weak. Those who are too
lazy or indifferent’ to try to work out the
answers, but look religiously for the correct
answer each week, really get little or no
real benefit at all.

Naval Man Is

In a Bad Jam

J
D. S. CILGONE (as nearly as I can

• make the name out), U. S. S. Tennes-

see, writes from San Pedro, Cal., in

part as follows.: “Am just a beginner in

motion picture projection and thought you

might help me. Am interested in the ques-

tions asked you and your replies; also in

better projection.

“I have the job of Movie Operator on the

U. S. battleship Tennessee. Have been on

the job three months and have learned quite

WHY PAY MORE?

Roll Tickets
Your Own Special Wording

1 00,000for$1 5.50
10,000 for $4.50, 20,000 for $7.50

50,000 for $10.00

Standard Rolls of 2,000

KEYSTONE TICKET CO.
Dept. W., SHAMOKIN, PA.

The Union Label if you want it

Have been printing Roll Tickets for

10 years and no better can be had at any price.

a bit by myself. I have three projectors,

the best being a Simplex. It is new and very
easy to handle. Have a Powers Six B which
is seven years old. It is badly worn and the
frame is not in line with the lamphouse. It

makes a man’s nerves stand up on end when
he tries to project a picture and it is not
satisfactory because of worn equipment.

“I also have an Acme, which I just plain

have to force to run, as the Powers That Be
won’t buy a new one until the old one is worn
out—won’t run any longer. I suppose I’ll

have to be content as long as I am where
I am, but when my time is up I propose to
become a motion picture projectionist on the
outside. Could you give me some advice as
to what to study?”

Not True Economy

May I suggest to the officers of the
Battleship Tennessee and to all other Navy
authorities that, while waste in property
and equipment bought with public monies is

reprehensible and should not be tolerated,

.it is NOT TRUE ECONOMY TO RUN
FILMS THROUGH BADLY WORN PRO-
JECTORS. That represents a greater waste
because it not only very largely depreciates
the entertainment value of the photoplays
you project, but also it probably will work
more or less serious injury to the films

themselves, thus injuring the show of every
. one using them thereafter. Navy projection

equipment is kept in the very pink of con-
dition. Nothing less would be tolerated.

Motion picture projection equipment should
also be kept in the very best of condition.

As to what to study, well Friend Cilgone,
while it sounds egotistical it is just a plain

statement of fact that the two best things I

know of for you to study are the Projection
Department of this paper and the Bluebook
of Projection, the fifth edition of which will

be ready for distribution very soon.

The new Bluebook will have more than
1,000 pages, every bit devoted to motion
picture projection and equipment. It will

likely cost six dollars and may be had from,
the Chalmers Publishing Company, 516 Fifth
Avenue, New York City.

A Damaged Screen
(Continued from preceding page)

You have ruined the surface now, in any
event. Why not try paint, as per directions

in Bluebook. By renewing the surface, say
once in six months, you will, I am sure, get
really better general results than with a

metalized surface, which you will naturally,

due to its cost, retain in service long afte

its reflective properties have decreased fa~

more than you imagine. Mix zinc white with
turpentine, and just enough boiled linseed
oil to prevent it rubbing up. Add just a

trifle of ultramarine blue—so that the paint

has a blue tint while in the can. That is what
I would try if I were you. Apply as many
coats as is necessary to secure a good
surface.
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Box office boon

Motion picture producers who use

Eastman Panchromatic Negative offer you

black and white pictures with color cor-

rections that are actually amazing.

These qualities give such pictures—
printed on Eastman Positive, of course

—an extra appeal for the audience that is

a definite boon for the box office.

Prints on Eastman have the black-

lettered identification “Eastman”

and “Kodak” in the transparent

margin. Look for it.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.



The Great Founders

of the

Motion Picture Industry

Started With

and

Are Still Using

Po iver’s Projectors
PRESIDENT FOX. FILM CORPORATION

WILLIAM FOX
Installed

POWER’S PROJECTORS
In His Splendid

New Academy of Music
NEW YORK, N. Y.

After Many Years Satisfactory Use In The

® William Fox Theatres

POWER’S DIVISION
INTERNATIONAL PROJECTOR CORPORATION
90 GOLD STREET NEW YORK, N. Y.



Another ring-dinger from the
only Mabel.

A name that’s a regular mint in a

shorter-than-feature-length comedy.
So many laughs, so much entertain-

ment, that it makes big features seem
no bargains.

Mabel plays a dancing “hostess” in

a dance-hall. She gets hers at a nickel

a dance. You get yours out of the

big deep chest laughs from happy
audiences, and the pull of her name
cn your house front.

/

F. Richard Jones, Supervising Director

Pafhecomedy
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THE BEST
CHRISTMAS CARD
FOR PATRONS

MctrO'Qoldwyn^Mayer
expresses its Holiday (greetings

with Pictures!
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Marshall Neilan’s “EVERY-
BODY’S ACTING” is one more

big reason why PARAMOUNT
outclasses the field.

An ideal HOLIDAY PICTURE too!

Member of Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc. Will H. Hays, President
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Tell ’Em What
A Showman’s Buy
They Get In My
New Series!

old kid

JOSEPH P. KENNEDY
presents

AIWA
Distributed by

GREATER

FBO
FILM BOOKING OFFICES

Of AMERICA. INC

COLLEGIATE
Directed by Del Andrews

Four Other Big Shots Coming!
Member of Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc.—Will H. Hays, President
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f ^ITTLE short of marvelous have been the wonderful

progress and prosperity that have marked the forward

march of Motion Pictures during the last year. Building con-

structively and permanently, the industry has reaped as its im-

mediate reward a huge share of the nation’s prosperity, while

seeing the development of an industrial structure that assures

even greater things ahead.

Not the least of the things for which the industry can be

grateful is the wide distribution of the prosperity it has enjoyed.

The good gifts the year has brought have not been confined

to one group or one class, but spread quite generally and quite

generously among all.

It has been a rare privilege for those of us who are particu-

larly interested in the Short Feature to observe the unprece-

dented part it has played in the year’s growth. Once considered

a lowly "filler,” it has taken its place as a real feature— its

tremendous strides in 1926 make it today one of the chief

topics of discussion everywhere.

Here, too, the forward steps have been permanent gains,

steps not likely to be lost. And so we feel assured that the

second Laugh Month—January— will usher in another year

of great significance for the Short Feature, as for the industry

at large. And it is with a feeling of happy anticipation as well

as of thankfulness that we extend our sincere greetings to our

exhibitor friends and to the whole industry.

President

EDUCATIONAL FILM EXCHANGES, Inc.

' l

I*s<ltdx7ruxjt. (j^LcZuAJiA-^

THE SPICE OFTHE PROGRAM"
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A Message To Newspapers

—

from Exhibitors
The motion picture industry today is the fourth largest industry in the United States.

It contributes in money for newspaper space alone over 1 0 per cent of its gross business each year,

with some companies averaging much higher.

Spending such a large amount of money, the motion picture industry believes it is entitled to the

same consideration and same lineage costs as any other local or national advertiser enjoys.

We are taxed on a so-called "amusement rate,” the origin of which is very hazy, the excuse even

more so, and we pay from 20 to 125 per cent higher rates than commercial advertisers.

Why is there a “special rate” for

motion picture advertising ?

Newspapers tell us to look at the publicity they give us . . . but that is no answer . . . the whole
question of publicity is a "hang over” of the early days of the industry, when an advertising man was
a rarity, and the sole reason for a publicity man was his ability to get "free space” and to spend little or

nothing for paid space. And the industry is not free of that type of man yet, though he is in a minority.

Today with advertising agencies and trained advertising men directing their advertising policy . . .

free space is something they know nothing of. An agency never asks for free space on any other

account, why on their motion picture accounts? The sales problems are the same, they are selling

merchandise, and in paid space.

Publicity . . . we do not insist that for every two lines we buy you give us one line free . . . our

publicity department is there primarily as a SERVICE DEPARTMENT, to furnish you with any news
you may require. You could not afford to have a reporter go to each studio and producer’s office for

news. So we do that for you. It is good business for us, and for you . . . but why penalize us when
we are doing some of your work. And you must remember, your editors are not obliged to take it;

if the news we send you cannot pass the desk, it is not news, and will not be handled.

“Free Publicity” not a consideration

Do newspapers look at the motion picture industry today as they did 15 years ago? Do they forget

that it is a tremendous industry now . . . and must be regarded as such? The amusement rate was
justified, perhaps, at that time, but today the motion picture industry is conducted on the same business

basis as any large modern newspaper. You cannot compare the activities of a newspaper today with

that of one of 1 5 years ago.

One of the newspaper’s greatest assets is its CONSISTENT day in and day out advertisers, the

main reason department stores get such a low rate, and there are few advertisers as consistent as the

motion picture industry. They are not content with just a card, we go in heavily continually, and

practically every motion picture exhibitor in New York City has increased his lineage over the year

before, and with competition getting even keener amongst ourselves, we will have to take even

more space.

But we cannot increase our newspaper lineage any higher than the average ten per cent of our

gross. We do not think that there is any other advertiser, national or local, spending such a high

percentage, nor coming anywhere near it. But with keen competition amongst ourselves, not to men-
tion the competition of the radio and of books (both of which the newspapers are fostering to the best

of their ability and at a much LOWER ra,te than motion pictures)
,
we dare not let down on our news-

paper advertising. All we are trying to do is to make one dollar represent one dollar of space instead

of forty cents’ worth.
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Like other industries, motion pictures

look to paid space for results

We are trying to improve the quality of our appeal, better the quality of our art work, and to

increase the confidence of the folks visiting our theatres . . . and that means more and more news-

paper lineage.

The whole trend of this letter has been that of one large industry talking to another ... of one

business man talking to another. Now let’s talk on another angle.

Let’s talk of the responsibility we both have to the public at large, without which we both would
perish ... as industries. The newspaper’s responsibility is to further the social, moral and economic

interests of the state and nation, and ours is exactly the same responsibility.

Good pictures have a hard road to travel . . . we ought to know that . . . and your editors keep

reminding us of our need to keep everlastingly at it and try to educate the people to appreciate such

pictures.

Is there any better way than through the newspapers? . . . and preferably through paid space?

Lineage increases will more
than offset rate reductions

We have to use a large amount of paid space to sell a really good picture. But the rates are so high

that we are limited as to the LINEAGE we GET for the outlay. The gross amount of money spent

would be more if moving picture rates were equalized with our standard rates. Why not try and

help us; it will mean more money in the cash box for the newspaper and more money to us . . . and

encourage us to make more good pictures.

RATE COMPARISONS
Illustrated average examples of rate differences in a number of cities throughout the country.
Initials are used to represent* definite instances, because it is not the purpose of this letter to confuse the
issue by personalizing the question.
In every case where local rates are shown, it is the highest figure, no allowance being made for quantity
lineage.

Newspapers

A.—M. E. & S

B.—Daily . . . .v. ....

C.—E. S
D.—Daily
E..—M. & Sun
F.—M. & Sun

G.—M. & Sun
H.—D. & Sun

J.—Eve
K.—M. Sr Sun.

Local Rate
Daily Sun.
23.5 .31

.40

.27 .37

.52

.35 .50

. .1.00 1.40

.45 .65

.35 .30

.20

.15 .28

Movie Amus. Rate
Daily Sun.
.50 .85

Double General Display
Rates

One Half Over General
Display Rates

.85

.75 1.15

.75 1.15

Contract Contract
.60 .70

.45 .45

net net
Double General Display

Rates
.50 .50

Keep the “Fourth Estate” on your desk, ready

to show its vigorous editorials for amusement ^
^

rate reduction to every newspaper man / “Fourth

who calls on you.
^ Estate

/ 25 West 43rd St.

USE THE ^ New York aty

. __ . ^ / Gentlemen ; Enclosed find

A 1 1 ACHED / - tvvo dollars. Send me the

S "Fourth Estate’' regularly every

COUPON S ^ week for six months from the
^ date of receipt of this subscrip-

TODAY /"l tion

r Name

/ Street

^ City and State

This Advertisement Sponsored by

PUBLIX THEATRES CORP.
£ -

"* ‘ ’

*
• ~

and

THE FOURTH ESTATE
uThe oldest trade paper in the newspaper field”

28 WEST 44th STREET
.

- NEW YORK
“FOR THE GOOD OF THE INDUSTRY”
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Who killed Dan Winterslip
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s of your

come back

Better than even “The

Green Archer!”

A mystery as deep as the ocean. You

pick man after man as the murderer,

only to admit that you are baffled.

Powerful drama with sensational climaxes, superbly

produced.

A cast equal to those in the finest features. In quality and entertain-

ment a picture equal to any

If you want to get the best that money will buy, regardless of

length, see this!

Scenario by Frank Leon Smith Directed by Spencer Bennet
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Last Minute News From Everywhere
NO MENAGERIE

Tom Byerle, branch
Jmanaiger in Kansas Ciby,

ran across a Kansas ex-
hibitor who refused to buy
“Puppets” because his

patrons were “fed up on
dog pictures!”

MOVING PICTURE

WORLD
MERRY CHRISTMAS

is the wish of Moving Pic-
ture World to all in the
industry. Here’s for better
pictures, bigger receipts
and the promotion of many
friendships.
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Roxy Would Enlist New York

Independents in Circuit Plans

If Accepted Would Mean Over 300 Booking Days

Locally—Stock Selling Scheme Is Told

By Epes Winthrop Sargent

PLANNING to meet the new form of competition promised by the
recent film mergers with a combination of small circuits and sin-

gle independent houses, Herbert Lubin, of Sawyer and Lubin, initial

backers of the Roxy theatres, and S. L. Rothapfel himself addressed
a meeting of the Theatre Owners Chamber of Commerce at the
Hotel Astor on Tuesday of this week.

Moeller Suggests

New “Dress” for

Uniform Contract

Asks Will Hays’ Comment

On His Suggestions

A. J. Moeller, president of the
American Cinema Association, in

an open letter to Will H. Hays,
makes an interesting- recommen-
dation pertaining to contracts.
It follows:
“The writer recommends for

your ionsideration the adoption
of the following plan as it per-
tains to contracts:
“The contract to be prepared

in book form and copyrighted by
your consideration the adoption
to contain an index to the re-
spective clauses contained in the
uniform contract.
“The contract in its entirety:
“Special provisions, such as

extension of time to independent
distributors.
“Explanatory notes where the

same may be required.
‘‘Concluding pages to contain

—as approved by the Motion
Picture Producers and Distribu-
tors Association and Independent
Motion Picture Producers and
Distributors Association.

"Subscribed to by the follow-
ing-—giving a list of producers
and distributors who are utiliz-

ing the contract.
“This book to be distributed

through the respective Film
Board of Trade, who will send
them out by registered mail, re-
turn receipt requested from the
requested exhibitors.
“The receipt cards received

(Continued on page 556)

Big Production Boom
Paramount states that Its big-

gest production boom of all

time is under way at the East
and West Coast studios. Within
two and a naif months more
than 30 pictures will have been
launched at both studios. Fif-
teen will be started in January.

Invade Ohio Field

The Silverman Brothers
of Altoona, Pa., owners of
a chain of theatres in
Pennsylvania, have entered
the Ohio amusement Held
by taking over five repre-
sentative theatres, the
Strand in Akron, Alhambra
in Canton, Opera House
and Majestic in Mansfield
and Shaw - Hayden in
Cleveland. They have
started extensive remodel-
ing and renovating.

Late Chicago

News Notes
The Marvel Theatre,

Carlinville, 111,, has been
destroyed by fire. The
loss is put at $60,000.
The new Varsity Thea-

tre, Evanston, of 2,500
seats, (managed by Clyde
Elliott, opened on Decem-
ber 23.
The Roosevelt Theatre

of Balaban & Katz will
open a new policy of re-
duced prices and iiietures
exclusively.
The McVickers, released

by Warners from its Vita-
phone engagement, will
show de luxe Balaban A
Katz programs again.

Big Play On “Wreck”
Carroll S. Trowbridge, gen-

eral representative for the
Christies, has returned to New
York after covering all impor-
tant cities in. the United States
east of the Rocky Mountains in

connection with the new special,

“The Nervous Wreck,” whic'h is

to be released nationally De-
cember 26. He says that Christ-
mas Week will find it playing in

close to 100 cities throughout the
United States.

Laemmle Buys Play
Universal has bought the

screen rights for ‘‘We Ameri-
cans,” the stage success now
playing in New York. It will be
a big feature for the 1927-28

season and probably will star

George Lewis.

Keaton Opens at Capitol
Buster Keaton’s first United

Artists picture, “The General,”
will have its New York premiere
at the Capitol on January 1.

Marian Mack is leading woman.
It is based on a railroad raid in-

cident in the Civil War.

A1 Lichtman, general manager
of distribution for United States

and Canada, announces that for

the first time in its history

United Artists Corporation is

selling seven new productions
for exhibitors’ definite dates.

These seven pictures include

films from Gloria Swanson, John
Barrymore, Buster Keaton and
Samuel Goldwyn, Ronald Colman
and Vilma Banky and Inspira-

tion Pictures-Edwin Carewe,
each to be sold individually on
merit, a United Artists’ basic

policy.
Mr. Lichtman further said that

each of the independent pro-

ducers, four of them, making
their first United Artists Pic-

If the deal goes through It

will mean anywhere from 300 to
500 booking days in the imme-
diate vicinity of New York City
and place the new combination
in a position to demand first run
service at an advantageous price.
The proposition made at this

meeting was to pay to each

London Cable
Moving Picture World

Bureau, London
, December 22.

Mr. Dupont of Germany is

now managing director of Brit-

ish National Pictures. “Ben
Hur>> promises to be a great

Christmas attraction. Bookings
are very big. “Boadicea,,” Stoll

film, has been returned at Capi-

tol for a second week. “Dip-
lomacy” and “Peter Pan” pro-

vide seasonable fare at the

Plaza.

tures, had invested from $550,000

to $830,000 per picture.

Samuel Goldwyn’s Henry King
Production, “The Winning of

Barbara Worth,” is the first of

the seven released in December.
In January, three more will be

released. These are Gloria

•Swanson in “Sunya,” Buster
Keaton’s “The General” and the

Samuel Goldwyn-George Fitz-

maurioe Production of “The
Night of Love.’
In February John Barrymore’s

first United Artists Picture, “The
Beloved Rogue.’’
March will see the Inspiration-

Carewe “Resurrection.’’
Charlie Chaplin’s “The Circus”

is the seventh.

house three times the profit
shown in 1926 for the leasehold
and to employ the present man-
ager as a salaried manager of
the house he controls.
Half of this payment is to be

in cash and the remainder in
preferred stock of the Roxy
Corporation, each carrying a
share of the common stock as
bonus.
Where the theatre is owned

outright, the arrangement will
be made on the appraised valua-
tion of the property plus the
1926 profits.
The scheme will be floated by a

stock issue of $150,000,000, which
a financial firm is said’ to be
willing to underwrite in return
for 50 per cent, of the common
stock.
Opinion of those attending t'he

meeting seemed to be more or
less diversified, but it is believed
that if Charles L. O’Reilly, presi-
dent of the Chamber, places into
the pool his two new theatres,
most of the other members will
trail their leader into the fold,
supplying about 70 or 80 major
houses and from 125 to 150 less-
er establishments.
William H. Fox is said to be

interested in both the Roxy
theatres and in the new com-
bination. This statement could

(Contimied on page 556)

New Carrie Nations

Northern Ohio’s Blue Law
volcano- is bubbling over.
Theatres in Lorain County
remain open anil report
record attendance. The
county grand jury has re-
fused to indict two Elyria
theatre men. But:
“We’re going to close up

Elyria on Sunday and then
close up Cleveland,” a
woman “anti” is quoted as
saying, “even if we have to
take axes and smash the
theatre box offices.”

Lichtman Selling Definite Dates

On Seven United Artists Pictures
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Roxy Enlisting

Theatre Owners
(Continued from page 555)

not be verified, but his participa-
tion would mean twelve present
houses with two large ones
building.
With Publix declared to be

planning an expansion in the
Metropolitan district, with the
Keith-Albee and allied interests

j

closely connected to the P. D. C.,

with Loew well entrenched and
Stanley in association with the
Mark-Strand, the new combina-
tion would leave few indepen-
dent theatres in the city and
these of relative unimportance.
On the other hand, some of the

owners approached are said to
fear the entrance of the stock
speculative element while realiz-
ing the value of such a consoli-
dation from a booking viewpoint.

Moeller Suggests

Contract Changes
(Continued from page 555)

from the exhibitors to be kept
in possession of the respective
Film Board of Trade offices.

“It would only then be neces-
sary to carry on the fact of the
contract something to the effect:

We, the undersigned, being fully
conversant with the terms of the
uniform contract (as contained
in the book referred to) do
hereby agree as follows:

“After which list of titles, and
such other data relative to thea-
tre, city, state and protection,
etc., could be included in a short
form contract.
“The savings resulting from

such a procedure must of neces-
sity be very apparent to you.
“The cost of the booklet and

mailing could be pro-rated
among the respective producers
and distributors. American
Cinema Association would be
glad to pay their proportionate
share.
‘‘May I hear from you with re-

gard thereto.
‘‘With the writer’s kindest re-

gards and the season’s greetings,
we are sincerely yours, Ameri-
can Cinema Association, A. J.

Moeller, President.”

Hands Across Sea

The latest development
in the entente cordial de-
veloping between motion
picture interests in this
country and abroad is the
establishment of an, alli-
ance between the advertis-
ing and publicity men of
America and England.
Walter Eberhardt, presi-
dent of the Associated
Motion Picture Advertisers
of New York, announces
that the latest alliance
with his organization has
been effected with the
British Motion Picture Ad-
vertisers of London. Al-
ready affiliated with the
older New York organiza-
tion is the Western Mo-
tion Pietnre Advertisers of
Hollywood.

Revive Sunday Fight
Exhibitors are reviving the

Sunday closing fight in Spring-
field, Mo. The law will be tested
next Monday before Judge "White
in the Greene County Criminal
Court. W. W. Smith, exhibitor,
was convicted in the lower court
and appealed. Two attempts to
repeal the ordinance have failed.

Cast Natural Vision Film
J. Stuart Blackton has signed

Charles Ray to play a leading
part in “The American,” the first

natural vision picture to be made
by the Spoor process.

P. A.’s Lunch Gloria
Gloria Swanson and A1 Licht-

man were the guests of honor at
the A. M. P. A. luncheon Decem-
ber 23 at the Hofbrau Haus, New
York City.

Miranda Titling
Tom Miranda has been assigned

the task of adapting “Quality,”
the Inspiration picture for First
National.

Singerman- Bernstein
Sydney Singerman, veteran I

Universal employee and manager
of the Program Department, was

j

married last Sunday afternoon to
Miss Ann Bernstein; daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Leo B. Bernstein of
632 West 171st street, New York
City. The ceremony was held at
the Royal, 58 West 120th street.
A number of “U” executives were
guests, including P. D. Cochrane,
E. H. Goldstein, Paul Gulick, Joe
Weil, Sam Sedran and Joe Hirt.

Cook s Tour Romance
A Cook's tour romance was

culminated at the Little Church
Around the Corner on December
23 when Pierre Collings of Los
Angeles, youthful Paramount
scenarist, married Natalie Har-
ris of Boston. They met last
August in Paris, where she, a
former feature writer • on the
Boston Traveler, was spending
a vacation, and he was shooting
atmospheric scenes for the Para-
mount picture, “The Popular
Sin.”

Hudson With M-G-M
Advices from the West Coast

say that Earl Hudson, formerly
general manager of First Nation-
al production in the East, now
has joined Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
as supervisor of production under
Irving Thalberg.

On the Right Track
Eddie Carrier, conductor of M-

G-M’s Trackless Train, writes
that it is scoring a bigger success
in France than it has in any other
European country.

Lipton With M-G-M
Irving Thalberg has signed

Lew Lipton, writer and adapter,
to a Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer con-
tract.

Choose Permanent Title
The final title of the new John

Gilbert-Renee Adoree picture is

“The Show,” M-G-M announces.
It formerly was known as “The
Day of Souls.”

COMING and GOING

W’infield R. Sheehan, vice-
president and general manager
of Fox Films, departed last Sat-
urday for the West Coast. For
several months he will actively
supervise production of the 1327
series. The first of these will be
"Seventh Heaven.”

* * *

After spending about ten days
in New York getting story ma-
terial, Harry J Brown, produc-
tion manager for Ken Maynard,
First National star, has returned
to the West Coast.

Richard Barthelmess has gone
to California for the holidays.
He was accompanied by Joseph
Steele, his personal representa-
tive, who also accompanied him
abroad.

« • •

Florence Vidor has recovered
sufficiently from her illness to
return to California. Soon she
expects to be able to begin film-
ing “Afraid to Love” for Para-
mount.

• • »

Maurice Chase. Columbia fran-
chise-holder in Western New
Lork, and Harry E. Weiner, man-
ager of Columbia’s Philadelphia
exchanges, both are in the city
conferring with President Brandt
and Treasurer Cohn.

• * *

Mrs. Ruth Hinshaw of Wind-
fall, Ind., winner of the Greater
Movie Season Essay Contest, has
sailed with her husband for a
tour of the world.

* • *

William M. Vogel, general
manager of Producers Interna-
tional Corporation, the foreign
branch of P. D. C., has arrived
from abroad. With him was J.
J. Rein, secretary of P. D. C.,
who accompanied him on his
visits to P. D. C. offices in Eu-
rope.

* * #

Mae Murray has returned from
Europe.

• * *

William Haines came to New
lork to attend the premiere of
"Tell It to the Marines."

* • •

Harry Goldberg, Omaha ex-
hibitor, is here for a few days.

* • •

Agnes Christine Johnston and
her husband, Frank Dazey, are
back from Europe.

• * »

E. J. Smith, Tiffany sales man-
ager, has left on a western sales
tour. He will spend Christmas
with his family in Buffalo.

* * *

Lois Moran returned this week
from overseas.

» * *

D. W. Griffith is in the city
from Los Angeles. He is ex-
pected to announce new dis-
tributing plans shortly.

• » *

T. A. Welsh of Welsh. Pearson
& Co., British producers, is in

New York.
• • •

Greta Nissen has come east
for the Christmas holidays.

• • •

Arthur Ellis has gone to Eu-
rope to join Rex Ingram as film

editor.

Harry Rapf, vice-president of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, who
headed the 1926 drive for charity, turns over $35,000 from the
studio to Stuart M. Chambers chief of the Hollywood

division for the campaign.
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New Studio Manager

Joseph W. Engel, appointed
manager of the Fox New

York studios.

Would Consolidate Suits
Application has been made to

Justice Edward J. Gavegan by
Edward J. Griffin, af.arney for

the Syndicate Land and Develop-
ment Corporation, for permission
to consolidate suits brought by
the Syndicate concern against
the Moving Picture Machine
Operators’ Union, Local 300, and
Samuel Kaplan, its president;
the 59th Street-Mad’son Avenue
Company against the American
Federation of Musicians, Local
802, and the Syndicate Land and
Development Corporation against
the Federation of Musicians’
Local 802. The suits are based
on a recent strike in the Lafay-
ette, Olympia and Plaza Thea-
tres.

Loretta’s Colors Insured
A dispatch comes post haste

from Hollywood stating that
after Johnny Hines gave his
green parrot, Loretta, a camera
test for her role in his forthcom-
ing First National picture, “All
Aboard,” he promptly had her
insured for $10,000. The dispatch
does not state whether the com-
edian will film her in natural
color or not, but it is whispered
around the studio that her
colors are as fast as her conver-
sation.

Loew to Build in Atlanta
An $8,000,000 project, including

the erection of a 4,000-seat Loew
theatre, office building and de-
partment store, is announced by
Marcus Loew for Atlanta, Ga. It
was in that city that Loew made
his first stand on his southern
and southwestern invasion, with
E. A. Schiller, recently elected
vice-president of Loew’s, Inc., as
manager.

“Potemkin” Drawing
'“Potemkin,” the Russian film

at the Biltmore Theatre, New
York, has entered on its third
week of an indefinite run with
capacity audiences for its three
performances.

Fox Signs Engel

To Buy Scripts;

Lipsitz in West

Former Was an Original

Partner of Zukor

Winfield R. Sheehan announces

the appointment of Joseph W.

Engel as manager of the Fox

New York studios. Mr. Engel

will have under his charge the

purchase of plays, novels and

original stories for production,

both for New York and the Hol-

lywood studios.

Mr. Engel assumed the duties

of his new position on Decem-
ber 20, with headquarters at the

Fox studios on West 55th street,

New York City.

Long years of experience and

close association in motion pic-

ture production work in Holly-

wood and New York have amply
qualified Joe Engel for the impor-
tant part which he will now take

in Fox eastern production activi-

ties. Particularly is he known in

the motion picture field through
the fact that for many years, as
an officer for Metro Pictures Cor-
poration, he was associated in

production at the Metro studios.

It was under his regime that

‘‘The Four Horsemen of the

Apocalypse” was produced,- also

such other successes as ‘‘•Scara-

mouche” and “The Prisoner of

Zenda,” etc.

Mr. Engel dates this film ex-
perience back to the beginning
of the motion picture. He also

was one of the original partners
with Adolph Zukor and Edwin ?.

Porter in the company which ex-
ploited Sara'h Bernhardt in

“Queen Elizabeth,” one of the
first of the feature-length pic-

tures.
Concident with the appoint-

ment of Mr. Engel, it is an-
nounced that Harold B. Lipsitz,

formerly in charge of scenario
work in New York, has been
transferred in a similar capacity
to the Fox West Coast Scenario
Department.

The recent action by the
Wampas in forming a Studio
Publicity Directors’ Committee
to handle matters concerned
with the studios as a whole, has
received the warm commendation
of Will H. Hays.
Mr. Hays has written as fol-

lows to Barrett Kiesling, gen-
eral publicity director for P. D.

C. and chairman of the commit-
tee:
“The formation of a Publicity

Directors’ Committee by the
Wampas for the constructive pur-
poses outlined by you is sure to

be of value to the publicity di-

rectors and to the industry in

general. Congratulations and
best wishes for success.”
One of the important purposes

of the Publicity Directors’ Com-

Joins Sam Goldwyn

John S. Woody, who as-

sumes charge of the Goldwyn
New York office.

Arthur Hickok Appointed
After covering the Pacific

Coast since last June as special
sales representative for Warner
Bros., Arthur Hickox has been
appointed one of the men who
will handle the Warner Ex-
tended Run Productions in the
special sales department headed
by Morris Safier. His headquar-
ters will be in Los Angeles and
his territory will include Los
Angeles, San Francisco, Portland,
Seattle, Salt Lake City and Den-
ver.

Ivan Moskine Feted
Ivan Moskine, star in “Michael

Strogoff,’’ who arrived in New
York last week en route to Uni-
versal City, was the guest of
honor recently at the studio tea
given by I. Mortimer Block,
noted portrait painter, in his
Ninth street studio, New York
City. The affair was well staged,
Russian atmosphere prevailing
throughout. A balalaika orches-
tra in costume added to the fes-
tivities. Guests included Rus-
sian friends and admirers.

mittee is to protect newspapers
and magazines from the action
of unauthorized persons who, for
purposes of their own gain,
wrongly represent themselves as
official representatives. The
committee likewise will function
as a unit in promoting th

f
e in-

terests of the studio as a whole.
The following publicity direc-

tors comprise the group: Rob-
ert Yost, Fox: Pete Smith,
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer (who ap-
pointed the committee in his ca-
pacity as president of the Wam-
pas)

; Arthur McLennen, Joseph
Sohenck Productions; Hal Willis,
Warner Brothers; George Landy,
First National Pictures; Arch
Reeve, Paramount; Arthur Ha-
german, Roach Studio; Pat Dow-
ling, Christie Studio.

Goldwyn Appoints

John S. Woody as

Eastern Manager

Has Been 17 Years in

Filins as Executive

Samuel Goldwyn has appointed
John S. Woody as eastern busi-
ness manager of the Samuel
Goldwyn interests, Mr. Woody to

assume immediate charge of the
activities in the Goldwyn New
york office.

Mr. Goldwyn's announcement
follows shortly after the release
of “The Winning of Barbara
Worth” and directly upon the
completion of the latest Goldwyn
picture, “The Night of Love,”
which co-features Ronald Col-
man and Vilma Banky.

In the appointment of Mr.
Woody, Mr. Goldwyn delegates
the authority of the New York
Goldwyn offices as well as the
responsibility of the affiliated

Goldwyn interests to one whose
career in the industry embraces
a period of seventeen years, dur-
ing which time Mr. Woody served
successfully as general sales
manager of Select Pictures, gen-
eral manager of Realart, and
general manager as well as pres-
ident of Associated Ehibitors,
Inc.

Many Xmas Gifts Upstate
Theatre owners in Albany,

Troy and Schenectady, N. Y., re-
membered their employees this
Christmas with substantial pres-
ents, following what has been
one of the most successful years
in the history of the theatres.
C. H. Buckley, owner of the Le-
land and the Clinton Square
Theatres in Albany, presented
each of his employees with a five
dollar gold piece, the house man-
agers receiving more substantial
gifts. Along Albany’s Film Row
the exchange managers received
presents from their associates.
Harry Seed, manager for Warner
Brothers, received a smoking set
from the employees. Isadore
Schmertz, manager of Fox, gave
salesmen a ten days’ vacation
with pay’

Preserved for Posterity
A print of Paramount’s “Cov-

ered Wagon” has been pre-
sented to the Department of
Archives and History of the
State of Alabama, where, accord-
ing- to Governor William W.
Brandon, it will be preserved for
historical uses.

Sneezes Into Fame
Add the sneeze to the re-

sponsibilities already in-
curred by theatre owners.
Ben Stem of the Lincoln.
Troy, N; Y. probably
ranks as the first to sneeze
in carrying out a program
of entertainment. A song
slide called for an obligato
of sneezing. Theatre at-
taches didn’t measure np
to {Ben’s ^expectations, so
he tried it. His were such
earnest sneezes that the
audience thought a rafter
had cracked.

Hays Approves New Committee

Of Studio Publicity Directors
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Joins Warner Bros.

Ednard L. Lindeman has
resigned from the Harold
Lloyd Corporation where for
a year and a half he has
been assistant general man-
ager, and has joined the
Warner Bros. Extended Run
Productions special sales or-
ganization as assistant to
Morris Sailer, head of the

special department.

“Don Juan” Going Strong
Warner Bros, are evidently

prepared for a long run of John
Barrymore in “Don Juan,” the at-

traction that has been presented
at the Warner Theatre for five

months. The large sign that
adorns the entire front of the
house has been repainted and
conspicuously re-lettered. ‘‘Don
Juan” is still crowding the house
at $2.20 top for two perform-
ances daily, and is now released
to exhibitors over the country.

Breaks Mexican Record
“Ben Hur,” the Metro-Gold-

wyn-JIayer production, has just
completed a four-week run in
Mexico. This establishes a rec-
ord for a run of a picture play-
ing on Mexican soil. “Ben Hur”
broke all box-office records.

Last Minute
News Flashes

Contrary to news dispatches,
Reginald Denny was not injured
in a small accident which oc-
curred while the “Slow Down

”

company was filming a racing
sequence.

* * *

Mary Pickford’s next will not
be in production before the
latter part of February, it ap-
pears. Sam Taylor, her director,

has been loaned to M-G.M.
* * *

Pathe - P.D.C. - Keith - Albee
merger should be announced in

New York after the first of the
year, they say on the DeMille
lot.

Seven Incorporations

Are Filed in New York
Seven companies incorporated

in the motion picture business in

New! York State during the past
week. While the majority of the
companies are located in and
around the metropolis, this week
brought the incorporation of
several which will maintain
headquarters in upstate cities.

The companies included: Moon
Comedies, Inc., capitalized at
$100,000, with Emil Harder, As-
toria; William C. Kircher, Ja-
maica; George W. Orth, New
York City; Falls Theatre Cor-
poration, Niagara Falls, $50,000,
Albert Elia, P. William Mathews,
Richard H. Wiggall, Niagara
Falls; Bemat Amusement Com-
pany, Inc., $50,000, William Tish-
koff, Max Fogel, Frederick Bie-
ger, Rochester; the following
companies not specifying the
amount of capitalization; Tri-
cities Theatre Circuit, Inc.,

Helen E. Hughes, Charles B.
Paine, Samuel Sebran, New York
City; West Haven Theatre Cor-
poration, Arthur B. Cohn and
Fannie Gold and Lawrence E.
Bobker, New York City; East
and West Hudson Theatres Cor-
poration, Newburgh, Frank Mus-
cato, Charles Suozzo, Astoria;
William Gold, Brooklyn; Indus-
trial Theatres Managing Co., Inc ,

Alfred Gottesman, Herman Sterr.,

New York City; Daniel Shalek,
Shenandoah, Pa.

Greeks Eager for Films
The Department of Commerce

reports that the Greek motion
picture industry has developed
with great rapidity in the last
four years. In 1922 Greece
boasted only 40 theatres, now
they number 136. This is due to
increased population, caused by
refugees from Turkey; a need'
for popular-priced entertainment
and extensive advertising con-
ceived largely by American com-
panies. Seventy-five per cent, of
the 300 films annually imported
come from the United States. A
censorship law was passed in
1925 but has not been exercised.

Warners Name Salesmen
Sam E. Morris, general man-

ager of distribution for Warner
Bros., has made the following
appointments to his sales staff:

Jerome Herzog has joined the
New Jersey branch, under the
supervision of George Balsdon;
Lou Padolf is now a member of

the Pittsburgh office, in charge
of H. S. Dunn; Joseph F. Smith
is with the Indianapolis branch,
managed by Dudley Williston;
Louis S. Kaye has joined the
Kansas City staff, which is in

charge of E. L. Alperson; and
Joe Plottel is with the Winnipeg
office, managed by Wolfe Cohen.

Take Over New Quarters
The “What Price Glory” Road

Show Department of Fox Films
this week moved into new quar-
ters. H. Wayne Pierson, road
show manager, is now directing
his unit from suite 824 in the
Longacre Building at 1472 Broad-
way. Associated with Mr. Pier-
son is Wells Hawks, who like-
wise makes the new office his
headquarters. Lewis S. Levine
and G. S. Yorke, of the Fox home
office, are also members of the
Road Show Department and have
moved their belongings to the
Broadway address.

Malcolm Stuart Boylan, title

writer for Fox’s "What Price
Glory,” has signed a long
term contract with Fox Filin.

Winfield R. Sheehan, vice-
president of Fox, predicts
that in three months Boylan
will rank with the leading
title writers. “His work for
1W hat Price Glory’ is one of
the finest accomplishments
in our history,” says Mr.

Sheehan.

Mapletoft—Weeks
Miss Dorothea Weeks, daugh-

ter of Mr. and Mrs. George W.
Weeks of 740 Pelhamdale ave-
nue, New Rochelle, N. Y., was
married last Thursday to Rob-
ert *S. Mapletoft, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Robert J. Mapletoft of 362
Clifton avenue, Newark, N. J.

The ceremony was performed at
the Little Church Around the
Corner, the Church of the Trans-
figuration, by Dr. Randolph Ray.
Following the wedding a recep-
tion was held at the Ritz-Carl-
ton Hotel. Mr. Weeks, father of
the bride, is manager of the
short subject department of Fa-
mous Players-Lasky.

See Censor Repeal Move
With the opening of the New

York Legislature only two
weeks off there is already talk
heard at Albany to the effect
that a bill will be introduced
early in the session calling' for
the repeal of the present censor-
ship law. In viewi of the fact
that he is a theatre owner, Sena-
tor Leonard R. Lipowicz of Buf-
falo will probably father the bill
in the Upper House. Senator
Lipowicz was in Albany during
the past week, and was among
the first to take the constitu-
tional oath of office.

Would Force Arbitration
Application has been made to

the New York Supreme Court by
Famous Players for an order re-
quiring the United Triangle Cor-
poration, conducting the Cameo
Theatre, Highland, N. Y., to sub-
mit to the Board of Arbitration
certain differences existing over
a contract between them and
the Famous Players corporation.

DeForest Presses Suit
Amicable negotiations over the

DeForest Phonofilm patent suits
against the Fox Film Corpora-
tion et al have ended, DeForest
announces, and he will prosecute
the suit in the United States
District Court of the Southern
District of New York.

Our Stock Market

By Ervin L. Hall

The quotations used in this

summary are compiled daily

by Newburger Henderson &
Loeb, 100 Broadway, New
Ybrk City, exclusively for
the Moving' Picture World.

WELL, THE BIG NEWS THIS
WEEK WAS THE DECLA-
RATION BY THE UNITED
STATES STEEL CORPORATION
OF A 40 PER CENT. STOCK
DIVIDEND. THIS ACTION WAS
MOST UNEXPECTED, AND
CREATED QUITE A BIT OF EX-
CITEMENT ON THE OPENING
OF THE EXCHANGE THE NEXT
DAY. SUCH ACTION NATURAL-
LY GAVE THE SHORTS A CON-
SIDERABLE SCARE, AND PRIC-
ES OF SEVERAL ISSUES WERE
FORCED UP QUITE A FEW
POINTS. HOWEVER. NEAR THE
END OF THE WEEK INTEREST
BEGAN TO LAG, DUE TO A
CERTAIN EXTEND TO THE
HOLIDAYS, AND PRICES BE-
GAN TO EASE OFF.
Film stocks showed a buoyant

spirit along wiith the rest of the
list around the first of the week,
with Eastman, Pathe, Warners
and Fox showing gains of from
1 to 2 points. Enthusiasm, how-
ever. slackened near the end of

the week, but part of the gains
were held and closing prices were
generally higher.

Famous Players dropped 2

points during the week on a
moderate turnover, closing
around 113 7/8.

Fox Film “A” showed consider-
able activity going up as high
as 73 3/4. About three weeks ago
we mentioned that Fox Film “A”
was reported likely to make a
nice Christmas present to pur-
chasers. Since then it has gained
3 points.

Pathe Exchange “A” took a re-

verse this week and closed the
week at 43 3/8. Last week it will
be recalled this stock ran up to

46 3/8.

Warner Bros., after publication
of its statement, developed
strength in both its stocks. The
statement, to be sure, was not
good, but evidently it was
thought by those interested in

the stock that the decline had
gone far enough. The “A” stock
ran up to 42%. but dropped off

again before the week was out

The Fox Film Co. declared a
quarterly dividend on the A and
B Common this week of $1.00 a
share, payable January 15 to

holders of record December 30. ‘

Stanley Co. of America declar-
ed a quarterly dividend of 75c,

payable January l. Books closed
from December 19 to January 1.

It is estimated that for 1926

Balaban & Katz will earn about
$6.05 a share on the Common
stock. This will compare with
$4.93 earned last year. These are

net earnings, after allowing for

7 per cent, dividend on the Pre-
ferred stock. Some time after

January 15 the Directors will

meet for dividend action.
NEXT WEEK DOES NOT

PROMISE TO BE VERY ACTIVE,
DUE TO THE HOLIDAYS, AND
REPORTS INDICATE THAT THE
MARKET IS LIABLE TO BE
LISTLESS WITH FLUCTUA-
TIONS CONFINED TO A NAR-
ROW RANGE.
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Here’s to You and Your Box Office—
May Both Prosper

merry Christ mas to all and t 0

AU. so rAS= G,eOI>
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a
Cinematics” and Quts

URING the past five or six years there lias been much printed and still more spoken
about “cinematics/’ which is described as “the expression of an idea photographic-

ally.” According' to the cinemaniacs it is all wrong to use photography to record

aatural events in simple photographic record. An effort must be made to invent what
might be called a camera language.
Cinematics, in order words, is the trick shooting you get in most imported films and

far too many native made productions. In its last analysis it is an effort to achieve a

photographic symbolism.
In time this undoubtedly will be arrived at and when such trick shooting better

expresses the idea than straight photography no criticism may be offered, but mean-
while let us remember that in the years between 1920 and 1926 the real, lasting hits have
been made by pictures with guts. “Guts” may not be a pretty word, but it is the only
3ne adequately to express itself.

.A picture with guts has solidity, substance, permanence. It does not require a decadent
mind to sense its dramatic values. It does not necessitate highly developed mentality
to appreciate. It is there, crude, elemental, but undeniably strong.
The first motion picture to achieve the million dollar record on a Broadway run was

“The Big Parade.” It has guts.

The other night “What Price Glory” started what promises to be an equally successful
career. It has guts.

Going back from our last to our earliest war as a nation, “Old Ironsides” swings into
line. It has the fiction value of a one reeler. The story plus the fights might well be told
in two reels. But it has guts. It holds undivided attention for ten full reels. Because
the theme is epic, the acting appeal unsurpassed, the direction as nearly perfect as can
be asked. It is vivid, human, engrossing.
Go further back. Recall “The Covered Wagon,” “Over the Hill,” “The Old Nest.”

Go still further back to “The Birth of a Nation,” first of all super productions.
Make a parallel list of the pictures which depend upon cinematic values alone. Of

this list “Variety” alone will compare with its rivals on the other side and be it remem-
bered that “Variety” has guts as well as trick shots, and the appeal of the story does not
lie in the photography, but rather in its human angle. It is real.

By all means let us develop the technique of the camera to its fullest possibilities, but
bear in mind that it is the picture with guts—with human interest rather than pictorial
shots and trick photography, that has and ever will carry the greatest appeal and yield
the largest financial returns.
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Concerning the “Movie33
Critic,

The Playboy of the Press
The Custard Pie of Our Cinematic Complex, They Will Be with Us Always, So We Might

as Well Make the Best of Them—Not Nearly as

Important as Most Imagine

By Merritt Crawford

><**m HERE seems to be a wide diversity of opinion regarding that playboy
ill of the public press—the motion picture critic—and the opinion seems to

vary from bad to very much worse.

The utility or actual necessity of the movie critic, as a species, in the daily-

life of this great industry has never yet, it is said, been successfully proved to

the satisfaction of any appreciable number of people, outside of, perhaps, the

exclusive intellectual circles which the critic is said to frequent during off

hours, whenever and whatever these are.

It will be generally admitted, however, that the movie critic genus is un-

doubtedly here to stay. And being here it may be just as well to look the

cute little thing over, always remembering, that it is believed the wee beastie

has a bite or stinger concealed in its anatomy, to learn, if possible, its genesis

and raison d’etre.

Reference to the moton picture critic

above, as the “playboy of the public press,’

was made advisedly. Soubrette, though less

alliterative, would have done as well, for the

movie critic, sui generis, is androgynous.

About fifty-fifty, in fact.

Half the film critics are men and half be-

long to the so-called fair sex. That is, unless

you happen to be a producer, star or director

whose picture has come to their notice, when

they haven’t had their tea or whatever it is

that film critics subsist on. Then they may

be anything that may happen to come into

your head at the moment.

Personally, I think that much injustice is

done to the motion picture critic in the mass.

Those that I have met, as individuals, have

seemed as nearly human as it is possible to

conceive of anyone being, who works at

that kind of a job.

I am also loath to believe that they do not

serve some good purpose in the motion pic-

ture scheme (if nothing else as a counter

irritant to the uraemic ululations of some

press agents) and that for all their manifest

faults and weaknesses, they doubtless have

some niusance or other value not instantly

apparent.
A Cause for Pain

Great Men's Thoughts

On Critics

“A wise scepticism is the first attri-

bute of a good critic.”

James Russell Lowell

“Of all the cants which are canted in

this canting world, though the cant of

hypocrites may be the worst, the cant

of criticism is most tormenting.”

Laurence Sterne

“Reviewers are usually people who
would have been poets, historians, bi-

ographers, if they could; they have

turned their talents at one or the other,

and have failed; therefore they turn

critics.”

Samuel Taylor Coleridge
. . . . As soon
Seek roses in December, ice in June;

Hope constancy in wind, or corn in

chaff;

Believe a woman or an epitaph,

Or any other thing that’s false before

You trust in critics.”

Lord Byron

“It is much easier to be critical, than

to be correct.”

It pains me to see our favorite celebrities

and their well paid hired publicity promoters

greet these same critics effusively, nay, al-

most fawn upon them, heap high the enco-

miums or whatever term you choose to use

privately, shower them with cigars or bon-

bons, as the case may be, tea or Scotch,

and then once the door is safely closed be-

hind them, indulge in profanity or ribald

outcry against the unfortunate who has just

departed—probably to roast in his or her

turn.

If -the newspaper critic is the custard pie

of our cinematic complex, the fly in the emul-

sion of our panchromatic existence, the ver-

miform appendix of the film industry, as

many would have us believe him or her to be

why not say it right out? Why mutter it

behind the hand?

Why—if we feel that way—let an epizoan

grayback, just because the lively youngster

is perched where scratching is difficult, be

Great Men's Thoughts

On Critics

“A wise scepticism is the first attri-

bute of a good critic.”

James Russell Lowell

“Of all the cants which are canted in

this canting world, though the cant of

hypocrites may be the worst, the cant

of criticism is most tormenting.”

Laurence Sterne

“Reviewers are usually people who
would have been poets, historians, bi-

ographers, if they could; they have

turned their talents at one or the other,

and have failed; therefore they turn

critics.”

Samuel Taylor Coleridge
. . . . As soon
Seek roses in December, ice in June;

Hope constancy in wind, or corn in

chaff

;

Believe a woman or an epitaph,

Or any other thing that’s false before

You trust in critics.”

Lord Byron

“It is much easier to be critical, than

to be correct.”

“You know who critics are?—the

men who have failed in literature and
art.”

Disraeli

“Reviewers, with some rare excep-
tions, are a most stupid and malignant

race. As a bankrupt thief turns thief-

taker in despair, so an unsuccessful

author turns critic.”

Percy Bysshe Shelley

given an importance far beyond his size or

even his bite? Having once bitten, he will

fall off, to transfer his attentions elsewhere,

perhaps, but whether he bites or just tickles,

the good or the harm he can do is negligible,

all reports to the contrary notwithstanding.

So with the motion picture critic of the

daily newspaper. He or she, is or are, just

as important in this industry as we make ’em.

Like the rest of us, they have to make a

living.

Wisecracking, for most, is by way of being

the means by which they hang onto their
.

precious jobs. Writing up or down to their .

paper’s public as entertainingly as they know
how, is what keeps them in the critic’s class

and on the payroll—not necessarily any par-

ticular knowledge of motion pictures.

The editor—their boss—nine times in ten

doesn’t care a hurrah in any particular pink
place about motion pictures, as long as the

business office is satisfied with the advertis-
ing. But he does realize that a greater or

less number of people, the readers of his

paper, are tremendously interested in mo-
tion pictures, their stars and stories, and he
wants to have some one on his staff, who can
write interestingly about them.

Editor Doesn’t Care Much

He doesn’t care what they write, so long

.

as it is interesting, or he thinks it is, to his'
readers. It may be true or not, fair or un-

.

fair, intelligent and constructive or plain
dumb and destructive. The editor doesn’t
give a rap. Why should he—or the critic

either—so long as what he writes gets the
once-over from the public?

The public won’t pay any attention to what
the critic says, anyway, as far as stepping
up to the box office or staying away is con-
cerned. It is what the audiences, who go to

see that particular picture the first week, and
tell their friends about it, that keeps the
theatre open or closes it as the case may be,

and other forms of advertising and exploita-
tion that help—not the critical newspaper es-

timates that appeared after the premiere.
There may be a few exceptions to this,

elsewhere than in New York, where a film

critic happens to have an especially large
personal following. I happen to know of at

least one case. But here the critic doesn’t give
his own unsupported opinion and review. He
reports to his readers his verdict on the pic-

ture, based on carefully collated and ana-
lyzed information on the reception that par-
ticular picture has received in other cities.

So in the strictest sense he isn’t a critic

at all, but onty a plain reporter and a blame
good one.

The point I wish to make is that the im-
portance of the New York newspaper critic,

and that goes for the fraternity in most
other places, too, is vastly overrated, either
for the good or the harm they may be able
to do.

Instance after instance could be recited,
where pictures that have been universally
praised by the critics have "flopped” almost
before the ink on the paper that printed the
critic’s review was dry. One praised with-
out stint by every New Y’ork critic, that
every reader of this article can name, is be-
ing withdrawn this week, after a forced

(Continued on page 562)
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“Penalizing” Advertising Rates Actually
Date Backward Over Last Century

System Began in Days When Touring Troupers Rented Local “Opera House,”

Where Manager Took Flat Rate and Actors Took a Chance—Theatres

Asked for Special Mention in Print and Received It—Under
Modern Conditions Blackjack and Mask Would Be

No Worse, Writer Asserts

ALTHOUGH much of what is be-

ing written regarding the so-call-

ed “penalizing” imposed on mo-
tion picture advertising suggests that

this is a new problem, the matter, in

reality dates back a century or more.
The advertiser of today is not declaim-

ing against a new condition but rather

against the dominating of an archaic

idea.

Special classification and the impo-
sition of a double rate on that classifi-

cation has existed “since the memory
of man runneth not to the contrary.”

It is merely that what was an irritation

in the day of two and three inch

spaces becomes a handicap when it is

desired to use several times' that space.
It is conceded that a preferred position

may, with justice, command some increase

in rates. The advertiser who pays a special

price for “next to pure reading matter,” or

who specified “top of column,” is asking for

something he particularly desires and for

which he ought to be willing to pay. The
charge is justified in that special pains must
be taken in the make-up room to see that

these special directions are complied with.

But theatrical advertising is not preferred
position in that sense. There is no stipula-

tion other than that the display should go
on the page with all the others. Real es-

tate agents are not charged an additional
sum to get into the real estate section, and
the same thing applies to radio, automobile
and similar forms of advertisement.

Additional Charge Is

Not Warranted .

'

The labor of holding these spaces to an
assigned section is not sufficiently great to
warrant an additional charge. It is only
where some unusual concession is required
that an extra charge is warranted. And the
picture theatres ask only that they be per-
mitted to supplement on other pages than
space in the amusement section.

Surely that does not warrant the imposi-
tion of double rates.

Nor does the carrying of special stories
warrant this charge if these stories supply a
reader-demand, which they undoubtedly do.

It is simply that theatres always have
been charged double rates, and they seldom
used a space large enough to make a fight
against the imposition worth while.

It all dates back to the day when the
theatre, locally owned, was rented by the
touring troupes. The house management
took a flat sum and the touring manager
took the risks. He was an outsider, an alien.

By Epes W. Sargent

He seldom was in town for a greater period

than one week. Even the house manager
was indifferent to the newspaper’s effort to

get all it could from the visitor. It was no
money out of his pocket.

At that time the theatre was practically

the only advertiser asking for special men-
tion, and could not well object to an in-

creased rate that was explained by the addi-

tional presswork.

In those days there was no radio, no auto-

biles and no press agents seeking free pub-
licity for hotels, department stores, railroads,

steamship lines, fire and life insurance, lum-
ber, cement, and, in fact, practically every

product sufficiently in demand to warrant a

pooling of trade interests for the purpose
of giving publicity to the product.

Theatres Sought
Editorial Favor

The theatre was the only institution regu-
larly asking editorial favor. It could not well

object to double rates on two or three col-

umn inches in return for a half column of

free editorial mention, even though it could
argue that the theatre was live news. It

was not worth objecting to.

Today that all is changed. Instead of

spaces which in the cities drop to as little as

one-half in the daily papers, the motion pic-

ture theatres not only take large daily spaces
themselves, but, more important, they have
carried the dramatic houses with them. They
have made the spoken drama increase its

spaces in an effort to retain prestige, all of
which redounds to the advantage of the pub-
lisher and the disadvantage of the adver-
tiser who still is charged double rates for
what practically is commercial advertising.
And in the meantime other forms of en-

tertainment are recognized as news and are
given spaces monstrously out of proportion

Ronald Colman and Vilma Banky in
“The Night of Love,” for United

Artists.

to the advertising returns. Papers all over

the country printed column upon column
about the Dempsey-Tunney fight. Only a
few Philadelphia newspapers got an inch or

so of advertising. The answer was that it

was a matter of public interest.

Newspapers not only give columns daily

to the baseball games, but at their own ex-
pense they send a local correspondent along
with the team to wire in stories of the out-

of-town games, paying salaries and tele-

graphic tolls. And in return they get a
half inch a day when the team is on the

home grounds. And again the answer is

that it is a matter of public interest.

Most papers devote a column or two a
day to radio programs. They get out spe-
cial sections once a week or devote several
pages in some regular division of the Satur-
day or Sunday newspaper. Once more the
explanation is reader interest.

Columns are given to automotive depart-
ments. New car styles are illustrated and
written up, there is gossip of the trade and
all the rest. And the familiar public interest
still explains the wide discrepancy between
the free readers and the advertising paid
for at commercial rates less quantity dis-

counts.

And yet the Motion Picture which daily
interests a far greater number of enthusiasts
than even the radio, is asked to pay double
rates for advertising because it always has.
Here reader interest does not explain the
extra charge. It cannot. It is purely and
plainly graft against a hitherto unorganized
industry.

In some cities, New York included, thea-
tres are not permitted to take space at com-
mercial rates even where it desires. The late
Frank Montgomery, who operated through
the Southwest, invariably opened a new
house with pages and half pages. The news-
papers could give him commercial rate, phis
quantity discounts, or it could sit and twid-
dle its thumbs. Almost invariably he got the
commercial rate and took an inch or two in
the theatre page to call attention to this
additional space.

This cannot be done in some of the larger
cities.

Publishers feed that advertising is essential
to the very life of the theatre and so they
bludgeon the manager.
Just a Hold-Up
Under Another Name

If they wrapped a piece of lead pipe in a
gunnysack or filled a sock with sand and
went through the usual motions, they would
land in jail,, and yet double space for thea-
tre advertising is just as wrong, morally, as
the sandbag or the black jack.
More power to Paramount and to Hanff-

Metzger.
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Griffith Returning

To United Artists,

To Attempt Stock
Makes Formal Statement Explaining His

Temporary Connection with Famous
Players and Is at Loss to Under-

stand Reports of His Plans

By Charles Has tings

D. W. Griffith, who
returns to Holly-

wood soon, to di-

rect for release

through United
Artists, announces

plans for his future

in a formal state-

ment. He may or-

ganize a stock com-
pany, the first to

appear on the

screen

W. GRIFFITH has reached a decision with regard to his future pro-

duction plans, and before entraining in Los Angeles for New York
4 City he announced that he will resume his direct connection with

United Artists Corporation, a relationship that was broken off when he un-

dertook to make several pictures for Famous Players-Lasky Corporation.

Mr. Griffith’s contract with F. P.-L., under which the master director is

reported to have had one more picture to do, has been adjusted, and Mr.
Griffith will return to Hollywood early in 1927 to produce his own pictures

for release through United Artists.

On his arrival in Los Angeles two weeks
ago, Mr. Griffith was met at the train by
a number of prominent producers and their

representatives and lawyers, all eager to dis-

cover what their chances were to get the

famous “D. W.” autograph on contract in

which they were interested, but in the days

that followed, Mr. Griffith and Joseph M.
Schenck, chairman of the board of United
Artists Corporation, discussed matters. Mr.
Griffith finally allowed it to be known that

he never for a moment had thought of leav-

ing United Artists.

Founded U. A. With
The Famous Three

In association with Mary Pickford, Charles

Chaplin and Douglas Fairbanks, Mr. Griffith

is one of the founders of U. A.

During Mr. Griffith’s stay in Los Angeles,

there were conferences between “The Big

Four,’ in which Mr. Schenck participated,

and some interesting developments are ex-

pected as a result.

The statement given out by Mr. Griffith

prior to his departure for New York, fol-

lows :

“I am at a loss to know how the report

could have originated that would raise a

question as to my being with United Artists.

I am one of the founders and am a part

owner of this organization that has done so

much toward elevating the standards of the

motion picture screen and I am extremely
proud of that association. While I have not
yet decided as to the details of my next pro-

ductions, I do know that they will be United
Artists releases. Being my own productions,

nautrally, I would be forced to release

through my own company.

Association Didn’t

Affect United Artists

“My recent association was a pleasant one,

and was, by special arrangement, not affect-

ing my co-partnership with United Artists.

Also, there is little doubt but that I shall

produce my future productions in Hollywood.
The past week has been a pleasant one here
renewing old friendships and enjoying long

remembered scenes; at least those familiar
old places that have not been obliterated by
the remarkable growth that has resulted
since I was last here.

“The motion picture screen as a medium
of expression is firmly and permanently es-
tablished. Its astounding development has
been one of the most outstanding happen-
ings of all times. Today the institution of
the screen holds the serious attention of all

the world.

“By steady growth the producing center
of the industry has come to Los Angeles,
where it had its beginning years ago. Tech-
nically and climatically this would seem to

be the logical producing home of pictures, at

least of the American productions, and the
army of artists, players and types is perma-
nently established here.

“I am hoping to return here soon to take
up my work with United Artists.”

It is known that Mr. Griffith has long
wanted to create a stock company of his
own, but whether he will be able to work
out the details for this scheme during the
early months of 1927 is a matter which is

left “up in the air” for the present.

About the “Movie’’ Critic

(Continued from page 560)

“run” of two weeks. Again pictures that

were quite as universally “panned” have
proved again and again to be big successes.

So don’t be too hard on the movie critic.

He’s just a poor guy. who is trying to get

along and if he (or she) at times gets an
exaggerated sense of his (or her) importance
in the cinema’s cosmogony, remember we
have only ourselves to blame.

Make Best Of It

One thing all of us may as well remember.
Unlike the measles, epizootic, housemaid’s
knee or a hundred other passing annoy-
ances, the newspaper movie critic is going to

be always with us—at least as long as the

average newspaper reader remains interest-

ed in screen entertainment, which ought to

be for a long time to come.
So we may as well make the best of it,

get used to having him (or her) around at

odd times, even when it isn’t altogether con-

venient, and learn to treat her (or him) as

nicely as possible.

There will always be plenty of opportu-

nity to cuss him (or her). They have to

get back to the office to write their stuff.
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HILE the Christmas

bells are chiming

and every one is

wishing every one else good
health, good gifts and pros-

perity from now on through

the coming year, we want to

record our gratitude and,

thanks to many friends, who,

for one reason or another, we
cannot thank in person, in this

rush of seasonable greetings,

for their good help and coun-

sel during the year just end-

ing.

'T' O those, who may not be

numbered in this long list,

we also wish a full measure of

the benefits and benisons,

which we hope will reward our

friends, and we hereby for-

give those of them, if there .

be any such who need forgiveness, for any mean or unkind

thing they may have said or thought about us as our ways

crossed during the past year, and in turn we ask their forgive-

ness for our own sins of omission and commission.

•

O UR best wish for all in this season of good will, is that

the spirit of it be carried through the twelvemonth to come

among all in the industry, to the end that charity, fellowship

and better understanding may prevail.

•

jHerrp CfjrtetmaS!
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by the way
Jlerrp Christmas!

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Sets Season’s Pace,

Opening Two $2.00 Pictures on Broadway
During Week Ending on Christmas Day

D. W. Griffith Again with United Artists

At Invitation of Joseph M. Schenck

Cecil B. DeMille’s “King of Kings”
Completed Late on Christmas Eve,

Hailed as “Greatest Picture Ever Filmed”

563

HP HE writer has long re-
A garded Mr. Schenck as

the biggest constructive genius

in this industry, a supreme
showman, financier and organ-

izer combined, and those who
have observed the tremendous
strides made by United Artists

during the past year are be-

ginning to know, now who is

responsible.

V\7'HAT United Artists will
v * be a year—two years

—

five years hence, to what
greatness it will grow, and
what a singularly powerful
influence for good it will

jHerrp Christmas!

M ETRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER sets the pace, just a little

in advance of the season, by turning loose on Broadway

in the same week two big features like “The Fire Brigade” and

“Tell It to the Marines.”

T HE former opened at the Central Theatre on Monday,

December 20, and the latter, with Lon Chaney, always a

sure-fire boxoffice draw, in the star role, at the Embassy

on Thursday evening, December 23.

•

B OTH pictures are knockouts as attractions viewed from any

angle, and with two $2.00 hits such as these for the box-

office to play with, right at the outset of the season, Nicholas

Schenck and his able lieutenant, Howaid Dietz, must haie a

mighty comfortable feeling just now in the region wheie they

are putting their Christmas turkey.

W ILL NIGH, who directed “The Fire Brigade,” has pro-

duced what is unquestionably the greatest fire picture

ever made and one which has in it every element of audience

appeal, humor, thrill and magnificent spectacle, with pathos and

suspense thrown in for good measure, while Tell It to the

Marines” is equally Class A in showmanship qualities.

I

probably have during that time
in the development of this in-

dustry, probably not half a
dozen men at the moment

could hazard a guess, that would be good even as a guess.

OUR own opinion, however, is that Joseph M. Schenck knows
now—in all essentials—and could tell you now, if he

would, exactly what the trend of these developments is going
to be, and is making his farseeing plans accordingly.

•

NE reason why, as an enthusiastic admirer of both men, we
are glad to see D. W. Griffith back with United Artists,

where he belongs, and with Joseph M. Schenck.

Jflerrp Cfjrisitmasi!

r\ F all the handsome, attractive and novel Christmas cards,^ which came to our desk during the past week, that of Mr.
and Mrs. Cecil B. De Mille made the most profound impression

upon all who saw it.

I
T reminded us that this great director’s masterpiece, “The

King of Kings ”
officially completed on Christmas Eve,

Friday, December 24, is something we all have to look forward

to early next year.

F Louis B. Mayer can keep on making two dollar pictures

like these, M-G-M will surely have a corner on the road-

show business, and its sale force can have a vacation, for ex-

hibitors will be asking for dates and mobbing the M-G-M ex-

changes if they don’t get them.

D Y all reports this ought to be the greatest motion picture yet
-*-* filmed, as befits its subject, the sublime life of the Carpen-

ter’s Son of Nazareth.

ERTAINLY it is the supreme artistic effort of that supreme
^ artist and showman, Cecil B. De Mille, and as such it will

be awaited by all the motion picture industry, as well as else-

where, with keenest interest and expectation.

•

M AY all these expectations be realized even beyond his dear-

est hopes, is the wish we would express to Mr. De Mille

and to all who have been so fortunate as to share with him

in the making of “The King of Kings.”

jHerrp Christmas!

W ELCOME news to many will be the word, that D. W.
Griffith has returned to the fold of United Artists, thanks

to the persuasive genius of Joseph M. Schenck and, perhaps

not a little, to the leanings of Mr. Griffith himself, who must

feel that in association with this great aggregation of individual

and independent stellar talent, he can best develop and express

those gifts which have made him the world s pre-eminent dilec-

tor.
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Men of IVar

Shoot fo

r

Christie

JANE IVINTON. the Warner
Brothers player, sits in the

doorway of her Hollywood home
with ‘‘Shanty/’ the favorite of
her kennels. He seems to be a

handful.

JP “bertha
, The Sewing Machine Girl"

ever looked like this, she should have
quit the fob for a better one. It's Madge
Bellamy, star of the Fox picture of that

title.

A SOMBER silhouette of letta Goudal
in “Fighting Love.” with Victor

Varconi and Henry B. Walthall, a P.D.C.
DeMille picture directed by Nils Olat

Chrisander.

GRANTLAND RICE and

J. L. Hawkinson, of Pathe,
show the cup awarded to

S. Gottlieb for his tennis.

JT’S all over
* now, but

for a while
Dolores D e I

Rio, the Mexi-
can star ap-
pearing in the
Inspiration pic-

ture "Resurrec-
tion,” released
by United Ar-
tists, searched
the papers for
Christmas hints

JJOME for the holidays, Jackie
is greeted by his mother,

Bess Meredyth, who adapts the
Warner Brothers’ productions.

/IT first glance there
seems to be al-

most tragic beauty in
the face of Kathryn
McGuire, but she’s
actually one of the
funmakers in Educa-
tional Lane comedies.

('ONRAD VEIDT, the noted
^ German stage star, who re-

cently signed with Universal,
will play the hero in “The Man
Who Laughs” from the Victor

Hugo romance.

arc
istie

p hotographers
in their own
uniforms. Alex
Phillips served
in France with
the Scots; Gus
Peterson was
one of the
A.E.F. and Al-
fred Jacquemin,
it h o was in

Flanders wit h
the French.

HE
c
«
h
E

,
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JOHN GILBERT receives Photoplay’s medal
for his performance in Metro-Goldvuyn-Mayer’s

"The Big Parade.” The pictrire was sent
across the continent by telephoto process. 11 TJZOULDN’T he be a sucker to call?” asks

1 ' lean Hersholt, the Universal star, whose
next appearance will be in "The Deacon,” in

which he plays the role of a gambler.

Gilbert PVins

Aleda l for

Ability

AN art study of Ronald Colman and Vilma Banky
appearing in Samuel Goldwyn’s presentation of

the George Fitzmaurice production, "The Night of
Love,” released by United Artists.

A TIMELY Christmas scene in
r*- the Columbia production of

"The Price of Honor,”
,

with
Dorothy Revier and Malcolm Mc-
Gregor, directed bv E. H. Griffith.

between scenes in her latest

Universal, "The Collegians.” You’
she clears the bars.

pONSTANCEw TALMADGE
greets John Barry-

i more at the United
Artists’ studios
where he is mak-
ing "The Beloved

Rogue.”

~DA UL WHITEMAN plays a little jazz for
"* Count Iliya Tolstoy, who is assisting in the
production of "Resurrection,” by Inspiration

for United Artists.

TACK L. WARNER signs William
Demarest for an important role in

"Don’t Tell the Wife.” in which Irene
Rich is starring for Warner Brothers.

T OVELY LILA LEE, who is play-
^ J ing in the Fox production, "One
Increasing Purpose,” appears in a

decidedly pensive pose.
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JULIA FAYE (left)

find Josephine Mor-
mon (right) as Martha
and Mary , watching
the tomb of Lazarus,
with Jesus. In circle

,

Allan Brooks as Satan

H. D. Warner Joseph ScliildkroutCecil DeMille

JLLAX BROOK, as Satan,
leaning on the colonnade

of the Temple, gazes en-
viously upon the throng of
people followingJesus Through
the streets, mari'elino at. his
personality and thrilling in
his appeal for God and man.
The lighting effects are unique

J? U D O LP H SCHILD

-

KRAUT as Caiaphas, High
Priest of the Temple, is stirred
to revenge against Jesus, who
has menaced his temporal
power by gathering followers

wherever he appeared
on the

*
streets and in

the public places where
men asembled.

Jacqueline LoganErnest Torrence

Production Finished
QN Christmas Eve Cecil DeMille will

finish production on
rtThe King of

Kings” for P. D. C. Through the entire

task of production representatives of all

faiths were on the set , so that no error

was made in this marvelous picture of

the life of Christ.

H. B. Warner appears as Jesus. Joseph

Schildkraut has the role of Judas, and

his father ,
Rudolph, appears as Caiaphas.

High Priest of the Temple. Ernest Tor-

rence has the part of Peter, while Allan

Brooks is Satan. Victor Varconi plays

the role of Pilate and Majel Coleman is

Proculla, his wife. Jacqueline Logan

appears as Magdalen. Julia Faye plays

the role of Martha and Josephine Nor-

man is Mary.

Jeaitie Macpherson is the author.

rJTHE mob in its ferocity shouts for the cruci-

fixion of Jesus as he is led through the
narrow, twisting streets to the hills beyond,

with the crown of thorns and the cross.

T/ICTOR VARCOXI
, as Pontius Pilate

* and Majel Coleman as his wife, Pro-
culla, anticipate the danger that hovers

over the kingdom.
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M erry Christmas to aii

and the hope that Old

Santa will have something espe-

cially good in his pack for mo-

tion picture folks this year.

With no less than ten “run”

pictures on Broadway, all play-

ing to good business at top

prices despite the traditional

slump generally looked for at

the box office at this time of

year, it doesn’t seem as if very

hard times were ahead of us.

The list is impressive and rep-

resentative of practically all the

big companies. Here it is : “The

Big Parade,” “Old Ironsides,”

“What Price Glory,” “The Bet-

ter ’Ole,” “Beau Geste,” “Don
Juan,” “Michael Strogoff,” “The

Fire Brigade,” “Tell It To The
Marines” and “Potemkin.” The
latter is the only orphan of the

lot, not being owned or con-

trolled by one of the big produc-

ing-distributing companies. Of

the others Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer has three, Famous Play—
ers-Lasky two, Warners two,

and Fox and Universal, each one.

I

“The Fire Brigade” and “Tell

It To The Marines” have just

followed in “Ben Hur” and “The
Scarlet Letter,” both of which
concluded long runs last week.

jBoth the newcomers, however,

look as though they were des-

tined to, look like landmarks on

[the Main Stem before they go
the way of all good pictures into

the popular priced houses.

Merry Christmas this year

looks like a real one.

I

0

It ought to be an especially

joyous and satisfactory Christ-

mas for David V. Picker, vice-

president of the Marcus Loew
Enterprises, who on Christmas
Day pays off the last of a $100,-

000 debt, which he incurred in

1913, when a textile strike wiped
him out in the clothing business.

His creditors gave him receipts

in full, when his business was
'liquidated, although he was some
$100,000 short, and every year
since he has paid a part of this

isum, which he regarded as a debt
of honor, although free of every
legal obligation to do so.

This year he delivers the last

$30,000 and can call it a day.
Dave Picker is the kind of man
the motion picture industry is

proud to number in its list of
notables.

*

Ben De Cnsseres* the poet
and reviewer, who has written
for the movies when he found
things quiet elsewhere in the
writing line, not long ago
brought together a collection of
poems by his younger brother
Walter De Casseres, who died in
tragic circumstances over a quar-
ter of a century ago, when still

1
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a mere boy. The Seven Arts

Publishing Co. published them
under the name of “The Sub-
lime Boy,” and Ben wrote an
introduction for the volume.

Then James Oppenheim, an-

other poet, who like Ben, also

writes reviews for the N. Y. Eve-
ning Post occasionally, reviewed
the book and calmly declared

that the poem’s were Ben’s, not

Walter’s, and that Walter, in

fact, was not a brother of Ben’s

at all, indeed had never existed

except in Ben De Cassere’s fer-

tile imagination and that the

character was only an invention

and a literary hoax.

Now Ben. and his publishers

have brought suit against Op-
penheim and the N. Y. Evening
Post for the tidy sum of $1,000,-

000, charging libel. The curious

thing about the whole case is

that no New York newspaper
has printed a line about the suit,

with a single exception.

This despite the fact that

American literary history has

rarely recorded an instance

where one co-worker has had
occasion to sue another, both
De Casseres and Oppenheim
having reviewed books for the

New York Evening Post.

*

Bill Desmond and his wife

Mary Maclvor, who are appear-
ing in “The Dude Bandit,” a

vaudeville act, now playing Loew
time around New York, may
take their act to England, Aus-
tralia and South Africa, when
they finish their present ten

week engagement. Then again
they may not.

Bill is an actor who can play
anything and play it well, his

last picture engagement before
coming East on his present tour
was with Mae Busch, with whom
he was co-starred in “Tongues
o'f Scandal,” directed by Roy
Clements. Something tells us
that he will be back in pictures

before long

John C. Flinn, while declining

to say anything about the Pathe-

ProDisCo merger, is reported to

be tremendously enthusiastic

about Cecil B. DeMille’s won-
der-picture “The King of Kings.”

How could he well be otherwise,

when this history-making photo-

play will either be the greatest

motion picture ever produced or

the world’s most colossal cine-

matic catastrophe? There isn’t

anything in between for it to be.

Figure it out for yourself.

Our guess is that it is going
to be the former and that the

great De Mille will again prove
himself to be the master show-
man and supreme artist in this,

the supreme cinematic effort of

his brilliant career. The fact

that he took the final scenes of

“The King of Kings” on Christ-

mas Eve, is a showmanly touch,
that, in itself, is a masterpiece.

*

Dick Weil’s latest edition of

the “Box Office” (Christmas is-

sue) is just out, snappy, and a

little more colorful than usual

with its Christmas green and red.

Among other features it has

an “exclusive” interview with
Will Hays, captioned “Protect the

Exhibitor1” that is well worth
reading, though why the exhib-

itor needs “protection” just now,
we are not quite certain. Oh,
yes, the “Box Office” does say a

few things about Ray Johnston

and Rayart Pictures. Almost

forgot to mention it.

*

Joe Engel comes to take

charge of the Fox Eastern stu-

dios and many will welcome him
back to little, old New York.

As one of the real oldtimers and
a stalwart who helped in the

building of Metro in its early

days he will be a valuable addi-

tion to the Fox organization.

According to reports, Joe will

buy plays, novels and originals

for production by Fox in both

New York and Hollywood.

THE “blue law” fight continues

merrily in New Jersey. There

was no one left to jail in Irving-

ton, N. J. last Sunday so all was
quiet, the ministers seeming to

feel that they had enough of it

with the opponents of the “Sour
Sunday” at the first brush.

Two of the three local theatres

opened and were unmolested,
while everyone is up on their

toes awaiting the next action of

the courts on the appeals.

Meanwhile the “blue law” epi-

demic has spread to the Oranges,
where a number of the hundred
John Doe warrants issued were
served last Sunday, though not

with such dramatic effect as at

Irvington, previously. Sunday
violators of the ridiculous “New
Jersey blues” are due for a

tough time from now on, until

the laws are repealed or rele-

gated to the limbo of dead letter

laws.

No wonder Jerseyites are
praying for the time when the
bridge to Manhattan will be
built. The tubes and ferries will

be sadly insufficient before long
to take care of the Sunday exo-
dus.

*

Chills begin to trickle up and
down the spine of the film indus-
try as Jan. 1 approaches, for

bright and early on the morning
of Jan. 2, 1927, the new Director
of Censorship for New York, ap-
pointed by the State Educational
Department, Board of Regents,
will take over the offices and
clerical force of the present Mo-

tion Picture Commission, which
goes out of existence at mid-
night, Dec. 31.

James Wingate, the new ap-
pointee, is a well-known educa-
tor up-State with a fine record,

but as far as the movies are

concerned he is an unknown
quantity. Which is why there

will be a brooding spirit of un-

certainty until he actually gets

on the job.
*

Jaydee Williams arrived on the

Leviathan last Monday, cheer-

ful as ever and optimistic about
the future of British production,

despite his divorce from British

National Pictures, which is an-
other story. An interesting an-
nouncement can be looked for

from J-aydee any day now. It

will surprise some folks.
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way W1MTCM VEMT X) TLE DOG/0
BY EPES W. S/OXt&ENT

EALLY the trouble started back in

1909 when Jim Blakeley bought five

dollars worth of block half sheets an-

nouncing the coming of Edison’s six-part

version of Les Miserables, one part a week.

Betrayed by his printer, who saw a chance
to get two jobs instead of one, he was
amazed to find his sheets stripped two days
later with—

Same Here, Only Better.

Vitagraph’s Version

Bijou Dream

Up to that time Blakeley, of the Strand,

and Dick Hinton, of the Bijou, had been
merely friendly enemies, but for sixteen

years fierce battle had been waged in Sidney
and with the advantage first to the one and
then the other, the honors were still about
even.

Jim was the first to use cutouts on his

marquee, but the next week Dick animated
an automobile cutout. Jim came back with
an automobile race on an endless band,

which moved Dick to devise a ship at sea

effect for his next picture.

Film salesmen knew that the surest way
to make a sale in Sidney was to offer one
or the other a new exploitation idea, and
when the salesmen did not come around,
they figured things out for themselves.

Sidney was the best exploited town in all

filmdom. No picture ever was put out “cold.”

It was a current story in film circles that it

had taken the united efforts of the Methodist
and Presbyterian ministers to prevent Jim
Blakeley from using Judas Iscariot as per-
ambulator for The Passion Play, and it was
history that Dick Hinton had sent Abraham
Lincoln, plug hat, grey shawl and all, over
town on roller skates to advertise the Rock-
ett picture.

Each felt that if he could only put out one
exploitation stunt so big that it overshadowed
everything else, a victory would be won that

would decide, forever, the matter of su-

premacy. The trouble was that each prom-
ised victory was turned into defeat by a still

more brilliant stunt by the opposition.

It was the salesman for a dog drama who
finally brought peace to Sidney. It wasn’t
much of a dog picture, for the canine star

was about ten degrees removed from Rin-

Tin-Tin, but he was a dog and he acted, after

a fashion, and the salesman had an ace up
his sleeve.

“Biggest exploitation you ever got,” he

tempted. “Have a dog parade and prize

contest. Prize for the finest dog and the

best ‘yaller,’ for the ugliest, the largest, the

smallest—everything. Give out a couple of

dozen prizes. Every kid in town will enter.

“And you can march them around town
with a brass band, tie the dogs outside while

the kids see the show and then come out

and judge. Man, you’ll kill the town when
you pull this stunt.”

His face wreathed in smiles, Dick Hinton
reached for the dotted line and signed in a

bold, flowing hand. This should make a

stunt that would lick even Jim Blakeley.

And it looked as though it would. Half a

day after the paper came out with a half

page smash the town was talking of nothing
else. Hinton had a hundred muslin blan-

kets made up to tie on the dogs, but he had
to put in a rush order for another hundred,
for no dog could go in the parade unblan-
keted, and there were 189 dogs in the town
limits of Sidney, of which 188 were duly en-

tered. The other was the lap dog of the rich

Mrs. Gallup, who had to hire a special watch-
man to keep ward over her pet until the
excitement was over.

Luck seemed to be with Hinton. The
Saturday of the parade dawned as fair a day
as nature ever provided. By ten o’clock the

street in front of the theatre was packed
with dogs and their owners, and when the
Sidney Silver Cornet Band put in an appear-
ance half an hour later there was no delay.

It did not take more than twenty minutes
to cover the town, and meanwhile Hinton
had stretched a cable down both sides of

the street to which the dogs could be tied

while their owners watched the pre-run of

the picture.

Even the cashier left her post to go in and
see the fun, and the front of the house was
deserted.

“And now, my little friends,” announced
Jim briskly, “we will adjourn to the side-

walks and awards the prizes.”

The youngsters gave the lie to the usual
fire notice. It took but a fraction of the
traditional three minutes to empty the house.
But the youngsters came to a halt on the
sidewalk. Here and there along the long
cable a lonesome canine yipped for its mas-

ter, but mostly there was only an aching

void.

Dick looked about him in a daze. There

were only seven dogs in the line where there

should have been 181 more, and the children,

missing their pets started a wail that swelled

into a gnashing of teeth.

Before Dick could collect himself a man
with a megaphone mounted a barrel across

the street.

“Your dogs are in the pound,” he shouted.

“Next time maybe you’ll buy a license as the

law directs. I thank Mr. Hinton for his

able co-operation with the poundmaster.”

For a moment even the crying was hushed

as the dire news sank into the childish minds.

Then all that had gone before was silence

to what followed.

Only seven dogs had license tags, because

Sidney had resented the imposition of a $1.50

license fee, newly imposed that year. Know-
ing the measure to be unpopular, Hank
Green, the poundmaster, had made no great

efforts to round up the dogs, but now his

time had come. The dogs had had their

day. This was his.

Hinton spied the sneering face of Jim
Blakeley across the street and rose to the

occasion.

“I’ll pay the tax,” he announced. “You
kids all come down to the pound and get

your pets. This is on me.”
“Cost you $2 a head,” reminded Hank.

"There’s a fifty-cent fine. One eighty-one dogs
at two dollars is $362. Are you game?”

“I’ve got to be,” hissed Dick. “I know
when I’m licked. Come in and I'll write a

check.”

Two hours later the dogs, each proudly
sporting a tag, had been judged, and the

pound was out of business for the year.

Every dog in town had been licensed.

Late that night Hank sat in the office of

the Strand and counted out $1S1 to Jim
Blakeley.

“Here’s your half,” he announced, “I’ll say
it was a great idea. Thanks for suggesting
it to me. I never would have thought of it”

“The pleasure is all mine,” said Jim with a

smile as he pocketed the money. It would
help on the down payment for the Bijou, for

Dick Hinton knew when he was beaten. He
had sold the house to the only logical pur-
chaser.

He has a new house, now, five hundred
miles away—and he doesn't play dog pic-

tures.
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/CHRISTMAS no longer belongs to a single sect or creed. The Christian revival

/ of a pagan festival, it has become accepted by all peoples as a time of feasting,

vy of jollity, of good fellowship . It is the great festival of the entire procession of

festal days when men put from their hearts all save that which is good and with
rejoicing and merry-making renew their faith in God and in mankind.

And so it is in the spirit of broader good fellowship that Moving Picture World
and the good friends who have united with us in this message of love wish to all a

Merry Christmas and a most Prosperous New Year.

May the New Year and all the years to come be freighted with the good things

of this world. May the joys be many and the cares few and unimportant, and may
this little surcease from the daily rounds send its back to our work tvith a determina-

tion to more than ever give the best that is in us all to the business that we love.

May the petty annoyances of 1926 be forgotten in the greater accomplishments

of 1927 , and may you share in the fullest measure, the prosperity which seems assured.

Shots From First National Stories

O N the left, Willard Webb, directing First National’s “An Affair of the Follies,” pins

a rose on Billie Dove, the star. Again, in the top row is Director Webb telling Billie

about something in “Three in Love.” On the extreme right are Pauline Starke and Ben
Lyon in “The Perfect Sap.” Below, left, is Billie Dove again, this time feeding Director
Webb a sample of gravy she cooked herself in “Three in Love.” On the right are Tam-
many Young, the noted gate crasher; Ben Lyon and Pauline Starke in “The Perfect Sap.”
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Columbia Chief Back From Continent,

Marks New Film Entente Against U. S.

Joe Brandt Says England, France and Qermany Have United

,

So Far as Pictures Are Concerned, in an Attempt to

Meet American Competition Abroad

OE O ( E (rO

/^"COMPLETE accord between English, French and German producers that

sZj amounts to an Entente Cordiale, is the outstanding feature of the film situ-

ation in Europe, according to Joe Brandt, President of Columbia Pictures

Corporation, who recently returned from a six weeks’ trip to Europe in the in-

terest of his company.
"Chalk another good

mark for the moving
pictures as a diplomatic

a g e n c y,” said Mr.
Brandt. “One of the

most surprising discov-

eries that I made while

abroad is the absolute

spirit of cooperation

that is manifest be-

tween the motion-pic-

ture interests of Eng-
land, France and Ger-

many. . I believe that

their realization of

their mutual interests

is doing more to heal

the breach between
these former enemies
than the Locarno meet-

ing, and has already

brought about a better

feeling than has existed

for sixty years.

‘‘These three countries

realize that at present

they can not expect much revenue from
their negatives from the American market.
Therefore, they have perfected a reciprocal

arrangement whereby the producers of each
nationality have the markets of the other

two guaranteed to them. When England
makes a picture, the amount of revenue that

the producer will get from France and Ger-
many is known in advance. The same holds

good for the French and German producers
in the countries involved. This interchange

assures the producers of each country of

enough revenue to more than cover the cost

of the negative before the picture is started.

‘‘That the movie is eliminating the old

animosity between Germany and France is

further shown by the interchange of popular
screen artists between the two countries, a
circumstance that would have been thought
impossible two years ago.

Use Old Propaganda

JOE BRANDT
as the cartoonist saw him

tempts to portray English

life and customs. They
resent the inaccuracies

that are frequently to be

found in American pictures

of British institutions and
habits. They are using

this as an argument for

the fostering of the Brit-

ish film industry.

“While I was in London,
the newspapers were con-

stantly agitating the estab-

lishment of a Quota Sys-

tem to take the place of

‘block booking’ which now
prevails in Eugland. They
wished to present its al-

leged advantages to the

Imperial Conference as a

means of promoting the

larger use of British-made

pictures.

“The contemplated ac-

tion with regard to block
booking was a matter of

much concern to many of

the distributors in Eng-
land. However, it did not
disturb the equanimity of

the distributors of Colum-
bia Pictures, Film Booking Offices, Ltd.,

(1919) of London. Its managing director,

Mr. Enders, for some time past maintained
the policy of making each picture stand upon
its own feet, and has never adhered to the
system of block booking. The amount of
bookings that we have received on each
Columbia Picture has proved conclusively
that Columbias have stood the ‘acid test’ of
exhibitor approval, with no artificial stimu-
lus.

“Mr. Enders’ policy has been in line with
what was presented to the Imperial Confer-
ence as the logical way in which to eliminate
American pictures that have been forced
upon some British exhibitors by reason of
the Block Booking System. Standing upon
their sheer merit alone. Columbia Pictures
have received in actual bookings more reve-
nue than many American pictures, forced
upon the exhibitor by the old method.

“This film entente is a part of the same
movement that is seeking to lessen the in-

fluence of the American picture in Europe.
The same insidious propaganda that was
started in Germany about three years ago,
is now being disseminated by almost every
London daily paper, with the object of en-
couraging the production of British pictures.

The papers have been very caustic in their

criticisms of American directors in their at-

Sees British Competition

“I believe that it is inevitable that England
will, within the next two years, create a for-

midable production organization. The ex-
hibitors and renters realize that England has
not kept up in the production field with
America, and that their most serious handi-
cap is the lack of man-power in the produc-
ing end of the business.

“During the past six months certain Eng-

lish producers have been quite successful

with British patriotic films. The success of

these pictures is due entirely to the special

interest which the public has in its national

life, in its great traditions, and its imperial

heroes. Where the English producer falls

<lehort at this time, is in the production of

dramatic pictures based on popular stories

and current romances.
“The British have enormous literary re-

sources, and their motion-picture interests

are counting upon this as a great asset in

the development of their industry. It is cer-

tain that legislation will be introduced in

Parliament to encourage production of Brit-

ish pictures. The attitude is not so much
the keeping out of Great Britain of pictures

made abroad, as it is the fostering of what
is regarded as a great propagandists
weapon.
“The psychological value of motion pic-

tures as a moulder of public opinion is wrell

appreciated by the upper classes. The lead-

ers of British thought see in the cinema the

most powerful means of ‘selling’ the prestige

of the Empire, not only in Great Britain,

but in the Dominions and colonies beyond the

SCtiS.

“I wrant to stress my belief that there is

no disposition on the part of Great Britain

to keep out American-made pictures; but
there is a definite tendency to improve the
production of pictures in England, so that

they wull be acceptable in other markets.

This will be necessary if the British industry

hopes to attract men of finance to the cause

of the British-made picture.”

Medical Motion Picture
Development Imminent

The motion picture has become an ac-

cepted means of instruction in the science

of medicine and surges and an approved
instrument for the promotion of public

health.

Internationally known surgeons, meeting
in conference in Rochester, N. Y., with
technical experts and representatives of the

motion picture industry, laid plans for the

use of color film and slow motion camera
in recording the progress of contagious

diseases, the performance of delicate opera-
tions and the functioning of organs of the
human body.

Dr. Franklin Martin of Chicago, director

general of the American College of Surgeons,
announced that steps to be taken in the pre-

liminary experiments had been left to him-
self and to George Eastman, chairman of

the board of the Eastman Kodak Company.
Will H. Hays, president of the Motion

Picture Producers and Distributors of
America, one of the leaders and pioneers in

the medical film activities, was spokesman
for the motion picture industry.
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“Trail of ’98”

To Be Picture

Of Real North
What the “Birth of a Nation”

was to the South and “The Cov-
ered Wagon” to the West, Direc-

tor Clarence Brown hopes to ac-

complish for the North, with

the Robert W. Service’s story

"Trail of ’98.” Actual production

work on this theme is scheduled

to get under way in the Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer Studios by
January 15. Up to this writing

no cast has been selected.

Many of the scenes will be

shot in Alaska, according to

present plans. The World
learned that the company would
not attempt this Northern loca-

tion until early in the spring, or

about the middle of April. At
this early writing few details can

be gathered about plans for the

production, except that Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer will probably
announce it as one of that cor-

poration’s biggest 1927-28 re-

leases.

Writes Christie History
Pat Dowling, genial sales chief

and publicity director at the

Christie Studios was out of his

office the other day. His assist-

ant, Dave Forrest, told us Pat
was home writing the history of

the Christie Corporation.

Finishes Lead Role
George Seigman has just com-

pleted the feature role in “The
Cat and the Canary,” which
Paul Leni is directing at Uni-
versal.

Re-sign Old Stars
Recently Metro - Goldwyn -

Mayer has resigned to long
term contracts four of its stars

in the studios here. Aileen
Pringle is the latest. Renee
Adoree, Sally O’Neil and Joan
Crawford are the other three.

LUPINO LANE,
Sketched from life by Mon Ran-
dall, with stripes and polka dots

thrown in.

To Write Script
Olga Printzlau will write the

continuity for “The Tender
Hour” the title of which First

National has just decided will

supplant the original for this

production which was “Body
and Soul.” The story is by
Jerome Wilson. The production
will be the first which George
Fitzmaurice has directed for

First National.

Lloyd Bacon buys tickets for the Hebrew Sheltering Home, when
he’s caught between Lilyan Tashman and Myrna Loy, on the

Warner lot

Educational Ready With

Chuckles for Laugh Month
Twelve Reels of Grins Are to Be Sent Out,

Ranging from. Juvenile Comedy to

Sophisticated Adult Humor
AUGH MONTH will be enriched by twelve reels of
grins and screams from Educational Film Exchanges
Incorporated. In the spacious Educational Studio,

they are winding the film for the final time on the spools
which exhibitors will receive for the first time during Jan-
uary. Barnum never had a greater assemblage of human
proportions than those especially caught for Educational’s
Laugh Month camera. They range all the way from two
and a half year old Big Boy, who is rounding out the first

year of his contract with Educational, and who worked his

way to stardom because of the cute way he crawled under
his father’s derby, to petite Blanche Payson. Miss Payson,
who does not know what a rolling pin looks like away from
the camera and who has a delightful personality between
pictures and at home, incidentally elongates 200 pounds of

femininity to the height of six feet two—excluding the sev-

eral inches of her French heels. Lloyd Hamilton, the de-

lightful host at his Laurel Canyon residence, and the digni-

fied but understanding star in his studio dressing room,
exerts himself to his utmost to project as the goofiest of

lummoxes on Laugh Month screens.

Lupino Lane contributes to dual role of a monocled duke
the healthy thirty-one days of and a newsboy urchin. And
the New Yorr by playing the laughsters in which they appear

are labeled all the way from
“Hot Cookies” to “High Sea
Blues.”

Educational’s January product
hits the middle of that company’s
1926-27 schedule which calls for

a total of 115 reels of silver sheet
mirth. Forty-four of the total

are two-reelers.

They each take about three
weeks to make, and represent in

actual production costs from
$25,000 to $29,000 apiece.

The six acres on which the
four big stages, representing 40,-

000 feet of covered stage space,

are located are filled with sets

varying from a bedroom scene in

a poor man’s dwelling to an
elaborate ballroom filled with

(Continued on page 574)

Educational Has Big Laugh Month Plans
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T N the upper left appears Jack White, who is Director

* in Chief at Educational Studios. A glance and he

appears to be a serious minded, young man. He is. But
he has a marvelous sense of humor. On the right Lupino
Lane does a Chesterfieldian bow before Kathryn Mc-
Guire in “Howdy Duke.”

The accident scene is merely a fun producer from the

Mermaid series with Al St. John and his inimitable

players. To the left Al appears again with Lucille Hut-
ton in “High Sea Blues.”

2
T looks like a Christ-

mas dinner before it

reaches the cook. In the

midst of it is “Big Boy”

the star in juvenile

comedies.

Laugh Mahers

tVho Lured

Happiness

Scenes andStarsfrom

Educational Comedies

You'll Recognize

There's a Comedy Punch

In Every Situation
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Who’s Who In Educational Comedy
The Star D i r e c t o r Cameraman The Extra

LLOYD HAMILTON
<‘U URRY up, boys. I’m
LI freezing.”

Lloyd Hamilton had his arms

high over his head on a bed-

room set in the Educational

studio.

“Easy, now. You’ll squeeze

every bit of breath out of me.”

Two husky assistants were

strapping Hamilton into what

looked like a straight jacket.

“Very glad to know you. My,
but it’s chilly here. I wish these

men would show a little speed

so that I could get something

over me except straps.”

“Ah, that’s better. This old

bathrobe certainly feels good,

even though it is over all this

paraphernalia which gives me
that classic form on the screen.”

“Yes, I’ve been making com-
edies for the past fourteen years.

I’ve made thirty-eight for Edu-
cational.”

“My latest! Let’s see, Ray,
what did they title it?

“‘Peaceful Oscar.’” Wow!
That’s awful. I’m anything but

peaceful in it.

“Well, I get my gags this way.
Taurog, my director, and I have
a chat in the evening before we
start shooting. The two of us

can think of the funniest things.

“If we don’t feel funny? Ah!
Then I invite in a few of my
friends. They always provide
me with material. I like Holly-
wood a lot. Yes, I go duck hunt-
ing. I belong to a club in Mex-
ico.

“As to any special technique?
Well, I always make it a point

to get in as many laughs as pos-
sible. Long stretches between
laughs are deadly to the success
of any comedy.”

NORMAN TAUROG
“PEACEFUL OSCAR”
L marks Lloyd Hamilton’s

fourteenth comedy for Educa-

tional which Norman Taurog has

directed.

Taurog has been in the the-

atrical atmosphere since he was

a comparatively small youth. One

of the tender years found him

playing the part of office boy in

the play “Potash and Perlmut-

ter.” Later he essayed the well-

known stage role of Sammy in

“Broadway Jones.” After the

latter success, Taurog tells us,

he figured the movies held for

him a still bigger fortune.

He got his first screen test at

Universal in New York.

“That finished me and all as-

pirations for a career before the

camera,” Taurog confided. We
asked him why, and Taurog
laughed and laughed some more,

“that’s a fact,” he reassured us.

Anyhow, Taurog headed for

Hollywood and landed a job here

as property man. From that

perspective he said he was not

only able to get a slant on act-

ing and directing but also the

material knowledge of where the

material furnishings could always

be found. Henry Lehrman gave
him his first opportunity to di-

rect and it so occurred that

Lloyd Hamilton was in the first

picture which he made. This was
about seven years ago. The
first comedy completed, Taurog
says that he was preparing for

the second when Lehrman closed

down. After that Taurog tells

us he went over to Vitagraph,
where he directed Larry Semon
for a period of three years.

DWIGHT W. WARREN

D wight w. warren
started in the cranking

business by turning the handle

on Thomas H. Ince dramas.

Then he moved his tripod in

front of Bill Hart’s horse. Now
he’s over in the Educational area

where he has been for the past

three years and which he likes

well enough to remain another

three.

Of the three jobs Warren fa-

vors Educational, although he

states that photographing a two-

reel comedy calls for the sum-
moning of more energy on the

part of the cameraman than the

average six reel drama.

It was cold in the -studio when
we met Warren. We ran into

him just after Lloyd had sought
refuge in a bathrobe, and was
waiting for his director to tell

him to plunge into a well blan-

keted bed.

We had just left little Amma
who was letting her eyes twinkle

adantageously over the grey col-

lar of her keen uniform.

“Yes, it’s quite chilly here this

morning. As a matter of fact,

it’s the first time I have seen

frost out here in quite a while.”

Warren sat by his camera near

which were the customary bat-

teries of lights.

“Oh, yes,” we reminded him,

since it was fairly early in the

morning and the California sun
at this time of the year never
smiles ingratiatingly until shortly

before noon,—-your photograph.”

And the man who has taken
thousands of photographs said

that he did not have a single

“picture” of himself. He had one
taken.

AMMA STYERS

A MMA has those luring black

eyes that sparkle upon you

from the screen and make you

wish the Educational comedy

were six reels instead of 2,000

feet.

Amma was wearing a tight-

fitting bellhop uniform when we
found her gazing absently at a

comedian who was mercilessly

breaking plates over the head of

a fellow actor.

New York City was all Amma
could talk about. We thought

that of course she must be a na-

tive of the old town and started

to sympathize with her being so

far from home when she perked

up:

“Indeed not, I was born right 1

in Los Angeles. I have never

been further East than Colorado.

But I’m all pepped up about

New York because I’m going

there in March. And I’m going
|

all alone. And when I get there

I won’t know anyone.”

“Would you like to know some
one who knows New York and
who could show you one of its

garden spots in Greenwich Vil-

lage?”

Amma’s eyes popped. I should

say I would. Who is he?”

Then we whispered : Sumner
Smith!”

Everybody who wants to meet
Amma can, because she plays

j

with Lloyd Hamilton in his Jan-
uary face cracker “Peaceful

j

Oscar.”

Amma belongs to a very, very,

very old California family that

has Spanish ancestry. She has
Spanish eyes but American wit.

Both won her her job with Edu-
cational.

They Enjoy Making Other People Laugh
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ProductionBoomsOn theWest Coast
Paramount Prepares to

Launch 22 Productions
Within Next Three Months Work Will Be

Started Which Is to Mark Greatest

Boom in History

ITHIN the next three months twenty-two pictures

will have gotten under way at the Paramount Studios,

according to the present schedule. This is heralded on the

Famous lot as the biggest production boom in Paramount
history. During the week of this writing the following

pictures will go into production

:

“The Mysterious Rider,” with “Confession,” Esther Ralston’s

Jack Holt and Betty Jewel in

the leading roles; “All Women
Are Beautiful,” with Raymond
Griffith

;
“Looie the Fourteenth,”

with Wallace Beery; “Evening

Clothes,” with Adolphe Menjou,

and “Ritzy,” Betty Bronson’s

first starring vehicle.

Productions starting January
will include : “Afraid to Love,”

with Florence Vidor; “Too Many
Crooks,” featuring Mildred

Davis ;
“Special Delivery,” Eddie

Cantor’s second screen comedy;
‘The Man Who Forgot,” Emil

Tannings’ first American picture;

‘The Man Who Forgot God,”

Pola Negri’s next vehicle

;

first starring vehicle; “Fash-
ions for Women”; “Sheiks

and Shebas”; “Deer Drive,” a

Zane Grey Western, and Clara

Bow’s second starring picture

“Rough House Rosie.”

Productions starting February
include Gary Cooper’s first

Western star picture as yet un-
named: Bebe Daniels’ “Mile.

Jockey”; “Soundings” with Lois

Moran; “Glorifying the Ameri-
can Girl,” Harry D’Arrast’s first

directorial assignment for Para-
mount, “The Greatest Show on
Earth,” with Wallace Beery star-

ring as P. T. Barnum and the

Florence Vidor vehicle which
will follow “Afraid to Love.”

Fox Property

Improved for

Sheehan’s O.K.

Mulhall Plays Lead
Jack Mulhall will play the lead

n “The Road to Romance,”
it the First National Studios.

Banks Due Home
Monte Banks is expected to

return from Italy early in Janu-
ary.

Monte Blue and Patsy Ruth
Miller in “Wolf’s Clothing,”

for Warner Bros, work on a
set four times the ordinary

size.

Lloyd Comedy Soon
Harold Lloyd’s latest comedy

“The Kid Brother,” will soon be

ready for distribution through
Paramount. Actual work on the

picture required nearly seven

months. Those who have seen

rough prints of it describe “The
Kid Brother,” as Lloyd’s best.

The picture will be a 1927 re-

lease and from present reports

Lloyd will probably make only

one other picture during that

year.

Improvements on the thirteen

acres comprising the Fox
Studios in the heart of Holly-

wood, which have been under
way all during 1926 will be com-
pleted and ready for inspection

when Winfield R. Sheehan ar-

rives here during Christmas
week.

It is estimated that about $2,-

000,000 has been spent by Fox
in what is agreed to be a literal

transformation over conditions

which existed in 1925. This
figure does not include improve-
ments on the 150 acres occupied
by the Fox Hills Studio in West-
v’ood, about six miles from the

central plant.

Marion Is Toiling
Marion Davies is experiencing

one of the busiest Christmases of

her life. Actual “shooting” on
“Tillie the Toiler,” which she

has been working in for the past

two months, will doubtless not be

through until a few days after

Christmas. Then Miss Davies
will prepare for “Quality Street,”

a story by Sir James Barrie

which is scheduled to get under
way January 15.

Educational Plans For Laugh Month
(Continued from page 571)

>eople in evening clothes, and

he interior of a palatial ocean

iner. These are the back-

;rounds in Educational’s Laugh
vlonth releases.

The forge in the Educational

dacksmith shop flared as iron

tanchions were pounded into

hape to strengthen scenes of ac-

ion while this January material

^as in the production stage.

Vhen Miss Payson slips, the

oor or table must be as durable

s that found in the average
ome. Lupino’s famous leaps

-om wall to wall must also be
lsured by sound carpentry. The
irpenter and machine shop
hich the writer visited, found
tily solid wood, firmly put to-

other, being used in the sets.

7e w'ere informed that imita-

on wood is never used in this

:partment. At the same time

ates and statuary galore were

being turned out by the thou-
sands in another workshop on
the lot which, it was said, func-
tioned mainly so that Hamilton
may continue his work in devas-
tating this crockery which a few
months after the breaking will

little tot and capturing a reward
which pays off the mortgage on
his parent’s home (in the pic-

ture!). Charles Lamont mega-
phoned these kiddies.

Lane Comedy Ready

“Howdy Duke” is in the can for

January 16. It is a Lupino Lane
comedy with Katheryn McGuire
and Wallace Lupino also com-
ing under the direction of Nor-
man Taurog. Lane, as we have
already described, plays a dual

role in this picture which termi-
nates in a maze of confused
identities. The elaborate set of
a ballroom which necessitated
the employ of approximately
thirty extras is used in this com-

edy. The two reels as a whole
are described as being far above
the average from the standpoint

of elaborateness and costliness.

With the Lane comedy will

be released simultaneously, a

Cameo titled “Dear Season.”
This features Bud Duncan of old

Ham and Bud comedy fame.
Bob Burns and Toy Gallagher
are also in this funster, which
deals with husbands and wives
going camping and the trouble

which might be expected when
vamps are also in the offing.

Practically all of the shooting on
this comedy took place at Toluca
Lake, five miles over the Holly-
wood boundary. Nate Watt di-

rected.

A commedienne is featured in

“Busy Lizzie,” a Mermaid,
which will be released January
23. She is Edna Marion. This
is her first picture made under
the supervision of Jack White.
Co-featured is George Davis. A
high class haberdashery shop

and typical Mermaid action de-

scribes this two-reeler.

Lloyd Hamilton and Blanch
Payson are tied up in “Peaceful
Oscar,” which makes its initial

appearance’ on January 30. That
should speak for itself as far as

fun is concerned. Quite a bit of

the action was photographed at

the Santa Monica Beach. Wil-
liam Goodrich, wTho directed, saw
to it that Hamilton carried on
the “right” kind of a flirtation

in this picture.

With the Hamilton two-reeler
will be released a Cameo titled

“High Spirits,” with John Sin-
clair, Toy Gallagher and Ernest
Shields under the direction of
Nate Watt. Sinclair as a me-
dium is interrupted in a seance
by a cop, enraged over the fact

that his wife has forgotten to
ring the dinner bell. What hap-
pened proves why it is often
necessary to have iron stanchions
and real w-ood in the sets of the
Educational lot.

Finishes $2,000,000 Improvementso x
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See Pinnacle

For Hines in

His New Film

Johnny Hines’ next picture

should top anything he has ever

done from the standpoint of the

box office, if he keeps hitting on

all six the way we witnessed hi

the other day on the Las y

\ll morning long laborers

stacked up a pile of sand before

a set depicting a

ing into the estate of a Sahara

sheik. They piled the sand over

one perfectly good Ford car and

buried two Negro guards, except

for a little breathing space.

When this work was complete ,

Hines and Edna Murphy, his

leading lady, scaled the top o

the wall. With the call of

-camera,” an airplane propeller

close to the set worked up the

sand to such an extent that it

nearly choked the buried guardi-

ans of the gate and all but cov-

ered Johnny and Miss Murphy

as they leaped over the wall.

How Johnny digs the Ford out

of the sand with his bare hands

and drives off to escape the en-

raged sheik is a mystery which

picture fans may be able to

solve.

Just before the work on loca-

tion, Johnny put Sojin, the

Chinese actor, through the paces.

Sojin in this sequence has five

oranges on his saber which he

dislodges one by one with per-

fect aim.

Charley Burr is so enthusias-

tic about Johnny’s latest story

and the progress of its filming

that he predicted to us the other

day, ‘‘It will be a speed spook, of

the Sahara.” The working title

'of this production is “All

Aboard.”

“King of Kings” to Make
New Record for Length

ECIL B. DE MILLE’S

Lj “King of Kings Biblical epic

now in production will doubtless

be the longest feature picture in

the history of the film industry.

The World learned at the De

Mille headquarters in Culver

City the other day that the tre-

mendous task, of bringing the

story of the Bible to the screen

will probably not be accomplish-

ed in less than fifteen reels. In

fact it was said then that there

even some possibility of this

footage.
. . f

Contrary to the original belief

that the “King of Kings” would

be completed on December la,

which was the time set for by De

Mille a month ago, the picture

now stands very little chance of

recording even the termination

of actual “shooting” before Jan-

uary 15. Only the other day

Vera Reynolds, De Mille’s star,

was added to the cast participat-

ing in the crucifixion scene
.

at

her own request. The securing

of Miss Reynolds brings the

notable “King of Kings” cast of

starring names up to exactly

thirty.

Have Largest Set

We learned that although the

“King of Kings’ will open at

Sid Grauman’s new Chinese the-

atre, it will also have a premiere

in New York City a few hours or

a day or so after it has been wit-

nessed in Hollywood.

On the Hill of Calvary set we

watched Cecil B. De Mille direct

the sequence dealing with the

crucifixion. This set which is

600 feet long, is one of the larg-

est ever built inside a studio. In

order to reach the several hun-

dred people on it, De Mille

broadcasts through a loud speak-

er from his position high upon

the stand. Electricians stationed

in rafters far overhead receive

instructions from this altitude

through telephonic messages de-

livered below by De Mille s as-

sistants.

A decidedly novel device

which we are informed is being

used for the first time in the

history of pictures in the pro-

duction of “King of Kings” is a

cloud making machine. Thou-

sands of dollars, represented in

hours, are saved by this machine.

We were told that this huge

piece of spirical glass daubed

here and there with cakes of

mud and slowly revolving in

front of the ray of a powerful

light, produces a black and

white cloud effect practically

identical with that of clouds

passing over the sun. Before

this device was put into use,

time, which is an invaluable

medium in the making of any

picture, had to be devoted to

taking shots of the sky and then

double printing them with the

scene taken on the film in the

studio.

Barrett Kiesling, director of

publicity in the De Mille Studio

is devoting all his time to the

“King of Kings” campaign. He
sits near De Mille during the

“shooting” and makes notes

every time an angle appeals
,

to

him for a story or for exploiting

purposes. During this time he

has relinquished his directorial

desk to his assistant, Phil Gers-

dorf.

Real Red Men and Then-

Ladies on Boulevards

Rod La Rocque keeps fit in

his starring work for De
Mille under P. D. C. release.

Visitors from the East who

are stepping off the train on

their first mission to Hollywood,

find “honest to goodness’ In-

dians on the boulevards and in

the eating places, as well as

around some of the studios.

Harry Carey’s warriors and

Tim McCoy’s braves had a feast

on the Carey Ranch the other

day and a few nights before the

pow wow, Billy Leyser of the

Metropolitan Studios, tells us. he

lined up forty-five Indian chiefs

and squaws for the Western

premiere of “The Last Fron-

tier,” at "the Broadway Palace in

Los Angeles.

Billy tells us “this is the larg-

est number of genuine whoopers

that have ever been assembled

under the roof of any local the-

atre.” The Palace audience got

quite a kick out of Echo’s inter-

pretation of the Charleston. She

was described as an Indian flap-

per. In all the Broadway Palace

boasted ten special Indian num-
bers ,

with dancing and even

singing as the stellar attractions.

Olive Borden

Star of Fox’s

“Secret Studio”
Olive Borden, dashing, vivaci-

ous little Fox Films player,

whose work ifi “3 Bad Men”
and “The Country Beyond” has

raised her to the foremost

heights among leading women
of the screen, has just completed

the featured feminine role in

“The Monkey Talks,” a screen

version of the Parisian comedy
drama, and is preparing to go to

work immediately in another pro-

duction. It will be “The Secret

Studio,” adapted from the news-

paper serial of the same name
and Miss Borden will have a

starring role. This was an-

nounced by Sol M. Wurtzel,

general superintendent of Fox
Films West Coast Studios.

Harry Beaumont, who has just

finished work on the film version

of A. S. M. Hutchinson’s “One
Increasing Purpose,” will direct

“The Secret Studio.” It is a

story of Bohemian life, by Hazel

Livingston.

Barbara Bedford in

“The Notorious Lady”
Exteriors on Sam E. Rork’s

forthcoming production for

First National of “The Notorious

Lady,” are to be made on the

Colorado River, thirty miles

from Needles, in the heart oi

the mountainous desert region;

in Arizona, it is announced.

Lewis Stone and Barbarr

Bedford are co-featured ir

“The Notorious Lady,” and Am
Rork heads the cast of featurec

players. Miss Bedford has th<

role assigned to Doris Kenyon
vacated because of illness.

George Hill, the noted direc-

tor, now under contract with

M.-G.-M., made “Tell It to

the Marines.”

Massive Production In “King of Kings 9
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News Of The Hollywood Studios

* Studio Row *

A LEC FRANCIS immediately upon his return from New York,
reported at the Pickford-Fairbanks studios where he is now

enacting an important role in Norma Talmadge’s “Camille.”
* * *

J
EAN HERSHOLT has just been assigned an important part in

“Old Heidelberg,” which Ernst Lubitsch is making at the Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer Studios.

* * *

W INIFRED HATON REEVE, author of a number of books on
Chinese life has just been added to the Scenario Department

of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
* * *

W HAT was first “Carlotta” and later “The Vamp of Venice,”

has finally been changed to “Venus of Venice.” At the United
Artists Studios it was said that this will be the last time that the title

on Constance Talmadge’s producion will be changed.
* * *

A RTHUR MacLENNAN has been made Public Relations head
for all activities of the Schenck organization on the West

Coast.
* * *

AFTER spending three weeks on location at Laguna Beach, Cali-

fornia, Milton Sills and his Company of two hundred persons
have returned to the Burbank Studios. Sills next picture “The
Runaway Enchantress,” is now nearing completion.

%

DOUGLASS MacLEAN’S latest vehicle is described as possess-

ing a U. S. Marine Corps setting. It is titled “Let it Rain.”
* * *

A LAN CROSLAND has just been signed to a long term contract

by Warner Brothers. His first picture under the contract will

be “A Million Dollar Bid,” starring Dolores Costello.
* * *

J
OHN S. ROBINSON will direct “Captain Salvation,” the screen

story of which will be written by Jack Cunningham. Robinson,
it is recalled, has directed many Richard Barthelmess pictures.

* * *

VICTOR SEASTROM will direct “The Enemy,” Lillian Gish’s

latest starring picture. It will be Seastrom’s first picture since

the completion of “The Scarlet Letter.”
* * *

«<oLIDE, KELLEY, SLIDE,” with William Haines and several

nationally known professional baseball players in the leading

roles, has just been completed at the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios.

* * *

R ICHARD TALMADGE and William L. Sherrill of Richard Tal-

madge Productions, Inc., left Los Angeles this week for a tour

of distributing centers throughout the East.

* * *

A L BOASBERG, one of F. B. O.’s leading title writers is now
working on comedy construction and gags for “The Wise

Crackers.”

Her First Task

Universal to

Start Eight

January Films
At Universal City they are

making ready for eight produc-

tions which will start during

January. These include vehicles

for all Universal stars, including

Mary Philbin, Reginald Denny,

Laura La Plante, Jean Hersholt,

Hoot Gibson and Norman Kerry.

January Releases

The January lineup of produc-

tions is as follows

:

“Lea Lyon,” directed by Ed-

ward Sloman ;
"Fast and Furi-

ous,” directed by William A.

Seiter; “Let’s Go Home,” direc-

ted by Melville Brown; “The

; Arm of the Law,” directed by

Emory Johnson; “The Yukon
Trail,” directed by Ernst

,
Laemmle ;

“Ace High,” directed

,
by Lynn Reynolds ;

“Cheating

i
Cheaters,” directed by Edward

j

Laemmle; "Thunderhoofs,”

directed by Henry MacRae.

Notables Due
Among the screen celebrities

! arriving in Hollywood from the

East in time for the Christmas

holidays, are : Ricardo Cortez,

Richard Barthelmess, Florence

l Vidor, Lois Wilson, William Col-

> lier, Jr., Lya DePutti, John Gil-

. bert, Dorothy MacKaill.

! Ready For Next
Anna Q. Nilsson has just com-

pleted work in “Easy Pickings”

for First National and is prepar-

> ing to start her next picture for

that company. This is “Lillie of

i the Laundry” from the story

“Said With Soap” by Gerald
' Beaumont.

Wow!
, It was whispered to us at the

. Metropolitan Studios the other
1

day that Harrison Ford, Marie
' Prevost, Phyllis Haver and

Seena Owens are sending out

7,000 Christmas cards each.

It’s Nice Title

i Marie Prevost and Harrison

t Ford are preparing for their

1 next production, tentative title

c “The Night Bride.” This will be

2 E. Mason Hopper’s first produc-

i tion under the long term con-

c tract which he has just signed

: with Producers Distributing Cor-

!; poration.

Sally O’Neil’s first assignment

under her new long term con-

tract with Metro-Goldwyn-

Mayer is that of the leading role

in “Frisco Sally Levy.” This

production which is based upon

an original story will be directed

by William Beaudine. Produc-

tion work is scheduled to get

under way early in January.

Miss Griffith Sailing
Right after the holidays, Cor-

inne Griffith will go abroad. It

is learned from excellent sources

that when she returns to Holly-

wood. she will be under the ban-

ner of L’nited Artists. Miss Grif-

fith has just finished “Purple

and Fine Linen,” for release

through First National.

David Loew

Quits West to

Return to N. Y.
David Loew has returned to

New York City after a visit of

ten days here. It was said at the
studio that the junior Mr. Loew’s
mission was mainly to rush to

the bedside of his father, Mar-
cus Loew, who has been confined

to his suite in the Ambassador
Hotel for the past three weeks.

Moving Picture World, several

issues ago, reported about its

official inquiry of Mrs. Loew on
the film chief’s condition. Then
Mrs. Loew reported that Mr.
Loew was suffering from a re-

lapse from an attack of pneu-
monia which he had undergone
in New York City, and also from
a slight heart ailment. She said

at the time that she did not
know when her husband would
be able to leave his bed. It was
shortly after this inquiry that

the junior Mr. Loew made his

hurried trip to the Ambassador.
Latest reports are that although
Mr. Loew is still confined to his

room, his condition is much im-
proved.

Stars Twinkle Here
Ramon Novarro and John Gil-

bert both arrived in Hollywood
from New York during the past
week. Novarro has already
started work in Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer’s “Old Heidelberg."

Finish “Resurrection”
Work on Count Leo Tolstoy's

story “Resurrection” is com-
pleted. Rod La Rocque and
Dolores Del Rio are starring.
Edwin Carewe is directing and
the picture will be released
through United Artists.

“Uncle Tom’s Home”
The “Uncle Tom’s Cabin”

company returns to Universal
City this week after being on
location in various places in the
South for the past eight weeks.

Stanley Resigns
Fred Stanley has resigned as

director of publicity for the
Corinne Griffith’s productions.
He will write the continuin' of
"The Night Bride.” Marie Pre-
vost's next starring vehicle.

Marcus Loew Reported Recovering Rapidly
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Betty Compson •‘|)on juan” and “Better ’Ole”

For Chadwick Million Dollar Warner Films
John Barrymore Picture at Colony

Theatre Climbs to High Gross; Syd
Chaplin Opus Set for Record

T HE MILLION DOLLAR PICTURE is more often

heard of than seen. Of the exceedingly few in this

class now before the public, Warner Bros, have two, one

of which is rapidly nearing the million-dollar mark, and

another that will reach it in a short time. They are John
and Syd Chaplin in “The Bet-

Jesse J. Goldburg, supervising

director of Chadwick Pictures

Corporation’s productions, an-

nounces that Betty Compson
will make eight special releases

for the company. Goldburg will

personally supervise the produc-

tion at the Chadwick West
Coast studios.

A recent canvass of the

Chadwick franchise holders

evidenced the fact that Betty

Compson is considered by these

territorial distributors to be one

of the outstanding female stars

of the screen.

Four of the Compson produc-

tions will be released during the

1926-1927 season. The balance

will be made for release in 1927-

1928.

The first of the Compson
special attractions will be

“Ladybird,” a melodramatic
story of a society crook.

“Twinkletoes”

To First Runs
For Yuletide

“T w i n k 1 e t o e s,” Colleen

Moore’s latest First National

production will be presented at

forty-three first-run theatres

stretching in a network over

North America during the

Christmas holidays.

Four geographical extremes

are represented in these bookings

by the Imperial Theatre, St.

John, N. B. ; the Strand Theatre,

New Orleans
;
the Warfield The-

atre, San Francisco, and the

Strand Theatre, Vancouver, B.

C., all of which will present

“Twinkletoes” between the ad-

vent of Santa and the ringing

in of the New Year.

Cline to Direct

“Road to Romance”
Charles R. Rogers announces

the engagement of Eddie Cline,

famous comedy director, to

handle the megaphone on “The
Road to Romance,” which
Rogers will produce for First

National, as recently listed by
John McCormick, general man-
ager of West Coast production.

Cline, for years a star director

for Mack Sennett, has directed

many notable comedies and
among his biggest pictures were
some of Jackie Coogan’s pro-

ductions for First National Pic-

tures. He was director for sev-

eral of Harry Langdon’s come-
dies for Sennett.

Alan Crosland, who directed

directed Warner Bros.’ “Don
Juan,” one of Warner’s
“Million Dollar” pictures.

Signing the Stars
Harry Cohn, general manager

of production for Columbia Pic-

tures, has signed Pat O’Malley
and Virginia Browne Faire for a

new comedy called “Pleasure Be-
fore Business.” Frank R. Stray-

er, who is responsible for “Sweet
Rosie O’Grady” and other Co-
lumbia laugh-invokers, will soon
begin its direction at the Holly-

wood studios.

H eadquarters of the

Boy Scouts of America
report to the Film Booking
Offices that hundreds of letters

have come in to them from their

Barrymore in “Don Juan
ter ’Ole.”

In eighteen weeks of its run at

the Warner Theatre, New York,

the Barrymore film has grossed

over $400,000. In three and a

half months in Hollywood, its

gross went over $200,000. In

five weeks in Boston, the Barry-

more picture has grossed a sum
exceeding $100,000, while in Chi-

cago, where the picture opened

in September, the gross has ex-

ceeded $275,000.

Thus it will be seen that in

four cities alone “Don Juan” is

in sight of the million-dollar

mark, with most of the big, and

thousands of the little places yet

to be played. Alan Crosland di-

rected this Barrymore success.

That the Barrymore picture

will be a big money-maker is a

certainty but the fact is not to be

overlooked that it was a most

expressive play in the making.

Scout executives, indicating the

great enthusiasm “A Regular

Scout” has created amongst
them.

John T. Dizer, Scout execu-

Barrymore is said to have re-

ceived $10,000 a week while the

picture was in the making.
As for “The Better ’Ole,” there

was an initial expense said to

have gone close to half a million

dollars before the picture left

the Hollywood studios. Pre-
sented at the Colony Theatre on
October 7th, it has been exceed-
ingly attractive, and in eight and
a half weeks, the picture has
grossed more than $280,000. In

its first three weeks in Holly-
wood, it has played to over $75-,-

000.

In the face of the takings al-

ready ascribed to “Don Juan”
and “The Better ’Ole” it is not
unreasonable to expect each of
the pictures to reach a gross of
$5,000,000. Warner Bros, look
forward to this with a great deal
of certainty.

Hilliker-Caldwell

Titling Fox Film
Katherine Hilliker and H. H.

Caldwell, filmdom’s star battery
of title writers, will write the
titles for "The Music Master,”
Fox Films version of the cele-

brated play by Charles Klein,

produced by David Belasco, in

which David Warfield won ever-

lasting f'ame. Allan Dwan is

directing the picture in the Fox
Eastern Studios. Alec B. Fran-
cis has the title role. Lois

Moran and Neil Hamilton have
the other featured parts.

Tom Kennedy Assigned
Tom Kennedy, the hard-boiled

top-sergeant of “Behind the

Front,” and the equally hard
petty officer of “We’re In the
Navy Now,” has been assigned

to the villain role in the Zane
Grey picture, “The Mysterious
Rider,” which John Waters will

direct for Paramount, with Jack
Holt in the title role.

tive in Bellows Falls, Vermont,
writes : “I will certainly see if we
can tie up the use of the picture

for a real benefit to scouting in

the community.”

Scout Executives Aid

“Regular Scout” Sales

In token of Silver King’s great work in “A Regular Scout,”

he receives an honorary membership in the order before the

Los Angeles troops.
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Mr. W. J. Powell, Mgr. Lonet Theatre,
Wellington, Ohio.

WRITES—
"Permit me to congratulate you upon the im-

provement you have made in "Moving Picture

World” during the past year. Each issue is more
interesting than the preceding one. The person, or

persons, responsible for this are entitled to consider-

able credit.”

The Only Verified Circulation Figures Show :

—

FIRST

SECOND

THIRD

MOVING PICTURE WORLD

With 6,492 Net Paid Exhibitor Circulation

MOTION PICTURE NEWS *

With Less Net Paid Exhibitor Circulation

EXHIBITORS HERALD *

With Less Net Paid Exhibitor Circulation

*Publicity Rules of the Audit Bureau of Circulations
prevent quoting exact audit figures of competitor papers.

Moving" Picture

WORLD
A Chalmers Publication
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Gardner

James,

First

National

Star,

In Action

and Repose

He's Rising in Ranks of F il m d o m
rHIS rapidly rising star began his career as a child in the George Arliss stage success, “Disraeli,”

in 1911 - 12
,
and followed this by playing with Marguerite Clark in “Prunella,” and “Snow White”

on the stage. Following many stage appearances in the ensuing years,
,

Gardner played in many
motion pictures, including “Beyond the Rainbow," with Clara Bow; "The Headless Horseman,”
with Will Rogers; “The Lone Bandit,” with Doris Kenyon; “Sonny” and “ The Amateur Gentleman,'

with Richard Barthelmess and "Silent Sanderson,” with Harry Carey.

Gardner James was born in New York City, in 1903 , and lived at the James home on Staten

Island for many years. He studied for the stage, and with the signing of his new contract with

Inspiration Pictures, he will make his home in Hollywood, Cal., where he will make his forthcoming

First National features.

Thomson Has

Fast Boat in
*

Speed Races

Fred Thomson, famous F. B.

O. Western star of the screen, has

entered his speed boat, “Frances

Marion,” in the San Diego races

and will drive the boat himself.

Thomson will test out his own
invention in a motor upon which he

has worked in his machine shop

for the past year or more along

ideas he has had for several years

past.

With the fastest speed boats in

the country participating the ex-

perts are predicting that Thom-
son’s entry will give Harry Mill-

er’s speed buggy, a 151 cubic inch

class hydroplane, a real battle.

Thomson is out also to beat A1
Christie’s “Baby Mine.”

Heilman Signed

B. P. Schulberg announced for

Famous Players-Lasky Corpora-
tion that he has signed Sam Hell-

1 man to write an original story to

be used for one of Paramount’s
comedy stars. With Ben Hecht,

Edwin Justus Mayer, Max Mar-
cin, Herman Mankiewicz, Benja-
min Glazer, Lajos Biro, Ernest

Vajda, and a score of other liter-

ary personages having their names
affixed to office doors of the Para-
mount Hollywood lot, writers’

row there begins to look like a

. who’s who of the literary world.

Jean Hersholt in

“Old Heidelberg”

Jean Hersholt will be bor-

rowed by Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
from Universal, under a special

arrangement made by Irving

Thalberg, to take the part of

Doctor Juttner, the German
tutor in “Old Heidelberg,” which

Ernst Lubitsch will make star-

ring Ramon Novarro. Chester

Conklin is the only other player

selected to date in support of the

star.

For years Hersholt has held

an important place among out-

standing screen character ac-

tors. He enacted important
parts in “The Old Soak,”
“Greed” and other features. The
role of the tutor in “Old Heidel-
berg” is considered one of the

most difficult of the photoplay.

“Flaming Forest”

Holds in Detroit

“The Flaming Forest,” a Cos-

mopolitan production for Metro-
Goldwyn - Mayer, directed by
Reginald Barker and featuring

Antonio Moreno and Renee
Adoree, opened, during the week
of December 6, at the Adams
Theatre, Detroit, to a capacity
crowd.

The crowds were so tremendous
and the turnout so great that
the manager of the Adams Thea-
tre had to hold “The Flaming
Forest” over for a third week.

Malcolm Stuart Boylan,

Title Expert, With Fox

W ITH the announcement
that Malcolm Stuart Boy-

lan, who wrote the titles for

“What Price Glory,” had signed

a long term contract with Fox
Films, Winfield R. Sheehan, vice

president and general manager

of the Corporation, has gone on

record with a very handsome
tribute to the title writer.

“Boylan’s work with the titles

for ‘What Price Glory’ is one of

the finest accomplishments I

have encountered since I have
been connected with the mov-
ing picture business,” says Mr.
Sheehan. “Among the ten best

pictures that anyone will name
there is not one in which the

titles show better workmanship
or a closer approach to absolute

perfection than those he wrote

for the Anderson-Stallings pro-

duction.

“They not only fit the action

exactly, but they harmonize won-
derfully with the spirit of the

picture. Those which are humor-
ous show no straining for effect.

Those which convey pathos are

free from sentimentality. Not
one of them is trite.”

“Within the next three months
Boylan’s name will rank with the

names of those title writers

whose names are hall marks of

good work.”
According to Mr. Sheehan, one

of the great satisfactions that

has come to Fox Films in con-
nection with the producing of

“What Price Glory” is the gen-
eral praise of the titles, which
none of the critics omitted from
their reviews of the picture.

“Let It Rain” Cast

Frank Campeau has been as-

signed to the cast of Douglas
MacLean’s new Paramount com-
pany, “Let It Rain.” With Shir-

ley Mason in the leading feminine
role and the selection of Campeau,
the cast of “Let It Rain,” com-
plete, includes Wade Boteler, Lin-
coln Stedman, Lee Shumway,
Jimmy Bradbury, Edward Stur-
gis, James Mason and Ernest
Hilliard. Eddie Cline is directing.

S|20 6EmS« J

ht>nsE5 Every* 116
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W V

“The Fire Brigade

”

Is a Tribute and a Marvel

ON this striking picture, “The Fire Brigade,” Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer has produced a picture that is at once a

tribute to the fire fighters and a fine offering of entertainment
to the public. The picture opened at the Central in New York
last Monday. Charles Ray appears in the leading role and
plays with his usual ability. His leading woman is the tal-

ented May McAvoy and they have an excellent supporting
cast.

One of the spectacular rescue scenes from this remark-
able picture.

Charles Ray May McAvoy

Aileen Pringle Paramount Plans Novel M-G-M Lists

Assigned Big

Feature Role

Aileen Pringle whose screen

successes include the leading femi-

nine roles in “Three Weeks,” “His

Hour,” “Soul Mates,” and other

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer features,

has been given a long term con-

tract, according to an anounce-
ment by Irving Thalberg, who
states that Miss Pringle is slated

for a leading part in one of the

special productions to be started

,at the studios in th enear future.

The selection of Miss Pringle

nearly four years ago to play the

royal heroine of “Three Weeks”
proved one of the film sensations

of that year.

Robertson to Make
“Captain Salvation”

John S. Robertson so impressed

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer studio offi-

cials by his direction of “Annie
Laurie,” Lillian Gish’s new star-

ring vehicle, that he has been se-

lected to handle “Captain Salva-
tion,” one of the outstanding Cos-
mopolitan productions of the com-
ing season, according to an an-
nouncement by Hunt Stromberg.
“Annie Laurie” is Robertson’s

first picture for Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer, and is based on an origi-

nal screen story by Josephine
Lovett.

Film With

I
N ONE of the most unusual
departures in motion picture

production, American Youth is to

be glorified on the screen, and
the cast will consist entirely of
the “new faces” in filmdom.

Under the title of “Sheiks and
Shebas”, Paramount will launch
production on the “youth” pic-

ture January 15, according to an-
nouncement by B. P. Schulberg
West Coast executive for Fa-
mous Players-Lasky. It is to be
supervised by Hector Turnbull.

Charles Rogers, graduate of the
Paramount Pictures School, now
appearing in the leading male
role of “Wings”, will be the
leading man.

“New Faces”
stage comedian, who made his

bow before the camera in “Casey
at the Bat”, will have the leading

comedy role.

The balance of the cast will be

composed of young contract

players of the Paramount com-
pany, young men and women of

distinct promise who are new to

the screen, who are being de-

veloped in accordance with the

company’s policy of building its

own future stars within the or-

ganization.

The story of “Sheiks and
Shebas” is an original by Louise
Long and Ethel Doherty, two
young scenarists who are like-

wise the product of the Para-
mount development system. Ar-
thur Rosson will direct.

Mystery Film

With Dog Star
“A Dog of Mystery,” the first

dog story to be made at the Metro-

Goldwyn-Mayer studios, in sev-

eral years, will shortly go into pro-

duction, according to an announce-

ment by Harrj' Rapf.

Chester Franklin, noted for the

direction of some of the outstand-

ing animal-starring pictures, in-

cluding "The Silent Accuser,”

which starred Peter the Great and
was made by Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer several years ago, has been

engaged by Mr. Rapf to direct

this picture.

The story will be an original by
Franklin and Albert Kenyon.
Several important canines are in

mind for the leading role and a

definite choice is expected this

week.

Cantor’s Next Film

To Launch New Year

Eddie Cantor's newest comedy
starring vehicle, “Special Deliv-

ery,” will be the first produution to

be started in the Paramount West
Coast studio for 1927. Under the

direction of William Goodrich,
work will begin on January 3.

The story of “Special Delivery”

was written by Cantor, and is now
being scenarized by John Good-
rich.
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“Tell It to the Marines"

William Haines and Eleanor
Boardman in a love scene.

Eleanor Boardman

Eleanor Boardman and William
Haynes in another pose.

« <*T'ELL IT TO THE MARINES” a
A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer production,

opened at the Embassy Theatre in New
York Thursday night. Lon Chaney
makes a perfect “roughneck,” as hard-
boiled as any of them. The picture was
given New York’s approval without a

dissenting voice.

Lon Chaney

Columbia To Supervise

Two Large Exchanges

COLUMBIA PICTURES CORPORATION’S exchanges
in the territory served by Philadelphia and Washing-

ton, will hereafter be under the direct supervision of the
New York home offices.

Negotiations to this effect, extending over December,
were successfully concluded last week by Treasurer Jack
Cohn and Special Representative C. H. Macgowan, who
personally installed the new regime in those cities.

Rube Jackter of Columbia’s
sales department assisted in the

organization of the Washington
office, which is to be managed
by William G. Dutton. Harry E.

Weiner is in charge of the Phil-

adelphia exchange, with offices

at 1319 Vine Street.

The assumption of these ex-

changes fulfills the slogan “Co-

lumbia—a National Institution,”

and long has been predicted by
the discerning. It is part of a

policy of Columbia’s to coordi-

nate its production and distribu-

tion activities to the better ser-

vice of its customers.

In commenting on the matter,

Jack Cohn, Treasurer of Colum-
bia Pictures Corporation, said

:

“We hope that the new ar-

rangements will give us that in-

timate personal contact with the

Philadelphia regional exhibition

that has been the secret of our
success in other parts of the

country.

Reginald Barker to

Make “Branding Iron”

Reginald Barker, famous for his

direction of outdoor and adven-

ture stories, has been picked by

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer to film

“The Branding Iron,” Harry

Rapf announced last week. This

will be an elaborate screen adapta-

tion of the novel by Katherine

Newlin Burt.

“The Branding Iron” is a dra-

matic tale laid in the Swiss Alps,

and much of the action of the story

is concerned with the seemingly

interminable storms that grip the

region in a deadlock of snow and
ice.

Five “Combo”

At Work On
“Heidelberg”

Combinations of directors and
scenarists are not uncommon, but
the most consistent and interesting

is that which is now working out
the details of “Old Heidelberg,”

Ramon Novarro’s new starring

vehicle, at the Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer studios.

Ernst Lubitsch, director and
Hans Kraely, who is scenarizing

the play, made their fame together
in Europe, and their careers are
more closely interwoven than any
two men on the screen.

Kraely scenarized “Passion,” in

which Lubitsch and Pola Negri
first attained screen fame, and
since then the scenarist has handled
this detail for practically every
Lubitsch production. He accom-
panied Lubitsch to America, and
has been constantly associated
with the German director.

“Beautiful Women”
“Beautiful Women” will be the

title of Raymond Griffith’s next
comedy starring vehicle for Para-
mount. Erie Kenton will direct.
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Ufitted Artists

Present Their

Lucky 7
”U

J?OD LA ROCQUE and Dolores del Rio in an
effective love scene from “Resurrection.”

r^LORIA SWANSON and John Boles^ are happy together in “Sunya," her
latest production.

nUSTER KEATON and Marion Mack
in “The General,” a comedy of the

Civil War.

nHARLIE CHAPLIN behind the
^ the bars with a lion in “The
Circus,” seems to care not so much.

OEAUTIFUL Vilma
r* Banky in “The
Winning of Barbara
Worth,” is a striking

girl of the west.

JOHN BARRYMORE and Mar-
' celine Day are a handsome pair

in “The Beloved Rogue.” GAIN we have Vilma Banky, now with
Ronald Colman in “The Night of Love.”

“Big Parade’" Compels
“Repeat"' Engagements

New Contract

For Schayer

From M-G-M
E. Richard Schayer, scenarist

of “Tell It to the Marines,” Lon
Chaney’s new starring vehicle,

had its Broadway premiere at

the Embassy Theatre, December
23, received an agreeable remem-
brance on his birthday from the

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer studios

in the shape of a new contract

to write both original stories and
adaptations.

At the same time Schayer re-

ceived a wire from Sam Harris

and Albert Lewis, New York
theatrical producers, announcing
their intention to stage Schay-
er’s new play, “Private Jones.”

tt'-pHE BIG PARADE,”
A claims the honor of play-

ing more return engagements in

both large and small cities than

any other road show photoplay.

And in support of this claim

to be the best “repeat” picture

ever to take to the road, Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer offer the pres-

ent bookings as evidence.

This great photodrama is now
playing a three-weeks’ return

engagement in Boston and
shortly will be seen in Cleveland.

“The Big Parade,” which has

passed its fifty-fifth week at the

Astor Theatre has played return

dates in Detroit, Pittsburgh,

Baltimore, Washington, St.

Louis, St. Paul and Minneapolis

and in a number of smaller cities

throughout the United States.

Before the end of the current

theatrical season this picture

probably will be shown again in

all the remaining cities where
long-run records were made last

winter. “The Big Parade” ap-
peals to every class of audience
and received ovations wherever
it was shown, for its powerful
presentation of the World War.

“U” Acquires

Unique Story

For 1927 List
L’niversal has purchased as a

vehicle for one of Laura La
Plante's stories next year, an ori-

ginal scenario by Don Cobb and

J. Frank Beale.

It has the title, “It Can Be
Done,” which is the slogan used

by the sales force of L’niversal.

Here’s Your Queen!
The role offered Queen Marie

of Roumania. in Tolstoy's “Resur-
rection.” which Inspiration Pic-

tures and Edwin Carewe are pro-

ducing for United Artists release,

will be played by Clarissa Sel-

wynne.
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Lon Chaney in “Mr. Wu”
To Be M.-G.-M. Special

Anticipate Year’s Run

|

For “What Price Glory”

ITHAT Price Glory” it was
VV said at Fox Studios this

week, will probably remain at

the Carthay Theatre for a year’s

run. Since the World’s Premiere

of this Fox war drama, several

"weeks ago, the Carthay has been
doing such a business that on a

recent Sunday night it was found
necessary for the first time in the

history of the theatre’s existence

to place twenty-seven seats in

the aisle. Even at that, we were
personally informed, there were
several hundred persons disap-

pointed at the box office that

night.

The seats are selling at $1.65

top. The Fox Studios Publicity

Department is working in con-
junction with Fred and Roy Mill-

er at the Carthay. It may be safe-

ly said that few pictures have
had the extensive ballyhoo in and
about Hollywood that the Vic-
tor McLaglen triumph is now
realizing. Fox Studios publicity
chief, Bob Yost, stated that 350
billboards are now plastered with

Gray Goes West
Lawrence Gray, who played

the leading male role in “Love
’Em and Leave ’Em,” Frank
Tuttle’s latest Paramount pro-
duction, left Saturday for Cali-

fornia, where he will assume
one of the principal parts in a
new picture to be made there.

“Birds of Prey”
Harry Cohn, general manager

of production for Columbia Pic-
tures, advises from Hollywood
that Gustav von Seyffertitz,

Sydney Bracy and Ben Hen-
dricks, Jr., have been added to
the cast that will support Pris-
cilla Dean in “Birds of Prey.”

Sign Mildred Davis
Mildred Davis, wife of Harold

Lloyd, has been signed by Fa-
mous-Players-Lasky to appear
in “Too Many Crooks.”

First National's

Women Buyers
R. S. Welirle, exchange

manager of First Na-
tional’s Pittsburgh’s ex-
change, reports that lady
exhibitors are among First
National’s best accounts.
Wehrle mentions four

exhibitresses who are con-
sistent purchasers of First
National’s product.
These are Mrs. McGinley,

of Elizabeth, Pa.; Mrs.
Kelly, of Aspinwall, Pa.;
Mrs. Wilt, of Ligonier,
Pa., and Mrs. Craig, of

Meadowlands, Pa.

24-sheets and that some of the

billboards present layouts of

painted signs running from fifty

to seventy-five feet long. Right

on one side of the Fox Studios

is a “What Price Glory” painted
sign 250 feet long and 60 feet

high. It is figured that this bill-

ing extends for an area of sixty

miles to the North, forty miles

to the East, fifty miles to the

South and directly to the Pacific

on the West.
An neat exploitation angle will

be shortly witnessed in Los An-
geles where the entire story of

“What Price Glory” will be told

on artistic window cards prom-
inently placed in the windows of

merchants for a distance of ten
blocks long on Broadway. The
idea is to get the pedestrians who
have not seen the picture to walk
from window to window until

the tenth block is reached when
they will have witnessed the ma-
jor parts of the picture in the
sequence which they appear on
the screen.

Going Into Business
Mary Alden has completed

her role of Ma Potters in W. C.

Fields’ latest starring picture,

“The Potters,” now nearing
completion at the Paramount
Long Island studio under direc-
tion of Fred Newmeyer. Miss
Alden expects to remain in the
east to open a curio and gift

shop, a business venture she has
long anticipated.

Richard Talmadge in his first

Universal production, “The
Fighting Don.”

Norma Talmadge
Novelizes “Kiki”

Norma Talmadge, tbe
screen star, has turned
novelist. She has written
“Kiki,” based on the high-
ly successful First Nation-
al motion picture of that
name in which she starred.

'The book, illustrated
with scenes from the pho-
toplay, is just off the press
of the Jacobsen-Hodgkin-
son Corporation.
Meantime Miss Talmadge

has put aside her pen and
launched into the produc-
tion of a modern screen
version of “Camille.”

Will Nigh, Director of

“The Fire Brigade,”

To Handle Film

ITH LON ,CHANEY in

the principal role, “Mr.
Wu,” went into production last

week at the Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer studios, under the direc-

tion of Will Nigh, famous direc-

tor of “The Fire Brigade,” which
has its Broadway premiere at the

Central Dec. 20.

The story, a vivid romance of

the Orient, feature Chaney in the

role of the mysterious Chinese
avenger of his daughter’s honor
in a plot startling in its audacity,

and in which the ethics of the

East and West, utterly dissimilar

are contrasted in intensely dra-

matic fashion.

Story of Oriental

The story, adopted for the

screen by Lorna Moon, deals

with a Chinese mandarin, one of

the supreme powers of his land,

pitted against the encroach-
ments of Occidentals and their

different codes of morals, in a

situation that grips the heart-

strings. His revenge, diabolical

from the standpoint of the Occi-

dental mind, but perfectly

natural from the mind of the

Oriental with his different ideals,

furnishes the basis of the play,

as adapted from the novel by
Louise Jordan Miln.

Louise Dresser Plays

Walker Whiteside starred in

the stage version, one of the hits

of the decade.

Louise Dresser, heroine of

“The Goose Woman,” plays the

mother of the English family in

the story. Gertrude Olmsted and
Ralph Forbes play her son and
daughter. Holmes Herbert plays

Mr. Gregory, her husband, Brit-

ish captain of industry in the

Orient. Renee Adoree plays a

Chinese girl, daughter of Mr.
Wu, her makeup task being
little less trying than that of

Chaney in depicting the Chinese

nemesis of the story.

Others in the cast include

Anna May Wong, Claude King
and Mrs. Wong Wing.

“Down Our Way”
F. B. O. announces the pur

chase of the final effort in i

story way of Larry Evans, wh(
lately passed on. The story i:

“Down Our Way,” and was re

cently printed in the Cosmopoli-
tan Magazine. It will be a Golc

Bond special on next year’s pro-

gram.
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Allene Ray

Again Stars

With Pathe

A llene ray and Wal-
ter MILLER, famous

Patheserial co-stars, are now ap-

pearing before the camera in

early scenes of a new “con-

tinued-in-the-next” film entitled

“Melting Millions,” based upon
an original story by Joseph A.

Roach, directed by Spencer
Bennet. The supporting cast in-

cludes William Norton Bailey,

Frank Lackteen, Jack Richard-

son and Robert Burns.

“Melting Millions” is a mys-
tery story along lines similar to

the “House Without a Key” and
“The Green Archer” both of

which reached a high point in

serial sales and success. The
locale is San Francisco.

In brief, the story relates the

adventures of a young girl, who,
in babyhood, is adopted by a

notorious bandit and reared by
him.

On the death of the bandit,

*Ee beautiful girl learns that she

is the missing heir to a large for-

tune. An organized band of

wealthy crooks tries through
every means to keep her from
her rightful inheritance, and uses

her for the carrying out various

machinations.

“Kid Brother”

Has Preview

At Temple
Harold Lloyd’s latest comedy,

“The Kid Brother,” is another

winner in his long list of successes,

according to a verdict rendered

by a preview audience at the

Temple Theatre, Alhambra, Calif.

The picture was tried out for

the first time before an audience

that packed the Temple and was
received with a response that

augurs well for its success when it

is released nationally some time

after the first of the new year.

The cast supporting Lloyd is one

of the largest he ever had, and is

headed again by Jobyna Ralston.

Others prominent in support who
give excellent performances are

Constantine Romanoff, Walter
James, Olin Francis- Lee Willis,

Ralph Yearsley, Eddie Boland and
Frank Lanning.

Sennett Sends Check
Mack Sennett has sent a check

for $150 to the National Laugh
Month Committee to be added to

the campaign fund already sub-

scribed for the promotion of the

advertising of short subjects by
exhibitors.

Branch and Sales Managers
Putting “Laugh Month” Over

Key City Workers Aiding Exhibitors
With Details of Celebration to Con-

tinue Throughout Whole of
January

W ORKING under the direction of the National Laugh
Month Committee, regional committees consisting

of the branch managers and salesmen of every xechange
handling short subjects have been formed and are working
in every key city. Every committee has the co-operation
of the editor of its regional trade paper.

Snookums, the Stern Bros, baby,

believes in hanging a man's size

sock and he did it.

Reports from these commit-
tees reaching headquarters of

the committee at 469 Fifth Ave-
nue, New York, indicate that the

committee representatives are

receiving the whole-hearted co-

operation of the majority of ex-

hibitors approached—big cir-

cuits as well as smaller ex-

hibitors who did not partici-

pate last season will start the

New Year with new profits by
advertising Laugh Month in

general and shorts in particular.

In many cities plans are under
way for co-operative participa-

tion by exchanges and exhibitors

in the Laugh Month celebration.

In Denver, for instance, the

committee, of which A. P.

Archer, of the Educational Ex-
change, is Chairman, is planning
to have a proclamation signed
by the Governor of Colorado,
designating January Laugh
Month.

Detroit, through Oscar Han-
son, Pathe branch manager, re-

ports that the editors of the De-
troit dailies have expressed
their willingness to get behind
Laugh Month.
The Detroit Committee is com-

posed of, besides its chairman,
Arthur Elliot, F. B. O. ; W. Ray
Moon, Universal; Harlan Starr,

Educational, and A. M. Good-
man, Standard Film Company.

Indianapolis Starts

“The campaign is off to a good
start in Indianapolis,” writes H.
C. Dressendorfer, of Educa-
tional, who has working with
him R. Schradder, Pathe; H. H.
Hull, F. B. O.; W. Esch, Uni-
versal; J. Servass, Midwest
Film; E. Gommersall, Fox; R.
Abbott, Renown

; O. Kuschner,
State Film, and R Shallenber-
ger, Progress Pictures.

The Cleveland territory is be-
ing promoted by a committee
consisting of Leo M. Devaney,
Universal; William Onie, Stand-
ard; and Ward Scott, of Fox,
ably assisted by J. J. Sharkick,
of Universal.

Under the chairmanship of H.
Morgan, of Educational, who
has been many years in the Al-
bany district, includes M. Wein-
burg, F. B. O., E. Hayes, Pathe,
and I. Schmirtz, Fox. They re-
port that Laugh Month will be
all in up-state York by Janu-
ary 1.

San Francisco is rarin’ to go,
according to C. A. Nathan, of
Universal, who says that mem-
bers of the committee have
called on all the big circuits with
extremely promising results.
Among the circuits already lined
up are the Golden Gate Circuit,
who are getting behind the idea
100%. Public, T. & D., Jr., and
other circuits are expected to
participate.

Lois Boyd of Mack Sennett comedy fame, illustrates the idea of
Laugh Month with balloons
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Scenes IVhen “Her

Father SaidNo ”

1
F.B.O. picture, rich in comedy

and human interest. Mary Brian,

the charming lead, is shown in two
poses. Little Frankie Darro and
his dog appear and Kit Guard and
A l Cooke are repairing the car on
the left and to the right, Gene Stone

is completely “out.”

Universal Pictures Will

Screen “Mike and Ike”
Rube Goldberg’s Famous Comedy Strip Will Be

Produced In Two-Reels With Trio

of Charming Girl Stars

C<|%^IKE AND IKE,” Rube Goldberg’s internationally

1VJ popular comic strip characters, known to the New
York Mail and to every other community in the country
through other leading newspapers, will appear on the

screen next season as a high-class Stern Brothers Comedy
series. Arrangements were completed between the Stern
Brothers and Goldberg several months ago, but it was not
until this week that definite production plans were ready
to be announced.
“Mike and Ike”—They Look

Alike, has been published in hun-
dreds of newspapers and follow-

ers of this brace of comedy
characters run into millions.

Their predicaments, brought
about by their resemblance and
the laughable errors of mis-

taken identity, are being trans-

ferred to the screen in 100%
laugh-value form by the Sterns.

Charles King, one of that com-
edy producing company’s best
known stars, is co-featured in

the series with Charles Dorety,
well known in the screen field.

These two men have perfected
an identical makeup which lends
itself completely to the spirit and
humor of the Rube Goldberg
cartoon characters.

As announced this week by
Beno Rubcl, Secretary and New

York representative of the Stern
Film Corporation, “Mike and
Ike” will be made on a par with
the Buster Brown Comedies,
“The Newlyweds and Their
Baby” comedies and the “Let
George Do It” comedies, the
three Stern Brothers series,

adapted from famous comic
strips, which now are the talk

of the industry.

Roland Asher, well known com-
edy story writer and gag-man,
has been engaged by the Sterns
to adapt the Goldberg creations
to the screen. Work has been
done on the first of the series,

under the direction of Francois
Corby, the man responsible for
the excellent “Let George Do It”
comedies of recent release.

Two popular comediennes are
being used. The first two reeler
shows Ethlyne Clair.

Comic Strip Set

For “Laugh Month”
One of the comic strips defi-

nitely set for a definite period

during Laugh Month is “Hair-

breadth Harry,” by C. W.
Kahles, which will appear in the

more than 100 papers served by
the Philadelphia Public Ledger
Syndicate for one week—the

third in January.
Some of the big dailies using

“Hairbreadth Harry” are the

Cleveland Plain Dealer, Brooklyn
Eagle, Dallas Times Herald, New
Oreans States, Peoria Journal,

Washington Post and the Provi-

dence News.

U. S. A. to Direct

Del Andrews, who rejoices in

the patronymic with the most
patriotic initials of any name in

the film colony (Udell Sylvester

Andrews) has been signed to di-

rect the two-reel series, “The
Wisecrackers,” which F. E>. O.
is making from the stories by H.
C. Witwer. U. S. A. is now
wielding the megaphone on the
current installment, entitled

“Turkish Howls.”

Detroit Booking
The State, Kunsky’s first-run

Detroit theatre, will play Colum-
bia’s “Sweet Rosie O’Grady” as its

Christmas Week attraction begin-
ning Dec. 19th.

Broadcasting

“Laugh Month”

For Showmen
Scores of radio broadcasting

stations throughout the country

are planning special Laugh
Month programs to be broadcast

during January.

The National Laugh Month
Committee has established con-

tact with more than 100 of the

biggest broadcasting stations,

and preliminary returns indicate

that many of the stations are

doing their utmost to present

really novel all-comedy programs
for certain periods during Laugh
Month.
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Pathe Releases Fixed

For “Laugh Month,” 1927
Five Hal Roach and Four Mack Sennett Comedies

Listed Along with One Re-issue of

Harold Lloyd

Lyman Howe’s

Laugh Month

Hodge-Podge

Predominance of comedy
touches and funny animation in

recent Lyman H. Howe’s Hodge-
Podge releases make them par-

ticularly excellent for National

Laugh Month. An unusually

large number of laughs are pro-

vided in "Figures of Fancy,” one

of the latest one-reel subjects in

this series, which will be avail-

able for Laugh Month showing.

“A Movie Medley,” another

snappy and comical subject in

the Hodge-Podge series, also

will be ready for Laugh Month.
A third Hodge-Podge which is

filled with hearty chuckles is “A
Key-Hole Cruise,” which was
released in November.

An Amusing Trick

The idea of presenting persons

and animals, first as they appear

in one’s fancy, and then as they

actually look to others, in itself

provides plenty of room for

humorous treatment in “Figures

of Fancy.” Trick photography
and laugh-provoking cartoon

sketches, the latter by Archie

N. Griffith, introduce most of

the subjects, while actual “shots”

taken in every section of the

world are employed in carrying

out the imaginative idea.

The same high standard of

photography which predomin-
ates in this series released by
Educational is quite evident in

these pictures.

Farina washes behind the

ears whenever he gets a
watermelon. He’s a beloved
player in Mack Sennett’s

“Flirty Four FIushers,” for

Pathe.

m.
An over-the-shoulder gaze from

Vera Steadman in Educational

Christie Comedies.

Opens Theatre

“The Blue Boy,” second Ro-

mance Production for Educa-

tional in Technicolor, was the

added feature attraction on the

program which opened the pre-

tentious Plaza Theatre in Engle-

wood, N. J., the latter part of

November. The Plaza is a 2,(XX)

seat theatre and is considered

Englewood’s model playhouse.

Here’s a New “Bob”
Anne Cornwall, featured co-

medienne in Educational Chris-

tie Comedies, conferred with

her cameraman and then con-

sulted a barber before starting

work on a new comedy. As a

result Miss Cornwall will sport

a new bob in this picture. The
story is an original one written

for the cute little comedienne by
Frank Roland Conklin.

i U7 HEN A CHECK UP IS
VV made of the biggest

motion picture successes of 1926,

it will be found that comedies

have scored the principal tri-

umphs just as we predicted a

year ago,” declares William R.

Frazer, general manager of the

Harold Lloyd Corporation. “And
in looking forward another

year we feel that comedies will

again outrank in popularity all

other types of production.

“I do look for a toning down
in the broadness of comedy
which prevailed throughout the

past year. Producers have been

free to take unlimited license

because of the themes they have

selected, especially the army and
navy angle, but they will have

to look for new comedy fields

this year and will have to be

rN LINE WITH the second

1 annual celebration of Laugh
Month, Pathe offers the most ex-

ceptional line-up of comedies for

this great event lhat any producer

has ever released within a four-

week period. Five Hal Roach
and four Mack Sennett come-
dies are scheduled, while one of

Harold Lloyd’s great laugh-get-

ters will be re-issued during

January, 1927.

“Captain Kid’s Kids,” the

Lloyd picture, starts the ball roll-

ing on January 2. The comedy,

one of the best of the earlier

Lloyds’ finds Bebe Daniels in the

role of leading lady. Pretty

girls, “gags” and rib-busting

situations are also much in evi-

dence. This is indeed a Laugh
Month picture if ever there was

one.

On the same program is Mabel
Normand’s third starring vehicle

since her triumphant return to

the screen in “Raggedy Rose.”

This one is called “Anything

Once” and to say that it is done

in the manner of her greatest

successes is quite sufficient. Hal

Roach, of course, was the pro-

ducer.

The following week an “Our
Gang” comedy is scheduled in

conjunction with Alice Ray’s

latest starring vehicle for Mack

much more legitimate in their

laugh producing.

“Comedy has a tremendous
hold on motion picture enthusi-

asts not only in the United
States but throughout the world.

Comedy successes here have
been universally popular. Take
for example, ‘For Heaven’s
Sake,’ a big success in this coun-
try, shattered all records in Lon-
don and throughout the British

provinces. Other comedies have
had a powerful appeal, as well.

“Producers of dramatic pic-

tures have responded to this de-

mand for comedy and no picture

is complete today without its

prominent comedy relief. Ana-
lyze almost any big picture of

the passing year and you will

find comedy had a big share in

its appeal, and pulling power.

Sennett entitled “Pass the Dump-
lings.” These two laugh-getters

are considerably above the high

Roach and Sennett standards and
were selected as being particu-

larly appropriate for this festive

occasion.

Next comes “Crazy To Act,”

said to be one of the funniest

Sennett has turned out in months
and this one has a good running

mate in “Two Time Mama,” a

Hal Roach comedy with Glenn
Tryon in the principal role.

Turpin Is Hero

Last but not least, Ben Turpin
appears at his best in “A Holly-

wood Hero,” while Mabel Nor-
mand will once again be seen in

a new comedy release. Both Ben
and Mabel have returned after

temporary retirements and their

come-back pictures are giving

ample proof that they are more
popular than ever.

Together with the above high-

calibered product, Pathe will also

put out the regular weekly is-

sues of Paul Terry’s inimitable

Aesop’s Film Fables, while Topics

of the Day will gather its share
of roars, laughs and chuckles.

Two excellent Grantland Rice

Sportlights, four numbers of

Pathe Review, complete the pro-

gram for Pathe’s greatest Laugh
Month.

The youngest member of

the cast in Universal’s

“Uncle Tom's Cabin.”

Comedies Scored During

1926, Declares Frazer
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Timely Reviews of Short Subject Productions
By C. 5. Sewell

"Fortydive Minutes
from Hollywood”

(Pathe—Two Reels)

This Hal Roach
Comedy featuring

Glenn Tryon, pic-

tured here has for

its plot the experi-

ences of a family

of “rubes” who
find it necessary

to go to Hollywood on .business

and get mixed up in a bank rob-

bery under the impression that it

is all a part of a moving picture.

Glenn gets buffeted about and

has an experience with a vamp
and an exciting time generally.

There are several amusing situa-

tions in these two reels which

were directed by Fred L. Guiol.

It should satisfy the average au-

dience. The cast includes Rube
Clifford, Sue O’Neill and Char-

lotte Mineau.

"TheFightingSpirit”
(Universal—Two Reels)

Universal’s “The
Collegians” series

still keeps up the

T~ pep and punch of

LvyL v ‘ 1 the ear 'ier num-
.jfc'L ’ bers, making ex-

SiSSir#' i' cellertt entertain-

ment for the ma-
jority of patrons. This time the

villain of the series framed the

hero, George Lewis, pictured here,

and forces him into a fight as

there is a college rule demanding

expulsion for fighting. The proc-

tor learns of the scheme, waives

the rule, makes the villain Trent

fight his own battle with Lewis

and the result is a snappy, lively

ring scrap that should please the

fans. The excellent college spirit

is again evident and there is a

pleasing romantic angle with Dor-
othy Gulliver as the girl. Eddie

Phillips is again the villain. Any-
one who has gone through college

will enjoy this series.

"Pathe Review 51”
(Pathe—One Reel)

The first section of

this screen magazine pictures

the lumber industry in Russia,

showing that it is handled the

same way as in this country.

There is a Pathecolor section of

the city of Fez in the heart of

Morocco. The final section shows
a modern alligator farm with the

owner fearlessly moving about
among his pets and tackling

them while he is clad in a bath-

ing suit with no protection from
their ferocious jaws. An inter-

esting reel.

"Buster’s Picnic”
(Universal—Two Reels)

Here’s a genuine

laughing proposi-

tion to start off

Laugh Month, for

this offering has

a January 3 re-

lease date. Ar-

thur Trimble,
shown here, retains all his skill

as “Buster,” with Doreen Turner

co-featured with him, as is cus-

tomary. The children take Tige

to a picnic, and Tige, after eat-

ing the whipped cream off some

cake intended for another party,

presents the appearance of a

mad dog. There is a wild pur-

suit, in which Tige upsets a hor-

net’s nest. The insects go for Tige,

and the dog grabs a corner of a

table cloth, and with Buster and

Doreen clinging to it, a wind

carries it into the air and the

picknickers go sailing through

space. The children land on a

cliff, but Tige is rescued from

the ocean after a good ducking.

"Much Mystery”
(Educational—Two Reels)

Aptly titled is

this Mermaid
Comedy featuring

George Davis for

the story con-

cerns a Chinese

horror ship which
is willed to a

young woman. With her two
rattle-brained lawyers she visits

the ship and the villainous man-
ager conspires with the crew' to

make use of various devices,

trap doors, moving walls, dum-
mies, torture instruments, etc.,

to scare the visitors away. The
result is a thoroughly amusing
series of situations of a knock-

about slapstick type involving

uncanny oriental mystery. Es-

telle Bradley is the girl.

“Even Up”
(Bray—Two Reels)

A virile a n d

pleasing college at-

mosphere has been

injected into this

number of the
Fistical Culture se-

ries featuring Lev/

Sargent who is

seen as the star player of the
football team. The action follows
along the usual lines of this type
with Sargent lured away by mem-
bers of the opposing team and
managing to escape and after a

"One Sunday

Morning”
(Educational—Two Reels)

What happened

to the owner of a

new flivver who
one Sunday morn-
ing decides to take

his family on a

picnic, fur nishcs

the idea for this

Lloyd Hamilton comedy. An amus-
ing lot of gags has been worked
into these two reels, some familiar

and some new. Of course the

thing won’t start ,then some of the

parts become disconnected, there

is a row with a neighbor and
eventually a pouring rain with

Lloyd unable to get the top up.

At last he gives up in disgust

and as his wife has already taken

the kids to church has a picnic

on the lawn all by himself. Not
as fast a comedy as some of the

other Hamilton, it should however
prove generally amusing for there

is considerable meat for the auto

owner though of course the situ-

ations have been exaggerated for

comedy effect.

"Motor Boat
Demon”

(Fox—Two Reels)

Here is another

of the Van Bibber

series, suggested by
stories by the late

Richard Harding
Davis. Earle Foxe
pictured here, is

again seen as Van
and as usual he gets into a situa-

tion where he has to attempt some-
thing that he knows nothing about,

and a kind fate comes to his rescue

and he wins out. This time he falls

into a radio-controlled motorboat
and makes a hit and has to drive

it in a big race, but the villain

steals the radio. After demolishing
nearly everything in sight. Van
still manages to cross the finish

line first. A fast and amusing
comedy well up to the standard of
the series. The same supporting'

cast appears, including Florence
Gilbert and Frank Beal. Ralph
Sipperly is cast as the radio fiend.

wild ride reach the grounds in

time to win for his college. The
subject has been handled with
pep with the college enthusiasts
well worked up and plentiful

touches of comedy and it should
prove a popular offering e_special-

ly with the growing generation.

Wanda Wiley is excellent.

"Parisian Inspira-

tions in Colors”
(Educational—One Reel)

In con n ection

with McCall Fash-

ion News, Educa-
tional is offering

.another of the se-

ries of newest Pa-
risian fashions in

colour, displayed by
Hope Hampton, pictured here.

Made by the Koda-Chrome process,

the color effects are beautiful

and striking and the women of

course will enthuse over the mod-
els displayed, while the men will

enjoy their beauty. Among the

Parisian couturiers represented are

Chanel, Jenny, Paul Poiret, Anne,
Lanvin, Martial et Armand,
Charlotte and Boue Soeurs.

"A Sport Calendar”
(Bray—One Reel)

D ON CARLOS ELLIS in this

issue of the Bray Novelty
Magazine prepared a calendar of

sports, showing outdoor pleasures

indulged in during each month of

the year with skiing, skating,

sleighing for the winter months
in the North while the South en-

joys water sports. For the other

months there are yachting, swim-
ming, baseball, football, fishing and
other outdoor activities. Should
appeal especially to the sport
lovers.

“COLOR
CLASSIC”

are going to help

make this a prosper?-

ous New Year for

their Exhibitor
Friends by offering a

series of short sub-
jects entirely in nat-

ural color by the

Technicolor Process.

COLORART

PICTURES, Inc.

National Distribution
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Live News from Coast to Coast
NOTES ABOUT WIDE-AWAKE EXHIBITORS AND EXCHANGE MEN FROM ALL POINTS

Texas

Moving Picture World Bureau,
Oklahoma City, Okla., Dec. 23 .

L ESLIE WILKES of First National in

Texas is on a hunting trip to the Mexi-

can border and also soliciting business.

Wesloco
The new National Theatre at Wesloco,

Texas, has been opened.

Dallas
Simon Crarinsky ‘has sold his interests in

his Dallas and Forth Worth, Texas, houses
to Ray Stinett and U. M. Simon.

W. S. Crosbie, coming- from Birmingham,
Alabama, has been appointed manager of the
Interstate Amusement Company at Dallas,
Texas.

Houston
James O. Cherry has been transferred

from Dallas, Texas, to Houston, Texas, where
he will direct the destinies of the Metropoli-
tan Theatre.

Baird
A new theatre will be erected by Mrs. M.

Sigal at Baird, Texas, soon.

Jeff Custer has opened his new theatre at
Baird.

Wichita Falls
H. N. Roberts will open a new theatre at

Wichita Falls, Texas, soon.

Happy
The Happy Theatre, showing Paramount

pictures, will open at Happy, Texas, in the
near future.

Michigan

Moving Picture World Bureau

,

Detroit, Mich., Dec. 23 .W ITH Detroit’s new Film Exchange
Building rapidly nearing completion,

Universal is the first company to move its

quarters to the now location. Special ar-

rangements have been made for shipping,

storing of films and screening.

John H. Kunsky will add many new thea-
tres to his Detroit circuit during 1927, ac-
cording to an announcement from his office
last week. Already he has a theatre under
construction in Birmingham; there will be
one in Royal Oak seating 2,000; he takes over
the Lincoln Square on West Fort street on
January 1, plans a new house at Woodward
avenue and the Six Mile Drive, another one
in Redford and contemplates one on Gratiot
avenue near Harper street.

Holland
Henry Carley, who already operates the

Okay and Center Theatres in South Haven,
Mich., and the Regent 'Theatre in Allegan,
Mich., has just purchased the Strand and
Holland Theatres in Holland, Mich., giving
him a chain of five theatres. He is a new-
comer to Michigan, although he has had
considerable theatrical experience through
his former affiliation with Fitzpatrick and
McElroy.

Through an arrangement with The De-
troit News, the John H. Kunsky-Balaban and
Katz enterprises last week entertained about

Pittsburgh Thinks “Aleck”

Is Prince of Exchangemen

TAMES H. ALEXANDER owns the Co-
lumbia Film Service, Pittsburgh, and is

the oldest exchange manager in this section

in point of service. The Columbia is also

the oldest independent exchange here, at

various times having merged practically all

of the state righters.

The popular exchange manager is best
known here as “Aleck,” and began his film

career in the Steel City in 1914 as book-
keeper for the Alco Film Service, which
later became Metro. He also served as tra-
veling auditor for Metro, east of and in-

cluding Chicago. In 1919 he resigned to be-
come office manager of the local First Na-
tional exchange. In 1921, “Aleck,” with
John Davis and Edward Davis purchased the
Columbia exchange, which had recently been
opened by other parties. Two years later
“Aleck” bought out his partners.
Columbia has prospered and it is doubtful

if there is a more popular exchange man-
ager than Jim Alexander. He attributes his
success to his ability to pick the kind of pic-
tures the exhibitors want and to the fact that
because of his fair business dealings he
enjoys the confidence of every exhibitor in
the territory.

“Aleck” is a live wire in Film Row activi-
ties, and year after year is re-elected secre-
tary of the Film Board of Trade.

10,000 Detroit unfortunates at va&ious per-
formances in their theatres. The shut-ins
were carried to the theatres by motor bus,
the street railway system and taxicabs at
no charge. As a result of the plan the
theatres received much valuable institution-
al advertising.

Benton Harbor
The condition of Elwyn Simons, former

Adrian theatre owner and now operating
theatres in Benton Harbor for Fitzpatrick
and McElroy, continues critical. .Mr. Simons
was stricken with appendicitis while attend-
ing a football game and after the operation
peritonitis set in.

Kansas City, Mo.

Moving Picture World Buieau,
Kansas City, Mo., Dec. 23 .

T WO downtown Kansas City theatres this

week made everlasting friends of the

press and city officials through a generous

and liberal move on the part of the respec-

tive managers. The Newman Theatre,

through Bruce Fowler, manager, aided the

Mayor’s Christmas Tree Association in ob-

taining toys for unfortunate children. Mr.

Fowler proposed that every child who ap-

peared at the theatre between 4 and 6:30

o’clock Monday afternoon with one or more
serviceable toys be admitted free, the toys

being used as admission. Then the Liberty

Theatre, through Manager Samuel Carver,

announced that it would give 30 per cent,

of the gross receipts of two midnight per-

formances towards purchasing Christmas

dinner baskets for needy families.

Some quick thinking on the part of Mrs.
James Kopulos, wife of James Kopulos, man-
ager of the Tivoli Theatre, suburban house
of Kansas City, almost resulted in the cap-
ture of two bandits who held up the couple
as they were returning home with the re-

ceipts of the theatre -Saturday night. In
taking $419 from Mr. Kopulos, the bandits
overlooked a revolver in the pocketbook of
Mrs. Kokpulos, who fired several times at
them as they departed, wounding one of
them.
To sell out” an entire house in one trans-

action was the pleasure experienced by the
management of the Missouri Theatre. Kan-
sas City, Friday night, when the Kansas
City Restaurant Association decided to ‘‘go

the show.” There were 1,385 tickets sold.

The Tenth Street Theatre, recently pur-
chased by Edward Burgan, will be remod-
eled, according to Mr. Burgan. A new front
and marquee, as well as new equipment, will
be included.

Among the out-of-town exhibitors in the
Kansas City market this week were: G. L.
Hopper, Orpheum, Topeka, Kas. ; Walter
Wallace, Orpheum, Leavenworth, Kas.; C. M.
Pattee, Pattee Theatre, Lawrence Kas.; S. E.
Wilhoit, Springfield, Mo.; Glenn Dickinson,
Dickinson Circuit, Lawrence, Kas.

The benefit of practicing a fire drill now
and then was illustrated last week at the
Kansas City P. D. C. exchange. Monday
afternoon smoke began pouring out of the
elevator shaft. The office personnel hastily
placed all valuable records out of danger,
while C. M. Parkhurst, booking manager, and
Sam Black, of the advertising department,
took fire extinguishers and had the fire al-
most out before the fire department arrived.
The fire was caused by workmen, who were
working on a new building in the rear.

Lee Marcus, general sales manager for F.
B. O., was a Kansas City visitor this week.
Mrs. Bertha Katz, formerly of the Para-
mount exchange force, has joined Warner
Bros. The personnel of the First National
exchange is ultra busy these days preparing
for First National Month.

Film row bade good-bye to Earl Cook, who
left for New York this week, having been
promoted from manager of the Pantages
Theatre in Kansas City to a higher position
at the home office. While various sorts of
drives are in force, A. H. Chaffee, in charge of
the accounting department at the First Na-
tional exchange, is conducting a drive all his
own that of collecting advance accounts.
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United Artists Qets San Francisco Rivoli

New York

Moving Picture World Bureau,
Albany, N. Y., Dec. 24 .

THE new Film Exchange Building in Al-

bany was pronounced 100 per cent, per-

fect last week, by the representative of. the

New York’ Board of Underwriters, who made
a most careful inspection of each exchange.

Accompanied by a member of the Albany
Fire Department, he went unexpectedly from

exchange, to exchange, asking to be shown
into every room, particularly where the films

are stored. At the conclusion of the inspec-

tion, the statement was made that the build-

ings ranks as one of the best in the entire

United States.

Officials in Albany during’ the past week
included Arthur Abeles, of New York, divi-

sion manager for Warner Brothers, who
spent a couple of days with Harry Seed, the
local representative. L. J. Hacking, of Bos-
ton, district manager for ProDisCo, was also
here. J. Wilson, who was appointed as local
manager for Tiffany, resigned during the
week, and no one has yet been appointed.
Charles Co'hen was also in town in connec-
tion with the presentation of the Eucharistic
Congress at the Leland on Sunday afternoon
and evening, January 9, under the auspices
of Bishop Gibbons.

Charles Sesonske, now of Watertown, hut
formerly of Johnstown, was in Albany dur-
ing the week, accompanied by Mrs. Sesonske,
the two being on their way to the Catskiil
region, where Mrs. Sesonske’s father is se-
riously ill. Charles Marshall, of Ausable
Forks, was also in town on 'his way to New
York, to attend the funeral of a niece who
died in Florida. Miss Jane Halloran, secre-
tary of the Film Board of Trade, was in
Utica during the week, attending the funeral
of a relative.

Schenectady
Jake Golden, manager of the Griswold in

Troy, is particularly busy these days, not
only handling that theatre, but also locking
after the opening of Proctor’s new house
in Schenectady, which is scheduled to open
on December 27.

Johnstown
Clarence Dopp, of Johnstown, has earned

the everlasting gratitude of the stenogra-
phers and typists along Albany’s Film Bow
in having changed the name of the "Ka-Ja-
Muck” Theatre, which he lately acquired in
Broadalbin, to “The Cozy.’’

Newburgh
There was an important theatrical deal

during the week in Newburgh, by which
George Cohen, of that city, disposed of his
theatres to Charles Suozzo, of New York.

Saranac Lake
When Dave Seymour, veteran exhibitor of

Saranac Lake, says farewell to the Pontiac
Theatre on January 3, after years of able
management, he will take with nim the best
wishes of Albany’s Film Row. His long ex-
perience on the stage made the Pontiac Thea-
tre the leading house in. the Adirondack re-
gion.

The village of Canton is now talking of
Sunday movies. It appears that on the first
Sunday that shows were permitted in Og-
densburg, eighteen miles distant, no less than
300 residents of Canton motored over and
left, a good piece of change in the other town.
The Canton merchants now declare that’
there is absolutely no use of this money
going out of town, and furthermore that
Ogdensburg is receiving a great deal of ad-
vertising from the crowds that flock there
each Sunday,

Moving Picture World Bureau

,

Pittsburgh, Pa., Dec. 23 .

RECENT exhibitor visitors included “Jake”
Silverman, Altoona; Mr. and Mrs. Tom

Kinney, Franklin; Walter Silverberg, Green-

ville; Janies Velas, Wheeling, and G. H.
Nelson, Fairmont.

A. J. Littlestone, of the Royal Theatre,
East Pittsburgh, who has been confined to
his home with a smashed foot, is recovering
and hopes soon to be back at ‘his theatre.

Nat Barach, division manager for Warners,
was a recent visitor.

William O’Brien is the new manager of
Universal’s Cameo Theatre in downtown
Pittsburgh, succeeding Albert Kaufman, who
has been promoted to supervisor of the Uni-
versal theatres in Pittsburgh and Detroit.
Mr. O’Brien, most recently of Chicago, is a
new’ member of the Universal organization.

E. H. Goldstein, treasurer of Universal
Pictures Corporation, and Mr. Schlafer, gen-
eral manager of Universal Theatres Corpora-
tion, were visitors here recently. A new addi-
tion to the Universal sales force is S. A. Ger-
son, -formerly with the Cleveland “U” branch
in a similar capacity.

Pittsburgh Dinner-Meet Is

Well Attended by M. P. T. O.
Pittsburgh, Pa., Dec. 22.—About

fifty members of the M. P. T. O. of

W. Pa. and W. Va. attended a lunch-
eon-meeting held in the William Penn
Hotel, Pittsburgh, Wednesday noon,
December 15. Though the crowd was
small, many representative exhibitors

were present, and some constructive
work was accomplished. Nathan
Friedberg, well-known Pittsburgh
theatre owner, in an address, urged
theatre owners to be especially care-
ful of the conduct of their houses dur-
ing the winter months, stating that
the city inspectors are watching the
amusement places carefully and would
close them up on the least provocation.
Mr. Friedberg warned especially
against overheating, and the danger of
furnace smoke coming into the theatre
auditoriums. Also advised the assem-
bled guests, that in case of a bad
snowstorm, they should make certain
that their roofs are swept off, and that
snow piled up against exit doors be
removed.

Moving Picture World Bureau,
Berkeley, Cal., Dec. 21 .

U NITED ARTISTS have taken over the

lease on the Rivoli Theatre on Market
street, San Francisco, conducted for years

by the Markowitz interests, and will re-

model the house at a cost of about $100,000.

This theatre is near the Granada,. Imperial

and Pantages and has a seating capacity of

about 1,500,

The St. Francis Theatre, owned by Publix
Theatres; which has been closed since the
run on “Beau Geste,” is to be reopened short-
ly under a new policy. It will be used as
an extended run house, supplanting the Im-
perial, which in turn will be devoted to pic-
tures at a lower price of admission, accord-
ing to present plans.

E. E. Baron, manager of the San Francisco
interests of Publix Theatres, has returned
from a business trip to New York. He made
the trip home in company with Herman VYob-
ber, who has charge of the European
branches of Famous Players-Lasky.

James Barlow is remodeling the Opal
Theatre, an old-time San Francisco moving
picture house on Sixteenth street.

Joseph Bauer, who for many years con-
ducted the Wigwam Theatre in the Mission
District, San Francisco, has returned from a
nine months’ tour of Europe. He says that
while Europe has some fine theatres the fin-
est places of amusement are to be found in
the United States.

Kenneth Hodkinson, Pacific Coast district
manager for United Artists, has returned
from a conference in Chicago, returning by
way of the Pacific Northwest. Fred Gage
has been installed as manager of the local
branch, succeeding M. C. Coyne, who has re-
signed to manage road show attractions for
P. J. McCarthy.

Recent visitors on San Francisco’s Film
Row included Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Hables, of
the Reel Joy Theatre, King City; Jack
Frates, of Gustine, and W. J. Clark, of Vacai-
vilie.

Dixon
I. W\ Ware will open a new moving pic-

ture house at Dixon, Cal., late in December.
The house will be an especially attractive
one.

Sacramento
The Markowitz interests of San Francisco,

who have taken over the lease on Godard’s
J Street Theatre, plan extensive remodeling
work.

Santa Rosa
The Cline. Theatre, which has been closed

tor a time, is to be reopened.

Sam Perlm, formerly of the Strand Thea-
tre, is now manager of the Parkway Thea-
tre Oakland, for the Golden Gate Theatre &-tcealty Co.

Following wrecking operations, coveriithe past eight weeks, actual work has be<started on the new $5,000,000 theatre aioffice building for the William Fox Corp.
>e located at Woodward avenue and Colur
ia street. The foundations to be laid cstor a 19-story structure. The theatre itsewill cost in excess of $2,500,000 and will 1one of the most elaborate in the city.

The new Empress Theatre, owned 1Framk Joselyn, of Belding, has been opene
It is one of the prettiest and most model
theatre buildings in the central part of tl
state.

Thomas Hall, formerly of the Royal Thca-
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Celling the Picture to the Public
J 7his Department Was Established September 23, 1911 by its Present Editor^^ 6pe$ Winthrop Sargent

Bamberger’s Ticket Book Sales Drive q[cj photographs
Offers Clever Ads and a Child Appeal Sells Tickets Now

*9* LTHOUGH the best time to drive on Ticket Book sales is just before
sZJ Christmas, the ticket book should be a year-around feature. For that

reason we reproduce a series of four advertisements used by H. C. Bam-
burger, of the Freeport Theatre in the Long Island town of the same name.
This does not depend upon the Christmas season for its promotion, and can be
used in January or July with equal timeliness. It might be noted that this and
subsequent advertising Mr. Bamberger makes the script “Happiness,” a trade

mark.
Sadie,” in allusion to the stripes used in the
shuttle stations to guide passengers from one
platform to the other.

Prexy Barry s boys seem to be making a
dent wherever they land.

These four spaces ran for as many days,

but they can be stretched over a week, if

desired, where it is judged adisabie to tease

a little longer, bet it would seem that a
three day run should be sufficient to pique
curiosity.

In preparing the advertisements it is not,

of course, necessary to have three cuts

made. A single cut is made and two elec-

tros are taken from this, which are cut to

the desired length. Electros are generally
about half the cost of the originals, so the

three cuts may be had for the price of two.

Sold by Children

To supplement his newspaper advertising
Mr. Bamberger had printed several thou-
sand cards reading “Present at box office

when purchasing Freeport theatre Happi-
ness book. This counts for one coupon for
salesman.”

These cards were distributed to all chil-

dren who applied, and the child was given
a matinee ticket for every book sold for
which one of these cards was turned in.

To identify the cards, each child was
given a number and all cards handled were
stamped with this number so that when a

card with a 16 stamp came in, it was only
necessary to credit the child holding that
number. If, at the end of the campaign,
there are twelve cards with the numerals 16,

the child who lias the same number on the
list is given twelve matinee tickets.

Taken From Ten Names
In this way this is a variation of the “ten

names” idea in that it sends most of the
children out to plug for the theatre. Mr.
Bamburger writes that the cards were
snapped up in a hurry, but that the returns
were a trifle slow. He wrote only a few
days after the stunt was started and before
the Christmas . purchase season. We have
asked him to report again
Mr Bamberger is a newcomer in this de-

partment He is a brother of Leon J. Bam-
berger, of Paramount Exploitation and a
member of the first class in the Public man-
ager's school. He is doing very nicely and
has worked some excellent stunts.

One recent idea was worked for Subway
Sadie. Freeport is in the commuting section
and was startled to read a display ad which
suggested that a subway to Freeport might
become a reality. They were referred to
the next issue of the paper, and as the ad-
vertisement read as though it might herald
a special news story, the next day’s splash
for the film was widely noticed. He fol-

lowed this with a novelty herald starting
“Follow the green line, it leads to Subway

Used Harness Model
for Valentino Bally

L. E. Davidson, of the Rialto Theatre, Clin-

ton, la., sends in some rather dim photo-

graphs of some decidedly good for Valen-
tino in The Son of the Sheik.

The most novel idea was one used to an-

nounce a three-day extension of the run.

For this he used one of the wooden horses

serving as display models in harness shops.

He put a saddle on the model, mounted it

on a truck and sent it around town with a

boy dressed as Valentino in the saddle. It

cost only a pair of tickets for the horse and
a small fee to the rider. The costume was
locally made.
For the lobby he used a tan banner with

red letters and green trim, and a yellow and
navy awning cloth was used as a backing
for the cutout inside the lobby.

Mr. Davidson does the work himself, and
keeps the cost down while materially build-

ing business. We hope that he’ll send some
photographs that we shall be able to re-

produce. They are worth while.

Ed. Livingston -was recently sent to

the Schine Theatre, Lowville, N. Y.. to

take the house over, and Fred V. Greene, Jr.,

general director of theatres, went along with

nim.

In looking over the place they ran across

some old 3x4 negatives used in a stunt some
ten years ago. There were 61 in the bunch
and it was decided to use them to sell seats

for 1926.

Ten were run each night for a week, some
with humorous titles, and they made such

a stir that Greene is writing the other houses

to see what they can dig up from the local

photographer if they have none of their own.
Styles Are a Scream

Many of the originals are now the mothers
of families and all of them are interested

in seeing what they looked like ten years

ago. The styles alone are good for some
hearty laughs and as there are a number
of group shots, there are many more than

61 persons in the collection.

It might add to the interest to offer prizes

for the most complete identifications where
the names of the subjects are known, but

this is not really necessary. The showing
alone will sell patrons into coming nightly

during the run.

Here’s an idea that will take care of one

dull week; perhaps more. It is not alto-

gether new, but we have not recalled it lately

and perhaps you have for forgotten.

George B. Pantages. of Pantages Thea-
tre, San Diego, Calif., broke the house rec-

ord, previously held by The Iron Horse, with

Three Bad Men. He planned a three weeks’
campaign, the feature of which was a three

horsemen stunt.

Caged His Pirate
Edgar Hart, of the Colonial theatre, Ports-

mouth, N. H., hired a pirate for $2 a day to

stand in a cage and hand out heralds on The
Black Pirate. The costume was hand-made
and the cage was made of “half-round cov-

ered with aluminum.
Edgar found a front page news story on

the capture of a ship by Chinese pirates, and

made this the basis of a special card for a

lobby display that made a lot of business.

The entire exploitation cost less than three

dollars, yet it proved entirely adequate.

A SET OF FOUR TEASERS TO SELL TICKET BOOKS
H. C. Bamberger, of the Freeport Theatre, out on Long Island, used this suc-
cessfully to start his sale of Christmas books. The set will work as well at

any time of the year. Keep the idea in mind. It's useful.
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Slate Surfaced Cards Are. Fine Window Grabbers

Production Hints from Edward L. Hyman
Managing Director, Mark Strand Theatre, Brooklyn

Two Old Stunts

Work for Price
Working two ancient and honorable stunts

got a lot of money for Manager Price of

the Broadway Theatre, Cleveland, lately.

The first shot was to give away a live

baby. He even had the luck to engage the

attention of the Humane Society, which al-

ways helps when you want to hand out a

motherless pig. It helped to get a lot of

extra business, but nothing like his second

dip into exploitation.

This was the stage wedding for Univer-

sal’s The Marriage Clause, and it enabled

Mr. Price to figure exactly how many per-

sons he could get into the theatre without

piling them two deep.

He made a pretty generous bid, for he

not only found the lucky couple a flat, but

he paid the first month’s rent himself and

furnished it with the cooperation of local

dealers, each giving a large window to ad-

vertise their donations. To make it a hun-

dred percent stunt, he even passed over a

savings bank book with an entry of $25.

The crowd was so great that an emer-

gency call had to be sent in for the reserves,

and this got front page space in both the

leading morning newspapers, generally in-

accessible to neighborhood houses.

It gave him the largest attendance he ever

has had at a single performance. More than

that it helped the rest of the run, and in a

couple of weeks he will show motion pic-

tures of the event that will bring the same
crowd back.

Free Parades
John J. Scanlon writes that recently there

was a football game in Torrington, Conn.,

and as the Alhambra had The Quarterback

for an attraction, he gave the local commit-

tee four 22x28s with the reverse side lettered

for the . announcement of the game. The
team paraded the signs all over town and

let Scanlon hand out heralds at the game it-

self. He has the knack of letting people

do his advertising while advertising them-
selves.

“The Winning of Barbara Worth,” which

required 1 hour and 24 minutes running time,

was surrounded by a program of 4 incidents,

3 of which were musi-

cal numbers and the

fourth the usual Mark
Strand Topical Review,

running 8 minutes. The
music itself required 30

minutes.

The opening incident

of each deluxe per-

formance was “Arabian
Idyll,” running 10 min-
utes. Tire setting for

this was a desert back-
drop and a desert setrow with a prop Ara-
bian tent center stage. Props also include 8

palm trees. Opening this incident was a

solo by a bass-baritone costumed as desert

sheik, “Far Across the Desert Sands.” This
was followed by a Drum Dance by the Tuni-
cian Dancers, after which Enid Romany did

a solo dance called “Danse Alurement.”
“Arabian Love” was a dance by. Romany
and Albert Troy and the incident closed with
a finale by the Ensemble. Eight open box-
lamps of deep blue flooded the neutral back-
drop

;
light blue spots from the bridge were

put on the set, with borders and foots of the
same color. The dome put a light blue flood

Qood Cards Help
Take It From Me

One of the accessories on Reginald Denny
on Take It From Me are window cards

with a black surfaced slate with Denny
standing behind it. The text reads “Take it

from me, says Reginald Denny” and on the

slate itself "Here’s a real special.” The
special may be put in with white ink or

chalk. These cards were first used for a

Wesley Barry release some years ago and
were so generally useful then that it is sur-

prising they have not been used more often

since they find a welcome in all stores.

on the opening solo, while the bridges of

the same colors dimmed off, coming back

for the next number. ' For the ballet dance
were purple floods from the bridges and
dome. Small spots of light green were fo-

cused on the branches of the palm trees.

Cogert and Motto, billed as the human
jazz band, were incident number 2, taking

up 8 minutes. They appeared on the apron
of the large stage under a white spot. Their

selections were all novelty ones, closing with

their exclusive rendition of “Katharina.”

After the Mark Strand Topical Review
came the Joe Thomas Sax-O-Tette, 5 musi-

cians who opened with trumpets and later

changed to saxophones. For this presentation

gold spangled curtains were used as a back-
drop. This was lighted by 10 lemon spots

from the side and floods of the same color

from the bridges and dome. Foots and bor-

ders were also lemon for the opening. At
the close of their first trumpet number the

stage lights changed to purple on one half

of the gold curtains and orange on the other
half. On the third number a deep green
spot was thrown from the dome on the solo-

ists with other lights dimmed out. The
lemons used for the opening were brought
back for the finish of the presentation, which
took up 12 minutes.

For the Los Angeles run the Owl Drug-
stores alone took a hundred cards for foun-

tain use.

Another Los Angeles stunt, this time a

local idea, was hardwood bricks, lettered

with the title, and given to news dealers

to put on top of their papers on windy days.

Everyone picking up a paper had to notice

that Take It From Me was at the uptown
theatre.

Several hundred telephone cards on pay
stations took it from Denny that the voice

with the smile wins and streamers were given

merchants near the theatre announcing that

Denny did his shopping uptown.
With a heavy general campaign, the pic-

ture went to big business.

TWO PAINTINGS OF THE SAME STRUCTURE FOR ROMOLA AND THE TORRENT
It shows the same false front used for two M.-G.-M. releases. The sidewalk banner for The Torrent is bright

colors with the same actinic value, but with good contrast for the eye if not the lens. As a rule, it is better to

change the style of structure as well as the painting.
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Edgar Hart Devises a Land Cruiser for Beery

PLAYING HIS CARD WELL AT THE STARLAND, WINNIPEG
Several packs of cards and a tennis net were the foundation of the banner on
Poker Faces done by George H. Gratias. The marquee lamps carry the four

aces in transparency and Gratias beat it with a full house.

Teed Up
Don’t go away. This is not a golf story.

Russians like tea. The Midnight Sun is a

Russian story. Two girls in Russian dress

distributed tea balls to women patrons of

Loew’s Theatre, Buffalo, “with the compli-

ments of Laura La Plante” and a local tea

company. It helped both.

Get the Full
Effect of
Your
Bill-Board
Publicity

!

Use Ensign
Dates
* Three popular sizes 7x28 (50 for

$2.00; 100 for $2.50); 9x42, (50 for

$2.50; 100 for $3.00); 28x42 (25 for

$4.00; 50 for $5.50).

Your own copy printed on non-fading
stock, in any color ink. Printed and
shipped day order is received, parcel

post special delivery. We have hun-
dreds of satisfied customers among the

Motion Picture managers in Michigan,
Ohio, Penna., Ky., Ind., and Illinois.

Union work and label. Send us your
copy. You’ll be surprised.

THE ENSIGN COMPANY
BATTLE CREEK. MICHIGAN

•Prices on other sizes, hangers, street car

signs on request. We do all kinds of block

letter work.

Had Few Quests
John F. Royal, of Keith’s Palace, Cleve-

land, offered seats to Fox’s Marriage Li-

cense to all couples who celebrated their

Golden Anniversary this year. It did not

cost him many tickets for a lot of free no-

tice.

He also made a generous use of the fake

marriage license suggested on this release.

Senseless, but Sold
It means nothing to the picture, but a boy

pushing a wheelbarrow in which another boy

dressed as a girl, the outfit properly ban-

nered sold You Never Know Women for

the Rex Theatre, Sumter, S. C.

One Man Cruiser on

Beery’s Navy Comedy
Edgar Hart, of the Colonial theatre, Ports-

mouth, N. H., worked hard to get the money
on We’re in the Navy Now that he knew
would be his for the asking. He knew he could

make extra sales with extra advertising, and

he ran off a campaign that was effective and

inexpensive.

His highlight was a compo board submarine

seven feet long and four feet wide, with a

depth of four feet. In the centre there was
an opening two feet square. Straps similar to

those on basket horses permitted a man to

carry the ship around the streets. The sides

were lettered with title, playdate and house,

and this lettering was duplicated on a flag

which flew from a ten-foot flagpole. Police

permission was gained to navigate the ship

through the downtown streets.

Automobile shoes not worth reclaiming, may
be had for the asking, and Edgar painted a

lot of these white and then neatly lettered on

the title. They made very presentable life pre-

servers. Others have done much the same
thing by wrapping the shoes in white cloth. A
string of these was run from the roof down
to the marquise.

On the marquise itself he erected cannon

shields properly lettered. These faced three

ways. The cannon came from the city store

yard and were merely lengths of sewer pipe.

It made a maximum business at minimum
cost.

Qlad to Play Free
A jazz band fits nicely with Kid Boots

and J. H. McKoy, of the Rex Theatre, Spar-

tanburg, S. C.. knew of a jazz band that had
everything but engagements.

He persuaded them to prologue Kid Boots

and they got enough attention to book sev-

eral dates while McKoy got his prologue

without cost.

PLAYING UP PATHE IN MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE
George Reddy points with pride to the Tunney banner and Barrymore in a

Hal Roach two reeler in the announcement of the Linden Circle Theatre.

Just voes to show that it is not the length of the feature that
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Burns Plays the Whole Pack for Poker Faces

THE HOUSE FRONT OF THE STRAND THEATRE, KNOXVILLE, AND A FLOAT FOR FLAMING FRONTIER
W. F. Brock made a special drive on the Universal picture, and did some of his best selling by interesting the
history teachers of the public schools. Free tickets were sent the teachers, most of whom recommended the picture

to their classes. The float was used the day before the opening and again on the opening day.

Jazz Band Helped
The Campus Flirt

Walter League hired a jazz band to put
over The Campus Flirt at the Rialto Theatre,
Denver. The local university opened its

football season the day the picture started,

and used a five block parade for a ballyhoo.

They welcomed League’s suggestion that

the band go along to help them, and gave
the boys a position right in the middle of

the line.

A pretty girl was mounted on the hood of

an automobile in which the players rode,

and the car was nicely decorated with the

pennants of the opposing colleges.

After the parade the band continued about
the streets.

At the stadium two boys paraded a ban-
ner announcing that pictures of the game
would be shown at the Rialto that evening,
and a cameraman on the grounds attested

the correctness of the' announcement.
League not only drew a nice opening busi-

ness, but he held it up through the week.

A Ride for Sadie
W. S. Perutz, of the Rialto Theatre, Chat-

tanooga, got a nice advertisement for Sub-

way Sadie when he played the First Na-
tional. The Tennessee Electric Power Com-
pany publishes a booklet when the spirit

moves, and the spirit was moving just then

because it wanted to tell about some new
street cars that were being put on the lines

Mr. Perutz got the back page to say that

Subway Sadie would prefer the comfortable

coaches of the street railway to the subway.
Just hapDeued to fit in.

Pinch Hitting
Because there are no football games in

Newburgh, N. Y., Charles R. Hammerslough
had to pick on something else. He made it

an identification contest with six pairs of

stockings to the best identifications of fifteen

Paramount stars, three to the first with two
and one for second and third prizes. It worked
just as well, for it put the picture over.

Kress Used Stunt

in Reverse Order
One of the suggested stunts on Hold That

Lion is a hunter chasing a man in lion dress

and yelling “Hold that lion !” Most man-

agers used it as it lay, but Milton H. Kress

reversed the order, placing the hunter first

and letting the lion chase him. Pretty much
the same thing, perhaps, but it sounds a

little different.

He also used a mechanical lion nearly

life size, with illuminated eyes and wagging

head and tail. Out on the sidewalk lit

stopped traffic more than once.

For Diplomacy Kress arranged to have

the Piggly Wiggly wrap 10,000 heralds with

its bread output. It cost him only ten passes,

and that included three bannered wagons.

Kress has moved from the Strand, Mem-
phis, to Chattanooga.

HOW FRANK H. BURNS DRESSED THE LOBBY FOR POKER FACES AT ORLANDO, FLORIDA
The card pip idea was used throughout with the doorways outlined in diamonds and clubs with hearts and spades
on the panels, ideal poker hands punctuating the stills and snappy sales copy lettered where it would do the most
good to the Beacham Theatre. Mr. Bums is best known for his newspaper work, but he knows lobbies, too.
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Cartoon Style Is Good for Private Izzy Murphy

Sells on the Cut
With Extra Panel

The Majestic Theatre, Halifax, takes

about a three-ten for Harry Langdon in

Tramp, Tramp, Tramp, using a two-column
cut without sales talk.

§ Majestic§
T»o Show® Daily—Evening at 830—Mat, at 230. Daylight Savin; Time.

Entire Lower Floor Reserved at Evening Performance.

PRICES: Evening .35c fend 55c Matinee ..........25c and 35c

TODAY, TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY

All

Thisc

Week
A beautiful apaclatla tor

wm Madame Davies

ualaled bjr (he Mlasri

Reddan. Wooded JUr+r

>b4 a carpa Da BaUaft »)

Taanly Id a DUatjr, k I.Ir-

ion .Ballot
.

•

.

*=~

"COQUETTtfV
;

Spatial coitusaa Imported

from London Nothin? 11*.

It arar oTerad la Halltas

at lb la prlea.

photoplay program and it

IDa aam« popnlar price*

with marred irat mile/.

SPECIAL ADDED
ATTRACTION

ta conjunloo ..lib

LANGDON
I*3®?-tramp-tt&mp

“TRAMP. TRAMP.
TRAMP"

A •pedal film of iht

uwBwini wrbst-
L1JO BOOT'

coming;
‘Brita of hi Stint'

SPLITTING THE SPACE
The panel on the right is for a special

attraction, a ballet number, and to put over
the reserved seat idea, for the Majestic
gives only one show in the evening, reserv-
ing the entire lower floor.

This is a rather peculiarly planned space,

but a useful one where two items are to be
sold. The selling on Langdon probably was
done through the press work, and the an-
nouncement suffices.

The panel gives a finish to the space
which would be lacking were that cut used
without the panel rule. It has too straight

an edge to ride free in three columns.

An Effective Bally
Hiring a pair of vaudeville Indians, the

Belmont and Crescent Theatres, New York
City, sent them around to the schools near-

by. The “Chief” gave a lecture on Indian

Wars, stressing the Custer battle, and then
told the kids about a special showing of

The Flaming Frontier at the two theatres

on the following Saturday morning.
The crowds were so great that police had

to be called to handle the youngsters, and
even at that the rail in front of the Bel-

mont box office was an almost total loss.

All Type Space Is

Effective Advance
Although the star and title on this ad-

vance from the Kentucky Theatre, Lexing-
ton, Ky., really is a cut, this classes as an

all-type display and with the exception
noted, it really is all type and very effective-

ly done.

Display value is gained from type ar-

rangement and white space instead of cut,

and with a good catchline and four lines

of well written and displayed announcement
we think the subject is put over better than

it could have been with cuts.

As we recall the cuts on this title, they

did not loom very strong, but there is no
getting away from the solid type appeal.

Even where you have cut that fits, it is

a good plan to drop to all type now and
then just to be different.

NICE COMPOSITION
But remember that a type display means

display and not just a mess of type thrown
into a space as the printer wills. Make an
appeal with either the solidity or the elegance

of the type, according to the style of story

you use it for.

Cartoon Style Makes
Qood Izzy Attractor

There is more kick to this cartoon for

Private Izzy Murphy in the 65x2 for War-
ner’s Orpheum Theatre, Chicago, than is

packed by a large area of scene cut. There
is the instant suggestion of comedy that

will reach out and grab the average reader.

ARollicking Comedyof Izzy’s
IrishWoes . . .You'll Laugh at
Izzy. . .withaTear inYour Eye.

TO SELL GEORGE JESSEL
The type bank at the bottom confirms

your suspicions, but the cut will do most
of the selling. It is a small space, but large

enough to sell anywhere because it carries

ample weight. The lettering is a trifle mud-

dy, yet this remains an exceptionally good
seller.

Nice Adjectives

for Harry Langdon
The Rivoli Theatre, Baltimore, putting

over Harry Langdon in The Strong Man.
hands him some nice descriptive matter in-

cluding “Titian of titters” and “Giant of
giggle-getters.” The cut has been routed
to get in the name, but that helps to break
the edge, and the Rivoli has achieved a nice
display.

(

NICE OPENWORK
Sometimes these Baltimore spaces are

overcrowded, but here there is plenty of

space, though no waste. It is all inviting

to the eye and is far more apt to be read
than a mess of full face lines.
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Here’s a Novel for an Open Letter Display

Fifty Line Single

Does Ample Selling
There is even some selling talk in this

50-line single from the Castle Theatre, Chi-

cago, and fifty lines is less than four inches.

The cut is the same size as the original,

so you can judge.

State at MadUon

First Showing

TOM
MIX

In Hi* New and

Most Thrilling

Production

“The Great K. &A.

Train Robbery”

ANOTHER GOOD SINGLE
This not only sells star and title but the

fact that it is a Chicago premier, with three

lines of selling talk. Keeping the type from
the side rules gives a full dsplay, and an-

other two or three inches would have given

no better results.

Managers who complain that they can-

not get good singles are mostly those who
make the mistake of trying to talk too much.

The trick in getting a good single is putting

a single fart over prominently. It is better

to tell of Mix in large letters than to try

and run the entire program in so small a

space as to cut the star name down.

Hand Lettering Loses

Real Attraction Value
While this space for The Winning of Bar-

bara Worth is good for Boston, the space
would be considered pretty poor anywhere
else. Boston remains the most consistently

rotten advertising town in the country.

Even the title is poorly ' displayed through
the use of an over-fancy style of lettering

that is difficult to read. At that the title

fare's better than the rest. Unless you
know the house you cannot discover that
the 25-35-50 refers to the admission prices

at different hours. The explanatory lines

are completely lost in the reverse. It re-

quires a magnifying glass to dope out the
idea, and most readers do not carry magni-
fiers for the express purpose of reading the-
atrical advertising.

It is a dead waste of space to pay line

rates for lines that are too small to be read.

Here about half the copy is deliberately

thrown away merely because it is all poorly

lettered.

OBSCURELY LETTERED
Presumably in the original copy, which

was several times larger than the newspaper

space, these lines could be read because they

were larger, but the reduction kills all legi-

bility.

There has been some slow improvement
in Boston. About once in three weeks some
one house may make intelligent use of type,

but mostly the space is thrown away, week
after week. The only thing that saves the

situation is that all houses are in the same
box, so they suffer alike.

Takes Mostly Type to

Sell Second Strogoff
This is the second week announcement for

Michael Strogoff at the' Rialto theatre,

Washington, D. C., dropping approximately

7*4 inches over three columns. Being a

continuance, the essentials are the holdover

and the title, and these are brought up well.

1180/yLYOC*

‘over 2,’Wed
THOUSANDS TURNED AWAY LAST WEEK A

TOO GOOD TO TAKE OFF

THE SPECTACULAR SENSATION!

JULES VERNE’S SSa
MICHAEL

STBJOGOFF
zA with IVAN MOSKINE

" “ :reen Idol)

4000 Horsemen

Scenic Splendor
In Full

Natural Colors
A Universal Film

France Triumph

International

News

COMEDY

^H¥<Q>(5
A SECOND WEEK STROGOFF

The cut is almost entirely an attractor,

and for that reason it is shoved over to a

corner, and most of the selling is done with

type. In the upper portion there is a little

too much type.

This particularly applies to the bank fol-

lowing “The spectacular sensation.” Here
there are six lines of eight point bold with

so small a face as to suggest a six-point.

Both the number of lines and the bold-face

detract from the display. Six point light

italic would have given the same value as

this heavy eight. Four lines instead of six

would have permitted spacing out to get

lightness and legibility, and the spaces above
and below would have come through more
clearly.

Using an italic in this section would have
bettered the display above and below by
fully one half. You can demonstrate this by
placing three strips of black paper in a row.

It’s all black paper. Put a piece of grey be-
tween the two strips of black and the blacks
look blacker above and below and the mid-
dle strip looks large because it is grey and
not black.

A little study will often give twice as much
for the space bill, or permit the bill to be re-

duced by using a smaller space. You can’t

do it if you leave it to the printer. He is

not hired to do your thinking for you. He
is a type setter

;
not an advertising expert.

It’s up to you to do the figuring and to tell

him how. This is a good space, but it could
be bettered.

Opens House With
An Opening Letter

Here’s one that dates back to August, but
the idea is still good even though it may be
late getting in. It was used to reopen the
Grand theatre, Marion, Ohio, and to sell

the opening attraction at the same time.

To

The Public

I take great pleasure in announcing that true

to ..ur continued polity of offering none but. the

best pictures obtainable, we have arranged for

the early presentation of that intensely dramatic

and spectacular Universal production “The

Midnight Sun” with Laura La Plante, Pat

O’Malley and a east of over 500. I trust that

we will see you at the opening,. Monday, August

Sixteenth.
Yours truly,

Ed. F. Reynard, Manager.

Grand Theatre

REYNARD’S OPENER

Manager Ed. F. Reynard not only an-

nounces the opening of the house but lauds

The Midnight Sun, which was to be his

opening attraction, and which explains the

frame. The space is only a two fours, but
it amply fills the requirements, and the frame
gives it a conspicuousness that would not

be gained by four times the space set merely
in the usual open letter form.

Next attraction—National Laugh Month.
Get it.
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“The Fire Brigade”
M-G-M Presents Fire Feature That Has Color and
Action, Love Interest, Mother-Love—Everything

C OMBINING A SCORE of “sure fires”

into one well-connected story, Metro-

Goldwyn-Mayer seem to be possessed of an-

other “The Old Nest”—with additions.

It is going to be whole-heartedly damned
by every highbrow critic between the two
seas, but about 98,000,000 of the great

American public will thumb its noses at the

critics and cry, laugh, thrill and be moved
to cheers by the swift transitions of the

story.

From a flat start this picture should be
one of the sensational sellers of the season,

but with the added backing of the organiza-

tion of fire chiefs ; to whom will be paid a

substantial share of the profits, to be ex-

pended in fire prevention work, it should

pass the financial records of much finer

plays. It is purely a box office product,

but wonderful box office material.

And it is one play in which the fire

scenes are properly and expertly handled.

We have no fireman-hero staggering through

the smoke of a burning building. He goes

to the floor, where the air is purer. He
acts like a real fireman because he had a

fire chief for an assistant director and the

usual bulls are avoided.

Primarily it is supposed to be a propa-

ganda play against flimsy construction, fire

hazzards and other unnecessary risks, but

there is no preachment. It is all solid en-

A CCORDING TO JEAN COROT, a

French novelist, the popular sin is the

light assumption and discarding of the mar-

Adolph Zukor and Jesse L. Lasky present
Florence Vidor in
“The Popular Sin”

With Clive Brook and Greta Nissen
Directed by Malcolm St. Clair

A Paramount Picture
CAST:

Yvonne Alontfort .....Florence Vidor
•lean Corot Clive Ttrook
I,a Belle Toulaise Greta Nissen
George Montfort Philip Strange
Alphonse Martin Andre Beranger
Lula Iris Gray

Length—G, 244 Feet
A fast-moving and amusing tale of many

divorces, muddled love affairs and an even-
tual straightening out of the loves of two
married couples. A well-produced and finely
acted light society comedy that offers fine

entertainment.

tertaipment in the early scenes, working
up to a tremendous climax when a jerry-

built orphan asylum is added to a bonfire

that calls out the entire resources of the

department.
Starting with comedy, dashed with the

tragedy of the death of one of the O’Neil

brothers, it works to a pretty love story in

which a probationer falls in love with the

daughter of a millionaire who spends in

philanthropy the money he makes by build-

ing death traps as’ the silent partner in a

crooked construction company. Then comes
the reaping of the whirlwind and the boy’s

bravery wins the girl of his heart. It is all

very elemental, never new, but the scenar-

ist has worked with a certainty of touch

that brings results in every scene.

As a fire spectacle it is tremendous, with
thrilling runs by scores of motorized appar-

atus, crashing walls, flaming interiors, dar-

ing rescues and all the rest, but it remained
for three white horses hitched to an old-

fashioned steamer to lift the crowd out of its

seats when it raced past the lumbering motor
truck on the last alarm, which brings out

even the antiquated horse-drawn equipment.
You cannot resist the appeal of the old-time

run.

The horses are the real stars, but Charles

Ray as the nominal hero is a sympathetic

and genuine figure as the probationer, of

the third generation of O’Neils to fight the

flames. Second in point of sympathy comes
Eugenie Besserer, as the mother of heroes,

giving her sons to the service with the sense

of inevitability that comes to those whose
loved ones wear the blue. Never overact-

riage yoke, and according to his private life,

he is in a position to speak with authority.

That’s about the plot of Paramount’s “The
Popular Sin,” which is a colorable imitation

of plays that have done before, but with a

rather different treatment. Produced by
Malcolm St., Clair in the Continental fash-

ion, it makes a very pleasant entertainment
for the sophisticated and it does not suffer

when contrasted with its forerunners.

Jean falls in love with a married woman
and her faithless spouse, not knowing the
woman, urges him to win, “since the simple-

ton cannot hold her.” When he discovers

that it is his own wife, he changes his tune,

but it is too late. He solaces himself with
Jean’s second wife and eventually sends the

novelist back to his first love.

The story sounds a bit ugly, but played
in a light, airy fashion, it does not offend
and it does very decidedly amuse. There

ing, she is a splendid figure. May McAvoy
is charming as the girl and Bert Woodruff
and Dan Mason ably handle much of the

comedy.
The direction of William Nigh keeps pace

with the skill of the players. He holds to

the atmosphere and makes the players real.

The photographic work is unusually good,
and there is a sequence in color unusually

well handled. In every department the work
has been done with careful finish that,

united, makes this an unusually good pro-

duction.

Even the highbrows are going to thrill

over this picture. They can’t help it. The
thrills are there right straight through the

story.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Presents

“The Fire Brigade”
With May McAvoy and Charles Ray

Directed by William Nigh
CAST

Helen Corwin May MeAvoy
Terry O’Neil Charles Ray
James Corwin Holmes Herbert
Joe O’Neil Tom O’Brien
Airs. O’Neil Eugenie Besserer
Jim O’Neil Warner P. Richmond
Capt. O’Neil Bert AVoodruff
Fire Chief DeAA'itt Jennings
I'egleg Dan Alason

Length, 8616 Feet
A gripping and accurate picture of life

on the uniformed fire-fighting, force with
plenty of love-interest and some superbly
handled fire scenes, no little comedy and
thrills aplenty. An unusually entertaining
comedy drama.

are some fine comedy touches as when the

philandering second wife drops a whole
bunch of latchkeys from her handbag. It

is all decidedly worldly wise, but sprightly

which proves its redemption.

Florence Vidor wins most of the sympathy
and plays the injured wife with a nice sense

of values. Greta Nissen is a splendid foil

with her voluptuous appeal. Clive Brook
and Philip Strange, as the chief sinners play

admirably against each other while Andre
De Beranger shines in a minor eccentric

comedy role.

As a dramatic eclair “The Popular Sin” is

a tast3
r morsel.

“The Popular Sin”
Sophisticated and Reminiscent Love Drama Is

Given a Fine Interpretaton by Stellar Cast
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“The Overland Stage”

Ken Maynard’s Newest Is Exceptionally Good
Western of Pioneer Days and Indian Fighting

December 25, 1926

KEN MAYNARD has another corking

good vehicle, a fitting companion to his

“Senor Daredevil” in “The Overland Stage,

his newest starring production for First Na-

tional, and it should prove an excellent at-

traction for the average theatre.

Around the opening up of the vast terri-

tory of the Dakotas and neighboring states

with the establishment of the first stage

line, which was followed by a rush of home-

steaders, Marion Jackson has built up an

exciting story based on the opposition to this

plan by tribes of Indians incited by a rene-

gade white man.

A1 Rogell, noted for the snap he puts into

his productions of the great open spaces

has beat his own record in this one. He has

produced this picture on a big scale with

dozens of wagons, scores of people and hun-

dreds of real Indians in the battle scenes.

At no time, however, is the interest over-

shadowed by the spectacular side or the ac-

tion allowed to slow down. A fast pace is

maintained and the interest held throughout.

It is crackerjack action entertainment and

we do not recall having seen a better han-

dled or more exciting and realistic Indian

fight sequence than the attack on the town

and the spirited defense by the settlers.

The star has the role of a scout for the

stage line and shows to advantage in the he-

roic sequences and as a crack rider. Kath-

leen Collins is again his leading woman and

handles the role nicely. The cast contains

well-known names such as Tom Santschi as

the renegade and Sheldon Lewis as his pal,

with Dot Farley, Jay Hunt and Florence

Turner in minor roles. Paul Hurst joins the

ranks of heavy men who have made good in

rough he-man comedy roles.

Charles R. Rog-ers Presents
Iven Maynard in

“The Overland Stage.
Directed by Albert Rogell
A First National Picture

CAST:
Jack Jessup Ken Maynard
Barbara Marshall Kathleen Collins

Hawk Lespard Tom Santschi
Aunt Viney Dot Farley
Casey Paul Hurst

Length—6.392 Feet
Story of the opening up of the Dakotas

to civilization by the establishment of an
overland stage route which was bitterly op-
posed by the Indians, .who were incited by a
renegade .white man. Thrills, Indian fight-

ing, romance and comedy galore.

“The Bandit Buster”

Friendly Kidnapping That Became Real Is

Theme of Newest Buddy Roosevelt Western

Lester F. Scott, Jr., presents
“The Bandit Buster”

Starring Buddy Roosevelt
Directed by Richard Thorpe

An Associated Exhibitors Production

CAST:
Buddy Buddy Roosevelt
Sylvia Morton Molly Malone
jj () |,

Robert Homans
Sylvia’s Mother Winifred Landis
Morton Dafe McKee

Length—4.468 feet

Sylvia conspires with Buddy to kidnap her

father away from business. Real bandits,

however, capture him and hold him for ran-

som, but Buddy brings about his rescue and
wins consent to his marriage to Sylvia.

Snappy actionful western story.

A FRIENDLY kidnapping engineered by

the hero to get his sweetheart’s father

from business and give him an enforced va-

cation, but which turned out to be a regular

“hold-for-ransom” affair when real bandits

got wind of the scheme, furnishes the basis

for the newest Associated Exhibitors’ west-

ern, “The Bandit Buster,” starring Buddy
Roosevelt.

As usual with this series, there is an abun-

dance of action, with something doing every

minute. To insure this, plausibility has at

times been sacrificed but the completed pic-

ture certainly moves at good speed with

plenty of fighting, riding, villains and other

essential western trimmings. The title, of

course, refers to the fact that the hero suc-

ceeds in “busting” the plans of the bandits

and rescuing his prospective father-in-law

for, of course, there is a romantic angle to

the story. The climax showing the assault

of an old pueblo provides a lot of excite-

ment and thrills and there are several other

situations that have been handled with speed
and snap, while comedy relief in the person
of the hero’s pal, is not wanting.

This should prove a satisfactory program
offering where westerns are popular.

“Bertha, The Sewing Machine Girl”
Elaborate and Modernized Version of Famous
Stage Melodrama Is Thoroughly Entertaining

W ITH MADGE BELLAMY in the title

role, William Fox is presenting a mod-

ernized version of Theodore Kremer’s tre-

mendously thrilling and popular melodrama

that at one time was the king pin of the at-

tractions of practically every stage repertoire

company.
Under Irving Cummings direction, this old

favorite has been given an elaborate produc-

tion and should prove a popular attraction.

It should bring back the old-timers and

please the younger patrons, for it has plenty

of snap and action with a climax exciting

enough to satisfy the most exacting melo-

drama fan.

Only for a brief period at the opening of

the picture is Bertha seen as a sewing ma-

chine girl. She gets a job as a telephone girl

with a lingerie manufacturing company, later

becomes their most popular model, is lured

aboard a yacht by the manager and rescued

by the assistant shipping clerk, who turns out

to be the real owner of the company.
One of the highlights of the picture is an

elaborate and alluring display of attractive

models in the latest things in lingerie, some
of the most attractive displays being worn
by Miss Bellamy. There is also good
human-interest comedy contributed by the

heroine’s father, who works hard to keep
from working.
The action climax is especially exciting

and well-handled, with some excellent shots

of the motorboat racing a train and the yacht

being chased by a police boat. Altogether,

the picture holds the interest nicely and is

decidedly entertaining melodrama.
Madge Bellamy is a sprightly and attrac-

tive Bertha, who is shown as a thoroughly

up-to-date, self-reliant, sunny-dispositioned

girl. Allan Simpson is a good-looking and
likeable hero, and Paul Nicholson is an ex-
cellent gentlemanly villain. J. Farrell Mac-
Donald is fine as the girl’s father.

William Fox presents
“Bertha, the Sewing Machine Girl”

Starring Madge Bellamy
Based on play by Theodore Kramer

Directed by Irving Cummings
CAST:

Bertha Sloan Madge Bellamy
Roy Davis Allan Simpson
Jessie Sally Phipps
Morton Paul Nicholson
Flo Anita Garvin
Sloan J. Farrell MacDonald
Mrs. Sloan .Ethel Wales

Length—5,242 Feet
Losing her job as a sewing machine girl,

Bertha finaliy becomes a model and is lured
to the home of the manager and taken on
a yacht but is rescued after a chase by the
supposed shipping clerk, who turns out to
be the big boss. Exciting action melodrama.
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“Just Another Blonde”
Pleasing Romance of Two Pals and Two Girls

Features Dorothy Mackaill and Jack Mulhall

l IKE DAMON AND PYTHIAS of the

-L/ well-known Greek legend, the hero and his

pal in the First National production, “Just An-
other Blonde” are ever ready to make sacrifices

for each other, everything however ends hap-

pily for all concerned in this pleasing little ro-

mance of two Twentieth Century couples.

The story concerns a chap who has no faith

in woman except his mother. His pal begs him

to plead for him with a girl and of course he

ends by falling in love with her but is willing

to sacrifice his own love. His pal, however

tells him it was a put-up job and that he is

really in love with the girl’s room-mate.
As screened, it is not quite clear as to

whether it was really a frame-up or if the

pal was sacrificing his own love for his friend,

the story being capable for either interpretation

and patrons can take their choice. The story

is slight and considerable of the material does
not advance the plot. There is good human in-

terest, a pleasing romance, effective comedy
relief and a really thrilling aeroplane accident

where the plane lands after losing a wheel and
takes a nose dive, and it should prove a reason-

ably popular attraction.

Jack Mulhall and Dorothy Mackaill are well

cast in the leading roles and the same, is true

of Louise Brooks and William Collier, Jr., as

their pals each give thoroughly creditable

interpretations of their roles and add mate-

rially to the entertainment value of the
picture.

First National Pictures, Inc., Presents
‘‘Just Another Blonde”

With Dorothy Mackaill and Jack Mulhall
Based on story by Gerald Beaumont

Directed by Alfred Santell

CAST:
Jeanne Cavanaugh Dorothy Mackaill
Jimmy O'Connor Jack Mulhall
Diana O'Sullivan Louise Brooks
Kid Scotty William Collier, Jr.

Length—5,603 Feet
Jimmy, a woman-hater, is persuaded by

his pal Scotty to intercede with Diana for
him and falls in love with her but hesitates
to marry her until Scotty tells him that it is

O K, as they framed him and that Scotty
really loves Jeanne’s pal Diana, Pleasing
romance with thrill climax.

“The Timid Terror”
George O’Hara Starred in Pleasing Story of

Meek Chap Who Suddenly Developed Pep

W ITH GEORGE O’HARA as the star,

F. B. O. is offering ‘‘The Timid Ter-

ror,” the story of a Spineless office worm who.

Joseph P. Kennedy presents
“The Timid Terror”

Starring George O’Hara
Directed by Del Andrews

CAST:
Talbot Trent George O'Hara
Mrs. Trent Edith l'orke
Dorothy Marvin Doris Hill
Howard Gramm Rex Lease
Amos Milliken George Nichols
Mrs. Milliken Dot Farley

Length—4,872 Feet
Talbot Trent lacking in nerve gets fired

when he asks for a promotion. He takes
the bull by the horns, bulldozes his em-
ployer on a wild auto ride and finally lands
the job and thereby wins his sweetheart as
well. Good. human-interest drama.

inspired by his sweetheart and made desperate

by being fired suddenly develops punch, pep,

initiative and excellent judgment and ends by
winning both the coveted promotion and the

girl.

The development of the character of the

“office-worm” and the building up of the story

follows along the usual lines of stories of this

type and while his sudden change to a virile,

forceful, resourceful go-getter is far from
convincing, the theme has been interestingly

handled with effective comedy touches that

makes it good entertainment for the masses.

Particularly pleasing is the actionful climax,

a wild auto ride to catch a train, with the

down-trodden chap bossing his former em-
ployer. The sympathy is well-placed and there

is a lot of satisfaction in seeing the bull-dozing

boss and the conceited rival get the worst of it.

George O’Hara gives a good performance in

the title role and Doris Hill is pleasing as

the girl. Rex Lease is an excellent type for

the big-headed rival while George Nichols and
Dot Farley as the boss and his wife add con-

siderably to the amusement value of the story.

A lot of laughs are supplied by the fact that

the hero is being continually mistaken for a

taxi driver as a friend has given him a meter-

less cab, in fact most of the comedy and
much of the story interest is built around
this taxi.

“The Silent Rider”
Search for a Red-Headed Husband Gives an
Amusing Twist to New Hoot Gibson Western

THERE IS A REFRESHING novelty

that adds to both the comedy and dramatic

angles of the newest Hoot Gibson western for

Universal “The Silent Rider”, built around the

romance of a cow puncher and a girl who an-

nounces she has come west to look for a red-

headed husband.

Although it is easily guessed before the

finish that she already has one and that he is

the villain who has mistreated their little boy

whom the hero has found and adopted as a

pal, this situation permits the introduction of

amusing comedy in the fact that all the boys

misunderstand and seek to develop crops of

red-hair. There is good human interest in the

kiddie stuff and for those who do not guess

the outcome it will provide a pleasing surprise.

Plenty of western action has been provided

with the villain as the leader of a gang of

mail robbers who plant the evidence so that

the hero is suspected and a fast chase ending

with the death of the villain, clearing the way
for the wedding of hero and heroine. Although

not as peppy as some of his previous releases

this one will probably please the horde of

Gibson fans.

Blanche Mehaffey makes an exceptionally at-

tractive heroine while Otis Harlan is an amus-

ing and decidedly unique type of cowboy, cer-

tainly a novel role for this well-known actor.

Hoot, is his usual likeable self.

Ethan Laidlaw is sufficiently villainous to

please the most exacting fan while Lon
Poff is amusing in a minor role and little

Wendell P. Franklin adds to the comedy and

dramatic values as the mistreated kiddie.

Carl Laemrale Presents

“The Silent Rider”
Starring Hoot Gibson

From story “The Red-Headed Husband” by
Katherine Newlin Burt

Directed by Lynn Reynolds
CAST:

Jerry Alton Hoot Gibson
Marian P#er. . Blanche MehalTey
Red Wemler Ethan Laidlavv
Sourdough Otis Harlan
Tommy M et: del 1’. Franklin
Baldy Lon Poff

Length—5, SOS Feet
Jerry falls in love with Marian, who is

searching for a husband and it develops that
the villain YY'ender is the man and has run
away with their little boy. YY'ender is killed
and Marian accepts Jerry as her new hus-
Baldy YVendel P. Franklin
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KOSHER KITTY KELLY. (7 reels). Star,

Viola Dana. This is a fine picture and
ti should go over good anywhere. I didn’t

get enough out to pay half the expenses
but no fault of the picture. Don’t under-
stand why I didn’t have a good house as
the people here like good comedy and this

|
picture has lots of it. Tone good, appeal
90 per cent. Sunday, special yes. Draw
general class, town 600. Admission 10-25,
15-35. W. C. Snyder, Cozy Theatre (265
seats), Lamont, Oklahoma.

LADDIE. (6,951 feet). Star, John Bow-
ers. A snow storm and Laddie came at the
same time, but believe me, it pulled good at
that. A clean, wholesome picture of the
American family with a good moral. Sorry
the weather wasn’t good because this pic-
ture is of the type you want them all to

see, especially in small towns. R. A. Preuss,
Arvada Theatre, Arvada, Colorado.

ONE MINUTE TO PLAY. (7,420 feet.)
Star, Red Grange. Played this a week to
fair business but paid too much for this

j
one. Draw general class, city 35,000. Ad-
mission 25-35. C. D. Buss, Strand Theatre
(700 seats), Easton, Pennsylvania.

TRAFFIC COP. (5,195 feet). Star, Lefty
Flynn. A good, clean show, nothing big. It
should be a fine show to run during Christ-
mas week. Tone O.K., fair appeal. Sunday
yes, special no. Draw town, rural class,
town 896. Admission 10-25. Mrs. ,S. J.
Brown & Son, Phoenix Theatre (200 seats),
Neola, Iowa.

First National

IT MUST BE LOVE. (6,840 feet). Star,
Colleen Moore. This picture brought us
lots of praise. Man, it is away ahead of
Ella Cinders and Irene. Comedy and pathos
galore in this number and, for a wonder,
Colleen doesn’t start out in rags and work
up to riches. She starts out as a wealthy
man’s daughter who finally learns to love
what she hated most. You can’t go wrong
on it, Gang, as it is fine entertainment.
Tone O. K. strong appeal. Sunday, special
yes. Draw all sorts, town about 1,000. Ad-
mission 10-25 to 15-35. H. H. Hedberg,
Amuse-U Theatre, Melville, Louisiana.

KNOCKOUT. Star, Milton Sills. Fair pic-
ture but nothing to rave about: Sills doesn’t
draw here. The only picture of his I was
able to make any money on vas the Sea
Hawk. Personally can’t see him—don’t con-
sider him handsome or able to make a good
looking he-man. Tone O.K. Sunday, spe-
cial no. H. L. Beudon, Grand Theatre, Port
Allegany. Pennsylvania.

MEMORY LANE. (6,825 feet). Stars, Con-
rad Nagel, Eleanor Boardman. A sweet lit-
tle picture, clean as a whistle and very
beautiful. It pleased and did a satisfactory
business. Tone, Sunday O.K. Appeal good.
Special no. Draw all types, town 3,000. Ad-
mission 10-30. M. W. Larmour, National
Theatre (430 seats), Graham, Texas.

NEW COMMANDMENT. (7 reels). Star,
Blanche Sweet. A fine program picture and
I think everyone enjoyed it very much.
Played two days to small houses and made
knocks have been seen in this department,
but here the picture proved a fair offering.
Tone O.K. Appeal fair. No special. Draw
all sort, town about 1,000. Admission 10-
25 to 15-35. H'. H. Hedberg, Amuse-U Thea-
tre, Melville Louisiana.

.PUPPETS. Star, Milton Sills. Someknocks have been seen in this department,

The Index to Reports from July
to December appears this week.
Together with the previous Index,

in the final June issue, this gives

you a complete index to every re-

port on a galaxy of box office bets,

some of which you may have
missed. And, maybe, a few gentle

warnings

!

Here it is, preserve it, consult it.

but here the picture proved a fair offering.

Tone, O. K. Appeal, fair. No special. Draw
all sorts, town about 1,000. Admission 10-25

to 15-35. H. H. Hedberg, Amuse-U Theatre,
Melville, Louisiana.

Fox

LAST OF THE DUANES. Star, Tom Mix.
I don’t run Mix very often and this one sure
surprised me. A good picture for those who
like cowboys and sure will bring them. Tone
O. K. Appeal good. Sunday yes, special no.
Draw town, country class, town 1,200. Ad-
mission 10-25. C. R. Seff, New Radio Thea-
tre (250 seats), Correctionville, Iowa.

A MAN FOUR SQUARE. Star, Buck Jones.
This is a good Jones picture. Jones is a
good actor and if given the same publicity
as Mix, will get the business. Why don’t Fox
make heralds and twenty-four sheets on
Jones. He deserves it. Draw town, rural
town 2,500. Admission 10 : 25. S. E. Rich,
Rich Theatre (450 seats), Montpelier, Idaho.

MY OWN PAL. (6,008 feet). Star, Tom
Mix. Good. Tom still holds up here. Draw
town, rural, town 2,500. Admission 10-25.
S. H. Rich, Rich Theatre (450 seats), Mont-
pelier, Idaho.

MetrO'Qoldwyn

OLD CLOTHES. (5,915 feet). Star, Jackie
Coogan. Good, clean little picture: Jackie
drew for me. and that is what I want, so
would say “book it.’’ Tone, appeal good.
Sunday yes, special no. Draw town, farm
class, town 600. Admission 10-30, 15-35. H.
W. Batchelder, Galt Theatre (175 seats),
Gait, California.

OLD CLOTHES. Star, Jackie Coogan. This
is the style of picture our crowd likes.
Seemed to please everybody. Rain—and
roads muddy, but had a fair crowd. Tone
good, appeal 95 per cent. No for special.
Draw town, country class, town 860 Ad-
mission 10-25. Oren J. Spalti, Strand Thea-
tre (235 seats), Pleasantville, Iowa.

PARIS. Stars, Charles Ray, Joan Craw-
ford. Just a program suitable for a filler
in a vaudeville house. Metro—you have
everything to make pictures—what is
wrong? Wm. A. Clark, Sr., Castle Theatre,
Havana, Illinois.

WANING SEX. Star, Norma Shearer. Very
good and suited fine. Not her best, but a
dandy. Good anywhere. Tone good, appeal
fine. Sunday, special no. Draw farming
class, town 412. Leveck & Garner, Benoit
Auditorium (100 seats), Benoit, Mississippi.

WANING SEX. Star, Norma Shearer. UP-STAGE (same star). I got blown up on
the first title and got Norma’s latest—Up-
stage instead, which latter picture got lots

of good comments. Played one day to a
good house. Tone, appeal good. Sunday
yes, special no. R. A, Preuss, Arvada Theatre,
Arvada, Colorado.

Paramount

ALOMA OF THE SOUTH SEAS. (8,544
feet). Star, Gilda Gray. Fine. This picture
will please your patrons. Beautiful sea
scenes and good story. Percy Marmont does
good work. Draw town, rural class, town
2,500. Admission 10-25. S. H. Rich, Rich
Theatre (450 seats), Montpelier, Idaho.

AMERICAN VENUS. (7,921 feet). Star,
Esther Ralston, Better than the average
picture because of the marvelous Techni-
color style show. It went over big with both
sexes. Even the youngsters Oh’d and Ah’d.
Picture needs exploitation, but will please.
Guy C. Sawyer, Town Hall, Chester, Ver-
mont.

ANCIENT HIGHWAY. (7,506 feet). Star,
Jack Holt. The author, James Oliver Cur-
wood, must have had the movies in mind
when he wrote this story, for it is fine screen
material. It is much better than ordinary
outdoor program pictures and title and name
of author, combined with producer’s trade
mark, made box office feel 100 per cent, to
the merry. Guy C. Sawyer, Town Hall, Ches-
ter, Vermont.

A SON OF HIS FATHER. (6,925 feet).
Star, Warner Baxter. The name of Harold
Bell Wright sold them and the picture
pleased them. Warner Baxter and Bessie
Love were very good. A made to order
small town picture. Guy C. Sawyer, Town
Hall, Chester, Vermont.

BEHIND THE FRONT. (5,525 feet). Star
team, Hatton-Beery. All the good things
said about this are true. It is a tip-top com-
edy and I don’t mean maybe! Tone good,
appeal great. Sunday, special yes. H ll
Beudon, Grand Theatre, Port Allegany Penn-
sylvania.

BEHIND THE FRONT. (5,525 feet). Star
team, Hatton-Beery. Everybody has re-
ported this big. It only did an average busi-
ness for me, and extra heavy advertising
Drawn town,, rural, town 2,500. Admission
10-25. S. H. Rich, Rich heatre (450 seats),
Montpelier, Idaho.

BLIND GODDESS. (7,365 feet). Star cast
includes Jack Holt. An excellent show, well
played and cast. Very interesting and atten-
tion holding through its entire showing. A
real show. Tone, appeal good. Not a special.
Diaw 1 better class, town 4,500. Admission
10-20. C. A. Anglemire, “Y” Theatre, Naza-
reth, Pennsylvania.

CAT'S PAJAMAS. (6 reels). Star, Betty
Bronson. Pleased majority, good comedy.
Tone good, appeal fair. Sunday yes, special
no. Draw mixed class, town 1,800. Admis-
sion 25. Fred S. Widenor, Opera House (492
seats), Belvidere, New Jersey.

DIPLOMACY., (6,950 feet). Star, Blanche
Sweet. Did not care for the story but
Blanche Sweet is a very fine actress and does
very well in part. Picture well made and
direction fine. Tone, appeal good. Sunday
^
e
c
s ’ special no - Draw mixed class, town

1,800. Admission 25. Fred S. Widenor
Opera House (492 seats), Belvidere, New Jer-
sey.

GRASS. An excellent picture that was in-
teresting from start to finish to the adults
of our audience. For the better class audi-
ence. Tone, appeal good. Not special. Draw
better class, town 4,500. Admission 10-20
C. A. Anglemire, “Y” Theatre, Nazareth,'
Pennsylvania.
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EAGLE OF THE SEA. (7,250 feet). Star,

Ricardo Cortez. A historical picture which
didn’t do much business or please all. It’s

hard to please the public these days—but
when the right ones come up we know it!

R. A. Preuss, Arvada Theatre, Arvada, Col-
orado.

ENCHANTED HILL| (6,326 feet). Star,

Jack Holt. Peter B. Kyne wrote a great
movie story in this tale of the West. It is

the modern West, and different for that
very reason. A dandy small town picture.
Guy C. Sawyer, Town Hall, Chester, Ver-
mont.

FINE MANNERS. (7 reels). Star, Gloria
Swanson. Gloria makes a feature worth
looking at out of a very poor story. Pleased
everyone on account of Gloria being the star.
Tone, appeal good. Sunday yes, special no.
Draw mixed class, town 1,800. Admission 25.

Fred S. Widenor, Opera House (492 seats),
Belvidere, New Jersey.

FINE MANNERS. (7 reels). Star, Gloria
Swanson, Those that come to see Swanson
will say this one is good. Business fair. Tone
O.K. Appeal good. Sunday yes, special no.

Draw town, country class, town 1,200. Ad-
mission 10-25. C. R. Seff, New Radio Thea-
tre (250 seats), Correctionville, Iowa.

FOR HEAVEN’S SAKE.. (5,356 feet). Star,

Harold Lloyd. Have read a lot of adverse
reports on this picture, but it drew well
for me and everyone well pleased. It’s a
different type of picture than The Freshman;
but don’t let anyone tell you it is not a
good comedy, for it is. Tone O.K., appeal 95
per cent. Sunday no, special yes. H. L.
Beudon, Grand Theatre, Port Allegany, Penn-
sylvania.

FORLORN RIVER. Star, Jack Holt. Not
as good as some of Zane Grey's pioneer
stories, out can’t kick, as it drew good.
Story does not follow book closely. Tone(
appeal good. Sunday, special no. R. A.
Preuss, Arvada Theatre, Arvada, Colorado.

FORLORN RIVER. Zane Grey story. This
is an excellent Zane Grey and well directed,
and acted by the usual Jack Holt. Pleased
everyone and did a nice business for me. A
western above the average. Tone, Sunday
O. K. Appeal 90 per cent. Sunday yes.

MOVING PICTURE WORLD

Draw from industrial town 6,000. Admission
10-30. L. O. Davis, Virginia Theatre (700
seats), Hazard, Kentucky.
GOOD AND NAUGHTY. Star, Pola Negri.

The best Negri story to date. A very line

comedy that amused a great many of our
crowd. Well cast and acted. Tone, appeal
good. Not special. Draw better class, town
4,500. Admission 10-20. C. A. Anglemire,
“Y” Theatre (400 seats), Nazareth, Pennsyl-
vania.

Producers Dist Corp>

BAD LANDS. Star, Harry Carey. Six

reels, film in good condition. Didn’t make
much money bat show was well liked. Book
this and please your people. Tone good,
appeal fair. Sunday no. Draw general class,

town 470. Admission 15-25. A. F. Mathias,
Dillsboro Theatre (250 seats), Dillsboro, In-
diana.

DANGER GIRL. Star, Priscilla Dean. A
good double-feature picture. Pleased, but
did not draw well. Mitchell Conery, Colum-
bia Theatre, Rensselaer, New York.

LAST frontier. Star, William Boyd
This one drew good, although it was ter-

ribly draggy. I never saw so many buffalos
in all my days. This will please the farmers.
Tone O. K. Good appeal. Sunday, special
yes. Draw town, country class, town 1,200.

Admission 10-25. C. R. Seff, New Radio The-
atre (250 seats), Correctionville, Iowa.

OFF THE HIGHWAY. Star cast. Eight
reels. Good and well liked by those who
saw it. Did not draw for me, but no fault
of picture. Almost a special. Tone good,
attendance poor. Sunday yes. General class,

town 470. Admission 15-25. A. F. Mathias,
Dillsboro Theatre, Dillsboro, Indiana.

PRAIRIE SAINT. Star, Harry Carey. A
fair western show. Mrs. S. J. Brown & Son,
Phoenix Theatre (200 seats), Neola, Iowa,

RED DICE. Star, Rod LaRocque. One of

the best of LaRocque’s latest releases. A
novel plot with plenty of action and sus-
pense. Pleased our audience. Mitchell Con-
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ery, Columbia Theatre, Rennselaer, New
York.

SEVEN DAYS. Star, Lillian Rich. Seven
reels, in good condition. Drew a good crowd
and was well liked; but too much elevator
stuff. Tone fair, appeal good. Sunday no. |

Draw general class, town 470. Admission 15-

25. A. F. Mathias, Dillsboro Theatre (250 I

seats), Dillsboro, Intiana.

SHIPWRECKED. Star, Seena Owen. Seven
reels, good condition. Some liked it, others
didn’t—about fifty-fifty. Didn’t appeal to

,

me. Tone none, appeal fair. Draw general
*

class, town 470. Admission 15-25. A. F.
Mathias, Dillsboro Theatre (250 seats),

J
Dillsboro, Indiana.

THREE FACES EAST. (7,419 feet). Star
cast. Seven reels, good condition. I liked
it fine but a lot of others didn’t seem to—

I

too deep for some people. Tone, appeal good.
Sunday no. Draw general class, town 470.

(

Admission 15-25. A. F. Mathias, Dillsboro
,

Theatre (250 seats), Dillsboro, Indiana.

United Artists

THE BAT. Star cast. The best show we
have had in a long time. This is the kind
of show about which you can look your
patrons in the eye and know they were
pleased. Tone O K. Appeal 100 per cent.
Sunday, special yes. Draw town, rural class,

town 896. Admission 10-25. Mrs. S. J.

Brown & Son, Phoenix Theatre (200 seats),
-

!

Neola, Iowa.

Universal

STELLA MARIS. -Star, Mary Philbin.
Very good picture: would please any audi-
ence. Tone, appeal good. Sunday yes, spe-
cial no. Mrs. J B. Travelle, Elite Theatre,
Placerville, California.

Straight From the Shoulder Index
Covering Reports in Issues From July 3 to December 25

Dates following titles, listed alphabetically under company headings, indicate issues in which reports on that title

were published. Independent productions are listed under that head.

This Index is published every three months. It is cumulative for each six-month period—January to March in

March; January to June in June; July to September in September; July to December in December. It appears in the

final issue of the month stated or issue immediately succeeding.
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Big Show, the. Aug. 28-Oct. 23

Bonanza Buckaroo. Oct. 23.

Camille of the Barbary Coast. Aug. 28-Oct.
30.

Carnival Girl. Nov. 29.

Earth Woman. Aug. 28.

Going Up. July 10.

Hearts and Fists. July 10-July 31-Aug. 21.

His Buddy’s Wife. Aug. 28.

Last Edition. Oct. 30.

Miracle of Life. Oct. 30.

Manhattan Madness. Sept. 4.

North Star. July 10-Sept. 4-Oct. 23-Oct. 30.

Rawhide. Oct. 30.

Skyrocket. July 31-Aug. 7-Sept. 4-Sept. 11-

Oct. 23.

Under the Rouge. Sept. 18

Yankee Consul. Oct. 2.

Columbia
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Columbia Pictures. Oct. 30.

Danger Signal. Aug. 28.

Fighting for- Honor. Sept. 18.

Lure of the Wild. Aug. 28.

Phantom of the Forest. Oct. 30.

Prince of Broadway. Oct. 30.

S. O. S. (Perils of Sea). Aug. 2S

When Husbands Flirt. Nov. 27.

F. B. O.

Alias Mary Flynn. Sept. IS.

All Around Frying Pan. July 31-Oct. 2-Nov.
6-Nov. 29.

Arizona Streak. July 10-July 24-Sept. 18-Oct.

2-Nov. 27-Dec. 11.

Bandit’s Baby. July 24-Oct. 23-Nov. 6.

Beyond the Rockies. July 21-Oct. 2.

Better Man. Nov. 6-Nov. 27-Nov. 29-Dec. 18.

Bigger Than Barnum's. Oct. 30-Nov. 20.

Blue Streak. July 24-Oct. 2-Nov. 6.

Born to Battle. July 24-Sept. 11-Nov. 6-

Nov. 20.

Breed of the Border. Oct. 2.

Broadway Gallant. July 10-July 24-Oct. 2-

Nov. 6-Dec. 11.

Broadway Lady. Sept. 4.

Cheap Kisses. July 24.

College Boob. Nov. 20-Dec. 11.

Cowboy Cop. Sept. lS-Oct. 2-Oct. 23-Nov. 29.

Cowboy Musketeer. July 24-Aug. 7-Oct. 2-

Oct. 23-Dec. 11.

Danger Line. Sept. 11.

Dangerous Coward. Aug. 7.

Dangerous Flirt. Aug. 2S-Oct. 23.

Deadline. Oct. 23.

Devil’s Gulch. Oct. 30-Nov. 20.

Doubling With Danger. ^Oet. 2-Nov. 6-Dec. IS

Drusilla With a Million. Aug. 7-Oet. 2-OcL 9.
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F. B. O. Pictures. Nov. 20.

Fighting Boob. Aug. 7-Dec. 18.

Fighting Demon. Aug. 7.

Fighting Sap. Aug. 7.

Flame of the Argentine. Oct. 16-Nov. 6-

Dec. 18.

Flaming Waters. July 31-Aug. 7-Aug. 28-

Sept. 4-Sept. 11-Oct. 16-Nov. 6.

Forbidden Cargo. July 10.

Flashing Fangs. Nov. 29.

Girl of the Limberlost. July 10-Oct. 9.

Glenister of the Mounted. Sept. 11-Nov. 6.

Hair Trigger Baxter. Nov. 20-Dec. 18.

Hands 1 Across the Border. July 10-July 31-

Oct. 9-Oct. 16-Oct. 30-Nov. 6-Nov. 27- Dec.

11-Dec. 18.

Heads Up. Oct. 9.

Her Honor, the Governor. Oct. 30.

High and Handsome. Sept. 4.

His Forgotten Wife. Sept. 4.

Hurricane. July 10.

If Marriage Fails? Dec. 18.

Imposter. Sept. 18-Nov. 27.

Isle of Hope. Oct. 9.

Isle of Retribution. Aug. 28-Sept. 18-Oct. 9-

Oct. 16-Oct. 30-Nov. 6-Nov. 29.

Jade Cup. Oct. 9-Nov. 29.

Keeper of the Bees. July 10-Oct. 9-Oct. 30.

King of the Turf. July 31-Aug. 28-Sept. 18-

Oct. 16-Dec. 18.

Kosher Kitty Kelly. Nov. 14-Nov. 29.

Laddie. Oct. 9-Nov. 13.

Last Edition. July 10-July 31 -Oct. 9-Oct. 16-

Dec. 4.

Laughing at Danger. Oct. 9.

Let’s Go, Gallagher. Oct. 16-Nov. 13.

Life’s Greatest Game. July 10.

Lone Hand Saunders. Nov. 13-Nov. 20-Nov.
27-Dec. 11.

Man of Nerve. July 10.

Midnight Flyer. July 31-Aug. 28-Oct. 16.

Midnight Molly. Sept. 4-Nov. 13.

Night Patrol. Sept. 4-Sept. 11.

No Man’s Law. Sept. 4.

Non-Stop Flight. July 10-July 17-July 31-

Sept. 11-Sept. 18-Dec. 4.

One. of the Bravest. Aug. 28.

On the Stroke of Three. Sept. 18.

Out of the West. Nov. 20.

O. U. West. Nov. 13.

Parisian Nights. July 31.

Poor Girl’s Romance, A. Aug. 14-Sept. 4-

Dec. 11.

Prince of Pep. Aug. 21-Sept. 11-Oct. 16.

Queen of Diamonds. Sept. 4.

Range Terror. Sept. 4.

Ridin’ Streak. Sept. 11-Nov. 20.

Ridin’ the Wind. July 17-Aug. 14-Sept. 4-

Oct. 9-Oct. 16.

Secret Orders. Sept. 4.

Silk Stocking Sal. Sept. 11.

Sir Lumberjack. Oct. 9-Nov. 6-Nov. 13.

Smiling at Trifles. Sept. 4.

Smooth as Satin. Sept. 4-Sept. 11.

Speed Wild. July 10.

Tearing Thru. Sept. 4.

That Devil, Quemado. July 3-July 10.

That Man Jack. July 3-Sept. 18-Nov. 27.

Tough Guy. July 10-Sept. 4-Sept. 11-Sept. 18-

Nov. 6.

Traffic Cop. July 17-Sept. 11-Sept. 25.

Two Gun Man. Sept. 11-Oct. 9-Nov. 6-Nov.
27-Dec. 11.

Valley of Bravery. Sept. 11.

Vanity’s Price. Sept. 11-Oct. 16.

Wall Street Whiz. July 17-Sept. 11.

When Love Grows Cold. July 10-Aug. 21-
Sept. 25.

Wild Bull’s Lair. July 10-July 17-Sept. 11.
Wild to Go. July 24-Sept. 18-Nov. 13.
Wyoriiing Wildcat. July 10-July 24-Sept. 25-

Nov. 6-Nov. 13.

Yankee Madness. July 3.

Youth and Adventure. July 3.
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Abraham Lincoln. July 24-Nov. 13-Nov. 29-

Dec. 11.

Amateur Gentleman. Nov. 27.

As Man Desires. July 24.

Beautiful City. July 10-Oct. 9-Nov. 6.

Bluebeard’s Seven Wives. July 31-Sept. 11-

Oct. 2-Oct. 23-Nov. 6-Nov. 29-Dec. IS.

Born Rich. Dec. 18.

Brown Derby. Oct. 16-Oct. 23-Nov. 6-Nov. 20.

Chickie. Sept. 11-Sept. 18.

Classified. July 31-Dec. 18.

Classmates. Dec. 18.

Clothes Make the Pirate. July 10-Aug. 21-
Oct. 2-Nov. 13-Nov. 27.
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File this Index

Dancers of Paris. July 3-Nov. 27.

Dark Angel. July 3- July 31-Aug. 21-Oet. 2-

Nov. 27.

Desert Flower. July 3-Aug. 21-Oct. 16-Nov.
29.

Ella Cinders. July 31-Sept. 11-Oct. 9-Oct. 16-

Oct. 30-Nov. 13.

Far Cry. Oct. 2-Nov. 13-Nov. 27.

First National Trailers. Oct. 30.

Forever After. Dec. 18.

Fury. July 31.

Galloping Fish. July 31.

Girl from Montmarte. Sept. 18-Nov. 29.

Graustark. July 10-July 31-Aug. 21-Sept. 11-

Dec. 18.

Half Way Girl. July 10-Nov. 27.

Heart of a Siren. Aug. 21.

Her Husband’s Secret. Dec. 18.

Her Night of Romance. Nov. 29.

Her Second Chance. Nov. 29-Dec. 18.

Her Sister from Paris. Sept. 18-Oct. 16-Oct.
30-Dec. 4.

High Steppers. Sept. IS.

His Supreme Moment. July 31-Aug. 21-Nov.
20 .

In Every Woman’s Life. Oct. 9-Dec. 18.

Infatuation. Aug. 7.

In Hollywood with Potash & Perlmutter.
Aug. 21-Sept. 18.

Irene. July 10-Aug. 7-Sept. Il-Sept. 18-Oct.
16-Nov. 20.

It Must Be Love. Nov. 29.

I Want My Man. Aug. 21-Oct. 16.

Joanna. Aug. 7-Aug. 21-Oct. 2.

Just a Woman. Sept. 18.

Just Suppose. July 10-Aug! 7-Dec. 4.

Kiki. Aug. 21-Sept. 18-Oct. 16-Dec. 4.

Kingdom of Love. Nov. 29.

Knockout. Aug. 7-Aug. 21.
Lady. Oct. 30-Nov. 13.

Lady Who Lied. Aug. 7.

Lilies of the Field. Sept. 4.

Live Wire. Aug. 7-Aug. 28-Sept. 18.

Lost World. July 31-Aug. 28-Sept. 18-Dec.
4-Dec. 11.

Mile. Modiste. July 10-July 31-Aug. 28.
Making of O'Malley. Aug. 28-Sept. lS-Nov.

20 .

Marriage Whirl. July 10.

Man of Action. Nov. 13.

Memory Lane. Sept. 1 1-Oct. 2-Nov. 20.

New Commandment. July 10-Sept. 4.

Miss Nobody. Oct. 16-Oct. 30-Nov. 13.

Morg'anson’s Finish. Oct. 16.
My Son. Nov. 20.

New Toys. Oct. 9.

Old Loves and New. Sept. 4.

One Year to Live. Oct. 16.

Pace That Thrills. July 31.

Painted People. July 17-July 31.

Perfect Flapper. Oct. 16.

Quo Vadis. July 10-July 17.

Rainbow Riley. July 17-Aug. 14- Aug. 28-
Nov. 13-Nov. 20-Dec. 4-Dec. 11.

Ranson’s Folly. Oct. 30.

Reckless Lady. Oct. 16-Dec. 4.

Sally. Nov. 13-Dec. 11.

Savage. Oct. 16-Nov. 6-Nov. 20.

Scarlet West. Aug. 28.

Scarlet Saint. Oct. 2-Dec. 4.

Sea Hawk. Oct. 2.

Senor Daredevil. Oct. 2-Oct. 16-Dec. 4.

Shore Leave. Aug. 14-Oct. 9-Nov. 13-Nov. 20-
Dec. 4.

Single Wives. Nov. 27.

So Big. Nov. 27.

Soul Fire. July 10-Oct. 23.

Splendid Road. July 10-Aug. 14-Oct. 9-

Nov. 13.
.

Sporting Lover. Oct. 23.

Sweet Daddies. Aug. 14-Sept. 4-Oct. 9-Oct.
30-Nov. 13.

Talker. Sept, 4-Sept. 18.

Too Much Money. Aug. 14-Sept. 25-Nov. 20.
Tramp, Tramp, Tramp. Sept. 25-Oct. 23-Nov.

20-Dec. 4.

Unguarded Hour. Dec. 4.

Voice from the Minaret. Aug. 14.
We Moderns. July 24-Aug. 28-Sept. 25-Oct. 23.

What Fools Men. July 24-Oct. 9-Oct. 23.
When a Man’s a Man. Dec. 4.

"Wilderness Woman. Sept. 25-Nov. 27-Dec. 4.

White Moth. Sept. 18.

Why Women Love. Sept. 18-Oct. 23.

Winds of Chance. Aug. 28.

"Woman’s Place. July 17.

Woman on the Jury. Oct. 23.
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Ancient Mariner. Sept. 11.

As No Man Has Loved. July 24-Dec. 4.

Best Bad Man. July 24-Sept. 25-Nov. 13

Black Paradise. Sept. 18-Oct. 30-Nov. 29.

Cowboy and the Countess. July 3-Sept. 11-

Oct. 30-Nov. 29.

Deadwood Coach. Sept. 18.

Dixie Merchant. July 24-Oct. 30-Dec. 18.

Durand of the Bad Lands. July 24-Aug1

. 28-

Oct. 30-Nov. 20.

Early to Wed. Sept. 18-Nov. 6-Nov. 20.

East Lynne. July 24-Oct. 30.

Everlasting Whisper. Aug. 7-Aug. 21-Seput.

4-Nov. 29.

Family Upstairs. Nov. 6-Nov. 13.

Everyman’s Wife. Sept. 4.

Fig Leaves. Nov. 20-Nov. 29.

Fighting Buckaroo. July 3-Aug. 21-Nov. 6-

Dec. 18.

Fighting Heart. Aug. 7-Nov. 6-Dec. 18.

First Year. Oct. 2-Oct. 16-Dec. 18.

Fool, The. July 10-Aug. 7-Sept. 11-Oct. 2-

Nov. 13-Dec. 18.

Qentle Cyclone. Oct. 16-Dec. 18.

Gilded Butterfly. Dec. 18.

Golden Strain. Sept. 4-Nov. 13.

Hard Boiled. Nov. 6-Dec. 4.

Havoc. Aug. 7-Aug. 14-Sept. 4-Sept. 11-

Nov. 13.

Hell’s Four Hundred. July 10-Sept. 18-

Nov. 13-Dec. 4.

Honesty the Best Policy. Nov. 13.

Hunted Woman. Sept. *4.

Hurricane Hal. Nov. 13.

Iron Horse. Nov. 20-Dec. 4-Dec. 18.

Johnstown Flood. Aug. 14-Sept. 11-Sept. 18-

Oct. 2-Oct. 16-Nov. 13-Nov. 29-Dec. 11.

Kentucky Pride. Aug. 14.

Lazybones. Aug. 14-Aug. 21-Sept. 25-Oct. 2-

Oct. 16.

Lightnin’. July 10-Aug. 14-Sept. 11-Nov. 13.

Lucky Horseshoe. July 10-Sept. 18.

Man Four Square. Aug. 14-Aug. 21-Sept. 18-

Sept. 25-Dec. 11.

Man Who Played Square. July 10.

Marriage License? Nov. 27.

More Pay—Less Work. Oct. 23-Nov. 27-

Dec. 4.

My Own Pal. Aug. 14-Aug. 21-Sept. 11-Oct.
2-Nov. 13-Nov. 27.

No Man’s Gold. Oct. 16-Nov. 13.

Outsider, the. Aug. 21-Nov. 27.

Over the Hill. July 10-Aug. 21-Oct. 2-Nov.
13-Nov. 20

Palace of Pleasure. Aug. 28-Sept 4-Oct. 16.

Rainbow Trail. July 10.

Riders of the Purple Sage. July 10-Aug. 21.

Road to Glory. Aug. 21-Sept. 4-Oct. 30.

Rustling for Cupid. Aug. 21-Sept. 25-Nov. 27-

Dec. 11.

Sandy. Aug. 21-Sept. 18-Oct. 2-Oct. 9.

Shamrock Handicap. Aug. 21-Oct. 2-Oct. 9-

Oct. 23.

Siberia. Sept. 11-Nov. 13.

Silver Treasure. Sept. 11-Oct. 2-Oct. 23.

Thank You. July 31-Aug. 21-Aug. 28-Oct. 30.

Three Bad Men. Oct. 23-Nov. 6.

Thunder Mountain. Nov. 6.

Timber Wolf. July 31.

Tony Runs Wild. July 31-Sept. 4.

Trip to Chinatown. July 31.

Wages for Wives. July 31.

When the Door Opened. July 10-July 31
Sept. 11-Sept. 18-Oct 9-Oct. 30.

Yankee Senor. July 10-July 31-Aug. 28-
Oct. 30-Nov. 27-Dec. 11.

Yellow Fingers. July 31-Dec. 11.

L>
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Along Came Ruth. Sept. 4.

Auction Block. July 10-Oct. 2-Oct. 30-Nov.
6-Nov. 20-Dec. 11.

Bandolero, July 10.

Barrier, July 24-July 31-Aug. 21-Sept. 11-Oct.
23-Oct. 30.

Battling Butler. Nov. 27-Nov. 29.

Beauty Prize. July 24.

Beverly of Graustark. July 17-July 24-Sept.
4-Sept. 11-Oct. 2-Oct. 30-Nov. 6-Dec. 11.

Blackbird. July 17-July 24-Aug. 21-Sept. 25-
Oct. 2-Oct. 9-Oct. 23-Nov. 20-Dec 11.

Blarney. Nov. 27-Nov. 29.

Boob, The. July 24-Sept. 4.

Boy Friend. Oct. 23-Nov. 20.

Bright Lights. July 10-Nov. 27.
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Brown of Harvard. July 24-Aug. 28-Sept. 11-

Sept. 18-Oct. 9-Oct. 30-Nov. 20-Nov. 27-

Nov. 29.

Cheaper to Marry. July 10.

Circle, the. Aug-. 28.

Conquering Power. Dec. 11-Dec. 18.

Dance Madness. July 24-Oct. 30-Nov. 6.

Devil’s Circus. July 10-July 24-Sept. 25-

Oct. 30-Nov. 6-Nov. 20-Dec. 18.

Don’t. July 24-Oct. 9-Oct. 30.

Exchange of Wives. Aug. 21-Oct. 16.

Excuse Me. July 24-Aug. 28,

Exquisite Sinner. July 24-Aug. 21-Oct. 16.

Go West. July 17-Oct. 9-Oct. 16-Dec. 18.

Great Love. Aug. 21-Sept. 18.

His Secretary July 3-July 24-July 31-Oct.
23-Nov. 6-Nov. 27-Dec. 18.

La Boheme. Nov. 27-Dec. 18.

Lights of Old Broadway. July 10.

Little Robinson Crusoe. July 31.

Lovey Mary. Oct. 23-Nov. 6-Nov. 20-Dec. 18.

Mare Nostrum (Our Sea). Nov. 13.

Married Flirts. Aug. 28.

Masked Bride. July 31-Nov. 13.

Merry Widow. July 10-July 17-July 31.

Midshipman. July 3-July 31-Aug. 21-Aug.
28-Sept. 11-Oct. 2-Oct. 9-Nov. 13-Dec. 4.

Mike. July 3-Julv 10-July 31-Sept. 25-Oct.
2-Nov. 13-Nov. 20.

Money Talks. Aug. 14-Aug. 28-Oct. 9-Nov.
13.

Monster. July 3.

Monte Carlo. July 10-Aug. 21-Nov. 13-Dec.
IS.

Mystic, The. July 10-Aug. 14-Nov. 13.

Never the Twain Shall Meet. July 17-Nov.
20 .

dd Clothes. July 10-Aug. 14-Aug. 21-Oct. 9.

Only Thing, The. Aug. 14-Nov. 13.

Paris. Aug. 21-Oct. 9.

Prairie Wife. July 10.

Pretty Ladies. July 10-Aug. 14.

Proud Flesh. July 10.

Red Lily. Aug. 28.

Road to Mandalay. Aug. 21-Oct. 2-Nov. 13.

Romola. July 17-Nov. 13.
Sally, Irene and Mary. July 10-Aug. 14-

Oct. 9.

Silent Accuser. July 17.

Slave of Fashion. Aug. 7-Aug. 14.
Soul Mates. July 10.

Sporting Venus. Nov. 27.

Sun Up. July 10-Aug. 7-Oct. 9.

Time, the Comedian. Aug. 21-Aug. 28.
Torrent (Ibanez*). Aug. 7-Aug. 21-Aug. 28-

Oct. 2-Oct. 23-Nov. 27-Dec. 4.
Temptress. Nov. 27-Dec. 4.

Tower of Lies. July 17-Aug. 28-Nov. 13-
Nov. 20.

Unholy Three. Aug. 7-Nov. 13.
Way of a Girl. Aug. 28.
Waltz Dream. Oct. 23-Nov. 13-Nov. 27.
Waning Sex. Nov. 13.

War Paint. Dec. 18.

White Desert. July 17.
White Sister. July 17.
Wife of the Centaur. Aug. 28.
Zander the Great. July 10-Oct. 9.
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Ace of Cads. Dec. 11.
Adventure, July 10-Aug. 7-Aug. 21-Oct. 2.

Air Mail. July 10-Aug. 7-Sept. 4.

Aloma of the South Seas. Sept. 18-Oct. 9-
Nov. 27-Dec. 11-Dec. 18.

American Venus. July 10-Aug. 7-Sept. 4-

Oct. 30.

Ancient Highway. Aug. 7-Oct. 2.

Are Parents People? July 10.
A Son of His Father. Oct. 23-Oct. 30.
Behind the Front. July 10-July 17-Oct. 9-

Oct. 23-Nov. 13-Nov. 20-Dec. 11.
Best People. Aug. 17.
Big Brother. July 17.
Blind Goddess. July 24-Aug. 7-Sept. 11-Oct.

9-Nov. 13-Dec. 4.

Border Legion. July 17.
Born to the West. July 24-Sept. 18-Oct. 2

Oct. 9-Oct. 30-Nov. 27-Dec. 11.
Campus Flirt. Nov. 20-Nov. 27-Nov. 29.
Cat’s Pajamas. Sept. 18-Oct. 30-Nov. 29.
Coast of Folly. July 10-July 24.
Code of the West. Oct. 2.

Cobra. Aug. 21-Sept. 4-Oct. 9.

Crowded Hour. Aug. 21.

Crown of Lies. Aug. 21-Sept. 18.

Dancing Mothers. July 10-Oct. 9-Nov. 29.

Desert Gold. July 24-Sept. 11-Sept. 18—Oct.
2-Oct. 9-Nov. 20-Dec. 11.

Devil’s Cargo. July 10-July 17.

Diplomacy. Oct. 30-Nov. 6-Nov. 20-Nov. 29-
Dec. 11.

Lillian Rich in Hal Roach
Comedies for Pathe, wears a

novel headdress.

Enchanted Hill. July 24-Aug. 28-Oct. 2-Oct.
9-Dec. 11.

Fascinating Youth. Sept. 18-Oct. 9-Nov. 6-

Nov. 20-Nov. 29.

Fine Manners. Oct. 2-Oct. 9-Nov. 20-Nov.
29.

For Heaven’s Sake. July 24-Aug. 7-Sept. 18-

Oct. 9-Oct. 30-Nov. 6-Nov. 29-Dec. 11.

Forlorn River. Oct. 30-Nov. 20-Nov. 29.

Forty Winks. Aug. 7-Oct. 30.

Golden Bed. Aug. 7.

Golden Princess. Aug. 7-Sept. 18-Nov. 20-

Dec. 11.

Good and Naughty. July 10-Sept. 18.

Goose Hangs High. Sept. 25-Nov. 29.

Grand Duchess and the Waiter. Aug. 7-Aug.
28-Sept. 18-Sep. 25-Oct. 2-Oct. 9.

Grass. Sept. 18.

Hands Up. Aug. 28-Dec. 11.

He’s a Prince. July 31-Nov. 20-Dec. 4.

Hold That Lion. Oct. 30-Nov. 6-Nov. 20-
Dec. 4.

In the Name of Love. July 31.

Irish Luck. July 31-Nov. 20-Dec. 11.

It’s the Old Army Game. Sept. 11-Sept. 25-

Oct. 9-Nov.20-Dec.-ll.
Kid Boots. Nov. 29-Dec. 11.

King on Main Street. July 17.

Kiss for Cinderella. July 17-July 31.

Lady of the Harem. Oct. 16-Nov. 20-Dec.
11 .

Let’s Get Married. July 31-Aug. 14-Sept. 11-

Oct. 16.

Light of Western Stars. Aug. 14-Nov. 6-

Dec. 4-Dec. 11.

Little French Girl. Aug. 14.

Lord Jim. Aug. 14-Oct. 2-Dec. 11.

Lovers in Quarantine. July 10-Aug. 14-Dec.
4-Dec. 11.

Lucky Devil. Aug. 14-Oct. 2-Oct. 30-Nov. 6-

Nov. 20.

Lucky Lady. July 10-Aug. 14-Sept. 18-Sept.
25-Oct. 16.

Manicure Girl. Aug. 14.

Mannequin. July 17-Aug. 14-Oct. 30.

Mantrap. Sept. 18-Nov. 6-Nov. 20-Dec. 4.

Man Who Found Himself. Nov. 6-Nov. 20-
Dec. 11.

Men and Women. Aug. 21.

Miss Brewster’s Millions. July 17-Aug. 28-

Oct. 16-Nov. 20.

Moana. Aug. 14-Aug. 21-Aug. 28-Sept. 4-

Nov. 20.

Nell Gwyn. Oct. 9-Nov. 6-Nov. 20-Dec. 11-
Dec. 18.

New Brooms. Dec. 11.

New Klondike. July 10-July 17-Aug. 21-Aug.
28-Sept. 25-Nov. 6-Nov. 20-Dec. 18.

New Lives for Old. July 10-Nov. 27.

Night Club. Dec. 18.

Not So Long Ago. Nov. 6-Nov. 27.

Old Home Week. Oct. 2-Nov. 6-Dec. IS.

Padlocked. Sept. 25-Oct. 9-Nov. 6-Dec. 4.

Palm Beach Girl. July 10-July 17-Aug. 21-

Aug. 28-Sept. 4-Sept. 25-Oct. 2-Oct. 16-
Dec. 11.

Pony Express. Aug. 21-Oct 2-Oct. 16-Dec.
18.

Quarterback. Dec. 18.

Rainmaker. July 17-Aug. 21-Aug. 28-Sept.
25-Oct. 2-Nov. 27-Dec. 4-Dec. 11.

Rose of the World. Dec. 4.

Rugged Water. Sept. 4 -Dec. 18.

Runaway. July 17-Aug. 7-Aug. 21-Nov. 6-

Dec. 4-Dec. 11.

Sackcloth and Scarlet. Nov. 27.
Say it Again. Aug. 28-Sept. 11-Sept. 25-

Nov. 6-Nov. 29-Dec. 18.

Sea Horses. July 3-July 17-Aug. 28-Sept.
11-Nov. 29.

Secret Spring. Nov. 20.
Seven Keys to Baldpate. July 17-Aug. 7-

Dec. 11-Dec. 18.

Shock Punch. Oct. 2-Nov. 6-Dec. 4-Dec. 11.
Show-off. Oct. 2- Oct. 16-Nov. 6-Nov. 13-

Dec. 11.

So’s Your Old Man. Dec. 11.

Social Celebrity. July 3-Aug. 7-Sept. 11-
Oct. 16-Oct. 23-Dec. 11.

Song and Dance Man. July 3-Oct. 16.
Spaniard. July 31-Dec. 11.

Special Paramount Trailer. Dec. 4.

Splendid Crime. July 31-Dec. 19.
Stage Struck. July 31-Dec. 11.
Street of Forgotten Men. Oct. 2.

Ten Commandments. Aug. 14-Oct. 9-Dec. 18.
That’s My Baby. July 31-Sept. 11-Oct. 16-

Oct. 23-Dec. 4-Dec. 11-Dec. 18.
Thundering Herd. Aug. 14-Sept. 4-Dec. 4.

Tin Gods. Oct. 16-Oct. 23-Nov. 13-Nov. 29-
Dec. 18.

Too Many Kisses. July 3-July 31-Oct. 23-
Dec. 18.

To the Last Man. Dec. 11.
Top of the World. Aug. 21.
Trouble With Wives. July 3-July 17.
Untamed Lady. Aug. 28-Sept. 4-Oct- 23-Oct.

30-Nov. 13-Dec. 4.

Vanishing American. July 3-July 17-Aug.
21-Sept. 4-Sept. 11-Oct. 9-Oct. 23-Dec. 11-
Dec. 18.

Variety. Oct. 23-Nov. 13-Nov. 29-Dec. 18.
Volcano. Aug. 28-Oct. 9-Oct. 23-Nov. 13-

Dec. 18.

Wanderer. Sept. 4-Oct. 23-Nov. 29.
Wet Paint. July 10-Aug. 21-Sept. 4-Sept. 11-

Nov. 29.
Wild Horse Mesa. July 10-Oct. 9-Dec. 18.
Wild, Wild Susan. Sept. 11-Oct. 9-Nov. 27.
Wornanhan died. Sept. 4-Dec. 11-Dec. 18.
You'd Be Surprised. Nov. 29-Dec. 11.
You Never Know Women. Sept. 18-Nov. 13-

Dec. 18.

I , 1
Pathe
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Battling Orioles. July 17.
Black Cyclone. July 24-Oct. 9-Oct. 23-Dec.

18.

Devil Horse. Sept. 18-Nov. 20-Dec. 11.
Driftin’ Thru. Oct. 2-Nov. 20.
Dynamite Smith. Oct. 23.
Girl Shy. Dec. 18. .

High Hand. Nov. 6.

Hot Water. July 17-July 31-Dec. 18.
King of Wild Horses. July 10-Oct. 2-Oct.

23 -Dec. 4.

Percy. Nov. 20.

Satan Town. Dec. 18.

Seventh Bandit. Nov. 6-Nov. 29.
Stop, Look and Listen. July 17-Dec. 18.
Treasures of the Vatican. July 31.
White Sheep. Sept. 18.
Why Worry? Dec. 18.
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Producers Dist. Corp.

Awful Truth, The. Sept. 11.
Bachelor Brides. Sept. 11-Nov. 13.
Beyond the Border. Sept. 4.

Braveheart. July 24-Sept. 4-Sept. 11-Nov.
6-Nov. 13.

Cafe in Cairo. July 24.

Charley’s Aunt. July 3-July 17-Sept. 11-
Oct. 2-Oct. 9.

Chorus Lady. Nov. 6.

Coming of Amos. Oct. 9.

Eve's Leaves. July 24.

Fifth Avenue. Aug. 21-Sept. 4.

Flame of the Yukon. Nov. 29.
Forbidden Waters. July 10-July 31.
Gigolo. Nov. 29.

'
•

Madam, Behave. July 10-July 31-Sept. 4-
Oct. 2-Oct. 9.
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3.

7.

18-Dec.

Man from Red Gulch. Aug. 21.

Million Dollar Handicap. July 31-Aug. 7

Sept. 4.

Paris at Midnight. July 3-Nov. 13.

Not One to Spare. Nov. 29.

People vs. Nancy Preston. July

Phantom of the Forest. Aug.

Prince of Pilsen. Sept. 4-Sept.

Pro-Dis-Co product. Oct. 9.

Ramshackle House. July 10.

Reckless Romance. Nov. 29.

Red Dice. Aug. 21-Oct. 16.

Road to Yesterday. July 3-July

29-Dec. 4.

Seven Days. July 17.

Shipwrecked. Dec. 11.

Silence. Aug. 7-Oct. 2-Oct. 16.

Simon, the Jester. Aug. 7-Nov. 20.

Steel Preferred. Aug. 21-Sept. 11-Sept.

Dec. 4.

Three Faces East. Aug. 28-Sept. 11-Oct.

Unknown Soldier. Aug. 14-Aug. 21-Aug.

Sept. 11-Sept. 18-Oct. 16-Nov. 27-Dec.

Up in Mabel’s Room. Aug. 28-Oct. 2-Oct.

Nov. 27-Dec. 18.

Volga Boatman. July 17-Aug. 14-Aug.

Aug. 28-Oct. 2-Oct. 23-Oct. 30-Nov.

Nov. 27-Dec. 18.

Wandering Husbands. Sept. 11-Oct. 9.

Wedding Song. Aug. 28.

Whispering Smith. Aug. 14-Oct. 16-Oct.

Nov. 29-Dec. 18.

Wild Oats Lane. Aug. 14-Aug. 21-Aug.

Oct. 16.

10-Nov.

18 -

30.

28-
18.
30-

21 -

6 -

30-

28-
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United Artists
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America. July 31-Aug. 21-Oct. 23.

Bat, the. July 31-Aug. 21-Oct. 23-Dec. 4.

Black Pirate. Sept. 18-Oct. 30-Nov. 6-Nov.

29“D6C. 4.

Don Q, Son of Zorro. July 10-Aug. 7-Oct.

2-Oct. 30.

Dorothy Vernon of Haddon Hall. July 10.

Eagle. July 10-Aug. 7-Aug. 28-Sept. 11-Oct.

2-Oct. 16-Nov. 6-Dec. 4.

Garrison’s Finish. July 24-Oct. 30.

Gold Rush. July 24.

Hill Billy. Sept. 25.

Little Annie Rooney. July 17-Oct. 2-Oct.

30-Dec. 4-Dec. 18.

Little Lord Fauntleroy. July 24.

Love Light. July 10.

No More Women. Nov. 20.

Nut, the. July 10.

Partners Again. July 24-Oct. 30.

Robin Hood. Oct. 16.

Rosita. July 10.

Sally of the Sawdust. Aug. 14-Sept. 18-

Oct. 30.

Son of the Sheik. Oct. 16-Nov. 6-Nov. 20-

Nov. 29-Dec. 4.

Sparrows. Nov. 6-Nov. 27-Dec. 18.

Stella Dallas. Oct. 9.

Tess of Storm Country. Sept. 11.

Thief of Bagdad. Oct. 30.

Three Musketeers. Nov. 20.

Tumbleweeds. July 10-July 17-Aug. 14-Sept.
4-Sept. 11-Dec. 4-Dec. 11.

Wild Justice. Dec. 18.
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Ace of Spades. Oct. 9.

Arizona Sweepstakes. July 10-July 24. Oct.

23-Dec. 11.

Beautiful Cheat. July 24. -Oct. 23-Nov. 13.

Blue Blazes. July 24.

Blind Husbands. July 10.

Border Sheriff. Dec. 18.

Burning Trail. July 24.

Bustin’ Through. July 24-Sept. 4-Oct. 9-

Oct. 23-Dec. 4.

Calgary Stampede. July 24-Sept. 4-Oct. 9-

Nov. 13-Dec. 4-Dec. 11.

California Straight Ahead. July 10-July 24-
Sept. 18-Oct. 9-Oct. 23-Dec. 4-Dec. 11-
Dec. 18.

Call of Courage. Dec. 4.

Chip of the Flying U. July 24-Sept. 11-Oct.
9-Oct. 16.

Circus Cyclone. Sept. 19-Dec. 4.

Cohens and the Kellys. July 17-July 24-
Aug. 21-Oct. 9-Oct. 16-Dec. 4-Dec. 18.

Combat. July 17-Aug. 21-Sept. 11.
Dar Days. Nov. 27.

Delicious Little Flirt. Dec. 11.
Demon. Dec. 18.
Fifth Avenue. July 24.
Fighting Fury. July 24.
Flaming Frontier. July 24-Sept. 18-Nov. 20-

Nov. 27-Dec. 18.

Virginia Valli, a Fox player, in a cos-

tume that is reminiscent of Barcelona

on a moonlight night.

Flying Hoofs. July 24.

Gaiety Girl. July 10-July 24-Aug. 7.

Goose Woman. Oct. 9.

Her Big Night. Dec. 18.

His People. July 24-Aug. 7-Sept. 11-Nov. 27-

Dec. 4.

Hit and Run. Aug. 7-Nov. 13.

Home Maker. Aug. 7.

Hurricane Kid. Aug. 7-Aug. 28.

I'll Show You the Town. July 17-Aug. 7-

Oct. 9.

K—the Unknown. Aug. 7.

Let ’Er Buck. Aug. 21.

Little Giant. Aug. 7-Sept. 11-Nov. 6-Nov. 20.

Lorraine of the Lions. July 10-Oct. 9.

Love and Glory. July 17.

Love Thief. Oct. 9.

Man in Blue. Aug. 7.

Man in the Saddle. Aug. 28-Sept. 18-Dec. 4-

Dec. 11.

Marriage Clause. Oct. 9.

Measure of a Man. Aug. 21.

Midnight Sun. Oct. 16-Nov. 27.

My Old Dutch. July 10-Oct. 9-Nov. 27.

Oh, Doctor. July 10-Aug. 7.

Old Soak. Oct. 30.

Outlaw’s Daughter. Oct. 23-Dec. 11.

Outside the Law. July 3-Aug. 7-Oct. 2-Oct. 30.

Peacock Feathers. July 3-Oct. 2.

Poker Faces. Oct. 2-Oct. 16.

Phantom Bullet. Aug. 21-Sept. 11-Sept. 18-
Nov. 20.

Phantom of the Opera. July 3-Sept. 25-Nov.
20 .

Raffles. July 10.

Runaway Express. Nov. 6.

Rustlers Ranch. Nov. 20.

Red Rider. Sept. 11.

Ridin’ Thunder. Aug. 7.

Roaring Adventure. Sept. 4.

Rolling Home. Aug. 7-Aug. 21-Sept. 4-Oct.
30-Nov. 27.

Saddle Hawk. July 31-Aug. 7-Nov. 27.
Sawdust Trail. Oct. 2.

Secrets of the Night. July 31.
Set-Up, The. July 3.

Scarlet Streak. Oct. 2.

Siege. July 17-Aug. 28-Nov. 29.
Six Shootin’ Romance. Oct. 16.
Skinner’s Dress Suit. July 10,-July 31-Oct. 16.
Sky High Corral. Oct. 2.

Spook Ranch. July 10-July 17-Nov. 13-Nov.
20 .

Sporting Life. Sept. 12-Nov. 6-Nov. 29.
Stella Maris. July 17.
Still Alarm. July 10-July 31-Oct. 2-Oct 16-

Oct. 30-Nov. 13.
Storm Breaker. July 31-Oct. 16.
Sunset Trail. July 10.
Take It From Me. Nov. 29.
Taming the West. Sept. 25.
Teaser. July 17-July 31-Aug. 14-Aug.28-Nov.

27-Nov. 29.

Texas Streak. Nov. 13-Nov. 27.

Tornado. Sept. 4.

Trap. Sept. 18.

Triple Action. Aug. 28-Nov. 6.

Two Fisted Jones. Aug. 14-Aug. 28-Sept. 18-
Nov. 13.

Under Western Skies. July 17-Aug. 28-Sept.
4-Sept. 18-Sept. 25-Oct. 9-Oct. 16.

Universal Pictures. Oct. 9-Nov. 6-Nov. 13.

Watch Your Wife. Aug. 14-Aug. 21.

What Happened to Jones. Aug. 14-Aug. 21-
Sept. 4-Oct. 2-Oct. 9-Oct. 23-Oct. 30.

Where Was I? Oct. 9-Oct. 23-Nov. 6-Nov. 29.
White Outlaw. Sept. 18-Oct. 30-Nov. 29.
Wild Horse Stampede. Oct. 9.

Woman's Faith, A. July 10-Aug, 14-Nov. 29.
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Warner Bros . J

Across the Pacific. Nov. 27-Dec. 11-Dec. 18.

Age of Innocence. July 10-Aug. 14.

Babbitt. July 10.

Below the Line. Aug. 14.

Bobbed Hair. Sept. 18.

Bridge of Sighs. Nov. 29.

Broadway After Dark. July 10-Nov. 27-Nov.
29.

Cave Man. Oct. 9-Oct. 30.

Conductor 1491. July 10.

Country Kid. July 31.

Daddies. Oct. 23.

Fighting Edge. July 10-Oct. 9.

Footloose Widows. Nov. 27.

George Washington, Jr. July 10.

Gilded Highway. Oct. 9.

Hell Bent Fer Heaven. Oct. 9.

His Majesty, Bunker Bean. Oct. 9.

Hogan’s Alley. July 17-Aug. 7-Oct. 2.

How Baxter Butted In. July 10-Oct. 9.

Kiss Me Again. Aug. 7.

Lighthouse by the Sea. July 3-July 17-Aug.
21-Sept. 25.

Limited Mail. July 10-Aug. 28-Oct. 9.

Little Irish Girl. Aug. 28-Oct. 30.
Lover’s Lane. Nov. 6.

Man on the Box. July 10-July 24-Aug. 28.
Man Upstairs. July 24-Dec. 18.
Night Cry. July 3.

Oh, What a Nurse. July 3-July 17-Oct. 30.
Other Women’s Husbands. July 31.
Pleasure Buyers. July 17-Sept. 18-Oct. 9.

Red Hot Tires. July 17-July 31-Nov. 29.
Rose of the World. Oct. 16.
Sea Beasts. July 31-Aug. 21-Dec. 4.

Seven Sinners. Sept. 11-Oct. 16-Nov. 27.
Silken Shackles. Aug. 7.

Tenth Woman. Aug. 28.
Tracked in Snow Country. July 17-Aug. 7-

Aug. 28.

Why Girls Go Back Home. Nov. 27.
Wife Who Wasn’t Wanted. Aug. 21.

mminiu

Independents
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After Midnight. Sept. 4.

American Pluck. Sept. 4.

Bandit Tamer. Aug. 14.

Bashful Buccaneer. July 10.
Big Pal. Sept. 4. 4
Blue Blood. Sept. 4-Nov. 13.
Brand of Cowardice. Aug. 14.
Canyon Rustlers. July 10.
Capital Punishment. July 10-Aug. 14-Dec.

11 .

Captain January. July 10-Oct. 23.
Coast Patrol. Aug. 14.

Dangerous Fist. July 10.
Dangerous Pleasure. Sept. 4.

Danger Signal. Aug. 14.
Davy Crockett. July 10.
Double Action Daniels. Sept. 11.
Fair Play. Sept. 4.

Fighting Cub. Aug. 14.
Foreman of Bar-Z. July 3.

Free to Love. Aug. 14.
Girl Who Wouldn’t Work. Aug. 14.
Gold Hunters. July 17.
Go Straight. Aug. 14.
Lover’s Island. Aug. 28.
Man of Iron. Sept. 13.
Mine With the Iron Door, July 17.
Morals for Men. Aug. 28.
My Neighbor’s Wife. Sept. 18.
Phantom Express. Aug. 14.
Plastic Age. Aug. 21.
Prince of Broadway. Aug. 14-Sept. 4.
Red Love. July 17.
Riding Romances. July 17-Oct. 30.
Shining Adventure. July 3.

Speed Mad. July 17.
Unchastened Woman. Sept. 4.

July 17.

Wizard of Oz. Sept. 4-Nov. 6. •
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Edited by O. T. Taylor

A Suggestion For Picture Presentation Set
Here Is Ideal Plan for Theatres

Not Showing Variety with

Their Pictures

f
N nearly all the newer theatres the

picture screen is placed some distance

back of the proscenium opening.

The advantages are apparent. The front

rows, usually considered undesirable seats,

are less difficult to sell if the screen is fur-

ther back. By using drapes around the

screen the picture is given a shadow-box ef-

fect that enhance the beauty of the pho-
tography. The stage space at each end of

the screen may be decorated with flower

vases, stands or lamps. Most remote con-
trol curtain machines also come equipped
with switch for automatic on and off light

connection. By using this sort of machine
the lights in stand lamps or other illumi-

nated stage decorations can be flashed on as
the drapes close and off again as the drapes
begin to open.

The distance that the screen can be set
back of the proscenium is governed largely
by the width of the proscenium, and the size
of the screen. If the proscenium is but a
little larger than the screen the latter can-
not be placed very far back without danger
of hiding part of the screen from view of
occupants in the end seats in front rows.
The plans offered herewith pictures an

ideal setting for theatres that do not regu-
larly show vaudeville. The set can, however,
be adapted to vaudeville as well bv rigging
the ceiling piece to fly and putting gliders
under the columns.
The plans are drawn to a proscenium of a

three to four proportion.
To proportion this plan to a given size

divide the plan into as many spaces as the
proscenium is feet in size. Thus, if the pros-
cenium opening AA is 24 feet simply divide
the plan into 24 spaces, each space to repre-
sent one foot.

For stage presentations, this set, if not too
deep, may be left in place

; the columns and
side tabs taking the place of tormentors. The
presentation set is then used back of the
picture set and the drapes used for opening
or closing the presentation or both.

BUILDING THE SET
Spacing the plan as explained above, in

feet units, will furnish the correct diameter
of the columns in proportion to the pros-
cenium opening.
On a sheet of paper draw- a number of cir-

cles the first, or largest, to be of the same
diameter as bottom of column, being the
bottom core. For each three-foot section
of column height draw another circle, each
circle thus drawn to be one-half inch smaller
than the one preceding it. See figure 3.
These circles will furnish the sizes of the
corresponding cores in figure 4.

(Continued on next page)
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Production Tips, Kinks and Wrinkles
(Continued from page 604)

Draw lines HH and II through circles, fig-

ure 3, intersecting on center and dividing the

circles in four equal parts. Draw the line JJ

through the circles and the result is a fourth

segment of each core, indicated by shaded

portion. Have four segments cut for each

size of circle, for each column, preferably

cut from soft wood such as pine or spruce

and of a %-inch thickness. Preserve the

original pattern so that the segments can

be placed on pattern to be assembled and

nailed, assuring a perfectly rounded core.

Fig 5 A shows how segments are nailed

together to form core.

After all of the cores are made pick out

some straight battens, mark at every three

feet and use for core spacer, B Fig. 5. Cover
vertically with lattice strips 04 x 1) C Fig.

5. Cover each three-foot section, core to

core, with a strip of deadening felt or blue

plaster board; butt edges together and tack

in place. D. Figure 5.

The entire column is now covered with

unbleached muslin of sufficient width to

reach around the column and of length to

reach from bottom to top. Stretch tight,

tack top and bottom and length where mus-
lin overlaps.

Have top capital and bottom base cut in

segments from four and six-inch planks, re-

spectively, mitre and fasten to column.
Or, cut wall board in four and six inch

widths and long enough to reach around col-

nmns. Wind four or more, depending on
projection desired, one on top of the other
around the column. In cities where fire-

proofing is required coat cores, lattice, bat-

tens and deadening felt with fireproofing

solution.

Fireproof the outside of column, muslin
•and wall board used for capital and base,

with water glass (silicate of soda) thinned
with boiling water and with enough white
cabinet glue added to bind; this coat also

serves as sizing for the kalsomine.
The columns are now ready for painting.

THE BEAMS AND CEILING PIECE
Build a frame, from stout battens, about 12

inches longer than width of proscenium and
as wide as the distance between center of

•columns and proscenium wall, D fig. 1.

Build another frame two feet wide (nar-
rower or wider if desired) and of the same
length as ceiling piece, C fig. 1 and 2.

Two frames, EE fig. 1-2, of same width as

C and two inches shorter than the ceiling'piece

is wide—%x2)4-inch clear spruce battens
are ideal for this work. Cover one side with
unbleached muslin and apply weak glue size,

or fireproofing if required. A six or eight-
inch board set at square angle with bottom
of the beams will suggest added strength.
Assemble as shown in fig. 1. Join the

short beams EE to the long beam C and at-
tach ceiling piece D.
To facilitate painting it is advisable to do

-the final assembling after the painting is

•done.

PAINTING AND DECORATING
The finish of the set should be in con-

formity with the house. One effective fin-

ish is suggested in the plan color key, fig.

1. This color scheme, being in neutral tones,
lends itself admirably to combination with
any color in draperies and other decorations.
The columns may be marbled, or fluted,

or finished in one color. Kalsomine is sug-

A FOOTBALL PHYSIQUE enters

pictures with James Pierce, All-Ameri-

can star, in F. B. O.’s “Tarzan and

the Golden Cross.”

gested as it dries perfectly flat, does not re-

flect light and is economical.

Other effective columns are shown in figs.

6 and 7.

Fig. 6 is a square fluted column with capi-

tal in Greek architecture. Capitals similar

to this can be had in plaster castings or it

may be cut from wall board and painted as

shown in detail. A is the wood side, B the

wall board back (front the same), and C
shows how the wall board pieces, cut in

shape of capital, are fastened to sides and
front of -column, bent, brought together and
fastened in a projection.

Fig. 7 shows elevation and cross-cut of

octagonal column. Part of a plaster post of

Spanish origin is also shown. This has a

suggestion of a timber projection.

In using any of the latter suggestions a

ceiling piece to conform with the column
architecture must, of course, be provided.

SOME USES FOR OILCLOTH

The value of oilcloth, white, black and in

colors, is a material to use advantageously

in planning stage settings, is often over-

looked. Showy columns, pilasters, etc., can

be constructed at low cost from oilcloth.

Flowers, plants, vases, almost everything

imaginabe can be made in fantastic imita-

tions by using oilcloth.

An unusual flower vase or pedestal can be
made by covering a heavy fibre, or card-

board, tube with white, black or colored oil-

cloth. The tubes can be had for the asking

at nearly any newspaper plant or at a furni-

ture store, as most linoleums and rugs are

shipped rolled on tubes.

Cut the tube to length desired; fit a

wooden plug, in large tubes a wood wheel

about an inch thick, snugly into end of tube

and fasten with large tacks or lath nads.

Cut a piece of oilcloth large enough to

wrap around the tube. Allow about half of

an inch for lap on top, bottom and side. The
oilcloth can be fastened onto the tube either

by tacking with very small tacks or by past-

ing the tube and sticking on the oilcloth.

A square or round base is now fitted and
fastened to the tube with screws. If to be

used as a pedestal both ends should be
plugged and the top added in a like manner.
The oilcloth overlap on top and bottom is

tucked or trimmed off.

If the vase is to be decorated it is well

to do this before the oilcloth is applied tc

tire tube.

Spread the oilcloth flat and apply decora-

tions. These may be in gold, silver or col-

ored bronzes, flitters or metallics. Metallics

are rich and striking. Applique designs in

contrasting colors offer wonderful possibili-

ties. Designs cut from white oilcloth and
applied on black, or black and colors on
white are equally effective.

TREE STUMPS EASILY MADE
N ordinary empty nail keg can be eas-

ily converted into an effective tree

stump. Cover all around with muslin,

old scraps from scenery will do nicely for

this, crinkle to imitate rough bark and paint

brown with black in bark furrows and
orange or light brown for highlights. A
piece of wall board the size of nail-keg end

is fitted over bottom, which is turned up,

the wall board covers the ragged ends from
the muslin covering. Coat the end with

cream, mark in rings in dark brown and
the result is a good imitation of a stump.
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One of the Departments That Make Moving Picture World the Leader

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS

Shadow of the Law (Bow)
White Mice (Jacqueline Logan)
Broadway Boob (G. Hunter)
Nut-Cracker (Horton- Busch)
Two Can Play (Clara Bow)
The Highbinders (W. T. Tilden)
The Big Show (Lowell)
Galloping Cowboy (B. Cody)
Earth Woman (Mary Alden)
Rawhide (Buffalo Bill, Jr.)
Dangerous Dub (Buddy Roosevelt)..
Twisted Triggers (Wally Wales)
Carnival Girl (Marion Mack)
Bonanza Buckaroo (Buffalo Bill, Jr.)
Hidden Way (Mary Carr)
Code of the Northwest (Sandow)
living Mail (A1 Wilson!
Call of the Wilderness (Sandow)

Kind of Picture Review Feet
1926

Crook melo Mar. 20.. 4,526

Romantic melo Mar. 27.. 5,412

Comedy drama Apr. 3.. 5,683

Farce Comedy April 17.. 5,786

Drama Apr. 24.. 5,465

Melodrama May 8.. 5,486

Circus drama May 15.. 5,385
Western May 22.. 4,639

Drama May 29.. 5,830

Mystery-western June 5. . 4,460

Western July 31.. 4,472

Action western Aug. 7.. 4,470

Melodrama Aug. 14.. 4,962

Western comedy -melo Aug. 21.. 4,460

Crook melodrama Aug. 28.. 5,919

Dog-melodrama Sept. 11.. 3,965
Crook melodrama Sep. 25.. 4.500

Dog melodrama Dec. 18.. 4,218

False Alarm (Lewis-Carr-Revier)
When the Wife’s Away (Arthur)
Obey the Law (Lytell)
Truthful Sex (Busch-H. Gordon) ,

Better Way (Ince-Revier-Strong)..
Remember (D. Phillips- E. Metcalfe)

Price of Success (Lake-Glass)
Sealed Lips (Revier)
When Husbands Flirt (Revier)
Fate of a Flirt (Revier)

Fighting Youth (W. Fairbanks)
Speed Mad (W. Fairbanks)
New Champion (W. Fairbanks)..
Great Sensation (W. Fairbanks).
Handsome Brute (W. Fairbanks)

Kind of Picture Review Feet

Melodrama -. 5,235
Farce comedy
Crook drama
Comedy drama 5.831
Melodrama 5.540
War drama 5,495

Melodrama 4,781

Racing melodrama 4,441

Boxing melodrama 4,498

Melodrama 4,471

Police drama 4,779

Waldorf

• Drama 5,567

• Drama 5,613

.Comedy drama 5,505

. Comedy drama 5.793

Perfection

BRAY PRODUCTIONS
Table Manners
Oh Monkey Be Good
Pete’s’s Haunted House
Punches and Perfumes
On the Farm
For the Love O’ Pete
Getting Hitched
Velocity .

Fighting Fool (L. Sargent)
Transportation
Nize Monkey...
At the Beach
Trail of the Monk
Monkey Huka
Luke Warm Daze
Blue Black
Comma Butterfly

Nature special
Sunkist comedy
“Hot Dog” cartoon
Fistical culture com....
McDougall Alley
Lantz cartoon
McDougal Alley
Novelty
Fistical Culture
Screen magazine
Sunkist comedy

• McDougall Alley
. Lantz’ cartoon
. Sunkist comedy
, McDougall Alley
Fistical Culture series,

• Nature Special

..Oct. 16.. 1,000

..Oct. 16.. 2,000

..Oct. 16.. 1,000

..Oct. 16.. 2,000

.Oct. 23.. 2 rls

..Oct. 23.. lrl

..Oct. 30.. 2 rls

..Oct. 30.. 1 rl

. .Nov. 6. . 2 rls

• Nov. 27. . 1 rl

Nov. 29. . 2 rls.

. .Nov. 29. .2 rls.

. .Nov. 29. .1 rl.

. .Dec. 4. .2 rls.

. .Dec. 4. .2 rl.s

. .Dec. 11. . 2 rls

. .Dec. 11 . . 1 rl

CHADWICK PICTURES CORP.
Paint and Powder (E. Hammerstein)
Some Pun’kina (Chas. Ray)

Perfect Gown (Larry Semon) ...

Prince of Broadway (G. Walsh) ...

Count of Luxembourg (G, Walsh)
Transcontinental Limited (all star)
Devil’s Island (Frederick)
The Bells (L. Barrymore)

Stage life drama Oct. 17.. 7,000

Rural comedy-drama Dec. 26.. 6,500

1926

Feature comedy Jan. 2.. 5,700

Prize ring drama Jan. 9.. 5,800

Romantic drama Feb. 27.. 6,400

Railroad melodrama Mar. 6.. 6,400

Mother-love drama Aug. 28.. 6,900

Drama Nov. 13.. 6,300

COLUMBIA PICTURES CORP.
Lone Wolf Returna (Lytell-Dove) Crook melodrama July 31.. 5,750

Belle of Broadway (Compson-Rawlinson). Romantic Drama 5,675

Sweet Rosie O’Grady (S. Mason) Comedy drama Oct. 2.. 6,108

Screen Snapshots Three issues Aug. 28.. 1,000

Dollars That Help 6,492 Exhibitors

DEPENDABILITY assures leadership — that’s

why Moving Picture World is glad to send an
exhibitor a dollar for writing a letter telling of a

major error in this Chart. With 6,492 exhibitors

as subscribers, we owe this service to our leadership

in the circulation field.

Producers give us footages and other pertinent

information when we review pictures. Sometimes
after that they change the length of the films and
don’t tell us of the changes. That is how some errors

creep in here; though not our mistake, we gladly

pay for correction.

We appreciate the interest our exhibitor friends

take in telling us about these errors and to save
other exhibitors we gladly give out our dollars for

the trouble our friends take in writing. It’s worth
it to have that sort of friends helping us to retain

the dependability leadership.

CRANFIELD & CLARKE, INC
Molly May Series (Violet Mersereau)
International Twelve
Novelty Twelve
Famous Paintings De Luxe dramas
Real Charleston Lesson novelty
The Angelus Drama de luxe
Wooden Shoes ..’ “International”

2,00»

1,006

2,000

April 24.. 2,000

.May 15.. 2,000

.May 8

EDUCATIONAL FILM CORP.

Tonight's the Night (Bowes)
Lest We Forget
Felix the Cat Uses His Head
Broken China (Vernon)
Felix Misses the Cue
The Vision
Mr. Cinderella (Arthur)
Shore Shy (Dooley)
Somebody’s Wrong (Bowes)
Gimme Strength (Adams)
Neptune’s Domain
Going Crazy (Conley)
Felix Braves the Briny
His Private Life
Tin Ghost (Conley)
Hodge-Podge
Who’s Boss? (G. Davis)
Papa’s Pest (Steadman- Burns) ....

Bear Cats
Till We Eat Again (Vernon)
Fresh Faces (Hiers)
Nothing Matters (Hamilton)
Creeps
Felix in Tale of Two Kitties
Hold 'Er, Sheriff (Bowes)
Hitchin’ Up (Hiers)
Felix Scoots Through Scotland
Meet My Dog (Bowes-Virg. Vance)
Hodge Podge
Chase Yourself (Adams)
Who’s My Wife ....’

Felix Rings the Ringer
School Daze
Honest Injun (Arthur)
Who Hit Me? (St. John)
Mister Wife (Burns)
Excess Baggage (Big Boy)
Solid Gold
Squirrel Food (Bowes)
Move Along
Curiosities
Daffy Dill (Burns)
Chips of the Old Block
Felix Misses His Swiss
Dummy Love (Vernon)
Kiss Papa (Conley)
Here Comes Charlie
Uppercuts (Duffy)
My Kid (Big Boy)
The Blue Boy
Open House (Johnny Arthur)
Jolly Tars (Lloyd Hamilton)
Sons of the Surf
The Radio Bug (Phil Dunham)
Missing Links
Jelly Fish (Frank Pangborn)
Flaming Ice
A Dippy Tar (Billy Dooley)
Two Lip Time
Pink Elephants (A1 St. John)

1926

• Cameo comedy Apr. 24..

.Free to exhibitors Apr. 24..

.Sullivan cartoon May 1..

.Christie comedy May 8..

.Sullivan cartoon May 8..

.Technicolor drama May 15..

..Tuxedo comedy May 22..
.Christie comedy May 22..
..Cameo comedy May 22..
.Christie comedy May 29..

.Hodge-Podge June 5..

.Mermaid comedy June 5..

.Sullivan cartoon June 12..

.Lupino Lane comedy June 12..

.Mermaid comedy June 12..

• Lyman Howe subject June 19..

• Cameo comedy June 19..

• Christie comedy June 19..

.Juvenile comedr Time 26..

.Christie comedy June 26..

.Hiers’ comedy June 26..

.Comedy June 26..

.Mermaid comedy June 26..

.Sullivan cartoon June 26..

.Cameo comedy July 3..

.Hiers comedy July 3

.Sullivan cartoon July 3..

.Cameo comedy July 3..

.Lyman Howe mag July 10..

I.Comedy July 10..

,.Jack White prod July 10..
.Sullivan cartoon July 17..
.Sullivan cartoon July 24..
Comedy July 24..
.Comedy July 24..
..Christie comedy July 31..

..Juvenile comedy July 31..

..Jack White comedy Aug. 7..
.Comedy Aug. 7..
.Lloyd Hamilton Com Aug. 7..

.Sideshow folk Aug. 14..

• Christie comedy Aug. 14..

.Hodge-Podge Aug. 14..

.Sullivan cartoon ....Aug. 2S..

.Christie comedy Aug. 2S..

.Mermaid comedy Aug. 28..

.Lloyd. Hamilton comedy.. Aug. 28..

.Christie comedy Sept. 4..

Juvenile comedy Sept. 4..
.Romance prod ...Sept. 4..

• Tuxedo comedy , Sept. 11..

• Hamilton comedy Sept. 11..
.Bruce scenic Sept. 11..
.Comedy Sep. 25..

.“Life” Cartoon Sep. 25..

.Comedy ....Sep. 25.

.

.“Life” Cartoon Sep. 25..

Comedy Oct. 2..

.Felix the cat Oct. 2..

.Mermaid comedy Oct. 2..

1,000

1 . 00C

1,000

2,000

1,000

2,000

2,000

2,000

1,000

2,000

1,000

2,000

1,000

2.000

2.000

1.000

1,000

2.000

2.000

2,000

2,000

2,000

2,008

1,000

1,000

2,000

1,000

1,000

1,000

2,000

2.000

1,000

1,000

2,000

2.000

2,000

2.000

2.000

1.000

2.000

1.000

2.000

1,000

1,000

2,000

2.000

2.000

2.000

2.000

2.000

2,000
2,000

1.000

1.000

1.000

2.OOP

um
2.000

1.000

2.000
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Star, Story Type, Review and Footage Here

Wife Shy (Vernon)
Kiss Me Kate (Phil Dunham).
The Humdinger (Johnny Arthur).
Hodge Podge
Yellow Pirate
Scrambled Yeggs

Kind of Picture

.Comedy Oct.

. Comedy Oct.

.Comedy Oct.

.Travel

. Life c;

.Felix cat cartoon

Whatnots Futter’s Curiosities Oct. 16.

Hold Still (Jack Duffy) Christie comedy Oct. 16.

Cut Price Glory L>te carto°n Oct. 23.

Shell Socked (Adams) World War comedy Oct. 30..2rs

River Road Bruce scenic Oct. 30.. 1 rl

Pound Foolish Comedy comedy Nov. 6..1 r

Dodging Trouble (Neal Burns) Christie comedy Nov. 6.. 2 rls

Plumb Goofy (Phil Dunham) Cameo comedy Nov. 6..1 rl

Felix Shatters the Sheik Sullivan cartoon Nov. 13.. 1 r .

His Off-Day (Dunham) Cameo comedy Nov. 13.. 1 r .

Figures of Fancy Hodge-Podge Nov. 13.. 1 rl.

Rad RrMk<? Cameo comedy
Felix Hunts the Hunter Sullivan cartoon Nov. 20.. 1 rl

Thens and Nows ‘ Curiosities Nov. 20.. 1 rl

Raging Tide C‘fe cartoon

Midnight Follies Mermaid comedy Nov. ^..2rs
Mighty Smithy Life cartoon Nov. 27..1r

Open Spaces (Big Boy) Juvenile comedy ...

Felix Busts a Bubble Sullivan cartoon .

Flaming Romance (A1 St. John) Burlesque melodram

Movieland i. Lupino Lane comet

The Mona Lisa Romantic Productio

Teacher, Teacherl (Hamilton) Comedy
Bmce Scenic Hula-Hula, etc. ..

Hoot Mon (Bobby Vernon) Comedy Dec.

Cool Off (Duffy -Cornwall) Comedy Dec.

A Briny Boob (Billy Dooley) Comedy Dec.

Land O’ Fancy (Felix-cat) Sullivan cartoon Dec.

Close Shaves (Arthur) Iu
?f?

do comedy Dec. 11.. 2rs
Reverse English (Felix-cat) Sullivan cartoon ..

A Key-hole Cruise Hodge-Podge

Have Courage (Dooley) Comedy - c -

Barnum Was Right Life Cartoon

EXCELLENT PICTURES CORP.
The Kick-Off (Geo. Walsh) Drama
A Man of Quality (G. Walsh) Punch melodrama Nov. 6.. 5,640

Review Feet

9.. 2,000
9.. 1,000

9.. 2.000

16.. 1,000

16.. 1,000

, . . Oct. 16.. 1,000

16.. 1,000

16.. 2,000

23.. 1 rl

30.. 2 rls

30.. 1 rl

6... 1 rl

6.., 2 rls

6... 1 rl

13... 1 rl.

13.,. 1 rl.

13. . 1 rl.

20.., 1 rl

20... 1 rl

20. . 1 rl

27.,. 1 rl

27. . 2 rls

27. . 1 rl

27. . 2 rls

29. .1 rl.

29. .2 rls.

29. .2 rls.

29. .2 rls.

29. .2 rls.

4. .1 rl.

4. .2 rls.

4. .2 rls.

41 .2 rls.

11. . 1 rl

11. . 2 rls

11. . 1 rl

18. . 1 rl

18. . 2 rls

18. . 1 rl

FILM BOOKING OFFICES OF AMERICA
Feature*

Sir Lumberjack (Lefty Flynn) Action
Fighting Boob (Bob Custer) .Wester
Wild To Go (Tom Tyler) Wester
The Imposter (Brent) Crook

1926

Hands Across the Border (Thomson) . Action

Glenister of the Mounted (Flynn) Mtd. Police

Jade Cup (Brent) Crook melod
Dead Line (Bob Custer) Western ...

Masquerade Bandit (Tom Tyler) Western ....

Bigger Than Bamum’s (star cast) Melodrama .

Two-Gun Man (Fred Thomson) .Western
Her Honor, the Governor (Frederick) Melodrama
Better Man (R. Talmadge) Stunt come
Cowboy Cop (Tom Tyler) Action west

Play. .RedOne Minute To
Laddie (John Bo
Kosher Kitty Kelly (Viola Dana) Hebrew-Irish comedy .

Breed of the Sea >Ralpn Ince) Sea-Island drama
Red Hot Hoofs (Tom Tyler) Pugilistic western ...,

A Regular Scout (Fred Thomson) Action western
Lone Hand Saunders (Thomson) Action western
The Gorilla Hunt Burbridge special

Rose of the Tenements (Shirley Mason) Human int. drama

Short Subjects

In the Air Fat men comedy ....

Mummy Love (Neely Edwards) Comedy
Roll Your Own (Vaughn) Fighting Hearts series

It’s a Buoy (Vaughn) Fighting Hearts scries

Plane Jane (Vaughn) Fighting Hearts series

Sock Me to Sleep (Vaughn) Fighting Hearts series
Ostrich’s Plumes Bray cartoon
Wild West Bray cartoon
Pelican’s Bill Bray cartoon
Smouldering Tires : Fighting Hearts
Dinky Doodle’s Bedtime Story Bray cartoon
Dinky Doodle in Egypt Bray Cartoon

Cat’s Whiskers Bray cartoon
Big Charade Fighting Hear
Dinky Doodle & Little Orphan Bray cartoon
Black and Blue Eye* Comedy
Up and Wooing Fighting Heal
When Sally’s Irish Rose Fighting Heai
Magician Bray Dinky-1
Mule’s Disposition Bray Unnatur
Wedding Daze (Alexander) Comedy
Vamping Babies (L. Sargent) Comedy
All’s Swell That Ends Swell Fighting Hea
Back Fire (Fat trio) Comedy
Lady of Lyons, N. Y Bill Grimm’s
The Army Bray cartoon

.Feb. 13.. 5,129

..Feb. 27.. 5,193

5,486

Apr. 24.. 5,146

4,549

4,570

, .May 15.

.

5,457

6,200
5,510

5,367

5,021

•June 26.. 5,480

..July 3.. 3,656

5,000

.July 17..

4,010

5,391

.July 24.. 5,139

6,712
..Aug. 7.. 4,703

4,383

5,004

5,340

..Aug. 28.. 7,430

.Sept. 4.. 6,931

...Oct. 2.. 6,105

..Oct. 30.. 5,408

4,681

..Nov. 29... 6,119

. 5,453

..Dec. 11.., 4,362

..Dec. 18... 6,678

..Feb. 20... 2,000

..Feb. 27.. 2,000

. .Apr. 10.

.

. 2,000

..Apr. 10... 2,000

..Apr, 10... 2,000

..Apr. 10.,. 2,000

, 1,000

1.000

. 1.000

. 2.000

. 1.000

. 1,000

. 2,000

. 2,000

. 1,000

. 2,000

...July 10. . 1,000

..July 17. . 2,000

. 2,000

. 1,000

. 1.000

. 2,000

. 2,000

. 2,000

. 2.000

..Aug. 28. . 2,000

FIRST NATIONAL
Kind of Picture Review reel

1925

Fine Clothes (Stone-Marmont-Griffith) Comedy drama Aug. 15.. 6,971

Winds of Chance (A. Q. Nilsson) Klondike drama Aug. 29.. 9,554

Her Sister From Paris (C. Talmadge) Sprightly comedy Sep. 5.. 7,255

Live Wire (Johnny Hines) ;.... Comedy feature Sep. 12.. 7,000

Dark Angel (Vilma Banky) Drama
Graustark (Norma Talmadge) Romance Sep. 26.. 5,900

Shore Leave (Barthelmess) Sailor drama Oct. 3.. 6,856

What Fools Men (Lewis Stone) Domestic drama Oct. 10.. 7,349

Knockout (Milton Sills) Prizefight drama Oct. 10.. 7,450

face That Thrills (Lvon-Astor) Drama Oct. 24.. 6,911

Why Women Love (Blanche Sweet) Sea melodrama Oct. 31.. 6,570

New Commandment (Sweet-Lyon) Romantic drama . Nov. 7.. 6980

Beautiful City (Barthelme**) Melodrama Nov. 14.. 6.468

Classified (C. Griffith) Newspaper comedy drama. Nov. 14.. 6.927

Scarlet Saint (Astor-Hughes) Drama N'ov. 21.. 6,886

Unguarded Hour (Sills-Kenyon) Emotional romance Dec. 5.. 6,613

We Modems (Colleen Moore) Typical of star Dec 12.. 6.609

Clothes Make the Pirate (Erroll) ...Pirate travesty Dec. 12.. 8,000

Splendid Road (A. Q. Nilsson) .Gold rush drama Dec. 19.. 7,646

Joanna (Dorothy Mackaill) Newspaper drama Dec. 26.. 7,900

1926
Bluebeard's Seven Wive* (star cast) Comedy-satire Jan. 2. 7,774

Infatuation (C. Griffith) Drama Jan. 16.. 5,794

fust Suppose (Barthelmess) Romance Jan. 30.. 6,270
foo Much Money (Stone-Nilsson) Comedy Jan. 30.. 7,000
demory Lane (Nagel-Boardman) Romance- sentiment Feb. 6.. 6,825
Reckless Lady (Bennett-Moran) Drama Feb. 13.. 7,336
Far Cry (Blanche Sweet) Society drama Mar. 6.. 6,068
Irene (Colleen Moore) Romantic comedy Mar. 13 8.400
Girl from Montmartre (LaMarr-Stone) ...Drama Mar. 20.. 6,200
Dancer of Paris (Tearle-Mackaill) Romantic Drama Mar. 27.. 6 229
Kiki (Norma Talmadge) Comedy Drama April 17. . 8,279

Vir,
and New. (Stone- Bedford) Drama May 1.. 7.423

Mile. Modiste (C. Griffith) Victor Herbert opera May 8.. 6,230G °w (TearJe-N.Isson) £p i c drama May 15.. 9,710Wilderness Woman (Pringle) Comedy May 22.. 7 533Kan son s Folly (Barthelmess) Romantic drama May 29 . 7.322Brown Derby (Johnny Hines) Comedy June 5.. 6,500Iramp^ Tramp, Tramp (Langdon) Farce-comedy June 12.. 5,830
"C'se HU? (Kirkwood -Astor-Compson) ....Human Interest dr June 26. . 7,775
Ella Cinders (Colleen Moore) Comedy June 26.. 6,540

SenTDaSll (&n ~{±
Men of Steel (Sills) ... MeTXTma •.-."/jly

7 %%Duchess of Buffalo (C. Talmadge) Comedy drama Aug. 21.. 6 9^0
? rea

V.
deception (Ljfons-Pnngle) .......... War melodrama Aug. 28.. 5,885Into Her Kingdom (C. Griffith) Romantic drama Sept. 4.. 6,447Amateur Gentleman (Barthelmess) Romantic drama Sept. 11.. 7,790Subway Sadie (Dorothy Mackaill) Comedy drama Sept. 25. . 6 727

ft
aMd ‘ S

f
e

Tt

(J
T'

t0” ro n
S)

'iV x 2?uth Seaa me,° Sept. 25.. 7,090
It Must Be Love (Colleen Moore) Typical comedy Oct. 16.. 6,848Forever After (Astor-Hughes) Romantic drama Oct. 23.. 6,330Prince of lempters (Moran-Lvon) Romantic drama ....Unknown Cavalier (Ken Maynard) Action western
Midnight Lovers (Nilsson-Stone) Light comedy
Syncopating Sue (C. Griffith) Drama
Stepping Along (Johnny Hines) Comedy
Ladies at Play (Hughes-Kenyon) Farce
Silent Lover (Milton Sills) Desert drama .'.

Blonde Saint (Stone-Kenyon) Comedy-drama
White Black Sheet (Barthelmess) Melodrama

FOX FILM CORP.
Features

Everlasting Whisper (Mix) Action-outdoor ...
Lazybones (Buck Jones) Human interest dr:
East Lynne (Rubens-Lowe) Famous play
When the Door Opened (star cast) Curwood Canadian
Wages tor Wives fJacqueline Logan) Golden stage hit.
Best Bad Man (Tom Mix) Action western ....

Short Subjects

Toiling for Rest Varieties

All Aboard Helen & Warren
Peacemakers Helen & Warren .

Control Yourself (Sid Smith) Imperial comedy
River Nile Varieties
His Own Lawyer Helen & Warren
Flying Fool (Sid Szzkh) Slapstick comedy
Cupid a la Carte O. Henry Series
Parisian Knight Van Bibber series
Iron Trail Around the World Variety

Features

First Year (K. Perry-M. Moore) Matrimonial comedy

Johnstown Flood (all-star) Spectacular melo.
Dixie Merchant (Bellamy) Drama

Sandy (Madge Bellamy) Drama

Shamrock Handicap (J. F. McDonald) Romantic racing drama.
Early to Wed (M. Moore-K. Perry) Domestic drama
A Man Four-Square (Buck Jones) Western
Black Paradise (Bellamy) Thrill melodrama -v<,
A

*

Tn
J? \° Chinatown (Foxe) ..Farce-comedy June 26.. 5.594

30.. 7,780
6.. 6,305

• Nov. 13.. 6,100
20.. 6,770
27.. 7 rls

29.. 6,119
4'.. 6.500

11.. 6.800

18.. 6,798

1925
31.. 5,61"

. . .Oct. 31.. 7,-53'

).. 8,97.

28.. 6,51.

5.. 6.60C
12.. 4,89.

19.. 5,705

10.. 796
17.. 2,000

31. 2,000

31.. 2,000

7.. 2.000

28.. 2.000

28.. l.OOf

26.. 2,000.

26.. 2.000

26.. 2,000

26.. 2,000

26.. 1,000

1926

16.. 6,200

23.. 5 467
..Feb. 6.. 6.038
..Feb. 13.. 4.902

13.. 5,345

20.. 5,600

13.. 6,258
20... 5,126

27... 6,03?

10.. 5.994

17.. 7,850

1 .., 5,095

8.. 4.8LS

..May 22.. 5.685

29.. 5,912
5... 4,744

Progress Aug. 28.. 2,000 Cen tie Cyclone (Buck Jones) Action-comedy ............. jiily 3.. 4.825
Sept. 11. . l.OOOMofe Pay—Less Work (Mary Brian) Comedy-drama July 10 ..6,027
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Short Subjects Separated From Features

Fig Leaves (O'Brien- Borden)
Family Upstairs (Valli-MacDooald)
Midnight Kiss
No Man’s Gold (Tom Mix)
Three Bad Men (Star cast) ,

Marriage License? (Alma Rubens)
Flying Horseman (Buck Jones)
Blue Eagle (George O’Brien)
Womatipower (Graves- Perry)
The Lily (Belle Bennett)
Great K. & A. Train Robbery (Mix)
Country Beyond (Olive Borden)
Whispering Wires (Anita Stewart).
International Eucharistic Congress..
Return of Peter Grimm (star cast).,
The City (Robert Frazer)
What Price Glory? (all star)

Wings of the Storm (Thunder-dog),
Crown of Light (Tom Mix)
Going Crooked (Bessie Love)

Short Subjects
Old Virginia
A Flaming Affair
A Bankrupt Honeymoon
Officer of the Day
Egypt Today
Pawnshop Politics

Moving Day
Drops from Heaven
Woman of Letters
From the Cabby’s Seat
Two Lips in Holland (Marian) ......

A Polar Baron
Too Many Relations
Canary Island
Wild America
A Social Triangle
Eight Cylinder Bull
Belgium Today
Rah I Rah! Heidelberg
Mountains of the Law
Poland—A Nation Reborn
Swimming Instructor
Jerry the Giant
It’s a Pipe (Georgie Harris)
Complete Life
A-I. Society
Family Picnic
Lickpenny Lover
Dancing Around the World
Hello Lafayette (Shields)
Putting on Dog
Lumber Jacks
Steeplechaser (Conley)
Non-Stop Bride (Gene Cameron) ...

King Bozo
Rocky Mountain Gold
Cliff Dwellers of America
Dizzy Dancers (Gene Cameron)
Lyin’ Tamer (Ernie Shields)
Marry Month of May
King of the Kitchen (Conley)
Honeymoon Hospital
Napoleon, Jr
Maryland. My Maryland
Not to Be Trusted (Allan Forrest).
•Great Lakes
Babes in the Jungle
Light Wines and Bearded Ladies...
Madam Dynamite
Battling Kangaroo

Kind of Picture

.Comedy drama
• Comedy drama
• Comedy drama
• Western
.Spectacular thrill melo.
• Mother-love drama ...

.Action western
• Drama
.Comedy drama
.Emotional drama .......
. Fast melodrama
. Curwood drama
• Mystery melodrama ...

.Religious

.Drama from play
• Clyde Fitch drama
• War comedy-drama ...

• Melodrama
Typical Mix

. Crook melodrama

.Variety

.Imperial comedy ...

•Comedy
.Imperial Comedy
Variety

• Imperial comedy ...

.Helen and Warren .

.Varieties

.Helen and Warren..

. O. Henry comedy ..

.Comedy

.Imperial comedy ....

.Helen and Warren...

.Varieties

.Varieties

. O. Henry series ....

.Comedy

.Varieties
• Van Bibber comedy
.Varieties
.Varieties
.Van Bibber
.Kid and animals .....

.Imperial comedy ....

.O. Henry comedy ...

•Comedy
.Comedy
.O, Henry series ...

.Varieties

.Imperial comedy ...

Varieties
• Varieties
Farce comedy

. Comedy

.Van Bibber comedy

.Varieties

.Varieties
Imperial comedy ...

Imperial comedy ....

O. Henry comedy...
Comedy
.Imperial comedy ....

, Animal comedy
• Variety
• Helen and Warren...
Variety

. O. Henry series...,

.Imperial comedy ...

Imperial comedy ...

Animal comedy

GOTHAM PRODUCTIONS
Shadow on the Wall (Hale-Percy) Drama
One of the Bravest (Ralph Lewis) Fire Dept, drama ...

Phantom of the Forest (Thunder-dog) Drama
Sliced limit (McKee-Shannon) Romantic com
Racing Blood Racing Drama
Hearts and Spangles Circus Romance
•Sign of the Claw (Peter, the Great) Dog picture
Golden Web (Rich-Gerdon) Melodrama
Block Signal (Ralph Lewis) '. Railroad melodrama
Winning Wallop (W. Fairbanks) Action comedy-dr. ..

"Money to Burn (Devore-MacGregor) Romantic action dr.

Review Feet

.July 17.. 6,498

•July 31.. 5,971
•Aug. 7.. 5,025
Aug. 14.. 5,745

.Aug. 28.. 8,000

-Sept. 4.. 7,168
• Sept. 11.. 4,971

..Sep. 25.. 6,200

..Oct. 2.. 6,240

..Oct. 9.. 6.268

..Oct. 16.. 4,800

Oct. 23.. 5,363

..Oct. 30.. 5.906

• Nov. 20
• Nov. 20.. 6,950
.Nov. 27.. 5,500

.Nov. 29.. 11,400

Dec. 4. . 5,374

..Dec. 11.. 5.389

..Dec. 18.. 5,425

..Jan. 23.. 1,000

.Jan. 30.. 2,000

Feb. 6.. 2,000

• Feb. 13.. 2,000

• Feb. 20.. 707

• Feb. 27.. 2,000

.Mar. 6.. 2,000

.Mar. 6.. 1.000

.Mar. 13.. 2,000

• April 10.. 2.000

.April 17.. 2,000

April 24.. 2,000

-May 15.. 1,965
.May 22.. 927

May 29.. 960
..June 5.. 2,000

.June 12.. 2,000

..June 19. . 735
•June 26.. 2,000

•June 26.. 895

.June 26.. 92*

..July 3.. 2,000

..July 3.. 2,000

..July 3.. 2,000

..July 3.. 2,000

..July 10.. 2,000

..July 10.. 2,000

.July 24.. 2,000

•July 31.. 743
Aug. 7.. 2,000
.Aug. 7.. 749
Aug. 14.. 750
• Sept. 11.. 2,000

• Sep. 25.. 2,000

..Oct. 2.. 2,000

..Oct. 9.. 800

..Oct. 9.. 845
..Oct. 16.. 2.000

..Oct.23.. 2 rls

..Oct. 30.. 2 rls

. .Nov. 6. . 2 rls

,Nov. 13.. 2 rls.

.Nov. 13.. 2 rls.

.Nov. 20.. 750

.Nov. 20. . 2 rls

.Nov. 27.. 900
.Nov. 29.. .2 rls.

.Nov. 29. .2 rls.

.Dec. 11 . . 2 rls

. .Dec. 18. . 2 rls

6,010

5.750

5,500

5.860

6.000

5,900
6.000

Sept. 11.. 6.000

•Oct. 9.. 5.900

Oct. 30.. 5.000

Nov. 29.. 5,900

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER

Lights of Old Broadway (Davies).

Human int. dr ...July 25.. 5.828

Drama 1 .. 5,906

South Sea com 8.. 8,143

Drama 15.. 6,948

•Mountain tragedy 29.. 5.819

Romantic drama 12.. 10,627

.Fake spiritualism 12.. 6.147

Drawing room comedy . 3.. 5.511

.Drama 21.. 7.811

.Comedy-dr 14.. 5.908

.Comedy-dr 11.. 5,750

Drama of pathos 10.. 6.849

Married life com 17.. 6.300

.Naval com.-drama 31.. 7,498

Burlesque western 7.. 6.256

Old N. Y. drama 14.. 6.437

Typical feature 21.. 5.915

Type corn-drama 28.. 6.260

Glyn love drama 5.. 5,824

Paris underworld 12.. 5.690

Musical comedy hit 19.. 5.564

Unique drama ...Dee 26 . 4.757

1926

Light comedy 2.., 6.433

Lew Wallace story 16.. 12,000

Kind of Picture Review
Mike (Sally O’Neill) Human interest comedy. . ..Jan. 23..
Dance Madness (Nagel- Windsor) Comedy drama Feb. 6..
The Blackbird (Lon Chaney) Crook Drama Feb. 13
Mare Nostrum (Rex Ingram prod.) Ibanez Novel Feb 27
La Boheme (Gilbert-Gish) Famous opera Mar. 13..
Auction Block (C. Ray- Boardman) Comedy-drama Feb. 27
Ibanez’ “Torrent” (Cortez) Drama ..Mar. 20.."
The Barrier (Norman Kerry) Alaskan melodrama Apr. 3..
Devil’s Circus (Norma Shearer) Drama Apr 10
Beverly of Graustark (Marion Davies) .... Romantic Comedy !..May 1.

"

Brown of Harvard (Pickford- Brian) . College comedy-drama May 15..Money Talks (Moore-Windsor) Farce comedy May 22.

"

Paris (Chas. Ray) Parisian drama June 12..
Lovey Mary (Bessie Love) Drama July 3
Road to Mandalay (Chaney) Melodrama July 10 !

Waltz Dream....... Romantic comedy Aug. 7..
Scarlet Letter (Lillian Gish) Drama from novel Aug. 21..
Battling Butler (Keaton) Farce comedy Sept. 4..
\Vaning Sex (Norma Shearer) Light comedy romance Oct. 2..
The Temptress (Garbo-Moreno-D’Arcy)... Ibanez’ novel Oct.23..
Magician ( Wegener-Terry) R ex Ingram prod Nov. 6..
Bardleys the Magnificent (Gilbert) Dashing romance Nov. 13..
Exit Smiling (Lillie- J. Pickford) Comedy Nov. 20..
Upstage (Norma Shearer) Vaudeville com. -dr Nov. 27..
blaming Forest (Moreno-Adoree) Northwest Curwood dr....Nov. 29..
Tin Hats (Nagel- Windsor) War comedy Dec. 4..
Faust (Emil Jannings) Opera transcription Dec. 11..

Feet

6.7S5

6,395

6 ,6(8

8,530

6.239

6,769

6,481

6,750

6,710

7.94]

5,139

5,580

6.167

.6,551

7,322

9.006

6,970
6.025

8.2a
6,960

8,536

6.461

6.048
6,567

6.598

8,110

PARAMOUNT
1925

Man Who Found Himself (Meighan) Crook drama Sep. 5.. 7,298
Coast of Folly (Swanson) Society drama Sep. 12.. 7,001
In the Name of Love (Cortez-Nissen) ... .Comedy drama Sep. 12.. 5,904
Golden Princess (Betty Bronson) Bret Harte western Sep. 19.. 6.546
Pony Express (Cruze production) Epic of west Sep. 26.. 9,929
A Son of His Father (Bessie Love) Western drama Oct. 10.. 6,925
rt Regular Fellow (R. Griffith) Typical comedy Oct. 17.. 5,027
Vanishing American (Dix-Wilson) Indian spectacular Oct. 24..10.06J
Flower of the Night (Negri) Drama Oct. 31.. 6,374
Lovers in Quarantine (Daniels) Farce-comedy Oct. 31.. 6,57*
Best People (Star cast) Society comedy Nov. 7.. 5,700
King on Main Street (Menjou) Comedy Nov. 7.. 6,224
Seven Keys to Baldpate (McLean) G. M. Cohan play Nov! 14!! 63)48
New Brooms (Bessie Love) W. DeMille prod. Nov. 14.. 5 443
Ancient Highway (Holt-Dove) Lumber camp dr Nov. 21.. 6 0V
Lord Jim (Marmont) Malay locale dr Nov 28.. 6 702
Stage Struck (Swanson) Comedy feature Nov 28.. 6 691
Irish Luck (Meighan) Melodrama Dec. 5.. 7 008
Cobra (Valentino) Drama Dec 19 6895A Woman of the World (Negri) Comedy-drama Dec. 26.’. 6,353

19&The Splendid Crime (W. DeMille prod.).... Daniels comedy Jan. 2 6 0®A Kiss f<w Cinderella (Bronson) Barrie whimsical Jan. 9.'.'
9!621

Enchanted Hill (Holt) Western Jan 9 6 326
Womanhandled (Richard Dix) Western Satire ".'.Jan!

16".". 6.765That Royle Girl (Dempster) D. W. Griffith prod Jan. 23.. 10 253Mannequin (Joyce Costello) Crook-comedy-dr Jan. 30.. 6,9HHands Up (K. Griffith) Burlesque on war Jan 30 4 883
American Venus (Ralston-Lanphier) “Beauties” comedy Feb. 6 7 931
Song and Dance Man (all-star) Comedy-drama Feb 13 SS9J
Behind th- ^ront (Beers Hatton) War farce-com Feb. 20.’. 5.555
Grand Duchess and the Waiter (Menjou).. Romantic comedy Feb. 27.! 6!314
*loan®

Jn i.'VrV'V §?
uth S** study Feb! 27.’! 6.'l3J

Sea Horses (Holt-Vidor) Drama of tropics Mar 6 6 565Dancing Mothers (Joyce-Tearle-Bow) Comedy-dram* Mar. 13.. 7.1®
Let's Get Married (Dix-Wilson) Farce-comedy '."’.Mar! 20.! 6!800
Nell Gwyn (Dorothy Gish) Farce-comedy Feb. 6.. 9,000
Miss Brewster’s Millions (Daniels) Comedy-drama Mar. 27. .6 467New Klondike (Thos. Meighan) Comedy drama Apr! 3.'! 7,445
Untamed Lady (Gloria Swanson) Society drama Apr. 3.. 6!l32
Crown of Lies (Pola Negri) Romantic drama Apr. 18.. 5.020
Desert Gold (Hamilton-Mason) Zane Grey western Apr. 10.. 6!850
For Heaven’s Sake (Harold Lloyd) Typical comedy April 17.. 5.356
Blind' Goddess (Holt -Torrence) Mystery Drama April 17.. "!363
That’s My Baby (Douglas MacLean) Farce comedy Apr. 24.. 6.805
A Social Celebrity (Menjou) Comedy drama May 1.. 6.025
The Runaway (Clara Bow) Melodrama May 8.! 6.218
Fascinating Youth (Juniors) Drama May 22 . 6 882
Aloma of the South Seas (Gilda Gray) Drama .May 29.. 8,514Wet Paint (Raymond Griffith) Farce-comedy June 5. . 5,109
Rainmaker (Collier, Jr.) Drama Tune 12. ! 6,055
Say It Again (Dix) Travesty-farce June 19.. 7,443
Volcano (Daniels) Thrill melodrama June 12.'. 5,462
Good and Naughty (Pola Negri) Society comedy June 26.. 5.503
Palm Beach Girl (Bebe Daniels) Farce-comedy July 3 .. 6,918
Variety (Emil Jannings) Drama, short version July 10.. 5.283
Bom to the West (Jack Holt) Western July 10.. 6,043
It's the Old Army Game (W. C. Fields).. Farce comedy July 17.. 6.889
Mantrap (Torrence- Bow) Drama .* July 24.. 6.077
You Never Know Women (Vidor) Drama Aug. 7.. 6,064
Padlocked (Lois Moran) Melodrama Aug. 28.. 6.700
Beau Geste (Ronald Colman) Drama Sept. 4.. 10,600
The Show-Off (Ford Sterling) Character comedy Sept. 11.. 6,196

Diplomacy (Sweet-Hamilton) Modernized Sardou play. ..Sep. 25.. 6.95C

Campus Flirt (Bebe Daniels) College comedy Oct. 2.. 6.702

Tin Gods (Thomas Meighan) Drama Oct. 2.. 8.568

You’d Be Surprised (R. Griffith) Satirical comedy Oct. 9.. 5J04
Kid Boots (Eddie Cantor) Comedy Oct. 23.. 5,650

Sorrows of Satan (D. W. Griffith prod).. Drama Oct. 23... 11 rls.

Don’t Give Up the Ship One Reel special Oct. 23
J

Ace of Cads (Menjou).... Drama Oct. 30.. 7.756
Quarterback (Richard Dix) Football comedy-dr Nov. 6.. 7,114

London (Dorothy Gish) Drama Nov. 13.. 6 rls.

We’re in the Navy Now (Beerv-Hatton)... Sequel. “Behind Front”... .Nov. 30.. 5.519

So’s Your Old Man (%V. C. Fields) Comedy Nov. 20.. 6.347

Eagle of the Sea (Vidor-Cortez) Sea drama Nov. 27.. 7.250

Everybody’s Acting (star cast) Stage comedy-dr Nov. 27.. 6.139

God Gave Me Twenty Cents (all star).. .. Romance-drama Nov. 29.. 6,532

The Great G3tsby (Warner Baxter) Drama ..._ Dec. 4.. 7.296

Old Ironsides (special cast) Super- special Dec. 11. .10.689

Canadian (Meighan) Northwest drama Dec. 11.. 7.773 )

Stranded in Paris (Daniels) Farce comedy Dec. 18.. 6.106

Love ’Em and Leave ’Em (Brent) Comedy drama Dec. IS.. 6.CF5
]
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Users Help Make This Chart More Useful

PATHE
Kind of Picture Review

Circus Today (Bevan) Mack Sennett comedy Mar. 13..

Leaps and Bounds Sportlight Mar. 20.

.

Only Son (Parrott) Hal Roach com Mar. 20..

Bar-C Mystery (all star) Feature version Mar. 27..

Spanking Breezes (Alice Day) Sennett comedy Mar. 27..

Monkey Business Our Gang comedy Mar. 27..

Up in the Air Terry cartoon Mar. 27..

Fire Fighter Terry cartoon Mar. 27..

Dizzy Daddies (Findlayson) Hal Roach comedy Mar. 27..

Dixie Doodle Sportlight Mar. 27..

Seventh Bandit (Carey) Western Apr. 3..

Wife Tamer (Lionel Barrymore) Hal Roach comedy Apr. 3..

Fly Time Terry cartoon Apr. 3..

Wandering Willies (Bevan-Clyde) Sennett comedy Apr. 3..

Dog Shy (Chase & all-star) Hal Roach c^.-edy Apr. 10..

Happy Hunting Grounds Sportlight Apr. 10..

Merry Blacksmith Terry cartoon Apr. 10..

Do Your Duty (Pollard) Hal Roach comedy Apr. 10..

Mooked at the Altar (Graves) Mack Sennett comedy Apr. 10..

V',ar-C Mystery (Dorothy Philips) Western Serial April 17..

Hearts and Showers Terry cartoon Apr. 24..

The Inside Dope Sportlight Apr. 24..

Madame Mystery (Theda Bara) Hal Roach, “star” Apr. 24..

A Big-Hearted Fish Terry cartoon Apr. 24..

Ukelele Sheiks (Tryon) ..Hal Roach comedy May 7..

Baby Clothes Our Gang May
Farm Hands Terry cartoon May
Rough and Ready Romeo Terry cartoon May
Scared Stiff (Cook) Hal Roach comedy May
Fight Night (star cast) Sennett comedy May
Mum’s the Word (Chase) Hal Roach comedy... May
Ghost of Folly (Alice Day) Sennett comedy May
Vervous Moments Sportlight May 15..

Hay foot Strawfoot (Bevan) Sennett comedy May 15..

Don Key (star cast) ..Hal Roach comedy May 22..

An Alpine Flapper Terry cartoon May 22..

Say It With Babies (Tryon) Hal Roach comedy May 22..

Liquid Dynamite Terry cartoon May 22..

Uncle Tom’s Uncle Our Gang comedy May 29..
Rumner Crop Terry cartoon May 29..

Planting Season Sportlight May 29..

A Yankee Doodle Duke (Graves) Mack Sennett com June 5..

Muscle Bound Music (Bevan) Mack Sennett com June 5..

Puppy Lovetime (Alice Day) Mack Sennett com June 12..

Golf Bug (Parrott) Comedy June 12..

He Forgot to Remember (Cook) Hal Roach comedy June 12..

Songs of Central Europe Song series ..June 12..

R. P. M Sportlight June 12..

Long Fliv the King (Chase) ..Hal Roach comedy June 19..

Swat the Crook (H. Lloyd-Daniels) Reissue single reel June 19..

Kind of Picture

Big Retreat
Jacks-of-One-Trade

Glory or Dollars

A Plumber’s Life

Pirates

Smith’s Baby .

Songs of Italy

Last

Ball and Bat.

Fourth Alarm

.Hal Roach comedy 2,000

.Terry Cartoon 1,000

.Sportlight 1,000

.Hal Roach comedy 2,000

.Our Gang 2,000

.Sportlight 1,000
Melody series 1,000
.Terry cartoon 1,000
.Mack Sennett comedy . ...July 10.. 2,000
.Terry cartoon ...July 10.. 1,000
.Sportlight 1,000
.Comedy

. 2,000
.Terry cartoon ...July 17... 1,000
..Terry cartoon ...July 17. . 1,000
..Terry cartoon . 1,000
..Terry cartoon . 1,000
..Sennett comedy . 2,000
..Song series . 1,000

..Hal Roach comedy .... . 2,000

..Hal Roach comedy .... . 2,000

..Terry cartoon . 1,000

. . Comedy . 2,000

..Comedy . 2,000

..Terry cartoon . 1,000

..Sennett comedy . 2,000

. . Sportlight . 1,000

..Comedy . 2,000

..Our Gang Comedy . 2,000

..Terry cartoon . 1,000

..Terry cartoon . 1,000

..Sennett comedy . 2,000

..Terry cartoon . 1,000

..Serial
, . Terry cartoon . i,66o

..Our Gang comedy . 2,000

, . Pilgrimage series . 1,000

Watered Stock Terry cartoon Sep. 25.. 1.000

Bull’s Eye Sportlight Sep. 25.. 1,000

Charleston Queen Terry cartoon Sep. 25.. 1,000

Bromo and Juliet (Chase) Comedy .Sept. 25.. 2,000

Smith’s Landlord (McKee-Hiatt) Jimmy Smith series Sep. 25.. 2,000

Perils of Peterboro (Quillan) Sennett comedy Oct. 2.. 2,000

Love’s Last Laugh (McKee-Hiatt) Sennett comedy Oct. 2.

Why Argue? Terry cartoon Oct. 2.

Road House .....Terry cartoon Oct. 9.

Wise Guys Prefer Brunettes Hal Roach comedy Oct. 9.

Prodigal Bridegroom (Turpin) , Sennett comedy. Oct. 9.

Smith’s Visitor Jimmy Smith series Oct. 16.

Tell ’Em Nothing (Chase) Hal Roach comedy Oct. 16.

Restless Race Sportlight Oct. 16.

Masked Mammas (Dent-Bevan-Parr)

.

Feet
2,000

1 .00U

1,000

4,750

2,000

2,000

1,000

1,000

2,00C

1,000

5,353

2 ,U00

1,000

2,000

2,000

1,000

1,000

1,000

2,000

1,000

1,000

2,000

1,000

2,000

2,000

1,000

1,000

2,000

2,000

2,000

2,000

1,000

2,000

2,000

1,000

2,000

1,000

2,000

1,000

1,000

2,000

2,000

2,000
1,000

2,000

1,000

1,000

2,000
1,000

In Vaudeville
Hooks and Holidays

Be Your Age (feature cast) Hal Roach comedy

Buck Fever Terry cartoon
Radio Controlled Terry cartoon
Tripping the Rhine Sketch Book
War Feathers Our Gang comedy
The Nickel Hopper (Normand) Sennett comedy ..

Divorce Dodged (Bevan) Sennett comedy ..

Hitting the Rails.

Bars and Stripes...

School Days Terry cartoon
Top Notchers ' Sportlight

Features

The High Hand (Leo Maloney) Western
Atta Boy (Monty Banks) Gag comedy ...

Outlaw Express (Leo Maloney) Action western

Review F#et

6. . 2 rls

.Nov. 13.. 2 rls.

.Nov. 13.. 2 rls.

20. . 1 rl

20... 1 rl

20... 2 rls

27..
29. .2 rls.

29. .2 rls.

29. .1 rl.

29. .1 rl.

29. .1 rl.

. .Nov. 29. .2 rls.

4. .2 rls.

4. .2 rl9.

4. .1 rl.

4. .2 rls.

4. .1 rl.

11. . 1 rl

11

.

. 2 rls

. . . Dec. 18. . 2 rls

18. . 1 rl

18. . 1 rl

11. . 5,679

. 9. . 5,775

6. . 5,479

PREFERRED PICTURES
Girl Who Wouldn’t Work (De La Motte) Modern drama Aug.
Plastic Age (Bow-Keith) College story Oct.

The Other Woman's Story (Calhoun) Mystery drama Oct
Lew Tyler’s Wives (Frank Mayo) Drama July
Romance of a Million Dollars Melodrama Aug,
Dancing Days (Star Cast) Domestic Sept.

Shameful Behavior? (Edith Roberts).... Romantic com. -dr. Oct.

His New York Wife (Alice Day) Comedy drama Nov.

PRODUCERS DISTRIBUTING CORP.
1925

Stop Flirting (all star) ...Light comedy June 27..

Beauty and the Bad Man (Mabel Beilin) Drama ..July 4..

Awful Truth (Agnes Ayres) Light comedy July. 11..

Texas Trail (Carey) Typical western July 18..

Private Affairs (Hulette) Character drama Aug. 1..

Hell’s Highroad (Leatrice Joy) Love drama Sept. 12..

Seven Days (Lillian Rich) Comedy feature Sept. 12..

Coming of Amos (Rod LaRoque) Comedy-drama Sept. 19..

Off the Highway (W. V. Mong) . Drama Oct. 3..

Simon the Jester (O’Brien-Rich) Comedy-drama Nov. 28..

Road to Yesterday (J . Schildkraut) Tense drama Dec. 12..

1926
Wedding Song (Leatrice Joy) Comedy-heart int.-dr...

22. . 5,979

. 10.. 6,488

. 31.. 6.080

10.. 6.757
. 7.. 5,300

25.. 5.900

30.. 5,218

27.. 5,294

5,161

5,794

5,917

4,720

6,182

6,084

6,974

5.077

7,641

6,168

9,980

Made for Love (leatrice Joy) Drama

Forbidden Waters (Priscilla Dean) Comedy drama ....

Whispering Smith (H. B. Warner) Melodrama western

Eve’s Leaves (Leatrice Joy) Romantic Comedy
Silence (H. B. Warner) Self-sacrifice dr. ...

RAYART
2,000

. 1,000

. 1,000

. 2.000

. 2.000

. 2,000

. 2,000

1,000

Should Husbands Marry (Alice Day) Sennett comedy Oct. 23.. 2 rls

Gun Shy Terry cartoon Oct. 23.. 1 rl

Mcunt Sinai “Pilgrimage” series Oct. 23.. 1 rl

Home. Sweet Home Terry cartoon ..Oct. 30.. 1 rl

Get ’Em Young (TIarry Myers) Hal Roach comedy Oct. 30.. 2 rls
Phoney Express Terry cartoon Oct. 30.. 1 rl

Durable Souls Sportlight Oct. 30.. 1 rl

Journey of the Israelites “Pilgrimage” Oct. 30.. 1 rl

Pup’s Tale Mayer “Sketchbook” Oct. 30. . 1 rl

More Ways Than One Sportlight Oct. 30.. 1 rl

Nuremburg Mayer “Sketchbook” Oct. 30.. 1 rl

RED SEAL
Has Anybody Seen Kelly? Song Cartune Mar. 20 .. 1,000

Hair Cartoon Marcus cartoon
Hair Cartoon Marcus cartoon .

Sweet Adeline Song Car-tune

..Jan. 2.. 7,373

9.. 6,717

23.. 7,238

30.. 6,013

...Feb. 6.. 5,660

..Feb. 13.. 6,095

...Feb. 20.. 7,419

...Feb. 20.. 5,503

10.. 6,900

1 .. 7,257

8.. 6,155

24..:10,660
15.. 6,995

8.. 6,600
22.. 6,612

29.. 6,750
P

7,518

12.. 7,979

19.. 5,614

26.. 5,800
26.. 6,345

3.. 5,865

3.. 5,908

10.. 6,763

• fuly 17.. 5,994

24.. 5,560
31.. 6.400

. Sept. 11.. 6.858

9.. 6,400
16.. 7,293

.Oct. 23.. 6.738

29.. 6,636

4.. 5.790

18.. 7,460

1925
22.. 4,974

26.. 4,928
27 5.255

1926
21.. 5,803

..Sept. 4.. 5,303

1926
..Mar. 20.. 1,000

3.. 650
3.. 550

10.. 850
10.. 55.

1 .. 550
1 .. 750

[’’.May 8. . 55©
5.. 550
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Hair Cartoon (Issue 8)
A’hen Do We Eat? ,

Old Black Joe
Hair Cartoon
Tootl Toot I (Ko-Ko)
Hair Cartoons
eelview (Issue E)

Searchlight (Issue H)
Song Car-tune
Marvels of Motion
Morning Judge
Ko-Ko in the Fadeaway
Film Reporter
Churchyards of Old America,
Film Reporter (Issue B)
Berth Mark
Hair Cartoons
Searchlight

Kind of Picture

..Marcus novelty ....

..Novelty

..Song Car-tune

..Marcus cartoon

..Fleischer cartoon ..

..Marcus cartoon

..Pictorial

..Pictorial

..Song series

..Issue L

..Carrie of the Chorus
..Fleischer cartoon ....

. . Series
..Humor
..Sport subjects
..Carrie of Chorus....
..Number 17

..Issue J

STERLING PICTURES CORP

Love Gamble (Lillian Rich) Melodrama
Before Midnight (Wm. Russell) Crook melodrama
Big Pal (Wm. Russell) Prize fight drama
Men of the Night (Rawlinson) Melodrama
Wreckage (May Allison) Drama

Review. Feet

. . .June 12. . 850

• July 10.. 1.00Q

•July 17.. 500

• July 17.. 1,000

•July 17.. 1,000

•July 31.. 1,000

• July 31.. 1,000

.Aug. 7.. 1,000

•Aug. 7.. 1,000

Sept. 4.. 800

.Sept. 4.. 2,000

• Sept. 11.. 1,000

.Sept. 11.. 1,000

..Sep. 25.. 1,000

..Oct. 9.. 1,000

..Oct. 9.. 2,000
.Oct. 16.. 458

• Oct. 16.. 1,000

1926

July 24.. 5,723

•July 11.. 4,890
• Oct. 24.. 5,800

•July 24.. 5,723

July 24.. 5,723

TIFFANY PRODUCTIONS, INC.

«nat ftsvdel Frsm Paris
Lost At Sea
The First Night
Redheads Preferred

The Enchanted Island
Flaming Timber
Squads Right
The Steeplechasee
The Tiger
The Song of Steel
Husband Hunters
Snowbound
Wild Geese (Special)
The Squared Ring
The Broken Gate
Fools of Fashion (Mae Busch)
College Days (Marceline Day)
Josselyn’s Wife (Pauline Frederick)
Sin Cargo (Shirley Mason)

Release
Date

Society comedy drama Aug. 15
Romantic csmedy drama Sept. 1

Farce comedy Oct. 15
Whimsical comedy drama Nov. 15
Emotional drama Dec. 15
Romantic drama Jan. 1

Woodland drama Jan. 15
War farce comedy Feb. 1

Racing society drama Feb. 15
Modern drama Mar. 1

Society-business drama Mar. 15
Domestic comedy drama Apr. 1

Comedy drama of the North ...Apr. 15
Human drama May 1

Society coaedy drama May 15
Emotional drama Jun. 1

Social life drama Oct. 9.. 6,484

College comedy-dr Nov. 6.. 7,300

Emotional drama Nov. 27.. 5,800

Melodrama Dec. 11.. 6,100

UNITED ARTISTS

Eagle (Rudolph Valentino) Romantic drama
Stella Dallas (star cast) Mother-love drama

Tumbleweeds (W. S. Hart) Land rush drama
Partners Again (Sidney-Alex Carr) Potash- Perlmutter
Black Pirate (Douglas Fairbanks) Technicolor feature
The Bat (all-star) Mvstery drama
Son of the Sbeik (Valentino) "Sheik” sequel
Sparrows (Mary Pickford) Comedy drama
Winning of Barbara Worth (Banky) H. B. Wright western

1925

.Nov. 28.. 6,754

.Nov. 21.. 10,157

1926

Jan. 2.. 7,254

• Feb. 27.. 5,600

• Mar. 20.. 8,388

.Mar. 27.. 8,219

Aug. 7.. 6,685

•Oct. 9.. 6,000
-Dec. 4.. 8 rls.

UNIVERSAL
Features

My Old Dutch (McAvoy-O’Malley) Drama
Midnjght Sun (LaPlante-Dowling) Russian melodrama
Looking for Trouble (Hoxie) Western
Outside the Law (ChaneylDean) Crook melodrama
Rolling Home (Denny) Farce comedy
Phantom Bullet (Hoot Gibson) Western
Rustler’s Ranch (Acord) Western
Love Thief (Norman Kerry) Romantic drama
Chasing Trouble (Morrison) Action western
Bucking the Truth (Morrison) Action western
Marriage Clause (Lois Weber) Drama
Under Western Skies (Norman Kerry)....Western
The Terror (Art Acord) Western
Man in the Saddle (Gibson) Western
Poker Faces (Horton- LaPlante) Farce comedy
Whole Town’s Talking (E. E. Horton).... Farce comedy
Wild Horse Stampede (Hoxie) Western
Runaway Express (Daugherty-Mehaffy. . ,R. R. thriller .

... ”...
Her Big Night (Laura LaPlante) Farce comedy

.””””
Old Soak (Jean Hersholt) Comedy drama
Texas Streak (Hoot Gibson) Thrill western
Ice Flood (Harlan-Dana) Lumber camp meio..”
Yellow Back (Fred Humes) Western
Take It from Me (Reginald Denny) Comedy drama
Michael Strogoff Russian Melodrama ...
Spangles (O’Malley-Nixon) Circus comedy-dr
Buckaroo Kid (Hoot Gibson) Farce-drama-western ..
Red Hot Leather (Hoxie) Western
Man from the West (Acord) Blue Streak” Western
Cheerful Fraud (Denny) Farce comedy
Prowlers of the Night (Humes) Blue Streak western.

Short Subjects

Buster Watch Tige Buster Brown
Frame Up (Hume) Western
Love Deputy (E. Cobb) Short western
Trapped (Fred Humes) Short western
There She Goes (Wanda Wiley) Comedy
Buster’s Girl Friend Buster Brown series
Papa’s Mama (Arthur Lake) Comedy
Buster’s Heartbeats Buster Brown
Daredevil Daisy (Edna Marian) Comedy

1926

1 .. 7,750

• May 2.. 8,767
. May 8.. a.362
.May 15.. 8,000
. May 22.. 6.831

.May 28.. 5,820

June 5.. 5.230

June 12.. 6,822

19.. 4,304

June 26.. 4,305

3.. 7,680

• July 10.. 6,352

• July 10.. 4,862

July 17.,. 5,492

July 24.,. 7,808
Aug. 14.., 6,662
July 31.. 4,776
Aug. 28.. 5,865

Sept. 4.. 7,603
• Sept. 11.. 7,445

25.. 6.250

2.. 5,747

9.. 4.766
16.. 6,649

. (Vt, 30.. 9,315

6.., 5,633

Nov. 20.. 6,107
• Nov. 27.. 4.535

4.. 4.474

11.. 6.945

18.. 4,390

• Tune 26.. 2.000

• June 26.. 2.000

3.. 2,000

.Tulv 3.

.

2,000

10..

10..

2.000

2,000

10.. 1.000

July 17. . 2.000

July 17.,. 2,000

Love’s Labor Lost (Edwards)
Do or Bust (Edwards)
Motor Trouble (Chas. King)
Mixed Doubles (Puffy)
Fire Barrier
Village Cut-Up (Lake)
Under Desert Skies
Thirteenth Man (Puffy)
Op’ry House Tonight (Lake)
Who’s Next? (Edwards)
Thrilling Romance (Wiley)....
Little Warrior (Sedgwick)
Wide Open Faces (Puffy)
His Girl Friend (Edna Marian)....
Mixed Brides (Wiley)...
When East Meets West
Pep of the Lazy J (Cobb)
Buster's Orphan Party
Don’t Be a Dummy (Lake)
It’s All Over Now (Edwards)
Shoot ’Em Up Kid (F. Gilman)....
Wait a Bit (Earl Mack)
Don’t Shoot (Mower)
Tiddly Winks (Lake)
Jane’s Predicament (Wiley)
Rustler by Proxy (Hume)
And George Did (Saylor)
Jim Hearn’s Ghost (Sedgewick) ...

Buster Helps Dad
Two Dollars, Please (Edwards) ...

The Newlyweds’ Neighbors
Wives and Women (Chas. Puffy)..
Jane’s Inheritance (Wiley)
Olga’s Boatman (Edwards)
Which is Which? (Chas. King) ...

Jane’s Troubles (Wiley)
Wanted a Bride (Arthur Lake)....
The Collegians
Fighting With Buffalo Bill
A Man’s Size Pet
Never Again
For Cryin’ Out Loud
Lots of Grief
Pinnacle Rider (Mower
Pioneer Blood (F. Gilman)
Show Cow Puncher (Cobb)
Too Much Sleep (A. Lake)
When Bonita Rode
Wild Bill (Chas. Puffy)
Jane’s Engagement Party
Barely Reasonable (D. Kitchin)
Lone Prairie (G. Magrill)
Business Worries (Arthur Lake)..,
Please Excuse Me....
The Big Surprise
Snookums’ Outing
What Price Pleasure? (Edwards) .

Better Luck .

Martin of the Mounted (Gilman)...
Fighting Strain (C. Witzel)
Hook or Crook (Puffy)
Buster Prize Winner
A Second-Hand Excuse
Switching Sleepers (Arthur Lake)
Sweetheart Daze (Edwards)
Last Lap
A Close Call . •

Snookums' Merry Christmas
Hen Punchers of Piperock
Trail of Trickery (Cobb)
Honeymoon Quickstep (Lake)
Around the Bases
Little Pest (Neely Edwards)
Rooms for Rent
Too Much Progress in Piperock
Buster’s Sleigh Ride

Kind of Picture Review. Feet

.Comedy July 17.. 1,000
•Comedy July 17.. 1,000
.Comedy July 17.. 2,000
• Comedy July 17.. 1,000
.Short western July 24.. 2,000
Comedy July 24.. 1,000
.Short western July 24.. 2,000
• Comedy July 24.. 1,000
Comedy July 31.. 1,000
Comedy July 31.. 1,000

• Comedy July 31.. 2,000
• Short western July 31.. 2,000
• Comedy Aug. 7.. 1,000
• Comedy Aug. 7.. 2,000
Comedy Aug. 14.. 2,000

• Mustang comedy Aug. 14. . 2,000
Short western Aug. 14.. 2,000
Buster Brown serie» Aug. 14.. 2,000
Comedy Aug. 21.. 1,000
Comedy Aug. 21.. 1,000
Com. -dr. western Aug. 21.. 2,000
•Comedy ’ Aug. 21.. 2,000
Short western Aug. 21.. 2,000
Comedy Aug. 28. . 1,000

• Comedy Aug. 28.. 2,000
• Short western Aug. 28.. 2,000
Comedy Sept. 4.. 2,000

• Short western Sept. 4.. 2,000
Buster Brown serie* Sept. 4.. 2,000
Bluebird comedy Sept. 4.. 1,000
Newlyweds serie* Sept. 11.. 2,000
Comedy Sept. 11.. 1,000
What Happened to Jane. ...Sept. 11.. 2,000
Blue Bird comedy Sep. 25.. 1 000

• Excuse Maker Sep. 25. . 2^000
• Stern Bros, comedy Oct. 2.. 2,000
Comedy Oct. 2.. 1,000
Senes of 10 Oct. 9.. 4,000
Pioneering serial Oct. 16
Western comedy Oct. 16.. 2,000
The Gumps Oct. 16.. 2,000
.Bluebird comedy Oct. 16.. 1,000
Gump comedy Oct. 16.. 2.000
Mustang western Oct. 16.. 2.000
Mustang western Oct. 23.. 2rl*
Mustang western Oct. 23.. 2 rls
Comedy Oct. 23.. 1 rl
Mustang western Oct. 30.. 2 rls
Fat man comedy Oct. 30. . 1 rl
What Happened to Jane. .Nov. 6..2rls
Mustang comedy Nov. 6.. 2 rls
Universal western Nov. 6.. 2 rls
Comedy Nov. 6. . 1 rl

Excuse Maker com Nov. 6.. 2 rls
Gump comedy Nov. 13.. 2 rls.

• Newlyweds comedy Nov. 13.. 2 rl&
Bluebird comedy Nov. 13.. 1 rl
Gump comedy Nov. 20..2ris
Mounted police Nov. 20.. 2 rls
Western Nov. 20.. 2 rl*
Bluebird comedy Nov. 20.. 1 rl
Buster Brown series Nov. 27.. 2 rls
Excuse Makers Nov. 20..2rls
Bluebird comedy Nov. 29..1rl. !

Bluebird comedy Nov. 29.. 1 rh «

• Collegians No. 4 Nov. 29. .2 rls.
Gump series Nov. 29. .2 rls!

• Newlyweds series Nov. 29. .2 rls.
Mustang western com Nov. 29.. 2 rls.
Northwest drama Dec. 11.. 2 rls
Comedy Dec. jj.. 1 rl
folleeians series Dec. 11.. 2 rls
Bluebird comedy Dec. 18.. 1 rl
Andy Gump comedy Dec. 18.. 2rls
Tuttle western com Dec. 18.. 2 rls
Buster Brown series Dec. 18.. 2 rls

WARNER BROS.
192S

Limited Mail (Monte Blue) Railroad melodrama Sep. 12.. 7,144

Wife Who Wasn’t Wanted (Rich) Romantic drama Sep. 19.. 6.858

His Majesty, Bunker Bean (M. Moore) . .Farce comedy Sep. 26.. 7.291

Below the Line (Rin-Tin-Tin) Dog melodrama Oct. 3.. 6.053

Man on the Box (Syd Chaplin) Farce-comedv Oct. 10.. 7.481

Compromise (I. Rich, C. & Brook) Domestic drama Nov. 7.. 6.789

Red Hot Tires (Monte Blue) Farce comedy Nov. 7.. 6.500

Bobbed Hair (Prevost-Harlanl Comedy-melodrama Nov. 14.. 7,817

Rose of the World (P. R. Miller) Human interest drama Nov. 21.. 7,500

Clash of the Wolves (Rin-Tin-Tin) Curwood dog drama Nov. 28.. 6,478

Hogan’s Alley (Blue-Miller) Farce-comedy Dec. 5.. 6410
Lady Windermere’s Fan (I. Rich) Stage classic Dec. 12.. 7.816

Seven Sinners (Prevost-Brook) Crook-action drama Dec. 19.. 6.927

Golden Cocoon (H. Chadwiek-H. Gordon) Human interest meio. Dec. 26.. 7,300

Sea Beast (John Barrymore) Whaling epic

Oh, What a Nurse (Syd Chaplin) Farce-comedy
Cave Man (M. Mocre-Prevost) Farce-comedy
Bride of the Storm (D. Costello) Melodrama
Night Cry (Rin-Tin-Tin) Dog melodrama
Other Women’s Husbands (Blue) Comedy drama
Hell Bent Fer Heaven (Miller) Mystery drama
Little Irish Girl (D. Costello) Crook drama
Why Girls Go Back Home (Miller) Comedy drama
Silken Shackles (Irene Rich) Drama
Social Highwayman (Devore- Love) Farce-comedy
Footloose Widows (Fazenda-Logan) Farce-comedy
Don Juan (John Barrymore) Romantic drama
Across the Pacific (Monte Blue) Melodrama
My Official Wife (Rich-Tearle) Drama
Private Tzzy Murphy (Jessel) Comedy
The Better ’Ole (Syd Chaplin) Supercomedy
Millionaires (Sidney-Fazenda-Gordop) Heart-int. Hebrew com
While London Sleeps (Rin-Tin-Tin) Dog melodrama
Third Degree (D. Costello) Melodrama
Finger Prints (Fazenda) Comedy drama

1926
..Jan. 30.. 9.975

...Mar. 6.. 6.987

..Mar. 13.. 6.741

..April 10.. 6.800

..April 24.. 6.300

..Mar 8.. 6.721

May IS.. 6.578

..Mav 22. . 6,667

..Mar 29.. 5.26J

..June 5.. 6.061

..Tune 26.. 6.107

...July 3.. 7.163

..Aug. 21.. 10.018

. .Oct. 16.. 62)45

Nov. 6. . 7.84*

...Oct. 30.. 7.889

..Oct. 23.. 8.649

..Nov. 3n. . 6.<W
...Dec. 11.. 5,810
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This is a useful supplement to your weekly service “Quick Reference

Picture Chart” ALPHABETICALLY arranged for your convenience

A
Around the Bases. 2 reels—George Lewis

—

Universal—“The Collegians Series”—Re-
view, December 11.

At the Beach. 2 reels—Bray-McDougall Alley
Series—Review, November 29.

B
Babes In the Jungle. 2 reels—Hallam Cooley

-—Fox-O. Henry Series—Review, Novem-
ber 29.

Bad Breaks. 1 reel—George Davis—Educa-
tional-Cameo Comedy—Review. November
20.

Bandit Buster, The—4468 Feet—Buddy Roose-
velt—Directed by Richard Thorpe—As-
sociated Exhibitors-Review, December

- 25.
Bardelys the Magnificent. 8,536 ft.—From

the novel by Rafael Sabatini—John
Gilbert and Eleanor Boardman-—Directed
by King Vidor—Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

—

Review, November 13.

Barely Reasonable. 2 reels—Ben Corbett and
Pee Wee Holmes—Universal-Mustang
Comedy—Review, November 6.

Bars and Stripes. 1 reel—Pathe-Aesop Fable
Cartoon—Review, December 11.

Battling Kangaroo, The. 2 reels—Lige Con-
ley—Fox' Animal Comedy—Review,
December 18.

Bells, The. 6,300 ft.—From play by Erck-
mann-Chatrain—Lionel Barrymore—Di-
rected by James Young—I. E. Chadwick

—

Review, November 13.
Bertha the Sewing Machine Girl. 5,242 ft.—

From play by Theodore Kremer—Madge
Bellamy—Directed by Irving Cummings

—

Fox—Review, December 25.
Better Luck. 2 reels—Joe Murphy—Univer-

sal-Andy Gump Comedy—Review, No-
vember 20.

Be Your Age. 2 reels—Charles Chase

—

Pathe-Hal Roach Comedy—Review, No-
vember 29.

Big Surprise, The. 2 reels—Joe Murphy

—

Universal-Andy Gump Comedy Series—

-

Review, November 13.
Blonde Saint, The. 6,800 ft.—Based on

French Whitman’s novel, “Thelsle of
Life”—Lewis Stone and Doris Kenyon—

-

Directed by Svend Gade—First National—

-

Review, December 11.
Blonde’s Revenge. 2 reels—Ben Turpin—

-

Pathe Comedy—Review, December 18.
Blue Black. 2 reels—Lewis Sargent—Bray-

Fistical Culture Comedy—Review. De-
cember 11.

Briny Boob, A. 2 reels—Billy Dooley—Edu-
cational Comedy—Review, December 4.

Bruce Scenic. 1 reel—Educational—Review,
December 4.

Buckaroo Kid, The. 6,167 ft.—Based on Peter
B. Kyne’s story “Oh, Promise Me’’—Hoot
Gibson—Directed by Lynn Reynolds—

-

Universal—Review, November 20.
Buck Fever. 1 reel—Pathe-Aesop Fable Car-

toon—Review, November 29.
Business Worries. 1 reel—Arthur Lake—

-

Universal Comedy—Review, November 6.
Buster Prize Winner. 2 reels-—Pete the Dog

-—Universal “Buster Brown” Series— Re-
view, November 27.

Buster’s Picnic. 2 reels—Arthur Trimble-
Universal—“Buster Brown” Series—Re-
view, December 25.

Buster’s Sleigh Ride. 2 reels—Arthur Trim-
ble-—Universal-Stern Brothers- “Buster
Brown” Series—Review, December 18.

C
Call of the Wilderness. 4,218 ft.—Sandow,

the dog—Directed by Jack Nelson—As-
sociated Exhibitors—Review, December
18.

Canyon of Light, The. 5,399 ft.—Tom Mix—

-

Directed ty Benjamin Stoloff—Fox—Re-
view, December 11.

Cheerful Fraud, The. 6,945 ft.—Reginald
Denny—Directed by William A. Seiter

—

Universal-Denny .Special—Review, De-
cember 11.

City, The. 5,500 ft.—Based on play by Clyde
Fitch—Directed by R. William ' Neill

—

Fox—Review, November 27.
Close Call, A. 2 reels—Universal-Andy

Gump Series-—Review, November 29.
Close Shaves. 2 reels—Johnnie Arthur—Edu-

cational-Tuxedo Comedy—Review, De-
cember 11.

College Days. 7,300 ft.—Directed by Richard
Thorpe—Tiffany Production—Review No-
vember 6.

Comma Butterfly. 1 reel—Bray Nature
Specials—Review, December 11.

Cool Off. 2 reels—Anne Cornwall—Educa-
tional Comedy—Review, December 4.

Corporal Kate. 7,460 ft.—Vera Reynolds

—

Based on story by Zelda Sears and Marion
Orth—Directed by Paul Sloane—P. D. C’.

—

Review, December 18.

D
Divorce Dodger, The. 2 reels—Billy Bevan—

-

Pathe-Mack Sennett Comedy—Review,
December 4.

Dodging Trouble. 2 reels—Neal Burns—

i

iEdueational-Christie Comedy—Review,
November, 6.

E
Eagle of the Sea, the. 7,250 ft.—Adapted

from the novel, “Captain Sarazac,” by
Charles- Tenney Jackson—Florence Vidor,
Ricardo Cortez—Directed by Frank Lloyd—Paramount—Review, November 27.

Everybody’s Acting. 6,139 ft.—Betty Bron-
son—Directed by Marshall Neilan

—

Paramount—Review, November 27.

Exit Smiling. 6,461 ft.—Beatrice Lillie and
Jack Pickford—Directed by Sam Taylor—

-

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer—Review, Novem-
ber 20.

F
Faust. 8,110 ft.—Emil Jannings—Directed by

F. W. Murnau—-Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

—

Review. December 11.
Felix Busts a Bubble. 1 reel—Educational-

Felix the Cat Cartoon—Review, Novem-
ber 29.

Feliv Hunts the Hunter. 1 reel—Educa-
tional-Felix the Cat Cartoon—-Review,
November 20.

Felix Hunts the Hunter. 1 reel—fEduca-
tional-Felix the Ckt Cartoon—Review,
November 13.

Felix Shatters the Sheik. 1 reel—Educa-
tional—Felix the Cat Cartoon—Review
November 13.

Felix Trumps the Ace. 1 reel—Felix the Cat
Cartoon-Educational.

Fighting Fool, The. 2 reels—Lewis Sargent—Bray-“Fistical Culture” Series—Re-
view. November 6.

Fighting Spirit. 2 reels—George Lewis—

-

Universal—“The Collegians” Series—Re-
view December 25.

Fighting Strain, The. 2 reels—Curley Wit-
zel—Universal Western—Review, No-
vember 20.

Figures of Fancy. 1 reel—Educational-
Hodge Podge—Review, November 13.

Fire Brigade, The. 8,616 ft. Charles Ray and
May McAvoy—M. G. M.—Review, Decem-
ber 25.

Flaming Forest. The. 6,567 ft.—Based on story
by James Oliver Curwaod—Antonio
Moreno, Renee Adoree—Directed by
Reginald Barker—Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer—Review. November 29.

Flirty Four-Flushers. 2 reels—Billy Bevan—Pathe-Mack Sennett Comedy.
For Wives Only. 5,790 ft.—Marie Prevost—Directed Ly Victor Heerman—Pro-

ducers Distributing Corp.—Review. De-
cember 4.

Forty-five Minutes from Hollywood. 2 reels

—

Glenn. T’ryon—Pathe-Hai Roach Comedy
-—Review. December 25.

G
God Gave Me Twenty Cents. 6,532 ft.—Lois

Moran—Directed by Herbert Brenon—

•

Famous Players Lasky—Review, No-
vember 29.

Going Crooked. 5,425 ft.—Bessie Love—Based
on John Golden’s play—Directed by
George Melford—Fox—Review. Decem-
ber 1 8.

Gorilla Hunt, The. 4,362 ft.—Ben Bur-
bridge’s Adventures—F: B. O.—-Review,
December 11.

Great Gatsby, The. 7,296 ft.—Based on novel
by F. Scott Fitzgerald and play by Owen
Davis—-Warner Baxter.—Directed by
Herbert Brennon—Paramount—Review,
December 4.

Great Lakes, The. 900 ft.—Fox Variety—
Review, November 27.

I!

ITarem KnighL, A. 2 reels—Ben Turpin

—

Pathe-Mack Sennett Comedy—Review,
November 13.

Hen Punchers of Piperock. The. 2 reels—
Ben Corbett—Universal Mustang Western
Comedy—Review, November 29.

Hesitating Horses. 2 reels—Alice Day—

-

Pathe-Mack Sennett Comedy, Review,
December 4.

His New York Wife. 5,294 ft.—Directed by

Albert Kelley—Preferred—Review, No-
vember 27.

Hitting the Rails. 1 reel—Pathe-Aesop’s
Fable Cartoon—Review, December 4.

His Off Day. 1 reel—Phil Dunham—Educa-
tional-Cameo Comedy—Review, Novem-
ber 13.

Honeymoon Hospital, The. 2 reels—Ernie
Shields—Fox Imperial Comedy—Review,
November 13.

Honeymoon Quickstep, The. 1 reel—Arthur
Lake—Universal Comedy—Review, De-
cember 11.

Hook or Crook. 1 reel—Charles Puffy—-Uni-
versal-Comedy—Review. November 20.

Hooks and Holidays. 1 reel—Pathe-Grant-
land Rice Sportlight—Review, Novem-
ber 20.

Hoot Mon. 2 reels—Bobby Vernon—Educa-
tional Comedy—Review, December 4,

House Without a Key, The. Allene Ray and
Walter Miller—Pathe Serial—Review,
November 27.

I

International Eucharistic Congress. Fox
Film Corp.—Review, November 20.

In Vaudeville 1 reel—Pathe-Aesop’s Fable
Cartoon—Review, November 20.

J
Jane’s- Engagement Party. 2 reels—Wanda

Wiley—Universal-—“What Happened to
Jane.” Series—Review, November 6.

Jane’s Flirtation. 2 reels—Wanda Wiley

—

Universal “What Happened to Jane”
Series.

Josselyn’s Wife. _ 5,800 ft.—Suggested by
Kathleen Norris’s story—Pauline Fred-
erick—Directed by Richard Thorpe-Tif-
fany—Review, November 27.

iust Another Blonde. 5,603 ft.—Dorothy Mac-
kaill and Jack Mulhall—First National
Review, December 25.

Iv

Key-Hole Cruise, A. 1 reel—Educational
Hodge-Podge—Review, December 18.

King of the Kitchen, The. 2 reels—Lige
Conley—Fox Comedy—Review, Novem-
ber 6.

Kitty from Killarney. 2 reels—Alice Day

—

Pathe-Mack Sennet Comedy—Review,
December 25.

Li

Ladies at Play. 6,119 ft.-—Based on Samuel
Janney’s play, “The- Desperate Woman”—Doris Kenyon. Lloyd Hughes—Direct-
ed by Alfred E. Green—First National—

-

Review, November 29.
Land o’ Fancy. 1 reel—Educational-Felix

the Cat Cartoon—Review, December 11.
Last Lap, The. 2 reels—George. Lewis—-Uni-

versal “The Collegians” Series—Review.
November 29.

Light Wines and Bearded Ladies. 2 reels

—

Gene Cameron—Fox Imperial Comedv

—

Review, November 29.
Little Pest, The. 1 reel—Neely Edwards

—

Universal-Bluebird Comedy—Review, De-
cember 18.

London. 6 reels—From a storv by Thomas
Burke—Dorothy Gish—Directed bv Her-
bert Wilcox—Paramount—-Review, No-
vember 13.

Lone Hand Saunders. 5,453 ft.—Fred Thom-
son—Directed by Reeves Eason—F. B. O.—Review, December 4.

Lone Prairie, The. 2 reels—George Magrill—

-

Universal Western—Review, November 6.
Love ’Em and Leave ’Em. 6,798 ft.—Based

on play by John Weaver and George Ab-
bott—Louise Brooks—Directed bv Frank
Tuttle—Paramount—Review, December
18.

Luke Warm Daze. 2 reels—Bray McDougall
Alley Comedy—Review, December 4.

M
Madam Dynamite. 2 reels—Blanche Pavson—

Fox Comedy—Review, December 11.
Magician. The. 6,960 ft.—Alice Terry—Direct-

ed by Rex Ingram—Metro-Goldwyn

—

Review, November 6.
Man from the West, The. 4,474 ft.—Art Acord

—Directed by Albert Rogell—Universal
Blue. Streak Western—Review, Decem-
ber 4.

Man of Quality, A. 5,640 ft.—George Walsh

—

Directed by Wesley Ruggles—Excellent
Pictures Corp.—Review. November 6

Martin of the Mounted. 2 reels—Fred Gilman
Universal Western—Review, Novem-

ber 20.
Maryland, My Maryland. 750 ft.—Fox Va-

riety, November 20.
Masked Mammas. 2 reels—Billy Bevan

—

Pathe— Mack Sennett Comedv—Review,November 6.
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Menace of the Mounted. The. 2 reels—Ed-
mund Cobb—Universal.

Midnight Pollies. 2 reels—George Davis—Edu-
cational-Mermaid Comedy—Review, No-
vember 27.

Midnight Dovers. 6,100 ft.—Prom play “Col-
lusion”, by J. E. H. Terry—Lewis Stone

—

Directed by John Francis Dillon—First
National—Review, November 13.

Mighty Smithy, The. 1 reel—Educational

—

Life Cartoon—Review, November 27.
Millionaires. 6,903 ft.—Suggested by E.

Phillips Oppenheim’s novel, “The Inevit-
able Millionaire”—George Sidney—Direct-
ed by Herman Raymaker—Warner Broth-
ers—Review, November 20.

Mona Lisa. 2 reels—Hedda Hopper—Educa-
tional—Technicolor—Review, N o v e m-

ber 29.
Money to Burn. 5,900 ft.—Based on novel by

Reginald Wright Kaufman—Dorothy De-
vore, Malcolm McGregor—Directed by
Walter Lang—Lumas Film Corp.—Re-
view, November 29.

Monkey Hula. 2 reels—Buddy Messenger

—

Bray-Sunkist Comedy—Review, Decem-
ber 4.

Movieland. 2 reels—Lupino Lane—Education-
al Comedy—Review, November 29.

Much Mystery. 2 reels—George Davis—Edu-
cational—Mermaid Comedy—Review, De-
cember 25.

My Official Wife. 7,845 ft.—Based on Archi-
bald Clavering Gunter’s story ana
Charles E. Blaney’s play—Irene Rich,
Conway Tearle—Directed by Paul L.
Stern—Warner Brothers—Review. No-
vember 6.

N
Napoleon, Jr. 2 reels—Jerry Madden—Fox

—

Animal Comedy—Review, November 13.
Nickel Hopper, The. 3 reels—Mabel Normand—Pathe—Mack Sennett Comedy—Re-

‘ view, December 4.

Nize Monkey. 2 reels—Buddy Messenger

—

Bray Sunkist Comedy—Review, Novem-
ber 29.

Not To Be Trusted. 2 reels—Allen Forrest

—

Fox—“Married Life of Helen and War-
ren” Series—Review. November 20.

O
Old Ironsides. 10,089 ft.—Directed by James

Cruze—Paramount—Review. Dece tu-
ber 11.

On the Front Page. 2 reels—Lillian Rich—
Pathe Hal Roach Comedy—Review. No-
vember 29.

One Sunday Morning. 2 reels—Lloyd Hamil-
ton—-Educational Comedy—Review, De-
cember 25.

Open Spaces. 2 reels—Big Boy—Educational
"Big Boy” Comedy Series—Review, No-
vember 27.

Outlaw Express, The. 5,479 ft.—Leo Maloney—Directed by Leo Maloney—Pathe— Re-
view, November 6.

Overland Stage, The. 6,392 ft.—Ken May-
nard—Directed by Albert Rogell—First
National—Review. December 25.

I*

Pals In Paradise. 6,696 ft.—Based on story
by Peter B. Kyne—Directed by George B.
Seitz—Marguerite de La Motte and John
Bowers-—Producers Distributing Corp

—

Review, November 29.
Parisian Inspirations in Color. 1 reel—Hope

Hampton—Educational—Review, Decem-
ber 25.

Pathe Review No. 44. 1 reel—Pathe—Review.
November 6.

Pathe Review No. 45. 1 reel—Pathe Magazine—Review, November 13.

Pathe Review No. 46. 1 reel—Pathe—Re-
view, November 29.

Pathe Review No. 47.
view, November 29.

Pathe Review No. 48.
view, December 11.

Pathe Review No. 50.
view, December 18.

Pathe Review No. 51.
view, December 25.

reel—Pathe—Re-

reel—Pathe—Re-

reel—Pathe—Re-

reel—Pathe—Re-

lease Excuse Me. 2 reels—Charles King

—

Universal Stern Bros. “The Excuse
Maker” Series—Review, November 6.

Plumb Goofy. 1 reel—Phil Dunham—Educa-
tional Cameo Comedy—Review. Novem-
ber 6.

Popular Sin. The. 6,244 ft. Florence Vidor

—

Directed by Malcolm St. Clair—Para-
mount—Review, December 25.

Pound Foolish. 1 reel—George Davis—Edu-
cational Cameo Comedv—Review. No-
vember 6.

Prowlers of the Night. 4.390 ft.—Fred
Humes—Directed by Ernst Laemmle—
Universal—Review, December 18.

a
Quarterback, The, 7,114 ft.—Richard Dix

Directed by Fred Newraayer—Paramount—Review. November 6.

It

Ra 3io Controlled. 1 reel—Pathe—Aesop
Fable Cartoon—Review. November 29.

Raggedy Rose. 3 reels—Mabel Normand

—

Pathe—Hal Roach Comedy—Review No-vember 13.

Raging Tide,
Cartoon

—

The. 1 reel—Educational—Life
Review, November 27.

LOIS MORAN,
who starred for Fox in “The Music Master

with Alec Frances, directed by Allan Dwan.

Red Hot Hoofs. 4,681 ft.—Tom Tyler-
Directed by Robert DeLacy— F.’ B. O.

—

Review, November 13.

Red Hot Leather. 4,555 ft.—Jack Hoxie

—

Directed by A1 Rogell—Universal Blue
Streak Western—Review. November 27.

Regular Scout. A. 5,564 ft.—Fred Thomson

—

Directed by David Kirkland—F. B. O.

—

Review. November 29.

Return of Peter Grimm, The. 6.960 ft.—Based
on the plav by David Belasco—Alec B.

Francis—Directed by Victor Schertzinger
-—Fox—Review, November 20.

Reverse English. 1 reel—-Educational—Fe-
lix the Cat Cartoon—Review, Decem-
ber 11.

.

Rooms For Rent. 2 reels—Joe Murphy—Uni-
versal “Andy Gump” Comedy—Review,
December IS.

S

Second-Hand Excuse, A. 2 reels—Charles
King-—-Universal “Excuse Makers” Se-
ries-Review. November 27.

Silent Lover. The. 6,500 ft.—Based on play
“The Legionaire” bv Laios Biro—Milton
Sills—Directed by George Archainbaud

—

First National-—Review, December 4.

Silent Rider The. 5. SOS ft.—Based on story
“The Red-Headed Husband.” by Katherine
Nevvlin Burt—Hoot Gibson—Directed by
Lynn Reynolds—Universal—Review, De-
cember 25.

Sin Cargo. 6.100 ft.—Shirley Mason and
Robert Frazer—Directed by Louis .T. Gas-
nier—Tiffany—Review. December 11.

Smith's Uncle. 2 reels—Pathe—Mack Sennett
“Smith Family” Comedy—Review, No-
vember 20.

Snookums’ Merry Christmas. 2 reels—Uni-
versal “The Newlyweds and Their Baby”
Series—Review, November 29.

Snookums’ Outing. 2 reels—Universal “The
Newlyweds and Their Baby” Series-
Review-, November 13.

Snookum’s Playmate. 2 reels—Universal
“Newlyweds” Series.

So’s Your Old Man. 6,347 ft.—Based on Juli-
an Street's story "Mr. Bisbee’s Princess

—

W. C. Fields—Directed by Gregory La
Cava—Paramount—Review, N o v e m-
b<r 20.

Spangles. 5,633 ft.—Based on novel by Nelly
Revell—Marion Nixon and Pat O’Malley—Universal—Jewel—Review, Novem-
ber 6.

Stepping Along. 7 reels—Based on the story
“The Knickerbocker Kid” by Matt Tay-
lor—Johnny Hines—Directed by Charles
Hines—First National—-Review, Novem-
ber 27.

Stranded in Paris. 6,106 ft.—Bebe Daniels

—

Based on play “Jenny’s Escapade” by
Hans Bachwitz and Fritz Jacobstetter

—

Directed by Arthur Rosson—Paramount—Review, December 18.
Summer Bachelors—Madge Bellamy—Based

on novel by Warner Fabian—Directed by
Alan Dwan—M-G-M.

Sweet Baby. 1 reel—Neely Edw-ards—Uni-
versal—Bluebird Comedy.

Sweetheart Daze. 1 reel—Neely Edwards

—

Universal—Bluebird Comedy—Review.
December 29.

Switching Sleepers. 1 reel—Arthur Lake

—

Universal—Bluebird Comedy—R e v iew.
November 29.

Syncopating Sue. 6,770 ft—Based on play by
Reginald. Goode—Corinne Griffith—-Di-
rected by Richard Wallace—First Na-
tional—Review-, November 20.

T
Tail of the Monk, The. 1 reel—Bray Un-

natural History Cartoon—Review-, No-
vember 29.

Teacher. Teacher. 2 reels—Lloyd Hamilton

—

Educational Comedy—Review. Novem-
ber 29.

Telling Whoppers. 2 reels—Pathe—Our Gang
Comedy—Review, December 25.

Thens and Now-s. 1 reel—Educational—Wal-
ter Futter’s Curiosities—Review, Novem-
ber 20.

There Ain’t No Santa Claus. 2 reels—Char-
ley Chase—Pathe—Hal Roach Comedy

—

Review, December 11.
Thru Thick and Thin. 1 reel—Pathe—Aesop’s

Fable Cartoon—Review, December 4.

Timid Terror. The. 4,872 ft.—George O’Hara—Directed by Del Andrews—F. B. O.

—

Review-. December 25.
Tin Hats. 6,598 ft.—Conrad Nagel—Directed

By Edw-ard Sedgwick—Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer—Review. December 4.

Too Much Progress in Pipe Rock. 2 reels

—

Ben Corbett—Universal Comedy— Re-
view—December 18.

Top Notc-hers. 1 reel—Pathe—Grantland
Rice Sportlight—Review, December 18.

Trail of Trickery, The. 2 reels—Edmund
Cobb—Universal—Review. December 11.

Transr ortation. 1 reel—Bray—Screen Maga-
zine—Review-, November 27.

Tripping the Rhine. 1 reel—Pathe—Hy.
Mayer—Sketch Book Series—Review. No-
vember 29.

11

Unknown Cavalier. The. 6.595 ft.—From
story “Ride Him. Cowboy”, by Kenneth
Perkins—-Ken Maynard—Directed by Al-
bert Rogell-—-First National—Review.
November 6.

Upstage. 6.04S ft.—Norma Shearer—Directed
by Monta Bell—Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

—

Review, November 27.

W
War Feathers. 2 reels—Our Gang—Pathe

Comedy—Review. November 29.

Were In the Navy Now-. 5.519 ft.—Wallace
Beery and Raymond Hatton—Directed
by Edward Sutherland—Paramount—Re-
view. November 20.

What Price Glory. 11.400 ft—Based on play
by Laurence Stallings and Maxwell An-
derson—Directed by Raoul Walsh—Fox—Review. November 29.

What Price Pleasure. 1 reel—Neely Edwards—-Universal—-Blue Bird Comedy—Re-
view-. November 13.

When Friendship Ceases. 1 reel—Pathe

—

Aesop’s Fable Cartoon.
While London Sleeps. 5.810 ft.—Rin-Tin-Tin—Directed by Walter Morosco—Warner

Brothers—Review. December 11.

White Black Sheen. The. 6.798 ft.—Richard
Barthelmess—Directed by Sidney Oloott—First National—Review. December IS.

Wings of the Storm. 5.374 ft.—Thunder, the
dog—Directed by J. G. Blvstone—Fox

—

Review-. December 4.

Winning of Barbara Worth The 8 reels

—

Based on novel by Harold Bell Wright

—

Ronald Column and Yilma Bankv—Di-
rected by Henry King—United Artists

—

Review. December 4.
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Sell Patrons Something They Never See

A LTHOUGH motion pictures make their appeal

through the eye, sound showmanship demands of

the exhibitor the ability to sell his public something they

cannot see—the community service which the picture the-

atre represents.

The community service idea is a sound one on which to

work. This is established by the fact that the wisest heads

of the biggest chains in the country are selling it to their

public.

If they can do it with enormous seating capacity, the

theatre in the smaller communities can accomplish even

more, because the community spirit, the bonds of commun-
ity interest are more sharply accented where everybody

knows everybody else.

Get the Idea

Then Sell It

Get the idea firmly fixed in your own mind that your

theatre is a real community service, that the community is

a better place through the existence and functioning of your

theatre.

Then you can go out and put the idea across with the

enthusiasm born of conviction—and enthusiasm will carry

it to your community.

When the picture doesn’t happen to hit on all six, or

there is a rival interest in town, you will need the commu-
nity partisanship. When—if—censorship, blue-smearers,.

over-zealot reform, lifts any of its many-phased squawks in

your vicinity, that community good will is just the thing

to have handy.

Don’t Sell What
You Can’t Deliver

Don’t go out to sell something you haven’t the goods to

deliver on.

If your projection isn’t of the best obtainable quality,

kept at that point by constant vigilance and frequent re-

placement—if your music is not symphonic at least in qual-

ity if not in volume—if your seats are not utterly desirable,

your conveniences and courtesies anything less than plus

—

you won’t be able to put your community service idea

across.

You don’t have to have a lavish house—just a “real” the-

atre of the modern type, and you would be surprised (sup-
posing your house isn’t fully that type just now) how easy
it will be to make it what it should be by a little judicious

planning and buying.

“Best Projectatory” Sought in

Contest Inaugurated by A. P. S.

ABLY ENGINEERED by its President, Otto Kafka, its Treasurer, F. E.
Nealy, and its secretary, R. Wetter, Jr., the American Projection Society

has launched a contest in which prizes will be awarded to those pre-

senting the pictures and descriptions of what may be adjudged the most per-

fect “projectories” : the purpose behind the contest being the creating of greater

interest in better projection and better projection equipment and conditions.

Editor’s Note : “Projectatory” is the modern appela-
tion for the part of the theatre alloted to projection
apparatus and kindred uses ; formerly a “coop” and
“booth,” it became a “projection room” and now, be-
cause sometimes this room is flanked by rheostat
room, generator room, him vault and rewind room, as
well as projectionists' lavatory room, -the suite is dig-
nified by the new term .

The American ' Projection Society an-
nounces that Projectionists who desire to

enter the contest must fill out the Entrance
Blank which they will furnish upon applica-
tion to their Society offices, 160 W. 45th St.,

New York.
The rules of the contest will be supplied

with, a blank on request. They are simple
and straightforward, requiring the filling out
of. a questionnaire and the Entrance Blank,
and the furnishing of a photograph of the
entered Projectatory, under conditions

which will guarantee fairness in the decision
to be made by the judges who are carefully
chosen from motion picture trade papers and
from among representative projectionists and
projection engineers.

Fifteen Awards to be made

The awards in the contest comprise three
classes. Cass A for the best designed and
equipped propectator in a theatre having

seating capacity above 2,001 : Class B for

best projectatory in theatres having seating

capacity above 2,001: Class B for best projec-

tatory in theatres having seating capacity be-

tween 750 and 2,000: Class C for best projec-

tatory in theatre seating under 750.

The area' of the United States and Can-
ada will be divided into five zones, three

prizes to be awarded in each zone, one in

each three classes, A. B. and C.

In case of a tie, contestants concerned in

the tie will each receive full prize award.
The amount of prizes is to be anounced
soon.

Contest Arouses Enthusiasm

In projection rooms as well as in projec-
tatories, among engineers of projection, and
throughout the ranks of the projector man-
ufacturers, the contest announcement has
brought out expressions of enthusiastic ap-
proval. Exhibitors who are interested in

the welfare of the projection which they
concede to be the heart -of the theatre, in-

dorse heartily the slogan adopted for the
contest—an adaption of the slogan which
Mr. P. A. McGuire, advertising Manager
for International Projector Corp., conceived

and made a part of the projection vocabu-
lary—-Better Projection Pays—in the adap-
tation of which the American Projection
Society has made the term '‘Better Projec-
tion Equipment Pays.”

The contest, now open, will close March
31, 1927. The Judges chosen are: Lester
Isaac, Supervising Projectionist, Loew’s Cir-
cuit; Arthur Gray, Lancaster Theatre, Bos-
ton; John Griffith, Ansonia, Conn.; F. LI.

Richardson, Moving Picture World; F. M.
Abbott, Motion Picture News

; George Ed-
wards, formerly editor American Projection-
ist; Roger M. Hill, U. S. Motion Picture-
Service; Lester Bowen, New York; J. H.
Hallberg, New York; J. Hopkins, Public
Theatres, New York; Frank Nealy, editor
American Projectionist

;
H. H. Iiolqulst,

Exhibitors Herald.

DETROIT, MICH.—Aronberg- & Fried, care
C. Howard Crane, 345 Madison avenue, NeAV
York, have contract for 10-story theatre and
office building-, 200 by 325 feet, to be erected
on west side Woodward, between Columbia
and Montcalm, for William Fox Corporation,
10th avenue and 55th street. Estimated cost,
$ 2 ,000 , 000 .

CLINTON, MO.—Liberty Amusement Com-
pany is converting Crancer Building into
theatre.

KANSAS CITY, MO.—Ground has been
broken for new moving picture theatre on
Valentine road. House will be operated by
Valentine Amusement Company.

ST. LOUIS, MO.—Aronberg Fried, care C.
Hoard Crane, 345 Madison avenue. New
York, have contract for 15-stor'y moving pic-
ture theatre and office building to be erected
on west side Grand, between Washington
and Olive streets, for William Fox Film Cor-
poration, lOt'h avenue and 55th street, New
York. Estimated cost, $5,000,000.
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These FolksAre Buying

The Best To Be Had
In Equipment

MILWAUKEE, WIS.—Saxe Amusement En-
terprises, 530 Grand avenue, has plans by
C. W. and George L. Rapp, 190 North State
street, Chicago, 111., for theatre and store
building on Third street, between Locust and
Chambers. Estimated cost $1,000,000.

EAST ST. LOUIS, ILL.—Keystone Con-
struction Company, 815 Trencjley avenue, has
contract for one-story brick and cinder-
block moving picture theatre, 122 by 47 feet,
to be erected at 1501 State street for Fien-
stein & ICopolitz, 805 North 33rd street. Es-
timated cost $24,000.

WATERLOO, IA.—Theodore Stark & Com-
pany, Cedar Rapids, la., has general con-
tract for four-story brick, terra-cotta and
stone-trim theatre, store and office building,
90 by 207 feet, to be erected at East End,
Fourth street Bridge, for Venice Building
Corporation. Estimated cost $500,000.

PALMYRA, N. Y.—Leo Held, Central Trust
Building, Rochester, has general contract
for two-story semi -fireproof theatre, store
and apartment building, 48 by 125 feet, to
be erected on Maun street for Legarias
Brothers, 10 Jones avenue, Rochester. Es-
timated cost $150,000.

GROVE CITY,' PA.—A. Wishart & Com-
pany, 72 Silver street, Sharon, Pa., has gen-
sral contract for one-story moving picture
theatre, 60 by 150 feet, to be erected on
Broad street, for John Guthie. Estimated
:ost $50,000.

MT. CARMEL, PA.—E. R. Bastress Com-
pany, 44 Oak street, has general contract for
one and two-story brick theatre, store and
apartment building, 100 by 150 feet,, to be
erected on South Hickory street for Sons
of Veterans, Inc., Burnside Post. 33 East
Third street. Seating capacity 1,000.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.—W. Edward Pierce,
1600 Arch street, has contract for two-story
brick moving picture theatre, 228 by 98 feet,
to be erected at 54th street and Arlington
avenue, for Apollo Amusement Companlj’,
care Charles Segall, 1237 North 52nd street.

CLARENDON, VA.—George H. Rucker
Company has awarded contract to Arthur
J. Porter to erect theatre and office build-
ing on Wilson Boulevard. Estimated cost
$30,000.

WAYCROSS, GA.—Improvements are beingmade to Orpheum Theatre. New equipment
will be installed.

WILMETTE, ILL—Friestadt & Company, 7
South Dearborn street, Chicago, has general
contract for two-story theatre and store
building, 186 by 188 feet, for North ShoreSyndicate. Estimated cost $400,000.
NORTH PROVIDENCE, R. I.—N. J Tra

han, 1862 Centerdale street, will erect two-story theatre, store and office buildino- Es-timated cost $150,000.
MADISON. WIS.—Immel ConstructionCompany, Dana Building, Fond du Lac, hascontract for three-story brick, terra-cottaand reinforced concrete theatre and businessbuilding 120 by 132 feet, to be erected onMate street for New1 Capitol InvestmentCompany, 86 Michigan street. Estimated

cost $700,000.
atea

OLATHE, KANS.-C. A. Start, owner and
operator of Del Roy Theatre, is remodeling
building and will install new seats.MAUMEE, O.—Strand Moving Picture The-
atre, Box 680, has plans by Harold Munger,
Perrysburg, O., for one-story addition 40by 22 feet.

JOPLIN, MO.—Joplin Park Board C A.
Patterson, secretary, has plans by’ H. A.
Richardson, Conqueror Trust Comparty for
remodeling theatre in Schifferdecker ‘park.

LAW RENCE, KANS.—I. O. O. F. Lodge has
plans by R. E. Scarnell, 509 National Re-
serve Bank, Topeka, Kans., for four-story
brick and reinforced concrete theatre and
lodge building, 100 by 118 feet. Estimated
cost $150,000.
WATERTOWN, MASS.—Watertown Com-munity Theatre, care T. D. Gotshall 46 Ar-

lington street, Newton, Mass., has plans byH. R. Duffie, 364 Belgrade avenue. WestRoxbury. for two-story brick theatre, storeand office building. Estimated cost $160,000.

SPECIAL
ROLL and

MACHINE
TICKETS
Your own special Ticket,
any colors, accurately
numbered; every roll

guaranteed.
Coupon Tickets for Prize

Drawing: 5,000 for $7.00.
Prompt shipments. Cash with
the order. Get the samples.
Send diagram for Reserved

Seat Coupon Tickets, serial or dated.
ROLL AND MACHINE TICKETS
In Five Thousand Lots and Upward

Ten Thousand tt.M
Fifteen Thousand 7.00
Twenty-five Thousand 9.00
Fifty Thousand 12.50
One Hundred Thousand 18.00

National Ticket Co. Shamokin, Pa.

“Just A Beautiful Picture”

The STRONG Automatic

REFLECTOR ARC LAMP
This perfect automatic reflector arc lamp is the

combination of—mechanical skill,—electrical genius

—optical science and common sense—and it is all

done with so few parts by

—

THE STRONG ELECTRIC CO.
3248 MONROE STREET TOLEDO, O.

Get

Maximum
Screen
Results

Send for the Brand New

Lens Chart
By JOHN GRIFFITHS

Here is an accurate chart which belongs in everv
projection room where carbon arcs are used. It will

enable you to get maximum screen results with the
equipment you are nowr using.

The new Lens Chart (size 15” x 20”) printed on
heavy Ledger Stock paper suitable for framing, will

be sent to you in a strong mailing tube, insuring
proper protection. Get it NOW!

Price $1 .00
Postpaid

Chalmers Publishing Co.
516 Fifth Avenue New York City
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Box office boon

Motion picture producers who use

Eastman Panchromatic Negative offer you

black and white pictures with color cor-

rections that are actually amazing.

These qualities give such pictures—
printed on Eastman Positive, of course

—an extra appeal for the audience that is

a definite boon for the box office.

Prints on Eastman have the black-

lettered identification “Eastman”

and “Kodak” in the transparent

margin. Look for it.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.
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It takes the light from some stars over 1,000,000
years to reach the earth

IT TOOK 5 YEARS FOR THE LIGHT
FROM THE LATEST STAR
TO REACH BROADWAY

J. H. HALLBERG
27 WEST 57th STREET NEW YORK, N. Y.

I
N 1920 THERE WAS CREATED A NEW STAR IN
THE LABORATORY OF J. H. HALLBERG, as de-

scribed on page 446 of Moving Picture World, May 28, 1921

—

IT WAS the birth of the High Intensity Arc tor Mo-
tion Picture Projection and the first lamp was installed in the

Claremont Theatre, 135th Street and Broadway.

We did not believe that this type of lamp was as efficient as it ought

to be for projection so experiments were quietly continued. But The
Germans “beat us to it” by bringing in a small Reflector Arc Lamp in

1921-22. YOU KNOW THE WONDERFUL SUCCESS of this type

of lamp which was copied by everybody who had a shop of any kind.

The only improvements made were in making it larger and more massive

—And the price of it went up in proportion to its increase in weight.

However it filled the bill as a substitute for the Mazda lamp and vertical

arc and gave more light and saved on the bills and it is now accepted as

the only type of lamp for the average theatre—and believe me it is a

great improvement.

WE however kept on experiment-
ing and developing until about a

year ago a couple of our new
lamps were put in PROCTOR’S
125th St. Theatre. THEN IT
WAS PROVEN THAT THIS
LAMP which we had worked
upon for 5 years produced not

only more light and saving on the

bills but it produces a perfect

picture with 100% definition up
to the capacity of the film—SO
NOW THE LATEST HALL-
B E R G REFLECTOR ARC
LAMP IS NOT ONLY A LAMP
OF THAT TYPE BUT IT IS

REALLY A HIGH INTENS-
ITY LAMP WITH LOW IN-
TENSITY CURRENT DE-
MAND AND UPKEEP COST.

Motor Generators, Rheostats,

Lenses, Screens, Electric Light

Plants and Carbons— Also Re-

pair Parts and Service for All

Hallberg Specialties no Matter
How Old.

J. H. HALLBERG
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Better Projection Pays

Nineteen Mis-frames

Spotted in Seven Reels

L
EONARD HASTEE, projectionist,
Strand Theatre, Niagara Falls, N. Y.

says : “Have read your department for

several years. Will now have a fling at writing

to it.

“We are using ‘La Boheme,’ starring John
Gilbert and Lillian Gish. The print we have

was supposed to be from Buffalo. Instead we
got one from New York and what I shall say

is absolute TRUTH, every word of it. In reels

1, 2, 3 and 5 there were FOURTEEN MIS-
FRAMES, in reels 6 and 7 there were five

more.

“Besides this terrible OUTRAGE the print

was scratched, oily and had many, many loose

splices. I attach several of the mis-frames we
“took out.

Buffalo Seldom Errs

“What is your opinion of an exchange which
will send out such a thing as that, Mr. Rich-

ardson, and send it to a first run house at that?

It is very seldom that we receive a print from
a Buffalo exchange containing a mis-frame. We
received this THING Sunday forenoon for

-use that afternoon. You may picture the screen

of the Strand that day.

“I wonder if any other projectionists have
such outrages handed to them? Would like

to see the inclosed mis-frames in print and hear

what they think of it.”

A mis-frame is a mis-frame, so it would
hardly do any good to print the ones you sent

;

also it is difficult to get a good cut of them.

These were not just a little out of frame. They
were apparently just cut any old place the

.shears happened to meet the edge of the film.

What do I think of it? Well, first off, don’t

think all our New York exchanges are that

punk. They are not, though it is true we have
some pretty gummy ones. What I think is

this: Were it practical I would say your
management should have closed the show until

decent prints were received and brought suit

against the exchange for damages.

The Legal Viewpoint

I don’t believe there is a court in the coun-
try which would not award substantial dam-
ages under such conditions. In the very na-
ture of things it is the duty of the exchange
which sells film service to a theatre to send
them in usable condition. That is just a plain

horse sense proposition. It would be a bit

foolish to think otherwise. That is what the
theatre pays for, and if films are received in

any other than a physical condition which will

enable them to be projected with safety, or to

enable the projection of as good a screen im-
age as is possible considering the rain and
eliminations (jumps) found in all old films,

then the film exchange has collected money for
something it has not delivered.

Bluebook School
Question No. 553.—What is the ob-

jection to using ordinary iron wire

for resistance purposes?

Question No. 554—Name the chief

objections to iron grid rheostats.

In other words when a film exchange agrees

to supply film service to a theatre it auto-

matically, and at the same time, agrees to send

films in such condition that they may be used

with safety, and with at least reasonably sat-

isfactory results. That comes pretty close to

being a self-evident fan, does it not, and sending

films with loose splices, wide, stiff splices,

mis-frames or ripped sprocket holes most em-
phatically is NOT sending film which may be

used with reasonable satisfaction, hence the

tactic agreement as between the theatre and
the exchange is violated, and if a fire results

or serious damage to the show the film exchange
is the one that ought, in justice, to be respon-

sible, and to have to pay the damage.
That this is true is proven by the fact that,

as you all know, there seldom is any certainty

that films will be received from an exchange
in time to permit of their examination and
repair before projection. That was the case in

this instance. Suppose one of those loose

splices had caused a film fire, and people had
been injured or killed. Is it not a self-evident

fact that the exchange, and no one else would
have been wholly to blame? Certainly the

projectionist would not. Certainly the theatre

management would not. Ergo, the exchange
is “it.”

J. H. Hallberg

Returns to Fold

A LL the old-timers in the industry will

remember J. H. Hallberg, who started

the supply business down on Twen-
ty-third street, New York, way back in the

early days of the industry. His “stock”

then consisted of the still well-known Hall-

berg Economizer, a large wad of optimism
and high-grade selling ability.

Friend Hallberg drove through many ob-

stacles and became, in the end, one of the

largest and best supply dealers in the entire

industry of that day.

About three years ago Mr. Hallberg ac-

cepted the position as director of a large

private research laboratory, in which posi-

tion he continued until a comparatively short

time ago.

After relinquishing this position, Mr. Hall-
berg looked around and finally decided to

re-enter the motion picture supply business

as a dealer in high-grade specialties.

J. H. Hallberg is a live wire, in all that the

term implies. He is a corking good business
man and “knows his onions” in the supply
business. He has already secured what looks

to me like a corking good reflector type arc
lamp, a motor generator to supply it with
current, and a few other specialties.

Anyone who has a specialty of superior
merit will be well advised to consult with
Mr Hallberg to get him to handle it if he
can.

This department welcomes Mr. Hallberg
back into the field and wishes for him all

that success which is the just due of a com-
petent, high-grade, live-wire business man.
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Bluebook School Answers 542 and 543

Note :—This “School” is designed to arouse interest in the study of those many problems
which constantly arise in motion picture projection, AND to cause men to really study

the Bluebook and assimilate the vast amount of knowledge contained within its covers.

Question No. 524—What is the resistance

of a 60-ampere, 58-volt arc, and what would

be the difference in amperage when the arc

is burning normally at 58 volts and when

the carbons are frozen, assuming line volt-

age to be 110?

The following sent acceptable answers : W.
C. Budge, Springfield Gardens, N. Y.

;

Charles E. Curie, Chattanooga, Tenn.
;
C. H.

Hanover, Burlington, Iowa; G. L. Doe, “Bill”

Doe, John Doe and Charles Doe, all of Chi-

cago; E. Fergodo, Livermore, Calif.; Walter

Munn, Iron Mountain, Mich. ; G. R. Hahn,

Memphis, Tenn.; Gilbert Atkindon, Cleve-

land, Ohio; Frank Dudiak, Fairmont, W.
Va. ;

T. R. Bankerton, Wentzville, Mo.; Al-

bert Tonnerson, St. Louis, Mo.; Albert Han-
cock, Dallas, Texas; D. G. Henderson,

Quincy, 111. ;
Charles C. Colby, Santa Fe,

New Mex.
;
Andrew T. Boylson, Halifax,

Nova Scotia, and Tony Domini, San Juan,

Porto Rico.

There is little to choose between the an-

swers of Budge, all the Does, Hanover, Curie,

Dudiak, Livermore, Munn, Atkindon and

some others. They all said the same thing,

in much the same way. Curie, however,

sets the matter forth very briefly, hence I

think he wins for publication, as extended

explanations would be of slight value. He
says

:

The resistance of a 60 ampere, 58 volt arc
would be (amperes divided by volts equals
resistance) 58 divided by 60 equals 09666
ohms. The resistance of the rheostat would
be (110 minus 58) divided by 60 equals
0.8666 ohms. The proof is that it requires
1.8333 ohms resistance to pass 60 amperes
under 110 volts pressure, and 0.9666 plus
0.8666 equals 1.8333 (and as many more
threes as you care for) ohms.

With the carbons frozen we would have
the arc resistance eliminated, and would
have only the rheostatic resistance remain-
ing, and since we have seen it has 0.8666

ohms resistance, we have but to divide 110
by 0.8666 to get 126.9 amperes as the resul-
tant amperage.

Hanover, John and G. L. Doe, Budge, At-
kindon, Bankerton and Hancock added this

bit of important data

:

This increased amperage would almost
immediately overheat the rheostat coils,

hence set up a higher resistance, thus re-
ducing the actual amperage below that in-

dicated by the calculation.

Hanover adds

:

There would be considerable resistance at
the carbon tips even if frozen, as contact
would not be any good.

Atkindon, Hanover and Hancock give this

finishing touch

:

Just what the ultimate amperage would
be could only be determined if the actual
exact temperature of the rheostate were a
grid and its temperature co-efficient be
known.

Question No. 534—What do you understand

to be meant by the “fixed” and “variable”

resistance in a rheostat, and in just what
manner is the resistance of a variable rheo-

stat varied? Just what happens when you

move the adjustment handle?

A1 the above, plus A1 Lehman, Glenside,

Pa.
;
Thomas T. Alberts, Brookfield, Mo. ; A.

T. Bowers, Erie, Pa., and John Allerton,

New York City, did all right on this one.

Budge says

:

A fixed resistance rheostat has- but two
binding posts. The current enters the coils

or grids through one of them, and is forced
to pass through the entire length of the
resistance element to reach the other or
“exit” binding post. Such a unit is designed
to deliver a certain, fixed number of am-
peres when opposed to the voltage for which
it was designed.
A variable resistance rheostat is one in

which the coils or grids are tapped at differ-
ent points, so that by means of a suitable
mechanism the current may be made to pass
through the entire resistance element, or to
only pass through a portion of it. When
the adjustment handle of a variable resis-
tance is moved, the effect is to “cut out” or
“cut in” a certain, predetermined amount of
the total resistance element, and thus in-
crease or decrease the total resistance and
amperage, which latter is, of course, de-
pendent upon the amount of resistance op-
posed to the voltage.

A very good answer, but Hanover adds
this important item which is a point over-
looked by Brother Budge

:

In all variable or adjustable rheostats

Study Increases

That Qray Matter

L
L. BALL, projectionist, Empress Thea-
tre, Arma, Kansas, says : “Attached

• find my first attempt at answering
Bluebook School questions. Hope it will “get
by.” The “school” certainly has been a big
help to me. Keep it up, F. H., because our
gray matter is constantly on the increase.”

The human brain, unlike most other things,

improves rapidly with use. One especially en-

couraging thing in connection with the school is

that a surprising number of men answer the
questions week after week after week, without
hardly a break, and almost never correctly

enough to be included in the list published.

Yet these same men often say the school has
helped them immensely, and it unquestionably
has too, because they have done something
they never did before, viz : studied the techni-

cal matters of their profession and learned that

they really did lack lots of knowledge. They

there is a certain definite amount of fixed
resistance, which cannot be cut out and
which is sufficient, if the rheostat be used
on a voltage not in excess of that for which
it is designed, to limit the flow to the capa-
city of the rheostat coils or grids when all
resistance handled by the adjustment device
is cut out.

See, Brother Budge and the rest of you,
how easy it is to overlook some important
item. No doubt you all knew that just as

well as Hanover did, but it is just such
things that more often than not influence
my decisions when it comes to publication.

I used Brother Budge’s answer this time be-
cause it was absolutely correct, as far as it

went, and it went as far as did the reply of
any one else except Hanover and Bankerton,
and all the latter said was : “Of course it is

understood that all adjustable rheostats have
a certain amount of fixed resistance.”

What’s in a Name?

P. S.—In looking over the answers again
I note that Munn brought out one or two
additional points, but unfortunately they are
not germane to the question as asked.

Qosh! Just Look

Who’s Returning

E
VERY once in a while a letter comes
which causes the editorial heart to

skip from one to seven and a half

beats. You will all remember that for a long

while a certain live wire up in South Da-

kota was a regular and darned good corre-

spondent of this department. Yep, it's Ben-

newitz I’m talking about. We all thought

he had crawled into a hole and pulled the lid

down even tighter than Gray did, but here

comes a letter saying that he has been enor-

mously busy, but will be with us again in the

department after the first of the year.

All right, Old Timer, the departmental calf

will be put on a corn diet immediately, and

fatten against the time of your appearance.

Glad to have you back, and that's no loose

talk either. You were one of the family,

darn y’ and we all missed you a lot.

Handbook of Projection Notice

The last minute additions of extra equipment matter has held up publication of

the new Fifth Edition HANDBOOK OF PROJECTION longer than we anticipated.

It is rapidly nearing completion now, however, and our readers will be advised

through the pages of Moving Picture World just as soon as the book is ready.

Those who wish to receive copies as quickly as possible should send in their orders

now. The price of this two volume set with limp leather binding will be $6.00.

Make your checks or money orders payable to Chalmers Publishing Co., Address:

516 Fifth Avenue, New York City, N. Y.
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MONTY BANKS
in

“ATTA BOY”
A Feature Comedy

This Comedy Will Drag 'Em Out of Their

Seats Even if They're Nailed In!

The sure-fire money getters today are the real big comedies.

When you can get one that’s not only a big laughter-provoker

but also a thriller, Heaven is good to you.

“Atta Boy” is a present of money in the bank.

“The laughs come fast and furious . . . .From start to finish .

.

Monty Banks great. You can’t go wrong on ‘Atta Boy.’”

—Film Daily

“A whirlwind of merriment for all classes . . We don’t believe

we’ve ever seen a comedy more plentifully supplied with gags,

and every one of them strikes the bell.”

—Moving Picture World

“An excellent farce comedy. In many situations the spec-

tators should be made to scream with laughter.”
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